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Foreword

Purpose of the series

The aim of this series is to bring together in a single place all the official 
Parliamentary documents relating to the passage of the Bill that becomes an Act of 
the Scottish Parliament (ASP).  The list of documents included in any particular 
volume will depend on the nature of the Bill and the circumstances of its passage, 
but a typical volume will include: 

 every print of the Bill (usually three – “As Introduced”, “As Amended at Stage 2” 
and “As Passed”); 

 the accompanying documents published with the “As Introduced” print of the Bill 
(and any revised versions published at later Stages); 

 every Marshalled List of amendments from Stages 2 and 3; 

 every Groupings list from Stages 2 and 3; 

 the lead Committee’s “Stage 1 report” (which itself includes reports of other 
committees involved in the Stage 1 process, relevant committee Minutes and 
extracts from the Official Report of Stage 1 proceedings); 

 the Official Report of the Stage 1 and Stage 3 debates in the Parliament; 

 the Official Report of Stage 2 committee consideration; 

 the Minutes (or relevant extracts) of relevant Committee meetings and of the 
Parliament for Stages 1 and 3. 

All documents included are re-printed in the original layout and format, but with minor 
typographical and layout errors corrected.  An exception is the Groupings of 
Amendments for Stage 2 and Stage 3 (a list of amendments in debating order was 
included in the original document to assist members during actual proceedings but is 
omitted here as the text of the amendments is already contained in the Marshalled 
Lists of Amendments for Stage 2 and Stage 3).

Documents in each volume are arranged in the order in which they relate to the 
passage of the Bill through its various stages, from introduction to passing.   The Act 
itself is not included on the grounds that it is already generally available and is, in 
any case, not a Parliamentary publication. 

Outline of the legislative process

Bills in the Scottish Parliament follow a three-stage process.  The fundamentals of 
the process are laid down by section 36(1) of the Scotland Act 1998, and amplified 
by Chapter 9 of the Parliament’s Standing Orders.  In outline, the process is as 
follows: 

 Introduction, followed by publication of the Bill and its accompanying documents; 

 Stage 1: the Bill is first referred to a relevant committee, which produces a report 
informed by evidence from interested parties, then the Parliament debates the Bill 
and decides whether to agree to its general principles;  

 Stage 2: the Bill returns to a committee for detailed consideration of 
amendments; 



 Stage 3: the Bill is considered by the Parliament, with consideration of further 
amendments followed by a debate and a decision on whether to pass the Bill. 

After a Bill is passed, three law officers and the Secretary of State have a period of 
four weeks within which they may challenge the Bill under sections 33 and 35 of the 
Scotland Act respectively.  The Bill may then be submitted for Royal Assent, at which 
point it becomes an Act. 

Standing Orders allow for some variations from the above pattern in some cases.  
For example, Bills may be referred back to a committee during Stage 3 for further 
Stage 2 consideration.  In addition, the procedures vary for certain categories of 
Bills, such as Committee Bills or Emergency Bills.  For some volumes in the series, 
relevant proceedings prior to introduction (such as pre-legislative scrutiny of a draft 
Bill) may be included. 

The reader who is unfamiliar with Bill procedures, or with the terminology of 
legislation more generally, is advised to consult in the first instance the Guidance on 
Public Bills published by the Parliament.  That Guidance, and the Standing Orders, 

are available for sale from Stationery Office bookshops or free of charge on the 
Parliament’s website (www.scottish.parliament.uk). 

The series is produced by the Legislation Team within the Parliament’s Chamber 
Office.  Comments on this volume or on the series as a whole may be sent to the 
Legislation Team at the Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh EH99 1SP. 

Notes on this volume

The Bill to which this volume relates followed the standard 3 stage process 
described above. 

The Education Committee issued a call for written evidence at Stage 1 and received 
around 50 written submissions.  Those submissions are not included in the Stage 1 
Report and are, therefore, included in this volume after the report, grouped into 
submissions from those who gave oral evidence to the Committee and written 
submissions from other organisations. 

The Finance Committee reported to the Education Committee on the Bill at Stage 1. 
The Finance Committee report is included in the Stage 1 Report at Annexe E.  
However, the minutes and oral evidence for the Finance Committee meeting were 
not included in that report and are, therefore, included in this volume after the report. 

The Subordinate Legislation Committee reported to the Education Committee on the 
Bill at Stage 1. The Subordinate Legislation Committee report is included in the 
Stage 1 Report at Annexe F.

The Stage 1 Report includes, at Annexe D, a response from the Scottish Executive 
on a number of points raised by the Education Committee as a result of evidence 
heard. A further letter dated 12 January 2007 from the Scottish Executive to the 
Committee sets out a response to the Stage 1 Report, and is included in this volume 
separately. 



The Education Committee considered a number of issues in advance of Stage 2 
proceedings on the Bill. Papers, and extracts from minutes and the Official Report, 
for meetings dated 24 January and 7 February 2007 are, therefore, included in this 
volume. 

Forthcoming titles

The next titles in this series will be: 

 SPPB 116: Schools (Health Promotion and Nutrition) (Scotland) Bill 2006 

 SPPB 117: Custodial Sentences and Weapons (Scotland) Bill 2006 

 SPPB 118: Rights of Relatives to Damages (Mesothelioma) (Scotland) Bill 2006 
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Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 1

Part 1—The lists 

SP Bill 73 Session 2 (2006) 

ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTS 

Explanatory Notes, together with other accompanying documents, are printed separately as 

SP Bill 73-EN.  A Policy Memorandum is printed separately as SP Bill 73-PM. 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 
[AS INTRODUCED] 

An Act of the Scottish Parliament to bar certain individuals from working with children or certain 

adults; to require the Scottish Ministers to keep lists of those individuals; to make further 

provision in relation to those lists; to establish a scheme under which information about 

individuals working or seeking to work with children or certain adults is collated and disclosed; 

to make provision about the sharing of information relevant to the protection of children; to 5
amend Part 5 of the Police Act 1997; to amend the meaning of school care accommodation 

service in the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001; and for connected purposes. 

PART 1

THE LISTS

Duty to keep lists 10

1 Duty of Scottish Ministers to keep lists 

(1) Ministers must keep— 

(a) the children’s list, and 

(b) the adults’ list. 

(2) An individual may be listed in the children’s list or in the adults’ list only in accordance 15
with this Part. 

(3) In this Act, “listed”, in relation to an individual, means included in the children’s list or, 

as the case may be, the adults’ list, and references to listing an individual are to be 

construed accordingly. 

Referrals20

2 Referral ground 

The referral ground— 

(a) in relation to an individual who is or has been doing (or has been offered or 

supplied for) regulated work with children, is that the individual has, whether or 

not in the course of the individual’s work— 25

(i) harmed a child, 
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2 Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 
Part 1—The lists 

(ii) placed a child at risk of harm, 

(iii) engaged in inappropriate conduct involving pornography,  

(iv) engaged in inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature involving a child, or 

(v) given inappropriate medical treatment to a child. 

(b) in relation to an individual who is or has been doing (or has been offered or 5
supplied for) regulated work with adults, is that the individual has, whether or not 

in the course of the individual’s work— 

(i) harmed a protected adult, 

(ii) placed a protected adult at risk of harm, 

(iii) engaged in inappropriate conduct involving pornography, 10

(iv) engaged in inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature involving a protected 

adult, or 

(v) given inappropriate medical treatment to a protected adult. 

3 Reference following disciplinary action etc. 

(1) An organisation must give Ministers any prescribed information which it holds in 15
relation to an individual who is or has been doing regulated work if— 

(a) it has, on the referral ground— 

(i) dismissed the individual, or 

(ii) transferred the individual to a position which does not involve that type of 

regulated work, or 20

(b) it would or might have dismissed or so transferred the individual on the referral 

ground if the individual had not— 

(i) otherwise stopped doing regulated work, or 

(ii) been working for the organisation for a fixed term. 

(2) An organisation must give Ministers any prescribed information which it holds in 25
relation to an individual who has been doing regulated work if— 

(a) the individual stops doing the regulated work in circumstances not falling within 

subsection (1), 

(b) the organisation subsequently becomes aware of information which it was 

unaware of when the individual stopped doing regulated work, and  30

(c) the organisation considers that, if— 

(i) it had been aware of that information at that time, and 

(ii) the individual had not stopped doing regulated work, 

it would or might have dismissed the individual on the referral ground.  

(3) In subsections (1) and (2)— 35

(a) an individual suspended from regulated work is not to be treated as having 

stopped doing that work, and 
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Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 3

Part 1—The lists 

(b) the duty to give Ministers information in relation to the temporary transfer of an 

individual to another position applies only if the organisation subsequently makes 

a final decision not to permit the individual to resume the type of regulated work 

from which the individual was transferred. 

(4) This section does not apply to personnel suppliers (see sections 4 and 5). 5

4 Reference by employment agency 

A personnel supplier which carries on an employment agency must give Ministers any 

prescribed information which it holds in relation to an individual who is or has been 

doing regulated work if it has, on the referral ground, decided— 

(a) not to do any further business with the individual, or 10

(b) not to— 

(i) find the individual further regulated work, or 

(ii) offer or supply the individual for such work. 

5 Reference by employment business 

A personnel supplier which carries on an employment business must give Ministers any 15
prescribed information which it holds in relation to an individual whom it has offered or 

supplied for regulated work if— 

(a) it has dismissed the individual on the referral ground, 

(b) the individual has otherwise stopped doing regulated work in circumstances in 

which it would or might have dismissed the individual on the referral ground if 20
the individual had not so stopped, or 

(c) it has, on the referral ground, decided not to offer or supply the individual for 

further regulated work. 

6 Reference relating to matters occurring before provisions come into force 

(1) The duties in sections 3 to 5 do not apply where the individual stopped doing the 25
regulated work (or, as the case may be, the organisation’s opinion was formed) before 

the date on which the provisions imposing the duties come into force. 

(2) But an organisation may give Ministers any prescribed information which it holds in 

relation to such an individual if it wishes to do so. 

7 Reference by court 30

(1) Subsection (2) applies where the court— 

(a) convicts an individual of— 

(i) an offence against a child (other than a relevant offence), or 

(ii) an offence against a protected adult, and 

(b) is satisfied that it may be appropriate for the individual to be listed in the 35
children’s list or in the adults’ list (or in both lists). 

(2) Where this subsection applies, the court may give Ministers any prescribed information 

that the court holds in relation to the convicted individual. 

7



4 Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 
Part 1—The lists 

(3) This section applies in relation to offences committed before and after this section 

comes into force. 

8 Reference by certain other persons 

(1) A person to whom this section applies may give Ministers any prescribed information 

that the person holds in relation to an individual who is or has been doing regulated 5
work if—  

(a) on the basis of evidence obtained by the person in the exercise of relevant 

functions, the person considers that the referral ground is met (regardless of 

whether the conduct to which the evidence relates occurred before or after this 

section comes into force), and 10

(b) prescribed information in relation to the individual has not been given to Ministers 

under sections 3 to 6 in respect of the conduct to which the evidence relates. 

(2) This section applies to— 

The General Teaching Council for Scotland 

The Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care 15

The Scottish Social Services Council 

Any other person specified in an order made by Ministers 

(3) For the purposes of this section, “relevant functions” means—  

(a) in relation to the General Teaching Council for Scotland, such functions as are 

conferred on it by virtue of the Teaching Council (Scotland) Act 1965 (c.19), 20

(b) in relation to the Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care and the Scottish 

Social Services Council, such functions as are conferred on the Commission or, as 

the case may be, the Council by virtue of the 2001 Act and any other enactment, 

and

(c) in relation to a person specified in an order made under subsection (2), such 25
functions as are specified by the order. 

9 Failure to refer: offence 

An organisation which fails, without reasonable excuse, to comply with a duty imposed 

by any of sections 3 to 5 is guilty of an offence and liable— 

(a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or 30
to a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum, or to both, 

(b) on a conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years 

or to a fine, or to both. 

Consideration whether to list 

10 Consideration whether to list: organisational referrals etc. 35

(1) This section applies where— 

(a) prescribed information relating to an individual has been given to Ministers in 

pursuance of sections 3 to 6 or 8, and 

8
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Part 1—The lists 

(b) they are satisfied that the information was not given for vexatious or frivolous 

purposes. 

(2) Where Ministers are satisfied that the information indicates that it may be appropriate 

for the individual to be included in the children’s list, they must consider listing the 

individual in that list. 5

(3) Where Ministers are satisfied that the information indicates that it may be appropriate 

for the individual to be included in the adults’ list, they must consider listing the 

individual in that list. 

(4) For the avoidance of doubt, subsections (2) and (3) apply in relation to an individual 

regardless of the type of regulated work which the individual is or has been doing. 10

11 Consideration whether to list: court referrals 

(1) This section applies where prescribed information relating to an individual has been 

given to Ministers in pursuance of section 7. 

(2) Ministers must consider listing the individual in the children’s list where they are 

satisfied that— 15

(a) the information indicates that it may be appropriate for the individual to be 

included in that list, and 

(b) the individual does, has done or is likely to do regulated work with children. 

(3) Ministers must consider listing the individual in the adults’ list where they are satisfied 

that—20

(a) the information indicates that it may be appropriate for the individual to be 

included in that list, and 

(b) the individual does, has done or is likely to do regulated work with adults. 

12 Consideration whether to list: vetting information etc. 

(1) Ministers must consider listing an individual in the children’s list if they are satisfied 25
that—

(a) either—

(i) vetting information about the individual, or 

(ii) information received when considering whether to list the individual in the 

adults’ list, 30

indicates that it may be appropriate for the individual to be included in the 

children’s list, and 

(b) the individual does, has done or is likely to do regulated work with children. 

(2) Ministers must consider listing an individual in the adults’ list if they are satisfied that— 

(a) either—35

(i) vetting information about the individual, or 

(ii) information received when considering whether to list the individual in the 

children’s list, 

indicates that it may be appropriate for the individual to be included in the adults’ 

list, and 40

9



6 Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 
Part 1—The lists 

(b) the individual does, has done or is likely to do regulated work with adults. 

13 Consideration whether to list: inquiries 

(1) This section applies where— 

(a) a relevant inquiry report names an individual who is or has been doing regulated 

work, and 5

(b) it appears to Ministers from the report that the person who held the inquiry found 

that the referral ground was met at a time when the individual was doing regulated 

work (whether that time was before or after this section comes into force). 

(2) Where it appears to Ministers from the report that it may be appropriate for the 

individual to be included in the children’s list, they may consider listing the individual 10
in the children’s list. 

(3) Where it appears to Ministers from the report that it may be appropriate for the 

individual to be included in the adults’ list, they may consider listing the individual in 

the adults’ list. 

(4) For the avoidance of doubt, subsections (2) and (3) apply in relation to an individual 15
regardless of the type of regulated work which the individual was doing. 

Inclusion in list 

14 Automatic listing 

(1) Ministers must list an individual in the children’s list where— 

(a) the individual is convicted of a relevant offence (committed before or after this 20
section comes into force), or 

(b) it appears to Ministers that any of the criteria specified for the purposes of this 

subsection is satisfied in relation to the individual. 

(2) Ministers must list an individual in the adults’ list where it appears to them that any of 

the criteria specified for the purposes of this subsection is satisfied in relation to the 25
individual.

(3) It is for Ministers to specify by order criteria for the purposes of subsections (1)(b) and 

(2).

(4) Criteria which may be so specified include— 

(a) that an individual has been convicted of, or cautioned in relation to, an offence of 30
a specified description, including offences under— 

(i) the law of England, Wales, Northern Ireland, the Channel Islands or the 

Isle of Man, 

(ii) section 70 of the Army Act 1955 (c.18), 

(iii) section 70 of the Air Force Act 1955 (c.19), 35

(iv) section 42 of the Naval Discipline Act 1957 (c.53), 

(b) that an order of a specified description imposing requirements about an 

individual’s conduct has been made. 

(5) Where a court convicts an individual of a relevant offence, it must inform Ministers of 

the conviction. 40
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15 Inclusion in children’s list after consideration 

Ministers must list an individual in the children’s list if, after considering whether to do 

so, they are satisfied by information relating to the individual’s conduct that the 

individual is unsuitable to work with children. 

16 Inclusion in adults’ list after consideration 5

Ministers must list an individual in the adults’ list if, after considering whether to do so, 

they are satisfied by information relating to the individual’s conduct that the individual 

is unsuitable to work with protected adults. 

Information relevant to listing decisions 

17 Information relevant to listing decisions 10

(1) Ministers must, before making a decision under section 15 or 16— 

(a) give the individual whom they are considering whether to list an opportunity to 

make representations as to why the individual should not be listed, and 

(b) consider any such representations. 

(2) Ministers may, when deciding whether to list an individual, also consider— 15

(a) any information which caused them to consider listing the individual, 

(b) any information relating to the individual which they obtain— 

(i) in pursuance of a requirement made under any of sections 18 to 20, or 

(ii) by performing their functions in relation to the Scheme, and 

(c) any other information which they think relevant. 20

(3) An individual who is given an opportunity to make representations under subsection (1) 

must be given the opportunity to make representations in relation to all of the 

information on which Ministers intend to rely in deciding whether to list the individual. 

(4) The opportunity to make representations under subsection (1) does not include the 

opportunity to make representations that any relevant finding of fact was wrongly made. 25

(5) A “relevant finding of fact” is a finding of fact— 

(a) on which any conviction is based, 

(b) made in a relevant inquiry report, 

(c) made by the General Teaching Council for Scotland, 

(d) made by the Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care, 30

(e) made by the Scottish Social Services Council, or 

(f) made by any other person, or in any other circumstance, specified by order made 

by Ministers. 

(6) Subsections (1) and (3) do not apply if Ministers do not know and cannot reasonably 

ascertain the individual’s whereabouts. 35

11
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18 Police information etc. 

(1) Ministers may, for the purpose of enabling or assisting them to decide whether to list an 

individual, require the chief constable of a police force to provide them with any 

information relating to the individual which the chief constable thinks might be relevant 

in relation to the type of regulated work concerned. 5

(2) A chief constable must not provide information to Ministers under subsection (1) if the 

chief constable thinks that disclosing it to the individual to whom it relates would be 

contrary to the interests of the prevention or detection of crime. 

(3) Ministers must pay the appropriate police authority such fee as Ministers think 

appropriate for information provided under subsection (1). 10

(4) Ministers may, for the purpose of enabling or assisting them to decide whether to list an 

individual, require— 

(a) any person who holds records of convictions and other information for the use of 

police forces generally to provide them with any information relating to the 

individual which the record holder thinks might be relevant in relation to the type 15
of regulated work concerned, 

(b) any person who holds such records to provide them with the prescribed details of 

every relevant matter relating to the individual which is recorded in those records 

(within the meaning of section 113A of the 1997 Act). 

19 Information held by public bodies etc. 20

(1) Ministers may, for the purpose of enabling or assisting Ministers to decide whether to 

list an individual, require— 

(a) any person who holds vetting information of a type prescribed under section 

46(a)(c) to provide them with any such vetting information relating to the 

individual,25

(b) any of the persons set out in subsection (3) to provide them with any information 

held by the person which Ministers think might be relevant. 

(2) Information provided under subsection (1)(b) may, in particular, be information which 

relates to— 

(a) the regulated work concerned, or 30

(b) the protection of children or protected adults in general, or of any child or 

protected adult in particular. 

(3) The persons who may be required to provide information under subsection (1)(b) are— 

Councils

The General Teaching Council for Scotland 35

Health Boards and Special Health Boards 

Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Prisons for Scotland 

Her Majesty’s Inspectors of Schools 

The Registrar of Independent Schools in Scotland 

The Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care 40

The Scottish Social Services Council 

12
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Social work inspectors 

Any other person specified in an order made by Ministers 

20 Information held by regulated work providers 

(1) Ministers may require a person falling within subsection (2) to provide them with any 

information held by the person which Ministers think might be relevant for the purpose 5
of enabling or assisting them to decide whether to list an individual. 

(2) A person falls within this subsection if— 

(a) the individual is doing, or has done, regulated work for the person, 

(b) the individual has been offered regulated work by the person (whether or not the 

individual subsequently did the work), 10

(c) it is an employment agency which has offered or supplied, or made arrangements 

with a view to offering or supplying, the individual to another person for regulated 

work (whether or not the arrangements are still in place), or 

(d) it is an employment business which employs or has employed the individual to do 

regulated work for another person. 15

(3) A person who fails, without reasonable excuse, to comply with a requirement made 

under subsection (1) is guilty of an offence and liable, on summary conviction, to a fine 

not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

Appeals against listing 

21 Appeals against inclusion in children’s list 20

(1) An individual listed under section 15 may appeal to the sheriff against Ministers’ 

decision to list the individual in the children’s list. 

(2) Such an appeal must be lodged— 

(a) within 3 months of the date on which the individual was listed, or 

(b) by such later date as the sheriff may, on cause shown, allow. 25

(3) The sheriff must determine an appeal under subsection (1)— 

(a) where the sheriff is satisfied by information relating to the individual’s conduct 

that the individual is unsuitable to work with children, by confirming Ministers’ 

decision to list the individual in the children’s list, or 

(b) where the sheriff is not so satisfied, by directing Ministers to remove the 30
individual from the children’s list. 

22 Appeals against inclusion in adults’ list 

(1) An individual listed under section 16 may appeal to the sheriff against Ministers’ 

decision to list the individual in the adults’ list. 

(2) Such an appeal must be lodged— 35

(a) within 3 months of the date on which the individual was listed, or 

(b) by such later date as the sheriff may, on cause shown, allow. 

(3) The sheriff must determine an appeal under subsection (1)— 

13
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(a) where the sheriff is satisfied by information relating to the individual’s conduct 

that the individual is unsuitable to work with protected adults, by confirming 

Ministers’ decision to list the individual in the adults’ list, or 

(b) where the sheriff is not so satisfied, by directing Ministers to remove the 

individual from the adults’ list. 5

23 Further appeals against inclusion in either list 

(1) The sheriff’s determination under section 21 or 22 may be appealed to the sheriff 

principal by— 

(a) the individual, or 

(b) Ministers.10

(2) The sheriff principal’s determination of an appeal under subsection (1) may, with the 

leave of the sheriff principal, be appealed to the Inner House of the Court of Session on 

a point of law by— 

(a) the individual, or 

(b) Ministers.15

(3) The decision of— 

(a) the sheriff principal, or 

(b) if leave is granted to appeal to the Inner House, that House, 

on any appeal is final. 

24 Appeals against listing: supplementary 20

(1) No finding of fact on which any conviction is based may be challenged on an appeal 

under section 21, 22 or 23. 

(2) Any court proceedings under section 21, 22 or 23 may take place in private if the court 

considers it appropriate in all the circumstances. 

Removal from list 25

25 Application for removal from list 

(1) A listed individual may apply to the sheriff for removal from— 

(a) the children’s list, or 

(b) the adults’ list. 

(2) References in this section to “the list” are to be read as references to the list from which 30
the individual has applied for removal. 

(3) An application for removal from the list is competent only if— 

(a) the applicant has been listed for such period as may be prescribed (beginning on 

such date as may be prescribed), or 

(b) the sheriff is satisfied that the applicant’s circumstances have changed since the 35
applicant—

(i) was listed, or 
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(ii) last made an application under this section, 

such that the sheriff should consider the application. 

(4) An applicant’s circumstances are to be treated as having changed if— 

(a) the applicant was convicted of an offence in relation to conduct which Ministers 

had regard to when considering whether to list the applicant, and 5

(b) the conviction is subsequently quashed. 

(5) Subsection (4) does not affect the generality of subsection (3)(b). 

26 Determination of application for removal from list 

(1) The sheriff must determine a competent application for removal from the children’s 

list—10

(a) where the sheriff is satisfied that the applicant is no longer unsuitable to work 

with children, by directing Ministers to remove the individual from the list, or 

(b) where the sheriff is not so satisfied, by refusing the application. 

(2) The sheriff must determine a competent application for removal from the adults’ list— 

(a) where the sheriff is satisfied that the applicant is no longer unsuitable to work 15
with protected adults, by directing Ministers to remove the individual from the 

list, or 

(b) where the sheriff is not so satisfied, by refusing the application. 

(3) The sheriff’s determination may be appealed to the sheriff principal by— 

(a) the individual, or 20

(b) Ministers.

(4) The sheriff principal’s determination of an appeal under subsection (3) may, with the 

leave of the sheriff principal, be appealed to the Inner House of the Court of Session 

by—

(a) the individual, or 25

(b) Ministers.

(5) The Inner House may, in determining an appeal under subsection (4), by order modify 

the period prescribed for the purposes of section 25(3) in so far as that period is to apply 

to any further application by the individual concerned for removal from the children’s 

list or, as the case may be, the adults’ list. 30

(6) The decision of— 

(a) the sheriff principal, or 

(b) if leave is granted to appeal to the Inner House, that House, 

on any appeal is final. 

27 Late representations 35

(1) This section applies where an individual listed under section 15 or 16— 

(a) was not, because of section 17(6), given an opportunity to make representations as 

to why the individual should not be listed, and 

15
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(b) subsequently makes representations to Ministers as to why the individual should 

not have been listed. 

(2) Where this section applies, Ministers must— 

(a) consider the individual’s representations, and 

(b) if satisfied that the individual should not have been listed, remove the individual 5
from the list. 

28 Removal from list 

(1) Ministers—

(a) must remove an individual from the children’s list or adults’ list— 

(i) if directed to do so by the court, or 10

(ii) where section 27 requires them to do so, and 

(b) may, at any other time, remove an individual from the children’s list or adults’ list 

if they are satisfied that the individual should not have been listed. 

(2) Where Ministers appeal against a direction to remove an individual from the children’s 

list or adults’ list, the duty imposed by subsection (1)(a) does not apply until that appeal 15
is finally determined. 

Listing: supplementary 

29 Notice of listing etc. 

(1) Subsection (2) applies where— 

(a) an individual has been listed under section 14, 15, or 16, 20

(b) Ministers become aware that an individual has otherwise been barred from doing 

regulated work with children or adults, or 

(c) Ministers are considering whether to list an individual by virtue of sections 10 to 

13.

(2) Where this subsection applies, Ministers must notify the persons specified in subsection 25
(3) of the fact— 

(a) that the individual has been barred from doing regulated work with children or 

adults, or, as the case may be 

(b) that they are considering whether to list the individual. 

(3) Those persons are— 30

(a) the individual concerned, 

(b) where—

(i) the individual has been barred from regulated work with children, or 

(ii) Ministers are considering whether to list the individual in the children’s 

list,35

any organisation for which they know the individual is doing regulated work with 

children,

(c) where—
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(i) the individual has been barred from regulated work with adults, or 

(ii) Ministers are considering whether to list the individual in the adults’ list, 

any organisation for which they know the individual is doing regulated work with 

adults, and 

(d) any relevant regulatory body whom Ministers think it would be appropriate to 5
notify of that fact. 

(4) Minister may publish guidance about what steps, if any, an organisation for which an 

individual whom Ministers are considering whether to list is doing regulated work 

should take to protect children or, as the case may be, protected adults. 

(5) Ministers may vary or revoke any such guidance. 10

(6) Where, after considering whether to list an individual, Ministers decide not to do so, 

they must give notice of that fact to— 

(a) the individual, 

(b) where Ministers have decided not to include the individual in the children’s list, 

any organisation for which they know the individual is doing regulated work with 15
children,

(c) where Ministers have decided not to include the individual in the adults’ list, any 

organisation for which they know the individual is doing regulated work with 

adults, and 

(d) any relevant regulatory body to whom Ministers gave notice under subsection (2) 20
of the fact that they were considering whether to list the individual. 

(7) The following persons are “relevant regulatory bodies”— 

The General Teaching Council for Scotland 

The Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care 

The Scottish Social Services Council 25

Any other person specified in an order made by Ministers 

(8) A notice which this section requires to be given to an individual may be given— 

(a) by delivering it to the individual, 

(b) by leaving it at the individual’s usual or last known place of abode, or 

(c) by sending it by post to the individual at that place. 30

30 Relevant inquiries 

(1) This section applies for the purposes of section 13 and 17. 

(2) A relevant inquiry is any of the following— 

(a) an inquiry held— 

(i) by Ministers, 35

(ii) by the Scottish Parliament (including an inquiry held by a committee or 

sub-committee of the Parliament),  

(b) an inquiry held under the Inquiries Act 2005 (c.12), 
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(c) any other inquiry or hearing designated for the purposes of this section by an 

order made by Ministers. 

(3) “Relevant inquiry report” means the report by the person who held the relevant inquiry. 

31 Offences against children and protected adults 

(1) For the purposes of this Part— 5

(a) an individual commits a relevant offence if the individual— 

(i) commits an offence which falls within paragraph 1 of schedule 1, or 

(ii) falls within paragraph 2 of that schedule,   

(b) an individual commits an offence against a child if the individual— 

(i) commits a relevant offence, or 10

(ii) commits any other offence in respect of which the person in relation to 

whom the offence was committed was a child, and 

(c) an individual commits an offence against a protected adult if the individual 

commits an offence in respect of which the person in relation to whom the offence 

was committed was a protected adult, 15

and references to being convicted of, or charged with, a relevant offence, an offence 

against a child or, as the case may be, an offence against a protected adult are to be 

construed accordingly. 

(2) Ministers may by order modify subsection (1)(b) or (c) or schedule 1 so as to modify the 

circumstances in which an individual is to be treated for the purposes of this Part as 20
having committed a relevant offence, any other offence against a child or an offence 

against a protected adult. 

(3) Subsection (4) applies to an individual if— 

(a) the individual is charged with— 

(i) an offence against a child, or 25

(ii) an offence against a protected adult, 

(b) either—

(i) the individual is acquitted of the charge on the ground of insanity, or 

(ii) the court makes a finding under section 55(2) of the 1995 Act in respect of 

the individual, and 30

(c) the court makes any order mentioned in section 57(2)(a) to (d) of the 1995 Act in 

relation to the acquittal or finding. 

(4) An individual to whom this subsection applies is to be treated, for the purposes of 

sections 7 and 14, as having been convicted of the offence. 

32 Duty to notify certain changes 35

(1) An individual who is listed, or whom Ministers are considering whether to list, must 

give Ministers notice of— 

(a) a change in the individual’s name or address, 
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(b) the issue of a full gender recognition certificate to the individual under section 4 

of the Gender Recognition Act 2004 (c.7), or 

(c) any other change in circumstance of a prescribed type. 

(2) A notice under subsection (1) must be given within 1 month of the date of the change or 

issue of the certificate to which it relates. 5

(3) An individual who fails, without reasonable excuse, to comply with subsection (1) 

commits an offence. 

(4) An individual guilty of an offence under subsection (3) is liable on summary conviction 

to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or to a fine not exceeding level 5 on 

the standard scale, or to both. 10

Offences relating to regulated work 

33 Barred individuals not to do regulated work 

(1) It is an offence for an individual to do, or to seek or agree to do, any regulated work 

from which the individual is barred. 

(2) It is a defence for an individual charged with an offence under subsection (1) to prove 15
that the individual did not know, and could not reasonably be expected to have known— 

(a) that the individual was barred from that regulated work, or 

(b) that the work concerned was regulated work. 

34 Organisations not to use barred individuals for regulated work 

(1) It is an offence for an organisation to— 20

(a) offer regulated work to an individual barred from that work, or 

(b) permit an individual to do, or fail to remove an individual from, regulated work 

from which it knows or has reason to believe that the individual is barred. 

(2) An organisation commits an offence under subsection (1)(a) if it offers regulated work 

to a barred individual who is already working for the organisation. 25

(3) It is a defence for an organisation charged with an offence under subsection (1)(a) to 

prove that it did not know, and could not reasonably be expected to have known, that the 

individual was barred from doing that regulated work. 

(4) For the purposes of subsection (1)(a), an organisation is not to be treated as having 

offered regulated work to an individual if the offer is subject to the organisation being 30
satisfied (by virtue of information disclosed under Part 2 or otherwise) that the 

individual is suitable to do that work. 

35 Personnel suppliers not to supply barred individuals for regulated work 

(1) A personnel supplier commits an offence if it— 

(a) offers or supplies an individual who is barred from doing regulated work to an 35
organisation, and 

(b) knows or has reason to believe that the organisation will make arrangements for 

the individual to do regulated work from which the individual is barred. 
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(2) It is a defence for a personnel supplier charged with an offence under subsection (1) to 

prove that it did not know, and could not reasonably be expected to have known, that the 

individual was barred from doing the regulated work. 

36 Penalties for offences relating to regulated work 

A person guilty of an offence under section 33, 34 or 35 is liable— 5

(a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or 

to a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum, or to both,  

(b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years or 

to a fine, or to both. 

General and supplementary 10

37 Police access to lists 

Ministers must make available prescribed information contained in the children’s list or 

adults’ list to chief constables of police forces for the purpose of— 

(a) the prevention or detection of crime, or 

(b) the apprehension or prosecution of offenders. 15

38 Protection from actions for damages 

(1) No proceedings are competent in respect of any loss or damage incurred by any person 

because of— 

(a) the fact that an individual is or is not listed, 

(b) the fact that Ministers have or have not considered whether to list an individual, 20

(c) the provision of information in pursuance of any of sections 3 to 8 and 18 to 20. 

(2) Subsection (1)(c) does not apply if the provider of the information— 

(a) knew, or was reckless as to whether, it was untrue or misleading in a material 

respect, and 

(b) provided it— 25

(i) in purported compliance with any of sections 3 to 8 and 18 to 20, or 

(ii) in other circumstances in which the provider knew, or could reasonably be 

expected to have known, that it would be used by Ministers, or provided to 

them for use, in connection with the performance of their functions under 

this Part. 30

39 Power to regulate procedure etc. 

(1) Ministers may, by regulations, make further provision about— 

(a) the information about listed individuals which is to be included in the children’s 

list and adults’ list, 

(b) the maintenance of those lists, and 35

(c) the procedure which is to be followed in relation to any decision which Ministers 

are authorised or required to take under this Part. 
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(2) The regulations may, in particular, make provision in relation to the time within which 

anything has to be done. 

40 Transfer from 2003 Act list 

(1) Ministers must list in the children’s list each individual who was included (otherwise 

than provisionally) in the list kept under section 1 of the Protection of Children 5
(Scotland) Act 2003 (asp 5) (“the 2003 Act”) immediately before that section was 

repealed.

(2) Ministers must give notice of listing under subsection (1) to each individual listed under 

that subsection. 

(3) An individual who is listed under subsection (1) is to be treated for the purposes of this 10
Act as having been so listed— 

(a) under the provision of this Part which most closely corresponds to the provision in 

the 2003 Act under which the individual was included in the list kept under 

section 1 of that Act, and 

(b) on the day on which the individual was included in the list kept under section 1 of 15
the 2003 Act. 

(4) The provisions of this Part are accordingly to apply in relation to such an individual with 

any necessary modifications. 

(5) Section 28(1)(b) is not to be read as requiring or authorising Ministers to remove such 

an individual from the children’s list where it appears to them that the individual— 20

(a) would not have been listed under the provision of this Part which most closely 

corresponds to the provision in the 2003 Act under which the individual was 

included in the list kept under section 1 of the 2003 Act, but 

(b) should have been included in the list kept under the 2003 Act under the provision 

of that Act which corresponds most closely with the provision of this Part under 25
which the individual is to be treated as having been listed. 

(6) A notice required by subsection (2) may be given— 

(a) by delivering it to the listed individual, 

(b) by leaving it at the listed individual’s usual or last known place of abode, or 

(c) by sending it by post to the listed individual at that place. 30

PART 2

VETTING AND DISCLOSURE

The scheme 

41 The scheme 

Ministers are to administer a scheme (“the Scheme”) under which information about 35
individuals who do, or wish to do, regulated work with children or protected adults is— 

(a) collated, and 

(b) disclosed,

in accordance with this Part. 
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42 Participation in scheme 

(1) An individual may apply to Ministers to join the Scheme in relation to— 

(a) regulated work with children, 

(b) regulated work with protected adults, or 

(c) both types of regulated work. 5

(2) Ministers must allow an individual to be a member of the Scheme (a “scheme member”) 

in relation to a type of regulated work if the individual is not barred from doing that 

work.

43 Statement of barred status 

(1) Ministers must disclose a statement of barred status to each scheme member. 10

(2) A statement of barred status is a document which— 

(a) sets out the type of regulated work in relation to which an individual participates 

in the Scheme, 

(b) confirms that the individual is not barred from doing that work, and 

(c) if Ministers are considering whether to list the individual in relation to that type of 15
work, says so. 

(3) Ministers need not comply with subsection (1) where— 

(a) the individual makes a disclosure request at the same time as the individual 

applies to join the Scheme, and 

(b) Ministers make the requested disclosure. 20

Vetting information 

44 Enquiries about scheme members 

(1) Ministers must, after making enquiries for the purpose of discovering whether any 

vetting information exists in relation to a new scheme member, create a scheme record 

for the member. 25

(2) Ministers must make arrangements for the purpose of discovering whether any new 

vetting information arises in relation to scheme members while those members 

participate in the Scheme. 

(3) Ministers must update a scheme record if they discover any new vetting information 

about the scheme member to whom it relates. 30

(4) Vetting information is new if Ministers did not discover it as a result of earlier enquiries 

made in pursuance of subsection (1) or (2) in relation to the scheme member concerned 

(regardless of whether it existed when they made those earlier enquiries). 

45 Scheme record 

A scheme record is a document comprising— 35

(a) a scheme member’s statement of barred status, and 
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(b) vetting information about the scheme member which Ministers discover as a result 

of enquiries or arrangements made under section 44. 

46 Vetting information 

(1) Vetting information, in relation to a scheme member, is— 

(a) the prescribed details of every relevant matter relating to the scheme member 5
which is recorded in central records (within the meaning of section 113A of the 

1997 Act), 

(b) if the scheme member is subject to notification requirements under Part 2 of the 

Sexual Offences Act 2003 (c.42), information about those requirements, 

(c) information which the chief officer of a relevant police force thinks might be 10
relevant in relation to the type of regulated work in relation to which the scheme 

member participates in the Scheme, and 

(d) such other information as may be prescribed. 

(2) Regulations prescribing information for the purposes of subsection (1)(d) may require 

persons holding information of the type prescribed to disclose it to Ministers for the 15
purposes of this Act. 

47 Duty to notify certain changes 

(1) A scheme member must give Ministers notice of— 

(a) a change in the member’s name or address, 

(b) the issue of a full gender recognition certificate to the member under section 4 of 20
the Gender Recognition Act 2004 (c.7), or 

(c) any other change in circumstance of a prescribed type. 

(2) A notice under subsection (1) must be given within 3 months of the date of the change 

or issue of the certificate to which it relates. 

(3) An individual who fails, without reasonable excuse, to comply with subsection (1) 25
commits an offence. 

(4) An individual guilty of an offence under subsection (3) is liable on summary conviction 

to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale. 

48 Correction of inaccurate scheme record 

(1) Ministers must correct a scheme record if they are satisfied (following notification under 30
section 47 or otherwise) that any information included in it is inaccurate. 

(2) After correcting an inaccurate scheme record, Ministers must disclose the corrected 

information to— 

(a) the scheme member, and 

(b) any organisation for which they know the scheme member is doing regulated 35
work.

(3) Subsection (2) applies only if Ministers have previously disclosed the inaccurate 

information under this Part to the scheme member or, as the case may be, the 

organisation.
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Disclosure 

49 Disclosure of scheme records 

(1) Ministers must disclose a scheme member’s scheme record if— 

(a) disclosure conditions A to D are satisfied, and 

(b) section 50 does not require them to disclose the scheme member’s short scheme 5
record.

(2) Ministers must send a copy of a record disclosed under subsection (1) to the scheme 

member who made the disclosure request. 

50 Disclosure of short scheme records 

(1) Ministers must disclose a scheme member’s short scheme record if— 10

(a) disclosure conditions A to D are satisfied, 

(b) they have previously disclosed the member’s scheme record, and 

(c) the scheme member requests disclosure of a short scheme record only. 

(2) Ministers must send a copy of a record disclosed under subsection (1) to the scheme 

member who made the disclosure request. 15

(3) A short scheme record is a document which— 

(a) includes a scheme member’s statement of barred status, 

(b) specifies the date on which the scheme member’s scheme record was last 

disclosed under section 49, and 

(c) if any new vetting information has been included in the member’s scheme record 20
since that date, says when that information was so included. 

(4) A short scheme record must not disclose any vetting information of the type referred to 

in subsection (3)(c). 

51 Disclosure of barred status 

(1) If disclosure conditions A to C are satisfied, Ministers must disclose a scheme member’s 25
statement of barred status. 

(2) Ministers must send a copy of a statement disclosed under subsection (1) to the scheme 

member who made the disclosure request. 

52 Disclosure conditions 

The disclosure conditions are— 30

Condition A The scheme member requests Ministers to make the disclosure to a 

person, and in relation to a type of regulated work, specified in the 

request.

Condition B The scheme member participates in the Scheme in relation to that 

type of regulated work. 35
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Condition C  The person to whom the disclosure is to be made declares that the 

disclosure is requested for the purpose of enabling or assisting the 

person (or any other person for whom the person acts) to consider 

the scheme member’s suitability to do, or to be offered or supplied 

for, that type of regulated work. 5

Condition D  The person to whom the disclosure is to be made is a registered 

person for the purposes of Part 5 of the 1997 Act. 

53 Crown work 

(1) This section applies where a disclosure declaration is made by— 

(a) a Minister of the Crown, 10

(b) a member of the Scottish Executive, 

(c) any other office-holder in the Scottish Administration, or 

(d) a nominee of any person mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (c). 

(2) Where this section applies Ministers may, despite disclosure condition D, disclose the 

relevant scheme record or short scheme record. 15

54 Disclosure restrictions 

(1) Regulations under section 46(1)(d) may prohibit Ministers (at any time or in prescribed 

circumstances)— 

(a) from including a prescribed type of information in scheme records, 

(b) from disclosing a prescribed type of information under section 49 or 50. 20

(2) Where—

(a) a scheme member participates in the Scheme in relation to both types of regulated 

work, and 

(b) Ministers receive a disclosure request which includes a disclosure declaration 

made in relation to only one of those types of regulated work, 25

Ministers may not disclose information which appears in the member’s scheme record 

only because the member participates in the Scheme in relation to the other type of 

regulated work. 

Removal from scheme 

55 Removal from scheme30

(1) Ministers must remove a scheme member from the Scheme in relation to a type of 

regulated work if they— 

(a) bar the member from doing that work by listing the member, or 

(b) become aware that the member has otherwise been barred from doing that work. 

(2) Ministers may remove from the Scheme any scheme member who fails to pay any fee 35
for participation in the Scheme which is prescribed under section 67. 
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56 Withdrawal from scheme 

Ministers must remove a scheme member from the Scheme in relation to a type of 

regulated work if— 

(a) the scheme member applies to be so removed, and 

(b) they are satisfied that the scheme member is not doing that type of regulated work. 5

57 Notice of removal 

(1) Ministers must give notice confirming that they have removed an individual from the 

Scheme under section 55 or 56 to— 

(a) the individual, and 

(b) any other person whom they think fit. 10

(2) A notice under subsection (1) must— 

(a) state the type of regulated work in relation to which the individual has been 

removed, and 

(b) say why the individual has been removed. 

(3) A notice under subsection (1)(b) need not comply with subsection (2)(b) if Ministers 15
think that it would be inappropriate for the recipient to be informed of the reason for 

removal. 

58 Retention of scheme records after removal 

(1) Ministers may keep the scheme record of an individual removed from the Scheme and 

may continue to use that record for the purposes of enabling or assisting them to 20
perform their functions under this Act. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not— 

(a) entitle Ministers to continue to make enquires in relation to the individual in 

pursuance of section 44(2), or 

(b) require Ministers to otherwise ensure that the retained scheme record is updated. 25

Evidence of identity 

59 Evidence of identity 

(1) An individual making— 

(a) an application to join, or to be removed from, the Scheme, 

(b) a request to correct a scheme record, or 30

(c) a disclosure request, 

must provide Ministers with such evidence of identity as they may require. 

(2) Ministers need not consider such an application or request if— 

(a) the individual fails to comply with a requirement under this section or section 60, 

or35

(b) the evidence provided does not satisfy them as to the individual’s identity. 
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60 Power to use fingerprints to check applicant’s identity 

(1) Ministers may require an applicant to join the Scheme, or a scheme member, to have 

fingerprints taken in such manner, and at such place, as may be prescribed for the 

purposes of enabling or assisting Ministers to check evidence of identity given to them 

for the purposes of section 59. 5

(2) Prescribed persons must destroy any such fingerprints in prescribed circumstances. 

(3) Any person who holds records of fingerprints for the use of police forces generally must 

make those records available to Ministers for the purposes of this section. 

(4) This section does not affect the generality of section 59 in relation to any other type of 

evidence of identity. 10

61 Power to use personal data to check applicant’s identity 

(1) Ministers may use information given to them by personal data holders to check evidence 

of identity given to them for the purposes of section 59. 

(2) Personal data holders are— 

The United Kingdom Passport Agency 15

The Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency 

Ministers of the Crown in connection with keeping of records of national 

insurance numbers 

Such other persons holding data about individuals as may be prescribed 

Offences relating to vetting information 20

62 Falsification of scheme records etc. 

(1) It is an offence for a person, with intent to deceive, to— 

(a) make a document which purports to be a disclosure record, 

(b) alter a disclosure record, 

(c) use, or allow another person to use, a disclosure record in a way which suggests 25
that it relates to an individual other than the scheme member in respect of whom it 

was disclosed. 

(2) It is an offence for a person to knowingly make a false or misleading declaration or 

other statement for the purposes of— 

(a) obtaining, or enabling another person to obtain, a disclosure record, or 30

(b) satisfying Ministers that an individual who is doing regulated work is not doing 

so.

63 Unlawful disclosure of scheme records etc. 

(1) A person to whom disclosure information is disclosed under section 48, 49, 50 or 51 

commits an offence if the person discloses it to any other person. 35

(2) A person does not commit an offence under subsection (1) by disclosing the disclosure 

information— 

(a) to any of the person’s employees, 
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(b) where the person is not an individual, to any member or officer of the person, or 

(c) where the disclosure was made for the purpose of enabling or assisting another 

person to consider a scheme member’s suitability to do, or to be offered or 

supplied for, regulated work— 

(i) to that other person, 5

(ii) to any of that other person’s employees, or 

(iii) where that other person is not an individual, to any member or officer of 

that other person. 

(3) An individual to whom disclosure information is disclosed lawfully by virtue of 

subsection (2)(a) or (b) or (4)(a) commits an offence if the individual discloses it to any 10
other person. 

(4) An individual does not commit an offence under subsection (3) by disclosing the 

disclosure information, in the course of the individual’s duties— 

(a) to any other individual who is a member, officer or employee of the person to 

whom the corresponding disclosure was made under section 49, 50 or 51, or 15

(b) where the disclosure was made for the purpose of enabling or assisting another 

person to consider a scheme member’s suitability to do, or to be offered or 

supplied for, regulated work— 

(i) to that other person, 

(ii) to any of that other person’s employees, or 20

(iii) where that other person is not an individual, to any member or officer of 

that other person. 

(5) A person to whom disclosure information is disclosed lawfully by virtue of subsection 

(2)(c)(i) or (4)(b)(i) commits an offence if the person discloses it to any other person. 

(6) A person does not commit an offence under subsection (5) by disclosing the disclosure 25
information— 

(a) to any of the person’s employees, or 

(b) where the person is not an individual, to any member or officer of the person. 

(7) An individual to whom disclosure information is disclosed lawfully by virtue of 

subsection (2)(c)(ii) or (iii), (4)(b)(ii) or (iii) or (6) commits an offence if the person 30
discloses it to any other person. 

(8) An individual does not commit an offence under subsection (7) by disclosing the 

disclosure information, in the course of the individual’s duties, to any other individual 

who is a member, officer or employee of the person for whose purposes the 

corresponding disclosure was made under section 49, 50 or 51. 35

(9) A person to whom disclosure information is disclosed unlawfully commits an offence if 

the person discloses it to any other person. 

64 Unlawful requests for scheme records etc. 

(1) It is an offence to request provision of, or to otherwise seek sight of, a disclosure record 

for a purpose other than the permitted purpose. 40
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(2) It is an offence to use disclosure information for a purpose other than the permitted 

purpose.

(3) The permitted purpose is to enable or assist a person to consider the suitability of the 

individual to whom the record or information relates to do, or to be offered or supplied 

for, the type of regulated work to which the disclosure record relates. 5

(4) References in subsection (1) to disclosure records do not include references to 

information included in disclosure records. 

65 Unlawful disclosure etc.: supplementary 

(1) Nothing in section 63 prevents disclosure of disclosure information— 

(a) by the scheme member to whom the information relates, 10

(b) by any other person with the consent of the scheme member to whom the 

information relates, 

(c) to an office-holder in the Scottish Administration or a government department, 

(d) to a person appointed to any office by virtue of any enactment, 

(e) in accordance with any obligation to provide information imposed by virtue of 15
any enactment, 

(f) for the purposes of answering a prescribed type of exempted question, or 

(g) for some other prescribed purpose. 

(2) Nothing in subsections (2), (4), (6) or (8) of section 63 makes lawful any disclosure of 

disclosure information made otherwise than for the purpose of enabling or assisting the 20
person in relation to whom the corresponding disclosure request was made to consider 

the suitability of the scheme member concerned to do, or to be offered or supplied for, 

the type of regulated work concerned. 

(3) Nothing in section 64 prevents use of disclosure information for a purpose other than the 

permitted purpose— 25

(a) by the scheme member to whom the information relates, 

(b) by any other person with the consent of the scheme member to whom the 

information relates, 

(c) by an office-holder in the Scottish Administration or a government department, 

(d) by a person appointed to any office by virtue of any enactment, 30

(e) in accordance with any obligation to provide information imposed by virtue of 

any enactment,  

(f) in order to answer a prescribed type of exempted question, or 

(g) in any other prescribed circumstances. 

(4) References in sections 63 and 64 and in this section to disclosure information are 35
references to— 

(a) disclosure records disclosed under section 49, 50 or 51, and 

(b) any information in such a disclosure record which is obtained only by virtue of 

section 48, 49, 50 or 51. 
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(5) “Exempted question”, where used in subsections (1)(f) and (3)(f), means a question in 

relation to which section 4(2)(a) or (b) of the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 

(c.53) has been excluded by order made under section 4(4) of that Act. 

66 Penalties for offences relating to vetting information 

A person guilty of an offence under section 62, 63 or 64 is liable on summary conviction 5
to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or to a fine not exceeding level 5 on 

the standard scale, or to both. 

Fees, forms and other procedures 

67 Fees

(1) Ministers may charge such fee as may be prescribed— 10

(a) in respect of applications to join, or to be removed from, the Scheme, 

(b) in respect of disclosure requests, and 

(c) otherwise in respect of the performance of their functions under this Part. 

(2) Regulations may, in particular, provide for— 

(a) annual or other recurring fees in respect of participation in the Scheme, 15

(b) reduction, waiver or refund of fees in prescribed circumstances. 

(3) Where regulations provide for a fee to be charged in respect of— 

(a) an application to join, or to be removed from, the Scheme, or 

(b) a disclosure request, 

Ministers need not consider the application or request unless the fee is paid. 20

68 Forms

(1) It is for Ministers to determine the form and manner in which— 

(a) applications to join, or to be removed from, the Scheme, 

(b) requests to correct a scheme record, and 

(c) disclosure requests (including disclosure declarations made in relation to them), 25

must be made. 

(2) Minister may, in particular, determine that any such application, request or declaration 

may be made in electronic form. 

(3) Ministers need not consider any such application, request or declaration unless it is 

made in the form and manner determined by them (or in a form and manner as close to 30
that as circumstances permit). 

69 Procedure

(1) Ministers may, by regulations, make such further provision about the administration of 

the Scheme as they think fit. 

(2) Regulations may, in particular— 35
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(a) prescribe further procedure relating to applications to join, or to be removed from, 

the Scheme, 

(b) prescribe circumstances in which scheme members are to be removed from the 

Scheme, 

(c) prescribe circumstances in which disclosure condition A (see section 52) is to be 5
treated as being satisfied when a person other than a scheme member makes a 

disclosure request in respect of that member, 

(d) prescribe further procedure relating to making disclosure requests and to 

disclosing information in pursuance of such requests. 

Supplementary10

70 Delegation of vetting and disclosure functions 

(1) Ministers may, to such extent and subject to such conditions as they think appropriate, 

delegate any of their functions under this Part (other than excepted functions) to such 

person as they may determine. 

(2) An excepted function is a function— 15

(a) relating to the making of regulations or orders, 

(b) under section 68, or 

(c) relating to the determination of an appropriate fee under section 71(4). 

(3) A delegation under subsection (1) may be varied or revoked at any time. 

(4) No proceedings are competent against a person performing functions delegated under 20
this section by reason of an inaccuracy in the information made available or provided to 

the person in accordance with section 60(3) or 71. 

71 Sources of information 

(1) Any person who holds records of convictions and other information for the use of police 

forces generally must make those records available to Ministers for the purposes of 25
enabling or assisting them to perform their functions under this Part. 

(2) A chief constable must, as soon as practicable, comply with a request by Ministers to 

provide them with information of the type described in section 46(1)(c) for the purposes 

of enabling or assisting them to perform their functions under this Part. 

(3) A chief constable must not provide information to Ministers under subsection (2) if the 30
chief constable thinks that disclosing that information to the individual to whom it 

relates would be contrary to the interests of the prevention or detection of crime. 

(4) Ministers must pay the appropriate police authority such fee as Ministers think 

appropriate for information provided under subsection (2). 

(5) No proceedings are competent against Ministers by reason of an inaccuracy in the 35
information made available or provided to them in accordance with this section or 

section 60(3). 
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72 Statements of barred status: disclosure of whether individual under consideration 

for listing 

(1) Despite section 43(2)(c), a statement of barred status must not disclose whether 

Ministers are considering whether to list an individual if Ministers have not made a 

decision under section 15 or, as the case may be, 16 within the relevant period. 5

(2) The “relevant period” is— 

(a) where the information which caused Ministers to consider whether to list the 

individual is the subject of legal or disciplinary proceedings, the period of 6 

months which begins on the date on which the proceedings are finally determined, 

(b) in any other case, the period of 6 months which begins on the date on which 10
Ministers made a decision under section 10, 11, 12 or 13 to consider whether to 

list the individual, or 

(c) where either of the periods mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (b) is extended under 

subsection (3), the extended period. 

(3) The sheriff may, on an application by Ministers and on cause shown, extend the period 15
mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (2) by such period of up to 6 months as 

the sheriff may specify. 

(4) Any court proceedings under subsection (3) may take place in private if the sheriff 

considers it appropriate in all the circumstances. 

(5) For the purposes of subsection (2)(a), proceedings are finally determined when— 20

(a) the proceedings are terminated or abandoned without a decision being made, 

(b) a decision is made against which no appeal lies, or 

(c) where a decision is made which may be appealed, the period during which an 

appeal (other than an appeal which need not be timeous) may be brought expires 

without an appeal being brought. 25

(6) For the purposes of subsection (5), an appeal which need not be timeous is— 

(a) an appeal under Part 8 (appeals from solemn proceedings) of the 1995 Act in 

relation to which the High Court must, if the appeal is to be competent, extend the 

time within which intimation of intention to appeal or note of appeal or both may 

be given, 30

(b) an appeal under Part 10 (appeals from summary proceedings) of the 1995 Act in 

relation to which the High Court must, if the appeal is to be competent, extend the 

time within which an application for a stated case may be made, or 

(c) an appeal under section 191 (appeal by suspension on ground of miscarriage of 

justice) of the 1995 Act. 35

PART 3

SHARING CHILD PROTECTION INFORMATION

73 Child protection information 

“Child protection information” is information relating to a child which the holder of 

information considers, or should reasonably consider, to be relevant for the purposes of 40
protecting the child, or any other child, from harm. 
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74 Duty to share child protection information 

(1) A relevant person who holds child protection information must report the information to 

the council for the area in which it considers the relevant child to be. 

(2) In subsection (1), “relevant child” means the child for whose protection the relevant 

person considers, or should reasonably consider, the information to be relevant. 5

75 Duty to co-operate 

Relevant persons must, so far as consistent with the proper exercise of their functions, 

co-operate with— 

(a) a council making inquiries for the purpose of considering whether it might need to 

do anything in order to protect a child from harm, and 10

(b) each other, 

where such co-operation is likely to help the council making those inquiries. 

76 Code of practice about child protection information 

(1) Ministers must prepare and publish a code of practice about child protection information 

(to be known as “the code of practice on sharing child protection information”). 15

(2) The code of practice may include guidance, recommendations, advice or other 

information about— 

(a) the types of information which should be treated as child protection information, 

(b) the way and manner in which— 

(i) relevant persons, and 20

(ii) their workers, 

should share child protection information (in pursuance of duties imposed by 

sections 74 and 75 or otherwise). 

(3) Ministers may alter or replace the code of practice. 

(4) Before publishing the code of practice (or any significant alteration to it), Ministers must 25
consult—

(a) such relevant persons, or bodies representing relevant persons, as they think fit, 

and

(b) such other persons as they think fit. 

(5) A relevant person must have regard to the code of practice when considering— 30

(a) whether any information is child protection information, and 

(b) how to comply with the duties imposed by sections 74 and 75. 

77 Duty to enable, encourage and help workers to share child protection information 

(1) A relevant person must take reasonable steps in order to enable, encourage and help its 

workers to, so far as is consistent with the proper exercise of those workers’ functions— 35

(a) share child protection information among themselves for the purpose of protecting 

children from harm, 
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(b) disclose child protection information to other relevant persons for that purpose, 

and

(c) enable or help the relevant person to perform the duties imposed by sections 74 

and 75. 

(2) Steps which a relevant person must take include, in particular, reasonable steps to— 5

(a) promote awareness and understanding among its workers of the code of practice 

on sharing child protection information, and 

(b) ensure that its workers have regard to the code of practice on sharing child 

protection information when working for the relevant person. 

78 Lifting of restrictions on sharing child protection information 10

(1) Any person who, apart from this section— 

(a) does not have power to disclose child protection information to a relevant person, 

or

(b) would be, by virtue of any enactment (including subsection (3)) or rule of law, 

susceptible to a sanction or other remedy if the person disclosed child protection 15
information to a relevant person, 

has that power to disclose and is not to be susceptible to that sanction or other remedy. 

(2) Child protection information may be disclosed under that power only for the purpose of 

protecting a child from harm (and liability to sanction or other remedy is lifted only in 

respect of disclosures made for that purpose).  20

(3) Where—

(a) a person discloses child protection information to a relevant person in respect of 

which the discloser is subject to a duty of confidentiality, and 

(b) on disclosing the information, the discloser informs the relevant person of the 

breach of that duty, 25

the relevant person must not disclose that information. 

(4) Subsection (3) does not prevent a disclosure which is permitted or required by virtue of 

any enactment or rule of law. 

79 Child’s welfare to be paramount consideration 

(1) A relevant person need not comply with a duty imposed by section 74 or 75 if the 30
person considers— 

(a) that so complying would be in the interests of a child (“child A”) but contrary to 

the interests of another child (“child B”), and 

(b) that the harm which so complying is likely to cause to child B will probably be 

more serious than the harm from which child A is likely to be protected by so 35
complying. 

(2) A person considering whether to disclose child protection information by virtue of 

section 78 must have regard to how doing so may affect the interests of— 

(a) the child for whose protection the person considers the information to be relevant, 

and40
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(b) any other child whose interests the person considers to be likely to be affected by 

the disclosure. 

(3) A person considering whether anything is in a child’s interests for the purposes of this 

section must give paramount consideration to the child’s welfare throughout childhood. 

80 Relevant persons 5

The following persons are relevant persons for the purposes of this Part— 

Councils

Chief constables of police forces in Scotland 

The Scottish Crime and Drug Enforcement Agency 

The Common Services Agency for the Scottish Health Service 10

Health Boards and Special Health Boards 

The Mental Welfare Commission for Scotland 

The Principal Reporter 

The Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care 

The Scottish Social Services Council 15

The General Teaching Council for Scotland 

Care service providers 

Managers of educational establishments 

Registered social landlords 

Any other person, or type of person, specified by order made by Ministers 20

81 Enforcement etc. 

(1) Ministers may by order make such supplementary, incidental or consequential provision 

as they consider appropriate— 

(a) for the purposes of ensuring that relevant persons comply with duties imposed on 

them by this Part, or 25

(b) otherwise for the purposes of giving full effect to any provision of this Part. 

(2) An order under subsection (1) may modify any enactment, instrument or document. 

PART 4

AMENDMENT OF PART 5 OF THE POLICE ACT 1997 

82 Information in criminal conviction and record certificates 30

(1) In section 112(2) of the 1997 Act, for the words from “or” immediately following 

paragraph (a) to the end of paragraph (b) substitute “(or states that there is no such 

conviction); and 

(b) if the applicant is subject to notification requirements under Part 2 of the 

Sexual Offences Act 2003 (c.42), states that fact.”. 35
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(2) Section 113A of the 1997 Act is amended as follows— 

(a) in subsection (3), for the words from “or” immediately following paragraph (a) to 

the end of paragraph (b) substitute “(or states that there is no such matter); and 

(b) if the applicant is subject to notification requirements under Part 2 of the 

Sexual Offences Act 2003 (c.42), states that fact.”, 5

(b) in the definition of “central records” in subsection (6), for “and cautions” 

substitute “, cautions or other information”, 

(c) in the definition of “relevant matter” in that subsection, the word “and” 

immediately following paragraph (a) is repealed, 

(d) at the end of paragraph (b) of that definition, insert “and 10

(c) a prescribed court order.”. 

(3) In section 119(1) of the 1997 Act, for “or cautions” substitute “, cautions or other 

information”. 

(4) In section 119A of the 1997 Act— 

(a) in subsection (1), after “convictions” insert “or other information”, 15

(b) in subsection (2), for “or cautions” substitute “, cautions or other information”. 

83 Form of Part 5 applications 

(1) In each of the following provisions of the 1997 Act, the words “in the prescribed manner 

and form” are repealed— 

section 112(1)(a) 20

section 113A(1)(a) 

section 113B(1)(a) 

section 114(1)(a) 

section 116(1)(a) 

(2) In sections 117(1) and 120(2) of the 1997 Act, the words “in writing” are repealed. 25

(3) After section 125 of the 1997 Act insert— 

“125A Form of applications 

(1) It is for the Scottish Ministers to determine the form and manner in which 

applications must be made for the purposes of sections 112(1)(a), 113A(1)(a), 

113B(1)(a), 114(1)(a), 116(1)(a), 117(1), and 120(2). 30

(2) The Scottish Ministers may, in particular, determine that such applications may 

be made in electronic form (and may be signed or countersigned 

electronically). 

(3) The Scottish Ministers need not consider any such application unless it is made 

in the form and manner determined by them (or in a form and manner as close 35
to that as circumstances permit).”. 

84 Payment of fee for information from certain police forces 

In section 113B of the 1997 Act, after subsection (5) insert— 
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“(5A) The Scottish Ministers must pay to such body as may be prescribed such fee as 

they think appropriate for information received from the chief officer of a body 

mentioned in subsection (10)(j) to (m) as a result of a request under subsection 

(4) or (5).”. 

85 Regulations about registration 5

(1) Section 120 of the 1997 Act is amended as follows— 

(a) in subsection (2), for “section 120A and regulations under subsection (3)” 

substitute “sections 120ZB and 120A”, 

(b) subsection (3) is repealed. 

(2) Before section 120A of the 1997 Act insert— 10

“120ZB Regulations about registration 

(1) The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make further provision about 

registration.

(2) Regulations under this section may in particular make provision for— 

(a) the payment of fees; 15

(b) the information to be included in the register; 

(c) the registration of any person to be subject to conditions; 

(d) the nomination by— 

(i) a body corporate or unincorporated; or 

(ii) a person appointed to an office by virtue of an enactment, whether 20
that body or person is registered or applying to be registered, 

 of an individual to act for the body or, as the case may be, person in 

relation to the countersigning of applications under this Part; 

(e) the refusal by the Scottish Ministers, on such grounds as may be 

specified in or determined under the regulations, to accept or to continue 25
to accept any nomination made by virtue of this section; 

(f) the refusal by the Scottish Ministers to include persons who, in the 

opinion of the Scottish Ministers, are likely to act in relation to fewer 

disclosure applications in any period of 12 months than a minimum 

number specified in the regulations; 30

(g) the removal from the register of persons who have, in any period of 12 

months during which they were registered, acted in relation to fewer 

disclosure applications than the minimum number specified under 

paragraph (f); 

(h) the removal from the register of persons who are, in the opinion of the 35
Scottish Ministers, no longer likely to wish to act in relation to disclosure 

applications;

(i) the removal from the register of any person who has breached any 

condition of the person’s registration; and 

(j) the period which must elapse before any person refused registration or 40
removed from the register may apply to be included in the register. 
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(3) The provision which may be made by virtue of subsection (2)(c) includes 

provision—

(a) for the registration or continued registration of any person to be subject 

to prescribed conditions or, if the regulations so provide, such conditions 

as the Scottish Ministers think fit; and 5

(b) for the Scottish Ministers to vary or revoke those conditions. 

(4) In subsection (2), references to acting in relation to disclosure applications are 

to be read as references to— 

(a) countersigning applications under section 113A or 113B, or 

(b) making declarations in relation to requests for disclosures under section 10
49 or 50 of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Act 2007 

(asp 00).”. 

(3) Section 124A of the 1997 Act is amended as follows— 

(a) in subsection (1), for “section 120(3)(b)” substitute “section 120ZB(2)(h)”, and 

(b) in subsection (3), for “section 120(3)(ac)” substitute “section 120ZB(2)(j)”. 15

PART 5

MEANING OF “SCHOOL CARE ACCOMMODATION SERVICE”

86 Meaning of “school care accommodation service”  

(1) In section 2 of the 2001 Act, for subsection (4) substitute— 

“(4) A “school care accommodation service” is a service which— 20

(a) consists of the provision of residential accommodation to a pupil in a 

place in or outwith a public, independent or grant-aided school; 

(b) is provided (whether or not during term-time) for the purpose of or in 

connection with the pupil’s attendance at the school (whether current or 

otherwise); and 25

(c) is provided to the pupil by— 

(i) an education authority or the managers of an independent or grant-

aided school; or 

(ii) any person under arrangements made between that person and any 

such authority or managers. 30

(4A) For the purposes of subsection (4)(c)(i) above, a service which— 

(a) falls within the description given by subsection (4)(a), (b) and (c)(ii) 

above; and 

(b) is provided to the pupil in domestic premises, 

 is to be regarded as being provided by that authority or (as the case may be) 35
those managers. 

(4B) A service may be excepted from the definition in subsection (4) above by 

regulations.”.
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(2) In section 77(1) of the 2001 Act, in the definition of “school care accommodation 

service”, for “has the meaning given by subsection (4) of section 2” substitute “is to be 

construed in accordance with subsections (4) to (4B) of section 2 of”.  

PART 6

SUPPLEMENTARY AND GENERAL5

87 Transfer of Disclosure Scotland staff etc. 

(1) Ministers may by order (a “staff transfer order”) make provision for persons employed 

by virtue of section 9 of the Police (Scotland) Act 1967 (c.77) (employees other than 

constables) by the Strathclyde Joint Police Board (the “Police Board”) to transfer to, and 

become members of the staff of, the Scottish Administration. 10

(2) A staff transfer order may specify particular persons, or types of person, to whom the 

order applies. 

(3) Subsections (4) to (9) apply where— 

(a) a person is to be transferred by virtue of a staff transfer order, and 

(b) immediately before the day on which the staff transfer order comes into force in 15
relation to the person (the “transfer day”), the person has a contract of 

employment with the Police Board. 

(4) On and after the transfer day the contract of employment has effect as if originally made 

between the person and Ministers on behalf of the Crown. 

(5) On the transfer day, the rights, powers, duties and liabilities of the Police Board under or 20
in connection with the contract of employment are transferred to Ministers. 

(6) Anything done before the transfer day by or in relation to the Police Board in respect of 

the contract of employment or the person is to be treated on and after that day as having 

been done by or in relation to Ministers. 

(7) If, before the transfer day, the person gives notice to Ministers or the Police Board that 25
the person objects to becoming a member of staff of the Scottish Administration— 

(a) the contract of employment with the Police Board is, on the day immediately 

preceding the day that would, but for the objection, have been the transfer day, 

terminated, and 

(b) the person is not to be treated (whether for the purpose of any enactment or 30
otherwise) as having been dismissed by virtue of the giving of such notice. 

(8) Nothing in this section prejudices any right of the person to terminate the contract of 

employment if a substantial detrimental change in the person’s working conditions is 

made. 

(9) Where—35

(a) the identity of the person’s employer changes by virtue of the making of a staff 

transfer order, and 

(b) it is shown that, in all the circumstances, the change is significant and detrimental 

to the person, 

the person has the right to terminate the contract of employment. 40
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(10) A staff transfer order may make such further provision about such transfers as Ministers 

think fit. 

88 Power to give effect to the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 

(1) Ministers may by order make such provision as they consider appropriate in 

consequence of, or for the purposes of giving full effect to, any provision made by virtue 5
of the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 (c.00). 

(2) An order under subsection (1) may modify any enactment, instrument or document. 

89 Modification of enactments 

Schedule 4 contains minor amendments and amendments and repeals consequential on 

the provisions of this Act. 10

90 Offences by bodies corporate etc. 

(1) Where—

(a) an offence under this Act has been committed by— 

(i) a body corporate, 

(ii) a Scottish partnership, or 15

(iii) an unincorporated association other than a Scottish partnership, and 

(b) it is proved that the offence was committed with the consent or connivance of, or 

was attributable to any neglect on the part of— 

(i) a relevant individual, or 

(ii) an individual purporting to act in the capacity of a relevant individual, 20

that individual as well as the body corporate, partnership or, as the case may be, 

unincorporated association is guilty of the offence and is liable to be proceeded against 

and punished accordingly. 

(2) In subsection (1), “relevant individual” means— 

(a) in relation to a body corporate other than a council— 25

(i) a director, manager, secretary or other similar officer of the body, 

(ii) where the affairs of the body are managed by its members, the members, 

(b) in relation to a council, an officer or member of the council, 

(c) in relation to a Scottish partnership, a partner, and 

(d) in relation to an unincorporated association other than a Scottish partnership, a 30
person who is concerned in the management or control of the association. 

(3) Any penalty imposed on a body corporate, Scottish partnership or unincorporated 

association on conviction of an offence under this Act is to be recovered by civil 

diligence in accordance with section 221 of the 1995 Act. 
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PART 7

INTERPRETATION

91 Regulated work 

(1) Regulated work means regulated work with children or protected adults. 

(2) Regulated work with children is work of the type described in schedule 2. 5

(3) Regulated work with adults is work of the type described in schedule 3. 

(4) References in this Act to types of regulated work are to be construed accordingly. 

92 Individuals barred from regulated work 

(1) An individual is barred from regulated work with children if the individual is— 

(a) listed in the children’s list. 10

(b) included in the children’s barred list maintained under section 2 of the 

Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 (c.00), 

(c) included (otherwise than provisionally) in the list kept under article 3 of the 

Protection of Children and Vulnerable Adults (Northern Ireland) Order 2003, or 

(d) an individual falling within subsection (3). 15

(2) An individual is barred from regulated work with adults if the individual is— 

(a) listed in the adults’ list, 

(b) included in the adults’ barred list maintained under section 2 of the Safeguarding 

Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 (c.00), 

(c) included (otherwise than provisionally) in the list kept under article 35 of the 20
Protection of Children and Vulnerable Adults (Northern Ireland) Order 2003, or 

(d) an individual falling within subsection (4).  

(3) An individual falls within this subsection if, under the law of the Channel Islands, the 

Isle of Man, any British overseas territory or any other territory or country outwith the 

United Kingdom, the individual is subject to a prohibition or disqualification which 25
Ministers by order provide corresponds to being barred from regulated work with 

children by virtue of any of paragraphs (a) to (c) of subsection (1). 

(4) An individual falls within this subsection if, under the law of the Channel Islands, the 

Isle of Man, any British overseas territory or any other territory or country outwith the 

United Kingdom, the individual is subject to a prohibition or disqualification which 30
Ministers by order provide corresponds to being barred from regulated work with 

protected adults by virtue of any of paragraphs (a) to (c) of subsection (2). 

(5) Ministers may by order substitute such other list maintained under the law of England 

and Wales or, as the case may be, Northern Ireland, which in Ministers’ opinion 

corresponds to the children’s list for a list mentioned in subsection (1)(b) and (c). 35

(6) Ministers may by order substitute such other list maintained under the law of England 

and Wales or, as the case may be, Northern Ireland, which in Ministers’ opinion 

corresponds to the adults’ list for a list mentioned in subsection (2)(b) or (c). 
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93 Meaning of “harm” 

(1) For the purposes of this Act, an individual (“A”) harms another (“B”) if— 

(a) A’s conduct causes B physical harm, 

(b) A’s conduct causes B psychological harm (for example: by putting B in a state of 

fear, alarm or distress), or 5

(c) A engages in unlawful conduct which appropriates or adversely affects B’s 

property, rights or interests (for example: theft, fraud, embezzlement or extortion), 

and references to harm are to be construed accordingly. 

(2) For the purposes of this Act, an individual (“C”) places another (“D”) at risk of harm 

if—10

(a) C attempts to harm D, 

(b) C incites another to harm D, 

(c) C encourages D to self-harm, or 

(d) C’s conduct otherwise causes, or is likely to cause, D to be harmed, 

and references to being placed at risk of harm are to be construed accordingly. 15

94 Meaning of “protected adult” 

(1) For the purposes of this Act, a “protected adult” is an individual aged 16 or over who is 

provided with— 

(a) a service by a person carrying on— 

(i) a support service, 20

(ii) an adult placement service, 

(iii) a care home service, or 

(iv) a housing support service, 

which is registered under Part 1 of the 2001 Act, 

(b) a prescribed service— 25

(i) by a health body acting in exercise of functions conferred by the National 

Health Service (Scotland) Act 1978 (c.29), 

(ii) which is secured by a health body acting in exercise of such functions, 

(iii) by an independent hospital, 

(iv) by a private psychiatric hospital, 30

(v) by an independent clinic, or 

(vi) by an independent medical agency, or 

(c) a community care service— 

(i) provided or secured by a council under the Social Work (Scotland) Act 

1968 (c.49) or the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 35
2003 (asp 13), or 

(ii) in respect of which a council has made a direct payment. 
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(2) Ministers may by order modify subsection (1) in order to change the definition of 

“protected adult” as they think appropriate. 

(3) Expressions used in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (1) have the same meaning as 

in the 2001 Act. 

(4) In subsection (1)(c)— 5

“community care service” has the same meaning as in the Social Work (Scotland) 

Act 1968 (c.49), 

“direct payment” means a payment made under section 12B of that Act. 

95 Meaning of “work” 

(1) In this Act “work” means work of any kind and, in particular, includes— 10

(a) paid and unpaid work, 

(b) work under a contract (for example: under a contract of service or apprenticeship 

or under a contract for services), 

(c) carrying out the functions of any office established by virtue of an enactment, and 

(d) caring for, or supervising, individuals participating in any organised activity, 15

and references to a “worker” and to “working” are to be construed accordingly. 

(2) Despite the generality of subsection (1), “work” does not include work falling within 

subsection (3) or (4). 

(3) Work falls within this subsection if it is done for an individual (“A”)— 

(a) in the course of a family relationship, and 20

(b) for the benefit of A or a member of A’s family. 

(4) Work falls within this subsection if it is done for an individual (“B”)— 

(a) in the course of a personal relationship, 

(b) for no commercial consideration, and 

(c) for the benefit of B, a member of B’s family or B’s friend. 25

(5) A family relationship includes a relationship between two individuals who— 

(a) live in the same household, and 

(b) treat each other as though they were members of the same family. 

(6) A personal relationship is a relationship between or among friends. 

(7) Any friend of a member of an individual’s family is to be regarded as being the 30
individual’s friend. 

(8) “Benefit” does not include commercial benefit. 

96 General interpretation 

(1) In this Act— 

“the 1995 Act” means the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46), 35

“the 1997 Act” means the Police Act 1997 (c.50), 
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“the 2001 Act” means the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8), 

“care service” has the same meaning as in the 2001 Act, 

“care service provider” means a person who provides a care service of a type 

specified by order made by Ministers, 

“charity” means a body entered in the Scottish Charity Register, 5

“charity trustees” has the meaning given in section 106 of the Charities and 

Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 (asp 10), 

“chief constable” means the chief constable of a police force in Scotland, 

“child” means an individual under the age of 18 (and “childhood” is to be 

construed accordingly), 10

“conduct” includes neglect and other failures to act, 

“council” means a council constituted under section 2 of the Local Government 

etc. (Scotland) Act 1994 (c.39), 

“disciplinary proceedings” means proceedings in which the regulatory body for a 

profession is to decide whether disciplinary action should be taken against an 15
individual carrying on that profession, 

“disclosure declaration” means a declaration of the type referred to in disclosure 

condition C (see section 52) which is made in relation to a disclosure request,  

“disclosure record” means a— 

(a) scheme record, 20

(b) short scheme record, or 

(c) statement of barred status, 

disclosed under Part 2, 

“disclosure request” means a request for a disclosure under section 49, 50 or 51 

of—25

(a) a scheme record, 

(b) a short scheme record, or 

(c) a statement of barred status, 

“employment” means paid employment, whether under a contract of service or 

apprenticeship or under a contract for services (and “employee” and related words 30
are to be construed accordingly), 

“employment agency” means the business (whether or not carried on with a view 

to profit and whether or not carried on in conjunction with any other business) of 

providing services (whether by the provision of information or otherwise) for the 

purpose of finding individuals employment with employers or of supplying 35
employers with individuals for employment by them, 

“employment business” means the business (whether or not carried on with a 

view to profit and whether or not carried on in conjunction with any other 

business) of supplying individuals in the employment of the person carrying 

on the business, to act for, and under the control of, other persons in any 40
capacity,
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“Health Board” means a board constituted by order under section 2(1)(a) of the 

National Health Service (Scotland) Act 1978 (c.29), 

“Her Majesty’s Inspectors of Schools” means the inspectors of schools appointed 

by Her Majesty under the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44), 

“legal proceedings” means civil or criminal proceedings in or before any court or 5
tribunal,

“managers of an educational establishment” has the same meaning as in the 

Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44), 

“Ministers” means the Scottish Ministers, 

“organisation” means— 10

(a) a body corporate or unincorporated, 

(b) an individual who, in the course of a business, employs or otherwise gives 

work to other persons, 

(c) the governing body, trustees, or other person or body of persons 

responsible for the management of any of the following— 15

(i) a school, 

(ii) a body listed in schedule 2 to the Further and Higher Education 

(Scotland) Act 2005 (asp 6), 

(iii) a hostel used mainly by pupils attending a school or body mentioned 

in paragraph (i) or (ii) respectively, 20

“personnel supplier” means an organisation which carries on an employment 

agency or employment business. 

“police authority” has the same meaning as in the Police (Scotland) Act 1967 

(c.77),

“police force” has the same meaning as in Part 5 of the 1997 Act, 25

“prescribed” (except where used in sections 18(4)(b) and 46(1)(a)) means 

prescribed in regulations made by Ministers (and “prescribe” is to be construed 

accordingly),

“registered social landlord” means a body registered in the register maintained 

under section 57 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10), 30

“school” has the same meaning as in the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44), 

“social work inspector” means a person appointed under section 4 of the Joint 

Inspections of Children’s Services and Inspection of Social Work Services 

(Scotland) Act 2006 (asp 3), 

“Special Health Board” means a board constituted by order under section 2(1)(b) 35
of the National Health Service (Scotland) Act 1978 (c.29). 

(2) For the purposes of this Act, Ministers must assume that an individual is doing regulated 

work for an organisation if they— 

(a) have made a disclosure in respect of the individual, in relation to that type of 

regulated work, under section 49, 50 or 51, 40
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(b) know that the disclosure was sought for the purposes of enabling or assisting the 

organisation to consider the scheme member’s suitability to do, or to be offered or 

supplied for, that type of regulated work, and 

(c) have not been satisfied that the individual has not been engaged to do, or has 

stopped doing, that type of regulated work for the organisation. 5

(3) References in this Act to Ministers considering whether to list an individual are to be 

read as references to Ministers considering whether to list an individual in the children’s 

list, in the adults’ list or, as the case may be, in both lists in pursuance of section 10, 11, 

12 or 13. 

(4) References in this Act to relevant police forces, and to the chief officers of those forces, 10
are to be read in the same way as they are read in relation to an application under section 

113B of the 1997 Act. 

(5) The words and other expressions listed in schedule 5 are defined or otherwise explained 

for the purposes of this Act by the provisions indicated in that schedule. 

PART 815

FINAL PROVISIONS

97 Ancillary provision 

(1) Ministers may by order make— 

(a) such supplementary, incidental or consequential provision, or  

(b) such transitional, transitory or saving provision, 20

as they consider appropriate for the purposes of, or in connection with, or for the 

purposes of giving full effect to, any provision of this Act. 

(2) An order under subsection (1) may modify any enactment, instrument or document. 

98 Saving: disclosure of information 

Nothing in this Act affects any power which exists apart from this Act to disclose 25
information. 

99 Orders and regulations 

(1) Any power of Ministers under this Act to make an order or regulations is exercisable by 

statutory instrument. 

(2) Any such power includes power to make— 30

(a) such incidental, supplemental, consequential, transitional, transitory or saving 

provision as Ministers consider appropriate, 

(b) different provision for different purposes. 

(3) Unless subsection (4) makes contrary provision, a statutory instrument containing an 

order (other than an order made under section 100) or regulations made under this Act is 35
subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of the Scottish Parliament. 

(4) An order must not be made under any of the following provisions unless a draft of the 

statutory instrument containing it has been laid before, and approved by a resolution of, 

the Scottish Parliament— 
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Section 14(3) 

Section 31(2) 

Section 81(1), 88(1) or 97(1) (but only if the order contains provisions which add 

to, replace or omit any part of the text of this or any other Act) 

Section 94(2) 5

Paragraph 26 of schedule 2 (except an order of the type mentioned in paragraph 

14 of that schedule) 

Paragraph 15 of schedule 3 

100 Commencement 

(1) This Part comes into force on Royal Assent. 10

(2) The provisions of Parts 1 to 7 come into force on such day as Ministers may by order 

appoint.

(3) Different days may be appointed for different purposes and for different areas. 

101 Short title 

This Act may be cited as the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Act 2007. 15
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SCHEDULE 1 

(introduced by section 31)

RELEVANT OFFENCES

1 An offence falls within this paragraph if it is— 

(a) an offence under section 12 (cruelty to children under 16) of the Children and 5
Young Persons (Scotland) Act 1937 (c.37), 

(b) an offence under section 15 (causing or allowing children under 16 to be used for 

begging or procuring alms) of that Act, 

(c) an offence under section 22 (exposing a child under 7 to risk of burning) of that 

Act,10

(d) an offence under section 33 (causing or allowing children under 17 to participate 

in performances which endanger life or limb) of that Act, 

(e) an offence under section 52 (taking, distributing, showing, or publishing etc. any 

indecent photograph or pseudo-photograph of a child) of the Civic Government 

(Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45), 15

(f) an offence under section 52A (possessing any indecent photograph or pseudo-

photograph of a child) of that Act, 

(g) an offence under section 2 (intercourse with a step-child) of the Criminal Law 

(Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.39), 

(h) an offence under section 3 (intercourse of person in position of trust with child 20
under 16) of that Act, 

(i) an offence under section 5 (intercourse with girl under 16) of that Act, 

(j) an offence under section 6 (indecent behaviour towards girl between 12 and 16) of 

that Act, 

(k) an offence under section 8 (abduction and unlawful detention of unmarried girl 25
under 18) of that Act, 

(l) an offence under section 9 (permitting girl under 16 to use premises for 

intercourse) of that Act, 

(m) an offence under section 10 (causing or encouraging the seduction of, the 

prostitution of, unlawful intercourse with or the commission of an indecent assault 30
on a girl under 16) of that Act, 

(n) an offence under section 12 (allowing child who is 4 or over but under 16 to be in 

a brothel) of that Act, 

(o) an offence under section 13(5)(c) (homosexual acts with a boy under 16) of that 

Act,35

(p) an offence under section 3 (sexual activity of person in position of trust with 

child) of the Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act 2000 (c.44), 

(q) an offence under section 1 (meeting a child following certain preliminary contact) 

of the Protection of Children and Prevention of Sexual Offences (Scotland) Act 

2005 (asp 9), 40

(r) an offence under section 7 (breach of risk of sexual harm order or interim risk of 

sexual harm order) of that Act, 
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(s) an offence under section 9 (paying for sexual services of a child) of that Act, 

(t) an offence under section 10 (causing or inciting provision by child of sexual 

services or child pornography) of that Act, 

(u) an offence under section 11 (controlling a child providing sexual services or 

involved in pornography) of that Act, 5

(v) an offence under section 12 (arranging or facilitating provision by child of sexual 

services or child pornography) of that Act. 

2 An individual falls within this paragraph if the individual— 

(a) commits an offence under section 4(3) (offering or supplying controlled drugs) of 

the Misuse of Drugs Act 1971 (c.38) in relation to a child,  10

(b) commits an offence under section 1 (incest) of the Criminal Law (Consolidation) 

(Scotland) Act 1995 (c.39) by having sexual intercourse with a child, 

(c) commits an offence under section 7 (procuring unlawful intercourse etc.) of that 

Act in relation to a child, 

(d) commits an offence under section 11 (trading in prostitution and brothel-keeping) 15
of that Act in relation to a child, 

(e) commits an offence under section 13(6) (procuring commission of homosexual act 

between males) of that Act by procuring, or attempting to procure, a child to 

commit a homosexual act, 

(f) commits any other offence which caused, or was intended to cause, bodily injury 20
to a child, 

(g) commits any other offence by engaging in lewd, indecent or libidinous practice or 

behaviour towards a child. 

SCHEDULE 2 

(introduced by section 91)25

REGULATED WORK WITH CHILDREN

PART 1

PRELIMINARY

Regulated work with children 

1 Regulated work with children is work in— 30

(a) a position whose normal duties include carrying out an activity mentioned in Part 

2,

(b) a position (other than a position mentioned in sub-paragraph (a)) whose normal 

duties include work in an establishment mentioned in Part 3, 

(c) a position mentioned in Part 4, or 35

(d) a position whose normal duties include the day to day supervision or management 

of an individual doing regulated work with children by virtue of sub-paragraph (a) 

or (b). 
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PART 2

ACTIVITIES

Caring for children 

2 Caring for children— 

(a) other than in the course of the children’s employment, or 5

(b) under the age of 16 in the course of the children’s employment. 

Teaching, instructing, training or supervising children 

3 Teaching, instructing, training or supervising children— 

(a) other than in the course of the children’s employment, or 

(b) under the age of 16 in the course of the children’s employment (but only where a 10
substantial part of the normal duties of the position include such teaching, 

instructing, training or supervising). 

Being in sole charge of children 

4 Being in sole charge of children (other than being in sole charge of children in the 

course of the children’s employment). 15

Unsupervised contact with children 

5 Contact with children (other than contact in the course of the children’s employment)— 

(a) under arrangements made by a responsible person, but 

(b) in the absence of— 

(i) a responsible person, or 20

(ii) a person carrying out an activity mentioned in paragraph 2, 3 or 4. 

“Responsible person” means, in relation to a child, any of the following persons— 

(a) the child’s parent or guardian, 

(b) any person aged 18 or over with whom the child lives, 

(c) the person in charge of any establishment mentioned in Part 3 in which the child is 25
accommodated, is a patient or receives education (and any person acting on behalf 

of such a person), 

(d) a person who provides day care of children, within the meaning of section 2 of the 

2001 Act, 

(e) any person holding a position mentioned in Part 4, and 30

(f) any person holding a position in a children’s charity, within the meaning of 

paragraph 25. 
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Providing advice or guidance to children 

6 Providing advice or guidance to a child or to particular children which relates to 

physical or emotional well-being, education or training. 

Moderating certain interactive communication services 

7 Moderating a public electronic interactive communication service which is intended for 5
use wholly or mainly by children. 

A person moderates such a service if, for the purpose of protecting children, the person 

has any function relating to— 

(a) monitoring the content of matter which forms any part of the service, 

(b) removing matter from, or preventing the addition of matter to, the service, or 10

(c) controlling access to, or use of, the service. 

Provision of care home services 

8 Providing, or working for an organisation which provides, a care home service which is 

provided exclusively or mainly for children (but only if doing anything permitted or 

required in connection with the position gives the holder of the position the opportunity 15
to have contact with children). 

“Care home service” has the same meaning as in the 2001 Act. 

Provision of independent health care services 

9 Providing, or working for an organisation which provides, an independent health care 

service which is provided exclusively or mainly for children (but only if doing anything 20
permitted or required in connection with the position gives the holder of the position the 

opportunity to have contact with children). 

“Independent health care service” has the same meaning as in the 2001 Act. 

Work on day care premises 

10 Work on any part of day care premises at times when children are being looked after in 25
that part.

“Day care premises” means premises at which day care of children, within the meaning 

of section 2 of the 2001 Act, is provided. 

PART 3

ESTABLISHMENTS30

Children’s detention institution 

11 An institution which is exclusively or mainly for the detention of children. 

“Detention” means detention by virtue of an order of a court or under an enactment. 
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Children’s hospital 

12 A hospital which is exclusively or mainly for the reception and treatment of children. 

“Hospital” has the meaning given by section 108(1) (interpretation) of the National 

Health Service (Scotland) Act 1978 (c.29). 

Educational institutions etc. 5

13 A school. 

14 A further education institution. 

“Further education institution” means a body listed under the heading “Institutions 

formerly eligible for funding by the Scottish Further Education Funding Council” in 

schedule 2 to the Further and Higher Education (Scotland) Act 2005 (asp 6) and any 10
other body added to that schedule as Ministers may by order specify. 

15 A hostel used mainly by pupils attending a school or institution mentioned in paragraph 

13 or 14 respectively. 

Children’s home 

16 A home which is exclusively or mainly for children and is provided by a council 15
under—

(a) section 59 (provision by councils of residential and other establishments) of the 

Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 (c.49), or 

(b) section 25 (provision of care and support services by local authority) of the 

Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003 (asp 13). 20

PART 4

POSITIONS

Manager of educational institutions etc. 

17 Manager, or member of a governing body, body of trustees or other body responsible for 

the management, of a school, further education institution or hostel mentioned in 25
paragraphs 13 to 15 (but not a member of a council). 

Member of council committee 

18 Member of— 

(a) a committee (including joint committee) of a council which is concerned with the 

provision of education, accommodation, social services or health care services to 30
children,

(b) a sub-committee which discharges any functions of any such committee. 

Member of children’s panel etc. 

19 Member of— 
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(a) a children’s panel established by section 39(1) of the Children (Scotland) Act 

1995 (c.36), 

(b) a Children’s Panel Advisory Committee, 

(c) a joint advisory committee established under paragraph 8(1) of Schedule 1 to that 

Act,5

(d) a sub-committee which discharges any functions of any committee mentioned in 

sub-paragraph (b) or (c). 

Chief social work officer 

20 Chief social work officer of a council. 

Director of education 10

21 Director of education of a council. 

Commissioner for Children and Young People in Scotland 

22 Commissioner for Children and Young People in Scotland. 

23 Member of that Commissioner’s staff. 

Registrar of Independent Schools in Scotland 15

24 Registrar of Independent Schools in Scotland. 

Charity trustee 

25 Charity trustee of a children’s charity. 

“Children’s charity” means a charity whose— 

(a) workers normally include individuals doing regulated work with children (other 20
than work which is regulated work with children by virtue only of this paragraph), 

or

(b) main purpose is to provide benefits for children. 

An individual works for a charity if the individual works under any arrangements made 

by the charity (other than arrangements made for purposes which are incidental to the 25
purposes for which the charity is established). 

PART 5

GENERAL

Power to amend schedule 

26 Ministers may by order modify this schedule as they think appropriate. 30
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SCHEDULE 3 

(introduced by section 91)

REGULATED WORK WITH ADULTS

PART 1

PRELIMINARY5

Regulated work with adults 

1 Regulated work with adults is work in— 

(a) a position whose normal duties include carrying out an activity mentioned in Part 

2,

(b) a position (other than a position mentioned in paragraph (a)) whose normal duties 10
include work in an establishment mentioned in Part 3, 

(c) a position mentioned in Part 4, or 

(d) a position whose normal duties include the day to day supervision or management 

of an individual doing regulated work with adults by virtue of sub-paragraph (a) 

or (b). 15

2 Work in a position mentioned in paragraph 1(a) is not, despite that provision, regulated 

work with adults if— 

(a) the activity concerned is carried out only in relation to protected adults who are 

under the age of 18, and 

(b) the carrying out of the activity concerned in relation to those protected adults is 20
merely incidental to the carrying out of that activity in relation to children 

generally. 

PART 2

ACTIVITIES

Caring for adults 25

3 Caring for protected adults. 

Teaching, instructing, training and supervising adults 

4 Teaching, instructing, training or supervising protected adults— 

(a) other than in the course of the adults’ employment, or 

(b) in the course of the adults’ employment (but only where a substantial part of the 30
normal duties of the position include such teaching, instructing, training or 

supervising).

Being in sole charge of adults 

5 Being in sole charge of protected adults (other than being in sole charge of protected 

adults in the course of the adults’ employment). 35
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Providing advice or guidance to adults 

6 Providing advice or guidance to a protected adult or particular protected adults which 

relates to physical or emotional well-being, education or training. 

Work in certain educational institutions etc. 

7 Working—5

(a) for a body listed in schedule 2 to the Further and Higher Education (Scotland) Act 

2005 (asp 6), 

(b) in a hostel used mainly by pupils attending a body mentioned in sub-paragraph 

(a),

but only if doing anything permitted or required in connection with the position gives 10
the holder of the position the opportunity to have contact with protected adults. 

Provision of care home services 

8 Providing, or working for an organisation which provides, a care home service but only 

if doing anything permitted or required in connection with the position gives the holder 

of the position the opportunity to have contact with protected adults. 15

“Care home service” has the same meaning as in the 2001 Act. 

PART 3

ESTABLISHMENTS

Care home 

9 A care home. 20

“Care home” means accommodation occupied mainly or exclusively by individuals aged 

16 or over which is provided by an organisation carrying on a care home service (within 

the meaning of the 2001 Act). 

Residential establishment or accommodation 

10 A residential establishment or accommodation occupied exclusively or mainly by 25
individuals aged 16 or over which is provided by, or the provision of which is secured 

by, a council under— 

(a) the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 (c.49), or 

(b) section 25 (provision of care and support services by local authority) of the 

Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003 (asp 13). 30
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PART 4

POSITIONS

Manager of educational institutions etc. 

11 Manager, or member of a governing body, body of trustees or other body responsible for 

the management, of a body or hostel mentioned in paragraph 7 (but not a member of a 5
council).

Member of council committee 

12 Member of a committee (including joint committee) of a council which is concerned 

with the provision of education, accommodation, social services or health care services 

to protected adults.10

Any reference to a committee includes a reference to any sub-committee which 

discharges any functions of that committee. 

Chief social work officer 

13 Chief social work officer of a council. 

Charity trustee 15

14 Charity trustee of a charity whose— 

(a) workers normally include individuals doing regulated work with adults (other than 

work that is regulated work with adults by virtue only of this paragraph), or 

(b) main purpose is the relief of those in need by reason of vulnerability. 

An individual works for a charity if the individual works under any arrangements made 20
by the charity (other than arrangements made for purposes which are incidental to the 

purposes for which the charity is established). 

PART 5

GENERAL

Power to amend schedule 25

15 Ministers may by order modify this schedule as they think appropriate. 
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SCHEDULE 4 

(introduced by section 89)

MINOR AND CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS AND REPEALS

Teaching Council (Scotland) Act 1965 (c.19) 

1 In section 6 of the Teaching Council (Scotland) Act 1965— 5

(a) in subsection (2C), for the words from “included” to “(asp 5)” substitute “listed in 

the children’s list kept under section 1(1)(a) of the Protection of Vulnerable 

Groups (Scotland) Act 2007 (asp 00)”, 

(b) in subsection (2D), for “included (otherwise than provisionally)” substitute 

“listed”.10

Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44) 

2 The Education (Scotland) Act 1980 is amended as follows. 

3 In section 98A— 

(a) in subsection (5)(a)(ii), for “disqualified from working with children” substitute 

“barred from regulated work with children”, 15

(b) in subsection (6), for the definition of “disqualified from working with children” 

substitute—

 ““barred from regulated work with children” shall be construed in 

accordance with the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Act 

2007 (asp 00);”. 20

4 In section 99(1A)— 

(a) in paragraph (g)(ii), for “disqualified from working with children” substitute 

“barred from regulated work with children”, 

(b) in paragraph (h)(ii), for “disqualified from working with children” substitute 

“barred from regulated work with children”. 25

5 In section 135(1)— 

(a) after the definition of “attendance order” insert— 

 ““barred from regulated work with children” has the meaning given by 

section 98A(6) of this Act;”, 

(b) the definition of “disqualified from working with children” is repealed. 30

Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) 

6 The 1995 Act is amended as follows. 

7 In section 106(1)— 

(a) paragraphs (db) and (dc) are repealed, 

(b) in paragraph (f), sub-paragraphs (ii) and (iii) are repealed. 35

8 In section 110(1)(a), the words “, the proposal to make a reference was made” are 

repealed.
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9 Section 111(3) is repealed. 

10 In section 116, for subsection (2) substitute— 

“(2) A person who has appealed against both conviction and sentence (or, as the 

case may be, against both conviction and a decision mentioned in section 

106(1)(bb) or both conviction and disposal and order) may abandon the appeal 5
in so far as it is against conviction and may proceed with it against sentence 

(or, as the case may be, decision, disposal or order) alone.”.  

11 In section 118— 

(a) in subsection (4), for the words “106(1)(ba), (bb), (c), (d), (da), (dc), (e) or (f)” 

substitute “106(1)(ba), (bb), (c), (d), (da), (e) or (f)”, 10

(b) subsection (4AA) is repealed, 

(c) in subsection (7)— 

(i) the words “or, as the case may be,” at the end of paragraph (a), and 

(ii) paragraph (b), 

are repealed. 15

12 In section 121A(1), the words “(other than an appeal under section 106(1)(db) or (dc))” 

are repealed. 

13 In section 173(2), the words “or (cb)” are repealed. 

14 In section 175— 

(a) in subsection (2)— 20

(i) paragraph (cb) (but not the word “or” which appears immediately after that 

paragraph) is repealed, 

(ii) in paragraph (d), sub-paragraphs (ii) and (iii) are repealed, 

(b) in subsection (8), for the words from “under” to the end of paragraph (c) substitute 

“against both conviction and sentence may abandon the appeal in so far as it is 25
against conviction and may proceed with it against sentence alone,”, 

(c) in subsection (9), the words “or (cb)” are repealed. 

15 Section 181(4) is repealed. 

16 In section 186— 

(a) the words “or (cb)”, where they appear in subsections (1), (2), (9) and (10), are 30
repealed,

(b) in subsection (2)(a)— 

(i) at the end of sub-paragraph (i) insert “or”, 

(ii) sub-paragraph (iii) (and the word “or” which immediately precedes it) are 

repealed.35

17 In section 187(1), the words “or (cb)” are repealed. 

18 In section 189— 

(a) subsection (2A) is repealed, 

(b) in subsection (7)(b)— 
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(i) the words “or, as the case may be,” at the end of paragraph (a), and 

(ii) paragraph (b), 

are repealed. 

19 In section 193A(1), the words “(other than by way of an appeal under section 175(2)(cb) 

of this Act against a reference only)” are repealed. 5

Police Act 1997 (c.50) 

20 Part 5 of the 1997 Act is amended as follows. 

21 In section 113A, after subsection (5) insert— 

“(5A) The Scottish Ministers need not issue a criminal record certificate under 

subsection (1) if the statement accompanying the application states that the 10
purpose for which the certificate is required is the purpose mentioned in 

disclosure condition C (set out in section 52 of the Protection of Vulnerable 

Groups (Scotland) Act 2007) (asp 00)).”. 

22 In section 113C— 

(a) in subsection (2), after paragraph (a) insert— 15

“(aa) the applicant’s suitability for any of the purposes set out in section 

113F,”,

(b) in subsection (3)(b), for “1(1) of the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003” 

substitute “1(1)(a) of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Act 2007 

(asp 00)”, 20

(c) subsection (5)(b) is repealed. 

23 In section 113D— 

(a) in subsection (2)— 

(i) the words after “considering” are to form paragraph (a), 

(ii) after the new paragraph (a) insert “, or 25

“(b) the applicant’s suitability for any of the purposes set out in section 

113F.”,

(b) in subsection (3), after paragraph (a) insert— 

“(aa) the list kept under section 1(1)(b) of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 

(Scotland) Act 2007 (asp 00);”. 30

24 In section 113F(1), for the words from “to be employed” to “considering” substitute “for 

any of the purposes set out in this section are references to considering any of the 

following”.

25 In section 114— 

(a) in subsection (2), for “a Minister of the Crown” substitute “a person mentioned in 35
subsection (2A)”, 

(b) after subsection (2) insert— 

“(2A) Any of the following persons may make a statement for the purposes of 

subsection (2)— 
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(a) a Minister of the Crown; 

(b) a member of the Scottish Executive; 

(c) any other office-holder in the Scottish Administration; or 

(d) a nominee of any person mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (c).”. 

26 In section 116— 5

(a) in subsection (2), for “a Minister of the Crown, or a person nominated by a 

Minister of the Crown,” substitute “a person mentioned in subsection (2A)”, 

(b) after subsection (2) insert— 

“(2A) Any of the following persons may make a statement for the purposes of 

subsection (2)— 10

(a) a Minister of the Crown; 

(b) a member of the Scottish Executive; 

(c) any other office-holder in the Scottish Administration; or 

(d) a nominee of any person mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (c).”. 

27 In section 120(5)(b) for the words from “countersign” to “113B” substitute “— 15

“(i) countersign applications under section 113A or 113B; or 

(ii) make declarations in relation to disclosure requests made under 

section 49 or 50 of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) 

Act 2007 (asp 00),”. 

28 In section 120A(4)(b)(iii), after “applications” insert “, or the making of declarations,”. 20

29 Section 121 is repealed. 

30 In section 122— 

(a) in subsection (3)— 

(i) after “113B” insert “, or make a disclosure under section 49 or 50 of the 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Act 2007 (asp 00),”, 25

(ii) after “application” insert “or, as the case may be, made the declaration in 

relation to the disclosure request”, 

(iii) after “countersigned”, where it appears in paragraph (b), insert “or, as the 

case may be, made the declaration”, 

(b) in subsection (4)(b)— 30

(i) the words after “person” become sub-paragraph (i), and 

(ii) after that new sub-paragraph insert “; or 

“(ii) has made or is likely to make a declaration in relation to a 

disclosure request made under section 49 or 50 of the Protection of 

Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Act 2007 (asp 00)”. 35
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31 Before section 123 insert— 

“122B Delegation of functions of Scottish Ministers 

(1) The Scottish Ministers may, to such extent and subject to such conditions as 

they think appropriate, delegate any of their functions under this Part (other 

than excepted functions) to such person as they may determine. 5

(2) An excepted function is a function— 

(a) relating to the making of regulations or orders; 

(b) relating to the publishing or revising of a code of practice; 

(c) relating to the laying of a code of practice before the Scottish Parliament; 

(d) relating to the determination of an appropriate fee under section 10
113B(5A) or 119(3); or 

(e) under section 125A. 

(3) A delegation under subsection (1) may be varied or revoked at any time. 

(4) No proceedings are competent against a person performing functions delegated 

under this section by reason of an inaccuracy in the information made available 15
or provided to the person in accordance with section 119.”. 

32 In section 126(1), after the definition of “Minister of the Crown” insert— 

““office-holder in the Scottish Administration” has the same meaning as in 

the Scotland Act 1998 (c.46);”. 

Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (asp 5) 20

33 The whole Act (other than sections 13 and 16) is repealed.  

Criminal Procedure (Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 5) 

34 Section 24(1) of the Criminal Procedure (Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2004 is repealed.  

Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 (asp 10) 

35 Paragraph 15 of schedule 4 to the Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 25
is repealed.

Inquiries Act 2005 (c.12) 

36 Part 2 of Schedule 2 to the Inquiries Act 2005 is repealed. 

Police, Public Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006 (asp 10) 

37 The following provisions of the Police, Public Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) 30
Act 2006 are repealed— 

(a) section 3(2)(d), 

(b) section 3(8), and 

(c) paragraph 14(2) of schedule 1. 
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SCHEDULE 5 

(introduced by section 96(5))

INDEX

  Expression      Interpretation provision 

  5

10

15

20

25

the 1995 Act 

the 1997 Act 

the 2001 Act 

the adults’ list 

barred from regulated work 

care service 

care service provider 

charity 

charity trustees 

chief constable 

child

child protection information 

the children’s list 

community care service 

competent application for removal from the list 

conduct

council

direct payment 

disciplinary proceedings 

disclosure condition 

disclosure declaration 

disclosure information 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1)

section 96(1)

section 1(1)(b) 

section 92 

section 96(1)

section 96(1)

section 96(1)

section 96(1)

section 96(1)

section 96(1)

section 73 

section 1(1)(a) 

section 94(4) 

section 25(3) 

section 96(1)

section 96(1)

section 94(4) 

section 96(1)

section 52 

section 96(1) 

section 65(4) 
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  5

10

15

20

25

disclosure record 

disclosure request 

employment (and related words) 

employment agency 

employment business 

exempted question 

harm 

Health Board 

Her Majesty’s Inspectors of Schools 

legal proceedings 

listed, listing (and related words) 

managers of an educational establishment 

Ministers

new vetting information 

offence against a child 

offence against a protected adult 

organisation

permitted purpose 

personal data holder 

personnel supplier 

placed at risk of harm 

police authority 

police force 

prescribed

protected adult 

referral ground 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1) 

section 65(5) 

section 93(1) 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1) 

section 1 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1)

section 44(4) 

section 31 

section 31 

section 96(1) 

section 64(3) 

section 61(2) 

section 96(1) 

section 93(2) 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1) 

section 94 

section 2 
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  5

10

15

20

registered social landlord 

regulated work 

regulated work with adults 

regulated work with children 

relevant finding of fact 

relevant functions 

relevant inquiry 

relevant inquiry report 

relevant offence 

relevant person 

relevant police force 

relevant regulatory body 

Scheme 

scheme member 

scheme record 

school

short scheme record 

social work inspector 

Special Health Board 

staff transfer order 

statement of barred status 

type of regulated work 

vetting information 

work, worker, working 

section 96(1) 

section 91(1) 

section 91(3) 

section 91(2) 

section 17(5) 

section 8(3) 

section 30(2) 

section 30(3) 

section 31 

section 80 

section 96(4) 

section 29(7) 

section 41 

section 42(2) 

section 45 

section 96(1) 

section 50(3) 

section 96(1) 

section 96(1) 

section 87(1) 

section 43(2) 

section 91(4) 

section 46(1)

section 95 
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SP Bill 73 Session 2 (2006)

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill
[AS INTRODUCED]

An Act of the Scottish Parliament to bar certain individuals from working with children or 
certain adults; to require the Scottish Ministers to keep lists of those individuals; to make 
further provision in relation to those lists; to establish a scheme under which information 
about individuals working or seeking to work with children or certain adults is collated and 
disclosed; to make provision about the sharing of information relevant to the protection of 
children; to amend Part 5 of the Police Act 1997; to amend the meaning of school care 
accommodation service in the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001; and for connected 
purposes.

Introduced by: Peter Peacock
On: 25 September 2006
Bill type: Executive Bill
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SP Bill 73–EN 1 Session 2 (2006) 

PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS 

(SCOTLAND) BILL 

——————————

EXPLANATORY NOTES 

 (AND OTHER ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTS) 

CONTENTS 

1. As required under Rule 9.3 of the Parliament’s Standing Orders, the following documents 
are published to accompany the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill introduced in 
the Scottish Parliament on 25 September 2006: 

Explanatory Notes; 

a Financial Memorandum; 

an Executive Statement on legislative competence; and 

the Presiding Officer’s Statement on legislative competence. 

A Policy Memorandum is printed separately as SP Bill 73–PM. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

INTRODUCTION

2. These Explanatory Notes have been prepared by the Scottish Executive in order to assist 
the reader of the Bill and to help inform debate on it.  They do not form part of the Bill and have 
not been endorsed by the Parliament. 

3. The Notes should be read in conjunction with the Bill.  They are not, and are not meant to 
be, a comprehensive description of the Bill.  So where a section or schedule, or a part of a 
section or schedule, does not seem to require any explanation or comment, none is given. 

REFERENCES AND KEY TERMS 

4. Throughout the notes, certain expressions are used either as convenient abbreviations or 
as having the particular meaning given to them by section 96 of the Bill, or in other sections in 
relation to particular Parts or sections of the Bill.  The most important of these expressions are as 
follows: 

(a) “the Bill” means the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill; 

(b) “the 1974 Act” means the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974; 

(c) “the 1995 Act” means the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995; 

(d) “the 1997 Act” means the Police Act 1997; 

(e) “the 1998 Act” means the Scotland Act 1998; 

(f) “the 2001 Act” means the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001; 

(g) “the 2003 Act” means the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003; 

(h) “the 2005 Act” means the Protection of Children and Prevention of Sexual Offences 
(Scotland) Act 2005; 

(i) “ECHR” means the European Convention on Human Rights and references to Articles 
are to Articles of ECHR; 

(j) “the ASP Bill” means the Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Bill; 

(k) “the Westminster Bill” means the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill; 

(l) “adults’ list” means the list of those individuals barred from regulated work with 
protected adults; 

(m)“child” means any person under the age of 18; 

(n) “children’s list” means the list of those individuals barred from regulated work with 
children; 

(o) “Central Barring Unit” means the unit with responsibility for determining, on behalf of 
the Scottish Ministers, whether an individual should be included on the adults’ list and/or 
children’s list and for maintaining those lists.  The Central Barring Unit is expected to be 
part of an executive agency with Disclosure Scotland; 
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(p) “Disclosure Scotland” means the unit responsible for undertaking disclosure checks on 
behalf of the Scottish Ministers.  Disclosure Scotland is expected to be part of an 
executive agency with the Central Barring Unit; 

(q) “DWCL” means the Disqualified from Working with Children List as established by the 
2003 Act; 

(r) “protected adult” means any person who has attained the age of 16 or over and who is in 
receipt of any of the services set out at section 94; 

(s) “regulated work” means work with children or adults of the type described in schedules 2 
and 3, respectively.  (Work itself is defined at section 95.); 

(t) “scheme member” means an individual who has successfully applied for scheme 
membership in respect of one or both of the children’s or adults’ workforces; 

(u) “scheme record” means the scheme member’s statement of barred status (see below) and 
all vetting information (set out at section 45); 

(v) “short scheme record” is a document which includes the scheme member’s statement of 
barred status, specifies the date of last disclosure of the scheme record, and indicates  
whether there is any new vetting information on that record since the last disclosure of it 
(set out at section 50); and 

(w)“statement of barred status” is a document which confirms an individual’s scheme 
membership (and consequently that the individual is not barred) in respect of one or both 
types of regulated work and whether the individual is under consideration for listing (set 
out at section 43). 

SUMMARY AND BACKGROUND 

5. The Bill follows the extensive review of child protection procedures in England and 
Wales carried out by Sir Michael Bichard and published as the Bichard Inquiry Report on 22 
June 2004.  Since that report was published, the Scottish Ministers and UK Government have 
accepted all the recommendations and have been working to implement them.  This Bill 
substantially implements the proposals set out in the Scottish Executive’s consultation paper, 
Protecting Vulnerable Groups: Scottish Vetting and Barring Scheme, published on 8 February 
2006.  The Bill also makes provision for sharing information for child protection purposes and to 
amend the definition of school care accommodation services. 

6. It makes provision for the following matters concerning the protection of vulnerable 
groups:

Establishing a list of individuals unsuitable to work with children and consequently 
repealing the 2003 Act (which established the DWCL), and establishing a separate 
list of individuals unsuitable to work with protected adults;

Replacing enhanced criminal record certificates with new disclosure records for 
those working with vulnerable groups, whether paid or unpaid; 

Establishing a scheme for those working with vulnerable groups, membership of 
which enables the ongoing collection of vetting information and assessment for 
unsuitability to work with those groups; 
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Sharing information for child protection purposes, placing duties on relevant public 
bodies and organisations to disclose information when a child is at risk of harm, 
supported by a code of practice; 

Amendments to the 1997 Act to ensure consistency with the provisions in this Bill 
and to make a number of technical changes to facilitate the operation of Disclosure 
Scotland;  

Transferring the staff of Disclosure Scotland to the Scottish Administration; and 

Amending the definition of school care accommodation. 

7. The Bill requires amendments to orders made under the 1974 Act so that exempted 
questions may be asked in respect of regulated work.  The Scottish Ministers intend to bring 
forward this, and other secondary legislation in support of the Bill, after enactment in 2007. 

8. A section 104 order under the 1998 Act may be required, following enactment of this 
Bill, in order to implement cross-border and reserved provisions which are required to make the 
scheme provided by the Bill operate effectively. 

Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill 

9. On 28 February, the UK Government introduced similar legislation, the Safeguarding 
Vulnerable Groups Bill to the House of Lords and that Bill is due to complete its parliamentary 
passage at Westminster later this year.  The Scottish Ministers will bring forward amendments at 
stage 2 to make provision for the Westminster Bill.  In addition, section 88 of the Bill provides a 
power to make further devolved provision by order for the purpose of giving full effect to the 
Westminster Bill. 

Functions of the Scottish Ministers in the Bill 

10. Many of the functions allocated to the Scottish Ministers will be undertaken on behalf of 
them by civil servants in an executive agency.  The agency will be divided, administratively, into 
two separate elements: Disclosure Scotland and a new Central Barring Unit.  The Central 
Barring Unit will exercise most of the functions allocated to the Scottish Ministers in Part 1 and 
Disclosure Scotland will exercise most of the functions in Part 2 as well as continuing with 
criminal record checks and other functions allocated from the 1997 Act.  For the sake of clarity, 
these explanatory notes refer to the Central Barring Unit and Disclosure Scotland, where 
appropriate, instead of the Scottish Ministers. 

OVERVIEW  

11. Part 1 sets out the provisions for the operation of the lists of those individuals who are 
barred from working with children and protected adults respectively.  It provides for the Scottish 
Ministers (as the Central Barring Unit) to maintain the lists and to determine an individual’s 
unsuitability to undertake regulated work with children or protected adults.  Part 1 also provides 
the courts with powers to refer individuals for consideration by the Scottish Ministers for 
inclusion on the relevant list(s) and the automatic inclusion of individuals on the children’s list in 
respect of relevant offences.  Part 1 makes provision for appeals and the process for removal 
from the list. 
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12. Part 2 sets out provisions for the vetting element of the new vetting and barring scheme, 
creating three new forms of disclosure certificate as well as making provisions for a scheme 
detailing all those individuals working in regulated positions with children and/or protected 
adults.  Mechanisms for obtaining and reviewing new information in relation to individuals on 
the scheme are also set out. 

13. Part 3 makes provision for sharing information for child protection purposes.  It places 
duties on relevant public bodies and organisations to disclose information when a child is at risk 
of harm and to cooperate with such requests.  It provides a general power for any individual to 
disclose child protection information.  It places Scottish Ministers under a duty to produce a code 
of practice to support information sharing for child protection purposes. 

14. Part 4 makes amendments to Part 5 of the 1997 Act other than for the immediate 
purposes of Parts 1 and 2.  It provides for additional information to be included on criminal 
record (disclosure) certificates, allows application forms to be completed electronically, allows 
the Scottish Ministers to pay police forces for information provided and makes a number of 
technical amendments to provisions relating to registration with Disclosure Scotland. 

15. Part 5 amends the definition of “school care accommodation services” in the 2001 Act. 

16. Parts 6, 7 and 8 make supplementary and general provision, interpretation and short title 
and other supporting provision. 

PART 1 – THE LISTS 

Section 1.  Duty of the Scottish Ministers to keep lists 

17. This section establishes two separate lists, one concerning adults and one concerning 
children.  In practice, these will be maintained by the Central Barring Unit.   

Sections 2 – 6.  Referrals by organisations, businesses, agencies and others 

18. Section 2 sets out the grounds for a referral by an employer, employment agency, 
employment business or professional regulatory body to one or other of the lists.  Sections 3, 4 
and 5 place duties on organisational employers, employment agencies and employment 
businesses to make a referral when certain criteria are met.  Unlike the 2003 Act, nurse agencies 
are not explicitly identified but they come within the scope of these provisions. 

19. A referral can only take place if at least one of the grounds set out in section 2 has been 
met.  An organisation can only make a referral in respect of the type of regulated work which the 
individual does.  For example, a teacher who is undertaking regulated work with children can 
only be referred by the education authority, for consideration for inclusion in the children’s list, 
on a ground in section 2(a). 

20. The referral grounds at section 2 are identical for both the children’s and adults’ lists and 
they have been extended from those set out in the 2003 Act.  Referrals can now be made where 
there has been inappropriate conduct but no harm.  A referral can be made on the basis of 
inappropriate conduct in relation to both pornography and inappropriate conduct of a sexual 
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nature involving a child or a protected adult.  The conduct criteria ensure that a referral can be 
made where an individual has, for example, accessed child pornography.  There is an additional 
criterion in respect of inappropriate medical treatment which would encompass, for example, the 
sedation of children or protected adults in order to make it easier to manage them, rather than for 
their own benefit. 

21. Some of the grounds for referral rely on the meaning of “harm” and “risk of harm”.  
Section 93 defines harm and risk of harm.  The definition of harm makes clear that harm goes 
wider than physical harm; for example, including threatening behaviour (one type of 
psychological harm) or harm to the interests of an individual. The definition of risk of harm 
ensures that the individual does not need to be the direct agent of harm nor does it matter if the 
individual’s actions are ineffective.  For example, the firing of a gun at a child which the 
individual did not know was unloaded would be an attempt to harm under section 93(2)(a) and, 
therefore, would constitute placing the child at risk of harm. 

22. The procedure for organisational referral under section 3 follows that of the 2003 Act.  
The intention is that the referral should be triggered by an organisation permanently removing an 
individual from regulated work.  Provision is made at subsection (1)(b)(i) to accommodate 
referral grounds being identified after the individual has otherwise stopped doing regulated work 
for the organisation, for example of their own accord.  A temporary removal, such as a 
suspension whilst circumstances are investigated, should not lead to a referral and this is made 
clear by subsection (3).

23. Sections 3, 4, 5 and 8 give the Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe the information 
which constitutes a referral.  The Scottish Ministers will use this power to ensure that all 
necessary information is included in a referral to expedite the processing of a case and minimise 
the need to correspond with employers for clarification. 

24. Section 6 gives employers and employment organisations the power to make referrals in 
respect of incidents which took place prior to the Bill being commenced. 

Section 7.  Reference by court 

25. Section 7 gives the courts a power to refer an individual for consideration for listing 
where that individual commits an offence against a child (other than a relevant offence, see 
section 14 and schedule 1) or an offence against a protected adult (these offences are defined at 
section 31.)  The court is required to be satisfied that it might be appropriate for the individual to 
be listed on one or other or both lists.  The Scottish Ministers, as the Central Barring Unit, will 
consider the court referral (under section 11) as they would any other referral. 

26. This is a significant departure from the 2003 Act.  Section 10(1) of the 2003 Act gives 
courts the power to make a referral in the case of any offence against a child (for certain serious 
offences specified in schedule 1 to that Act the court must refer).  Where the court makes such a 
referral, the Scottish Ministers must include the individual on the list, i.e. the Scottish Ministers 
have no discretion in the case of a court referral under the 2003 Act.  The individual’s right of 
appeal is also a matter for the courts in the first instance; the individual may only apply to the 
Scottish Ministers for removal from the list after a time interval set out in section 14 of the 2003 
Act, which depends on a number of factors, has elapsed.
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27. The 2003 Act requires the court to assess the likelihood of the individual re-offending 
and applies different tests depending on the age of the individual.  Section 10(3) of the 2003 Act 
provides that where the individual convicted of the offence was under 18 years of age, “the court 
may propose to refer the case only if it is satisfied that the individual is likely to commit a further 
offence against a child”.  Note that the court is required to be positively satisfied that the 
individual will re-offend.  Conversely, section 10(4) of the 2003 Act provides for criminals over 
18 years of age, “the court shall not propose to refer the case if it is satisfied that the individual 
is unlikely to commit a further offences against a child”.  The court is therefore required to be 
positively satisfied that the individual will not re-offend.  Section 7 of this Bill, by contrast, 
requires the court to be satisfied that it may be appropriate for the individual to be listed.  This is 
consistent with the other routes to listing and allows for the full circumstances of the case to be 
considered by the Central Barring Unit. 

Section 8.  Reference by certain other persons 

28. Section 8 gives the professional regulatory bodies a power to make a referral.  It is 
expected that any incident or behaviour which should trigger a referral will result in the 
employer, or employing organisation, making the referral.  However, there are circumstances in 
which a proper referral might not be made, for example a negligent employer failing to refer or 
where an individual has a number of employers and no individual employer is in a position to 
make a referral.  For example, if several education authorities raise concerns with the General 
Teaching Council for Scotland (GTCS) about a locum teacher, the GTCS may make a referral on 
the basis of the aggregate evidence.  Section 8 is therefore designed to enable professional 
regulatory bodies to make a referral where the employer(s) could not, or negligently did not, 
make a referral in respect of a registered professional.

Section 9.  Failure to refer: offence 

29. Organisations, employment agencies, nurse agencies and employment businesses commit 
an offence if they fail to discharge their duty to refer.  This offence replaces the same offence in 
the 2003 Act for failing to refer to the DWCL and attracts the same penalty, although the term of 
imprisonment on summary conviction has been increased from 6 months to 12 months in line 
with changes being made by the Criminal Proceedings etc. (Reform) (Scotland) Bill.   

30. This is one of the more serious offences in the Bill because a failure to refer means that 
an individual, who might have been barred had their case been considered, can continue to 
undertake regulated work with children and/or protected adults. 

Sections 10 – 13.  Consideration whether to list 

31. There are four triggers for consideration for listing by the Central Barring Unit.  These 
are organisational referrals and inquiries, for which the 2003 Act made provision, and two new 
triggers, court referrals under section 7 and vetting information about an individual under section 
12.

32. The term “provisional listing” used in the 2003 Act has been discontinued.  A listed 
individual must not undertake regulated work.  The term provisional listing is unhelpful because 
it logically implies that the individual may not undertake regulated work whilst provisionally 
included on the list.  But this is not the case in the 2003 Act (the individual can continue to 
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work), nor is it the case in this Bill.  In this Bill, no specific term is defined but the individual is 
regarded as under consideration for listing in the period between a competent trigger and a 
determination. 

33. The mechanisms of the 2003 Act have been generalised to accommodate two lists and to 
provide flexibility for triggers in respect of an individual’s conduct in one workforce to lead to 
consideration in respect of listing on the other.  For example, a referral in respect of a health 
worker undertaking regulated work with protected adults could, depending on the facts and 
circumstances of the case, result in consideration for listing in the children’s list. 

34. Sections 10 and 13 are a development of provision in the 2003 Act.

35. The reference to prescribed information in section 10(1)(a) means that the referral must 
contain the information required by regulations made under sections 3-7.  Section 10 replaces 
provision made at section 5(1) and (2) of the 2003 Act, which set out the test for provisional
listing:

“The Scottish Ministers... on being satisfied...:
(a) that the reference is not vexatious or frivolous; and 
(b) that the information submitted to the Scottish Ministers with the reference 
indicates that it may be appropriate for an individual to be included in the list...”

36. Section 13 has departed slightly from the 2003 Act test for provisional listing at section 
6(1)(c), being:

“…it appears to the Scottish Ministers from the report- 
(a) that the person who held the inquiry found that the individual has, at a time when 
individual was working in a child care position (whether or not in the course of the 
individual’s work...) harmed a child or placed a child at the risk of harm; and 
(b) that the individual is unsuitable to work with children.” 

37. The test in section 13 is tied back to the referral ground defined in section 2 which is 
broader than the harm or risk of harm test. 

38. Section 11 is a new provision linking back to a court referral under section 7.  No such 
provision was required in the 2003 Act because the Scottish Ministers had no discretion to list 
following court referrals.  Note that the Scottish Ministers must be satisfied as to the same matter 
as the court (compare section 7(1)(b) with sections 11(2)(a) and 11(3)(a)) and, additionally, that 
the individual does, has done or is likely to do regulated work.  This latter element of the test 
before consideration for listing brings the focus onto the workforce but allows the Scottish 
Ministers to consider for listing individuals who are not scheme members. 

39. The listing process is independent of any appeal against conviction.  If the appeal against 
conviction is successful, it does not follow that the individual will be removed from the list, 
although the individual could make an application for removal under section 25 on the basis of 
change of circumstances.  Where the individual had been a scheme member prior to conviction, 
there may be other information on the retained scheme record (retained by the Scottish Ministers 
using their power at section 58) which should be taken into account. 
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40. Section 12 connects with the scheme established by Part 2 of the Bill.  This trigger is 
activated by vetting information, as defined at section 46.  Where the Scottish Ministers become 
aware of vetting information about a scheme member in their capacity as Disclosure Scotland 
(under Part 2), they will consider whether this new information makes the individual unsuitable 
to work with children or protected adults in their capacity as the Central Barring Unit (under Part 
1).  (In practice, these decisions will be made by expert panels.) 

41. Section 12 also makes provision for a determination relating to one list (whether or not 
the individual was listed) to lead to consideration for listing in relation to the other list.  The 
intention is to allow the determination panel to refer a case for consideration in relation to the 
other list.  It is expected that information which would lead to consideration for both lists would 
be identified earlier in the process but, in some cases, information may only emerge at a late 
stage or the need for referral to the other list may only become apparent when the determination 
panel considers specific information or aggregate vetting information.   

Section 14.  Automatic listing 

42. Section 14 requires the Scottish Ministers to list an individual in the children’s list 
because the individual has committed a relevant offence (as defined at section 31).  Section 14 
also allows the Scottish Ministers to prescribe criteria for automatic inclusion on either list.  The 
order-making power is subject to affirmative procedure. 

43. Section 10(1) of the 2003 Act requires a court to make a referral on conviction of certain 
serious offences against children set out in schedule 1 to that Act.  Section 14(1)(a), read with 
section 31, makes similar provision.  However, this Bill has moved some way from the 2003 Act 
making the process more consistent with other routes to listing.  As with section 7, there is no re-
offending test and no distinction based on the age of the offender.  Indeed, there is no test for the 
court to apply at all: on conviction of a schedule 1 offence, the court must inform the Scottish 
Ministers of the conviction under section 14(4).  Unlike the 2003 Act, there is no delay in listing 
pending the expiry of appeal deadlines or the determination of an appeal.   

44. As with discretionary court referrals under sections 7 and 11, the listing process is 
independent of any appeal against conviction.  As explained at paragraph 39 in respect of section 
11, if the appeal against conviction is successful, it does not follow that the individual will be 
removed from the list. 

45. There is no schedule of offences for protected adults corresponding to that for children.

46. The Scottish Ministers intend to use the regulation making power at section 14(1)(b) to 
capture historic, serious offences where the court was not able to make a referral at the time of 
conviction.  This would prevent the need for a determination to stop an individual convicted of 
child rape, for example, in 1980 from undertaking regulated work with children.

Sections 15 and 16.  Inclusion in the lists 

47. Section 15 deals with inclusion in the children’s list and section 16 deals with inclusion in 
the adults’ list.  There is one test no matter what triggered consideration for listing.  The tests are 
therefore different from those in the 2003 Act.  The test for listing an individual following an 
organisational referral (section 5(4) and section 5(5) of the 2003 Act) was that: 
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“the Scottish Ministers... are satisfied... 
(a) that the organisation which, or person who, made the reference reasonably 
considered the individual to have (whether or not in the course of the individual’s work) 
harmed a child or placed a child at the risk of harm; and 
(b) that the individual is unsuitable to work with children.” 

48. The test for listing an individual following an inquiry (section 6(3)(a) and (4) of the 2003 
Act) was that:

“the Scottish Ministers... are satisfied... 
(a) that the person who held the inquiry reasonably considered that the individual 
has, at a time when individual was working in a child care position (whether or not in the 
course of the individual’s work) harmed a child or placed a child at the risk of harm; and 
(b) that the individual is unsuitable to work with children.” 

49. The tests in sections 15 and 16 take account of three developments in the listing process.  
Firstly, there is a wide range of triggers for consideration for listing, including the discretionary 
court referral (section 11) and vetting information trigger (section 12), neither of which exist in 
the 2003 Act.  Secondly, the referral ground at section 2 goes wider than harm or risk of harm.  
Thirdly, the Scottish Ministers are to be able to consider listing an individual for unsuitability to 
work in one workforce because of an incident which took place in the other (as provided for by 
section 12(1)(a)(ii) and (2)(a)(ii)), so the final listing test is not linked uniquely to one vulnerable 
group.

Sections 17 – 20.  Information relevant to listing decisions 

50. The Central Barring Unit may use a number of sources of information as part of 
considering an individual for listing.  The 2003 Act, and the 2004 Determination Regulations 
(S.S.I. 2004/523) made under section 8 of that Act, make detailed provision for the 
determination of cases.  An important principle enshrined there and carried over to this Bill is 
that the individual being considered for listing should have the opportunity to comment on all 
information which will be considered by the determination panel.  Section 17 of the Bill re-
establishes the basic procedure and the Scottish Ministers intend to use section 39 to set out the 
detailed determination procedure. 

51. Unlike the 2003 Act, section 17(2)(b) and (c) provide for the Scottish Ministers to 
consider information beyond that which led them to begin their consideration.  Most importantly, 
the Scottish Ministers can now consider vetting information alongside any referral.

52. Section 18 effectively allows the Scottish Ministers as the Central Barring Unit to ask the 
Scottish Ministers as Disclosure Scotland to provide a scheme record (see section 45) for the 
purposes of making a determination.  Subsections (1) and (2) give the Scottish Ministers access 
to relevant non-conviction information and subsection (4)(a) will, in practice, be used to access 
criminal convictions on the Criminal History System which will be operated by the Scottish 
Police Services Authority from 1 April 2007 and the Police National Computer.

53. The Scottish Ministers will no longer be able to receive sensitive information in their 
capacity as Disclosure Scotland for passing to employers only (for the purposes of this Bill).  
Under current arrangements, the police can provide Disclosure Scotland with a sealed envelope 
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to go to an employer, but not an individual, as part of the enhanced criminal record certificate 
check.  This practice is not continued because the Scottish Ministers will now be using all the 
information they receive from the police when considering an individual for listing.  The 
individual cannot make effective representation, or meaningfully appeal a decision to list, if he 
does not have access to all the information used in making that determination.   

54. Section 19 gives the Scottish Ministers the power to obtain information from other public 
bodies when deciding whether to list an individual.  For example, a referral about a teacher from 
an education authority might cause the Scottish Ministers to require further information from the 
General Teaching Council for Scotland.  Subsection (2) gives the Scottish Ministers the 
flexibility to ask about the individual’s performance of his or her duties (paragraph (a)) and to 
put that in the context of, for example, more general child protection policies (paragraph (b)), 
allowing benchmarking, for example.   

55. Section 20 gives the Scottish Ministers the power to obtain information from employers 
and employment agencies with any involvement with the individual.  There is an offence of 
failing to provide the required information.   

Sections 21 – 24.  Appeals against listing 

56. These sections broadly reproduce provision made at section 15 of the 2003 Act and 
extend provision to the adults’ list.  They make provision for: appeal on being listed; the right to 
apply for removal from the list subsequently; and the mechanisms for doing so (sections 25 to 
28).

57. Sections 21 and 22 provide for a three-month time limit for appealing to the sheriff after 
being placed on either list.  Section 23 provides for appealing the sheriff’s decision to the higher 
courts.

58. There are two significant departures from the 2003 Act.  Appeal to the Court of Session is 
now restricted to points of law at section 23(2) of the Bill.  Section 24(2) clarifies that any court 
proceedings in respect of these appeals may be heard in private. 

59. Section 24(1) makes clear that no finding of fact on which a conviction is based may be 
challenged on appeal under the preceding sections.  This means that the behaviour or conduct of 
the individual, as found by the convicting court, cannot be re-opened during an appeal against 
listing.

Sections 25 and 26.  Removing individuals from the lists 

60. Sections 25 and 26 reproduce provision made at section 14 of the 2003 Act.  Section 25 
gives the listed individual the power to apply to the sheriff for a review of his or her listing.  
Such an application is only competent if the individual has been listed for a prescribed period or 
if the individual’s circumstances have changed.  The Scottish Ministers intend to make 
regulations under section 25(3)(a) to broadly reproduce the effect of provision made at section 
14(3) to (6) of the 2003 Act but with modifications to deal with individuals automatically listed 
under section 14 of the Bill.  Under section 26, the sheriff must direct the Scottish Ministers to 
remove the individual from whichever list if satisfied that the individual is no longer unsuitable 
to undertake that type of regulated work.  
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61. The power to prescribe a minimum time period before an application for removal is 
competent may be used to allow individuals who were listed whilst under the age of 18 to apply 
for removal from the list after a shorter period compared to those listed when over the age of 18.  
The Scottish Ministers intend to use this power to prescribe time limits similar to those in the 
2003 Act but taking account of the changes to the procedures for court referrals made in this Bill 
and the new vetting information route to consideration for listing (section 12). 

62. The appeal procedure at section 26 mirrors that at section 23 except that points of fact 
and law may be appealed to the Inner House of the Court of Session. 

Section 27.  Late representations 

63. Where an individual could not engage with the consideration for listing process because 
the Scottish Ministers could not locate him (and he thereby forfeited his right to make 
representation at the time, section 17(1) and (6)), the Scottish Ministers must consider late 
representations from that individual.  The details of the determination procedures will be set out 
in regulations made under section 39. 

Section 28.  Removal from list 

64. Subsection (1)(b) makes provision similar to that at section 1(3) of the 2003 Act.  This 
power may be used to enable an administrative mistake to be corrected, for example including 
the wrong John Smith on the list.   

Section 29.  Notice of listing etc. 

65. All individuals included on a list under this Bill are barred from undertaking that type of 
regulated work.  However, an individual may be barred from regulated work because of 
inclusion on another list in a different jurisdiction deemed to be equivalent by the Scottish 
Ministers (see section 92).  Section 29 requires the Scottish Ministers to notify an individual, all 
relevant employers and regulatory bodies of the fact that the individual is barred from 
undertaking regulated work (whether or not that barring originates from being included on a list 
under this Bill).  The same duties apply to consideration for listing and any determination not to 
list the individual.  

66. Subsection (4) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to publish guidance to 
organisations as to what steps they should take to protect children or protected adults when 
informed that one of their employees is under consideration for listing. 

Section 30.  Relevant inquiries 

67. This section sets out the inquiries that are deemed relevant under section 13 and is a 
reproduction of section 6(6) of the 2003 Act.  (Note that the Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) Act 
1921 has been superseded by the Inquiries Act 2005.) 
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Section 31.  Offences against children and protected adults 

68. Section 31(1) defines "relevant offence", "offence against a child" and "offence against a 
protected adult" for the purposes of Part 1.  A relevant offence is one included in schedule 1.  
Under section 14, a court is required to inform the Scottish Ministers when an individual is 
convicted for a relevant offence and the Scottish Ministers are required to list that individual.  
Under section 7, the courts have a power to make a referral in respect of an offence against a 
child or protected adult. 

69. Section 31(2) provides the Scottish Ministers with an order-making power to amend these 
definitions. 

70. Section 31(3) and (4) makes provision similar to that at section 10(11) and (12) of the 
2003 Act, which provides that a referral should be made even if the court acquitted the individual 
on the grounds of insanity, makes a finding under section 55(2) of the 1995 Act or makes an 
order mentioned in section 57(2)(a) to (d) of the 1995 Act.  An order under section 57 would 
include, for example, compulsion orders made under the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) 
(Scotland) Act 2003. 

Section 32.  Duty to notify certain changes 

71. Individuals on either list are required to provide the Scottish Ministers with any change in 
the individual’s name, address or gender within one month of such change taking place.  It is an 
offence to fail to do so.  There is no equivalent provision in the 2003 Act.  This is intended to 
help to prevent a listed individual from changing their identity and attempting to re-enter the 
workforce.  (Section 47 creates a similar duty on scheme members but with a longer timeframe 
and a lower penalty.) 

Sections 33 – 36. Offences relating to regulated work 

72. Sections 33 to 36 reproduce provision from section 11 of the 2003 Act covering offences 
committed by individuals, organisations and personnel suppliers in respect of barred individuals 
undertaking regulated work.  The term of imprisonment on summary conviction has been 
increased from 6 months to 12 months (section 36).  These are the most serious offences in 
relation to the scheme since they concern unsuitable individuals accessing vulnerable groups 
through their work which is what this legislation is designed to prevent. 

73. Section 33 deals with offences committed by the barred individual.  It is an offence for 
them to undertake any regulated work.  It is a defence for that individual if they did not know, 
and could not reasonably know, that they were barred.  This defence existed in the 2003 Act and 
covers scenarios such as the individual never receiving notification of being barred.  There is a 
new defence of not knowing that the work was regulated work.  In some situations, especially in 
respect of working with protected adults, it may be quite complicated to determine whether the 
work is regulated work or not and an employer might falsely reassure the individual that the 
work was not regulated work. 

74. Sections 34 and 35 deal with offences committed by organisations and personnel 
suppliers in using or supplying barred individuals for regulated work.  As in the 2003 Act, it is a 
defence for them not to know that the individual was barred from undertaking regulated work.  
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Such a defence might be used if an individual presented them with a forged certificate and ID, 
perhaps impersonating a different individual.  Note that the defence of not knowing that the work 
was regulated work does not apply here. 

75. Section 35(1)(b) protects a personnel supplier from being misled by the organisation to 
which it is supplying workers.  For example, if an events organiser asks a personnel supplier to 
provide kitchen staff for a conference, those positions would not normally be considered 
regulated work.  If the events organiser then diverts one of the people provided by the personnel 
supplier to work in the creche (normally regulated work with children), then the personnel 
supplier is not responsible for the consequences if it transpires that the individual is barred from 
regulated work with children.  This is provided, of course, that the personnel supplier did not 
know, or have reason to believe, that the individual supplied would be used for regulated work 
with children. 

76. Note that personal employers do not commit an offence by employing a barred individual 
to do regulated work but, under section 33, the barred individual would be committing an 
offence by accepting such work. 

Section 37.  Police access to lists 

77. Section 37 gives the police access to the lists.  Prescribed information is likely to be 
information which helps confirm the identity of the individual included on the lists.  The police 
might, for example, store information about the addition or removal of an individual from either 
list on the Criminal History System.  It is intended that police access to the lists will make it 
easier for them to investigate suspected offences under this Bill.   

Section 38. Protections from actions for damages 

78. Section 38 ensures that the decision to list, or not to list, an individual or information 
provided for such consideration cannot be the subject of proceedings for loss or damage.  This 
section builds on section 9 of the 2003 Act which makes provision for protection from actions 
for defamation.  This means, for example, that a teacher who loses his job after being listed 
cannot sue the Scottish Ministers for loss of earnings, whether or not the decision to list is upheld 
on appeal.  However, an information provider who, knowingly or recklessly, provides untrue or 
misleading information is not protected from actions for damages.  For example, an employer 
who makes malicious claims in support of a referral is not protected under section 38(1). 

Section 39.  Power to regulate procedure etc. 

79. This section allows for the details of the determination procedure that will be undertaken 
by the Central Barring Unit to be set out in secondary legislation.  This provision is broadly 
equivalent to the powers at section 8 of the 2003 Act.  Subsection (1)(b) enables the regulations 
to deal with the maintenance of the lists (e.g. the updating of the lists in consequence of 
information received under section 32).  

Section 40.  Transfer from 2003 Act list 

80. This section provides for all individuals currently listed on the Disqualified from 
Working with Children’s List under the 2003 Act, to be transferred to the children’s list 
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established in section 1 without any further determination.  However, any listed individual can 
make an application to the sheriff under section 25(3) to the effect that their circumstances had 
changed, if they considered that the transfer made a material difference.  The only individuals 
who would be immediately affected by such a transfer are those currently in a post which is not 
regarded as a child care position under the 2003 Act but is regulated work with children under 
this Bill.  There were 84 individuals listed as at 9 June 2006 (after 17 months of operation) and it 
is unlikely that many will be so affected. 

81. The time limits for applications for removal from the lists (previously specified in section 
14 of the 2003 Act) can be prescribed by regulations made using the power in section 25(3)(a).  
The Scottish Ministers intend to make regulations, as necessary, which will ensure that no 
individual has to wait longer for their first opportunity for appeal after commencement of this 
Bill than they would have had to wait had they not been transferred from the DWCL under the 
2003 Act. 

PART 2: VETTING AND DISCLOSURE 

Sections 41 and 42.  The scheme and participation in it 

82. Section 41 establishes the scheme and section 42 gives individuals the right to apply to 
the Scottish Ministers to join the scheme.  In practice, Disclosure Scotland will administer the 
scheme on behalf of the Scottish Ministers.  It is important to note that being a scheme member 
in relation to regulated work with children or protected adults is mutually exclusive to being 
barred from working with that same group.  An individual cannot simultaneously be a scheme 
member and barred in respect of the same workforce.  However, an individual can be barred 
from one workforce and a scheme member in respect of the other. 

83. Participation in the scheme is not mandatory.  There are no offences for undertaking 
regulated work whilst not a scheme member.  However, the only way an employer can be sure 
that an individual is not barred from regulated work (and therefore be sure that he is not 
committing an offence in employing that individual) is by requesting a disclosure record. Note 
that an enhanced disclosure or other check will not reveal barred status.  Enhanced disclosure 
checks will no longer be available for those undertaking regulated work with children or 
protected adults.  The only way a disclosure record can be generated is through the individual 
applying to join the scheme or already being a member of the scheme.   

Section 43.  Statement of barred status 

84. It is intended that application to join the scheme will be linked to an application for a 
disclosure request (either a disclosure of scheme record under section 49 or a disclosure of 
barred status under section 51).  This can be achieved by combining the applications on one 
form. 

85. The only exception is where an individual joins the scheme without any employer, for 
example in anticipation of taking up regulated work in the near future.  In that case, the 
individual will receive a statement of barred status and no other person will receive any 
information. 
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Sections 44 – 46.  Scheme members, records and vetting 

86. Application by an individual to become a scheme member will lead the Scottish 
Ministers, as Disclosure Scotland, to make enquiries to see whether any vetting information 
exists about that individual.  Section 46 sets out what constitutes vetting information.  
Subsections (1)(a) and (c) relate to police information: conviction information from the Criminal 
History System and the Police National Computer and relevant non-conviction information from 
chief constables.  Unlike the present situation where the test for relevance for non-conviction 
information is made against each post, under the Bill there will only be two relevance tests: one 
for each type of regulated work.  Subsection (1)(b) provides that whether an individual is on the 
sex offender’s register will also constitute vetting information. 

87. Section 46(1)(d) provides a power for the Scottish Ministers to prescribe other 
information as vetting information.  The Scottish Ministers intend to use this power to prescribe 
certain information held by regulatory bodies and local authorities.  For example, registration or 
de-registration with the General Teaching Council for Scotland may be vetting information.   

88. Any vetting information which is found by Disclosure Scotland will be passed to the 
Central Barring Unit for consideration.  It is anticipated that in over 90% of cases no information 
will be found at all.  In cases where vetting information is found, it will be included on the 
individual’s scheme record.  However, in many cases it will not be relevant for the Central 
Barring Unit and it will not be necessary to begin a formal consideration for listing.  For 
example, a driving conviction would be classed as vetting information and would appear on the 
scheme record under section 45.  However, in many circumstances, it will not be relevant 
information and would be discounted without any consideration for listing. 

89. Section 44(2) requires the Scottish Ministers to make arrangements for the ongoing 
monitoring of vetting information for scheme members.  As far as possible, this will be 
automated.  The expectation is that the Scottish Ministers, as Disclosure Scotland, will be 
reactive rather than proactive because the information provider will trigger action.  For example, 
any change to an individual’s record on the Criminal History System will trigger a search of the 
register of scheme members held by Disclosure Scotland to see whether the individual is also a 
scheme member.  It is planned to make similar connections with the registers of members held 
by professional regulatory bodies so that any individual struck off will be checked against the 
register of scheme members.  In the longer term, local authorities will notify Disclosure Scotland 
of vetting information.  For example, when a child is added to the child protection register, the 
parents’ names could be checked on the register of scheme members.  This section allows the 
Scottish Ministers to make arrangements in this way. 

90. Any new vetting information will be added to the scheme record.  New relevant 
information will trigger a consideration for listing. 

91. Section 44(4), among other things, provides protection against any breakdown in 
procedures or communications.  If information does not show up when it should, it can be 
considered later.  For example, if there is a delay in entering conviction information on to the 
Criminal History System, it can be treated as new vetting information when it is discovered. 
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Section 47.  Duty to notify certain changes 

92. This section makes it an offence for a scheme member to fail to notify the Scottish 
Ministers that they have changed name, address or gender within 3 months of these changes 
taking effect.  Section 32 makes similar provision for listed individuals. Paragraph (1)(c) gives 
the Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe other information. 

93. Applications for a disclosure certificate under the 1997 Act require the applicant to 
provide address information for the five years preceding the application, as well as information 
on names and gender.  This information allows the identity of the applicant to be verified and the 
address information enables the appropriate police forces to be contacted for relevant 
information.  This is particularly important where the applicant has lived outside Scotland for 
any length of time. 

94. For the scheme to work effectively, this information needs to be provided on an ongoing 
basis so that the Scottish Ministers can be sure of the individual’s identity and continue to collect 
vetting information from the appropriate sources.

Section 48.  Correction of inaccurate scheme record 

95. This section places a duty on the Scottish Ministers as Disclosure Scotland to correct any 
scheme record where they are satisfied that the information included in it is inaccurate.  A 
corrected scheme record should subsequently be provided to the individual that is the subject of 
the record as well as any organisation for which the individual is doing regulated work to which 
a copy of the inaccurate record has previously been disclosed. 

96. This duty will apply where, for example, information about the wrong John Smith was 
included in a scheme record or where John Smith changes his name to Joe Bloggs and notifies 
the Scottish Ministers under section 47. 

Sections 49 – 52.  Disclosure records 

97. The mechanism for disclosure of scheme records and short scheme records is designed to 
operate in much the same way as the disclosure of enhanced criminal record certificates under 
the 1997 Act.  Organisational employers are to be able to request either a scheme record or a 
short scheme record provided that all the disclosure conditions (A-D) set out at section 52 are 
met.  Personal employers are to be able to ask for a disclosure of barred status as at section 51.  
This is a new provision which is not provided for in the 1997 Act. 

98. In all three cases (disclosure of scheme record, short scheme record and barred status), 
the scheme member must authorise the disclosure (condition A).  In all cases, there is an 
employer who will receive a copy of the disclosure.  Condition A prevents unauthorised 
disclosure (i.e. a request by an employer without the permission of the scheme member).   

99. The scheme member must participate in the scheme in relation to the type of regulated 
work to which the disclosure request relates (condition B).  For example, a scheme member 
cannot obtain a disclosure in respect of the children’s workforce if he is only a scheme member 
in respect of the adults workforce (unless he applies to join the scheme in respect of working 
with children). 
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100. The employer must declare that the disclosure is for employment in the relevant 
workforce (condition C).  The involvement of the employer in the process is a deterrent to 
employers outside the regulated workforce coercing an individual to join the scheme.  They 
would be making a false declaration and committing an offence under section 65.  Amendments 
will be required to the Exclusions and Exceptions Order (S.S.I. 2003/231) made under the 
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 to ensure that all posts within the definition of regulated 
work are exempted from the provisions of that Act. 

101. Condition D applies only to scheme record disclosures and short scheme record 
disclosures because only they contain or make reference to vetting information.  Condition D is 
rather like the requirement to countersign an application for an enhanced criminal record 
certificate. 

102. It is expected that those individuals working for organisational employers (e.g. a teacher 
working for an education authority) will apply for scheme membership and a scheme record 
disclosure simultaneously.  For any subsequent employment with any organisation, that 
individual can request a short scheme record which will identify whether there is any new 
information since the scheme record was disclosed.  If that individual also wanted to do private 
work for personal employers (e.g. one-to-one language classes in the evenings), that individual 
could request disclosure of barred status for that purpose. 

103. Any individual working for personal employers can only request disclosure of barred 
status. 

Section 53.  Crown work  

104. This section allows disclosures to be made for Crown work.   

Section 54.  Disclosure restrictions 

105. There are no restrictions on disclosure of information provided by the police to the 
Scottish Ministers since they will only provide information which they are content to be 
disclosed to the individual and any employer.  All police information provided to the Scottish 
Ministers (as Disclosure Scotland) will be used in any consideration for listing (by the Scottish 
Ministers as the Central Barring Unit).

106. Section 54(1) provides the Scottish Ministers with the flexibility to limit the content of 
scheme records and to exclude from the disclosure of a scheme record certain types of 
information which may be contained on it.  This power enables the Scottish Ministers to keep 
sensitive information on the scheme record without disclosing it to employers.  Such sensitive 
information would, of course, have to be disclosed to the individual as part of any consideration 
for listing. 

107. Section 54(2) restricts the disclosure of information on a scheme record to information 
provided for the purpose of assessing the individual’s suitability for that type of regulated work.  
In many cases, information will be relevant to both types of regulated work.  However, there 
may be information, for example released by the police when applying the relevance test for 
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working with protected adults which they would not have released when applying the relevance 
test for working with children. 

Sections 55 – 58.  Removal from scheme 

108. Section 55 places a duty on the Scottish Ministers (as Disclosure Scotland) to remove an 
individual from the scheme where that individual has been placed on the relevant list or is barred 
as a result of being listed in another jurisdiction.  Section 55(2) provides a possible sanction for 
failing to pay an annual subscription, or other fee, if such arrangements were made under section 
67.

109. Section 56 places a duty on the Scottish Ministers to remove an individual from the 
scheme if an individual asks to be removed and is no longer carrying out that type of regulated 
work.  As a matter of administrative practice, the Scottish Ministers will remove individuals 
from the scheme on being informed of their death and satisfied that this is so.

110. Section 57 concerns notice of removal.  If an individual is listed or barred they will 
already be notified under section 29.  If they have withdrawn from the scheme at their own 
initiative under section 56, they will know about it.  However, this section covers other possible 
reasons for being removed from the scheme such as non-payment of fees, expiry of membership, 
or an irregularity which later comes to light concerning the application to join the scheme.  In 
some circumstances, an individual might be removed from the scheme (but not listed) whilst still 
undertaking regulated work, in which case section 57(1)(a) allows for employers and regulatory 
bodies to be informed. 

111. Section 58(1) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to retain scheme records in relation 
to individuals after removal from the scheme.   

112. Section 58(2)(a) prevents the Scottish Ministers from continuing to make enquiries in 
relation to vetting information about an individual or disclosing the retained record. 

Sections 59 – 61.  Evidence of identity 

113. In order to join the scheme or request disclosures, it will be necessary for Disclosure 
Scotland to verify an individual’s identity.  If sufficient evidence is not provided, Disclosure 
Scotland will not be obliged to consider such requests.

114. Section 60 allows the Scottish Ministers to use fingerprints to check an applicant’s 
identity.  This provision replicates current provisions in Part 5 of the 1997 Act.  It does not mean 
that every applicant will have to submit fingerprints in support of their application.

115. Under the current provisions, fingerprints have only been required around 400 times since 
Disclosure Scotland began in 2002 (out of just over 1.5 million applications for disclosure 
certificates).  Disclosure Scotland carry out checks to ensure that the applicant is the person they 
claim to be.  However, there are occasions where somebody might give another person’s details 
when arrested or where the applicant has a very similar name, date of birth and address history as 
an entry on the criminal history system.  In these circumstances, a criminal record may 
potentially be attributed to the wrong person during a disclosure check.  The criminal history 
system uses fingerprints to link a criminal record to the individual.  Disclosure Scotland can 
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therefore use fingerprint identification to confirm whether or not the applicant is the same person 
as the one with the criminal record, thereby ensuring that a criminal record is not wrongly 
attributed.

116. Section 60(2) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe how and where 
fingerprints may be taken.  It also gives them the power to prescribe who must destroy any such 
fingerprints and the circumstances in which they must be destroyed.  The Scottish Ministers 
intend to make regulations which will replicate those currently in force under Part 5 of the 1997 
Act.  Those regulations require the fingerprints to be destroyed as soon as possible after the 
Scottish Ministers are satisfied as to the identity of the applicant. 

117. Section 61 gives the Scottish Ministers the power to use information held by: the UK 
Passport Agency; the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency; and the Department for Work and 
Pensions (National Insurance numbers) for the purposes of checking evidence of identity.  
Section 61(2) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe other persons holding data.

Sections 62 – 66.  Offences relating to vetting information 

118. These offences are designed primarily for the purpose of protecting personal and 
sensitive information about individuals rather than the exclusion of barred individuals from the 
regulated workforces.  Therefore, they attract an intermediate level of penalty as set out at 
section 66.  They build on already existing penalties and offences for disclosure information 
under Part 5 of the 1997 Act, but focus on misuse of scheme information, i.e. information about 
individuals working or intending to work with children or protected adults.

119. Section 62 creates the offence of falsifying a disclosure record.  It mirrors the offences 
relating to falsifying criminal record certificates in the 1997 Act.  Where a barred individual 
falsifies a disclosure record to access regulated work, that individual would be committing this 
offence and the offence at section 33.  Reasons why an individual might attempt to falsify a 
disclosure record include to avoid the fee or because of embarrassment over some historic 
incident or conviction. 

120. Section 63 makes it an offence for a person to disclose to others disclosure records which 
have been disclosed under section 49, 50 or 51. These offences are needed to ensure that the 
sensitive information contained in the scheme record is not shared unnecessarily.  The section 
also recognises that it may be necessary to share the record with other employees, members and 
office holders within an organisation or where the disclosure has been requested on somebody 
else’s behalf, and the section exempts such sharing from the scope of the offence.  

121. Section 65 provides further clarification of the section 63 offence by setting out in 
subsection (1)  the circumstances in which it is not an offence to disclose disclosure information.  
Subsection (2) makes clear that the record should only be shared for the purposes of enabling the 
employer to determine suitability for regulated work.  This is an important safeguard to ensure 
that employers only share disclosure information for legitimate purposes. 

122. Section 65(1)(a) makes clear that a scheme member may disclose their own disclosure 
record.  So, for example, a disclosure of barred status obtained under section 51 by a scheme 
member in respect of one personal employer may be shown by that scheme member to other 
personal employers.  For example, a private dance teacher who is teaching a class of 20 children 
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each Wednesday evening might be asked to obtain a statement of barred status by one of the 
parents.  There is nothing to prevent that dance teacher showing the statement of barred status to 
every parent; there is no requirement to generate 20 disclosures of barred status, one for each 
parent, although this would be permitted. 

123. Section 64 makes it an offence for anyone to attempt to see a disclosure record, or to use 
such a record other than for the purpose of checking an individual’s suitability for regulated 
work.  Section 64(1) creates an offence designed to prevent employers who cannot legitimately 
ask for a record because they are not engaged in regulated work from requiring an individual to 
share the information on the record.  For example, it would normally be an offence for a garage 
owner to ask mechanics in his garage if he could see their disclosure records, if they had 
obtained them for other purposes, since car repair work is not (normally) regulated work.  
Section 64(4) limits the offence to the disclosure record itself and not the information contained 
on the record.

Section 67.  Fees 

124. This section provides the Scottish Ministers with a flexible power to charge fees in 
respect of the scheme.  The Scottish Ministers could charge different levels of fee for joining the 
scheme, scheme records, short scheme records and statements of barred status.  Different levels 
of fee could be charged for the children’s workforce, the adults’ workforce and applications in 
respect of both workforces.  Fees can be charged as application fees or as an annual subscription.  
The power at subsection (2)(b) could be used to provide free checks for volunteers in voluntary 
organisations.  (An alternative is for the fee to be charged and then explicitly reimbursed as 
now.)  Section 67(3) allows Disclosure Scotland to refuse to deal with applications unless and 
until the fee is paid.   

125. The Scottish Ministers intend to make regulations distinguishing two levels of fee to be 
payable only when requesting a disclosure record (not for scheme membership itself).  A higher 
level of fee is likely to be payable for any scheme record and any statement of barred status 
issued on joining the scheme.  Short scheme records and subsequent statements of barred status 
are likely to attract a lower level of fee.  Scheme membership will expire 10 years after the later 
of (a) joining the scheme or (b) the last scheme record disclosure. 

Section 68.  Forms 

126. This section allows Disclosure Scotland to set out the forms for applications for scheme 
membership or a disclosure record administratively.  Under the 1997 Act, the Scottish Ministers 
are required to make changes to the application form for criminal record certificates and 
enhanced criminal record certificates in regulations.  Section 83 brings the 1997 Act into line 
with section 68.

Section 69.  Procedure 

127. This section gives the Scottish Ministers the power to make regulations governing the 
administration of the scheme.  This power could be used, for example, to set the lifetime of 
scheme membership at 10 years.   
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128. The power at section 69(2)(c) is expected to be used to enable online disclosure requests.  
For example, the individual might log on to the Disclosure Scotland website using their own 
password to begin the process of a disclosure request and generate a 16 digit PIN which they 
pass to the employer to authorise the employer to have once-only access to the disclosure 
information.  This provision would allow the Scottish Ministers to specify that a 16 digit PIN 
generated by a scheme member constituted a request by the member as required by Disclosure 
Condition A in section 52. 

Section 70.  Delegation of vetting and disclosure functions 

129. This section allows the Scottish Ministers to delegate their vetting and disclosure 
functions (as Disclosure Scotland) in respect of Part 2 of the Bill.  The Scottish Ministers may 
not delegate their listing functions (as the Central Barring Unit) under Part 1.  Ministers may not 
delegate any order or regulation-making functions, the specification of forms under section 68 
nor the power to determine the appropriate fee for information from police authorities under 
section 71(4).  This section provides the flexibility to make contractual arrangements for routine 
information gathering functions but not any determinations in respect of individuals (because 
those are functions under Part 1 not this Part).  The Scottish Ministers’ intention is that the 
majority of their functions in both Parts 1 and 2 will be carried out by civil servants in the new 
executive agency which does not require any formal delegation of functions. 

Section 71.  Sources of information 

130. Subsection (1) has the effect of requiring the Scottish Police Services Authority to give 
the Scottish Ministers access to the Criminal History System.  Subsection (2) requires police 
forces to provide non-conviction information as requested.  Subsection (3) prevents vetting 
information (under section 46) from the police including information which should not be 
disclosed to the scheme member because it would be contrary to the interests of the prevention 
of detection of crime.  Subsection (4) obliges the Scottish Ministers to pay police authorities for 
information.  Section 71(5) ensures that the Scottish Ministers are not liable for erroneous 
information provided to them by the police.  

131. This section may be extended by a section 104 order, under the 1998 Act, to cover police 
forces in England and Wales and Northern Ireland in respect of the Police National Computer 
and other police information from non-Scottish forces. 

Section 72.  Statements of barred status: disclosure of whether individual under 

consideration for listing 

132. Section 72 places a 6-month limit on the disclosure of the fact that an individual is under 
consideration for listing. 

133. A statement of barred status (defined at section 43) normally includes whether the 
individual is subject to consideration for listing in respect of the type of regulated work to which 
the disclosure request relates. This is similar to the current position where, under article 
13(1)(a)(ii) of the Police Act 1997 (Criminal Records) (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (S.S.I. 
2006/96), an enhanced disclosure will include whether an individual is provisionally listed. 
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134. The 2003 Act (section 7) requires the Scottish Ministers to apply to the sheriff for an 
extension of a period of provisional listing beyond 6 months but does not limit the time taken to 
reach a decision. If the period expires without extension, the individual is removed from the list 
and the individual’s enhanced disclosure will no longer state that he or she is provisionally listed. 
In practice, this has the effect of ensuring that cases are determined within this period.  

135. Section 72 therefore has a similar effect to section 7 of the 2003 Act in relation to the 
disclosure of whether an individual is being considered for listing.

PART 3: SHARING CHILD PROTECTION INFORMATION 

Section 73.  Child protection information 

136. This section defines child protection information as any information which relates to a 
child and which the holder of the information reasonably considers relevant for the protection of 
a child, or any child, from harm.  Harm is defined in section 93 and includes physical and 
psychological harm. 

Sections 74 and 75.  Duties on relevant persons to share information and co-operate 

137. Section 74 places a duty on a ‘relevant person’ (as defined in section 80) that holds child 
protection information to report the information to the relevant council.  The relevant council is 
defined as the one for the area in which the relevant person considers the child, for whom the 
disclosure is being made, to be in.  Thereby, it accommodates instances where it is unclear where 
the child to whom the information relates normally resides.   

138. As at present, the relevant council is expected to take necessary and appropriate steps in 
response to information relating to child protection issues.  To assist councils in considering 
whether to take action in order to protect a child from harm, section 75 places a duty on relevant 
persons to co-operate with a council which is making enquiries.  The duty is limited to 
circumstances where such co-operation is likely to help the relevant council.  Section 75(b) also 
places a duty on relevant persons to co-operate with each other in that situation. 

Section  76.  Code of practice about child protection information

139. This section requires Scottish Ministers to prepare and publish a code of practice 
containing guidance about child protection information.  It specifies that the code of practice 
may include guidance, recommendations, advice and information on a number of areas, 
including the types of information to be treated as child protection information and the ways in 
which relevant persons and their workers (defined in section 95) should share that information.   

140. Subsection (3) empowers the Scottish Ministers to alter or replace the code of practice.  
Subsection (4) requires the Scottish Ministers to consult with relevant persons, their 
representative bodies and other persons as they think fit before publishing the code of practice or 
any significant alteration to it.

141. Subsection 76(5) provides that relevant persons must have regard to the code when 
deciding whether information is child protection information, and how to comply with the duties 
to share information and/or to co-operate.   
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Section 77.  Duty to enable, encourage and help workers to share child protection 

information 

142. This section places a duty on relevant persons to take reasonable steps to enable, 
encourage and support workers to share child protection information.  Reasonable steps include 
the promotion and awareness of the code of practice, and ensuring that its workers have regard to 
the guidance in carrying out their duties.  “Worker” is defined by section 95 and includes those 
carrying out unpaid work, working under a contract for services and those caring for or 
supervising individuals participating in any organised activity.  It is also to be noted that child 
protection information may be acquired other than by workers dealing directly with children and 
could include information acquired through working with an adult whose behaviour may for 
example suggest a child may be at risk of harm. 

Section 78.  Lifting of restriction on sharing child protection information

143. This section, unlike those preceding, applies to any person.  It operates to lift legal 
restrictions on the disclosure of child protection information.  It provides that any person who 
does not have the power to disclose child protection information to a relevant person, or who 
would be susceptible to a sanction or remedy for doing so, is to have that power and to be 
relieved of the sanction or remedy.  This power to disclose is only for the purpose of protecting a 
child from harm and will only permit disclosure to a relevant person as listed in section 80.  
Subsection (3) provides that where the discloser holds the child protection information subject to 
a duty of confidentiality and informs the relevant person to that effect the information must not 
be further disclosed unless permitted or required by law.  A person disclosing information and 
relying on this provision will have to consider other potentially relevant rules of law. 

Section 79.  Child’s welfare paramount consideration  

144. This section allows for relevant persons not to comply with the duties to share child 
protection information and co-operate in certain circumstances.  This safeguard is to enable 
relevant persons to override the duty to disclose where the disclosure would put another child or 
children at greater risk of harm than that of the child for whose protection the disclosure might 
be made.  In considering what is in a child’s interests, the child’s welfare throughout childhood 
will be the paramount consideration.   

Section 80.  Relevant persons 

145. Relevant persons are mainly public bodies and other large organisations which can 
reasonably be expected to come across child protection information in the normal exercise of 
their functions.  This section gives the Scottish Ministers the power to extend the definition of 
relevant persons.

Section 81.  Enforcement etc. 

146. This section gives Scottish Ministers the order-making power to make further provision 
to ensure that relevant persons comply with the duties.  The section also empowers Ministers to, 
in future, make further provision (including provision to modify any enactment, instrument or 
document) to ensure Part 3 is given full effect. 
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PART 4: AMENDMENTS TO PART 5 OF THE POLICE ACT 1997 

Section 82.  Information in criminal conviction and record certificates 

147. Section 82 requires Disclosure Scotland to state on certificates that are issued under Part 
5 of the 1997 Act whether or not a person is subject to the notification requirements under Part 2 
of the Sexual Offences Act 2003.  Under the existing provision, this information can only be 
included as additional information on enhanced certificates at the discretion of the Chief 
Constable.  Under this provision, there will be no discretion and this information will always be 
included on the face of a disclosure certificate whilst the notification requirements remain live. 

148. In addition, the Scottish Ministers are given a power to prescribe civil orders that should 
be included routinely on standard and enhanced certificates. It is expected that this will be used 
for Sexual Offences Prevention Orders and Risk of Sexual Harm Orders in the first instance.  
Chief Constables will retain the discretion to disclose information about other civil orders on 
enhanced certificates (which will continue to be available for purposes other than regulated 
work).

Section 83.  Form of Part 5 applications 

149. Section 83 allows the Scottish Ministers to determine the application form for disclosures 
under Part 5 administratively.  This brings procedures into line with those for disclosure records 
under Part 2 of the Bill.  It also allows standard and enhanced disclosure certificates (which 
require a countersignature) to be processed electronically which is in line with the wider policy 
for e-Government. 

Section 84.  Payment of fee for information from certain police forces 

150. Section 84 amends Part 5 of the 1997 Act to make it clear that when Disclosure Scotland 
make requests under subsection 113B(4) or (5) to: the States of Jersey Police Force; the salaried 
police force of the Island of Guernsey; the Isle of Man Constabulary; or a body outside the 
British Islands who are a police force and whom the Scottish Ministers prescribed for the 
purposes of Part 5, that Disclosure Scotland must pay a fee in respect of information received. 

Section 85.  Regulations about registration 

151. Section 85 makes further amendments to Part 5 of the 1997 Act in relation to the 
conditions that apply to the register held under section 120 of the 1997 Act.  Firstly, Disclosure 
Scotland can refuse to include a person on the register if they believe that that person is likely to 
countersign less than a minimum number of applications each year and, secondly, to remove a 
person who is already on the register if he or she countersigns less than a minimum number of 
applications each year.  The figure for each circumstance will be prescribed in regulations.   

PART 5: MEANING OF “SCHOOL CARE ACCOMMODATION SERVICE” 

Section 86.  Meaning of "school care accommodation service" 

152. Section 86 makes amendments to the 2001 Act to change the definition of “school care 
accommodation service” as defined in that Act.  Section 2(4) of that Act currently reads, 
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(4) A "school care accommodation service" is a service which is provided to a pupil 
by an education authority or the managers of an independent or grant-aided school, or 
by any person under arrangements made by any such authority or managers- 
(a) for the purpose of the pupil being in attendance at a public, independent or grant-
aided school; and 
(b) which consists of the provision, in a place in or outwith the school, of residential 
accommodation,
but a service may be excepted from this definition by regulations.

153. The effect of the changes is twofold.  Firstly, where arrangements are made by an 
education authority or managers of an independent or grant aided school for the pupil to stay in 
someone’s home, the service will be regarded as being provided by the authority/managers.  It 
will therefore be for the education authority/managers to register the service rather than the 
individual providing the accommodation.  Secondly, the new definition makes clear that 
accommodation provided only in the holidays will also be covered by the definition, if it is 
provided for the purpose of, or in connection with, the pupil’s attendance at school.

PART 6: SUPPLEMENTARY AND GENERAL 

Section 87.  Transfer of Disclosure Scotland staff etc. 

154. Disclosure Scotland is currently staffed by a mixture of employees from Strathclyde Joint 
Police Board and contractors for BT plc.  This section sets out the arrangements for the transfer 
to the Scottish Administration of those staff employed by Strathclyde Joint Police Board who 
currently work in Disclosure Scotland.  Under this section the Scottish Ministers may make a 
"staff transfer order" to effect this transfer.  This section could be used to transfer other staff of 
the Strathclyde Joint Police Board (other than constables) but there is no intention to do so. 

155. Subsections (4) to (9) concern employees of Strathclyde Joint Police Board who are 
subject to a staff transfer order. Subsections (4) to (6) provide that contract rights and obligations 
transfer from the former employer to the Scottish Ministers on the transfer date.  Subsection (7) 
provides that employed staff may object in advance of their contract being transferred to the 
Scottish Ministers, in which case their contract is terminated at the end of the day before the 
intended transfer day. This termination will not be treated as dismissal of a person.  Subsection 
(8) provides that an employee can terminate their contract of employment if they can show that a 
substantial detrimental change has been made to their working conditions.  

156. Previously, it had been intended that Disclosure Scotland staff would transfer to the 
Scottish Police Services Authority on 1 April 2007, together with the remainder of the Scottish 
Criminal Records Office.  Paragraph 37 of schedule 4 repeals the provisions in the Police, Public 
Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006 that would have transferred the Scottish 
Ministers’ functions under Part 5 of the 1997 Act (the functions carried out by Disclosure 
Scotland) to the Authority.  

Section 88.  Power to give effect to the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 

157. The power provided in section 88 can be used to make provision, including amendments 
to devolved legislation, to ensure that the equivalent scheme for England and Wales functions 
properly.  It is the Scottish Ministers’ intention that most of the necessary provision will be made 
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through stage 2 amendments to this Bill.  However, given the complexities of this Bill and the 
Westminster Bill, it may be necessary to make further provision subsequently. 

Section 90.  Offences by bodies corporate etc.

158. Where an offence is committed by an organisation, this section provides that the 
organisation and, in some cases, a senior individual in that organisation are both to be held 
responsible.  On the whole, the more junior member of staff whose conduct may have given rise 
to the offence is not criminally liable.  The member of staff may still be disciplined by the 
organisation and, if one of the referral grounds at section 2 is met, he or she can be referred for 
consideration for listing.

PART 7: INTERPRETATION 

Section 91.  Regulated work 

159. Section 91 introduces schedules 2 and 3 which define regulated work with children and 
regulated work with adults, respectively.  Schedule 2 to this Bill replaces schedule 2 to the 2003 
Act; regulated work with children is the new term for “child care position” in that Act. 

Section 92.  Meaning of references to being barred from regulated work 

160. There is a difference between being listed and being barred.  Being listed means being 
included in the children’s or adults’ list.  Being barred from regulated work in Scotland is a 
consequence of being listed, included in certain other lists in the UK or subject to a prohibition 
or disqualification in any other jurisdiction which the Scottish Ministers deem to correspond to 
being listed. 

161. Subsections (1) and (2) mean that being included in the equivalent list in England and 
Wales or Northern Ireland, will result in being barred from regulated work with children and 
adults, respectively, in Scotland.  Subsections (3) and (4) give the Scottish Ministers an order-
making power to regard any other list abroad as being equivalent to a Scottish list and therefore 
leading to being barred from regulated work in Scotland.  Subsections (5) and (6) make 
allowance for developments in England and Wales or Northern Ireland and enable the lists in 
subsections (1) and (2) to be updated accordingly. 

162. The effect of section 92 is that a teacher working in England who is referred to the 
Independent Barring Board (established under the Westminster Bill) and included on their 
children’s barred list would be listed in England and Wales and barred from regulated work with 
children in Scotland and equivalent work across the UK.  Although barred, the individual will 
not be listed in Scotland; it is expected that the Independent Barring Board will retain that 
information and provide it to Scottish police forces and Disclosure Scotland as necessary. 

Section 93.  Harm 

163. This is discussed in the context of referral grounds under section 2, paragraph 21 of these 
Notes.
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Section 94.  Meaning of “protected adult” 

164. Section 94 defines a “protected adult” for the purposes of the Bill.  A protected adult is 
defined as an individual aged 16 or over who is provided with (and thus receives) a type of care 
and support service as set out in this section.  Section 94(1)(b) allows for the Scottish Ministers 
to prescribe healthcare related services, whether provided by the NHS or by private suppliers.  
Section 94(2) gives the Scottish Ministers an order-making power to amend the definition of 
“protected adult” in subsection (1). 

165. The equivalent term in the Westminster Bill is “vulnerable adult” and applies to persons 
who have attained 18 years of age or over. 

Section 95.  Meaning of “work” 

166. Section 95 defines the meaning of work, of which regulated work is a subset defined 
through section 91 and schedules 2 and 3.  Section 95(1) clarifies that work includes paid or 
unpaid work and other types of work.  Work does not come within the scope of the Bill if it is 
done for an individual in the course of a family relationship or in the course of a personal 
relationship with no commercial consideration.  This means that a mother employing her brother 
to look after her child (a family relationship) does not constitute work for the purposes of this 
Bill, whether or not she pays her brother.  However, a mother employing a friend to look after 
her child would not constitute work if there was no payment but, if the friend received payment, 
it would constitute work.  In this latter case, therefore, it would be an offence for a barred 
individual to accept payment from the mother for babysitting (because it is regulated work) but 
not for the mother (because she is a personal employer) to employ the barred individual.

Section 96.  General interpretation 

167. Section 96 makes provision for general interpretation.  Some of these terms were 
highlighted at paragraph 4 of these Notes.  Some terms which appeared in the 2003 Act have 
changed their meaning, e.g. “harm” which is defined at section 93 and discussed at paragraph 21 
of these Notes. 

PART 8: FINAL PROVISIONS 

Section 97.  Ancillary provision 

168. Section 97 provides the Scottish Ministers with the power to make supplementary, 
incidental, consequential, transitional, transitory or saving provision in order to give full effect to 
the Bill and this may include modifying any enactment, instrument or document.   

Section 98.  Saving: disclosure of information 

169. This section clarifies, for example, that the Bill does not affect the police’s common-law 
powers to disclose information for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime. 
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Section 99.  Orders and regulations 

170. Subsection (3) provides that orders and regulations are to be made by negative resolution 
procedure except for those listed in subsection (4).  Subsection (4) provides that the following 
matters require affirmative procedure: 

criteria leading to automatic listing, as set out in section 14; 

amending section 31(1)(b) or (c) or schedule 1 to change the meaning of "offence 
against a child", "relevant offence" or "offence against a protected adult"; 

any powers to modify the provisions of this Bill or any other enactment, as given at 
section 81, 88 or 97; 

any change to the meaning of protected adult in section 94; and 

any modification to the definition of regulated work with children or regulated work 
with adults using the order making powers in schedules 2 and 3 respectively. 

Section 100.  Commencement 

171. Section 100 provides flexibility for the Scottish Ministers to commence the various 
provisions of the Bill at different times.  Subsection (3) makes clear that the Scottish Ministers 
could bring the provisions into force on an area by area basis.   

SCHEDULE 1:  RELEVANT OFFENCES 

172. Schedule 1 lists those offences for which the court must refer an individual to the 
children’s list following conviction.  It replicates schedule 1 of the 2003 Act, updated to include 
new offences created by the Protection of Children and Prevention of Sexual Offences (Scotland) 
Act 2005 and other offences under the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 and the Sexual 
Offences (Amendment) Act 2000. 

SCHEDULE 2: REGULATED WORK WITH CHILDREN 

173. This schedule is a replacement for schedule 2 to the 2003 Act.  It has been restructured: 
some positions have been added; some existing definitions have been narrowed; and others, 
which were child care positions under the 2003 Act, have been removed.   

Part 1: Preliminary 

174. Schedule 2 defines regulated work with children for the purposes of this Bill.  Paragraph 
1 applies the normal duties test to the activities set out in Part 2 and the positions set out in Part 
3.  Part 4 explicitly identifies a number of positions which fall within the definition of ‘regulated 
work with children’.
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Part 2: Activities 

175. Paragraphs 2-5, read with paragraph 1(a), are designed to have broadly the same effect as 
schedule 2 to the 2003 Act.  Paragraphs 2-5 reproduce paragraphs 1(c) to (g) in schedule 2 to the 
2003 Act and subsequent paragraphs which qualify them.   

176. Paragraph 6 is a new provision (not in the 2003 Act) covering positions such as workers 
on telephone advice lines and children’s magazine agony aunts.  The provision does not cover 
general broadcasting to children, such as children’s television or radio programmes. 

177. Paragraph 7 is a new provision (not in the 2003 Act) covering positions such as those 
involved in moderating Internet chat rooms intended for use by children where the individual has 
a role in protecting those children from harm.  It does not cover incidental use by children of chat 
rooms intended for use by adults.  It does not cover staff involved in maintaining and supporting 
such services whose function is not related to child protection, e.g. engineers. 

178. Paragraphs 8-9 represent a development of paragraph 1(b) of schedule 2 of the 2003 Act 
but are now qualified to limit the positions covered to those involving contact with children.  A 
cleaner, for example, in the head office of an organisation providing care home services would 
now no longer be regarded as doing regulated work with children.  

Part 3.  Establishments

179. Paragraphs 11-12 replicate paragraphs 2(a) and (b) in schedule 2 of the 2003 Act.

180. Paragraphs 13-15 are broadly equivalent to the reference to "educational establishment" 
in paragraph 2(c) in schedule 2 of the 2003 Act.

181. Paragraph 16 replicates paragraph 2(d) in schedule 2 of the 2003 Act, updating the 
reference to the residential accommodation for persons with mental disorder to the Mental 
Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003 which replaced the Mental Health (Scotland) 
Act 1984. 

Part 4.  Positions 

182. Paragraphs 17-25 replace provision made at paragraph 6 of schedule 2 of the 2003 Act.  
New positions include the Commissioner for Children and Young People in Scotland, the 
Commissioner’s staff (paragraphs 22-23) and the Registrar of Independent Schools in Scotland 
(paragraph 24).  The only other changes are minor and technical. 

Part 5 : Power to amend Parts 1 to 4 

183. This permits the Scottish Ministers to amend schedule 2 by order. 

SCHEDULE 3: REGULATED WORK WITH ADULTS 

184. Schedule 3 of the Bill (read with section 94) defines “regulated work with adults”.  
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Part 1: Preliminary 

185. Part 1 sets out that it covers work in: 

a position whose normal duties include carrying out an activity mentioned in Part 2 
or (if not already covered by Part 2) work in an establishment mentioned in Part 3; 

a position mentioned in Part 4; and 

a position whose normal duties include the day to day supervision or management of 
an individual working in one (or more) of the above positions. 

186. Paragraph 2 of  Part 1 makes provision to exclude from the scope of regulated work with 
adults work which is with children only and in respect of which the presence of protected adults 
is merely incidental.  This would prevent, for example, teaching at a secondary school becoming 
regulated work with adults merely because a few of the sixth form students were receiving care 
services.  Parts 2 to 4 of schedule 3 are discussed in more detail below. 

Part 2: Activities

187. These are certain types of activity carried out by individuals in the course of performing 
their normal duties (e.g. caring, teaching, supervising, advising and guiding etc.), or carried out 
where the performance of an individual’s duties in particular establishments permits or requires 
them to have contact with protected adults. 

Part 3: Establishments 

188. These are places in which individuals will do regulated work by virtue of performing 
their normal duties in a place providing accommodation for adults.  Paragraph 8 clarifies the 
meaning of a care home by reference to the accommodation being occupied mainly or 
exclusively by adults in order to distinguish this from accommodation which is provided mainly 
for children.

Part 4: Positions 

189. These are individuals whose positions of management responsibility, trusteeship of a 
charity, or membership of a Council Committee whose functions concern the provision of 
education, accommodation, social services or health services to protected adults, mean they will 
undertake regulated work. 

Part 5: Power to amend Parts 1 to 4 

190. This permits the Scottish Ministers to amend schedule 3 by order.

SCHEDULE 4: MINOR AND CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS AND REPEALS 

191. This schedule is introduced by section 89.  It makes amendments to the 1995 Act and 
1997 Act.  Importantly, the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 is largely repealed. 
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FINANCIAL MEMORANDUM 

INTRODUCTION

192. The Bill makes provision for three distinct, but related, policies: a new vetting and 
barring scheme covering those working with children and/or protected adults, whether paid or 
unpaid; information sharing about children at risk; and changes to the definition of school care 
accommodation service.   

Summary of costs 

193. The net changes to costs (compared with the existing costs of checking relevant staff 
through Disclosure Scotland and operating the Disqualified from Working with Children List) 
resulting from the Bill are estimated as follows: 

The cost of setting up the new vetting and barring scheme will be £4.75m (± £1.0m) 
which will be met by the Scottish Ministers (see paragraph 213 and table 1). 

In the first three years of operation, while all the relevant workforce is being brought into 
the scheme, the total costs of operating the scheme are likely to increase by around £10m 
to £12m (i.e. £3m to £4m per annum), assuming 50% of volunteering posts are judged to 
be within the scheme (see paragraph 222 and table 3).  This will be raised through fee 
income arising from the greater number of checks being carried out, and continued 
subsidy by the Scottish Ministers of the fees for volunteers working in voluntary 
organisations.

Once the new vetting and barring scheme is fully established, the disclosure system 
(including the cost of all existing Disclosure Scotland work) will reduce by around £1m 
per annum, again depending on how many volunteering posts are included within the 
scheme.  (See table 3.  Assuming 500,000 applications for disclosure, Disclosure 
Scotland’s turnover for 2006/07 will be around £10m and estimates for future costs for 
the whole scheme are in the range £8.6m to £9.2m for 50% of volunteers being in the 
scheme.) 

The average costs associated with checking each individual employee, volunteer and self 
employed worker over a 10 year period are expected to fall, although the impact on 
particular individuals depends on how often they move to a new post and on the fee 
structure that is adopted. 

The additional cost of the information sharing provisions will be £0.9m (± £0.1m) for the 
provision of guidance and training.  These costs will be met by the Scottish Ministers.  
There are no additional ongoing costs.

The amendments to the 2001 Act will not result in any increased costs. 

194. Each of these changes is considered in more detail in the subsequent sections.  Start-up 
costs are summarised in table 1, running costs are summarised in table 2, and possible fee 
options are shown in table 3 at the end of the memorandum. 
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Wider context 

195. This expenditure needs to be seen in the context of overall spending in terms of services 
to children and protected adults in Scotland.  In 2004-05, approximately £4.5 billion was spent 
by the Executive and local authorities on children’s services in Scotland, delivering care and 
education services for young people (excluding health services).

196. In 2005-06, approximately £1.7 billion was spent delivering care and support services to 
meet the needs of adults.   

197. The voluntary sector received around £390 million in direct grants from the Executive in 
2005-06, much of which was for provision of adult care and a wide range of children’s services.

198. In England and Wales, a vetting and barring scheme is being established by the 
Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill, which was introduced to the House of Lords on 28 
February 2006.  It was accompanied by a financial memorandum which included a budget of 
over £16 million for the establishment of the new scheme.  That financial memorandum also 
estimated that annual operating costs will be in the range of £16 million to £18 million per 
annum over the first five years of the scheme on top of current Criminal Record Bureau activity.  
The additional manpower requirement to manage and administer the scheme was estimated at 
approximately 200 additional staff. 

VETTING AND BARRING SCHEME

199. The Bill includes the following provisions with financial implications for the Scottish 
administration, local authorities and other bodies, individuals and businesses: 

Section 1.  Duty of the Scottish Ministers to keep lists of individuals unsuitable to 
work with children or protected adults. 

Section 41.  The Scottish Ministers to administer the scheme for vetting and 
disclosing information about individuals undertaking regulated work. 

Section 46.  The Scottish Ministers’ power to prescribe vetting information. 

Section 67.  The Scottish Ministers’ power to prescribe fees. 

Part 3.  Powers and duties in relation to information sharing. 

Schedule 2.  Definition of regulated work with children (which is expanded 
compared with the definition of child care position in the 2003 Act). 

Schedule 3.  Definition of regulated work with adults. 

Basics of the vetting and barring scheme 

200. The new vetting and barring scheme will cover up to one million individuals, who come 
into contact with children and/or protected adults through work, either in paid employment or as 
volunteers.  There are three types of checks under the scheme, which are explained at paragraphs 
56 to 58 of the Policy Memorandum.  There are two types of check which organisational 
employers can request: a ‘scheme record check’, for example when an individual is employed for 
the first time; and a ‘short scheme record check’, for example when they move to a new 
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employer in the same sector.  In addition, personal employers can request a ‘statement of barred 
status’.  In this Financial Memorandum, full check/full fee refers to a scheme record check 
(organisational employment) or application to join the scheme and first statement of barred status 
(self-employment).  Nominal check/nominal fee refers to a short scheme record check 
(organisational employment) or subsequent statements of barred status (self-employment), where 
the individual is already a scheme member. 

201. This financial memorandum is based on the following assumptions, although none have 
been made about efficiencies or inflation:

(a) The entire workforce, including volunteers, will be brought into the scheme through 
a full check, and this will be phased over the first three years of operation.  These are 
referred to below as Year 1, Year 2 and Year 3.  So at the start of Year 1 there will be 
no scheme members whereas by the end of Year 3 all relevant individuals should be 
scheme members.  (Year 0 is the year prior to going live and Year 4 the first year of a 
full scheme.)  Such phasing will enable the transition to the new scheme to be 
managed, while bringing all relevant individuals into the scheme as quickly as 
possible.

(b) There will be two levels of fee: a higher level of fee when joining the scheme and for 
any subsequent full check and a lower level of fee for a nominal check.  (The Policy 
Memorandum explains the different types of disclosure check available as part of the 
vetting and barring scheme.)   

(c) The fee charged will not depend on the workforce to which the application relates.  It 
will be the same, whether the individual is applying to work with adults, or children 
or both. 

(d) The fee structure is still to be decided.  It will be designed to cover the total cost of 
operating the scheme.  The average cost of carrying out a full check (including setting 
up the updating system and paying for listing decisions) will be slightly more than the 
average cost of carrying out an enhanced disclosure1.  The average cost of carrying 
out a nominal check will be less than the average cost of a basic disclosure, since all 
the relevant information is already available. 

(e) Ministers will continue to pay the costs of fees for volunteers working with voluntary 
organisations.  It is assumed that this will have minimal impact on the number of 
people who volunteer, although it does create an incentive for people to volunteer 
before they enter employment (to get a ‘free’ check).

(f) Membership of the scheme will expire 10 years after the most recent full check.  A 
full check will be required after the 10 years has elapsed.  This starts the next 10 year 
period.

(g) Employers will not ask for a full check if a nominal check is all that is required to 
show that the individual is not barred and there is no relevant information held about 
them that would be disclosed through a full check.  (If employers request unnecessary 
full checks, this will increase the total cost of operating the scheme - offset by the 
additional fee income). 

1 Enhanced disclosure is the current mechanism for checking an individual for a care/childcare position.  See 
paragraphs 20-24 of the policy memorandum and paragraph 97 of the explanatory notes. 
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(h) The size of the relevant workforces, the rate at which people move between posts, and 
the level of volunteering stay broadly constant.  If any of these change significantly as 
a result of other factors, this will have an impact on costs and revenues, but not as a 
result of introducing this Bill.  

(i) The proportion of volunteers whose posts require them to be checked is assumed to 
be 50%, since that generates a level of activity broadly consistent with current levels 
of subsidised disclosure checking (taking account of the expansion of the system to 
cover volunteering with adults.  If that assumption is wrong, the total volume of 
activity will change, as will the cost of subsidy to the Scottish Ministers, although the 
sensitivity of fee levels to such errors is minimal.  

(j) The proportion of people in the children and adult care workforces about whom there 
is ‘relevant information’ – either convictions or police intelligence, is broadly the 
same as it is across the full range of workforces subject to disclosure checks.  Thus 
the offence profile is assumed constant across the working population and is not 
influenced by age or the nature of employment. 

(k) The number of basic, standard and enhanced checks for people not working in the 
adult or child care sectors will be unaffected by the introduction of the scheme.  Thus 
the costs associated with running the unaffected parts of Disclosure Scotland activity 
will be unchanged.  This is a best estimate but a simple approximation since, in 
practice, Disclosure Scotland’s costs are not easily disaggregated by disclosure type. 

202. A decision has yet to be made in relation to fees for full and nominal checks.  For 
illustrative purposes, we have calculated the fee levels that would be required using three models 
(elaborated at paragraphs 218 to 220 and table 3): 

(a) Model 1.  Basic, Enhanced, Standard, Full and Nominal fees all set to the same value. 

(b) Model 2.  Basic, Standard and Enhanced unchanged / Nominal set to zero / Full set to 
balance costs. 

(c) Model 3.  Basic, Standard and Enhanced unchanged at £20 / Full set to £26 / Nominal set 
to balance costs. 

203. The current intention is to adopt a fee structure that has no impact on the fees charged for 
basic, standard and enhanced checks, and most accurately reflects the true cost of providing each 
of the full and nominal checks.  This will achieve the twin objectives of being neutral to users of 
Disclosure Scotland who remain outside the new scheme, and minimising the financial impact 
should any of the figures in this memorandum prove to have been over or under-estimates. 

Vetting functions of the Scottish Ministers 

204. Part V of the Police Act 1997 put in place a statutory framework to allow for criminal 
record checks for employment for people working with vulnerable groups and other workers in 
sensitive positions.  The intention of Parliament was that implementation of the 1997 Act should 
be self-financing through income received through disclosure fees.  Since April 2002, the 
Scottish Ministers and BT have worked in partnership as “Disclosure Scotland” to provide 
criminal record checks for Scotland.  In the first four years of operation, 1.5 million disclosures 
were issued and, until 1 April 2006, the fee for disclosure was £13.60.  Checks for volunteers in 
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the voluntary sector are paid by the Scottish Ministers, a cost of £700,000 for 50,000 such 
applications in 2005/06. 

205. Because of the lower than expected numbers of applications, it was necessary to increase 
the fee on 1 April 2006 from £13.60 to £20.00 so that both BT and the Scottish Ministers could 
cover the future costs of the operation and recover their support to date.  The Scottish Ministers 
are continuing to pay the full fee costs of volunteers in the voluntary sector, and intend to do so 
once the new system is established.  With the same number of applications as in 2005/06, the 
cost to the Scottish Ministers of checks for volunteers in the voluntary sector in 2006/07 would 
be £1.0m. 

206. In 2005, some 490,000 applications for disclosure were made.  Around 330,000 were 
standard and enhanced checks of which an estimated 240,000 applications were for individuals 
applying to work in either the adult care or child care sectors.  Around 30% of applications for 
disclosure to work in the child care or adult care sectors have been duplicates, i.e. at least two 
applications from the same individual, since the system began in April 2002.   

207. Once the scheme is fully operational, and the existing adult and child care workforces 
have been checked (the start of Year 4 as described in paragraph 201(a) above) we anticipate that 
the new agency will process approximately: 160,000 basic checks (all of which will be outside 
the new scheme); 90,000 standard and enhanced checks (outside the new scheme); 60,000 full 
checks at the higher level of fee; and 271,000 checks at the lower level fee for nominal checks.  
Statements of barred status will be provided to allow personal employers to establish that 
someone (e.g. a piano tutor) is not barred.  We have no strong basis on which to estimate the 
scale of this activity and have merely included it within the general estimates of the number of 
update checks.  If this is an underestimate, a fee model that ensures the cost of issuing these 
checks is covered will mean that any increased volume would be self-financing. 

208. The number of full checks is projected to be significantly less than the current number of 
standard and enhanced disclosure checks for the vulnerable groups’ workforces.  This is because 
scheme members can apply for a nominal check instead of a full check if they take up another 
post in the same workforce.  At present, 90% of enhanced checks currently reveal no relevant 
information, and it is expected that a very high proportion of repeat checks will reveal no new 
information.  A nominal check confirming no change to that status should, therefore, be 
sufficient in most cases when someone already in the scheme moves jobs or takes up a 
volunteering opportunity.  The 60,000 full checks would be required for new entrants to the 
workforce, and in cases where new relevant information had emerged and employers wished to 
access that information.  

Barring functions of the Scottish Ministers 

209. The Disqualified from Working with Children List became operational when the 2003 
Act was commenced on 10 January 2005.  Over the first 17 months of operation to 9 June 2006, 
65 referrals were received from courts and 106 from organisations.  Court referrals are 
automatically added to the DWCL whereas organisational referrals require active consideration.  
After 17 months, of the organisational referrals, 19 individuals had been listed and 37 were 
pending consideration with the remainder having been dismissed.  No appeals have been made 
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against any decisions to list.  The costs of operating the DWCL are approximately £240,000 per 
year.

210. For each check revealing relevant information, the Central Barring Unit will need to 
determine whether the individual should be listed.  Currently, around 10% of all disclosure 
certificates contain any information about the applicant.  Of these, only a proportion will contain 
relevant information for these workforces.  In future an even smaller proportion would be 
expected to accrue new information for consideration.  On the basis of the frequency of different 
types of offences, we estimate that between 2,200 and 2,500 cases will be referred each year to 
the Central Barring Unit for decision from Year 4 onwards, comprising 400 organisational 
referrals and around 1,800 to 2,100 as a result of full checking or updating.  The number of cases 
requiring decision in Years 1 to 3 will be significantly greater, given the increased volume of 
new individuals being processed as part of the implementation phase.  It is estimated that up to 
8,000 decisions may be required per year as the entire workforce and volunteer community is 
brought into the scheme. 

211. Further analytical work is required, and is ongoing, to improve our understanding of the 
intensity of work involved in each of these checks.  It is expected that many of these decisions 
will be easy to make, since barring will often be automatic or obviously not appropriate.  The 
cases incurring the greatest cost will be those requiring a detailed determination process.  Work 
has still to be done to establish what proportion of decisions will fall into each of these three 
categories and thus what intensity of work will be involved in an ‘average’ decision.  For the 
purposes of this memorandum, it is assumed that the majority of these decisions will be 
straightforward, but that a significant minority will require detailed consideration.

212. It is therefore estimated that, including the existing costs of operating DWCL, the Central 
Barring Unit will require a staff of around 30 people, with total running costs of £1.5m per 
annum, after the transition phase.  (I.e. this £1.5m replaces the £240,000 cost of running the 
existing system, described in paragraph 209 above.)  These costs will be covered through fee 
revenue: see paragraph 201(d) above.  Additional staffing will be required during the transition 
phase.  The fee models shown below generate a small contingency during the transitional phase 
to cover these or other transitional costs.   

Costs (and revenue) to the Scottish Administration 

Set up costs 

213. The direct additional cost to the Scottish administration associated with the new Bill will 
be approximately £4.75m to cover start-up costs for the scheme.  This includes the following: 

214. The start-up costs for the agency are estimated at £3.35m: with £400,000 for staff 
recruitment and relocation, £350,000 for standard office ICT and £600,000 for premises.  
Finally, there is £2.0m to meet the cost of developing IT infrastructure to maintain the barred 
lists and developing Disclosure Scotland’s IT infrastructure. 

215. It is estimated that approximately £1.4m will be required to ensure that adequate training 
and guidance is developed and delivered. In total, £950,000 was spent on training and guidance 
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to assist those bodies and individuals affected by the Disqualified from Working with Children 
List, established by the 2003 Act.  Taking account of the increase in the workforce that is to be 
affected by the new scheme, costs are estimated as follows: 

£200,000 Development of training materials for the adult care/child care workforces 

£600,000 Delivery of training events to practitioners and managers in the 
care/childcare workforces

£300,000 Operation of a telephone helpline service for a three year period, offering 
best practice guidance to those using the system 

£320,000 The Central Registered Body for Scotland (CRBS) currently undertake a 
countersignatory function for all free checks and for paid checks for those 
smaller voluntary organisations not registered directly with Disclosure 
Scotland.  This additional grant will allow CRBS to develop their systems 
to provide this service to voluntary organisations delivering service for 
protected adults 

Running costs 

216. After Year 3, the annual cost of covering the fees of volunteers in the voluntary sector are 
expected to be in the range £1.0m to £2.1m (see last column of table 3).  The best estimate is 
around £1.0m, assuming 50% of volunteers need to be checked.  During the transition phase, the 
total subsidy over the three years will be in the range £5.5m to £12.8m (see table 3).  The best 
estimate is in a narrower range of £5.5m to £8.3m, assuming 50% of volunteers need to be 
checked.  Looking at table 3, subsidy of £5.5m corresponds with costs of £40.2m (model 2), i.e. 
additional costs of £10.2m, leaving individuals to cover the remaining £4.7m.  Similarly, subsidy 
of £8.3m corresponds with costs of £40.3m (model 1), i.e. additional costs of £10.3m, leaving 
individuals to cover the remaining £2.0m.  Therefore, the range of costs to individuals is £2.0m 
to £4.7m.  (Additional costs are over and above the £30m turnover for three years that Disclosure 
Scotland would have otherwise generated assuming 500,000 applications per year, see paragraph 
193.)

Fee levels 

217. Three options have been considered for fees. All figures relating to fees are presented in 
real terms.   

218. Model 1 assumes the costs of all checks, including basic, standard, enhanced, full and 
nominal were the same.  Retaining the fee for every check at the current level (£20) allows total 
costs to be just covered during the transition phase.  The fee can then be reduced to £15 for every 
check after the end of year 3.
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219. Model 2 assumes that the existing basic standard and enhanced fees were unchanged at 
£20 throughout, and that the nominal fee was set to zero. That requires a full fee of  £38 over the 
full 10 year period.  Alternatively, transition costs could be covered with a full fee of only £28, 
but that would then need to rise to £62 to cover costs thereafter (because of the relatively small 
number of full checks required after the transition phase). 

220. Model 3 assumes that the basic, standard and enhanced fees stay at £20, that the full fee is 
set slightly higher (to reflect the extra costs of setting up the updating system and carrying out 
barring checks), and that the nominal fee is set at the level required to cover costs.  Model 3 
satisfies the criteria outlined in paragraph 202.  On the basis of the initial estimates made in this 
paper, and for illustrative purposes only, setting the full fee at £26 would require a nominal fee 
of approximately £10 over the 10 year period.  More detailed calculations would have to be 
carried out before firm fee levels were proposed.

221. At this stage, the calculations have not given any detailed consideration to variations in 
fee levels associated with fluctuations in volumes (for example if the shape and size of the 
workforce changes) or developments associated with information sharing and/or ICT.  While not 
necessarily an explicit consequence of this legislation, such economies of scale and technological 
improvements would be anticipated to lead to a more efficient process that could potentially lead 
to a reduction in the required fee level over time. 

Uneven profile of activity and revenue  

222. Under the assumption of a three-year phasing with a 10-year lifetime for scheme 
membership, the costs and revenue from fees will fluctuate on a 10-year cycle with higher costs / 
income in the first three years of the cycle and lower costs / income for the remainder.  Including 
continuing disclosure checks, aggregate costs in Years 1-3 are likely to be in the range £40.2m to 
£42.0m giving a range of £13.4m to £14.0m per annum, assuming 50% of volunteers need to be 
checked.  This range falls to £8.6m to £9.2m in Years 4+ (see table 3).  This compares 
favourably with the £10m turnover of Disclosure Scotland now, resulting in the likely saving of 
£1m suggested at paragraph 193.  In setting up the new system, and the agency to operate it, and 
making specific proposals on the fees to be charged, the Scottish Ministers will consider how 
this uneven distribution of revenue, and significant short term increase in activity, can best be 
managed.   

223. Volumes have not been projected beyond Year 10 of the new scheme.  It is envisaged that 
there will be an increase in the number of full checks in Years 11, 12 and 13 given that the entire 
existing workforce will be required to have a full check undertaken in the first three years of the 
scheme and their membership will last 10 years.  However, this effect will be dampened by 
significant numbers of individuals checked during the implementation phase having left the 
workforce and being continuously replaced by individuals entering the scheme for the first time.  
In other cases, individuals working for organisational employers may have had a subsequent full 
check, which renews their membership.  (A later full check may be required because information 
has become available since the last full check). 
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Costs on Local Authorities 

Changes to Fees for Disclosure 

224. Responsibility for paying for checks rests with the individual, as now.  As a result, while 
it is expected that many local authorities will continue to pay the costs of the fees, no additional
cost will be incurred by local authorities as a result of the introduction of the new vetting and 
barring scheme.  Indeed, it is expected that the new scheme will streamline the disclosure 
process and provide an online facility for requesting nominal checks which should cut 
administration costs for employers. 

Providing information to Disclosure Scotland 

225. Local authorities will need to be in a position to volunteer vetting information to 
Disclosure Scotland and comply with requests for further information in respect of any particular 
case.  For example, where children have been put at risk of harm by a parent and have 
subsequently been placed on the Child Protection Register and/or moved from their home, it may 
appropriate that the agency is notified.  If the parent was a member of the scheme, or applies to 
join the scheme in future, an assessment could be made by the Central Barring Unit.  While the 
detail has not yet been fully developed, we do not believe that placing this requirement on local 
authorities will result in significant additional costs.   

Costs on Other Bodies, Individuals and Businesses 

Employers

226. Responsibility for paying for checks rests with the individual, as now.  As a result, while 
it is expected that many employers will continue to pay the costs of the fees no additional cost 
will be incurred by employers as a result of the introduction of the new vetting and barring 
scheme.  Indeed, it is expected that the new scheme will streamline the disclosure process and 
provide an online facility for requesting nominal checks which should cut administration costs 
for employers.  It is expected that training in the use of the scheme will be integrated into 
ongoing recruitment training and existing child/vulnerable adult protection policies. 

Professional regulatory bodies 

227. Regulatory bodies might incur a cost in fulfilling the information sharing requirements of 
the vetting and barring scheme.  Information sharing with Disclosure Scotland is not one of their 
existing functions.  However, registration information is already readily accessible within many 
regulatory bodies, for example the General Teaching Council for Scotland’s website enables a 
hierarchy of users to check a teacher’s registration.  The Scottish Ministers will work with 
regulatory bodies to automate information sharing building on existing systems as much as 
possible.  Action will be taken at Stage 2 to ensure that legislation being taken through 
Westminster and this Bill are consistent in terms of the interaction with regulatory bodies across 
the UK, not least to minimise the burden placed on them. 
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Voluntary sector organisations 

228. All checks for volunteers working with children and protected adults in the voluntary 
sector will continue to be provided free, whether or not the individual also has paid employment 
in the sector.  This will be achieved through continuing subsidy from the Scottish Ministers: see 
paragraph 216 above.  As employers, they will benefit from the efficiencies described in 
paragraph 226 above.  Voluntary sector bodies will receive training and other support to ensure 
they can carry out the obligations placed on them proposed in the Bill: see paragraph 215 above. 

Employers within the adult care sector, including statutory bodies 

229. In terms of obtaining the disclosure checks, the comments made for employers in general 
apply here.  Many workers in the adult care sector are already subject to standard or enhanced 
criminal record checks as required by the Care Commission, the NHS, the professional 
registering bodies for medical staff or the Scottish Social Services Council.  Additionally, many 
employers already carry out these checks as a matter of good recruitment practice. 

230. Unlike employers in the child care sector who are already familiar with duties under the 
2003 Act, adult care sector employers have not previously had a duty to refer employees for any 
consideration for listing.  All large or moderately-sized organisational employers should have 
codes of conduct and disciplinary procedures in place and the duty to refer should be integrated 
into these existing practices.  However, there may be an administrative impact on some 
employers, particularly smaller firms and those in the voluntary sector.  Although these costs are 
not expected to be significant, they may include administrative time and resources needed to 
collate and prepare the necessary evidence and paperwork required to support the referral for 
inclusion on the list and any subsequent correspondence which may arise as the case proceeds. 
As indicated above, training and guidance will be provided to the sector. 

Individuals

231. Volunteers in the voluntary sector working with children and protected adults will 
continue to receive free checks.  There are a total of just under 500,000 individuals in paid 
employment working with either protected adults or children who would need to pay the new 
fees, although it is assumed that many employers would continue to meet these costs.  The 
higher initial costs, and lower ongoing costs, of operating the scheme were identified at 
paragraphs 193, 216 and 222 and are summarised in table 2.  Over the first three years, the 
scheme will cost individuals an additional amount in the range £2.0m to £4.7m in total, after that 
the scheme should reduce the overall costs on individuals by around £1.0m per annum.  These 
costs will be met through revenue from fees charged to individuals corporately (including fees 
paid by the Scottish Ministers), but it is the level of fee set (see table 3) rather than this cost 
profile which is material to any given individual. 

232. The cost of disclosure to an individual over a 10-year period under the current system is 
simply the £20 fee multiplied by the number of disclosures requested.  On average, it is 
estimated that individuals who are part of the scheme will typically undergo one full and two or 
three nominal disclosures over the 10 year period, costing £60 - £80 under the current 
arrangements. Again, for illustrative purposes, this would reduce to £46 - £56 under the new 
arrangements if a £26 / £10 fee model was chosen.  However, there will be some individuals who 
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do not require checks at present but who will do so as a result of this Bill and, for them, these 
will be new costs. 

233. While long term costs are less, this fee model assumes a higher initial fee than the current 
Disclosure Scotland fee.  The Executive will work with stakeholders to consider how best to 
mitigate the effects of any higher, upfront fee for the low-paid. 

SHARING CHILD PROTECTION INFORMATION  

234. Part 3 of the Bill makes provision in respect of the information sharing. 

235. The following sections have financial implications: 

Section 74 – duty to share information 

Section 75 - duty to cooperate 

Section 77 – duty to enable, encourage and help workers to share child protection 
information 

236. This Bill will formalise activities that organisations and agencies should be performing as 
a matter of course as part of their existing responsibilities.  The provisions explicitly require and 
empower the sharing of data where currently it may be implied or identified as best practice.  
Because information sharing is already an intrinsic and continuous function for most 
professionals, it would be unfeasible and misleading to separate out the proportion of working 
time spent on this. 

237. Statutory agencies would not be expected to incur any additional costs through this duty 
due to their existing responsibilities.  The same would be true of private and voluntary agencies 
that have Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with statutory agencies.  It is assumed that services 
with SLAs will be subject to the same rules and regulations as the statutory agencies themselves.  
Private and voluntary sector agencies without such agreements would potentially incur additional 
financial costs.

238. However, there will be some associated costs in relation to the development and delivery 
of the one-off training that will be required to ensure that existing workers are able to comply 
with the provisions in the Bill.  It is estimated that the costs of producing the content of the 
training and delivering it to the relevant existing workers will be in the range of £900,000 (with a 
potential variance of £100,000 in either direction). 

239. It is anticipated that the training of new workers will in future always include coverage of 
workers’ responsibilities in relation to the provisions of this Bill and that there will therefore be 
no additional costs associated with this. 

Costs on the Scottish Administration 

240. The Scottish Ministers will be responsible for producing the code of practice in relation 
to the information sharing provisions.  It is not envisaged that this will be an excessive additional 
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cost on the Administration and will be produced as part of its general responsibilities in this area.  
Costs are estimated at between £36,000 and £45,000, with a central estimate of £40,000.

Costs on Other Bodies, Individuals and Businesses 

Costs on ‘relevant persons’ 

241. As already stated, there will be some costs associated with the delivery of training to 
comply with the regulations but, for the majority of the workforce, the act of making an existing 
responsibility an explicit duty would not be expected to result in significant additional costs.  
Training would be added to existing programmes as part of workers continuing development. 

242. The same assumptions in relation to the number of workers were used as in the costing 
for the vetting and barring scheme.  Based on estimates of workforce numbers and the time 
required to train these numbers, it is estimated that the cost of training would be £720,000 (with 
a variance between £640,000 and £810,000). 

Costs on the voluntary sector 

243. Because the duties in relation to information sharing will only fall on those voluntary 
organisations contracted to supply a service to a public body, the same assumption is made in 
relation to information sharing already being a core part of the functions of the relevant workers 
in those voluntary agencies.  Therefore, future workers will be trained in the provisions as a 
matter of course, but a one-off cost for training existing workers is estimated to be around 
£140,000 plus or minus 10 per cent. 

MEANING OF "SCHOOL CARE ACCOMMODATION SERVICE" 

244. Part 5 of the Bill amends the definition of school care accommodation. 

245. The financial implications of achieving a change in the definition of school care 
accommodation services to allow a variety of guardianship arrangements to be regulated within 
the school care accommodation services are as follows.   

246. Currently the 2001 Act requires these arrangements to be registered and inspected as 
childminders.  This would attract a fee of £28 per registration and £17 continuation annually.  
However, in line with current policy, the Scottish Executive heavily subsidises the regulatory 
costs associated with the regulation of all early years services to the amount of £13 million per 
annum because these services include childminders and small day care services.   

247. Without the change of definition proposed in the Bill, these various guardianship 
arrangements would require to register as childminders with the Scottish Executive continuing to 
subsidise the costs.  Under the proposed amendment the monitoring of these services will be 
included as part of the inspection and regulation of individual school care accommodation 
services, the costs of which are not subsidised and are charged to the individual service provider, 
(currently at the level of £4340 for registration and £3472 annual continuation fee). 
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Costs on the Scottish Administration 

248. It is assumed that the cost of the small amount of increased activity by the Care 
Commission will be absorbed within the more proportionate approach being adopted by the 
Commission to its regulatory activity. 

Costs on Local Authorities, Other Bodies, Individuals and Businesses 

249. It is proposed that the current fee structure will not be amended following this change, so 
there are no cost implications for the schools or for those providing accommodation services.

Table 1.  Start-up costs in 2006/07 prices.  VBS means vetting and barring scheme.  IS 
means information sharing provisions. 

START-UP COSTS COST £,000 Over period Paragraph

Scottish Administration (total) £4,790 Years 0-3 

Scottish Administration (VBS) £4,750 Years 0-3 213
VBS.  Agency: staff recruitment and 
relocation 

£400 Year 0 214

VBS.  Agency: premises £600 Year 0 214
VBS.  Agency: office ICT costs £350 Year 0 214
VBS.  Training and guidance £1,400 Years 0-3 215
VBS.  IT infrastructure £2,000 Year 0  214
IS. Preparation of code of practice £40 Year 0 240
Local Authorities and other statutory 

bodies

£720  242

IS: Training of staff to prepare for 
information sharing 

£720 Years 0–3 242

Other bodies, individuals and businesses £140 Years 0-3 243
IS: Training for staff in Voluntary Sector 
Organisations to prepare for information 
sharing

£140 Years 0-3 243

TOTAL £5,650 Years 0-3
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Table 2. Net ongoing costs in 2006/07 prices.  VBS means vetting and barring scheme.  Second 
column shows total cost over three years (not annual cost).  Note that the cost to employers and 
individuals is greater during the first three years, but this is offset by later reductions. 1The cost 
of subsidising free checks only materialises if they are not cross-subsidised.  2The best estimate 
of ongoing subsidy is £1.0m which is the expected cost for 2006/07 (see paragraph 205). 3The
total cost to other bodies and the Scottish administration combined is in the range £10.3m to 
£12.0m.  Current turnover of Disclosure Scotland is around £10m per annum.  The total cost of 
continuing Disclosure Scotland’s activity and all new vetting and barring activity is expected to 
be around £100m over the 10 year period. 

NET ONGOING COSTS COST YR 1-3 COST YR 4+ Paragraph

Scottish Administration £5.5m - £8.3m
1
 £0.0m

2 216
VBS.  Cost of subsidising free checks  £5.5m - £8.3m £0.0m 216
Local Authority - - 224, 225
Other bodies, individuals and businesses £2.0m to £4.7m

3
(£1m) 193, 222

Voluntary sector organisations - - 228
Other employers - - 226, 229-230
Regulatory Bodies - - 227
Individuals £2.0m to £4.7m (£1m) 231-233
TOTAL £10.3m to 

£12.0m

(£1m) 193
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Table 3.  Costs, revenues and subsidies associated with the three models as set out at paragraph 
202.  The three models propose different fee structures but all balance costs.  For models 1 and 2, 
the scenario shown is for 50% of volunteers requiring to participate in the scheme.  For model 3, 
two scenarios are presented: 50% participation (as for models 1 and 2) and 100% of volunteers 
participating, to illustrate the difference this would make.  (The ranges quoted in the 
memorandum assume 50% participation.)  Each scenario has two rows: the first shows aggregate 
data for the transitional three years and the second shows annual data thereafter.  Subsidy in the 
final column is included in the fee income in the penultimate column.   

Model Basic, 

Standard & 

Enhanced 

fee

Full

fee 

Nominal 

 fee 

Volunteers  

in scheme 

Time

period

Costs in 

£m 

Fee

income in 

£m 

Subsidy 

by

Ministers 

for vols 

in £m 

1 £20 £20 £20 50% Transition 
– over 3 
years

40.3 41.5 8.3

1 £15 £15 £15 50% Ongoing 
– per 
annum

8.6 8.7 1.2

2 £20 £28 £0 50% Transition 
– over 3 
years

40.2 40.7 5.5

2 £20 £62 £0 50% Ongoing 
– per 
annum

8.6 8.7 1.0

3 £20 £26 £10 50% Transition 
– over 3 
years

42.0 43.0 7.3

3 £20 £26 £10 50% Ongoing 
– per 
annum

9.2 9.3 1.0

3 £20 £26 £10 100% Transition 
– over 3 
years

50.6 51.8 12.8

3 £20 £26 £10 100% Ongoing  
- per 
annum

10.8 10.8 2.1

——————————

EXECUTIVE STATEMENT ON LEGISLATIVE COMPETENCE 

250. On 25 September 2006, the Minister for Education and Young People (Peter Peacock 
MSP) made the following statement: 

“In my view, the provisions of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill would 
be within the legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament.” 
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PRESIDING OFFICER’S STATEMENT ON LEGISLATIVE 

COMPETENCE

251. On 21 September 2006, the Presiding Officer (Right Honourable George Reid MSP) 
made the following statement: 

“In my view, the provisions of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill would 
be within the legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament.” 
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SP Bill 73–PM 1 Session 2 (2006) 

PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS 

(SCOTLAND) BILL 

——————————

POLICY MEMORANDUM 

INTRODUCTION

1. This document relates to the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill introduced 
in the Scottish Parliament on 25 September 2006. It has been prepared by the Scottish Executive 
to satisfy Rule 9.3.3(c) of the Parliament’s Standing Orders.  The contents are entirely the 
responsibility of the Scottish Executive and have not been endorsed by the Parliament.  
Explanatory Notes and other accompanying documents are published separately as SP Bill 73–
EN.

CONTENT OF THE BILL 

2. The Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill has three strands:  

the vetting and barring scheme;  

sharing child protection information; and  

minor amendments to the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 to change the 
meaning of “school care accommodation service”.  

3. Parts 1 and 2 create the legislative framework for a new vetting and barring scheme 
covering those working with children and/or protected adults, whether paid or unpaid.  The 
scheme is intended to ensure that people who are unsuitable do not gain access to children or 
protected adults through work and those who become unsuitable are detected early and prevented 
from continuing to work.  Part 1 establishes the lists of individuals unsuitable to work with 
children or protected adults.  Part 2 establishes the vetting arrangements for individuals working 
with children and/or protected adults.  Part 4 makes a number of technical amendments to the 
Police Act 1997 to ensure the effective operation of Disclosure Scotland, including changes to 
the existing system consequential to the introduction of the new scheme.  Part 6 makes provision 
for the transfer of Disclosure Scotland staff to a new agency and provides a power to make 
provision consequential on the English and Welsh vetting and barring scheme. 

4. Part 3 makes provision for sharing information for child protection purposes, placing 
duties on relevant public bodies and organisations to disclose information when a child is at risk 
of harm.  It also requires the Scottish Ministers to produce a code of practice about child 
protection information.  
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5. Part 5 makes minor amendments to the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001.  The Act 
requires school care accommodation services to register with the Care Commission.  Many of 
these services have pupils who stay with “guardians” during term time, e.g. at weekends or half 
term, and sometimes during school holidays.  The Bill amends the 2001 Act to allow the services 
being provided by guardians to be regulated by the Care Commission as part of the school care 
accommodation service without the need for separate registration of guardians as childminders.  

6. This policy memorandum covers the three strands in turn. 

THE VETTING AND BARRING SCHEME (PARTS 1, 2, 4 AND 6)   

The Bichard Inquiry 

7. The vetting and barring scheme has been developed in response to recommendation 19 of 
the Bichard Inquiry Report published in June 2004 by Sir Michael Bichard following his inquiry 
into the murder of two schoolgirls in Soham in 2002.  Recommendation 19 states that new 
arrangements should be introduced requiring those who work with children or vulnerable adults 
to be registered.  Following a feasibility study by the Home Office, the UK Government 
proposed an agency operating a scheme by which people would, where appropriate, be barred 
from working with children.  Sir Michael Bichard was satisfied that this proposal met with the 
material requirements of his recommendation and endorsed the approach.

8. Sir Michael Bichard’s report was directed at England and Wales but the significance of 
the underlying issues prompted the Scottish Ministers to agree that the recommendations should 
also be considered in a Scottish context and acted upon where appropriate.

Alternatives 

9. In response to the report, and to policy developments in England and Wales, a number of 
options were considered: 

10. Do nothing.  The Bichard Inquiry Report focussed on child protection procedures and 
intelligence recording and information sharing in England and Wales and the recommendations 
were designed to remedy those weaknesses.  However, the issues inherent in the Bichard Inquiry 
Report and its recommendations suggested ways in which Scottish procedures could be tightened 
and improved yet further to ensure that vulnerable groups were afforded the best protection.  
Additionally, as policy developed in England and Wales, further developments would be needed 
in Scotland to avoid cross-border loopholes that could be exploited by those wanting to harm 
children and/or protected adults.

11. A single UK scheme.  Any safe haven effect could be avoided by the adoption of a UK 
scheme.  This would require the current Scottish operation and infrastructure to be subsumed 
into the scheme being developed for England and Wales.  This could be achieved by extending 
the Westminster legislation1 which will implement the Bichard recommendations for the other 
UK jurisdictions to Scotland using a Legislative Consent Motion through the Scottish 

1 The Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill was introduced to the House of Lords on 28 February 2006.  The 
Westminster Bill has its Report and Third Reading scheduled for later this year. 
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Parliament.  However, the issues inherent in vetting and barring and the protection of vulnerable 
groups are devolved and transferring legislative responsibility for such substantive issues to 
Westminster was not considered appropriate.  There are also legal and operational differences in 
Scotland compared with England and Wales and there is benefit in a system which reflects the 
Scottish context and is responsive to Scottish requirements both now and in the future.  

12. A Scottish scheme.  A Scottish scheme which dovetails with that being developed for 
England and Wales was felt to be the optimal choice.  It would guard against cross-border 
discrepancies whilst building on the current Scottish legislation and infrastructure, particularly 
the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 and existing disclosure arrangements.  It would 
also allow more flexibility in responding to Scottish circumstances and priorities.  Critically for 
this important area, it will ensure appropriate accountability to the Scottish Parliament.  

13. The Scottish Ministers concluded that a Scottish scheme carefully aligned to that 
developed for the other UK jurisdictions was the most appropriate way of proceeding in 
responding to the Bichard recommendations and the Minister for Education announced on 8 
February 2006 (Official Report, col 23115) the consultation on legislative proposals for a new 
vetting and barring scheme. 

Consultation

14. A formal consultation was undertaken between 8 February and 2 May 2006 in which the 
Executive sought views from a wide range of organisations and individuals on all aspects of the 
proposed scheme.  In addition to the publication of the consultation paper Protecting Vulnerable 
Groups: Scottish Vetting & Barring Scheme2, a total of 7 consultation events were held across 
Scotland to discuss and explore the vetting and barring scheme and to provide stakeholders with 
the opportunity to contribute directly to the consultation process.  Three of these events were 
held in March and were open to any individuals wishing to attend; 130 delegates participated.  A 
further four stakeholder events were held during April and were attended by around 120 
delegates invited to represent interests across a range of organisations and sectors.  The April 
events provided an opportunity to explore, in some detail, the issues previously identified in the 
March meetings as well as in the consultation paper. 

15. Over 200 written responses were received as part of the consultation process.  The 
Executive appointed George Street Research to analyse the written consultation responses and 
feedback from the consultation events, to facilitate five focus groups and undertake ten 
individual interviews to gain the views of stakeholders from various sectors with a particular 
interest in the proposed scheme. A focus group was held with each of the following groupings:

voluntary organisations;

regulatory bodies;

local authorities;  

organisations working on behalf of children and protected adults; and

2 http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2006/02/07134454/0 
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groups with an interest in the rehabilitation of offenders.

16. Individual interviews were held with representatives from police forces, the judiciary, the 
education, care and leisure sectors, Disclosure Scotland and the Central Registered Body for 
Scotland, who process free disclosure checks for the voluntary sector.

17. The report on the consultation exercise findings Protecting Vulnerable Groups: Scottish 
Vetting and Barring Scheme - Analysis of the Consultation was published on 18 August 20063

and revealed widespread support for the introduction of a new vetting and barring scheme.  Most 
of the comments related to detailed aspects of the scheme and have been considered in the 
development of the legislative provisions.  These comments are reviewed in the relevant sections 
of this memorandum. 

18. The consultation exercise was designed to inform the framework for the new vetting and 
barring scheme and thus the primary legislative provisions.  Further comprehensive consultation 
and engagement with stakeholders will be undertaken to develop secondary legislation and 
guidance required to fully implement elements of the scheme.   

19. In addition to the formal consultation process, policy development has been, and 
continues to be, informed by the Scottish Bichard Implementation Group.  This group comprises 
representatives from the NHS workforces, Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA), 
the Association of Chief Police Officers Scotland (ACPOS), the Scottish Council of Voluntary 
Organisations (SCVO) and Disclosure Scotland.  The Group will remain a key link in moving 
from legislation to implementation of the Bill. The Child Protection Reform Programme Steering 
Group has also been kept in touch with policy development and, in addition to the representation 
above, also includes the Association of the Directors of Social Work (ADSW), the Association 
of Directors of Education (ADES) and the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service. 

Current Scottish Position  

20. Around one million people in Scotland work with children or protected adults4 either 
through their paid employment or as volunteers.  Part 5 of the Police Act 1997 put in place a 
statutory framework to allow for criminal record checks for employment for these and other 
workers.  It was agreed in 2000 that the most cost-effective way to provide this service was 
through a public/private partnership.  Since April 2002, the Scottish Ministers and BT have 
worked in partnership as “Disclosure Scotland” to provide criminal record checks for Scotland.   

21. The current vetting system operates via a disclosure certificate being obtained by 
individuals applying to Disclosure Scotland.  There are three types of disclosure - basic, standard 
and enhanced, all of which cost £20 to the individual (although this cost is sometimes met by 
employers).  A basic disclosure only provides information on convictions that are unspent under 
the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974.  A standard disclosure provides details on both spent 
and unspent convictions and, in instances where an individual is applying for a job to work with 
children, whether the individual is on the Disqualified from Working with Children List 

3 http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2006/08/16155712/0 
4 Scottish Executive estimate based on published workforce and volunteer numbers and the definition of regulated 
work in the Bill 
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(DWCL).  In the case of an enhanced disclosure, as well as spent and unspent convictions, the 
police have discretion to provide non-conviction information they consider to be relevant to the 
position being considered.

22. Individuals seeking employment in care/childcare positions are normally eligible for an 
enhanced disclosure check under current arrangements.  (There is no requirement in law to 
obtain an enhanced disclosure check but it is an offence to employ an individual included on the 
DWCL.)  All applications for disclosure certificates have to be completed by the applicant.  
Standard and enhanced disclosures have to be countersigned by a body registered with 
Disclosure Scotland.

23. Since Disclosure Scotland became operational in 2002, just under 1.5 million applications 
have been made for basic, standard and enhanced checks.  It is the responsibility of the 
individual to pay the disclosure fee, although as a matter of practice this cost is sometimes met 
by employers.  Checks for volunteers in the voluntary sector are paid by the Scottish Ministers 
and support in 2005/06 was just under £700,000 for around 50,000 such applications.

24. The Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 established the Disqualified from 
Working with Children List and was commenced on 10 January 2005.  By 9 June 2006, after 17 
months of operation, there were 84 individuals listed on the DWCL, 65 through court referrals 
and 19 through panel determinations.  There is not currently a disqualification list for protected 
adults in Scotland. 

Policy Context for Legislative Changes 

25. The Scottish Ministers have set out their high-level vision for children and young people 
in Scotland, wanting them to have ambition for themselves and to be confident individuals, 
effective contributors, successful learners and responsible citizens.  The Scottish Ministers want 
to see all Scotland’s children and young people being:

nurtured

safe

active  

healthy

engaged in learning

achieving 

included

respected

responsible

26. This Bill is about keeping Scotland’s children safe from those who pose a danger when 
working with them, whether paid or unpaid, whilst reducing the bureaucracy for those that 
provide services to children (not least by making it simpler to apply for subsequent checks once 
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a scheme member, see paragraph 64.)  Robust child protection systems support children’s 
engagement in learning, sport and leisure activities, and artistic activities, for example, which are 
so important in their development. 

27. It is equally important that Scotland’s adult population be afforded appropriate care and 
protection.  Ministers are committed to protecting and improving the health and quality of life of 
people in Scotland, promoting better health and community care services and by ensuring that 
there is treatment, care, support and protection for those in greatest need. 

28. The Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Bill was introduced to the Scottish 
Parliament on 30 March 2006.  It aims to enhance the protection of adults at risk of being abused 
by introducing investigative rights and duties and a range of post-assessment interventions. 
These provisions will be underpinned by the creation of local multi-disciplinary Adult Protection 
Committees to coordinate that work.   

29. These adult support and protection reforms will be augmented by the creation of a list of 
those disqualified from working with protected adults.  Listing provisions could have been made 
in the Adult Support and Protection Bill but some individuals have occupations which span 
children and protected adults and some people choose to work with both groups.  A consistent 
approach to protecting both groups is clearly essential and a joint administrative approach offers 
operational efficiency.  The Scottish Ministers therefore decided that the creation of the adults 
list should be included in the Bill to develop the new vetting and barring scheme following the 
Bichard Inquiry.

Policy Objectives 

30. The underpinning objectives of the vetting and barring provisions are that:

people who are unsuitable do not gain access to children or protected adults through 
work;

people who become unsuitable are detected early and prevented from continuing to 
work, or seeking to work, with children or protected adults; and 

so far as practicable, the underlying processes minimise bureaucracy. 

31. In achieving these objectives and developing associated legislation, careful consideration 
has been given to striking the right balance between protecting vulnerable groups and not unduly 
comprising the privacy rights of individuals or the rehabilitation of offenders. 

SIMPLIFIED WALKTHROUGH THE VETTING AND BARRING SYSTEM 

32. The following paragraphs summarise the operation of the vetting and barring scheme; the 
scheme is described in more detail in subsequent sections. 
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33. The Bill provides for two lists, one for children and one for protected adults5

corresponding to the two types of regulated work.  The effect of being included on a list (listed) 
is that an individual is barred from undertaking that type of regulated work

6 (i.e. with 
children or protected adults) and commits an offence if they do so.  The lists will be managed by 
a new Central Barring Unit (CBU) which will form part of a new executive agency7 (yet to be 
named). 

34. The Bill also creates a scheme which people undertaking regulated work with children 
and/or protected adults should join.  Scheme participation is not mandatory but it is the only 
mechanism for employers to be sure that they are not employing a barred person.  Individuals 

can join the scheme in respect of one or both types of regulated work.  In practice, scheme 
membership will be recorded electronically by Disclosure Scotland, who will register 
membership for each workforce separately.  Disclosure Scotland will form the other part of the 
new executive agency and will undertake the assembling of vetting information for new 
applicants and some administrative tasks associated with operating the scheme. 

35. An individual can only be in the scheme in respect of one or other type of regulated 

work if they are not barred from that type of regulated work.  (An individual is barred if 
they are listed in Scotland or any other corresponding list in the UK or in a foreign jurisdiction.)  
Employers will be committing an offence if they permit someone who is barred from the relevant 
workforce to undertake regulated work with children and/or protected adults.  Employers can 
only establish that an individual is not barred by ensuring the individual is a scheme member, 
since the two are mutually exclusive.8

36. Individuals apply to join the scheme as a member of the children or the protected adults 
workforce or both since some people work in both sectors and/or some occupations span both 
groups of people.  Any conviction and non-conviction

9
 information (vetting information) 

about the individual is assembled.  In the vast majority of cases (currently 90%) no information 
will exist and the individual will proceed immediately to become a member of the scheme.  
Where information is identified, it will be assessed to determine whether it might imply the 
individual may be unsuitable for the workforce.  For example, a speeding conviction in isolation 
would not be deemed relevant but an assault against a child would be.  In such instances, the 
individual becomes a scheme member but where information is deemed relevant, they will be 
considered for listing on either or both of the children’s list and the adults’ list.  Their case will 
then go to a determination to assess whether the individual should be deemed unsuitable to 
undertake regulated work with children and/or protected adults.  If the person is considered 
unsuitable, they will be listed and removed from the scheme.  If they are not deemed unsuitable, 

5 For the purposes of this Bill children are defined as under 18 and protected adults are individuals aged 16 or over 
defined in relation to the services provided to the adult, most notably care and health services. 
6 Regulated work with children and with protected adults is defined in schedules 2 and 3 and encompasses specific 
activities, establishments and positions such as chief social work officer or members of a local authority education 
committee.  For children, it encompasses internet chat room moderators and telephone advice services aimed at 
children. 
7 The Bill is couched in terms of Ministers but their functions will be discharged by an executive agency. 
8 It will no longer be possible to obtain an enhanced disclosure under Part 5 of the Police Act 1997 for regulated 
work with children or protected adults. 
9 Non-conviction information will include relevant police intelligence and inclusion on the Sex Offenders Register, 
inclusion of certain civil orders (defined by regulations) as well as the possibility of other relevant civil orders, and 
relevant information held by local authorities and regulatory bodies through regulations. 
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a fresh disclosure certificate will be issued to them.  A flowchart encapsulating what happens 
when an application is made is at Annex A. 

37. On admittance to the scheme, a scheme record is generated which contains a statement 
of barred status and vetting information.  At the request of the scheme member, this is disclosed 
to a registered person (usually an organisational employer10) who declares that the disclosure is 
requested to assess the suitability of the individual for a particular post which is within the 
definition of regulated work.  The organisation now knows that the individual is not barred 
because they are a scheme member and can assess the relevance of the vetting information for 
the specific post.  For example, a dangerous driving conviction would not lead to an individual 
being deemed unsuitable to undertake all regulated work with children and/or protected adults 
and consequently included on the list.  However, it is likely to be a factor taken into account by 
an organisation if the post for which that individual has applied may involve driving children 
and/or protected adults in a minibus.11

38. Once a scheme member, an individual’s scheme record will be updated with any 

new conviction and non-conviction information as it arises.  In practice, a conviction, 
pending case or intelligence going onto the Criminal History System12 or a related database 
would send a trigger to Disclosure Scotland to check whether the individual was a scheme 
member.  They would then decide whether the new information was relevant and serious enough 
to merit consideration for listing and a determination of unsuitability.  If it is not,  it is treated as 
new vetting information and is available through subsequent checks. If it is deemed to warrant a 
reassessment of unsuitability, the scheme member will be considered for listing.  A 
determination will then occur and the scheme member may be listed and removed from the 
scheme.  The individual and all organisations employing a scheme member in the relevant type 
of regulated work are notified of any consideration for listing and the outcome. 

39. As well as being listed through the assessment of vetting information on applying to join 
the scheme and if new relevant information arises, individuals can be listed on the children’s list 
for certain convictions in specific circumstances.  A court referral in relation to specific, 

serious offences leads to automatic inclusion on the children’s list.  There are no offences 
specified in the Bill leading to automatic listing in respect of regulated work with adults because 
of the more fluid definition of protected adult. 

40. Organisational employers, employment agencies and employment businesses13 must also 
refer in specified circumstances, for example following disciplinary action which leads to the 
dismissal of an individual or them being transferred from regulated work.  Organisational 

10 Organisational employer means a public authority, business, charity, voluntary organisation etc as opposed to a 
personal employer meaning a private individual such as a parent. 
11 As at present, the disclosure process is only one element of sound recruitment practice.  Good practice guidance 
encourages employers and organisations in the care/childcare sector to operate a “safe recruitment” policy whereby 
an applicant for a job may be required to provide further information, such as the names of individuals who can act 
as referees for their suitability to work with vulnerable groups.  Nor does it replace comprehensive child and adult 
protection practices and procedures.   
12 The Criminal History System is a record of convictions, flags to other intelligence and other information operated 
by the Scottish Criminal Record Office for the Scottish Police Forces. 
13 Employment agencies find workers and employment businesses supply workers to do work for organisational 
employers, see section 96 of the Bill 
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referrals are assessed initially to ensure they are not vexatious or frivolous.  If it is considered 
that there is cause for concern, the individual will be considered for listing.  During this period 
the person is allowed to continue undertaking regulated work.

41. Whilst a scheme member is under consideration for listing, they can continue to 

undertake regulated work but organisational employers of that individual will be notified that 
they are under consideration for listing and the Scottish Ministers may issue guidance about what 
actions an organisation should consider taking as a result.  For example, the employer may 
consider it appropriate to increase the supervision of a scheme member who is under 
consideration for listing.  (Any new organisational employer would also be informed of the 
consideration for listing through the disclosure certificate.)

42. The determination of unsuitability (the barring function) will be undertaken by the 
Central Barring Unit (CBU) which will ensure independent, accountable, robust and consistent 
decision-making.  Recall that Disclosure Scotland will undertake the assembling of vetting 
information for new applicants and some administrative tasks associated with operating the 
scheme (the vetting function).  

43. If a scheme member is planning to move posts or wants to undertake regulated work with 
another organisation (perhaps voluntary work) then they can request an updated certificate (a
short scheme record).  This would reveal: the date on which the scheme record was last 
disclosed; whether any new vetting information exists; and whether the individual is under 
consideration for listing in respect of that type of regulated work.  The effect would be to signal 
whether a request should be made for the scheme record to be disclosed.  

44. The Bill also makes provision for disclosure of a statement of barred status which will: 
advise whether an individual participates in the scheme for regulated work with children, 
protected adults or both; confirm that the individual is not barred from doing that work; and 
indicate whether they are under consideration for listing.  This statement of barred status, which 
will not be accompanied by vetting information, is intended for use by personal employers.
People taking their children to a local piano teacher for example, will have a mechanism for 
ascertaining whether he is barred from working with children but not the details of his conviction 
and non-conviction information.  It would not be appropriate for them to know this other 
information and it would be difficult for individuals to know how to assess it.  This approach is 
considered to strike the right balance between an individual’s right to privacy and providing 
reassurance to parents that the individual has not been deemed unsuitable with respect to the 
children’s workforce. 

45. The above processes are underpinned by: appropriate appeals mechanisms; offences; 
cross-border checks; safeguards on identity and the appropriate handling and disclosure of 
information; powers to set and charge fees; and for updating vetting information.  The new 
systems will, of course, be accompanied by appropriate guidance and training and a 
communications strategy.  Much of the operational detail will be subject to secondary legislation.
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FULLER INFORMATION ON THE SCHEME  

Key Definitions 

46. Through the consultation, stakeholders have expressed the view that clear definitions 
should be provided for key terms in the Bill, such as ‘child care position’ and ‘protected adult’.  
Effort has been made to provide clarity on the scope of the provisions.  However, it is difficult to 
avoid all ambiguity without defining care positions by listing specific posts; the difficulty with 
that approach is that when job descriptions change, the definitions become out of date.  
Specificity can also unwittingly rule out positions which should be included. 

47. Schedule 2 sets out the definition of regulated work with children.  The consultation 
exercise highlighted that some people found the definition of ‘child care position’ in the 2003 
Act confusing and difficult to use.  In particular, some consultees found it difficult to understand 
what roles were child care positions.  Around 30% of written responses highlighted the need for 
clear definitions of terms, including "child care".  The Scottish Ministers have taken the 
opportunity in this Bill to present the positions in a clearer and more accessible way.   

48. The consultation proposed that individuals with substantial access to personal and 
sensitive information about children should be encompassed within the scheme.  Scotland’s 
Commissioner for Children & Young People and her staff and the Scottish Registrar of 
Independent Schools are now included in the definition of regulated work with children.

49. The consultation sought views on extending vetting and barring arrangements to include 
occupations with indirect contact to children and protected adults.  This would include people 
such as internet chat-room moderators and telephone helpline operators.  There was general 
agreement from stakeholders on this point so provision has been made accordingly. 

50. Child care positions are of relevance to organisational employers (e.g. a company, local 
authority, NHS Board, or voluntary organisation).  The Bill also makes provision for personal 
employers to check that an individual is not barred from working with children.  This provides a 
wide ranging safeguard for parents employing individuals to work with their children, for 
example a childminder or piano teacher. 

51. Schedule 3 sets out the definition of regulated work with adults.  This needs to be read 
in the context of section 94 which sets out the definition of "protected adult".  The situation in 
respect of protected adults is necessarily more complicated than for children because the 
definition of a child is unambiguous and children are usually fairly easy to identify.  However, a 
protected adult is defined in relation to the services provided to an adult and, out of context, it 
might be impossible to identify a protected adult without prior knowledge of their situation.  We 
believe that the Bill provides a useful basic framework for rolling out protections to these adults; 
protections which can be expanded through the order making power in schedule 3 and the 
regulation making power in section 94. 

52. The consultation document used the term ‘vulnerable adult’ to refer to those adults 
covered by this Bill.  Following extensive consultation on the Adult Support and Protection 
(Scotland) Bill (ASP Bill), a decision was made to move away from "vulnerable" because users 
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of services considered the term inappropriate and discriminatory.  The Adult Support and 
Protection Bill uses the term "adults at risk” but the group of adults covered by this Bill are not 
the same as those covered by the ASP Bill.  This Bill uses the term ‘protected adults’. 

53. The ‘adult at risk’ definition in the ASP Bill is more person-centred and focuses on 
intrinsic properties of the person (e.g. mental disorder) that put them at greater risk of abuse than 
others.  The individuals who may be investigated (e.g. for abuse) are not only those who work in 
regulated settings but will also include family members.  The definition of a ‘protected adult’ in 
this Bill is a service-based definition and includes those who are not normally vulnerable or at 
risk of harm or abuse but might be so through receiving certain care. 

54. The ‘protected adult’ definition excludes those who may have been assessed as being in 
need of services, but who are not being provided with services, because it is the fact that 
someone is in receipt of services that brings them into contact with “care workers” in the first 
place.  The aim of the adults’ list is to make sure that service users get the best possible service 
by ensuring that unsuitable staff are kept out of the care workforce. 

APPLYING TO THE SCHEME 

Applying to the Scheme: Types of Checks

55. To join the scheme, individuals will be required to apply for a new form of check.  All 
individuals undertaking regulated work will be expected to become scheme members through a 
check.  The Bill provides for three types of check, all of which require an individual to become a 
scheme member, if not already one.   

56. Scheme record for those working with vulnerable groups with an organisational 
employer under the following circumstances: 

Joining the scheme for the first time (entry to one workforce or simultaneous entry to 
both workforces).  See Box 1.

Joining the other workforce for the first time.   

Renewal after 10 years (or whatever the lifetime of scheme membership is prescribed 
to be).

On request, following discovery of new information through a short scheme record 
disclosure (see below). 

As a registration requirement by a regulatory body.

Any other time agreed by the individual and employer.
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57. Short scheme record
14 for those working with vulnerable groups with an organisational 

employer under the following circumstances: 

Taking up a new position with a new employer when already a scheme member in 
respect of that workforce.

As part of a periodical check requested by a current employer. 

58. Statement of barred status for those working with vulnerable groups in the following 
circumstances: 

Joining the scheme for the first time and without an organisational employer.  See 
Box 2.

Taking up a new position with a personal employer when already a scheme member. 

September 2010.  Mrs Jones has been offered a position as a secondary school teacher, subject 
to a satisfactory scheme record disclosure.  Mrs Jones applies to Disclosure Scotland for a 
scheme record disclosure in respect of the children’s workforce.  Disclosure Scotland carry out 
background checks with the police, regulatory bodies and local authorities.  A flag on the 
Criminal History System alerts Disclosure Scotland that the police hold information on Mrs 
Jones. This is referred to the relevant police force. This records that in 2008 Mrs Jones was 
arrested for buying alcohol for children but was not charged or convicted.  The police pass this 
information to Disclosure Scotland as they consider it relevant to working with children.  No 
other checks reveal any information. 

Where police pass on relevant information, it is automatically passed by Disclosure Scotland to 
the Central Barring Unit for determination.  Mrs Jones is considered for listing.  Mrs Jones 
becomes a scheme member and her scheme record is issued to her and the education authority 
offering employment.  The record includes the relevant information and the fact she is under 
consideration for listing.  After pursuing her references, the education authority decide to 
employ Mrs Jones but she is not allowed to work in after school clubs until her case is 
determined. 

The Central Barring Unit determine that Mrs Jones should not be barred from working with 
children because it was an isolated incident.  An amended scheme record is issued, containing 
reference to the 2008 arrest, but the previous reference to being under consideration for listing 
is removed. 

Box 1.  New applicant to the scheme to take up work with an organisational employer. 

14 In England and Wales it will not be possible to request the equivalent of a short scheme record.  A short scheme 
record has the advantage of avoiding the need for a scheme record where there is no new information 
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October 2010.  Mr Smith decides he would like to offer one-to-one tutorials on the piano 
to children.  In preparation for this, he applies for a statement of barred status completing 
the application form and sending the fee.  Disclosure Scotland receive the form, and make 
exactly the same enquiries that they would make for an application for a scheme record.  
No information of any kind is discovered about Mr Smith and he becomes a scheme 
member and is issued with a statement of barred status. 

Box 2.  New application to the scheme in anticipation of self-employment as a piano teacher. 

59. Scheme participation is not mandatory; there are no offences for undertaking regulated 
work or employing somebody to do regulated work without obtaining a disclosure or becoming a 
scheme member.  However, it is the only mechanism for employers to ensure that they are not 
employing a barred individual (which is an offence for organisational employers). 

Applying to the Scheme: Fees for Disclosure Records 

60. The consultation proposed that the Scottish Ministers should have a power to set a fee, 
likely to be in excess of the current disclosure fee, to join the scheme.  The consultation also 
suggested that subsequent checks could be set at a lower level than the joining fee.  It also 
proposed that the Scottish Ministers would continue to cover the cost of disclosures for 
volunteers working in voluntary organisations. 

61. The consultation exercise suggested that there was some concern (around 10-20% of 
written responses) that a higher disclosure fee would:

be an increased burden for organisations and individuals to put their staff/themselves 
through the disclosure system;  

act as a deterrent against joining the workforce; and 

make life difficult for charities that have a small number of paid staff. 

62. However, some consultees (around 15% of written responses) thought that the increased 
fee was worthwhile, taking into account the benefits of: 

continuous monitoring of scheme members; 

fewer scheme record checks required because of the ability to make short scheme 
record checks; and 

the increased range of information sources and improved vetting. 

63. The Bill does not specify the fees but provides full flexibility for each type of check and 
each workforce, including flexibility for an annual subscription, if this was required at some 
stage in the future.  The fees for vetting and barring disclosure will be set through secondary 
legislation and be the subject of further consultation in 2007.  The Scottish Ministers intend to 
set two fee levels: a higher fee for a scheme record disclosure or a statement of barred status on 
first joining the scheme, and a lower fee for all other checks.  The financial memorandum 
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provides further information on the anticipated financial consequences of the vetting and barring 
scheme and the possible range of fees. 

Applying to the Scheme: Duration of Scheme Membership 

64. Currently, a disclosure certificate is only valid on the date of issue (i.e. new information 
arising after the date of issue is only picked up if and when a subsequent application for 
disclosure is made).  The Bill provides for disclosure records which give membership of the 
scheme for a period set by the Scottish Ministers.  The consultation paper proposed that scheme 
membership might last for 10 years.  Once an individual is a scheme member, it is expected that 
they will be able to apply for subsequent checks at lower cost and more easily than for enhanced 
disclosures now.  (The new disclosure records will replace enhanced disclosures for regulated 
work.)

65. Consultees welcomed the concept of extended validity and the proposed time limit of 10 
years was generally accepted.  The time limit itself was not a key issue for respondents, although 
10-15% considered 10 years was too long.  Around half of all written responses supported a 
finite lifetime for the disclosure certificate (scheme membership) but around 25% questioned 
whether this was necessary.  The Scottish Ministers will consider this issue further as part of 
secondary legislation which will be consulted on in 2007.

Applying to the Scheme: Preventing Inappropriate Use of Scheme Membership 

66. Section 64 makes it an offence to unlawfully request scheme records.  This offence is 
designed to prevent people requesting scheme records for any other purpose than for working in 
the regulated workforce.  For example, it would be an offence for a garage owner to coerce a 
mechanic to join the scheme (as if he intended to work with children) because being a garage 
mechanic is not (normally) a child care position.   

VETTING AN APPLICATION 

Vetting an Application: Role of Disclosure Scotland 

67. Disclosure Scotland is currently part of the Scottish Criminal Record Office (SCRO) 
which is a common police service provided by the Scottish Ministers.  It had been proposed that 
Disclosure Scotland would form part of the new Scottish Police Services Authority which is 
being established under the Police, Public Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006.  
However, in light of this Bill, the Scottish Ministers considered it more appropriate for 
Disclosure Scotland to become part of the new agency encompassing the Central Barring Unit.   

68. The Bill bestows functions on the Scottish Ministers but, in practice, many of these 
functions will be discharged by an executive agency.  Bringing the Central Barring Unit and 
Disclosure Scotland into one executive agency:  

brings together the end to end process under one body, which will assist in the 
effective monitoring and management of workflows, support quality assuring the 
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process, maximise responsiveness, allow common IT/information resources, and 
provide the scope to share other support services; 

provides a seamless service to the public and with a recognised public identity; and  

allows new vetting and barring activities to be informed and build on the 4 years 
operating experience of Disclosure Scotland. 

69. Staff working for Disclosure Scotland who are currently employed by Strathclyde Joint 
Police Board will be transferred to the new agency (under provisions at section 87).  Disclosure 
Scotland will continue to process all other applications for disclosure under Part V of the Police 
Act 1997 on behalf of Ministers from within the agency.  

70. Section 70 provides a power for the delegation of the Scottish Ministers’ functions in 
respect of vetting and disclosure, but not in respect of barring.  This would enable a private 
contractor to take a greater role in the vetting and disclosure processes.  It is not considered 
appropriate to provide a power in respect of barring functions since these are administrative 
justice decisions, rather than simply information gathering. 

Vetting an Application: Vetting Information 

71. Section 46 allows the Scottish Ministers to prescribe what constitutes vetting information.  
This includes all matters which would appear on an enhanced disclosure: 

unspent criminal convictions; 

spent criminal convictions; and 

non-conviction information considered relevant by the police (except now the 
relevance test will apply to the workforce rather than a specific post). 

72. Additionally, inclusion on the Sex Offenders’ Register will always be regarded as vetting 
information (it was normally, but not always, disclosed on an enhanced criminal record 
certificate).  Under Part 4 of the Bill, provision is made to ensure that while a person is on the 
Sex Offenders Register, that fact should be included on the face of all certificates issued under 
Part V of the 1997 Act. 

73. The Scottish Ministers intend to prescribe in regulations that vetting information will also 
include:

relevant civil orders (see below); 

relevant information held by local authorities; and 

relevant information held by regulatory bodies. 

Of course, the Scottish Ministers will also check for inclusion on either list in Scotland, in any 
other UK jurisdiction and any foreign jurisdiction with broadly equivalent provision.  In the case 
that the individual is included on a recognised list, they will not be able to become (or continue 
as) a scheme member.  So being included on a recognised list is not technically "vetting 
information" which is defined in the Bill in relation to scheme members. 
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Vetting an Application: Relevant Civil Orders 

74. The consultation proposed that relevant civil orders will be disclosed and that these 
would be specified in regulations, for which there was broad agreement from consultees.  

75. The Scottish Ministers intend to prescribe that all Risk of Sexual Harm Orders and 
Sexual Offences Prevention Orders will be considered relevant and should always be included on 
a scheme record disclosure.  Part 4 of the Bill ensures this will also be the case in respect of 
standard and enhanced certificates issued under Part V of the 1997 Act (which will continue to 
be available for purposes other than regulated work).  As highlighted in the consultation 
document some civil orders may not be relevant in all cases and Chief Constables will continue 
to have discretion to disclose them.  For example, an Anti Social Behaviour Order might be 
relevant if the order was given as a result of antisocial behaviour involving children or protected 
adults.  As with enhanced disclosure certificates, the police will have the power to disclose other 
relevant information and this might include information about other civil court orders that have 
not been prescribed by the Scottish Ministers if the circumstances of the order suggest that it is 
relevant to regulated work.  . 

Vetting an Application: No Relevant Information 

76. Where no information, or information which is not relevant to unsuitability to undertake 
regulated work (e.g. a driving conviction), is found when an individual joins the scheme, the 
disclosure record is issued by Disclosure Scotland without reference to the Central Barring Unit. 

Vetting an Application: Relevant Information 

77. Where Disclosure Scotland gather vetting information which is relevant to the regulated 
work to which the application pertains, this information will be passed on to the Central Barring 
Unit for consideration.  The Central Barring Unit will either: 

list the individual immediately (automatic barring); 

consider the individual for listing, leading to a panel determination; or 

take no further action. 

78. This is discussed in more detail at paragraphs 107 to 117. 

DISCLOSING INFORMATION 

Disclosing Information: Content of Records 

79. A scheme record will include:

Convictions, spent and unspent

Inclusion on the Sex Offenders Register

Prescribed civil orders
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Relevant information from the police

Relevant information from regulatory bodies

Relevant information from local authorities (in the longer term)

Confirmation of scheme membership, including whether the individual is subject to 
consideration for listing in respect of the type of regulated work for which the 
application was made.  (Scheme membership means the individual is not barred.) 

80. A short scheme record will include: 

Date of the last scheme record disclosure. 

Indication of whether there is any new vetting information which would have been 
included on a scheme record disclosure since that date 

Confirmation of scheme membership, including whether the individual is subject to 
consideration for listing in respect of the type of regulated work for which the 
application was made.  (Scheme membership means the individual is not barred.) 

81. A statement of barred status will include: 

Confirmation of scheme membership, including whether the individual is subject to 
consideration for listing in respect of the type of regulated work for which the 
application was made.  (Scheme membership means the individual is not barred.) 

82. The disclosure of barred status has been the subject of considerable discussion.  The 
consultation paper proposed giving mediated access to scheme records to personal employers.  It 
stated that small scale employers and parents and other personal employers should have access to 
a job applicant’s barred status, possibly mediated via a registered body to protect the security of 
such sensitive information. 

83. Consultees expressed concerns over the provision of sensitive and personal information 
to personal employers.  While accepting that personal employers should be able to obtain some 
form of disclosure for individuals, some consultees feared that the information revealed to a 
personal employer through the disclosure process might be used inappropriately.  For example, 
personal employers might not employ an individual on the basis of a misunderstanding of 
complicated disclosure information and some might pass on "interesting" information to friends.  
Consultees felt that there was a need for a body that could deal with disclosure requests on behalf 
of parents and personal employers in order to ensure confidentiality when information is 
provided.

84. Having considered the responses to this proposal, the Scottish Ministers have decided to 
tackle this issue in a different way.  A new route has been provided for individuals to join the 
scheme without having to apply for a scheme record disclosure.  They can apply for a statement 
of barred status, application for which does not have to be countersigned by a registered person.  
This is potentially an attractive method of joining the scheme for people who are self-employed 
and wish to undertake regulated work, see Box 3.  Instead of receiving a scheme record 
disclosure, individuals will receive a statement to confirm that they are members of the scheme 
and confirming that they are not barred.  Personal employers are not entitled to ask to see a 
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scheme record disclosure.  This method of joining the scheme does not require an intermediary 
body as proposed in the consultation. 

November 2010. Let’s return to Mr Smith a month after he became a scheme member.  He is 
now employed by parents to teach their children the piano in their homes.  The statement of 
barred status is only a few weeks old and is accepted by personal employers (in this case the 
children’s parents), especially since he is well known in the local community.

Box 3. Use of the statement of barred status to secure employment with personal employers. 

Disclosing Information:  Protection of Information 

85. The Scottish Ministers recognise the importance of protecting sensitive personal 
information released through a scheme record disclosure.  The Bill extends the current 
safeguards around unlawful access to, and unlawful use of information on, disclosure certificates 
to include information disclosed under the vetting and barring scheme.   

86. Section 62 makes it an offence to falsify vetting records.  This offence extends the 
protections of the Police Act 1997 to scheme records, short scheme records and statements of 
barred status.  This offence encompasses any person who supplies information to Disclosure 
Scotland with vetting information. 

87. Section 63 makes it an offence to unlawfully disclose scheme records.  It is already an 
offence under section 124(7) of the Police Act 1997 to misuse disclosure information.  This 
extends the offence to prevent individuals who become party to barred status and other sensitive 
information from misusing it.  Employers will be informed when an employee becomes barred 
but should not use this information for anything other than its intended purpose, which is to 
remove the individual from undertaking that type of regulated work. 

Disclosing Information: Interpretation of Disclosure Information 

88. Concern was raised through the consultation as to whether employers would have 
sufficient knowledge or experience to interpret information provided to them (particularly non-
conviction information) and some consultees felt that clear guidance or training on interpretation 
should be issued for use by employers.  The Scottish Ministers will consider what training and 
guidance can be given on issues around interpretation of disclosure information as part of the 
larger package of training and guidance that will be developed in advance of the system going 
live. 

HANDLING NEW INFORMATION ABOUT A SCHEME MEMBER  

89. New relevant information might arise about a scheme member at any time.  Such 
information includes: 

organisational referrals; 

relevant information from the police, including convictions; 
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relevant information from regulatory bodies; 

relevant information from local authorities; and 

court referrals. 

90. In addition, important identity information about the individual (e.g. name, gender or 
address) might change and the individual is required to notify Disclosure Scotland of these 
changes.

Handling New Information about a Scheme Member: Organisational Referrals 

91. Organisations employing individuals to work with children or protected adults, whether 
paid or unpaid, are required to refer cases to the Central Barring Unit where one of the referral 
grounds set out at section 2 is met and the organisation has permanently removed the individual 
from regulated work or would have done so had the individual not already left.  Referral grounds 
include harming a child or protected adult or putting them at risk of harm but are extended to 
capture other inappropriate conduct or behaviour.  Permanent removal means the employee: has 
been dismissed; moved into a position which does not involve contact with children/protected 
adults; or has left that employment before such action could be taken by the employer.  The 
Central Barring Unit will then consider the referral and will determine whether the individual 
should be barred on the basis of the organisational referral.  The Bill also places a duty on 
employment businesses and employment agencies to make referrals and provides a power for 
regulatory bodies to do so.

92. Section 9 creates the offence of failing to refer an individual for consideration for barring, 
replicating the offence in section 2(2) of the 2003 Act, but it is now extended to protected adults.  
Any organisation, employment agency or employment business who fails to refer an individual 
comes under the terms of this offence. 

December 2010.  Let’s return to Mrs Jones.  It is now three months since she took up post 
as a teacher.  Mrs Jones has been convicted for dangerous driving.  The sheriff clerk 
enters the conviction onto Criminal History System and this triggers an automatic check to 
see whether she is a scheme member.  She is a scheme member and Disclosure Scotland is 
alerted to new information existing on Mrs Jones.  Disclosure Scotland determine that the 
new information is not relevant to working with children so the information is not passed 
to the Central Barring Unit.  The Disclosure Scotland database now records Mrs Jones as 
having "new information" since the scheme record was last disclosed. 

Box 4.  New information about a scheme member. 

Handling New Information about a Scheme Member: Police Information 

93. Once they have established that the individual is a scheme member, the police would 
inform Disclosure Scotland that there is new, relevant information about the individual.  This 
will probably be automated through links between the Criminal History System and Disclosure 
Scotland’s register of scheme members.  Disclosure Scotland would pass this information to the 
Central Barring Unit for consideration. 
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94. In the case of new vetting information which is not relevant to the vulnerable groups’ 
workforce as a whole, this information will only be propagated through a new scheme record 
check.  An example might be a driving conviction in some circumstances, see Box 4.  (The 
individual’s employers are not automatically informed that new information exists).  The fact of 
the existence of this information, though not the information itself, will be available through a 
short scheme record disclosure, see Box 5.  If the employer wishes to check the precise nature of 
the new information then they would have to ask the individual to undertake a new scheme 
record check. 

March 2011.  Returning to Mrs Jones three months after her driving conviction, she is now 
applying for a voluntary position with the Guides.  The guide leader requests that she apply for 
an online statement of barred status.  Mrs Jones logs on to the Disclosure Scotland website and 
generates a pass code (e.g. 16 digit PIN number) for the online check and, in doing so, notifies 
Disclosure Scotland of a new "employer".  The guide leader performs an online check using the 
pass code and discovers that Mrs Jones is not barred but there is new information since the last 
scheme record was generated in September 2010.  The Guide leader determines that a new 
scheme record is not necessary since Mrs Jones has already advised them of the conviction for 
dangerous driving and the post she will be taking does not require her to drive.  As part of the 
online check, the Guide leader confirms to Disclosure Scotland that Mrs Jones will be taking up 
a post with them and the Guides are added to the list of Mrs Jones’ employers. 

Box 5.  Scheme member applies for further regulated work. 

Handling New Information about a Scheme Member: Local Authorities 

95. In due course, local authorities will be required to share information they hold that could 
indicate that an individual is unsuitable to work with children or protected adults.  For example, 
where children have been put at risk of harm by a parent and have subsequently been placed on 
the Child Protection Register and/or moved from their home, it may be appropriate that 
Disclosure Scotland is notified.  Disclosure Scotland would in turn notify the Central Barring 
Unit.  If the parent was a member of the scheme, or applies to join the scheme in future, an 
assessment could be made by the Central Barring Unit. 

96. While the detail is still being developed, it is not considered that placing this requirement 
on local authorities will be unduly onerous.  In 2005, there were 2,294 children on the Child 
Protection Registers held in all local authority areas across Scotland.  (In 80% of cases placed on 
the Register, the source of the concern is a parent.)  Inclusion on the Register follows a multi-
agency case conference, usually led by social work in the relevant local authority area.  One 
possibility is that local authorities, as part of the case conference, would consider whether the 
reasons for placing a child on the Register are such that it would be appropriate to provide the 
information to the Central Barring Unit for consideration.  Details of the individual(s) that had 
placed the child at risk would be passed to the Central Barring Unit.  It will not be appropriate in 
all cases for local authorities to pass information to the Central Barring Unit; decisions would 
need to be made on a case-by-case basis.  In each local authority it would then be the 
responsibility of the appointed Keeper of the Register to inform the Central Barring Unit. 
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Handling New Information about a Scheme Member: Court Referrals 

97. The courts must refer to the Central Barring Unit all those convicted of an offence against 
a child specified in schedule 1 to the Bill and this will lead to automatic inclusion on the 
children’s list.  The courts may also refer individuals to the Central Barring Unit for other 
offences committed against children or protected adults.  Courts will refer an individual to one or 
both lists at the time of conviction.  From then on, the court referral is handled in the same way 
as an organisational referral, leading to consideration whether to list the individual.  If the 
individual successfully appeals the conviction, then this would count as a change of 
circumstances and be grounds for applying to be removed from the list. 

Handling New Information: Information from Scheme Members 

98. Under current arrangements, applicants for disclosure are required to provide address 
information for the last five years.  This is part of the process of confirming identity and enabling 
police checks with the relevant forces for relevant information.  If the new scheme is to work in 
collecting new relevant information on an ongoing basis, any change of address or identity of the 
individual will need to be captured.  However, the tariff for this offence is limited to a fine as it 
is an administrative matter and most failures to comply will be accidental.   

99. Section 47 makes it an offence for scheme members to fail to notify a change of name, 
gender or address within 3 months of the change.  This is a new offence (disclosure has always 
been static in the past) required because Disclosure Scotland needs up-to-date information for all 
scheme members.  

CENTRAL BARRING UNIT 

Central Barring Unit: Functions 

100. Section 1 of the Bill requires the Scottish Ministers to keep lists of individuals unsuitable 
to work with children or protected adults.  The Central Barring Unit will manage these lists on 
behalf of the Scottish Ministers.  Depending on whether the individual has applied to work with 
children, protected adults or both, the Central Barring Unit will consider any relevant 
information which may indicate unsuitability to work with either group.

Central Barring Unit: Status

101. Accountability for decisions made in relation to the unsuitability of individuals ultimately 
rests with the Scottish Ministers.  However, the determination process itself will be carried out 
on behalf of the Scottish Ministers by a new central decision-making body, the Central Barring 
Unit.

102. The consultation paper sought views as to the status and governance arrangements for the 
Central Barring Unit.  The paper identified three possible options for the Unit’s structure: a Non-
Departmental Public Body; an executive agency; or a core civil service function.  The 
consultation paper stated that the new body must be accountable, cost effective and be able to 
share information effectively. 
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103. There was a mixed response from consultees with most favouring a body able to take 
decisions at arms length from Ministers.  Almost 60% of the 130 delegates at the March events 
(see paragraph 14) were in favour of a new body to make barring decisions.  The majority of 
written responses expressing a view felt that the decisions taken by the Central Barring Unit 
would have to be made by an expert, and specially trained, panel which included representatives 
from a wide range of sectors.  

104. The Scottish Ministers have decided that the Central Barring Unit and Disclosure 
Scotland should join to form a new executive agency.  This arrangement maintains decision-
making on particular cases at a suitable distance from Ministers while allowing for the Central 
Barring Unit and Disclosure Scotland to be housed in one single organisation, effectively 
creating a single location for all disclosure activity in Scotland.

Central Barring Unit: Making a Determination 

105. If an individual is referred to the Central Barring Unit by an organisation, the referred 
individual will be considered for listing on either or both of the children’s list or the adults’ list, 
if the Scottish Ministers are satisfied that:

the matters contained in the referral are not vexatious or frivolous; and 

that the information submitted with the referral indicates that it may be appropriate 
for the individual to be included in the children’s or adults’ list. 

106. If the case fails to meet this criteria for referral, it will be dismissed and the individual 
and the referring organisation will be advised that no further action will be taken. 

107. Where new, relevant vetting information arises, it will be assessed by the Central Barring 
Unit and the Unit will either: 

list the individual immediately (automatic barring); 

consider the individual for listing, leading to a panel determination; or 

take no further action. 

108. Automatic barring is discussed at paragraphs 111 and 112 and consideration for listing at 
paragraphs 113 to 117.

109. Before making any determination, the Central Barring Unit will request the information 
equivalent to that which would appear on a scheme record disclosure from Disclosure Scotland 
and will check its own archives for any historic referrals.  The scheme record would ensure that 
the Central Barring Unit has the latest information from the police, local authorities and 
regulatory bodies.  Section 20 also gives the Scottish Ministers the power to require any 
regulated work provider (e.g. organisational employer) to provide any information which might 
be relevant when considering whether to list an individual, and makes it an offence to fail to 
comply. 
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110. Details of the determination process to be undertaken by the Central Barring Unit will be 
provided in secondary legislation under the power at section 39, but are likely to reflect broadly 
those currently used for the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (the 2003 Act).  For the 
children’s list, there is currently a panel of three assembled for each case to determine it on 
behalf of the Scottish Ministers.  The panel consists of: a Senior Civil Servant who advises the 
Scottish Ministers on child protection issues; a member of the Social Work Inspection Agency; 
and a member of Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Education.  It is likely that a similar structure 
will be adopted for the determination process for the adults’ list.  The panels will consider all the 
information presented by the parties involved and will determine if, on the balance of 
probabilities, the individual is unsuitable to work with children or protected adults, or both.  The 
exact nature of the decision making process will be the subject of consultation in 2007. 

Central Barring Unit: Automatic Barring 

111. The children’s list will continue to operate in a similar way as the 2003 Act currently 
operates.  There are some offences committed against children, defined in schedule 1, for which 
the court must refer the individual for listing.  The list of offences in schedule 1 has been 
expanded largely to take account of new sexual offences created under the Protection of Children 
and Prevention of Sexual Offences (Scotland) Act 2005.  (The court has the discretion to refer 
where it convicts any individual for any other offence against a child and where the court 
considers that it may be appropriate for the individual to be listed.  Unlike the 2003 Act, 
discretionary court referrals will now be considered by the Central Barring Unit and not result in 
the automatic listing of the individual.)  Additionally, there will be historic offences (i.e. 
committed before January 2005) which lead to automatic barring if and when an individual 
applies to join the scheme to work with children.  These offences will be specified in regulations. 

112. The Bill itself does not specify any offences for which the court must refer an individual 
to the adults’ list.  This is a different approach to that of the children’s list, justified because it is 
more difficult to identify relevant offences.  Even very serious offences against adults might not 
be relevant to working with protected adults. However, the court does have the power to refer, 
just as for the children’s list, under section 7.  Section 14 also provides a power to prescribe 
criteria for automatic inclusion in the adults list.  Although it is difficult to specify particular 
offences or other facts which should lead to automatic barring from regulated work with 
protected adults, the flexibility is retained to do so.   

Central Barring Unit: Consideration for Listing

113. The consultation proposed that, where it will take time to determine whether an 
individual should be listed, the individual should be entitled to continue to work whilst the 
determination is made.  This is the way the 2003 Act operates at present.  (The 2003 Act calls it 
"provisional listing"; this term has been replaced by consideration for listing in this Bill.)  The 
alternative is that an individual is barred from regulated work pending determination of their 
case.  Views expressed in the consultation exercise were mixed. 

114. Consultees in favour of an individual being removed from the workforce pending 
determination noted:   
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the risk that the individual might pose through their continued presence in the 
workforce; and

the cost to employers of retaining someone who is under consideration for listing if 
they feel it is necessary to suspend them or move them on to other duties and employ 
another person to take over their normal duties.  This was a particular concern for 
small organisations. 

The alternative view was that: 

it would be disproportionate to remove the individual whilst the determination 
process is ongoing, potentially causing unnecessary disruption to the organisation; 
and

employers can take action they consider appropriate to mitigate any risk during this 
period, e.g. a change of duties or increased supervision. 

115. Under the 2003 Act, approximately one third of organisational referrals have led to 
inclusion on the list.  This means that the majority of individuals "provisionally listed" (under 
consideration for listing) under the current arrangements do not end up on the children’s list. 

116. The Scottish Ministers have decided that on balance the arrangements currently operating 
under the 2003 Act should continue.  Therefore, it should not be an offence to employ someone 
in regulated work or for an individual to seek regulated work while under consideration for 
listing.  Three important safeguards underpin Ministers’ decision: 

A pending determination will appear on all disclosure records so both organisational 
and personal employers requesting a check will be made aware of it. 

Section 29 requires that any organisation for whom the individual is undertaking 
regulated work should be informed that an individual is under consideration for 
listing.  This enables the organisation to take appropriate action which may be to 
suspend the individual pending determination, see Box 6. 

There is a power for the Scottish Ministers to prepare general guidance for 
organisations on what to do when an individual is under consideration for listing.  As 
a matter of administrative practice, the Scottish Ministers intend that this guidance 
will be sent to any organisation together with notification of the consideration of 
listing of an employee.  

117. Normally, a determination will be made within 6 months of the start of the period of 
consideration for listing, whatever triggered the consideration for listing.  Box 7 illustrates 
consideration for listing triggered by new vetting information.  During this time, evidence is 
gathered from both the referred individual and the referring organisation, in the case of an 
organisational referral.  Where there are other ongoing investigations relating to the conduct or 
incident(s) which led to the referral, e.g. by police or regulatory bodies, the Central Barring Unit 
will defer their final decision until the other proceedings have been finally concluded.  In those 
circumstances, the 6 month period runs from the day following the conclusion of the other 
proceedings, just as under the 2003 Act. 
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Central Barring Unit: A Single List, or Two Lists 

118. Considerable thought has been given as to whether there should be one list of people 
disqualified from working in the vulnerable groups workforce, or two separate lists, one for 
those barred from working with children and another for those barred from working with 
protected adults.  Although no specific question was asked in relation to this in the consultation 
paper, it proposed an additional list for those barred from working with protected adults rather 
than amalgamating this into the existing children’s list. 

119. The consultation process, especially the consultation events, highlighted a wide range of 
views amongst a broad cross-section of consultees.  Simple "show of hands" voting at the April 
events (see paragraph 14) yielded a majority in favour of one list in some venues and a majority 
in favour of two lists at others.  Written responses in terms of number tended towards a single list 
but were more balanced in terms of reasoned argument on both sides.  The results could be 
interpreted with more confidence had there been an explicit discussion and question on this in 
the consultation paper. 

120. Arguments presented in favour of a single list were:

a breach of trust in respect of one group, even if the incident related to extortion or 
other non-violent abuse, should lead to barring from both groups; 

it was difficult to identify reasons why an individual might be barred from one list 
but not from the other; and 

it would be simpler to implement and easier for users to understand because there 
would be no issues as to whether somebody should be barred on one list but not the 
other.

121. Arguments presented in favour of two separate lists were: 

greater flexibility because it would be possible to place someone on one or both lists 
whereas, with only one list, the Central Barring Unit might not be able to respond 
proportionately to the less extreme cases or be forced to raise the thresholds for 
barring;

there will be cases where individuals’ propensity to harm is focused on one group 
only (e.g. the abuse of trust in persuading elderly people into rewriting their will); 

greater compatibility with the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill and 
arrangements for England and Wales; and 

greater fairness to the individual, avoiding undue deprivation of their ability to obtain 
work and is more in line with the ethos of rehabilitation of offenders. 

122. The Scottish Ministers have decided that, on balance, the arguments in favour of a two 
list approach are stronger.  In particular, the ability to respond proportionately to individual cases 
was seen as particularly important.  Provision is made in the Bill for any individual referred to 
one list to be considered for the other, enabling barring from both workforces where this is 
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appropriate.  In many cases, an individual will be considered for listing on both lists, e.g. in cases 
of violent abuse.  However, not having the flexibility to distinguish between workforces could 
result in some individuals losing their livelihoods in circumstances where they could quite safely 
work in the other workforce. 

Central Barring Unit: Grounds for referral and harm test 

123. The grounds for referral, set out at section 2, are the same for both regulated work with 
children and regulated work with adults.  They include harm or risk of harm to a child or 
protected adult (discussed below).  They also go beyond harm to include having been engaged in 
inappropriate conduct involving pornography or inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature.  
Possession of child pornography is illegal but the individual being referred may not have harmed 
a child; the harm having been done by others.  Finally, giving inappropriate medical treatment, 
for example sedating children or protected adults in order to make caring for them easier or to 
have fewer staff on duty (possibly to cut costs), is also a ground for referral. 

124. The harm test for the vetting and barring scheme (and, incidentally, the information 
sharing provisions in Part 3) is set out at section 93.  The 2003 Act uses a harm test as part of the 
criteria for both making a referral to the list and listing an individual: the test is that the 
individual "harmed a child or placed a child a list of harm".  However, "harm" was not defined in 
detail.  In this Bill, a detailed definition for harm is provided which puts beyond doubt the 
inclusion of certain actions or behaviours which might otherwise be disputed.  The definition of 
harm makes clear that the following are included: physical harm, psychological harm, harm to 
the interests of an individual, attempt to harm, inciting another to harm and encouraging self-
harm. 

February 2012.  It is now almost a year since Mrs Jones started working with the Guides.  A 
member of the public repeatedly sees Mrs Jones supplying children with alcohol outside an off-
license.  The member of the public informs the police of Mrs. Jones’ behaviour.

The police investigation gathers enough information for a prosecution.  They add the 
intelligence gathered to the Scottish Intelligence Database which triggers a new information flag 
upon the Criminal History System.  This in turn alerts Disclosure Scotland that there is new 
information on a scheme member (Mrs Jones now works in two regulated positions, as a teacher 
and with the Guides).  The Central Barring Unit is passed the new information by Disclosure 
Scotland.

The Central Barring Unit determines that Mrs Jones’ status should be reviewed and she is 
considered for listing.  A new scheme record is issued to Mrs Jones and her employers stating 
that she is under consideration for listing and containing the new relevant information.  Both the 
education authority and the Guides suspend Mrs Jones pending the listing determination.  The 
Central Barring Unit are aware that Mrs Jones faces a criminal trial shortly and await 
notification from the court.  Following conviction, the sheriff clerk adds the conviction to the 
Criminal History System.  The court also uses its power to refer the case to the Central Barring 
Unit so it receives notification from both the court directly and the Criminal History System (via 
Disclosure Scotland).  
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The Central Barring Unit determine that this latest incident, in conjunction with information 
they already have in respect of the 2008 arrest, indicate a pattern of behaviour which makes her 
unsuitable to work with children: Mrs Jones is added to the children’s list.  The Central Barring 
Unit ask Disclosure Scotland to notify all her employers in Scotland and the Criminal Records 
Bureau (the equivalent of Disclosure Scotland for England and Wales), in case she is 
undertaking regulated work in England and Wales.  Disclosure Scotland remove her from the 
scheme and advise the education authority and Guides that she has been listed and they 
terminate her employment. 

Box 6.  New relevant information is discovered about a scheme member which leads to a 
criminal conviction and listing. 

125. There is always a risk in moving from a commonsense interpretation to a precise 
definition in that a definition is commonly interpreted as exhaustive (i.e. can be used to argue the 
exclusion of unforeseen circumstances).  We believe the benefits of being clear on the matters 
above outweigh any risks. 

Central Barring Unit: The Children’s List 

126. The Bill builds on the existing Disqualified from Working with Children List (DWCL) 
established by the 2003 Act by: 

expanding and clarifying the definition of child care position (regulated work with 
children) at schedule 2; 

updating the offences for which courts must refer an individual on conviction (listed 
in schedule 1 to the 2003 Act) to include offences created in the Protection of 
Children and Prevention of Sexual Offences (Scotland) Act 2005; and

enabling police forces access to the children’s list and the adults’ list for the purposes 
of preventing and detecting crime and the apprehension or prosecution of offenders. 

April 2012.  Let’s return to Mr Smith about 17 months after he started working giving 
private piano lessons to children.  A number of parents report to the police that Mr Smith 
is hanging around the local school grounds on a regular basis despite not having any 
children, although he is not obviously doing anything untoward.  He returns to school 
grounds despite several warnings from police to stay away.  The second time he is 
stopped, the police create a record on the Scottish Intelligence Database which triggers a 
new entry flag on the Criminal History System.  As Mr Smith is a scheme member, the new 
entry flag triggers a request from Disclosure Scotland for relevant information from the 
police.  They pass this information to the Central Barring Unit for determination.  Mr 
Smith is considered for listing and is given the opportunity to make his case. 

During the period when he is under consideration for listing, any personal employer who 
asked for an up-to-date statement of barred status for Mr Smith would be advised that he 
was being so considered.  This information would also appear on any scheme record 
disclosed during that period. 
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The Central Barring Unit determine that Mr Smith should be placed on the children’s list.  
He is notified of this and that it is now an offence for him to continue to do regulated work 
with children.

Box 7.  New information comes to light about the scheme member leading to barring. 

Central Barring Unit: Transitional Provisions for Those Listed on DWCL 

127. The Bill makes transitional provisions for individuals already listed under the 2003 Act to 
be automatically transferred to the new children’s list.  Under the Bill, barred individuals will be 
excluded from a different, wider set of child care positions than when they were listed under 
2003 Act.  These individuals can apply for removal from the list on the basis of a change of 
circumstances on being transferred to the new list.

128. An individual provisionally listed under the 2003 Act will be treated as under 
consideration for listing on the new children’s list.  References made by employers and others 
under 2003 Act and pending appeals will also be transferred. 

Central Barring Unit: The Adults’ List 

129. The Bill establishes a list of people unsuitable to work with protected adults.  The list will 
operate on a similar basis to the DWCL with decisions in relation to barring being made by the 
same central decision-making body, the Central Barring Unit.  The tests for referral will be the 
same, while the details of the determination process will be broadly similar.  For the purposes of 
this Bill, a protected adult is an adult who is provided with one of a number of prescribed 
community or health care services.  Therefore, the definition of a protected adult is a service-
based definition which includes those who are not normally vulnerable or at risk of abuse but 
who might be as a result of receiving certain care.  The definition specifically excludes those 
who may have been assessed as being in need of services but not being provided with services 
because it is the fact that someone is in receipt of services that brings them into contact with 
‘care workers’ in the first place. 

Central Barring Unit: Consequences of Listing 

130. A listed individual cannot undertake regulated work corresponding with that list.  Section 
33 creates the offence of working or seeking to work in a regulated position when barred.  This 
offence replicates section 11(1) of the 2003 Act, but is now extended to protected adults.  It is 
not an offence to seek work in the other regulated workforce.  For example, if you are barred 
from working with children, you may still work with protected adults.  (Sections 34 and 35 make 
it an offence to employ or supply for employment a barred individual.  These offences replicate 
section 11(3) of the 2003 Act, but are now extended to protected adults.  Personal employers are 
excluded from these offences.) 

131. Additionally, individuals on either list must keep Disclosure Scotland informed of any 
change to certain specified personal details.  Section 32 makes it an offence for a barred 
individual to fail to notify the Scottish Ministers (Disclosure Scotland) of a change of name, 
address or gender.  Keeping such details up to date will be important for the scheme to function 
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effectively.  For example, if a listed individual did not tell Disclosure Scotland that they had 
moved house and changed name, it might be easier for them to re-emerge later with a different 
identity and re-enter the workforce. 

132. This offence is new in the sense that the 2003 Act does not require listed individuals to 
provide these details.  The purpose of this offence is to try to prevent listed individuals re-
emerging with a different identity and trying to enter the scheme or undertake regulated work 
sometime later.  The issue of tracking identity has not really been tested with the DWCL since it 
has only been operational since January 2005, leaving little time for any listed individuals to 
undergo a change of name, gender or address.  (There is a lesser offence for scheme members 
failing to provide identity information at section 47.)

Central Barring Unit: Access to the Lists 

133. Currently, the police do not have access to the DWCL.  Section 37 of the Bill places a 
duty on the Scottish Ministers to make available prescribed information to the police, likely to be 
the fact that an individual is listed on either list and other information stored by the Central 
Barring Unit to confirm identity, for the purposes of the prevention and detection of crime.  The 
consultation paper referred to "granting the police powers to access the DWCL directly" 
(paragraph 3.4.18).  In practice, it is likely that the addition or removal of an individual from 
either list will trigger a flag on the Criminal History System.   

134. The police may be required to disclose the barred status of an individual to a relevant 
person (as defined in section 80) if they consider that it constitutes child protection information 
(as defined in section 73) and they believe action is required to protect an individual child.

OFFENCES SUMMARY 

135. There are a number of offences created by the Bill designed to protect the integrity of the 
scheme, although most build on those in the 2003 Act and 1997 Act. 

Serious offences 

136. There are three serious offences, extending those in the 2003 Act to the adults’ 
workforce.  These relate to doing regulated work when barred, employing/supplying someone to 
do regulated work when they are barred and failing to refer an individual for consideration for 
listing.  These offences are the most serious because they relate directly to unsuitable individuals 
getting access to vulnerable groups through the workforce.  These offences attract a maximum 
penalty of a fine or 5 years imprisonment on conviction on indictment or, on summary 
conviction, to 12 months imprisonment or to a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum: 

Section 33 creates the offence of working or seeking to work in a regulated position 
when barred, see Box 8.

Sections 34 and 35 make it an offence to employ or supply for employment a barred 
individual.
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Section 9 creates the offence of failing to refer an individual for consideration for 
listing.

October 2012. Six months after being listed, Mr Smith again offers his services as a piano 
teacher in a different town despite the fact he has been barred from working in the children’s 
workforce and he is committing an offence.  He attempts to use his original statement of barred 
status, issued in October 2010 to prove that he is not barred.  Parents, not knowing anything 
about his past and a little suspicious, check the guidance on the Disclosure Scotland web site 
about the validity of checks.  The guidance is clear that such a statement is out of date.  One 
parent requests that Mr Smith applies for a new statement of barred status.  Mr Smith is not seen 
again and the parent informs the police because he suspects that Mr Smith was seeking work 
with children whilst barred from doing so and committing an offence. 

Box 8.  Barred individual attempts and fails to secure employment in the children’s workforce. 

Intermediate offences 

137. Three offences centre around protecting personal, sensitive information and attract a 
maximum penalty of a level 5 fine or 6 months imprisonment on summary conviction only: 

Section 62 makes it an offence to falsify vetting records.

Section 63 makes it an offence to unlawfully disclose scheme records.   

Section 64 makes it an offence to unlawfully request scheme records.   

138. Additionally, there are two offences in relation to a failure to provide information with 
potentially serious consequences which attract the same penalty: 

Section 32 makes it an offence for a listed individual to fail to notify the Scottish 
Ministers (Disclosure Scotland) of a change of name, address or gender.   

Section 20 makes it an offence for any regulated work provider to fail to provide 
vetting information to the Scottish Ministers in response to a request.

Minor offences 

139. There is one offence attracting a maximum penalty of a level 3 fine on summary 
conviction only: 

Section 47 makes it an offence for scheme members to fail to notify a change of 
name, gender or address.   
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Offences by bodies corporate 

140. Section 90 extends the liability for offences committed by bodies to those responsible for 
controlling or managing those bodies: officers of the body, members of the body if they manage 
it, an officer or member of a council, a partner or an individual concerned with the management 
of an association. 

DEVELOPMENTS IN OTHER UK JURISDICTIONS  

141. The Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill ("the Westminster Bill") implements 
recommendation 19 of the Bichard Inquiry Report for England and Wales.  It is intended that the 
provisions in the Bill will be applied to Northern Ireland partly through the Bill and partly 
through an Order in Council.  Both jurisdictions share the following aims: 

to prevent loopholes developing which unsuitable people could exploit; and 

to make it as easy as possible for the vulnerable groups workforce to move between 
jurisdictions. 

142. The Westminster Bill was introduced to the House of Lords on 28 February 2006 and is 
currently progressing through the Parliament.  It is expected to have its Commons Report Stage 
and Third Reading in the autumn, achieving Royal Assent in November.  Currently, there are 
three separate lists of persons who are barred from working with children or, as the case may be, 
vulnerable adults in England and Wales.  These lists operate under different legislation and with 
different criteria and procedures: List 99 (maintained under section 142 of the Education Act 
2002), the Protection of Children Act (POCA) List (maintained under the Protection of Children 
Act 1999) and the Protection of Vulnerable Adults (POVA) List (maintained under Part 7 of the 
Care Standards Act 2000).  The Westminster Bill provides that there will be two aligned barred 
lists – one for those who are barred from working with children and one for those who are barred 
from working with vulnerable adults and makes provision to support these lists, for example 
establishing the Independent Barring Board. 

Similarities between the Legislation 

143. Both schemes: 

cover working with children and vulnerable/protected adults; 

remove unsuitable people from the workforce, rather than register suitable people; 

provide for two separate lists: one for the children’s workforce and one for the 
vulnerable/protected adults’ workforce; 

define regulated work ("regulated activity" in the Westminster Bill) with broadly 
similar coverage; 

allow individuals to become members in anticipation of employment; 

allow organisational employers access to full disclosure (in England and Wales this 
is through enhanced disclosure whereas in Scotland this is through new disclosure 
records established in this Bill); 
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allow parents and personal employers to confirm that those they employ are not 
barred but prevent access to full disclosure information; 

will disclose broadly the same amount of information; 

treat an individual listed in the other jurisdiction as barred; 

will use similar criteria for barring individuals; 

do not specify on the face of the Bill any offences which lead to automatic barring 
from the vulnerable/protected adults workforce; 

will allow individuals under consideration for listing to continue to work until their 
case has been determined in some cases (in all cases in Scotland); 

will be protected by a similar set of offences which will attract similar penalties in 
each jurisdiction (except there are not offences in relation to failing to obtain a 
disclosure record and failure to participate in the scheme in Scotland); and 

provide a mechanism for individuals already barred from working with children to be 
transferred onto the new children’s lists. 

Differences between the legislation 

144. The Scottish scheme: 

is not compulsory, unlike the Westminster scheme which has offences for failure to 
participate (this is discussed at paragraph 59); 

has no equivalent of “controlled activity”, which the Westminster scheme includes, 
broadly speaking, for individuals who work in ancillary jobs in health and further 
education settings where they may have the opportunity for contact with children or 
vulnerable adults; 

allows for short scheme record disclosures which reveal whether there is any new 
information on the individual (very useful to employers, saving them making a full 
check);

allocates vetting and barring functions to the Scottish Ministers, consistent with the 
Central Barring Unit being an executive agency unified with Disclosure Scotland, 
unlike the Independent Barring Board for England and Wales which is legally 
distinct from the Secretary of State; 

allows for appeals to the sheriff, broadly following the 2003 Act procedure whereas 
the Westminster scheme allows for a procedure for consideration of representations 
in some cases, then appeal to the Care Standards Tribunal followed by the Court of 
Appeal; and 

could be commenced on a different date to the Westminster scheme with different 
classes of workers (e.g. teachers, social workers, doctors etc) being bought on stream 
at different times.  However, both jurisdictions will work together to ensure that both 
schemes are commenced in a co-ordinated, if not identical, manner. 
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Cross-border connections 

145. It is the Scottish Ministers’ policy that the Scottish vetting and barring scheme should be 
fully compatible with systems being developed in other parts of the UK in so far as this can be 
achieved without compromising the Scottish scheme.  All UK jurisdictions are committed to 
developing policies, systems and approaches which ensure children and protected adults are 
afforded a high level of protection across the UK.  Although the scheme in Scotland will be 
operated separately to barring in England, Wales and Northern Ireland, all jurisdictions are 
committed to avoiding cross-border loopholes which might be exploited and will ensure the 
compatibility and seamless interaction between the newly developed systems. 

146. Irrespective of the jurisdiction in which an individual works with children or protected 
adults (and joins the new scheme) the intention is that: 

the individual can move easily to work in another jurisdiction; 

if listed in one jurisdiction in respect of one type of regulated work, the individual 
will be barred in all jurisdictions in respect of that type of regulated work; 

the criteria for listing will be broadly similar in all jurisdictions; 

the information revealed through the new disclosure records will be broadly similar. 

147. The Scottish Ministers will continue to work closely with the UK Government on these 
matters.   

148. The Scottish Ministers will make the necessary devolved provision in respect of the 
Westminster Bill by bringing forward amendments at stage 2 to the Scottish Bill.  There is also a 
general power to make such provision at section 88 of the Bill.  Similarly, it is proposed to make 
the necessary reserved provision in respect of the Scottish Bill through a section 104 order.  The 
Scottish Ministers will request the UK Government to present such an order at Westminster soon 
after the enactment of the Scottish Bill in 2007.

149. The principal amendments or additional provision which may be required to make the 
cross-border connections are: 

Changes so that an individual who is already subject to monitoring in England and 
Wales (equivalent to scheme membership in Scotland) can become a scheme 
member in Scotland with the minimum of effort on their part and without 
unnecessary duplication of requests for vetting information (and vice versa). 

Changes to allow devolved and reserved bodies to share information.  In practice, 
both jurisdictions are expected to be willing to share information but it is a matter of 
making sure that this is done lawfully and efficiently.

Changes to ensure that, where the Central Barring Unit (for Scotland) and the 
Independent Barring Board (for England and Wales) could make listing decisions 
about the same individual, a sensible procedure/protocol is followed. 

Provisions to enable payment of fees for vetting information.   
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Northern Ireland 

150. The following provisions of the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill extend directly to 
Northern Ireland: the establishment of the Independent Barring Board; provisions relating to the 
information monitor for the purposes of the Police Act 1997; amendments to the Police Act 
1997; and the provision of information to professional regulatory bodies that are reserved.  The 
intention is that the remainder of the provisions in the Bill will be applied to Northern Ireland 
through an Order in Council.  This will enable provisions specific to Northern Ireland to be made 
which will allow them to ensure that the infrastructure established for the England and Wales 
scheme, such as entry to the scheme, decisions on barring, and the appeals procedures, reflect 
Northern Ireland’s requirements, with accountability to the Secretary of State for Northern 
Ireland or the Northern Ireland Assembly (as appropriate).

Information from Overseas 

151. The consultation paper did not discuss information from overseas, although it did refer to 
the need for a coherent approach within the UK.  However, this issue was raised at most 
consultation events and in 10-15% of written responses to the consultation because of the 
number of overseas workers (e.g. teachers) in Scotland.  There were requests for links to be 
established with as many countries as possible so that disclosure information can be shared. 

152. Work is underway in the European Union to secure the exchange of conviction 
information between Member States.  Work is also being taken forward to secure bilateral 
agreements with both EU and non-EU countries relating to exchanging information for 
employment purposes and this is focused primarily on arrangements for non-UK nationals who 
come to the UK to work.  In the longer term, there is also work ongoing with EU Member States 
on the potential for mutual recognition of disqualifications for working with children.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

Retrospective Checking/Phased Implementation 

153. The consultation proposed that the Scottish Ministers will have a power to set a time by 
which the entire relevant workforce should be registered with the scheme and indicated a 3-5 
year transition.  This may be phased-in by occupation, sector or even geographic area and is 
likely to take place over three years after commencement.   

154. Whilst phased roll-out was generally accepted by consultees, 5-10% of written responses 
indicated this 3-5 year timescale was too long and only 1-2% indicated it was too short.  A 
greater proportion (just over 10%) requested further consultation on this issue.  Some consultees 
requested a timeframe while others wanted to know which groups would be prioritised first.  The 
calculations in the financial memorandum are based on a three-year phasing and the 
arrangements for phasing will be the subject of further consultation in 2007.   

155. The Scottish Ministers recognise that the phasing-in of the workforce is an important 
aspect of getting the new scheme up and running.  To prevent the system being overloaded and 
to prioritise effectively, the most sensitive positions may have earlier time limits set than others.  
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No decision has yet been taken as to the timeframe required, although the financial memorandum 
has assumed a three-year phasing.  Nor has the order in which different parts of the workforce 
are brought on to the scheme been determined.  Detailed proposals will be set out for 
consultation in 2007.  The Bill provides broad powers to enable the phasing-in to be prescribed 
in detail so that the workload of the agency can be managed effectively. 

Provision of Guidance and Training 

156. While not directly discussed in the consultation paper, it is clear that the provision of 
good guidance and training will be required so that the affected workforce is in a position to 
operate the new scheme when it goes live.  This emerged as a key theme across the consultation 
with consultees requesting the provision of guidance so that organisations and individuals have a 
clear picture of how the new system will work, the impact it will have on the individuals and 
their organisation, and how to integrate this into their own procedures. 

157. The Scottish Ministers acknowledge the need for the provision of guidance and training 
and will be working to develop these implementation tools over the coming year, in preparation 
for the system going live in 2008.  Some consultees believed the guidance and training 
programme to support the implementation of the 2003 Act worked well and the Scottish 
Ministers intend to build on that for the implementation of this Bill. 

Communication strategy 

158. Another related issue that was often raised by consultees alongside the guidance and 
training, was the need for a concentrated information and communications campaign. One issue 
raised was that some consultees felt that introducing a new vetting and barring scheme for those 
working with vulnerable groups could discourage potential volunteers.  These consultees felt that 
an awareness raising exercise centred around the benefits of the new scheme would be a way to 
counter negative perceptions of the disclosure process while increasing knowledge and 
confidence in the system. 

159. The Scottish Ministers accept the need to publicise the new vetting and barring scheme, 
highlighting its functions and the benefits it will bring.  Consideration will be given as to how 
best to raise the profile of the scheme in conjunction with providing training and guidance, 
sufficiently far in advance of the scheme going live. 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

160. The Bill’s provisions are not discriminatory on the basis of gender, race, disability, 
marital status, religion or sexual orientation.  The Bill provides for a formal, fair and transparent 
process for placing an individual on the lists of persons disqualified from working with children 
and protected adults.  The test for inclusion on both lists will be consistently applied and 
everyone placed on the lists will have rights of appeal.  The consultation document was sent to 
850 individuals and organisations with a potential interest in the development of the Bill.  The 
consultation sought input from a very wide range of stakeholders including equalities groups, 
religious groups, civil liberties groups, disability groups and those representing the elderly. 
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161. There was some critical comment in the consultation responses about the use of the term 
‘vulnerable adult’ (now removed from the Bill) and requests to make the guidance and other 
information available in a large number of formats so that deaf people and others with 
disabilities could easily gain a good understanding of the new scheme. 

HUMAN RIGHTS

162. The Scottish Executive considers that the provisions of the Bill are compatible with those 
provisions in the European Convention on Human Rights (“the Convention”) which constitute 
“the Convention rights” within the meaning of the Scotland Act and the Human Rights Act 1998. 
In the view of the Executive, the main Articles of the Convention by reference to which issues 
arise under the Bill are Article 6 (determination of civil rights), Article 8 (right to respect for 
private and family life) and Article 1 of Protocol 1 (protection of property).

163. Article 6 provides, in respect of the determination of civil rights and obligations or of any 
criminal charge, that everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by 
an independent and impartial tribunal established by law.  This Bill complies with Article 6.  The 
vetting and barring scheme is a fair and impartial system designed to prevent unsuitable 
individuals gaining access to vulnerable groups through their employment, where they could 
harm, or place at risk of harm, a child or protected adult.  If deemed unsuitable either by the 
courts or through the determination process conducted by the Central Barring Unit, which would 
be instigated by new information coming to light, then an individual will be placed on one or 
both lists and will no longer be able to work in the corresponding workforce(s).   

164. Individuals being considered for listing will be informed of the determination process and 
will be able to make representations to the Central Barring Unit setting out their position with 
regard to the matters under consideration.  There will also be a right of appeal against placing on 
the list following a determination by the Central Barring Unit.  Individuals listed after 
determinations will be able to appeal to the sheriff against their inclusion on the list and an 
unsuccessful appeal may then be appealed to the sheriff principal and to the Inner House of the 
Court of Session.  In the case of a court referral, following conviction for serious offences 
against children specified in schedule 1, individuals will automatically be placed on the relevant 
list.  A successful appeal against conviction would be grounds for applying for removal from the 
list.  Otherwise, such an individual will be able to apply for removal after a prescribed period of 
time has elapsed.  Given the independent decision-making of the Central Barring Unit, combined 
with the rights of appeal provided, it is considered that the requirements of Article 6 are satisfied 
in respect of any determination of an individual’s civil rights.

165. Turning to Article 8, paragraph 1 of that Article states that: “Everyone has the right to 
respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence”.  Any interference by a 
public authority with the exercise of this right must, under paragraph 2, be “in accordance with 
the law and necessary in a democratic society”.  In addition, any interference must satisfy a 
further test that it is “in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-
being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or 
morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others”.  
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166. In this context, the Bill engages Article 8 on a number of levels.  The Bill makes 
provision for the inclusion of persons in the barred lists by the Central Barring Unit and such 
inclusion will prohibit a person from engaging in regulated work.  The vetting and barring 
scheme also allows for the exchange of information about the behaviour of individuals from a 
number of bodies, ranging from employers, the police and regulatory bodies, to the Central 
Barring Unit.  In addition, employers will be informed when an employee is listed.  (Prospective 
employers will only be able to confirm that an individual is not barred by asking for a disclosure; 
they will never be told explicitly that an individual is barred.)  To protect the privacy of 
individuals, as required by Article 8(1), the Bill makes it an offence to misuse the information 
revealed to employers by the scheme.  This provision is designed to prevent the fact that an 
individual is barred, or details of any criminal convictions, becoming widely known and their 
privacy and personal safety being violated as a result of their status being disclosed. 

167. Article 8 issues also arise concerning the disclosure by the police of intelligence 
information for the purposes of producing the vetting record. This is particularly the case when 
this includes non-conviction information held by the police about an individual (e.g, that the 
person had been charged with an offence but that the charges were subsequently dropped).  Such 
information might affect the recruitment decision being made by a prospective employer and 
Article 8 is engaged.  However, case law has suggested that it is appropriate for certain charges 
and other relevant information held by the police to be included in existing disclosures under the 
Police Act 1997 if the nature of the information was such as to give the police reasonable cause 
to consider that it would be relevant to the person’s job application for work with vulnerable 
groups.  It is considered that the inclusion of such information in the scheme record meets the 
requirements of necessity and proportionality inherent in Article 8(2) and pursues the legitimate 
aim of protecting vulnerable groups. 

168. Ultimately, the Bill aims to prevent people deemed unsuitable to work with one or other 
or both vulnerable groups from so doing.  The Bill confers powers which are capable of being 
exercised in a manner that is compatible with the Convention rights and the Scottish Ministers 
consider that they do not, in themselves, cause an unjustified interference with Article 8.  Insofar 
as Article 8 is engaged, the Scottish Ministers consider that any interference would be justified in 
that it would be in accordance with the law and necessary in a democratic society to pursue 
legitimate aims of preventing crime, protecting public health, and protecting the rights and 
freedoms of others.  The primary legitimate aim being pursued is the protection of children and 
certain adults from harm.  

169. Article 1 of Protocol 1 provides that persons are entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of 
their possessions and that no one shall be deprived of their possessions except in the public 
interest and subject to conditions provided for by law.  This Article may be engaged by barring 
determinations of the Central Barring Unit where the consequence is damage to the individual’s 
capacity to continue working in a certain profession or damage to the business of a self-
employed person.  However, similar arguments to those above in relation to Article 8 would 
apply to justify any interference as being in pursuance of a legitimate aim.  

ISLAND COMMUNITIES 

170. The Bill will apply to all parts of Scotland but there is a power in section 100 to 
commence the various provisions of the Bill in different areas at different times.  This power 
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may be used to manage the transition onto the new scheme and may mean that the islands are 
brought onto the scheme before or after other parts of Scotland.  However, this will be the 
subject of further consultation and, if used, it will be done in such a way as to ensure that there is 
no adverse impact to island communities.   

171. In small, island communities it could be particularly damaging for sensitive information 
about an individual to be misused.  It is important that such information is adequately protected.  
The Police Act 1997 prevents people from misusing information released through the disclosure 
process.  This Bill makes it an offence to misuse information obtained through the new barring 
disclosure, including barred status itself.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

172. The Executive acknowledges that the Bill will have implications for local government 
recruitment practices and procedures and in cost terms for their staff.  Any increased costs to 
individuals joining the scheme are likely to be offset by a reduction in the number of full scheme 
record disclosures they require.  These costs, which impact primarily on individual workers 
rather than employers are more widely explored in the Financial Memorandum that accompanies 
the Bill.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

173. There should be no impact on sustainable development as a result of the vetting and 
barring scheme.  

SHARING CHILD PROTECTION INFORMATION (PART 3)

Background

174. The Bill introduces provisions in relation to information sharing for child protection 
purposes.  Part 3 is not part of the vetting and barring scheme discussed in-depth above.  
However, vetting information, information on a disclosure record and listing information could 
constitute child protection information for the purposes of this Part. 

175. Poor information sharing has been identified as a contributory factor in a number of 
catastrophic child protection failure cases.  The Scottish Ministers have been concerned to 
address these issues.  The Report of the Child Protection Audit and Review, It’s Everyone’s Job 
to Make Sure I’m Alright (2002)15 and Protecting Children and Young People: Framework for 
Standards (2004)16 identified the importance of timely and accurate information sharing in 
ensuring appropriate action to protect and support children.  The importance of information 
sharing in effective child protection has also been raised by members of the Scottish 
Parliament’s Education Committee. 

176. The direction of policy in children’s services is towards joint working and cooperation as 
evidenced by the integrated planning agenda and joint inspections of children’s services.  The 

15 http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2002/11/15820/14009
16 http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2004/03/19102/34603
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consultation paper Getting it Right for Every Child: Proposals for Action (2005)17 proposed a 
framework for reforming children’s services and for strengthening and modernising the 
children’s hearings system.  The Scottish Ministers have now published an Implementation 
Plan18 and a draft Bill is expected to be published for consultation later this year. 

177. These wider reforms will promote and support multi-agency working, information 
sharing and cooperation including requiring agencies to work to a single assessment, record and 
plan.  However, the critical importance of child protection has prompted Ministers to bring 
forward early legislative provision where a child is at risk.   

General Policy Objectives 

178. Public bodies and other organisations providing services to children and families should 
already be sharing information and cooperating on information sharing for the purposes of child 
protection and have the necessary governance arrangements to support such information sharing.  
The Scottish Ministers recognise that many professionals currently do exchange information 
effectively and the aim of the Part 3 provisions is to make explicit this good practice and build 
on it through a code of practice.  The provisions will ensure that anyone working with children 
can feel confident about reporting concerns and that they know how to do this.

Stakeholder Engagement 

179. Development of the information sharing provisions were informed by stakeholders at 
three specially convened stakeholder events in June 2006, covering major organisations, 
professional bodies, inspectorates and the voluntary sector.

180. Key points emerging from stakeholders included: 

There is currently felt to be a lack of clarity about when to share information; 

There is uncertainty about how information sharing interacts with data protection 
legislation;

Different professional groupings use different language about risk and thresholds for 
intervention which is seen by some as a barrier to a consistent approach to 
information sharing; 

Sharing information within organisations (for example between local authority 
departments) may also be inconsistent; 

Conflicting interests may arise for some professionals whose relationship is with an 
adult rather than the child. It was suggested that this led to difficulties striking the 
right balance between sharing information for child protection purposes whilst not 
compromising the trust and confidentiality of the service provided to the adult; 

Concern was expressed about the impact of new provisions on the voluntary sector 
may have the unintended consequence of deterring volunteers. 

17 http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2005/06/20135608/56098
18 http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2006/06/22092413/0
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181. Significantly, the participants in the stakeholder events did not question the principle of 
information sharing to enhance child protection and the proposal to legislate to create duties in 
this area.  There was a clear view that delineating good information sharing practice and how this 
interacts with data protection provisions in guidance would be a significant advance in 
progressing more effective information sharing.  

Specific provisions 

182. The Bill creates a range of duties and powers. 

Duty to share child protection information 
183. The Bill places a duty on specified organisations (as defined below) to share child 
protection information with the relevant council when a child is at risk of harm.  Local 
authorities normally lead on individual child protection cases and making them the initial point 
for reference for information about a child at risk is consistent with existing arrangements.   

Duty to co-operate with requests for child protection information 
184. Since the sharing of information by itself may not lead to better outcomes for children at 
risk of harm, a similar duty to co-operate will be also be placed on the same organisations.  This 
is intended to ensure that professionals are appropriately empowered to co-operate with each 
other and the relevant council to ensure the protection of children at risk of harm. 

Code of Practice 
185. The Scottish Ministers recognise that whilst the Bill’s provisions will provide a legal 
framework for the sharing of child protection information, positive and sustained change will 
require clarity about what is expected of relevant organisations and delineation of exemplary 
practice.  For this reason, the duties on information sharing will be complemented by  a code of 
practice.

186. The Scottish Ministers will be under a duty to prepare and publish a code of practice 
containing guidance about child protection information.  This will include guidance on: 

the key principles of information sharing; 

difficulties in information sharing; 

the legal framework; 

consent, confidentiality and disclosure; 

priorities and values; and 

the process of information sharing. 

187. The code of practice may include guidance, recommendations, advice and information on 
types of information that may be considered relevant for child protection purposes and the ways
in which relevant persons and workers should share that information.   
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188. Relevant organisations are required to promote awareness and understanding and to 
ensure that workers have regard to the code of practice on sharing child protection.  They must 
also have regard to the code when deciding whether information is child protection information, 
and how to comply with the duties to share information and/or co-operate. 

189. The code of practice will be pivotal in improving practice.  The Bill therefore requires the 
Scottish Ministers to consult on its content prior to publication.   

Duty to enable, encourage and help workers to share child protection information 
190. In addition, the Scottish Ministers wish to ensure that all those who work for the defined 
agencies are enabled to share information and understand the circumstances in which it can be 
shared.  Section 77 places a duty on agencies to take reasonable steps to enable, encourage and 
help workers to share child protection information.

191. Further details of how agencies are expected to comply with this will be detailed in the 
code of practice.  The Bill requires agencies to ensure that reasonable steps to ensure that its 
workers: are aware of the code of practice; understand how it applies to them in the course of their 
work; and have regard to the code of practice. 

Lifting of restrictions on sharing child protection information 
192. The Scottish Ministers are keen to remove uncertainty about the ability to disclose 
information when a child is, or may be, at risk of harm.  The duties (both in relation to sharing of 
information and cooperation) in this legislation are placed on "relevant persons" which are, in the 
main, public sector organisations.  However, the Bill also provides a power (not a duty) for those 
working with children, parents or adults who may pose a risk to children, to disclose child 
protection information to a relevant organisation in order to protect a child from harm.  Such a 
person will not be subject to any sanction provided that the information is only shared for the 
purposes of child protection. 

Enforcement
193. It is recognised that there is a possibility that the Scottish Ministers may need to take action 
to ensure that organisations do comply with the duties to share and cooperate.  Section 81 of the Bill 
includes a provision to allow them to make an order to this effect. 

Coverage

Definition of a child 
194. The duties will relate to children as defined for Parts 1 and 2, being an individual under 
the age of 18.  The Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Bill, defines the relevant age of 
adults at risk as being a person aged 16 or over (and this Bill defines the same age threshold for 
protected adults).  This places professionals dealing with individuals aged 16 and 17 under both 
duties.  However, the actions expected of them are similar, i.e. reporting information to, and 
cooperating with, the relevant council so this overlap is not considered problematic. 
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What information? 
195. The Bill defines child protection information as being any information which the holder 
of the information reasonably believes to be information relevant for the purposes of protecting a 
child.  This may include historical information if it is relevant to consideration of a child 
currently being at risk of harm. 

To whom will the duties and powers apply? 
196. The intention is to ensure that all public sector organisations working with children, 
parents or adults who may pose a risk to children are covered.  Careful consideration has been 
given to who should fall within the scope of the information sharing duties.  The primary intent 
is that these should apply to public bodies providing services to children, their parents, or adults 
who may pose a risk to children but also organisations such as independent schools and 
nurseries.  However, there are also a large number of public bodies upon whom it would not be 
proportionate to place duties in relation to child protection. 

197. The bodies that will be expected to comply with the duties are: Councils; Chief 
Constables of police forces in Scotland; the Scottish Crime and Drug Enforcement Agency; the 
Common Services Agency for the Scottish Health Service (commonly known as NHS NSS); 
Health Boards, and Special Health Boards (as constituted under section 2 of the National Health 
Service (Scotland) Act 1978); the Mental Welfare Commission for Scotland; the Principal 
Reporter; the Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care; the Scottish Social Services 
Council; the General Teaching Council for Scotland; care service providers (as defined in the 
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001); managers of educational establishments other than 
those operated by local authorities; the General Teaching Council for Scotland and registered
social landlords (for example, housing associations). 

198. In addition, the Scottish Ministers are empowered to extend this list in future, to any other 
organisations, or types of organisation, or office-holder, as they may by order specify. 

199. A key consideration has been the impact of the information sharing provisions on the 
voluntary sector.  Where a voluntary organisation is undertaking a public function (for example, 
a local authority taking residential places in a care home run by a voluntary organisation), it is 
expected that the local authority would ensure that appropriate child protection measures are in 
place including sharing information where there is a concern that a child is, or may be, at risk of 
harm.  However, it is recognised that it would be onerous to place duties on all voluntary 
organisations and so the duties only extend to those carrying out functions under contract to a 
relevant body.  However, the power to share is intended to ensure that anyone working with 
relevant groups can (but will not have a duty to) refer child protection information if they 
consider this to be necessary. 

200. These new provisions do not compromise existing arrangements in relation to the 
respective roles of police and local authorities.  The police have a statutory responsibility to 
investigate any crime notified to them including those where a child has been harmed or put at 
risk of harm.  Local authorities have a responsibility to assess the needs of children who are in 
need which may include a need to be protected. 
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Welfare of the Child 

201. The welfare of the child will be at the core of information sharing decisions and, if it 
would not be in the child’s best interests, then the information should not be disclosed.

202. In certain complex situations, there may be occasions where disclosure in relation to one 
child may have the consequence of putting another child at greater risk.  It is not intended that 
disclosure of child protection information should introduce a greater risk of harm to another 
child.  The Bill provides a safeguard at section 79 to allow professionals to override the duty to 
share information where the disclosure would put another child or children at greater risk of 
harm than that of the child for whose protection the disclosure might be made. 

Human Rights

203. The Scottish Executive considers that the information sharing provisions of the Bill are 
compatible with Convention rights and in particular with Article 8 right to respect for private and 
family life the terms of which are more fully set out in paragraphs 163 to 166 above.  Issues 
under Article 8 arise in relation to the proposed duty on specified relevant persons: (i) to share 
child protection information with councils; and (ii) to cooperate in helping councils making 
inquiries.  The duty to share child protection information will apply to any information, 
including personal information, relevant for the purposes of protecting a child from harm.  The 
duty is in accordance with the law.  The interests of protecting children satisfy the tests, not only 
of being necessary in a democratic society, but also of being in the interests of public safety, for 
the prevention of crime, for the protection of health, or for the protection of the rights and 
freedoms of others.  The same considerations apply to the exercise of the duty of co-operation 
which is also subject to a requirement on the relevant persons to which the duty applies to act 
consistently with the proper exercise of their functions which, to the extent that they are public 
bodies, will ensure necessary Article 8 compliance.  The lifting of restrictions on sharing child 
protection information also gives rise to Article 8 issues but any power arising from the lifting of 
restrictions will be capable of exercise in a manner that is compatible with Convention rights. 

Other Considerations 

204. The Part 3 provisions are not considered to raise any material issues in relation to equal 
opportunities, island communities, local government and sustainable development. 

MEANING OF "SCHOOL CARE ACCOMMODATION SERVICE" (PART 5) 

Background

205. Section 2 of the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (“the 2001 Act”) defines the care 
services to be regulated by the Care Commission.  School care accommodation services are 
defined at section 2(4) of the 2001 Act.  The Care Commission commenced regulation of these 
services on 1 April 2005.  During the early scoping of the sector, prior to commencement of 
regulation, it became clear that there existed a variety of mechanisms (“guardianship 
arrangements”)  which children of parents living overseas or elsewhere in the UK could use to 
enable their children to attend school in Scotland.  These arrangements were either offered 
directly by the individual school or through an “agency”-style arrangement.  As these 
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arrangements did not fit squarely within the definition of school care accommodation services, as 
contained within the 2001 Act, there was confusion as to whether they could be monitored and 
inspected within the regulatory framework of school care accommodation services.   

Policy Objectives 

206. The policy objective is to ensure the protection of the children in such “guardianship 
arrangements” within a proportionate and targeted regulatory regime which fits with the 
principles of better regulation.  Currently, these arrangements require to be regulated as 
childminders with significant costs, not just through fees, but also potentially in making 
alterations to their houses.  This is discouraging people from offering this service (which is often 
voluntary) with an adverse knock-on effect for the school and parents who require such 
arrangements.  There is general agreement that these arrangements should be regulated as part of 
school care accommodation services.  This change must be effected in primary legislation.   

Definition of School Care Accommodation 

207. The Bill amends section 2(4) of the 2001 Act to include within the definition of a school 
care accommodation service the following types of service provided by an education authority or 
the managers of an independent or grant aided school: 

arrangements with a person which consists of the provision of residential 
accommodation within that parent’s domestic premises; and 

introduction of parents of a pupil to a person who provides residential 
accommodation within that person’s domestic premises. 

208. Section 2(4) of the 2001 Act is also amended to make it clear that a school care 
accommodation service is one that is provided not only for the purpose of the pupil being in 
attendance at the school during term time, but also where residential accommodation is required 
by the pupil during part or all of the holidays. 

Consultation

209. There is a general agreement that these services should be regulated to ensure the 
protection of the children in their care.  Following discussion with the key stakeholders in the 
sector, including service providers and their umbrella organisation, the regulatory bodies (e.g. 
the Care Commission and Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Education), the Scottish Ministers have 
agreed that these arrangements should be regulated by the Care Commission as part of the school 
care accommodation service.  This Bill amends the definition of school accommodation in 
section 2(4) of the 2001 Act in line with the general consensus.

Guidance 

210. The Care Commission as regulator of school care accommodation services will issue 
guidance to all relevant service providers as part of the system of regulation, to ensure service 
providers are aware of what is required under the 2001 Act and the relevant National Care 
Standards.
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Other Considerations 

211. The Part 5 provisions are not considered to raise any material issues in relation to equal 
opportunities, island communities, local government and sustainable development. 
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SP Bill 73-DPM 1 Session 2 (2006) 

PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS 

(SCOTLAND)  BILL 

——————————

DELEGATED POWERS MEMORANDUM  

PURPOSE

1. This memorandum has been prepared by the Scottish Executive in accordance with Rule 

9.4A of the Parliament’s Standing Orders, in relation to the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 

(Scotland) Bill.  It describes the purpose of each of the subordinate legislation provisions in the 

Bill and outlines the reasons for seeking the proposed powers.  This memorandum should be 

read in conjunction with the Explanatory Notes and Policy Memorandum for the Bill. 

2. The contents of this Memorandum are entirely the responsibility of the Scottish 

Executive and have not been endorsed by the Scottish Parliament. 

OUTLINE OF BILL PROVISIONS 

3. The Bill follows the extensive review of child protection procedures in England and 

Wales carried out by Sir Michael Bichard and published as the Bichard Inquiry Report on 22 

June 2004.  Since that report was published, the Scottish Ministers and UK Government have 

accepted all the recommendations and have been working to implement them.  This Bill 

substantially implements the proposals set out in the Scottish Executive’s consultation paper, 

Protecting Vulnerable Groups: Scottish Vetting and Barring Scheme, published on 8 February 

2006.  The Bill also makes provision for sharing information for child protection purposes and to 

amend the definition of school care accommodation services. 

4. The Bill makes provision for the following matters concerning the protection of 

vulnerable groups: 

Establishing a list of individuals unsuitable to work with children and consequently 

repealing the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (which established the 

disqualified from working with children list), and establishing a separate list of 

individuals unsuitable to work with protected adults;  

Replacing enhanced criminal record certificates with new disclosure records for 

those working with vulnerable groups, whether paid or unpaid; 
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Establishing a scheme for those working with vulnerable groups, membership of 

which enables the ongoing collection of vetting information and assessment for 

unsuitability; 

Sharing information for child protection purposes, placing duties on relevant public 

bodies and organisations to disclose information when a child is at risk of harm, 

supported by a code of practice; 

Amendments to the Police Act 1997 to ensure consistency with the provisions in this 

Bill and to make a number of technical changes to facilitate the operation of 

Disclosure Scotland; and 

Amending the definition of school care accommodation. 

5. The Bill relies on amendments being made to orders made under the Rehabilitation of 

Offenders Act 1974 so that exempted questions may be asked in respect of regulated work.  The 

Scottish Ministers will consult, as appropriate, on this and other significant secondary legislation 

in support of the Bill after enactment in 2007 before bringing them before the Scottish 

Parliament.  The intentions set out in this document are subject to change, depending on the 

outcome of the consultation exercise in 2007. 

6. Further information about the Bill’s provisions are contained in the Explanatory Notes 

and Financial Memorandum published separately as SP Bill 73-EN and in the Policy 

Memorandum published separately as SP Bill 73-PM. 

APPROACH TO USE OF DELEGATED POWERS 

7. The Bill contains a number of delegated powers provisions which are explained in more 

detail below.  In deciding whether these provisions should be specified on the face of the Bill or 

left to subordinate legislation, the Scottish Executive has had regard to: 

the need to strike the right balance between the importance of the issue and providing 

flexibility to respond to changing circumstances; 

the need to make proper use of valuable Parliamentary time; 

the need to ensure that other areas of regulation can be developed in a coherent and 

consistent way by other authorities; 

the likely frequency of amendment; 

the possible need to change provisions in a coordinated way, for example to react to 

developments in England and Wales; and 

the need to anticipate the unexpected, which might otherwise frustrate the purpose of 

the provision in primary legislation approved by the Parliament. 

8. In addition to the powers outlined below, the Bill also contains a duty on the Scottish 

Ministers to prepare and publish a code of practice about child protection information (at section 

76) and another power to issue guidance about what steps an organisation should take to protect 

children or protected adults if their employee is under consideration for listing (at section 29).  It 

is considered that these are of an executive rather than legislative nature and as such they are not 

detailed in this memorandum. 
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GENERAL SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION PROVISION 

9. Section 99 contains the general subordinate legislation provisions and provides that all 

powers to make orders or regulations are exercisable by statutory instrument.  Subsection (2) 

allows different provisions to be made for different purposes and permits the powers to be used 

to make supplementary, incidental, consequential, transitory, transitional or saving provision.  

Subsection (4) provides that all these powers are subject to negative resolution procedure, except 

for: orders made under sections 14(3), 31(2), 81(1), 88(1), 94(2) and 97(1) which are subject to 

affirmative resolution procedure: orders made under paragraph 26 of schedule 2 (except an order 

of the type mentioned in paragraph 14 of that schedule) and paragraph 15 of schedule 3 which 

are also subject to affirmative resolution procedure; and commencement orders under section 

100(2) which are not subject to any parliamentary procedure. 

10. The delegated powers provisions are listed below, with a short explanation of what each 

power allows, why the power has been taken in the Bill and why the selected form of 

Parliamentary procedure has been considered appropriate. 

PART 1: THE LISTS 

Sections 3, 4 and 5 – References by Organisations, Agencies and Businesses

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
11. Sections 3, 4 and 5 place a duty on organisations, employment agencies and employment 

businesses to refer an individual to the Scottish Ministers (as the Central Barring Unit) where at 

least one of the grounds set out at section 2 is met and they (would) have taken action on the 

basis of the referral ground.  These sections give the Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe in 

regulations the information which constitutes a reference.   

Reason for taking power 
12. The power gives the Scottish Ministers the ability to ensure that all necessary information 

is included in a referral to expedite the processing of a case and minimise the need to correspond 

with employers for clarification.  (This is different from the 2003 Act where a referral can be 

competent irrespective of whatever gaps there may be in the information provided.)  Subordinate 

legislation is considered appropriate in view of the level of detail required, which is excessive for 

the face of the Bill, and the flexibility to evolve as the scheme beds down. 

13. The Scottish Ministers intend to prescribe that the information constituting a referral will 

be very similar to that set out in paragraph 1 of schedule 1 to the Determination Regulations 

2004 (S.S.I. 2004/523) made under the powers conferred by section 8 of the Protection of 

Children (Scotland) Act 2003. That paragraph reads: 
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1. Where a reference is made by a referring body in terms of sections 2(1) and 4(1) of the Act, 
the following information shall, if known or available to the referring body, be submitted with 
that reference- 

(a) identity details relating to the individual, including the individual’s full name and any 
other names by which the individual is, or has been known; any address or addresses at 
which the individual is or has been resident in the 10 years preceding the date of the 
reference; the individual’s date and place of birth and National Insurance number; 

(b) information as to any checks carried out by the referring body to verify the 
individual’s identity; 

(c) details as to the child care position held by the individual; 

(d) full details of the circumstances in which the referring body considers that the 
individual harmed a child or placed a child at risk of harm; 

(e) where the reference is made in terms of section 2(1) of the Act, details of any 
circumstance referred to in section 2(3) or (4) of the Act; 

(f) details of any investigation carried out by the referring body, any documentation 
relevant to that investigation and the conclusions of such investigation; 

(g) information as to any relevant disciplinary policies or practices or conditions of 
employment of the referring body; 

(h) details of all relevant action taken by the referring body prior to making the 
reference; 

(i) information as to the involvement of any other organisation or body in matters 
relating to the reference; and 

(j) details of any associated disciplinary appeal or legal proceedings. 

14. Obviously, changes will need to be made to reflect the inclusion of regulated work with 

adults and the interaction of the two lists.   

Choice of procedure 
15. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament. The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate given that the regulations in question will relate to the detailed information that will 

be required in a reference. The regulations will be quite  technical and will implement detailed 

policy within the framework of the Bill.  The information that will be prescribed is factual or 

procedural, will already be known to the individual to which it relates, and may require ongoing 

adjustment.  The regulations will build on the Determination Regulations which were subject to 

negative resolution procedure  under section 8 of the 2003 Act. 
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Section 6 – Reference relating to matters occurring before provisions come into force

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations  

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
16. Section 6 gives employers and employment organisations the power to make referrals in 

respect of incidents which took place prior to the Bill being commenced.  Section 6(2) gives the 

Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe in regulations the information which organisations may 

provide.

Reason for taking power 
17. For the same reasons as sections 3, 4 and 5.  The Scottish Ministers intend to prescribe 

the same information for any such referral as for those referrals being made under sections 3, 4 

and 5. 

Choice of procedure 
18. For the same reasons as sections 3, 4 and 5 (paragraph 15 above). 

Section 7 – Reference by court

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
19. Section 7 gives the courts a power to refer an individual for consideration for listing 

where that individual commits an offence against a child (other than a relevant offence) or an 

offence against a protected adult.  The court may also give the Scottish Ministers any prescribed 

information that the court holds in relation to the convicted individual.

Reason for taking power 
20. The Scottish Ministers intend to use their power at section 7(2) to prescribe the 

information provided by the court so that it is as similar as possible to that prescribed in sections 

3 to 6.  Obviously, there will be some differences because the individual may not be currently 

undertaking regulated work, nor is an employer necessarily involved.  The power will be used to 

include certain types of evidence and findings of fact which led the court to exercise its power to 

refer.  Subordinate legislation is considered appropriate in view of the level of detail required, 

which is excessive for the face of the Bill, and the flexibility to evolve in conjunction with 

regulations made under sections 3 to 6. 
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Choice of procedure 
21. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of the 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate for the same reasons as for sections 3 to 5 (paragraph 15 above). 

Section 8 – Reference by certain other persons

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
22. Section 8 gives the professional regulatory bodies a power to make a referral.  Section 8 

is designed to enable professional regulatory bodies to make a referral where the employer(s) 

could not, or negligently did not, make a referral in respect of a registered professional.  Section 

8(2)(d) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to specify by order other persons that should 

themselves have the power to refer to the CBU.  

Reason for taking power 
23. The power provides the flexibility to respond to developments in the structure and 

involvement of professional regulatory bodies in relation to regulated work.  The Scottish 

Ministers intend to use the power to include professional regulatory bodies relevant to regulated 

work with children and/or protected adults, e.g. the General Medical Council. 

Choice of procedure 
24. An order under this provision will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of 

the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered appropriate given the 

limited nature of the enabling power (the specification of other persons who will have a power - 

not a duty - to make a referral) and the need for flexibility if consequential changes are required 

following any changes in the structure of professional regulatory bodies. 

Section 14 -  Automatic Listing

Power Conferred on: Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Affirmative Procedure  

Provision
25. Section 14(3) allows the Scottish Ministers to specify criteria for automatic inclusion on 

either list.  Section 14(1)(b) allows the Scottish Ministers to specify further criteria, in addition to 

those offences identified in schedule 1, which can lead to automatic inclusion on the children’s 

list.  Section 14(2) provides a similar power in relation to the adults’ list.   Section 14(4) provides 

that the criteria which may be so specified include convictions and cautions in relation to 

specified offences or civil orders in relation to an individual’s conduct. 
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Reason for taking power 
26. The order-making power at subsection 14(3) provides the flexibility to capture historic, 

serious offences where the court was not able to make a referral at the time of conviction or civil 

orders imposed by a court on an individual.  The order-making power could also be used to set 

more complex criteria based on recidivism, e.g. a series of more minor offences which, on 

aggregate, become serious.  The order making power enables the Scottish Ministers to respond to 

developments in criminal offences, including offences outwith the law of Scotland, as provided 

for by section 14(4)(a). 

Choice of procedure 
27. Such an order will be subject to affirmative procedure.  This is because any order made 

using this power will expand the number of cases where the individual: does not have the right to 

engage in the determination process; and cannot appeal for some (prescribed) time after listing.  

Therefore, it is appropriate, given the potential significant effect on individuals, that the order is 

subject to the level of parliamentary scrutiny attracted by affirmative procedure. 

Section 17 – Information relevant to listing decisions

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
28. The Scottish Ministers (Central Barring Unit) may use a number of sources of 

information as part of considering an individual for listing.  Section 17 identifies these sources 

and gives the individual the opportunity to comment on all information which will be considered 

by the determination panel.  However, the individual is not allowed to make representation that 

certain findings of fact, made after due consideration by other persons in formal circumstances 

such as courts or inquiries, were wrongly made.  Subsection (5) lists the “relevant finding of 

fact” which cannot be challenged when an individual makes representation as to why they should 

not be listed.  The Scottish Ministers may extend the definition of relevant findings of fact which 

may not be challenged using the order-making power at section 17(5)(f).

Reason for taking power 
29. The Scottish Ministers intend to use this power to extend the relevant findings of fact to 

those made by any other professional regulatory bodies specified under section 8(2) (see 

paragraphs 22-24 above).  Flexibility is required to keep the provisions in line with the order 

made under section 8.  This power is also required to allow for consequential changes to be made 

if any of the professional regulatory bodies identified undergo changes of name or structure. 

Choice of procedure 
30. Orders made under this provision will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate given the limited nature of the enabling power which simply provides for the 

specification of further persons or circumstances similar to those already provided for in section 

17(5)(a)-(e). Any orders made under this power will have the effect of implementing current 
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policy, as provided for at section 17, in a consistent manner to those professional regulatory 

bodies specified in the orders made under section 8. There is also a need for flexibility if 

consequential changes are required following any changes in the structure of professional 

regulatory bodies already specified in section 17(5). 

Section 19 – Information held by public bodies etc.

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
31. Section 19 gives the Scottish Ministers the power to obtain information from other public 

bodies and persons when deciding whether to list an individual.  Subsection (3) gives the 

Scottish Ministers the power to expand the list of persons from whom they can require such 

information by specifying any other person in an order.   

Reason for taking power 
32. The Scottish Ministers intend to use this power to include the bodies identified at 

paragraphs 22-24 in respect of section 8.  Flexibility is required for consistency with the orders 

made under sections 8 and 17.  This power is also required to allow for consequential changes to 

be made if any of the persons identified in section 19(3) undergo changes of name. 

Choice of procedure 
33. Orders made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate given the need for flexibility and the limited nature of the enabling power, which 

simply enables the specification of other persons who will provide information to the CBU, (and 

all such information will be made available to the individual under consideration for listing). 

Section 25 – Application for removal from list

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution  

Provision
34. Section 25 gives the listed individual the power to apply to the sheriff for a review of 

their listing.  Such an application is only competent if the individual has not made an application 

within a prescribed time period or if the individual’s circumstances have changed.  Subsection 

3(a) allows Ministers to identify the period for which an individual must have been listed prior to 

them applying for removal from the list.   

Reason for taking power 
35. The Scottish Ministers’ intention is to reproduce the policy effect of provision made at 

section 14 of the 2003 Act, taking account of the complexities arising from considering historic 
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offences.  (Section 14 of the 2003 Act does not work for circumstances where an individual is 

listed because of an historic offence, i.e. occurring well before commencement, because it ties 

the appeal period to the date of conviction or release from prison.) 

36. This power may be used to prescribe different timeframes between listing and application 

for removal from the list for different individuals depending on their circumstances e.g. their age 

at the time of listing and the reason for their initial listing.  For example, individuals aged under 

18 at the time of listing may be entitled to appeal after just five years and those who were over 

18 may have to wait 10 years before making an appeal (if there are no changes of circumstance).   

37. Flexibility is required in order to make provision consistent with the Safeguarding 

Vulnerable Groups Bill and to connect with other regulations.  For example, it may be desirable 

to specify shorter time periods for individuals whose inclusion on the list was automatic through 

the order made under section 14(3). 

Choice of procedure 
38. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered to offer an 

appropriate balance between speed, flexibility and the ability to ensure consistency with the UK 

Bill on the one hand, and the need for scrutiny for a provision of this nature. In addition the 

power is clearly limited to the specification of time periods for different circumstances and is 

essentially consequential to the principle of applications for removal from the lists which, itself, 

is provided for in the primary legislation.   

Section 29 – Notice of listing etc.

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by Statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution  

Provision
39. Section 29 requires the Scottish Ministers to notify the individual, all relevant employers 

and regulatory bodies where the individual: has been listed; is otherwise barred from undertaking 

regulated work; or is under consideration for listing.  Subsection (7) identifies the relevant 

regulatory bodies which must be notified and gives the Scottish Ministers the power to specify 

other such bodies in an order.

Reason for taking power 
40. The Scottish Ministers intend to use this power to extend the list of relevant regulatory 

bodies to include those specified by orders made under section 8 (see paras 22-24 above).  

Flexibility is required for consistency with the orders made under sections 8, 17 and 19.  This 

power is also required to allow for consequential changes to be made if any of the persons 

identified in section 29(6) undergo changes of name. 
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Choice of procedure 
41. Orders made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate given the need for flexibility and the limited nature of the enabling power which 

simply enables the specification of other persons who must receive notice of listing. This is a 

logical extension of the current policy as set out in the primary legislation.  Negative resolution 

procedure also ensures consistency with sections 8, 17 and 19. 

Section 30 – Relevant inquiries

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
42. This section sets out the inquiries that are deemed relevant under section 13 and is a 

reproduction of section 6(6) of the 2003 Act.  Subsection 2(c) gives the Scottish Ministers the 

power for Ministers to extend the definition of relevant inquiries.

Reason for taking power 
43. There is no immediate intention to use this order-making power but the flexibility is 

important to cover inquiries which are not specifically mentioned in subsection (2) or if changes 

are made to Westminster legislation concerning inquiries. 

Choice of procedure 
44. Orders made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate because any order made under this power will simply specify other types of inquiry 

similar to those already specified in section 30(2) and will constitute a logical extension of 

current policy, the principle of which is set out in the primary legislation. 

Section 31 – Offences against children and protected adults

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure:  Affirmative procedure 

Provision
45. Section 31(1) defines "relevant offence", "offence against a child" and "offence against a 

protected adult" for the purposes of Part 1.  Section 31(2) provides the Scottish Ministers with an 

order-making power to amend these definitions.   

Reason for taking power 
46. Flexibility is required to modify the relevant offences at schedule 1 to take account of the 

creation of new offences in future.  Schedule 1 to this Bill replicates schedule 1 to the 2003 Act, 

updated to include new offences created by the Protection of Children and Prevention of Section 
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Offences (Scotland) Act 2005 and some other offences under the Civic Government (Scotland) 

Act 1982 and the Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act 2000.  The 2003 Act includes a similar 

power to do this at section 10(10) which, in the absence of this Bill, would have been used to 

affect these changes.

47. The power to amend the definition of "offence against a protected adult" might be used to 

clarify it, if the courts have difficulty in identifying when such offences have taken place.  (The 

fact that an adult is a protected adult is not necessarily easy to identify, especially when the adult 

is away from the care setting which defines him as a protected adult.) 

Choice of procedure 
48. Such an order will be subject to affirmative procedure.  This is appropriate in respect of 

"relevant offence" because it leads to automatic listing and the reasoning follows that given in 

respect of section 14.  It is also appropriate for the definition of the other offences because such a 

power could be used to radically change the power of the courts to refer an individual for listing.  

This is a significant power and this power should be subject to the level of parliamentary 

scrutiny that the affirmative procedure provides. 

Section 32 – Duty to notify certain changes

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
49. This section makes it an offence for an individual included on either list to fail to notify 

the Central Barring Unit that they have changed name, address or gender within 1 month of these 

changes taking effect.  Section 32(1)(c) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe any 

other change in circumstance that must be provided by scheme members.   

Reason for taking power 
50. There is no immediate intention to use this power but it provides flexibility to respond to 

future developments in means of confirming identity or location.   

Choice of procedure 
51. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the technical nature of any regulations which may be made under this 

power and given that the content of any such regulations will be within the detailed legislative 

framework of notifying certain changes in circumstances, which is established in the primary 

legislation.
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Section 37 – Police access to lists

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
52. This section requires the Scottish Ministers to make information from the children’s list 

or adults’ list available to chief constables of police forces for the purpose of preventing or 

detecting crime.  The information which must be provided will be prescribed in regulations. 

Reason for taking power 
53. As well as providing police with names of people included on the list(s) for the purposes 

of preventing and detecting crime, the Scottish Ministers believe that the police need additional 

information to satisfy themselves of the identity of the person about whom they are enquiring.  

The information that will be prescribed is likely to be the full name, date and place of birth, and 

current address of the person included on the list(s). 

54. Flexibility is required to respond to any changes to the information stored on the lists, in 

particular for consistency with regulations made under section 39(1)(a).  It is also important to be 

able to respond to developments in policing and subject identification. 

Choice of procedure 
55. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the technical nature of these regulations and the limited information which 

is stored on the lists.  (By far the most sensitive piece of information is the fact that the 

individual is listed; the other information merely confirms identity.)  The regulations will 

provide that a subset of the information contained in the lists, as provided for in regulations 

under section 39, will be provided to the police and this allows for implementation of the 

principle of police access to the lists, which is provided for in the primary legislation. 

Section 39 – Power to regulate procedure

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations  

Parliamentary procedure:  Negative resolution 

Provision
56. Section 39(1) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to make regulations about 

information included in, and maintenance of, the lists and procedures to be followed in relation 

to any decision which the Scottish Ministers take in respect of them. 

Reason for taking power 
57. The power at section 39(1)(a) will be used by the Scottish Ministers to clarify the identity 

information which will be stored on the lists so that listing is unambiguously connected with the 
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right individual.  It is likely that the following information which is routinely collected under the 

2003 Act will be specified: 

ID (unique case reference number) 

Surname 

Forename 

Middle name 

Title

Date of Birth 

NI Number 

Listing Status 

Address

Date of address 

58. Additionally, changes of name, address or gender notified under section 32 will be 

recorded.  Flexibility is required to respond to changes in information used to confirm identity 

and changes to the information notified under section 32. 

59. Section 39(1)(b) may be used to specify how the information on the list is properly kept 

up-to-date.  Provision here needs to be flexible to respond to lessons learned from the practical 

operation of the lists over a period of time. 

60. Section 39(1)(c) provides the Scottish Ministers with powers to prescribe procedures for 

determining an individual’s unsuitability to work with children and/or protected adults.  This 

provision is broadly equivalent to the powers at section 8 of the 2003 Act and will be used to 

make regulations similar to the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 Determination 

Regulations 2004 (S.S.I. No. 523).  The new regulations will need to take account of the 

complexity of two lists and the transfer of cases between them at various stages in the procedure.  

Subordinate legislation is appropriate given the likely length and level of detail required for these 

provisions.

Choice of procedure 
61. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate given the technical nature of these provisions and the fact that they implement 

detailed policy and procedure within the framework of the Bill. In addition, the more significant 

aspects of the operation of the lists are set out in the primary legislation while the regulations 

will cover the maintenance of the lists and the procedures by which decisions are made under the 

Bill, rather than the substantive decisions themselves.  It may also be necessary to make minor 

and technical changes to these regulations from time to time. These regulations will reflect the 

Determination Regulations under the 2003 Act which were also subject to negative resolution 

procedure.
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PART 2: VETTING AND DISCLOSURE 

Section 46 – Vetting information

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative Resolution 

Provision
62. This section sets out what constitutes vetting information.  Section 46(1)(d) provides a 

power for the Scottish Ministers to prescribe information as vetting information.   

Reason for taking power 
63. This power will be used to prescribe certain information held, for example, by regulatory 

bodies and local authorities.  For example, registration or de-registration with the General 

Teaching Council for Scotland will be vetting information as would certain information held by 

local authorities in relation to child protection.  The professional regulatory bodies holding 

prescribed information will be the same as those identified at paragraphs 22-24 in respect of 

section 8.  Subordinate legislation is appropriate because the precise information which 

constitutes vetting information from these bodies, and local authorities, has yet to be identified 

and will anyway evolve over time. 

Choice of procedure 
64. Orders made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the need to make regular, technical changes as the types of information 

evolve.  This procedure is considered to offer an appropriate balance between speed and 

flexibility on the one hand and the need for scrutiny for a provision of this nature.  The principle 

of vetting information, and the use to which it will be put in relation to a scheme member, is 

provided for in the primary legislation. Indeed the content of vetting information is specified at 

section 46(1)(a)-(c) and that prescribed under subsection (1)(d) will implement detailed policy 

while reflecting the framework already provided for in the Bill. 

Section 47 – Duty to notify certain changes

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
65. This section makes it an offence for a scheme member to fail to notify the Central 

Barring Unit that they have changed name, address or gender within 3 months of these changes 

taking effect.  Section 47(1)(c) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe any other 

change in circumstance that must be provided by scheme members.   
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Reason for taking power 
66. There is no immediate intention to use this power but it provides flexibility to respond to 

future developments in means of confirming identity or location.   

Choice of procedure 
67. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the technical nature of any regulations which may be made under this 

power and given that the content of any such regulations will be within the detailed legislative 

framework of notifying certain changes in circumstances which is established in the primary 

legislation.

Section 54 - Disclosure restrictions

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
68. Section 54(1) provides the Scottish Ministers with the flexibility to limit the content of 

scheme records and to exclude from the disclosure of a scheme record certain types of 

information which may be contained on it.   

Reason for taking power 
69. This power enables the Scottish Ministers to keep sensitive information on the scheme 

record without disclosing it to employers.  (It would, of course, have to be disclosed to the 

individual as part of any consideration for listing).  This power is expected to be used in 

conjunction with that at section 46(1)(d), where information revealed may be relevant to a listing 

decision but not for employers.  The power can therefore be used for the protection of 

individuals so that sensitive information on the scheme record will not be disclosed to 

employers.  Subordinate legislation is necessary to provide flexibility in conjunction with section 

46 and the ability to respond to developments in the type or sensitivity of information which is 

counted as vetting information. 

Choice of procedure 
70. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate for the same reasons as for section 46 (see paragraph 64 above). 
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Section 60 – Power to use fingerprints to check applicant’s identity

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
71. The Scottish Ministers (as Disclosure Scotland) may require a person seeking to join the 

scheme to provide them with fingerprints for the purpose of confirming their identity.  Section 

60(2) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe how and where fingerprints may be 

taken. Section 60(2) gives them the power to prescribe who must destroy any such fingerprints 

and the circumstances in which they must be destroyed. 

Reason for taking power 
72. Fingerprints will be used only in those cases where the other information provided by the 

applicant and separately gathered by the Scottish Ministers is not sufficient to satisfy Ministers 

of the applicant’s identity, and where that doubt causes Ministers to believe that the applicant 

might have a criminal conviction.  The power will be used to set out the circumstances in which 

the fingerprints will be taken, used, and destroyed. 

73. Following procedures similar to those in force under Part 5 of the Police Act 1997 it is 

intended that when fingerprints are required, the applicant will be invited to attend a police 

station and have their fingerprints taken by an employee of the police force.  These fingerprints 

will then be examined by a fingerprint officer and the result of the examination advised to the 

Scottish Ministers.  Once this has happened, the fingerprints will be destroyed and the subject 

will be entitled to witness their destruction or to have a certificate issued by the officer in charge 

of the police station where the prints were taken stating that the fingerprints have been destroyed. 

Choice of procedure 
74. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the technical nature of this provision and the fact that they implement 

detailed policy within the legislative framework set out in the primary legislation. The 

regulations will ensure that persons who must destroy any such fingerprints can be prescribed 

quickly given that this destruction is in the interests of the individual. 

75. The negative resolution procedure is also currently used in respect of regulations made 

under section 118(3) of the Police Act 1997 (see section 125 thereof for the procedure) and 

regulations made under section 60 of the Bill will be broadly similar to those made under the 

1997 Act: the Police Act 1997 (Criminal Records) (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (S.S.I. 2006/96) 

(see, in particular, regulation 16(5) thereof). 
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Section 61 – Power to use personal data to check applicant’s identity

Power Conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by:  Regulations made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative Resolution 

Provision
76. Section 61 gives the Scottish Ministers the power to use information held by: the UK 

Passport Agency; the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency; and the Department of Work and 

Pensions (National Insurance numbers) for the purposes of checking evidence of identity when 

processing an application for a scheme record or statement of barred status.  Section 61(2) gives 

the Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe other persons holding data.

Reason for taking power 
77. The Scottish Ministers have no immediate intention to use this power but it provides 

flexibility for interaction with any future identity card scheme, for example.  It also allows 

consequential changes to be made if Whitehall Departments change the arrangements for 

passports, driving licences or national insurance numbers. 

Choice of procedure 
78. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the technical nature of this provision and given the limited nature of the 

enabling power which simply provides for the prescribing of other personal data holders from 

whom the Scottish Ministers may use information. The use to which that information will be put 

is already detailed in the primary legislation. 

Section 65 – Unlawful disclosure: supplementary

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative Resolution 

Provision
79. This section applies to section 63 (unlawful disclosure of scheme records) and 64 

(unlawful requests for scheme records) and details the conditions in which information contained 

on a disclosure record, or the disclosure record itself, can be shared with persons other than the 

individual to whom the disclosure relates or the countersigning individual/organisation.  

Subsections (1)(f) and (3)(f) give the Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe the exempted 

questions (as defined in the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974) for which disclosure 

information can be disclosed.  Subsections (1)(g) and (3)(g) give the Scottish Ministers the 

power to prescribe other purposes or circumstances respectively for which disclosure 

information may be disclosed. 
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Reason for taking power 
80. Subsections (1)(f) and (3)(f) will be used to ensure that the Bill is consistent with the 

provisions of the 1974 Act.  Flexibility is required to be able to respond to changes to secondary 

legislation made under that Act.  Subsections (1)(g) and (3)(g) might be used to specify audit or 

monitoring purposes or to prescribe other purposes or circumstances that may come to light, with 

the benefit of usage, in which disclosure of the scheme records should be made lawful. 

Choice of procedure 
81. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the technical nature of these provisions and given that any prescribing will 

be excluding certain types of disclosure from the offence provisions, a principle which is already 

established in the Bill. Five different exclusions from the offence provisions are specifically 

provided for in subsections (1)(a)-(e) and (3)(a)-(e) and any regulations would therefore be an 

extension of the exclusions which are already detailed extensively in the primary legislation. 

Section 67 – Fees

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
82. This section provides the Scottish Ministers with a very flexible power to charge fees in 

respect of the scheme.  The Scottish Ministers could charge different levels of fee for joining the 

scheme, scheme records, short scheme records and statements of barred status.  Different levels 

of fee could be charged for the children’s workforce, the adults’ workforce and applications in 

respect of both workforces.  Fees can be charged as application fees or as an annual subscription.  

The power at subsection (2)(b) could be used to provide the free checks for volunteers in 

voluntary organisations.  (The alternative is for the fee to be charged and then explicitly 

reimbursed as now.)   

Reason for taking power 
83. The Scottish Ministers intend to make regulations distinguishing two levels of fee to be 

payable only when requesting a disclosure record (not for scheme membership itself).  A higher 

level of fee is likely to be payable for any scheme record and any statement of barred status 

issued on joining the scheme.  Short scheme records and subsequent statements of barred status 

are likely to attract a lower level of fee.  

Choice of procedure 
84. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in order to achieve the correct balance between being able to set and amend fees 

quickly, to take account of inflation for example, while ensuring appropriate parliamentary 

scrutiny of the levels of fees which will be payable for scheme records. Fees for criminal record 

certificates under the Police Act 1997 are similarly subject to negative resolution procedure 
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(sections 112, 113B and 125) so it is appropriate that the parliamentary procedure for fees 

regulations under the Bill should be consistent with this previous Act. 

Section 69 – Procedure

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative Resolution 

Provision
85. This section gives the Scottish Ministers the power to make regulations governing the 

administration of the scheme.  This power could be used, for example, to set the lifetime of 

scheme membership at 10 years.   

Reason for taking power 
86. The power at section 69(2)(b) is expected to be used to enable online disclosure requests.  

For example, the individual might log on to the Disclosure Scotland website using their own 

password to begin the process of a disclosure request and generate a 16 digit PIN which they 

pass to the employer to authorise the employer to have once-only access to the disclosure 

information.  This provision would allow the Scottish Ministers to specify that a 16 digit PIN 

generated by a scheme member constituted a request by the member as required by Condition A 

section 52. 

Choice of procedure 
87. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament. The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate given that the power is to make further administrative, operational and procedural 

provision in relation to the functioning of the Scheme. This provision will be used in the context 

of implementing the workings of the scheme, the substance of which is provided for in the 

primary legislation. Negative resolution procedure achieves an appropriate balance between 

flexibility, especially given the need to respond speedily to technological developments and 

changes in IT systems in this area, and the need for parliamentary scrutiny. 

PART 3: SHARING CHILD PROTECTION INFORMATION 

Section 80 – Relevant persons

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
88. Part 3 places a number of duties on relevant persons in respect of child protection 

information.  Section 80 defines the meaning of relevant persons and gives the Scottish Ministers 

the power to extend the definition of relevant persons.   
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Reason for taking power 
89. The Scottish Ministers may use this power to roll out the duties to other public bodies in 

Scotland and to ensure that references to the relevant persons already specified in section 80 

remain accurate and up-to-date. 

Choice of procedure 
90. Orders made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the limited nature of the enabling power (the specification of other 

persons who will be under duties with regard to sharing child protection information). Given that 

13 relevant persons are already listed in section 80 the scope of this provision can be clearly 

ascertained and any orders made would be within the legislative framework already provided for 

in the primary legislation. There is also a need for flexibility if consequential changes are 

required following any changes in the structure of the relevant persons already specified in 

section 80. 

Section 81 – Enforcement

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Orders made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure:  Negative resolution/affirmative if it amends an Act 

Provision
91. This section gives Scottish Ministers the order-making power to make further 

supplementary, incidental or consequential provisions to ensure that relevant persons comply 

with the duties imposed by Part 3.  Such orders made under this section may modify any 

enactment, instrument or documents. 

Reason for taking power 

92. The Scottish Ministers may use the power to put in place measures to ensure compliance 

with duties imposed by part 3.  The duties apply to public bodies or to bodies subject to a defined 

regulatory regime such as care service providers.  Specific measures to ensure compliance may 

not therefore be necessary.  However,  the duties are new and it may be that with the benefit of 

experience that further provision is deemed necessary to ensure that relevant persons comply 

properly and fully with the duties imposed upon them. As a matter of practicality, it is difficult to 

anticipate the extent of any such provision that may be required before the relevant persons have 

built up some experience of fulfilling these duties. Given the importance of this duty – sharing 

child protection information – it is essential that the Bill can provide mechanisms to cover 

unforeseen circumstances.  This order power ensures that such provision can be made without 

requiring further primary legislation.  The power may also be used in the event that Scottish 

Ministers add to those falling within the scope of the duties any person or type of person who is 

not a public body or a body subject to a regulatory regime which is considered insufficient to 

ensure such compliance.   
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Choice of Procedure 

93. Any such orders will be subject to affirmative procedure.  This is appropriate given the 

potentially wide scope of this power and because of the ability to amend primary legislation by 

order.  This is a significant power and, therefore, should be subject to the level of parliamentary 

scrutiny that the affirmative procedure provides. 

PART 4: AMENDMENT OF PART 5 OF THE POLICE ACT 1997 

Section 82 – Information in criminal conviction and record certificates

Changes to sections 112, 113A, 119 and 119A of the 1997 Act 

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
94. Section 82(2)(d) gives the Scottish Ministers a power (in the 1997 Act) to prescribe civil 

orders that should be included routinely on standard and enhanced certificates.

Reason for taking power 
95. The Scottish Ministers intend to use this power to include Sexual Offences Prevention 

Orders and, Risk of Sexual Harm Orders in the first instance.  (Notification requirements under 

Part 2 of the Sexual Offences Act 2003 are included by virtue of provision at section 82(2)(a).)  

Chief Constables will retain the discretion to disclose information about other civil orders on 

enhanced certificates (which will continue to be available for purposes other than regulated 

work). The power is necessary to ensure that relevant matters included in criminal record 

certificates under Part 5 of the Police Act 1997 can remain up-to-date by making consequential 

provision for any changes in types of relevant court orders. 

Choice of procedure 

96. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate given that this corresponds with the procedure used for section 113A of the Police 

Act 1997.  The regulations will concern the detailed implementation and meaning of “relevant 

matter” which is already specified within section 113A. 
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Section 84 – Payment of fee for information from certain police forces

New  section 125A of the 1997 Act and changes to various sections 

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
97. This section amends Part 5 of the Police Act 1997 to allow Scottish Ministers to make a 

payment to certain police forces when requests are made to police forces under section 113B of 

the 1997 Act.  The power was omitted when Part 5 was amended by the Serious Organised 

Crime and Police Act 2005. 

Reason for taking power 
98. This power will allow Scottish Ministers to pay the prescribed bodies (usually the 

relevant police authority) for the States of Jersey Police Force; the salaried police force of the 

Island of Guernsey; the Isle of Man Constabulary; and a body with functions in any country or 

territory outside the British Islands which correspond to those of a police force in any part of the 

UK if the Scottish Ministers make a request to that force for information in connection with a 

criminal record check. The power will be exercised once to prescribe the 3 named forces above 

and once for any other force which is added by virtue of section 113B(10)(m) of the 1997 Act. 

Choice of procedure 
99. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate given that this corresponds with the procedure used generally in Part 5 of the Police 

Act 1997.  The regulations concern the prescribing of bodies to which the Scottish Ministers will 

pay fees for information and concern the detailed implementation of the criminal record 

certificate system which is already extensively set out in the Police Act 1997. 

Section 85 – Regulations about registration

New section 120ZB of the 1997 Act and changes to section 120 and 124A 

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
100. This section amends Part 5 of the Police Act 1997 to allow Scottish Ministers to make 

further registration requirements in respect of applicants or nominee to be registered person 

under section 120 of the 1997 Act. 

101. The Scottish Ministers have a number of powers at present to deal with registration under 

section 120.  They cannot, however, impose any control on the number of registered persons or 

their nominees in terms of the volume of applications that they countersign on an annual basis.  

The power will help Disclosure Scotland manage the day to day operation of the Part 5 Scheme 
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and also the Scheme being introduced by the Bill as registered person status under Part 5 impacts 

some aspects of how the new Scheme will operate.  

Reason for taking power 
102. The Scottish Ministers intend to use the powers created in the 1997 Act to set a lower 

limit of countersignatures in any one year.  If a registered person does not reach that limit, then 

the Scottish Ministers will have the option of removing that person’s name from the register.  

The use of this sanction will come within the scope of the existing appeals process. 

Choice of procedure 
103. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate given that the regulations will specify aspects of the detailed administrative and 

procedural operation of the registration system which is already specified in Part 5 of the Police 

Act 1997. 

PART 5: MEANING OF SCHOOL CARE ACCOMMODATION SERVICE 

Section 86 - Meaning of "school care accommodation service"

New sections 2(4), 2(4A) and 2(4B) of the 2001 Act 

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Regulations made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
104. Section 86 substitutes a new section 2(4) into the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 

("ROC").  Section 2(4) of ROC provides the definition of "school care accommodation service" 

for section 2(1)(c) of ROC.  A "school care accommodation service" broadly covers the 

provision of residential accommodation to a pupil by an education authority or the managers of 

an independent school in connection with the pupil’s attendance at school. The main purpose 

behind the substitution is to cater for situations where the school managers or an education 

authority make arrangements with an individual to provide the pupil with accommodation in the 

individual’s own home (see the new section 2(4A) of ROC in particular): in those circumstances, 

the service is to be regarded as being provided by the school managers/education authority (as 

the case may be) and therefore for the school/education authority to register the service and bear 

the registration fees (rather than the individual).

105. Section 2(4B) of ROC includes power to except services from the definition.

Reason for taking power 
106. The intention behind retaining the power is principally to cater for exceptions to the 

provision of accommodation by local authorities. Accommodation can be provided by local 

authorities to children and young adults under social welfare legislation (for example under the 

Children (Scotland) Act 1995 and the Social Work (Scotland) Act) as well as under education 
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legislation (e.g. boarding and hostel accommodation under sections 7 and 13 of the Education 

(Scotland) Act 1980), and it is not the current intention of the Scottish Ministers to regulate 

accommodation  provided principally for a social welfare purpose rather than education purpose 

as a school care accommodation service.

107. Given the various types of accommodation which may be provided under social welfare 

legislation and the changing nature of those services, it is considered that subordinate legislation 

is the most appropriate approach to carve out such accommodation due to the flexibility of such 

a power.  Such regulations will be by negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  

Choice of procedure 
108. Negative resolution procedure is appropriate in this instance. Given the variety and 

changing nature of the services, this procedure balances the need for flexibility and speed and the 

need for appropriate parliamentary scrutiny.  

PART 6: SUPPLEMENTARY AND GENERAL 

Section 87 – Transfer of Disclosure Scotland staff etc.

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
109. This section gives the Scottish Ministers the power to make an order to transfer into the 

Scottish Administration those employees of Strathclyde Joint Police Board employed at the 

Scottish Criminal Record Office who carry out the Scottish Ministers’ functions under Part 5 of 

the 1997 Act.  This will enable Disclosure Scotland to become part of the new executive agency. 

Reason for taking power 
110. The Scottish Ministers intend to exercise the power to specify a date on which the 

transfer will take place, and will state in the order either the names of the individuals affected by 

the order or use a recognisable means of describing them as a group so as to avoid uncertainty 

about who is affected.  The power allows Ministers to add other provisions about the transfer as 

they see fit. 

Choice of procedure 
111. Orders made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered to offer an 

appropriate balance between speed and flexibility when making staff transfer arrangements and 

the need for parliamentary scrutiny. It is also noted that similar order making powers for dealing 

with staff transfers in other ASPs have also been made under negative resolution procedure (see 

for example Housing (Scotland) Act 2001, sections 86 and 109).
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Section 88 – Power to give effect to the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution/affirmative if it amends in Act 

Provision
112. A vetting and barring scheme for England and Wales is being established through the 

Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill, currently before the House of Commons.  Section 88 

provides a power for the Scottish Ministers to make provision or modify any enactment in order 

to ensure that the scheme for England and Wales functions properly.   

Reason for taking power 
113. It is the Scottish Ministers’ intention that all necessary provision will be made through 

stage 2 amendments to this Bill.  However, given the complexities of this Bill and the 

importance of interaction with the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill, it may be necessary to 

make subsequent changes. 

Choice of procedure 
114. Such an order will be subject to affirmative procedure if it amends primary legislation.  It 

is appropriate that such an order should be subject to the higher level of parliamentary scrutiny 

provided by affirmative procedure in that case.  If the order does not amend primary legislation 

then it will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  

PART 7: INTERPRETATION 

Section 92 – Meaning of references to being barred from regulatory work

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
115. Section 92 sets out the lists in other jurisdictions which result in being barred from 

regulated work in Scotland.  Subsections (1) and (2) mean that being listed in the equivalent list 

in England, Wales or Northern Ireland, will result in being barred from regulated work with 

children and adults, respectively, in Scotland.  Subsections (3) and (4) give the Scottish Ministers 

an order-making power to regard any other list abroad as being equivalent and leading to being 

barred from regulated work in Scotland.  Obviously, the Scottish Ministers would require to be 

satisfied that the procedures for determination, appeal etc in the foreign jurisdiction were 

satisfactory before making any such order.  Subsections (5) and (6) make allowance for 

developments in England, Wales or Northern Ireland and enable the lists in subsections (1) and 

(2) to be updated accordingly.
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Reasons for taking power 

116. The Scottish Ministers have no immediate intention to exercise these powers but will do 

so as necessary with respect to changes to the lists in England, Wales or Northern Ireland.  There 

is no immediate prospect of recognising any lists in foreign jurisdictions as equivalent.

Choice of procedure 
117. Orders made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the need to ensure that references to the other UK lists remain up-to-date 

which is essentially a technical change. The powers in subsections (3) and (4) are potentially 

wider but again would involve specifying a non-UK list as corresponding to being barred in 

Scotland, which is implementing a principle already provided for in the primary legislation. 

Negative resolution in this instance will balance speed and flexibility with the need for 

parliamentary scrutiny.

Section 94 – Meaning of protected adult

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative procedure for s94(1)(b) /affirmative for s94(2) 

Provision
118. This section defines a "protected adult" as an individual aged 16 or over who is provided 

with (and thus receives) a type of care and support service.  A person becomes a “protected 

adult” when provided with certain care and support services as listed at sub-section (1)(a), (b) or 

(c).  Section 94(1)(b) allows for the Scottish Ministers to prescribe healthcare relates services.  

Section 94(2) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to amend the definition of "protected adult" 

as they think appropriate. 

Reason for taking power 
119. The care and support services listed at sub-section (1)(a), (b) and (c) are those which are 

presently regulated by the Care Commission, or are services provided by the NHS or 

independent medical providers, or by local authorities in the course of meeting their statutory 

obligations to provide care to those in need.  In relation to those services mentioned in 94(1)(b), 

the key requirement is to capture those services which involve delivery of care and support to 

adults.  There is a clear policy intention to achieve a proportionate balance in scheme coverage 

and it is not intended therefore that every aspect of an NHS or independent healthcare provider’s 

service should be brought within the ambit of the scheme i.e. staff solely involved in research, or 

delivering IT or financial loan type functions.  As the way NHS services are being delivered 

continues to develop, the intention is to prescribe in regulations only those healthcare related 

services (e.g. provided by the NHS or by private clinics or agencies) mentioned in 94(1)(b) 

which deliver care and support.

120. Moreover, as the type and nature of care and support services, and those who provide and 

deliver these, continues to adapt as more innovative and flexible care packages are designed, it 
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will be necessary to keep under review these services, and to amend the categories at 94(1)(a) 

and (c) where necessary to ensure protection.  

121. This provides the Scottish Ministers with the flexibility to ensure that, where such change 

is necessary and appropriate, protection can be afforded to protected adults expeditiously. 

Choice of procedure 
122. As regulations made section under 94(1)(b) may be lengthy and complex, in further 

implementation of the legislative framework provided for in section 94 itself, the negative 

procedure whereby the regulations are subject to annulment in pursuance of a resolution of the 

Scottish Parliament is considered appropriate.  As an order under section 94(2) can amend the 

definition of “protected adult” provided for in the primary legislation and may, consequently, 

have a wider impact on the way a particular service is affected, such orders will be subject to 

affirmative procedure. It is considered appropriate that this significant power should be subject 

to the higher level of parliamentary scrutiny provided by affirmative procedure. 

Section 96 – General interpretation

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
123. Section 96(1) gives the Scottish Ministers the power to define "care service provider", as 

used in Part 3 of the Bill re sharing child protection information, in an order. 

Reason for taking power 
124. In section 80 one of the relevant persons to whom the duties concerning sharing child 

protection information relates is “care service providers”. Section 96(1) states that this term 

means a person who provides a care service of a type specified by order so the power to define 

this term is necessary so it is certain as to who will be under the duties imposed by Part 3 of the 

Bill. The Scottish Ministers will consider which care services will be appropriate to attach the 

duties in Part 3 to, and this power is necessary to ensure that Part 3 can respond to changes and 

developments in types of care services provided. 

Choice of procedure 
125. Regulations made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the need to balance parliamentary scrutiny with the desirability of 

responding to changes in circumstances quickly and flexibly. The providers of the care services 

specified will be under the duties with regard to sharing child protection information that are 

already detailed in Part 3 of the Bill so this power is an extension of the legislative framework 

provided for in the primary legislation. 
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PART 8: FINAL PROVISIONS 

Section 97 – Ancillary provisions

Power conferred on:  Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary Procedure: Negative resolution (except affirmative resolution if it amends 

    an Act) 

Provision
126. Section 97 confers on the Scottish Ministers a power to make by order such 

supplementary, incidental, consequential, transitional, transitory or saving provision as they 

consider appropriate for the purposes of, or in connection with, or for the purposes of giving full 

effect to, any provision of the Bill. Section 97(2) ensures that the power extends to the 

modification of any enactment (including the Bill), instrument or document, although where that 

is done section 99(4) provides that the instrument will be subject to affirmative procedure.  The 

terms consequential, incidental, supplementary and transitional are not mutually exclusive; there 

is a significant degree of overlap. Incidental or supplementary provision might, for example, fill 

in detail which is consistent with the provisions of the Act but missing from it, or make changes, 

to other Acts, which represent the exercise of a choice brought about by the enabling Act and 

which are not necessarily a direct consequence of that Act. Transitional and transitory provision 

may be used to specifically assist the changeover from the state of the law before the Bill comes 

into force to the state of the law when it is fully in force, while savings provision may preserve 

the previous law in certain circumstances.   

Reason for taking power 
127. Any body of new law, especially given the complexity and scope of this legislation, gives 

rise to a need for a range of ancillary provisions. For example, minor adjustments to other 

statutes (e.g. the Police Act 1997) may be necessary.  Any minor amendments which are 

identified over the coming months will, where possible, be made through Executive amendment 

during stage 2. It is considered that the power to make such provision should extend to 

modifying enactments, including the Bill itself. Without the power to make such provision it 

may be necessary to return to the Parliament, through subsequent primary legislation, to deal 

with a matter that is clearly within the scope and policy objectives of the original Bill and that 

would not be an effective use of the Parliament’s or the Executive’s resources. 

128. It is expected that transitory and transitional provision (in addition to that provided for in 

section 40) will also be required to facilitate the transfer from the Protection of Children 

(Scotland) Act 2003 to this Bill. Flexible provision will be necessary to ensure that this can be 

achieved comprehensively and effectively. It is prudent to include this power, including the 

savings provision, to guard against the risk that any change in the law inadvertently leads to a 

situation where a person who is considered unsuitable to work with children under the 2003 Act 

avoids listing under this Bill and also to ensure that individuals are treated fairly during the 

transition from the existing law to the new law.  
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Choice of procedure 
129. Where an order changes primary legislation affirmative procedure is appropriate because 

of the higher level of parliamentary scrutiny involved. In any other situation, the negative 

procedure is considered appropriate for these powers. 

Section 100 – Commencement

Power conferred on:   Scottish Ministers 

Power exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: No parliamentary procedure 

Provision
130. Section 100(2) provides that the Scottish Ministers may by order appoint a day when the 

provisions of Parts 1 to 7 of the Bill shall come into force.  Such an order may appoint different 

days for different purposes and for different areas, as provided for by subsection (3).

Reason for taking power 
131. A large and significant measure such as this Bill will not come into force, in its entirety, 

on Royal Assent or indeed on a single day.  The Scottish Ministers’ policy objective is to make 

sure that the transition onto the scheme is manageable for individuals, employers, Disclosure 

Scotland and the Central Barring Unit.  With approximately one million people expected to be 

transferred to the scheme over three years, a mechanism will need to be found which moves 

people onto the scheme in a very even fashion.  The Scottish Ministers may wish to specify a 

month-by-month transition by workforce or geographic area in order to manage demand.  This 

will be the subject of further consultation in 2007.  Consequently, no commencement date is 

specified in the Bill as the Scottish Ministers are yet to determine when it would be appropriate 

to bring the substantive provisions of the Bill into force. 

Choice of procedure 
132. As is normal with commencement orders, no form of parliamentary procedure is 

required. The decision on when and to what extent the Bill is commenced is an administrative 

issue for Scottish Ministers.  

SCHEDULES

Schedule 2, Part 3, paragraph 14 - further education institutions

Power Conferred on: Scottish Ministers 

Power Exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Negative resolution 

Provision
133. Paragraphs 13-15 have expanded the reference to educational establishment in paragraph 

2 (c) in schedule 2 to the 2003 Act using the definition from the Education (Scotland) Act 1980.  

The provision has been modified to remove higher education institutions from the definition 

since, in many positions in higher education institutions there is little or no routine contact with 
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children.  Paragraph 14 provides the Scottish Ministers with a power to expand the definition of 

"further education institution".

Reason for taking power 
134. This power enables the Scottish Ministers to respond to further changes to the structure of 

either the legislation or the institutions involved in the provision of further and higher education 

in Scotland.  The Scottish Ministers only intend to use this power if it is necessary to do so to 

preserve the policy effect of the provisions in the Bill (e.g. if existing education institutions 

undergo changes of name). 

Choice of procedure 
135. Orders made under these provisions will be subject to annulment in pursuance of a 

resolution of the Scottish Parliament.  The negative resolution procedure is considered 

appropriate in view of the technical and administrative nature of this provision and the minor 

changes that would be effected by its use. 

Schedule 2, Part 5, paragraph 26 - power to amend schedule

Power Conferred on: Scottish Ministers 

Power Exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Affirmative procedure 

Provision
136. Schedule 2 to the Bill defines "regulated work with children".  Paragraph 26 gives the 

Scottish Ministers the power to modify schedule 2, reproducing the power at paragraph 13 of the 

2003 Act.

Reason for taking power 
137. The power is required to allow for the flexibility to respond to changes in the way in 

which services are provided to children.

Choice of procedure 
138. Such an order will be subject to affirmative procedure given that it can be used to modify 

primary legislation.  In addition it is appropriate because the power could be used to increase the 

scope of regulated work with children, with the effect of: (i) prompting more individuals to 

become scheme members; and (ii) excluding barred individuals from a wider range of positions. 

Affirmative resolution procedure was also used to modify schedule 2 to the 2003 Act.  
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Schedule 3, Part 5, paragraph 15 - power to amend schedule

Power Conferred on: Scottish Ministers 

Power Exercisable by: Order made by statutory instrument 

Parliamentary procedure: Affirmative procedure 

Provision
139. Schedule 3 to the Bill (read with section 94) defines "regulated work with adults".  

Paragraph 15 gives the Scottish Ministers the power to modify schedule 3.   

Reason for taking power 
140. The power is required to allow for the flexibility to respond to changes in the way in 

which services are provided to protected adults.

Choice of procedure 
141. Such an order will be subject to affirmative procedure given that it can be used to modify 

primary legislation.  In addition it is appropriate because the power could be used to increase the 

scope of regulated work with adults, with the effect of: (i) prompting more individuals to become 

scheme members; and (ii) excluding barred individuals from a wider range of positions. 
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ED/S2/06/R12 

SP Paper 702  Session 2 (2006) 

Education Committee 

12th Report, 2006 (Session 2) 

 Stage 1 Report on Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 

The Committee reports to the Parliament as follows— 

INTRODUCTION

1. The welfare and best interests of children and young people are the 
Education Committee’s paramount concern.

2. During the Committee’s lifetime, child protection has been central to its work. 
It has conducted an inquiry into the implementation of the It’s Everybody’s Job To 
Make Sure I’m Alright report, scrutinised the Joint Inspection of Children's Services 
and Inspection of Social Work Services (Scotland) Bill 2006 and responded to 
stakeholder concerns regarding the implementation of the Protection of Children 
(Scotland) Act 2003. These have all been components of the child protection 
agenda that has now culminated, at the very end of this parliamentary session, in 
the introduction of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill on 25 
September 2006. Under Rule 9.6.1, the Bill was referred by the Parliament to the 
Education Committee as lead committee. It is for the lead committee to consider 
and report on the general principles of the bill.

3. Prior to commenting in detail on the general principles of the Bill, the 
Committee believes it is important to set out its position on trends in society’s 
attitude to the protection of children and young people. Protection of children is, of 
course, vital, but it must not come at the expense of their welfare and their right to 
experience a rich and stimulating childhood. Achieving a balance between 
protection and enrichment is a challenge, but one that it is essential that we face. 
Interaction between children and adults is a necessary element of children and 
young people’s development. The Committee is concerned at the rapid growth of a 
culture that is increasingly characterised by the desire to eliminate all risk and the 
negative effect this may have on children. 

4. The Committee is clear that no single piece of legislation, no piece of 
guidance and no change in wider social culture will guarantee the safety of 
children and young people. Risk is inherent to life and learning about risk is an 
integral part of growing up. However, the Committee recognises that legislation is 
one part of the toolkit that can minimise risk. In considering this Bill, the Committee 
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kept the interests of children and young people in the widest sense first and 
foremost and been acutely aware of the need to balance protection with the need 
for a stimulating childhood in which children learn to form appropriate relationships 
with adults. 

5. In the conclusion of this report, the Committee will recommend that the 
Parliament supports the general principles of the Bill on the basis that, on 
reflection and in the longer term, the revised vetting and barring system should be 
an improvement on the existing system. 

6. The Committee recognises many of the concerns that have been expressed 
regarding Part 3 of the Bill and the inadequacy of consultation that has taken 
place, and recommends that it be withdrawn from the Bill and incorporated into 
proposed forthcoming legislation. This proposal is understood to have all-party 
support. This will allow fuller consultation to be conducted on the proposals. 

7. The Committee is also concerned that much of the detail of the operation of 
the proposed vetting and barring system will be left to subordinate legislation and 
guidance that has not yet been subject to full consultation. The Committee 
recommends that Stage 2 consideration of the Bill should not begin until 
stakeholders have had an opportunity to comment on drafts of the related 
subordinate legislation and guidance. 

8. In making these recommendations, the Committee fully accepts the 
importance of child protection and wants to see the creation of a new streamlined 
vetting and barring system. The Committee also accepts the importance of the 
principle of information sharing but considers that there needs to be greater 
discussion, consultation and debate over the detail of the practical implementation 
of Part 3 of the Bill.

DRIVERS FOR LEGISLATIVE CHANGE 

9. The Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill arises, in part, from 
recommendation 19 of the report1 of the inquiry set up by in 2004 by the UK Home 
Secretary David Blunkett MP, and led by Sir Michael Bichard, into the child 
protection procedures in Humberside Police and Cambridgeshire Constabulary, 
following the conviction of Ian Huntley for the murders of Jessica Chapman and 
Holly Wells in Soham, Cambridgeshire in 2003. 

10. Sir Michael’s report found that the inquiry ‘did find errors, omissions, failures 
and shortcomings which are deeply shocking. Taken together, these were so 
extensive that one cannot be confident that it was Huntley alone who “slipped 
through the net”’2.

11. Recommendation 19 of the report stated that— 

‘New arrangements should be introduced requiring those who wish to work 
with children, or vulnerable adults, to be registered. This register – perhaps 

                                           
1 The Bichard Report, The Stationery Office, 2004 http://www.bichardinquiry.org.uk/report/
2 Ibid.
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supported by a card or licence – would confirm that there is no known reason 
why an individual should not work with these client groups’.

12. The recommendations of the Bichard report were mainly directed towards 
England and Wales. However, Scottish Ministers indicated that they would ‘learn 
the lessons’ and ‘seek to streamline current systems and ensure there are no 
cross border loopholes across the UK that could be exploited by those who might 
do harm to vulnerable people’3.

13. In England and Wales, recommendation 19 of the Bichard inquiry was 
implemented by the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 which received 
Royal Assent on 8 November 2006. Implementation will take place in staged 
manner from 2007 with the majority of the new  systems required to support the 
scheme being put in place in autumn 2008. The English and Welsh Act differs 
from the Scottish Bill in that it places the responsibility on individuals to participate 
in the vetting and barring scheme. The Scottish Bill requires employers to satisfy 
themselves that their employees are not barred from working with children or 
protected adults and provides a mechanism, through the vetting and barring 
system, for them to do so. 

14. A consultation4 on the Scottish Executive’s proposals for a ‘Scottish Vetting 
and Barring scheme’ was announced in February 2006. The results of the 
consultation5 were published by the Scottish Executive in August 2006. The Bill 
takes forward the proposals. 

15. The provisions of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill will 
largely replace those contained within the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 
2003. The Act allows Scottish Ministers to set up the Disqualified from Working 
with Children List which came into operation on 10 January 2005. Section 11(3)(a) 
of the Act came into force on 11 April 2005. It is now an offence for an 
organisation knowingly to employ a person in a child care position, if that person is 
disqualified from working in such a position. Section 11(3)(b) has not yet been 
commenced. This section creates a new offence which organisations will commit if 
they fail to remove a disqualified individual from a child care position. This section 
has not been commenced because it raises the need for checks on existing staff 
and volunteers and is largely replaced by the provisions of the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill.

The Bill 

16. The Bill is divided into five parts. The Policy Memorandum6 accompanying 
the Bill notes that Parts 1 and 2 create the legislative framework for a new vetting 

                                           
3
 Scottish Executive. (2006) Protecting Vulnerable Groups: Scottish Vetting And Barring Scheme: 

Consultation Paper. Edinburgh. Scottish Executive. Available at:
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2006/02/07134454/0
4
 Consultation on Scottish Executive proposals for a new vetting and barring scheme for those 

working with children or vulnerable adults. Available at: 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2006/02/07134454/0
5
 George Street Research Report detailing the findings from the 'Protecting Vulnerable Groups: 

Scottish Vetting and Barring Scheme' consultation. Available at: 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2006/08/16155712/0
6
 Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, Policy Memorandum, SP-73-PM 
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and barring scheme, intended to ensure that people who are unsuitable do not 
gain access to children or protected adults through work. Part 1 establishes the 
lists of individuals unsuitable to work with children or protected adults. Part 2 
establishes the vetting arrangements for individuals working with children and/or 
protected adults. Part 3 makes provision for sharing information for child protection 
purposes, placing duties on relevant public bodies and organisations to disclose 
information when a child is at risk of harm. Part 4 makes a number of technical 
amendments to the Police Act 1997 to ensure the effective operation of Disclosure 
Scotland, including changes to the existing system consequential to the 
introduction of the new scheme. Part 5 makes minor amendments to the 
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001. Part 6 makes provision for the transfer of 
Disclosure Scotland staff to a new agency and provides a power to make provision 
consequential on the English and Welsh vetting and barring scheme.

Changes from the current system 
17. According to the Policy Memorandum, currently the vetting system operates 
through a disclosure certificate which individuals may obtain by applying to 
Disclosure Scotland. There are three types of disclosure - basic, standard and 
enhanced, all of which cost £20 to the individual, although this cost is sometimes 
met by employers. A basic disclosure only provides information on convictions that 
are unspent under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974. A standard disclosure 
provides details of both spent and unspent convictions and, where an individual is 
applying for a job to work with children, whether he or she is on the Disqualified 
from Working with Children List (DWCL). In an enhanced disclosure, in addition to 
the elements of a standard disclosure, the police have discretion to provide non-
conviction information they consider to be relevant to the position being in 
question.

18. One of the problems with the current arrangements is that disclosure checks 
are not dynamically updated, so can only be taken as accurate at the time they are 
issued. As a result, people who undergo a disclosure check when seeking 
employment or volunteering with one organisation often have to undergo another 
check when simultaneously or subsequently seeking employment or volunteering 
with another organisation.

19. The Bill’s proposals are intended to bring improvements to the current 
system. The Policy Memorandum states that—

‘This Bill is about keeping Scotland’s children safe from those who pose a 
danger when working with them, whether paid or unpaid, whilst reducing the 
bureaucracy for those that provide services to children (not least by making it 
simpler to apply for subsequent checks once a scheme member […]) Robust 
child protection systems support children’s engagement in learning, sport and 
leisure activities, and artistic activities, for example, which are so important in 
their development’7.

20. The Policy Memorandum goes on to note that the underpinning objectives of 
the vetting and barring provisions of the Bill are that— 

                                           
7
 Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, Policy Memorandum, SP-73-PM, paragraph 26, 

page 5 
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 people who are unsuitable do not gain access to children or protected 
adults through work; 

 people who become unsuitable are detected early and prevented from 
continuing to work, or seeking to work, with children or protected adults; 
and

 so far as practicable, the underlying processes minimise bureaucracy. 

21. In achieving these objectives and developing associated legislation, claims 
the Policy Memorandum, ‘careful consideration has been given to striking the right 
balance between protecting vulnerable groups and not unduly comprising the 
privacy rights of individuals or the rehabilitation of offenders’8.

THE COMMITTEE’S STAGE 1 PROCESS 

22. The Committee considered the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) 
Bill at its meetings on 15, 22 and 29 November 2006. It took oral evidence from a 
range of stakeholders, and held a ‘roundtable’ event involving representatives of 
voluntary sector organisations on 22 November. 

23. The Committee issued a call for written evidence, and received more than 50 
submissions.

24. Full details of the oral and written evidence received are contained in 
Annexes A and B. All the written evidence is available on the Scottish Parliament’s 
web-site9. After hearing evidence from the Minister on 29 November, the 
Committee wrote to the Scottish Executive seeking clarification of a number of 
points. This letter and the Scottish Executive’s response to it are included as 
Annexes C and D respectively. 

25. Reports were received from the Finance Committee and the Subordinate 
Legislation Committee. Those are attached at Annexe E and F respectively, and 
are referred to in the text of the report where appropriate. 

GENERAL VIEWS ON THE BILL 

26. This section of the report includes general points made by witnesses on the 
Bill. Where specific, detailed issues have been raised, these are considered in 
separate, dedicated sections of the report. 

27. The Bill was broadly welcomed by the local authority sector. The Convention 
of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA), the Association of Directors of Education 
(ADES) and the Association of Directors of Social Work (ADSW), in a joint 
submission, noted that they were, subject to a number of caveats which are 

                                           
8
 Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, Policy Memorandum, SP-73-PM, paragraph 31, 

page 6 
9
 Available at http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/committees/education/inquiries/pvg/ed06-

pvg-evid.htm 
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considered later in the report, ‘content with the spirit and intention of the bill,’10 and 
added that— 

‘[…] with some minor amendments to the words and clarification of how it will 
be implemented, this bill will result in a more cohesive, consistent and 
simplified approach to vetting and barring than the situation, which exists at 
present’11.

28. The COSLA/ADES/ADSW paper also stated that the organisations were 
‘reassured that multiple checks will be significantly reduced and there will be more 
consistency’12.

29. Only four individual local authorities responded to the call for evidence, 
(although two local authorities were heard in oral evidence, as well as professional 
organisations representing senior local authority employees) but they were broadly 
supportive of the Bill’s provisions, subject to certain caveats. 

30. The regulatory bodies responsible for registration of professional workers in 
the education, health and social work sectors were also broadly in support of the 
Bill although they all raised a number of specific concerns about particular 
provisions within the Bill. There were some general concerns over Part 3, under 
which certain public authorities and regulatory bodies will be under a duty to share 
information for the purpose of protecting a child from harm. 

31. Trades unions also recognised the need to enhance and improve the current 
disclosure system, although the Educational Institute of Scotland (EIS), in 
welcoming legislation which has been the consequence of reflection on evidence 
gained from several sources over time,’ commented that, ‘drafting major legislation 
in response to an individual case may not always result in the most effective 
means of addressing the issues which have arisen from this case or incident’13.

32. UNISON Scotland welcomed the Bill as, ‘a further step towards protecting the 
community and raising confidence in staff who work with these vulnerable 
groups’14.

33. In contrast, voluntary sector organisations representing children’s interests 
and providing services, together with Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and 
Young People (hereafter: the Children’s Commissioner) were largely critical of the 
Bill, some going as far as calling on the Committee to recommend to the 
Parliament that the general principles not be approved, and others calling for Part 
3 to be deleted. 

34. In the main, the voluntary sector perceived the provisions of the Bill as being 
disproportionate to the risks faced by children. They also considered that the Bill 
was too concerned with so-called ‘stranger danger,’ and diverted attention away 

                                           
10

 COSLA/ADES/ADSW, written submission to Education Committee in support of oral evidence 
11 Ibid
12 Ibid
13

 EIS, written submission to Education Committee in support of oral evidence 
14

 UNISON Scotland, written submission to Education Committee in support of oral evidence 
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from the fact that the greatest risk to children occurs in their own homes and that 
where harm is done it is most often at the hand of people who are known to them.  

35. Children in Scotland went as far as to say that— 

‘[…] even if the vetting and barring proposals had been the law of the land at 
the time of the Soham Murders, they would not have prevented the two girls 
in question from visiting the home of Ian Huntley’15.

36. The wider voluntary sector, for example, organisations promoting 
involvement in sport, music and the arts, also voiced major concerns over the 
costs of implementation of the new vetting and barring scheme. Currently the 
Scottish Executive meets the cost of checks for volunteers in the voluntary sector, 
but not for paid staff. The costs of checks for existing paid staff in the voluntary 
sector will therefore need to be met from within the sector’s own resources. 

37.  There are also concerns over the costs to the voluntary sector of 
administering the scheme, particularly for smaller organisations. 

38. Although the voluntary sector largely welcomed the ‘passporting’ proposals 
that would lead, to a large extent, to repeat disclosures no longer being required, 
overall the sector considered that the Bill’s proposals would lead to a diminution in 
the number of volunteers. 

39. Many of the voluntary sector organisations also expressed opposition to the 
provisions in Part 3 of the Bill, which impose duties on a range of organisations to 
share information. Some, notably Scottish Women’s Aid, expressed a fear that 
they would be obliged to share information which they felt would seriously 
compromise their ability to provide their core service. 

40. The remainder of the report considers the specific issues arising from the 
evidence received. 

Subordinate Legislation 

41. The Committee notes the comments of the Faculty of Advocates which 
states—

‘The Bill relates to a matter of great importance. The Parliament is the 
appropriate body to take decisions about the way in which this legislation is 
to work. It is a matter of concern that such a wide range of matters are to be 
left to the Ministers to determine’ and goes on to comment that ‘[…] the 
number and range of matters left to Ministers means that it is difficult to 
provide any conclusive advice as to whether or not the Bill will be effective’16.

42. The Committee shares this view and, irrespective of the Parliament's 
decision regarding the general principles of the Bill, believes that Stage 2 
consideration of the Bill should not begin until stakeholders have had an 

                                           
15

 Children in Scotland, written submission to Education Committee in support of oral evidence 
16

 Faculty of Advocates, written submission to Education Committee 
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opportunity to comment on drafts of the related subordinate legislation and 
guidance.

CONSIDERATION OF SPECIFIC ISSUES 

A proportionate response? 

43. There was a marked contrast between the views of local authorities, NHS 
boards, professional organisations and regulatory bodies who were generally in 
favour of the proposed vetting and barring scheme and voluntary sector 
organisations who generally opposed it.

44. The former were largely agreed that the Bill would, if passed, increase the 
degree of scrutiny both of those seeking jobs in the relevant sectors and of the 
existing workforce, and would make it less likely that unsuitable people would gain 
access to children and young people through employment. 

45. Carole Wilkinson of the Scottish Social Services Council (SSSC), for 
example, told the Committee— 

‘We are quite clear that the law needs to be improved. We are a relatively 
new regulator and in seeking to bring people on to the register, our 
experience is that there has not always been clarity around what information 
can be shared. As the previous witnesses said, there is concern among local 
authorities about the information that they can share with one another and 
with us. The bill provides an opportunity to make much clearer what 
information can be shared and to clarify some of the issues around data 
protection’17.

46. Trades unions were also generally in favour of the Bill, although a number of 
specific points were raised. UNISON told the Committee— 

‘[…] The bill is part of a wider package of measures, but that does not mean 
in any way that it is unnecessary. We think that it is necessary and we 
welcome it. 

We need to strike a balance. It is clear that protection of children and 
vulnerable adults is the paramount consideration, but we do not want 
miscarriages of justice that mean that staff who can and do make a valuable 
contribution to the care of children and vulnerable adults are blocked from 
doing such work when there is no good reason. The balance must be in 
favour of protecting the child or vulnerable adult, but we must recognise that 
point’18.

47. The police were also positive about the Bill. ACPOS told the Committee the 
Bill was— 

‘[…] a significant step towards improving public protection and specifically the 
protection of children and protected adults. The aim of the Bill is to prevent 

                                           
17

 Wilkinson, Official Report, Education Committee, 15 November 2006, column 3721 
18

 Watson, Official Report, Education Committee, 15 November 2006, column 3732 
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those who are unsuitable from gaining access to positions where they are 
able to cause harm to those who are least able to defend themselves. We 
know that many unsuitable individuals who would seek to gain this access 
are some of the most devious and dangerous and we must ensure that the 
proposals outlined in the Bill translate into real obstacles to this access‘19.

48. The voluntary sector, on the other hand, was more inclined to the view that 
the Bill represented a disproportionate response to the risk. The Scottish Council 
for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO), welcomed ‘[…] much of the PVG Bill, seeing 
it as potentially a vast improvement on the current POCSA regime. We are 
delighted, for example, at proposals under the new scheme for the ‘constant 
updating’ of disclosure checks and the option of subsequent nominal checks, 
hopefully reducing multiple checks in the sector. In addition we commend the 
Executive for retaining free volunteer checks under the new scheme’20.

49. Less  positively, SCVO went on to say— 

‘However, we believe there are significant problems with the Bill and the 
Financial Memorandum that could risk efforts to protect vulnerable groups in 
Scotland. Voluntary organisations are very often at the frontline of efforts to 
protect vulnerable groups, working to the benefit of children and adults 
across Scotland. If this legislation inhibits this voluntary activity, by diverting 
precious resources from frontline activity or by closing projects, groups or 
organisations, it will at the same time harm the vulnerable groups the Bill sets 
out to protect‘21.

50. The Scottish Parent Teacher Council went further, stating in its written 
submission—

‘This Bill builds on and takes further the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act, 
but our experience of that legislation is that it is disproportionate, takes no 
account of actual risk and applies to both low and high risk activities without 
discrimination. We accept that there is a need to be very vigilant when people 
are appointed to work in children’s homes and in situations where adults 
have a close, regular one-to-one relationship with children, particularly when 
the child is dependent on that adult for care. However, the same does not 
apply to the school based Mums who turn up to help several other parents 
run a disco for the pupils. We even know of a case where villagers 
responsible for managing the use of their village hall were required by the 
local authority to have enhanced disclosure checks. We are unaware of any 
case of abuse that has arisen out of such activities’22.

51. The view emerging from the voluntary sector in general, children’s 
organisations and the Children’s Commissioner during oral evidence was that the 
Bill should be rejected and there should be a debate on the future of child 
protection and a review of the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 

                                           
19

 ACPOS, written submission to Education Committee in support of oral evidence 
20

 SCVO, written submission to Education Committee in support of oral evidence 
21 Ibid
22

 SPTC, written submission to Education Committee in support of oral evidence 
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(POCSA). Any changes required could be achieved through amendment of 
POCSA.

52. Recommendation 19 of Sir Michael Bichard’s inquiry into the events 
surrounding the Soham murders is very clear, and although his report 
applied directly only to England and Wales, it is appropriate that the Scottish 
Executive introduces a Bill in parallel to the legislative developments which 
have taken place in England and Wales in response to the Bichard report. 
The Committee recognises that the vetting and barring scheme, which has 
emerged directly from Sir Michael Bichard’s recommendations, is required, 
and, despite the issues which are highlighted in this report, will improve on 
the current disclosure regime in a number of important ways. 

53. The Committee acknowledges that the impact of POCSA has not been 
fully audited, and that some of the changes required could be brought about 
by amendments to POCSA, as voluntary sector organisations have claimed. 
However, the Committee notes that not only would this require further 
primary legislation which would not be able to be passed in the current 
session of the Parliament, but that separate primary legislation would be 
required in order to provide for protection of vulnerable adults.

54. It is recognised by the Committee that, statistically, there is likely to be 
a greater risk of harm to children in their own homes and from people whom 
they know than there is from strangers. The Committee is conscious that 
heightened public anxiety about perceived danger to children has given rise 
to a highly risk averse culture which has reportedly led to many people no 
longer being prepared to volunteer. This has been compounded by the 
increasing use of litigation when accidents have occurred. The Committee 
regrets this, and believes it is important to put on record that although the 
protection of children and vulnerable adults is crucial, it is also important 
that children in particular have access to a range of opportunities for growth 
and development, and that the existence of such opportunities is, to a large 
extent, dependent on the existence of a viable group of adults who are 
prepared to take on the work required to deliver such opportunities. 

Impact on the voluntary sector and volunteering 

55. The Committee heard concerns from voluntary sector organisations that the 
Bill would have two major negative impacts on the sector. Firstly, the vetting and 
barring regime would discourage people from volunteering. Secondly the 
disclosure regime would impose unbearable administrative burdens on voluntary 
organisations, particularly smaller ones which may not have the capacity for 
adequate record keeping. Thirdly, there would be significant extra costs, because 
although the Scottish Executive has committed itself to meeting the cost of 
disclosure checks in respect of volunteer workers in the voluntary sector, there is 
no such commitment to meeting the cost of checks for paid staff. There would also 
be extra administrative costs arising from the implementation of the new regime. 

56. SCVO brokered written evidence from a ‘voluntary sector coalition’ of 39 
voluntary organisations, which noted that— 
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‘The voluntary sector desperately wants the new system to work to the 
benefit of children and ‘protected adults’ in Scotland, and we will 
enthusiastically work to make this happen’23.

57. However, the submission goes on to say— 

‘We in the voluntary sector are concerned that without a greater focus on its 
implementation, this legislation could reduce voluntary activity, and lead to a 
closure of voluntary groups and organisations working to the benefit of 
vulnerable groups’24.

58. The submission calls for, amongst other things, extra funding for training and 
awareness raising, a cap on the costs of disclosure checks for voluntary sector 
paid staff at £20 (although the Scottish Executive has already promised to meet 
the cost of checks for volunteer staff), a simplified administration process utilising 
computer technology and an ongoing review of arrangements. 

59. Other concerns raised by voluntary sector representatives included a lack of 
clarity over the extent to which ‘unconstituted’ organisations will be covered by the 
Bill’s provisions, and whether informal volunteers, for example parents helping on 
school trips, will require to be checked. 

Potential impact on volunteering 
60. The Scottish Council of the Scout Association, in its written submission to the 
Committee, was typical of some of the views received from the voluntary sector— 

‘There is, however, growing evidence that an increasing culture of litigation 
and blame seeking, compounded by an ever-growing compliance agenda, is 
beginning to deter adult voluntary involvement. Most pertinently here, the 
step change in administrative requirements and responsibilities arising from 
PoCSA has placed enormous strains on local volunteer resources and has 
additionally stretched the financial resources of national organisations. It is 
giving rise to calls for a level of paid administrative support for volunteers that 
voluntary youth organisations are in general unable to respond to’25.

61. The possible impact on volunteers was, however, played down by local 
authority witnesses. Lynn Townsend of the Association of Directors of Education 
(ADES) told the Committee— 

‘If we give out sufficient information and explanation, I do not think that 
volunteers and volunteer organisations will be put off by the bill’26.

62. This was backed up in oral evidence by COSLA, who said— 
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‘Similar concerns were raised when the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 
2003 was introduced. We have carried out a trawl of councils, which shows 
no evidence that the act has had a negative impact on volunteering’27.

63. The Committee considers that the voluntary sector is right to raise the 
question of the potential impact on people’s willingness to volunteer. 
However, the possibility of a reduction in the flow of volunteers must be 
balanced against the added security which it is hoped will be brought by the 
new vetting and barring scheme. Nevertheless, the Committee calls on the 
Scottish Executive to set out the steps it intends to take to address the 
concerns of the voluntary sector over the phasing-in time and cost 
implications to ensure that there continues to be an adequate supply of 
voluntary workers in Scotland. 

Financial impact on the voluntary sector and volunteering 
64. Currently the Scottish Executive pays for disclosure checks which are 
required for volunteers working in the voluntary sector, but not for paid staff. Under 
the Bill, this situation will continue, but there are likely to be additional costs for 
disclosure checks for the existing paid workforce in the voluntary sector, which will 
fall on either the voluntary organisation or on the staff themselves. SCVO, in its 
written evidence the Finance Committee, estimated that the new costs on the 
voluntary sector over the proposed three year phasing in period would be 
£3million.28 SCVO also estimated that training costs could be £1million, and the 
total extra administration cost over the phase in period could be up to £20million. 

65. The Scout Association Council told the Committee— 

‘[…] We estimate that the current cost to us in terms of staff time, IT support 
requirements and general administration would be between £40,000 and 
£50,000 per year. The financial memorandum does not show us the future 
impact of further access to online checking and so on. It is difficult for us to 
assess, but our costs are unlikely to go down. Those costs have to be met 
primarily from our youth members and volunteers because […] most of our 
income comes from membership subscriptions’29.

66. It is anticipated that voluntary staff (but not paid staff) in the voluntary sector 
will, as at present, have the disclosure fees paid for by Scottish Executive. 
However, it is understood that neither voluntary workers nor paid workers in the 
local authority sector will be paid for by the Scottish Executive. ADES told the 
Committee in oral evidence that this would be a problem for local authorities— 

‘[…] I would like volunteers in the statutory sector to be covered by the 
financial arrangements, particularly as we are trying to give volunteering a 
much higher profile and involve more of the community in voluntary work. I 
am thinking specifically of the not in education, employment or training 
strategies. We are trying to involve young people, who are often involved in 
volunteering through their local authority and statutory bodies. It would be a 
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financial burden for local authorities if they had to pay for young people's 
vetting’30.

67. The Policy Memorandum indicates that no decision has yet been taken as to 
the timeframe required for phase-in, although the financial memorandum has 
assumed a three year phase-in31. Clearly, a longer phase-in period will reduce the  
annual administrative impact on both the voluntary and local authority sectors and 
on Disclosure Scotland. The Deputy Minister for Education and Young People 
said—

‘The big worry has been that the requirement to conduct retrospective checks 
will mean that both the agency and individual groups will be faced all of a 
sudden with a huge surge in the number of checks. That will obviously 
depend to some extent on the group in question, but it will also depend on 
the period of time over which the scheme is phased in. The numbers will go 
down in proportion to the length of the timescale for carrying out retrospective 
checks, whether it is three, four or five years. There is no suggestion that we 
will introduce the scheme with a big bang—just like that—in one year and 
that a huge number of checks will suddenly land in the system. We do not 
envisage that the scheme will cause the voluntary sector or other people 
major administrative headaches beyond what is entailed in the current 
system’32.

68. The Committee recognises that enactment of the Bill will bring a 
significant number of challenges to the voluntary sector. It is also likely to 
bring significant added cost, both in terms of the additional cost of 
retrospective checking of the existing voluntary workforce, and in relation to 
the administration and record keeping systems which will require to be put 
in place in order for organisations to comply fully with the requirements that 
will be imposed by the Bill, if it is passed. 

69. The Committee recognises that smaller voluntary organisations may 
face the greatest challenges as a result of their limited administrative 
capacity. 

70. Voluntary work is important, both for those carrying it out and for 
those—often the most vulnerable and least influential in society—who 
depend on the services provided by the sector. Nevertheless, the Committee 
takes the view that it is essential that the voluntary sector is able to fully 
implement the provisions of the Bill, in order to ensure that the vulnerable 
people with whom the sector works receive the fullest possible protection.

71. National organisations like SCVO are clearly facing a period when their 
resources and skills are going to be tested in providing support to enable 
their member organisations to cope with the provisions of the Bill. At local 
levels, there are also opportunities for organisations like councils for 
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voluntary service to demonstrate their ability to support, in particular, 
smaller membership organisations.

72. The Committee calls on the Scottish Executive, before stage 2 of the 
Bill, to set out the steps it proposes to take to ensure that the voluntary 
sector is equipped to enable it to cope with the challenges ahead in relation 
to the implementation of the provisions of the Bill. The Committee also calls 
on the Scottish Executive to consider whether the resources it makes 
available to the voluntary sector need to be supplemented in any way in the 
short term to enable it to cope adequately with the proposed changes. 

73. The Committee also asks the Scottish Executive to consider further and 
set out in detail its thoughts on the timescale for bringing the existing 
workforce into the scheme. Clearly, the more slowly this is to happen, the 
less the impact on the voluntary sector is likely to be, but the risk of an 
unsuitable person continuing to work in the sector is correspondingly 
increased. There is therefore a balance to be struck between cost/impact 
and the time taken to implement fully the new scheme. 

Voluntary or mandatory scheme 

74. Under the Bill, membership of the vetting scheme will be voluntary. However, 
it will be an offence for any organisation to employ a person (whether in a paid or 
voluntary capacity) who is not a member of the scheme to carry out regulated 
work.  The only way for an employer to satisfy itself that a person is a scheme 
member, and not on one of the lists of those barred carrying out regulated work, 
will be to seek a disclosure check on the individual in question. 

75. It will also be an offence for a person to try to carry out regulated work while 
on a list of people barred from working with the relevant group. 

76. This is one of the differences between the Bill and the Safeguarding 
Vulnerable Groups Act 2006, which applies to England and Wales. The Act makes 
it compulsory for an individual to 'become subject to monitoring' before 
undertaking a regulated activity. It will be an offence for such an individual to 
participate in regulated activity. The Act also makes it an offence for organisations 
to employ listed individuals and for an employer to employ an individual who is not 
subject to monitoring. 

77. In practice, the fact that an organisational employer will be committing an 
offence if they employ someone who is not a scheme member to carry out 
regulated work means that, at least as far as organisational employers are 
concerned, the vetting and barring scheme is compulsory. ADES, ADSW and 
COSLA, in their written submission to the Committee, argued that it was— 

‘[…] disingenuous to imply that participation in the scheme is voluntary - by 
the end of the transitional period it will become impossible to work in the 
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sector without scheme membership, so effectively it is compulsory and this 
should be transparent from the outset’33.

78. It is understood that the Scottish Executive considered that it was not 
appropriate to create an offence to carry out regulated work when not in scheme 
membership, as anomalies surround whether or not a specific post involves 
regulated work. Placing the responsibility on the employer to satisfy himself that an 
employee or job applicant is a scheme member, therefore makes it easier to 
ensure that all employees and volunteers apply for scheme membership. 
However, it remains unclear why it was felt necessary to have different 
approaches in Scotland and England. 

79. One of the Committee’s concerns is to ensure that public authorities and 
voluntary organisations are helped to manage and reduce risk, so providing further 
reassurance to all of us that our children and other vulnerable individuals are 
protected from harm. However, the Committee is also concerned that the Bill does 
not inadvertently encourage further risk averse behaviour which could damage 
children’s welfare rather than keep them safe. The Committee considers that by 
making it an offence for organisations to employ a barred person rather than 
making it an offence for the individual, this could arguably have the effect of 
making organisations more risk averse in their practices. 

80. One of the possible disadvantages of this proposal is that people who may 
work with children or vulnerable adults as an individual contractor, for example 
musical tutors, may be able to avoid joining the scheme, as the individuals 
employing them, for example a child’s parent, would not be an organisational 
employer under the bill, and could therefore not be charged with the offence of 
employing someone barred from such work. Anyone providing such personal 
services should seek to become a scheme member, enabling them to be issued 
with a ‘statement of barred status’ which can be shown to parents or others paying 
for the service. It would be an offence for a person who was not a scheme 
member to try to carry out regulated work, whether the system’s success depends 
on the parents or those receiving the service being aware of the scheme in the first 
place.

81. The Committee considers that the proposals in the Bill in respect of 
individual contractors, service providers or suppliers are not wholly 
satisfactory. There is a greater possibility of subverting the system than is 
the case with organisational employees and this could potentially open up 
opportunities for unsuitable people to gain access to children and protected 
adults.

82. The Committee notes the Scottish Executive’s rationale for not making 
carrying out regulated work without being a scheme member an offence, but 
considers that insufficient work has been done to address the issues 
potentially arising from people carrying out work as individuals. 

83. The Committee therefore calls on the Scottish Executive to re-examine 
this question in advance of stage 2, so that the Parliament can be satisfied 
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that there are no potential loopholes in relation to individual workers. The 
Committee also calls on the Scottish Executive to reconsider whether it 
would be more appropriate to adopt the system proposed for England and 
Wales, where the responsibility for determining a potential employee’s 
barred status is place on the individual employee rather than the employer. 

Employees not directly employed by local authorities 

84.  The joint COSLA, ADES and ADSW submission raised an important point in 
relation to people carrying out regulated work under contract to local authorities, 
where those carrying out the work are not directly employed by the local 
authority—

‘The Committee may be aware of concerns raised regarding vetting 
arrangements for people working in contracted services, such as school 
transport or catering in PPP schools.  Paragraph 63 combined paragraph 52 
Condition C should be amended to allow councils and other public bodies to 
undertake vetting of individuals working in contracted services. The growth in 
direct payments, which will be further emphasised with the increasing 
personalisation of services coming from the Changing Lives agenda, will 
increase still further the numbers of people providing services on behalf of 
local authorities who are not directly employed by them. For consistency, to 
maximise the protection of vulnerable groups, and to ensure public 
confidence in the system and in our agencies, the responsibility for vetting 
ought to lie with the council, or other contracting agency, rather than the 
employer such as a bus company as applies under the existing legislation’34.

85. The Committee calls on the Scottish Executive to consider further the 
question of employees and volunteers working for third parties who are 
delivering local authority services whether under contract or some other 
arrangement, and to develop clear guidance to local authorities on what 
posts should be within the scheme.  

One list or two? 

86. The Bill as drafted provides for two separate lists—one of people barred from 
working with children and young people, and the other of people barred from 
working with protected adults. 

87. The Policy Memorandum notes that during consultation on the proposed Bill, 
opinion was mixed on the question of whether there should be one or two lists. 
Although, as the Policy Memorandum reports, there are arguments on both sides, 
the Scottish Ministers decided that, on balance, the arguments in favour of a two 
list approach were stronger. 

88. Opinion on this issue in evidence to the Committee was also divided. NHS 
Greater Glasgow and Clyde supported the proposal for two lists, noting— 
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‘The provision of separate lists for people undertaking regulated work with 
children or protected adults vetted through the Central Barring Unit is 
particularly useful, given the turn-over of staff through locum or temporary 
bank or agency work and the resultant difficulties in identifying barred 
individuals in relation to the regulated job for which they are applying. Also, 
the separate lists may result in a more focused and proportionate response in 
determining referrals to CBU and the decision to bar individuals, given that it 
will relate to a specific category of work. This, in turn, will encourage all 
groups to make use of the scheme without diluting the protection of 
individuals’35.

89. Stirling Council, on the other hand, argued— 

‘However, we have serious concerns at the Bill’s proposal of different lists for 
people barred from working with children or adults.  Employers require to be 
able to access both Social Services staff and increasingly Education and 
other support staff who work with families or individuals within a family 
setting.   We believe such a difference would be therefore unworkable. 

The proposed creation of two separate lists infers that a separate risk must 
be presented to both “groups” – adults and to children – before consideration 
of being barred from both.  Is there evidence that someone with the capacity 
to harm a child may restrict that to children only or vice versa?   We would 
suggest that robust risk management of services to vulnerable people of all 
ages, requires a holistic risk assessment of individuals who have substantial 
access to these individuals through their work’36.

90. Regulatory organisations also expressed some concern over the proposal for 
two lists. The General Teaching Council Scotland, for example stated— 

‘The Council accepts that there may be an ECHR issue in relation to 
combining the two lists together. GTC Scotland understands that as the 
Council’s workforce will only be working with children, disclosures would only 
give information about the children’s list. It is unthinkable that GTC Scotland 
could in practice unknowingly register an individual who is listed as 
unsuitable to work vulnerable adults. Notwithstanding that the Bill is 
concerned with regulated work and not contact, GTC Scotland would wish to 
press strongly that information is disclosed to the Council concerning both 
lists’37.

91. The General Medical Council went further, arguing— 

‘The existence of separate lists regarding children and protected adults is 
problematic. Under the standards set by us a person may be deemed 
unsuitable to work as a doctor because of their conduct towards any patient 
or person. It would appear to us that it is difficult to foresee the circumstances 
in which an individual may be barred from working with one group while 
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remaining able to work with the other. It is likely, of course, that many 
individuals will be included under both lists, but not all will be. We look 
forward to the consultation on how decisions about listing are made. If two 
lists are established then it will be important that regulators such as the GMC 
are made aware of an individual’s listing on either list, regardless of the 
apparent applicability or otherwise to their job role‘38.

92. The Committee notes that Disclosure Scotland’s work on this issue is 
ongoing.

93. The Committee accepts that the Scottish Executive had to make a 
decision on the question of one list or two, and accepts that it has decided 
that the arguments in favour of two lists are stronger. However, as the 
evidence from a number of organisations shows, there may be issues than 
still need to be resolved in the detailed operation of the lists. It is accepted 
that detailed operation is not a matter of general principle and that 
consultation on this has still to take place. Nevertheless, the Committee 
invites the Minister to respond to the points made in the evidence presented 
here.

Operation of new vetting system 

94. One of the policy objectives of the Bill, as set out in the Policy Memorandum, 
is, so far as possible, to minimise bureaucracy. One of the failures in the current 
system is that each disclosure only covers convictions and other information 
available before the date of the check. Should subsequent convictions take place, 
or other information become available, there is, at present, no system for dynamic 
updating. Consequently, each time the individual seeks work with a new employer, 
they are required to undergo a further check.

95. Under the new system, the need for repeat checks should be minimised, as 
the system will be dynamically updated with new information from the courts and 
police. This was welcomed by witnesses. 

96. However, it became apparent to members that the need for repeat checks 
may not be reduced as much as has been claimed. For example, in the case of a 
person who is already a scheme member taking up a position with a new 
employer, the new employer would be expected to request a ‘short scheme 
record.’ In many circumstances this would show no change from when the person 
joined the scheme. But in some circumstances, where there had been new 
information added, the short scheme record would only indicate that new 
information had been added, not what that information is. In such circumstances, 
the employer would probably then require to make a further request for a scheme 
record. In these circumstances, and to avoid delay, some employers may take the 
view that it is more straightforward to apply for a scheme record in the first place. 

97. A number of organisations, including the GTC, the GMC and the SSSC made 
this point. The GTC, for example, in its written evidence, stated— 
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‘[…] It is recognised that for registration purposes in the future it may be 
feasible for GTC Scotland to accept a full scheme record obtained previously 
for another post or position together with a fresh short scheme record. 
However it would be simpler and cheaper to make the full scheme record 
available on line to regulatory bodies under a password code system 
proposed for the on-line disclosure request. This would provide all the up-to-
date information instantly and hopefully at a greatly reduced cost to the 
scheme member in question’39.

98. A similar point was made by the GMC— 

‘Relying on a Scheme Record, which may only be updated every 10 years, 
may not provide adequate safeguards. The availability of Short Scheme 
Records does not fully address this problem as, if new vetting information 
has been added since the existing Scheme Record was issued, the 
organisation in question will then be required to obtain a full Scheme Record. 
This system is potentially complicated and time consuming. Organisations 
may find that in most cases the new information is less relevant to the role 
concerned. For example, minor road traffic offences or fixed penalty notices 
would generally be concluded by our Registrar at an early stage and not 
engage our procedures. The issuing of a Scheme Record to inform an 
organisation of this may not be the best use of resources. A more efficient 
system would be to allow certain organisations, including regulators, to have 
direct access to the information held by the CBU which would be included on 
a full Scheme Record’40.

99. The SSSC also noted that— 

‘All convictions are of interest to the SSSC even, depending on the 
circumstances, driving convictions. There is little point in knowing that there 
is new vetting information, if there is no mechanism for being told the content 
of the new information. This will mean for the purpose of registration with the 
SSSC, a Short Scheme Record would not be sufficient. […] In these 
circumstances the individual would require a Scheme Record. The Bill 
therefore does not address the current unsatisfactory situation where 
duplicate Disclosure Scotland checks can be required within a short 
period’41.

100. The Committee appreciates that there may not be a straightforward 
solution to this problem. Nevertheless, it considers that the proposals as 
currently set out in the Bill, while some improvement on the current 
situation, could do a lot more to speed up and simplify the process. The 
Committee therefore asks the Scottish Executive to look at this issue again, 
with particular reference to the suggestion that relevant employers could be 
given password protected access to full scheme records. 
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Definition of harm and inappropriate medical treatment 

101. Some concerns were raised in evidence about the definition of harm. The 
Faculty of Advocates argued that— 

‘In our view there requires to be some clarification of the definition of “harm”.  
Harm may not always be relevant for the purposes of the Act.  One reading 
of section 93 might suggest that if someone regularly smokes near a child 
they may have caused the child “harm”. Persons who have an obligation to 
refer matters require to have a clear understanding of the type of behaviour 
which merits referral. The citation of examples of “psychological harm” in 
subsection 93(1) (b) are likely to pose problems of interpretation. It is 
important, in our view, that the definition in section 93 should give clear 
guidance as to the kinds of situations which would constitute “harm”. It might 
be considered whether the definition of “harm” in the Protection of Children 
Act 2003 should simply be inserted here’42.

102. The Scottish Social Services Council in its submission noted— 

‘We have no difficulty with there being two lists and with individuals only 
being on one list. Our view is, however, that an individual listed on either list 
is not suitable for registration with the SSSC because they have been 
assessed as presenting a current risk to children and protected adults.

‘It is vital that the SSSC is informed of listing on either list even if the 
individual is registered with the SSSC as a worker whose functions relate to 
the other group. When a Scheme Record is sought for registration with the 
SSSC, both lists must be checked, notwithstanding the category for which 
registration is sought. The nature of social service work is that it is 
undertaken with individuals within their family and social context. Therefore, 
for example, an adult psychiatric worker will work with children of service 
users who suffer from mental ill health and a child care social worker will 
work with the adult members of the child’s family’43.

103. The Committee considers that the provision of updated vetting information on 
individuals is a key feature  of the new scheme and it will be essential to ensure a 
robust system of disseminating this information to all relevant organisations. 
Disclosure Scotland noted the importance of the exchange of information with all 
organisations, stating that— 

‘[…] the continual updating of the information is the new feature. Obviously, it 
is a bit more problematic, as we have to devise a way of ensuring that the 
central barring unit receives information when it changes on the police 
system’44.

104. This point was put to the Deputy Minister for Education and Young People, 
who, in a letter to the Committee, dismissed these concerns. He wrote— 
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‘The definition of “harm” in section 93 of the Bill is significantly more 
substantial than that in POCSA. The Executive does not consider that 
adopting the much briefer POCSA definition would assist in providing greater 
clarification to the meaning of “harm”.  […] The Executive considers that 
reading section 93 to include within “harm”, for the purposes of this Bill, the 
situation of an individual smoking near a child, would not be a reasonable 
interpretation of that section. In addition, any such interpretation would be 
likely to be disproportionate and possibly incompatible with ECHR and 
consequently the section would be unable to bear such a meaning’45.

105. The Committee also notes that there appears to be no definition in the Bill of 
“inappropriate medical treatment.” The Committee accepts that the intention is 
probably to cover inappropriate behaviour such as sedating children or 
protected adults in order to make caring for them easier or to have fewer 
staff on duty, but considers that there is a danger, in the ‘risk-averse’ culture 
referred to earlier in the report, that adults might, in some circumstances, be 
hesitant about giving first aid to a child in the fear that they might be 
accused of giving inappropriate medical treatment.

106. The Committee notes the Scottish Executive’s position on the definition 
of “harm”, but remains concerned that the lack of clarity over this may have 
an impact on people’s willingness to work with young people and protected 
adults, because of concerns that they may inadvertently cause harm.

Questions on work and posts covered by legislation 

107. Schedules 2 and 3 of the Bill set out details of regulated work, including 
activities, establishments and positions covered by the Bill, in the case of children 
and adults respectively. Under the Bill, the Scottish Ministers will have powers to 
modify these schedules as they think appropriate. 

108. Many of the submissions to the Committee argued that more clarity was 
required in respect of the type of work to be covered by the legislation, or that 
there were potential loopholes which would allow people to work in certain posts 
without the need for scheme membership.

109. The EIS, for example, points out46 that whilst Directors of Education are 
included at schedule 2, other senior education staff and quality improvement 
officers are not, although they are arguably more likely to come into contact with 
children.

110. In respect of the duty (in Part 3 of the Bill) to share child protection 
information, The Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health Scotland (RCPCH) 
notes that although health boards are included in the list of relevant bodies in 
section 80, general practitioners, who in many instances regard themselves as 
independent contractors, are not specifically listed. RCPCH goes on to state that 
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‘care may be needed to avoid this being used as a potential loophole to obstruct 
the appropriate sharing of information’47.

111. The Scottish Churches Committee, in its written submission, expressed 
serious concern over the fact that ministers of religion and priests will not be 
included within the scope of the scheme for protected adults.

112. The WRVS also expressed concern over the related point that its workers 
would not be scheme members because WRVS does not provide ‘regulated work’. 
Currently WRVS workers are subject to enhanced disclosure checks.

113. The examples above represent a small sample of the comments 
received on the general issues of work and posts covered by the scheme. 
The Committee considers that they raise fairly fundamental issues, and calls 
on the Scottish Executive to examine the specific questions raised, and the 
wider question of how to ensure that there as few loopholes as possible.  

114. The Committee also recognises the importance of ensuing that all 
agencies, whether public, private or voluntary, receive clear guidance 
regarding which posts or activities should be included within the scheme, in 
order to avoid unnecessary applications and the creation of unmanageable 
workloads for both the organisations and the vetting and barring agency. 

115. On a related point, the Subordinate Legislation Committee, in its report to the 
Committee noted that the proposed ministerial powers to modify schedules as 
ministers consider appropriate is ‘one of the most significant powers in the Bill’, 
and ‘unlimited.’ The Committee notes that the Scottish Executive disagrees that 
the power is unlimited, as any modifications must have sufficient similarity with the 
existing contents of the schedules.

116. Given some of the comments above, the Committee considers that it is 
probably appropriate for ministers to have this significant power, but it is 
also appropriate that the power is proposed to be subject to parliamentary 
affirmative procedure. 

‘Overlap’ in ages of children and adults 

117. A number of witnesses commented on the potential for confusion caused by 
the ‘overlap’ between adults and children in the Bill. Quarriers, for example, told 
the Committee in written evidence— 

‘There is potential for confusion caused by the overlap between a child under 
18 years old and a protected adult, aged 16 or over. For example, it is 
unclear to which list a worker should be referred if the person harmed, or at 
risk of harm, is 16 and or 17, and receiving services, ie they are both a child 
and a protected adult’48.

118. The Scottish Child Law Centre suggested that— 
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‘[…] there is confusion about the 16 to 18-year-old age group. If an adult is 
defined as someone who is over 16 and a child is defined as someone who is 
under 18, people who are aged 16 to 18 will be doubly protected’49.

119. Questioned on this issued by the Committee, the Deputy Minister for 
Education and Young people commented— 

‘The age of majority is the cause of a lot of discussion. The ages of 16, 17 
and 18 are used for all sorts of different things, probably because people do 
not suddenly grow up at the flick of a switch. The transition has to work with 
the types of organisation that we have to deal with. Again, we are more than 
happy to consider that issue afresh; it is not particularly a matter of principle 
for us. Rightly or wrongly, the decision was taken that there would be more 
advantage in fixing the age at 18 and keeping the overlap, because of the 
organisations that will be covered and that work on the fringes of different 
issues’50.

120. The Committee believes that there is scope for confusion in respect of 
this ‘overlap’ and that there may be a case for 16 year olds to be classed as 
adults. The Committee therefore calls on the Scottish Executive to consider 
this again with a view to clarifying the definitions of adults and children. 

Disclosure of information to regulatory bodies 

121. Some of the regulatory bodies, including the GMC, GTC and the SSSC, 
argued that it was vital that they were advised of any changes to the scheme 
record of an individual for whom they are responsible for registration

122. The Committee accepts that this is largely an operational matter, but 
asks the Minister to respond to the points raised by the regulatory bodies 
and whether the sharing of ‘soft’ intelligence with regulatory bodies has any 
unintended consequences relating to personal privacy and human rights. 

Foreign workers 

123. The Policy Memorandum notes that ‘work is underway to secure the 
exchange of conviction information between [EU] member states’51.

124. Children in Scotland, in its written submission to the Committee, noted— 

‘The question of foreign employees needs to be more thoroughly addressed 
if this system is to be meaningfully implemented, primarily because of the 
difficulty of gaining access to reliable, complete background information 
across international borders’52.
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125. In acknowledging a similar point, Dundee City Council, added that the vetting 
scheme information was only a part of the employer’s recruitment procedures— 

‘The employment of any person, from overseas or not, must rely on robust 
recruitment and selection procedures. The vetting and barring scheme and 
the checks that it will provide are one aspect of that. […] some people who 
may seek employment will come from states in which the checking 
procedures are not as effective and efficient as those in the United Kingdom. 
Large employers have to accept the evidence that is available via the 
scheme and the checking system as the best evidence available at the time, 
but we must ensure that our recruitment and selection procedures are robust 
enough to carry any deficiency that might exist in information coming from 
abroad’53.

126. More detail of the work being done in respect of vetting overseas workers  
was provided in oral evidence by Disclosure Scotland, who explained to the 
Committee—

‘When a foreign national […] is convicted in this country, the central UK 
notification unit notifies the […] authorities. Vice versa, if a Scot or UK 
resident offends abroad, we are notified. That scheme is to be extended to 
include intelligence and then to include employment disclosure. We are 
working with the EU. 

The Home Office has arranged for the Criminal Records Bureau, our sister 
organisation in England and Wales, to carry out inquiries with other countries. 
The CRB has identified the countries from outwith the EU from which people 
most commonly seek employment. It has found that we get a lot of people 
from Australia, the Philippines and certain other countries, and it has 
negotiated with the authorities in those countries to try to get access to 
conviction information for disclosure purposes’54.

127. The Committee welcomes the work that is going on to secure 
conviction information between EU member states and beyond. However the 
Committee remains concerned that, with the large number of workers 
entering Scotland from the EU accession states, there is a potential for 
unsuitable people to remain undetected. The Committee therefore calls on 
the Minister to set out, as far as possible, the steps being taken to minimise 
the risk of overseas workers not being identified as unsuitable for work with 
children or protected adults in Scotland. 

IT issues 

128. It seems clear to the Committee that if the proposed vetting and barring 
system is to work properly it will be heavily dependent on the IT systems put in 
place to support it. Although the current systems can presumably be built upon, 
the new system appears, on the face of it, to be a much more dynamic system 
with many more users. 
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129. Little information was available during stage 1 evidence taking on the status 
of the workstream to develop the required system. The Financial Memorandum 
commits a sum of £2m for IT development. The Committee questioned Brian 
Gorman of Disclosure Scotland on this. He said he was— 

‘not an IT expert so I do not really know whether £2 million is realistic, to be 
honest’55.

130. The Committee recognises that the development of the IT requirements 
is an issue beyond general principles, but nevertheless considers it so 
fundamental to the prospects of success of the proposals to be worthy of 
comment. Given recent history of IT procurement in the public sector, the 
Committee is slightly sceptical both about the £2m figure and the likelihood 
of a workable system being delivered in the required timescale. The 
Committee notes that the Finance Committee, in its report on the Financial 
Memorandum, was also ‘not convinced that the estimated costs will be 
sufficient’56.

131. The Committee therefore calls on the Scottish Executive to set out 
further details of the work being done to ensure that the required IT systems 
are in place and fit for purpose when required. 

Language

132. A number of witnesses raised the issue of the potential confusing term, 
‘statement of barred status,’ suggesting that to lay observers this might suggest 
that the holder is barred, when in fact the opposite is the case. 

133. The Committee calls on the Scottish Executive to consider whether a 
less ambiguous name can be found for the statement of barred status. 

Part 3: Duty to share child protection information 

134. The Committee notes that the provisions in Part 3 of the Bill do not form ‘part 
of the vetting and barring scheme, although, as the Policy Memorandum indicates, 
vetting information, information on a disclosure record and listing information could 
constitute child protection information for the purposes of this Part’57. The 
Committee also notes that these provisions have not been subjected to the same 
degree of consultation as the rest of the Bill, although the development of the 
proposals was informed by three stakeholder events held in June 2006.

135. The Committee also notes that Ministers plan to issue, following further 
consultation, a code of practice to be used in addition to the legislative framework 
provided by the Bill (if enacted).

136. This section of the Bill proved to be one of the most controversial. Generally 
speaking the statutory organisations and groupings involved in the field were 
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supportive of the provisions. Dr Helen Hammond of NHS Lothian, for example, told 
the Committee in oral evidence—

‘We particularly welcome part 3. To return to the needle in a haystack 
analogy, we regard part 3 as the way to find the needles without having to go 
through the entire haystack. It offers a better way to identify the children 
whom we need to help earlier, before the major crises evolve. As my 
colleague said, all the inquiries and critical incident reviews have shown us 
that we need to get better at sharing information.’ […] if we share information 
in the way that part 3 proposes, that will also help us to identify the adults 
who are a risk to children. Further, in many ways the intelligence that the 
police gather from inquiries and investigations into children's situations 
provides them with the ability to begin to identify those adults who are a 
danger to children in our communities. That goes back to that two-pronged 
approach to identifying people who are a danger’ 58.

137.  Allan Gunning of NHS Ayrshire and Arran added—

‘[…] If we can put in place effective information systems to make it easier for 
front-line staff to carry out their jobs in relation to the protection of children, 
that will be very much welcomed by front-line staff. That is probably where 
the emphasis should lie. There are many issues associated with part 3 of the 
bill that we might well come to, but the consistent messages that I get in 
feedback from front-line staff […] is that information systems are needed to 
make information sharing easier for people on the front line. If that direction 
of travel is supported by the bill, it will be very much welcomed within the 
NHS’59.

138. Part 3 was also broadly welcomed by COSLA and by the professional 
organisations representing directors of social work and education. Many 
organisations made the point that although legislation may be required to enable 
information sharing in the first place, barriers to information sharing are largely 
cultural, and need to be addressed through training and awareness raising, which 
is helped by the current integrated children’s services agenda. Donald MacKenzie  
of Dundee City Council told the Committee—

‘[…] In the jigsaw, the quality indicators framework and the standards 
framework are both emerging from the child protection reform programme, 
and there are multi-agency inspections by the services for children unit of Her 
Majesty's Inspectorate of Education. That work will have to be embedded 
within robust self-evaluation systems in local areas. The promotion of best 
practice must be one of our key responsibilities but, alongside that, some 
compulsion will be required to ensure that the information shared is 
appropriate. We have to be good at doing something with information once it 
has been shared’60.
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139. The General Medical Council, told the Committee that although it was ‘not 
against the principles or the notion of a duty’ it believed that the, ‘devil will be in the 
detail of the code of practice or the guidance that stems from the legislation’61.

140. From the voluntary sector, Children 1st and Children in Scotland, called on 
the Committee to recommend to the Parliament that it should not agree to the 
general principles of the Bill. Children 1st indicated that it firmly believed that the 
proposals on sharing information belong in different legislation, along with reforms 
to the children’s hearing system and other planned legislation stemming from the 
Getting it right for every child62 agenda. Children in Scotland, reporting that it was 
not opposed to information sharing argued that, ‘the issue is so important that we 
urge you to separate it out and ensure that it is done right, not quickly.’

141. Scottish Women’s Aid was concerned that it might be obliged under Part 3 to 
share information which might compromise its ability to provide services to women 
suffering domestic abuse— 

‘As we believe that the bill might have quite serious unintended 
consequences for many people who are in what is supposed to be a 
protected group, I must agree with my colleagues that part 3 should be 
deleted and its provisions subject to further consultation. We are concerned 
that, if that does not happen, much of the Executive's work on tackling 
domestic abuse might be undermined’63.

142. The Children’s Commissioner argued that young people would not provide 
sensitive information if they thought that ‘it will be shared with a huge number of 
people on the ground of "harm", which is undefined and is a low threshold, and 
that those people will be required to share it with others,’64 and concluded that— 

‘Perhaps we ought to take stock, given how much has been left open. We are 
going to have to wait anyway for the kind of detail that will make it possible to 
implement the bill. Why do we not take that time to reflect on whether it is 
really the way that we want to go and take a broader look at the whole child 
protection, child welfare, safe, active, happy agenda, for which we are 
aiming?’65

143. The Scottish Child Law Centre told the Committee— 

‘Part 3 of the bill appears to rule out any right of a child to confidentiality. The 
word "consent" does not appear […] it means that adults can go ahead with 
or without the child's consent and disclose the information to child protection 
services, the health service, police or social work services. That is what 
grates with us. Children have rights […] yet it is as if we are running 
roughshod over those rights by saying that children will not even get to give 
their consent. They will not even have to be asked; there will just be a duty 
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on professionals to go ahead and disclose the information. If an element of 
consent were built into part 3, we might be starting to get the mould right’66.

144. The Scottish Child Law Centre concluded that— 

‘We do not feel that the case for part 3 has been made convincingly. We are 
concerned that its wording is confusing and difficult to understand, and that it 
fails to meet the widely accepted criteria for good law. Leaving the detail not 
just of part 3 but of the entire bill to delegated legislation is not a good idea. 
As we have heard, and as has been said time and again, the devil is in the 
detail as far as the bill is concerned. The overall effect of part 3, if it proceeds 
in its current form, will be to cause widespread confusion and to overburden 
what is already a highly burdened system’67.

145. Not all voluntary sector organisations, however, were opposed to the 
provisions of Part 3. Barnardo’s welcomed the proposals, saying— 

‘Barnardo’s supports the general principle of placing a duty on relevant public 
bodies and organisations to disclose information when a child is at risk of 
harm and to cooperate with such requests. We also agree with the general 
power for any individual to disclose child protection information and placing 
Scottish Ministers under a duty to produce a code of practice to support 
information sharing for child protection purposes. Nevertheless we are aware 
that various concerns have been raised and it is the handling of these 
concerns that will determine how effective the information sharing measures 
prove to be‘68.

146. The Committee has had a long-standing interest in child protection issues, 
and has long argued in favour of the integrated children’s services agenda. Only a 
few months ago, at the request of the Executive, the Committee scrutinised 
legislation which allowed the joint inspection of children’s services. This Bill, which 
contained significant provisions regarding information sharing, was the focus for 
considerable debate. The Committee notes that, unlike those in this Bill, the 
provisions related to the sharing of information on an anonymised basis for 
inspection purposes only.

147. The Committee notes that whilst most of the professionals working 
within NHS boards and local authority children’s, education and social work 
services appeared from the evidence to be broadly in favour of the 
provisions of Part 3, the majority of voluntary sector organisations and 
those representing children’s and young people’s interests had deep 
concerns.

148. The Committee recognises that in many of the previous cases where 
children and adults have come to significant harm, information was available 
which, had it been shared and acted upon, could have led to intervention 
which might well have prevented the ultimately tragic outcomes. The 
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Committee acknowledges that Part 3 of the Bill is intended to ensure that 
child protection information is shared where it is appropriate to do so 
amongst relevant agencies which are in a position to take action to prevent 
such future tragedies.

149. However, the Committee has serious concerns with Part 3. Its 
proposals are fundamental, far-reaching and potentially life-changing for 
those upon whom they impact. The Committee accepts that the protection of 
children is a top priority but it considers that the issues involved are so 
complex and sensitive, encompassing the welfare needs of children and 
others who may have suffered harm and wider human rights concerns as 
well as. Whilst accepting the principle of appropriate information sharing in 
the child’s best interests, the Committee believes that further time for 
reflection and full consultation should be allowed. 

150. The Committee believes that consultation on this aspect of the Bill has 
been insufficient. 

151. The Committee recognises that an equivalent to Part 3 of the Bill is not 
included in the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006, and therefore is 
not required to ensure the coherence of vetting and barring across the UK. 

152. The Committee agrees with many of the voluntary sector organisations 
which gave evidence, that Part 3 could also be included in the proposed 
legislation to reform the children’s hearing system and to develop the 
Getting it right for every child proposals, on which the Scottish Executive is 
already consulting. The Committee believes the risks involved in delaying 
the provisions of Part 3 of the Bill are outweighed by those associated with 
enacting legislation without going through the proper process of 
consultation and policy development. 

153. In the meantime, the Committee believes that agencies can and should 
be reminded of the vital importance of information sharing by the issuing of 
a letter from Ministers to local authorities, health boards and chief 
constables.

154. The Committee concludes that Parts 1 and 2 of the Bill will, subject to 
caveats contained in this report, improve the current vetting and barring 
regime. Part 3, however, should be withdrawn from the Bill to allow time for 
proper consultation. The Committee recognises that it cannot be predicted 
what the legislative priorities of a future Scottish Executive will be, but 
believes there is cross-party support for urgent legislative reform of the 
children’s hearing system, and that this is likely to be a suitable vehicle for 
the provisions contained in Part 3 of the Bill. 

155. The Committee therefore calls on the Scottish Executive to delete Part 3 
of the Bill at Stage 2. 
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European Convention on Civil Rights 

156. A number of witnesses raised concerns over possible non-compliance with 
certain articles of the European Convention on Civil Rights (ECHR). The Scottish 
Child Law Centre, for example, argued that concerns included— 

‘[…] the provisions on consideration for listing and the decision to list; the 
bill's compatibility with articles 6 and 8 of the ECHR; the lack of sufficient 
appeal procedures in relation to part 2, which could lead to challenges under 
article 6 of the ECHR; and, finally, some of the bill's wording leads to 
questions about legal certainty and potential challenges under article 8 of the 
ECHR’69.

157. Concerns were also raised over the limitations of the proposed appeals 
procedure, under which ministers must correct errors in a scheme record if they 
are satisfied that the information is inaccurate. 

158. Many of the provisions of the Bill will be taken forward practically by 
subordinate legislation, which makes it more difficult, even for experts who have a 
deep understanding of ECHR, to come to a view on whether the Bill could face 
challenges under ECHR. 

159. The Committee notes that the Scottish Executive considers that ‘the 
provisions of the Bill are compatible with those provisions in the European 
Convention of Human Rights (“the Convention”) which constitute “the Convention 
rights” within the meaning of the Scotland Act and the Human Rights Act 1998’70

The Parliament’s Presiding Officer has also given his view that the Bill is within the 
legislative competence of the Parliament, a view which is required to have regard 
to ECHR compliance. 

160. The Committee is not able to give a view, but considers it would be 
helpful if the Scottish Executive would explain the steps it intends to take to 
ensure compliance and minimise the risk of challenge as the provisions of 
the Bill are rolled out through subordinate legislation. 

Report of Subordinate Legislation Committee 

161. The report of the Subordinate Legislation Committee is attached at Annexe 
E. The Committee asked the Deputy Minister to provide a response to the 
Subordinate Legislation Committee report. The Deputy Minister’s response is 
attached within Annexe D 

162. The Committee notes that there is a considerable amount of 
subordinate legislation associated with this Bill.  

163. The Committee recognises that it is entirely appropriate for certain 
aspects of legislation to be taken forward by means of subordinate 
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legislation, and is also aware that scrutiny of subordinate legislation 
perhaps reaches beyond the lead committee’s role in consideration of the 
bill’s general principles at stage 1. Nevertheless, it would be helpful if drafts 
of key aspects of statutory guidance and regulations could be made 
available for scrutiny at the same time as the bill itself, as it is often almost 
impossible to reach conclusions on the general principles of bills without at 
least some awareness of the more detailed operational information which 
might be gained from some suggestion of what guidance, regulations and 
codes of practice would look like. 

Financial Memorandum 

164. Standing Orders Rule 9.6.3 requires the lead committees to report on the 
Bill’s Financial Memorandum, taking into account any views submitted to it by the 
Finance Committee. 

165. The report on the Bill’s Financial Memorandum by the Finance Committee is 
attached at Annexe E. 

166. The Finance Committee’s report contains a number of robust criticisms of the 
Financial Memorandum, arguing that much of the information in it is confusing and 
assumptions are not clear. The report also suggests the Financial Memorandum 
gives rise to ‘confusion,’ that there is ‘no clarity’ on the costs involved, and signals 
the Finance Committee’s discontent that it is asked to scrutinise the costs of 
legislation ‘where significant financial information will be contained in secondary 
legislation.’ With regard to IT, the Finance Committee was ‘not convinced that the 
estimated costs will be sufficient’. The Finance Committee concludes that it is ‘not 
convinced that the Bill represents value-for-money,’ and also, ‘questions whether it 
has been properly costed’ and notes ‘that there appears to be such a level of 
disagreement over the financial implications of the Bill between SCVO and the 
Executive this needs to be addressed as a matter of urgency’. 

167. These are serious comments. The Committee asked the Deputy Minister to 
respond to the Finance Committee report and the Minister’s response is contained 
in Annexe E. 

Policy Memorandum 

168. Standing Orders requires, also under Rule 9.6.3, the lead committee to 
consider the Policy Memorandum, including details of the consultation carried out 
by the Scottish Executive. 

169. The Committee considers the Policy Memorandum to be generally 
helpful in setting out the policy intention behind the Bill. 

170. In respect of the consultation carried out by the Scottish Executive, the 
Committee notes that consultation on Part 3 has been limited, but otherwise 
considers it has been acceptable. 
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CONCLUSION

171. The Committee is fully committed to child protection, and indeed has 
devoted a considerable amount of its time to that single issue during the 
current Parliamentary session. The Committee recognises this Bill is 
necessary to provide protection for vulnerable groups and to dovetail with 
the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006. In respect of the vetting and 
barring provisions, the Committee recognises that, despite the difficulties 
and concerns raised in relation to Parts 1 and 2 of the Bill in this report, the 
provisions will lead to a vetting and barring scheme which is better than the 
current one. 

172. Some witnesses called for this Bill to be shelved and for the Protection 
of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 to be reviewed and amended. The Committee 
recognises that, ideally, it would have been helpful to have a comprehensive 
evaluation of the POCSA regime. However, the Committee does not believe 
this is a realistic option. Amendment of POCSA would still require primary 
legislation which could not be timetabled in the current session, and it 
would also be difficult for such an approach to allow for the inclusion of 
adults.

173. The Committee therefore welcomes the policy intentions of the Bill. 
However, the Committee would wish to put on record its view that the Bill, 
though important, is only a relatively small part of the overall drive to 
maximise the protection from harm offered to children and protected adults. 
Equally important is the drive to change the culture with regard to 
information-sharing and working together in the key organisations 
responsible, mainly in local government, the NHS and the police. Much work 
remains to be done to drive forward this agenda, There is a wider debate to 
be held on how we continue to change the culture and promote good 
practice and continuous improvement across all the agencies.

174. The Committee recommends that the Executive publishes a single 
source of information and advice for all employers and individuals on whom 
the Bill may have an impact in order to assist organisations and individuals 
to come to terms with the intricacies of the new legislation. 

175. The Committee is also conscious that there can be no bold claim that 
the provisions of this Bill will put an end to the kind of tragedy which led to 
the need for it in the first place. The Bill, if passed, will help, but as the 
Committee’s stage 1 scrutiny has revealed, there are still likely to be 
opportunities which someone who is determined to harm children or 
protected adults can seek to exploit. 

176. In respect of Parts 1 and 2 of the Bill, the Committee notes that some 
important issues remain to be resolved: the lead in time for existing 
employees, the cost of disclosure checks and the extent to which IT 
solutions can be found which will be capable of delivering the aspirations of 
Ministers. Flowing from some of those issues are some serious questions 
over the financial assumptions, as has been highlighted by the Finance 
Committee’s report on the Financial Memorandum. More robust information 
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is required on the implementation time, and hence costs, the IT costs and 
the likely costs of individual disclosure checks. The voluntary sector has 
raised some serious concerns about the cost of implementation of the Bill’s 
provisions, and the poor and incomplete financial information provided in 
support of the Bill has made it very difficult for the Committee to determine 
the extent to which the voluntary sector’s concerns are justified. 

177. The Committee considers that despite the limited time available, the Bill 
could have been presented with more sound financial information and at 
least some examples of the proposed draft guidance and codes of practice 
which are expected to be developed through secondary legislation. To allow 
the Parliament and key stakeholders to gain a clearer understanding of the 
operation of the Bill, the Committee asks that Ministers make drafts of 
guidance and regulations available for comment prior to commencement of 
its amending stages. 

178. The Committee has previously stated its commitment to the integrated 
children’s services agenda. The Committee therefore acknowledges the 
need for the provisions contained in Part 3 of the Bill, which puts in place 
the legislative framework to enable child protection information sharing 
between relevant agencies, despite the children’s rights concerns of some 
witnesses. However, the Committee is agreed that Part 3 has been brought 
forward without the degree of consultation and debate which is essential for 
legislation on sensitive and complex issues, and which has the potential for 
life-changing impact on those affected. 

179. This leads the Committee to conclude that, as mentioned earlier in the 
report, Part 3 should be withdrawn by the Scottish Executive, to allow 
further reflection and wider consultation to take place alongside the 
forthcoming consultation on the draft Getting it right for every child bill. As 
the Deputy Minister has acknowledged in his evidence to the Committee71,
the Executive’s original plan was to include the provisions of Part 3 within 
that Bill, and the Committee considers that would indeed be more 
appropriate than including it without further consultation in this current Bill. 

180. The Committee considers that the Parliament is likely to wish to satisfy 
itself that the important issues raised in this report have been adequately 
addressed by the Scottish Executive before it will be prepared to agree to 
the general principles of the Bill.

181. Subject to the production of and opportunity to comment on draft 
regulations, guidance and codes of practice on Parts 1 and 2 prior to Stage 2 
and to the withdrawal of Part 3, the Committee recommends to the 
Parliament that the general principles of the Bill be approved. 
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EDUCATION COMMITTEE 

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES 

19th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2) 

Wednesday 27 September 2006 

Present:
Ms Rosemary Byrne Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Deputy Convener) 
Fiona Hyslop Adam Ingram 
Mr Kenneth Macintosh Mr Frank McAveety 
Dr Elaine Murray Iain Smith (Convener) 

Also present: Alex Neil. 

Apologies were received from Ms Wendy Alexander. 

The meeting opened at 11.08 am. 

Items in private: The Committee agreed to take items 10 and 11 and future 
consideration of its report on the draft national plan for Gaelic in private. 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill (in private): The Committee 
agreed its approach to Stage 1 scrutiny of the bill. 

The meeting closed at 12.55 pm. 
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EDUCATION COMMITTEE 

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES 

24th Meeting, 2006 

Wednesday 15 November 2006 

Present:
Ms Wendy Alexander Ms Rosemary Byrne 
Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Deputy Convener) Fiona Hyslop 
Adam Ingram Mr Frank McAveety 
Mr Kenneth Macintosh Dr Elaine Murray 
Iain Smith (Convener)  

The meeting opened at 10.06 am. 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill: The Committee took evidence 
at Stage 1 from— 

Tom Halpin, Deputy Chief Constable, Chair of the Association of Chief Police 
Officers in Scotland, Crime Business Area-Family Protection Portfolio, and Andrew 
Gosling, Detective Chief Inspector, ACPOS Bichard Implementation Team, 
Lothian and Borders Police 

Lynn Townsend, Head of Service, West Dunbartonshire Council, Association of 
Directors of Education 

Alex Davidson, Vice Chair of Area Community Care Standing Committee, 
Association of Directors of Social Work 

Anna Fowlie, Team Leader, Children and Young People, Convention of Scottish 
Local Authorities 

and then from— 

John Anderson, Head of Professional Practice, General Teaching Council 

Una Lane, Assistant Director of Fitness to Practice, General Medical Council 

Carole Wikinson, Chief Executive, and Val Murray, Legal Adviser, Scottish Social 
Services Council 

Christina Mackenzie, Head of Midwifery, Nursery and Midwifery Council; 

and then from— 

George MacBride, Secretary of the Education Committee, Educational Institute of 
Scotland
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David Watson, Scottish Organiser, and Steven Smellie, Chair of UNISON 
Scotland’s Social Work Issues Group, UNISON. 

The meeting closed at 12.56 pm. 
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Scottish Parliament 

Education Committee 

Wednesday 15 November 2006 

[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 10:06]

Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 1 

The Convener (Iain Smith): Good morning and 
welcome to the 24

th
 meeting of the Education 

Committee in 2006. We have only one item on the 
agenda—our first stage 1 oral evidence session 
on the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) 
Bill—but that does not mean that the meeting will 
be short. We have three panels of witnesses. On 
our first panel we have Tom Halpin, who is a 
deputy chief constable, but our papers do not say 
where. 

Deputy Chief Constable Tom Halpin 
(Association of Chief Police Officers in 
Scotland): Lothian and Borders police.  

The Convener: Thank you. I see that it says 
that further on in our papers. Tom Halpin is chair 
of the Association of Chief Police Officers in 
Scotland, and has responsibility for the family 
protection portfolio, which reports to the crime 
business area. We also have with us Detective 
Chief Inspector Andrew Gosling, from Lothian and 
Borders police, who is with the ACPOS Bichard 
implementation team; Lynn Townsend, from the 
Association of Directors of Education in Scotland, 
who is head of service at West Dunbartonshire 
Council; Alex Davidson, who is vice-chair of the 
community care standing committee of the 
Association of Directors of Social Work; and Anna 
Fowlie, who is the team leader for children and 
young people at the Convention of Scottish Local 
Authorities.

I welcome you all. We have your written 
evidence, but if you wish you may make 
introductory comments. I stress that we have a lot 
of witnesses this morning, so please keep any 
comments brief.  

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: Our opening 
comments are in our written submission. 

Lynn Townsend (Association of Directors of 
Education in Scotland): It is the same for ADES.  

Alex Davidson (Association of Directors of 
Social Work): The ADSW shares a submission 
with COSLA and ADES.  

Anna Fowlie (Convention of Scottish Local 
Authorities): I agree. 

The Convener: That was commendably brief. I 
ask members to keep their questions brief and to 
direct them to specific panel members. If panel 
members wish to follow up on any points that are 
made, they should feel free to do so.

Mr Frank McAveety (Glasgow Shettleston) 
(Lab): The panel may be aware that the bill has 
already had an interesting journey through 
different committees of the Parliament. The 
Finance Committee had what I would 
euphemistically call some troubled perspectives 
on the bill. I do not know which witness feels most 
qualified to respond, but one of the central points 
about which members were concerned and 
animated is whether the bill will have a substantial 
impact on volunteers. Given what some might 
perceive as a level of intrusion by the bill, how 
might it affect people who volunteer, particularly to 
work with young people?

Lynn Townsend: If we give out sufficient 
information and explanation, I do not think that 
volunteers and volunteer organisations will be put 
off by the bill. However, on the financial 
memorandum, I would like volunteers in the 
statutory sector to be covered by the financial 
arrangements, particularly as we are trying to give 
volunteering a much higher profile and involve 
more of the community in voluntary work. I am 
thinking specifically of the not in education, 
employment or training strategies. We are trying to 
involve young people, who are often involved in 
volunteering through their local authority and 
statutory bodies. It would be a financial burden for 
local authorities if they had to pay for young 
people’s vetting.  

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: The 
experience of the current arrangements is that, 
although volunteers have to go through a 
bureaucratic process, people are not saying to us 
that it prevents them from volunteering. We do not 
anticipate that that situation will change. 

Anna Fowlie: Similar concerns were raised 
when the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 
2003 was introduced. We have carried out a trawl 
of councils, which shows no evidence that the act 
has had a negative impact on volunteering. 

Mr McAveety: What about the costs? We have 
received strong submissions that the overall costs, 
particularly to the voluntary sector, could be large. 
That was one of the issues with which the Finance 
Committee tussled. 

Anna Fowlie: The costs from fees will not 
impact on the voluntary sector, because 
volunteers will be exempt from paying them. Costs 
may arise from the administration of the scheme, 
but I do not envisage them being hugely greater 
than the costs of administering the existing 
scheme.
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Dr Elaine Murray (Dumfries) (Lab): I want to 
follow on from Frank McAveety’s comments. The 
Finance Committee heard evidence that far larger 
numbers of people are likely to be involved under 
the bill than have been involved under the 
Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003, yet 
Disclosure Scotland has had problems coping with 
the numbers of disclosures that are required under 
that act. The new scheme will rely on information 
technology systems working properly. As your 
organisations may have interacted with the IT 
systems, are you confident that they will be able to 
cope with the volume of records? On the back of 
that, are there any alternative ways to achieve the 
same aim? 

Detective Chief Inspector Andrew Gosling 
(Association of Chief Police Officers in 
Scotland): We realise that the bill largely will 
produce new business and that we will all have 
enhanced responsibilities, particularly for 
continuous updating. More people will be in the 
scheme and the work that will be involved in 
maintaining it will be greater. 

One issue that we have identified is the 
disparate IT systems in Disclosure Scotland, the 
Scottish Criminal Record Office and police forces. 
Other agencies may encounter that issue in time, 
as they come into the scheme and supply more 
information that could be useful for vetting. We 
appreciate that IT is a problem, and we are at the 
early stages of scoping the issue. We are working 
with the Scottish Executive to find out where the 
difficulties and challenges lie and how we can 
overcome them. We acknowledge that IT systems 
will play a big part and must talk to one another. 

Alex Davidson: It has been extremely difficult 
and expensive to join up health and social care IT 
systems throughout Scotland, with each local 
authority and health board having to work 
together. Our experience suggests that we need a 
central drive to the information-sharing part of the 
bill to make it work well. The process is 
complicated, difficult and costly. 

Dr Murray: At the United Kingdom level, many 
people have still not been transferred to the Child 
Support Agency’s new IT system, because it 
cannot cope with the volume. The Finance 
Committee heard that a million people in Scotland 
could be involved in the new scheme, if we take all 
the volunteers into consideration. If we multiply 
that up, that means that 10 million people will be 
involved in the scheme south of the border. Are 
you confident that we will get the system right? 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: There is no 
doubt that the bill has big implications for the 
police service and other agencies in ensuring that 
no gaps arise that people can exploit to prey on 
vulnerable adults and children. As a result of the 
Bichard recommendations, there are enormous 

programmes in the wider police service to join up 
police systems, not just in Scotland but throughout 
the United Kingdom. The impact nominal index is 
one development that we are working on in the 
Scottish police service to ensure that the 
information that we are talking about is accessible. 
That work will continue. 

The idea that information can be held by various 
agencies and brought together makes the 
business processes and information-sharing 
protocols and requirements that go along with the 
IT important. We believe that all the measures 
added together will be a significant factor in 
protecting children and vulnerable people. You 
asked whether the system will work: I believe that 
it will work, but we must ensure that we do not rely 
simply on IT for it to work, because the business 
processes are equally important. 

10:15

Ms Wendy Alexander (Paisley North) (Lab): I
wish to ask each organisation about ends and 
means. The end, or stated aim, is to have a vetting 
and barring scheme with a list that is available to 
employers. That requires a qualitatively different 
level of information sharing than has been the 
case so far. There is unanimity around that. The 
vetting and barring scheme should not simply 
cover historic convictions; it should draw on a wide 
variety of other information and should attempt to 
identify all those who could pose a significant risk 
to children or vulnerable adults. If that is the end, 
there seems to be near unanimity on it. 

My question is about the means that the bill has 
chosen to deliver high-quality information sharing 
around a vetting and barring list, namely the 
requirement on all employees and volunteers to 
make individual applications that can be checked 
against the central list that is being drawn up. Did 
your respective organisations consider whether 
that means is the right one to deliver the end of 
having a high level of information sharing, vetting 
and barring?  

It would be quite proper for you all to reply that 
the Executive has already determined the means 
by which it wants to deliver the outcome, and that 
your organisations have commented on the detail 
and have not reflected on whether having a million 
or more individual applications is the most 
appropriate means to deliver the end of a 
workable vetting and barring list. However, I am 
interested to know whether any of your 
organisations considered whether having that 
number of individual applications is the best way 
to deliver the shared outcome of the vetting and 
barring scheme and a high level of information 
sharing at the centre.

Anna Fowlie: That is a hard question. You are 
right to suggest that we have, of course, 
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considered what has been presented to us. I 
struggle to see what the alternatives might be. The 
one that springs to mind is simply having a big list 
of everybody who is known to every agency, but 
that would be questionable in human rights terms. 
Moreover, those people might never wish to work 
with children or vulnerable adults, so why would 
we hold a host of information on them? That would 
be even more unmanageable than dealing with a 
million applications. Drawing up such a list would 
potentially be a huge undertaking. 

Ms Alexander: Why would that be the case? 
The list for vetting and barring would constitute a 
tiny proportion of the Scottish population, and not 
one in three adults.

Anna Fowlie: Of course it would, but how would 
we know that for sure? How would we find that out 
in a robust way? 

Ms Alexander: Surely it will be vital to draw all 
the information together, so that the one in three 
adults in Scotland who apply can be tested against 
it. You will need to have shared information at the 
centre about who you debar. 

Thank you for that answer—let me also ask the 
witnesses from the other two organisations. Did 
you think about or comment on the means that 
have been presented, that is, having a million 
applications? 

Alex Davidson: I have a different take on that. 
People volunteer for a whole range of reasons, for 
example to find a way into employment. Some of 
the other legislation that the Parliament has 
enacted has emphasised reciprocity and helping 
people in that regard. Under the bill, we might 
need to set up the means to help people to 
volunteer.

In social work, health and many other 
professions, we are well used to being regulated. 
It is part and parcel of our daily business, so it is 
not a surprise to many people in the field. Almost 
39 per cent of the services that are provided in 
social work are purchased from external 
organisations. That is a big issue. We need to give 
something back. It is a matter of finding different 
ways of doing that. When it comes to individual 
volunteers and small voluntary organisations in 
particular, there needs to be something to assist 
individuals to find their way through the process.  

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: Andrew 
Gosling may also want to comment on this issue. 
ACPOS’s position is that we responded to 
proposals given the experience of operating the 
current scheme. We played a full part in the 
consultation, and I compliment the civil servants 
who were involved. Introducing such a scheme is 
a significant challenge. The process inevitably 
causes us to reflect on where we are and how we 
can develop our systems and structures to 

respond. We considered the means but, given the 
stage at which we did so, it may not have been the 
cause of the change. I agree with Anna Fowlie that 
the alternatives do not seem to be workable. 

Detective Chief Inspector Gosling: During the 
consultation, there was no suggestion that there 
might be an alternative to the process that has 
been described. Like Anna Fowlie, I struggle to 
think how an alternative would work. The only 
possibility would be for organisations to take on 
the responsibility of carrying out the detailed 
checks that are necessary. That begs the question 
whether they have the capacity or capability to do 
so. It makes complete sense for the process to be 
centralised in one unit. The key issue is the 
identification of individuals, not organisations. The 
fact that someone in an organisation is wayward 
and is identified as such does not mean that the 
organisation is wayward. We are trying to assure 
individuals within organisations. 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: A comment 
was made about the means by which people come 
into the scheme. We must be careful to ensure 
that individuals are not able to exploit gaps 
between the different administrations and 
jurisdictions in the United Kingdom. We are 
working hard in that area, but we still have 
concerns about it. 

The Convener: I would like to explore the issue 
further. I am not clear about the loopholes that are 
often referred to. How will people exploit such 
gaps? How will the problem manifest itself, if in 
England there will be a system akin to that which 
already exists in Scotland, and if anyone who 
moves into the workforce will be subject to 
checks? I do not see why the regimes must be 
identical on both sides of the border to prevent 
loopholes appearing. 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: The systems 
that we put in place must ensure that if a check is 
performed under the Scottish scheme, there is 
absolute confidence that it is also valid for 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The 
technology involved should ensure that the system 
is continually updated, so that we know it is 
accurate. There are separate organisations and 
administrations within the different jurisdictions. 
The systems and IT that we use must ensure that 
there are no loopholes. We are alert to the issue 
and are seeking to close gaps as we work through 
the solutions. 

The Convener: You are talking more about the 
technicalities than about the legislative framework. 

Anna Fowlie: The legislative framework is also 
relevant, because the tests that are applied to 
determine whether someone is included in the 
schemes and systems in the different jurisdictions 
must be consistent. I agree that they need not be 
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identical, but they must talk to one another. We 
must be convinced that there is consistency and 
that everyone is applying the same standard. 

The Convener: I am not entirely clear about that 
point. Vetting information is subject to the 
judgment of chief constables, so there will always 
be some variation in what is presented for vetting 
or other purposes. Presumably, the important 
point is that information that you receive from 
sister or brother organisations in England, Ireland 
and Wales should be robust. The test that will be 
applied to determine whether a person is 
appropriate to join the workforce in Scotland will 
not be a test from England; it will be the same test 
that is applied to people from Scotland. 

Anna Fowlie: Yes, but the test of whether 
information is needed, which takes place before 
that point, must be consistent. The issue is getting 
foggy, but we are talking about the information that 
is provided from somewhere in the system in 
England. The information that we get is subject to 
a decision-making process in the other jurisdiction 
before we get it. We make our employment or 
listing decisions on the basis of that information. 

The Convener: Yes, but the information that is 
provided by Disclosure Scotland is already subject 
to different decisions, because different chief 
constables might interpret matters differently. 

Anna Fowlie: They might, but there is less 
subjectivity. 

The Convener: That is because fewer chief 
constables are involved. 

Detective Chief Inspector Gosling: I think that 
what Anna Fowlie is saying—with which I 
concur—is that we are pushing towards a situation 
in which, given the same set of circumstances and 
the same information, both central barring units 
will come up with the same decision, such that one 
administration will not be seen to be particularly 
soft or particularly hard. 

Fiona Hyslop (Lothians) (SNP): The fact that 
the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 
received royal assent last week means that if there 
has to be some consistency with the system in 
England, we are stuck—we will have to work with 
the system that we inherit. 

At this stage in examining the bill, we must 
address its fundamental principles. If we reflect on 
the lessons that we learned from the Protection of 
Children (Scotland) Act 2003 and the problems 
with disclosure that we are aware of, we should 
consider not only whether the proposed system 
will have a logic to it and will make sense once it is 
up and running, but how we get there in the first 
place—judging from previous experience, that is 
probably the more important task. Some of the 
submissions say that getting there in the first place 

may cause so many problems that we will never 
achieve the ideal system that should provide the 
protection that is needed. 

The submission of ADES and the ADSW uses 
strong words in relation to section 46. It states: 

“the intention for implementation is a minefield, which 
needs to be resolved as a matter of urgency … If councils 
offload large quantities of information to the Vetting and 
Barring Unit, the Unit will be swamped”. 

Given the volumes that we are discussing, there is 
a great deal riding on the ability of Government to 
work with private providers such as BT to produce 
systems that will work. What are your concerns 
about getting to the ideal system? Should we 
include in the bill provisions about retrospection or 
phasing, to ensure that we get a system in the first 
place? Do you have anything to say about the 
transition period? 

Lynn Townsend: We need to strike a balance 
between trying to be completely comprehensive 
and thinking of every single thing, and having a 
system that is manageable. We must keep matters 
in perspective. The bill is only one aspect of 
protecting children and ensuring safer recruitment; 
it cannot possibly eliminate all risk and cover every 
eventuality.

We have concerns about the practicalities, on 
many of which the bill does not provide clarity. We 
are concerned that much of what is proposed 
hinges on codes of practice and guidelines. It is 
important that those are clear so that local 
authorities, for example, do not worry about being 
in breach of their duty if they do not tell the central 
barring unit everything that they know about 
anyone whom they are concerned about. We seek 
clarity from the guidance so that we are not 
overwhelmed and do not overwhelm any central 
body.

Anna Fowlie: We need to learn the lessons of 
POCSA’s implementation and, in particular, what 
happened with Disclosure Scotland. As you will 
recall, we were extremely critical of what 
happened, although the situation was resolved 
successfully. The bill will add another dimension. 

The paragraph in our submission on section 46 
is about the fact that it has been difficult enough to 
provide the existing levels of information, yet the 
bill proposes to impose a range of new 
requirements. The intention behind that is 
understandable and fine, but we are not clear 
about what will be provided and when it will be 
provided—we are working on that with the civil 
servants. For example, will we have to report 
everyone who is an antisocial tenant, even though 
they might never apply to work with vulnerable 
groups? When will that information have to be 
supplied and to whom? Where will the information 
be kept if it is not provided at the time, but the 
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person concerned subsequently wants to work 
with vulnerable groups? “Minefield” is not too 
strong a word to describe the extent of the 
practical details that will need to be addressed. 
We are talking about new and highly complex 
territory.

10:30

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: Andrew 
Gosling would be the best person to explain the 
position. My only point is that the process of 
updating information as it changes through the 
lifetime of the scheme has to be automated. We 
are still working on solutions to that. We cannot 
rely on someone deciding that it is important to tell 
us something, because they might not tell us in the 
end. Information needs to be updated and we 
need to examine how we can be certain that that 
is done. 

Detective Chief Inspector Gosling: We do not 
continuously update information at the moment, so 
the proposal in the bill that we should do so is 
welcome. That will add value to the system, which 
is what we aim to achieve. 

The challenge for us is the sheer size of the 
task. By the nature of the work that the police do, 
we come into contact with and receive information 
on people and circumstances that might be 
relevant for vetting purposes. There is an issue 
about the flow of information from the operational 
officer who deals with someone on the street. If 
that information is relevant—and we have to 
determine the relevance of all such information—
we have to get it to the central barring unit and/or 
an employer for consideration. 

Fiona Hyslop: What is the logic behind how the 
system will work for small voluntary organisations, 
for example? You will have millions of bits of 
information to use to try to protect us from a few 
hundred people—perhaps you can give us a better 
idea of numbers. A lot of sifting will have to be 
done. If an individual commits an offence and 
information about that goes into the police 
information system, and the individual then joins a 
small organisation, how will the information get to 
that organisation? If the system is automated, 
updated information will go to employers and 
social work departments, but how will it get to the 
small voluntary organisation that the individual 
joins?

Detective Chief Inspector Gosling: That is the 
nature of the beast: the problem is how to do that. 
We are examining primarily how to get information 
from the central barring unit or from Disclosure 
Scotland, which will be the clearing house for 
information. How will we tell the central barring 
unit or Disclosure Scotland what the information is, 
and how will they then tell the organisation? I am 

not sure about how the information should be 
physically passed on. 

Fiona Hyslop: But how will you know that the 
person has joined the organisation anyway? 

Detective Chief Inspector Gosling: Because 
they will have joined the scheme and their details 
will be held by Disclosure Scotland. 

Fiona Hyslop: It will be easy if they are a new 
member of the scheme, because the voluntary 
organisation will check with Disclosure Scotland, 
but what if there is an update with more serious 
information? How will the organisation get that 
information?

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: Our existing 
disclosure work practices mean that we assess 
changing circumstances all the time. Whether the 
information has come from the originating police 
agency or has been shared by another agency, 
our system of analysis assesses the impact of that 
information.

If information about an individual who is 
registered with Disclosure Scotland is updated, 
part of Disclosure Scotland’s role is to assess the 
new information and not just process it. Updating 
information puts in motion a chain of actions to 
ensure that the information gets out. There is no 
doubt that everyone’s workload will increase 
because of the bill—we understand that—but it 
could result in a chief constable having 
discussions with a member of the scheme about 
voluntary or existing disclosure or saying to an 
employer, “The certificate that you have is no 
longer relevant. Here is where we are today.” The 
process will not just be automated: information will 
always need to be assessed. 

Mr Kenneth Macintosh (Eastwood) (Lab): I
have two questions, but it might be worth the 
witnesses formally stating their position on the bill 
on the record, as they have done in their written 
submissions. My understanding is that they all 
support the bill and believe that it is a major step 
forward and an improvement on the current 
situation.

As Wendy Alexander said, the key is the sharing 
of high-quality information. I note from the ADES, 
ADSW and COSLA submission that you are 
concerned that the police can withhold information 
if they believe, for example, that doing so will 
prevent a crime. I note in the ACPOS submission 
that you might not want to share information that 
you hold on an individual because they will find out 
where you obtained it. The ADSW, ADES and 
COSLA argue that social work should have a 
similar provision. Will you expand on that? 

We have not yet reached the point of knowing 
exactly what information will be shared. I am not 
saying that there is interprofessional rivalry, but 
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there is a practical difficulty. How far do we have 
to travel to reach a point at which we understand 
the importance of the information? 

I have too many questions here. You suggest 
that a way around the problem is to include at the 
beginning of the bill an unambiguous statement 
that the child’s welfare is paramount and that that 
should be the guiding principle. 

Alex Davidson: That last point could be the 
starting point—putting pressure on local 
authorities and their partners so that the protection 
of children and vulnerable adults in the community 
is at the highest level. That has already started in 
the work on child protection. 

The second question is about the front end of 
the process, and it goes back to a previous 
question on risk management and understanding 
child and vulnerable adult protection issues in 
communities. I hope that the Adult Support and 
Protection (Scotland) Bill will soon be enacted. 

There is a balance to be struck in risk 
management. We have to be proportionate when 
thinking about the risks of certain decisions. In 
social work, we have defined processes—through 
child protection, adult protection, case 
conferencing and other mechanisms—to weigh up 
risk. Decisions have to be made on when and how 
we begin to pull the trigger to let information flow. 
We have to weigh up everything with our 
colleagues in the police. 

In child protection work, there might be a 
criminal prosecution and a balance might be 
required in deciding how quickly we report and 
how quickly we move on investigations. We need 
to work in a multi-agency way—we already do 
that—when weighing up risks and considering how 
best to fulfil our obligations in sharing information 
and feeding information into the barring process. 

Anna Fowlie: We have made the point that 
more than specifically police information might be 
involved in a police investigation. There might be 
social work evidence and there might—although I 
do not know this—be medical evidence. 

Mr Macintosh: The police will not wish to 
disclose to an applicant anything that will give 
them a clue as to how the police got the 
information in the first place. I take it that social 
work does not have the same concern. Your 
concern is more that information that you hold 
might be of benefit in a criminal investigation. 

Anna Fowlie: Yes. 

Alex Davidson: Yes. 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: There is no 
difference between us in accepting that agencies 
have to work together. Tensions about disclosing 
or not disclosing information exist within the police 
organisation. Our point, put simply, is that the 

release of some of our information might put 
someone else at greater risk—indeed, that risk 
might be greater than the risk involved in the 
situation we are trying to prevent. The current 
arrangements allow us to work quite effectively, 
but there is a gap. 

Mr Macintosh: Can I just put a second question 
to ACPOS? The ADSW, ADES and COSLA 
suggest that certain information—I am sorry. I will 
have to come back to this. I have made a wee 
note here. Can I come back in a second? 

The Convener: Yes.

Ms Alexander: Only a very small number of 
people have bad intentions towards children or 
vulnerable adults. Nevertheless, people with such 
malintent have, in the past, proved pretty adept at 
avoiding the law and evading detection, which has 
been a huge challenge to the police service. 

Frankly, if someone is a child sex offender of 
any kind or has malintent towards children, they 
will not apply to join the scheme. In that sense, are 
we simply creating a perverse incentive? I do not 
know whether you saw it, but last week’s 
“Panorama” documented the activities of a former 
sex offender on probation who decided to hang 
around a school. It occurred to me that that person 
would not be captured by the system, because 
although he clearly represents a danger to 
children he has not applied to be a volunteer. By 
introducing a system in which people are required 
to apply to be a member, are we not creating 
certain risks? All the evidence suggests that this 
very small minority of badly intentioned individuals 
will not apply to a scheme that bars them from 
certain work but will, as we saw last week on 
television, find other means of making contact with 
children. Is it the case that the scheme, as 
designed, would still allow a former sex offender to 
hang around children but would not officially bar 
him if he did not apply to work as a formalised 
volunteer?

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: The scheme 
as designed is one layer of many layers of 
measures to protect children and to prevent that 
individual, who will be committed in his intentions 
and devious in his actions, from getting to them. 
We cannot look on the scheme as the only means 
of providing protection. 

Ms Alexander: But does the system create any 
perverse incentives? What if, because they know 
that they will be debarred, every sex offender with 
malintent chooses not to apply and instead 
decides to seek other means of contacting 
children?

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: That might be 
the case for some. However, that puts the 
responsibility on employers that do not operate the 
scheme.
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I point out that some offenders have never 
confronted the fact that their actions are wrong 
and will apply to the scheme in the belief that what 
they have done is irrelevant and that they will be 
able to argue their case. In such cases, the 
scheme is still needed and relevant. 

Ms Alexander: But, as ADES pointed out, there 
is no central list of people who represent a risk, 
because that is not permitted by the European 
convention on human rights. Surely such a list 
would catch every sex offender in Scotland. 
However, if we introduce a scheme that requires 
one in three adults in Scotland to bid in to it, sex 
offenders will decide not to do so and will therefore 
stay below the radar. Surely such a scheme runs 
the risk of creating perverse incentives. Has that 
issue been thought through or worked through 
with the bill team? 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: My role takes 
in the whole range of family protection issues. 
However, throughout the consultation, issues such 
as the management of sex offenders and the 
future of serious and violent offenders have been 
raised and discussed constantly. As I said, the 
scheme is one of the layers in a range of child 
protection measures. 

Detective Chief Inspector Gosling: It might 
help if I point out that people who should not be in 
such positions in the regulated workforce continue 
to apply for these jobs and are very often caught 
by the current Disclosure Scotland system. They 
often try to subvert the processes and get into the 
workforce by giving false or misleading 
information. I think that, with the new scheme, 
people will still try to challenge the system to get 
into these positions. After all, one can see from 
their challenges their absolute commitment to 
what they are doing and their drive to get that 
access. 

10:45

The Convener: Ken Macintosh has 
remembered the question that he was going to ask 
earlier; I will let him in before he forgets it again. 

Mr Macintosh: I have had my mid-morning 
moment, thank you. My brain is now back in gear. 

The ADSW, ADES and COSLA have sensibly 
suggested that the bill’s complexities should be 
reduced; they have suggested, logically, that there 
should be one list rather than two lists for children 
and adults. It is logical to say that someone who is 
a risk to adults could also be a risk to children, 
although I am not sure whether someone who is a 
risk to children would also be a risk to vulnerable 
adults. Does ACPOS have a view on the matter? 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: We have 
discussed it, and we find it difficult to believe that 
someone who would be unsuitable to work with 

children would be suitable to work with an elderly 
person in a care situation. That is an issue. 

Mr Macintosh: Many submissions have 
mentioned issues relating to the definition of 
vulnerable adults, who are defined in the bill as 
adults who receive certain services. However, the 
panel has not mentioned those issues. I wonder 
whether two lists have been proposed because of 
those issues. From what has been said, it seems 
to me that a similar judgment would be made in 
assessing a person’s suitability to work with adults 
and a person’s suitability to work with children. 
ADES, COSLA and the ADSW think that the same 
judgment has to be made. Even with the two 
different definitions that are involved, could one list 
work?

Anna Fowlie: We have raised that matter. The 
definition of a vulnerable adult, or protected adult, 
to use the phrase that is now used—I always get 
the phrases wrong—is related to the service that is 
provided to them, but a child is not defined as 
vulnerable in the same way. We would consider 
the vulnerability of the individual rather than 
whether they receive a service. 

Alex Davidson: The ADSW is concerned about 
the concept of vulnerability because it almost 
means that somebody with a disability will be 
branded as being vulnerable, which they clearly 
should not be. We are all vulnerable at certain 
times of our lives, but we are not necessarily 
vulnerable all the time. We must address that 
issue. The committee will receive other 
representations on the matter; I know that the 
independent voluntary sector, for example, will 
make a representation on it that will be much 
stronger than what I say. 

We must respect the views of service users and 
carers. Similar tensions have developed in the 
debate on the Adult Support and Protection 
(Scotland) Bill in the Parliament. We must address 
such issues. 

Mr Macintosh: Would somebody who is on a 
list because they have a history of taking 
advantage of children be a threat to vulnerable 
adults? Are such threats demonstrated by 
experience and practice? 

Alex Davidson: I come to the issue from a 
different angle. People move round the care 
system in search of job opportunities, and some 
people can work in any sector. They can cross 
over into other sectors and different settings in 
which there are jobs and opportunities for any 
form of abuse to take place. 

Mr Macintosh: I want to take things a step 
further. The bill is structured round the definition of 
a protected adult as a person who receives a 
service, but it has been suggested that the 
definition in the Adults with Incapacity (Scotland) 
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Act 2000 should be used. Would that be a better 
definition to use? Would it provide a less complex 
way of proceeding? There could be one list, 
similar definitions and similar treatments of 
dangerous adults. 

Alex Davidson: Perhaps I would use less 
discriminatory language than the language that 
you have used; perhaps I would use language that 
focuses more on people’s needs, addresses those 
needs in a different way and identifies what might 
be done to assist people. The Adults with 
Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000 and the Mental 
Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003 
do exactly that. Language that addresses such 
matters is already part of our legislative 
framework.

Mr Macintosh: I ask ACPOS the same 
question. If we were to move from defining a 
vulnerable adult as a person who receives certain 
services to a definition of vulnerability, would that 
be an improvement to the bill or a difficulty? 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: The ACPOS 
perspective comes from considering the behaviour 
of predators rather than the decisions of potential 
victims. We are concerned that people who act in 
a predatory way act randomly. It cannot be said 
that someone who has offended against children 
will offend only against children in the future—that 
is not our experience in our workplaces. 

Alex Davidson: In social policy, there has been 
a move towards the personalisation of services. 
That is the thrust of the social work report 
“Changing Lives: Report of the 21

st
 Century Social 

Work Review”, which was published earlier this 
year, and it is reflected in “Delivering for Health” in 
the idea of the expert patient. The personalisation 
of services involves people having more control 
over their individual care packages, direct 
payments and so on. We need to get in and 
around that to protect people at the lesser end. 
We are employed not by organisations but by 
service users and we need to ensure that we have 
robust ways of protecting people. 

Mr Macintosh: I did not ask about that, not 
because I had forgotten, but because your written 
evidence made it clear. For example, it covers 
whether bus drivers should be vetted by the bus 
company or by the council. Your submission is a 
helpful piece of evidence. 

Mr Adam Ingram (South of Scotland) (SNP): I
ask you to address the basic question of whether 
the bill is necessary. It is clear that that we need 
safeguards to protect children and vulnerable 
adults from sex offenders, but would it not be more 
effective to use police intelligence to do that rather 
than the bill’s huge scatter-gun approach? That 
approach would create a vast bureaucratic 
panoply that targeted teachers, social workers, all 

local authority workers and voluntary 
organisations. Surely that is totally 
disproportionate. 

Secondly, is it not a fact that focusing on this 
small part of the child protection agenda—or the 
child and vulnerable adult protection agenda—is a 
huge distraction from the major problems of child 
neglect and abuse in Scotland? The number of 
children who are referred to the children’s panel 
and the children’s hearings system rises year on 
year. Resources are being poured into the bill, but 
its focus is surely a huge distraction and a wasted 
opportunity.

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: People who 
abuse and cause harm to children and vulnerable 
adults are the most committed and devious 
individuals and they will take every opportunity to 
overcome the safeguards that we put in place. It is 
critical that the line of defence for communities 
includes proper supervision of those who are 
employed in what has been determined as the 
regulated workforce. We must create mechanisms 
that will allow agencies and others to report 
concerns so that they can be assessed. 

You suggest that it would be effective to use 
only the police intelligence system. I would love 
that to be the case, but it is not. Even in our 
workforce, we have to put in an awful lot of time 
and effort to train and educate staff to report their 
concerns into the intelligence system. If concerns 
were to arise at the level of a care worker in a care 
home, how would we ensure that the information 
filtered through and eventually came into the 
system? We can make the proper assessment 
and safeguard the groups that we are talking 
about only if the information is in the system. 

I believe that the scheme is critical. However, we 
must also be aware of and have our eyes open 
about the fact that if a check under the scheme 
comes back blank, that does not provide a clean 
bill of health, particularly because the wonderful 
influx of migrant workers means that we are now 
sharing information across international 
boundaries and not just the national boundaries of 
the United Kingdom. Even if we sort out the 
information in the new member states, it is not as 
reliable as data in the United Kingdom. That raises 
many issues. The scheme is critical, but we must 
have our eyes open about it and take the layer 
approach that I described to protecting people. 

Lynn Townsend: I agree with all that. I 
reassure the committee that the bill will not distract 
us from our wider child protection duties. I return 
to the point that the bill is one tool. We need 
aspects of the bill; I am not qualified to comment 
on whether what it does could be achieved in 
another way. 
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We are doing work on lots of different fronts. We 
are helping children to be more resilient and more 
able to protect themselves because, ultimately, 
that is the way to crack the problem. If somebody 
is hanging about a school, we want children to 
report that. We want children to feel safe and to 
know what is and is not appropriate in their home 
as well as in the street, because we know that 
they could be more at risk at home than at the 
school gate. We are also doing much work to 
ensure that the whole community takes 
responsibility. Not just employers, but neighbours, 
shopkeepers and everybody must realise that 
child protection is their concern. However, safe 
recruitment is a major part of that. 

Vetting is not the only measure; we agree that it 
is sometimes a snapshot. Vetting captures only 
people who have been convicted, so some people 
out there who are preying on children have never 
been caught. However, we hope to catch them if 
employers are vigilant. 

We definitely need parts of the bill, but I assure 
the committee that we are not distracted by it and 
that we will not rely solely on it. 

Alex Davidson: Social work operates in an 
environment in which significant other legislation 
around the process protects, and provides 
services to, people. That legislation includes the 
Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) 
Act 2003 and the Adult Support and Protection 
(Scotland) Bill when it is implemented, and 
provisions on child protection and criminal justice 
work, such as the monitoring of sex offenders with 
our colleagues in the police, to try to catch the guy 
who stands at the school gate. We try to monitor 
sex offenders as well as we can. 

As I said, that must be backed by good risk 
assessment, good understanding, professional 
judgment and multi-agency working. That is the 
backcloth and the bit that makes the bill stack up. 
The bill confirms a gap in services that may seem 
small, but I have sacked people who, we have 
found out through word of mouth, have left my 
office and walked down the road to work in a 
voluntary organisation. That happens—we can 
show that—so real problems exist. We must have 
risk assessment, professional judgment and a 
multi-agency context for how we do the business. 

Decisions need to be made on the basis of 
proportionality. Not everything and everybody is 
involved; you are right to say that, otherwise, 
everyone would be on the register. I would worry 
about that, too. An element of judgment is needed. 

Anna Fowlie: Everyone else has summed up 
the situation well. The bill is about employment 
and volunteering; it is not designed to tackle the 
wider issues. Other measures are available. As 
Lynn Townsend said, councils and other agencies 

are not distracted by the bill, but there is loads of 
evidence from many cases that people seek out 
employment and voluntary work with children and 
vulnerable adults. The bill is designed to address 
that and we believe that it will do so. 

Mr Ingram: I still do not have a clear picture of 
how the bill will do a better job than would be done 
by enhancing information sharing about known 
sex offenders. If we focused on that and tried to 
improve information sharing with other agencies, 
would that not be more effective than drawing half 
the population into something that is needless as 
far as they are concerned? It would be 
bureaucratic and could lead us to take our eye off 
the ball, which is being carried by a small group in 
our society who prey on children and vulnerable 
adults.

11:00

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: We need to 
remember that we are talking not just about sex 
offenders. Some individuals make their business 
by preying on people as bogus callers and using 
certain forms of employment as a front for getting 
into people’s homes. The disproportionate effect 
on victims of crime such as bogus caller crime—to 
use one example—is often not reflected in the 
circumstances that are reported in court. The 
victim loses their life savings and, in the long term, 
their confidence in living in a stable environment. I 
do not want to focus on just one predatory group 
that the bill will protect us from. 

Ms Rosemary Byrne (South of Scotland) 
(Sol): Ken Macintosh touched on the responsibility 
for vetting people who are not directly employed 
by local authorities. There is a paragraph in the 
COSLA submission about that, and I want to take 
the point further. How broad is the definition of 
people who are not directly employed? I imagine 
that it could be very broad. How do we get the 
parameters right, and how much thinking has been 
done about it? It could be taken to the extreme of 
including people who work in parks and gardens in 
which children play, for example. How broad in 
scope is the definition? 

Anna Fowlie: People who are employed in 
parks are directly employed by local authorities 
and would not come under that scope. 

We mentioned the issue and are particularly 
concerned about it because concerns have been 
raised about the vetting of drivers involved in 
school transport. Those concerns have highlighted 
an anomaly. The expectation among the public 
and our elected members—who have been 
vociferous to me on the issue—is that the council 
is responsible when kids are on a school bus. It 
does not matter whether the bus is run by a local 
contractor such as First; it is the council that put 
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them there. However, legislation does not 
currently allow us to check the drivers. We have to 
rely on the bus companies to do that. The same 
applies to public-private partnership schools, in 
which some ancillary staff are employed by 
contractors but provide a service to councils. 

The scope of the definition could be wide, but 
we would want to make it precise and as tight as 
possible. We do not want it to be disproportionate, 
but we want to ensure public confidence. 

Lynn Townsend: Local authorities often wrestle 
with school transport. The test for us is whether 
somebody has regular friendly access to children, 
as that is when they can develop a relationship 
with or groom children. A bus driver could certainly 
be in that position. Crossing patrol people are also 
important and positive characters in children’s 
lives, but if they have bad intentions, they are in a 
dangerous position to exercise their power. We 
could apply tests—there could be consensus 
about how to do that—and ensure consistency 
about which posts are covered. 

Alex Davidson: Adults with learning disabilities 
and mental health problems need particular care 
and attention when we are providing transport and 
other services. There are crossover issues—the 
issues for users are different but the risks are the 
same. Good risk assessment and management 
would be needed. 

Detective Chief Inspector Gosling: The 
decision about where to set thresholds in 
employment is a matter for the sector concerned. 
We respond to requests. We do not have a real 
view on who should and should not be vetted, 
because expertise on that lies with the individual 
sector. Our expertise is in gathering the 
information and intelligence that might help to 
support vetting inquiries. 

Ms Byrne: I want to probe that a little further. 
This might sound ridiculous, but there are people 
who work around schools who are subcontracted 
and not part of the local authority, such as the 
person who comes to clean the windows. When 
children see someone in a playground, they 
immediately think that they can trust them. I know 
that we do good work to educate them otherwise. 
Where does it end? How much thought has gone 
into all that? We would not want complacency to 
set in, which could happen if people think that all 
the checks have been made, when, in fact, 
someone has fallen through the net. 

Lynn Townsend: I assure you that there is a lot 
of discussion about that in councils. We have 
considered the electricians, plumbers and what 
not who are around schools, but feel that it is not 
necessary generally to make provision for that, 
because they should be supervised. We should 
not have people—whoever they are—strolling 
around schools unsupervised. Education 

authorities and councils must ensure that we have 
proper supervision of people in buildings. 

Ms Byrne: Are you content with section 70, 
which leaves open the possibility of greater private 
sector involvement in the vetting and disclosure 
function, but not the barring function, than is 
currently the case? 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: That situation 
exists in England and Wales, and it works. 
Contractors deliver the service and our staff might 
be seconded to work alongside them. It is not a 
difficulty in principle. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Lothians) 
(Con): I have two brief questions, the first of which 
is for Lynn Townsend, Alex Davidson and Anna 
Fowlie. Notwithstanding all the reassurances that 
have been given, charities and voluntary 
organisations fear that they will face substantial 
extra costs. If that should happen, do you think 
that the Executive should pay? 

Mr McAveety: There is a standard response 
from COSLA to that question. [Laughter.]

The Convener: And the next question is 
whether the money should be ring fenced. 

Anna Fowlie: You ask whether the Executive 
should pay the voluntary sector’s additional costs. 
I cannot give a COSLA view on that, because I 
have not tested it, but my gut reaction is yes, the 
Executive should pay. 

Lynn Townsend: Local councils could not pay. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: My other 
question is for Deputy Chief Constable Halpin. The 
premise from which we are starting is that we want 
a system that will operate effectively but which will 
not be overloaded and whose purpose is to be 
proportionate and not too heavy handed. Do you 
think that the bill will achieve that or should 
adjustments be made to it? 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: We believe 
that the bill will achieve that. There is no doubt that 
the scope of the bill will greatly increase the 
demand on all our systems and we will have to 
learn what that means for our capacity in due 
course. 

Mr McAveety: If the convener limits me to one 
or two questions, perhaps other members will put 
the other questions that I wanted to ask. 

I make the observation that, leaving aside the 
issues of cost and proportionality, the experience 
of IT systems in other structures has not, to say 
the least, been one of efficiency. Even with the 
kind of legal framework and commitment that are 
proposed under the bill, I worry that police officers 
and the other people involved in the different 
agencies might not be able to get the desired 
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impact of being able to track people, follow them 
through and share information. 

My question follows up on Tom Halpin’s earlier 
response, which touched on the uncertainty about 
the numerous migrants from the accession states. 
I have a pressing concern about a number of folk 
in one part of my constituency, on the south side 
of Glasgow, who, senior police officers suggest, 
are involved in a series of activities in their home 
country that cause problems in this country. There 
are issues to do with the vulnerability of children 
and our broad duty of care because of the 
activities in which some of those individuals are 
involved. I worry that a wee concern might mean 
that we do not introduce legislation until a future 
date, whereas those guys are able to operate to a 
swift and efficient timescale without being tracked. 
If we hang about for two or three years to sort out 
things, they might already have done a substantial 
amount of community damage and personal 
damage to some of the youngsters in or near their 
activities. How can we address much more 
expeditiously the issue of overseas workers, which 
is an immediate concern in the area that I 
represent? 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: I can give the 
assurance that the issue is at the top of the 
agenda across the United Kingdom. The Criminal 
Records Bureau in England and Wales provides 
the central access point for the UK and similar 
arrangements are being put in place across 
Europe and elsewhere. We took the view that we 
do not want people from other countries 
wondering where to access information from the 
UK and where to send information to the UK. They 
will send the information to the UK central access 
point and the systems in the UK will disseminate 
that information so that we can access it. I am 
greatly encouraged by that work, which is on-
going.

Given the reality of globalisation, my concern is 
that different countries will have different types of 
data and different quality and security standards. It 
is possible for the data to be manipulated; we will 
always need to assess carefully the facts in front 
of us even if we sort out all the other problems. At 
this stage, we need to point out to employers that 
a blank answer does not mean that all is well. 
Employers need to make a judgment based on 
what is in front of them, so employee interviews 
will be crucial. However, enormous issues are 
involved.

Mr McAveety: If we cannot track the people 
who have been caught, charged, convicted and 
then released in Scotland, what hope do we have 
of dealing with this issue? 

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: Every time 
that we have an experience, we learn from that 
experience. We continually debrief people and 

alter the systems to ensure that such experiences 
do not happen again. I am confident that, if an 
individual is recorded within the United Kingdom 
scheme, the information will be available. We will 
still need to deal with the issue of multiple 
identities, which we always need to be careful 
about, but that is true for any person in the 
scheme.

Dr Murray: We have heard the argument that 
we need to introduce equivalent legislation to that 
which has been introduced down south. To a 
certain extent, I remain to be convinced about that, 
but there is a difference between the legislation in 
England and Wales and what is proposed in the 
bill. In England and Wales, it is an offence for 
someone who is not on the scheme to work with 
children and vulnerable adults, whereas in 
Scotland that will not be an offence. The Finance 
Committee was told that that was to try to respond 
to concerns that occasional volunteers who help 
out at a crèche or whatever might be criminalised. 
Is there not a danger that, under our proposals, 
certain people who are not on the scheme and are 
a threat to children might be able to work with 
children and vulnerable adults? I am thinking 
particularly of people who might advertise their 
services as private tutors to children, or people 
who might be paid under the direct payments 
scheme as carers for vulnerable adults. In trying to 
balance one concern, have we now let the door 
open to people who intend harm towards children, 
because they will not be criminalised for offering 
that kind of private services? 

11:15

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: Under the 
current scheme, that is a possibility. There is also 
a responsibility on those who employ outwith the 
scheme.

Fiona Hyslop: I would like the witnesses from 
ADES and the ADSW to comment briefly on 
overseas workers and to say what proportion of 
their workforce is from overseas.

I would also like the witnesses from ACPOS to 
give us an indication of the cost and resources 
involved for the police. I presume that you have 
been doing some scoping of numbers, so can you 
tell us for what percentage of individuals checked 
the vetting information will contain conviction or 
non-conviction information, bearing in mind that 
Bichard emphasised the importance of soft 
information as well? 

Alex Davidson: I cannot tell you the number of 
overseas workers in our workforce, but I suspect 
that it is quite low, for a variety or reasons, of 
which communication is probably the key one. 
Most of our work is hands on. It is about caring for 
people and talking to people, which is something 
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straightforward that might prevent people from 
getting a job. I know from discussions that we had 
last year that there is considerable anxiety in 
England and Wales about people moving into 
home care and services of that kind in an 
unregulated way. That might be something that we 
need to address in Scotland soon, but I do not 
have figures at the moment.  

Fiona Hyslop: Could you supply figures later? 

Anna Fowlie: Yes, we could. 

Lynn Townsend: Similarly, we could not give 
you figures for overseas workers from an 
education perspective. The figures will vary across 
the country, because populations vary and 
councils face different issues, but the number of 
overseas workers is certainly a growing issue. As 
we said in relation to school transport, there has 
been a recent influx of Polish bus drivers.  

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: I can also 
supply you with figures in writing. There is 
increasing demand on the services that we 
already provide and we would be concerned that 
there should be no impact on those services. I 
believe that we must ensure that we have the 
capability to protect people and, once we have 
achieved that, we must address the capacity 
issue. However, at this stage, let us concentrate 
on getting the capability.

Ms Alexander: I want to ask Tom Halpin about 
the future evolution of the scheme. There are 
roughly 5 million of us in Scotland and about 1 
million kids. The assumption is that there are 1 
million adults who, whether through employment 
or through volunteering, are in a position to build a 
relationship of trust with children, and who could 
therefore groom them. That implies that there are 
3 million adults in Scotland who are not in a 
position to build such a relationship of trust with 
children or to groom them. As we have just heard, 
you have to choose whether bus drivers or parkies 
are in or out. It seems to be inevitable that some of 
those 3 million people are, in fact, in a position to 
build a relationship of trust with children, and that 
we will quickly find ourselves in a situation where 
somebody working in a park, or a sweetie shop 
owner, for example, is convicted. Surely, in those 
circumstances, there will be a demand to expand 
the scheme to include new categories, because it 
just is not plausible to suggest that 3 million adults 
in Scotland are not in a position to build a 
relationship of trust with children.

Does that mean that IT systems that are 
currently being developed to manage data for 1 
million adults in Scotland will, on the basis of early 
conviction evidence, have to be expanded to cover 
2 million or even 3 million adults? It seems more 
plausible to say that it is not just one in four adults 
who can build a relationship of trust with children, 

because an awful lot more than 25 per cent of the 
Scottish population are in a position to do so. 
Does that mean that the flexibility of the systems 
and the costs need to be capable of expansion to 
double the size currently envisaged, based on the 
response of the people whom we are trying to 
target?

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: I am confident 
that experience will show us, in due course, that 
there are those who have to be included in the 
scheme who are not there at present. We have 
never introduced a scheme for which that has not 
been the case. We will have to learn lessons. The 
numbers that you have cited are frightening. I am 
not convinced that the figure will be that high, but it 
will be higher than it is now. The approach to the 
convergence and consolidation of IT systems 
across the public sector—certainly within the 
police service—is that we are looking at how we 
share and manage information, rather than at the 
creation of an all-singing, all-dancing big box, 
which seldom gets delivered. We will grow 
organically as we learn from experience, but the 
impact of the possible increase in the figure in no 
way negates the relevance of the bill. 

The Convener: Finally, Rosemary Byrne. 

Ms Byrne: My comments follow on from Wendy 
Alexander’s questions and relate back to my 
earlier questions. I am still worried about 
complacency. If people think that folk have been 
checked, they will be more complacent. Should 
more training be given to ensure that people can 
see the warning signs? Such training can help 
people to understand that the fact that there has 
been a check does not mean that everything is 
rosy, that some people will not have been checked 
and that others may have been checked but may 
have slipped through the net for various reasons. 
What level of training should be given? Should 
something be included in the bill, or perhaps in the 
guidelines or the code of practice, to point up 
those issues? 

Lynn Townsend: Again, I reassure you that we 
have already done a lot of work with our workforce 
to stress that the scheme is only one tool and that 
vigilance, proper supervision and all the other 
commonsense steps come into play. We have 
carried out a lot of training, but there certainly 
needs to be much more training on the mechanics 
of the new system, because it could be confusing 
to begin with. 

Anna Fowlie: There will be a requirement for 
training, as there is for any new piece of 
legislation. As Lynn Townsend says, safer 
recruitment is an on-going issue in local 
authorities. People are continually being trained in 
better practices, but the bill is not the place for 
those issues to be addressed. If there is a place 
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for that, it is in guidance or in agencies’ own 
interpretation of the rules. 

Detective Chief Inspector Gosling: ACPOS 
has always said that complacency is a danger, 
particularly if people have some information but 
not an awful lot. That is the case especially if it is 
non-conviction information. Conviction information 
is easy to digest, but non-conviction information 
can be harder to deal with. 

We accept that there must be a better 
understanding among people working with all 
these groups of the role that they must play in the 
day-to-day monitoring and supervision of the 
workforce. We are confident that, broadly 
speaking, measures are in place for supervision, 
audit and compliance with rules and regulations 
and so on within local authorities and other such 
organisations. However, far more work probably 
still has to be done in the voluntary sector. 

Perhaps the greatest concern is that the 
administrative burden that the scheme will bring 
might be too much for some organisations, so the 
check will not be done. A member raised the issue 
of whether a part-time worker who works only 
occasionally would be checked and whether the 
cost of the check would be a factor. From our 
perspective, it is not necessarily the cost, which is 
set fairly low, but the administrative burden that 
might put some people off. The focus of the 
requirement to improve education and awareness 
probably sits more in the voluntary sector and in 
relation to the circumstances that you 
mentioned—the private individual who engages a 
piano teacher for their child—to ensure that people 
understand that the fact that nothing is known 
about the person does not mean that they should 
be left unsupervised. That important message 
needs to go out across the sectors. 

The Convener: Although I said “Finally, 
Rosemary Byrne”, I want to explore one other 
matter with the panel. It is the bit that the 
Executive forgot about: part 3 of the bill, on the 
sharing of information for child protection 
purposes. Does the panel consider that the 
consultation on part 3 has been adequate to date? 
I note that the Executive has circulated to the 
committee a paper that says: 

“Ministers do not consider that their policy objectives in 
this area can be achieved through existing legislation.” 

Do you think that there are any obstacles to 
effective and adequate sharing of information for 
child protection purposes that require legislative 
change to address? Do you have any concerns 
about areas in part 3? The submission from ADES 
and the ADSW refers to section 79, but I 
wondered whether there were any other areas that 
the panel might have concerns about. 

Anna Fowlie: We need to be realistic about the 
consultation question. We acknowledge that there 
was no formal consultation on this part of the bill, 
but the informal processes that the Executive has 
gone through with us have felt very inclusive and 
have made us feel that we were consulted on all 
aspects of the bill. I do not know whether other 
people feel that they were consulted and included 
in that way.

On the point about legislative change, I think 
that most of the barriers to information sharing are 
within organisations’ cultures. We cannot yet say 
whether legislation will change those cultures but, 
in our view, it will not do any harm. COSLA is not 
traditionally pro-legislation if legislation can be 
avoided, but this is one area in which we believe 
that legislation will help to ensure that agencies 
understand that there is nothing to say that they 
cannot share information. That is an important 
point because partner agencies often tell us that 
they feel that they are not allowed to share 
information. The valuable part of legislation would 
be to do with enabling and allowing rather than 
forcing.

Lynn Townsend: I agree. The bill is a bit light 
on detail, so I am not entirely clear what the 
intention is. However, there is currently a lot of 
confusion and concern in multi-agency children’s 
services about the issue of what can be shared 
between organisations. That is separate from the 
IT issues that are to do with how we can share 
information when we all have different systems 
and, at the moment, no resources to make them 
compatible. I would be concerned if the bill took us 
down a road that did not allow us to consider 
things such as the integrated assessment network, 
which is on the horizon. Information sharing will 
play a big part in that. However, the bill does not 
give me enough information to allow me to 
comment further.  

Alex Davidson: I think that Anna Fowlie is right 
to say that the weaknesses that exist are cultural 
rather than the sort that can be fixed through 
legislation. However, I think that we need to 
engage more properly with health colleagues in 
relation to some of that work. The Caldicott system 
can sometimes be used as a means of protecting 
information that needs to be shared and we might 
need to examine that further.  

Deputy Chief Constable Halpin: As Anna 
Fowlie said, the informal contacts that we have 
had with the Executive have been good. We 
welcome the way in which we have been included 
in a number or working groups in relation to the 
development of information sharing. In that 
context, we feel that we have been included in the 
process. 

We feel that legislation would help us by 
allowing people in other agencies to feel sure that 
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they can share information. I am not suggesting 
that they should be compelled to share 
information, because that is about the 
management framework. The real barriers might 
well be cultural, but a lot of that culture will have 
built up because people believe that there are 
legislative barriers to their sharing information. 
ACPOS seems to overcome those barriers more 
often than not. Our culture is about ensuring that 
information is shared appropriately and legally.

The Convener: In that respect, should the bill 
talk about a power to share information, backed up 
by appropriate guidance, rather than a duty to 
share information? If it talks about a duty, 
inappropriate information might be shared 
because organisations were frightened that they 
might fail to fulfil a duty. 

Anna Fowlie: Because of the difficulties that 
have been encountered in accessing information 
from partner agencies, there needs to be a duty to 
share information. That is the view that our 
colleagues in local government have come to.  

Deputy Chief Inspector Gosling: ACPOS 
would agree with that, too. The root of the bill is Sir 
Michael Bichard’s inquiry, which was about the 
failings in information management on the part of 
the police and other agencies that came into 
contact with certain individuals. Because the 
police and other agencies took decisions relevant 
to Ian Huntley based on information that they had 
at that time, rather than looking at a broader 
picture, he was able to wreak his particular work. 
From that point of view, the duty to share 
information allows a much more holistic view to be 
taken of the situation concerning a child or a 
vulnerable person, rather than things being looked 
at as individual incidents that a person is involved 
with.

The Convener: Thank you very much. I think 
that that concludes the questioning. We could 
probably have talked to this panel all day but, 
unfortunately, we have two other panels to deal 
with this morning.

11:31

Meeting suspended. 

11:34

On resuming— 

The Convener: We now move on to our second 
panel of witnesses, who represent a number of the 
regulatory bodies with an interest in the proposed 
legislation. I welcome John Anderson, head of 
professional practice at the General Teaching 
Council for Scotland; Una Lane, assistant director 
of fitness to practice with the General Medical 
Council; Carole Wilkinson, chief executive of the 

Scottish Social Services Council; Val Murray, legal 
adviser to the Scottish Social Services Council; 
and Christina McKenzie, head of midwifery at the 
Nursing and Midwifery Council. We have received 
your written submissions. I do not know whether 
any member of the panel wishes to add anything 
briefly before we go to questions. If you are happy 
to rest on your written evidence, we will begin the 
questions.

Fiona Hyslop: I will start with the part of the bill 
that deals with information sharing, on which we 
did not spend much time with the previous panel. 
The General Medical Council’s written evidence 
mentions the need for “Consented sharing”. It 
states:

“Decisions to disclose should remain a matter for 
professional judgement, and legislation compelling such 
sharing without reference to a public interest test … may 
cause confusion and lead to harmful sharing of 
information.”

We recently passed the Joint Inspection of 
Children’s Services and Inspection of Social Work 
Services (Scotland) Act 2006. Various issues have 
arisen, and we know that the medical profession is 
particularly concerned about the sharing of 
information, especially without consent. Does the 
GMC have any particular concerns about part 3 of 
the bill? Are there some things in it that the GMC 
would like to be changed? How strong are the 
concerns? Does the GMC simply wish its concern 
to be noted while not being fundamentally 
opposed to part 3? 

Una Lane (General Medical Council): There 
are two separate aspects to the issue of 
information sharing. One is to do with the 
information that we, as a regulatory body, would 
share with the central barring unit; the other is to 
do with the information that that unit might share 
with us about doctors who have been vetted and 
barred from working with either children or 
vulnerable adults. The bill is drafted in broad terms 
in that respect. A lot appears to depend on how 
the code of practice will work in reality.

Our concern is to do with the trigger points for 
referring to the central barring unit information that 
becomes available to us. There is a danger of a 
fog of information developing across agencies and 
regulators and between the regulatory bodies and 
the central barring unit. Let me give an example. 
At the General Medical Council, people raise with 
us approximately 5,000 complaints and concerns 
a year about individual doctors working throughout 
the UK. Some of those complaints and concerns 
involve allegations about doctors working with 
vulnerable adults or with children. Some of the 
information comes from the police, some from the 
courts and some from employers. There needs to 
be a certain level of clarity about when each body 
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may refer the information to the central barring 
unit.

Fiona Hyslop: Aside from the central barring 
unit aspect, part 3 of the bill is more about the 
general issues of child protection and the sharing 
of information. We have just been discussing 
whether there should be a duty or a power to 
share information. I suspect that the medical 
profession has concerns about the relevance of 
any duty to share information.  

Una Lane: Part 3 is more about individual 
doctors sharing information that might come to 
their attention. On the standards that we expect of 
doctors, we would be concerned about a duty to 
share information automatically. We provide 
doctors with quite detailed guidance about every 
individual patient having a right to confidentiality 
with respect to the medical services that they seek 
and receive. That of course includes children. We 
provide detailed guidance about when information 
should be shared in the wider public interest or in 
the interest of the patient.

There needs to be some balance in considering 
whether certain information should be shared and 
what is the most appropriate information to 
provide. We are not against the principles or the 
notion of a duty but, as some of the earlier 
witnesses said, the bill as currently drafted takes a 
broad-brush approach. The devil will be in the 
detail of the code of practice or the guidance that 
stems from the legislation. 

Fiona Hyslop: Do you think that the bill will 
change people’s behaviour?  

Una Lane: From our point of view, it is important 
that the Executive works closely with us and with 
other regulatory bodies. We have quite detailed 
guidance for the professionals who fall within our 
ambit. It is important not to have differing guidance 
from different agencies about disclosure and the 
sharing of information. 

Fiona Hyslop: I want to ask the other witnesses 
about the sharing of information. The question for 
us is whether we need new legislation—we are 
examining the bill’s general principles at this 
stage. Will part 3 of the bill bring about a 
significant change in the behaviour of the 
individuals who work in the sectors that you 
cover? From your perspective, do we need the 
provisions on sharing child protection information 
as presented in part 3 of the bill? 

Carole Wilkinson (Scottish Social Services 
Council): We are quite clear that the law needs to 
be improved. We are a relatively new regulator 
and in seeking to bring people on to the register, 
our experience is that there has not always been 
clarity around what information can be shared. As 
the previous witnesses said, there is concern 
among local authorities about the information that 

they can share with one another and with us. The 
bill provides an opportunity to make much clearer 
what information can be shared and to clarify 
some of the issues around data protection. 

Christina McKenzie (Nursing and Midwifery 
Council): The Nursing and Midwifery Council 
supports the view that there is a need for a duty to 
share information. Our experience is that sharing 
of information can be patchy. Like the GMC, we 
have codes of conduct and clear guidance for our 
registrants. The situation of people who are 
already on the register is trickier; if information is 
not being shared consistently, that makes it 
difficult for us to investigate people and take off 
the register people who need to come off it. 

John Anderson (General Teaching Council 
for Scotland): The duty to share information is 
very important. There must be clarity. If such a 
duty to share information existed, there would be 
no data protection issues; they would fly away and 
information could be shared with confidence. A 
very clear cultural change needs to be pushed 
along ahead of that. 

Mr McAveety: Do the witnesses believe that the 
bill will make any real difference to how their 
members operate in practice, or will it be a 
significant burden? 

Christina McKenzie: It will make little difference 
to how our registrants practise because our codes 
of conduct, guidance and standards already cover 
the issues. The scope of the bill concerns us 
because it is not really clear whether it will apply 
across the health sector and regulators in the way 
that it should. 

It will not make a difference to most of our 
current registrants, although it might to those who 
are self-employed or who work in the private or 
voluntary sector. The systems that cover those 
people might not be robust enough. 

Mr McAveety: Is the GMC concerned about 
confidentiality? The issue has popped up several 
times in other pieces of legislation and the GMC 
has taken a strong position on it. Does the GMC 
have similar views about confidentiality in relation 
to the bill? 

Una Lane: The confidentiality issue probably 
pertains mainly to individual practitioners and how 
they work rather than to the sharing of information 
between regulators and agencies and between 
regulators and any central unit. Some doctors 
might be concerned about an unqualified duty to 
share information in all circumstances—as 
currently drafted, the bill appears to propose an 
unqualified duty. In our submission, we suggest 
that we would like to work closely on the drafting 
of a code of practice or guidance on the sharing of 
information so that the standards that we expect of 
doctors across the UK are not confused by 
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differing approaches to guidance in different 
countries, organisations or agencies. 

Carole Wilkinson: It is not clear in the proposed 
legislation to whom the duty would apply. The list 
of relevant persons ought to be revisited. We 
wonder why the bill does not include social service 
workers, which would encompass the range of 
workers who work in the care sector and would 
align with the workers whom we regulate. 

As earlier witnesses said, it is important to see 
the bill in the context of the wider raft of measures 
that is in place to protect people and to regulate 
the workforce. Those pieces of legislation should 
be aligned so that the jigsaw puzzle fits together 
and flows out in alignment to the UK. As people 
have said, we should not rely too heavily on the 
bill closing a major loophole; we should see it as 
just one piece of a jigsaw puzzle. 

11:45

Mr McAveety: I will ask about another matter on 
which it would help to have your comments for the 
record. Section 19 gives the Scottish ministers the 
power to obtain information from other public 
bodies when deciding whether to list an individual. 
Are you all familiar and content with what will be 
required of you under section 19? Of the four 
bodies that are represented here, two—the GMC 
and the Nursing and Midwifery Council—are not 
mentioned in the bill. Would you like to be brought 
within the scope of that section? In practice, is that 
likely to happen? Just in case, I say for the record 
that I have probably been registered with the GTC. 

Christina McKenzie: The Nursing and 
Midwifery Council would like to be brought within 
the scope of the provision. We are happy to share 
information on our registrants, but we would like to 
be included in information sharing in the other 
direction. 

Una Lane: We understand that we will be 
included under 

“Any other person specified in an order made by Ministers”. 

Mr McAveety: Are you all content with the 
expectation in section 19? 

Val Murray (Scottish Social Services 
Council): The SSSC welcomes the opportunity to 
share information with ministers. 

John Anderson: We, too, welcome the 
provision. The Protection of Children (Scotland) 
Act 2003 provided an element of discretion, so the 
ability for the Scottish ministers to require 
information from us will help. 

Fiona Hyslop: My question arises because the 
witnesses are registering organisations and 
governing bodies. One way in which the bill differs 
from the legislation in England is that the Scottish 

ministers will have the duty and responsibility to 
establish the lists, whereas an independent 
agency will do that in England. Is that appropriate? 

Val Murray: We are happy with that, as long as 
the process complies with human rights legislation 
and as long as the panels that are established to 
make listing decisions can justify their decisions 
under the general law. The answer is yes. 

Fiona Hyslop: I take it that the GMC does not 
have a view on the matter. 

Una Lane: I will give my personal view. As long 
as the system and the processes that are in place 
are fair, objective and transparent, whether it falls 
to ministers or an independent agency to make 
decisions on the barred list is not an issue. 

Fiona Hyslop: Whether the ministers or others 
should take the decisions is a political issue. 

Una Lane: Sure.

Dr Murray: Sections 10 to 13 propose that when 
an individual is being considered for listing, they 
can continue to work, subject to safeguards—for 
example, their employer and regulatory bodies 
such as you will be notified. Will that provide 
adequate protection? 

Una Lane: The GMC has powers to take interim 
action in relation to a doctor when allegations or 
issues are brought to our attention and before we 
make a substantive decision about that doctor. As 
long as the information about doctors is made 
available to us—whether it will be is one of our 
concerns—we are confident that we can take fairly 
swift interim action if serious allegations are 
brought to our attention. 

John Anderson: The GTC has similar powers 
of interim suspension, which were commenced on 
1 July. It is important that whatever codes of 
practice are drawn up form the key element, with 
due respect to child protection issues, in how we 
deal with a person who is under consideration for 
listing and who remains to whatever degree in the 
workforce. 

Val Murray: The SSSC has powers of 
suspension, so we would welcome notification that 
somebody was being considered for listing. We 
need information about why an individual is being 
considered for listing—otherwise, it is difficult for 
us to put in place our suspension processes and 
to consider suspension. We ask for notification not 
just of consideration, but of the reasons for 
consideration. 

John Anderson: We agree strongly. 

Una Lane: That is one of the GMC’s key 
concerns—we raised the issue with Westminster 
during the progress of legislation there. We feel 
strongly that the information behind any decision 
to place a doctor on a list must be made available 
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to the GMC so that we can take interim and 
substantive action when appropriate. 

Christina McKenzie: The Nursing and 
Midwifery Council has similar powers to make 
interim orders of suspension. In addition, for 
midwifery, we have local supervising authorities 
throughout the UK, which can immediately 
suspend someone from practice and then notify 
us. That is why it is important that we have the 
information that someone is being considered for 
listing and the reason why. 

The Convener: Should the central barring unit 
have powers of provisional barring as well as 
powers to consider an individual for listing? I think 
that, under the bill, the unit will have the power to 
put an individual provisionally on the barred list. 

Christina McKenzie: That would be worth 
exploring. We investigate allegations and we may 
consider that some of those allegations are 
serious enough to warrant suspension. It would be 
helpful if the same approach should apply in the 
bill.

Mr Macintosh: Una Lane said that there are 
complaints against 5,000 doctors a year 
throughout the UK. I ask each of the organisations 
to give me a feel for how many of their members 
would be likely to be affected by the bill. I do not 
know whether the witnesses know that from 
experience or whether they will have to estimate it. 
In how many past cases would they have had to 
decide whether to suspend a professional under 
the criteria that apply in the bill? 

Val Murray: The SSSC is a new regulatory 
body. Our register opened in 2003 and we have 
only 11,000 members at present but, in future, we 
will have more than 130,000. In the past three 
years, we have had 250 complaints about 
registered workers. Under the proposed procedure 
in the bill, we would want to get a scheme record 
for each person on our register. As Carole 
Wilkinson mentioned, we have concerns about 
whether we will be able to do that for all the people 
who are entitled to go on our register, as some 
positions are not covered by the bill. We expected 
the positions that the bill covers to be the same as 
those that are covered by exceptions orders under 
the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974, which, in 
our case, means all social workers, all social 
service workers and anybody who holds an office 
or employment with the Scottish Social Services 
Council.

Una Lane: Based on past history, the number of 
doctors to whom the bill would apply would be 
very small. Currently, 220,000 doctors are 
registered to practise in the UK. Although 5,000 
complaints and concerns are raised with the GMC 
each year, we take action on only a small 
proportion of them. Over the past number of years, 

we have taken action on the registration of 
something in the region of 300 to 400 doctors a 
year. Within that figure, the number of allegations 
of inappropriate behaviour, inappropriate 
relationships or sexual relationships with patients 
is extremely small. Such allegations are usually 
brought to our attention as a result of a police 
investigation or a conviction. 

John Anderson: We have 65,000 active 
teachers on the register and we investigate 
approximately 450 complaints per year, but those 
complaints range across the scale. We take action 
on and remove roughly 15 to 20 teachers per year. 
Not all of those will be for child protection-related 
offences; they could be for theft, dishonesty or 
fraud.

Christina McKenzie: The Nursing and 
Midwifery Council has 682,000 registrants. 
Probably something in the region of 4,000 to 5,000 
allegations are referred to us a year and 
approximately 1,300 of those proceed to 
misconduct cases and hearings; the rest are 
weeded out. The bill may increase that number 
slightly, because of improved information sharing. 
This may mean that we will start more 
investigations, as we now have the power to start 
investigations without an allegation. 

Mr Macintosh: Thanks—I just wanted to get a 
feel for the numbers. 

I will put my next question to the GTC 
representative, as the issue is covered specifically 
in his written evidence, but it is probably for all the 
witnesses. All the professional bodies that are 
represented suggest that information should be 
shared backwards and forwards, because a 
decision to put somebody on a list would almost 
certainly mean that they would be suspended by 
their professional body. You feel that you need 
access to that information. The GTC’s evidence 
states that, at present, under an informal 
agreement, it receives information, for example, 
on criminal convictions. Is that correct? 

John Anderson: Yes. We are given information 
under circular 5/1989, which is a formal, but not 
statutory, arrangement. It is important that we 
continue to get such information. The CBU may 
decide to bar a person based on a child-related 
offence or other information, which is fine, but our 
concern is that we must get information that does 
not lead to barring and we must continue to get 
information about non-child-related offences. 
Regulating the profession is primarily about child 
protection, but it is not solely about that—we take 
into account honesty, integrity and other matters to 
do with a person being a teacher. The same 
applies to other professions such as doctors. We 
therefore want the bill to put on a statutory and 
fully formal basis the information flow that I have 
just described, so that we can continue to regulate 
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as we have done, or perhaps even more 
effectively.

Mr Macintosh: So you already get information, 
which you use to make judgments about 
somebody’s moral character and whether they 
should be a teacher. For example, you would 
require information about somebody if they were a 
fraudster.

John Anderson: Yes. 

Mr Macintosh: At present, you receive such 
information.

John Anderson: Yes, we do. 

Mr Macintosh: Do you think that you will not 
receive that information under the new system? It 
strikes me that you will get additional information. 

John Anderson: We are unsure about that, but 
we are sure that we want the information. 

Mr Macintosh: Are you concerned that, in 
effect, the CBU will have access to the information 
and will take decisions for you, which will be fine, 
except that, ultimately, you might make a different 
decision, based not only on child-safety grounds, 
but on grounds related to moral or professional 
issues?

John Anderson: Absolutely. We apply several 
different tests. As our written submission states, 
we consider not only whether people are suitable 
to work with children, but whether they are suitable 
to join the workforce of registered teachers. 
Obviously, those issues overlap, but there are 
differences, too. 

Mr Macintosh: Do the other professional bodies 
have a similar view? 

Carole Wilkinson: Yes. I cannot imagine a 
situation in which somebody who was on a barred 
list would be deemed suitable for registration. 
However, like any other regulatory body, the 
SSSC cannot have decisions made for it. We must 
make individual judgments and to do that we need 
all the information that we can possibly get. As 
John Anderson said, the issue is not only about 
child protection; we take into account a much 
broader range of offences, behaviour and conduct 
in judging whether someone is fit to be on our 
register. 

Christina McKenzie: To emphasise that, even if 
a decision is made not to put someone on a list, 
the fact that they have been investigated may be 
of interest to us. We may take a different view 
about their suitability to remain on our registers. 
We want to know about the issues, even at the 
investigation stage. 

Mr Macintosh: I want to follow up a question 
that Elaine Murray asked. Your organisations will 
be notified if somebody is put on a list, but you say 

that you will want to know why. However, if you 
apply for a full vetting check, will that not tell you 
why?

John Anderson: We need permission from the 
person concerned to do that. 

Mr Macintosh: So there is a consent issue. 

John Anderson: Yes—that is one of the 
elements. 

Val Murray: We also need access to updated 
information. The scheme record may change, but 
we have no way to access that unless, with the 
individual’s consent, we can access the full 
scheme record. There needs to be a trigger. 

Mr Macintosh: If the record of someone who 
had been working for you, who had been checked 
and had no record, changed would you be 
notified?

12:00

Val Murray: My understanding is that we would 
not be notified of that. We would be notified of a 
change in barred status, but the scheme record 
contains not just that information but all the vetting 
information.

Mr Macintosh: That is right. If there was a 
change to their barred status you would be 
notified, but if the change stopped short of that, 
you would not be notified. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: I have two 
quick questions. The first is to the General 
Teaching Council for Scotland and the Nursing 
and Midwifery Council. Do you think that you 
should have a power under the bill to refer a 
particular individual for inclusion on either list if the 
circumstances justify it? 

John Anderson: Yes. The power is 
discretionary. The wording in the bill is similar to 
that in section 4 of the 2003 act, which allows us 
to use discretion. I hope that that helps you. 

Christina McKenzie: We want the bill to be 
strengthened to say that people must be members 
of the scheme, rather than that they 

“may apply to Ministers to join the scheme.” 

In the same way, we would want the power to say 
that a person must be added to the list if we found 
that there was a case to answer. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Thank you. 
Una Lane said that the proposed code of practice 
should be subject to parliamentary scrutiny. What 
exactly do you have in mind? Do you think that the 
Education Committee should comment on it before 
it is issued? 

Una Lane: Our concern is that a lot of the detail 
will be in the code of practice. We have been 
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involved actively thus far in the development of the 
bill and would like to continue to be involved in the 
production of the draft code of practice. The code 
of practice will contain the detail that all the 
witnesses have been discussing. Given the 
importance of it, we think that it should be subject 
to the same scrutiny as the bill. 

Christina McKenzie: I agree. 

The Convener: You said that you want the bill 
to say that people must be—rather than may be—
members of the scheme. Is it not the case that, 
given how the bill is drafted, people will have to be 
members of the scheme? There is no discretion, 
because it is an offence to employ anyone with 
barred status and the only way to determine 
whether they are barred is to apply for the scheme 
record of the appropriate level. In effect, any 
member who is working will have to be a member 
of the scheme in any case. 

Christina McKenzie: We did not think that that 
was clear in the bill. Our reading of the bill was 
that it provides that people may join the scheme, 
rather than that they must be in the scheme. 

Una Lane: There might be issues with 
individuals who work exclusively, privately and 
independently, rather than for an employer or 
contracting authority. It is not clear to me how the 
legislation would apply to them if there is not an 
obligation on the individual to join the scheme or if 
it is not an offence for somebody to practise while 
barred. That is an issue for us, given that some 
doctors work exclusively and independently as 
sole practitioners in private practice throughout the 
UK.

Carole Wilkinson: The other issue is how far 
the bill reflects how services are changing, which 
some of the previous witnesses talked about. We 
are moving towards more services being smaller 
and personalised, with individual service users 
employing their own carers, and away from 
building-based services. The bill refers to services 
as if they are building based. It needs to be future 
proofed so that it captures some of the workers 
who are not captured in the current definitions. 

Mr Macintosh: I have an associated question. 
The bill would place obligations on the statutory 
sector. The voluntary sector is concerned about 
how the bill would apply to it. Should those 
obligations also apply to the voluntary sector? 

Carole Wilkinson: The voluntary sector should 
not be seen as one thing. There are very large 
voluntary organisations that are as big as or bigger 
than local authorities and for which the bill’s 
demands will be significant, although I do not think 
that those demands will result in the concerns that 
have been mentioned, and there are small 
voluntary and private organisations for which the 
bill will have an impact. If an organisation employs 

social service workers and delivers care services, 
the provisions should apply to it, whether it 
employs two people or 2,002. 

The Convener: Do panel members want to 
comment on the definition of harm, specifically in 
the section entitled “Referral ground”? Are you 
concerned about that definition? Are the 
representatives of the General Medical Council 
and the Nursing and Midwifery Council concerned 
about the referral ground for individuals who have 

“given inappropriate medical treatment to a child”? 

Una Lane: Yes. The provision is woolly. I am 
not sure about its intention, although the other 
grounds for referral are quite clear. The phrase 
“inappropriate medical treatment” could cover a 
multitude of treatments that are provided to 
patients. Again, we would like to work with the 
Executive and others to ensure that the definition 
is clearer. 

Christina McKenzie: We support the GMC’s 
position on that. 

Val Murray: We have an issue with referral 
grounds. The bill refers to harm that has been 
done by 

“an individual who is or has been doing … regulated work 
with children”. 

Children should be protected from a person who 
has been found guilty of harming a child in a 
situation in which they have not worked with them 
or carried out regulated work with them. We have 
given an example in our submission. Somebody 
could be dismissed from their employment in 
another sector as a result of harming a child, but 
that would not constitute a referral ground under 
the bill. That individual would not be listed unless 
the harm to the child came out in a court 
conviction, was a relevant offence and led to a 
discretionary or automatic barring. 

The Convener: That is a valuable point. 

I have one more question about “inappropriate 
medical treatment”. Someone suggested that 
teachers and social workers, for example, might 
not give first aid to children because they might be 
concerned that they will give inappropriate 
treatment. Do you have any concerns about that? 

John Anderson: That is a difficult area at the 
moment and the provision could make things more 
difficult. The Educational Institute of Scotland may 
discuss issues relating to teachers and to giving 
paracetamol to children, for example. There could 
be issues. 

The Convener: As no panel member wants to 
add anything and members have no more 
questions to ask or comments to make, I thank 
John Anderson, Una Lane, Carole Wilkinson, Val 
Murray and Christina McKenzie for their valuable 
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evidence. There will be a brief suspension while 
the panels change. 

12:09

Meeting suspended. 

12:11

On resuming— 

The Convener: I welcome our third and final 
panel of witnesses: George MacBride, who is 
convener of the Educational Institute of Scotland’s 
education committee; Dave Watson, who is 
Scottish organiser at Unison Scotland; and 
Stephen Smellie, who is chair of Unison 
Scotland’s social work issues group. We received 
your written submissions and I invite you to make 
brief additional points before the committee asks 
questions.

George MacBride (Educational Institute of 
Scotland): I will add one point, which was omitted 
from our written evidence. The bill provides for the 
sharing of information within the United Kingdom, 
the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands. We are 
concerned about how information would be shared 
in relation to applicants to the teaching profession 
who come from the European Union and 
Commonwealth countries, who have a right to 
enter the UK. In particular, we would be extremely 
concerned if the bill placed barriers in the way of 
refugees in the UK who want to enter teaching. 
We have a clear and strong policy on the matter. 

Dave Watson (Unison): We have nothing to 
add to our written submission. 

Ms Byrne: The submission from the EIS 
expressed serious concerns. I will pick up on one 
issue. Does the proposed vetting and barring 
scheme represent a distraction from what should 
be the main focus of policy on child and adult 
protection, or is it a legitimate part of a package of 
policy measures? In paragraph 3.2, you say: 

“statistics recently published by the Scottish Executive on 
Child Protection demonstrate that in 2005/06 there were 
10,527 child protection referrals; 38 per cent of which 
resulted in an inter-agency case conference. Over 80 per 
cent of children who were subject to a case conference 
were living at home prior to being referred. These cases, 
sadly, arise from action (or lack of action) on the part of 
those closest to the children whether their parents, carers 
or other family members.” 

Does that mean that the bill is a distraction? 

George MacBride: I do not think so. Our 
greater concern is probably the media and public 
reaction. Media headlines tend to say that there is 
an issue when there is a serious and distressing 
case that involves a youngster and a person who 
was paid to be responsible for her or him. We 
accept that there will be legislation in the area, but 

people are seriously mistaken if they think that 
legislation is the only course of action that is 
needed. There must be a culture in which all 
citizens, whether or not we are employed or 
working as volunteers, are concerned about young 
people’s safety. The bill alone—necessary though 
it might be—cannot address the need for such a 
culture. The bill, subject to necessary 
amendments, must be part of a package. 

Ms Byrne: Are there signs that such a package 
will be in place timeously and that it will be 
relevant to the current situation? 

12:15

George MacBride: We believe that although 
many elements of the package are present, they 
have to be supported, partly by resources and 
partly through publicity—and that has to continue. 

Ms Byrne: I worry about the complacency of 
assuming that the job is done because people 
have been checked and gone through the system. 
We talked about that with the first panel of 
witnesses, too. Will staff be trained well enough to 
see signs of abuse? 

George MacBride: There must be training and I 
sincerely hope that there will be. Education 
authorities already require all teachers to undergo 
annual training in child protection issues. That 
should continue and it should not be tokenistic. It 
is important that people recognise in children the 
possible signs of abuse that requires intervention 
and that they are aware of signs from their 
colleagues that might raise concerns. 

There must be recognition that training will often 
be complex and produce difficulties. People might 
not be happy about what they see in a child but 
fear that if they take it further they could be casting 
aspersions on the family. There must be a culture 
of support if people take their concerns further. If 
their original judgment is mistaken, that should not 
held against them. Rather, further training should 
be offered—to the individual and to the whole 
organisation. 

Ms Byrne: I put the same question to Unison. 

Dave Watson: We do not regard the bill as a 
distraction, although we recognise and agree with 
the EIS’s point that there are very few cases and 
that most abuse does not take place in 
circumstances where children are cared for. The 
bill is part of a wider package of measures, but 
that does not mean in any way that it is 
unnecessary. We think that it is necessary and we 
welcome it. 

We need to strike a balance. It is clear that 
protection of children and vulnerable adults is the 
paramount consideration, but we do not want 
miscarriages of justice that mean that staff who 
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can and do make a valuable contribution to the 
care of children and vulnerable adults are blocked 
from doing such work when there is no good 
reason. The balance must be in favour of 
protecting the child or vulnerable adult, but we 
must recognise that point.  

Another important point is that the people who 
work in such environments want this legislation. I 
must have dealt with hundreds of cases that 
involve staff who have been accused of various 
things. It is almost always other staff in that 
environment who report the abuse. They want 
protection under the law as much as everyone 
else.

Stephen Smellie (Unison): Training is given in 
social care and social work, although it can be 
argued that there is never enough training. There 
is a clear need for child protection awareness 
training to go further than the specific care 
environment of teachers and social workers. Good 
local authorities, for example, offer training to a 
wide range of staff who might come into contact 
with children or vulnerable adults—for example 
joiners and electricians who go into council 
housing. They are given awareness training in 
what to do if they see something suspicious. We 
need such training, which would contribute to the 
culture of awareness in the community of which 
George MacBride spoke.

People need to know what the issues are, what 
to do and how to recognise thresholds. People can 
be caught in a difficult situation: they see 
something that does not look 100 per cent right, 
but they do not know whether it goes far enough 
for them to do something. We need to open up 
discussion and provide clarification of what it is 
appropriate to report and what happens 
afterwards.

Mr Ingram: What is the EIS’s position on the 
proportionality of the measures in the bill? In your 
submission you criticise the bill for its one-size-fits-
all approach and highlight the difference between 
the responsibility of a teacher for his or her class 
and a parent who is just helping out on a school 
trip. Why should both individuals be subject to the 
same level of check?  

There are concerns about the scale of the 
bureaucracy and costs involved in establishing a 
system as defined in the bill. Can you give us 
some insight on that and perhaps some other 
ways of moving forward? 

George MacBride: I would not seek to speak on 
behalf of voluntary organisations, although we 
understand that they have concerns. Our concerns 
arise from a practical school point of view. Let us 
take the example of a head teacher who requires 
an adult to go on a trip with a class teacher and 
classroom assistant or auxiliary, because 

regulations require three adults to accompany the 
number of youngsters who are going. Under the 
bill as we read it, if a parent volunteers, possibly at 
a late stage, the head teacher faces a difficulty. If 
the parent is not already a member of the scheme, 
they have to become a member, which will not 
happen in one week however efficient the scheme 
is.

There are cost implications, but we suspect that 
bureaucracy and delay are bigger issues. I am not 
going to be very helpful, because we have not 
thought of ways of dealing with that, but guidance 
on definitions of responsibility would probably be 
the best way forward. There is a definition of a 
responsible person in the bill, but there should be 
a broader definition of responsible person and 
possibly of the responsible roles that they play. I 
am sorry that that does not take us far, but it would 
be our starting point. 

Mr Ingram: Are you saying that the professional 
who is in charge of the operation should take 
responsibility, rather than that anyone associated 
with the activity should have to go through a 
check? 

George MacBride: Our understanding of the bill 
is that it defines the responsible person at school 
as the person responsible for managing the 
school—the head teacher—or, in their absence, 
someone who is a member of the scheme. We 
recognise that, however briefly they are employed, 
all teachers will have to be members of the 
scheme, and we assume that that also applies to 
other staff employed in the school, although we do 
not speak on their behalf.

Our concern is about people who participate as 
volunteers, possibly only rarely, and always under 
the direct supervision of an adult who is a member 
of the scheme. Some education authorities 
already take a defensive approach and say that 
any adult who comes into a school, other than 
when visiting about their own child, should have 
Disclosure Scotland status. That can be a barrier 
to some. 

Mr Ingram: Does David Watson agree with the 
EIS standpoint on that? 

Dave Watson: It would be difficult to define the 
levels of responsibility for different checks. I 
understand the context of large schools, which are 
large units, but a lot of our members work in small 
units, particularly in social care and the voluntary 
and housing sectors. Such units care for as few as 
two or three persons or, in some cases, 
individuals. In those circumstances, it would be 
difficult to define the level. 

To be frank, supervision is non-existent in some 
units. There have been many cases, certainly in 
some community care settings, when staff have 
been recruited virtually off the street. Staff are 
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supposed to have supervision, but in reality some 
are looking after four, five or six cared-for persons 
on their own. It would be difficult to rely on a 
managerial structure that is sometimes non-
existent. The drift of social care and, to a lesser 
degree, health care seems to be in the direction of 
greater personalisation and smaller units. 

Mr Ingram: So you would approve of an 
approach in which individuals had to apply for 
registration.

Dave Watson: It would be extremely difficult to 
define the difference. If it could be done, fine, but 
the reality of social and health care means that it 
would be difficult to do. 

Mr Macintosh: The professional bodies that 
gave evidence earlier argued that as well as their 
sharing information with the central barring unit, 
the central barring unit should share information 
with them, so that there is no discrepancy between 
whether someone is barred and whether they 
have any professional standing. There is logic to 
that—it would ensure common decision making 
across the board and a lack of confusion. Do you 
agree that there should be an exchange of 
information both ways? 

George MacBride: Yes. The bill makes clear 
the duties on the General Teaching Council for 
Scotland to share information with ministers. Our 
reading of the bill is that the central barring unit 
would share information with the regulatory 
bodies. I heard what the representative of the 
GTCS had to say about other criminal activities in 
which teachers may have been involved. We take 
the point that that information should be shared 
with the GTCS. 

Mr Macintosh: Should the vetting information, 
as well as the barring information, be shared? 

George MacBride: If the vetting information is 
of high quality and is valid—there may be 
concerns about that—it should be shared. 

Mr Macintosh: So the information should be 
shared if the procedures are robust enough for us 
to be confident about it? 

Dave Watson: We are involved in social work 
and health, as is the Nursing and Midwifery 
Council. In principle, we have no difficulty with 
sharing information, as it is helpful if everyone is 
working with the same robust information. We 
have concerns not about sharing information, but 
about how the information is used and about 
double jeopardy. In practice, there is sometimes 
triple jeopardy, as people are dealt with in their 
employment situation and through regulation—the 
barring and vetting system, the list and so on. 
There are an awful lot of stages in the process. 
That is not a problem in the most obvious cases, 
but it is a problem in marginal cases. Inevitably, 

different bodies apply different standards, because 
they are set up under different legislation. 
However, that should not stop the sharing of high-
quality information. 

Mr Macintosh: You have put your finger on it. 
The issue is whether sharing information is likely 
to make a decision a common decision, made on 
common criteria across the board, or whether it 
will lead to three different decisions being made by 
three different bodies. 

Dave Watson: That is right. 

Mr Macintosh: I have a further question for 
Dave Watson. The different regulatory bodies 
have different relationships with the central barring 
unit. The GTCS is included automatically, but the 
SSSC is not. Do you think that all regulatory and 
professional bodies should have a common 
relationship with the legislation? At the moment, 
that seems to be a matter for ministerial discretion. 

Dave Watson: I can think of no good reason 
why they should not. The current position is 
probably just a result of the way in which 
legislation has developed over the years. The 
SSSC is a relatively new body and there is not a 
great deal of case law on how it has dealt with 
disciplinary matters. There is no reason as a 
matter of principle for one profession to be treated 
differently from others. 

George MacBride: We would be much happier 
if all regulatory bodies were clearly included in 
primary legislation. We are not happy about the 
number of occasions the bill proposes that powers 
be given to ministers. We would rather that as 
many powers as possible were included in the bill 
or made subject to the affirmative procedure. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: I have one or 
two short questions. Although there is a 
unanimous view that children must be very 
strongly protected, does George MacBride agree 
that to prevent malicious or vexatious accusations 
of abuse or inappropriate conduct being made 
against teachers, it would be appropriate for 
teachers against whom accusations are made to 
remain anonymous until the issue has been 
decided one way or another? 

George MacBride: Fundamentally, our position 
is that when accusations are made against a 
teacher that may result in criminal court action 
being taken against her or him, anonymity should 
be preserved until he or she is found guilty. That 
raises tensions in the context of the bill. The length 
of time that is available to ministers to use their 
discretion to place someone on the register should 
be explored, because there is an issue to do with 
ministers’ lack of accountability—I do not mean to 
Parliament, but under the bill. People who make 
vexatious allegations will be accountable, but 
ministers will not be accountable for their final 
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decisions. Such details should be explored further.

12:30

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: If there are 
any draft amendments that you consider 
appropriate, please send them to the clerk. 

I have a second question. There may be ECHR 
reasons for having two lists rather than one. 
Would you prefer there to be just one list, if that 
were competent? 

George MacBride: We do not have a view on 
that. Our concern has been to comment on the list 
of people who work with children. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Does Mr 
David Watson have a view on that? 

Dave Watson: We have considered the matter 
and have decided that we have no difficulty with 
there being two lists. We asked our members 
whether it would be a problem to have just one list. 
In our field, we could not think of a circumstance in 
which someone would be barred under one list but 
able to work under the other. There may well be 
such circumstances, but we could not think of any. 
If a decision was made to have just one list, we 
would not rush the barricades. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Against the 
background of the free movement of labour in 
Europe, were a public perception to develop that 
some people had been checked less rigorously 
than others, what reassurance could usefully be 
given?

Dave Watson: As we highlighted in our 
submission, our concern is that such reassurance 
could not be given at the moment. We have been 
involved in discussions at European level about 
common systems and common qualification 
routes, but I am not convinced that they have been 
developed yet. 

We highlight a further problem, which is a 
counter-scenario. Unison in Scotland has a large 
overseas nurses network, which has some 2,000 
members. It has examples of the home countries 
of refugees who have fled political persecution not 
being minded to be sympathetic to their applying 
for positions in this country, with the result that 
they cannot prove that they have a track record. 
They may have criminal convictions from their 
country of origin that would certainly not have 
stood up in this country, but which mean that they 
are blocked from doing work that they are well 
able and well qualified to do. There are two sides 
to that argument, but there is no evidence that 
Governments have addressed the issue. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Do you feel 
that the processing time for disclosures will be 
sufficiently short to ensure flexibility? For example, 

will it allow parents to accompany teachers on 
school trips or to help with various sports 
activities?

George MacBride: We hope that the proposed 
scheme will be much more efficient than the 
current Disclosure Scotland procedures. Our 
experience is that Disclosure Scotland appears to 
operate at highly variable rates—sometimes it 
responds quickly and sometimes it responds 
slowly. We do not know where in the system the 
delays occur. It is our reading of the proposed 
scheme that it will be a more efficient way of 
ensuring that information is fed back to employers 
quickly—provided that they are already members 
of the scheme. 

Dave Watson: Our experience of the Disclosure 
Scotland procedures is similar—the length of time 
that they take is extremely variable. At present, I 
could not provide any assurance that the system is 
operating quickly enough. We welcome the 
proposal to set up a new executive agency to 
replace the current arrangements and agree with 
the EIS’s point about any future changes. 
[Interruption.]

The Convener: If anyone has a mobile phone 
switched on, could they please switch it off 
because it interferes with the sound system. 

Mr McAveety: Both organisations’ submissions 
favour a series of amendments to modify some of 
the bill’s excesses. The concluding page of 
Unison’s submission says that it might well be 
better

“to have a lighter statutory touch in terms of duties and 
place greater emphasis on development of good practice.” 

Will you expand on that statement because that is 
not necessarily what we heard earlier? 

Dave Watson: That comment is on part 3 of the 
bill. It is certainly not our view on parts 1 and 2. 

Our concern about part 3 arises particularly from 
the views of our members who work in social care 
and health. The various groups of staff who are 
involved have different professional cultures. I am 
head of legal services as well as being responsible 
for policy, so I see the precognitions in cases 
where we provide legal support. If I read a 
precognition from a health care worker and one 
from a social care worker about the same incident, 
their approaches will be different. I am sure that 
the approach of an education worker would be 
different again. 

However, things are coming together through 
the joint futures agenda. Social care workers and 
health care workers are working together and 
other arrangements include education people. In 
recent years, good practice has developed and a 
number of local authority areas have great 
initiatives in which groups come together in 
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partnership to agree common reporting systems 
and approaches to the sharing of information. That 
is great progress. 

I do not want to overstate this, but we are 
slightly concerned that, if we place a duty on 
someone but it is not clear in the hierarchy how 
that duty is to be applied, there is a risk that they 
will behave in a highly defensive way. They will 
think, “I have a duty to share information, so I’m 
going to share virtually everything that crosses my 
desk.” There is a risk that practitioners who make 
professional judgments every day of the week will 
veer too far in the direction of being defensive. We 
are concerned that the bill might tip the balance 
too far in that direction. 

Mr McAveety: You answered some of my 
questions in your response to Lord James, 
particularly in your comment on new workers who 
come to the UK. There is a history of individuals 
from overseas making a substantial contribution to 
the health service, and it may well be that their 
political and social circumstances back home are 
markedly different from those in Scotland.

Earlier, I raised a particular concern with the 
ACPOS representatives—it is mainly a 
constituency concern—about what I see as a 
temporary group coming in from one of the 
accession states in substantial numbers. They 
have had a history of difficult records. Some 
members of that community might settle here and 
move into the care sector, but at the moment the 
community leaders are not necessarily the nicest 
people to meet. How do we strike a balance that 
addresses that concern? The Home Office and the 
police are a long way from resolving the 
immediate problem, particularly in urban parts of 
Scotland and the UK. People can easily rent 
accommodation and disperse quickly if there are 
pressures. How can we address the concern that 
you raise in your submission? 

Dave Watson: There are great difficulties. The 
only way to address them is to have common 
standards at the European level, but those are still 
some way off. To be honest, information sharing is 
a challenge within Scotland and the UK, let alone 
between the UK and states such as Romania and 
Bulgaria, which do not have the infrastructure that 
we have. There are huge challenges. I have 
noticed an increase in the number of cases that 
cross my desk. It works both ways, but I accept 
that you have a valid concern. 

However, I add a caveat, which follows on from 
one of Lord James’s points. As we state in our 
submission, malicious accusations are made in a 
significant number of cases, particularly in the 
private care sector. For example, a nurse or care 
worker falls out with the owner or manager of a 
care home. The worker says, “Right, stuff you. I’m 
off to get another job,” but they find that they have 

been referred to the regulatory body as someone 
who is a not a fit person. In other words, a 
malicious accusation—or, at best, a misleading 
accusation—is made. The person’s new employer 
says, “Oh dear,” and may well withdraw the job 
offer. In employment law, the only remedy is a 
notice period of a month’s pay. The person is left 
with no job and no money and their employment 
prospects are damaged. 

We hope that there will be no delays in any of 
those processes, but some things can take an 
awful long time to be resolved and a person can 
be left in limbo as the result of a malicious 
accusation. That is why we focused on the 
particular issue of damages. I accept that there 
has to be a balance, but there must be some 
penalty for those who provide misleading or 
malicious information. 

Fiona Hyslop: First, I congratulate George 
MacBride on his ability to give evidence to two 
committees on the same day— 

Dave Watson: And me. 

Fiona Hyslop: And you, yes. We are impressed 
by your multitasking abilities. 

The EIS expressed concerns about governance 
and indicated that it was pleased that governance 
would be by an Executive agency. The difference 
in Scotland would also be that ministers would 
have legal responsibility, unlike in England, which 
has an independent barring board. The EIS then 
goes on to express concerns about section 70 of 
the bill, which provides that ministers may 
outsource some of their functions. The proposed 
system will be underpinned by complex IT 
solutions and the state does not have a good 
record of delivering IT solutions in a range of 
areas. How realistic is the EIS’s opposition to 
section 70? David Watson might also want to 
reflect on that. 

George MacBride: I emphasise that we do not 
believe that any part of the minister’s functions 
should be outsourced. We acknowledge that the 
state has not always been good at providing IT 
systems. The record is even worse where it has 
bought IT solutions from the private sector—the 
English national health service is currently 
crashing to defeat having done so. 

Good IT solutions have been found and 
provided to the public sector at local authority and 
national level, so it is possible. Frankly, it is more 
cost effective for the public sector to provide IT 
solutions than to outsource that provision to the 
private sector. 

We would also be concerned if sensitive 
information that could impact on people’s careers, 
employment, income and social life was 
outsourced to organisations that could not be held 
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fully to account in the way that an Executive 
agency could be. The management and 
administration of the list and the scheme must be 
carried out by people who work within the public 
sector and its ethos, and who are accountable for 
their actions through the public sector. We were 
unaware that the English model—or the 
Westminster model—was different, but it is 
appropriate for such a duty to lie with ministers 
because they are ultimately accountable. 

Dave Watson: We agree with that, largely. Big 
IT projects do not have a very good record, but a 
lot of private sector schemes are not much better. 
Big public sector schemes are usually 
underpinned by private sector companies and 
contractors who have not been able to meet the 
specification. There are also plenty of examples in 
the commercial sector of big IT schemes breaking 
down. Big ICT solutions seem to cause problems 
to whoever delivers them. 

We also want to highlight identity fraud. 
Members might have seen that the BBC did an 
investigation quite recently into ID fraud and 
contact centres. We contributed to that 
investigation because we have done some work 
on that and we have quite a lot of experience, 
having between 4,000 and 5,000 contact centre 
workers in Glasgow, mostly in the private sector. 
Strathclyde police are concerned about ID fraud. 

There is a high risk of ID fraud where there is a 
high staff turnover, and commercial contact 
centres and solutions have higher than normal 
rates of staff turnover. In some parts of Scotland, 
the staff turnover can be as high as 100 per cent a 
year. In such circumstances, it is very difficult to 
inculcate the sort of culture that George MacBride 
was talking about. However, an Executive agency 
would have a very clearly understood public 
service ethos running through it. I accept that 
there is no absolute guarantee of that, but 
Executive agencies are less likely to have some of 
the problems of the commercial sector. 

12:45

Fiona Hyslop: There are obviously implications 
in the handling of a million pieces of information 
about a million individuals. 

This question is particularly for Unison. There is 
and has been a problem with individuals not 
sharing information in serious child protection 
cases. Some of the solutions have been based on 
IT systems to share information about children but, 
by and large, the approach seems to be 
piecemeal. Earlier, we heard from ACPOS—you 
did not hear this because you were at the 
Communities Committee meeting—that the 
process is likely to be evolutionary and that 
existing systems, rather than a big new IT solution, 
will underpin the new procedures. How 

comfortable are you that the new information-
sharing system under part 3 of the bill will be 
adequate to protect your members from 
allegations? Your members will be protected by 
information-sharing systems if they work but, if 
they do not work, your members may be more 
vulnerable. Is sufficient progress being made on 
that?

Dave Watson: You raise two concerns. The 
first, which we raise in our written evidence and 
which I mentioned earlier, is that the bill could lead 
to more defensive practices and a huge increase 
in the amount of information. The amount of data 
that the ICT systems will have to handle will 
increase vastly. Although the police have some 
well-developed systems—which are run largely by 
our members who are civilian police workers—
those are not quite there and, frankly, local 
authorities and health boards do not have 
appropriate systems in place. Therefore, the 
process will have to be evolutionary, because the 
appropriate systems are not in place at present. 
We have a concern about that. 

The second concern is that, even if the systems 
are in place, an issue arises about security of 
data. A lot of information is at present shared 
either verbally or through paper-based systems, 
not IT systems, which leads to all sorts of 
difficulties with information flow. However, a 
balance needs to be struck. We understand the 
importance of the verbal and paper-based 
systems. The bill is driven by one or two well-
publicised cases, but there is nonetheless a lot of 
good practice in information sharing using the 
available systems. I am afraid that anyone who 
thinks that, in a short period, we will have fabulous 
ICT systems buzzing round local authorities and 
health boards to implement the bill is sadly 
mistaken. If we are to have such systems, the bill’s 
financial memorandum is, frankly, a joke. 

George MacBride: I would be concerned if we 
thought of ICT as the only solution to the issues, 
particularly those that part 3 of the bill attempts to 
tackle. We can put information into an effective 
and efficient ICT system that joins up the various 
services but, if nobody is there to make use of the 
information, or trained to make use of it, the 
exercise will be pointless and simply about 
gathering information. It may be much more cost 
effective if, when a teacher has a concern of a 
child protection nature, they work in a culture in 
which they know who the designated social work 
colleague or social work manager is and can 
telephone them to raise the issue. That can be 
much more effective than simply giving a piece of 
information to an administration worker, who then 
puts it into the system, hoping that somebody at 
the other end of the system will read it when it is 
flagged up. ICT is not the only solution; it helps, 
but first we need a culture of interagency working. 
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Fiona Hyslop: We have heard a strong 
message from you and from ACPOS that, at the 
end of the day, the critical issue will be the human 
action that is taken, rather than the underlying IT 
system.

Dr Murray: The witnesses have touched on my 
concern, which leads on from Lord James 
Douglas-Hamilton’s questions about whether there 
will be sufficient protection from the possibility of 
malicious accusation. A constituent of mine who 
was offered a job working with children in the 
leisure industry had the offer withdrawn because 
somebody complained anonymously to the police 
that she had been seen in a pub taking an illicit 
substance. She seemed to have absolutely no 
right of appeal. There obviously are not sufficient 
safeguards at present against that type of 
malicious accusation. Are you reassured that the 
proposed system will be sufficiently rigorous to 
prevent such accusations causing people to lose 
their jobs? 

Dave Watson: We do not see rigour in the 
proposals, although, in fairness, it is difficult to 
build that into systems and there is not an easy 
solution to the problem. We have highlighted gaps 
in the bill and COSLA, ADES and the ADSW have 
highlighted technical concerns about issues on 
which the balance has not been shifted fairly or on 
the right basis. 

There are rights of appeal under part 1. We are 
reasonably happy with those, but it must be 
acknowledged that appeal to the sheriff, the sheriff 
principal and then to the Court of Session on a 
point of law is a very long process to put 
something right. In part 2, we can see no right of 
appeal at all. It appears that the central barring 
unit will take a view and that will be that, even if 
the information is inaccurate. 

I do not think that anything can be put in place 
on malicious accusations. We are talking about a 
wide range of different employers who are entitled 
under other legislation to make common-law 
judgments about who they employ. It is a basic 
principle of employment law that it is impossible to 
force someone to work for somebody or force 
someone to employ somebody. That principle has 
underpinned Scots employment law since time 
immemorial and I do not expect that that will 
change. Therefore, it is necessary to include 
penalties for people who make malicious or even 
misleading accusations to discourage them from 
doing that. 

It is interesting that, in recent years, better 
protection for malicious references has been 
developed in employment law. I refer to the 
concept of malicious falsehood, for example, 
under which there is now at least some defence 
for people against whom false references are 
given. That protection is not perfect by any means 

and is not good enough, but it is better than it was. 
Perhaps some refining of section 38 might achieve 
similar protection. I accept that there is a balance 
to be struck. We do not want to make the 
protection so threatening that people will not pass 
information on because they might get sued but, 
on the other hand, we must realise that someone’s 
livelihood could be lost for a long time. I accept 
that it is a difficult judgment to get the balance 
right. Unison does not wish to discourage the 
sharing of information, but we cannot afford to 
allow good members of staff to have their careers 
and lives ruined because of malicious accusations. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Some helpful 
points have been made. If the witnesses feel able 
to send the committee any amendments that they 
think would improve the bill, that would be 
extremely welcome. I ask them to send 
amendments to the clerk. 

Fiona Hyslop: The GTC says that trainee 
teacher should be identified as a registrable 
occupation. Does the EIS have any views on that? 
Is it sensible? 

George MacBride: We consider it sensible. We 
agree with that. 

The Convener: I will finish by asking the same 
questions that I asked the previous panel of 
witnesses on the bill’s definitions of “the referral 
ground” and “harm”. Do the witnesses have any 
concerns about those definitions? 

George MacBride: I will raise an issue about 
the definition of harm. Glasgow City Council had a 
policy that none of its education employees could 
give a child—or even a young person aged 15—a 
sticking plaster, for example. The EIS would be 
concerned if any of the definitions in the bill 
exacerbated that overdefensive attitude. We do 
not have a detailed view on the definition of harm, 
but we share the concerns that Unison colleagues 
expressed about encouraging such an 
overdefensive approach. 

Dave Watson: Unison flagged up a number of 
definition issues. We have been having 
discussions with colleagues in the bill team who 
have been working on the definitions, and the 
code of practice might resolve some of the issues. 
The important thing is that people need to know 
what they have to do. Uncertainty is not helpful, 
particularly when duties are involved, because it 
has an impact on disciplinary procedures in the 
public authorities and the voluntary sector 
organisations that work in those areas. There has 
already been a lot of defensive work, particularly in 
the health sector, in nursing care and social care. 
It is even difficult to encourage people to provide 
first aid in workplaces, which people are more and 
more reluctant to do. To be fair, there is nothing in 
the bill that adds to that, but there is a general 
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The Convener: That concludes this morning’s 
evidence taking. I thank George MacBride, Dave 
Watson and Stephen Smellie for their valuable 
evidence.

problem of litigation and risk management, which 
has deteriorated in recent years. 

The Convener: Given the serious implications 
that referral would have for your members, is it 
satisfactory that some of the issues will be left to 
guidance or secondary legislation? Should the bill 
perhaps contain clearer definitions? 

The committee will meet again at the same time 
and in the same place next week to take further 
evidence on the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill. 

George MacBride: The EIS would prefer to 
have clearer definitions in the bill, but we would 
have to go away and think about what they should 
be. If we come up with any answers, we will 
submit possible amendments. 

Meeting closed at 12:56. 

Dave Watson: We would like clearer definitions 
in the bill. That is usually our approach, as we 
share others’ nervousness about the powers of 
secondary legislation. However, many of the 
issues are extremely complex and cover a wide 
variety of professional practice. If the bill was only 
about education, social care or health care, we 
could probably put clearer definitions in it but, 
because it encompasses a wide variety of different 
provision, it is difficult to do that. To be frank, we 
would struggle to come up with definitions that 
would cover every circumstance without having 
long schedules that would look like statutory 
instruments or codes of practice. 
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Scottish Parliament 

Education Committee 

Wednesday 22 November 2006 

[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 10:01]

Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 1 

The Convener (Iain Smith): Good morning 
ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for coming to the 
25

th
 meeting in 2006 of the Education Committee. 

There is one item on today’s agenda, but it is a 
long one. We will continue to take evidence on the 
Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. 
There are three panels this morning. We will have 
two conventional panels later, but the first one 
involves a slightly different format. This is the first 
occasion on which we have had a round-table 
session, at which representatives from a number 
of voluntary sector organisations will give us their 
views on the bill. To save time, I will not introduce 
everyone. I ask all members, in particular, but also 
other participants in the round-table discussion, to 
keep their comments as brief as possible so that 
we can get through as much as we can in the time 
available. We have about an hour and a quarter 
for the round-table session to give us time to take 
the other two panels this morning. We need to 
keep the discussion as tight as possible so that we 
can cover all the main issues. 

I ask all members of the public and people round 
the committee table to ensure that they have their 
mobile phones switched off. Even if they are on 
silent mode, they can interfere with the sound 
systems. 

I thank all the voluntary organisations for coming 
to the committee this morning and for their written 
submissions, which I found extremely interesting. 
They raised a number of important and valuable 
points.

I will get the discussion going by seeking 
thoughts on the general aims of the bill and the 
workability of the proposed vetting and barring 
scheme. For example, some written submissions 
from the voluntary sector suggest that the scheme 
is perhaps a distraction from what should be the 
main focus of policy in the child protection sector. 
Other witnesses have considered whether the bill 
is a proportionate response to the issue. Would a 
representative from a voluntary sector 
organisation like to start by commenting on the 
general aims and workability of the bill? I see that 
Judith Gillespie has her hand up—I thought that I 
could rely on her. 

Judith Gillespie (Scottish Parent Teacher 
Council): The general aim of ensuring that 
youngsters are safe is clearly important. We all 
recognise that in certain situations people have an 
intimate and close one-to-one relationship with a 
child who is dependent on that particular adult. It is 
important to check the background and 
circumstances of that person carefully. 

The focus of the legislation has become 
incredibly wide. The fact that it aims to have 
something like 25 per cent of the adult population 
and a third of the working population police 
checked is indicative of that width. It is driving 
people who would volunteer on a casual basis out 
of the system. It is putting a disproportionate 
amount of emphasis on and energy into one area 
of child risk even though the recent statistics show 
that the main risk to youngsters is from physical 
neglect, which is a rapidly growing area of 
problems and accounts for the increasing number 
of youngsters who are being referred.

The bill is disproportionate. Further, there needs 
to be a better definition of terms and a proper 
decision about the age limit between a child and 
an adult. As I said, not only is it bureaucratically 
cumbersome, it is positively damaging to the well-
being of children.

Lucy McTernan (Scottish Council for 
Voluntary Organisations): Members of the 
committee will be aware that the Scottish Council 
for Voluntary Organisations has expressed the 
voluntary sector’s significant concerns about the 
sheer scale of what is proposed in the bill and the 
likely impact on the activity of voluntary 
organisations. In our recent evidence to the 
Finance Committee, we made plain our views that 
the Scottish Executive, in its financial 
memorandum to the bill, had omitted to consider 
the expense and bureaucracy that the sector 
would have to bear under the proposals. Further, 
we think that insufficient thought has been given to 
the potential effects on volunteer involvement.  

Today, I would go further and suggest that more 
time is seriously required than this committee has 
to consider the wide-ranging consequences of the 
size and nature of the proposed scheme. It was 
only in the past week, through an answer to a 
parliamentary question, that we learned that the 
number of people on which police record 
information is held—the vast majority of which is 
totally irrelevant to care positions—exceeds 1 
million. We know that the number of people caught 
by the bill in the voluntary sector alone is likely to 
be 1 million and I would suggest that it takes only 
common sense, not statistics, to work out that it 
will have a significant and sweeping impact.  

The bill has some positive points, including the 
welcome introduction of the passporting of 
disclosures, which would reduce bureaucracy. 
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However, we think that there are some serious 
and large holes in the funding arrangements of the 
bill and we would like the committee to give 
serious consideration to trimming down what is 
proposed by moving forward on the things on 
which there is consensus but not moving forward 
on the things that would impact widely on the 
voluntary sector and the community.  

Mr Adam Ingram (South of Scotland) (SNP): 
Judith Gillespie talked about volunteers being 
driven out of the system. We heard similar 
evidence prior to the introduction of the Protection 
of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 but, last week, the 
Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland 
and the Association of Directors of Social Work 
suggested that the number of people volunteering 
had not been affected by that act. Do you agree 
with that view? If not, could you outline how you 
think that the new legislation will impact on 
volunteering activity? 

Judith Gillespie: I suspect that ACPOS is 
thinking about a more formal, registered level of 
volunteering whereas the kind of volunteering that 
we are involved in is the low-level volunteering 
that involves people giving, say, an hour of their 
time to support an activity at a school or at a 
sporting event in a supervisory role because, 
otherwise, there would not be enough adults to 
take care of the number of children involved. That 
kind of informal volunteering will be caught up in 
the proposed legislation, as it was caught up in the 
Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003, as a 
result of which people are just saying, “I haven’t 
got the time or the energy,” and are not 
volunteering. There has been a significant drop-off 
at that level of volunteering, but that is not 
registering in the statistics that you were given last 
week because it does not involve formal, 
appointed posts. However, volunteering at that 
level has a major impact on the ability of the more 
formal organisations to run their events because, 
unless they have an adequate adult child ratio, 
they cannot operate.

Norman Dunning (Enable Scotland): I echo 
what Judith Gillespie has said. Our organisation 
has more than 60 informal groups or branches 
throughout the country. Although they are 
registered charities, some of them are very small 
and operate highly informally, running social 
events and clubs. Of an evening, 70 or 80 people 
will come through the door to take part in their 
activities. On such occasions, it is not clear who 
might be a protected adult—people do not wear 
labels that say that—or who is a volunteer 
because, essentially, we are talking about self-
help activities. A small group of three or four 
people will run things, but everyone else will work 
together. The people involved would not describe 
themselves as volunteers and would not be listed 
as such; they would call themselves friends. 

How could we possibly apply the bill’s provisions 
to such a scenario? Frankly, they would kill it 
dead. There is a great deal of concern among our 
members who are involved in such activities that 
that is exactly what will happen—people will not 
come forward. They are frightened that what is an 
informal but supportive atmosphere will become 
driven by a bureaucratic process that they cannot 
manage. We should remember that although such 
groups have a formal constitution, they are run 
from people’s front rooms. They do not store 
records on people somewhere. That is not how 
things work—it is not a formal set-up. 

Dr Elaine Murray (Dumfries) (Lab): I find it 
astonishing that the equivalent legislation south of 
the border went through the House of Lords and 
the House of Commons without anyone raising 
such concerns. Given that the population there is 
ten times the population in Scotland, if a million 
people in Scotland will be affected, 10 million 
people down south must be being affected. 

My concern is that if the bill just does not work, it 
might do more harm than good. With the Child 
Support Agency, for example, we know that the 
technology has never been able to deal with the 
legislative change. Might the bill give people a 
false sense of security? Could a case be made for 
putting a stop to the bill’s progress and 
considering the reform of POCSA, along with 
other, slightly longer-term changes? We do not 
want to reach a situation in which people think that 
everything is okay just because someone is in the 
scheme.

Judith Gillespie: The situation in England is 
interesting. The legislation in England is slightly 
behind that in Scotland and the extent of checking 
has not caught up with the position here; whereas 
the discussion there was about the fact that a 
million volunteers had been checked, the 
consultation document for the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill said that 
500,000 people had been subject to disclosure in 
one year. It is partly because the legislation in 
England is slightly behind that there has not been 
the same level of awareness. However, it is not 
right to say that there has been no opposition in 
England because there has been and it is 
growing—people are beginning to realise what the 
consequences of the legislation will be. 

Elaine Murray suggested that the present 
system might be overburdensome and that a 
review of POCSA might be necessary. That is 
absolutely where we are at. We have run with 
POCSA for long enough and its effects have made 
many groups, including the Scottish Parent 
Teacher Council, increasingly alarmed about the 
direction in which the process is going. 
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The Convener: I will allow Lucy McTernan to 
respond before we hear from George Thomson 
and Joe McIvor. 

Lucy McTernan: The fact that the parallel 
legislation in England is more contained than the 
POCSA regime here in Scotland means that it has 
not had as broad an impact or affected the same 
number of formal and, indeed, informal 
organisations as has been the case in Scotland. 

I remind people of what happened when part V 
of the Police Act 1997 came in. The voluntary 
sector in Scotland alerted the legislators that it 
would have a big impact on volunteering and, 
quite rightly, the Scottish Executive introduced 
proposals to provide free checking for volunteers. 
It was only after the fact that England caught up 
and the Home Office was persuaded to do 
likewise. As Judith Gillespie rightly says, we have 
been slightly ahead of the debate for a number of 
reasons. It is not a question of copying what is 
happening in England. We must set the standard 
of what is right, proportionate and appropriate for 
child and vulnerable adult protection here in 
Scotland.

Dr Murray: Are you advising us that the bill is 
not what is required? Would you go as far as to 
say that the bill should be rejected? 

10:15

Lucy McTernan: We are saying that we would 
not start from here. The current POCSA regime is 
counterproductive in many ways, but it has not 
had the wide-ranging impact that it might have 
done if full retrospection had been introduced. The 
bill will introduce full retrospection and provisions 
that go wider and deeper. The potential impact of 
that is pretty enormous. We are saying that we 
would like the worst aspects of the current POCSA 
regime to be corrected and some of the bill’s good 
proposals to be put into place. We would then like 
a pause for breath so that we can see whether we 
are travelling in the right direction. 

George Thomson (Volunteer Development 
Scotland): Volunteer Development Scotland’s 
evidence is that the information on what impact 
the bill will have is contentious and contradictory. 
Over the past 10 years, the trend in volunteering in 
Scotland has been pretty stable. No real 
detrimental effect from the current legislation can 
be seen in the overall figures. Our research 
suggests that 84 per cent of people in Scotland do 
not have an issue with being required to undertake 
a disclosure check when they believe that that is 
required for a volunteer placement. 

I think that the argument or debate needs to be 
centred around balance and proportionality, as 
has been mentioned this morning. We need 
balance and proportionality in respect of the 

organisations that are captured by the legislation. 
There is uncertainty about whether the bill should 
apply only to constituted groups in particular 
activities or to loosely formed groupings as well. If 
the bill captures loosely formed groupings, it will 
have an impact that will take us into unknown 
territory.

Another matrix of issues is who the bill will 
capture in the regulated workforce and which 
kinds of volunteer roles will be specifically required 
to be subject to a disclosure check. While ensuring 
that there continues to be credibility among the 
population at large about the good sense of 
undertaking proper scrutiny of people who will hold 
trusted positions with children, we will need to 
draw a line about what kinds of roles that will be 
applied to. If we get that wrong, the fears and 
concerns that have been expressed might appear. 

Joe McIvor (Youth Scotland): I agree with 
colleagues around the table about the reduction in 
the number of volunteers over the past few years. 
Our evidence suggests that, with the onset of 
POCSA, we lost around 100 youth groups. That is 
a considerable number. Obviously, our worry is 
that the same might happen under the bill. We are 
only now beginning to get back on an even keel 
after the onset of POCSA, so we still feel that a lot 
of work remains to be done. Most of our emphasis 
has been on comprehensive recruitment, as 
opposed to simple checks. We feel that putting the 
emphasis purely on checks is a backward step. 

David Little (Scottish Association of Local 
Sports Councils): I am national secretary of the 
Scottish Youth Football Association and I am 
representing the Scottish Association of Local 
Sports Councils. 

I want to come at the issue from a slightly 
different angle by giving the coalface perspective. 
At the inaugural meeting of the lead child 
protection officers group for the Scottish governing 
bodies of sport, 65 out of 70 sports were 
represented. At the last meeting, only 12 were 
represented. 

The first thought that I want to leave with the 
committee is about capacity. The volunteer sector 
in Scotland contributes more than 9 million hours 
each month, which equates to an annual 
contribution to the Scottish economy of £2.52 
billion. On average, Scottish Youth FA volunteers 
spend 10 hours per week training, coaching, 
arranging matches and participating in matches. 
That equates to approximately 6 million hours per 
annum. There is no further capacity within the 
SYFA. We have amended constitutions to reflect 
POCSA.

On the issue of capability, only 44 of the 70 
governing bodies of sport currently have child 
protection policies in place. The SYFA’s 
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membership includes a large variety of clubs and 
SALSC’s membership includes a large variety of 
sports councils, which cover the spectrum from 
enthusiastic volunteers to people who say, “Leave 
us alone to get on with our sport.” That causes 
complications when an attempt is made to 
implement measures on protection. Everyone in 
sport is trying to protect children, but there should 
be an audit of POCSA before we go further. 
Change causes big problems for the volunteer 
sector in football and other sports. A new form will 
be produced within the next few months and if the 
bill is passed, a revised form will be needed, which 
will require a massive change. 

The SYFA has carried out 6,000 disclosure 
checks and is one of the volunteer sector’s main 
users of the excellent central registered body in 
Scotland. Only 10 Scottish volunteer groups carry 
out 1,000 or more checks. Should we simply 
comply with the law of the land, or should we get 
involved in the protection of children, as I believe 
that we should? 

There should be a full education package, which 
should include information technology systems 
that will be needed to implement changes. 

In 2005-06, the SYFA, which is a subscription-
led organisation, spent £25,000 on administration 
and costs to do with protection. In 2006-07, I 
anticipate that spending on staff and so on will rise 
to £41,000. I have not mentioned training, but it 
will cost £18,000 to train 900 protection officers in 
our 3,400 clubs. 

I want to make three final points. First, in 
POCSA a child is defined as a person who is 
under 18, but in the bill a person who is 16 is an 
adult, which would create a black hole in the 
SYFA. Currently in the SYFA, a young person who 
is wearing a strip and running about playing 
football in a public park is covered by child 
protection legislation. The vulnerable adults issue 
would cause us massive problems. Secondly, will 
representatives of grass-roots sports be more fully 
involved in consultation? Finally, if organisations 
such as the SYFA are struggling to cope with the 
added financial and resource problems associated 
with protection, how are local sports councils and 
small governing bodies in Scotland coping? 

The Convener: Thank you. We will talk about 
the financial implications of the bill and training, 
but first I will bring in other panel members. 

Jim Duffy (Scout Association Scottish 
Council): I echo some of what David Little said. It 
has been suggested that legislation has not had 
an impact on volunteering, which is not strictly 
true. Although the Scout Association has managed 
to retain the bulk of its volunteers who work 
directly with young people, the real impact of 
legislation has been on administrative support for 

volunteers, which is a matter of increasing concern 
to us. We are restructuring our volunteer 
administration and management system 
throughout Scotland and a key driver for that was 
the increasing difficulty in recruiting volunteers to 
the administrative and training roles that are 
essential if we are to ensure that our vast 
volunteer workforce is properly supported. 

The length of time that disclosure takes has had 
one of the biggest impacts on administration. We 
do not disagree with disclosure; we are very 
supportive of a system that is helping to increase 
the safety of the young people in our care. 
However, we must get the issue into perspective. 
Disclosure is only one of a range of processes that 
are involved in the vetting and recruitment of 
adults. Sometimes we get the matter out of 
proportion, to the point that the disclosure check 
becomes the most important element of vetting. It 
is important, but it is far more important for the 
protection of young people that we have people 
who understand what constitutes good practice 
and apply it, and who recognise and respond 
quickly to dangers. There is great concern in the 
youth work sector that we are getting to the point 
that someone is a paedophile until they can prove 
themselves not to be. 

I and many others are staggered by the scale of 
the bill, which proposes to bring more than a 
million people in Scotland into the checking 
process. If the Executive wishes to do that 
successfully, an enormous amount of resources 
will be required to administer the system. The 
information that is before us is somewhat 
disingenuous, as it almost implies that the process 
is cost neutral for youth organisations such as 
ours. It is not. There is a cost for the Executive, 
because the more checks that are carried out on 
volunteers, the more the Executive will have to 
pay. It is not cost neutral for organisations such as 
ours, because the administrative costs in IT 
hardware, training staff and producing the support 
documentation that we need are enormous. We 
must take those costs into account. 

I support moves to improve the POCSA regime. 
The voluntary sector worked hard with the 
Executive to get a sensible regime and we made a 
lot of progress. We can do more in that area. 
However, sometimes it is time to take stock—to 
step back and to ask what we are getting into and 
whether what we plan to do will hugely improve 
the safety that we offer to young people. 

Mr Kenneth Macintosh (Eastwood) (Lab): A
number of issues have been raised. Written 
evidence has been submitted on difficulties such 
as overlaps in age—when a person between 16 
and 18 is to be regarded as an adult and when as 
a child—and the demand for notification of 
changes in address within three months of any 
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change. That evidence will be helpful, assuming 
that we proceed with the bill. 

I return to an issue that was raised by Elaine 
Murray, Lucy McTernan, Judith Gillespie and 
others. I recognise fully that we do not want to 
create a system such as that which Jim Duffy has 
just described. We used to value all volunteers for 
their commitment, but now the first reaction to 
someone who volunteers to work with children is 
suspicion. That is an appalling situation. However, 
as Lucy McTernan said, we cannot rip up the 
system and start again. My understanding of the 
written evidence is that most groups welcome the 
bill as an improvement on the current situation. In 
other words, the bill will reduce bureaucracy and 
focus the number of checks that are carried out. A 
large number of people will be affected, but what 
is proposed will be far less onerous than the 
current system of disclosure. Am I right in thinking 
that the bill represents an improvement on that 
system? 

Jim Duffy: The bill has the potential to improve 
the situation. However, the devil is in the detail, 
and much of the detail in the memoranda suggests 
that the improvements for which we were hoping 
are unlikely to come through. 

Lucy McTernan: As I said in response to Elaine 
Murray, some aspects of the bill would improve 
the current situation, but a raft of other provisions 
could make the situation much worse. We 
welcome the proposed passporting regime and 
would like it to be implemented. The updating of 
disclosure records—the flagging process—is 
potentially useful. I am referring to the back end of 
the system—the measures that will match what is 
happening down south. We welcome the option of 
a disclosure that does not release vetting 
information—the statement of barred status—and 
a better, online, application process. We would 
also like to see a clearer definition in the bill of 
which organisations are caught. A couple of 
people mentioned informal associations. 

There is a raft of things in the bill—basically, 
everything that I have left out—that we would not 
like to see introduced at this stage, because a lot 
more thought needs to go into them. 

10:30

Mr Macintosh: The things that you highlighted 
as being an advantage cannot be introduced 
without the bill. 

Lucy McTernan: They could be introduced 
through the bill or by amending the existing 
legislation. 

Ms Rosemary Byrne (South of Scotland) 
(Sol): Thank you for your helpful written 
submissions. I want to pose the opposite question 

to Ken Macintosh’s. It is interesting that although 
all members of the committee have read the same 
submissions and have heard the same evidence, 
we are taking different things out of the discussion. 

David Little said that an audit of POCSA is 
needed. Do the other witnesses share that view? 
George Thomson of Volunteer Development 
Scotland said that there should be research on its 
impact on volunteers. The flavour of what we are 
hearing is that we do not have full information on 
the matter and that we need to consider it further. 
Similar themes—age, for example—are picked up 
in many of the submissions. On protection of 
children, are there dangers, first, of complacency, 
given the amount of work that people will have to 
do and, secondly, that the bill will not hit the mark? 

Ms Wendy Alexander (Paisley North) (Lab): I
want to dwell on the issues that Elaine Murray, 
Ken Macintosh and Rosemary Byrne have raised. 
Given where we are in the legislative process, the 
committee has a choice to make about what to 
recommend—in fact, Scotland, collectively, has a 
choice to make. This is the third bill on child 
protection and how to deal with stranger danger 
that we have been asked to pass in less than five 
years. Either we say that we will try to get this third 
bill right, even though large parts of the provisions 
of POCSA—not least the retrospective provisions 
on volunteers—have not been properly 
commenced, or we say that the way to proceed is 
to commence fully the provisions of POCSA and 
use it to make the suggested improvements. The 
valuable insight from today’s meeting is that we 
have to reflect on that issue. 

If we try to scale back the bill so that we do not 
presume that everyone who offers to volunteer 
represents a danger to children, we might not pare 
it back sufficiently to deal with some of the 
anxieties that have been expressed. There would 
certainly be a new information and training regime 
on top of the two that are related to the Police Act 
1997 and POCSA. Alternatively, we could start 
with POCSA and build on it. 

Many people are more expert than I am on the 
subject. I simply want to clarification on the 
essence of the choice that the committee will have 
to make. I would welcome guidance on whether 
we should pare back the bill and do an audit of 
POCSA, thereby having a third bill in this area, or 
try to build on the POCSA regime. Many of us 
have an open mind on that and are interested in 
your views. 

Kelly Donaldson (Voluntary Arts Scotland): I 
want to touch on the statistics that are coming out 
about volunteers and about the hidden statistics 
behind them. Reference has been made to the 
number of volunteers who work in small groups 
and are not mentioned. There are also the hidden 
victims whom we have found, through POCSA. A 
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huge amount of confusion reigns supreme out 
there. Those groups already find the wording of 
the legislation difficult and are getting not 
clarification but mixed messages from local 
authorities and, for example, from people from 
whom they try to hire halls. Everyone seems to 
have a different slant on the legislation. From our 
point of view, the existing legislation should be 
made more understandable, so that everyone can 
sing from the same hymn sheet. 

It is not so much that volunteers are not coming 
forward—they still are—but that, because they are 
so confused, they are refusing to have children in 
their groups. They want to stick to training or 
sharing their craft with adults. If a child wants to 
join in, they see that as being too difficult for them 
so they do not let them into the group. It does not 
show up in the statistics that there is a 15-year-old 
who wants to learn macramé but no one will let 
her join a group because someone would have to 
get checked and that would be difficult. That is 
never going to show up in the statistics. 

Judith Gillespie: I want to respond to Wendy 
Alexander’s point. The beneficial aspect of the bill 
is that it will streamline the process by allowing 
multiple checks. However, having listened to a lot 
of the voluntary groups in consultation processes, 
I know that many have taken information from 
police checks and used it for other purposes. I am, 
therefore, not sure how effective the central 
barring system will be in reducing the number of 
times that people have to go through the evidence 
process. 

On the overall question of what we should do, 
the real problem is schedule 2 of POCSA, which 
says what the act applies to. The fact that it is full 
of unhelpful vaguenesses has meant that the 
process has become extensive. The final 
paragraph of schedule 2, however, allows 
ministers to revise and review everything in the 
schedule except that last paragraph, so there is 
scope for ministers to revisit schedule 2 in order to 
tighten and improve the definitions in it. In many 
respects, the confusion comes directly from the 
wording of the schedule. Everybody agrees that 
there are aspects of the checking process that are 
good and helpful, but it has become so 
widespread and has infiltrated so far that there are 
difficulties with it and people interpret it differently 
because the definitions in schedule 2 are 
extremely vague. When we asked about it, we 
were told that it would have to be decided in a 
court of law: a parent who was volunteering to 
help at a school disco and who was told that they 
might end up as an interesting test case in a court 
would not bother turning up. The definitions in 
schedule 2 need to be seriously reviewed. 

Fiona Hyslop (Lothians) (SNP): The committee 
has a fundamental decision to make concerning 

what we will do with the bill, so we need a steer 
from those who have not contributed so far on 
what they want us to do. The committee has spent 
most of its time over the past four years dealing 
with child protection—it looks as though there will 
be more legislation next year under “Getting it 
Right for Every Child: Proposals for Action”. 

Multiple disclosures came up two years ago. If 
the message is that the Executive should go back 
and think again, the committee can recommend 
that. We can ask the Government to have another 
look at the bill and to pause. If matters in respect 
of multiple checks could be improved by a short 
amendment to POCSA, the committee could 
perhaps progress that. 

The other issue is the new scheme. Many 
people agree that POCSA should be amended to 
enable retrospective checks; however, that would 
create records on a million people about whom the 
new scheme in the bill is meant to establish 
records. The question is whether it would be better 
to opt for the new scheme for those million people 
or to amend POCSA and have retrospective 
checks under that act. We are caught between the 
devil and the deep blue sea. In either case, the 
vast majority of the Scottish population would end 
up having to be checked. Would that protect us 
from the evil individuals whom the bill is meant to 
screen out? 

There is a balance to be struck and we must 
consider how we can achieve it. This is a rare 
opportunity for the committee to get different 
perspectives from interest groups. If you want us 
to say no to the bill and to pause, we can do that, 
but we need to hear strong views on practical 
things that you think can and should be done. It 
may be that we can get away with doing some of 
those things quickly now, under POCSA. I would 
worry about a filleted bill that did some things but 
did not do everything being rushed through before 
dissolution and the May election. There are hard 
choices to be made—this is your opportunity to 
give us a strong steer as to what you want. 

David Williams (Quarriers): We recognise and 
agree with much of the purpose behind the bill. 
We welcome especially the recognition that people 
who work with protected adults should be subject 
to the same scrutiny as those who work with 
children. Although the emphasis of the debate is 
on children—that is absolutely appropriate—the 
recognition regarding people who work with adults 
causes some conflicts and difficulties in the bill. 

There has already been some debate about 
whether a person’s status as an adult should start 
at 16 or 18, and about the list to which they could 
be referred. We also feel that there is potential for 
confusion between the responsible agencies in 
referring and making approaches to the lists. In 
our opinion, disclosure information that is given to 
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employers should indicate registration on either 
list. That is a challenge because the proposal is 
that a person will be referred to only one list, which 
is where the information will come from directly. 

We also think that, in the process of the bill, the 
focus has been on speed rather than 
effectiveness. As has been mentioned, other bits 
and pieces of legislation are either in place or 
pending—I am thinking of the getting it right for 
every child bill—that may be more appropriate 
places in which to address sharing of information. 

Norman Dunning: The bill is also about 
adults—we should remind ourselves of that fact—
and it suffers from some of the difficulties that are 
evident in respect of the Adult (Support and 
Protection) (Scotland) Bill in respect of the 
definition of protected adults. How are we to draft 
a definition that makes sense? The definition in 
the bill, which relates only to the person who is 
receiving a service, will not be operable. Apart 
from anything else, in the informal voluntary 
groups to which I have referred, people would not 
necessarily know the definition. There is no clear 
way in which to pick out or label an adult as being 
in need of protection. 

Added to that, given the nature of so many self-
help groups, it is often not clear who is the 
volunteer or helper and who is the potential victim. 
People in such groups work together to achieve an 
end.

If, under the bill, someone was told that they 
could not work within such-and-such a group 
because they had such-and-such a conviction, 
that would kill a lot of the self-help groups in which 
people who have convictions are trying to move 
forward and bring other things into their lives. We 
will kill off that whole process if we are not careful. 
People with learning disabilities may also have 
perpetrated crimes, and the same might be true of 
other groups—in fact, even more so. 

The Convener: Michael Hankinson of the 
Prince’s Trust Scotland might want to comment on 
that. Your submission refers to rehabilitation of 
offenders and other issues of that nature. 

Michael Hankinson (Prince’s Trust Scotland):
We refer specifically to rehabilitation of offenders. 
We are in the business of trying to help young 
people who have criminal records to correct the 
situation, so we are always concerned about 
legislation that might lead us to bar people 
unnecessarily or which might dissuade people 
from putting themselves forward to do things 
because they have a criminal record, although it 
might be entirely irrelevant to the reason for the 
check. 

10:45

Two things interest me. We really do not know 
what effect the previous legislation has had on 
people’s desire to volunteer. The Prince’s Trust’s 
experience is not altogether clear on that, but 
some people have certainly refused to undergo 
checks because they have been checked twice 
before. There is no doubt that the improvement 
that is on offer—to make disclosures 
transferable—would be greatly welcomed. 

I say as a general comment that, in preparing for 
the meeting, I found it quite difficult to know what a 
lot of the proposals really mean. It seems that we 
are being asked to comment on a lot of unknown 
detail.

Mr Frank McAveety (Glasgow Shettleston) 
(Lab): The committee has to address two or three 
important issues. First, there needs to be further 
discussion about first principles and whether we 
are going in the right direction. 

Secondly, it troubles me that most of the 
submissions say that people are worried about the 
proportionality of the bill in relation to what is 
meant to be the concern. However, I cannot really 
see where any of the submissions propose 
solutions other than to start again, which might be 
worth considering, or to make amendments to 
existing legislation. It would be helpful to explore 
either of those two options, given that we are 
going into the particularly intriguing final five 
months of this parliamentary session. 

Thirdly, barely a week goes by in my area 
without a volunteer who has a colourful past 
popping up, but I do not think that that should 
impact on the concerns that we have about people 
who have committed much more serious crimes. 
My area will contain a number of people whose 
history would, under the bill, dissuade them from 
participating or volunteering as they have done in 
the past, which would be extremely regrettable, 
given that they are, as we speak, making positive 
contributions to their communities. We should try 
to address that. 

The other issue that we do not have a lot of time 
for is the cost of the bill. The SCVO raised that 
point when the Finance Committee was discussing 
the financial memorandum to the bill. I know that 
we are going to move on to talk about that shortly, 
but I would like to hear views on possible cost 
impacts, particularly because various views have 
been presented about the impacts on smaller 
scale organisations. 

Jim Duffy: I can give a quick response to that 
question. We estimate that the current cost to us 
in terms of staff time, IT support requirements and 
general administration would be between £40,000 
and £50,000 per year. The financial memorandum 
does not show us the future impact of further 
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access to online checking and so on. It is difficult 
for us to assess, but our costs are unlikely to go 
down. Those costs have to be met primarily from 
our youth members and volunteers because, as 
David Little said, most of our income comes from 
membership subscriptions. 

I have expressed concern about administration 
of the scheme. The bill could bring about lots of 
improvements, particularly on passporting and the 
possibility of online access to checking 
information, for which we have been asking for a 
considerable time. We want to discuss 
improvements that can be made to the existing 
system. As a simple example, we are told that 
Disclosure Scotland is going to introduce a new 
disclosure application form in a month. Although 
we are one of the largest volunteer-led youth 
organisations in the country, we have not been 
involved in that; in fact, we are not aware of any 
other major volunteer-led youth organisation that 
has had any input. I should also point out that the 
six largest volunteer-led youth organisations 
provide more than 50 per cent of Scotland’s youth-
work capacity. 

It is one thing to improve a form that we have all 
agreed, but to alter a form to which we have had 
no input might cause us difficulties, the greatest of 
which will be our having to sell yet another change 
to our volunteers. All the processes and 
procedures that we have developed over the past 
four years will simply go out of the window at very 
short notice, without taking into account volunteer-
led organisations’ capacity to respond. If we make 
such a change quickly, the process will be 
discredited further. There might well be another 
set of changes 18 months down the line. I do not 
think that the people who will have to deliver the 
changes are being considered. 

The assumption seems to be not only that the 
process will be cost-neutral but that it will all be 
supported by professional staff, but for the vast 
majority of organisations that will have to make the 
bill work, that is simply not the case. We need to 
reflect on whether we have the capacity to deliver 
the provisions. More important, we must also have 
a proper evaluation of risk, which has never been 
carried out. 

The Convener: A number of people want to 
comment but, given that the written submissions 
have alerted the committee to the problem in 
respect of disclosure fees, it might save time if we 
do not discuss it now. 

I wonder whether we can discuss issues such as 
the hidden training and administrative costs for 
organisations. In its submission, Enable makes 
interesting points about the level at which 
decisions to disclose information are taken and 
whether the people who make such judgments 
have the right training and background. Judith 

Gillespie from the SPTC has also highlighted that 
issue.

David Little: Our answer to Frank McAveety’s 
question is that the bill will cost £41,000. Fiona 
Hyslop will forgive my football analogy, but I have 
to say that, at this time, we do not need moveable 
goalposts. Instead, we need one piece of 
legislation that encapsulates everything. 

Jim Duffy’s comment about awareness was spot 
on. It takes a long time for voluntary organisations 
to make people around Scotland aware of 
changes to procedures and paperwork. As I said 
earlier, we have carried out 6,000 checks, but we 
have 16,000 people on the computer and 
retrospective checking increases our workload. Of 
those 6,000 people, we have excluded 19 which, if 
I can use another football analogy, means that the 
score is 19-nil—with the nil being for training. 

Like Lucy McTernan, we welcome the passport 
proposals, but we want to be involved with and to 
assist in their practical preparation. For a start, 
unless passports are six feet high and carved from 
granite, many people will lose them, which will 
mean that we will have to recheck everything. If 
forms are passed on, identifications can certainly 
be recorded, but the groups will still need to carry 
out ID checks. If, for example, I were to show up 
saying that I was Wullie Smith, I would still have to 
prove that I was Wullie Smith. We need to 
consider the matter, especially the IT aspects, in 
respect of which we need to ensure that the MOT 
is still live. 

Judith Gillespie: Parent-teacher associations 
are in a similar position to Enable Scotland in that 
voluntary groups operate from kitchens and are 
completely incapable of managing the process at 
all or of holding information and keeping it 
confidential.

I echo Jim Duffy’s point: we have to look again 
at what the real risks to children are. A scatter-gun 
approach is being taken and it is spreading wider 
and wider. However, there has been no review or 
audit of how much risk or danger to children is 
being removed. There has been no starting point: 
when I asked the Scottish Executive what figures it 
was starting with, it said that it had not collected 
any. There is therefore no benchmark against 
which we can measure success. 

The main risks to children fall outside the areas 
to which checks will apply. When we looked at the 
figures for referral, the information did not mention 
the main reason for referral, which is physical 
neglect. From talking to social workers, we 
understand that such neglect is a result of 
increasing drug abuse among adults. That needs 
urgent attention. 

The bill fails to address the real problems for 
children, but it will also be positively damaging. A 
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huge level of anxiety is building up among adults 
about other adults, and among children about 
adults. The Institute for Public Policy Research 
has shown that adults in this country are the worst 
at relating to children. That, to some extent, is a 
by-product of what the institute describes as 
“paedophobia”. There is a climate of distrust—
many men feel completely incapable of offering a 
helping hand to a child in public in case they are 
characterised as having done it for the wrong 
reasons. 

It is time to take stock and do an audit. We have 
to see where we are. If we want to make 
improvements, schedule 2 of POCSA can be 
changed simply by a ministerial decision. There is 
scope for a review, but we should halt at the 
moment before we charge on any further. 

John Harris (Central Registered Body in 
Scotland): The problem is that, although we are 
presented in the bill with a model that might be 
consistent for professional, regulated and statutory 
bodies, the not-for-profit sector includes a diverse 
range of organisations with different aims, 
aspirations, scales, remits, methodologies and 
resources. As has been said this morning, 
questions arise about the point at which a body is 
sufficiently formed to fall within the legal 
provisions, and about the basic needs of individual 
volunteers who will be captured by the scheme. 

The voluntary sector’s turnover of members, 
leaders, management committees and paid staff 
should be an important factor in designing the 
legislation, to ensure that the bill’s objectives are 
met. That opinion has been exemplified by much 
that has been said this morning. Our experience of 
dealing with part V of the Police Act 1997 and with 
the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 has 
been that organisations have considerable 
weaknesses at all levels in dealing appropriately 
with their requirements. 

We agree that organisations will benefit from a 
reduction in bureaucracy, which the bill will bring 
about. For instance, disclosures will be portable 
and new information will be available to update 
assessments—information on barred status, for 
example. However, those advantages must be 
balanced against the additional responsibilities 
and pressures that will be imposed on 
organisations large and small. 

We have heard from larger organisations about 
the impact on them that will result because large 
numbers of people work for them, but a word 
ought to be said for the smaller groups that do not 
benefit from paid staff, do not have their own 
premises and facilities, and do not have the 
support that large organisations, such as Jim 
Duffy’s, do. His problems are size and scale; other 
organisations suffer from their absolute smallness. 

11:00

On the basic level, organisations will need to 
ensure that they have adequate records systems 
to cope with transfer and movement of information 
between each other and the central barring unit, 
but it is by no means certain that they will be able 
to do that. Furthermore, the imposition of various 
penalties on volunteers and managers who fail to 
participate correctly in the scheme is a great 
danger. 

We need to tailor the legislation to the specific 
needs and requirements of the sector so that it 
reflects needs and outcomes and takes account of 
many of the points that have been made. By the 
end of this financial year, the central registered 
body will have processed just under 200,000 
disclosure applications since 29 April 2002. That 
figure is based on actual figures for the preceding 
years and an estimate for this year’s outturn. 

If the bill remains as it is, the capture of 
additional individuals will push that figure up, 
which raises questions about the scheme’s ability 
to cope. Support will be needed, including 
accessible support for larger and smaller 
organisations and systems that will enable them to 
put the legislation into effect. We are talking about 
a structure that is not sufficiently finely tuned to 
current needs. 

The Convener: For the record, when you refer 
to 200,000 disclosures, do you mean individuals or 
disclosure applications? 

John Harris: Disclosures that have been 
performed on individual applicants. 

The Convener: So that means 200,000 
separate individuals.  

John Harris: Yes. 

Michael Hankinson: Those are the free checks. 

John Harris: Yes. 

Joe McIvor: I want to answer Frank McAveety’s 
point about the overall costs. Youth Scotland 
made an investment of £100,000 over three years 
not only in the administration of disclosures but in 
the wider issues of recruitment, health and safety, 
risk assessment and child protection in general. 
We must now make strategic decisions about what 
to do next. Cost is a massive issue, in relation to 
not just administration but changing people’s 
behaviour, which is difficult. 

George Thomson: Frank McAveety was right to 
ask about the first principles on which we work. 
For me, the first principle is how children and 
adults are served by people in a regulated 
workforce. The context of the bill should be how 
we provide something of worth to our children and 
vulnerable adults and, in deciding how we apply 
ourselves to the regulated workforce, we have to 
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know about the risk. I agree with Judith Gillespie 
that there does not seem to have been much 
analysis of the risk that we are trying to deal with. 
To me, that would have been the first principle. 

Then, in deciding how to minimise that risk, we 
need rational and thought-through approaches. It 
is salutary that evidence shows that two thirds of 
those who go through the disclosure process are 
women. Does that show that we are approaching 
the risk in the best way? I do not think that we are, 
especially if we are working without a definition of 
the risk. To my mind, it is a matter not so much of 
whether POCSA can be improved but of whether 
we can define who should be captured by the 
legislation. If we can do that, we can decide how 
to apply ourselves to the risk. Unless we have that 
definition and apply proportionality, the 
administrative and other aspects will not matter—
we will miss the key point. 

Lucy McTernan: I welcome the points that 
committee members have made, which allow us to 
get right down to the fundamentals of this whole 
business. In the past, the debate has been about 
how we will cope with the proposals, but we ought 
to welcome and take seriously the opportunity to 
look again at the fundamental risk and at the 
potentially counterproductive nature of the system, 
as Judith Gillespie said. 

On behalf of voluntary organisations, the SCVO 
has been saying for a considerable time that 
voluntary organisations are largely at the front end 
of providing new and innovative services that 
benefit children and young people, and that overly 
bureaucratic systems provide no more than a 
distraction of effort, innovation, will and time from 
the development and delivery of services that 
benefit young people. If we want the ultimate 
outcome of the process to be a safe, happy and 
fulfilling childhood, perhaps we should start not by 
being overly attentive to risk and putting in place 
major bureaucratic systems. Colleagues from the 
voluntary sector tell me that we ought to look more 
broadly at the potential unintended consequences 
of the bill on voluntary organisations’ practice on 
the ground, rather than simply asking whether 
organisations can deal with the cost.

On cost, in effect we are being asked to sign a 
blank cheque for fees and for the cost of a so-
called self-financing system. Already, in the couple 
of years since POCSA has been on the go, there 
has been a 47 per cent increase in fees. If we go 
down the road that is proposed, unless there is a 
cap on fees, not just time and effort but cash 
resources will be expended on keeping the system 
going.

Ms Alexander: One of the justifications for the 
bill is that it is a copycat measure that we are 
obliged to take, following on from the Bichard 
recommendations. However, the crucial difference 

is that in Scotland a voluntary scheme is 
proposed. Whether the scheme should be 
voluntary is disputed, but if we start with the 
fundamental issues that we have heard about—
ensuring happy childhoods and accurately 
assessing sources of risk—the haystack that we 
are building to find the needles will not capture 
what goes on in the home.

Perhaps even more worryingly, because the 
scheme is voluntary, we must ask whether the 
legislation will capture those few evil individuals 
who we know will seek to evade the system and 
so will not apply but will still find locations and 
ways in which to groom and approach children. 
When we pursued that issue last week, the view of 
the police and other witnesses was not only that 
we should have 1 million people in the scheme, 
but that, if we found that a child had been 
groomed at other locations or on other occasions, 
it would be logical to extend the scheme to the 
relevant section of employees—for example, all 
bus drivers, all parkies and perhaps a vast number 
of other local authority workers. If everybody who 
ever helped out with a school disco was added in, 
that would quickly raise the number of people 
captured by the scheme not to 1 million but to 2 
million.

At least three members of this committee also sit 
on the Finance Committee. What is worrying is 
that none of the estimates for IT costs even 
scopes out the possibility of bringing another 
100,000 members of local authority staff into the 
system. If we are about giving children a happy 
childhood and protecting them from the few people 
who pose a real risk to them, I am also not sure 
that a voluntary scheme captures our objective. 
Further comment on that would be helpful. 

I invite comments on the counterproductive 
aspect of the bill. I am greatly worried about 
resource diversion from other areas of child 
protection. The costs that are currently given for 
the IT systems associated with the scheme are 
£2.5 million. I cannot begin to understand why the 
comparable costs of new IT systems in the health 
service to service 1 million or 1.5 million people 
are tens of orders of magnitude larger than that; 
indeed, people around the table have suggested 
that the proposed IT system would be more 
complex than those to put together because the 
essence of its success will lie in sharing 
information across a vast range of professional 
organisations. Information will not simply be held 
in one system, as it is in the health service. Is £2 
million for a system that will cover at least 1 million 
people in Scotland an underestimate of the costs 
that will be involved? The danger is that if we 
legislate, we will be compelled to support the IT 
system to deliver what has been proposed. History 
suggests that such a system will cost more than 
has been suggested. Where will tens of millions of 
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pounds come from? The POCSA systems do not 
have the required sophistication because they do 
not allow repeat checks and, so far, we have 
simply funked the challenge of retrospection for 
all, so we will not build on a largely existing 
system. Given our objectives, does anyone have 
any observations to make on the costs and the 
wisdom of having a voluntary scheme in Scotland? 

Jim Duffy: I am not an IT expert so I will not 
comment on the IT costs, but it is important to note 
that the small amount of money to cover IT costs 
to which Wendy Alexander referred is more than 
the total grant support that the Executive currently 
provides to national youth work organisations for 
their core activities. 

I thought that we had put the matter of the 
scheme being voluntary to bed when we 
discussed POCSA. The scheme will not be 
voluntary. There will be a legal duty on trustees to 
ensure that they do not engage paid or volunteer 
staff who are on a banned list to work with children 
or vulnerable adults. At the moment, the only way 
of finding out such things is to do a disclosure 
check. If we do not take action, the scheme has 
the potential to criminalise volunteers and trustees 
accidentally. Accidental criminalisation is still 
criminalisation. Let us please not say that the 
scheme will be voluntary—it will not be. 

Mr Macintosh: I want to return to the question 
that I asked earlier and to the question that Frank 
McAveety asked about alternative paths. Judith 
Gillespie talked about using POCSA—but to do 
what? I do not want to sound unsympathetic about 
the concerns that have been raised—indeed, I do 
not think that any committee member will be 
unsympathetic to them, particularly to the idea that 
a meaningless bureaucracy will be created that 
will not provide any security—but we should 
consider the point of the proposed legislation. The 
voluntary sector is caught up in the proposals, but 
the bill is not for it; it is for parents and families 
who are looking for security. Ultimately, we are 
trying to address the concerns of many people 
about how safe children or vulnerable adults in the 
community are with people who run facilities, 
services and so on. Volunteers supply services, 
but ultimately we are concerned about people who 
want security above everything else. The first 
question that parents always ask is how safe their 
children will be with someone who is looking after 
them and whether they can be trusted. The 
committee has a duty to ensure that we can at 
least provide some reassurance about that, which 
is why we are discussing what we are discussing. 

It is all very well to say that things are getting out 
of hand and that the proposals are too unfocused. 
Perhaps something can be done to focus the bill, 
but I have not heard about an alternative direction 
of travel from anybody. What is the alternative 

direction of travel? How can we refocus on the 
very small number of people who represent a 
serious danger? At least the proposed system 
would provide comfort to some people that we are 
taking their concerns seriously. 

The Convener: The other side of the coin is the 
issue of back watching, to which one or two 
submissions refer. Organisations might become so 
concerned about protecting their own interests that 
they will forget that they should be protecting 
children. Perhaps people can also pick up on that 
issue.

11:15

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Lothians) 
(Con): There is no doubt that everyone here 
supports the protection of children and young 
adults. The premise of my question is the fact that 
we do not want something that is disproportionate 
and which has excessive costs. We do not want a 
rush job that will not stand the test of time. Judith 
Gillespie states in her submission: 

“We think the costs and bureaucracy are facing in 
entirely the wrong direction. They are focused on the lowest 
areas of risk leaving children exposed in areas of much 
higher risk.” 

To pick up Wendy Alexander’s point, we do not 
want to take out the haystack in order to find the 
needle. 

Does the Scottish Parent Teacher Council 
recommend that the bill should not proceed? 
Should the Executive think again and come 
forward with a more professional job that is not 
disproportionate and does not have excessive 
costs? 

Judith Gillespie: Absolutely. It is important to 
examine the risks, the things that children suffer 
and the occasions on which children suffer serious 
abuse and to recognise publicly that most of those 
happen in domestic situations, which the bill does 
not cover. 

There have been a number of horrendous cases 
in which known paedophiles have attacked and 
abused or killed children, so there is perhaps a 
need to spend money, time and effort on putting in 
place better ways of monitoring people who are 
already known to the system. However, how often 
have children suffered any kind of abuse at a 
school disco, for example? Ken Macintosh made a 
good point about parents’ anxiety, but the IPPR 
research shows that that anxiety is being falsely 
fuelled. It is important that people who know and 
understand the risks put things back in proportion 
so that parents do not become excessively 
anxious.

The risk is not huge if a child takes part 
voluntarily in an essentially public activity with lots 
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of other people. We advise our PTAs that the most 
important thing is that the adults who are present 
operate a self-monitoring process against each 
other. In that way, the safety of the child comes 
out of the behaviour of the adults rather than from 
a bureaucratic check. 

John Harris: On the driving force behind 
engagement with us, voluntary sector 
organisations do not operate in a vacuum. Often, 
the necessity for groups to become involved is 
driven by those who provide funds and 
accommodation or by the policies of local 
authorities, NHS Scotland and the care sector 
regulator. As a result of that, voluntary sector 
organisations often get confused about which 
guidance and rules they should follow. There is 
sometimes a lack of coherence between the 
demands of the local authority, the care sector and 
others, particularly funders. 

Voluntary sector bodies need to be included in 
the discussions so that there is coherence in the 
requirements that are imposed and the persons 
who need to be involved. As Jim Duffy said, the 
scheme is not exactly mandatory, but it is not 
exactly non-mandatory either. There are indirect 
drivers in the system. We should not forget those 
who provide insurance, because they have a clear 
interest in what organisations do, who is insured 
and what level of risk they bear. 

The Convener: The discussion could go on all 
morning, but unfortunately time does not allow for 
that. I will take any final points that members wish 
to make, then I will allow any witnesses who wish 
to make final comments to do so. However, all 
comments will have to be brief. 

Dr Murray: Confusion is felt about whether 
participation in the scheme will be voluntary. It is 
not really the case that the scheme will be 
voluntary, but it will not be an offence not to 
participate in the scheme. That is deliberately 
different from the position south of the border, so 
that people who help casually, in a crèche or 
elsewhere, will not be criminalised for doing so. 
The only problem is that that allows a toehold for 
people who have evil intent, because somebody 
who has evil intent towards children or a record of 
abuse will probably not apply to join the scheme 
and will hope to have contact with children when 
people are not aware of the scheme. That is a 
danger in the bill. 

As the Custodial Sentences and Weapons 
(Scotland) Bill raises issues of monitoring people 
in the community, does it offer possibilities for 
focusing on people who are known sex offenders 
and who have a record? Instead of assuming that 
the rest of us are pins and not hay, would such an 
approach find the pins? 

Ms Byrne: My final question is whether it would 
be more appropriate to improve the existing 
system and to put financial resources into training 
and education to identify inappropriate behaviour 
and to enable groups to pass on that training as 
widely as possible. I mean also education to 
enable the vulnerable—children and vulnerable 
adults—to identify different behaviour by people 
who associate with them. 

Fiona Hyslop: We have not touched on the part 
on information sharing, although the submissions 
contain comments on it. I ask for final views—as 
opposed to some of your concerns, of which we 
have a note in the submissions—about what, if we 
were to fillet, tailor or change the bill, or pause for 
a rethink, should be done with information sharing 
as a process. 

Norman Dunning: I agree absolutely with 
Rosemary Byrne. What balance do we strike in 
best protecting people? Do we best protect them 
by putting them on a list or do we make it easier 
for them to recognise risk? Giving people 
information and knowledge about what constitutes 
risk and about how to recognise problems or 
difficulties in others’ behaviour will make them 
more likely to recognise risk. Together with that, 
we need to make it easier for people to self-refer if 
they think that they have a problem. Abuse is most 
commonly detected not because somebody spots 
it or spots someone on a list but because 
somebody reports something as suspicious. 
Educating people is crucial. 

I will return to the points about what we should 
do. As an organisation, we work with children and 
adults and with formal and informal services—
today I have concentrated on informal services. 
We have POCSA, which could be reformed. We 
also have all the regulation that accompanies the 
Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care 
and the Scottish Social Services Council, which 
regulates people who work with informal services. 
Those schemes are working and would be 
improved by better checking mechanisms, as 
proposed in the bill. There are ways to improve 
those systems. 

The informal work with adults that I talked about 
involves a self-help element. We need to have a 
cool look at the risk that we are trying to prevent 
and what we are so worried about. My 
organisation has done what I described this 
morning for the past 50 years and I can say with 
absolute certainty that we have never killed 
anybody and I am not aware that any serious 
crime has been committed in any of our clubs. 
That is a bit like what Judith Gillespie said about 
playgroups. Given that, why is that activity to be 
put at risk by legislation whose need has not been 
established? 
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Jim Duffy: I do not want us to go away today 
thinking that the scheme is voluntary. I understand 
what Elaine Murray says—that an individual’s 
decision whether to join the scheme is voluntary—
but the people who run a crèche and recruit an 
individual will have a legal responsibility to check 
that individual and they will not be able to do that 
in any way other than by compelling that individual 
to become a member of the scheme. The scheme 
is not voluntary—please do not think otherwise. 

George Thomson: I agree with Jim Duffy. I 
wonder whether the issue could be reframed. One 
way of looking at it is to ask what the 
consequences of non-compliance are. In England, 
the consequences of non-compliance are greater, 
because it is a criminal offence even if someone is 
not on the list. In Scotland, not complying has no 
consequences unless an organisation happens to 
take on someone who is on the list. Therein lies a 
real problem for us. One could argue that the 
current system is being supported by the lack of 
compliance. Currently, 11,000 organisations 
comply. The SCVO has said that there may be as 
many as 45,000 organisations that should be 
complying. One could make the case that as many 
as 30,000 organisations are not currently 
complying with the legislation. That takes us back 
to the issue of who needs to comply, and why. If 
we do not define that, everyone is in the frame. 

David Little: I put on record again that the 
SYFA and SALSC are fully committed to the “2006 
Accord for the Protection of Children in Scottish 
Sport”. The point that Rosemary Byrne made 
typifies the problems that we have. We need 
education and training. We know children, but we 
have huge difficulties with vulnerable adults. The 
vast majority of our problems come from verbal 
abuse. Some coaches get a wee bit excited. There 
are also neglect issues—sometimes we do not 
wrap kids up at the side of a football pitch. We 
need our people to have the education and 
training that will enable them to identify the people 
and scenarios that we have discussed. 

The Convener: I thank everyone for coming 
along to the session, which members and I have 
found extremely valuable. We may consider taking 
a similar approach in future. I am sure that there 
are some issues that we have not covered and 
that you would have liked us to cover. We have 
not considered definitions of harm, for example, 
and people may wish to return to that issue. We 
have seen the written evidence that you have 
submitted and will take that into account, along 
with what we have heard today. If you have 
thoughts about alternative approaches that you 
think could achieve the aims of the bill or about 
ways in which the bill could be amended to deal 
with some of your concerns, please let the 
committee know, so that we can consider your 

suggestions and raise them with the Executive. 
There will now be a short suspension. 

11:27

Meeting suspended. 

11:38

On resuming— 

The Convener: We move on to our second 
panel of witnesses and a more conventional 
format. We will have to wait and see whether that 
is a good or a bad thing; if it is a bad thing, that will 
have nothing to do with the panel that is before us. 
I welcome our witnesses. Donald MacKenzie is 
lead child protection officer and Jim Murray is 
senior solicitor at Dundee City Council. Andrea 
Batchelor is head of service for inclusion at South 
Lanarkshire Council. Allan Gunning is chief 
operating executive for NHS Ayrshire and Arran—I 
do not know whether that means that he is a 
surgeon. Dr Helen Hammond is responsible for 
child health protection at NHS Lothian. Thank you 
for your written submissions. No one has indicated 
an immediate desire to make brief additional 
comments, so we will move straight to questions. 

Mr McAveety: My question follows on from the 
previous evidence-taking session. A substantial 
number of concerns have been raised consistently 
about the proportionality and applicability of the 
bill. What impact do you think the bill as drafted 
will have? Should we revisit the central principle of 
whether it is the right thing to do? 

Donald MacKenzie (Dundee City Council):
The evidence that the committee heard last week 
and earlier today makes it clear that the bill is one 
piece of the jigsaw—it is part of a package of 
measures to protect children. 

Any system for checking people to see whether 
they are unsuitable to work with children will, by its 
very nature, be robust and, some would say, 
intrusive. There has been discussion about looking 
at only those who have already been convicted. I 
am not sure how we could take a comprehensive 
look at everyone who wants to do regulated work 
without a system as robust as the one proposed in 
the bill. In order to identify the very few people 
who might pose a risk to children, we might need 
such a comprehensive system, even though it 
might seem like we are doing an awful lot to get to 
those few. 

Mr McAveety: Would any of you have 
suggested this style of legislation to address those 
issues?

Dr Helen Hammond (NHS Lothian): NHS 
Lothian is a big statutory organisation. We know 
that there are cases in which children and 
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vulnerable adults have come to harm from our 
employees, so we need a vetting and barring 
scheme such as the proposed scheme. The 
issues that colleagues raised during the round-
table discussion in relation to the voluntary sector 
are of great concern to us. The voluntary sector is 
a different setting and I echo the point that was 
made that many of our most vulnerable children 
and families receive a huge amount of innovative 
support from it. In a sense, there are two sides to 
the discussion. NHS Lothian thinks that the bill will 
simplify current arrangements and provide for the 
necessary vetting and barring of our employees. 

Allan Gunning (NHS Ayrshire and Arran): The 
underlying objectives of the proposed new scheme 
are certainly welcome in the national health 
service. However, the arrangements will only be 
as strong as the weakest link, which is why the 
debate around the voluntary nature of the scheme 
is important. We in the health service do not work 
in isolation; we are dependent on arrangements 
with others in other organisations. I wonder about 
communication about and understanding of the 
bill, particularly among, for example, parents of 
learning-disabled children who are putting together 
care packages under their own steam without the 
involvement of statutory agencies. Would such 
parents understand the scheme? Would they 
know whether the person who they were 
considering employing to care for their child 
should be vetted under the scheme? There are 
issues about how the arrangements will work in 
practice. Our concerns are not so much from the 
NHS perspective, but relate to our 
interrelationships with other agencies. 

Dr Murray: In the earlier evidence session, we 
heard that the vast majority of abuse that children 
suffer goes on in their own home, with informal 
contact, rather than at the hand of council or 
health service employees or those working in the 
voluntary sector. Given the complexity of the bill, is 
there a danger that in trying to protect children you 
will be forced to concentrate on systems of checks 
and balances, rather than on identifying children 
who are at risk, which is what your employees, or 
those in the voluntary sector who work with 
children, do? People will be watching their backs 
and concentrating on the structures and systems, 
rather than identifying children who are being 
abused or neglected. Everybody approves 100 per 
cent the aim of the bill, which is to protect children 
and vulnerable adults, but are we approaching the 
issue from the wrong direction? 

11:45

Jim Murray (Dundee City Council): I do not 
think that it is an either/or situation. Some of the 
debate that we heard earlier this morning seemed 
to be moving towards the idea that, if we do not 

have a vetting and barring scheme, we will simply 
have to approach things in a different way. Both 
approaches are being taken now: there is POCSA 
and there are the other forms of information 
sharing among councils that happen already. We 
should not be drawn into thinking that, if the 
proposed scheme is introduced, time and effort 
will not be expended in other ways. That will 
happen as well.

The proposed scheme is not to do with all 
aspects of child protection. A lot of other things are 
going on already. The proposal is about having a 
vetting and barring check—that is as much as we 
want it to be about. You mentioned what happens 
in the home. As I understand it, the bill as drafted 
does not seek to interfere with that side of things. 
Other things are already going on in that regard, 
and if you are suggesting that the bill does not 
have regard to things that go on in the home, you 
are right, as it was never intended to do so.  

Andrea Batchelor (South Lanarkshire 
Council): I agree. It is a matter of moving forward 
on a number of different fronts, which is exactly 
what the child protection reform programme has 
done. It has raised the awareness of a whole 
range of people of needs that have been 
highlighted but which are not covered by the bill. I 
do not think that there is any reason to suppose 
that the bill will be a distraction from those efforts 
or that there is any need for reassurance on that 
score.

On the issue of proportionality, there is a risk in 
looking for the few people who might cause 
difficulty. We are talking about more than just the 
major incidents of harm and about more than sex 
offenders. The bill gives us additional assistance 
in looking for people whose conduct has not been 
appropriate, such as employees who have 
neglected their duties and put children at risk. The 
provisions will be very helpful to us. 

There is a wide consensus that some of the bill’s 
provisions will be helpful in reducing the difficulties 
that are associated with the present 
arrangements. It is really important that a big 
organisation such as South Lanarkshire Council 
has a robust recruitment process. The vetting 
process is only part of that process, but it gives us 
valuable information about people whom we would 
not wish to employ for work with children or 
protected adults. If the bill is not passed, those 
helpful improvements will be lost to us for the 
foreseeable future.

Dr Murray: The problem to which we were 
being alerted was the wide scope of the bill—the 
number of people who are encompassed by it—
which would put considerable pressure on a 
number of sectors, and possibly on your 
organisations, too. It has been suggested that we 
might be able to amend existing legislation and 
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make changes to ministerial powers without 
producing new primary legislation. Do you think 
that there is an alternative way to achieve the bill’s 
aims? Could we simply build on what we already 
have, rather than introduce new measures? 

Andrea Batchelor: That was certainly 
suggested earlier this morning, but I do not think 
that any specific proposals have come forward. 
The idea of reviewing the Protection of Children 
(Scotland) Act 2003 should be examined. The 
Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill will 
take a considerable time to implement. Many of 
the difficulties with it that have been raised are to 
do with implementation and the need to consult on 
the various codes of practice, for example. Any 
step to move on from the present position and to 
remove the current difficulties in the system will 
take time.

Donald MacKenzie: Another point that I want to 
make about the discussion earlier today and about 
the numbers of people who will be involved is that 
I have not heard any examination thus far of 
schedule 2 to the bill, especially parts 1 and 2 of 
that schedule. Perhaps we should examine the 
scope of the bill by looking at the definitions that 
are contained therein. For example, schedule 2 
makes reference to the “normal duties” of a 
person’s position and to whether those include 

“Being in sole charge of children”. 

It also refers to 

“Contact with children … in the absence of … a person 
carrying out an activity mentioned in paragraphs 2, 3 or 4.” 

We need to concentrate our minds on, and gain a 
proper understanding of, what is intended by 
schedule 2 to the bill. That point is up for 
discussion. I pose the question whether the bill will 
sweep as many people into the net as has been 
suggested. 

Jim Murray: On the suggestion that we could 
simply amend POCSA, the definition of “child care 
position” in schedule 2 to that act can be amended 
by order, but such an order would not allow for the 
provision of a new scheme. The suggestion would 
take us so far, but it would not allow us to have a 
registered scheme. That requires separate 
legislation. 

Even if such an amendment to POCSA provided 
quite a lot of scope in respect of the protection of 
children, the bill includes provisions that deal with 
protected adults as well. That is clearly something 
new and different. It would seem slightly 
incongruous to include provisions on protecting 
vulnerable adults in the Protection of Children 
(Scotland) Act 2003. 

Allan Gunning: On whether people will end up 
watching their backs, a big issue for front-line staff 
will be the sharing of information, which is dealt 

with in part 3 of the bill. If we can put in place 
effective information systems to make it easier for 
front-line staff to carry out their jobs in relation to 
the protection of children, that will be very much 
welcomed by front-line staff. That is probably 
where the emphasis should lie. There are many 
issues associated with part 3 of the bill that we 
might well come to, but the consistent message 
that I get in feedback from front-line staff—I should 
clarify that I am not a surgeon but a PhD and, as 
chief operating executive, I am in charge of the 
actual running of services—is that information 
systems are needed to make information sharing 
easier for people on the front line. If that direction 
of travel is supported by the bill, it will be very 
much welcomed within the NHS. 

The Convener: I apologise for the rather bad 
joke that I made earlier. 

Ms Byrne: Given that members of the previous 
panel considered that there should be an audit of 
the current legislation, research into its impact on 
the voluntary sector and a review of the systems 
that are in place already, do you think that the 
consultation on the bill was robust enough and 
thorough enough? Given the timescale for the bill, 
the bill’s importance and the concerns that have 
been raised by members of the previous panel 
and others, do you think that we are considering 
the bill too hastily? Many of the issues that have 
been highlighted need further consideration and 
amendment. Do you think that the bill takes us to 
the nub of the issue—these questions were posed 
by a member of the previous panel—concerning 
the nature of the risk that we are trying to deal 
with, whether we are rushing through the bill too 
quickly, whether we have consulted enough and 
whether we should review and research some 
elements of the proposals before we go much 
further? I know that those are huge questions. 

Andrea Batchelor: How could the risk be 
researched? Unfortunately, at the moment you are 
depending on impressions from a range of 
organisations. That is not a good position to be in. 
However, to design a research programme that 
would answer such broad questions would be very 
difficult indeed. Certainly, our experience is that 
there is a degree of risk associated with people 
working with children—it may well exist for people 
working with protected adults as well—that needs 
to be dealt with as robustly as possible. 

You asked about the effectiveness of the 
consultation, which took place earlier this year. 
During the consultation, the point was raised that 
most of the problems associated with the bill are to 
do with its implementation—for example, 
specifying who will be covered by the bill, what the 
costs will be and how people will be supported in 
getting to know the new arrangements. Those 
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issues have been raised and they need to be dealt 
with.

Allan Gunning: There were opportunities for 
everyone to feed into the consultation on parts 1 
and 2 of the bill. Part 3, on sharing information, is 
critical, but I understand that ministers intend to 
prepare a code of practice on which there will be 
further consultation. It is important that that 
consultation should be detailed because of the 
complexities of some of the issues to do with 
confidentiality, patient-doctor relationships and so 
on.

I agree with Andrea Batchelor’s assessment that 
the problems are to do with implementation and 
the pace at which that happens, as well as with 
ensuring that we are geared up and have the 
capacity to implement the bill appropriately. That 
applies not only to the NHS and local authorities, 
but to other players such as Disclosure Scotland 
and sheriff courts, if they are to handle appeals. 
Everything has to be in place so that the 
considerable effort that has gone into the bill is not 
let down by credibility issues to do with turnaround 
times for checks and so on. We need to learn the 
lessons of our earlier experiences, but 
implementation will be key. 

Jim Murray: I agree with Allan Gunning. One of 
our concerns is about the kind of legislation that is 
made—more and more primary legislation 
provides for codes of practice, regulations, orders 
and so forth to be made under secondary 
legislation. There is not enough wording on the 
face of the bill to allow organisations to comment. 

The speed of delivery will be all right, provided 
that time for consultation is set aside to allow all 
the people who want to talk about it to contribute. 
There was no consultation on part 3 of the bill, 
although there was consultation on the other parts. 
We agree that the speed of delivery is not a 
concern, provided that there is back-up in 
secondary legislation before provisions are put 
into place and that there is meaningful 
consultation time. 

The Convener: If we are talking about creating 
detailed guidance under secondary legislation that 
will go out to lengthy consultation, which will mean 
that the bill will not be implemented for some 
considerable time, does it make any sense to pass 
primary legislation before that consultation takes 
place? Would it not make more sense to have the 
consultation on all that detail and then pass 
primary legislation that fits with what comes out of 
the consultation? 

Jim Murray: That might be a question for your 
draftspersons. However, it depends on the detail. 
As all the witnesses in previous evidence-giving 
sessions have said, the devil is in the detail, so we 
cannot comment yet. It is a question of how much 

more should go into primary legislation. 
Regulations are bound to be required and 
guidance and codes of practice will follow in any 
event because the area is so complex—I cannot 
envisage how all the detail could be put into 
primary legislation without those back-ups. 

Ms Alexander: We are the lead committee on 
the bill, and will say whether it is a good bill or a 
bad bill. We have a unicameral Parliament, with no 
upper house to revise bills, so there is an 
obligation on us to be clear about whether 
legislation will be good, in relation to its objectives 
and its detail. The witnesses are the only people 
who will speak for local government and the health 
service to the committee about whether they can 
make the bill work and whether the issues are only 
around implementation.

I want to ask a question based on a quotation 
from the submission from the Faculty of Advocates 
that we received today—we do not have time to 
hear from the faculty directly.  

The top lawyers in the land say:  

“The Faculty has attempted to provide as full an analysis 
as possible of the potential legal and practice issues which 
the Bill presents. However, the number and range of 
matters left to Ministers means that it is difficult to provide 
any conclusive advice as to whether or not the Bill will be 
effective …The Bill is not easy to follow; even the opening 
section provides no definition as to the scope and purpose 
of the Lists. The lack of coherence in the manner in which 
the Bill is drafted, and the lack of clarity in definitions, will 
be an issue for larger groups”— 

by implication, local government and the health 
service— 

“who will have to utilise personnel and resources to help 
them understand and apply the Bill’s provisions.” 

The faculty goes on to say: 

“We also take the opportunity to make the general point 
that where there are criminal sanctions”— 

which the bill will have— 

“there must be clarity in respect of the action, or inaction, 
which may constitute a criminal offence.” 

The submission then refers to the lack of clarity in 
a number of sections. 

The top lawyers in the land say that they cannot 
determine whether the bill will be effective, that it 
does not define what constitutes harm and that 
although there will be criminal sanctions, there is 
no clear explanation of what will constitute a 
criminal offence. If I was the head of a personnel 
and resources department at any health board or 
local authority in Scotland, those views would 
frighten the living daylights out of me. Is it just a 
question of implementation? 
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12:00

Jim Murray: The secondary legislation will have 
to be extremely robust. However, I have not read 
that submission. 

Ms Alexander: Fair enough. 

Jim Murray: To date, within the existing 
legislative framework, we have tried to provide 
constructive criticism, on the assumption that there 
will be a vetting and barring scheme. 

In relation to criminal sanctions, it is true that 
there are difficulties to do with definition. The 
quote that you read out did not mention the fact 
that reasonableness arguments can be used as 
defences to criminal charges—in other words, the 
fact that it might not have been reasonable for 
someone to know that regulated work was being 
undertaken or that a protected adult was involved 
could be used as a defence. In some respects, I 
agree with the views that you quoted, but one 
could go further and say that the Crown Office 
might find it difficult even to raise a prosecution. 
Those issues need to be explored. 

I do not want to reiterate everything that I have 
said, but I hope that if the Faculty of Advocates 
examines the situation at the end of the process 
once all the secondary legislation has been put in 
place, it will find the position far clearer. There are 
occasions on which it is not necessarily completely 
unambiguous whether a criminal offence has been 
committed. The submission from the Faculty of 
Advocates is not the first occasion on which 
lawyers have sat on the fence on that. 

The Convener: If all legislation was crystal 
clear, there would be no need for lawyers. 

Does Wendy Alexander have a follow-up 
question? 

Ms Alexander: I want to ask about the lack of 
coherence in the drafting of the bill, its lack of 
clarity and the fact that the opening section 
provides no definition of the scope and purpose of 
the lists. Do the representatives of the health 
service or local government have anxieties about 
those issues? 

Andrea Batchelor: Yes, and we have 
expressed our anxieties. We have stressed the 
requirement for clear guidance to be provided in 
secondary legislation, whether in codes of practice 
or in other forms. However, I repeat that the bill 
has its good points, in that it will help to improve 
the situation with respect to all the issues that 
have been raised today. 

Ms Alexander: I have just one more question. It 
might be unfair to ask you, but would it be better to 
adopt the bill’s approach or to amend POCSA? 
Which route would be preferable? 

Andrea Batchelor: The limits on potential 
amendments to POCSA have already been 
mentioned. As has been said, the bill will be 
helpful in that it will provide greater protection for 
protected adults. It is difficult to see how that could 
be achieved without the bill. 

There is no question but that the bill will present 
great difficulties for the voluntary sector. The issue 
is about who will be covered to work with 
protected adults. We have worked our way 
through the issues to do with volunteers working 
with children and I think that children are much 
better protected as a result of the legislation that 
has been passed in that regard. It would be good if 
the same were to happen for protected adults. In 
addition, the bill will enable us to improve the 
situation for volunteers as regards multiple 
checking. In our experience, multiple checking is 
often the straw that breaks the camel’s back. 
There are a number of other examples of how the 
bill improves the present situation from the point of 
view of the bureaucracy that is involved. 

Fiona Hyslop: The implementation of any 
legislation is vital. We know that the 
implementation of the Protection of Children 
(Scotland) Act 2003 was in danger of criminalising 
tens of thousands of voluntary organisations, and 
we should learn a lesson from that. Ministers had 
to come back and say, “Hang on. We are not 
going to proceed so quickly. We are going to 
change things.” The lesson that we should learn 
from that is that implementation can fundamentally 
change the way in which a bill is put forward. 

I want to pursue the issue of what the bill will 
mean in practice and what the good things in it 
are. We want to get the multiple checking issue 
sorted out, which is related to one of the other 
fundamental changes that the bill will bring in: the 
fact that any check must be contemporary. 
Perhaps Jim Murray can give us a legal point of 
view on this. We want the disclosure passports to 
contain information that is accurate today, rather 
than only when the disclosure application was 
made. Would it be possible, under the Protection 
of Children (Scotland) Act 2003, to have a system 
whereby the police could inform the local authority 
or the health board of any change in a person’s 
criminal behaviour—a conviction, or whatever—
without requiring the new scheme to be 
established? 

Jim Murray: POCSA is really only about 
checking whether someone has been placed on a 
list by ministers or by a court decision. That is as 
much as POCSA does at the moment. 

The bigger question, which was touched on 
earlier, is about the need for a culture change as 
well as a legislative change. A number of statistics 
were quoted earlier, one of which was the fact that 
84 per cent of people would not have any problem 
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with being asked to undergo a check. That does 
not seem to be an issue, although there is an 
issue about the cost of the checks. That seems to 
be being addressed in the bill, under which the 
procedure will cost less because there will not be 
multiple checks. I know that I am not answering 
your question, but I think that this is all part of a 
bigger question. 

The committee must decide whether you agree 
that you want to have a scheme of registration. As 
we ask in our written submission, if you do, is 
there any merit in the scheme being voluntary 
rather than mandatory? The organisations from 
which you have heard have all said that the 
scheme will really be mandatory as they will have 
to carry out checks; otherwise, they will be liable 
for people who have a criminal record. The person 
that we have not talked about is the non-
organisational employer—the person who could 
be duped. It is important that, at some stage in the 
discussions, we address the question why the 
scheme should be mandatory from that person’s 
perspective. If there were a mandatory scheme, 
the individual would not have to make decisions 
about a potential employee on the basis of their 
own judgment; the law would require that person 
to have been checked and to be part of a scheme. 
That is important. 

I am not sure whether I have answered your 
question.

Fiona Hyslop: You think that the new scheme 
would be simpler for organisations to deal with. 

Jim Murray: Yes, definitely. 

Dr Hammond: The view of my organisation is 
that the new scheme would certainly be simpler. It 
is also important that there should be consistency 
in what happens north and south of the border, so 
that Scotland would not become a safe haven for 
people who might be picked up by checks south of 
the border. That has not been mentioned yet this 
morning. 

Fiona Hyslop: The point was made last week 
that, if the scheme is meant to be consistent north 
and south of the border, and legislation was 
passed in England a couple of weeks ago, we 
could be stuck between a rock and a hard place. 

Allan Gunning: That takes us back to a point 
that I tried to make earlier about the population of 
Scotland understanding what is intended. The 
debate in the earlier evidence session focused on 
whether the scheme should be voluntary. It seems 
to me that that would pose problems for people 
understanding what is involved. Making the 
scheme simpler and universal not only would help 
to close potential loopholes, but would make the 
Executive’s and Parliament’s intentions more 
understandable to the population at large. 

Fiona Hyslop: I have a brief question about the 
voluntary sector. Increasingly, both health board 
and council children’s services are provided by 
contracted voluntary organisations. Do you have 
any views on the implications of the bill for that? 

Dr Hammond: That is absolutely right. We 
heard about that earlier. It is important that 
voluntary bodies that are contracted to deliver 
services alongside us, in health, come under the 
same legislation as our direct employees. 

Donald MacKenzie: I echo that. 

The Convener: I want to follow up on the issue 
of the loopholes that people could exploit, as I am 
confused about where they might occur. Dr 
Hammond mentioned the concern about people 
from south of the border migrating up here to get 
posts so that they can abuse children or adults. 
However, if they take up new posts, they will have 
to be checked under the Scottish system. How 
would a loophole occur? 

Donald MacKenzie: There would be no 
loophole with an organisational employer, because 
the organisation would have to check the person. 
Our submission relates to the question whether 
the scheme should be mandatory or voluntary. 

The policy memorandum gives the example of a 
piano tutor. A person who arrives here and sets 
himself or herself up as a piano tutor does not 
have to join any scheme. Nobody is obliged to ask 
them to demonstrate their suitability or their barred 
status. If the parents who want to have their child 
tutored happen to know about the legislation and 
ask the person to show them a certificate saying 
that they are not barred from tutoring children, 
then that is fine—they can exercise that choice. It 
is their right to have that choice. However, I am 
not sure why we should have a list of jobs that are 
regulated and then say that some of the people 
who do those jobs do not need to be checked 
against a scheme that we are setting up. That 
seems to be an anomaly. 

As the ACPOS representatives told you last 
week, in some detail, the skill and ability of the 
person who wants to get access to children for the 
purpose of harming them know no bounds. 
Someone will see that loophole in the legislation 
and will attempt to drive their coach and horses 
through it. 

Andrea Batchelor: There is also the position of 
the employee who perpetrates harm or intends 
harm but is not prosecuted because there is no 
corroborative evidence for prosecution; yet, that 
person may be known to organisations as 
somebody who moves from place to place. The bill 
will tighten up the legislation in such cases by 
enabling information of that kind to be shared. For 
example, when an employee resigns before they 
are disciplined, that information will be passed on. 
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At the moment, there are circumstances in which 
that could happen, but it is difficult to do and it 
takes a long time. The bill will provide additional 
protection in such situations. I presume that that is 
one of the loopholes arising from the different 
legislation in the north and the south. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: I have a 
couple of quick questions, the first of which is for 
Donald MacKenzie. It was suggested in earlier 
evidence that it would be rare for somebody to be 
suitable for working with children but not suitable 
for working with vulnerable adults, and vice versa. 
From your point of view, would it be simpler to 
have one list rather than two lists, if that could be 
arranged? 

Donald MacKenzie: I listened to the evidence 
on that matter that was put to you last week. We 
cannot envisage a situation in which a person who 
was unsuitable to work with one group would not 
be considered unsuitable to work with the other. 
However, we do not believe that having two lists 
would present us with any administrative or 
additional financial obligations, so we do not have 
a particularly strong view on whether there should 
be one list or two. 

12:15

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: I have another 
question about potential loopholes. Do you have 
many employees who have come from overseas, 
perhaps temporarily? If a public perception were to 
develop that such persons were not being vetted 
as rigorously as others were, how could 
reassurance best be given? 

Donald MacKenzie: The employment of any 
person, from overseas or not, must rely on robust 
recruitment and selection procedures. The vetting 
and barring scheme and the checks that it will 
provide are one aspect of that. With reference to 
the evidence that was presented to you last week, 
we acknowledge that some people who may seek 
employment will come from states in which the 
checking procedures are not as effective and 
efficient as those in the United Kingdom. Large 
employers have to accept the evidence that is 
available via the scheme and the checking system 
as the best evidence available at the time, but we 
must ensure that our recruitment and selection 
procedures are robust enough to carry any 
deficiency that might exist in information coming 
from abroad. 

Allan Gunning: That is an important point. As 
far as employers are concerned, the scheme 
would assist in making informed decisions about 
suitability for employment, but it would not replace 
those robust recruitment procedures that have 
been mentioned as part of the wider picture. I think 

that that is the reassurance that the public are 
looking for. 

Mr Macintosh: Notwithstanding the concerns 
that were raised in the previous evidence session, 
it is quite clear from the evidence that we have 
heard today that the bill extends to vulnerable 
adults a level of protection that does not currently 
exist. It also provides a system for making the 
checks that need to be made in the statutory 
system in which you all work. In that respect, from 
what I can gather, the bill provides for an 
improvement on the current system. 

I would like to go into that in a bit more detail, 
because we have not had many comments on the 
record. The new system takes a three-tiered 
approach, with the idea of people having barred 
status and so on. Is that the right approach? Does 
it offer the flexibility, security and reassurance that 
are needed? 

Jim Murray: The approach is welcome, but 
there is some devil in the detail. When information 
comes to Disclosure Scotland but there is not to 
be a consideration for listing, the employer 
organisation is not told about that and the situation 
becomes apparent only when a short scheme 
record is sought. Of course, that will not actually 
say what the vetting information is; it will simply 
say that there is new vetting information. There 
are therefore some implementation problems. 

With regard to primary and secondary 
legislation, some changes are needed in the 
wording about primary legislation; we make some 
suggestions in our written submission. Aside from 
those points, however, we think that the proposal 
is helpful. Anything that will allow us not to have to 
check and check again is good news. It has also 
been suggested that primary legislation could 
allow the use of electronic means. There has not 
been much discussion of that side of things in any 
of the evidence sessions so far, although 
organisations expect that there will be online 
checking. 

Another observation—not a criticism—is that if 
information was to be made available to 
organisations, it might be easier simply to make 
the information accessible in a scheme record 
throughout the process. There would not be a 
short scheme record; one would simply go online, 
on a read-only basis, and look at the information 
that was there to date. Our submission highlights 
concerns that there could be a situation in which 
there is new information, or previous information, 
that the employer does not know about because it 
was not the employer at the start, when the 
scheme record first came out. 

In general, the proposals are welcome, but 
some tweaking could be done and some changes 
could be made. 
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Dr Hammond: I will pick up on your last point. 
NHS Lothian raised the issue that perhaps every 
so often the organisation should be required to 
check whether there was any new information on 
a long-term employee. 

Jim Murray: This brings us back to the purpose 
of the central barring unit and Disclosure Scotland. 
When any new vetting information comes up, 
whether or not it leads to consideration for listing, 
the way forward might be for the information to be 
passed on or flagged up; for example, a statement 
could suggest that certain employee records be 
checked because new information is available that 
might be interesting to the employer and might 
lead them to take action as they see fit. We are 
concentrating on having a lot of information, which 
will eventually be important as a result of the drip 
effect, but the employer does not necessarily know 
about it when it is initially added to the scheme 
record.

Allan Gunning: Continual update of the 
information is one of the key points. As employers, 
we must make best use of that provision. 

Mr Macintosh: Those points were made last 
week, so it is good to get your views on the record 
too.

With regard to the overlap between the voluntary 
and the statutory sectors, Dundee City Council 
gave again the helpful example of employing a 
piano tutor. There is a distinction to be made in the 
approach that is taken by service users, parents 
and so on between the statutory sector and 
others. Factors such as the element of risk and 
who pays for the service can shift a lot of 
responsibility on to the provider. To my mind, there 
is a clear distinction between a state-employed 
teacher and a privately employed piano teacher in 
respect of the element of risk. 

Many voluntary services are provided in 
partnership with the health board and the local 
authority. For example, we heard last week that 
when a bus driver drives a school bus that is on 
contract to the council, responsibility for vetting the 
driver should probably rest with the council, 
because the service is state run. The suggestion 
was that it should be made clear that the 
obligation is placed on the local authority. The 
same would apply in the health sector. Even under 
the direct payment scheme, the individual should 
probably choose from a list of approved providers. 
The money is being provided by the state, so 
whoever is selected by the individual should be 
vetted and approved by the state. Do you agree 
with that approach? 

Allan Gunning: Clarity is needed about the 
arrangements under which the service is being 
provided. For example, when voluntary 
organisations provide services to NHS Ayrshire 

and Arran, there is a clear contractual 
arrangement between the parties. The situation 
gets trickier around the edges when voluntary 
agencies or individuals are involved in aspects of 
care that do not come under the NHS umbrella, 
and that is where difficulties and uncertainties can 
arise. There is clarity about the requirements when 
the services that are being provided come under 
the NHS umbrella. Similarly, when contractors 
come into a paediatric ward in a hospital there are 
clear expectations on the contractors in respect of 
conducting checks on their staff. I do not know 
whether that answers your question, but I think 
that I am making a clear distinction. 

Mr Macintosh: I think that it answers the 
question. It also shows that a lot of detail has to be 
worked out. 

It comes back to balance and proportionality. 
For example, we should not prevent the self-help 
groups that Enable Scotland talked about from 
meeting. They might meet on NHS premises and 
although we would not want to stop them meeting, 
at the same time there should not necessarily be 
an obligation on the NHS to vet the group 
members. The NHS should not be saying, “We will 
not allow you to use our room unless you are 
vetted through us.” That is the sort of area in 
which a line would be drawn, but ultimately that is 
a matter for the code of practice rather than for the 
bill. That is my view, but I want to hear your views. 

Dr Hammond: There is a specific but related 
question about our general practitioner colleagues. 
They are independent contractors in the NHS, and 
the bill is not clear about where they sit. We would 
want them to be part of the scheme. 

Jim Murray: Our perspective is that the 
employer has to do the work. If we contract 
someone to provide a service, they have to do the 
checks. An earlier example was about bus drivers. 
In that case, the company that employs the bus 
drivers would do the checks. We as a council 
would be keen that the checks were done and we 
might even assist the contractor to ensure that it 
does them, but the signatory is the contractor as 
the employer. 

Mr Macintosh: So you would contract out the 
obligation—it would be part of the contract that 
you made. 

Jim Murray: It is not our obligation. The bus 
company is the employer, so vetting is its 
obligation throughout. However, we would want to 
be clear that a bus driver was an appropriate 
person. Another example would be when a school 
hall is used for another activity. We would ask the 
organisation whether it had done the relevant 
checks. If it said yes, that would be sufficient, but 
in practice we would often want to find out more. 
That is not in the legislation; it is good practice. 
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Dr Murray: Andrea Batchelor mentioned the fact 
that the bill gives employers the capacity to pass 
on information if they feel that somebody might not 
be appropriate for working in a certain field. Dave 
Watson from Unison raised a concern about that 
last week, particularly in relation to the private 
sector. On occasions, employers who fall out with 
their employees maliciously pass on information 
that is incorrect. It can be difficult for the individual 
to prove their innocence, and they may be 
deprived of future employment. Do you have any 
views about how to approach that issue? 

Andrea Batchelor: There is always a risk that 
people will act maliciously, but the bill provides for 
a central barring unit that will mean that decisions 
are taken consistently. That must be an 
advantage. Information will be carefully 
considered. 

Currently, we do our best to consider information 
carefully, and sometimes it is not possible to 
establish the truth. In those circumstances, 
organisations have to rely on their experience, 
professionalism and judgment in taking 
cognisance of all the factors on the table, 
considering what is going on in an organisation 
and the community around it, and weighing up 
whether there is malicious intent. The instances of 
malicious intent may be low, and the advantages 
of a system that captures individuals who are 
intent on avoiding identification outweigh that 
difficulty.

Dr Murray: I referred last week to a constituent 
who had the offer of a job withdrawn because of 
an anonymous complaint to the police that she 
had been seen taking an illegal substance in a 
pub. It was never confirmed that she had done 
that, but because the police put it on her 
disclosure record, the offer of a job that involved 
working with children and young people was 
withdrawn. Would the central barring unit improve 
on that situation? Will the system be more 
structured, with a more consistent set of rules on 
the information that is and is not considered? 

Andrea Batchelor: One would hope so, 
because otherwise there would be no point in 
introducing it. The three-tier system on the 
information that is released will also help, as such 
soft information will not be released in all 
circumstances. 

Jim Murray: The new system will improve the 
situation because what is envisaged is a 
determination process, which we have currently 
under determination regulations. That means that 
a person who is potentially going to be listed will 
first have the opportunity to make their case not to 
be listed, giving any evidence to demonstrate that 
information about them has been made up. 

That is different from information that comes on 
a scheme record, which is defined as vetting 
information and is seen by all organisations. I 
agree that, if someone got a warning that was 
recorded, it might lead to their not getting a job. 
That takes us back to the question of what 
Disclosure Scotland decides is appropriate vetting 
and general information to include on scheme 
records.

12:30

Fiona Hyslop: We have heard a spectrum of 
views on part 3 of the bill. Do the witnesses agree 
with South Lanarkshire Council that part 3 should 
be extended to cover vulnerable adults as well as 
child protection? Scotland’s commissioner for 
children and young people and Children 1

st

believe that part 3 might lead to defensive 
practices that would result in the child protection 
system being flooded with information. That would 
create difficulties, because the important 
information would be overlooked. 

Donald MacKenzie: I am aware of the written 
submissions from the next panel. The important 
thing is that we get information sharing right, 
whether it is included in the bill or whether the 
committee recommends that it is taken out and 
included in subsequent legislation. We have been 
working for so long to get information sharing 
right—one might say that we have been mucking 
about with it. 

We have all read the inquiry reports on the 
disasters that have happened and the comments 
in those reports on difficulties with information 
sharing. Our plea is that, however information 
sharing is framed and whichever piece of 
legislation it is included in, the provisions that are 
included must be accepted by all and regarded as 
the primary commentary on the subject. The 
Parliament must ensure that they are seen in that 
way. Professional organisations or others must not 
set up professional guidance or other regulations, 
because that would create barriers to effective 
information sharing. 

We have a chance to crack the problem 
properly, and the robustness of part 3 is crucial. I 
do not have a particular view on whether part 3 
should be removed, but I am sure that you will 
hear evidence on that from the next panel. My 
view is that we must ensure that we get things 
right.

Fiona Hyslop: Could you cope with the amount 
of information that is likely to be shared? 

Donald MacKenzie: Getting information sharing 
right involves being clear about which information 
must be shared. Concerns have been raised about 
social services being flooded with any and all 
information because people will have a defensive 
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attitude. Given those concerns, we need to be 
careful to get the things around the legislation 
right, such as the code of practice or guidance. 

I acknowledge that there is potential for the bill 
to bog down front-line services, particularly at the 
front door, where the concerns come in. Such 
services are already stretched. However, in taking 
our time to get things right, we must not ignore the 
bill’s aim to ensure that the information flow is 
maintained. We must ensure that, when social 
workers, doctors, health visitors and teachers are 
all involved and engaged with one another, they 
keep the information flowing. 

Dr Hammond: We particularly welcome part 3. 
To return to the needle in a haystack analogy, we 
regard part 3 as the way to find the needles 
without having to go through the entire haystack. It 
offers a better way to identify the children whom 
we need to help earlier, before the major crises 
evolve. As my colleague said, all the inquiries and 
critical incident reviews have shown us that we 
need to get better at sharing information. 

Fiona Hyslop: Parts 1 and 2 are about finding 
adults. Part 3 is about finding children. 

Dr Hammond: Yes, but if we share information 
in the way that part 3 proposes, that will also help 
us to identify the adults who are a risk to children. 
Further, in many ways the intelligence that the 
police gather from inquiries and investigations into 
children’s situations provides them with the ability 
to begin to identify those adults who are a danger 
to children in our communities. That goes back to 
that two-pronged approach to identifying people 
who are a danger. 

You mentioned a loophole, and there are a 
couple of issues that we are concerned about in 
that regard. We were sorry to see that there was a 
duty on the organisation but just a power on the 
practitioner. I would much prefer there to be a duty 
at both ends, so that both the organisation and the 
professional have a duty to share information if 
they are concerned that a child might be at risk of 
harm. We were also concerned about paragraph 
202 in the policy memorandum, which talks about 
the ability to override that duty if someone believes 
that another child might be at risk. We could not 
think of any situation in which it would be better 
not to share the information. The other child who 
would be at risk would, presumably, also have to 
be protected. We were very unclear about that and 
would be worried that that would allow colleagues 
who work with adults to say, “Well, we do not 
know whether there will be a risk to another child, 
so we are not going to share that information.” 
That seemed to be a potential loophole. However, 
the overall thrust of part 3 is welcome. 

Allan Gunning: Part 3 gives us the opportunity 
to address some of the clutter that has accrued in 

this area. It is interesting to note that a lot of the 
effort that has gone into information sharing 
between local authorities and the health service 
has been to do with initiatives such as the single 
shared assessment. The area that we addressed 
first using that method concerned older people. 
We can use that experience to help inform the 
code of practice under part 3. 

Ms Alexander: Some people have told us that, 
although information is often available and shared, 
there is a lack of action to protect children. I note 
that, in the recent case in the Western Isles, 
information was shared but was not acted on 
decisively. Further, in the case of Kennedy 
McFarlane’s death in 1997, the inquiry found that 
even the social work department’s own records 
showed that it should have been clear that action 
was necessary. Similarly, the Caleb Ness inquiry 
found that there had been enough information to 
correctly lead to the decision to place Caleb on the 
child protection register but that, because there 
was no detailed action plan, he was left at risk. 

How do we ensure that the focus is right in 
terms of where the risk lies? 

Dr Hammond: I was involved in the inquiries 
into the deaths of Kennedy McFarlane and Caleb 
Ness. Certainly, in the Caleb Ness case, you 
would have expected that a different judgment 
would have been made. That is about training. 
However, I should point out that there was a lot of 
information about the adults in the Caleb Ness 
case that was not shared when the decisions were 
made. In the case of Kennedy McFarlane, I accept 
that the individual agencies should have acted 
differently with the information that they had. 
However, the effect of putting together all the 
information from the various agencies was quite 
startling. It could be argued that a duty along those 
lines would have made a difference—probably in 
both those cases, but definitely in relation to 
Kennedy McFarlane’s case. 

Ms Alexander: The challenge for the committee 
comes back to the issue of the needles. We know 
who the needles are, but we are not putting 
energy and resources into that area. The anxiety 
is that, if we build a haystack, we will not 
concentrate resources on the needles. The point 
about those three high-profile and tragic cases is 
that, in all of them, the information was shared but 
not acted on. Do you have any observations on 
how we can focus on the needles? 

Dr Hammond: I do not agree that the 
information was shared effectively in the cases 
concerning Caleb Ness and Kennedy McFarlane. 
The Western Isles case is different. 

There is no substitute for people working well 
together. We have to work across the agencies to 
make effective plans to keep children safe. In 
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order to do that, we have to share information 
effectively. I do not think that this is an either/or 
situation.

Ms Alexander: No, the question is to do with 
where the work is best done. 

Dr Hammond: It is to do with making best use 
of the information once it has been shared. That is 
to do with implementation, training and developing 
a culture in our organisations that will facilitate 
that.

Allan Gunning: Joint working and training will 
be at the heart of our philosophy and approach. In 
child protection, a huge effort has been made to 
improve training. The training has to be 
appropriate and, where possible, that has been 
done jointly across the different agencies in 
Ayrshire. There is a team approach and everybody 
is getting the same information. We have been 
getting services on to the front foot, and that will 
allow us to make progress. 

Donald MacKenzie: Helen Hammond took my 
line when she said that it was not an either/or 
situation. In the jigsaw, the quality indicators 
framework and the standards framework are both 
emerging from the child protection reform 
programme, and there are multi-agency 
inspections by the services for children unit of Her 
Majesty’s Inspectorate of Education. That work will 
have to be embedded within robust self-evaluation 
systems in local areas. The promotion of best 
practice must be one of our key responsibilities 
but, alongside that, some compulsion will be 
required to ensure that the information shared is 
appropriate. We have to be good at doing 
something with information once it has been 
shared. 

Ms Byrne: We all know of the excellent 
improvements in courses to educate teachers 
about child protection. However, there is a huge 
grey area when it comes to identifying issues to do 
with drugs. Many teachers struggle to see the 
signs, and there is a lack of trust in schools about 
telling class teachers the things that they can look 
out for in individual children. We must protect the 
children but also ensure that teachers are aware 
of issues. 

Are enough resources going into education and 
training? Does the financial memorandum for the 
bill suggest that enough resources will go into 
backing up the bill’s provisions? Getting the 
education and training right will be key. 

Andrea Batchelor: We endorse the need for 
proper education and training on the bill, but the 
bill will not make any difference to teachers’ 
awareness of what to look out for in relation to 
drugs. However, child protection training for 
teachers already involves looking at such issues 
thoroughly and carefully. In the past five years, we 

have taken enormous strides in considering the 
needs of children in whose families there is 
substance misuse. Those needs relate not only to 
the potential for children to gain access to drugs 
themselves, but to the fact that children in those 
circumstances can become young carers, which 
can affect their education. We are looking at such 
issues carefully and trying to raise awareness 
about them. However, that does not relate to the 
bill.

Ms Byrne: It is all part of protecting vulnerable 
young people. The committee wants to know 
whether the bill is hitting the right notes. Is the 
current work on education and training enough, 
and will a review that seeks to improve the existing 
legislation be enough? Do we need the new bill, or 
should we put our resources into firming up what 
we have already and into ensuring that awareness 
raising is part of the present training? That is the 
nub of the arguments that have come from our 
evidence sessions so far. 

Andrea Batchelor: Again, it is not an either/or 
situation. The child protection reform programme 
has an unstoppable momentum; it will continue to 
improve child protection. This bill will give us an 
opportunity to address the difficulties in the 
present vetting and barring system. 

12:45

Donald MacKenzie: Following on from the 
theme of the either/or situation, I would add that 
the answer to the original question is that there are 
not enough resources. That does not mean that 
we should not have this bill, along with all the 
demands on resources that its implementation will 
make; the bill is appropriate. 

Although I am an employee of Dundee City 
Council, my responsibility is to try to join the dots 
across all agencies such as the police, the health 
services, social work and education, and the 
voluntary sector. There is evidence to support the 
belief that people need to train together in order to 
work well together, but it is difficult to get people 
together. When I make a call to Dundee’s 
education department to say that I need X number 
of teachers to work with X number of social 
workers and health visitors, the first question is 
where the replacements will come from, because 
the children still need to be taught in school that 
day. I cannot take bus loads of teachers out of 
their jobs for a day. There are issues about getting 
people to learn together so that they can work 
better together, but that does not displace the 
need that arises from this bill for heavy resource 
input.

Dr Hammond: I echo that. The General Medical 
Council and the Nursing and Midwifery Council, for 
example, have given clear professional guidance 
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that we should share information when we think 
that a child might be at risk. We have done a lot of 
teaching and training on that during the past few 
years, and we have received helpful guidance 
from the chief medical officer. Despite all that, we 
still have some problems in getting information 
shared effectively and we need legislation to 
underpin that. 

The Convener: I thank the witnesses for their 
evidence. We will have a short suspension while 
the panels change over. 

12:47

Meeting suspended.

12:51

On resuming— 

The Convener: We move to the third panel of 
witnesses. I apologise to them for keeping them 
waiting for so long. As most of them were in the 
public gallery for the previous evidence-taking 
session, they will know that it has been an 
interesting morning and that we are dealing with a 
complex bill. I apologise for the fact that one or 
two members have already had to leave and that 
others may have to drift off. We will try to get 
through the evidence as quickly as possible. 

The final panel this afternoon consists of 
Professor Kathleen Marshall, who is Scotland’s 
commissioner for children and young people; 
Maggie Mellon, the director of children and family 
services at Children 1

st
; Jonathan Sher, director of 

research policy and practice development at 
Children in Scotland; and Heather Coady, 
children’s policy worker for Scottish Women’s Aid. 

Before I open the floor to questions, witnesses 
may make brief comments in addition to the 
written evidence that we have received. We intend 
to concentrate on part 3 of the bill, although there 
may be questions relating to the other parts. We 
have already picked up from other witnesses and 
from your written evidence many of the issues that 
you have raised in relation to parts 1 and 2. 

Kathleen Marshall (Scotland’s Commissioner 
for Children and Young People): I will start by 
explaining where I am coming from in my 
comments on the bill. My comments are based on 
what children and young people have told me. As 
many members will know, when I consulted 
children and young people on policy priorities—
what they wanted me to do—16,000 of them 
throughout Scotland voted for accessible and 
affordable things to do, which often require the 
support of trusted adults to put them in place. 

Children and young people do not talk about 
understanding the disclosure system, which is 

dealt with in parts 1 and 2. All that they know is 
whether adults are available to interact with them 
in a healthy way. They have told us that they want 
to be part of our society and communities. They do 
not want to be pariahs, with everyone else too 
afraid to get close to them to give them the 
relationships that they need. 

Children and young people want access to 
leisure and recreation facilities. This morning, we 
have heard a lot from many of the agencies that 
run such facilities about their fears about the 
current policy direction. At the moment, there is a 
huge emphasis on involving young people and 
getting them to participate in processes. Last 
week, a young man told me that his 14-year-old 
sister had been debarred from taking the minutes 
of a community council meeting because the 
council could not guarantee that there would be 
someone present in the room who had been 
disclosed. That comes from the culture that the 
policy direction has created. I am happy to talk 
about that. I welcome some of the positive 
measures in parts 1 and 2, but I have serious 
concerns about the overall direction. 

Part 3 deals with information sharing. I 
appreciate the aim but, as some members have 
heard me say before, the response is 
disproportionate. The bill will not necessarily 
achieve the aims that it sets out to achieve, and it 
drives a coach and horses through young people’s 
right to confidentiality. In that respect, it will not 
add to their protection but decrease it. Young 
people will not give us sensitive information if they 
think that it will be shared with a huge number of 
people on the ground of “harm”, which is 
undefined and is a low threshold, and that those 
people will be required to share it with others. 

Young people have told me that they were not 
consulted on the bill. I consulted my own reference 
group of 12 young people from throughout 
Scotland. In that context, I refer members to the 
children’s charter that the Scottish Executive 
promulgated a couple of years ago. Then, children 
and young people gave the clear message that 
they have a right to be kept safe and that people 
should think carefully about how they use 
information about them. 

I am happy to expand on any of my points. 

Maggie Mellon (Children 1 ):
st

 I will be brief. 
First, I will deal with a question that was raised in 
the two previous evidence sessions. We think that 
it would be wise to step back from the bill, 
because it raises more questions than answers. 
When serious questions were asked about 
proportionality and the bill’s impact in those two 
sessions, it was said that everything would have to 
be worked out in guidance. 
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One issue that did not arise in those sessions 
was how effective checking against a list would be 
and how much useful information would be 
provided by doing so. Currently, few people would 
be on the lists. Determining who is dangerous for 
children to be in contact with and how to deal with 
them is a key matter, but we have not got that 
right. Not many people are prosecuted or sacked 
for being dangerous to children. Most of the 
incidents that we know about have taken place in 
domestic circumstances, and the bill would not 
deal with them. 

Public confidence has been discussed. We 
would be concerned if the bill raised public 
confidence by implementing a system that took up 
a lot of resources and misled people into thinking 
that it was fine for their children to go to a certain 
club or to a piano tutor who produced a certificate 
for a check that had been carried out. The public 
need to know key things about how to protect their 
children and children need to know key things that 
will not be found out in a bureaucratic system of 
checks. 

The opportunity costs of the bill should be 
considered. Professor Arthur Midwinter has talked 
about the lack of resources in children’s services. 
Resources that are devoted to implementing the 
bill’s provisions and developing the proposed 
system are resources that will be taken away from 
something else. We ask members to consider the 
issue of proportionality in protecting children and 
the opportunity costs that are involved. 

Research has been mentioned. Considerable 
research has been carried out on where the 
dangers to children come from. The dangers in 
Scotland that result from poor nutrition, poor 
housing, threats from traffic, alcohol, illness and 
the effects of poverty are not being tackled. We 
must consider proportionality in that context and 
where the concern for children lies. 

There is a case for calling the bill a bill to protect 
vulnerable organisations or employers, as it would 
allow employers to say that they had carried out 
appropriate checks. As Kathleen Marshall said, 
there has been an increasing focus on protecting 
adults from the risk of allegations or prosecutions 
as a result of who they allow to have contact with 
children, rather than a focus on child protection 
itself. We should step back from the proposals. 

We have provided evidence on sharing 
information. We firmly believe that the proposals 
on that belong in different legislation, in line with 
the getting it right for every child agenda. 

Dr Jonathan Sher (Children in Scotland):
Removing part 3 and embedding it in the proposed 
getting it right for every child bill is not only a good 
idea but an essential idea for three reasons. First, 
much more serious and detailed consultation is 

required to sort out the complexities that are 
involved. That consultation could take place 
alongside the process of developing a code of 
practice. Legislative proposals should be 
considered once all the relevant information has 
been received rather than in advance of 
consultation and receiving the information that is 
needed to inform legislation. Things have been 
done backwards. 

Secondly, information sharing exists not in a 
vacuum but in a context, and that context is 
“Getting it Right for Every Child”. Information 
sharing is directly tied to information use, which in 
turn is tied to training and education. Given that it 
is all of a piece, it is not sensible to solve just one 
piece of the puzzle when we know that a terrific 
piece of legislation based on “Getting it Right for 
Every Child” is on the horizon. 

We are not opposed to information sharing. 
Indeed, quite the opposite—the issue is so 
important that we urge you to separate it out and 
ensure that it is done right, not quickly. 

13:00

Heather Coady (Scottish Women’s Aid): 
Scottish Women’s Aid represents women, children 
and young people who experience domestic 
abuse. As we believe that the bill might have quite 
serious unintended consequences for many 
people who are in what is supposed to be a 
protected group, I must agree with my colleagues 
that part 3 should be deleted and its provisions 
subject to further consultation. We are concerned 
that, if that does not happen, much of the 
Executive’s work on tackling domestic abuse 
might be undermined. 

Dr Murray: Maggie Mellon has already 
responded in part to my first question. Everyone 
from whom we have heard is signed up to the 
importance of protecting children and vulnerable 
adults. However, this morning, representatives 
from the voluntary and statutory sectors put 
forward conflicting views on whether the bill—not 
only part 3, but parts 1 and 2, which set out the 
vetting and barring system—is the best way of 
achieving the aim of protecting children and young 
people. Does it represent the best approach? If 
not, can you propose a better alternative? After all, 
some of the evidence that we have received 
suggests that the issue is more to do with risk 
management than risk assessment. 

Kathleen Marshall: I have worked in child 
protection for many years and, like everyone else 
in the room, I am completely on board with the 
child protection agenda. This is not a red-corner-
blue-corner issue. We all want to ensure that our 
children have the best protection possible. 
However, we need to have a cost benefit analysis 
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of the matter. Children have a right to protection, 
but they also have a right to develop, to access 
leisure and recreation and to form relationships. 
As you have pointed out, this is a question of risk 
management and proportionality. 

There is some merit in doing what we can to put 
barriers in the way of people who have been 
convicted of serious offences against children or 
who might pose a serious risk to them. If we can 
find simple and proportionate ways of doing that, 
we should consider them. That said, we must 
focus on the real risks and the contexts in which 
such people operate. For example, I do not see 
why someone who takes minutes at a community 
council meeting must be surrounded by people 
who have been disclosure checked. At events that 
I held for young people when I was formulating my 
own child protection guidance, it was suggested 
that the parent carers who looked after their own 
disabled children should have to fill in a six-page 
form on their suitability for such a role. I replied 
that, as the people who organised the event, we 
should be responsible for being vigilant. 

I agree that we need to focus on this matter. 
That said, I do not know whether people simply do 
not understand or are confused about the law or 
whether it is the law itself, but something has fed a 
very unhealthy culture in which people have 
withdrawn from interacting with children and young 
people. Some have talked about cotton-wool kids. 
I think that the term should be barbed-wire kids 
because, in the current culture, it is as if they have 
signs that say “Keep out”, “Don’t touch” or “We’re 
dangerous”. We have to roll back and focus on the 
real problems and risks. 

As someone said this morning, given where we 
are starting from, there are some good things in 
the bill, such as provisions on avoiding repeat 
disclosures, on personal employers and on 
updating records. Perhaps we ought to take stock, 
given how much has been left open. We are going 
to have to wait anyway for the kind of detail that 
will make it possible to implement the bill. Why do 
we not take that time to reflect on whether it is 
really the way that we want to go and take a 
broader look at the whole child protection, child 
welfare, safe, active, happy agenda, for which we 
are aiming? 

Dr Murray: Would you advise the committee to 
recommend to Parliament that the bill should not 
progress? 

Kathleen Marshall: Yes. 

Maggie Mellon: That is the view of Children 1
st
.

We advise the committee to step back. Children 
1

st
 is formally called the Royal Scottish Society for 

the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, so it is clear 
that our mission is child protection. As Kathleen 
Marshall said, there is a danger in distinguishing 

between the professionals and the voluntary 
sector, because there are professionals in the 
voluntary sector. 

Children 1
st
 checks rigorously its employees who 

have contact with children, not just through the 
disclosures that we have to do—on which we do 
not rely too much, because we know that the list of 
people who are unsuitable is tiny and they are not 
likely to have criminal records—but by relying on 
other things. We are not against checking, but we 
think that it is much more dangerous to have a 
climate in which people do not want to have 
anything to do with children in case they are 
accused of having malicious intent. Somebody 
said earlier that now you have to prove that you 
are not a paedophile. For my children and all the 
other children in Scotland, I would far rather have 
a situation where caring adults—99.5 per cent of 
us—would stop a child running on to the street or 
spot a lost child and help them. Most men in 
Scotland today would probably say that they would 
not do that. 

The checks and disclosure requirements are fine 
for us, because we are professionals who are 
working with children and we already vet our 
people carefully. If half the population of Scotland 
and their relatives and associates have to be 
checked, we will be putting all the sand on the 
beach through one tiny sieve in order to find the 
boulder, which we always knew was there 
anyway.

Dr Murray: So your advice is that the bill should 
not proceed. 

Maggie Mellon: Yes, and that we should put 
child protection back in the context of child 
welfare. Child protection on its own is just a 
system that we have instead of a system for 
ensuring child welfare. It has to be embedded 
firmly in a child welfare approach that encourages 
adults to love and nurture children. 

Dr Sher: The position of Children in Scotland is 
that we should step back from the bill. It is meant 
to address the important but limited problem of 
stranger danger. It consumes much of the oxygen 
of child protection and child safety, when the 
unquestionable fact is that the fundamental danger 
to our children is not stranger danger but harmful 
homes. By pulling all the attention and resources 
towards stranger danger, it is inevitable that we 
will neglect a much more serious problem in 
society. Vetting and barring is important, and we 
should absolutely have a system for it, but even at 
its best it does only two things: it identifies those 
who are known to have harmed children or to be a 
clear and present danger to them and provides a 
way of accessing information that is knowable. 
The problem is that it seems to make a promise 
that, down the road, it will not be able to keep. 
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A vetting and barring system does not guarantee 
that a person whom it clears will never harm 
children. I will use the example that Maggie Mellon 
gave. Unfortunately, if a piano tutor holds out a 
certificate and says, “I have never been convicted 
of a crime against a child and there’s no reason for 
you to suspect me,” that does not mean in our 
unpredictable world that they will not harm a child. 

We should absolutely have a vetting and barring 
system. We should do it and do it right, although 
deciding whether to do so by separate legislation 
that separates children’s issues from those of 
vulnerable adults, by changing POCSA or by 
another method I leave to wiser minds. Yes, 
vetting and barring need to happen, but we need 
to take steps that protect children for real, not 
steps that create the illusion of safety but provide 
only the reality of fear. Our concern is that we 
need to take steps that matter. 

It is worth pointing out that Children in Scotland 
stands at an interesting crossroads in the debate. 
Our 300-plus member organisations, which 
represent tens of thousands of professionals who 
work with children, include all the professional 
associations that deal with children, most 
voluntary sector organisations that deal with 
children and 80 per cent of local authorities. 
However, I am not here today to represent the 
views and best interests of professionals, 
organisations or agencies. The reason why they 
are members of Children in Scotland is that our 
job is to speak up for what is in children’s best 
interests, which is to take steps that genuinely 
protect them and do not give just the illusion of 
safety.

Heather Coady: We echo all that has been 
said. It is important to consider how best to protect 
children. As has been said, many dangers exist in 
the home. That is certainly the case with domestic 
abuse. Much work still needs to be done on how 
best to protect children and on taking a consistent 
approach to child protection, which we do not 
have—anxiety is felt about that. We want people 
to put their energy into and give their attention to 
that rather than part 3, which will place a duty on 
people to share information. That is a great 
concern to us. 

Dr Murray: What is your advice to the 
committee? Should the bill progress beyond stage 
1 to be amended or should it be withdrawn? 

Heather Coady: The bill certainly should not 
progress as it stands. Part 3 is our big concern. 

Dr Murray: So you are less concerned about 
parts 1 and 2. 

Heather Coady: We have some of the same 
concerns that our colleagues have, but we do not 
take the same strong position. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: I notice that 
Scotland’s commissioner for children and young 
people, Professor Kathleen Marshall, wrote in her 
conclusion: 

“Given … the lack of consultation on these information 
sharing provisions, the Committee may wish to consider 
asking the Executive to withdraw Part 3 of the Bill. Revised 
information sharing provisions could be included (as 
originally intended) in the Bill that will come out of the 
Getting it Right for Every Child process, which is expected 
next year. This will allow time for reflection, research and 
consultation. In particular, it would allow for a more careful 
integration in the Bill of respect for the views of children in 
line with Article 12 of the UNCRC.” 

Do all the witnesses recommend withdrawal of 
part 3 and bringing it back in another bill later? 

Dr Sher: That is Children in Scotland’s 
recommendation. 

Maggie Mellon: That is Children 1
st
’s

recommendation, too. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: You all speak 
with one voice on the issue. 

Heather Coady: If the provisions were brought 
back later, we would still have concerns about the 
duties, but that would be for later. At this stage, we 
recommend removal of part 3. 

Maggie Mellon: I should clarify that we would 
want the provisions to be changed if they return in 
the getting it right for every child bill, because 
getting it right for every child means making 
individual decisions about information sharing for 
every child. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: It is a fact that 
children and young people have not been 
consulted on part 3 and that you hope for full-scale 
consultation. 

13:15

Maggie Mellon: Yes, and with others involved in 
protecting children. 

Kathleen Marshall: Consultation should be 
done with other agencies as well. One of my other 
concerns is that the bill does not seem to be tied in 
to other child protection systems and reporting 
mechanisms. There are a lot of different 
thresholds. The bill presents a very low threshold. 
Some people, such as the police, would be subject 
to dual reporting systems. 

Perhaps part 3 was drafted in a bit of a hurry, 
because it was brought forward. It is interesting 
that it seems to have been considered in the 
context of information sharing, whereas it really 
verges on mandatory reporting, on which a lot of 
research is being done worldwide, and from which 
we can learn. Consultation should focus a lot more 
on the actual problem. I described the bill at a 
cross-party group event as potentially a 
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sledgehammer to crack a small but hard nut. On 
which issue do we wish to focus? The 
accompanying documents say that mostly the 
system is working, but it needs to be tidied up a bit 
to address a particular issue. However, we do not 
need a huge sledgehammer to do that. The whole 
concept has to be reconsidered. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: A more 
measured approach would mean a much better 
chance of getting it right. 

I have two more questions, the first of which is 
for the children’s commissioner. We heard from 
the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations, 
which proposes to give small voluntary 
organisations the option of applying for a barred 
status check. That is a somewhat detailed point. 
How do you feel about it? 

Kathleen Marshall: A barred status check. Do 
you mean— 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: They would 
ask for a lesser check. 

Kathleen Marshall: That could happen. This 
morning’s discussions have shown that we can 
talk about the detail, which contains some good 
points, but we are basically shuffling things 
around. The strong message coming through is 
that we should reconsider the whole issue of how 
we view childhood and how children relate to 
adults. We could take a brave decision today to do 
that—to ask what we are talking about and what is 
the best way of ensuring children’s safety. 

I would prefer to think more about your point. If 
the SCVO has said that, I take it seriously, but it is 
only a nibble at the edges of a huge debate. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: My second 
question is for Heather Coady. It has been made 
absolutely clear this morning that we are 
interested in the protection of children and 
vulnerable adults. Is it not equally important that 
we should be concerned about the protection of 
young mothers who might have been subjected to 
considerable violence and who have had to leave 
the matrimonial home and seek refuge? 
Confidentiality for women who have been 
subjected to great violence is every bit as 
important as the protection of children and 
vulnerable adults, and we need the bill to bear that 
in mind. 

Heather Coady: Absolutely. We have been 
concerned about that throughout the discussions. 
Scottish Women’s Aid effectively offers a 
confidential service, but there are limits to it in 
relation to children being at risk. We all understand 
that and we all want to ensure that children are 
safe. It is very difficult to—I am sorry, but I have 
forgotten what I was going to say. 

If the bill is passed as it stands, we would no 
longer be able to offer a confidential service to 
women, children and young people who are 
experiencing domestic abuse. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Is it, therefore, 
your evidence that there is considerable danger 
that women will be placed at risk if the bill is 
passed in its present form? 

Heather Coady: Yes.

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: If it was 
properly consulted on and dealt with as suggested 
in the proposed getting it right for every child bill, 
there would be a much better chance of getting it 
right.

Heather Coady: Yes, there would be a much 
greater chance of that. We are really concerned 
that women will not come forward. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: And would 
getting it right remove women from the possibility 
of recriminatory action? 

Heather Coady: Yes. As things stand, women 
are terrified to access services, which is often why 
they come to us. They can be very concerned 
about their children being removed. As the bill 
stands, if someone accesses our services we will 
bear some responsibility for notifying the council. 
That is certainly not the way that we work just 
now.

The Convener: Although the bill as it stands 
gives ministers powers to vary the list of people 
and organisations that have a duty to share 
information, it does not include organisations such 
as Scottish Women’s Aid. Are you seeking 
clarification that the duty to share information will 
not be extended to voluntary groups such as your 
own?

Heather Coady: As far as we understand it, that 
duty currently includes Scottish Women’s Aid. We 
provide a service—a housing service. We are a 
care provider, and we are regulated by the 
Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care. 
As far as we understand it, we would have a duty 
to comply. 

The Convener: That it not our understanding, 
but we can clarify that with the minister. If there 
was clarification that the duty would not extend to 
you, would that remove some of your concerns 
about part 3?

Heather Coady: We spoke with the bill team at 
length, and our understanding was that it would 
extend to us. If we did not come under that 
category, however, that would change things 
considerably. We would be quite relieved, in fact. 
It is not that we are against sharing information—
that is absolutely important—but it is a different 
matter to have a duty to share information placed 
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on us. The onus is on councils to say that they 
would like information about a certain family. It 
would be difficult for local Women’s Aid groups to 
say that, in the interests of confidentiality and 
safety, they do not feel that they can share the 
information. There is tension already, and the 
potential exists for it to get worse.  

Dr Sher: The Scottish Executive has proved 
time and again to be good at consultation. One of 
the advantages of stepping back is that it will give 
the Executive the opportunity to do one of the 
things that it does exceedingly well—taking a 
measured view of all the different opinions on a 
given subject. We do not have all the answers on 
all the details today, but that is the point. The 
subject is much too complex for us to know 
everything about it now. We advise the committee 
to allow the Executive to carry out the consultation 
process and take the time and space to develop a 
proper code of practice instead of creating a 
system that would simply be the latest 
manifestation of the unfortunate maxim that when 
we act in haste, we repent at leisure.  

Fiona Hyslop: My question is to Kathleen 
Marshall. Were part 3 to be removed from the bill, 
would you still object to the first two parts 
progressing? 

Kathleen Marshall: There would be losses in 
that case, given the status that we have now and 
given that we have a system of disclosure. Some 
things, such as multiple applications, are not 
helpful. However, we have to weigh that in the 
balance. I have been told that the bill has been 
very closely crafted and that, if we started taking 
certain bits of it out, we would probably end up 
with something very confusing. 

I would prefer it if we stepped back now and 
considered possible ways of addressing the good 
bits of the bill in a more focused way while holding 
a debate on the broader issues of what we are 
doing, what we are trying to achieve, whether we 
are succeeding and whether unintended 
consequences are arising that could have a huge 
impact both on children and young people and on 
the health of society. 

Fiona Hyslop: I have a general question to 
everybody. The bill is a result of the Bichard 
inquiry into the Soham murders, and the 
equivalent legislation has already been passed in 
England. You no doubt have connections and 
communications with sister bodies in England. 
Should we decide, enough, no further, how should 
Scotland respond to concerns that our bill will not 
be compatible with the law down south? Can you 
share with us some of the concerns that 
commissioners in Wales and England or 
organisations there connected with child protection 
have expressed about whether the Safeguarding 

Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 marks the way 
forward for anybody? 

Maggie Mellon: The bill is indeed based on the 
Bichard proposals. Ironically, those proposals and 
the way in which they are being developed would 
not have dealt with the threat that Ian Huntley 
posed to those two girls. Ian Huntley was not 
police checked, although he should have been for 
the job that he did. The girls came to visit Maxine 
Carr, his partner, who probably had been police 
checked and who was working in their school. 

The Bichard proposals, which included the 
recommendation that those working in a child care 
position or in a voluntary organisation should be 
police checked, did not cover members of the 
household, married couples and neighbours. Ian 
Huntley could have been working in Tesco rather 
than as a school janitor; those two little girls would 
still have gone to his door. 

We are not suggesting for a minute that all the 
people I mentioned should be police checked if 
children might come into contact with them, 
because that would include every adult in 
Scotland. However, the proposals do not address 
the risk that was identified. 

The bill is the third attempt in five years to 
address the issue, and in some ways it is barking 
up the wrong tree. Every time that there is another 
child death or tragedy, somebody realises that 
there is a loophole in the system and says that we 
should check another group of people—
neighbours, husbands or brothers-in-law who may 
visit once a week. We will all end up being 
checked against what is a small list. What are we 
checking for? We are checking against a negative. 

Fiona Hyslop: Jonathan, can you reflect on any 
experience from down south? 

Dr Sher: As the committee may already know, 
the information-sharing provisions in the 
Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 were 
the subject of an investigation that took nearly two 
years. It was not a quick and easy decision-
making process. We can learn from what has 
happened in England, and we certainly ought to, 
but ultimately the alternatives are not either to 
pass the bill unchanged or to do nothing. Our 
recommendation is that we get part 3 of the bill 
right. If that takes a few months more, it will be 
inconsequential compared with the positive effect 
that getting it right will have. 

As a matter of personal observation, I moved a 
couple of years ago to Scotland instead of 
England in large measure because I thought that 
Scotland was the place in the UK that had the 
greatest potential for getting the legislation right. 
The fact that England has done something already 
ought not to goad us into being hasty. In fact, it 
ought to redouble our commitment to showing 
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what is distinctive about Scotland by taking the 
same broad goal and tackling the issue even 
better than down south. 

Mr Macintosh: All the witnesses have made 
their views known forcefully today, and I am sure 
that they will resonate with the committee 
members who have some anxieties about the bill. 
However, I would like to act as devil’s advocate in 
making a few points. 

Jonathan Sher spoke earlier about the culture of 
fear that we may be creating. The bill has not been 
passed yet, so we cannot say that it has created a 
culture of fear. An anxiety exists in our community 
about the danger posed by adults to children. That 
was not created by the Government or the bill; 
indeed, the bill is designed to address it. We 
obviously want to ensure that we do not have the 
counter-effect of creating more anxiety in the 
process of addressing fear. It would be wrong to 
suggest that the bill does anything other than try to 
address an anxiety that exists among parents, 
families and people who look after vulnerable 
adults about the nature of our society. 

Maggie Mellon started off by saying that we 
could rename it the protection of vulnerable 
organisations bill, and there is a grain of truth in 
that. Let us concentrate on the professionals in the 
statutory sector rather than voluntary workers. 
Surely the point of the bill is to create better 
practice and get everybody who deals with 
children to behave in a manner that we as parents 
or other members of society would expect. 
Nobody is pretending that the bill is the answer to 
the Soham murders, although its provisions would 
have meant that Ian Huntley would not have been 
employed as a school janitor, so it is wrong to say 
that it would not have affected that case in some 
way.

The bill will not stop brutal murders happening or 
prevent child abuse from taking place, but it will 
address people’s concern about how the state 
looks after our children. When we hand over our 
children to the care of organisations or schools or 
societies, we want to know that they are looked 
after and that due care, attention and precautions 
have been taken to ensure that the background of 
those who work with our children has been looked 
into. A lot of the information that is currently held 
about people will say whether a person is 
potentially dangerous. Given that the information 
exists and that the majority of people are 
absolutely fine to work with children, the logic for 
having a system such as that which is proposed 
under the bill is quite strong. 

13:30

Having said all that, I am not saying that I am 
unsympathetic to what has been said today. 

However, is there not a least an argument that the 
bill will undoubtedly improve on the current 
disclosure system with its multiple checks? 
Whatever concerns people might have about the 
proposals, the bill will improve on the current 
system, which does not offer any of the 
protections that were mentioned. 

In addition, the bill will create a culture in the 
statutory sector—how far that should extend to the 
voluntary sector is a detail that we can consider—
of ensuring that any staff who are employed are 
checked thoroughly. The bill will also provide a 
mechanism for carrying out those checks. All 
those organisations are already required to carry 
out checks on the staff that they employ. The bill 
will make that easier and provide a better way for 
them to do that. On top of that, the bill will create a 
culture in which organisations seek to look after 
the best interests of children in all their practices. 

For example, everybody seems to agree that 
there needs to be information sharing. As I 
understand it, the bill will impose a duty on 
organisations to share information and the details 
of that will be worked out in a code of practice. 
There is a big difference between working out the 
details in a code of practice and, by abandoning 
the bill, saying to organisations that they can just 
continue, as at present, not to share information. 
We should not simply say, “It is too difficult to work 
out how to share information so we will just defer 
the bill altogether rather than work out how to do 
that.” In part, I am playing devil’s advocate, but 
those are serious points that need to be 
addressed.

Finally, although members of the panel have 
said that the bill should not proceed, I have not 
heard anyone—either on this panel or on the 
voluntary sector panel—suggest an alternative. It 
is all very well to say that the bill takes us in the 
wrong direction of travel and that we should focus 
on a few other areas as well, but it is not true to 
say that other measures are not being taken to 
address child poverty, child abuse, poor housing 
and the rehabilitation of known sex offenders in 
the community. An awful lot of other legislation is 
addressing those issues. However, on top of that, 
parents want the security of knowing that the state 
in particular looks after the children who are in its 
care. I would like to hear what the alternative is. 
Before we abandon the bill, I would like to know in 
which direction we should head off. 

The Convener: I appreciate that there are quite 
a number of questions but, as we are now running 
up against a fairly tight time barrier, I ask people to 
answer as briefly as they can. 

Kathleen Marshall: We take on board some of 
the points that Kenneth Macintosh has made. Of 
course some checks need to be put in place and 
they need to be more focused than they are now. 
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We want time to reflect on where the line should 
be drawn and how we can create a culture in 
which people are aware of the real risks rather 
than have the false sense of security that people 
can get from thinking that someone has been 
checked. 

Another issue is the unintended consequences 
of the legislation. People are afraid to work with 
children because they feel that, if even a suspicion 
comes out on the disclosure check, no employer 
will employ them even though they are not barred. 
For example, one teacher who wrote to me 
provided me with all the details of an investigation 
into an allegation against her that was shown to be 
completely unfounded. However, her disclosure 
certificate stated simply that an allegation had 
been investigated and was found to be unfounded. 
She pointed out to me, “If I go for a job and there 
is another candidate who has a clean certificate, 
who will take the risk of choosing me?” That is bad 
for children. On this issue, the rights and interests 
of children and adults come together. It is not in 
the interests of children for adults to feel that they 
will be disadvantaged by an allegation that is not 
proven.

The proposed system raises serious questions 
on which we need to reflect. That is not to say that 
we should do nothing. We should think about the 
issue and focus on and define where the kind of 
approach that is proposed would be most 
effective. Let us create a culture in which people 
are aware of risks and in which people are 
available who will support children and young 
people and their parents, rather than frighten them 
off.

Maggie Mellon: We started off saying that the 
bill throws up more questions than it answers. I 
think that Kenneth Macintosh raised those very 
questions in his remarks. 

We are looking for time. I understand that the bill 
is expected to complete stage 3 in February. That 
does not give us time to answer some of the very 
serious questions that have been raised. We have 
been told that the bill does nothing without the 
guidance and the criteria, which will be developed 
to address who is unsuitable to work with children, 
who can, and whether the certificates should 
reflect that. None of those issues have been dealt 
with. We have solutions for child protection and 
child welfare in Scotland, and we are more than 
happy to put them before the Parliament; however, 
we cannot do that in 10 minutes and before 
February 2007. 

Dr Sher: Please understand that neither we nor 
our colleagues are suggesting that the vetting and 
barring system should be dismantled. We are 
strong supporters of the system, which needs to 
be strong and to do what it does well. That is a 
given. Nobody is in opposition here, and I cannot 

imagine that there is anyone in the Parliament, in 
the Executive or among the organisations that 
have given evidence today who does not have the 
same goal: to protect children, to reassure parents 
and to provide what other benefits are possible. 
There are good things in the bill. Our suggestion is 
simply that, instead of getting a couple of things 
partially right, let us get the whole thing right and 
be done with it. 

Our fear in political terms is that, if a bill is 
passed that is not completely right, the political 
scorecard will still read that the box has been 
ticked and the issue has been dealt with. The 
Parliament will then move on to the other 45 
important issues that Scotland faces. Before the 
box is ticked and the Parliament moves on to other 
issues, we want it to know that it has done the 
best possible job on behalf of children. We are 
your allies in that process. 

The Convener: I have a final question on part 3 
of the bill. One of the issues that has been raised 
by Scottish Women’s Aid and other organisations 
is the fact that people will not come forward for 
services because of a fear that their information 
will be shared willy-nilly across different sectors. I 
accept that that is partly related to how harm and 
risk are defined in the bill. Have your organisations 
done any research into whether young people 
would be frightened to come forward for, for 
example, sexual health information or drugs 
information and advice because they believed that 
that information might be passed on to the police 
or other organisations and might end up on a 
vetting and barring record—as one of the 
submissions that we received today suggested—
so that, at some future date, when they applied for 
a job, something that they did as a 15-year-old 
would count against them? Do you have any 
evidence of that? The submission that the 
committee has received from LGBT Youth 
Scotland expresses concerns about people from 
that group not coming forward because they fear 
disclosure of personal information. What evidence 
do you have to back up such concerns? 

Kathleen Marshall: We all have some evidence 
of that. The people who work on the front line with 
children and young people often tell us of that fear, 
based on their own research. I hark back to the 
Executive’s children’s charter, which was 
developed with children and young people. The 
clear message was given that we should respect 
their privacy and think carefully about how 
information should be shared. Our reference group 
was very clear about that and was concerned that 
young people will no longer talk to adults when 
they should. We also know from the experience of 
ChildLine that, when children talk about sensitive 
issues, confidentiality is the first thing that they talk 
about. Some more specific research has been 
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done on the issue, which Maggie Mellon might 
want to address. 

Maggie Mellon: There is some specific 
research based on the views of children who 
phone ChildLine. As Kathleen Marshall said, many 
of them want a guarantee of confidentiality before 
they will begin to share their concerns. 

Our concern about information sharing is that it 
is often about adults watching their backs. If they 
have received some information and feel almost a 
duty to report something, that information will be 
passed on. Children 1

st
 and a number of other 

organisations are concerned about the perception 
that we protect children by quickly passing on 
information. For example, someone might think 
that, because a child has told them that their father 
hit them last night, they must immediately go and 
do X, Y and Z. However, what children tell 
ChildLine and us is that they will not tell us about 
something unless they know that the matter will be 
handled very sensitively. Therefore, information 
sharing has to be carried out in an informed way. 

As Jonathan Sher said, we absolutely support 
the sharing of information in order to protect 
children from harm and on the basis of good child 
welfare. All parents would support that—in fact, 
parents probably want more information to be 
shared than is currently shared in order to protect 
their children. However, we should not think that 
information sharing is an end in itself. Children—
and the parents and carers who look after them—
should not be scared to talk over their anxieties 
and report them. We do not want neighbours to 
think, “I can’t say that I think that these children 
are being left alone or hurt because there will be 
blue lights outside the door. It might not be helpful 
because the children will be taken into care.” 
People need to know that information about 
children will be dealt with carefully. 

Heather Coady: There is plenty of literature on 
domestic abuse and child protection and the 
difficulties of dealing with that thorny issue. 

The Convener: I am concerned not just about 
abuse, but about cases where children risk 
harming themselves through their behaviour, such 
as experimenting with drugs or sex. In those 
situations, they need good advice to reduce the 
risks but they might be frightened to come forward 
in case information is passed on to other 
agencies. Do you have evidence that 14 to 16-
year-olds do not come to get advice because they 
are frightened that information will be passed on to 
the police or others? 

Kathleen Marshall: That is a difficult question, 
because those are the people who have not 
shared their concerns. However, young people 
who do come forward sometimes talk about the 

barriers and the reasons why they have not talked 
about things before. 

There are already thresholds for information 
sharing. The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 places 
an obligation on local authorities if the case falls 
within certain levels of risk. However, we are 
talking about a more generalised duty at a vaguer, 
lower level of harm. The problem is that there 
might be knee-jerk reactions if people pass on 
information. The sharing of such information will 
not do anything to protect children; it will not be an 
additional safeguard and it will put them off coming 
for help in the first place. It is the generalised 
nature of what is proposed that is significant. 

I have written child protection guidelines and 
taught people that we do not give children a 
promise of absolute confidentiality if we cannot 
keep it. Instead, we try to discuss with them the 
thresholds of information sharing, but sometimes 
they will not talk even then. The only resort, which 
is a complete cop-out, is to say, “Well, you can 
phone ChildLine,” but if ChildLine is feeling 
threatened by the proposals as well, we will give 
the children nothing. We are taking away all the 
resources that children have. 

If you want some more focused information on 
that, we will need more time and space to reflect 
and focus on the real problem. Most people are 
sharing information and the system is working. 
The bill aims to underpin good practice, but we 
need to ask: what is the scale of the problem? 
What do we need to do to share information 
effectively?

The Convener: I think that the committee is 
exhausted, and has exhausted its questions. 

I thank the panel members for their powerful 
evidence. I am sure that the committee will reflect 
on it carefully. We look forward to discussing the 
matter with the minister next week in our third and 
final oral evidence session on the bill. 

Meeting closed at 13:43. 
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Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 1 

09:53

The Convener: The second item on the agenda 
is the final day of oral evidence on the Protection 
of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. We have 
three panels of witnesses today. On the first panel 
are Alison Reid, principal solicitor, and Katy 
Macfarlane, solicitor and policy and education 
officer, at the Scottish Child Law Centre. The 
committee has already received your written 
evidence. If you would like to make any additional 
comments, you may do so before I open the 
meeting to questions from members.  

Katy Macfarlane (Scottish Child Law Centre): 
Alison Reid and I are both solicitors, as you said. 
We would like to make brief opening statements. 
We welcome the opportunity to give evidence to 
the Education Committee on the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. I have to say at 
the outset that we come very much from a child’s 
rights perspective. The Scottish Child Law Centre 
deals specifically with the rights of children and 
young people in Scotland, so that is where we are 
coming from.  

As we see it, the bill covers two distinct areas: 
parts 1 and 2 relate to vetting and barring 
procedures, and part 3 relates to sharing child 
protection information. We are keen for the 
committee to deal with the bill in those two distinct 
areas. I shall lead on part 3 and Alison Reid will 
lead on parts 1 and 2, although I am sure that we 
will interject on each other throughout the session. 

As regards part 3, I stress that the Scottish Child 
Law Centre very much agrees with the proposition 
that the sharing of child protection information is 
required and is essential for child protection 
purposes. However, as will emerge from our 
evidence, we remain unconvinced that part 3, in its 
current form, is the best way to do that. Whatever 
system is adopted, it must achieve set policy aims 
and have built-in flexibility and longevity to enable 
it to work effectively for the foreseeable future. 

I have a few further points about part 3, on 
which I am happy to be questioned. Crucial 
elements are missing from the policy aims as set 
out in the policy memorandum. I am happy to go 
over that point. The lack of reasonable 
consultation was brought up in the previous two 
evidence-taking sessions, and I am also happy to 
say more about that. The Executive has its own 
children’s charter, but that seems not to have been 
taken into consideration for the purposes of the 
bill. Other issues that we are keen to discuss 
include proportionality in relation to the European 
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convention on human rights and the principles of 
the Data Protection Act 1998.  

We do not feel that the case for part 3 has been 
made convincingly. We are concerned that its 
wording is confusing and difficult to understand, 
and that it fails to meet the widely accepted criteria 
for good law. Leaving the detail not just of part 3 
but of the entire bill to delegated legislation is not a 
good idea. As we have heard, and as has been 
said time and again, the devil is in the detail as far 
as the bill is concerned. The overall effect of part 
3, if it proceeds in its current form, will be to cause 
widespread confusion and to overburden what is 
already a highly burdened system. 

I am happy to go over all those points in 
response to questions, but now my colleague 
Alison Reid will make her opening statement.

Alison Reid (Scottish Child Law Centre):
Good morning. I am Alison Reid, principal solicitor 
at the Scottish Child Law Centre. We are 
supportive of the bill’s aim in parts 1 and 2, which 
is to ensure that unsuitable people do not gain 
access to children or protected adults through 
work. We welcome the simpler mechanics of 
obtaining scheme records, which should reduce 
the need for multiple checks. However, because 
there has been no audit of the current system of 
child protection as introduced by the Protection of 
Children (Scotland) Act 2003 and the Police Act 
1997, as amended, we do not know the effect of 
the current legislation. That leads us to conclude 
that such an evaluation of the system requires to 
be carried out, following which amendments to the 
current child protection legislation could be made.  

As a result, we are concerned about the 
following matters, on which we will be happy to 
expand. First is the balance between the 
protection of children from potentially dangerous 
adults and the encouragement of positive 
relationships between adults and children, both of 
which are necessary for a child’s health, 
development and welfare. Second is the 
development of a culture of reliance solely on the 
basis of vetting and barring information, 
particularly in the light of provisions for workers 
from overseas. Third is the approach of taking an 
English problem and translating the solution to it 
into Scots law. Fourth is the complexity of the bill 
and the extent of the use of secondary legislation. 
Fifth is the lack of focus and definition in the bill, 
which leads to several further issues, on which I 
am happy to expand. They include the provisions 
on consideration for listing and the decision to list; 
the bill’s compatibility with articles 6 and 8 of the 
ECHR; the lack of sufficient appeal procedures in 
relation to part 2, which could lead to challenges 
under article 6 of the ECHR; and, finally, some of 
the bill’s wording leads to questions about legal 

certainty and potential challenges under article 8 
of the ECHR.  

Dr Elaine Murray (Dumfries) (Lab): We have 
had diverging evidence from different sectors 
about parts 1 and 2. Generally speaking, the 
statutory sector is very much in favour of the bill, 
while the voluntary sector is pretty concerned 
about the potential financial and time effects on its 
operations. You reflected some of those concerns 
in the evidence that you just gave. Can the bill be 
amended to keep the good bits, or should the 
proposals be reconsidered altogether?  

10:00

Alison Reid: There are some good bits in the 
bill, and if there was a way of taking them forward, 
that would be great. They include the reduction in 
multiple checks, which are a real downside to the 
current system. It would be great to keep that 
measure. I am not sure that we could address that 
issue in isolation, however. There is a much bigger 
picture here than just that issue. We concluded 
that we need to look at the bigger picture, rather 
than focusing on just some details.  

We have been at the committee meetings for the 
past two Wednesdays and have listened to the 
evidence that has been given. Because there has 
been no official audit of the effects of the current 
legislation, we have had to pick up clues as to 
what has been going on. We heard from the 
voluntary sector that there has been an effect on 
informal volunteering—it is not necessarily 
reflected in the statistics, but there has been an 
effect—and we heard Unison’s concerns about 
unsubstantiated allegations. We also heard last 
week about the concern that people are starting to 
presume that an adult who works with children has 
to prove that they are not a paedophile. We are in 
danger of crossing the line on that. This week, I 
read in the newspaper about the tragic deaths of 
two students in a mountaineering accident and 
about the mountaineering club’s response that it is 
now reluctant to accept members under the age of 
18 due to the fear of litigation and the paedophilia 
angle. We have to think about the balance of what 
we are doing in the bill. 

Katy Macfarlane: I agree with Alison Reid. The 
evidence has given us cause for concern over the 
past two weeks. 

Dr Murray: So your advice would be to pause 
and take stock rather than progress and try to 
amend the bill.  

It has been argued that, as comparable 
legislation has already been passed in England 
and Wales, certain bits of important information 
about people whose actions could be harmful to 
children may somehow be lost at the border if 
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Scotland does not pass the bill. How do you 
respond to that? 

Alison Reid: We need to reflect on how we 
have got to where we are today. We all know 
about the Bichard inquiry and recommendation 19 
of the Bichard report, which is what we are 
particularly focusing on. When the report was 
published in June 2004, the most recent relevant 
legislation in England was the Protection of 
Children Act 1999, but in Scotland we had already 
passed the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 
2003, which was just about to come into force. 
Scotland and England were at different points, so I 
am concerned that we are trying to solve the 
problem in Scotland by examining where England 
was when the Bichard report was published. We 
should take stock—to use your phrase—and think 
about where we are now. We have the 2003 act, 
so we should build that into the picture and take 
time to analyse the whole picture rather than just 
jumping in and following on from England. 

Katy Macfarlane: That is absolutely right. It is 
better that we do not take off-the-peg legislation 
but tailor the bill for Scotland, because Scotland 
and England come from different starting points. 
The Scottish Child Law Centre is not saying that 
the whole bill should be scrapped, because we are 
in favour of protecting children, but it needs to be 
tailor-made for the system that already exists in 
Scotland. It is not enough to cut and paste the 
English system into ours. Let us get the bill right 
now, so that we do not have to amend it in two or 
three years. It might take a wee bit more time, but 
it is certainly worth it. 

Mr Kenneth Macintosh (Eastwood) (Lab): I
will ask about two matters. The first is the overlap 
between the definitions of child and protected 
adult. The definition of a child in most legislation is 
somebody who is under 16, but in the bill it is 
somebody who is under 18. You alluded to that 
issue in the example that you gave of the 
mountaineers. How would you resolve that? 
Should we just make the age in the bill 16 and, as 
has been suggested, use the definition of work or 
services as the way to access the protection of the 
vetting and barring scheme? 

Alison Reid: It took me a bit to understand the 
different definitions in the bill, because the 
construction is quite complicated. It makes sense 
to define a protected adult as being 16 years old 
and above. That definition should definitely go 
down to age 16. The question then is whether a 
child should be defined as someone who is under 
the age of 18. I have not reached a conclusion on 
the matter, but we must think carefully about it, 
especially in relation to part 3. We have discussed 
sharing information about people up to the age of 
18, when they could be married. 

Katy Macfarlane: I agree that there is confusion 
about the 16 to 18-year-old age group. If an adult 
is defined as someone who is over 16 and a child 
is defined as someone who is under 18, people 
who are aged 16 to 18 will be doubly protected, 
which is not a bad thing. We discussed that at 
work the other day. However, the matter needs to 
be decided on one way or the other. I do not know 
whether the overlap in ages is good, because it 
will lead to interpretation problems. In short, we do 
not have a conclusive answer—the issue is 
another thing about the bill that we have found 
confusing.

Mr Macintosh: Other people who wish to 
extend protection have alerted us to their concern 
about the confusion that exists about when 
someone becomes an adult. 

I have a question about part 3. A legislative duty 
to share information will be placed on 
professionals, which is obviously a step forward. 
Currently, such arrangements are covered by 
guidance, but they are surely not working. All 
professionals who work in the area have a 
professional and ethical obligation to share 
information in order to protect the welfare of 
children, but they are not doing so, which is why 
the Executive has proposed that there should be a 
duty to do so. It is normal practice to include duties 
in bills and the practicalities of how to fulfil those 
duties in subordinate legislation, guidance and 
good practice information. If the bill is passed, it 
will impose a duty to share information, but 
arrangements will not be implemented until 
guidance has been produced, consulted on and so 
forth. Should any parts of the guidance be 
included in the bill? 

Katy Macfarlane: With the greatest respect, you 
said that people are not sharing information, but 
the Scottish Executive has said that 95 per cent of 
professionals are sharing information. There is no 
doubt that information is being shared, but more 
detailed guidance is needed to give professionals 
the confidence to share information. 

The process in which we are involved was kick-
started by cases such as the Caleb Ness case and 
the Western Isles case. I do not want to take up 
too much time by reading out quotes, but 
Councillor Eric Jackson said of the report on the 
Western Isles case: 

“Anyone who reads this report will be horrified. It is 
unacceptable that despite having and sharing the 
information early intervention did not take place.” 

A couple of other quotes that I have back up what 
he said. Information was shared, but no action 
was taken as a result of that information sharing. 

The same applied in the Caleb Ness case, 
although not to the same extent. Information was 
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shared as much as it could be, but the inquiry 
report stated: 

“Most GPs and Health Visitors in Lothian are linked up by 
a computer software system, known as ‘G-Pass’, whereby 
information can be shared. However, the software does not 
allow for a page relating to Child Protection, so the Health 
Visitors’ careful ‘Cause for Concern’ records cannot be 
accessed through it.” 

The report recommended 

“that the Trust carefully reviews its record keeping systems 
to facilitate … sharing of information.” 

It did not say that people must start to share 
information; it said that information was being 
shared, but the “effective sharing of information” 
had to be facilitated and protocols and guidance 
had be put in place to ensure that that happened, 
people received information and action was taken 
on the basis of that information. 

The Scottish Executive has said that 95 per cent 
of professionals are sharing information. I wonder 
whether it is a bit naive to think that any 
legislation—whether on this issue, crime or 
anything else—will capture 100 per cent of the 
population. That is an unrealistic proposition. We 
must think of other ways of getting the remaining 5 
per cent of people whom we want to capture. We 
cannot say that the bill completely covers every 
professional who works with children. 

Mr Macintosh: I accept your view on the matter, 
although it is interesting to note that last week the 
opposite view was put to us by Dr Helen 
Hammond from NHS Lothian, who stated 
specifically that in the case in Edinburgh 
information was not shared. 

We are talking about a small number of cases 
for which the current systems do not work. You 
take the view that we could deal with those cases 
by facilitating matters and improving the current 
situation rather than by imposing an obligation or 
duty, as the bill does. 

I go back to the original question. Assuming that 
we take forward the bill as drafted, should 
particular obligations to share information be in the 
bill rather than deferred to subordinate legislation 
at a later date? Your view is that there should be 
no duty, but if we go down that road, as is 
currently proposed, should we include particular 
protections in the bill, instead of leaving them to 
subordinate legislation? 

Katy Macfarlane: There should be a duty, but it 
should not be enshrined in legislation: it should be 
a professional duty. In our written evidence, we 
identify provisions that should be changed, should 
part 3 of the bill be kept. However, I stress that we 
do not think that part 3 should be kept. We should 
stand back and look at part 3, like parts 1 and 2. 
We can then decide whether to reintroduce it in a 
different form, as part of the bill arising from the 

getting it right for every child agenda. I am talking 
not about putting it to one side and reintroducing 
the same provisions after a time delay, but about 
consulting children and professionals between 
now and the introduction of the GIRFEC legislation 
to ensure that any statutory duty that we introduce 
is right. If we decide not to introduce a statutory 
duty, there should be consultation on non-statutory 
guidance.

There are probably too many issues to be 
addressed. In our view, part 3 is just not right. We 
are very keen on the sharing of child protection 
information, but part 3 as it stands is not workable 
and will not lead to better relationships between 
children and adults. In fact, the exact opposite will 
be the case—part 3 will diminish the relationship 
between children and adults that currently exists. 
Children will just back off and will not tell adults 
anything.

I do not know whether the committee planned to 
question me on this point, but I have downloaded 
a massive consultation that the Children’s Rights 
Alliance for England and Triangle conducted 
before the non-statutory guidance on information 
sharing was produced down south. It is an English 
document, but children are children. It is full of 
comments from children that the Scottish 
Executive did not take into consideration before 
drafting part 3. I cite one comment by a 17-year-
old girl—bearing in mind that people up to the age 
of 18 are regarded as children down south. She 
said:

“I think the people who are passing information need to 
consider the consequences of what will happen if they 
disrespect the child’s wishes … like the child’s not going to 
confide in them anymore or trust them. Obviously that’s 
going to be bad if they’re in a situation where they’re in 
danger or they’re self harming … and then they’ve got no 
one to turn to because they don’t trust anyone”. 

Those are the issues that have not been taken 
into consideration. When we spoke to the Scottish 
Executive, it was clear that it had not consulted 
and had not carried out a children’s rights impact 
assessment. Those are fundamental things that 
we must do before passing a law. If we do not 
proceed on the basis of full information and 
knowledge, we will end up with bad law that does 
not work and which we will have to amend. We do 
not want to be in that position. 

10:15

Alison Reid: We may have fallen into the trap of 
looking at one policy issue in isolation. We should 
really take three issues into account. The first is 
the issue with which we are dealing—information 
sharing. The second is what we do with the 
information once we have it. Katy Macfarlane’s 
point about codes of practice relates to that. The 
third is confidentiality and privacy, which is a 
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complicated area of law. There are many different 
confidential relationships, for example between 
doctors and patients and between solicitors and 
clients. In 1984, the Scottish Law Commission 
wrote a big paper on the issue, which is extremely 
complex, especially if we take into consideration 
article 8 of the ECHR. We need to consider 
confidentiality alongside the other two issues that I 
have highlighted, and to come up with a complete 
package for dealing with them. 

Ms Rosemary Byrne (South of Scotland) 
(Sol): Katy Macfarlane has answered the question 
that I was going to ask. However, I also want to 
ask about awareness raising, education and 
training. In your written submission, you mention 
an issue that has cropped up at the committee 
over the past few weeks—the complacency that 
could develop if it is believed that everyone has 
been checked against the list and the vetting and 
barring have worked. We know that certain groups 
will not come forward to be checked against the 
list. What is your view on that and on the wider 
issue of educating and training people, including 
our children and young people, to recognise signs 
of risk? 

Katy Macfarlane: You are absolutely right. I will 
comment only briefly, because Alison Reid is 
leading on this part of the bill. We are conscious of 
the false confidence that will result from people 
assuming that they have information that a person 
is above suspicion. That is not the way in which 
we should proceed in society. 

As professionals, parents and carers of children, 
we must equip our children for adulthood, which 
means a number of things. It may mean leaving 
them in the house on their own for 20 minutes 
when they are 14 or 15, to give them an idea of 
what that is like. It means ensuring that they start 
to have a say in decisions that affect them. That 
should be built up from a low level, so that when 
they reach adulthood they can make decisions, 
with the support of their parents and others. 

We are not equipping children for adulthood if 
we smother them and say, “You cannot speak to 
anyone. Every adult is a paedophile until it is 
proved that they are not. Don’t let anyone touch 
you. If your teacher touches you, come straight 
home and tell me, and they will be suspended.” 
We live in a clinical, sterile society. I do not want 
my children to grow up in such a society, but the 
attitudes that I have described are gradually 
creeping in. We need to stop that development in 
its tracks and re-educate adults and children to 
assess risk, so that children can take risks 
knowing that they are protected and their parents 
know where they are. The only way of equipping 
our children—who are the adults of the future—for 
adulthood is to allow them to come across and to 
deal with risks. The problem could become 

generational. If current children grow up to be 
terrified adults, they will bring terrified children into 
the world and we will never get out of the cycle. I 
do not know whether I have stolen Alison Reid’s 
thunder.

Alison Reid: Not at all. I want to focus 
specifically on the reliance on scheme records and 
concerns about complacency in relation to 
employment. I draw members’ attention to the 
issue of overseas workers. The Bichard report’s 
recommendation 30 was: 

“Proposals should be brought forward as soon as 
possible to improve the checking of people from overseas 
who want to work with children and vulnerable adults.” 

The Bichard inquiry heard evidence that 

“in future years, potentially 40 per cent or more of the 
teaching workforce could come from overseas.” 

Whether or not that is right, that is the evidence 
that Bichard was given. I am less concerned about 
overseas teachers, because they are regulated by 
professional bodies abroad, but it is difficult to put 
checks in place for other groups, such as play 
leaders in nurseries. That is where the false 
confidence comes back into the system, because 
we are unable to check a large proportion of 
workers. We really need to address that, although 
there are difficulties with doing so. 

We should also be aware of the scheme’s 
limitations. We are not dealing with stranger 
danger. The scheme is about work, and we are 
not able to cover stranger danger in that context. 
False confidence is a worry, and we must ensure 
that we educate employers who will have to make 
decisions about employing people with vetting 
information in front of them. How they are 
supposed to do that is another issue. 

Marilyn Livingstone: You heard in my 
declaration of interests that I chair the cross-party 
group on survivors of childhood sexual abuse, 
which I have been doing for five years. Through 
Malcolm Chisholm, we have an expert working 
group that was set up by the Scottish Executive, 
which has taken evidence. The group has a good 
geographical spread and includes representatives 
from voluntary organisations such as Children 1

st
.

My concern is about the balance between 
sharing information and protecting the child’s 
confidentiality. I have had constituency experience 
of the non-sharing of information resulting in an 
horrendous situation, but I have also heard from 
young people that they will not come forward 
without confidentiality. If they do not come forward, 
abuse can happen to other children, and we know 
the ramifications of that. What would be the best 
way to get the right balance between ensuring that 
information is passed on and maintaining the 
child’s confidentiality and feeling of safety? It 
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would be helpful if you could explain how that 
could be done. 

Katy Macfarlane: You are absolutely right and 
we agree with you about the need for a balance. 
We do not pretend to have fairy dust to sprinkle 
over the situation to make it all better. There is and 
will remain a conflict between sharing information 
and protecting confidentiality. 

It is not right to completely overrule a child’s 
right to any confidentiality. The Scottish Child Law 
Centre does a lot of training for professionals on 
confidentiality and the sharing of child protection 
information. Our view is that the child owns the 
problem and, if a child discloses something to an 
adult that the adult thinks is a child protection 
issue, it is a question not so much of the law but of 
good practice. That is why we stress that good 
practice is everything. In our view and experience, 
if the adult shares with the child what they are 
going to do, asks the child’s opinion and gets them 
on board, the child is much more likely to agree to 
do it. There are distinct people whom the child 
simply does not want to know things; they are 
generally parents. Sometimes, if the child can be 
assured that the parent will not know about their 
problem but help will still be sought and the 
problem will be addressed, they are much more 
willing to come forward, accept help and allow 
confidential information to be disclosed to others 
who can help. 

Part 3 of the bill appears to rule out any right of 
a child to confidentiality. The word “consent” does 
not appear in part 3 so, as far as we are 
concerned, it means that adults can go ahead with 
or without the child’s consent and disclose the 
information to child protection services, the health 
service, police or social work services. That is 
what grates with us. Children have rights—you 
guys have given them rights in legislation, as has 
the United Kingdom Parliament, yet it is as if we 
are running roughshod over those rights by saying 
that children will not even get to give their consent. 
They will not even have to be asked; there will just 
be a duty on professionals to go ahead and 
disclose the information. If an element of consent 
were built into part 3, we might be starting to get 
the mould right. 

We are completely bypassing children’s rights—
we have not even consulted them. If we did, they 
would say, “Ask for our consent and consult us 
when you are going to pass on information. We 
might just startle you and agree that it is okay.” 
Children come back time and again to the point 
that nobody ever speaks to them or asks them 
what they want. That needs to be built into the bill. 
I used the find function on my computer to look for 
the word “consent” in part 3, but it simply is not 
there. That is an indictment of our supposedly 
child-friendly society. 

Alison Reid: The professionals forever want an 
answer, but there must be a judgment call as to 
whether they share information. We must get the 
balance right, as Marilyn Livingstone said. The 
problem is that, under the bill as drafted, 
professionals will share information and pass it on. 
The balance is out of kilter. Professionals look for 
a straightforward answer, but such matters always 
come down to a judgment call. 

Katy Macfarlane: Under part 3, the 
professionals will not have a judgment call—they 
will just go for it. Discretion has gone to the wind 
and nobody will have a judgment call. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Lothians) 
(Con): I have two questions, the first of which is 
on proportionality. We have heard that a small 
minority of people who harm children do so in the 
course of their employment—there are possibly 
only a few cases annually. Does the bill achieve 
the right balance between vetting the many and 
monitoring the few whom we know pose a real 
threat?

Alison Reid: That is a good question, but I do 
not know whether we know the answer. That is the 
problem and that is why we said earlier that we 
need to investigate the effect of the current 
legislation to find out whether the net is too wide or 
too narrow and what we are achieving in return for 
the potential damage that we are doing to children 
by restricting them and perhaps overprotecting 
them. That is the big debate and the big question. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: My second 
question is about the proposal in your written 
submission for a specific provision on considering 
the child’s views, as in the Children (Scotland) Act 
1995. I should mention an interest, in that I took 
the bill that became that act through the House of 
Commons. How should we ensure that people 
strike the right balance between the child’s views 
and other factors in deciding how to share 
information?

Katy Macfarlane: Ultimately, the professional is 
in the driving seat. The bill will almost give 
professionals a tick-list that says, “Have you 
spoken to the child about disclosing their 
information to people?” However, the child might 
not have said yes. As part of good practice, we 
must ensure that adult carers and professionals 
who work with children ensure that they talk to 
children and listen to their views about how to 
proceed when there are child protection issues. 
However, putting a provision on that in legislation 
will not mean that it will happen. I said that 95 per 
cent of people in the sector share information 
anyway, but I wonder whether that is with or 
without the child’s consent—I do not know, but I 
hope that it is with consent. I do not think that 
putting a provision in legislation will increase the 
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95 per cent to 96 per cent or 97 per cent. I think 
that 95 per cent is a pretty good figure. 

10:30

Alison Reid: We mention in our written 
evidence the way in which section 11(7)(b) of the 
1995 act introduced the views of the child into the 
legislation. I am supportive of the approach taken 
in that section, which imposes a duty to consider a 
child’s views 

“taking account of the child’s age and maturity”. 

That is a good formulation. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: If Alison Reid 
has any views on an amendment that could 
improve the bill in this regard, could she kindly 
send a draft amendment to the committee clerk? 

Alison Reid: Yes. 

Fiona Hyslop (Lothians) (SNP): Do you agree 
that there should be a vetting and barring system? 

Katy Macfarlane: I think that we do. As Alison 
Reid said, in its current form the proposal is not as 
good as it can be. Our job, and your job as MSPs, 
is to make it as good as it can be. We must vet 
people who work with children. That is 
fundamental, especially in today’s society. 
However, as Alison Reid said, we must conduct an 
audit of what is happening, consider where the 
danger is coming from and pinpoint the areas on 
which we need to concentrate, rather than taking a 
blanket approach that stipulates that everyone will 
be vetted and everyone will be either a member of 
the scheme or barred. 

Wendy Alexander said at the previous 
committee meeting that there are a million children 
in Scotland and that there are probably about 2 
million people who work with children. We could 
get to the point at which everyone is vetted. That 
is not realistic. We are in favour of having 
legislation in place to ensure that children are 
protected as far as they can be from people who 
work with them, but it must be tailor-made to meet 
our needs here in Scotland. We are in favour of 
the bill; we do not think that it should be scrapped 
wholesale. 

Fiona Hyslop: The committee must come to a 
conclusion on these issues. I think that you are 
saying that you are comfortable with the vetting 
system that is currently operated by Disclosure 
Scotland, but the nub of the issue is how we 
introduce barring, as recommended by Bichard. Is 
that where the difficulty lies? 

Katy Macfarlane: For us, the difficulty lies in the 
wording in many places in the bill. We have read 
through the bill. As solicitors, we—not only the two 
of us but the rest of our colleagues at the Scottish 
Child Law Centre—have pored over the bill and 

thought, “What does this section mean?” We are 
solicitors with a fair bit of experience, but we 
cannot decide what the bill means. How will it work 
in practice if solicitors cannot make head or tail of 
it?

Fiona Hyslop: The bill creates a negative 
scheme. A million or more people might go into it 
just to prove that there is no information about 
them. The alternative is a positive scheme, which 
would be a central listing scheme. The concern 
has been raised with us that we cannot have a 
positive scheme because of ECHR issues. From a 
solicitor’s perspective, is that the central reason 
why the Executive has proposed this huge 
scheme, instead of saying, “Look, we recognise 
that there will be individuals on whom we have 
information and we must find a mechanism for 
barring those few individuals, rather than vetting 
the whole of Scotland”? 

Katy Macfarlane: We have not considered that 
issue in detail. I do not have a view on whether we 
should take a blanket approach that means that 
everyone is vetted and, if their certificate is blank, 
they are okay to work with children, or whether we 
should pinpoint people who should not work with 
children.

Alison Reid: It comes back to the fundamental 
issue that we do not know where the problem lies. 
Until we know where the problem lies, we cannot 
address it. If we can find a way to establish where 
the problem lies, we might be in a better position 
to come up with a solution. 

Katy Macfarlane: It is necessary to conduct an 
audit that investigates where the dangers come 
from. Many of the dangers come from stranger 
danger. The bill will not touch that issue—it will not 
deal with the guy who hangs around outside 
schools. A couple of weeks ago, a representative 
of the Association of Chief Police Officers in 
Scotland told the committee that other provisions 
are in place to track down such people and to 
ensure that they are caught. However, this is not 
the right way of dealing with the matter. We must 
stand back and carry out an audit. We must ask 
where the danger is coming from and what poses 
the greatest risk to our children, and attempt to 
address those issues through legislation. 

I do not know whether the bill breaches our 
privacy under article 8 of the ECHR. As a 
professional who works in child law, I would be 
happy for my record to be downloaded by 
someone else, but that is because I have nothing 
to hide. As was mentioned earlier, there are 
people who have a wee thing on their record that 
they do not want the world to know about, but the 
world will know about it. That will cause a few 
problems. I am sorry, but I do not know the answer 
to Fiona Hyslop’s question. 
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Mr McAveety: We have been told that we need 
to get the balance right. Bluntly put, the views that 
the voluntary sector has expressed in its 
submissions on the relevance and practicality of, 
and the need for, part 3 are substantially different 
from those of the statutory sector. Why are their 
views so divergent? 

Katy Macfarlane: They are divergent because 
the statutory sector is coming from an adult’s 
perspective and the bulk of the voluntary sector—
Children 1

st
, Children in Scotland and the Scottish 

Child Law Centre—is coming from a child’s rights 
perspective. 

Mr McAveety: Last week, councils and health 
boards were strongly of the view that, despite 
potential problems, part 3 is still the right thing to 
do. The voluntary sector took a much more 
sceptical view. The committee and I are trying to 
get a sense of how we can navigate between 
those two positions. Can you help us to do that? 

Katy Macfarlane: You make a good point. 
COSLA and some local authorities are very much 
in favour of part 3, but their concern is the 
protection of adults. Last week, Maggie Mellon 
said that this is almost a protection of vulnerable 
organisations bill, but it is supposed to about 
protection of vulnerable adults and children. That 
is the issue on which we must focus. Of course 
adults in jobs that involve working with children will 
want to share information, because the 
consequences for them if they do not are possible 
suspension, disciplinary procedures and having to 
appear in front of a tribunal. We are losing sight of 
the welfare of the child. Under the 1995 act, the 
welfare of the child is paramount. That is also the 
primary consideration under the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child. We must 
bear that in mind when passing on information. It 
is not about the protection of adults, although that 
is a factor, but essentially about the protection of 
children.

The reason why there is such a discrepancy 
between the views of the statutory bodies and 
those of the voluntary bodies is that they are 
coming at the issue from different angles. There 
needs to be a compromise—we need to meet in 
the middle. However, that is where the devil is. 
Consultation will help us to get together. However, 
consultation on part 3 was very limited and was by 
invitation only. We did not come along and no 
children were invited. I am not surprised that the 
bill does not accord with anyone’s point of view, 
because no one’s point of view was considered at 
consultation stage. We must get round a table and 
try to reach a compromise—that is the only way. 
We cannot go down the line of just protecting 
adults or of doing everything that children say. We 
must find agreement in the middle. We can do that 
only by sitting round a table with representatives of 

all those with an interest. That is why we must 
stand back and take our time over the issue. The 
bill in its current form will not work. 

Dr Murray: You talked about stranger danger a 
few minutes ago, but is it not the case that 80 per 
cent of the danger that children face occurs in their 
own home, either in the form of abuse or neglect, 
given the unfortunate increase in substance abuse 
and drug addiction in particular? Are you 
concerned that by concentrating on stranger 
danger we might be taking effort away from 
identifying youngsters who are in danger at home? 
Should we concentrate on training professionals to 
recognise when the children in their care are in 
danger at home, rather than their having to hope 
that the children are okay and ticking a box to say 
so?

Alison Reid: Yes. It is well known that the main 
dangers to children are within families or circles of 
friends. I hope that professionals would be able to 
consider that aspect, as well as what they can do 
at work. We need to encourage people to 
recognise the signs of danger to children in their 
home. I hope that what you suggested would not 
happen and that one aspect would not detract 
from the other. 

Katy Macfarlane: I agree absolutely. We hoped 
that the bill would do the work that training should 
be doing, but it will not. We need to get out there 
and speak to people, run workshops with them 
and carry out role-play with them. Legislation does 
not train; it sets out the framework for people to 
decide whether they want to go ahead with it. We 
need to devote a lot of resources to training 
people and telling them what it is okay to do. So 
many professionals are terrified and do not know 
what to do, because they do not have leadership 
or people telling them that it is okay not to disclose 
at the first instance but to work with the child to get 
their confidence before disclosing, as long as they 
are kept involved in the process. Training is hugely 
important.

The Convener: You said in your opening 
statement that you were concerned that provisions 
in part 2 of the bill in relation to vetting might fall 
foul of article 6 of the ECHR, given the lack of an 
appeals process. Will you expand on that? 

Alison Reid: Yes. There are two aspects to 
that. The first relates to the consideration for listing 
and the decision to list. There is a lack of clarity in 
the bill. In relation to consideration for listing, the 
definition states: 

“‘conduct’ includes neglect and other failures to act”. 

The bill states that individuals will be considered 
for listing 

“Where Ministers are satisfied that the information indicates 
that it may be appropriate for the individual to be included”. 
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Given the vagueness of the language used, it is 
unclear what conduct would leave it open to 
ministers to list an individual. That could be a 
subjective decision, given the definition of harm, 
which we mentioned in our submission. We are 
concerned about that. The fact that someone 
might not know that they had done something 
wrong raises concerns in relation to article 7 of the 
ECHR, which is about whether offences are 
foreseeable.

Articles 6 and 8 of the ECHR are also relevant. 
Some of you might be aware of last month’s case 
of R v Secretary of State for Health, which was 
based on part VII of the Care Standards Act 2000 
and considered the provisional listing system in 
England in relation to the protection of vulnerable 
adults. The case went to judicial review. The 
provisional listing system for vulnerable adults is 
slightly different in that people cannot work while 
they are provisionally listed. The same wording is 
used in the act in that it states that “it may be 
appropriate” to list people. That is the test that is 
used.

10:45

In that case, it was held that the law was 
incompatible with articles 6 and 8 of the ECHR. 
The situation with regard to article 6 was slightly 
different because, once the person had been 
provisionally listed, they lost their job. However, 
under the bill as drafted, it will be left to ministers 
to provide guidance on what should happen when 
someone is considered for inclusion on the list. 
The content of any such guidance will require 
careful consideration to ensure that the procedure 
remains compliant with article 6. 

However, in R v Secretary of State for Health, 
the law also fell foul of article 8 of the ECHR. As 
the suspicion of misconduct was serious enough 
for the individual to be felt to constitute a risk to 
vulnerable persons, it was also calculated that it 
would interfere with his personal relationship with 
colleagues, the vulnerable persons with whom he 
had worked and others. The same applies to the 
bill. The policy memorandum suggests that if an 
employee is being considered for listing, the 
employer might increase the level of their 
supervision. However, if that happens to someone 
in a small business, it will be obvious to all their 
colleagues that something has happened. In the 
case that I cited, article 8 was invoked because 
the person in question was being treated 
differently as a result of being provisionally listed. 

Under the bill, once a person has been listed, 
they have recourse to a rather limited appeals 
procedure. For example, under section 17(4), they 
cannot question or dispute the tribunal’s findings 
of fact. However, as the Faculty of Advocates 
points out, an individual might not have been able 

to express certain views at their tribunal hearing. 
We are also concerned that, once a person has 
been listed, they cannot apply to the court for an 
interim suspension of their barred status. 

Decisions on automatic listing have also been 
left to ministers, which I think is an inappropriate 
use of secondary legislation. If they are able to 
decide to list someone automatically, that 
provision should be made clear in the bill. 

The Convener: With regard to vetting 
information, you mentioned the very specific issue 
of listing. Actually, there are four criteria for vetting 
information, two of which relate to straight factual 
matters such as convictions. The other two criteria 
set out in section 46 are 

“information which the chief officer of a relevant police force 
thinks might be relevant … and … such other information 
as may be prescribed”— 

again, I presume, by regulation. It seems that, 
under the bill, people are not allowed to challenge 
those two criteria, even though ministers will be 
required to correct a scheme record that proves to 
be inaccurate. Can a person challenge those 
grounds? If not, is that provision ECHR compliant? 

Alison Reid: That was the other point that I 
wanted to make. 

If there is non-conviction information on a job 
applicant that a chief constable thinks might be 
relevant, it will be included on the certificate that 
goes to the prospective employer, who will have to 
decide whether it is true. The mechanism for 
verifying such information is a problem in itself. 
Moreover, if the person does not get the job for 
whatever reason—perhaps because another 
applicant had a clear certificate—what do they do 
then? Their certificate now contains certain 
information that they might well not agree with 
because, for example, it was provided by 
someone who was unhappy with them in their 
previous job. 

The only recourse open to those people can be 
found in section 48, which allows a person to 
challenge a scheme record’s accuracy. However, 
ministers will correct inaccuracies only if they are 
satisfied that the information is inaccurate. With 
the presumption that the information on a 
certificate is true, the burden of proof immediately 
shifts and, unless ministers are satisfied 
otherwise, the information remains on that 
certificate. There is certainly no mechanism for 
discussing the standard of proof used to reach 
such a decision and, beyond the provision in 
section 48, people have no other way of clearing 
their name. In my opinion, that is incompatible with 
article 6(1) of ECHR. 

The Convener: As there are no other questions, 
I thank the witnesses for giving evidence and 
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providing us with further food for thought on this 
bill.

10:51

Meeting suspended. 

10:58

On resuming— 

The Convener: We move on to our second 
witness—I was going to call him a panel, but that 
is probably an exaggeration—Brian Gorman, who 
is the manager of Disclosure Scotland. Do you 
wish to make an opening statement? 

Brian Gorman (Disclosure Scotland): Yes. 
Thank you for inviting me to give evidence on the 
Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. 
For the past four and a half years, I have been 
responsible as head of Disclosure Scotland for the 
day-to-day management and delivery of the 
Scottish ministers’ functions under part V of the 
Police Act 1997. The proposals in the bill will affect 
the 1997 act and, therefore, Disclosure Scotland’s 
work.

Disclosure Scotland will be part of a new 
executive agency that ministers are establishing to 
deliver their functions under the bill and the 1997 
act. It will continue to provide basic, standard and 
enhanced disclosures under the 1997 act and will 
also carry out some similar functions and tasks 
under the bill. Disclosure Scotland will be 
responsible for application handling, gathering 
criminal record information, collating such 
information, passing it to the new central barring 
unit, maintaining the list of scheme members and 
ensuring that any information about a scheme 
member that subsequently comes to light is 
brought to the central barring unit’s attention. We 
handle applications and gather information now, 
so our tasks will be similar. At the moment, any 
information that is gathered is sent to the applicant 
and the employer but, in future, we will pass the 
information to the central barring unit for 
consideration. 

11:00

The introduction of retrospective checks for 
people who are already working with children and 
protected adults could mean that as many as 
350,000 checks will need to be carried out 
annually for the first three years of the scheme’s 
operation. Those will be in addition to checks for 
people who join the regulated workforces for the 
first time and our on-going work under part V of 
the 1997 act. Disclosure Scotland will aim to carry 
out all that work within agreed service levels. 

The other big change for Disclosure Scotland 
will be its move from the Scottish Criminal Record 

Office to the Scottish Executive. Almost all staff 
have attended a presentation about the proposals 
in the bill that affect Disclosure Scotland. The 
Scottish Executive is working with us to involve 
staff in and inform them of the significant changes 
that lie ahead.

I am confident that, with what is being done and 
what is planned for the future, my colleagues and I 
will rise to any challenge that the bill has for us. 

Dr Murray: As you know, equivalent legislation 
has been passed in England and Wales but, in 
Scotland, the statutory sector’s views on the bill 
diverge from those of the voluntary sector. If we 
were to take the voluntary sector’s advice and not 
progress with the bill, what would be the 
consequences for information sharing with 
England and Wales? 

Brian Gorman: It could present difficulties if we 
were to work to different pieces of legislation. At 
the moment, the whole UK works to the Police Act 
1997, and moving away from what the rest of the 
UK is doing could have consequences for the 
sharing of information across borders if different 
determinations were being made as to whether a 
person should work in a prescribed workforce. 
There could be challenges under the current 
arrangements if we were not to move forward at 
the same time as England and Wales and 
Northern Ireland. 

Dr Murray: Disclosure Scotland experienced 
difficulties not just with the implementation of 
POCSA but with various other things that were 
going on at the same time. You said that the 
retrospective element of the bill would mean an 
additional 350,000 checks in Scotland. England 
and Wales have not had any system and will have 
to introduce the whole process. They have 10 
times the population of Scotland, so will they be 
able to cope? If problems of the sort that occurred 
here occur there, could there be dangers in 
relation to the information that we receive? 

Brian Gorman: You are right, in that England 
and Wales have considerably more retrospective 
checking to do—I believe that a figure of 
something in the region of 9 million checks has 
been quoted. However, consideration is being 
given to the best way of introducing retrospective 
checking and I am sure that, when that plan is 
produced, it will allow for the proper checking of 
the workforce in England and Wales within a 
reasonable timescale. 

The 350,000 retrospective checks a year that 
Disclosure Scotland expects to have to undertake 
will include a number of checks that we already 
do, so I do not envisage an additional 350,000 
checks. We reckon that about one million people 
in the workforce will need to be rechecked. 
However, because a large number of the checks 
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that we do every year are repeat or retrospective 
checks, we reckon that probably only 200,000 to 
250,000 additional checks a year will be required. 
We are in discussions with the Scottish Executive 
on the timescale for the introduction of 
retrospective checks, the period over which they 
should be carried out and the staffing levels 
required to undertake such an increase. 

It is worth pointing out that when Disclosure 
Scotland first started up four and a half years ago, 
we did about 140,000 checks a year, but this year 
we expect to do 600,000 checks. Our turnaround 
time currently averages four days if Disclosure 
Scotland can supply the disclosure without going 
elsewhere. We have shown that we can cope with 
increased volume and, working together with the 
Scottish Executive, which funds the Disclosure 
Scotland service, we can plan to ensure that there 
are no delays involved in additional checking if 
that results from the bill. 

Dr Murray: Is it proportionate for an adult who 
works in the statutory sector and who has daily 
contact with children to be checked in the same 
way as a volunteer parent who occasionally helps 
out at a school disco? 

Brian Gorman: The short answer is yes—it is 
proportionate. Anyone who works with children or 
protected adults should undergo the same level of 
check, whether their position is voluntary or paid. 
We do not want to create a system in which 
volunteers are not checked at the same level as 
paid workers, as those seeking access to children 
or protected adults for the wrong reasons would 
see voluntary work as the easiest route to that 
access and would therefore go for voluntary rather 
than paid work. 

The Convener: I seek clarification of your 
answer to Elaine Murray’s first question on 
information sharing among Scotland, England and 
Wales and Northern Ireland. Your answer implied 
that there may be difficulties because there would 
be different procedures for barring. If different 
bodies treat information differently, does that 
create a problem when they share that 
information?

Brian Gorman: We currently have agreements 
with the Department for Education and Skills to 
access the barred list in England and Wales. We 
are seeking access to the Northern Ireland list, 
although because Northern Ireland shares its 
children’s list with the DFES, we get the 
information via checks with England and Wales. 

We get a daily update from England and Wales 
on the current listings of people on the vulnerable 
adults’ list and the children’s lists, and that will 
continue—we will still get that information. 
However, there would be difficulties if we had 
different means of deciding why people go on the 

lists. Someone who was barred from working with 
children in England and Wales might not be barred 
in Scotland unless we extend the scheme to 
ensure that, irrespective of whether the bar is 
applied in Scotland, England and Wales, or 
Northern Ireland, it is effective throughout the UK. 
We are currently examining how we can ensure, 
under the legislation, that we catch everyone who 
appears on any list throughout the UK. 

The Convener: I am still not clear about the 
information. Presumably, if someone from England 
came to work— 

Brian Gorman: We would check the barred list 
in England and Wales. 

The Convener: I was thinking about vetting 
information, on which decisions are based to 
include someone on the barred list or perhaps not 
to employ them even if they are not barred. Does 
the bill resolve any issues to do with access to 
vetting information, or are there no such issues? 

Brian Gorman: Part V of the Police Act 1997 
adequately covers the need to obtain information 
from police forces in England and Wales and 
Northern Ireland. That will not change. There 
might be an issue with additional information for 
prescribed purposes, if the purposes were 
prescribed elsewhere but not in Scotland. 
However, we will still get the vetting information 
from police forces in England and Wales and 
Northern Ireland. 

Mr Macintosh: I want to ask about the figures 
on the types of people who are being checked. I 
appreciate that you may not have all the 
information to hand, but you could perhaps give us 
a guide. 

You said that you started checking people at a 
rate of 140,000 checks a year and that the rate is 
now 600,000 a year. The total for the first four 
years is 1.5 million. Is that correct? 

Brian Gorman: Yes. 

Mr Macintosh: This is of particular relevance to 
the Finance Committee’s report, in which serious 
concerns were raised about the cost and impact of 
the bill. How many of the 1.5 million checks were 
individual checks and how many were repeat 
checks? 

Brian Gorman: The people who are affected by 
the bill are those who have had checks at 
enhanced level and some who have had checks at 
standard level. Of the 1.5 million checks, just over 
900,000 were at enhanced or standard level. We 
cannot get exact figures, but we estimate that one 
third, or 300,000, of the 900,000 are repeat 
checks.  

Mr Macintosh: How many times are checks 
repeated? I take it that your current systems do 
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not allow you to keep individuals’ names and 
addresses, and so you cannot give a total number 
for individuals who have been checked. You run a 
check and that is it. 

Brian Gorman: Yes. 

Mr Macintosh: If your estimate is that one third 
are repeat checks, could that third be responsible 
for all 900,000 checks? 

Brian Gorman: Yes. 

Mr Macintosh: In other words, if a third of the 
checks are repeat checks, the total number of 
individuals who have been checked could be 
300,000. It could be that 300,000 people have had 
repeat checks, plus an additional 50,000, 100,000 
or 200,000 people who have had one-off checks, 
but we do not know that for sure. 

Brian Gorman: We cannot say. We have tried 
to interrogate the system using postcodes and 
address information to try to identify whether 
checks for the same address have been made. 
That is where we got the figure of one third from. 

Mr Macintosh: Did that interrogation give you 
any idea about how many repeat checks people 
had? What was the variation? Did some people 
have five checks, or did everyone have two or 
three?

Brian Gorman: The information that we have 
received from individuals is that some people have 
had more than one repeat check. A number of 
individuals have written to us to say, “This is the 
sixth check that I have had to undergo as a 
volunteer—surely something can be done about 
that.” Some people undergo a number of checks 
through different employers for different reasons. 
However, without the name of the individual, we 
cannot search the system to find out whether they 
have had, say, seven checks. 

Mr Macintosh: We are all aware that multiple 
checks are a problem that the bill is designed to 
address. I am just trying to understand the figures. 
Apart from anything else, people who volunteer in 
one area often volunteer in other areas. 

One of the major concerns about the bill is the 
underlying concern that a system that is clearly 
needed and wanted by the statutory sector, to 
which it would apply, is seen as both a blessing 
and a curse by the voluntary sector. The voluntary 
sector includes people whose full-time, paid 
employment is very similar to jobs in the statutory 
sector, as well as the parent helper at the school 
disco. Can you break down your figures on 
applications for disclosures? Even if we do not 
take into account repeat applications and consider 
only individual applications, how many are for 
posts within the statutory sector and how many 
are for volunteer posts? 

Brian Gorman: Checks for volunteer posts are 
applied for via the central registered body in 
Scotland. Once the check comes to us from that 
body, we do not know whether it is for a voluntary 
post. The check is processed and the umbrella 
body—the CRBS—is invoiced. The CRBS certifies 
that the check was for a voluntary post and the 
invoice is then sent to the Scottish Executive for 
payment.

11:15

Mr Macintosh: How many requests for checks 
do you get from the CRBS? 

Brian Gorman: We get approximately 1,100 per 
week. In the past 12 months, we have had about 
68,000 applications from the CRBS. Some of the 
larger voluntary organisations are registered with 
us and come to us direct. They are mainly 
organisations that have paid employees even 
though they are voluntary organisations. When we 
undertake checks for them, they have to pay for 
them. Most voluntary organisations—in fact, 99 
per cent of them—go through the CRBS because, 
in that way, they do not have to pay for the checks 
on their volunteers. 

Mr Macintosh: I can understand that incentive.

How many people get checks in relation to full-
time posts and how many are checks for people 
who help out with school runs and discos or one-
off events? It is perhaps the checks on the latter 
group that cause the greatest concern. 

Brian Gorman: In broad terms, the CRBS 
sends us 60,000 to 70,000 requests for checks per 
year, and those are for people who are 
volunteering to do that type of work. 

Fiona Hyslop: I take it that you have read the 
Finance Committee’s report on the bill, which 
contains some stark comments. It notes: 

“In supplementary evidence, the Executive stated that 
the current disclosure system costs £100m over ten years 
and ‘this scheme is estimated to be less expensive through 
increased efficiency.’” 

Given that Disclosure Scotland will have to 
operate the new system, do you agree with that? 

Brian Gorman: The biggest project that will 
need to be undertaken in relation to the new 
system is the development of an information 
technology solution to handle the information and 
automate as much of the process as possible, 
although there will still need to be human 
intervention. If we introduce online applications at 
all levels, paper applications can be done away 
with. If applications are made online, they will go 
directly into the system and there will be no need 
for them to be input by employees. 
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Separately from the bill, we are also developing 
a new system that will allow information to be 
screen scraped as it enters the system. 
Information will be taken away behind the scenes 
and searches will be carried out on the criminal 
history system in the police national computer and 
on the lists that we hold, which, as I said earlier, 
include the English list and the Scottish list. When 
Disclosure Scotland staff look at the check, the 
possible hits will be displayed. The human time 
and effort that are spent in searching the system 
will be reduced, but there will still be a human 
element of decision making on whether a record 
applies to the applicant. 

The new system will certainly reduce our 
overheads. As we know, the biggest cost to any 
employer is the cost of staff, which accounts for 80 
per cent of overheads. However, I am not saying 
that we will have a paperless, workerless office. 
We will have to ensure that the information that 
the computers provide to the operators is quality 
checked, and we are satisfied that that will 
happen. 

Those are the major things that we are doing to 
try to reduce the cost of running the service. We 
are trying to automate as much as possible both 
the user side and the Disclosure Scotland side. 

Fiona Hyslop: So you think that the new system 
will be more efficient and cost less than the current 
system in the long term. 

Brian Gorman: Yes—once we get the IT 
developments in place. 

Fiona Hyslop: Is the budget of £2 million 
enough for you to do your job? 

Brian Gorman: I am not an IT expert so I do not 
really know whether £2 million is realistic, to be 
honest. I do not have an in-depth knowledge of IT 
systems. 

Fiona Hyslop: The crux of the issue is that you 
are managing an IT-dependent system. It would 
be helpful if you would write to the committee if 
there is further information on that. The committee 
is pressed for time to produce its report, so it 
would be helpful if you did so promptly. 

Paragraph 6 of your written submission goes 
through your current numbers. You expect about 1 
million Scots to be captured by the system, a lot of 
whom would have been checked anyway—the 
extra checks amount to between 200,000 and 
250,000 per year. Do those figures cover just the 
set period in which you will go through the existing 
workforce? Will the savings in relation to number 
of checks come in because the system will be a 
contemporary one, which means that the 
information will be current on any given day as 
opposed to just when the disclosure was issued? 

Brian Gorman: The advantage of the proposed 
system is that the continuous updating will, we 
hope, reduce the number of repeat checks that will 
be required. The information will be fed from the 
systems that we will check into the central barring 
unit so that it can make barring decisions. The 
proposals for short scheme checks mean that we 
anticipate a vast reduction in the number of 
enhanced disclosure checks—new and repeat—
that will be requested. Therefore, as well as 
making savings because of IT, we expect that 
there will be a reduction in the number of 
enhanced checks that Disclosure Scotland will 
have to deal with. Once everyone is in the 
scheme, given the constant updating that will take 
place, there will be no need for people to apply for 
disclosure checks as often as they do at present. 

Fiona Hyslop: To follow up on that, I will ask 
you the same question that I asked ACPOS. If 
something happens that causes a member of the 
scheme working with or volunteering for a small 
voluntary organisation to have a record that is fed 
into your system, how will you ensure that when 
the new information comes in from the police or 
wherever, you will be able to reach the 
organisation and tell them that the person is no 
longer suitable? 

Brian Gorman: There are two issues: will the 
new information result in the person being barred, 
or will it not affect their barred status? 

The constant updating that we have been 
speaking about will be provided to the central 
barring unit and not to the employer. If the 
employer wishes to find out the current status of 
an individual under the new scheme that is 
proposed in the bill, they will need to do a short 
scheme record check, either by computer or by 
making a phone call; I think that that is what is 
being proposed. 

If the central barring unit bars an individual from 
working in a particular workforce because of new 
information that the police have supplied, there will 
be an obligation on the central barring unit to 
inform the individual that he is barred and to obtain 
details of who he went through the scheme with. 
The central barring unit will then contact that 
group, perhaps through the CRBS, to inform it that 
the individual is now barred. Remember that, 
under the bill, a barred person will commit an 
offence if he continues to work within the scheme. 

Therefore, we will notify a newly barred 
individual that he is now barred and is under an 
obligation not to work within the scheme. We will 
then trace through the individual the voluntary 
organisation that the individual was working for 
and inform it that the individual is now barred. 

Fiona Hyslop: All that would depend on the co-
operation of an individual who might be an evil 
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person who wants to harm children—in fact, they 
have probably done so already; that is why they 
will have a record—to say which organisation they 
were currently volunteering for and had access to.  

Brian Gorman: Obviously, we will have 
recorded the organisation that applied for the 
check when the person entered the scheme, if the 
person came through that system. 

Fiona Hyslop: If part of the benefit of the 
scheme is that it is a passporting scheme—once 
you have gone through the process, you do not 
have to go through it again—how do you keep 
track of any other organisations that have 
access— 

Brian Gorman: An organisation that takes a 
person on board has to record an interest in him. 
Before they can even make the short scheme 
check, the organisation needs an access code. 
We will record that information and will be able to 
say who asked for a short scheme check on an 
individual.

Fiona Hyslop: Will the central barring unit be 
able to access that information? 

Brian Gorman: Yes. The central barring unit will 
be able to say who was the last person to run a 
short scheme check on an individual. 

Fiona Hyslop: Therefore, the unit should be 
able to trace the organisation that the applicant 
was working with without having to get in touch 
with the applicant. 

Brian Gorman: Yes. However, under the bill, 
we will need to tell the applicant that they are 
barred, because if they continue to work in the 
workforce, they will be committing an offence.

Fiona Hyslop: The passporting element is 
welcome. Several years ago, we took evidence 
from you about your concerns. The new scheme 
involves having an up-to-date system. Is it 
possible to establish such a system under the 
existing POCSA legislation? 

Brian Gorman: Anything is possible. However, 
for a start, the POCSA legislation covers only 
children, not protected adults. Given that it would 
need to be significantly extended to deal with the 
situation that we are discussing, which could lead 
to the process becoming cumbersome, I feel that 
new legislation would be the best way of covering 
children and protected adults. The bill is trying to 
achieve such a system as well as meeting 
Bichard’s recommendation that there be a scheme 
that enables a trace to be kept on people who 
work with children and protected adults.  

Fiona Hyslop: If we were dealing only with 
children, and not vulnerable adults, do you think 
that it would be easier to establish such a system 
under POCSA? 

Brian Gorman: It would certainly be easier, as 
you would not have the protected adults element 
to incorporate. That would have to be dealt with in 
new legislation, as POCSA relates only to 
children.

Mr Adam Ingram (South of Scotland) (SNP): 
The welcome feature of the bill is that repeat 
checks and multiple disclosures will no longer be 
required. Instead, there will be a constant updating 
process. I want to explore how that system will 
work. I get the impression that you will be 
interrogating police computers for the information 
and then transferring it to your own records. Could 
you tell us a little bit about how that will work? 

Brian Gorman: Currently, when we do a check, 
we transfer information that we find to a document 
that is known as the disclosure certificate. That is 
as far as it goes, although it is also held on our 
internal workflow system. In the future, when we 
get information from police sources, as well as 
recording that information on our system we will 
pass it to the central barring unit, which will make 
a barring decision based on that information. If a 
barring decision is made, a disclosure certificate 
will not be issued and the person will not be 
entered into the scheme. If the information 
suggests that the person should not be barred, the 
disclosure certificate will be issued and information 
will be held by the central barring unit. The 
continual updating of the information is the new 
feature. Obviously, it is a bit more problematic, as 
we have to devise a way of ensuring that the 
central barring unit receives information when it 
changes on the police system.  

11:30

Scotland has a central intelligence database that 
is known as SID—the Scottish intelligence 
database—and a central criminal history system 
that holds all of the information that we need to 
carry out the checking of sources. People’s names 
are flagged on that system, which tells us that a 
police force holds information on them. We need 
to adapt the system to enable us to get updated 
information from the police immediately. We are 
working on that at the moment. Just as important, 
we need to find out when information is deleted 
from the police systems, because we will want to 
tell the central barring unit that a certain piece of 
intelligence is no longer held by the police, which 
means that the central barring unit should not hold 
it either. At the moment, we are examining how we 
can update the system, which we do not think will 
be too difficult or expensive, and also how we can 
get information off the system.  

Another issue concerns proscribed information, 
which could come from a local authority. Again, it 
is envisaged that we will have a single point of 
contact in the local authority. The local authority 
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will set up a central unit that will pass information 
to the central barring unit. 

Mr Ingram: Forgive me for saying so, but that 
sounds like an extremely complex and 
bureaucratic system. It seems to be entirely 
dependent on your IT systems. What assurances 
can you give us that the quality of the information 
will not suffer as it transfers through those various 
routes? 

Brian Gorman: At the moment, as ACPOS 
might have told you, the police have methods of 
evaluating the information. Obviously, conviction 
information is updated directly by the courts—the 
courts put the information on to the criminal history 
system on the day on which the person is 
convicted. The police input the pending 
prosecution when the person is charged and the 
procurator fiscal updates other information that 
directly feeds into the criminal history system. 
When new intelligence is placed on the 
intelligence system, that is flagged up in the 
criminal history system.  

On the intelligence side, the police have a 5x5x5 
evaluation rule to ensure that the information is 
valid and relevant. That offers a degree of 
assurance as to the quality of the information. 

The information is transferred to us exactly as it 
is held on the systems. It is not as if someone is 
inputting the information to transfer it; it is 
downloaded automatically. The information on the 
police systems, the criminal history system and 
the central intelligence system is moved by the IT 
system. There is no human intervention beyond 
the pressing of a button to allow that to happen, 
which means that the quality of the information will 
not diminish.

The new part of the system relates to the work 
of local authorities. Obviously, a lot of discussion 
needs to be undertaken on how that information 
will be validated and on the quality of that 
information.

Mr Ingram: I still think that we need to be 
concerned about this. For example, with the best 
will in the world, human error will creep in from 
time to time and mistakes will be made. If some 
piece of non-conviction information appears on 
someone’s record and they want to challenge it 
because it will blight their career and their future 
employment prospects, how will they go about 
doing that? 

Brian Gorman: Currently, there is a disputes 
procedure under part V of the Police Act 1997, 
which allows any person to dispute any of the 
information with ministers. If the issue is about 
what we call other relevant information, or non-
conviction information, the dispute is generally 
passed to the police force that gave the 

information to us and they reconsider whether the 
information is relevant. 

In general, the disputes that we deal with are not 
so much about inaccurate or incorrect information 
as about information that people do not think is 
relevant. If an incident happened five years ago 
and the person was not charged, they wonder why 
the police are disclosing it. Under part V of the 
Police Act 1997 and under the bill, the decision on 
relevance lies with the chief officer of the police 
force. If the chief officer continues to believe that 
the information is relevant for a particular post, in 
the case of part V, or a particular workforce, in the 
case of the bill, he will stand by his guns. The only 
recourse that is open to the individual is to take 
the chief officer to court through civil proceedings. 

Mr Ingram: I want to go back to the financial 
memorandum. I understand that Disclosure 
Scotland is looking to move to new premises, but 
that is not included in the financial memorandum. 
You will also have staff recruitment, retention and 
training costs, but those do not appear in the 
financial memorandum. When we add those costs 
to the IT costs, we may be looking at a much 
bigger bill than is anticipated. Will you comment on 
that?

Brian Gorman: Disclosure Scotland is currently 
looking not for alternative premises but for 
secondary premises. Because of the volume of 
work, we have no room in our current 
accommodation to expand any further. Should the 
bill be passed and the new central barring unit be 
established, we will have no room to 
accommodate that in our current accommodation. 
Several options are being considered and costed, 
but no final decision has been taken. Obviously, 
whichever option is chosen, it will be the most 
efficient one, with regard to Disclosure Scotland’s 
operational costs and those of the proposed new 
central barring unit. No site has yet been 
identified. Discussions are on-going with the 
Scottish Executive on where the premises might 
be.

The only issue that staff have concerns about is 
that, because a new executive agency is in the 
offing, where it operates will be up to ministers. If 
we move from the greater Glasgow area because 
ministers want to locate us somewhere else in 
Scotland, that will have a massive cost. The 
existing staff probably would not want to work in 
Inverness, Aberdeen or Dundee so, if we were to 
move out of the greater Glasgow area, we would 
start off by looking for replacements for the 200 
existing staff as well as for any additional staff. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: You
mentioned that you are in discussions on 
timescales. What are your views on the length of 
the phasing-in period? 
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Brian Gorman: I assume that by phasing in you 
mean the retrospection period for bringing people 
into the scheme. We envisage a three-year period, 
hence our estimate of 300,000 or so extra checks 
per year over three years. A timescale of three to 
five years was first envisaged, but it is now 
thought preferable to bring people into the scheme 
as soon as possible. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: I have a 
question about employees from overseas. If an 
employer asks you for information about 
somebody who has spent time overseas or who 
has just come from overseas, it may not be easy 
for you to access all the relevant information. How 
can you be better supported in that? 

Brian Gorman: Recommendation 31 of the 
Bichard report is that we should get more 
information from foreign countries. People in the 
European Union are working on how we can gain 
information from EU countries. At present, there is 
an exchange of information for policing purposes. 
When a foreign national—let us say someone from 
Poland—is convicted in this country, the central 
UK notification unit notifies the Polish authorities. 
Vice versa, if a Scot or UK resident offends 
abroad, we are notified. That scheme is to be 
extended to include intelligence and then to 
include employment disclosure. We are working 
with the EU. 

The Home Office has arranged for the Criminal 
Records Bureau, our sister organisation in 
England and Wales, to carry out inquiries with 
other countries. The CRB has identified the 
countries from outwith the EU from which people 
most commonly seek employment. It has found 
that we get a lot of people from Australia, the 
Philippines and certain other countries, and it has 
negotiated with the authorities in those countries 
to try to get access to conviction information for 
disclosure purposes. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: You may not 
be able to answer my next question, as the matter 
may not be within your knowledge. We have heard 
a certain amount of evidence about costs to the 
voluntary sector, some of which is to the effect that 
the Executive may have underestimated the actual 
costs. Do you have any views on that? Are the 
problems insurmountable? 

Brian Gorman: If there is a will, there is a way. I 
do not know the current cost of disclosure to the 
Executive arising from the voluntary sector or the 
cost to the voluntary organisations. However—it is 
easy for me to say this—it would not be right to 
exclude the voluntary sector just because there 
may be additional costs to the Executive, as that 
would encourage the paedophile element to try to 
get into the voluntary sector. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: My final 
question is about the efficiency of operations. A 
paedophile on your list might happen to have the 
same name as two dozen other people. 

The Convener: For example, Smith. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Are you 
confident that there has never been a 
misidentification or mix-up of names? Is there a 
checking system to ensure that the right person 
goes on the list and not somebody else who is 
unlucky enough to have the same name? 

Brian Gorman: Obviously, quality is built into 
our processes. If we hit a record that may be a 
case such as you describe, we give that hit to our 
exceptions handling people, who make further 
inquiries by contacting the Scottish Executive or 
the holders of the list, in the case of the DFES, 
and the individuals concerned. We verify 
everything as much as possible. At the end of the 
day, if the worst comes to the worst, we ask for 
fingerprints to compare. 

The Convener: As members have no more 
questions, I thank Brian Gorman for the evidence 
that he has given on behalf of Disclosure 
Scotland.

We will have a short suspension while the 
minister and his team make their way into the 
room.

11:43

Meeting suspended. 

11:47

On resuming— 

The Convener: We move on to our final witness 
session. Last but not least, I welcome Robert 
Brown, the Deputy Minister for Children and 
Young People, back to his familiar place. The 
Executive officials from the Education Department 
who are with him today are Claire Monaghan, 
head of the children and families division; Andrew 
Mott, bill team leader; and Maggie Tierney, head 
of protection and regulation branch. The star from 
the Justice Department today is Liz Sadler from 
the police division. They are here to give evidence 
on the bill. Once the minister has made any 
opening remarks, I will open up the session to 
questions.

The Deputy Minister for Education and 
Young People (Robert Brown): Liz Sadler is 
here to keep us all in order, as a guest from 
another department. 

This is an important bill that raises a number of 
complex issues with which I know the committee 
has been grappling. I look forward to reading the 
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stage 1 report in due course. The committee is 
aware that a lot of time and effort has gone into 
child protection, for the good reason that a number 
of high-profile and tragic cases have occurred, 
which have rightly raised public concern. Some of 
those cases have involved sexual or physical 
abuse in the home. The biggest proportion of child 
abuse occurs at the hands of a parent, a partner 
or a close relative. The central public issue is to 
ensure that public agencies and professionals are 
in contact with the family and are equipped and 
trained to act properly to reduce the risk to the 
young person. That was the purpose of the 
children’s charter and the extensive programme of 
improvements to child protection arrangements, 
which were based on taking responsibility and 
sharing information, on which the committee 
receives reports from time to time.  

However, some tragedies occur, because 
people in professional or other positions of trust 
betray that trust and harm children and young 
people. The central purpose of the bill is to build 
on the experience of the current regime—part V of 
the Police Act 1997 and the Protection of Children 
(Scotland) Act 2003—to streamline it, to reduce 
the bureaucracy, to eliminate the gaps in current 
protection and to extend protection to vulnerable 
adults, which is a new area for the Education 
Department and for the committee.

The majority of people who work and volunteer 
with children and protected adults do so entirely 
with the safety and welfare of those children and 
protected adults at heart. Many of them provide all 
sorts of life-enriching experiences for young 
people. However, there are some people who 
would harm them and who use the workplace as a 
means of gaining access to them. The vetting and 
barring provisions in the bill will provide greater 
protection for children and protected adults and 
will prevent unsuitable individuals from entering 
employment or voluntary work with them. The bill 
will also deliver the means to remove them if they 
become unsuitable. Furthermore, it will provide an 
additional tool for employers to use alongside 
safer recruitment and protection procedures when 
determining the suitability of a person to work or 
volunteer with their client groups.  

The bill’s proposals follow the tragic murders at 
Soham and derive from the principle 
recommendations of the Bichard inquiry. It is 
important to stress that early on, because it is the 
background to a lot of what the bill is trying to 
achieve. The recommendations called for a 
system of registering those people who work with 
children or protected adults. It is fair to say that the 
vetting and barring provisions have been warmly 
welcomed by almost all of our stakeholders, 
although there are issues on the detail. I am aware 
that a number of issues have been raised in 
evidence to the committee and in the Finance 

Committee’s report. Some of those are matters of 
detail, but there have been concerns relating to 
the fundamental purposes of the bill and the 
perceived proportionality of the scheme. A view 
that seems to swirl around this issue is that 
children are overprotected to the extent that they 
lose the innocence of childhood and that people, 
particularly men, are discouraged from entering 
certain jobs or from volunteering. I take those 
concerns seriously, but I want to put them in 
context.

It is important to remind ourselves of the central 
purpose of the bill—indeed, of the existing 
legislation—which is to protect children and 
vulnerable people from the attentions of some 
really nasty individuals who can cause them 
serious harm. There could be up to 10,000 
individuals in Scotland who should either not be 
allowed to work with children or vulnerable adults 
or about whom there is information that should at 
least be considered by potential employers within 
the statutory, voluntary or private sectors. There is 
little argument about any of that, and there is a 
high level of agreement on the need for a system 
to keep many such people out of the workforce 
that deals with vulnerable people.  

The bill provides a scheme for those working 
with vulnerable groups and will make it an offence 
for a person to enter the relevant workforce if they 
are barred from so doing. Importantly, it will 
streamline and improve the current separate and, 
to some extent, cumbersome arrangements—
particularly at the user end—for protecting 
children. The bill builds on the existing system by 
integrating disclosure and vetting arrangements 
and introducing continuous online updating of 
records. For the first time, it will introduce a list of 
individuals who are disqualified from working with 
protected adults. It will ensure cross-border 
integration and complement the legislation that 
has just been passed in England and Wales. It will 
ensure that the Scottish ministers are accountable 
for our systems north of the border. A lot of what 
the bill means in practical terms has been worked 
through, but along with our stakeholders we will 
continue to shape the provisions. 

The bill will reduce bureaucracy and on-going 
costs, because there will no longer be a need for 
repeat disclosure checks once a person is 
registered. I want to be clear that checks will 
remain free for people who work in the voluntary 
sector, who will benefit from a quicker and simpler 
system for repeat checks. There is little argument 
that such a scheme is necessary for those who 
work in the professional sector as teachers, social 
workers, youth workers, and in paid child care 
positions and so on. The situation in the voluntary 
sector is more complex, because the sector is 
itself complex. For example, it includes large 
organisations, such as the uniformed 
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organisations—the committee has heard evidence 
from the Scout Association. Regardless of the 
legislation, they often have a central infrastructure 
to help them to deal with recruiting leaders and so 
on. The voluntary sector also includes smaller 
groups, such as small football clubs and parent-
teacher associations, that have little or no 
infrastructure. Some of their volunteers work much 
more incidentally with children. That area has 
caused many of the concerns about the bill.  

Apart from streamlining the arrangements, the 
bill will give comfort and reassurance to 
volunteers, voluntary groups and parents that 
unsuitable people can be identified and rejected. 
The bill will support proper recruitment practices to 
ensure that only suitable people are involved with 
children. That aspect was called for previously by 
the voluntary sector and by the Education, Culture 
and Sport Committee in the previous session, 
during the deliberations on the Protection of 
Children (Scotland) Bill. 

Part 3 of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill, about which there have been some 
issues, deals with the separate but important issue 
of information sharing to prevent children from 
coming to serious harm, or indeed dying, because 
professionals are uncertain about when, with 
whom and to what extent information should be 
shared. I know that the committee has had 
concerns about the consultation arrangements 
but, as you are aware, the bill has been the 
subject of a number of stakeholder events, and the 
code of practice will be available—at least, in 
advance form—before stage 2. The code will be 
fully consulted on with stakeholders and the 
Education Committee. 

Important issues have been raised about 
children’s rights, regarding confidentiality and 
health information in particular. I understand that 
you have heard about that this morning. Those are 
not new issues. They have been around for a bit, 
and we have a working group that is considering 
them in detail. They arise under current practice, 
and there should be ample scope to explore them 
fully in the context of the code of practice. They 
are at the heart of several incidents in which things 
have gone wrong through a failure to share 
information, and it is undoubtedly necessary to 
focus effectively on that area. 

I conclude my remarks by returning to the main 
vetting and barring part of the bill. The message 
that I want to give to the committee is that most 
stakeholders are signed up to the aims of the bill 
and to the shape of the arrangements relating to 
the workforce. There are concerns about how the 
bill will apply to the wider voluntary sector, 
especially to smaller bodies and those that are 
more on the edge. We want to continue to engage 
with those groups and to satisfy their concerns. 

We will continue to work out the detail with all 
the stakeholders, large and small, in the voluntary 
and statutory sectors. As we have said from the 
beginning, we will consult on secondary legislation 
covering a number of topics. The consultation 
topics will include fees, about which you have 
taken evidence; thresholds for barring; the 
phasing-in process—the retrospective issue—of 
the checks on the current workforce; information 
sharing; and guidance on the various aspects of 
the bill. We have always said that there will be 
consultation on those matters, and I state clearly 
that there will be full and effective consultation. We 
have an entirely open mind on the problems, 
issues and concerns that might be raised. 

There is a need to ensure that the smaller 
groups, in particular, are able to access speedily 
commonsense and practical guidance about what 
they need to do. The central registered body 
already has a role in that, which we can consider 
in detail. People need to know what to do about 
parents who go on school trips or day trips, about 
people who help at school discos and about the 
myriad different situations that can arise. Some of 
the scenarios that have been mentioned in 
evidence clearly do not have implications under 
the bill or its predecessor legislation and would not 
require the sort of checks that we are talking 
about. The scenario of legislation whose 
implementation is carefully considered and carried 
forward by subordinate legislation or by guidance 
is a familiar and proper one in the Parliament. 
Committees are rather good at dealing with it and 
with all the implications. 

I make no apology for returning to the point that 
the bill is all about further protecting Scotland’s 
children and vulnerable people. It is also about 
ensuring that the vetting and barring and 
information-sharing systems are efficient, robust, 
sustainable and a considerable improvement on 
the current arrangements. I hope that the 
committee will come to the view that I have 
expressed and conclude that failure to pass the bill 
would leave us with an inferior framework that has 
several clear and identified disadvantages. I 
suggest to the committee that that overarching 
scenario is part of how we will examine the more 
detailed concerns, which I hope we can deal 
with—as we always do—at stages 2 and 3. 

I am sorry to have gone on a bit, convener, but I 
wanted to make many points in my introduction. I 
am afraid that I took advantage of your good will in 
doing so. 

The Convener: Thank you, minister. As this is a 
complex bill, there will be a lot of questions. 
However, we have only a fairly limited amount of 
time, therefore I suggest to colleagues that we first 
ask questions on the overall principles of parts 1 
and 2, concerning the vetting and barring scheme. 
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After that, we can ask questions on the detailed 
issues that come out of parts 1 and 2, and then 
look at part 3 separately. Otherwise, we may jump 
backwards and forwards in a way that would not 
allow us to have a coherent discussion. 

Several people from the voluntary sector who 
have given evidence have stated that POCSA and 
part V of the Police Act 1997 have been operating 
for only a relatively short time and there has not 
been an audit of how effective they are. What we 
are doing, therefore, is building on existing 
legislation that has not been audited to see 
whether it is working effectively. Why has there 
been no such audit? Would it not be better to have 
that audit before we introduce new legislation? 

12:00

Robert Brown: There has been a developing 
picture. We have had disclosure for some time, 
although the POCSA regime was established 
more recently. When I was the convener of the 
committee, we addressed the issue of the 
retrospective check problems. Many of the issues 
have been in the public domain for quite a long 
time.

The bill was instigated by the events in Soham 
and by the gaps and potential problems that were 
identified in that case, some of which exist in 
Scotland and some of which do not exist in quite 
the same way as they existed in England. The 
opportunity was taken to look afresh at the 
framework of the legislation to deal with what had 
been identified right from the beginning as a 
number of deficiencies in the way in which it 
operated.

There may well be a case for an audit and 
review—post-legislative scrutiny or whatever—of 
the bill in the future, but the argument at present is 
that we either have the current arrangements, 
which everybody acknowledges contain 
deficiencies in practice, or we proceed with 
substantial and major improvements in the 
legislative framework. Those improvements will 
not produce a new system per se—they will build 
on the existing system—but they will deal with 
identified problems and produce a situation that is 
significantly better in key respects than what we 
have at the moment. That is the central point that 
we must keep our eye on. 

It is always open to the committee to engage in 
post-legislative scrutiny. That has been done for 
other bills. We acknowledge that the 
implementation of complex arrangements will in 
itself contain complexities, but we must deal with 
the situation that exists just now. 

Mr Macintosh: I welcome the minister’s opening 
remarks, which, although lengthy, addressed 
many of the concerns that exist. It is clear that he 

has been listening to the concerns that have been 
expressed to the committee so far. 

I would like to explore a broad concern first. The 
bill will not be responsible for creating anxiety 
about the willingness of volunteers to come 
forward or the role of men in society, but there is 
concern that it will compound existing anxieties 
about those areas. The bill responds to what 
happened in Dunblane and, more recently, in 
Soham. However, there is a feeling that we need 
to assess whether, rather than addressing those 
concerns and anxieties, we are compounding 
them.

I will give an example that was raised this week, 
which highlights a specific issue in the bill. 
Cameron McNeish, the outdoorsman, climber, 
explorer and rambler, has suggested that, since 
the advent of the POCSA regime, climbing clubs 
are less likely to take young people out on the 
mountains because they are concerned about 
their liability, their legal exposure and—in his 
words—the implications of being on the receiving 
end of accusations of paedophilia or whatever. If 
young people are not being given such 
experience, there is a strong argument for saying 
that they are being overprotected. They should 
learn what it is like to be out on the mountains at a 
young age rather than wait until they are 18. 
Ramifications also arise from the fact that the bill 
treats everybody who is over 16 as an adult, 
whereas the POCSA regime treats everybody who 
is under 18 as a child. 

Perhaps the minister would like to comment on 
the idea that legislation has had, and could have, 
unintended consequences. 

Robert Brown: Yes. I take that concern 
seriously. Aspects of the youth work strategy, 
once the consultation on it has ended, will be 
entirely relevant to your point. However, I refute 
the suggestion that the bill—or, indeed, the 
POCSA regime generally—has much to do with 
the question of outdoor activities for children. 
There are different issues—important and valid 
issues—about insurance, expertise and safety, but 
they arise in a different context. I do not think that 
they relate directly or indirectly to the bill or to the 
arrangements that have been set up already. 

I repeat what I have said before. If people have 
confidence in the system, at least in terms of 
engagement with public bodies—I include in that 
context the voluntary sector organisations that 
handle and deal with children in various ways—
that will go a long way towards creating 
confidence generally in the way in which the 
important issue of the welfare of children is dealt 
with.

There is work to be done on how we move 
towards setting challenges for young people. We 
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must ensure that they are able to take part in 
outdoor education activities—rock climbing, white-
water rafting and all the other things that they want 
to do—and that schools are able to have 
confidence in the arrangements for such activities. 
However, that issue is different from the one that 
emerges from the bill. It has a lot more to do with 
having in place expertise, appropriate insurance 
and training for people in how to conduct such 
activities satisfactorily. There also needs to be 
expertise on hand at the other end—people who 
know about mountaineering, white-water rafting 
and so on—to complement the expertise of youth 
organisations and schools. That is a much broader 
issue that, in the context that you mentioned, has 
relatively little to do with the bill. 

Mr Macintosh: I will give a slightly different 
example to illustrate a related issue. You made the 
point that there is a general concern about our 
having a risk-averse culture. Regardless of 
whether the bill is directly related to the example 
that I gave, there is a concern that it is part of the 
general creep towards a risk-averse culture and 
that, slowly but surely, we are adding to that 
problem rather than addressing it. What can we do 
to help people get a better understanding of risk?  

The committee will know that I often cite 
examples from East Renfrewshire, although I am 
not sure whether they show the area in a good 
light. Our school is having a Christmas fair a week 
on Saturday. We got someone to volunteer to play 
Santa at the fair, mainly because he has a Santa 
suit. As members can imagine, there is not a huge 
number of volunteers to play Santa at such fairs. 
The volunteer works at the Variety Club and has 
had a disclosure check in Glasgow, where he 
lives. He is now required to undergo another 
disclosure check. His response has been say, “I’m 
scunnered. I do not want to go to the council 
offices with my passport and the form.” 

Mr McAveety: His passport says that he is from 
Greenland. 

Mr Macintosh: I must declare an interest: I have 
had a disclosure check and so I have been asked 
to play Santa in his absence. 

Mr McAveety: You will be a caring Santa. 

Mr Macintosh: The voluntary sector covers a 
range of people, from those who work full time as 
carers, for example, right through to those who 
want to help out of generosity and the goodness of 
their heart. We should embrace and welcome 
those people and try to make things easier for 
them.

Much as I dislike the current situation, I 
understand that the bill will improve matters. The 
man in my example has had a disclosure check, 
so his case could be resolved by a quick phone 
call or computer check. Would the minister like to 

comment in general on the situation in which we 
have landed ourselves and its effects on kind-
hearted people who, unlike me, have the figure to 
play Santa? 

Robert Brown: Without question, the bill will 
improve the arrangements for dealing with the sort 
of situation that you describe. There are issues on 
the edge. We must consider whether people need 
to be checked in the first place, if their contact with 
children is incidental and not unsupervised. That is 
one reason why we need to look much more 
closely at the advice that is available to people. 
When we discussed the issue previously, the 
Executive was prone to say, “There’s the law. We 
have passed it and cannot give opinions on it—it is 
a matter for the courts.” However, we set up the 
central registered body in Scotland, whose role is 
to provide advice much more satisfactorily. The 
advice is on tap in larger organisations, and the 
body’s services need to be advertised more 
widely—its relevance is highlighted in all the 
leaflets—as it can give quick, consistent advice to 
small organisations on what they should think of 
doing in particular situations. I hope that it will be 
able to put to rest many of the fears that exist. 

I agree entirely with your central point, which is 
that we should expose young people to challenges 
in all sorts of ways to enrich their life experience. I 
do not think that the bill acts against that, although 
it has got caught up in the argument. 

You are right that there is a risk-averse culture. 
The Education Committee has often talked about 
the walking bus idea and the fact that parents are 
often unwilling to entrust their children to any 
arrangement for travel to school other than travel 
by car. That is another aspect of the matter. We 
need to send out strong signals that we are talking 
about risk minimisation and risk management 
rather than the elimination of risk, which is not 
possible either for children or for adults. 

However, people are entitled to have confidence 
in and be comfortable with their dealings with 
professional organisations and voluntary sector 
organisations that look after their children. The bill 
is designed to increase that confidence but it does 
so in a way that is compatible with the normal 
recruitment procedures used by the scouts, the 
Boys Brigade, youth clubs and other 
organisations. The bill is an extra weapon that will 
make things work more satisfactorily. I hope that 
the committee agrees that that is what the bill is 
about.

Dr Murray: You said in your introduction that, if 
we do not pass the bill, inferior legislation would 
be in force in Scotland compared with south of the 
border. 

Robert Brown: No. With respect, I said that the 
legislation that we have at the moment is inferior 
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to what we would have if we pass the bill. 

Dr Murray: But an equivalent bill was passed 
south of the border—I think that it received royal 
assent recently. Everybody accepts that some 
provisions in the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill represent improvements—for 
example, it will do away with the need for multiple 
checks—but the voluntary sector is concerned 
about other provisions. If we removed some of 
those provisions, such that the bill was not 
identical to the legislation in England and Wales, 
would you still feel that the bill was inferior to what 
they have down south? 

Robert Brown: First, I did not say that I was 
concerned about whether the bill was inferior to 
the legislation in England. I said that, if we do not 
pass the bill, the current provisions in Scotland, 
which are inferior to the provisions in the bill, will 
continue. Liaison with England is an issue that we 
need to be careful about because a lot of people 
move around and there are organisations that 
operate on both sides of the border. 

The bill is different in a number of material 
respects from the arrangements in England. That 
is not a problem in itself, but we have to make 
sure that the two systems are compatible and that 
we do not accidentally introduce oddities or create 
a situation in which people on the two sides of the 
border do not have confidence in each other’s 
systems. We should not have to recheck people 
and make them go through the whole system 
again; we do not want the situation in which 
somebody is validated in England but not in 
Scotland, with all the incidental problems that that 
might cause. That is why we need to be cautious.  

Officials are in close touch with the officials who 
are handling the implementation of the legislation 
down south, including the definitional issues and 
the things that will come out in subordinate 
legislation. Indeed, the fact that issues might arise 
during such discussions is one reason why some 
aspects in the bill can be developed by 
subordinate legislation. 

Dr Murray: What information would not be 
shared across the border if we do not pass the 
bill?

Robert Brown: It is not a matter of information 
sharing across the border. At the moment, the 
arrangements are such that, if somebody is barred 
in Scotland, they are also barred in England. 
There is a consistent approach. It might be helpful 
if Claire Monaghan expands on that. 

12:15

Dr Claire Monaghan (Scottish Executive 
Education Department): At present, if somebody 
is barred in one jurisdiction, they are barred in the 

other. However, we have the opportunity for 
scheme membership to travel across the border, 
rather than have to conduct point-in-time checks 
and deal with the consequences that arise from 
those. If the two jurisdictions had different 
thresholds for barring, it would be more difficult for 
them to accept each other’s decisions. 

If, for example, the threshold for barring in 
England was lower than that in Scotland, what 
would that imply for Scotland if an individual who 
was barred down south were to apply for a job 
here? We need to tweak the details so that they 
are as close as possible, while maintaining the 
integrity of the Scottish system. It was decided to 
have a separate Scottish system to reflect both the 
need for the Scottish ministers to be accountable 
for this important area of policy and the distinctive 
Scottish legal system. The change comes 
primarily from the fact that the bill introduces 
scheme membership, and we want that to be able 
to travel across the border because, for example, 
some people work in both jurisdictions or live in 
the Borders and work in one jurisdiction but 
volunteer in the other. 

Dr Murray: It is intrinsic to those cross-border 
arrangements that we have confidence in each 
other’s systems. In Scotland, having introduced 
POCSA, we have experience and have worked 
through some of the teething troubles of operating 
those provisions. That has not happened in 
England, which has come from having very little to 
having a system that is probably more onerous 
than the one that the bill proposes, as far as its 
restrictions on volunteers are concerned. Can we 
have confidence that the English will be able to 
work their system? If their system runs into the 
sorts of problems that we ran into with the length 
of time that it took to get a disclosure check, will 
that not put a spanner in the works anyway, 
because we will not be able to have confidence in 
the information that they send us? 

Robert Brown: It is not so much a matter of 
confidence if there are time delays. I appreciate 
that bureaucracies can produce such issues and, 
if there was incompatibility between the systems, it 
would compound that problem. We are not able to 
solve any problems in England, which either will 
or—I hope—will not emerge over the course of 
time, but Scotland and England are able to learn 
from each other’s experience. 

The point remains that many people move 
between England and Scotland. From your 
constituency experience of a number of other 
issues, you are well aware of the ways in which 
people’s lifestyles cause cross-border flows. It is 
important that the systems in England and 
Scotland are compatible. We are not saying that 
there is anything in the bill that is likely to cause a 
major problem in that regard.  
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The most important decision is probably the 
level at which the bar is set for inclusion on the list. 
If that was substantially different between the two 
jurisdictions—there is no obvious reason why it 
should be if we are dealing with the same issues 
in the same circumstances—that would cause us 
problems with an incompatibility that we would 
have to deal with. Therefore, it is important not 
only that we liaise with our colleagues on the other 
side of the border but that we are able effectively 
to engage in that liaison and influence events 
there, in the same way as our colleagues will 
influence events on our side of the border. 

It is important to point out that the matter will be 
under the Scottish ministers’ jurisdiction. We are 
not setting up a UK scheme under which we would 
be surrendering our rights to some Westminster 
body. We are keeping the matter under our control 
so that we are accountable to the Scottish 
Parliament and the Education Committee for the 
way in which the system works. 

Dr Monaghan: Down south, there is already a 
list of people who are disqualified from working 
with vulnerable adults. Such a list is one of the 
main provisions that the bill introduces; at present, 
Scotland has only a list of people who are 
disqualified from working with children. We will be 
able to draw and build on the experience in 
England—in particular, in relation to the issues 
connected with people who should be on both 
lists.

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: I have a 
question about proportionality. The financial 
memorandum estimates that the number of people 
who will be covered by the vetting and barring 
scheme will be about 1 million. The Scottish 
Council for Voluntary Organisations estimates that 
the number in the voluntary sector alone is 
956,000, so could not the scale of the vetting be 
very large indeed and extremely cumbersome? 

Robert Brown: I will probably ask Andrew Mott 
to deal with the detail of the figures but, broadly 
speaking, the number of people who will be 
affected by the new scheme will be similar to the 
number of those who are affected by the old one. 
A large number of people have now gone through 
more general disclosure, which covers other 
purposes as well as child protection. Quite a lot of 
the volunteers to whom you refer are also 
members of professional workforces, so they will 
already have been dealt with, and they will be 
dealt with professionally under the new 
arrangements. 

Therefore, we can knock down those figures by 
about half or two thirds. The big issue in respect of 
the numbers involved is that of retrospective 
checks, which existed under the old scheme and 
which will exist under the new arrangements. We 
all broadly accept that, when people come into the 

workforce, change their job or whatever, the 
matter must be dealt with. However, some people 
have been in voluntary organisations, or have 
been teachers, for 20 years, so there will be a bit 
of a tailback. The approach will, to an extent, 
depend on post-legislative scrutiny and 
consultation. Although the policy memorandum 
states that the timescale within which checks are 
to be carried out on such people is three to five 
years, we do not have a closed mind to the issue. 
The approach is designed to fit in with what the 
voluntary sector and the professional bodies would 
be doing in any event, and the process will be 
carried out in a way that is manageable for 
Disclosure Scotland or, more precisely, the 
proposed new agency. It is not a new issue. 
Essentially, the longer the timescale for the 
conducting of retrospective checks, the less of an 
issue it becomes. 

For new entrants to the scheme, the situation 
will be similar to the existing situation. Obviously, 
the vulnerable adults aspect has been added to 
the regime, but otherwise the schemes are similar. 
I do not know whether you want us to go into that 
in more detail. Andrew Mott could probably give 
more detailed information about the precise 
figures on which we have based the calculations. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: I will ask 
about costs. Do you have further plans to provide 
assistance, particularly to voluntary organisations, 
in the expensive start-up period? Obviously, it is 
welcome that the Executive will pay the cost of 
vetting voluntary staff, but costs will also be 
incurred for checks on paid staff and for training 
and administration. 

Robert Brown: Again, the position is similar to 
that which exists under the current legislation. As 
you rightly say, we agreed at an early stage to pay 
the costs for checks on volunteers in the voluntary 
sector. That has been widely welcomed and is a 
useful addition to the system. 

Leaving aside the retrospective aspect for now, 
what will happen for the new workforce is similar 
to what happens now, in that new people will be 
checked. The number of checks will be similar to 
the number that the voluntary sector copes with 
now and has coped with for the past few years. An 
additional administrative cost is not imposed by 
the bill in that regard. 

The big worry has been that the requirement to 
conduct retrospective checks will mean that both 
the agency and individual groups will be faced all 
of a sudden with a huge surge in the number of 
checks. That will obviously depend to some extent 
on the group in question, but it will also depend on 
the period of time over which the scheme is 
phased in. The numbers will go down in proportion 
to the length of the timescale for carrying out 
retrospective checks, whether it is three, four or 
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five years. There is no suggestion that we will 
introduce the scheme with a big bang—just like 
that—in one year and that a huge number of 
checks will suddenly land in the system. We do 
not envisage that the scheme will cause the 
voluntary sector or other people major 
administrative headaches beyond what is entailed 
in the current system. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Might a longer 
phasing-in period assist in containing costs? 

Robert Brown: Undoubtedly it would. In a broad 
sense, the number of people who come through 
each year on top of the new entrants is a 
consideration when we look at the length of the 
period over which we will phase in the scheme. If 
the timescale is to be 50 years, it is obvious that 
far few numbers will be involved, but if we phase 
in the scheme over the period that we have 
suggested, some extra numbers will come 
through, although they will be manageable. The 
issue is to manage the transition phase carefully in 
a way that works with the grain of what the 
voluntary sector wants to do. 

Many bodies—both professional bodies and 
major voluntary sector bodies—review the training, 
qualifications and so on of their leaders and other 
volunteers periodically, perhaps every three, four 
or five years. The scheme will fit easily into those 
arrangements, which organisations have already 
put in place for the valid purpose of securing 
themselves against problems—for example, if 
volunteers have gone off message or whatever. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: The minister 
will be aware that the Scottish Council for 
Voluntary Organisations has recommended 
capping fees. Is there any impediment to doing 
that?

Robert Brown: We are more than happy to 
discuss the matter with the voluntary sector. 
However, our calculations are based on the idea 
that there will be a greater cost—albeit of a 
relatively marginal kind in the overall scheme of 
things—in carrying out the checks at the point of 
initial entrance to the scheme, but a significantly 
reduced cost in doing the follow-up checks, which 
are often the cause of concern. Across the board, 
the total cost should be similar or, with any luck, a 
bit lower than it is at the moment. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: You refused to 
support an amendment that I lodged on the 
ground that there had been no consultation on it. 
How do you answer the voluntary organisations’ 
complaint that there has been inadequate 
consultation on significant parts of the bill? 

Robert Brown: There has been the normal 
consultation on the vetting and barring aspects, so 
I think that you are referring to the information 
sharing provisions in part 3. They are important 

provisions, on which we accept that there has not 
been the usual form of consultation. However, 
there has been considerable engagement with 
stakeholders about the detail. As I said before, we 
will engage with stakeholders and the committee 
on the code of practice, which will be available 
soon. Since before the provisions became a live 
issue for the bill, there has been a working group, 
which Maggie Tierney has been involved in, on the 
sexual health of young people. That on-going 
issue cuts across a number of departments and 
interests. A lot of work has been done with 
stakeholders, notwithstanding the admitted lack of 
formal consultation that we normally expect with 
major aspects of a bill. 

Dr Monaghan: It is also worth registering the 
intention to consult fully on all aspects of the 
secondary legislation on the vetting and barring 
scheme, which we hope will allay any fears that 
the committee has. That exercise will fully engage 
with the voluntary sector and all the organisations 
affected by the legislation. 

The Convener: I want to follow up on that point. 
A number of submissions from the voluntary 
sector and organisations such as the Faculty of 
Advocates raised the concern that much of the bill 
relies on secondary legislation, which makes it 
harder to get a clear picture of whether it is ECHR 
compliant and proportionate and whether it 
provides value for money. Without the secondary 
legislation, we cannot get a clear picture. 

One example is the level at which the bar will be 
set for automatically listing people, and there are 
also issues with prescribed information. Many 
aspects of the bill will be determined by secondary 
legislation, which makes it difficult for us to decide 
whether the proposals are reasonable. Would it 
not have been better to publish the full scheme, 
including the secondary legislation, and then to 
consult on it fully to ensure that the primary 
legislation fitted in with the consultation? Have you 
not tied your hands behind your back by 
determining the primary legislation and then 
publishing the secondary legislation in line with it? 
You might discover from the consultation on the 
secondary legislation that you have made 
mistakes with the primary legislation. 

Robert Brown: I take the point as far as it goes, 
but it is not an uncommon practice to have primary 
legislation— 

The Convener: It does not matter whether the 
practice is uncommon; it matters whether it is right 
or not for this particular legislation. 

Robert Brown: It has not been an uncommon 
practice, both before and since devolution, to use 
secondary legislation to flesh out the detail of the 
implementation of bills. I am aware that 
committees are often keen to have advance 
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copies of the documentation on key parts of bills 
before they deal with amendments to them, and 
that is sometimes entirely relevant. However, fees 
and costs are a normal matter that has no 
conceivable relevance to the bill’s principles. The 
matter is detailed and technical; in any event, we 
are going to consult on it. 

On the bar for listing and ECHR compliance, 
there are provisions in the bill that relate to 
appeals and core procedures to give people 
reassurance. We have already said that we are 
going to consult on the detail. 

The Convener: I am sorry to interrupt you, but if 
ministers determine through secondary legislation 
the level at which the bar will be set, the appeal 
system will not matter—it will determine only 
whether someone has reached that level. It deals 
with a matter of fact and, if ministers set the bar 
too low, ECHR issues will arise. 

12:30

Robert Brown: There are two issues with that. 
First, we will consult on the secondary legislation 
that deals with the setting of the bar. Although 
secondary legislation cannot be amended, we will 
be happy to share a draft of the proposals with the 
Education Committee and stakeholders in 
advance of formally laying it. The procedure is 
there to allow perfectly valid and full parliamentary 
scrutiny of the precise details. 

Secondly, individuals will not be able to appeal 
the level at which the bar is set. We expect 
aspects of the decision-making process to be 
appealable, as appropriate to the circumstances of 
individual cases. That has been provided for in the 
bill and will not be affected by whatever level the 
bar is set at. People will have the right to take up 
the matter with an external judicial authority if they 
have concerns about the way in which their case 
has been dealt with. 

The setting of the bar is a matter for the bill or 
subordinate legislation, as appropriate. You can 
agree or disagree about the way in which that is 
done, but, given our assurances about 
consultation and advance drafts, it cannot be said 
that we are imposing measures by ministerial 
diktat without having regard to the views of 
stakeholders across the board, including those of 
the committee, which is an expert on the system. I 
hope that that reassurance about the process is 
satisfactory. 

There can be situations in which secondary 
legislation reflects on a definitional issue in the 
primary legislation. If the committee has concerns 
in that regard, I am more than happy for it to flag 
them up for us to consider. We do not share the 
view that has been expressed, but if we are 
wrong, we are happy to have drawn to our 

attention the committee’s concerns, or concerns 
that stakeholders have raised with it. 

The Convener: You might have heard the 
question that I asked the Scottish Child Law 
Centre witnesses on the vetting information. 
Categories of vetting information include 

“information which the chief officer of a relevant police force 
thinks might be relevant” 

and

“such other information as may be prescribed”,

which will be determined by secondary legislation. 
There is no appeal, other than to the civil court, to 
challenge whether such information is relevant 
vetting information. The only reference to it in the 
bill is the provision that 

“Ministers must correct a scheme record if they are 
satisfied … that … it is inaccurate.” 

There is no way of challenging the relevance of 
the information. Is that ECHR compliant, given that 
people will not have an opportunity to put their 
case? 

Robert Brown: We think that it is. That situation 
exists under the current legislation; the bill does 
not provide anything new in that regard. Liz Sadler 
can tell you about the chief constables’ 
involvement. It might be useful if she gave the 
committee a bit of information about the 
mechanisms for dealing with issues that might 
arise.

Liz Sadler (Scottish Executive Justice 
Department): The police have published 
guidelines on the procedures that they follow for 
the collection and retention of the whole range of 
information. They use a model called 5x5x5, which 
covers an evaluation of the information, its 
reliability and who they can share it with. The 
information is graded according to how reliable 
and robust it is. I am happy to provide you with 
further written information about how that works if 
you would find that helpful. 

Access to information for disclosure purposes is 
a small subset of that larger provision for the 
police to retain information. Under part V of the 
Police Act 1997, which will be largely replicated in 
the bill, if the police hold non-conviction 
information about individuals, Disclosure Scotland 
refers the case to the chief constable who, under 
national guidelines, considers whether the 
information is relevant to the post that is being 
applied for. Under the bill, the chief constable will 
consider whether the information is relevant to the 
sector of the workforce in question. If the chief 
constable decides that the information is relevant, 
Disclosure Scotland has to put it on the disclosure 
certificate, of which the individual gets a copy. The 
individual can appeal to Scottish ministers about 
the inclusion of the information and they must ask 
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the relevant chief constable to review their 
decision. 

Ministers must issue a new disclosure certificate 
if the appeal to the chief constable is successful. If 
an individual remains unhappy with the chief 
constable’s decision, he or she has a right of 
appeal to the information commissioner. The chief 
constable is required to abide by any decisions 
that the information commissioner makes with 
regard to the information that is held. 

Since Disclosure Scotland started work, more 
than 65,000 enhanced disclosures out of a total of 
1.1 million disclosures have included non-
conviction information. In 264 of those cases 
individuals disputed the non-conviction information 
that was disclosed, and 124 of the disputes were 
upheld. That equates to around 0.18 per cent of 
cases. 

The Convener: It is about half of the cases that 
were disputed. 

Robert Brown: On top of that, there is the right 
of application for judicial review of the act of any 
public authority, including chief constables. There 
are a number of other remedies, but Liz Sadler 
has described the main ones. 

The Convener: I could prolong the discussion, 
but I will not, because other members want to 
comment.

Fiona Hyslop: In seven years as an MSP 
considering bills in committee, I have never come 
across a bill that has been subject to such a 
critical report from the Finance Committee and 
have never heard so many expert witnesses say 
that we should pause for reflection. We should 
also bear it in mind that you are planning to 
introduce a fourth piece of legislation, on getting it 
right for every child. The convener has 
commented that the bill as introduced is very 
broad and imprecise, and that we need time to 
reflect on the secondary legislation before passing 
the primary legislation. The Faculty of Advocates 
has said that the bill lacks coherence and is not 
easy to follow. Given all those points, would it not 
be wise for you to take stock, to reflect and to take 
more time for a debate on risk generally in 
Scotland, to ensure that we have a bill that is fit for 
purpose? 

Robert Brown: We must be careful to 
distinguish between the various issues that are 
swirling around the debate. A great deal has been 
said about our being a risk-averse society, but 
most of that has little relevance to the issue that 
the bill addresses. However, it is obviously the job 
of the committee and the Executive to consider the 
substantive merits of the points that the various 
witnesses have made. 

The Finance Committee has made a number of 
points. As I explained in response to earlier 
questions about the cost of the bill and the figures 
that have been provided, we take issue with one 
or two details of the Finance Committee’s report. 
Inevitably, such matters involve a degree of 
estimation, but I do not think that a period of delay 
or reconsideration in the next session would affect 
the Finance Committee’s observations one way or 
the other. For the most part, they are technical 
issues that can be resolved through questions 
from the committee. I am anxious to address any 
particular concerns that members have. 

With regard to the more general issues, it is 
reasonable to consider the two elements of the bill 
separately. The lack of consultation on part 3 of 
the bill, which relates to information sharing, has 
been highlighted. I have tried to indicate to the 
committee that in my view there has been 
considerable engagement with the sector, 
notwithstanding the lack of formal consultation. 
We are keen to take on board the issues that were 
raised this morning in respect of children’s rights. 
Those formed part of the discussions that Maggie 
Tierney’s group had before the bill was introduced. 
I am reasonably confident that the code of 
guidance, which is central, gives us the ability to 
take forward part 3 in a way that addresses those 
issues.

The more substantial part of the bill deals with 
vetting and barring. In my opening remarks, I 
indicated that it was not about asking whether 
there was a better scheme somewhere in the 
ether. If there is, we have not heard of it. The 
alternative is to improve the current arrangements 
as soon as we can. There is general acceptance 
that a number of facets of the bill do that. 

We need to get the main legislation in place to 
enable us to deal with the funding and preparation 
issues to allow us to make progress with the 
subordinate legislation. I see no great advantage 
in postponing remedying the faults identified in the 
current arrangements, which cause hassle to the 
voluntary sector and which mean that there is less 
protection for Scotland’s young people than there 
might otherwise be. We have an opportunity to 
make improvements, although that will not happen 
overnight, as the issues are complex, but fairly 
quickly, as we make progress with the subordinate 
legislation. I see no great advantage in halting now 
and starting all over again in the next session of 
Parliament, because the issues will be the same. 

We must ask what advantage there would be in 
deferring, continuing or delaying consideration of 
the issues. Most of the issues are not fresh to us—
they were about when I was convener of the 
Education Committee and some of them go back 
to the previous session of Parliament, when the 
Education, Culture and Sport Committee 
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considered the Protection of Children (Scotland) 
Bill. For the most part, the issues are not new. 
They are complex issues that involve difficulties, 
but the Executive, our partners in the statutory 
sector and many stakeholders in the voluntary 
sector now have a fair track record of knowledge 
about what the system means in practice. 

Fiona Hyslop will recall that, when the existing 
arrangements came into place, a lot of work was 
put into providing a procedures manual—I cannot 
remember what its name was—to assist voluntary 
organisations to deal with the implications. A lot 
has been learned from that process as well as 
from producing the current proposals. 

Fiona Hyslop: The minister has obviously been 
too long away from the committee. He may recall 
that one reason why so much work was done on 
the implementation and operation of POCSA was 
precisely because the committee took evidence 
and raised concerns with ministers at that time. 
The committee has a track record of ensuring that 
concerns about the implementation of child 
protection measures are dealt with properly. We 
had a result that time; the issue now is whether 
the committee can come up with the right solution 
this time round. 

To an extent, the Executive is taking a risk 
because, from what you say, it will be six years 
before the system is fully in place. If we are not 
going to have an immediate big-bang solution, 
why not get it right? What consideration did the 
Executive give to amending POCSA after carrying 
out post-legislative scrutiny? I realise that POCSA 
does not deal with vulnerable adults—frankly, we 
should give that issue more of an airing and 
consideration than we have done until now. 

Robert Brown: Absolutely.

Fiona Hyslop: However, to separate out that 
issue for now and to deal specifically with children, 
would it be possible to amend POCSA so that we 
can have the passporting system and the 
retrospective element? Did you consider whether 
that was possible? 

Robert Brown: It is fair to say that all things are 
possible, but we need to decide on the best way in 
which to proceed in the circumstances. POCSA 
could have been fiddled with— 

Fiona Hyslop: Did you consider that? 

Robert Brown: That is part of what we are 
doing. To all intents and purposes, the scheme will 
amend the POCSA arrangements. Disclosure will 
still be at the heart of the system. We will set up a 
new agency, but that is a technical amendment of 
the process and will be an improvement. Whether 
we are amending the current scheme or 
introducing something entirely new is a matter of 
definition. Our view is that we are improving the 

current scheme, albeit through a new piece of 
legislation. That is against the background of the 
opportunity to introduce the vulnerable adults 
aspect.

Andrew Mott has been involved in the process, 
so perhaps he can add something on the 
considerations.

Andrew Mott (Scottish Executive Education 
Department): With regard to the provisions on 
working with children, we have built on the 
POCSA regime. For example, schedule 2 to 
POCSA defines what a “child care position” is and, 
although the bill uses the term “regulated work 
with children”, basically we have just improved the 
drafting in that schedule and made it much easier 
to read and to follow. We have included a few new 
aspects in the definition, such as work that 
involves providing advice or guidance to children, 
and made one or two other changes. The rationale 
was to build on the measures with which people 
are familiar, so we took the POCSA structure and 
built on it. In that sense, although technically we 
are not amending POCSA, in spirit, we are. The 
bill is a progression. 

12:45

Fiona Hyslop: I have one final question. There 
is some expectation that a bill will be produced 
under the getting it right for every child agenda. 
Can you explain the scope of that bill? Some 
witnesses were concerned that section 3 of this 
bill, in particular, might sit better in that bill, but we 
will not know that until you tell us the scope of the 
getting it right for every child bill. 

Child protection in general is an important issue 
about which we are all concerned. In the past, the 
Government has initiated a national debate on 
education. Do you not think that some of the 
concerns that have been raised by witnesses, as 
well as the concerns of the general public and 
voluntary organisations, would best be addressed 
through a national debate, led by the Government, 
on risk to children? If there were such a debate, 
might not people be more comforted that we are 
moving in the right direction? 

Robert Brown: That is a separate issue. Ken 
Macintosh made pretty much the same suggestion 
in an earlier question. 

There may well be cause for having such a 
debate, although how it would be conducted is 
another issue. There are quite a lot of other issues 
in the field that are worth considering more 
closely—I touched on those in my introductory 
remarks and in my responses to questions. The 
Education Committee also has the right to go into 
such issues, if it wants to do so. There is ample 
scope for discussion of the issues, and I do not 
have a closed mind about the way forward. 
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However, that is a different issue from what we are 
talking about in the context of the bill. Although the 
issues in the bill are quite broad in some ways, the 
bill is relatively narrow in its focus on child 
protection rather than on children generally. 

As you are aware, a draft GIRFEC bill will be 
produced before the end of the session, and the 
legislation is likely to proceed—subject to the 
outcome of the election—in the next session. I 
think that all parties will sign up to that. The 
proposed bill will deal with various issues arising 
from the review of the children’s hearings system, 
the review of children’s services more generally, 
and things of that sort. It would be possible to 
include the information-sharing arrangements in 
that bill—that is what was originally contemplated 
when we thought that the GIRFEC bill would go 
forward in this session. However, we take the 
view, which I hope the committee will ultimately 
share, that the issue of information sharing is 
critical.

As you will be aware—the issue has been 
touched on many times before—the lack of 
information sharing has been at the heart of a 
series of tragic events that have been detailed in a 
number of reports of one sort or another over the 
years. I am not saying that the bill will sort the 
situation out immediately; there is no magic wand 
in such matters. However, we believe that it will 
give us a framework that will focus more 
substantially on what ought to be happening with 
information sharing. It will address the need for a 
code of practice and will engage with professional 
practice in the area. There are misconceptions in 
some quarters about how data protection fits in, so 
it is important to move forward as quickly as we 
can on that front. 

Yes, we could have addressed the issue of 
information sharing differently. However, for the 
reasons that I have explained, section 3 of the bill 
is how we are seeking to do it. I hope that we will 
have the committee’s support in taking matters 
forward in that way. 

The Convener: I urge all members and the 
minister to keep questions and answers as brief as 
possible. We still have quite a lot to get through, 
and it is almost 10 to 1. 

Robert Brown: I take the rebuke, convener. 

Ms Byrne: Let us go back to the consultation 
with stakeholders and the issue of consulting 
children and young people. I feel that there is a 
huge gap there. That brings me on to the sharing 
of information, which is probably the key area for 
children and young people, and the concerns that 
we have heard from witnesses about the 
difficulties that that will create for children and 
young people. I am concerned about the speed 
with which the bill is being pushed through, given 

the number of issues that have been raised. Are 
we really tapping into the areas that we require to 
tap into in order to protect children better? 

There have also been discussions about 
complacency and the fact that not everybody will 
be on a list. There will be areas in which we 
cannot cover everything, so education and training 
will be a key issue. Are we still going to commit to 
that and allocate the resources to it? All the 
evidence that we have heard is that that will be 
very important. 

Robert Brown: I take both questions seriously. 
Your second point, about resources for child 
protection in general, addresses a very wide issue. 
As you know from the involvement that the 
committee has had with the issue, child protection 
has engaged a lot of attention in this session and 
previously—certainly, during the time in which I 
have been a minister or a member of the 
committee. It is at the heart of a lot of the work that 
we are doing on GIRFEC, on the 21

st
 century 

social work review and on a series of other issues, 
such as the workforce reviews, to raise 
professional standards and deal with the issues 
that have been the cause of concern. The thrust 
will, undoubtedly, continue in all of that. None of 
that should take away from the importance of the 
bill, which deals with the slightly different issue of 
protecting young people and vulnerable adults—
as Fiona Hyslop rightly says—against the 
deficiencies that there may be in the workforce 
and in voluntary sector organisations. 

I will ask Maggie Tierney to say something about 
the work that her group has been doing on 
children and young people. Some useful points 
have been made on the issue. You will recall that, 
when we dealt with the Joint Inspection of 
Children's Services and Inspection of Social Work 
Services (Scotland) Bill, there was general 
agreement that consent issues involving young 
people were extremely important across the 
board. However, in discussion of the protection of 
children, the overriding concern was the best 
interests of children. 

Reasonably clearly, a number of aspects 
relating to that come into the present discussion, 
including issues to do with sexual health and 
whether information that people who have been 
abused may or may not give to others will be 
affected by the duties under the bill. I suspect that 
some of what has been said about that is 
overanxiety about the response to legislation by 
individual children and young people. I would like 
to give the committee some reassurance by 
asking Maggie Tierney to tell you about the work 
of her group in working through that. I ask her to 
specify a bit about the stakeholder aspect as well. 

Maggie Tierney (Scottish Executive 
Education Department): There are two groups 
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that might be of interest to the committee in that 
respect. One of the work streams that we have 
established to help us to implement the bill in a 
measured way is specifically about information 
sharing. The group is composed of all key 
stakeholders with an interest in sharing 
information better and in sharing best practice in 
how to do it. Its aim is to ensure that the code of 
practice that we build, which we will put to the 
committee before stage 2, puts flesh on the bones 
of the provisions. One of the members of the 
group is the children’s commissioner. We are 
actively aiming to hear the voices of children and 
young people as the code takes shape. The work 
of that group is on-going. It is seeking to ensure 
that we capture the interests and the voices of 
children in response to the code as it emerges. 

The second group predates consideration of the 
information-sharing provisions in the bill and has 
been in existence for about a year. It is a short-life 
working group on disclosure of underage sexual 
activity. The group’s interest stems partly from 
Bichard recommendations 12 and 13. Sir Michael 
Bichard suggested that social services should 
report every instance of underage sex, except in 
exceptional circumstances. We felt that, in 
Scotland, we would have an equal interest in 
capturing the voices of children on issues to do 
with confidentiality and that we would want to have 
equal regard to the sexual health strategy that is 
described in “Respect and Responsibility”. 

Part 3 of the bill tries to dovetail with the difficult 
issue of confidentiality in accessing information, 
particularly about sexual health. It ensures that the 
welfare of the child is paramount. When a child or 
young person seeks sexual health services, if the 
professional is concerned that the young person 
may withdraw from treatment if they disclose 
information about the young person and they 
judge that that would not be in the interest of the 
young person’s welfare, they will not have to 
disclose the information. Part 3 gives the 
professional the power to make such a choice 
about information sharing. 

In respect of young people’s sexual activity, 
under the bill it is for professionals to make the 
determination as to whether there is a risk of 
harm. That will depend very much on the facts and 
circumstances of the cases that they deal with. For 
example, the short-life working group is 
considering how to develop a protocol that would 
establish the principle that it may not be a problem 
to have two 15-year-olds having consensual 
underage sex, although there may be a problem if 
it was a 15-year-old and a 29-year-old having sex. 
In that circumstance, the professionals are asked 
to balance the right of children to confidentiality, 
privacy and the ability to disclose in a safe way 
with the risks. The bill simply makes explicit the 
existing good practice in that regard, so that there 

is a greater consistency of understanding about 
the circumstances in which professionals agree 
that it is right to share information and who that 
information can be shared with. The code that you 
will have a chance to examine will attempt to 
articulate that more fully and consistently.

Robert Brown: We are happy to keep the 
committee in touch with the work of the short-life 
working group. That work will merge into the code 
of practice anyway but, if you are interested in 
knowing more about that and seeing the outcomes 
of it, we can arrange for that to be done in some 
suitable way. 

Ms Byrne: I am still concerned that, although 
we have not seen the code and the consultation 
with the young people has not been carried out—it 
is now being carried out in a sort of side area—we 
have the bill before us and have to make a 
decision on it. I am also concerned that the power 
that the professional will have has also not been 
discussed openly in the sessions that we have had 
so far. There are a lot of grey areas that make me 
unsure whether we should proceed any further 
with the bill. I have a problem with the speed at 
which the process has moved and the lack of 
attention that has been paid to part 3. 

Robert Brown: I do not altogether accept what 
you say. Part 3 has been available for perusal 
since the beginning of the process. It concerns 
fairly high-level powers and duties. It imposes 
duties that, in one view, do nothing more than 
restate current best professional practice and 
leave the details to be worked out through the 
code and, in terms of the voluntary sector, it 
creates a power rather than a duty. It is entirely 
right to make that distinction. I do not think that 
there are big issues to do with definitions and so 
on in the bill—the subordinate legislation is 
another matter. There is a legitimate concern 
about how the process will work in practice, given 
that we are dealing with different sorts of workers 
in different sorts of areas, all of whom have 
different sorts of issues. However, all that relates 
to the code of practice, which will be available 
before stage 2. It will give at least an idea of the 
direction of travel with regard to some of the 
issues that we are discussing. As I have tried to 
indicate, those issues are not new themes; they 
have been explored in a series of contexts by the 
Executive and the committee on a number of 
occasions.  

We are keen to get our approach right and will 
ensure that we engage properly with stakeholders 
in order to make that happen. When the bill is 
passed, we will have some time in which to ensure 
that people—not only the professionals but young 
people’s groups and so on—are comfortable with 
the guidance.
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Ms Byrne: Do you intend to consult young 
people’s groups before the code is published? 

Robert Brown: It has already been said that the 
children’s commissioner is on the short-life 
working group, so that covers one aspect of the 
matter. It is intended that there will be on-going 
consultation with a wider variety of children’s 
groups before that.

Maggie Tierney: We will consult children’s 
groups and other stakeholders as the code 
develops and evolves. 

Ms Byrne: It is interesting that, as she told the 
committee a couple of weeks ago, the children’s 
commissioner has concerns about the bill, 
particularly with regard to the lack of consultation 
on part 3 and the speed at which the process is 
moving. She said that taking a step back to 
examine and audit current legislation would not 
have been a bad idea.

13:00

Robert Brown: As I said earlier, the children’s 
commissioner and others are perfectly entitled—
indeed, are required—to make their views known 
on these matters. It is up to the committee—and, 
separately, for the Executive—to judge whether 
such views influence the bill’s direction of travel 
and whether certain issues cannot be dealt with in 
the consultation on the important subordinate 
legislation matters and in the consideration of the 
bill. The big question in that respect is whether 
anything is likely to emerge in subordinate 
legislation that will influence the rather high-level 
definitions in the bill, and I have to say that it is not 
immediately obvious to me that that is the case. 
However, if people have particular concerns on 
the matter, I am happy to listen to them and see 
what we can do to match them.  

I take the view that the primary area of 
importance is developing the content of the code 
with the involvement of all the stakeholders, 
children’s groups and professional groups. There 
should be ample time for people to develop that as 
appropriate, in the context of the overarching 
duties—which, as I said are not new—that come in 
under the bill.

Ms Byrne: Could you give the committee in 
writing a list of the consultees for the code of 
practice and a timescale for that work to be carried 
out?

Robert Brown: Yes.

Marilyn Livingstone: I am new to the 
committee, but I have read the evidence that was 
given by the EIS and the Scottish Parent Teacher 
Council, who suggest that the bill encourages a 
focus on stranger danger. However, more than 80 
per cent of young people who are abused are 

abused by people who are known to them—
particularly in the home. 

One of the things that has concerned the cross-
party group on survivors of childhood sexual 
abuse, of which I am a member, has been the 
need to give young people the confidence to come 
forward and say what has happened to them. A lot 
of work has been done on that issue. From the 
evidence that the cross-party group has taken, it is 
clear that it can take three, four or even 10 years 
or more before a person says what has happened 
to them. In that time, many issues such as self-
harm, alcohol problems and drug problems can 
develop. In the worst cases, there can be suicide 
attempts. We all agree that the sooner that 
someone can say what has happened, the better it 
will be for them, because they will be able to get 
support. 

The representatives of the Scottish Child Law 
Centre said that, if part 3 contains nothing about 
consent, that could lead to people being reluctant 
to come forward and give the necessary 
information. There is a difficult balancing act to be 
done and we want to prevent bad things from 
happening to others, but we should not do 
anything that will discourage young people from 
coming forward. As the bill stands, there are 
reasons to think that that might happen. How will 
the rights of the child and the issue of consent be 
dealt with? Can you reassure the committee in 
that regard? 

Robert Brown: I accept the seriousness of your 
point. In some ways, that issue has caused more 
anxious concern than anything else in the bill. 
However, as I said before, the legislation will not 
impose an absolute duty on anybody. Section 79 
is entitled “Child’s welfare to be paramount 
consideration”.

As Maggie Tierney explained, the professionals 
who make the relevant judgments have to strike a 
balance all the time. If they take the view that 
disclosing particular information is not in the child’s 
best interests, they are 100 per cent entitled to 
ensure that it is not disclosed. Section 79(3), in 
particular, makes that quite clear. If there is a 
requirement for a ministerial statement to confirm 
that, I am happy to make one. I very much 
endorse what the bill does in that section to 
ensure that professionals are placed at the centre 
of the process. 

The issue of children’s rights is slightly more 
complex. In our discussions on the Joint 
Inspection of Children’s Services and Inspection of 
Social Work Services (Scotland) Bill, we accepted 
that there are circumstances in which it might not 
be in the best interests of young people—in 
particular, children who are, if you like, below the 
age of maturity, however that might be defined—to 
give them an absolute right to say, “No, I don’t 
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want that information to be disclosed.” I realise 
that we have to be very careful and ensure that 
children are taken along; that is why, in setting out 
the detail on this matter, the code of guidance will 
be very important. However, as I have pointed out, 
I do not think that the principle of overriding a 
child’s consent to disclose information in certain 
circumstances, and if doing so is in their best 
interests, is a new one either in legislation or in 
professional practice. I am sure that the issue has 
been the subject of much agonised discussion in 
the cross-party group on survivors of childhood 
sexual abuse. 

We are not changing the law to a great extent. 
Instead, we are trying to put to one side certain 
data protection issues that have led to 
exaggerated concern in some quarters; to clarify 
the prevailing duties and rights; and to ensure that 
professionals are able to decide what is in the best 
interests of the child for whom they are 
responsible. I am sure that the code of practice will 
set out ways of approaching such issues with 
children—not least sexual health issues, which we 
have a long track record of addressing—and will 
be designed to reassure those who use the 
legislation of its workability. 

I hope that people will be reassured by the fairly 
strong statements that I have just made—and, 
indeed, which are set out in the bill—on the 
intention behind and practicability of the 
legislation. It simply will not override children’s 
interests. Section 79 expressly puts the child’s 
welfare right at the heart of things by using the 
phrase “paramount importance”. Can we attach 
any higher importance than that to this issue? 

I accept that certain issues have to be worked 
through. I do not think that it is suitable to put any 
professional detail in the bill itself; instead, it 
should be set out in the code of practice. As I have 
said, it is important that everyone is involved in the 
formulation of that guidance and that there is wide 
consultation on its practical implications. 

Mr Ingram: Ken Macintosh and others have 
mentioned the cultural impact of child protection 
legislation, particularly on men’s participation in 
voluntary activities with children. That whole area 
certainly needs to be examined. 

However, I wonder whether the bill as drafted 
will do what it claims to improve child protection. 

Robert Brown: In other words, whether it will do 
what it says on the tin. 

Mr Ingram: Indeed. After all, no bureaucratic 
system, no matter how well intentioned it might be, 
protects children; people protect children, and alert 
and vigilant people must be on the look-out for the 
so-called stranger danger on which the bill 
focuses. Should it not focus instead on support for 

training for the professional workforce and 
voluntary agencies? 

Robert Brown: I agree with almost everything 
that Adam Ingram has said. We must remember 
that the vetting and barring arrangements are 
based not on a person’s suitability for a position, 
but on their unsuitability. I said earlier that all 
voluntary sector and professional organisations 
must have in place robust recruitment, training and 
supervision arrangements for staff. To be fair, 
many organisations have such robust procedures. 

People sometimes forget that when Thomas 
Hamilton sought to become involved with the 
scouts—I think, or a similar organisation—he was 
rejected as a result of the organisation’s 
recruitment procedures. That was before any of 
the current procedures had come into being. 
Certainly, anyone who recruits people to the child 
care workforce will have to take that fundamental 
point on board. Because they are aware of the 
concerns and of what has gone wrong before, 
many organisations have the right structures in 
place. People are very much at the heart of that. 

Any system that requires access to public 
authority records could be described as 
bureaucratic. Nevertheless, the system is there to 
provide information on nasty people—or people 
over whom there is a question mark—to 
organisations that they might want to be involved 
with, such as organisations that work with children 
or vulnerable adults. As part of their recruitment 
process, such organisations should be able to 
access information that would allow them to reject 
unsuitable people—for example, people who have 
been barred under the listing arrangements. 

Training is not an issue for legislation. As I said, 
we are working hard to improve and upskill people 
who work in child care and social work. We have 
also done a lot of work in education. Training is 
central to the work of many organisations in the 
voluntary sector. As the bill progresses, we will be 
more than happy to talk to voluntary sector 
organisations about any concerns that they may 
have.

Adam Ingram mentioned stranger danger, but 
most of the people whom we are concerned about 
in the bill are people who are known to the child. 
We are not talking about a stranger in the bushes 
grabbing a child who is walking down the street; 
we are talking about professionals and youth 
leaders who are known to the child. We want to 
offer comfort and support to groups in the 
voluntary sector and to parents who entrust their 
children to those groups for necessary and 
important parts of their upbringing. 

Mr Ingram: A concern that has been raised is 
that people might be lulled into a false sense of 
security by the creation of a system. We cannot 
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allow that to happen. Alongside any system we will 
require some kind of programme to ensure that 
that does not happen. 

Why will the scheme not be mandatory? Why 
have you taken a different approach from that 
which was taken in England and Wales? You have 
not created an offence associated with an 
individual’s failure to participate in the scheme. 

Robert Brown: The answer to those questions 
has to do with unintended consequences. I will ask 
Andrew Mott to answer them. 

Andrew Mott: The rationale behind the bill is 
that the employer must ensure that they are not 
employing a listed individual. The way to do that is 
to ask the individual to be a scheme member. In a 
way, scheme membership will be enforced 
through the employer. 

Necessarily, we decided not to make 
participation subject to an offence, because we 
might be talking about 800,000 people. Regulated 
work is not defined in a list of posts; there are 
posts at the margins. If we make participation 
subject to an offence, there could be difficulties 
with people at the margins. In the bill, we have 
therefore focused the offences on listed and 
barred people participating in the workforce, 
because that is what we are trying to avoid. We 
wanted to focus on that rather than on marginal 
activity. We want to be proportionate. 

Mr Ingram: I think I understood that. 

Does the minister accept that, because the 
scheme will be relied on by personal employers, 
there are risks in not having an offence associated 
with an individual’s failure to participate? The 
example of piano teachers has been given. 

13:15

Robert Brown: How the provisions relate to 
people who work with children and vulnerable 
adults more occasionally, such as piano teachers 
whose contact is much more incidental, is 
probably one of the more difficult areas in the bill. 
The multiple disclosure arrangements that I 
mentioned will help in such cases. Perhaps 
Andrew Mott will deal with your specific point. 

Andrew Mott: It does not make sense to make 
a parent, for example, guilty of an offence if they 
do not ensure that a piano teacher whom they 
employ is subject to the scheme. Currently, if 
someone employs a piano teacher, they cannot do 
a formal check, whereas the scheme will enable 
the parent, or personal employer, to satisfy 
themselves that the individual they seek to employ 
is a scheme member and therefore not an 
unsuitable individual. However, it depends on 
parents being aware of the scheme. We have to 
raise general awareness. 

Robert Brown: Any barred individual who puts 
themselves forward for such a position will also be 
committing an offence. 

Mr Macintosh: I am conscious of a few specific 
issues that we do not have time to cover today. 
However, further to Adam Ingram’s point, the 
Mental Welfare Commission spoke last week 
about some voluntary groups that work with 
vulnerable adults and said that it is sometimes 
unclear in such self-help groups whether the 
protected adult, the vulnerable adult and the 
person on the barred list might be one and the 
same. It is a difficult area. There are issues to 
explore—for example, such groups that provide a 
useful service might operate from a health service 
property. There are concerns about who is 
regulated and who is not when it comes to 
vulnerable adults. Might we put some of those 
specific points in writing to the minister so that we 
may have a more detailed response? 

Robert Brown: I would be happy for you to do 
that, particularly on the vulnerable adults side of 
the bill. I am less comfortable with my knowledge 
in that area because that side emerges from other 
departments’ areas of interest. If you have specific 
questions about that area, I will be more than 
happy to organise a reply. 

The Convener: A number of specific issues that 
have arisen from the evidence we have received, 
including oral evidence, will need to be included in 
our report; they are probably for you to address in 
your response to our report, rather than taking up 
a great deal of time now. 

Robert Brown: We are more than happy to 
provide detail on points for which there has not 
been time this morning, to help you in your report. 

The Convener: We have not had much time to 
go into depth about the reports of the Finance 
Committee and the Subordinate Legislation 
Committee. I would be grateful if the minister 
would provide us with a written response to those 
reports before we produce ours. 

Robert Brown: Which aspects are you 
particularly interested in—the numbers and the 
costings? 

The Convener: Both committees raised a 
number of issues that they asked the lead 
committee to look into. Many of those issues are 
quite technical; therefore, we do not need to take 
up a great deal of time going into them at the 
moment given that you can probably respond to 
them in writing. If you could do so before we 
finalise our report, that would be helpful. 

Robert Brown: Absolutely.

Dr Murray: I have a technical point about the 
direct payments scheme. When a vulnerable adult 
employs somebody who might be on the barred 
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list, is the vulnerable adult as the employer 
committing an offence? 

Robert Brown: I think that I am right in saying 
that he is not. Is that right, Andrew? 

Andrew Mott: The individual who offers his 
services would be committing an offence. 

Dr Murray: What if somebody were not in the 
scheme?

Andrew Mott: If the work is regulated, the 
barred individual would be committing an offence. 

The Convener: I have a couple of points that 
we need to cover today, the first of which is about 
age in the definition of a child. I am slightly 
uncomfortable about the age being 18, because it 
does not seem appropriate that all 16-year-olds 
should be covered by the bill when they can go to 
work, get married and do all sorts of other things. 
Vulnerable adults are included from the age of 16, 
so why is a child defined as someone up to the 
age of 18? We have heard evidence that several 
essentially adult groups are not allowing people 
who are defined as children to become members 
because of concerns that they will get caught by 
the bill. We heard today about mountaineering 
groups and art clubs. 

Robert Brown: To some extent, I am open 
minded about the issues that might arise from that. 
There has been considerable discussion about 
that overlap. Many services that apply to young 
people straddle the ages that the convener 
identified. The overlap is probably not very 
significant except in a limited range of 
circumstances, because most protected adults 
would be older individuals. For example, there 
might be teachers working in the sixth form of 
schools. I am not sure that any difficulty would be 
created in practical terms, but we would be 
anxious to hear about any specific problems that 
have been identified in the evidence. 

There was some discussion about whether there 
should be one list or two, and the committee has 
heard evidence that it would probably be an 
overreaction to bar someone automatically from 
both lists because there might be different 
circumstances. For example, someone who is 
trying to get access to an older person to defraud 
them of their money would not have anything to do 
with children. We therefore rejected the idea of 
having a single composite list, although there will 
be a fair degree of overlap between the two lists. 

The age of majority is the cause of a lot of 
discussion. The ages of 16, 17 and 18 are used 
for all sorts of different things, probably because 
people do not suddenly grow up at the flick of a 
switch. The transition has to work with the types of 
organisation that we have to deal with. Again, we 
are more than happy to consider that issue afresh; 

it is not particularly a matter of principle for us. 
Rightly or wrongly, the decision was taken that 
there would be more advantage in fixing the age at 
18 and keeping the overlap, because of the 
organisations that will be covered and that work on 
the fringes of different issues. 

Fiona Hyslop: I would like the minister to reflect 
on the scenario that I will outline, which concerns 
how a young homeless person might be affected 
by the bill. Last week, the Cyrenians came to an 
event in the Parliament. A young homeless person 
could well be a vulnerable adult; they could also 
be a volunteer, because vulnerable adults take 
part in volunteering; and they could be 
volunteering to work with children or young people 
who are under the age of 18. Such circumstances 
would put quite a lot of pressure on an 
organisation that is already doing a great deal of 
work. We must protect and preserve that aspect of 
volunteering and working with self-help groups. 
For a variety of reasons, many homeless people 
have police records. How can the Cyrenians, as 
employers, ensure that their organisation can grow 
and flourish, and how can they be sure that the bill 
will not impact adversely on the organisation? 

Robert Brown: That is a great example of an 
issue that sits on the fringe between several 
different areas. The question of volunteers in the 
homelessness context is complex. They deal with 
extremely vulnerable young people who might be 
more subject than others to abuse and 
exploitation. It is important to get this area right. 

The primary objective is to protect young people 
and vulnerable adults who find themselves in that 
situation. The second is to ensure that we do not 
act as a deterrent to volunteers and organisations 
that deal primarily with adults and stop them 
dealing with young people who have become 
involved incidentally; we have to get to the bottom 
of that issue. Thirdly, there are the people who 
have moved from being service users to being 
volunteers. Many of the organisations are enabling 
and empowering, and part of the recovery process 
involves encouraging young people and people 
who are affected by their situations to take more 
responsibility for themselves. 

There is a series of issues that are well worth 
pondering, and we will take up your invitation to 
have a close look at the situation in question. 

The Convener: I seek some clarification. 
Westminster’s Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups 
Act 2006 defined regulated work as that which 

“is carried out frequently by the same person”. 

That seems to imply that if someone’s work was 
occasional, they would not necessarily have to go 
through the disclosure system. 
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In part 2 of schedule 2, “Activities”, the definition 
of unsupervised contact with children implies that 
if

“a responsible person, or … a person carrying out an 
activity mentioned in paragraph 2, 3 or 4” 

is also present, someone would not be subject to 
disclosure. Does that cover activities such as 
school discos or trips where parents would be 
assisting a teacher, who is covered by the 
definition of a responsible person? Those are 
occasional events when someone acts as an 
assistant to the responsible adult who is 
supervising the children and is therefore under 
supervision as well. 

Robert Brown: I want to be cautious about 
making generalised statements that may not apply 
in particular situations. However, I will comment on 
the example of a school trip. 

If the trip is overnight and people are supervising 
sleeping accommodation, one would imagine that 
it would be desirable for the parents involved to go 
through the disclosure arrangements. That is 
reasonably clear. However, I am not sure that the 
same issue would arise for a day trip to the 
theatre, for example. The issues need to be 
worked on at a local level. The CRBS can give 
advice to voluntary sector organisations, and 
schools are well able to equip themselves with the 
information.

However, there is an issue with different 
approaches by different local authorities across 
Scotland, and it probably bears some examination 
to see whether we can improve the guidance. It is 
probably a particular issue for schools rather than 
more generally, but it can be taken forward. 

There are important aspects in the definition that 
relate to supervision and regularity of contact. 
There would probably be no problem in an 
unexpected situation, for example when someone 
is off ill and somebody else has to be brought in, 
because such events cannot readily be 
anticipated. If people are acting under the direction 
and supervision of other people, there probably is 
not an issue, which I guess covers the school 
disco situation. 

However, I repeat that we must consider the 
circumstances of the particular event. The onus is 
on employers to consider the matters, which takes 
us back to the point that Adam Ingram made. The 
important point that underlines the bill is that 
disclosure is not a tick-box exercise but must be 
considered in the context of wider arrangements 
and protocols for what is done in particular 
circumstances. People at all levels have to be 
aware of that. 

The Convener: The final question is more 
general. One concern is that the bill might result in 

people taking too cautious an approach. You may 
prescribe the barred list so that it is overcautious 
and information is shared at too low a level 
because people are frightened about not fulfilling 
their duty if they miss something. The concern is 
that the bill will result in risk-averse behaviour, 
which is not necessarily in the interests of 
children’s welfare even although it is seen as 
protecting them. How can we ensure that the bill 
will not result in a risk-averse society? 

Robert Brown: That is a very important point, 
which links to the general points that were made 
earlier about risk averseness in relation to school 
activities. It is important that we are cautious about 
that.

I can understand why people are cautious in 
approaching legislation, and I do not blame 
anybody for doing that. We need to give people 
confidence in working with the legislation. We 
have to look to local authorities, because there 
have been some issues with them, as the owners 
of halls for example, gold plating legislation in 
terms of what they require from their users. Those 
are management matters, but we do not envisage 
or encourage situations in which people overegg 
the pudding by adding unnecessary restrictions to 
those in the legislation. I would like to make that 
clear as the ministerial view. 

I take your point, and I have no doubt that issues 
will arise. We cannot deal with them all, but the 
combination of having improved legislation in 
place, some of the statements that have been 
made in the context of the bill and the continuing 
engagement with stakeholders on implementation 
should all help to bottom out the issues as 
effectively as possible and to put people’s minds 
at rest. If behind that there is a sensible approach 
to the protection of young people, it will help 
people approach the legislation. 

The Convener: I thank the minister and his 
team for their evidence. 

Members may have picked up detailed issues 
from the evidence to which they would like a 
response from the minister before we consider our 
report. If they tell the clerks about them as soon as 
possible, I will write to the minister on behalf of the 
committee to elicit those responses, preferably 
before we consider the final version of our report. 

Dr Murray: What is the timescale for the report? 

The Convener: We are not meeting next week. 
We will have the draft report to consider the 
following week, and then we have to finalise it the 
week after that because it has to be published 
before the Christmas recess. 

Meeting closed at 13:31. 
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EDUCATION COMMITTEE 

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES 

27th Meeting, 2006 

Wednesday 13 December 2006 

Present:
Ms Rosemary Byrne Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Deputy Convener) 
Fiona Hyslop Adam Ingram 
Marilyn Livingstone Mr Frank McAveety 
Mr Kenneth Macintosh Dr Elaine Murray 
Iain Smith (Convener)  

The meeting opened at 10.02. 

Decision on taking business in private: The Committee agreed to consider its 
draft Stage 1 report on the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill in 
private.

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill: The Committee considered a 
draft report. Various changes were agreed to, and the Committee agreed to 
consider a revised draft at its next meeting. 

The meeting closed at 12.19 pm 
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EDUCATION COMMITTEE 

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES 

28th Meeting, 2006 

Tuesday 19 December 2006 

Present:
Richard Baker (Committee substitute) Ms Rosemary Byrne 
Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Deputy Convener) Fiona Hyslop 
Adam Ingram Mr Kenneth Macintosh 
Dr Elaine Murray Iain Smith (Convener) 

Apologies: Mr Frank McAveety, Marilyn Livingstone 

The meeting opened at 1.36 pm. 

1. Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill (in private): The
Committee agreed its Stage 1 report subject to certain changes. 

The meeting closed at 3.33 pm. 
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WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED IN SUPPORT OF ORAL EVIDENCE1

15 November 2006 

Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland 
COSLA / Association of Directors of Education Scotland / Association of Directors 

of Social Work 
Educational Institute of Scotland 
General Medical Council 
General Teaching Council Scotland 
Nursing and Midwifery Council 
Scottish Social Services Council 
UNISON Scotland 

22 November 2006 

Children 1st 
Children In Scotland 
Dundee City Council 
NHS Ayrshire and Arran 
Prince’s Trust Scotland* 
Quarriers*
Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and Young People 
Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations* 
Scottish Council of the Scout Association* 
Scottish Parent Teacher Council* 
Scottish Women’s Aid 
South Lanarkshire Council 
West Dunbartonshire Council 
Youth Scotland* 

* Submissions from organisations represented in the roundtable discussion. 

29 November 2006 

Disclosure Scotland 
Scottish Child Law Centre 

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS FROM OTHER ORGANISATIONS 

Air Cadets – Aberdeen North East Scotland Wing 
Angus Council 
Barnado’s Scotland 
Bishops’ Conference of Scotland 
BMA Scotland 
Brook
Childline Scotland 

                                           
1
 All written evidence received is available at 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/committees/education/inquiries/pvg/ed06-pvg-evid.htm 
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Community Care Providers Scotland 
Faculty of Advocates 
Fairbridge in Scotland 
Free Church of Scotland 
General Dental Council 
General Register Office for Scotland 
Headteachers’ Association of Scotland 
Health Professions Council 
Human Rights Scotland 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Law Society of Scotland 
LGBT Youth Scotland 
National Autistic Society Scotland 
NCH Scotland 
NHS Dumfries and Galloway 
NHS Forth Valley 
NHS Grampian 
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde 
NHS Orkney 
Quakers in Scotland 
Renfrewshire Council 
Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health (Scotland) 
Scottish Association for Mental Health 
Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration
Scottish Churches Committee 
Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care 
Scottish Council of Jewish Communities 
Scottish Independent Advocacy Alliance 
Scottish Out of School Care Network 
Scottish Police Federation 
Scottish Society For The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
Scottish Youth Parliament 
Stirling Council 
Universities Scotland 
Voluntary sector coalition2

West Lothian Council 
Women’s Royal Voluntary Service 
YouthLink Scotland 

                                           
2
 Alzheimer Scotland, Barnardo's Scotland, Camphill Scotland, Children 1

st
, Community Care 

Providers Scotland, CrossReach, CVS Fife, CYP Scotland, Enable, Fairbridge Scotland,Girls 
Brigade Scotland, Lead Scotland, Leonard Cheshire, Play Scotland, Quarriers, Salvation Army, 
Scottish Association of Local Sports Clubs, Scottish Churches Committee, Scottish Council for 
Voluntary Organisations, Scottish Council of Jewish Communities, Scottish Disability Equality 
Forum, Scottish Pre-school Play Association, Scottish Society for Autism,Scottish Sports 
Association, Scottish Women's Aid, Scottish Youth Football Association, Sense Scotland, The 
Richmond Fellowship, Voluntary Health Scotland, Volunteer Arts Scotland, Volunteer Centre Argyll 
& Bute, Volunteer Centre East Ayrshire, Volunteer Centre Edinburgh, Volunteer Centre Midlothian, 
Volunteer Centre South Ayrshire, Woodcraft Folk Scotland, WRVS, Youth Scotland, YouthLink 
Scotland
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LETTER FROM THE CONVENER TO DEPUTY MINISTER FOR EDUCATION 
AND YOUNG PEOPLE 

Robert Brown MSP 
Deputy Minister for Education and Young 
People
Scottish Executive 
Victoria Quay 
Edinburgh
EH6 6QQ

Room T3.40
The Scottish Parliament

Holyrood
Edinburgh
EH99 1SP

iain.smith.msp@scottish.parliament.uk

PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS (SCOTLAND) BILL  

At the Education Committee’s meeting on 29 November 2006 when you gave 
evidence on the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, I undertook to 
write to you regarding any additional issues on which members would like 
clarification.

As I mentioned at the end of the meeting, it would be helpful if the Scottish 
Executive could respond to the issues raised by the reports of the Finance 
Committee and the Subordinate Legislation Committee. Members have suggested 
that it would also be helpful if you could respond to the following issues: 

1. The impact of the proposed legislation on support groups 

Fiona Hyslop MSP referred to this issue towards the end of last week’s meeting 
with reference to the Cyrenians. The experience of people who may have had past 
convictions in helping other children and young people and protected adults may 
be highly valuable. How will the new system ensure that this experience is not, at 
least discouraged, and at worst, lost? 

2. Malicious allegations 

What systems will be in place to guard against false and malicious allegations 
especially in the context of the use of ‘soft’ information? 

3. The definition of ‘protected adult’ 

The Bill defines ‘protected adults’ in terms of the services that they receive. How 
will an organisation dealing with an individual know if an adult is ‘protected’ by 
virtue of the services provided to him or her by another organisation? 
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4. Information contained within a scheme record 

Individual records could contain a large amount of non-relevant information (e.g 
speeding convictions and minor, ‘youthful indiscretions’. How will the new system 
ensure that such matters are not taken into consideration by over cautious 
organisations to protect themselves? 

At the meeting on 29 November, one of your officials explained how an individual 
could challenge the inclusion of non-conviction vetting information through an 
appeal to the Information Commissioner. It would also be helpful if you could 
explain this process would work and the rationale for not including an appeal 
process on the face of the Bill. 

5. Consultation on Part 3 of the Bill 

Given the concern that has been expressed over the scale of consultation on Part 
3 of the Bill, it would be helpful if you could set out what consultation activities did 
take place on it prior to the Bill’s introduction ? 

6. Points raised by the Faculty of Advocates written submission 

The Faculty of Advocates’ written submission (enclosed) made a number of points 
about the Bill. It would be helpful to the Committee if you could respond to the 
issues raised in the following paragraphs of their submission (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.8, 
2.1, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 6.1 and 14.1). 

7. European Convention on Human Rights compliance 

A number of witnesses raised concerns regarding European Convention on 
Human Rights. It would be valuable for the Committee if you could explain how the 
Bill was audited for its compliance with the European Convention on Human 
Rights.

8. Short Scheme Records 

A number of organisations said that information contained in Short Scheme 
Records would be useless unless they indicated whether the initial full record had 
any vetting information. 

9. Vetting information 

Could you confirm whether inclusion on one of the barred lists would automatically 
be provided as vetting information ? 

I have also asked members about your offer from the Lord Advocate to give 
members a briefing on some of the "soft" vetting information. Rather than a verbal 
briefing, would it be possible to provide some form of written briefing for members 
on this subject? 
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I note that you also gave a commitment to share the draft code of practice with the 
Committee prior to Stage 2 and draft secondary legislation following the 
completion of the Bill. 

It would be helpful to the Committee in considering its report on the general 
principles of the Bill if you were able to respond to this letter by the close of 
Monday 11 December 2006. 

Iain Smith 
Education Committee 
Convener

Enc.
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LETTER AND ACCOMPANYING ANNEXES FROM DEPUTY MINISTER FOR 
EDUCATION AND YOUNG PEOPLE TO THE CONVENER 

 Deputy Minister for Education & Young People 
Robert Brown MSP 

              Iain Smith 
              Convener, Education Committee 
              Room T3.40, Committee Office 
              Scottish Parliament 

Victoria Quay 
Edinburgh EH6 6QQ 

Telephone: 0845 774 1741 
scottish.ministers@scotland.gsi.g
ov.uk
http://www.scotland.gov.uk

Our ref:  

12 December 2006 

Dear Iain

PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS (SCOTLAND) BILL: FOLLOW-UP 
TO ORAL EVIDENCE SESSION 

Thank you very much for your letter of 6 December 2006 requesting further 
information in respect of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill.

I am grateful to the Education Committee for their scrutiny of the Bill and for taking 
evidence from a wide range of organisations and representative bodies affected by 
the contents.  The written and oral evidence has been insightful and identified a 
number of aspects of the Bill which could be improved at stage 2 of the 
Parliamentary process.  The scrutiny process has also revealed some concern 
about the proportionality of having a system of disclosure for a large workforce to 
identify a small harmful minority and why we should proceed with these measures 
at the current juncture.

On proportionality,  we know that almost everybody working with the vulnerable 
do so with the welfare and best interests of children and protected adults at heart.
But we need to take all reasonable steps to ensure that the small number who 
would harm them can’t gain access to them through the workplace or that, worse 
still,  our processes are not robust and that we make vulnerable people in Scotland 
a target.  At its simplest,  this policy is about ensuring that when we drop our 
children off at school in the mornings or when members of our family go into 
hospital or receive care services at home, we can have confidence that the people 
that they come into contact with do not have a history of behaviour (for example,  
sexual or violent) which indicates that they are not suitable to enjoy the trust we 
place in them.

Contrary to media coverage this policy is not about Stranger Danger.  This is 
about people who have legitimate and regular contact with children and protected 
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adults through paid or voluntary work.  The Bill is not a substitute or alternative to 
tackling risks of harm found in the home or posed by strangers.  This is not an 
either/or situation and the Bill is an integral and important part of the package of 
protection offered to Scotland’s most vulnerable people.    

It is also worth noting that the Bill does not significantly alter the scope of 
those falling within existing vetting regime (i.e. eligible for enhanced disclosure 
checks.)  It is not the case that swathes of new people will be caught within the 
provisions.  Most of the people and the organisations which the Bill affects are 
already familiar with disclosure processes and we are remedying the concerns 
which they have about existing operations.  

The PVG Bill does not invent vetting and barring.  Lord Cullen’s report into the 
Dunblane tragedy exposed critical deficiencies in employers knowledge about their 
workers.  In the past decade, we have used Part 5 of the Police Act 1997 to 
establish a system of vetting the workforce (delivered through Disclosure Scotland 
since 2002) and the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 to establish a 
disqualified from working with children’s list which went live in January 2005 and 
now includes 115 names.  Sir Michael Bichard’s Inquiry Report into the murder of 
Holly Wells and Jessica Chapman, and the consequent reform of vetting and 
barring throughout the rest of the UK, indicates scope for even more robust 
procedures in Scotland.   

We are not starting with a blank sheet of paper and the Bill is not radical.  It builds 
sensibly and proportionately on the strong foundations of our existing vetting 
and barring processes.  But by strengthening these and minimising bureaucracy it 
provides more robust and more efficient safeguards and protections.   We want 
parents and carers, as well as children and protected adults, to be confident that 
the individuals who work with them are safe.  This Bill should make it easier for 
everyone (employers, employees, voluntary organisations, volunteers, parents and 
children) to ensure this is the case.

There has been comment that there must be an easier way of finding a few 
needles in a haystack other than subjecting every piece of hay to microscopic 
analysis.  A magnet would do the trick if all that was required was to identify the 
needles.  However,  there are three key dimensions to robust protection: 

 identifying the information, conviction and non-conviction, which is 
indicative of unsuitability and/or which may be relevant to a particular post 
working with vulnerable groups; 

 linking individual members of the workforce to specific organisations and 
recognising that people may have more than one role (teacher and 
volunteer netball coach) and move around the sector over time; and 

 continuous updating to remove the bureaucracy of multiple disclosures and 
ensure new information is reviewed. 

Although one can identify some conviction information (e.g. schedule 1 offences) 
which would signal unsuitability this is not sufficient and it would be difficult to 
capture non-conviction information such as the police intelligence that existed on 
Ian Huntley but wasn’t taken into account in his appointment as a school janitor.  
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Organisations would still have to check all their employees against a list so there is 
no reduction in bureaucracy and the information couldn’t be continuously updated.  
The PVG vetting and barring scheme has been designed to offer the most 
streamlined and efficient way of delivering on all of these dimensions.

On legislative timing,  the gaps with the existing system are well known and 
understood and the Bill implements the key recommendation of the Bichard Report 
which is underpinned by a solid and comprehensive analysis of the contributory 
factors which led to that tragic event.  There seems little advantage in postponing 
action to address these factors when the safety of Scotland’s children and 
protected adults is at stake and when we have an opportunity to drive forward with 
improvements in protection and cutting bureaucracy. 

We also need to make sure that Scotland does not fall behind.  Just recently, 
Westminster passed the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 which makes 
similar provision for England and Wales and, eventually, Northern Ireland.  We 

cannot allow cross-border loopholes to develop, making Scotland a safe 
haven to those who would abuse vulnerable people.  The Bill will ensure cross 
border integration, whilst ensuring Scottish Ministers are accountable for the new 
system.  We need to progress the Bill now to ensure that Scottish stakeholders 
can help shape cross-border elements of the new systems to meet our specific 
needs.

The Bill will make a real difference.  It will create, for the first time in Scotland, a 
list of individuals unsuitable to do care work with adults.  It is hard to dispute the 
need for protection for our vulnerable individuals in Scotland whether children or 
adult.  Once implemented, the Bill will bring an end to the excessive bureaucracy 
of multiple disclosure checks which have been the subject of so much criticism in 
the existing disclosure regime.  Employees and volunteers will be able to move 
around the workforce and the voluntary sector with much greater ease and without 
the need for form filling at every turn.  Employers and volunteering organisations 
will know that, once someone is a scheme member, the Central Barring Unit has 
reviewed any relevant information and considered that the person is not 
unsuitable.  They will also have the reassurance that, if new information comes to 
light suggesting that there is cause for concern about one of their workers, they 
will be notified and issued with guidance about what steps to take.  The public, and 
parents in particular, will know that more robust procedures are in place for 
ensuring that everyone who comes into contact with vulnerable friends and family 
through work does not have a history of behaviour which suggests they are 
unsuitable and that this information is kept continually updated.  Overall, this is 
an advanced, flexible and streamlined vetting and barring system which 
offers advantages to everybody that comes into contact with the existing systems.  
The reduction in bureaucracy means that this can be achieved at no additional 
cost to the existing vetting and barring systems. 

I know that there has also been concern about Part 3 of the Bill.  The provisions to 
share child protection information reflect the fact that poor information sharing 
has been a contributory factor in a number of tragic child deaths.  This is 
absolutely unacceptable.  Anyone who disagrees with the need for this measure 
should read the enquiry reports into some of these tragic cases.  The provisions 
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make explicit what is currently implicit good practice by most professionals.  It 
puts beyond doubt that,  when a child in Scotland is at risk of harm,  professionals 
must respond to that risk and share the information to ensure that the necessary 
action is taken to protect the child.  The permissive powers of existing legislation 
have not been enough to overcome concerns about data protection and 
professional codes and professionals being uncertain about how and when to 
share child protection information.  Part 3 should help to bring that to an end and 
will be underpinned by a generic code of practice on sharing child protection 
information which will help generate consistency of understanding and practice for 
professionals dealing with children.  I reiterate my undertaking that the Code of 
Practice will be available in draft before Stage 2 and will be widely consulted on 
with all the relevant stakeholders, as well as with the Committee. 

You sought responses on a number of specific points and my response is set out 
in the attached annexes.  I, and my officials, would be more than happy to provide 
any additional information or clarification of points which would be helpful to the 
Committee in compiling its Stage 1 report. 

ROBERT E BROWN
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Annexes

Issues relating to the Bill as a whole

Annex A Response to the Finance Committee report 
Annex B Response to the Subordinate Legislation Committee report 
Annex C Points raised by the Faculty of Advocates' written submission (issue 

6 in your letter) 
Annex D European Convention on Human Rights compliance (issue 7 in your 
letter)

Parts 1 and 2: vetting and barring scheme

Annex E Impact on support groups (issue 1 in your letter) 
Annex F Further information on appeals against vetting information (issues 2 

and 4 in your letter) 
Annex G The definition of "protected adult" (issue 3 in your letter) 
Annex H Short scheme records (issue 8 in your letter) 
Annex I Vetting information (issue 9 in your letter) 
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ANNEX A 
RESPONSE TO THE FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT 

The Financial Memorandum sets out the anticipated costs of the Bill.  This is a 
separate and distinct issue from how the costs are to be met.  The fees associated 
with the vetting and barring scheme will be subject to consultation next year.  Of 
particular note,  the costs associated with introducing the vetting and barring 
scheme set out in the PVG Bill are expected to be neutral as compared with the 
costs of the existing multiple disclosure scheme.  This is possible because of the 
streamlining of processes.  The scheme therefore provides enhanced protection at 
no additional cost. 

Detailed points:

Paragraph 23.  Number of individuals affected by the Bill 

Paid workers

1. Approximately 580,000 individuals will be scheme members through their 
paid employment.  This figure is based on the following breakdown by 
sector.  It is difficult to be precise about every sector because it is difficult to 
access sufficiently detailed information on specific job titles and 
responsibilities to gauge what proportion of work is regulated work. 

Sector Scheme members 

Further education 20,000

Healthcare 150,000

Paid voluntary sector workers 120,000

School teachers and support staff 70,000

Social work and social care 100,000

Miscellaneous (self-employed, 
emergency services, faith groups, 
transport etc) 

120,000

Total 580,000

Volunteers

2. The financial memorandum estimates that 800,000 volunteers undertake 
some form of voluntary work in the child care / adult care sector.  Of these, 
around 350,000 individuals are estimated to undertake regulated work 
through paid employment, leaving 450,000 volunteers not members of the 
scheme through paid employment.  As outlined in paragraph 201(i) of the 
financial memorandum, approximately half of these individuals (225,000) 
are estimated to undertake voluntary work that is considered regulated work 
for the purposes of the Bill, with remainder undertaking activities such as 
fundraising.  These 225,000, together with the 580,000 paid employees, 
comprise the 805,000 total number of scheme members on which the 
financial memorandum is based.  The derivation of these figures is 
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explained in more detail in supplementary evidence to the Finance 
Committee provided by the Executive. 

3. The financial memorandum stated that up to one million individuals could 
be affected by the new scheme.  This figure would only be attained if 100% 
of volunteers in this sector required to be checked (580,000 + 450,000). 

Numbers of scheme members and numbers of disclosure checks

4. At the Finance Committee on 8 November, there was some confusion 
between number of scheme members and number of checks.  Officials 
apologise for any confusion in their evidence.  In paragraph 22 of the report, 
the figure of 805,000 refers to the total number of individuals within the 
scope of the scheme at any one time whereas 450,000 is a reference to the 
total number of disclosure applications per annum. 

5. In 2005, Disclosure Scotland received 490,000 applications for disclosure of 
which around half (i.e. 240,000) were estimated to be standard and 
enhanced disclosure for the purpose of working with children or vulnerable 
adults.  By 19 November this year, Disclosure Scotland had carried out a 
total of 1.9 million checks, of which 1.17 million were enhanced or standard 
disclosures, since it began operating in 2002.   

1. The Executive estimates that around 850,000 standard or enhanced 
disclosure checks have been carried out for posts involving work with adults 
at risk1 or children since Disclosure Scotland began operating in 2002.  
With around 30% applications being duplicates, this means that around 
600,000 individuals have now been checked for posts that are likely to fall 
within the scope of the scheme since 2002.  Therefore, almost 600,000 
individuals have already been through the disclosure process in four years 
compared to the 805,000 individuals who we estimate will become scheme 
members.  It follows that there are around 200,000 individuals in both the 
child care and adult care workforces who have not been disclosure checked 
to date.  Some of these, especially those in the public sector, may have 
been checked by the non-statutory arrangements which were in place prior 
to the establishment of Disclosure Scotland. 

6. The Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (POCSA) effectively made 
enhanced disclosure checks for new posts working with children a 
requirement from 10 Jan 2005 (because of the offence of employing a listed 
individual in a child care position).  However, many organisations would 
have been undertaking checks before then and, similarly, many 
organisations are already checking posts for working with adults at risk now 
even though there is currently no qualified from working with protected 
adults list in Scotland.  POCSA also envisaged retrospective disclosure 
checks of existing staff, although implementation of this was deferred and 
has not been brought into effect to date. 

                                           
1
 "Adults at risk" is the term used in the Police Act 1997 (Criminal Records) (Scotland) Regulations 

2006 for the category of adult contact with whom through work entitles an individual to an 
enhanced disclosure check. 
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7. The Executive's best estimate is around 330,000 applications for checks 
per annum by individuals joining or on the scheme once the whole 
workforce has been brought on stream.  But only 60,000 of these will be full 
checks like enhanced disclosure (paragraph 207 of the financial 
memorandum) mainly for people beginning regulated work for the first time.  
This means the number of full checks required per year will fall to 25% of 
the 2005 value.  The remainder of the 330,000 checks will be simpler "short 
scheme record" checks or "disclosure of barred status".  The total number 
of checks will ultimately be higher (330,000 compared with 240,000 in 
2005) because the whole workforce will be "on stream" but the work 
involved for the Agency should be less. 

Paragraph 27.  Value for money 

8. An assessment of “value for money” looks at benefits as well as costs.  The 
scheme offers the following benefits.  The scheme will: 

 Assist employers in recruiting and managing the vulnerable groups 
workforce and reduce the likelihood of unsuitable people working 
with them, thus increasing protection for vulnerable groups. 

 Offer increased protection to protected adults by introducing a list of 
people unsuitable to work with them. 

 Provide for consistent decision-making about unsuitability to work in 
the vulnerable groups workforce. 

 Create mechanisms to prevent unsuitable individuals entering the 
workforce with strong deterrents for trying to circumvent the system 
(criminal offences).

 Establish arrangements for "continuous vetting" which removes 
much of the difficulty with enhanced disclosure only being valid on 
the day of issue and enables subsequent disclosures to be issued 
more quickly (because the vetting information has already been 
gathered).

 Allow individuals to become scheme members in anticipation of 
employment making it easier to start work quickly. 

 Inform all those employing an individual to do regulated work of any 
decisions concerning consideration for listing and listing itself. 

 Give personal employers the ability to check that an individual is not 
barred from regulated work before employing them. 

9. Costs were estimated in the financial memorandum and these have been 
the subject of debate by stakeholders and the Finance Committee.  Costs 
divide into three categories:

 start-up costs for the Scottish administration;  

 transitional costs for other organisations; and  
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 ongoing costs (incurred by the agency and passed on to individuals 
and organisations through fees).

10. The start-up costs for the Scottish administration were estimated at around 
£5 million.  The ongoing costs were estimated to be marginally less than the 
cost of running Disclosure Scotland now (£10 million per annum).  The 
Executive still contends that these two estimates are broadly correct, even 
taking account of evidence given to the Scottish Parliament by 
stakeholders.  The transitional costs for other organisations are discussed 
under "additional administrative costs" in paragraphs 26 to 32 below. 

11. There has been some suggestion that the scheme is a very cumbersome 
way of identifying a relatively small proportion of individuals who are 
unsuitable to work with vulnerable groups.  But the current vetting system 
and future scheme do more than retrieve child/adult protection information.   

12. The current vetting system discloses criminal conviction information, any 
police information that the chief constable considers might be relevant to 
the activity covered by the application and, for child care posts, whether or 
not the applicant is disqualified from working with children.  In future, the 
scheme is expected to include additional information from regulatory bodies 
and local authorities; this information will be prescribed in regulations made 
under section 46(1)(d).

13. Under the current system, vetting information is provided to employers to 
assist them to determine suitability.  The new scheme, by bringing together 
vetting and barring functions, will also filter out those individuals who are 
unsuitable, thereby providing some reassurance to employers.  . 

14. For example, an individual with a series of dangerous driving convictions is 
not unsuitable to work with children on the basis of those convictions alone.  
But that individual would not be suitable to drive the school bus, although 
they may be suitable to assist at a nursery (where no driving is required as 
part of their work).

15. The financial memorandum suggests that for a relatively modest upfront 
investment of around half the annual turnover of Disclosure Scotland, a 
much better vetting service can be provided as well as providing the filter to 
prevent unsuitable individuals joining the workforce.  This is achieved by 
improving the internal efficiency of Disclosure Scotland, in essence by 
giving the system "memory", cutting down on the effort required to produce 
vetting information.  This also benefits external organisations and 
individuals by eliminating repeat requests for the same information (on 
repeat enhanced disclosure applications). 

Paragraph 28.  Effect on volunteering numbers 

16. It is difficult to determine volunteering numbers, especially since there is 
confusion between the number of individuals and the number of 
volunteering opportunities: one individual may volunteer in more than one 
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context.  The financial memorandum uses the best evidence available to 
make a reasonable estimate of numbers of volunteers in the child care / 
adult care sector and numbers of those within the scope of the scheme. 

17. Any recent decline in volunteering, if indeed one has taken place, may not 
be linked to the disclosure system.  (Volunteer Development Scotland in 
their evidence to the Education Committee suggested that they had no 
evidence of a decline.)  For example, any decline may be due to an 
increased fear of litigation if anything goes wrong rather than the disclosure 
process.

18. Even if there is a decline in volunteering and the disclosure system is 
identified as a cause, it may be that this is based on a misrepresentation of 
the system or a misapplication of it;  for example, requests for an enhanced 
disclosure certificate where this is not appropriate or, indeed, lawful.  As 
part of the introduction of the new scheme, there will certainly be a need for 
guidance on when someone should/should not be a scheme member and 
monitoring to ensure disclosures are not being requested erroneously. 

19. Finally, if there is a decline and it is due to the disclosure system, it may be 
due to the bureaucracy of the current system which the scheme will greatly 
reduce.  For example, the Prince’s Trust suggested in their evidence that 
any decline may be due to the effort involved with repeat disclosure checks, 
which the new scheme dramatically reduces. 

Paragraph 31.  Funding concerns of SCVO and timescale for implementation 

20. The Executive will work with the voluntary sector to ensure that the scheme 
is rolled out in such a way that it does not adversely affect voluntary 
organisations and the level of participation.  The most important factor in 
costs for the voluntary sector (for whom there are no fees for volunteers) is 
the timescale for implementation.  At one extreme, no requirement for 
retrospective checks would result in very little additional cost (but would 
lessen the protection for vulnerable groups until there was no one in the 
workforce whose appointment predated the commencement of the 
scheme).

21. The Executive will consult extensively on a timetable for implementation, 
see Annex K. 

Paragraph 41.  Significant financial information coming to light in 
subordinate legislation 

22. It is entirely appropriate that fees are set in secondary legislation since it 
can be anticipated that they will need to be adjusted to take account of 
inflation and changes to the workforce.  Although not part of the formal 
procedure at present, the Executive would be happy to involve the Finance 
Committee in the consideration of the regulations setting out fees made 
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under section 67(1).  Again, the Executive will consult extensively on fees, 
see Annex K. 

23. Fees relate to how the costs of the process are covered (i.e. how revenue is 
raised).  The fee structure has little effect on the overall cost of the system, 
assuming that there is not a strong coupling between level of fee and 
demand for checks.  A clear policy aim in setting fees will be to ensure that 
they are not so high as to suppress legitimate demand nor so low as to 
encourage an excessive frequency of checks.  The fee structure does have 
some effect on the costs on each sector, for example a zero charge for 
nominal checks benefits high frequency users.   

24. Whereas it is legitimate to question the assumptions in the financial 
memorandum, the Executive considers that, given those assumptions, as 
much information on the level of fees as is possible at this time has been 
provided.

Paragraph 43.  Additional administrative costs 

25. At issue here is the one-off additional administration cost of retrospection.  

However, once the transition has been made to the new scheme, 
administration costs should reduce from present levels because of the 
streamlined checking procedure for scheme members.

26. SCVO have suggested an administrative cost of £20 million to get the entire 
voluntary sector onto the scheme on the basis of a unit administration cost 
of £21.50 for 956,000 volunteers and paid staff in the voluntary sector.  
SCVO's supplementary evidence to the Finance Committee suggested that 
this administrative cost derived from: time spent by the employee, 
administrative staff and management staff in completing and countersigning 
the application; ID checking; and postage, stationery, telephone and office 
overheads.  For the purpose of the calculation following, this unit cost is 
used but the Executive will be seeking to explore this further with voluntary 
organisations as part of preparation for implementation. 

27. The financial memorandum is based on 400,000 volunteers and 120,000 
paid voluntary sector employees falling within the scope of the scheme.  
Although this will be the subject of consultation, it is likely that the statutory 
workforce will be brought onto the scheme before the voluntary sector.  In 
which case, volunteers who also do paid regulated work will become 
scheme members through their paid work.  The administrative cost to the 
voluntary organisation in respect of an individual who is already a scheme 
member should be very low: the short scheme record check should be 
much easier than an enhanced disclosure check (including being available 
on-line).  Even a scheme record check will not require much more effort for 
someone who is already a scheme member (although the results will not be 
available on-line). 

28. So, out of the 400,000 volunteers identified above, some 175,000 will be 
scheme members through their paid work.  For them, the administrative 
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cost should be much less than at present.  Therefore, the true number of 
individuals incurring administrative costs is therefore estimated to be 
225,000 volunteers and 120,000 paid voluntary sector employees totalling 
345,000.  Using SCVO’s estimate for unit administration cost, this brings 
the administrative cost to the voluntary sector down from £20 million to £7.4 
million.  But how much of this cost is additional expenditure depends on 
how quickly these posts are phased into the scheme, the subject of further 
consultation.

29. Currently, the voluntary sector are making 50,000 applications for free 
disclosure checks per year and a further 7,500 paid disclosure checks per 
year.  Applying a unit administration cost of £21.50, means these checks 
cost £1.2 million per annum.  Assuming the statutory sector precedes the 
voluntary sector in moving to the new scheme, most of this current 
expenditure on administration will be diverted to bringing on the 345,000 
individuals identified above onto the scheme. 

30. Officials accept that, to be consistent with the assumption of a three year 
transition, the financial memorandum should have identified an 
administrative cost to the voluntary sector in making retrospective checks.  
Officials apologise for any confusion arising from the statement in 
paragraph 226 of the financial memorandum that "no additional cost will be 
incurred by employers" which neglects the costs of transition to the scheme.  
According to the above calculations, the cost would be around £7.4 million 
– (3x £1.2 million) = £3.8 million to the voluntary sector.  This figure reduces 
for a longer transitional period. 

31. In conclusion, SCVO have rightly raised the issue of transitional costs but, 
according to the Executive's estimates, have significantly overestimated 
these.  SCVO have also acknowledged that any additional administrative 
burden can be absorbed so long as the transitional period is sufficiently 
long.  Further discussions with the voluntary sector (and others) will inform 
what constitutes a reasonable transitional period as part of the consultation 
process for the secondary legislation and implementation.

Paragraph 46.  Difficulty of interpreting "protected adult" 

32. This issue is included in the discussion on the definition of "protected adult" 
at Annex G. 

Paragraph 54.  Clarity over how £1.1 million will be spent 

33. The financial memorandum allocates £1.1 million for training and guidance 
outside of the £320,000 allocated to the CRBS.  The financial memorandum 
breaks down to figures into three elements: £200,000 for the development 
of training materials; £600,000 for the delivery of training events; and 
£300,000 for a three-year telephone helpline service. 

34. The target audience for this training is primarily the bodies who are 
registered with Disclosure Scotland and therefore eligible to require scheme 
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membership of their employees.  These are the people who will be very 
involved in administering the scheme and who need to be confident about 
the process.  There are around 3,000 registered bodies/persons at present 
with a further 5,500 to 6,000 additional countersignatories.  The level of 
awareness that actual scheme members require is different and will be 
covered by providing suitable guidance at the time of application to the 
scheme.

35. Officials have already acknowledged the need to give further attention to 
wider awareness raising and the Executive will be doing further work to 
scope that out.

36. The scheme is not being introduced against a zero baseline.  It is estimated 
that 600,000 individuals of the 800,000 or so who will become scheme 
members have already been through the disclosure process, see paragraph 
6 above.  Furthermore, those in child care positions under POCSA are 
already familiar with the concept of a list and referrals etc.  On this basis, 
the Executive considers that £1.1 million for training and guidance is a 
reasonable estimate. 

Paragraph 56.  Underestimate of cost of IT systems 

37. The financial memorandum stated that it will cost £2 million to put in place 
the IT infrastructure for the vetting and barring scheme.

38. The Executive will be seeking to procure some of the necessary IT services 
from private-sector providers and it would not be appropriate to reveal very 
detailed costings too early in the procurement process in case this 
prejudiced the value for money from the contract.  In any event, the precise 
costs of the IT infrastructure will be difficult to determine until the Bill is 
passed and the scope of secondary legislation is confirmed.  The 
development of the fine detail of the scheme and the detail of the IT 
systems will need to inform each other.

39. The Executive considers that the cost estimates are reasonable and not an 
underestimate.  The systems are not being developed from scratch.  
Disclosure Scotland already has a highly-developed IT system which copes 
with a very high throughput of applications and the police already have the 
Criminal History System which is a very large database holding not just 
criminal convictions (other data include firearm licences).  Part of the 
development of the mechanics of the scheme can be built into the ongoing 
development of these systems.  The principal cost is in modifying existing 
systems to incorporate new functions and work in a more integrated way.  
The financial memorandum includes a contingency of £1 million in the 
aggregate start-up costs (£4.75 million) for the vetting and barring scheme.  
This largely derives from the uncertainty around the IT procurement costs. 

Paragraph 59.  Cost of an NDPB difficult to quantify 
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40. Paragraph 58 states that "any legislation proposing a new body should be 
accompanied by a policy options paper detailing alternative structures 
which were explored...".  It is important to emphasise that the agency is not
established by the Bill.  The legislation does not propose any new body.  
The Bill confers functions on the Scottish Ministers and it is for them to 
determine administratively how their functions are exercised.  The policy 
intention is that their functions will be exercised by staff in the new agency 
and section 87 makes provision for the transfer of Disclosure Scotland staff 
to the Scottish Administration; Ministers can then allocate these staff to the 
agency.

41. In response to paragraph 59, which quotes the Executive's supplementary 
evidence to the Finance Committee, the Executive maintains the position 
that the costs of an NDPB would have been very difficult to quantify at the 
start of the consultation in February 2006.  The detail present in the 
financial memorandum could only be developed in summer 2006 as the 
policy was developed and the Bill instructed following the consultation in 
spring 2006. 

42. Whatever the costs of an NDPB, it would have been more expensive than 
an agency because of the need for separate support structures (HR, IT etc).  
Since Ministers' preference was for an agency, there was no need to cost a 
less attractive, more expensive option.  In the reverse circumstance, where 
Ministers had preferred an NDPB it would have been necessary to make 
provision for it in the Bill and it would have been costed in the financial 
memorandum.  In that case, it would have been reasonable to compare the 
cost of the NDPB with the lesser cost of the agency to see whether the 
additional cost was merited. 

Paragraph 61.  Cost implications of transferring staff to civil service terms 
and conditions

43. The cost of staff transfer can be divided into two categories: start-up costs 
and ongoing costs.

Start-up costs

44. One off costs will be associated with pension transfers.  This includes 
Government Actuary costs to effect the transfer: this can be reliably 
estimated and is likely to be in the region of £50-100,000.

45. There will also be the cost of making up any pension shortfall at the point of 
transfer.  This is harder to estimate as it depends on the financial health of 
the Strathclyde Pension Scheme on the day of transfer.  The Executive will 
be required to make good any shortfall.  Preliminary estimates suggest that 
this will be a small sum, as the Strathclyde scheme is buoyant and 
Disclosure Scotland staff have relatively few years of contributions to the 
scheme.

Ongoing costs
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46. Two factors affect ongoing costs.  The first is the difference in contributions 
to the pension scheme.  This is predictable and will have the effect of 
adding 2.5% to the wage bill.  The second is where on the salary scale staff 
will sit.  This is dependent on formal job evaluation and the financial effects 
can not be predicted reliably. 

47. In considering whether this represents good value for money, it is important 
to remember that some change would have happened regardless of the 
advent of the Bill.  Disclosure Scotland staff are part of the Scottish Criminal 
Record Office and as such would have been due to transfer to the Scottish 
Police Services Authority (SPSA) in April 2007.  The Central Barring Unit 
should not become part of SPSA as it would have been inappropriate for a 
police body to be making decisions about the unsuitability of individuals for 
employment.  Ministers have concluded that any additional costs deriving 
from removing Disclosure Scotland from SPSA will be more than offset by 
the improved efficiency afforded by a single agency taking responsibility for 
both vetting and barring. 

Scottish Executive Education Department 
11 Dec 2006 
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ANNEX B 
RESPONSE TO THE SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION COMMITTEE REPORT 

Paragraph 44: section 46

1. The words in brackets at the end of section 46(1)(a) do not modify either of 
the terms “prescribed details” or “central records”.  The words in brackets 
ensure that the meaning of these terms is the same as their usage in 
sections 113A(3)(a) and 113A(6), respectively, of the Police Act 1997.  The 
Executive is of the view that no amendment is required to section 46 at 
stage 2. 

Paragraph 53: section 76

2. The Executive is preparing stage 2 amendments to provide that the code of 
practice must be laid before the Scottish Parliament. 

Paragraph 56: section 81 

3. The Executive confirms that it will bring forward amendments at stage 2 to 
remove the duplication of supplemental etc. order-making powers as 
between section 81(1)(b) and section 97(1)(a). 

Paragraph 66: section 87

4. The Executive notes the Committee’s concerns regarding the specification 
of individuals by name.  Section 87(2) provides that the staff transfer order 
may specify particular persons or types of person.  The Executive will seek 
to provide the necessary specification by using the latter option and will only 
specify particular individuals by name if it is absolutely necessary in order to 
ensure full legal effect for the staff transfer order.  However, this option 
cannot be ruled out and the Executive does not propose to amend section 
87(2).

Paragraph 70: section 94 

5. In light of the Committee's continued concern, the Executive will consider 
again whether any amendment should be made to clarify the scope of the 
power at section 94(2). 

Paragraph 81: schedule 2, part 3 (paragraph 14)

6. The Executive is preparing stage 2 amendments to this effect. 

Paragraphs 84, 87: schedule 2, part 5 (paragraph 26) and schedule 3, part 5 
(paragraph 15) 

7. The Executive notes the Committee’s continuing concern about these 
powers to amend schedules 2 and 3.  The Executive does not agree that 
the extent of these powers is unclear. 
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8. The powers relate to the scope of regulated work with children and adults 
as provided for in section 91 and any such orders will modify the scope of 
such regulated work.  These powers are wide, but clear. The Executive fully 
accepts the potential breadth of these powers but would reiterate that they 
are essential in order to ensure that future developments in the way in 
which services are provided to children and protected adults can be brought 
within the remit of the scheme, if necessary.   

9. The Executive has already given the example of keeping pace with 
technological developments in paragraph 34 of the letter of 1 November to 
the Committee.  Another example is as follows.

10. Before the Scottish Parliament at present there is a Members’ Bill to 
establish a Commissioner for Older People.  If that Bill passed into law, it 
might be thought appropriate to include such a Commissioner in schedule 3 
regulated work with adults (as the Children’s Commissioner and her staff 
are included in paragraphs 22 and 23 of schedule 2).  In the absence of the 
order making power in paragraph 15 of schedule 3, it would be impossible 
to do this without primary legislation.  This would result in the situation that 
the post of Older People’s Commissioner could be held by an individual 
who was actually barred from working with protected adults, all for the lack 
of the ability to amend schedule 3 by order.   

11. The breadth of the order powers to modify schedules 2 and 3 is fully 
acknowledged and the Executive has given this matter lengthy and detailed 
consideration. Following this consideration the Executive remains of the 
view that these powers must be available so that the scope of regulated 
work with children and adults can be modified without resorting to fresh 
primary legislation.

Scottish Executive Education Department 
11 Dec 2006 
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ANNEX C 
POINTS RAISED BY THE FACULTY OF ADVOCATES' WRITTEN SUBMISSION  

1. The Committee has asked for responses to several matters raised in the 
Faculty of Advocates’ written submission (paragraphs 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.8, 2.1, 
3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 6.1 and 14.1 thereof). 

1. The Faculty raises “the issue of whether to have two lists, one for working 
with vulnerable adults and one for working with children” and they contend 
that “a single list might also be more efficient.”2  This is on the basis it is 
“hard to envisage a situation in which an individual would be deemed to 
pose a danger such as to merit inclusion on one list, without meriting 
inclusion on the other list.”3  The issue of a single list or two lists is 
discussed at paragraphs 118-122 of the Policy Memorandum. Paragraph 
121 argues that two lists “provide greater flexibility because it would be 
possible to place someone on one or both lists whereas, with only one list, 
the CBU might not be able to respond proportionately to the less extreme 
cases”.  In addition, “there will be cases where individuals’ propensity to 
harm is focussed on one group only” and a specific example – which the 
Faculty find “hard to envisage” - is given – that of “the abuse of trust in 
persuading elderly people into rewriting their will”, which is clearly unlikely 
to apply to children.

Para 1.1 The definition of “harm” for the purposes of the Act (section 2, section 93)

3. The Faculty suggests that the definition of “harm” in the Protection of 
Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (POCSA) should be inserted here instead of 
section 93.  In that Act, “harm” is briefly defined, in section 18(1) as: “ 
“harm” includes harm which is not physical harm”. The definition of “harm” 
in section 93 of the Bill is significantly more substantial than that in POCSA.  
The Executive does not consider that adopting the much briefer POCSA 
definition would assist in providing greater clarification to the meaning of 
“harm”.

4. The Executive considers that reading section 93 to include within “harm”, 
for the purposes of this Bill, the situation of an individual smoking near a 
child, would not be a reasonable interpretation of that section.  In addition, 
any such interpretation would be likely to be disproportionate and possibly 
incompatible with ECHR and consequently the section would be unable to 
bear such a meaning.  

5. It is also considered that the combination of the referral ground in section 2 
and the definition of “harm” in section 93 provides a clear indication of the 
types of behaviour which merit referral.  In particular, organisations under a 
duty to refer in sections 3 to 5 must have taken action themselves (or would 
have done so) to remove the individual from regulated work on the referral 
ground before the test for making a referral is met.  The citation of 

                                           
2
 Faculty’s submission, Introduction. 

3
 Submission, Introduction. 
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examples of “psychological harm” in subsection 93(1)(b) are just that – 
examples and are not exhaustive of the scope of “psychological harm”. 

Para 1.2 The definition of inappropriate conduct involving pornography (section 
2(a)(iii) and 2(b)(iii))

2. The Faculty questions the link between “inappropriate conduct involving 
pornography” and risk to children and protected adults in relation to section 
2(a)(iii) and (b)(iii).  There is a need to cover conduct involving pornography 
which extends beyond child pornography.  There is conduct involving non-
child pornography which might suggest that a person should be referred to 
the CBU and “inappropriate conduct” will catch this.  It is considered that 
the restriction suggested by the Faculty "to ensure that the specific 
concerns with which the Bill is concerned" is provided by the second 
element of the test for an organisational referral: the organisation must have 
taken action themselves (or would have done so) to remove the individual 
from regulated work on the referral ground; i.e. the employer will consider 
that the “inappropriate conduct involving pornography” is sufficiently serious 
to merit removing the individual from regulated work. 

3. The Faculty also contends that: “In the event that these subsections are 
designed to make it a referral ground where an individual has been involved 
in pornography involving either children or protected adults, then we 
consider that these matters are already covered by the wide definition of 
“inappropriate conduct of a sexual nature involving a child/protected adult” 
in subsections 2(a)(iv) and 2(b)(iv).”

4. The Executive considers that pornography must be given a wider meaning 
than child / protected adult pornography. A person could engage in conduct 
involving non-child / protected adult related pornography that would still be 
inappropriate in a given context.  Also, not all “inappropriate conduct 
involving pornography” would come within the remit of “inappropriate 
conduct of a sexual nature involving a child / protected adult” because the 
use of pornography might not involve any other person. There may be 
some overlap between the pornography and sexual conduct grounds but, in 
many respects, they will cover quite different conduct and both are 
necessary.

1.3 Definition of “child” and definition of “protected adult” (sections 2, 94 and 96)

5. The Faculty questions the definitions of child and protected adult 
particularly in relation to the age overlap.  This issue is addressed in Annex 
J and only some particular issues raised by the Faculty will be considered 
here.  It is not considered that difficulties will arise in relation to the 
interpretation of the list of relevant offences in schedule 1.  Many of these 
relevant offences do specify the age of the child as being under 16 
(although paragraph 1(d) refers to children under 17 and paragraph 1(j) 
refers to girls between 12 and 16).  Relevant offences are listed in schedule 
1 in a specific context, under sections 31 and 14 – that is, conviction of 
such an offence results in automatic listing.  The fact that most of these 
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offences do not apply to conduct towards children over 16 does not impact 
on the definition of child in section 96(1).

6. The Faculty asks whether the issue of inappropriate medical treatment 
administered to a child in section 2(a)(v) applies in the case of a patient 
aged 16.  The answer is yes it does – it will apply potentially to all 
individuals under the age of 18.  The Faculty mentions that the law permits 
marriage at the age of 16 yet a married person would be deemed to be a 
child for the purposes of interpretation of this legislation.  This is a policy 
question and any such perceived anomaly is hardly novel.  A married 16 
year old cannot drive a car, vote in elections or be served alcohol in a pub.  
It is considered, on a basic policy level, that individuals aged 16 and 17 
should have the protection that the Bill provides for.  This was under the 
situation under POCSA, section 18(1). 

7. The Faculty also suggests that employers may have some difficulty 
addressing the question of whether or not a “child” had been harmed or is 
at risk of being harmed where the victim is between the ages of 16 and 18.  
The Executive does not agree that identifying harm, as defined in sections 2 
and 93, to a 16-year-old will be significantly different from identifying harm 
to a 15-year-old, or indeed to a protected adult of 30 or 85.

1.8 Failure to refer: offence (section 9)

8. The Faculty notes that there is no provision clarifying when the offence of 
failing to refer is committed under section 9.  The Executive is grateful to 
the Faculty for identifying this potential lacuna and will give careful 
consideration to whether a stage 2 amendment is necessary.

2.1 Organisational referrals, court referrals and vetting information (sections 10-
13)

9. The Faculty notes that, in sections 10-13, Ministers must consider listing 
where they are satisfied that the information indicates that “it may be 
appropriate” for the individual to be included in the relevant list.  The Faculty 
suggests that there should be a definition of “appropriate”.  The Executive 
does not agree with this view.  In our view the meaning of “it may be 
appropriate” is clear in this context.  These words require only that it must 
appear to Ministers that there is a real and genuine prospect that after the 
full consideration has been conducted, they will confirm the inclusion of the 
individual in the list under sections 15 and 16.  There is recent English case 
law confirming this interpretation of “it may be appropriate” and no definition 
is required in the Bill.

3.1 Automatic listing (section 14)

10. The Faculty questions the power of Ministers to define the criteria for 
automatic listing by order under section 14(3).  Some of the issues raised 
by the Faculty were addressed in the Delegated Powers Memorandum and 
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subsequent correspondence with the Subordinate Legislation Committee 
(annexed to their report).

11. The Executive would not agree with the Faculty’s characterisation of this 
power as giving “Ministers the power to determine the entire scope and 
purpose of the listing system”.  The Executive has previously acknowledged 
that this power gives significant discretion and that is why the power is 
subject to affirmative procedure, ensuring maximum parliamentary 
involvement.  The Executive agrees with the Faculty’s comment that the 
listing system must achieve the legislation’s aims and, in our view, section 
14 does that.  Section 14(1)(a) provides that individuals convicted of a 
relevant offence, specified in schedule 1, are automatically listed.  Section 
14(1)(b) then provides that Ministers can specify criteria that also results in 
automatic listing.

12. The Faculty asserts that “There appears to be no point in section 14(4), 
which merely suggests listing criteria.”  The Executive has previously noted 
that 14(4) gives useful examples of some types of criteria which may be 
specified by order and the contents of any such order are limited by 
14(1)(b), (2) and (3).  The Executive has said that this power would be used 
to: capture historic, serious offences where the court was not able to make 
a referral at the time of conviction; specify some civil orders imposed by a 
court on an individual; specify when individuals are subject to the 
requirement to register as a sex offender; and respond to amendments or 
innovations in criminal offences, including offences outwith the law of 
Scotland.

13. The Faculty is particularly concerned that “an individual could be 
automatically listed where cautioned in respect of certain specified 
offences” and that “a caution appears here to be treated as equivalent to a 
conviction.”  The policy intention is to allow for criteria which might include 
that a series of cautions in respect of serious offences (possibly in 
conjunction with other convictions) accumulated by one individual could 
lead to automatic listing.  There is also the need to provide flexibility to be 
as consistent with criteria for automatic listing in England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland (currently under development) as the Scottish Ministers 
and Scottish Parliament consider appropriate.

14. Any orders made under section 14(3) must, of course, be within devolved 
competence and therefore ECHR compliant in all aspects.  The Executive 
notes the concerns of the Faculty re section 14 and we will continue to 
consider the details of the automatic listing provisions.

3.2 Inclusions in children’s list/adults’ list after consideration (sections 15 and 
16 and 17) and 
4.1 Information (section 17)

15. The Faculty’s comments in paragraphs 3.2 and 4.1 will be addressed 
together.  The test for inclusion in sections 15 and 16 is that Ministers “are 
satisfied by information relating to the individual’s conduct that the individual 
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is unsuitable to work with” children / protected adults.  To be satisfied of 
something is a normal legislative test and standard and does not require 
definition.  It would bear its ordinary dictionary meaning of inter alia to be 
content with or to find it sufficient.  Similarly “unsuitable” does not require 
further definition of its dictionary meaning of inappropriate, inadequate, not 
in accordance with. 

16. Under section 17(1), Ministers must, before making a listing decision, give 
the individual an opportunity to make representations as to why he should 
not be listed and Ministers must consider any such representations.  
“Representations” is not defined to ensure that it is given as wide a 
meaning as possible.  There is no restriction on the form of representations 
that the individual may wish to make.

17. Under section 17(3) the individual must be given the opportunity to make 
representations in relation to all of the information, wherever sourced, that 
Ministers intend to use when making their decision.  Ministers will never 
make a listing decision under sections 15 or 16 using information that the 
individual has not seen or had the opportunity to comment on and rebut.  All 
evidence and information received from organisations can be challenged by 
the individual under consideration.  The only partial exception to this is in 
section 17(4) where under some findings of fact cannot be reopened.  But it 
should be noted that the individual would have had the opportunity to 
contest the finding of fact when it was initially made by, for example, the 
criminal court or the General Teaching Council for Scotland.

18. On the specific issue of inquiries which the Faculty raises, the Executive 
thinks it appropriate that a matter of fact on which an inquiry has 
investigated, taken evidence and decided upon should not be reopened 
when Ministers are making a listing decision under sections 15 – 17.  
However, under section 24, all findings of fact can be reopened on appeal 
except for those on which any conviction is based.  Therefore, an individual 
can challenge a finding of fact from an inquiry at appeal.

19. Section 17 establishes the basic procedure for determinations and Ministers 
intend to use section 39 (power to regulate procedure) to set out the 
detailed determination procedure.  This replicates POCSA where the 
Determination Regulations (S.S.I. 2004/523) made detailed procedural 
provision.

20. The Faculty is correct that no provision is made for interim suspension of 
listing and the Executive does not intend to amend this.  An individual, prior 
to listing, has a full opportunity to make representations on all the 
information on which Ministers base their determination.  Following that 
considered determination it is appropriate, bearing in mind the supervening 
need to protect children and protected adults, that such individuals are 
listed while their appeal is ongoing.  The alternative would be that such 
individuals were not listed and could presumably enter the regulated 
workforce until such times as they had exhausted all their appeal rights, 
which as the Faculty notes, could take some time to complete.  The public 
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interest lies in the protection of vulnerable groups and against interim 
suspension of listing, whilst ensuring extensive rights of appeal for listed 
individuals.  

21. It should also be noted that listing decisions under sections 15 and 16 are 
subject to extensive rights of appeal to the sheriff, the sheriff principal and 
the Inner House under section 21 to 24.  Substantial consideration has 
been given to Article 6 ECHR in relation to listing determinations and the 
Executive are of the view that the system, bearing in mind the appeal 
provisions, is ECHR compliant.

6.1  Application for removal (section 25)

22. The Faculty is of the view that the application for removal should not require 
to be made in the first instance to a sheriff but, rather, to Ministers.  This is 
a policy, rather than a legal or drafting question and the Executive thinks 
that applications for removal should be made in the first instance to the 
sheriff with appeal available to the sheriff principal and Inner House of the 
Court of Session.

23. The grounds for removal are wider than the Faculty notes.  That the 
conviction which Ministers had regard to when listing the individual has 
been quashed is only one conceivable instance of an applicant’s 
circumstances having changed under section 25(3)(b).  This is made clear 
by section 25(5) which states that 25(4) re quashing of convictions does not 
affect the generality of 25(3)(b) which provides an application for removal is 
competent if “the sheriff is satisfied that the applicant’s circumstances have 
changed”.  Change of circumstances goes much wider than quashing of 
convictions and therefore it is appropriate that the sheriff hears the 
application and makes a decision in accordance with the test in section 
26(1).

14.1 Child Protection Information (section 73)

24. The Faculty comments that “The provisions in Part 3 of the Bill should 
improve the effectiveness of the Bill considerably”.  Obviously, the 
Executive believes that Part 3 is required to improve the protection of 
children in Scotland and augments Parts 1 and 2 in that regard.  However, it 
is important to emphasise that Part 3 stands alone from Parts 1 and 2 and 
is not necessary in order for the vetting and barring scheme to be fully 
effective.

25. The Faculty are concerned that the definition of “child protection 
information” in section 73 being information “relating to a child” may be 
overly restrictive.  The Executive’s policy intention is that "child protection 
information" includes a wider range of information, including information 
primarily about an adult but suggestive of harm or prospective harm to a 
child.  The Executive agrees with the Faculty that the code cannot be used 
to expand a statutory definition and that it is important to get the scope of 
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the definition right in the Bill.  The Executive will consider whether any 
amendment is necessary to achieve the policy intention. 

Scottish Executive Education Department 
11 Dec 2006 
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ANNEX D 
EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS COMPLIANCE 

1. The Committee has asked for an explanation of how the Bill was audited for 
its compliance with the ECHR.  Every Bill presented to the Scottish 
Parliament by the Scottish Executive must be within the legislative 
competence of the Scottish Parliament, as defined by section 29 of the 
Scotland Act 1998.  A seminal part of legislative competence is that every 
provision of a Bill is compatible with the ECHR rights. 

2. ECHR issues were considered at every stage in the genesis of the Bill – 
during policy formulation, legal instruction and legislative drafting.  After 
early drafts of the Bill were prepared the Bill was subject to ECHR scrutiny 
on a section-by-section basis.  The policy memorandum discusses human 
rights issues at paragraphs 162 to 169 with particular reference to ECHR 
Articles 6 (right to a fair trial), 8 (right to respect for private and family life) 
and Article 1 of Protocol 1 (protection of property).

3. The member of the Scottish Executive in charge of a Bill must, on 
introduction, state that in his view the provisions of the Bill would be within 
legislative competence (section 31(1) of the Scotland Act).  This is not an 
automatic, tick-box exercise.  A Minister is only advised that he can make 
such a declaration after detailed consideration of all legislative competence 
issues arising, including ECHR compliance. 

4. The Presiding Officer must also decide whether or not in his view the 
provisions of the Bill would be within legislative competence (section 31(2) 
of the Scotland Act).  To do this the Presiding Officer will have received 
separate legal advice from Scottish Parliament officials.  For this Bill, both 
the appropriate Scottish Executive Minister and the Presiding Officer have 
made statements of legislative competence which cover ECHR 
compatibility.

5. In addition, the Committee will be aware that Westminster has passed the 
Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 which implements the Bichard 
Recommendations in England and Wales.  Under section 19 of the Human 
Rights Act 1998 the UK Government Minister in charge of that Bill also 
made a statement that the Bill was ECHR compliant.  Consequently, the 
ECHR issues arising here have been assessed, in detail, by three different 
sets of lawyers and on each occasion a conclusion of ECHR compatibility 
has been reached. 

6. The Scottish Executive is of the view that the Protection of Vulnerable 
Groups (Scotland) Bill is compatible with ECHR.

Scottish Executive Education Department 
11 Dec 2006 
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ANNEX E 
IMPACT ON SUPPORT GROUPS 

1. At the Education Committee on 29 November, the issue of service user to 
volunteer transition was raised.  Fiona Hyslop MSP gave the particular 
example of a young homeless person being looked after by the Cyrenians: 
a 17-year-old in a hostel is a child, could be a protected adult and could be 
a volunteer, possibly undertaking regulated work themselves.  This note 
aims to clarify how such an individual would be treated by the scheme.  
Fiona Hyslop MSP also referred to the fact that young homeless people 
often have criminal records which may make it difficult for them to volunteer 
if this information was disclosed.

2. There are three groups of people involved in this example: 
(a.)the paid workers and volunteers who work in the hostel; 
(b.)the 17-year-old who may be in receipt of care services and providing 

care to other clients; and 
(c.) other clients who receive care only (do not provide care). 

Regulated work with adults

3. Assuming the hostel services are not provided under contract to the local 
authority, no residents will be protected adults simply by virtue of being 
resident at the hostel.  They will only be protected adults if they are 
receiving services, directly or under contract, from the local authority or 
NHS set out at section 94.  Some residents may be receiving such services, 
for example mental health or drug abuse services from the NHS or housing 
support services from the local authority.  Therefore, whether (a) the hostel 
workers or (b) the individual should be scheme members will depend on 
whether their normal duties involve doing regulated work in relation to those 
residents in the hostel receiving such services.  This is not markedly 
different from a strict application of the 2006 Regulations now, see Annex 
G.

Regulated work with children

4. Assuming the presence of individuals aged under 18 years are not 
exceptional, all paid workers and volunteers (a) would require to be scheme 
members in respect of regulated work with children.  Clients receiving care 
only (c) would not require to be scheme members because they are not 
working with children, even if children are present in the hostel. 

5. As for the 17-year-old individual (b) who is working with other clients, this 
individual would only need to be a scheme member if his activities came 
within the terms of schedule 2.  If the children were friends of the individual 
(and the work was unpaid) or in the presence of their parents, the individual 
should not be a scheme member.  Of greatest relevance would be 
paragraphs 2 to 5.  In particular, if the individual was always supervised by 
a scheme member, the individual would not need to join the scheme 
himself.
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6. In the event that the individual was given responsibilities which brought him 
within the scope of schedule 2, the usual procedures would be followed as 
with any other scheme member.  Unless the individual had done something 
so serious in the past which resulted in him being listed, the Cyrenians 
would receive vetting information on a scheme record and it would be for 
them to decide, on the basis of that information and their personal 
knowledge of the individual, what duties were appropriate.  The Executive 
anticipates that, in such situations, the Cyrenians and other similar 
organisations would be well equipped to interpret the individual's vetting 
information without undue prejudice. 

Scottish Executive Education Department 
11 Dec 2006 
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ANNEX F 
FURTHER INFORMATION ON APPEALS AGAINST VETTING INFORMATION 

1. The Committee raised 2 questions about non-conviction information on 
disclosures: 

(a.)what system is in place to guard against malicious or false 
allegations; and 

(b.)what measures are in place to appeal against non-conviction 
information.

(a) Assessment, review and disclosure of non-conviction information

2. The disclosure of non-conviction information has to be viewed within the 
context of how the police handle, retain and review information.  The police 
use a model known as the 5x5x5 matrix to determine whether information 
should be retained. 

Assessment: the 5x5x5 matrix

3. The 5x5x5 matrix is a national system of assessment applied to raw 
information prior to it being entered on police intelligence systems.  It is 
assessed in three key areas– 

(a.)Reliability (evaluation of the source) 
(b.)Intelligence evaluation (how the source knows information) 
(c.) Handling code (any restrictions on further sharing) 

Reliability A
Always
Reliable

B
Mostly
Reliable

C
Sometimes
Reliable

D
Unreliable

E
Untested
Source

Intelligen
ce
Evaluatio
n

1
Known to be 
true without 
reservation

2
Known
personally
to the 
source but 
not the 
person
reporting

3
Not known 
personally to 
the source 
but
corroborated

4
Cannot be 
judged

5
Suspected
to be false 

Handling
Code

1 - Default 
Permits
sharing with 
the UK 
Police and 
other Law 
enforcement
agencies

2
Permits
sharing to 
UK non-
prosecutin
g parties 

3
Permits
disseminatio
n to non-EU 
foreign law 
enforcement
agencies

4
Permits
disseminati
on within 
originating
Force/
Agency

5
Permits
disseminati
on but 
receiving
agency to 
observe
conditions
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4. The assessment is applied prior to information being entered into 
intelligence systems and no intelligence is stored or shared without a 5x5x5 
grading being attached to it. 

Review: weeding

5. ACPOS has published guidance on the review and weeding of records on 
the Scottish Intelligence Database.  This can be found at: 

http://www.bichardinquiry.org.uk.edgesuite.net/10663/full_evidence/0089/0089
0182.pdf
6. Information held by the police is subject to regular review by Intelligence 

Officers.  Reviews are made on a case by case basis using the 5x5x5 
model and the ACPOS guidance.  When reviewing information, the police 
consider the nature of the alleged crime, the character of the subject and 
the reliability of the intelligence itself. 

Disclosure: the relevance test

7. Before intelligence is released to Disclosure Scotland, the police consider 
its relevance to the post to which the application relates.  Only relevant 
intelligence should enter the current disclosure regime.  This relevance test 
will be maintained in the new scheme although it will apply to the children's 
and/or protected adults' workforce as a whole, as opposed to the particular 
post in question. 

(b) Appeals against vetting information

8. Turning to the Committee’s second point, the Bill provides (section 48) that 
Ministers must correct inaccurate scheme records.  An applicant can use 
this provision to appeal to Ministers about the inclusion of non-conviction 
information.  If that happens, Ministers must ask a Chief Constable to 
review the relevance of that information and must issue a new scheme 
record, if the appeal to the Chief Constable is successful. 

9. The information being disclosed by the police is held primarily for the 
purposes of preventing or detecting crime.  As this relates to operational 
matters, it would not be appropriate for Ministers to be able to require a 
Chief Constable to remove such information from their systems.  The police 
must comply with the Data Protection Act 1998 and an individual can ask 
the Information Commissioner to review information held by the police 
which they believe to be inaccurate. 

10. In future, when the police pass non-conviction information to the Central 
Barring Unit a determination process begins.  Ministers will consider if the 
information is sufficient to list the individual and as part of the determination 
process, the individual will have the opportunity to challenge the accuracy 
and relevance of that information. 
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11. Since Disclosure Scotland began in 2002, more than 84,000 enhanced 
disclosures out of 1.1 million have included non-conviction information.  In 
264 cases, individuals disputed the non-conviction information and 124 of 
the disputes have been upheld. 

12. Scheme records will show convictions where the convictions are not 
sufficient to bar an individual.  This information is disclosed to employers 
now.  Some convictions, for example driving offences, would not be 
sufficient to bar an individual from the workforce but could be relevant if the 
person applied for a post driving vulnerable groups.  It is for employers to 
determine the relevance of the information as part of their overall 
recruitment practices.  The Executive will consider whether it would be 
helpful to provide employers with guidance on the issues to be taken into 
account when making these decisions.  

Scottish Executive Justice Department 
11 Dec 2006 
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ANNEX G 
THE DEFINITION OF "PROTECTED ADULT" 

Introduction

1. There are two interlinked strands to deciding whether an individual should 
become a scheme member in respect of regulated work with adults.  The 
first is to meet the service-based criteria described in section 94 which 
defines a protected adult.  The second is to satisfy schedule 3 requirements 
which distinguish the types of normal duties and contact that constitutes 
regulated work with adults. 

2. The intention is to tread the fine line between protecting adults whose level 
and type of contact with those who provide care and support services to 
them provides greater opportunity for harm but not to go so far as to bring 
all social exchanges in a work context within the scheme. 

3. The consequence is that the coverage in terms of who should be a scheme 
member is sufficiently broad, but proportionate.  It also means that 
organisations need to make reasonable judgements on whom they need to 
check as part of good employment practice and internal quality assurance. 

4. The definition is necessarily more complicated than the definition of 
regulated work with children since a subset of all adults need to be 
identified who require protection whereas all children are regarded as 
inherently vulnerable.  However, the Executive does not consider it to be 
any more complicated than the current assessment for enhanced disclosure 
set out at regulation 10 of The Police Act 1997 (Criminal Records) 
(Scotland) Regulations 2006 (SSI 2006/96). 

5. The present system requires employers to undertake a 2-step assessment 
in order to be able to ask for an enhanced disclosure check.  Employers 
need to be satisfied that: (1) that the employee will have contact with adults 
at risk in the course of their duties; and (2) that the adult has a specified 
condition and a disability, and is in receipt of health or social care services.  
The scheme replicates this process, albeit with a more straightforward 
second element (i.e. the adult only needs to be in receipt of care services).   

6. A range of education and training materials will be produced as part of the 
implementation programme to highlight any changes from current 
arrangements.  This will ensure that practitioners and managers of services 
understand the scheme and their roles within it. 

Regulated work with adults (schedule 3)

7. It is not possible sensibly and consistently to define specific posts as 
constituting regulated work because the workplace is dynamic and peoples' 
roles, and the descriptions of their roles, are constantly changing.  But the 
Bill takes account of the increasing trend in adult care towards person-
centred support.  This means that the protected adult is actively involved in 
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designing the service to meet their specific needs and in contributing to who 
is employed to do this.  Personal assistants are the most obvious one-to-
one example of this way of working. 

8. Efforts have also been made to make the adult approach as consistent as it 
can be with the approach for those working with children.  Although some 
have commented that the "normal duties" formulation of POCSA can be 
difficult to interpret, no obviously better scheme has been proposed.  
Therefore, Ministers took the view that the best approach was to stick to a 
formulation with which the children's sector are already familiar and which 
has been tried and tested in that context. 

9. This is why schedule 3 sets out the type of work with protected adults which 
is covered and reflects the structure of schedule 2 for work with children.  
Schedule 3 has the effect of tightening up the "have contact with" test in 
regulation 10(2) of the 2006 Regulations. 

Definition of protected adult (section 94)

10. The definition of protected adult (section 94) is a service-based definition 
which includes those who are not normally vulnerable or at risk of abuse but 
who might be as a result of receiving certain care and support.  Therefore, a 
protected adult is an adult who is provided with one of a number of 
prescribed community or healthcare services.  The definition of services is 
similar to that at regulation 10(6) of the 2006 Regulations. 

Changes to scope

11. In reality, the Bill doesn't significantly change the scope of disclosure for 
working with vulnerable groups.  What it does do, by creating a list of 
individuals disqualified from working with protected adults, is move 
disclosure checks for working with "protected adults" from being good 
practice under current arrangements to being a requirement to be sure of 
avoiding employing an individual included on the newly-created adults' list. 

Stakeholder concerns

12. Some stakeholders have expressed concerns that the definition of 
protected adults is service-based: it may be difficult to determine which 
workers and volunteers should be scheme members.  The Women's Royal 
Voluntary Service are a good case to consider because they provide some 
services under contract to local authorities and health boards and work 
across the UK.

13. In Scotland, WRVS’s work will divide into three categories: 

 work with protected adults by contract to local authorities or health 
boards;

 work with protected adults outside of contract; and 

 work with adults who are not protected adults. 
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The first category presents no difficulties since these adults will be 
protected adults by virtue of the services the WRVS are contracted to 
provide.  Work which is undertaken by WRVS staff in care homes and 
residential establishments also comes within the scope of the scheme by 
virtue of the fact that their normal duties include work undertaken in such 
establishments.  At issue is distinguishing between the second and third 
categories.

14. WRVS would prefer that, by virtue of receiving services from them, an adult 
was a "protected adult" (requiring a change to section 94).  Furthermore, 
they would prefer that all their activity was covered by schedule 3 to ensure 
that all work done by WRVS staff was considered regulated work.  This 
would have the effect that, without too much further consideration, all 
WRVS staff would be eligible to become scheme members. 

15. WRVS have been advised that the definition of vulnerable adult in the 
Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006, with its reference to care 
services and vulnerability, brings all its staff in England and Wales into the 
scope of the Whitehall scheme.  However, this does not obviate the need 
for WRVS to make an assessment of each individual's role in England and 
Wales and whether it falls within the scope of regulated activity, as defined 
by Whitehall.  Therefore, any such changes made to the Scottish Bill may 
bring some consistency for the WRVS across the UK, but would still require 
them to assess the role of each staff member. 

16. But, as stated earlier, an important policy aim is that the scope of the 
definition of "protected adult" is proportionate.  This means organisations 
which provide a range of services will need to consider actively whether the 
work of their volunteers constitutes regulated work prior to applying for 
scheme membership rather than assume that any volunteer automatically 
comes within the scope of the scheme. 

Interface with Adult Support and Protection Bill

17. Some stakeholders have suggested that the definition of "protected adult" 
should match the Adult Support and Protection Bill definition of "adult at 
risk", which is similar to "vulnerable adult". 

18. The two Bills serve different purposes and the differences between the 
definition of "protected adult" in this Bill and "adult at risk" in the ASP Bill 
reflect those differences.  The ASP Bill is significantly broader in scope to 
afford protection for those adults considered more at risk of harm arising 
from a variety of circumstances and settings, including abuse from family 
members.  It allows for investigation of harm, and for a range of 
interventions to follow where appropriate.  It focuses on the adult victim and 
taking measures to protect that individual.  This Bill is, on the other hand, 
focused on keeping unsuitable individuals (including those who have 

committed harm/abuse) out of so-called regulated work with adults.   
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Scottish Executive Health Department
11 Dec 2006 
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 ANNEX H 
SHORT SCHEME RECORDS 

Current situation

1. Under the current system, there is no equivalent to a short scheme record 
disclosure.   

2. Enhanced disclosure is the nearest thing to a scheme record disclosure.  
But enhanced disclosure certificates are not portable because they are only 
valid on the date of issue and for the post for which they were issued.  
Hence the current frustrations around repeat disclosures.  An enhanced 
disclosure certificate is used once for the one purpose for which it was 
requested and, in many cases, individuals and organisations destroy them 
after their immediate purpose has been served. 

3. The new scheme record disclosures, on the other hand, should be regarded 
rather more like membership certificates which should be kept in a safe 
place, like a passport.  They have an ongoing relevance to the individual, 
original employer and subsequent employers.  Since they have an ongoing 
life (expected to be 10 years), the issue arises as to whether there is a 
simple way of checking that they are still valid.  That is the purpose of short 
scheme record disclosure. 

Provision in the Bill for short scheme records

4. The purpose of the short scheme record disclosure is to provide a 
convenient way for individuals to validate a scheme record.  It is intended 
that a short scheme record disclosure will be available online and at a 
reduced fee.  This means that an individual who is already a scheme 
member should be able to validate their scheme record in a matter of 
minutes with the new employer or voluntary organisation with whom they 
are taking up regulated work.

5. A short scheme record is not a freestanding document since it does 
not contain vetting information.  It needs to be used in conjunction 
with the last scheme record disclosure. 

6. Section 50 of the Bill makes provision for disclosure of short scheme 
records and paragraph 80 of the policy memorandum describes what they 
contain.  The short scheme record disclosure does not reveal any vetting 
information but simply indicates whether there is any new information since 
the last scheme record disclosure and when that information was included.  
The reason vetting information itself is not revealed on a short scheme 
record is to enable it to be available online without prohibitively expensive 
security measures. 

7. The employer/voluntary organisation will ask to see the individual’s scheme 
record and will check the date of issue against the date of last disclosure of 
a scheme record revealed on the short scheme record.  This means they 
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will have access to all vetting information prior to the date of last scheme 
record disclosure and know that there is no new information. 

8. Where there is new information, the individual will normally know that this is 
the case prior to making any application for disclosure because, for 
example, they have been stopped by the police or appeared in court or 
been subject to disciplinary proceedings by their professional regulatory 
body.  In such circumstances, the individual would be expected to advise 
the employer/voluntary organisation that this was the case so that a new 
scheme record could be obtained (saving the intermediate step of obtaining 
a short scheme record). 

Possible developments

9. Some commentators have suggested that short scheme record disclosures 
should contain vetting information.  But this is a scheme record disclosure.   

10. It must be emphasised that anybody entitled to obtain a short scheme 
record disclosure is entitled to obtain a scheme record disclosure.  
Therefore, short scheme record disclosures are purely an additional facility
and any individual or organisation requiring a new scheme record 
disclosure can obtain one at any time for legitimate purposes. 

11. An issue for implementation is to ensure that scheme record disclosure 
certificates contain sufficient security measures to make forgery very 
difficult.  Organisations must be confident in accepting a scheme record 
disclosure certificate which may be a few years old in conjunction with a 
short scheme record disclosure online.  Enhanced disclosure certificates at 
present contain a number of security measures which make them difficult to 
forge and scheme record disclosure certificates would certainly be at least 
as secure. 

12. Some organisations have suggested that short scheme record disclosures 
should contain more information, for example the fact that there is 
information on the scheme record disclosure certificate.  This would make it 
easy to identify a blank scheme record disclosure certificate as a forgery.  
Going further, the short scheme record disclosure could identify the number 
of entries on the scheme record disclosure.  The Executive is considering 
whether such provision would be advantageous.  The real issue is, 
however, making it as difficult as possible to forge a scheme record 
disclosure.  However much meta-information is revealed through a short 
scheme record disclosure, the whole foundation of short scheme record 
disclosure is that the paper scheme record disclosure certificate can be 
trusted.

13. An amendment more in line with the principle of short scheme record 
disclosure would be to allow for that disclosure to indicate that the scheme 
record disclosure was out of date in a positive sense: i.e. a conviction had 
been quashed or information previously included had been weeded from 
the system.  The Executive are considering the degree to which such 
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provision would make a material difference to the operation of the scheme 
and provide any significant benefit to individuals or organisations. 

Scottish Executive Education Department 
11 Dec 2006 
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ANNEX I 
VETTING INFORMATION 

Vetting information and barred status

1. There are some fundamental points of relevance: 

 The Scottish Bill and the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006, for 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland, each provide for two lists, one for 
working with children and one for working with vulnerable/protected 
adults.

 An individual who is listed in Scotland or any other part of the UK will be 
barred in Scotland and across the UK in respect of that type of regulated 
work.  So an individual included on the children's list only by the 
Independent Barring Board in England and Wales is barred from 
regulated work with children in Scotland but not barred from regulated 
work with adults. 

2. Listing will be shared between jurisdictions as follows: 

 when an individual applies to do regulated work in Scotland, lists in 
other jurisdictions will be checked to ensure that the individual is not 
barred from regulated work; and 

 when an individual is listed in one jurisdiction, the fact of listing will be 
notified to other jurisdictions and to all relevant employers. 

3. As explained at paragraph 35 and 130 of the policy memorandum 
accompanying the Bill, an individual who is barred from one or both types of 
regulated work cannot be a scheme member in respect of the types of 
regulated work from which he is barred.  Since scheme disclosures are only 
available to scheme members, a scheme disclosure will never reveal that 
an individual is barred because, if they were, they could not apply for a 
disclosure in the first place.  Furthermore, being barred from regulated work 
is not "vetting information" for the purposes of section 46 since a barred 
individual cannot be a scheme member. 

4. Being barred from one type of regulated work will not be revealed in respect 
of disclosures for the other type of regulated work.  To do so, would be to 
create a de facto single list.  The reasons for having two lists are discussed 
at paragraph 118 to 122 of the policy memorandum. 

Written briefing on vetting information

5. Initial and continuous vetting of scheme members will involve the collation 
of not only conviction information from the police but also any relevant non-
conviction information.  Non-conviction information includes relevant police 
intelligence and inclusion on the Sex Offenders Register, inclusion of 
certain civil orders (defined by regulations) and relevant information held by 
local authorities and regulatory bodies through regulations. 
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6. Much of this is in keeping with existing practice in relation to the information 
currently included on an enhanced disclosure certificate.  There are two 
primary differences:

 The scheme will collect information from regulatory bodies and local 
authorities.

 The relevance test applied by chief constables to ascertain whether 
information should be disclosed will change.  Currently, a decision is 
made on whether the information is relevant to the specific post under 
consideration.  In future, there will only be two tests: relevant for the 
children's workforce or relevant for the protected adults workforce. 

7. Identical information will be disclosed on a scheme record disclosure to the 
individual and the employer.  Additionally, any relevant information will be 
considered by the Central Barring Unit which will determine whether the 
individual should be considered for listing.   

8. Importantly, all a personal employer will receive is confirmation that the 
individual is a scheme member (or that they are under consideration for 
listing).  Personal employers will not have access to vetting information. 

9. Currently, over 90% of enhanced disclosures don’t reveal any information at 
all.  Of those that do, a large proportion will not contain information relevant 
to unsuitability to work with vulnerable groups.  However, the vetting 
information will still be of relevance to employers.  For example, driving 
convictions are not relevant to whether an individual is unsuitable to work 
with children but are relevant to any consideration as to whether the 
individual is suitable to drive a school bus. 

10. Where there have been no convictions, non-conviction information can be 
very important in identifying an unsuitable individual (e.g. as with Ian 
Huntley).  It can be particularly difficult to secure a conviction for offences 
against vulnerable people and a series of pieces of non-conviction 
information can point to a pattern of behaviour, potentially indicating 
unsuitability.  Of course, the police rigorously assess information for 
reliability and relevance before disclosing it, see Annex F. 

11. Some commentators have said that the scheme is disproportionate given 
how few unsuitable individuals there are.  But the scheme is not just about 
identifying "the needle in a haystack" (the few unsuitable individuals from 
the vast majority who are not unsuitable).  It is also about streamlining 
disclosure procedures for all the other vetting information (e.g. driving 
convictions) which is also useful for employers when they make decisions 
about suitability.

Scottish Executive Education Department 
11 Dec 2006 
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ANNEX J 
CHILDREN AGED 16 AND 17 YEARS OLD 

Definition of "child" in legislation generally

1. Different pieces of legislation draw the line arcing the transition from 
childhood to adulthood at different ages.  This is entirely understandable 
because it reflects the gradual morphosis to adulthood.  There is no 
fundamental contradiction in having different ages for legal culpability, 
consensual sex, driving, marriage, sale and public consumption of alcohol, 
smoking etc. 

2. Obviously, for any particular piece of legislation, the transition has to be 
well-defined.  The age of transition has to be chosen not only on the basis 
of the development of the "average" individual but also on the basis of the 
effect on atypical individuals.  In the case of child protection, it is necessary 
to consider not only what protection is necessary for the average 16 or 17 
year old but also for the most vulnerable 16 or 17 year old. 

Definition of "child" in this Bill

3. In the Bill as introduced, children are defined as individuals under the age of 
18 and, for the purposes of the definition of "protected adult", an adult is an 
individual aged 16 or over.  This means that an individual aged 16 or 17 will 
be a child but could also be a "protected adult", if they also receive the care 
services set out at section 94. 

Overlap between "child" and "protected adult"

4. The overlap is deliberate but is only likely to be significant in a limited range 
of circumstances since most protected adults will be older individuals.  
Teachers working in sixth forms of schools specialising in teaching 
individuals with severe additional support needs, for example, may be 
working with individuals who are both children and protected adults 
(because they are over 16 and in receipt of care services).

5. Although some commentators have raised the overlap as an issue, it is 
hard to see what difficulty this creates.  It means that an employee working 
with individuals falling into both categories may need to be a member of the 
scheme in respect of both types of regulated work.  It is intended that this 
can be achieved through a single application to join the scheme: the only 
additional effort will be to tick both boxes, for regulated work with children 
and regulated work with adults.  It is not proposed to charge a higher fee for 
applications to join both workforces. 

Changing the definition of "child"

6. Ministers have indicated that they may consider a reduction in the age of 
majority from 18 to 16 years of age.  This would be a straightforward 
amendment to make at Stage 2 if it was considered to be merited.  
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Ministers will wish to take account of the views of the Education Committee 
expressed in the Stage 1 report and the views of stakeholders before 
making any firm decision.   

7. Ministers would need to be satisfied that the benefits to those groups 
working with young people in taking them outside of the definition of 
regulated work with children did not raise significantly the risk of harm to 
young people.  Ministers would also need to take account of any adverse 
affect through having a lower age of majority than that set in the 
Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 for England and Wales and 
Northern Ireland.  For the reasons given above, Ministers do not consider 
the overlap issue alone to merit any change in the age of majority in this 
Bill.

8. Finally, Ministers would need to take account of the fact that referrals to the 
DWCL under POCSA have included a few cases where the harm or risk of 
harm has been to a child who is 16 or 17 years old.  In most of these cases, 
the vulnerability of the child has been noted.  Ministers would need to 
consider the implications of having individuals working with teenagers (say 
in a youth justice project) where the individual is a scheme member in 
relation to the under-16s but not for the 16 and 17 year olds.  This would 
apply in a whole host of settings, including schools.   

Scottish Executive Education Department 
11 Dec 2006 
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 ANNEX K 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR CONSULTING ON SECONDARY LEGISLATION 

1. The fine detail of the scheme, and the way it will be implemented, have 
been left to secondary legislation.  This is right and proper and provides the 
necessary flexibility to respond to future developments.

2. Many of the legitimate concerns of stakeholders are actually issues for 
secondary legislation and implementation, for example the level of fees and 
the way in which the sectors are brought onto the scheme (retrospective 
checking).  Almost all the cost issues for the voluntary sector, for example, 
are related to these two issues. 

3. Ministers have committed to undertake a 3 month public consultation on all 
significant statutory instruments before laying them before the Scottish 
Parliament, in line with good practice.  In particular, there will be extensive 
consultation on: 

 the draft regulations for fees;  

 any instruments which set out how the existing workforce is to be 
brought onto the scheme (retrospective checking); and 

 thresholds for barring and the use of conviction and non-conviction 
information.

Ministers will include the Education Committee in all such consultation 
exercises, highlighting any draft instruments which are published for 
consultation.

4. Ministers want to encourage the voluntary sector in the valuable work that 
they do in communities across Scotland and will be seeking to involve them 
at every stage of the development of the secondary legislation and plans for 
implementation to ensure that what is proposed works for them.   

Fees

5. Fees for scheme membership and disclosures will be set by regulations 
made under section 67(1).  This section provides a lot of flexibility for how 
fees may be charged.  For example, instead of a fee per disclosure, an 
annual subscription could be charged to organisations.  The way in which 
fees are charged is of principal concern to paid employees and paid 
workers in the voluntary sector, rather than volunteers for voluntary 
organisations who receive free checks.  Of particular note,  the financial 
consequences of the vetting and barring scheme established by the Bill are 
expected to be broadly cost neutral when compared with the existing 
multiple disclosure arrangements. 

Retrospective checking

6. The way in which existing employees and volunteers are brought into the 
scheme is really a question about the commencement of section 34(1)(b) 
which makes it an offence to fail to remove a barred individual from 
regulated work.  The policy intention is to commence this provision in a 
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phased way in order to make the transition manageable for both employers 
and the vetting and barring agency.  It is important that the transition 
happens in a way which builds confidence in the reliability and improved 
efficiency of the scheme.  Exactly how this phasing takes place, and over 
what period, will be the subject of extensive consultation with stakeholders. 

Thresholds for listing

7. The thresholds for listing determine the boundary of "unsuitability" and what 
conduct will result in inclusion on the children’s or adults’ list.  The 
thresholds will need to take account of the views of Scottish stakeholders 
and, because of the need for compatibility with the scheme for England, 
Wales and Northern Ireland, indirectly the views of stakeholders consulted 
by Whitehall.

8. The Bill sets out the basic criteria for the Scottish Ministers when listing an 
individual at sections 14, 15 and 16.  Section 14 provides for automatic 
listing when various relevant offences (detailed in schedule 1) are 
committed and it also enables other criteria for automatic inclusion on either 
or both lists to be specified in an order under section 14(3).  Such orders 
will be subject to maximum parliamentary scrutiny and will be consulted 
upon extensively.

9. Regulations made under section 39(1)(c) will set out the determination 
procedures to be operated by the Central Barring Unit when an individual is 
under consideration for listing under section 15 and 16.  These regulations 
will serve a similar purpose to those made for POCSA4.  As now, some 
minor matters will be left to administrative procedure rather than set out in 
the regulations.  The consultation will encompass all these aspects. 

Scottish Executive Education Department
11 Dec 2006 

                                           
4
 The Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 Determination Regulations 2004 (SSI 2004/523). 
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ANNEX L 
CODE OF PRACTICE ON INFORMATION SHARING: CONSULTATION AND 
TIMESCALE 

Stakeholder Engagement

1. In relation to Part 3 of the Bill (Sharing of Child Protection Information), Scottish 
Executive officials have, since April 2006, attended and held a number of 
stakeholder engagement events.  The purposes of this has been to (a) inform 
the development of the Part 3 provisions, (b) communicate and discuss the 
content of the provisions following Introduction, and (c) allow an opportunity for 
stakeholders to provide initial feedback on a proposed draft structure for the 
code of practice: 

18 April: The National Data Sharing Forum 

20 April: Meeting with Child Protection Committee Chairs

June: Stakeholder engagement events 

Attendees included: British Association for Adoption & Fostering, British 
Association of Social Workers, Children in Scotland, Disclosure Scotland, 
Educational Institute of Scotland, Fostering Network, HMIC, Information 
Commissioner’s Office, Medical Protection Society, Nursing and Midwifery 
Council, NCH, Quarriers, Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and Young 
People, Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care, Scottish Council of 
Independent Schools, Scottish Parent Teacher Council, South Lanarkshire 
Council, Stirling Council, Who Cares.

September/November: Stakeholder engagement events 

Attendees included: ACPOS, British Association for Adoption & Fostering, 
Children First, Children in Scotland, Church of Scotland, General Medical 
Council, Information Commissioner’s Office, Lothian and Borders Police, 
Quarriers, Royal College of General Practitioners, Scotland’s Commissioner 
for Children and Young People, Scottish Council of Independent Schools, 
Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations, Scottish Parent Teacher 
Council, Scottish Social Services Council, Scottish Women’s Aid, Social 
Work Inspection Agency, South Lanarkshire Council, Stirling Council, 
UNISON.

4 October: Meeting with Assistant Commissioner, Information 
Commissioner’s Office

4 October: Meeting with Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and 
Young People 

5 October: Joint meeting of the Cross-Party Groups on Sexual Health 
and Children and Young People 

9 October: National Voluntary Children’s Forum, St Andrew’s House 
(chaired by Robert Brown, Deputy Minister for Education and Young 
People)

7 November: Voluntary Sector Bichard Event
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Short Life Working Group

2. A short life working group has been established to advise the Scottish 
Executive on the drafting of the Code for the sharing of child protection 
information.  The following organisations are represented: 

Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland 
Association of Directors of Education 
Association of Directors of Social Work 
British Medical Association 
Children 1st

Children in Scotland 
Convention of Scottish Local Authorities 
General Medical Council 
General Teaching Council for Scotland 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Mental Welfare Commission for Scotland 
Royal College of General Practitioners 
Royal College of Nursing 
Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and Young People 
Scottish Child Law Centre 
Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations 
Scottish Executive officials (Education Department, Finance and 
Central Services Department, Health Department, Justice 
Department, Office of the Solicitor to the Scottish Executive) 
Scottish Social Services Council 
Scottish Youth Parliament 

Timescale for preparation

3. A consultant has been commissioned to begin work on developing the code of 
practice.

4. The working group first met on 17 November, where a draft structure for the 
code of practice was discussed.  A further draft will be prepared for discussion 
at the next meeting in early January.  Further stakeholder engagement will 
continue to be undertaken, including with children and young people. 

5. A draft code of practice will be available for the Education Committee by 1 
February 2007, in good time for Stage 2 discussion of Part 3.

6. Further engagement with stakeholders will continue thereafter, and a public 
consultation exercise will be held in summer 2007, prior to laying the final 
version before the Scottish Parliament (as required by the promised stage 2 
amendment to section 76). 

Draft framework for the code of practice on information sharing
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7. The draft framework is included at Annex M.  It is currently being revised in the 
light of comments from the Short Life Working Group.  It has been developed 
with reference to a number of sources.  These include: 

recent papers prepared within the Scottish Executive in relation to 
information sharing 

Getting it Right for Every Child: guidance for the Highland Pathfinder
recent consultations on information sharing
cross government guidance on sharing information on children and 
young people issued in England by the Department for Education and 
Skills in November 2005 
existing professional codes and guidance. 

Scottish Executive Education Department
11 Dec 2006 
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ANNEX M 
DRAFT FRAMEWORK FOR THE CODE OF PRACTICE ON INFORMATION 
SHARING

Introduction

~ Discussion on the term child protection
~ Who the guidance is for 

  details of the professional and non-professional groups 
~ What it covers 
~ Who or what has informed it 
~ Status of the guidance 

Children’s Rights 

~ UNCRC 
~ Children’s Charter   

Key principle of information sharing 

~ Underpinning principles 
~ Summary of policy position 
~ Summary of new duties and new powers   

 summary of the legal powers under the Children’s Act and 
development of the Bichard provisions and Code of Practice  

 information on what the bill allows and/or demands 
 discussion about sanctions or the absence of them 

~ Definitions 

Issues about information sharing  

~ Understanding the legal framework  
~ Consent, confidentiality and disclosure 
~ Role of professional bodies and codes of practice 
~ Different priorities and values across professional groupings 

 situations where concerns are less clear 
 making professional judgements in absence of information 
 understanding the wider picture of the child’s life and the role adults 

play in the child’s life 
 consequences of information sharing 

~ Specific issues related to sexual health 

Consent, confidentiality and disclosure 

~ Responsibility to share information 
 individual responsibility 
 line management responsibility  

~ Power to share information 
~ Duty of confidence 
~ Obtaining consent 
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~ Disclosure by consent 
~ Disclosing without consent 

Role of professional bodies and links with other codes of practice 

~ Implications for health professionals 
~ Implications for the police 
~ Implications for educational professionals 
~ Implications for social work 
~ Implications for housing 
~ Implications for voluntary organisations 
~ Implications for the Scottish and UK regulatory bodies who register and 

regulate these professional workforces 

Process of information sharing 

~ Asking for and providing information 
~ Checklist for practitioners and managers of key questions to consider 

 Is the request necessary, justified and appropriate?  
 What is the purpose? 
 What information is being shared? 
 Who is the information about? 
 What happens after information is shared? 
 Feedback to colleagues 
 Recording of decision-making process 

~ Sharing information across professional groupings 
 Situations where concerns are less clear 
 Making professional judgements in absence of information 
 Understanding the wider picture of the child’s life and the role adults 

play in the child’s life including people convicted of offences against 
children

~ Child Protection and concerns about handling information about specific 
categories of  children 
 Asylum seekers and refugees 
 Children from drug-using families 
 Trafficked children & young runaways & children exploited by 

prostitution?
 Young teenagers (e.g. to pick up explicitly on handling of sexual 

health info disclosed in confidence?) 

Involving children, young people and families 

~ Successful features 
~ Gaining consent 
~ Resistance and helpful approaches 
~ Non-verbal communication 
~ Consequences of sharing information 
~ Toolkits to support information sharing 

The legal framework (Annex 1) 
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~ The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 
~ Data Protection Act 1998 
~ Human Rights Act 1998 
~ Local Government in Scotland Act 2003 
~ Mental Health (Care and Treatment) Act 2003 
~ Education (Additional Support for Learning) Act 2004 
~ National Health Service Reform (Scotland) Act 2004 
~ Primary Medical Services (Scotland) Act 2004 
~ Protection of Children and Prevention of Sexual Offences (Scotland) Act 

2005
~ Joint Inspection of Children’s Services and Inspection of Social Work 

Services (Scotland) Act 2006 

Glossary of Terms (Annex 2) 

Implementation and Governance Framework (Annex 3) 

~ Multi-agency training nationally, regionally and locally specifically on 
legislation and Code of Practice 

~ Information about the legislation and code within pre- and post-
qualifying training, induction course within organisations and training on 
continued professional development 

~ External governance through HMIE multi-agency inspections; local child 
protection committees 

~ Internal governance through audit and quality assurance procedures 
~ Involving children, families and practitioners in developing local 

governance frameworks 

Scottish Executive Education Department
11 Dec 2006 
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ANNEX N 
UPDATE ON SHORT LIFE WORKING GROUP ON DISCLOSURE5 OF 
UNDERAGE SEXUAL ACTIVITY 

1. Balancing a child’s expectation of confidentiality and privacy against the need 
to disclose information about that child where concerns about their safety are 
raised is nowhere more difficult than in the area of sexual health services for 
young teenagers.  In addition to this issue being tackled as a specific chapter 
within the statutory Code of Practice on Information Sharing which is currently 
being drafted, officials in the Child Protection Reform Programme team have 
also been running for the last year a Short Life Working Group (SLWG) on 
Disclosure of Underage Sexual Activity, to consider how to address 
Recommendations 12 and 13 of the Bichard Inquiry Report.

2. That report recommends that social services should report every instance of 
underage sex other than in exceptional circumstances (Recommendation 12) 
and national guidance should be produced drawing on a local protocol and 
criteria already in use, at the point when Sir Michael Bichard was drafting his 
report, by Sheffield Social Services (Recommendation 13).  Ministers charged 
the SLWG with realising Recommendations 12 and 13 in a way appropriate to 
Scottish interests and policies, and in light of the Executive’s sexual health 
strategy, Respect & Responsibility.

3. The SLWG has been assessing existing information-sharing practices between 
agencies, and is considering procedures for handling disclosures of 
inappropriate sexual activity.  In coming months, the SLWG will produce a 
report for Ministers, setting out recommendations on:  

 circumstances that might be evaluated as giving rise to child protection 
concerns which should be shared; 

 defining the responsibilities of the different agencies involved; and 

 setting out how to ensure that young people's confidence in approaching 
services for (confidential) advice is respected. 

These recommendations will be consistent with the emerging detailed terms of 
the Code of Practice on Information Sharing.

Scottish Executive Education Department
11 Dec 2006 

                                           
5
 N.B. "disclosure" in this context has its common meaning of revealing something and does not 

refer to disclosure checks. 
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Finance Committee 

Report on the Financial Memorandum of the Protection of Vulnerable 
Groups (Scotland) Bill 

The Committee reports to the Education Committee as follows— 

Introduction

1. Under Standing Orders, Rule 9.6, the lead Committee in relation to a Bill must 
consider and report on the Bill's financial memorandum at stage 1. In doing so, 
it is obliged to take account of any views submitted to it by the Finance 
Committee.

2. This report sets out the views of the Finance Committee on the financial 
memorandum (FM) of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, for 
which the Education Committee has been designated by the Parliamentary 
Bureau as the lead committee at Stage 1. 

3. The Committee agreed to adopt level 3 scrutiny in considering the Bill, which 
involved seeking written evidence from organisations financially affected by it, 
then taking oral evidence from the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations 
(SCVO) and from the Executive Bill Team. The Committee took evidence from 
both groups on 7 November 2006. 

4. The Committee received submissions from SCVO, COSLA and the Scottish 
Commission for the Regulation of Care (the Care Commission).  All of this 
evidence is set out in the Annexe to this report.  

5. The Committee would like to express its thanks to all those who submitted their 
views.

Objectives and the Financial Memorandum 

6. The Bill follows on from the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 and 
from the Bichard Inquiry Report 2004.  It creates a vetting and barring scheme 
covering those working with children and protected adults and a list of 
individuals unsuitable for working with these groups will be maintained.  The 
vetting functions will be carried out by Disclosure Scotland and the barring 
functions will be carried out by a Central Barring Unit.  This Central Barring Unit 
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will be combined with the relevant part of Disclosure Scotland into a new 
Executive Agency. 

7. The total start-up costs associated with the Bill are estimated to be £5.65m with 
total net ongoing costs in years 1 - 3 of between £10.3m to £12m.  These costs 
are broken down in the FM as follows: 

Table 1.  Start-up costs in 2006/07 prices.  VBS means vetting and barring 
scheme.  IS means information sharing provisions.  

NET ONGOING COSTS COST YR 1-3 COST YR 
4+

Scottish Administration £5.5m - £8.3m £0m 

VBS.  Cost of subsidising 
free checks

£5.5m - £8.3m £0.0m 

Local Authority - - 

Other bodies, individuals 
and businesses 

£2.0m to £4.7m (£1m) 

Voluntary sector 
organisations

- - 

Other employers - - 

Regulatory Bodies - - 

Individuals £2.0m to £4.7m (£1m) 

TOTAL £10.2m to 
£12.0m

(£1m)

START-UP COSTS COST £,000 Over period 

Scottish Administration (total) £4,790 Years 0-3

Scottish Administration (VBS) £4,750 Years 0-3

VBS.  Agency: staff recruitment and relocation £400 Year 0

VBS.  Agency: premises £600 Year 0

VBS.  Agency: office ICT costs £350 Year 0

VBS.  Training and guidance £1,400 Years 0-3

VBS.  IT infrastructure £2,000 Year 0 

IS. Preparation of code of practice £40 Year 0

Local Authorities and other statutory 
bodies

£720

IS: Training of staff to prepare for information 
sharing

£720 Years 0 – 3

Other bodies, individuals and businesses £140 

IS: Training for staff in Voluntary Sector 
Organisations to prepare for information 
sharing

£140 Years 0 -3

TOTAL £5,610 Years 0-3
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Table 2. Ongoing costs in 2006/07 prices.  VBS means vetting and barring 
scheme.  The running cost of the Central Barring Unit will be met through revenue 
from fees.  The cost of subsidising free checks only materialises if they are not 
cross-subsidised.  Note that the gross ongoing cost to employers and individuals is 
greater during the first three years, but this is offset by later reductions.  The net 
cost over 10 years is expected to be broadly neutral (with a lower cost per 
employee, offset by the larger number of employees covered by the scheme).  
Current turnover of Disclosure Scotland is around £10m per annum.  The total cost 
of continuing Disclosure Scotland's activity and all new vetting and barring activity 
is expected to be around £100m over the 10 year period.1

8. The level of fees are to be set at a level whereby the scheme can be self-
financing.  Three possible fee structures are detailed in the FM but the final 
structure has not yet been agreed.  It is assumed that fees will cover the total 
cost of operating the scheme but will be set at a level that most accurately 
reflects the true cost of providing a check.  The details of the level of fees for 
varying levels of checks and the overall fee structure will be provided within 
subordinate legislation.   

Summary of evidence 

Current situation 
9. Wider access to criminal record checks was introduced through Part V of the 

Police Act 1997 and non-conviction information considered by a chief constable 
to be relevant to a position involving access to children can be included in the 
highest level certificates (“enhanced disclosure”) under Part V. The Protection 
of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 established a list onto which people would be 
placed who are deemed unsuitable to work with children and details of a 
person’s inclusion on the list must be included in standard and enhanced 
disclosures where the position involved is a childcare position. 

10. People can be referred to the list, firstly, if they have been dismissed, 
transferred from or would have been dismissed from a position with access to 
children because they have harmed a child or put a child at risk of harm. 
Secondly, they can be referred to the list if they are convicted of an offence 
against a child. 

11. This Bill establishes a separate list of individuals unsuitable to work with 
protected adults, replaces enhanced criminal record certificates with new 
disclosure records for those working with vulnerable groups and establishes a 
vetting and barring scheme which would apply to those working not only with 
children but also “protected adults”. 

12.  When someone applies for scheme membership, they will go through a full 
disclosure check which will include information on spent and unspent 
convictions, non-conviction information that a Chief Officer or Chief Constable 
deems relevant and information on any referral made by an organisation.  A 
person’s scheme record will contain a statement of barred status and vetting 
information.

                                           
1
Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill: Financial Memorandum  
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13. Once a person is in scheme membership, then their membership record will be 
updated when their circumstances change or when any new conviction or non-
conviction information comes to light. 

14. Currently, a new disclosure check is required each time a person moves from 
one job to another (whether paid or unpaid).  Under this Bill, once a person 
becomes a scheme member, then they will only require to go through a nominal 
check when moving jobs.  Scheme membership would expire after a set period 
of time (the period has not been finalised yet, but it is assumed to be 10 years).  
Scheme membership will be for an individual person and not for individual 
posts.

Number of people affected 
15. The SCVO raised serious concerns over the financial implications of the Bill.  

They estimate that the Bill could cost the voluntary sector £3m for accessing 
disclosure checks; £1m for training and £20m in administrative costs.  In 
evidence, SCVO explained that they currently access around 7,500 paid 
disclosure checks, but that under this Bill, all staff would require to be brought 
into the system which would result in 106,000 paid checks and this is the basis 
upon which SCVO has estimated £3m. 

16. In addition to the 106,000 staff who work for voluntary organisations, the SCVO 
also assumes that 850,000 volunteers would require to be checked.  This would 
mean that 956,000 people in the voluntary sector alone would come under the 
auspices of this Bill.  If staff employed by local authorities etc are added to this 
figure, then this represents a huge number of people. The Committee therefore 
attempted to seek clarification from Executive officials as to how many people 
are currently subject to checks and how many would be expected to be scheme 
members under this Bill.

17. Paragraph 200 of the FM states that the new vetting and barring scheme will 
cover up to 1 million individuals who come into contact with children and/or 
protected adults through work, either in paid employment or as volunteers.  
Paragraph 201 (i) then states that the proportion of volunteers whose posts 
rquire them to be checked is assumed to be 50%, thereby implying that the 
figure of 1 million incorporates only 50% of volunteers. 

18. In evidence, officials stated that under the current disclosure regime there are 
around 450,000 checks2.  In response to the SCVO’s assumption that 850,000 
volunteers would be included in the new scheme, the Executive reiterated that 
they assumed that 50% of volunteers will require to be in the scheme but of that 
50% (which they deemed to be 800,000) they estimated between 300,000 and 
400,000 are already doing regulated work and therefore there would be a 
substantial overlap.  They also stated that there was a need to distinguish 
between the number of volunteer posts and the number of individual volunteers, 
as some people will volunteer for more than one post.3

                                           
2
 Monaghan, Official Report, 7 November 2006, Col 4116 

3
 Mott, Official Report, 7 November 2006, Col 4128 
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19. As officials consistently talked about potentially vetting 1 million people, and as 
this figure is not caveated in the FM, it was assumed that 1 million would be the 
total number of people to be within the ambit of the scheme, across all sectors. 
However, in supplementary evidence, Executive officials further clarified the 
figures as follows: 

 800,000 individuals undertake voluntary work in sectors affected by the 
scheme4.  This does not necessarily mean they need to be scheme 
members;

 580,000 individuals undertake paid (i.e. not voluntary) work which will be 
regulated work and, therefore, they will be required to be scheme 
members5;

 there is significant overlap between these two categories of people, we 
assumed 60% of the 580,000 individuals (= 350,000) undertaking paid 
work would also volunteer6;

 therefore, 450,000 volunteers would not be scheme members through 
any paid work they may do; and 

 the financial memorandum further assumes that only 50% of these 
450,000 volunteers (= 225,000) actually need to be scheme members7

(for example, a volunteer fundraiser for Barnardos is in the sector but 
not doing regulated work).

Involvement with scheme Number of individuals 

Individuals paid to do regulated work who don't 
volunteer

230,000

Individuals paid to do regulated work who also 
volunteer

350,000

Volunteers who don't do paid regulated work who 
need to be scheme members on basis of 50% 
assumption

225,000

Total 805,000

                                           
4
 According to the Scottish Household Survey, there are 1 million volunteers in Scotland.  From the 

Scottish Council of Voluntary Organisations, we know that 80% of all volunteers volunteer in 
sectors which would be covered by the Bill.  Combining these two sources suggests 800,000 
volunteers will be working in sectors affected by this scheme. 
5
 Assembled from official Government employment statistics in relevant sectors. 

6
 The Scottish Household Survey indicates that around 30% of adults in any employment also 

volunteer.  We have assumed a much greater propensity to volunteer amongst individuals 
undertaking paid regulated work.  We have assumed that 60% of this workforce will volunteer. 
7
 This 50% assumption was explained by officials at Col 4126 of the official report.  For the sake of 

clarity, I will repeat the argument here.  Data from Volunteer Development Scotland, while not 
directly supporting this assumption of 50% of volunteers requiring checking, provides crude upper 
and lower bounds for the proportion of 75% and 32% respectively.  The bounds come from the 
(overlapping) breakdown of volunteering in Scotland by activity.  Some 68% of volunteers spend at 
least part of their time raising money, which implies that the 32% who do not are likely to require to 
be checked as their volunteering is likely to involve contact with vulnerable groups.  Adding up the 
31%, 19% and 24% (= 74%) who are listed specifically as taking part in volunteering activities of 
one sort or another that involve contact with vulnerable groups gives the upper bound figure.  
Taking the mid-point of this range gives 53%, which is comfortably close enough to the assumed 
value to give a degree of confidence to the assertion. 
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Table showing summary of workforce coverage.

The figure of up to one million individuals (paragraph 200) is attained if 100% 
of volunteers in the sector need to be covered (the total in the table above rises 
to 1,030,000 individuals).  The Financial Memorandum illustrates the effect of 
this on costs and fees in the final two rows of table 3.8

20. While the Committee welcomes this clarification, it would have been more 
helpful if such explanations had been given in the FM as both the information in 
the FM and the oral evidence given by officials was confusing in the extreme.  If 
the figure of 1 million individuals was predicated on the assumption that 100% 
of volunteers in the sector would need to be covered then that should have 
been set out in the appropriate paragraph. 

21. However, although it has now been stated that the number of individuals likely 
to be affected is 805,000 there is no explanation given of the categories of 
employees who will need to become scheme members.  COSLA raised 
concerns over the number of checks authorities would need to seek and pay for 
and there is no estimate given of the numbers of local authority employees who 
would be affected.  Given that there could be disagreement over whether 
certain jobs should come within the scope of the Bill, then it seems almost 
impossible to determine the numbers of people to whom this Bill will apply.

22. Even allowing for this lower global figure of 805,000, if this is compared with 
the 450,000 disclosure checks that are currently carried out, this still represents 
a 79% increase in the numbers involved.  The Committee therefore wished to 
ascertain why there would be such a substantial increase.  The Executive 
explained that as a result of this Bill there would be two new categories of 
people – those who work with protected adults and also personal employers 
(such as piano and dance teachers).  However, the Executive could not provide 
a breakdown of these figures.  Added to this is the lack of clarity around the 
total figure as outlined above. 

23.Therefore, although we now have a limited breakdown of the number of 
individuals anticipated to be covered by the scheme, the Committee 
believes it is still unclear as to the total number of people who would be 
affected by the Bill and recommends that the lead Committee investigates 
this further with the Minister. 

24. Adding to the confusion over numbers is the Executive’s statement that local 
authorities and other organisations already do enhanced disclosure checks on 
people who work with vulnerable adults.9  Therefore, it could be assumed that 
such people will already be included in the figure of 450,000.  The Committee 
believes therefore, that it is completely unclear as to why the vetting and barring 
scheme will apply to such a significant number of people. 

                                           
8
 Supplementary evidence from the Scottish Executive 

9
 Mott, Official Report, 7 November 2006, Col 4125 
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25. The Executive, however, did imply that the figure of 1 million was an upper limit 
(although it would appear that, according to supplementary evidence from the 
Executive, this figure will be 805,000).  They pointed out that although it will be 
an offence for someone to work with children or protected adults when 
disqualified and an offence for an employer to employ someone in those 
circumstances, it is not an offence for someone to undertake this work who is 
not a scheme member.  However, the Executive stated that “[organisations] 
would be committing an offence if they had someone who was disqualified 
undertaking regulated work.  The only way in which they will know that will be 
by scheme membership”.10 Therefore, it seems disingenuous to suggest that 
not everyone will be required to be members of the scheme, given that 
organisations will be committing an offence if they employ someone who is 
disqualified and, in the Executive’s own words, the only way they can find that 
out is through a person’s scheme membership.

26. The Committee appreciates the importance of having systems in place to 
protect vulnerable groups and supports the intention behind the Bill.  However, 
given the significant numbers of people that will require to be checked and that 
there is no requirement on an individual to become a scheme member and 
scheme membership will be relatively easy to avoid if an individual chooses to, 
then questions need to be asked as to whether this Bill represents a 
proportionate response. 

27. In supplementary evidence, the Executive stated that the current disclosure 
system costs £100m over ten years and “this scheme is estimated to be less 
expensive through increased efficiency.”11  However, as is shown in this 
report, there is confusion around the numbers involved, no clarity within 
the FM and concerns have been raised by organisations working in the 
field that costs could be significantly higher than estimated.  Therefore, 
the committee is not convinced that this Bill represents value-for-money 
and also questions whether it has been properly costed.  The Committee 
therefore recommends that the lead committee pursues these issues with 
the Minister and considers the value-for-money issue when making its 
recommendations on the Bill.

28. Quite apart from the proportionality and value-for-money debate, the 
Committee was also very concerned by the SCVO’s evidence on the potential 
impact of this Bill on the number of people who will choose to become 
volunteers in the future.  While SCVO admit that there can be a number of 
reasons deterring volunteers, anecdotal evidence is that the current disclosure 
environment has had an impact.  Given that the net will be cast much wider as a 
result of this Bill, then the Committee remains extremely concerned that the 
levels of volunteers will continue to decline and this could have a severe impact 
on the sector.

                                           
10

 Monaghan, Official Report, 7 November 2006, Col 4127 
11

 Supplementary evidence from the Scottish Executive 
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Overall costs 
29. The overwhelming message coming from SCVO’s evidence is that the cost of 

implementing the provisions of this Bill could have a detrimental impact on the 
voluntary sector.  They stated that: 

“If we take into account the cost in the phasing-in period – we will assume 
that it is three years – and calculate the savings made in the longer term 
when there is turnover of staff, we estimate that it would take 15 years or 
longer for a break-even point to be reached.”12

30. According to SCVO, what is crucial is a longer phasing-in period to help the 
sector cope with the additional costs.  When asked how long this phasing-in 
period should be, SCVO indicated this was a matter for debate particularly 
because issues of resourcing had to be balanced with having a system which 
will protect children and adults and that “stretching the scheme as far as 10 
years might not achieve anything, whereas a phasing-in period of three years, 
unless it is properly resourced and supported, will be very hard on the voluntary 
sector.  We are looking at somewhere inbetween – perhaps a four, five or even 
six-year phasing-in period would make the administrative costs more 
bearable.”13

31. Executive officials stated that although the FM has assumed that everyone will 
need to be checked within 3 years, it is not a legal obligation in terms of the 
scheme. The Committee believes, as with so much of the detail of this Bill, 
that these differences of interpretation need to be resolved as a matter of 
urgency and that the Executive must address the funding concerns and 
timescale for implementation raised by the SCVO. The Committee 
recommends that these issues be raised with the Minister.

Fees

32. While financial models are given in the FM for differing fee structures, the 
levels of fees will not be known until the relevant subordinate legislation is 
drafted.  The Committee appreciates that the Executive has followed its own 
guidance in that it has given a range of costs where definitive costs are not 
known because the provisions are not in the primary legislation.  However, it 
signals its discontent that once again, the Committee is being asked to 
scrutinise the costs of legislation when significant financial information will be 
contained in secondary legislation. 

33. The fees are to be set at a level whereby the scheme will be largely self-
financing as was the case with the Protection of Children (Act) 2003.  However, 
experience of that Act has shown that fees have increased by 47% and the 
Committee is extremely concerned that fee levels under this Bill could similarly 
increase.

34. The Executive acknowledged that there had been flaws in the implementation 
of the 2003 Act and indicated that much more detailed work had been 

                                           
12

 McTernan, Official Report, 7 November 2006, Col 4101 
13

 McTernan, Official Report, 7 November 2006, Col 4102 
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undertaken in relation to the implementation of this Bill. However, as the level of 
fees is one of the key determinants of the way in which the costings of the Bill 
have been arrived at, the Committee remains concerned that fees could be set 
at levels which are prohibitive.

35. This concern was shared by the SCVO who have proposed that the fees 
should be capped for the voluntary sector.  The Committee notes that generally, 
fees for volunteers will be paid by the Executive and voluntary organisations will 
be responsible only for paid staff, although there was some confusion in the 
wording of the FM.

36. While the Committee appreciates the considerable financial burdens likely to 
be placed on the voluntary sector, it is concerned that if a cap were placed on 
the fees for one sector, that another sector might have to pay more to make up 
for the shortfall.  The Committee believes that it is more important to have clarity 
around the operation of the scheme, a consensus over the cost to the voluntary 
sector and a thorough examination of the financial resources currently available. 

37. Paragraph 224 of the FM states that “while it is expected that many local 
authorities will continue to pay the costs of the fees, no additional cost will be 
incurred by local authorities as a result of the introduction of the new vetting and 
barring scheme.”14  In written evidence, COSLA described this paragraph as 
“naïve” and that “it may well be that in the longer terms costs will equalise or 
indeed decrease, but that will not be the case in the short-term….in the most 
recent 6 months, around 46,000 [disclosures] have been processed.  This 
represents a cost of £920,000 at current fee levels…given the higher fee level 
for initial checks and the projected increase in volume in the first 3 years of the 
scheme.”15

38. In responding to this and to other matters raised by the Committee, Executive 
officials spoke of the need to consider the total costs over a 10 year period and 
the savings which they claim will arise from having a less bureaucratic system.  
However, these organisations are outlining significant financial implications in 
the first three years and it is simply not acceptable to say that costs will be 
neutralised over the longer-term.  The Executive operates on a three-year 
spending review cycle and if organisations are claiming that there will be a 
financial impact within the first three years of the Bill’s implementation then this 
needs to be examined.

39. When pressed on why additional costs for local authorities resulting from the 
payment for fees were not shown in paragraph 224 of the FM, the Executive 
responded that: 

“The costs are in the financial memorandum.  We place the costs on 
individuals, because the legislative requirement for the payment of the 
disclosure fee falls on the individual.”16

                                           
14

 Protection of Vulnerable Group (Scotland) Bill:  Financial Memorandum 
15

 Submission from COSLA 
16

 Storrie, Official Report, 7 November 2006, Col 4124 
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40. Although the Committee is well aware that, technically, payment requires to be 
made by the individual it is a matter of fact that local authorities pay the cost of 
these fees and given that the FM acknowledges this will continue to be the 
case, it is disingenuous at best and misleading at worst, for the Executive to list 
this as a cost to individuals. 

41. The Committee is extremely dissatisfied with the responses it has received on 
disclosure fees.  While it acknowledges that a range of costs have been 
given in the FM, it is deeply disappointing that yet again, the Committee is 
being asked to scrutinise the financial implications of a Bill when 
significant, relevant financial information will only come to light through 
subordinate legislation. 

Administrative costs 

42. While the Scottish Executive pays the disclosure check fees of volunteers and 
will continue to do so under this Bill, the SCVO raised serious concerns over the 
administration costs which would be incurred by voluntary organisations which 
they estimated to be in the region of £20m.  In supplementary evidence the 
SCVO explained that this figure was arrived at on the basis of administration 
costs of  £21.50 per check multiplied by 956,000 (volunteers and paid staff).  
Even taking on board the Executive’s point that some volunteers are already in 
regulated employment (and therefore would be a scheme member through that 
employment), and the figures they have subsequently given for the number of 
volunteers, it is clear that there could be significant administrative costs. 

43. The FM does not make any specific allowance for such administrative costs. 
When questioned on SCVO’s estimates, the Executive appeared to concentrate 
on the cost of fees and costs arising from a duty to refer.  However, the SCVO’s 
evidence states that the administration costs which they quote refer to the work 
done from application to receipt of disclosure check.  Although the Executive 
has highlighted that a number of volunteers are already in regulated work and 
therefore, will not require to be “processed” by the voluntary sector, there 
appears to be no recognition that there will be any additional administrative 
costs. The Committee appreciates that checks need to be undertaken at 
present, but given the significant increase in the numbers caught by this 
Bill, then it cannot be presumed that additional costs will not arise.  The 
Committee recommends that the lead Committee pursues these issues 
with the Minister. 

Definition of “protected adult” 

44. The SCVO also expressed concern over the definition of a “protected adult” 
which is essentially a service-based definition.  SCVO explained that for 
regulated organisations, most of their clients will be protected adults.  However, 
their concern is for organisations outwith the regulated setting who will come 
into contact with adults who are “protected” at some times but not at others as 
this will depend on what services those adults are receiving. 
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45. The SCVO gave an example of the WRVS where the overwhelming majority of 
the client group will be vulnerable adults but a certain proportion are likely come 
into the category where their status will change.  According to the SCVO: 

“ we fear that it will be an administrative treadmill for those organisations to 
keep up with who is and who is not a protected adult at a particular point and 
therefore, which of their staff can and cannot be a scheme member at a 
certain point in time”17

46.The Committee recommends that the lead committee raise this issue with 
the Minister. 

Training and awareness raising 

47. The other area of concern to the SCVO was the amount of money allocated to 
training in the FM.  The FM estimates that approximately £1.4m will be required 
to ensure that adequate training and guidance is developed and delivered in 
relation to the new vetting and barring scheme.  Additionally, £140,000 is 
estimated as the cost of training for staff in the voluntary sector to prepare for 
information sharing.

48. However, £320,000 of the £1.4m is allocated to developing the systems of the 
Central Registered Body for Scotland which leaves £1.1m for developing 
training materials, delivering training events and operating a telephone helpline 
service.  SCVO noted that in the first year of implementation of the Protection of 
Children (Scotland) Act that they had “managed quickly and effectively to use 
£360,000 in three months to get messages and resources out to voluntary 
organisations.”18

49. On that basis, the Committee questioned whether the estimates were reliable.  
The Executive explained that: 

“the thinking behind the figures in the financial memorandum is that the 
strategic people in the organisations will be trained as part of the roll-out of 
the scheme.  There will not be a big bang on day one but a phased 
implementation, so the operational training can be embedded in the annual 
training, biannual training or whatever it is that organisations give their 
staff.”19

50. In supplementary evidence, the Executive stated that a grant of £360,000 had 
been awarded to the voluntary sector for development of a support package to 
assist the sector in implementing the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 
and that the Executive recognised the need for similar support mechanisms 
under this Bill and are therefore suggesting that on the basis of a like-for-like 
comparison, the equivalent figure for this Bill would be £800,000 (being the sum 
of the first two rows in the table in paragraph 215). 
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 Gunson, Official Report, 7 November 2006, Col 4102 
18

 McTernan, Official Report, 7 November 2006, Col 4104 
19

 Mott, Official Report, 7 November 2006, Col 4136 
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51. However, as the SCVO stated they spent £360,000 within 3 months under the 
previous legislation, they clearly do not believe that the money provided under 
this Bill will be sufficient. It is deeply worrying that there is such a level of 
disagreement over so many of the estimates in the FM. 

Awareness raising 

52. For this Bill to be successful, it appears that there will need to be significant 
awareness raising.  This Bill, unlike previous legislation, will cover personal 
employers (eg, piano teachers).  The Policy Memorandum cites an example 
where a new piano teacher arrives and because the parents do not know him or 
her, they log onto the Disclosure Scotland website and learn that the teacher’s 
disclosure statement it out-of-date.  The Committee suggested that unless there 
was significant awareness raising, then many parents simply would not know 
about the legislation and how checks can be carried out. 

53. The Executive responded that while it would be an offence for the piano 
teacher to undertake regulated work if listed, it was not an offence for a parent 
to employ him or her (although it would be an offence if an organisation were to 
employ the teacher) and therefore, this Bill would provide an additional tool for 
parents in checking the reputation of an individual.  When asked how parents 
would know about that additional tool, the Executive responded that “we will 
have to disseminate that.”20  However, while financial provision has been made 
for awareness raising among employers, the Executive confirmed that there is 
no provision for more general awareness raising.  In supplementary evidence, 
the Executive stated that the general population would benefit from the 
development of the training and guidance pack principally through awareness 
raising methods rather than formal training21.

54. Therefore, it would appear that some of the money allocated for training will be 
required for awareness raising.  As outlined earlier, there is only £1.1m 
allocated for training and £200,000 of this total amount is set aside for 
developing training materials. The Committee believes therefore that further 
clarity is required as to how the £1.1m will be spent.  In addition, given the 
concerns raised by the SCVO, the Committee questions whether the 
money will be sufficient and recommends that the lead Committee raise 
this issue with the Minister. 

IT Costs 

55. Of the £1.4m allocated for training, £320,000 is for developing the systems of 
the Central Registered Body for Scotland.  In addition, the FM states £2m will 
be required to set up the IT infrastructure to support the vetting and barring 
scheme.  It would appear that significant IT will be required (eg, paragraph 89 of 
the Bill’s explanatory notes sets out various connections and triggers that will be 
required) and there is also an expectation that online disclosure requests can 
be made. 
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56. As has been shown in this report, it is still unclear as to the exact number of 
people who will be brought into the scheme but it will be a very large number.  
Within the period of scheme membership, there are also likely to be a number 
of changes which need to be recorded for each person (eg, job, address and 
further relevant information regarding suitability) and therefore, it can be 
assumed that an extremely large database will be required.  Given this and the 
cost of other IT systems within the public sector, the Committee is not 
convinced that the estimated costs will be sufficient and the Committee 
recommends that the lead committee raise this issue with the Minister.

Creation of an Executive Agency 

57. As a result of this Bill, a new Executive agency will be created.  This will 
comprise of staff transferred from Disclosure Scotland who are currently 
employed by the Strathclyde Joint Police Board to deal with vetting and a 
Central Barring Unit with 30 staff to maintain the list of disqualified people.  

58. In its Accountability and Governance inquiry report, the Committee 
recommended that any legislation proposing a new body should be 
accompanied by a policy options paper detailing alternative structures which 
were explored, the cost of all such options and the reasons why any less 
expensive options were not selected.  The Committee appreciates that 
consultation on this Bill was underway before the Committee published its 
report.

59. The Executive had consulted on options for the Central Barring Unit but 
officials were asked whether the costs of the options had also been sent out.  In 
supplementary evidence, the Executive confirmed that costs had not been set 
out and that it would have been difficult to do so meaningfully mainly because 
the cost of a Non-Departmental Public Body (NDPB) would be very difficult to 
quantify.22 The Committee is surprised by this response given that fully costed 
options have been provided for NDPBs in the past (eg, the Scottish Civil 
Enforcement Commission) and the Executive has agreed in principle with the 
Committee’s recommendation in its Accountability report.  The Committee 
recommends that the lead committee seek further clarification on this 
from the Minister.

60. The supplementary response from the Executive provides answers to various 
questions regarding the Executive agency which the Committee indicated it 
would raise through correspondence.  The Committee asked whether the costs 
of transferring staff from Disclosure Scotland had been factored into the overall 
costs of setting up the new agency.  The Executive replied that such costs had 
not been included because “a transfer of some sort would have happened 
regardless of the advent of this Bill.  Disclosure Scotland staff are part of the 
Scottish Criminal Record Office and, as such, would have been due to transfer 
to the Scottish Police Services Authority in April 2007.”23
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61. However, the fact remains that these staff are being transferred into the main 
civil service and the presumption is that they will need to be transferred onto 
civil service terms and conditions and there could be a cost implication as a 
result of this. The Committee recommends that the lead committee 
pursues this issue with the Minister.

Conclusion

62.While the Committee recognises that this is a complex Bill, it is extremely 
dissatisfied with the information provided in the FM.  Much of the 
information is confusing and assumptions are not clear. 

63.The Committee is extremely concerned that there appears to be such a 
level of disagreement over the financial implications of the Bill between 
the SCVO and the Executive and believes this needs to be addressed as a 
matter of urgency. 

64.Much of the disagreement is centred on the number of people who will 
need to be scheme members as a result of this Bill.  As outlined earlier in 
this report, it has been extremely difficult to ascertain the number of 
people involved given the lack of detail in the FM and the lack of clarity in 
the evidence of officials.  Although the Committee has now received a 
limited breakdown of the number of individuals involved, this information 
should have been set out clearly in the FM. The Committee believes it is 
still unclear as to the total number of people who would be affected by the 
Bill and recommends that the lead committee investigates this further 
with the Minister. 

65. In supplementary evidence, it is stated that the current disclosure 
scheme will cost £100m over 10 years and that this Bill will cost less.  
However, there is confusion around the numbers involved, no clarity 
within the FM and concerns have been raised by organisations working in 
the field that costs could be significantly higher than estimated.  
Therefore, while the Committee appreciates the importance of having 
systems in place to protect vulnerable groups and supports the intention 
behind the Bill, it is not convinced that the Bill represents value-for-money 
and also questions whether it has been properly costed.  The Committee 
therefore recommends that the lead committee pursues these issues with 
the Minister and considers the value-for-money issue when making its 
recommendations on the Bill.

66.While the FM provides a range of costs in relation to fees, the Committee 
wishes to signal its discontent that once again, the Committee is being 
asked to scrutinise the costs of legislation where significant financial 
information will be contained in secondary legislation.  Under the system 
that has been proposed to the Subordinate Legislation committee, the 
Committee signals that it intends to scrutinise these pieces of 
subordinate legislation when they are laid. 

67.The Committee has also questioned why administrative costs have not 
been factored into the FM, whether the funding earmarked for training and 
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awareness raising and the funding for IT will be sufficient, why it is not 
deemed possible to cost the NDPB option and why the cost of transferring 
staff onto new terms and conditions is not mentioned in the FM and 
recommends that the lead committee pursue these issues with Ministers. 

SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH COUNCIL FOR VOLUNTARY 
ORGANISATIONS

About SCVO 

SCVO is the umbrella body for the voluntary sector in Scotland.  Our 1300 
members represent a large constituency covering the majority of charitable activity 
in Scotland. Many of these members are themselves intermediary bodies 
representing the interests of many thousands of voluntary organisations locally 
and with respect to specific types of work. Through them we maintain a further 
contact with the sector at large and the issues that affect it. 

The elected SCVO Policy Committee represents large and small, local, national 
and international organisations, covering many different fields of activity. The 
Committee’s experience and knowledge is instrumental in informing our policy 
positions.

Background 

The protection of vulnerable groups is a very important issue for the voluntary 
sector. Voluntary organisations work with a disproportionate number of vulnerable 
groups.

We estimate that there are up to 106,000 paid staff, 850,000 volunteers and tens 
of thousands of voluntary organisations that will come within the scope of this 
proposed legislation.  Any legislation on the issue will therefore have a very large 
impact on the work we do as a sector.

The proposed Vetting and Barring scheme will be the third major upheaval relating 
to working with vulnerable groups in recent times, following only a year after the 
(as yet incomplete) implementation of the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 
2003 (PoCSA) provisions. We therefore hope that this legislation will create a 
system that will work successfully for many years to come and we will work 
enthusiastically to make this happen.

However on the basis of the explanatory notes and financial memorandum 
accompanying the bill as introduced we are far from convinced that sufficient 
consideration has been given to the realities of implementation. We are 
appreciative of the opportunity presented by the Finance Committee to identify 
some serious omissions in these documents. These points have been raised 
directly with Scottish Executive officials since the Bill’s introduction. 
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Key Points 

Start up costs 
• The new scheme will bring additional start-up costs to the voluntary sector of 

up to £3 million, deriving from disclosure costs for paid staff. Under the 
current system only new staff and staff moving position have been compelled 
to be checked. While volunteer checks are free (and will seemingly remain 
so), checks for paid staff are currently charged at £20 each. This has led the 
sector to spend around £150,000 per year, accessing 7500 paid disclosure 
checks. The proposed scheme will bring all staff (new and existing) into the 
system. Disclosure costs are likely to rise to £26 for each full 
check.(according to the Financial Memorandum of the Bill) Therefore, in 
accessing up to 106,000 paid checks, the new scheme will see new costs for 
the voluntary sector to up to £3 million over the phasing-in period, a period 
which the financial memorandum indicates will be three years. This is new 
cash which is not currently in the system. 

Training Costs 
• The Financial Memorandum makes £600,000 available to train the whole of 

the adult/childcare workforce. This is – we believe - insufficient to adequately 
provide suitable training. Under PoCSA, £360,000 was made available to the 
voluntary sector for one year only. With the addition of adults into the 
protection system for the first time, and the substantial changes to the 
children’s protection system proposed by the Bill, we believe that £1million 
will be required to train the voluntary sector alone. This resource should 
provide training in the lead up to the commencement of the legislation and 
over the phasing-in period.

Administration Costs 
• We estimate that the administration costs from checking all paid staff and 

volunteers across the voluntary sector will be up to £20million. Bringing up to 
106,000 paid staff and 850,000 volunteers into the protection system will 
incur significant additional administrative costs over the phasing-in period. 
Under the current system only new staff or staff moving positions have been 
required to be checked, leading to the voluntary sector accessing around 
60,000 checks a year (including 7500 paid staff checks). Based on figures 
supplied by organisations deploying significant numbers of volunteers of this 
is estimated to have cost already the equivalent of £2 million which would 
aggregate up to some £20million to bring all affected staff and volunteers into 
the system. This is in addition to the £3m start-up costs, and £1 million 
training costs mentioned previously. 

i) Consultation – Questions 1 – 3  
1. Did you take part in the consultation exercise for the Bill, if applicable, and if 

so did you comment on the financial assumptions made? 

2. Do you believe your comments on the financial assumptions have been 
accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum?

3. Did you have sufficient time to contribute to the consultation exercise? 
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SCVO was disappointed overall with the consultation process for the Bill.  

On the plus side - we were happy that the Executive gave sufficient time for 
responses and we were happy that information events, focus groups, and 
interviews took place to supplement the written responses given by organisations. 
The voluntary sector took full part in all of these ways.  

However, we were very disappointed that many of the Executive’s proposals to 
which organisations were asked to respond were less than fully worked up. We 
believe that the consultation occurred too late in the process to influence the 
principles of the proposed legislation and too early in the Executive’s thinking to 
comment on many of the specific proposals for action. Follow-up dialogue to the 
consultation relating to implementation and resource issues which we expected 
during the summer did not materialise.  We believe it would have been better to 
have focused on the financial implications more intently before now as this will 
have a significant bearing on the effectiveness of any scheme. 

Many in the sector have the impression that the general approach from the 
Executive to this piece of legislation has been to pass primary legislation at great 
speed and work out the details later, in secondary legislation. We believe that it is 
crucial that implementation of this complex legislation must be considered at this 
stage, side by side with the Bill itself by both the Education and Finance 
Committee. We also believe that more certainty is required in the primary 
legislation regarding some of the details of the proposals, especially those with 
financial implications.

There were very few financial details given in the consultation paper. However 
SCVO’s own submission, and many of the voluntary organisations separately 
responding, commented on the financial implications of the proposals during the 
consultation process. We do not see that these have been addressed in the face 
of the Bill and accompanying explanatory notes and financial memorandum as 
introduced.  

ii) Costs – Questions 4 – 6 
4. If the Bill has any financial implications for your organisation, do you believe 

that these have been accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum?  If 
not, please provide details. 

5. Are you content that your organisation can meet the financial costs 
associated with the Bill?  If not, how do you think these costs should be met? 

6. Does the Financial Memorandum accurately reflect the margins of 
uncertainty associated with the estimates and the timescales over which 
such costs would be expected to arise? 

Financial Implications 
We do not believe that the true costs to voluntary organisations have been 
accurately reflected in the financial memorandum and some of the figures do not 
appear to based on hard evidence but are ‘guestimates’. More worryingly, those 
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with the necessary expertise or knowledge were not consulted on their derivation 
or basis. 

Funding
It is unrealistic to expect the vetting and barring scheme to be self financing. The 
voluntary sector cannot write a blank cheque for these proposals. We believe a 
cap on disclosure costs for the voluntary sector should be placed in the face of the 
Bill. If the Executive are serious about protecting vulnerable groups then 
substantial additional resources will be required. These are not currently contained 
in the Financial Memorandum.

Start up costs of the scheme 
The new scheme will bring additional start up costs of up to £3million for voluntary 
organisations.

Under the current PoCSA legislation only new staff, or staff moving positions, have 
been compelled to be disclosure checked. However, under the Bill, as introduced, 
all staff (existing and new) will need to join the scheme within a prescribed period. 
This will be a significant additional cost to the sector, currently not acknowledged 
in the Bill or accompanying documents.

Under PoCSA, the voluntary sector has accessed a total of around 60,000 
disclosure checks annually. Of these, around 7500 per year have been for paid 
positions, incurring a charge for voluntary organisations (overwhelmingly in 
practice organisations pay for checks rather than pass these on to individuals). 
This has amounted to a financial commitment from the voluntary sector of 
£100,000 2005/06 and £150,000 this year.  However, with 106,000 paid staff in the 
sector, at the proposed fee level of £26, the new system will see additional start-up 
cost of around £3million to the sector over the phasing-in period.

We believe that unless the Executive finds funds to cover, or more practically, 
waive,  this start-up cost, over the phasing-in period, a significant number of 
voluntary organisations will see a real reduction in frontline activity benefiting 
vulnerable groups or could even risk closure. There simply is not the financial 
slack in the voluntary sector to absorb an additional cost of this size. 

Disclosure Costs 
The proposed legislation is likely to see an initial rise in the cost of a disclosure 
check, from their current £20 to £26 (an increase of 30%). Due to inaccurate 
estimates of what the system requires to be ‘self-financing’ disclosure fees have 
already increased from £13.60 to £20 (an increase of 47%), only a year after 
commencement of PoCSA. While subsequent, nominal checks are likely to be 
charged at £10, the upfront costs of an increase in the cost of a disclosure could 
have a real impact across the sector. We believe the Executive must ensure 
disclosure fees from paid checks in the voluntary sector are capped at their current 
£20 level to avoid inhibiting frontline activity, benefiting vulnerable groups. 

Training costs 
We estimate that the voluntary sector will require up to £1million for training over 
the lead up to, and phasing in of, the new Scheme. 
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The voluntary sector will require a great deal of preparation for the new scheme. 
Once the secondary legislation has been drafted and passed we believe there 
should be a 12 month period before commencement. It is essential that 
awareness-raising and training takes place in the sector, many months before the 
legislation comes into force and over the phasing-in period to the new Scheme.   

The Financial Memorandum accompanying the Bill allocates £600,000 for training 
to the ‘care/children workforce’ in relation to the new scheme. This figure is 
insufficient. In implementing the current PoCSA regime, the Executive made 
£360,000 available to the sector for training for one year. With the inclusion of 
protected adults into the new system for the first time, and with the significant 
changes to the children system, we believe that the voluntary sector alone will 
need at least £1million in training prior to and over the phasing-in period. Faith 
groups, public and private organisations will need equivalent funding for training. 

Administration costs 

Organisations
We estimate that the administration costs across the sector from checking all paid 
staff and volunteers will amount to up to £20million. 

It is crucial that the phasing-in period of the new Scheme is long enough to avoid 
irreparable damage to voluntary groups and organisations working to the benefit of 
vulnerable groups in Scotland. The additional administrative burden faced by 
voluntary groups could be very large indeed. We estimate that the total 
administrative cost faced by voluntary organisations over the phasing-in period of 
the new scheme will be up to a value of £20million – an increase of over 
£18million on the sector’s current administrative burden from the PoCSA 
legislation. 

This scale of additional bureaucratic burden, cost of staff and management 
committee time, paperwork and postage, could be catastrophic for voluntary 
organisations. We believe that more must be done to reduce the potential red tape 
stemming from the proposed legislation. An extended phasing-in period may 
contribute to the sector’s ability to absorb these costs, as should the proper 
implementation of full cost recovery in grants and contracts, at least to those 
delivering formal public services.  

We are very concerned that the service-led definition of a ‘protected adult’ could 
lead to unintended additional costs for some organisations. A ‘protected adult’ is 
defined, in summary, as someone over the age of 16 in receipt of certain services 
delivered by an organisation registered with the Care Commission, an organisation 
delivering NHS or other clinic/hospital-based services or finally a community care 
service provided by a council or body acting on behalf of a council. This definition 
will mean a protected adult could be a fairly fluid and transient term.

For organisations delivering non-regulated services to adults this definition could 
have very serious costs. For these organisations it will be an administrative 
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treadmill to keep up with which clients are and which are not protected adults, and 
therefore which staff members can and cannot be scheme members.  

Individuals 
The Bill as introduced will also increase the administrative burden on individuals 
volunteering or in paid employment. For example, we are very worried about the 
requirement in the Bill that members of the Scheme must update their address 
within 3 months of it changing. We believe that this is an unnecessary burden on 
individuals, and could also mark a change in the relationship between volunteer 
and voluntary organisation. Furthermore we question whether those that are 
actually likely to generate vetting information are likely to update their personal 
details. This could therefore paradoxically place the heaviest burden on those 
least likely to be a risk.

We would suggest one solution could be to ask, and compel, scheme members to 
update their address each time they request a full scheme, short scheme, or 
statement of barred status rather than within three months of a change. This would 
be an easy way to reduce the red tape stemming from this legislation without 
harming the Bill’s intentions. 

Uncertainty
Despite the Bill’s length we believe that inappropriate levels of detail have been 
left for secondary legislation. The Bill enables powers for Ministers that, depending 
on how they are used, could cause serious problems for the voluntary sector. This 
has led to a great deal of uncertainty as to how this legislation will look in practice, 
and makes it very difficult to quantify likely costs for the voluntary sector.

We believe amendments to the primary legislation, or at least public statements of 
policy intention, must be made to reduce this damaging uncertainty and allow 
Parliamentarians to accurately consider the likely costs of the new system.  

In the absence of reassurances of this kind the following uncertainties exist: 

1. Calculations the Financial Memorandum is based on.  
As far as we are aware the Executive has not made contact with the key voluntary 
sector bodies regarding the costs of the proposed legislation. We would be very 
interested to see the Executive calculations on which the Financial Memorandum 
is based. 

For example, the Financial Memorandum states that the workforce covered by the 
proposed Scheme will be up to 1million individuals across all sectors. We are 
unsure from where the Executive obtained these figures. SCVO estimate that in 
the voluntary sector alone, up to 106k paid staff, and up to 850k volunteers, will be 
included in the Scheme. We’d assume significant numbers of additional staff exist 
in the faith, public and private sector.

There is some allowance in the Financial Memorandum for new costs for the 
voluntary sector’s Disclosure agency – the CRBS – but it is unclear how this figure 
was arrived at, whether it includes all relevant system and capital costs, and 
therefore whether future costs are likely. 
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2. Ongoing disclosure costs  
If the Scottish Executive has incorrectly estimated the numbers of checks going 
through the new scheme, the projected fee levels will be inaccurate and could rise 
substantially from their likely initial £26. Under PoCSA we have seen a 47% 
increase in disclosure fees, due to inaccurate estimates, after only 12 months of 
the system being operational.  

3. Cost of reduction in volunteering 
The Executive assumes rates of volunteering will remain constant following the 
introduction of this proposed legislation however we believe that the Bill could 
seriously inhibit voluntary activity. Volunteering contributes £2.52billion to 
Scotland. Even a small decrease in volunteering could therefore have serious 
financial implications for Scotland’s economy, disregarding the harm to vulnerable 
groups in Scotland. 

4. Turnover rates 
We are unsure what calculations the Executive has made to determine the 
turnover rates of staff. Staff turnover rates – i.e. the rate at which individuals 
would, under the current system, be brought into the scheme by virtue of moving 
posts, will be very important in determining additional costs to the voluntary sector 
when setting the length of the phasing-in period. Through figures obtained from 
Disclosure Scotland/CRBS turnover of paid staff in this part of the voluntary sector 
can be calculated at around 7%, which is understood be less than the Executive’s 
estimates of the wider affected workforce.

5. Employers will not ask for a full check if a nominal check is all that is required 
We have received concerned feedback from voluntary organisations regarding the 
Scheme’s reliance on prospective employees to provide their original full vetting 
and barring disclosure certificate. Many organisations have stated that they could 
not trust the integrity of a further check that relied on the original certificate, seeing 
potential for fraud. If the system creates a weak link, because organisations feel 
they cannot ‘trust’ the nominal checks, then a greater number of full checks will be 
accessed by organisations. This will increase costs to individuals and 
organisations from Executive estimates.

iii) Wider Issues – Question 7 and 8 
7. If the Bill is part of a wider policy initiative, do you believe that these 

associated costs are accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum?  

8. Do you believe that there may be future costs associated with the Bill, for 
example through subordinate legislation or more developed guidance?  If so, 
is it possible to quantify these costs?

Wider Policy Initiative 

Funding for vulnerable groups’ services 
A vetting and barring scheme will form only one part of a fully functioning 
protection system. With funding for children’s services reported to be in shortfall at 
the local level by up to £160million, with the children’s hearing system in shortfall 
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by a reported £20 million, we query whether the financial implications of this Bill 
have been thought through properly. It is an open question as to the logic of 
spending many millions of pounds on a vetting and barring scheme when other 
services that do so much to protect vulnerable groups, and to benefit vulnerable 
groups, are under-funded.

Volunteering
There is a growing body of evidence that the Disclosure system is proving a 
barrier to volunteering. The exact value of which to organisations, to the 
individuals themselves, and to wider society is hard to quantify, yet undisputedly 
significant. One formula places the value of current rates of volunteering at 
£2.52billion. The Executive’s National Volunteering Strategy and policy of 
promoting volunteering, which is widely supported in the sector and wider public, is 
jeopardised by this legislation if implementation is not seriously considered and 
resourced.

Future costs 

1. Fee structure 
The Bill provides powers for Ministers to charge a fee to join the Scheme, an 
annual subscription fee for remaining in the scheme, and even a fee to be 
removed from the scheme, in addition to fees for disclosure requests. Whether 
Ministers will use these powers and if so at what fee level is a clear outstanding 
uncertainty.

2. Phasing-in period 
If the phasing-in period is too short it could create unmanageable front-loaded 
costs for voluntary organisations. With administration costs estimated to be up to 
£20million over the phasing-in period, we believe the voluntary sector will need 
longer than the three years indicated in the financial memorandum in order to 
absorb these costs without threatening a great deal of voluntary activity. Equally, if 
the phasing-in period creates too big a spike in numbers of disclosure checks (and 
associated direct and indirect costs), then costs will be repeated at the expiration 
of scheme membership.

3. Scheme membership expiration  
The Executive are proposing that membership of the Scheme would expire after a 
period of time. The length of this ‘lifetime’ will impact on the costs faced by 
individuals and organisation in the voluntary sector. The longer the lifetime the 
lower the costs will be (assuming the new system reduces administration costs in 
the long term).

4. Tracking ‘current’ organisations 
In giving notice of listing an individual, Ministers will need to know which 
organisations an individual is currently working for. We understand regulations will 
set out the system by which Ministers will keep track of ‘active’ organisations on a 
scheme record. If Ministers opt for an administratively burdensome method, such 
as an annual return for organisations, then this could bring further additional 
administrative costs to voluntary organisations. We would recommend 
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consideration be given to strategic data-sharing between the sector itself and 
associated regulators. 

5. Costs from the ‘duty to refer’ 
Regulations will determine what information an employer will need to hold in order 
to satisfy the duty to refer relevant staff behaviour to the Scheme. This duty could 
bring large administrative costs for voluntary organisations, particularly the 
smallest.

6. Sharing Child Protection Information 
The Bill assigns duties and powers to employers in order that they share ‘child 
protection information’. A code of practice will be outlined in secondary legislation. 
Until regulations are set outlining the code, what ‘child protection information’ is, 
and what duties are placed on employers and employees, it will be impossible to 
quantify the costs of this part of the Bill. However it is clear that this part of the Bill 
will bring additional costs to a number of voluntary organisations. 

SUBMISSION FROM COSLA 

Further to your request for evidence, I am happy to enclose COSLA’s written 
evidence on the Financial Memorandum for the Protecting Vulnerable Groups Bill. 

As you will see, the main thrust of our evidence is that it is impossible to assess 
the financial impact of the bill at this stage as there are too many elements which 
remain to be determined.   Given that the oral evidence session is intended to 
allow the Committee to further explore the costs and other financial matters 
associated with the Bill, there seems little benefit in attending when we have 
nothing to add to our written submission.  I therefore confirm that we will not be 
attending Committee on Tuesday, 7 November. 

We would, of course, be very happy to provide the Committee with information 
which might be relevant when there is greater clarity around those aspects of the 
bill which are likely to have financial implications. 

I will be happy to hear from you at any time in the future to discuss this matter. 

Yours sincerely 

Anna Fowlie 
Team Leader – Children & Young People 

Background 

The Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA) is the umbrella body 
representing 31 of Scotland’s 32 councils.  We welcome the opportunity to give 
evidence to the Finance Committee on the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill from a strategic perspective in relation to local government’s role as 
the key delivery agent of services to children and vulnerable adults, and as the 
Employer’s Organisation for local government.  Individual local authorities will, of 
course, have their own distinct views.  We would, however, question the timing of 
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consideration of the financial memorandum as there are many aspects of this Bill 
and its implementation which are still very much in development and therefore it is 
difficult to determine what costs will result. 

Detail

Much of the financial memorandum relates to the establishment of the new Vetting 
and Barring Unit.  We will not comment on those costs as that is a matter for the 
Scottish Executive. Our comments therefore relate to those aspects which directly 
impact on local authorities, or points of general principle. 

Summary of Costs 

• In relation to the third bullet point, it is too early to make an assumption that 
costs will decrease and certainly too early to give a specific figure. 

• Our views on the fifth bullet point will be covered later in relation to the fuller 
paragraph within the memorandum – it is naïve to say categorically at this 
stage that there will be no additional ongoing costs. 

Basics of the Vetting and Barring Scheme 
201 (b) we agree that there should be two fee levels 
(c) we agree with a flat fee regardless of which part of the workforce is being 
checked
(d) while we acknowledge that the operating costs should be covered, we do not 
believe that it is possible to assess what those will be at this stage. 
(e) we agree that the Scottish Executive should continue to meet the costs of 
volunteers working in the voluntary sector.  However we believe that this should 
also apply to volunteers working in the statutory sector particularly in the instances 
where a statutory agency vets volunteers to benefit its community rather than 
direct services – for example a local authority handling vetting on behalf of Parent 
Teacher Associations or School Boards. We believe that all checks for volunteers 
ought to be free regardless of where they work.  This would represent a relatively 
small number but would be significant to councils and would send a more 
consistent message regarding the Scottish Executive’s support for volunteering. 
207  The term “personal employers” will include carers employed under Direct 
Payments.  This is an area of activity which will only increase but the level of 
increase is impossible to assess at present.  We do not believe that this has been 
taken into account. In addition, we understand that there are a variety of views on 
who should be responsible for meeting the costs of vetting relating to Direct 
Payments and if it is to be local authorities then that must be addressed within the 
financial memorandum. 
219 We would opt for the first element of Model 2 as that gives the minimum 
disruption/fluctuation in costs. 
223 This paragraph should stop at the first sentence – it is dangerous, and 
unnecessary, to try to project volume ten years hence.  After all, who would have 
predicted 10 years ago that the current activity would be at the level it is?  We 
should avoid creating hostages to fortune, but should build in a review after, for 
example, five years. 
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Costs on Local Authorities 

224 This paragraph is naïve.  Local authorities do pay for Disclosures and there 
is an expectation amongst the public and indeed within the Executive (see paras 
229  and 231 below) that this will continue to be the case.  It may well be that in 
the longer term costs will equalise or indeed decrease, but that will not be the case 
in the short-term.  Local authorities are responsible for three quarters of the 
disclosures processed by Disclosure Scotland.  In the most recent 6 months 
around 46,000 have been processed.  This represents a cost of £920,000 at 
current fee levels, includes very little retrospective checking of existing staff.  
Given the higher fee level for initial checks and the projected increase in volume in 
the first 3 years of the scheme, which is likely to coincide with the next Local 
Government Settlement, councils would require transitional funding to ensure that 
the entire childcare and social care workforce is brought into the scheme. 
225 As mentioned briefly above, the work has hardly commenced to determine 
what exactly will be involved for local authorities or indeed other bodies who will 
have a new duty to provide information to the Vetting and Barring Unit.  On that 
basis, it is impossible to quantify any associated costs and it is naïve of the 
Scottish Executive to assume that it will not result in significant additional costs. 

Costs on Employers 

226 This paragraph merely duplicates paragraph 224 but covering the wider 
range of employers rather than only local authorities.  The same comments as 
above (224 and 225) therefore apply. 

Costs on professional regulatory bodies 

227 Regulatory bodies will also incur costs from fee increases as they carry out 
checks on all new registrants.  That does not appear to have been taken into 
account. As the duty to provide information to the Vetting and Barring Unit is new 
for these bodies too, the comments on para 225 (above) will also apply. 
229 The purpose of this paragraph is unclear – employers in the adult sector will 
have no different an experience than employers in the children’s sector and there 
are just as many regulatory bodies covering the children’s workforce.  In cross-
reference to the comments made at 224 above, this paragraph actually states that 
employers carrying out checks is a “matter of good recruitment practice.” 

Costs on Individuals 

231 This paragraph states that there is an expectation that employers will 
continue to meet the costs of checks, therefore there will be no additional costs to 
individuals.  The Scottish Executive cannot have it all ways; the Financial 
Memorandum creates an illogical circle of responsibility for the costs – the 
employer won’t incur additional costs because the individual is required to pay, but 
the individual won’t incur additional costs because the employers generally pay.
The facts are that there will be additional costs, at least in the short-term, and 
someone will have to meet them.  If current practice continues then that someone 
will be the employer and in 75% of cases that is a local authority. 
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Sharing Child Protection Information 

234 – 239 This part of the bill is so new and the potential impact of its 
implementation so unclear that it is impossible to assess what costs will be 
involved.  It is correct that there will be training costs and the figures given seem a 
little light, considering the extent of the workforce covered.  The financial 
memorandum is right to state that information sharing should be part of all 
professionals’ work in any event, but at this early stage it is not possible to assess 
whether the specifics of the legal duty will have an impact on resources.  For 
example, it is likely that parallel policy developments such as Getting It Right For 
Every Child which facilitate information sharing for child protection reasons will 
require significant investment in IT.  We would expect these developments to 
dovetail.

Costs on the voluntary sector 

243 We would expect there to be an opportunity to revisit this paragraph if 
anything should change in relation to the expectations on the voluntary sector. 

Conclusion

It is too early in the process to be able to cost the impact of this Bill, however, 
there will be transitional costs for all employers, most significantly for local 
authorities.  The duty to provide information to the Vetting and Barring Unit in 
particular is impossible to cost as we have no clear idea about what it will involve. 
Any additional costs to local authorities should, in accordance with COSLA policy, 
be funded in full by the Scottish Executive. 

SUBMISSION FROM THE CARE COMMISSION 

Dear Ms Duffy 

I refer to your letter of 18 October in relation to the above and would respond as 
set out below on behalf of the Care Commission. 

Consultation

1. Did you take part in the consultation exercise for the Bill, if applicable, and if 
so did you comment on the financial assumptions made? 

The Care Commission was invited to take part in the consultation exercise for the 
Bill.  A formal response was submitted as requested on 27 March 2006. 

2. Do you believe your comments on the financial assumptions have been 
accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum?

The Care Commission commented in relation to ensuring that costs of vetting and 
barring disclosures are kept at reasonable levels.  In particular we were keen to 
ensure that disclosures for volunteers should be free.  We are pleased to note that 
the current proposals are in tune with the Care Commission’s view.  We also 
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welcome the passportability of checks as a means of reducing cost whilst 
maintaining protection for vulnerable people.  We also agree with the proposed 
phasing.

3. Did you have sufficient time to contribute to the consultation exercise? 

We were satisfied that there was sufficient time to respond to the original 
consultation.

Costs
4. If the Bill has any financial implications for your organisation, do you believe 

that these have been accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum?  If 
not, please provide details. 

The Bill has no specific financial implications for the Care Commission in regard to 
vetting and disclosure.  Paragraphs 224-249 contain proposals in relation to 
School Care Accommodation Services which if agreed, would potentially have 
financial impact on the Care Commission. 

It is proposed that some school guardians, currently classified as Childminders 
and charged heavily subsidised fees would be included with the School Care 
Accommodation service definition, which bear full cost recovery level fees.  The 
Care Commission fully supports this recommendation. 

It has been pointed out, however, that some guardians, due to the nature of their 
service, will still be classified and registered as Childminders.  We are currently 
carrying out a scoping exercise to estimate numbers which fall into this category.  
For these guardians it will still be necessary to separately regulate them, charge 
Childminder fees, and received the appropriate early years subsidy via the 
Sponsor Department. 

5. Are you content that your organisation can meet the financial costs 
associated with the Bill?  If not, how do you think these costs should be met? 

Yes, as long as the issues outlined in 4 above are satisfactorily funded by our 
Sponsor.

6. Does the Financial Memorandum accurately reflect the margins of 
uncertainty associated with the estimates and the timescales over which 
such costs would be expected to arise? 

It is obvious that significant work has gone into compiling the various cost 
estimates provided.  The Care Commission is not able to comment on the detail of 
the figures provided, however, in general terms they would seem to provide a 
reasonable overall cost projection.  We would point out that there seems to be an 
arithmetical error in table 2, the totals in the column ‘Cost YR 1-3’ would appear to 
be incorrect. 
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Wider Issues 
7. If the Bill is part of a wider policy initiative, do you believe that these 

associated costs are accurately reflected in the Financial Memorandum?  

We have no reason to believe otherwise. 

8. Do you believe that there may be future costs associated with the Bill, for 
example through subordinate legislation or more developed guidance?  If so, 
is it possible to quantify these costs?

We are not able to comment. 

Yours sincerely 
Mr Thomas Waters 
Director of Finance and Administration 

Mr Ronnie Hill 
Director of Children’s Services Regulation 

SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH COUNCIL FOR 
VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS 

Following our evidence session to the Finance Committee on the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, SCVO would like to submit further information 
on the calculation used for our estimates of £20million administration costs. We 
have also provided further information on disclosure checks as a barrier to 
volunteering together with an idea of the potential costs to Scotland through lost 
volunteering.

Admin costs calculations 

SCVO estimates that from application to receipt of disclosure check the 
administration costs faced by voluntary organisations are £21.50 per check. This 
includes time spent by the employee, by administration staff, and by management 
staff in filling out the application, ID checking, countersigning applications etc as 
well as postage, stationery, phone and office overheads.

At £21.50 per disclosure check, this amounts to over £20million (£20,554,000) for 
the up to 956,000 paid and unpaid staff in the voluntary sector within the scope of 
the proposed legislation. 

Our estimate does not include travel costs/time. However it should be noted that 
some organisations are spread over a large geographical area. For these 
organisations this will be a significant further cost over and above our estimates 
here.
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These estimates correspond with a number of our members’ own estimates 
including the example quoted in verbal evidence of WRVS £250,000 for 12,000 
volunteers (around £20.80 a check).

Volunteering statistics 

We have received a great deal of anecdotal evidence that disclosure is a major 
barrier to volunteering, particularly volunteering to work on management 
committees. This is confirmed by research conducted by Youth Scotland and VDS.

• Disclosures, red tape and compliance consistently cited as barriers to youth 
volunteering in recent Youth Scotland research 

• Those unwilling to work with vulnerable groups increased from 6% in 2004 to 
9% in 2005 (VDS) 

Youth Scotland 

As part of the National Youth Work Strategy consultation: “Youth work – 
Opportunities for All” the Scottish Executive invited Youth Scotland to consult 
volunteers in the youth work sector and to gather their views.

Disclosures were consistently cited by respondees as a barrier to volunteering and 
as an area where support is required. Paper-work, red tape and compliance issues 
were separate but related issues also highlighted as barriers throughout the 
research document. 

One respondent stated: 
“Paperwork takes up too much time.  Legislation is difficult to navigate.  Difficult to 
get volunteers as it is.  Disclosure and fear of litigation is enough to deter people 
who need some persuading in the first place”. 

VDS

The Annual Digest of Statistics on Volunteering in Scotland 2006 brought together 
by VDS is the most recent research into volunteering. The Digest shows that the 
number of adults unwilling to undertake a disclosure check to volunteer with 
children, young people or vulnerable adults has increased from 6% in 2004 to 9% 
in 2005. Based on 2001 Census figures this represents a further 122699 potential 
volunteers now stating that they are unwilling to work with these client groups, and 
a total of 368095.

Financial worth of lost volunteering 

A financial equivalent to the additional 122699 people now unwilling to volunteer 
with vulnerable groups is very difficult to accurately and realistically calculate.  

VDS estimate the notional worth of volunteering to be £2.52 billion which would 
equate the financial ‘value’ of these 122699 people as volunteers to just under 
£200 million (£198,947,839) for all sectors and just over £150 million 
(£151,200,047) for those volunteering in the voluntary sector. If 38% (current rate 
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of volunteering) of these people volunteered it would equate to a financial ‘value’ 
of volunteering in Scotland of around £75 million (£75,600,178) and just over £57 
million (£57,456,017) for volunteering in the voluntary sector.

 Volunteering across all 
sectors

Volunteering in voluntary 
sector

Cost of lost 
volunteers –
100% volunteer 

£200 million £150 million 

Cost of lost 
volunteers –
38% volunteer 

£75 million £57 million 

It is impossible to say how many of the 122699 people would actually volunteer 
but for the barrier of the disclosure system, however these calculations show the 
potential scale of the damage being caused by the current system and the further 
damage that could be caused by the proposed Scheme.

I trust you will find this further information useful.  

For further enquiries: 

Russell Gunson 
Policy & Communications Officer 
SCVO

SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE 

PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS (SCOTLAND) BILL: FOLLOW-UP 
POINTS FROM FINANCE COMMITTEE EVIDENCE SESSION ON 7 
NOVEMBER 2006 

Thank you for your e-mail of 8 November seeking clarification of a number of 
points following the oral evidence session on 7 November 2006. 

I attach a response to the points you raised in your e-mail.  I hope this is helpful to 
the Committee.  Please do not hesitate to be in touch if there is any further 
clarification which we can provide to you or if the Committee requires any further 
briefing.

Yours sincerely, 

Andrew Mott 
Bill manager, Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 
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Annex A 

Protection Of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill: Additional Information On 
Costs

Clarification of the costs for training the workforce 
1. In recognising the concerns surrounding the burden that the Protection of 

Children (Scotland) Act 2003 would place on certain voluntary organisations, 
the Executive awarded a grant of £360,000 to a voluntary sector consortium 
for the development of a support package to assist the sector in 
implementing the legislation.  This grant was to be used to support the 
achievement of a number of objectives: 

• development of a training and guidance pack; 
• support mechanisms for the raising of awareness in relation to the 

legislation and its implications; and 
• the delivery of a number of training seminars. 

2. It is clear that training was merely one component of the intended support 
package.  When considering the new scheme, the Executive recognised the 
need for similar support mechanisms to those identified above and reflected 
this in the Financial Memorandum.  On the basis of a like-for-like comparison, 
we would suggest that the equivalent figure for this Bill would be £800,000, 
being the sum of the first two rows of the table at paragraph 215 of the 
Financial Memorandum.   

3. Broadly speaking, both children's and adults' workforces are already familiar 
with the enhanced disclosure regime and the children's workforce is familiar 
with the requirements of the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003.  The 
new scheme builds on these structures whilst reducing some of the 
bureaucracy with the result that it should be easier for users.  Therefore, it is 
not anticipated that scheme members would require formal training and the 
resources have been allocated on a pro rata basis on the assumption that 
only managers and practitioners would be required to understand all the 
scheme details. 

4. It was acknowledged in the Committee session that awareness-raising for 
non-practitioners had not been separately identified in the Financial 
Memorandum.  Parents and non-practitioner members of the scheme would 
benefit from the development of the training and guidance pack principally 
through awareness raising mechanisms rather than formal training. 

 When consulting on the options for the Central Barring Unit, were the costs of 
each option provided so that consultees could consider value for money as 
well as the principle of  each option? 

5. The consultation specifically sought views around appropriate governance 
arrangements for the Central Barring Unit.  In particular, it sought to explore 
the extent to which those arrangements should separate Ministers from the 
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decision making process around individuals.  No information was provided on 
the costs of each option but value for money for the scheme as a whole was 
explored through seeking consultees’ views on an acceptable level of fee.  
Consultees welcomed the proposals for streamlined vetting and barring but 
only if the additional cost was modest: the Bill should not increase the overall 
cost to all users at all. 

6. The paper highlighted three possible options for the Central Barring Unit – an 
executive agency; a core civil service; or a Non Departmental Public Body.  It 
also identified a possible single organisation encompassing Disclosure 
Scotland and the Central Baring Unit.  George Street Research's Analysis of 
the Consultation identifies a single organisation as the most popular choice 
(page 46).  This model has the benefit of ensuring that Ministers are 
distanced from decision making, while the organisation is held directly 
accountable for the delivery of services to a specified standard.  It meets the 
three tests set out in the consultation: it ensures effective flow of information 
with an end to end process managed by a single organisation; it has a clear 
and appropriate line accountability; and it is transparently more cost effective 
than having two separate organisations and associated overheads.  This was 
the option ultimately favoured by Ministers and reflected in the Financial 
Memorandum.

7. The likely costs of the three options were not set out in the consultation 
paper.  Indeed, it would have been difficult to do so meaningfully.  The costs 
for an executive agency and for core civil service would be essentially the 
same since staff would be on the same terms and conditions and make use 
of the same core SE functions.  The costs for an NDPB would be very difficult 
to quantify as they would be dependent on terms and conditions of 
employment, which would need to be established by the NDPB itself. 

 If the decision-making structure is likely to be similar to that which is in place 
now, why has it been determined that the Central Barring Unit will require 30 
staff?

8. The financial memorandum identified that the costs of operating the current 
DWCL are £240,000 per annum to process around 75-80 organisational 
referrals per annum (paragraph 209).  Under current arrangements, it is the 
organisational referrals which require the effort: court referrals are 
automatically included on the list.  We estimate that the total manpower 
dedicated to this task is around 4.5 members of staff (including IT support 
and admin services).  We estimated some 2200 to 2500 cases will be 
referred each year to the Central Barring Unit (paragraph 210), the increase 
being due to the creation of the adults' list and the continuous vetting of the 
workforce.  Allowing for some modest economies of scale in scaling up 
operations, 30 staff was the best estimate for the number of staff required. 

 What is the breakdown of the £1.5 million required for total running costs?  

9. The £1.5 million (paragraph 212 of the Financial Memorandum) is the 
anticipated additional running costs for the barring functions to be added onto 
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the existing functions of Disclosure Scotland.  The £240,000 per annum costs 
of the current DWCL cover approximately 4.5 members of staff (including IT 
support and admin services).  Scaling this up to around 30 staff takes the 
cost up to around £1.5 million.

10. The figure is equivalent to a cost of £50,000 per head per annum for each of 
the 30 posts.  The £50,000 figure is consistent with experience of previous 
organisations and includes all overheads such as accommodation, 
equipment, stationery etc as well as salary and employment costs.  
Recognising that there will be a range of grades covered, from the chief 
executive to junior administrative grades, we are satisfied that it represents a 
reasonable working estimate.

11. The total running costs for the Central Barring Unit, were it being established 
as a separate entity, would be likely to be significantly higher.   

The start-up costs are estimated to be £3.35 million including £400,000 for 
recruitment and relocation and £600,000 for premises.  Where will the 
agency will be located and how have  these figures being arrived at? 

12. As a new agency, location will need to be reviewed as part of the Executive’s 
relocation policy.  Any such review will need to take account of: 
• business continuity and the need not to disrupt unduly Disclosure 

Scotland’s ongoing business; 
• the terms of the Public Private Partnership with BT plc; 
• the overcrowding of current accommodation for Disclosure Scotland; 
• the need for additional staff during the transition onto the new scheme and 

a reduced requirement thereafter; and 
• the establishment of the Scottish Police Services Authority (into which the 

rest of the Scottish Criminal Record Office will go) and their own review of 
their accommodation requirements. 

13. The figure of £400,000 for recruitment and relocation was intended to cover 
the costs associated with recruitment of new staff, relocation of civil servants 
moving to the agency and the cost of employing staff in the months prior to 
the scheme going live, in order to provide training for their new roles.  The 
estimate was based on the 30 staff required for the Central Barring Unit, not 
currently part of Disclosure Scotland, some of whom would need to be 
recruited externally with the remainder being recruited from the civil service.

14. The figure of £600,000 is based on estimates of £400,000 +VAT to fit out any 
new accommodation and £125,000 to furnish it.  These are based on the 
total staff of the new agency to furnish and equip any new premises that the 
agency ultimately occupy.  In the short term, it is proposed to use the existing 
Disclosure Scotland office space as well as temporary additional 
accommodation.  This would allow space to undertake the increased activity 
required for the first three years of operation.

 Staff currently working for Disclosure Scotland will be transferred into the 
main civil service.  What will this cost (assuming employees will be 
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transferred onto civil service terms and conditions) and has this been 
factored into the overall costs of setting up the new agency? 

15. The cost of staff transfer onto civil service terms and conditions have not 
been included in the Financial Memorandum because a transfer of some sort 
would have happened regardless of the advent of this Bill.  Disclosure 
Scotland staff are part of the Scottish Criminal Record Office and, as such, 
would have been due to transfer to the Scottish Police Services Authority in 
April 2007.

16. There will be one-off costs associated with pension transfers.  This includes 
Government Actuary costs to effect the transfer, estimated to be in the region 
of £50,000 to £100,000.  There is also the cost of making up any pension 
shortfall at the point of transfer, which depends on the financial health of the 
Strathclyde Pension Scheme on the day of transfer.  The Executive will be 
required to make good any shortfall.  Preliminary estimates suggest that this 
will not be significant, as the Strathclyde scheme is very buoyant and 
Disclosure Scotland staff have relatively few years of contributions to the 
scheme.

Numbers of individuals in the scheme 
17. There was some confusion at the Committee hearing as to the number of 

individuals who would require to be scheme members.  The Financial 
Memorandum is predicated upon the following numbers and assumptions: 
• 800,000 individuals undertake voluntary work in sectors affected by the 

scheme1  This does not necessarily mean they need to be scheme 
members;

• 580,000 individuals undertake paid (i.e. not voluntary) work which will be 
regulated work and, therefore, they will be required to be scheme 
members2 ; 

• there is significant overlap between these two categories of people, we 
assumed 60% of the 580,000 individuals (= 350,000) undertaking paid 
work would also volunteer 3;

• therefore, 450,000 volunteers would not be scheme members through any 
paid work they may do; and 

• the financial memorandum further assumes that only 50% of these 
450,000 volunteers (= 225,000) actually need to be scheme members4 (for 

                                           
1
 According to the Scottish Household Survey, there are 1 million volunteers in Scotland.  From the 

Scottish Council of Voluntary Organisations, we know that 80% of all volunteers volunteer in 
sectors which would be covered by the Bill.  Combining these two sources suggests 800,000 
volunteers will be working in sectors affected by this scheme. 
2
 Assembled from official Government employment statistics in relevant sectors. 

3
 The Scottish Household Survey indicates that around 30% of adults in any employment also 

volunteer.  We have assumed a much greater propensity to volunteer amongst individuals 
undertaking paid regulated work.  We have assumed that 60% of this workforce will volunteer 
4
 This 50% assumption was explained by officials at Col 4126 of the official report.  For the sake of 

clarity, the argument is repeated here.  Data from Volunteer Development Scotland, while not 
directly supporting this assumption of 50% of volunteers requiring checking, provides crude upper 
and lower bounds for the proportion of 75% and 32% respectively.  The bounds come from the 
(overlapping) breakdown of volunteering in Scotland by activity.  Some 68% of volunteers spend at 
least part of their time raising money, which implies that the 32% who do not are likely to require to 
be checked as their volunteering is likely to involve contact with vulnerable groups.  Adding up the 
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example, a volunteer fundraiser for Barnardos is in the sector but not 
doing regulated work).

Involvement with scheme Number of individuals 

Individuals paid to do regulated work who don't volunteer 230,000

Individuals paid to do regulated work who also volunteer 350,000

Volunteers who don't do paid regulated work who need to 
be scheme members on basis of 50% assumption 

225,000

Total 805,000

Table showing summary of workforce coverage.

18. The figure of up to one million individuals (paragraph 200) is attained if 100% 
of volunteers in the sector need to be covered (the total in the table above 
rises to 1,030,000 individuals).  The Financial Memorandum illustrates the 
effect of this on costs and fees in the final two rows of table 3. 

19. The modelling to calculate the number of full and nominal checks required by 
sector is complicated but the table above shows that we believe the number 
of volunteers needing to join the scheme only because of their volunteering 
activity is very much less than the 800,000 total volunteers in the sector.  
When natural volunteer turnover is factored into an extended transition 
period, the number of "retrospective checks " required rapidly diminishes. 

Other points 

47% rise in disclosure fees 
20. On more than one occasion, it was suggested in the Committee session, and 

recorded in the official report, that the recent 47% increase in disclosure fees 
was a consequence of the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003.  For 
the record, the fee increase in April 2006 was a reflection of fewer than 
expected disclosure applications in the first four years of operation of the 
system, therefore yielding a much lower revenue than anticipated.  We now 
have a much better understanding of the volume of requests for disclosure 
checks which has informed the development of this Financial Memorandum.  
The fee increase was not connected to the commencement of the 2003 Act 
on 10 January 2005.

£100m additional costs 
21. In Column 4138 of the official report, Wendy Alexander MSP asks whether 

there was a cheaper way of obtaining the same policy effect rather than 
spend £100 million over ten years.  Paragraph 193 of the financial 
memorandum is clear that the current disclosure system costs £100m over 
ten years and this scheme is estimated to be less expensive through 
increased efficiency.  It is therefore important to note that there is no £100 
million additional expenditure but rather a slight reduction on planned 

                                                                                                                               
31%, 19% and 24% (= 74%) who are listed specifically as taking part in volunteering activities of 
one sort or another that involve contact with vulnerable groups gives the upper bound figure.  
Taking the mid-point of this range gives 53%, which is comfortably close enough to the assumed 
value to give a degree of confidence to the assertion. 
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expenditure of £100 million over 10 years.  The overall effect of the scheme 
should be to reduce the total amount of disclosure fee revenue collected. 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill Team 
16 November 2006 
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Subordinate Legislation Committee 

Report on Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill at stage 1 

1. The Committee reports to the lead Committee as follows— 

Introduction

2. At its meetings on 24 October and 7 November, the Subordinate Legislation 
Committee considered the delegated powers provisions in the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill at stage 1. The Committee submits this report to 
the Education Committee, as the lead committee for the Bill, under Rule 9.6.2 of 
Standing Orders. 

3. The Executive provided the Parliament with a memorandum on the delegated 
powers provisions in the Bill1.

4. The Committee’s correspondence with the Executive is reproduced in 
Annexes 1 and 2. 

Delegated Powers Provisions 

5. The Committee considered each of the delegated powers provisions in the 
Bill. The Committee approves without further comment: sections: 30, 37, 39, 47, 
61, 65, 67, 69, 82, 84, 85, 86, 88, 92 and 100. 

Delegated Powers Memorandum 

6. The Committee notes that, in its response to the Committee on points raised, 
the Executive has accepted that there are a number of inaccuracies in the 
Delegated Powers Memorandum (DPM). A comprehensive DPM is vital to allow 
the Committee to aid consideration and scrutiny of a Bill. Consequently, where a 
DPM is inaccurate, incomplete or fails adequately to explain the delegated powers 
in a Bill, this adds greatly to the work of the Committee and the Executive itself. 

7. Matters covering sections 17, 19 and 80 in the DPM contained inaccuracies 
which necessitated the Committee seeking clarification. Relevant correspondence 
is reproduced in the Annexes to this report. Any points on these sections, over and 
above those concerning the DPM, are detailed below.

                                           
1
 Delegated Powers Memorandum
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Prescribed information and prescribed type 

Sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8(1), 10(1)(a), 11(1) and 54 

55. The Committee questioned the drafting of these sections, in particular the 
references to “prescribed information”. The Committee was unclear whether the 
reference was a descriptive noun or a distinct power to make regulations. The 
Executive was therefore asked to clarify the drafting of the relevant provisions. 

56. The Executive referred to the definition of "prescribed" in section 96(1) and 
confirms that the references to "prescribed information" in these sections are, 
therefore, distinct regulation-making powers. The Executive stated that using 
“prescribed” in this way is a standard plain language drafting technique which is 
adopted regularly throughout the statute book. Consequently, it does not consider 
that any amendment is necessary to these provisions. 

57. The Committee considered that it was not always clear that the term is in 
every case a distinct regulation-making power and not a reference to information 
prescribed, but on balance the Committee simply notes the Executive’s 
response in relation to these references. 

58. Separately, in relation to section 8, the use of the term “prescribed 
information” was not referred to in the DPM as a delegated power. In its response 
the Executive confirmed that it intended to confer a separate power and that this 
was omitted in error from the DPM. 

59. Any further points on these sections, other than those on prescribed 
information, are detailed below. 

Other specific powers in the Bill 

Section 6 – Reference relating to matters occurring before provisions come 
into force 

60. The Committee had some difficulty in understanding the purpose of this 
provision and why it should be necessary for Ministers to prescribe the information 
that organisations may provide, unless there were some legal prohibition on an 
organisation disclosing that information. 

61. The Executive explained that this section makes it explicit that employers and 
employment organisations have a specific statutory power to make referrals in 
respect of matters which took place prior to the Bill being commenced. The 
Executive consider that this provision is necessary to enable organisations to 
make referrals about historic incidents, but it would be impossible to enforce any 
duty on them to do so. The purpose of prescribing information which the 
organisation may provide is to clarify what constitutes a competent referral. 

62. The Committee accepts and notes the Executive’s response and draws 
it to the attention of the lead committee.
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Section 8 – Reference by certain other persons 

63. The Committee asked the Executive if the power in subsection (2) is 
sufficient for the stated purpose and to clarify the drafting of this provision. 

64. The Executive agreed that the power is not broad enough to remove or make 
alterations to references to bodies listed. It can only be used to add new bodies. 
However, the Executive considers that such a power is not necessary because 
any name changes can be made only by primary legislation, which could 
consequently amend this Bill and all other relevant enactments. 

65. The Committee notes the Executive’s response and draws it to the 
attention of the lead committee. 

Section 14 - Automatic Listing

66. The Committee was concerned that this section allowed Ministers a 
considerable degree of discretion when specifying criteria for automatic inclusion 
on either the adult or children’s lists. It asked the Executive for further information 
on how it intends to exercise this power. 

67. The Executive explained that it would intend to use this power to, for 
example, respond to amendments or innovations in criminal offences, including 
offences outwith the law of Scotland; or specify criteria, such as being subject to 
the requirement to register as a sex offender, which would lead to automatic 
inclusion on one or both lists. The Executive acknowledged that this power does 
give significant discretion to Ministers and explained that this is why affirmative 
procedure is provided for.

68. The Committee is content with the Executive’s explanation.

69. The Committee also asked the Executive for clarification of the term 
“specified description” in subsection (4). 

70. The Executive considered that this does no more than give an example of 
criteria which may be specified by order under subsection (3) and it cannot 
therefore be referring to anything else. 

71. Although the Committee does not consider the drafting of subsection (4) to 
be entirely clear, it does reflect similar drafting in the UK and the Committee 
notes the Executive’s response and draws this to the attention of the lead 
committee. 

Section 17 – Information relevant to listing decisions 

72. The Committee asked the Executive if the power in subsection (5)(f) is 
sufficient for the stated purpose and to clarify the drafting of this provision.

73. The Executive agreed that the power is not broad enough to remove or make 
alterations to references to bodies listed. It can only be used to add new bodies. 
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However, the Executive took the view that no power is needed because any name 
changes can be made only by primary legislation. 

74. The Committee is not entirely clear that a finding in fact would be strictly 
construed and would not be extended to cover more informal “findings” than those 
outlined in the Bill and DPM. Despite these concerns, the Committee is content 
with the power and agrees that negative procedure is appropriate.

Section 25 – Application for removal from list 

75. This section gives the listed individual the power to apply to the sheriff for a 
review of their listing but an application is only competent if the individual has not 
made an application within a prescribed time period. Subsection 3(a) allows 
Ministers to identify the period for which an individual must have been listed prior 
to them applying for removal from the list. 

76. The Committee asked the Executive to explain its rationale for proposing that 
the power here should be subject to negative procedure, rather than affirmative 
procedure.

77. The Executive considered the power to be appropriate as it relates to the 
setting of minimum time periods for an application for removal from the list to be 
competent. The power is limited to that specification of minimum periods, and 
follows on from the principle of enabling individuals to apply for removal from the list. 
Furthermore, the more likely grounds for an application for removal are a change of 
circumstances under subsection (3)(b), to which no time constraints apply. 

78. The Committee is content with the Executive’s response and with the 
power as drafted. 

Section 29 – Notice of listing etc. 

79. The Committee noted that subsections (4) and (5) authorise Ministers to 
publish guidance. It further notes that there is no statutory obligation on an 
organisation to follow or have regard to the guidance. As the guidance will not be 
made as an SSI, it will not be published. 

80. The Executive stated that the guidance will be issued to the relevant 
organisations and that it will be publicly available. It is therefore satisfied that the 
guidance will be available to those who need it, or may be interested in it, despite 
the fact that it will not be published as an S.S.I.  

81. The Committee is content with the Executive’s response and draws this 
to the attention of the lead committee.

Section 31 – Offences against children and protected adults 

82. This section defines "relevant offence", "offence against a child" and "offence 
against a protected adult"; and provides Scottish Ministers with an order-making 
power to amend these definitions. 
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83. The Committee were concerned about the width of this power and asked the 
Executive to clarify its intentions on how this power will be used. 

84. The Executive accepted that this is a broad power but considers that it is 
necessary to “future proof” the Bill in case offences in other legislation or in the 
common law change, or if new offences are introduced or if existing offences are 
removed. The Executive stated that to reflect the broad power affirmative 
procedure is provided for. 

85. The Committee draws the attention of the lead Committee to this power 
on the grounds that clarification was requested from and provided by the 
Executive.

Section 32 – Duty to notify certain changes 

86. The Committee considered that the DPM does not give any indication of how 
the power here might be used. 

87. The Executive points to paragraph 50 of the DPM which refers to the 
flexibility to respond to future developments in methods of confirming identity or 
location as the reason for taking this power. The Executive suggested that a 
hypothetical example might be making connections with any UK-wide ID card 
scheme, for example the re-issuing of an ID card with a different number following 
theft or fraud.

88. The Committee draws the attention of the lead Committee to this power 
on the grounds that clarification was requested from and provided by the 
Executive.

Section 46 – Vetting information 

89. The Committee asked the Executive to explain what is meant by the term 
“prescribed details” in subsection (1)(a).

90. The Executive drew the Committee’s attention to the definition of "prescribed" 
in section 96(1) which excludes section 46(1)(a) from that definition. “Prescribed 
details” in subsection (1)(a) refers to the usage of that term in section 113A(3)(a) 
of the Police Act 1997. Consequently, there is no distinct power to make 
regulations under subsection (1)(a). 

91. The Committee considers that the meaning of the term is still unclear, 
particularly as to whether the words modify “central records” or “prescribed 
details”. However, it notes the Executive’s response and draws this to the 
attention of the lead committee.

92. The Committee also noted that failure to comply with an obligation imposed 
by regulations under subsection (2) does not appear to carry any sanction and 
asked the Executive if this was its intention. 
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93. The Executive explained that the prescribed information will be limited to that 
held by public bodies that are subject to remedies under administrative law. 

94. The Committee notes the Executive’s response and draws this to the 
attention of the lead committee.

Section 60 – Power to use fingerprints to check applicant’s identity 

95. The Committee asked the Executive why, if, as stated in the DPM, it is the 
intention that fingerprints should be taken at a police station, it is necessary for this 
to be prescribed by subordinate legislation rather than simply set out in the Bill.

96. The Executive indicated that although its intention is for fingerprints to be 
taken at a police station, it is considered more appropriate to specify detailed 
arrangements, such as exact locations, in secondary, rather than primary, 
legislation. The Executive believes that future technological developments will also 
mean that attendance at places other than a police station may be possible, and 
the power ensures that future arrangements could be detailed without the need for 
further primary legislation. 

97. The Committee notes the further information requested from and 
provided by the Executive and is content with the power as drafted.

Section 76 – Code of practice about child protection information 

98. The Committee noted that this section obliges Ministers to publish a code of 
practice on which they must consult before publication. It was concerned that such 
a publication does not need to be laid before Parliament.  

99. The Executive concurred that the Code of Practice is of sufficient importance 
to lay before Parliament and a Stage 2 amendment to that effect will be laid. 

100. The Committee welcomes the fact that the code is to be laid before 
Parliament and draws the attention of the lead committee to the proposed 
amendment.

Section 81 – Enforcement 

101. The Committee noted that section 97 contains the customary provision 
allowing Ministers by order to make supplemental etc provisions. The Executive is 
asked what additional purpose is served by section 81(1)(b). 

102. The Executive agreed that sections 81(1)(b) and 97(1)(a) confer duplicate 
powers and will bring forward Stage 2 amendments to remove the duplication. 

103. The Committee welcomes this intention and draws the attention of the lead 
committee to the proposed amendments.

104. The Committee asked the Executive for further information in relation to a 
provision to ensure that relevant persons comply with their duties under part 3. 
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105. The Executive stated that most of the relevant persons are subject at present 
to regulation and the power is intended to allow Ministers to add to the regulatory 
regimes if necessary, in order to ensure that relevant regulators can take action in 
the event of breach of any of the new duties. 

106. The Committee notes and is content with the information provided by 
the Executive and accepts the power as drafted.

107. The Committee asked the Executive to clarify whether the reference in 
subsection (2) to “any enactment” covered the Bill itself. 

108. The Executive confirmed that the word "enactment" includes the Bill itself 
when read in the context of these provisions, including section 99(4). It goes on to 
explain that in its view the best way to exercise powers of this type may often be to 
insert text into the relevant Bill provision. Doing so can help make the law clearer 
for persons operating the resultant legislation. Allowing a power to be used to 
amend other enactments, including the Bill itself, does not affect the breadth of the 
power.

109. The Committee is content with the Executive’s response.

Section 87 – Transfer of Disclosure Scotland staff etc. 

110. The Committee noted that there is no provision requiring prior consultation 
with staff before making an order under this power and asked the Executive to 
clarify why there is no such provision. 

111. The Executive explained that as this is a relatively small transfer of staff 
working in a discrete area for one employer and that there is already consultation 
with the staff. Adding a statutory duty to consult would add yet another 
consultation which is felt unnecessary. 

112. The Committee is content with the Executive’s response and draws the 
attention of the lead committee to the clarification was provided by the 
Executive.

113. The Committee raised a further point in relation to subsection (2) which 
confers power to make an order specifying particular persons. It felt it was 
inappropriate to include names of individuals in Scottish statutory instruments as 
they are published on the web. The Committee considered that individuals 
should be specified by some form of definition or classification rather than 
by name and draws this to the attention of the lead committee.

Section 94 – Meaning of protected adult 

114. This section defines “protected adult” and confers power on Ministers to 
amend the definition as they see fit. The Committee noted that the power goes 
beyond simply updating the lists in the Bill and asked the Executive to clarify how it 
is envisaged that the power will be used. 
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115. The Executive commented that the intention behind this power is to retain as 
much flexibility as possible, as health and community care services, and how they 
are provided, are constantly changing. It did not consider the power to modify 
subsection (1) is a blanket power allowing Ministers to make whatever provision 
they wish. The section requires “protected adults” to be defined by reference to the 
provision of a service, and so the power does not allow Ministers to depart 
radically from the definition already contained in section 94, even if Ministers 
intended to use it that way. 

116. However, the Committee considered that if the power is intended to be 
restricted as the Executive suggested in its response, then the drafting of 
subsection (2) should be adjusted to reflect this policy intention.

117. The Committee draws the attention of the lead committee to this 
section on the grounds that the drafting of subsection (2) should be 
amended at stage 2.

Section 96 – General interpretation 

118. The Committee asked the Executive why the term “care service provider” is 
left entirely to delegated legislation, and why there is no indication in the Bill of the 
type of provider envisaged, or a list of providers with a power to amend by order.

119. The Executive indicated that “care service provider” refers to a person 
providing a care service as defined in the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 
Act. The power is intended to allow Ministers to narrow down the organisations 
defined in the 2001 Act to those most relevant to the protection of children. For this 
purpose the Executive considered that a negative procedure is most appropriate 
as it would be reducing, not increasing, the list of relevant organisations. 

120. In the light of the explanation supplied by the Executive, the Committee 
is content with the power and agrees that negative procedure is appropriate.

Section 97 – Ancillary provisions 

121. The Committee noted that somewhat unusually, the power in this section 
extends to amending the provisions of the Bill itself. The Executive was asked to 
explain its rationale for this. 

122. The Executive considered that the ability to use the ancillary power to amend 
the Bill does not extend the limited scope of that power and, in particular, does not 
allow the power to be used to reverse or subvert a substantive Bill provision. 

123. Secondly, the Committee noted that the power is subject to affirmative 
procedure but only when it amends the text of an Act. It asked the Executive to 
comment on the fact that an instrument could be made under the power that has a 
substantial effect on primary legislation, without actually making textual 
amendment to that legislation. In such circumstances, the instrument would be 
subject only to negative procedure.
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124. The Executive agreed that the choice of how to exercise the ancillary power 
will affect the procedure. The status of primary legislation means that changes to it 
are, as in this case, commonly made subject to the greater level of scrutiny which 
the affirmative procedure provides. 

125. The Committee notes the Executive’s response and accepts the power 
as drafted.

Schedule 2, Part 3, paragraph 14 - further education institutions 

126. The Committee asked the Executive to provide further clarification of the 
drafting in relation to the phrase “and any other body added to that schedule as 
Ministers may by order specify”. It was not entirely clear whether the phrase was 
an order-making power or a reference to an order under the 2005 Act adding to 
the list in schedule 2 to that Act, given that section 7 of the 2005 Act confers a 
power to modify that list by order. 

127. The Executive explained that the words “and any other body added to that 
schedule as Ministers may by order specify” are intended to create a discrete 
order-making power and are not a reference to an order under section 7 of the 
Further and Higher Education (Scotland) Act 2005. However, it accepted that there 
may be some ambiguity in relation to modifications to the schedule and will 
therefore bring forward an amendment at Stage 2 to clarify matters. 

128. The Committee welcomed the Executive’s response and draws the 
proposed Executive amendment to the attention of the lead committee.

Schedule 2, Part 5, paragraph 26 - power to amend schedule 

129. The Committee noted that this is one of the most significant powers in the 
Bill. The power given to Ministers is unlimited and its exercise could affect the way 
in which the Bill operates and the protection provided to children under it. It would 
allow Ministers not only to extend the scope of regulated work but also to restrict it. 
The Executive was asked to clarify its intentions in relation to the exercise of this 
power.

130. The Executive concurred with the Committee that the power is wide and 
could affect the extent of protection provided to children under it. However, they 
did not consider the power to be unlimited because modifications made using it 
must have sufficient similarity with the existing contents of schedule 2. 
Nevertheless, because of the significance of this power, affirmative procedure was 
considered appropriate. While they have no current intention to use it, without 
such a power the only way to modernise regulated work with children would be 
through primary legislation. 

131. The Committee is concerned at both the width of the power and the lack of 
legal argument from the Executive. It draws the attention of the lead committee 
to this power on the grounds that the extent of the power is unclear.
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Schedule 3, Part 5, paragraph 15 - power to amend schedule 

132. The same points arise with this power as in Schedule 2, Part 5, paragraph 
26. The Executive was asked to clarify its intentions in relation to the exercise of 
this power. 

133. The Executive gave the same response as with the previous power. In 
addition, it considered it to be a pragmatic and sensible power. 

134. The Committee is again concerned with both the width of the power and lack 
of legal argument from the Executive. It draws the attention of the lead 
committee to this power on the grounds that the extent of the power is 
unclear.
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ANNEX 1 

Correspondence between the Subordinate Legislation Committee and the 
Scottish Executive 

1. The Subordinate Legislation Committee considered the above Bill on 
Tuesday 24 October and seeks an explanation of the following matters. 

Sections 3, 4 and 5 – References by Organisations, Agencies and 
Businesses

2. The Committee considered that the drafting of sections 3, 4 and 5 is 
ambiguous. It was unclear to the Committee whether the reference to “prescribed 
information” in these sections is a noun or a regulation-making power. The
Executive is asked to clarify the drafting of these provisions.

Section 6 – Reference relating to matters occurring before provisions come 
into force 

3. The Committee had some difficulty in understanding the purpose of this 
provision and why it should be necessary for Ministers to prescribe the information 
that organisations may provide (or indeed why subsection (2) is necessary at all), 
unless there is some legal prohibition on an organisation disclosing that 
information. The Executive is asked to explain its rationale for this provision.

4. The Committee also notes the use of the term “prescribed information” in 
this Section. It is not clear whether this is a reference to information prescribed 
under other sections or a separate regulation making power. The Executive is 
asked to clarify the drafting of this provision.

Section 7 – Reference by court

5. The Committee noted that this section also uses the term “prescribed 
information.” It is not clear whether the phrase is a descriptive term or a regulation-
making power. The Executive is asked to clarify the drafting of this provision.

Section 8 – Reference by certain other persons

6. The Committee questioned whether the power in subsection (2) is sufficient 
for the stated purpose. The Committee doubts whether, even if read with section 
99(2), the power would be wide enough to remove or make alterations to 
references to bodies listed in the Bill. (The same problem arises in relation to 
sections 17 and 19 below.) The Executive is asked to clarify the drafting of 
this provision.

7. The Committee noted the references in subsection (1) to the term 
“prescribed information”. The DPM does not comment on this as a power therefore 
it appears to the Committee that in this context the Executive is treating the term 
as a descriptive noun. The Executive is asked to clarify the drafting of this 
provision.
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8. This same issue arises in relation to sections 10(1)(a) and 11(1). In each 
case the term “prescribed information” appears to be a descriptive noun rather 
than a power to prescribe information. The Executive is asked to clarify the 
drafting of these provisions.

Section 14 - Automatic Listing

9. The Committee noted that this section allows Ministers to specify criteria 
(and indeed further criteria) for automatic inclusion on either list. It considers that 
these powers leave a considerable degree of discretion to Ministers. The
Executive is asked to provide further information on how it intends to 
exercise these powers. 

10. It is not clear to the Committee that references in subsection (4) to the term 
“specified description”, mean of a description specified in an order under 
subsection (3). The Executive is asked to clarify the drafting of this provision.

Section 17 – Information relevant to listing decisions

11. The Committee noted that Ministers intend to use the power to extend “a 
relevant finding of fact” to those made by the professional regulatory bodies 
identified in relation to section 8. It observed that although the Executive states 
that one reason for the power is to take account of changes in the name of any of 
the bodies listed, the power in subsection (5)(f) alone would not be sufficient for 
this purpose. Furthermore, it is not entirely clear that the general power in section 
97(1) to make consequential provisions would be sufficient, as it is doubtful 
whether the power as expressed in the Bill would extend to amending the text of 
the Bill itself. 

12. The Executive is asked whether it is satisfied that the power in 
subsection (5)(f) is sufficient for all the purposes outlined in the DPM, in 
particular the possible need to alter the list to take account of changes in the 
any of the bodies listed in the Bill.

13. The Committee also observed that although the DPM states that the power 
is intended to be exercised in relation to regulatory bodies, it is not so limited in the 
Bill. It might be possible for Ministers to extend the ambit of subsection (5) to any
other person or in any other circumstances. The Executive is asked to clarify 
the drafting of this provision.

Section 19 – Information held by public bodies etc.

14. The Committee noted that the power here is similar to the power in section 
17 referred to above, and raises the same issues. The Executive is asked to 
clarify the drafting of the provision.
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Section 25 – Application for removal from list

15. The Executive is asked to explain its rationale for proposing that the 
power here should be subject to negative procedure, and not affirmative 
procedure.

Section 29 – Notice of listing etc.

16. The Committee noted that the power here is required for purposes similar to 
the powers in sections 8, 17, 19 and 25, and raises the same technical issues 
identified on these. The Executive is asked to respond to these issues as they 
relate to this section.

17. The Committee also noted that subsections (4) and (5) authorise Ministers 
to publish guidance. It further notes that there is no statutory obligation on an 
organisation to follow or have regard to the guidance. As the guidance will not 
made as an SSI, it will not be published. The Executive is asked to explain why 
the guidance is not to be made as an SSI, and to comment on how this is 
intended to be publicised.

Section 31 – Offences against children and protected adults

18. The Committee is concerned about the width of this power which allows the 
modification of the list of offences, and could radically alter the effect of the Bill. 

The Executive is asked to clarify its intentions with regard to how this power 
will be used.

Section 32 – Duty to notify certain changes

19. The Committee noted that the DPM does not give any indication of how the 
power here might be used. It is noted that failure to comply with a requirement 
under the section renders an individual liable to criminal prosecution and a 
substantial fine or imprisonment. The Executive is asked for further 
clarification on how it envisages using this power.

Section 46 – Vetting information 

20. The Committee noted that the term “prescribed details” is used in 
subsection (1)(a). It notes also that under subsection (2), the regulations under 
subsection 1(d) may place an obligation on persons holding information of the type 
prescribed to disclose it to Ministers for the purpose of the Bill. If the reference to 
“prescribed details” is a delegated power, it is not clear that subsection (2) would 
apply to that power. The Executive is asked to clarify the drafting and 
intended use of this power.

21. The Committee also noted that unlike other requirements to be imposed 
under the Bill, failure to comply with an obligation imposed by regulations under 
subsection (2) does not appear to carry any sanction. The Executive is asked if 
this is its intention.
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Section 54 - Disclosure restrictions

22. There is a reference to the term “prescribed type” in paragraphs (a) and (b) 
of subsection (1). The Executive is asked to clarify the drafting in both 
instances.

Section 60 – Power to use fingerprints to check applicant’s identity

23. The Committee questioned why, if it is the intention that fingerprints should 
be taken at a police station, as stated in the DPM, it is necessary for this to be 
prescribed by subordinate legislation rather than simply set out in the Bill. In this 
respect, the Committee also questioned whether it is intended that fingerprints can 
only be taken at a police station. The Executive is asked to provide further 
information.

Section 76 – Code of practice about child protection information

24. The Committee noted that this section obliges Ministers to publish a code of 
practice on which they must consult before publication. However, it noted that 
such a publication does not need to be laid before Parliament. The Committee is 
of the view that the code of practice may be of sufficient importance to be laid 
before Parliament. The Executive is asked to explain its rationale here.

Section 80 – Relevant persons

25. The Committee noted that this section gives Ministers the power to extend 
the definition of “relevant persons”. It was noted that Ministers cannot remove from 
the list, nor can they take into account changes to the names of the bodies listed; 
they can only add to the list. The Committee considers that this does not appear to 
meet the policy objective in the DPM. The Executive is asked to comment.

Section 81 – Enforcement

26. The Committee noted that section 97 contains the customary provision 
allowing Ministers by order to make supplemental etc provisions. The Executive 
is asked what additional purpose is served by section 81(1)(b).

27. The Executive has stated in the DPM that it may need to make provision to 
ensure that relevant persons comply with their duties under part 3, but it gives no 
indication of what this provision might be. The Executive is asked to provide 
further information.

28. The Committee noted the reference in subsection (2) to “any enactment”. It 
has discussed previously whether a reference to an enactment in a Bill includes 
the terms of the Bill itself. The view that the Committee has taken in the past is 
that a power to amend the terms of the Bill must be expressly conferred. Although 
there is no such direct provision in the Bill, the wording of section 99(4) in relation 
to sections 81(1), 88(1) or 97(1) suggests that in those provisions at least, the term 
is intended to cover the Bill itself. The Executive is asked to clarify the position.
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Section 87 – Transfer of Disclosure Scotland staff etc. 

29. The Committee noted that there is no provision requiring prior consultation 
with staff before making an order under this power. The Executive is asked to 
clarify why there is no such provision.  

Section 94 – Meaning of protected adult 

30. The Committee noted that there will be a need to amend the list of services 
from time to time to reflect changes in how those services are organised. 
However, the Committee noted that this power goes beyond simply updating the 
lists. The Executive is asked to clarify how it is envisaged that this power is 
to be exercised. 

Section 96 – General interpretation 

31. The Committee questioned why the term “care service provider” is left 
entirely to delegated legislation, unlike any other term used in the Bill. This means 
that the operation of Part 3 as it applies to such persons or bodies is left entirely to 
Ministerial discretion. The Committee also considered that it could not comment on 
the use of the negative procedure until clarification on this issue was received. The 
Executive is asked why the definition of the term is left to delegated 
legislation, and why there is no indication in the Bill, for example, of the type 
of provider envisaged, or a list of providers with a power to amend by order. 

Section 97 – Ancillary provisions 

32. The Committee noted that somewhat unusually, by virtue of section 99(4), 
the power here extends to amending the provisions of the Bill itself. The
Executive is asked to explain its rationale for this. 

33. The Committee also observed that the power is subject to affirmative 
procedure but only when it amends the text of an Act. It was apparent to the 
Committee therefore that it would be possible to make an instrument under the 
power that has a substantial effect on primary legislation without actually making 
textual amendment to that legislation. In these circumstances, the instrument 
would be subject only to negative procedure. The Executive is asked to 
comment.

Schedule 2, Part 3, paragraph 14 - further education institutions 

34. The Committee noted that it is not entirely clear whether as drafted the 
words “and any other body added to that schedule as Ministers may by order 
specify” is an order-making power or a reference to an order under the 2005 Act 
adding to the list in schedule 2 to that Act. Section 7 of the 2005 Act empowers 
Ministers to modify that list by order. That power extends to adding to, removing 
from or varying an item in that list.

35. If the policy intention of the Bill is, as stated in the DPM, to reflect changes 
made to the list in schedule 2, then the Committee does not think that it is 
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necessary to confer a power to that effect in the Bill. All that is necessary would be 
to add the words “from time to time” after the word “body” in the definition of 
“further education” in paragraph 14 of schedule 2 to this Bill and delete the words 
mentioned above. This would give the definition ambulatory effect.  

36. Even if the Executive intends the words to confer an order making power, 
the Committee does not think that it achieves the policy intention since the power 
is only to add to the list not to reflect other modifications to the list. The suggested 
wording in the immediately preceding paragraph on the other hand would ensure 
that all modifications to the list would be reflected (if that is the policy intention). 

37. The Executive is asked to comment and to provide further clarification 
of the drafting of this provision.

Schedule 2, Part 5, paragraph 26 - power to amend schedule 

38. The Committee noted that this is one of the most significant powers in the 
Bill. The power given to Ministers is unlimited and its exercise could affect the way 
in which the Bill operates and the protection provided to children under it. It would 
allow Ministers not only to extend the scope of regulated work but also to restrict it. 

The Executive is asked to clarify its intentions in relation to the exercise of 
this power.

Schedule 3, Part 5, paragraph 15 - power to amend schedule 

39. The same points arise here in schedule 2, discussed above. The Executive 
is asked to comment.

40. Please email your response to the shared e-mail address above by 5.00pm 
on Wednesday 1 November 2006. 

24 October 2006 
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ANNEX 2 

Response from the Scottish Executive
68.
1. Thank you for your letter of 24 Oct 2006 concerning the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill at Stage 1. The Committee’s points will be 
answered in turn. 

Sections 3, 4 and 5 

2. The Executive would highlight the definition of "prescribed" in section 96(1) 
and confirm that the reference to "prescribed information" in these sections is, 
therefore, a regulation-making power. This also applies to sections 7(2), 8(1), 
10(1)(a) and 11(1). Using “prescribed” in this way is a standard plain language 
drafting technique which is adopted regularly throughout the statute book. 
Consequently, we do not consider that any amendment is necessary to these 
provisions. 

Section 6

3. This section makes it explicit that employers and employment organisations 
have a specific statutory power to make referrals in respect of matters which took 
place prior to the Bill being commenced. This provision is necessary to enable 
organisations to make referrals about historic incidents, but it would be impossible 
to enforce any duty on them to do so. The purpose of prescribing information 
which the organisation may provide is to clarify what constitutes a competent 
referral. A similar argument applies here as for sections 3, 4 and 5 in paragraph 2 
above. Paragraphs 12 to 14 of the Delegated Powers Memorandum are also 
relevant here. 

4. The term "prescribed information" in subsection (2) is a distinct regulation-
making power and could be used separately from powers in other sections. In 
practice, the "prescribed information" is likely to be very similar in all instances that 
it occurs because it serves the same purpose: to ensure all necessary information 
is included in a referral to expedite the processing of the case and minimise the 
need to correspond with employers for clarification. 

Section 7 

5. Our response is the same as in paragraph 2 above for sections 3, 4 and 5. 

Section 8

6. In response to paragraph 6 of your letter, we concur with the Committee that 
the power is not broad enough to remove or make alterations to references to 
bodies listed. The power can be used to add new bodies only. However, no such 
power is needed because all the listed bodies are statutory creations established 
by legislation so any name changes can be made only by primary legislation. That 
legislation could consequentially amend this Bill and all other enactments which 
refer to the body by its old name.  
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7. In response to your paragraph 7, "prescribed information" is a regulation-
making power which will be exercised in a very similar way to the power in 
sections 3, 4 and 5. We apologise for not drawing the Committee’s attention to this 
in the Delegated Powers Memorandum. 

Sections 10 and 11 

8. In response to your paragraph 8, our response is the same as in paragraph 2 
above.

Section 14 

9. In response to your paragraph 9, the Executive would intend to use this 
power to, for example: respond to amendments or innovations in criminal offences, 
including offences outwith the law of Scotland; or specify criteria, such as being 
subject to the requirement to register as a sex offender, which would lead to 
automatic inclusion on one or both lists. This power does give significant discretion 
to Ministers which is why affirmative procedure is provided for. 

10. In response to your paragraph 10, subsection (4) does no more than give an 
example of criteria which may be specified by order under subsection (3) and it 
cannot therefore be referring to anything other than something which may be 
contained in the order under subsection (3). Further background information re 
automatic listing can be found at paragraphs 42 to 46 of the Explanatory Notes.  

Section 17 

11. In response to your paragraphs 11 and 12, we concur with the Committee 
that the power at section 17(5)(f) is not sufficient to modify or remove any of the 
bodies listed in paragraphs (c), (d) and (e). The final sentences in paragraphs 29 
and 30 of the Delegated Powers Memorandum are incorrect, for which the 
Executive apologises. Our comments in paragraph 6 above apply here also and 
we are satisfied that the power is sufficient for its intended purposes.  

12. In response to your paragraph 13, we concur with the Committee that the 
power at subsection (5)(f) is not limited to regulatory bodies, which were 
mentioned as an example in paragraph 29 of the Delegated Powers 
Memorandum. Although the primary intention is to use this power for regulatory 
bodies, the power could be used, in the course of time, to apply to other findings of 
fact made by, for example, the civil courts, tribunals or children’s hearings. 

Section 19 

13. In response to your paragraph 14, our answer is the same as in paragraphs 6 
and 11 above. The final sentence in paragraph 32 of the Delegated Powers 
Memorandum is incorrect, for which the Executive apologises. Any person added 
to the list in subsection (3) can only be required to provide information held by 
them “which Ministers think might be relevant".  
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Section 25 

14. In response to your paragraph 15 the Executive considers negative 
procedure to be appropriate for the power at subsection (3)(a). This power relates 
to the setting of minimum time periods for an application for removal from the list 
to be competent. The power is limited to that specification of minimum periods, 
and follows on from the principle of enabling individuals to apply for removal from 
the list. Furthermore, the more likely grounds for an application for removal are a 
change of circumstances under subsection (3)(b), to which no time constraints 
apply. This is because there are only limited circumstances where the passing of 
time alone makes an individual no longer unsuitable to undertake regulated work. 
An example of application for removal on the basis of change of circumstances is 
where a workplace incident took place because of a mental disorder which is now 
under proper medical supervision. An example of application for removal on the 
basis of time having elapsed is where an individual forms a sexual relationship 
with a 15 year old which becomes permanent and, 10 years later, they have 
married and there are no other instances of other inappropriate relationships.  

Section 29

15. In response to your paragraph 16, our answer is the same as in paragraphs 6 
and 11 above. The power in subsection (7) is to add other persons as being 
relevant regulatory bodies rather than to change those already specified so, as 
previously, the final sentence of paragraph 40 of the Delegated Powers 
Memorandum is incorrect.

16. In response to your paragraph 17, the power for the Scottish Ministers to 
publish guidance is intended to be used to provide guidance to those 
organisations employing individuals under consideration for listing. The Scottish 
Ministers will know who these organisations are because their details will be taken 
as part of any application for disclosure in respect of a scheme member. The 
Scottish Ministers will send a copy of any guidance to the organisation at the time 
of notifying that organisation that one of their employees is under consideration for 
listing. The guidance will also be made publicly available. Therefore, we are 
satisfied that the guidance will be available to those who need it, or may be 
interested in it, despite the fact that it will not be published as an S.S.I. 

Section 31 

17. In response to your paragraph 18, the Executive accepts that this is a broad 
power which is why affirmative procedure is provided for. This power is necessary 
to “future proof” the Bill in case offences in other legislation or in the common law 
change, or if new offences are introduced or if existing offences are removed. 
There is no immediate intention to use this power because such provision as is 
considered necessary has been included in the primary legislation. 

Section 32

18. In response to your paragraph 19, paragraph 50 of the Delegated Powers 
Memorandum refers to the flexibility to respond to future developments in methods 
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of confirming identity or location as the reason for taking this power. Any further 
elaboration is essentially speculative, but a hypothetical example might be making 
connections with any UK-wide ID card scheme, for example the re-issuing of an ID 
card with a different number following theft or fraud.  

Section 46 

19. In response to your paragraph 20, the Committee's attention is drawn to the 
definition of "prescribed" in section 96(1) which excludes section 46(1)(a) from that 
definition. “Prescribed details” in subsection (1)(a) refers to the usage of that term 
in section 113A(3)(a) of the Police Act 1997. Consequently, there is no distinct 
power to make regulations under subsection (1)(a) which is why no reference was 
made to this provision in the Delegated Powers Memorandum. The reference to 
“prescribed details” in subsection (1)(a) is not a delegated power so subsection (2) 
does not apply to it. Subsection (2) applies only to subsection (1)(d). 

20. In response to your paragraph 21, the Committee notes that there is no 
sanction for failure to provide information prescribed under subsections (1)(d) and 
(2). This is because the prescribed information will be limited to that held by public 
bodies (such as regulatory bodies and councils) that are subject to remedies under 
administrative law. 

Section 54

21. In response to your paragraph 22, our comments in paragraph 2 above, re 
the use of “prescribed”, are relevant here. The powers in subsection (1) can be 
used to protect individuals so that sensitive information, of a prescribed type,
which is contained in scheme records, will not be disclosed to employers.  

Section 60 

22. In response to your paragraph 23, the wording of subsection (1) reflects that 
of section 118(2)(a) of the Police Act 1997. Although it is the Executive’s clear 
intention that fingerprints should be taken at a police station, it is considered more 
appropriate to specify detailed arrangements, such as exact locations, in 
secondary, rather than primary, legislation. This is the practice currently adopted in 
regulation 16 of the Police Act 1997 (Criminal Records) (Scotland) Regulations 
2006 (S.S.I 2006/96) and it is intended that similar regulations will be made to 
cover detailed provisions for the taking and destroying of fingerprints under this 
Bill. It is possible that future technological developments will mean that attendance 
at places other than a police station will be possible, for the taking of fingerprints, 
and this power ensures that future arrangements could be detailed without the 
need for further primary legislation. 

Section 76 

23. In response to your paragraph 24, the Executive concurs that the Code of 
Practice is of sufficient importance to lay before Parliament and a Stage 2 
amendment to that effect will be laid. 
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Section 80 

24. In response to your paragraph 25, our answer is the same as in paragraphs 6 
and 11 above. The final sentence in paragraph 90 and the latter half of paragraph 
89, of the Delegated Powers Memorandum is incorrect, for which the Executive 
apologises. 

Section 81 

25. In response to your paragraph 26, we agree that sections 81(1)(b) and 
97(1)(a) confer duplicate powers. The Executive will bring forward Stage 2 
amendments to remove the duplication. 

26. In response to your paragraph 27, most of the relevant persons are subject at 
present to regulation, and the power is intended to allow Ministers to add to the 
regulatory regimes if necessary in order to ensure that relevant regulators can take 
action in the event of breach of any of the new duties.

27. In response to your paragraph 28, we agree that the word "enactment" 
includes the Bill itself when read in the context of these provisions, including 
section 99(4). The best way to exercise powers of this type may often be to insert 
text into the relevant Bill provision. Doing so can help make the law clearer for 
persons operating the resultant legislation. For example, if the power were to be 
used to add a minor supplementary procedure, placing the new procedure beside 
the substantive provision in the Bill to which it relates would save readers and 
users of the legislation from having to look at more than one instrument to obtain 
the complete picture. Allowing a power to be used to amend other enactments 
(including the Bill itself) does not affect the breadth of the power. Section 99(4) is 
drafted to ensure that the intention is that orders under sections 81(1), 88(1) and 
97(1) can amend the Bill itself. It does so by providing explicitly that any 
amendments to the Bill are to be subject to affirmative procedure. That provision 
would be meaningless in the absence of intent to allow such an amendment to be 
made and is therefore considered sufficient to put the matter beyond doubt. 

Section 87 

28. In response to your paragraph 29, this is a relatively small transfer of staff 
working in a discrete area for one employer. It is therefore difficult to see what 
useful purpose a formal consultation on the powers to transfer staff would offer. 
Instead, staff of Disclosure Scotland, their representatives and their current 
employer, Strathclyde Joint Police Board, are already involved in consultation 
about the transfer and the implications for them collectively and as individuals. A 
staff consultative group is being formed to allow their active participation in 
planning for the transfer. Adding a statutory duty to consult would require another 
consultation after enactment of the Bill and this seems unnecessary given that a 
consultation is already ongoing. 
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Section 94 

29. In response to your paragraph 30, we note that the Committee has observed 
that there will be a need from time to time to amend the list of services in 
subsection (1) to reflect changes in how those services are organised. The 
intention behind this power is to retain as much flexibility as possible in doing that, 
as health and community care services, and how they are provided, are constantly 
changing. As the scheme evolves, it may be necessary to modify the existing 
definitions of service to address changes in the way services are provided, and to 
add new services. We do not consider that the power to modify subsection (1) is a 
blanket power allowing Ministers to make whatever provision they wish. The 
section requires “protected adults” to be defined by reference to the provision of a 
service, and so the power does not allow Ministers to depart radically from the 
definition already contained in section 94, even if Ministers intended to use it that 
way. Given that the power is limited in this way, and given the need for flexibility, 
we consider it is appropriate to be able to amend the definition by order.  

Section 96 

30. In response to your paragraph 31, section 96 defines “care service” as having 
the same meaning as in the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001. “Care service 
provider” consequently refers to a person providing a care service as defined in the 
2001 Act. The power is intended to allow Ministers to narrow down the organisations 
defined in the 2001 Act to those most relevant to the protection of children. For this 
purpose, we consider that a negative procedure is most appropriate as it would be 
reducing, not increasing, the list of relevant organisations. 

Section 97 

31. In response to your paragraph 32, we agree that this power can be used to 
amend the Bill itself. This is particularly apt in the case of powers which can be 
used to make provision which is ancillary to a substantive Bill provision. As 
explained in paragraph 27 above, placing a minor ancillary provision next to the 
Bill provision to which it relates may be of great assistance to the users of the 
legislation. The ability to use the ancillary power to amend the Bill does not extend 
the limited scope of that power and, in particular, does not allow the power to be 
used to reverse or subvert a substantive Bill provision. 

32. In response to your paragraph 33, we agree that the choice of how to 
exercise the ancillary power will affect the applicable parliamentary procedure. The 
status of primary legislation means that changes to it are, as in this case, 
commonly made subject to the greater level of scrutiny which the affirmative 
procedure provides. 

Schedule 2, Part 3, paragraph 14 

33. In response to your paragraphs 34-37. The words “and any other body added 
to that schedule as Ministers may by order specify” is a discrete order-making 
power and is not a reference to an order under section 7 of the Further and Higher 
Education (Scotland) Act 2005. A separate order-making power is necessary to 
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allow Ministers to select which of the bodies added to the schedule (by virtue of an 
order under section 7) are to be treated as further education institutions for the 
purposes of the Bill. Such bodies may be added under a heading other than 
“Institutions formerly eligible for funding by the Scottish Further Education Funding 
Council”. However, we accept that there may be some ambiguity in relation to 
modifications to the schedule and will therefore bring forward an amendment at 
Stage 2 to clarify matters. 

Schedule 2, Part 5, paragraph 26 

34. In response to your paragraph 38, we concur with the Committee that the 
power in paragraph 26 is wide and could affect the extent of protection provided to 
children under it. The Committee correctly notes that the power could be used to 
extend or limit the scope of regulated work. We do not consider the power to be 
unlimited because modifications made using it must have sufficient similarity with 
the existing contents of schedule 2. However, because of the significance of this 
power affirmative procedure is considered appropriate. The Executive has no 
current intention to use this power but its existence is essential to ensure that 
developments, in the way in which services are provided to children, can be 
regulated under this Bill. For example, paragraph 7 of schedule 2 brings interactive 
communication services within the scope of regulated work while such activities 
were not child care positions under schedule 2 to the 2003 Act because internet 
chatrooms etc were not as prevalent in 2002 as they are now. One potential reason 
for the power in paragraph 26 is to ensure that regulated work with children is able 
to keep pace with technological developments. Without such a power the only way 
to modernise regulated work with children would be through primary legislation. 

Schedule 3, Part 5, paragraph 15 

35. In response to your paragraph 39, our reasoning in paragraph 34 above also 
applies. In addition, the Executive considers this to be a pragmatic and sensible 
power. While care has been taken to devise as comprehensive a list of activities 
and positions as possible to afford protection for those who will receive care, we 
recognise that the categories of person requiring the protection of the Bill, and 
services provided to them, will be constantly changing. As with the power in 
section 94(2) to amend the definition of “protected adult”, paragraph 15 of 
schedule 3 allows Ministers to respond more speedily and flexibly than primary 
legislation would permit in addressing such developments. The main purpose 
envisaged for the power will be to widen the scope of “regulated work with adults” 
where gaps emerge through experience. Ministers recognise however that a 
measure of proportionality within the Bill is also required. While care has been 
taken to balance the competing interests of those requiring protection against the 
burden on providers expected to carry out the relevant checks, only experience 
will determine whether this has been achieved. Should experience highlight 
unintended consequences for individuals or employers, it is considered prudent to 
have power also to restrict the scope of the schedule speedily and flexibly. We 
consider amendment by S.S.I. is appropriate to do that.

1 November 2006 
Scottish Executive Education Department
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Written submissions received for Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland)
Bill

Submissions received in support of oral evidence  

ACPOS 
Children 1st 
Children In Scotland 
COSLA, Association of Directors of Education Scotland and Association of Directors 
of Social Work 
Dundee City Council 
Disclosure Scotland  
Educational Institute of Scotland 
General Medical Council 
GTC Scotland 
NHS Ayrshire and Arran 
Nursing and Midwifery Council 
Prince’s Trust Scotland 
Quarriers 
Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and Young People 
Scottish Child Law Centre 
Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations 
Scottish Council of the Scout Association 
Scottish Parent Teacher Council 
Scottish Social Services Council 
Scottish Women’s Aid 
South Lanarkshire Council 
UNISON Scotland 
Volunteer Development Scotland and the Central Registered Body in Scotland 
West Dunbartonshire Council 
Youth Scotland 

Written submissions from organisations  

Air Cadets – Aberdeen North East Scotland Wing 
Angus Council 
Barnado’s Scotland 
Bishops’ Conference of Scotland 
BMA Scotland 
Brook 
Childline Scotland 
Community Care Providers Scotland 
Faculty of Advocates 
Fairbridge in Scotland 
Free Church of Scotland 
General Dental Council 
General Register Office for Scotland 
Headteachers’ Association of Scotland 
Health Professions Council 
Human Rights Scotland 
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Information Commissioner’s Office 
Law Society of Scotland 
LGBT Youth Scotland 
National Autistic Society Scotland 
NCH Scotland 
NHS Dumfries and Galloway 
NHS Forth Valley  
NHS Grampian 
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde 
NHS Orkney 
Quakers in Scotland 
Renfrewshire Council 
Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health (Scotland) 
Scottish Association for Mental Health 
Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration  
Scottish Churches Committee 
Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care 
Scottish Council of Jewish Communities 
Scottish Independent Advocacy Alliance 
Scottish Out of School Care Network 
Scottish Police Federation 
Scottish Society For The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
Scottish Youth Parliament 
Stirling Council 
Universities Scotland 
Voluntary Sector Coalition 
West Lothian Council 
Women’s Royal Voluntary Service 
YouthLink Scotland 
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SUBMISSION FROM ACPOS 

 1. The Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland (ACPOS) remain 
committed to the assessment and implementation of the recommendations 
contained within Sir Michael Bichard’s report, following on his ‘Enquiry’ into 
the murders of Jessica Chapman and Holly Wells in Soham, England, in 
2002. In doing so, ACPOS has established a Scottish Bichard National 
Working Group, chaired by Deputy Chief Constable Tom Halpin, who holds 
the ACPOS Portfolio for ‘Family Protection’. This group manages and 
monitors activity through four ‘work streams’, and is responsible for driving the 
overall progress. The Scottish Executive is represented on this group.  

 2. A major section of the Bichard Recommendations refers to Vetting and 
Barring and ACPOS contributes to the consultation and scrutinisation process 
surrounding the introduction of The Protection of Vulnerable Groups 

(Scotland) Bill into the Scottish Parliament on 25
th

September 2006.

 3. ACPOS is represented at Scottish Executive Bichard Implementation 
Group and Scottish Executive Working Groups looking specifically at the Bill 
implementation and systems and process surrounding the continuous update 
of the scheme, the information sharing protocols, the development of ICT 
solutions and other issues such as cross border information flow and the 
secondary legislation required to make the scheme enabled.  

 4. ACPOS believe the Bill will be a significant step towards improving public 
protection and specifically the protection of children and protected adults. The 
aim of the Bill is to prevent those who are unsuitable from gaining access to 
positions where they are able to cause harm to those who are least able to 
defend themselves. We know that many unsuitable individuals who would 
seek to gain this access are some of the most devious and dangerous and we 
must ensure that the proposals outlined in the Bill translate into real obstacles 
to this access.

 5. The Bill refers to continuous update of the scheme so that as new and 
relevant information comes to light regarding an individual’s suitability to work 
in the regulated sectors, it is passed to the Central Barring Unit for 
consideration. This is not possible under the present scheme and is a 
welcome change.

 6. There will have to be a major investment in training and awareness to 
ensure, particularly with regard to non conviction information, that there is 
knowledge and understanding of these processes by every operational police 
officer and that there are simple pathways to ensure that the scheme can be 
updated. This can only realistically be achieved with investment in IT systems 
to allow separate systems maintained by forces, Disclosure Scotland and the 
Criminal History System to update each other more or less automatically. It is 
also recognised that the Police Service will not be the only organisation with 
relevant information and that other agencies will have to develop similar 
business processes to ensure this information is made available to be 
considered.

 7. We also note that there will be separate schemes for England and Wales 
and for Scotland and this presents us with some concerns. It is imperative 
that there are no gaps present in the legislation which would allow a person 
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who might be barred in one jurisdiction to be employed in another. We note 
the intention to introduce an offence of employing a person in the regulated 
workforce who is barred, in whatever jurisdiction, but this requires the 
thresholds for barring, other than automatic barring by virtue of offences 
contained in Schedule 1, to be identical in both jurisdictions. There needs to 
be a consistency in this decision making process to ensure that there is no 
safe haven for those who are not suitable to be employed in this sector.  

 8. We have raised some questions of how the continuous update of the 
scheme would work cross border. A person should not be able to come to the 
notice of the police, in circumstances which may affect their suitability to work 
in the regulated workforce, without their status as a scheme member being 
obvious, in whatever jurisdiction they are employed.  

 9. We welcome the introduction of a Code of Practice on sharing information 
related to the Protection of Children as a Schedule to the Bill. This may go 
some way to give effective guidance and confidence to many agencies who 
are concerned regarding potential breaches of client confidentiality. The focus 
sensibly remains on the risk of harm and balances the interests of the child 
with that of any concerns inherent in disclosure.  

 10. In terms of the sharing of relevant information held, or maintained, by 
police forces with the Central Barring Unit and potential employers where 
applicable, we note the intention to make all such information available to the 
applicant. We are concerned that some sensitive information may be made 
available to applicants in circumstances that may place sources of that 
information in great danger. While we can apply the test that the sharing of 
the information may be contrary to the interests of the prevention and 
detection of crime, this means that potentially information may not be shared 
and an unsuitable individual may be offered employment.  

 11. We consider that a process where an immunity from the sharing of the 
most sensitive information with the applicant, would, on balance, be in the 
best interests of the prevention of harm, as opposed to the interests of the 
applicant. These occasions happen rarely and as such could be treated as a 
special consideration.  

 12. We highlight the importance of understanding that a blank scheme record 
only indicates that nothing relevant is known about the applicant – it is not an 
indication that the individual is suitable. That test will continue to fall to the 
employer. This is a particular challenge in the case in migrant workers where 
there is a difficulty in obtaining vetting information from foreign jurisdictions. 
We feel that there is much work to be done in ensuring that there is an 
understanding and awareness of this amongst employers both in 
organisations and in the voluntary sector.  

 13. Finally we would like to emphasise our role in the layers of protection that 
we are building together to prevent harm to the most vulnerable in our 
society. We consider that we are part of a process in which we can contribute 
a significant amount in terms of information that should be considered in the 
context of vetting. The decisions regarding the suitability of those employed in 
the regulated sector are a matter for everyone involved to consider and there 
is a responsibility which does not stop at the point of an offer of employment. 
The proper supervision of employees, remaining vigilant and alert concerning 
any inappropriate behaviour and any indicators of concern and the updating 
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of scheme membership, needs to be firmly embedded in the day to day 
business processes of every organization and agency to ensure that we can, 
and continue to, protect the vulnerable.  

Tom Halpin
Deputy Chief Constable  
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SUBMISSION FROM CHILDREN 1st

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 

For 120 years CHILDREN 1ST, the Royal Scottish Society for Prevention of 
Cruelty to Children, has been working to give every child in Scotland a safe 
and secure childhood. We support families under stress, protect children from 
harm and neglect, help them recover from abuse and promote children's 
rights and interests. We provide 40 services in 23 local authority areas as well 
as five national services including ParentLine Scotland which is the free, 
national telephone helpline for parents and carers.  In 2005-06, we helped 
over 2360 children and young people, 1900 adult family members, 3560 
callers to ParentLine Scotland and 5540 adults through training and 
consultancy.  For more information about how we work to keep children safe 
in Scotland, visit www.children1st.org.uk

This response is in two distinct parts: comments on Parts 1 and 2 on new 
vetting and barring arrangements; and Part 3 on a duty to share child 
protection information.  Due to CHILDREN 1ST’s remit, this submission 
focuses on the aspects of the Bill that directly relate to children. 

Parts 1 and 2: Scottish Vetting and Barring Scheme 
CHILDREN 1ST is pleased that this Bill goes some way to addressing the 
major problem of having to get a new disclosure check for each different role 
that involves working with children, and for this reason, we support the 
passage of this aspect of the Bill in this session of Parliament.   

However, we are very concerned about the speed of the drafting of the Bill 
and encourage the Committee to flag up concern around this with Ministers. 

The Bill should include a requirement on Ministers to have regard to 
criteria when making a decision about whether an individual should be 
barred from working with children. 
The draft Bill merely states that Ministers will decide if ‘it is appropriate’ for a 
person to be listed.  This is not sufficient.  The Scottish Vetting and Barring 
Scheme is specifically designed to prohibit those who are not suitable from 
working with children.  So, the key question is – who is ‘unsuitable’ to work 
with children? 

In order to answer this question, consideration is needed around aspects such 
as:

 Does the age at which someone harmed a child matter?   

 What about young people who have technically committed an offence 
by having consensual sex with a girl who is under 16 years old – 
should they be barred from working with children? 

 Will evidence of remorse be taken into account? 

 Does the extent of upset or harm to the child matter? 

 Do we consider abuse of power or trust a key factor in determining if 
they are unsuitable? 

 Given that people can be barred without having been convicted of a 
crime, what evidence do Ministers require before barring someone?  
What depth of investigation would be required by police or employers 
before Ministers could rely on the soft information that they provide? 
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 Do we believe in the rehabilitation of people who have harmed 
children?  Does this depend on certain factors? 

Without transparent decision-making, people will slip through the net who 
should have been barred, others will be barred unnecessarily with 
considerable consequences for individuals’ lives, and public confidence in the 
Scheme will be uncertain.  Clarity about the barring threshold will help deal 
with questions over barring decisions, such as those faced by Ruth Kelly, the 
former Minister for Education in England.  It will help ensure that the Scheme 
does what it is meant to do, without negative consequences for children’s 
welfare.

CHILDREN 1ST strongly recommends that the Bill be amended to include a 
requirement on Ministers to follow criteria as laid out in regulations when 
making a decision about whether to bar someone from working with children 
and protected adults. 

The full range of criminal record information must be kept up-to-date by 
Disclosure Scotland 
CHILDREN 1ST welcomes the proposed change that will mean that 
information is kept up-to-date and therefore, subsequent checks can be 
quicker and cheaper.  However, this new information needs to include all 
criminal record check information, including offences such as driving or theft –
not just information that seems directly relevant to the type of regulated work.
Unless it does so, these subsequent checks will not provide enough 
information for CHILDREN 1ST to make a recruitment decision and we would 
need to get a full disclosure check every time.

Remove offence of updating address with Scheme within 3 months 
We believe that it is disproportionate and potentially off-putting to volunteers if 
any type of offence is attached to being registered with the vetting scheme, 
particularly given that the Scheme relies on honesty around past addresses.

Training and expert advice on child protection, including good 
recruitment practices, is essential if the Scheme is not to have a 
negative impact on opportunities for children 
People have many anxieties and concerns around child protection and 
welfare procedures and related bureaucracy.  The Scottish Executive needs 
to recognise and address these concerns.  CHILDREN 1ST recommends that 
a full training programme is set up that is based both on the details of the 
vetting scheme as well as more generally around protecting children.  An 
expert helpline, that provides in-depth information and advice to help with any 
uncertainty around child protection procedures and policies, is also needed to 
ensure that more safe opportunities for children and young people are 
encouraged, not less. 

Questions looking for an answer 
We highlight several questions around key elements of the new vetting and 
barring arrangements that are not clear in the Bill: 

Who will make the decision about who is unsuitable to work with 
children or protected adults? The consultation on new vetting and 
barring arrangements offered options such as a new government 
agency or a Scottish Executive department.  However, it is unclear 
from the Bill which of these has been chosen.  It is important that those 
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who make the decision have the necessary experience and knowledge 
to make robust and fair decisions. 

How will vetting information be kept up-to-date?  This is a core 
aspect of the new arrangements but the Bill gives no detail on the 
process that will be undertaken to ensure that this happens. 

What are the ‘specified offences’ likely to be under Section 14?
Will these include offences that are not against a child?  Being 
convicted of a ‘specified offence’ would lead to automatic barring, but it 
is not clear if this would include offences such as rape or sexual 
assault of an adult or serious physical assault.  If these are not 
included, then Ministers would still be able to consider whether these 
people would be barred.  Therefore, do we want certain other serious 
offences to lead to automatic barring?

Why is there a distinction between the requirements on bodies to 
refer individuals?  The bill states that employers and organisations
must refer people who meet the referral grounds and have been 
dismissed/moved job etc. or the organisation will face criminal 
sanctions.  However, other bodies, including the Scottish Social 
Services Council and General Teaching Council, may refer individuals 
who meet the referral grounds, but they don’t have to.

Will all disclosure checks be electronic, or will paper applications 
be possible?  We question whether Section 68 may dissuade 
individuals who do not have ready access to I.T. or find this 
problematic, such as some disabled people, from volunteering with 
children.

How much will a disclosure check cost?  We welcome the Scottish 
Executive’s assurance that volunteers will still be able to have free 
disclosure checks.  We highlight however, that the checks mean 
significant administrative and direct cost for employers, and this may 
have an adverse impact upon many organisations in the voluntary 
sector.  It is crucial that the cost of each disclosure check is kept to a 
minimum level, even if this means that a shortfall has to be made up by 
the Scottish Executive. 

Part 3: The duty to share child protection information 

Agencies should share information where this is needed to protect a 
child
Sharing certain information about vulnerable children and adults is essential 
for protecting children.  Without agencies communicating with each other 
about vulnerable children, they cannot make informed and effective decisions 
about action needed to keep children safe.  This is evident in cases such as 
the tragic death of Caleb Ness in Edinburgh, where the inquiry found that 
social work and police did not adequately share information that could have 
been helpful in assessing the risk to Caleb’s safety and well-being1.

Information is often shared and available, but there is a lack of action to 
protect the child

1
 O’Brien, S (Chair), Report of the Caleb Ness Inquiry: Executive summary and 

recommendations, October 2003 
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It is CHILDREN 1ST’s experience however, that the biggest problem around 
sharing child protection information is not that information is not shared, but 
that shared information is not recognised for its importance and not 
adequately acted upon.  When CHILDREN 1ST is working with a family and 
become aware of an unacceptable level of risk for the child(ren), the 
information that they pass on to social work often does not lead to any change 
in the child’s circumstance, in the extent or type of social work involvement, or 
in the services that the family are offered. 

Several high profile cases highlight this issue: 

 The report into the abuse of children in the Western Isles found that 
‘information was shared but was not acted upon decisively’.  There 
were a significant number of case conferences and children’s hearings 
but these did not ensure that staff responded proactively.  The report 
goes on to state, ’gathering together large amounts of information is 
not an assessment.  Sharing it does not constitute a child protection 
plan.’2

 In the tragic case of Kennedy McFarlane’s death in 1997, the inquiry 
report found that ‘If the senior staff in either agency [health or social 
work] had carefully reviewed all the information available in their own 
records…it should have been clear that at the very least Kennedy’s 
care was inadequate to protect her from significant harm, even if it was 
not clear that she was suffering deliberate ill treatment.’3

 The Caleb Ness Inquiry report found that there was enough information 
to correctly lead to the decision to place Caleb on the Child Protection 
Register.  However, no detailed action plan was then agreed and 
therefore he was left at risk.4

A legal duty, without the training to recognise and act on relevant 
information, does not help to protect children 
There has been extensive research into the systems of mandatory reporting 
of child abuse that exist in other countries.  This research seems to suggest 
that even with a statutory duty to report suspected abuse or harm, there will 
still be a group of professionals who fail to report child protection concerns. 
Some of the reasons for this failure to report seem to include a lack of skills, 
fear of negative consequences, a lack of time in post, and a perceived lack of 
evidence.  Training is often identified as one of the best ways of counteracting 
these factors.  We further note that the Data Protection Act is often cited as 
the reason given by professionals for not sharing information such as in the 
inquiry report into Danielle Reid’s death5, but that this Act does not in fact 
prohibit sharing information for the purpose of child protection, as confirmed 
by the Scottish Executive in developing this proposed duty. We therefore 
suggest that giving training and clear guidance will be just as effective (and 
without the unintended consequences outlined below) in ensuring that all 
agencies are sharing appropriate child protection information. 

Information sharing should not be seen as an alternative to personal 
responsibility 

2
 SWIA, An inspection into the care and protection of children in Eilean Siar, August 2005 

3
 Hammond, Dr H.  Child Protection Inquiry into the circumstances surrounding the death of 

Kennedy McFarlane, dob 17 April 1997, September 2000 
4
 O’Brien, S (Chair), Report of the Caleb Ness Inquiry: Executive summary and 

recommendations, October 2003 
5
 Herbison, Dr, J., Independent Review into the circumstances surrounding the Death of 

Danielle Reid, 2005 452



CHILDREN 1ST are concerned that if there is an exclusive focus on the need 
to pass on information and concerns, this may dilute individual’s perceived 
need to take personal responsibility for keeping children safe.  Passing on 
information to other agencies, though often important, is not enough to 
adequately protect children – we need each professional to consider what 
they can do to keep a child safe, within a culture where children’s safety is 
seen as everyone’s responsibility. 

There are many likely unintended consequences of a statutory duty to 
share child protection information 
The Scottish Executive’s express aim in introducing a duty on agencies to 
share child protection information is to simply put what is good practice into 
legislation.  It does not change legal guidelines around confidentiality.
However, CHILDREN 1ST are concerned that introducing the proposed 
legislative duty may have several unintended consequences: 

Children and families will be more reluctant to access services 
and be honest about their needs and circumstance 

CHILDREN 1ST’s biggest concern is that, if children and families cannot be 
assured of the confidentiality of services, or if they feel that to ask for help 
from one service is to in effect publicise their need across all agencies, then it 
is very likely that some of Scotland’s most vulnerable families will not seek the 
help that they need.  In particular, parents who misuse drugs or alcohol will 
fear that information will be passed to the police. 

Child protection system will be flooded with information 
It is very likely that requiring people by law to share information about children 
who are at risk of harm will mean that social work will receive far more 
information than they do at present.  We are concerned that individuals will 
react by ‘covering their backs’ and sending on all information, regardless of 
how relevant or significant the information is.  Apart from the social work 
services workload issues that this will exacerbate, it also increases the 
likelihood that important information about a child will be lost in the information 
systems.

The wide definition of harm could lead to unhelpful sharing of 
information, and unnecessary overriding of children’s privacy 

The definition in the bill of child protection information is if the child is being 
‘harmed’ or at ‘risk of harm’.  This is not the threshold of ‘significant harm’ that 
is included within the Children (Scotland) Act 1995.  So what might ‘harm’ 
mean in practice: if a child was very upset because he was given a row from 
his parents? If a step-dad was a bit rough in a game of football, knocked the 
child over and they sprained their ankle?  If an adult allowed a child to watch a 
12-rated film when they were 11.5 years old and the child had nightmares?
We are concerned that such a broad definition of ‘harm’ will lead to needless 
information being passed on, and will only contribute to the child protection 
system being flooded with information. 

In addition, there will be many times where a young person’s information is 
shared with other agencies with the young person’s full consent.  However, 
this Bill sets out the circumstances where a young person’s confidence can be 
overridden and where they are no longer allowed control over information 
about themselves.  This is a serious step which should only be taken in 
serious circumstances, not in relation to the proposed low threshold of ‘harm’. 
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Recommendation: remove Part 3 ‘Sharing child protection information’ 
from the Bill 
In light of the reality of the issues around sharing information and our major 
concerns around the unintended consequences of the Bill, CHILDREN 1ST

calls for the removal of Part 3 ‘Sharing Child Protection Information’ from the 
Bill.

Instead, the Scottish Executive should research, consult and consider in more 
depth the best way to ensure that agencies share appropriate information.  If, 
after this discussion, it is clear that statutory measures of some kind are 
needed, then these should instead be included within the promised Bill to 
implement ‘Getting It Right For Every Child’ (GIRFEC).  This is because, as 
outlined above, information sharing on its own is not an outcome but only one 
tool to help towards good decisions and actions that protect children.  The 
GIRFEC bill will address information sharing within this ‘protecting action’ 
context, and will ensure that it links well, and is perceived to be linked, to 
related proposals.  There is no significant reason for rushing through this 
legislative duty, particularly because it only aims to improve the practice of a 
small group of people.  CHILDREN 1ST questions whether additional training 
and national guidance in the meantime would not have this same effect, 
without risking such unintended consequences. 

If the duty to share child protection information remains in the Bill, then it is 
very important that the Bill be amended in the following ways: 

Section 81 of the Bill that allows Ministers to introduce means of 
enforcing the duty by order, should be deleted.  CHILDREN 1ST are 
very concerned that attaching any kind of an offence to such a duty will 
only serve to increase a culture of protecting adults from investigation 
or inquiries, instead of protecting children’s safety and welfare.  We 
believe that in an area where there is generally no lack of will to keep 
children safe, but there is a lack of confidence, resourcing and 
integrated working, it would be unnecessary and detrimental to 
introduce any offence. 

The best interests of the child should be the first and primary 
consideration in every decision taken about sharing child 
protection information.  Currently the Bill allows professionals to 
consider the best interests of a child in deciding whether to override 
confidentiality guidelines.  However, as the best interests of the child 
must be paramount in all practice around information sharing it should 
therefore be included in Section 74 which sets out the duty to share 
child protection information.   

The definition of harm should be changed to be ‘serious harm’.
As outlined above, there should only be a statutory duty to share child 
protection information where the child is at risk of ‘serious harm’.  In all 
other circumstances, a child’s information should only be shared with 
their consent.

The Bill should set out that the discloser of information must tell 
the child, young person or adult if they are going to disclose child 
protection information against their wishes.  This is well-
recognised, baseline good practice – therefore, in legislative proposals 
that are all about consistent implementation of good practice, this must 
be included.  Without it, children and young people will feel unsure 
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about what information is known about them, and by whom, without 
their knowledge.
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The principle that all children and yo 

SUBMISSION FROM CHILDREN IN SCOTLAND 

Sections 1 and 2 – Vetting and Barring 

ung people should be protected from  individuals who may harm them in any way is 

unquestionably right. Parents should be secure in the knowledge that those employed to 

work with children and young people do not pose any known (or knowable) threat to 

their safety and well-being. Children in Scotland welcomes the vetting and barring 

provisions as a move to address these issues and to improve the current system of 

disclosure. 

It is, however, worth noting that child harm and abuse overwhelmingly is committed by 

adults that the child already knows personally (e.g., family members) --not by strangers 

or providers of children’s services. Given this reality, the proposed legislation will have 

an important, but limited benefit. It would be detrimental to the safety of children if this 

legislation were perceived as a system of guaranteeing the fitness of any particular adult 

to work, or be in contact, with children.   This level of certainty is not possible to achieve 

– and a false sense of security may lead to complacency in relation to other necessary 

measures.  

The question of foreign employees needs to be more thoroughly addressed if this system 

is to be meaningfully implemented, primarily because of the difficulty of gaining access 

to reliable, complete background information across international borders. Finally, 

Children in Scotland also is keen that these improvements do not have a negative effect 

on the number of people applying to work with children (in a volunteer or paid role). 

Key concerns

Third country employees largely will be outwith the system  

The proposals may act as a disincentive to adults wishing to work with 

children and young people on a professional or voluntary basis 

The cost of the system may burden an already stretched sector 

There may be other more fundamental actions the Executive could and 

should take if protecting children and young people is the primary goal. 

Key recommendations

Address the issue of convictions in relation to offences against children 

Address the issue of overseas workers 

Remove the offence associated with section 47 
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Make a commitment to keep the cost of vetting and barring to a minimum, 

particularly for the voluntary sector 

Give clear and transparent guidelines as to the criteria  that Ministers must 

employ  in the barring of an individual 

Improve the opportunities and advice available to children and young people 

themselves about identifying risks, protecting themselves and taking action 

when they perceive themselves to be unsafe. 

Improving the system – the limitations of vetting and barring 

A false sense of security for children, young people and families 

Diminished priority for child protection on the grounds that vetting and 

barring is the key governmental measure – and it now has been taken 

Discouragement of people (especially men) for accepting employment and 

volunteer opportunities dealing with children and young people because of 

fear of false accusations and other unwarranted negative consequences. 

Children in Scotland broadly welcomes the move to improve the disclosure system, but 

also believes that it should not be viewed as a system that ever will be capable of 

preventing all harm to all children. Harm to children from strangers is devastating and 

shocking -- but, it often is arbitrary in nature, so as to be almost impossible to pre-empt. 

For example, even if the vetting and barring proposals had been the law of the land  at the 

time of the Soham Murders, they would not have prevented the two girls in question from 

visiting the home of Ian Huntley.  

There may have been a greater possibility of preventing the Soham Murders and the 

shootings at Dunblane (to cite just two examples) if the criminal justice system and 

police force were better able to share information and secure convictions. Children 

in Scotland would like to see more action taken in this area. 

It will be important to stress that holding a vetting and barring disclosure does not mean 

that a person cannot or will not cause harm to children.  It has little predictive value, let 

alone a guarantee about anyone’s future behaviour. Passing successfully through the 

vetting and barring system means only that a person has no known history of having 

harmed children in the past (or of having committed another related offence). Whilst it is 

right to prevent people with such histories from working with children, this is a more 

modest outcome than the public discussion of vetting and barring suggests. 

This Bill should ensure that other more structural methods of checking someone’s 

background and behaviour are not overlooked or displaced

Checking people from overseas 
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Scotland has an increasing number of service providers who come from outside of the 

UK, including nurses, teaching assistants, and doctors. The current proposal will not be 

able to ensure that these individuals have been properly or reliably vetted. If ignored, 

this flaw will further undermine and incapacitate the disclosure system.  

The vetting system ultimately relies on applicants to fully disclose information about 

themselves, including their previous addresses. This information often cannot be cross-

checked by any independently verifiable documentation and is open to possible 

manipulation.  Should this information be disclosed, requesting relevant details from 

foreign police forces and foreign bureaucracies is not always possible or successful. Not 

all countries collect or maintain relevant information comparable to that held within the 

UK (for example, sex offender lists). Neither is there international harmonisation of 

criteria for being considered a ‘risk’.

Obtaining secondary information (such as references) also may be difficult for a variety 

of reasons, including the personal safety of the applicant. This makes the additional 

employer-led checking system for verifying a person’s appropriateness for working 

with children less reliable. Accepting that this is a reserved issue, Children in Scotland 

believes that a UK-wide solution needs to be found in relation to this aspect of the vetting 

and barring proposal. 

Possible adverse effects of vetting and barring proposals

Disincentive to the voluntary sector (and male workers) 

Children in Scotland believes that the vetting and barring enhanced disclosure 

system, may put people (particularly men) off working or volunteering in the very 

sectors where they are needed the most. Children in Scotland rejects the suggestion 

that this is necessarily indicative of any wrongdoing. In addition to the complexity of the 

disclosure system, there are many unanswered questions about enhanced disclosures that 

would encourage fear and trepidation in possible applicants. For example, it is feared that 

wrong information and discredited accusation might be disclosed to every prospective 

employer. The Bill does not adequately account for how this potential negative 

consequence (albeit an unintended consequence) will be reduced or eliminated. 

Duty to notify certain changes - Section 47 

The offences attached to this duty seem excessive in relation to the ‘crime’. Updating a 

change of address should be encouraged by employers as normal practice, but making the 

failure to do so within three months a criminal offence is excessive and may add to the 

negative perception of the disclosure system by potential workers. Children in Scotland 

recommends that this criminal penalty be removed. 
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The cost of vetting - Section 67 

The service sectors that deal with the most vulnerable young people and children are 

seriously stretched in relation to finance and funding. Given that well-documented 

reality, Children in Scotland recommends eliminating any new costs for vetting and 

barring that would decrease the amount of money available to actually help to meet 

the needs of children and young people.

However, we support the changes to the disclosure system that would mean that the 

vetting and barring disclosure would remove the need for multiple applications. In this 

respect, we agree with the broad proposal for a more expensive initial disclosure, which 

also includes free subsequent checks and free disclosure for volunteers for a set period of 

time. We are concerned by the reference made to recurring fees and would seek 

reassurance from Ministers that the cost of this system will not adversely affect the 

voluntary sector’s financial ability to provide services.

Criteria for barring - Section 14 

The current proposals place a lot of discretionary power in the hands of the Minister. 

Children in Scotland believes that this is neither a transparent governmental process, nor 

is it practical. Individuals should be barred from working with children based on 

objective and transparent criteria, agreed by the relevant sectors. We do not believe 

that it is advisable for a Minister to make these decisions huis clos.

Ideally, the criteria upon which people are disqualified from working with children 

should be the result of consultations with service providers, as well as parents. The level 

of acceptable risk should not be determined from the top down, but should involve 

children, young people, parents and those professionals who work directly with children 

and young people.

Key Questions 

1. Will the Minister be addressing the issue of overseas workers in the context 

of this Bill? 

2. Will the Minister consult on and publish the criteria for barring an 

individual?

3. Will the Minister remove the offences attached to Section 47? 

4. Will the Minister address the costs attached to this system for the voluntary 

sector?

5. What will the Minister do to address the possible negative impact of this Bill 

on potential employees wishing to work with children and young people?  
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6. Will the Minister be addressing other issues affecting the safety of children 

and young people such as the monitoring of ex-offenders and the conviction 

rates in child protection cases?  

About Children in Scotland

Children in Scotland is Scotland’s national agency for organisations and 
professionals working with and for children, young people and their families. It exists 
to identify and promote the interests of children and their families and to ensure that 
policies, services and other provisions are of the highest possible quality and are able 
to meet the needs of a diverse society.  Children in Scotland represents over 400 
members, including all major voluntary, statutory and private children’s agencies, 
professionals organisations, as well as many other smaller community groups and 
children’s services.  

The work of Children in Scotland encompasses extensive information, policy, research 
and practice development programmes.  The agency works closely with MSPs, the 
Scottish Executive, local authorities and practitioners.  It also services a number of 
groups such as: the Cross Party Group on Children and Young People; the National 
Children’s Voluntary Forum; the National Early Years Forum and the Additional 
Support Needs Network.  Children in Scotland also hosts Enquire, the advice service 
for additional support for learning.
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Introduction

SUBMISSION FROM CHILDREN IN SCOTLAND 

Section 3 – Information Sharing 

Children in Scotland welcomes the Scottish Executive’s focus on better 
information sharing for the protection of children and young people. However, we 
are so concerned about the specific proposals about information sharing 
contained in the Protection of Vulnerable Groups Bill that we recommend 
the removal of Section 3 in its entirety from this Bill.  

This is not a recommendation that Children in Scotland makes lightly. We 
certainly do not oppose information sharing for child protection purposes. On the 
contrary, we know that getting information sharing right is profoundly important to 
the safety and well-being of children and young people – so important that it 
merits far more careful consideration, detailed analysis and widespread 
consultation (including with children and young people) than it has received thus 
far.

Children have a right to be safe. Children have the right to be protected from 
significant preventable harm by the government. Children have a right to privacy 
and to confidentiality in their communications with the adults holding positions of 
responsibility or authority in relation to children. And, children have the right to be 
heard and heeded in matters affecting their lives and well-being.

Accordingly, a children’s rights perspective informs Children in Scotland’s 
assessment of, and recommendation about, Section 3 of this Bill. By contrast, it 
should be noted that children’s rights were not explicitly referenced in Section 3 
of this Bill.

Originally, these information sharing provisions were not part of this Bill. Whilst 
there was consultation about the vetting and barring provisions (Sections 1 and 2 
of this Bill), there was no systematic, meaningful consultation process around 
information sharing (Section 3). The provisions were belatedly added to this Bill. 
This has limited the ability of the Scottish Executive to pursue its usual 
consultation practices and constrained its opportunity to fully investigate these 
complex issues.  The Executive has done its best in these circumstances, but we 
think that the result is not what’s best for children.

Children in Scotland’s view is that the information sharing provisions should be 
removed from this Bill and – after a proper consultation process – be reinstated 
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within its original home (the Getting It Right for Every Child documents). It then 
could be considered by the next Scottish Parliament as a part of the anticipated 
GIRFEC Bill. 

Specific Concerns

Children in Scotland has a number of concerns about the information sharing 
provisions within this Bill, including: 

The lack of emphasis on information use, following information 
sharing

The absence of children’s rights on the face of the Bill – and the 
absence of processes for safeguarding children’s rights within its 
provisions

The number of potential unintended consequences associated with 
making information sharing a duty and with giving Ministers 
unspecified powers in relation to the people and groups that are 
seen as not fulfilling this duty. 

The Bill’s inadequate definition and use of such basic terms as 
“harm" and “risk”. 

The potential for over-sharing of unhelpful or irrelevant information  

The lack of attention given to the principles that will be applied in the 
holding, accessing and disposing of information 

The ambiguity about whether removing all sanctions for sharing 
information also removes sanctions for malicious information 
sharing.

Information use 

Section 3 is predicated on the assumption that the failure to share crucial 
information in a timely manner with the right people/agencies can jeopardise the 
health, safety and well-being of children, This is a genuine problem that could, 
and should, be addressed. However, as the Executive itself acknowledges, the 
failure to share information is not a huge or widespread problem across Scotland. 

What Section 3 fails to address is the other side of the information sharing coin – 
namely, the use that is made and the actions that are taken as result of 
information that already has been shared appropriately. Information sharing, in 
and of itself, does not protect children and young people. Indeed, a variety of 
case reviews and follow-up investigations in recent years reveal that the 
necessary information was at hand, but was not used adequately to make 
decisions and take actions that would have better protected the children and 
young people involved. 
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One notable example can be found in the excellent SWIA report on a now-
infamous case of child abuse involving three girls in the Western Isles. The 
amount of information shared was voluminous, but it was not used well enough 
or quickly enough to remedy the girls’ plight. As this SWIA report correctly notes: 
‘gathering together large amounts of information is not an assessment.  Sharing 
it does not constitute a child protection plan.’1

A properly considered, comprehensive bill dealing with information sharing also 
must give equal attention to the use of shared information in making decisions 
and taking actions that will benefit vulnerable children and young people. The 
duty to share information must be accompanied by the duty to use that 
information in ways that do improve the protection of children and young people. 
Section 3 of this Bill neither addresses this pressing problem, nor proposes any 
duty to use shared information effectively.

This is too important and public a matter to be treated as a technical issue that 
can be sorted out through the post-legislation development of a Code of Practice. 
Ultimately, dealing with information sharing in isolation from all the issues 
surrounding information use predictably will be of limited benefit.

Children’s Rights

Children and young people have rights that (in other circumstances) repeatedly 
have been recognized by the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish Executive. 
Children in Scotland is disappointed that Section 3 of this Bill does not recognise 
these rights, or deal adequately with the associated issues of consent and 
confidentiality. Invoking ‘child protection’ does not negate the rights of children. 
Getting the balance right between child protection and children’s rights is a 
complex matter, but not an impossible one. Pretending that no such tensions or 
complexities exist – by failing even to recognise the rights relevant to the 
information sharing provisions of this Bill – is not an acceptable stance for the 
Scottish Parliament or the Scottish Executive to take. 

Children’s rights under the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child should be 
the framework upon which child-focused legislation is constructed. Experience 
from the Children’s Hearing System has shown that children and young people 
often do not have any objection to the sharing of information about them among 
professionals. They do, however, object to this happening without their 
knowledge and consent -- and without a clear understanding of why (and with 
whom) the information is being shared. Executive research found that young 
people’s comments on this matter included: 

1
 SWIA, An inspection into the care and protection of children in Eilean Siar, August 2005 
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“I would feel like my private life had been invaded if they gave my information 
without my consent” , 
“It would be good if they could ask you first and explain things”  
“It would be good if you were told who is getting the information about you 
“I would want to know who is sharing the information and what is being said”2

There may be circumstances when it is necessary to overrule this ‘best practice’ 
and to accord certain kinds and instances of child protection precedence over 
certain rights.  However, this should not be done automatically, lightly or without 
proper consideration and consultation. The omission of both a set of right-related 
principles to guide information sharing – and the lack of  a transparent process 
and set of criteria upon which information sharing (and information use) decisions 
will be based -- are reason enough to remove Section 3 from this Bill.

The complexity and importance of getting the balance right between child 
protection and children’s rights at the level of national legislation argues 
powerfully for a further stage of analysis, consultation and consideration. Shifting 
information sharing back to the anticipated GIRFEC bill will allow the time and 
space to resolve these potentially contentious issues.  

The best way to begin this reconsideration process is through meaningful 
engagement and consultation with children and young people themselves. Article 
12 of the UNCRC recognizes the right of all children and young people to be 
heard and heeded in matters that significantly affect their lives and well-being. 
That has not happened in relation to information sharing. Children in Scotland 
recommends that this process can, and should, be started now in relation to both 
the legislation itself and the development of any subsequent Code of Practice 
about information sharing/use. 
.
Unintended Consequences  

This Bill is purposefully ambiguous. Ambiguity can allow necessary flexibility for 
professionals, officials and agencies to react to individual circumstances. In
relation to Section 3 of this Bill, our concern is that the amount of 
ambiguity may result in a number of unintended negative consequences. 

The lack of consultation by the Executive has added to the lack of awareness of 
the possible unintended consequences of this Bill. As a membership 
organisation, we have found it impossible to fully consult with our more than 400 
members on the potential impact of the information sharing section of this 
legislation.  

2
 ‘Getting it Right For Every Child – Proposals for Action. Consultation with Children and Young 

People.’ The Scottish Executive 2006 
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We will cite two examples of unintended (and unwelcome) consequences that 
might result from the degree of ambiguity in Section 3. First, we are concerned 
that young people will refrain from seeking and/or refuse to accept needed 
services and assistance (e.g., around sexual health or family difficulties) because 
of their fears that this personal information will be shared with people/agencies, 
and in ways, that they find unacceptable. Ironically, the net effect could be less
help and support actually received by vulnerable children and young people. 

Second, we are concerned about the lack of transparency -- as well as the lack 
of legislatively established criteria for, and limits upon, Ministers -- in the 
provision covering Ministerial powers when Ministers perceive inadequate 
compliance by those with an information-sharing duty. We think it likely that those 
with this duty will react by flooding the system with information – not because it 
will protect children, but rather because it will protect themselves and their 
organisation/agency from Ministerial sanctions. Ironically, the net effect could be 
that useful child protection information becomes less accessible as it is drowned 
under the flood of ‘self-protection’ information. 

The other instance of a potentially counterproductive ambiguity – and unintended 
consequences in Section 3 concerns the lifting of all sanctions for sharing 
information around child protection. However, Section 3 is unclear as to whether 
sanctions also will be lifted in cases where the information shared is known to be 
inaccurate or misleading -- and is being sent with malicious (or other 
inappropriate, unprofessional intent) by the sharer. Children in Scotland would 
seek clarity on this point.

Definitions of ‘harm’ and ‘risk’ 

The definition of ‘harm’ and ‘risk’ is key to decisions about if and when children’s 
and young people’s information is shared. The way in which these terms are 
used in Section 3 of this Bill is likely to create problems. Specifically, the Bill’s 
use of the terms ‘harm’ and ‘risk’ – unmodified by the word ‘significant’ – easily 
could result in a flood of unnecessary and largely useless information being 
shared (again, in the interest of self-protection, rather than child protection).

Using the term ‘significant harm’ and significant risk would place this Bill in 
harmony with prior child protection legislation, such the Children (Scotland) Act 
1995. However, without a uniform definition of all these fundamental terms, 
interpretations, judgments and behaviours could vary in unhelpful ways across 
both local authority and professional boundaries. Section 3 of this Bill has not 
included such a definition – and the consultation process that would result in a 
consensual, national definition has not taken place yet. 
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Children in Scotland believes that the baseline definition of these terms should 
not be decided by professionals and policy makers alone. Professionals, parents, 
children and young people should all be involved in deciding their meaning and 
application in the information-sharing arena. The work done to date by the 
Scottish Commissioner for Children and Young People around the concept of 
‘proportionate protection’ also is a valuable contribution toward creating sensible 
baseline definitions of key terms.  

Information handling and the Code of Practice 

While these issues can be dealt with in detail through the anticipated Code of 
Practice, some broad principles need to be addressed on the face of the Bill. 
Given the lack of public consultation to date about Section 3 -- not least the lack 
of meaningful consultation with children and young people -- Children in Scotland 
is particularly concerned by the extent to which overarching principles are 
intended to be thought about and sorted out in the post-legislation Code of 
Practice. The duty to consult about the Code of Practice is not a duty to heed and 
act upon the advice received. The democratic and transparent scrutiny that goes 
into the passing of a Bill will be missed.

 To cite just one example, Section 3 of this Bill indicates that all information will 
be shared with each Council. Presumably, this information will have to be stored 
in a person-specific file. The Council will hold these files. However, Section 3 
does not detail who can request access to this information; what the recipients 
can/cannot do with this information, for how long what types of information 
must/should be kept before being destroyed; and, who makes the decisions 
about all of these matters (based upon what criteria).  These are far from trivial 
issues and it is not sufficient to simply ignore them in the Bill.  

Key Recommendation 

Children in Scotland’s fundamental recommendation is that Section 3 of 
this Bill be removed in its entirety – and reconsidered in the context of the 
anticipated GIRFEC bill in the next session of Parliament.

We believe that this will allow the Executive and other relevant organisations to 
properly consult on the best way to achieve appropriate information sharing and 
information use, as well as to identify the possible unintended consequences of 
the specific provisions currently in Section 3 of this Bill.
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About Children in Scotland

Children in Scotland is Scotland’s national agency for organisations and professionals 
working with and for children, young people and their families. It exists to identify and 
promote the interests of children and their families and to ensure that policies, services 
and other provisions are of the highest possible quality and are able to meet the needs 
of a diverse society.  Children in Scotland represents over 400 members, including all 
major voluntary, statutory and private children’s agencies, professionals organisations, 
as well as many other smaller community groups and children’s services.

The work of Children in Scotland encompasses extensive information, policy, research 
and practice development programmes.  The agency works closely with MSPs, the 
Scottish Executive, local authorities and practitioners.  It also services a number of 
groups such as: the Cross Party Group on Children and Young People; the National 
Children’s Voluntary Forum; the National Early Years Forum and the Additional Support 
Needs Network.  Children in Scotland also hosts Enquire, the advice service for 
additional support for learning.
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SUBMISSION FROM COSLA, ADES, ADSW 

Introduction

The Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA) is the umbrella body representing 31 of 
Scotland’s 32 councils.  We submit this written evidence jointly with the Association of 
Directors of Social Work, the Association of Directors of Education in Scotland and the Society 
of Personnel Directors in Scotland.  We welcome the opportunity to give evidence to the 
Education Committee on the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill from a strategic 
perspective in relation to local government’s role as the key delivery agent of services to 
children and vulnerable adults, as the Employer’s Organisation for local government and from 
the perspective of professional associations.  Individual local authorities will, of course, have 
their own distinct views. 

Before getting into the detail of the Bill, we would like to make three general points that 
underpin the specifics of this submission.  First, we question the need for two separate lists.  If 
someone is unsuitable to work with one vulnerable group, it is difficult to conceive of 
circumstances in which he/she would be suitable to work with the other.  Children are 
vulnerable because of their age and dependence, adults may be vulnerable for a wide range 
of reasons.  The key issue is vulnerability, not age per se.  The key issues are integrity, 
exploitation of vulnerability and the implied trust, which comes with working with children or 
vulnerable adults.  In purely pragmatic terms, it complicates the legislation unnecessarily to 
have two separate lists. 

Our second point is that it is disingenuous to imply that participation in the Scheme is 
voluntary – by the end of the transitional period, it will become impossible to work in the sector 
without scheme membership, so effectively it is compulsory and this should be transparent 
from the outset. 

Finally, for consistency and to minimise the potential for concerns about what constitutes 
vulnerability, vulnerability should be expressed in the same terms as it is within the Adults with 
Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000. 

Detailed comment 

Part 1 
Section 1 (2) implies that the individual cannot be on both lists, “or on both lists” needs to be 
added before “only”. 

Section 2:  we are concerned that the Bill appears to have missed people who are suspended 
on disciplinary grounds.  There should be a requirement of immediate referral of people 
suspended from employment in this category because they may be working in other areas, 
which are unknown to the suspending employer, or indeed they may apply for other work in 
the meantime. 
In relation to both paragraphs (a) and (b) there needs to be some sort of definition of 
“inappropriate”. To leave it as it stands is too subjective and interpretation in the courts after 
implementation is not sufficient. 

Section 3: In paragraphs (1) and (2), the word “relevant” needs to be inserted between “any” 
and “prescribed” to tighten up the provisions, and similarly, we are concerned about the use of 
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the word “might”.  “Might have been dismissed” is very vague and open to misinterpretation.  
In paragraph 8 (1) (b) the word “evidence” has appeared when throughout the rest of the 
section/bill the word “information” is used.  Information is more accurate and therefore more 
appropriate as evidence carries connotations, which do not necessarily apply. 

In paragraph 11, sections (2) (b) and 3 (b) we remain concerned about the phrase “likely to do 
regulated work”.  How can we possibly know whether someone is likely to do regulated work?  
We would like to be reassured that relevant information will not be lost because the individual 
does not seem likely to do regulated work at any given time, and that it will resurface if the 
person does try to do regulated work, however, unlikely it had seemed at the time of the 
conviction.  This applies equally in paragraph 12. 

In paragraph14 (4) (b), for the sake of clarification there needs to be a definition of what “an 
order of a specified description” actually means.  Also in this paragraph, we are concerned 
about overseas convictions, both in relation to UK nationals who commit offences overseas 
and foreign nationals coming to work in this country.  This is a very complex area, but there is 
evidence of UK nationals travelling to commit crimes, coupled with the well-documented influx 
of people from other parts of the world looking for work in Scotland and who potentially may fill 
skills gaps in the care sector. 

In paragraph 17 (3) there needs to be a definition of what “to make representations” means.  
This may be clarified in guidance, but everyone concerned with the new vetting and barring 
scheme will need to know how it will work. 

To ensure that the powers laid out in paragraph 18 are set within appropriate parameters, 
there needs to be an unambiguous statement at the start of the bill about children’s welfare 
being paramount.  As it stands, the police are the only organisation able to withhold 
information and therefore a clear statement of shared priorities is essential.  Paragraph 19 
should contain a similar provision to allow council social work services to withhold information 
if release of the information would compromise a child’s safety.  The release of social work 
information, and presumably also some medical information, could also compromise a police 
investigation, but that does not appear to have been taken into account.  This may also apply 
at section 71. 

We are concerned that paragraph 20 (2) (b) appears to conflict with existing advice from the 
Information Commissioner, and indeed Disclosure Scotland, about situations where someone 
is “not offered work”.  Organisations are only permitted to hold information on unsuccessful 
applicants for a maximum of 6 months, and indeed are advised to destroy it as soon as the 
decision has been made (because the information can only be used for the purpose for which 
it was provided – ie recruitment).  We support the intention of the bill, but it will be necessary 
to ensure that this is consistent with other advice. 

We are concerned that there is no route by which an organisation, or person, making a referral 
can appeal if someone is not included on the list in paragraphs 21 - 24 relating to appeals.  
The bill is only concerned with the rights of the individual.  Referring agencies such as local 
authorities do not do this lightly and our experience with the Disqualified from Working with 
Children List has shown that there will be times when such an appeal process would be in the 
interests of child protection.  There needs to be an opportunity for the referring agency to get 
feedback about the decision and to challenge it if necessary. 

If we retain two separate lists, it would be more helpful to have the statement contained in 
paragraph 25 (2) at the start of the bill, and for that to run throughout the bill. As it stands, it is 
full of duplication, which leads to confusion. 
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We are concerned about the human rights implications of paragraph 25 (3) in relation to 
historic court referrals.  The applicant’s right of appeal relates only to changes in 
circumstances etc, since the listing took place or since there was other interaction with this 
new process.  We need to consider whether this ought to apply to someone who has been 
automatically listed now for something which happened many years ago, where they have 
done nothing wrong since and have demonstrated a complete change in character or 
behaviour.  The grounds for their application to be removed from the list would therefore relate 
to the period between the conviction and the listing and that does not seem to be allowed as it 
stands.   

With regard to paragraph 25 (4), it is against the spirit of the rest of the bill to base a decision 
to remove someone from the list on the basis of a conviction being quashed – the decision 
should be made on an assessment of risk to child or vulnerable adults. 

Again while supporting the intention of the bill to ensure safety of vulnerable people, 
paragraphs 31 (3) (a) combined with 31 (4) may be open to challenge in human rights terms – 
how can someone be assumed to have been convicted if they have only been charged?  If (a) 
must be read in conjunction with (b) or (c) then that is acceptable, but if it can be read in 
isolation then it is not.  The wording therefore needs to be clarified. The police will have the 
information when someone is charged and can notify the vetting and barring unit.  Automatic 
listing at this stage may not be appropriate, requiring application to be removed from the list if 
the charges fail subsequently.  There is no suggestion that it should not be possible to list 
someone on the balance of probabilities, rather than on evidence that is beyond reasonable 
doubt – merely that it should not be automatic. 

At paragraph 37, we suggest adding a reference to an ongoing or current investigation into (a) 
and “where this is relevant to this act” or something similar into (b) to prevent accessing the 
list/vetting information when the investigation is nothing to do with the protection of children or 
vulnerable adults. 

Part 2 

Paragraph 42 is placed illogically; we think it would make more sense earlier on in the bill.   

In relation to paragraph 43, if someone is listed, then subsequently removed from the list after 
a period of time, we think a record of their having been listed should remain.  In the spirit of 
this bill, we believe that would be relevant information and should be kept (in the same way 
that spent convictions or expired disciplinary actions would be). 

Paragraph 46 provides for information to be provided to the Vetting and Barring Unit by 
agencies other than those involved in the justice system.  While we do not have a problem 
with the words in this paragraph, the intention for implementation is a minefield, which needs 
to be resolved as a matter of urgency.  What information will councils be expected to provide, 
in what form, at what stage and to whom?  If councils offload large quantities of information to 
the Vetting and Barring Unit, the Unit will be swamped, but if we do not provide the information 
when the action happens, when will it be provided?  How will the Vetting and Barring Unit 
know to ask for it, and how will it know who to ask?  It would not be practicable to contact all 
councils every time a new person applies to join the Scheme, but we cannot believe that the 
Vetting and Barring Unit would really want to hold boxes of information about anti-social 
tenants or children on the child protection register.  There will be implications for secure IT 
systems to allow information to flow confidentially between the Vetting and Barring Unit and 
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agencies, at a time when we are already developing IT systems to implement Getting It Right 
For Every Child and sex offender monitoring to name but two. 

In the section headed up Disclosure, paragraph 52 should be moved to come before 
paragraph 49 – ie at the start of the Disclosure section as paragraphs 49 – 51 all refer to 52 
and it seems illogical as it currently stands.  Condition C needs to be tightened up at the 
section in brackets –  we agree with the spirit as it allows delegation of responsibility, which 
will of course be necessary, but “any other person” is too broad.  We suggest “any other 
nominated person” with a definition of nominated to allow for relevant officers of sufficient level 
of responsibility.  This point also applies at paragraph 63 (2) (a) and (b); “any of the person’s 
employees” is far too broad and again we suggest inserting “nominated” with a definition.  
Similarly, paragraph 65 (1) (c) is far too broad as it could cover any civil servant or employee 
of the parliament. This should be limited in the same way as suggested for paragraphs 52 and 
63.  There needs to be some reassurance that those making the decisions will be competent 
to do so. 

The Committee may be aware of concerns raised regarding vetting arrangements for people 
working in contracted services, such as school transport or catering in PPP schools.  
Paragraph 63 combined paragraph 52 Condition C should be amended to allow councils and 
other public bodies to undertake vetting of individuals working in contracted services.  The 
growth in direct payments, which will be further emphasised with the increasing 
personalisation of services coming from the Changing Lives agenda, will increase still further 
the numbers of people providing services on behalf of local authorities who are not directly 
employed by them.  For consistency, to maximise the protection of vulnerable groups, and to 
ensure public confidence in the system and in our agencies, the responsibility for vetting ought 
to lie with the council, or other contracting agency, rather than the employer such as a bus 
company as applies under the existing legislation. 

We are concerned about paragraph 60.  While we understand why this provision is included, is 
it really the intention that councils and other employers should be fingerprinting applicants for 
jobs?  The resourcing, practical and other implications of this are concerning, 

Paragraph 72 (2) appears to imply that the referral for listing will automatically fall if it is not 
completed within 12 months.  This creates the potential for allow a procedural error to 
endanger vulnerable people by permitting a dangerous individual back into the workforce.   

Part 3 

Subsections (1) and (2) of paragraph 79 have their own internal logic, and are clearly 
designed to circumvent difficulties for other children.  A consequence will be that by not 
disclosing information on this basis a child may be left to suffer unnecessarily.  These 
subsections are too focused on  issues of causality and place the burden of deciding on 
‘lesser harm’ on one individual, which is both overbearing and unnecessary.  The solution to 
the difficulty of a ‘chain-reaction’ being triggered by a disclosure is surely to require the agency 
passing on the information to raise the possibility of repercussions for another child and for the 
council to ensure the other child’s needs are also met.  It is difficult to imagine the 
circumstances of a child being otherwise so satisfactory that they could be jeopardised to such 
an extent by the disclosure of information relating to another child.  This section is contrary to 
the current Child Protection ethos. 
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Specific reference to physical neglect and failure to thrive should be included in the definition 
of harm at paragraph 93. 

The definition of protected adult in paragraph 94 is problematic as the adult’s vulnerability is 
defined by their existing receipt of service, therefore it may miss people who are vulnerable, 
but are not “in the system” and similarly it may draw in people who are not vulnerable – e.g. 
some successful young care-leavers. 

Paragraph 100 deals with commencement.  Given the experience of the implementation of the 
Protection of Children Scotland Act, we would support the phasing in of the new vetting and 
barring arrangements, and would suggest that the length of time an individual has been in post 
should be the determining factor – ie start with those who have been in post without a check 
for the longest.  Those most recently appointed, even to a new post within the same 
organisation, will have been vetted through the Disclosure Scotland system, so there should 
be less potential for issues to emerge.  This approach would also prevent geographical or 
professional hiding places to be created.  Further, it may be that we would request phasing of 
the provisions of paragraph 46 when we know what it actually entails.  We are happy with the 
spirit of the paragraph, but the practicalities are at such an early stage that we cannot assess 
the implications. 

Conclusion

COSLA, ADSW and the Society of Personnel Directors in Scotland are content with the spirit 
and intention of the bill, and generally happy that the lack of formal consultation on the bill 
itself has resulted in a more creative and inclusive approach by the Scottish Executive to 
engagement of stakeholders.  This evidence, however, reflects our concerns about some of 
the details in the wording.  We believe that with some minor amendments to the words and 
clarification of how it will be implemented, this bill will result in a more cohesive, consistent and 
simplified approach to vetting and barring than the situation, which exists at present.  For 
example, we are reassured that multiple checks will be significantly reduced and there will be 
more consistency.  This streamlining would be greatly assisted by the confirmation of one list 
to cover those unsuitable to work with vulnerable groups. 

COSLA has already submitted evidence to the Finance Committee, but it is worth reiterating to 
the Education Committee that there is a naiveté in the Scottish Executive’s assumption around 
costs of checks.  The financial memorandum and supporting documentation to the bill state 
that there will be no costs to organisations because under the legislation it is the individual 
who is responsible for payment, but also state that there will be no costs to individuals as 
organisations normally pay.  The bottom line is that most checks are not free, and the costs 
are generally met by employers.  How the fees are structured is therefore significant and there 
will be associated costs.  It is our view that the least disruptive and most efficient model ought 
to be adopted and we are currently in discussion with officials about that. 
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SUBMISSION FROM DUNDEE CITY COUNCIL 

We welcome the opportunity to present oral evidence to the Education 
Committee during its Stage 1 considerations of the Bill and are pleased to 
provide this written submission in support of that. 

We generally welcome the proposals in the Bill. We would, however, urge that 
everyone upon whom the Bill will impact must be educated to realise that it 
can only ever be part of a package of robust selection and recruitment 
procedures. We must avoid any stakeholder, particularly the personal 
employer or smaller voluntary organisation, considering that disclosure 
records amount to a thorough assessment of a person's suitability to work 
with vulnerable groups.  

As so much that is relevant to how the legislation will operate in practice is 
being left to orders, regulations, guidance and the code of practice on sharing 
child protection information it is difficult to comment on what some of the 
operational implications may be. Some of these key areas are highlighted as 
part of this submission.  This submission refers to the first three Parts of the 
Bill only as these Parts are considered to have the most impact on Dundee 
City Council's operations and decision making.   

Part 1 of the Bill 

The proposed provisions in Part 1 leave detailed explanation of relevant 
'criteria' at clause 14 to future Order.  As this will relate to automatic listing it is 
crucial that further possible criteria are specific and it is assumed that such 
criteria do not relate to descriptions that can be interpreted subjectively.   

The option to publish guidance regarding steps to be taken by an employer 
pending consideration of listing in terms of clause 29(4) shall be welcomed if 
and when made available.  Such guidance would also inform the person 
potentially to be listed of what is deemed to be reasonable treatment on their 
part. 

Perhaps the reference to 'findings in fact' at clause 17 should explicitly relate 
to formal proceedings undertaken by the organisations where the individual 
has been afforded the opportunity to be heard and respond to any allegation 
made. 

Clause 19(1)(a) makes reference to '46(a)(c)' and this perhaps should read 
'46(1)'. 

The implications of clause 19 (and clause 46) are expanded upon in 
Paragraphs 95 and 96 of the Policy Memorandum in terms of what 
information is likely to be required from public bodies in the future. 

The Policy Memorandum discusses the possibility of: 
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a) local authorities making a judgement about whether the reasons for 
placing a child on a Child Protection Register might warrant providing 
relevant information to Disclosure Scotland about the person and 
circumstances that caused the child to be placed at risk. 

b) responsibility to provide information being placed in the hands of the 
Keepers of the Child Protection Registers. 

Whilst the detail of this is a matter for the future, we would suggest that, at this 
stage, there is a clear commitment to ensuring that guidance is provided in 
relation to a), to ensure consistency across the country. This could be 
incorporated into the code of practice referred to at Clause 76. 

In relation to b) above, we suggest that any such reference in approved 
guidance or as drafted in further legislative provision should be to the Chief 
Social Work Officer rather than the Keeper of the Child Protection Register. 
This places responsibility at the appropriate level of seniority and takes 
account of the fact that information from sources other than a child protection 
case conference might be seen as relevant to pass onto Disclosure Scotland. 

Clause 29 should perhaps narrate that where Ministers are considering listing 
an individual this notification is via the issuing of a scheme record. 

Part 2 of the Bill 

We consider that for the proposed legislation to genuinely be centred on the 
interests of vulnerable groups participation in the Scheme requires to be 
mandatory.  In effect the vast majority of people who work with vulnerable 
groups will require to 'volunteer' to allow their employers to be satisfied that 
they are not barred.  The inconvenience to the remaining persons requiring to 
join the Scheme e.g. the self-employed or the informal tutor/coach, would, in 
our view, be outweighed by the benefits of a more robust compulsory Scheme 
with a shift in decision making from the non-organisation employer to the 
persons who are to undertake the regulated work. 

It is easy to agree that placing a duty on a personal employer to establish the 
status of a prospective coach/tutor could be seen as the state interfering 
excessively in family life. If, for example, a parent or guardian chooses not to 
establish the barred status of an individual whom they engage to tutor their 
child, then they retain responsibility for that. This is different, however, from 
placing an obligation upon the person who wishes to tutor or coach, to subject 
him or herself to the system of national scrutiny to establish whether he or she 
should be barred from doing so.  

Exceptional though it may be, it is not beyond the bounds of reason to think 
that a person would establish themselves as a coach or tutor, offer his 
services to parents or guardians who may not know what they should be 
asking or looking for in relation to checks and easily convince them that 
nothing is required or present a falsified document that purports to show his 
suitability. 
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If it were an offence for any person to undertake regulated work without 
participating in the Scheme, a loophole would close and, in so doing, 
discourage anyone who sought to find a way around the legislation. 

This would not cause the disclosure of sensitive information to anyone who 
did not have a legitimate interest in it. It would allow any person to report a 
concern, for that to be followed up by the relevant authority and action taken if 
it was found that someone was undertaking regulated work without 
participating in the Scheme. 

The proposal to renew Scheme membership after 10 years is not supported.  
The addition of vetting information and consideration to list is seen as a 
continuous process and accordingly there does not appear to be any merit in 
renewal of membership other than as a prompt for an employer to periodically 
obtain a scheme record directly from the Ministers. 

There are circumstances where vetting information contained in an original 
published scheme record will not be seen by a future employer.  This 
employer might only have sight of a short scheme record disclosing no new 
vetting information.  However the original vetting information may be pertinent 
to this employer.  This can perhaps be rectified by clause 50 being amended 
to allow the short scheme record to detail that vetting information was 
included in the scheme record as last disclosed.  This will allow the employer 
to then consider that a scheme record should be disclosed by the Ministers. 

Renewal also allows those who no longer undertake regulated work, who are 
retired or who have died to no longer be Scheme members.  An update of 
Scheme membership in these circumstances could also occur through 
periodic confirmation from individuals that they wish to continue to be 
members of the Scheme failing which their membership would come to an 
end.

It is suggested that at clause 43 the phrase and document title 'statement of 
barred status' may be misleading to non-organisation employers due to use of 
the word 'barred'.  Such employers may mistakenly think that the individual is 
actually barred.  It is noted that the statement of barred status will detail where 
an individual is being considered for listing so it would also not be appropriate 
to give non-organisation employers the false impression that there were not 
any concerns regarding an individual who may be listed in due course. 

Perhaps at clauses 49, 50 and 51 it could be made explicit that disclosure is 
to the person as described at Condition A, C and, where relevant, D. 

Clause 56 also appears to support the suggestion that the Scheme is not 
really voluntary as removal is only where the ministers are satisfied the 
individual is not doing the relevant type of regulated work.  

The Policy Memorandum (Paragraphs 153-155) discusses retrospective 
checking and phased implementation and notes that the Bill makes provision 
for Ministers to set fees. Whilst it is appropriate that those currently employed 
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who will become regulated workers must join the Scheme, we would highlight 
the financial implications. Some 4300 people will have to become scheme 
members in order to remain employed by Dundee City Council. Using the 
figures in Model 3 on page 46 of the Financial Memorandum, and assuming 
Dundee City Council would meet the cost, this would result in an additional 
cost of £111800 over 3 years. 

We also note that a significant number of those who will do regulated work will 
require to join the scheme whilst they are still students; e.g. teachers and 
social workers, given that they carry our regulated work as part of student 
placements and for the purposes of registration with regulatory bodies. 
Students currently pay the cost of a Disclosure Check under the present 
scheme. There is nothing in the Bill that suggests they will not have to carry 
the financial burden of joining the new Scheme. We assume Ministers would 
not wish to discourage potential students from these professions by placing 
an excessive financial burden upon them. 

We also note that the provisions of the Bill will mean that upon taking up 
employment with, for example, a local authority, the cost to be met by that first 
employer will be for a short scheme record only. There is no obligation upon a 
potential employer to obtain a scheme record. We welcome the fact that it will 
have reduced ongoing costs as a result of this. 

Part 3 of the Bill 

As is noted above, we are concerned that so much that will impact on the 
effective implementation of the legislation is not known at this stage. The code 
of practice will be key to addressing the issues of information sharing and co-
operation. 

Paragraphs 175 - 177 of the Policy Memorandum set out the reasoning 
behind introducing legislation covering the sharing of information and the 
need to co-operate.  Paragraph 177 refers to the, "critical importance of child 
protection".  

We note that much already exists regarding the sharing of information, a great 
deal of which is set in the context of confidentiality, human rights, data 
protection, etc.  

If, as a society we are serious about the importance of sharing information 
and co-operating to assist in the protection of children, then we have to 
ensure that what already exists does not provide a barrier behind which some 
may find reason not to share or co-operate. So, rather than demand that the 
code of practice 'fit' with what already exists by way of policy or guidance, this 
legislation and the code of practice it spawns should be seen as the primary 
commentary on the subject and other documents should be modified as 
necessary to be consistent with it. We trust that Ministers would apply clause 
81 to ensure action with particular regard to clause 75.  This will be 
demanding on those who need to review existing documents. But this returns 
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us to the question of how important we consider proper information sharing 
and co-operation to be. 
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SUBMISSION FROM DISCLOSURE SCOTLAND 

Introduction

1. Disclosure Scotland is a Public Private Partnership (PPP) between Scottish 
Ministers and BT plc to discharge Ministers’ function under Part 5 of the Police Act 
1997.  Part 5 allows Ministers to carry out criminal record checks for employment 
and other purposes and to issues certificates setting out the findings of these 
checks.  Scottish Ministers’ work is carried out by civilian employees of Strathclyde 
Joint Police Board (SJPB), and involves carrying out the criminal record checks, 
gathering information from police forces and putting the information onto a certificate 
template.  BT carries out application receipt, data entry, finance and printing 
functions.  The PPP runs from 29 April 2002 to 28 April 2014. The partnership is 
based in the Scottish Criminal Record Office (SCRO), Pacific Quay, Glasgow. 

2. The 1997 Act put on a statutory basis arrangements that had been 
consolidated in The Scottish Office Home and Health Department Police Circular 
4/1989 with 3 supporting Scottish Office circulars from Social Work Services Group; 
Health and Education.  These Circulars gave access through SCRO (mainly to public 
bodies such as local authorities and health boards) to conviction information about 
prospective employees.  The Police Circular also put in place a scheme to notify 
subsequent convictions to employers.  This scheme is still operated by SCRO 
though it is intended that from early next year police forces will carry out the work.

3. In March 1996 the Dunblane Primary School tragedy occurred.  In June 1996, 
On the Record in Scotland was published.  An equivalent paper had been published 
in England and Wales.  The consultation was a response to Dunblane.  It outlined 
HM Government’s and The Scottish Office’s intention to make criminal record checks 
more widely available for employment and other purposes (for example to cover 
people volunteering with children); to put the arrangements on a statutory footing; 
and that there should a charge to cover the cost of the checks.  On the Record in 
Scotland also announced that from Autumn 1996 access to SCRO checks would be 
extended to voluntary child care organisations until such time as the statutory 
scheme was operational. 

4. On 16 October 1996, Lord Cullen’s Inquiry Report into Dunblane was 
published and on 31 October a Police Bill was introduced in House of Lords which 
included the provision to issue certificates following criminal record checks.  That Bill 
became the Police Act 1997 on 21 March 1997.  There followed a lengthy period of 
consultation, tendering and negotiation which culminated with Disclosure Scotland 
starting operations in April 2002. 

5. The Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 created a list which is held by 
Ministers on persons who have been disqualified from working with children.  Since 
10t January 2005, as part of Disclosure Scotland Enhanced and Standard disclosure 
procedure, where the post is classed as a child care position, then this list will be 
checked.  To date (November 2006) 147 persons are listed either provisionally or 
fully.
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6. In the first 4 years of operation, Disclosure Scotland carried out a total of 
1,507,217 criminal record checks – 865,448 Enhanced; 92,175 Standard; and 
549,594 Basic.  In the 7½ months to 19 November this year, Disclosure Scotland 
has carried out 217,768 Enhanced; 2,599 Standard; and 162,485 Basic checks.  The 
average processing time this year has been 2.6 days.  A substantial number of the 
Enhanced Disclosures will potentially fall away as a result of the proposals in the Bill.  
People using that level of check for working with children and certain adults will join 
the Scheme that the Bill proposes.  The Standard and Basic checks should remain at 
close to their current level and Disclosure Scotland will continue to deliver that 
service as effectively and efficiently 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 

7. Disclosure Scotland will have a key role to play in the effective implementation 
of the Bill and we are working closely with colleagues in the Scottish Executive and 
the police service to ensure the implementation of the Bill is as effective and quick as 
possible.

Disclosure Scotland
22 November 2006 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCOTLAND 

1 Introduction

1.1 The EIS welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence on this Bill 
which will, once enacted, have major impacts on the work of teachers. 

1.2 Our comments apply only to those sections of the Bill which deal with 
children and young people.  We do not refer specifically to those 
sections of the Bill which apply to vulnerable adults 

2 General 

2.1 The EIS as an organisation is committed to ensuring that the needs 
and rights of all children are recognised and met: these include the 
right to work in environments which are safe.  EIS members are often 
among those most directly involved in cases where this right has not 
been met. 

2.2 Therefore the EIS recognises fully the serious concerns which have 
given rise to the introduction of this Bill.  We recognise the need to 
learn from experience and the value of so doing.  We have therefore 
welcomed the enactment of the legislation establishing joint inspection 
of children’s services which has been the consequence of reflection on 
evidence gained from several sources over time.  However we are 
concerned that drafting major legislation in response to an individual 
case may not always result in the most effective means of addressing 
the issues which have arisen from this case or incident. 

3 Issues of concern 

3.1 We consider that there are three major areas of concern raised by the 
introduction of this Bill.  

3.2 The first of these is that this legislation and the related public debate 
continues to focus attention on one single aspect of child safety and 
diverts attention from other aspects.  The statistics recently published 
by the Scottish Executive on Child Protection demonstrate that in 
2005/06 there were 10,527 child protection referrals; 38 per cent of 
which resulted in an inter-agency case conference.  Over 80 per cent of 
children who were subject to a case conference were living at home 
prior to being referred.  These cases, sadly, arise from action (or lack of 
action) on the part of those closest to the children whether their 
parents, carers or other family members.  Teachers, of course, will 
often be directly involved dealing with the prevention of and response 
to such cases. 

3.3 While we do not have the figures (indeed they may not be collected) we 
believe that the number of children harmed by adults responsible for 
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them in the course of their work, as defined in the Bill, is more likely to 
be counted in single digits rather than in the tens of thousands. 

3.4 This legislation will, by design, not deal with the great majority of cases 
in which children who are subject to harm or the risk of harm.  We 
recognise the steps which have been taken by Parliament and the 
Executive to address such cases, both through the establishment of 
inspection frameworks by legislation, the encouragement of joint 
working across children’s services, and the provision of resources to 
support individual practice.  The EIS is concerned that the introduction 
of this Bill in its present form may divert attention from this broader 
issue and confirm the view fostered by some in the media that the main 
sources of harm and danger to children are persons, unknown to them, 
who will seek access to young people by whatever means are available 
and that children will be safe provided only that there is robust and 
rigorous legislation such as this. 

3.5 We are further concerned that this clear focus on legal routes to 
protection will divert attention away from the need to ensure that 
children are brought up and educated so that they themselves can 
make informed choices about what is potentially dangerous, can 
develop the skills of avoiding such situations and can deploy 
appropriate responses when faced with such situations. Whatever the 
legal protection afforded to children there will be occasions on which 
children will need to draw on such knowledge and skills.  It would be 
regrettable if there any complacency were to be fostered by a view that 
robust legislation has made such knowledge and skills superfluous. 

3.6 Finally in this section we would argue that the Bill provides a ‘one size 
fits all’ approach to the need to ensure that those who work with 
children, whatever the conditions of this work, are prevented from 
causing them harm.  We would argue that there is a considerable 
difference between the liability of a teacher with responsibility for a 
class with all the opportunities that this may afford for unsupervised 
contact with children and the liability of a parent who has volunteered to 
accompany a teacher and a classroom assistant with their class on a 
visit to a local museum, who will at all times be in the company and 
under the supervision of other adults in a public place.  There is an 
issue of proportionality here.  We would argue that the development of 
a more proportionate system, through amendment, would be valuable 
in ensuring legislation that is more effective and does not imperil 
provision for children. 

4 The List and the Scheme 

4.1 We think it appropriate that a Scheme and List such as those proposed 
here are introduced.  In particular we believe that it is appropriate that 
teachers and lecturers should be members of the Scheme and subject 
to being placed on the List of those barred from working with children.   
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4.2 In general we believe that these proposals have been designed to 
ensure the rights of children to be protected from harm, the rights of 
adults to have their privacy and rights to employment safeguarded, and 
the accuracy of information contained within the Scheme and leading to 
inclusion on the List. 

4.3 We have one general concern about the presentation of these 
proposals.  We regret that the order of the two main sections of the Bill 
is such as to focus attention on the negative rather than on the positive.  
We believe that a clear articulation of the Scheme should both for 
reasons of logic and for reasons related to the establishment of an 
appropriate proportionate approach to this issue precede the creation 
of the List.  

5 Particular concerns 

5.1 We have a number of particular concerns which we believe could be 
readily met through appropriate amendment.   

5.2 We are concerned at the number of occasions on which the Bill 
delegates powers to Ministers to extend the provision of the legislation; 
this concern is exacerbated by the determination that secondary 
legislation will in almost all cases involve negative procedures in the 
Parliament.  We would point to such sub-sections as 14(3), 17(2)(c), 
17(5)(f), or 29(6) and (7).  Given the importance for any individual 
involved of any decision to place her or him on the List, we believe that 
the powers delegated to Ministers should be kept to a minimum and 
should be subject to affirmative procedures in the Parliament. 

5.3 We note that the Scottish Ministers are protected from any action for 
damages arising from actions taken within the powers afforded them by 
this legislation.  We recognise the reasons for this but would argue that 
this protection should be qualified by some such phrase as that used in 
sub-section 38(2)(a) to apply to other persons.  Given the potential 
effects (both in terms of employment and in terms of her/his life in 
society) on an employee of being placed on the List of those barred 
from working with children, it is important that the public can be 
confident that the List is maintained with due care. 

5.4 We believe that the responsibility placed on the Scottish Ministers to 
manage and administer the List and Scheme should be carried out by a 
body responsible to them: this would most likely be an Executive 
Agency.  There should be no outsourcing of the work of this Agency to 
any other body or organisation.  We argue this because of the 
sensitivity of the data involved, the efficiency of Scottish public 
administration, and the growing evidence, such as that recently 
published by BBC Scotland, that private sector information 
management groups are inefficient, less accountable than the public 
services and even open to criminal infiltration.  These data are too 
important to be put at risk of unauthorised publication or at risk of being 
accessed by unauthorised persons. 
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5.5 It will be the hope of all those involved in the Scheme that it operates 
with more consistent efficiency than appears to have always been the 
case with Disclosure Scotland.  The proposals should facilitate this.  
Again this is a further argument for ensuring accountability through 
placing the body responsible for the Scheme and the List firmly within 
the public service 

5.6 We find the list of positions to be included within the Scheme (Schedule 
2, Part 4) somewhat puzzling and illogical.  It appears to have been 
drawn up on the basis of two different principles.  The first of these 
seems to have been a determination of those positions holders of 
which are likely to come into contact with children.  All those included 
on the list fall into this category.  However there are many other such 
posts which are not so included.  As one example we note that while 
the Director of Education is included other senior education staff and 
quality improvement officers are not included although they are as 
likely or perhaps more likely to be in contact with school pupils.  It 
appears to us as though the inclusion of positions in this list may have 
been determined in order to demonstrate that all, whatever their 
position, are subject to these procedures.  This is reasonable but there 
is a need for consistency of approach. 

6 Sharing Child Protection Information 

6.1 We welcome these sections of the Bill.   We have consistently argued 
the importance of sharing such information. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL 

 1. We thank the committee for the opportunity to provide oral evidence on the 
Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill and hope that this submission is useful in 
providing context to our discussions.  

Comments on Parts 1 and 2 of Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) 
Bill
 2. We are pleased to see that many of the comments made in the initial 
consultation on the vetting and barring scheme have been taken on board in the drafting 
of the bill and in the accompanying Policy Memorandum and Explanatory Notes. We 
welcome the intention by the Executive to consult on a system of panels which will make 
decisions on whether to list individuals. We welcome the proposal at Section 17(1)(a) to 
give individuals who are under consideration for listing the opportunity to make 
representations. We also welcome the extension of the appeals mechanism.  

 3. We are concerned that so much of that which is vital to the working of any 
resulting legislation, is being left to the consultation on the Code of Practice.  

 4. The existence of separate lists regarding children and protected adults is 
problematic. Under the standards set by us a person may be deemed unsuitable to work 
as a doctor because of their conduct towards any patient or person. It would appear to 
us that it is difficult to foresee the circumstances in which an individual may be barred 
from working with one group while remaining able to work with the other. It is likely, of 
course, that many individuals will be included under both lists, but not all will be. We look 
forward to the consultation on how decisions about listing are made. If two lists are 
established then it will be important that regulators such as the GMC are made aware of 
an individual’s listing on either list, regardless of the apparent applicability or otherwise 
to their job role.  

 5. We would require to be made aware of any information that might have an 
impact on the status of a doctor’s registration with the GMC. To be certain that this was 
the case we would need access to information held by the agency, (again, with regard to 
both lists), in order to make judgements on whether information warranted action by us. 
The regulators are best placed to make decisions on whether information might be 
relevant to their function.  

 6. The GMC would also wish to be made aware when one of our registrants who 
is also a member of the scheme leaves the scheme, as this would amount to the 
blocking of a route by which important information about that registrant could reach us.  

 7. Relying on a Scheme Record, which may only be updated every 10 years, 
may not provide adequate safeguards. The availability of Short Scheme Records does 
not fully address this problem as, if new vetting information has been added since the 
existing Scheme Record was issued, the organisation in question will then be required to 
obtain a full Scheme Record. This system is potentially complicated and time 
consuming. Organisations may find that in most cases the new information is less 
relevant to the role concerned. For example, minor road traffic offences or fixed penalty 
notices would generally be concluded by our Registrar at an early stage and not engage 
our procedures. The issuing of a Scheme Record to inform an organisation of this may 
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not be the best use of resources. A more efficient system would be to allow certain 
organisations, including regulators, to have direct access to the information held by the 
CBU which would be included on a full Scheme Record.  

 8. Many Scheme members would have to pay for their full Scheme Record on 
top of their Short Scheme Record. Where the payment is simply to disclose the kind of 
information described in the previous paragraph, this might be viewed as unfair. It is 
important that the fee structure is designed to be affordable and fair.  

 9. As is clear from the discussion above, the scheme will only be successful if 
information sharing is made as efficient as possible. The effective use of IT will be vital. 
Discussions have taken place on access to data via secure online registers, (including 
the GMC List of Registered Medical Practitioners). A key task for the Executive will the 
co-ordination of efforts by all relevant bodies, (including bodies operating at UK level), to 
ensure the compatibility of databases and information.  

 10. Robust checking of scheme member identity will be key. The scheme might 
incorporate photographic identification in its identity checking procedures, as the GMC 
does. The proposal to include the possibility of fingerprint information in identity checking 
is worthy of consideration. We look forward to proposals on this matter to be included in 
the Code of Practice.  

 11. A basis for referral listed at Section 2 is ‘inappropriate medical treatment’. 
The definition of this ground is, naturally, of great significance to the GMC and we would 
be keen to be involved in defining the ground so that it is compatible with the standards 
which we set for doctors. Any incompatibility might lead to different standards being set 
by the CBU and the GMC. This would be a recipe for confusion and should be avoided 
in the interests of patient safety.  

 12. More generally we look forward to further consultation on the precise 
mechanisms and grounds required for referral and consideration for listing; in particular, 
the level of ‘soft’ information which may be accepted as evidence by the CBU. Again, the 
GMC would wish to be involved in defining this so that the standards used by the CBU 
are compatible with the standards which we set for doctors.  

 13. The bill is designed to dovetail with an equivalent vetting and barring scheme 
for the other countries of the UK. Compatibility between this scheme and the Scottish 
scheme will  

Protection of Vulnerable Groups Bill - Evidence 2  
 be vital to the success of both, as workers will cross borders. We understand that 
the Executive is working to ensure mutual recognition of both schemes and effective 
transfer of information between them on workers who move from one geographical 
jurisdiction to another.  

 14. Our understanding is that the intention is for regulators operating at UK level 
to work directly with both schemes, and to be required to provide relevant information to 
Ministers of the Scottish Executive. Compatibility will thus also help to avoid confusion 
and delay. This is especially true with regard to the kinds and level of information 
required of regulators by the respective schemes.  
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 15. The functioning of the scheme as proposed in the bill rests to an extent on 
the responsibilities of employers. Although the Policy Memorandum usefully addresses 
the category of ‘personal employment’, (e.g. a parent taking a child for lessons from a 
music teacher), it is unclear how the bill will relate to other categories of self-
employment. A doctor working independently, for example, would not have the same 
incentive to join the scheme as he or she would not have to gain a Scheme Record to 
satisfy an employer. Further thought might usefully be given to how the bill impacts on 
such categories of independent workers.  

Comments on Part 3 of Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 

 16. Part 3 has elements which are of value, and will help professionals. We have 
some significant concerns, however, both about part 3 as a whole, and on points of 
detail.  

 17. It is not clear why part 3 relates exclusively to children, whereas the Bill as a 
whole includes other vulnerable groups. Part 3 also fits uncomfortably with the main 
provisions of the Bill. By combining provisions about information sharing confusion 
arises, such as how guidance to relevant persons (health boards, for example) affects 
doctors (and others) employed or contracted by them.  

 18. Doctors cannot lawfully disclose confidential health information to the bodies 
that employ or contract them without consent or where disclosure is otherwise required 
by statute or a judge, or is in the public interest. The explanatory notes suggest that the 
Code of Practice will include guidance on the types of information to be treated as child 
protection information and the ways in which the relevant person and their workers 
should share information. It will be important that the Code of Practice is consistent with 
professional guidance, including that which we publish for doctors, to avoid professionals 
receiving conflicting advice.  

 19. Part 3 is certainly presented in unequivocal terms, which may be unhelpful. 
No qualification to harm is made, for example by reference to serious or significant harm. 
Such a qualification would make clear that any potential disclosure must be balanced 
against requirements of confidentiality. The referral of information from relevant persons 
to the agency as proposed in part 2 of the bill does not raise the same issues of 
confidentiality and the definition of ‘harm’ in that case would not require the same 
qualification.  

 20. In our guidance for doctors on confidentiality, we advise doctors that they 
must weigh the possible harm (both to the patient, and the overall trust between doctors 
and patients)  

Protection of Vulnerable Groups Bill - Evidence 3  
 against the benefits which are likely to arise from the release of information. 
Ultimately, the ‘public interest’ can be determined only by the courts; but the GMC may 
also require doctors to justify their actions if a complaint is made about the disclosure of 
identifiable information without a patient’s consent. Children have the same rights to a 
confidential medical service as adults. In the case of child neglect or abuse, the onus is 
on doctors to justify a decision not to disclose. Decisions to disclose should remain a 
matter for professional judgement, and legislation compelling such sharing without 
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reference to a public interest test (including the child’s interests) may cause confusion 
and lead to harmful sharing of information.  

 21. In the Policy Memorandum accompanying the bill it is stated (under the 
heading Human Rights) that the duty to share child protection information is in 
accordance with the law. Our understanding is that disclosures of confidential 
information must be necessary and proportionate if they are to comply with the human 
rights conventions and thereby be lawful. A blanket requirement to share confidential 
information without reference to a public interest test (including the child’s interests) risks 
offending against Article 8.  

 22. We are concerned that doctors who disclose confidential information may be 
given immunity from disciplinary action by virtue of 78(2). While doctors can and should 
disclose information to protect children from serious harm, there should be no blanket 
exemption from our regulatory powers, through which it can be assessed whether a 
disclosure was justified. This proposal is particularly unwelcome in the absence of a 
qualification on seriousness of harm. The explanatory note on section 78 that ‘a person 
disclosing information and relying on this provision will have to consider other potentially 
relevant rules of law’ also confuses us. There are clearly limits on the exemption 
proposed (such as contempt of court) and an explanation of those limits is needed. 
There should be no exemption for malicious or otherwise inappropriate disclosure under 
the guise of protecting a child from harm. In addition, the breadth of this proposal is such 
that, to be workable it would in all likelihood require amendments to other legislation.  

 23. Section 79 allows for consideration of harm to other children arising from 
disclosure to be set against the harm to the first child, which is welcome; but that same 
consideration needs to be made for the first child's best interests in the round, as 
explained above. While 79(2)(a) refers to the interests of the first child, this consideration 
is not made explicit.  

 24. No reference is made to the importance of consent in information sharing. 
Consented sharing must be the preferred option, even when there's a public interest in 
sharing without consent.  

 25. We recognise that many of these issues will be consulted on in drafting the 
Code of Practice to accompany the bill. However, we are concerned that the bill as it 
currently stands is worded in such a way that unintended consequences are a real 
danger. These issues should be dealt with, as far as is possible, within the bill itself. 
Given the significance of the Code of Practice to the legislation it should be subjected to 
some form of Parliamentary scrutiny.  

 26. We hope that the committee finds these comments useful and we look 
forward to being involved in the further development of the bill.  
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SUBMISSION FROM GTC SCOTLAND 

The General Teaching Council for Scotland welcomes the opportunity to give written evidence 
to the Education Committee of the Scottish Parliament in connection with the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill and would be pleased to amplify any of the issues raised in 
this submission 

Background to the General Teaching Council for Scotland - its duties and functions  

The General Teaching Council for Scotland (“GTC Scotland” or “the Council”) is the regulatory 
body for teachers in Scotland.  Although an advisory Non-Departmental Government Body, the 
Council is funded entirely by the teacher registration fee (currently £40 per annum) and not by 
the Scottish Executive or other public funding source.   

Established by the Teaching Council (Scotland) Act 1965 (“the 1965 Act”) (subsequently 
amended by the Standards in Scotland’s Schools etc Act 2000), the Council has some 40 
years’ experience in adjudicating in matters of misconduct and criminal convictions of 
registered teachers and also vetting the suitability of those wishing to join the Profession of 
registered teacher from both within Scotland and elsewhere or to re-register.   

Section 4(1) of The Requirements for Teachers (Scotland) Regulations 2005 renders it 
unlawful for a Scottish Local Authority to employ a teacher unless or until he/she is registered 
with GTC Scotland. 

Current Vetting Process 

For this purpose GTC Scotland relies upon the criminal record history information provided by 
Disclosure Scotland or the Criminal Records Bureau and supporting documents from other 
sources.  The Council is required by section 1 of the 1965 Act to discharge its functions in the 
public interest.  Therefore GTC Scotland is committed without reservation to the safety of 
children and young people and other vulnerable groups. Whilst accepting the proposed role of 
the Central Barring Unit (CBU) in connection with the suitability of persons to work with 
children, GTC Scotland wishes to retain its key role in deciding suitability to teach.  

Once a teacher is admitted to the register, GTC Scotland continues to discharge its statutory 
duty in regard to teacher conduct through the adjudication of complaints received from 
employers and members of the public and also notification of criminal convictions and/or other 
relevant information from the Scottish Criminal Record Office (SCRO). The range of 
disciplinary sanctions open to GTC Scotland includes: 

• Conditional registration order 

• Reprimand 

• Removal from the Register. 

In certain circumstances the Council also has the ability to suspend a teacher ad interim until 
the individual’s case is finally disposed of through the GTC Scotland disciplinary process. 

Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 
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Under section 13 of the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (“the 2003 Act”) an 
individual placed on the Disqualified from Working with Children List (“DWCL”) is not entitled to 
seek GTC Scotland registration or in the case of an existing teacher, to remain registered. 

Guidance and Support for the Teaching Profession 

The Council supports teachers throughout their career in connection with professional conduct 
and professionalism in general by way of published guidance (available at www.gtcs.org.uk)
and regular presentations to probationary and experienced teachers across the country within 
the framework of Continuing Professional Development.   

GTC Scotland is also currently going through the process of updating its Code of Professional 
Practice and will be consulting upon this in the near future.  

Regulation and Employment 

GTC Scotland does not employ teachers but in effect grants a licence to teach.  Closely linked 
with this is Section 4(1) of The Requirements for Teachers (Scotland) Regulations 2005 which 
makes it unlawful for a Scottish Local Authority to employ a teacher unless or until he/she is 
registered with GTC Scotland.  The Council’s on-line checking process allows prospective 
employers to access the up-to-date registration status of any individual who professes to be a 
registered teacher in Scotland in compliance with the 2005 Regulations.  

Therefore in its role as the regulatory body, from initial registration to retirement, the Council 
maintains an on-going relationship with all teachers on the register regardless of where, how 
regularly they may teach or their mobility within the Scottish teaching workforce.   

The Council has a key role in the safety of children and young people and maintaining public 
confidence in teachers and teaching as a profession.  We are therefore looking to this Bill as a 
means of strengthening the wider framework and in so doing enable GTC Scotland to maintain 
and enhance the role it already discharges. 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 

The Council welcomes many of the measures and changes proposed in the Bill which include: 

• Sections 7 and 14 – Court Referrals and in certain circumstances an obligation upon 
Scottish Ministers to list together with section 31 relevant offences 

• Section 19 whereby Scottish Ministers can require certain information from public 
authorities such as GTC Scotland together with the protection included at section 38 

• Part 3 (sharing of Child Protection information) is also welcomed. 

Scheme Checks and Records 

However, much as the Council welcomes measures to reduce the need for multiple disclosures  
in our view this could go further and be made simpler.  Suitability to work with children is of 
course paramount to GTC Scotland.   However in addition the Council must be satisfied as to 
the applicant’s suitability to be a teacher.  This means that the Council must be aware of all 
other criminal activity even though this may have no direct relevance to children (for example 
fraud or assault against an adult). Additionally a regulatory body such as GTC Scotland must 
have knowledge of convictions/information which in the opinion of the Central Barring Unit may 
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just fall short of the individual not being included in the scheme as suitable to work 
with children.  It is recognised that for registration purposes in the future it may be feasible for 
GTC Scotland to accept a full scheme record obtained previously for another post or position 
together with a fresh short scheme record. However it would be simpler and cheaper to make 
the full scheme record available on line to regulatory bodies under a password code system 
proposed for the on-line disclosure request.  This would provide all the up-to-date information 
instantly and hopefully at a greatly reduced cost to the scheme member in question. 

Nevertheless/… 

Nevertheless. should the proposed scheme record and short scheme record system proposal 
prevail, there must be robust authenticity structures in place to prevent fraud and/or uttering of 
false full scheme certificates and documentation. 

Sharing of Information and Notifiable Occupations 

The Council welcomes the proposals contained in the Bill to share information with other 
competent bodies; this is particularly the case regarding the plans to include de-registrations by 
regulatory bodies as part of disclosures. 

Under current non-statutory arrangements (SED Circular 5/1989), SCRO informs GTC 
Scotland when any person they believe to be a teacher is convicted of a criminal offence.  This 
process is essential to the current ability of the Council to regulate both in relation to child 
protection and other matters which might call into question an individual’s suitability to be a 
teacher who is in a unique position of trust.  In the consultation which preceded this Bill 
mention was made that upon being charged a person would have to inform the police of their 
occupation.  Clearly this would be fraught with practical difficulties in addition to the individual’s 
right to silence.  This Bill offers the opportunity to place the functions of the above Circular on a 
statutory basis and moreover could go further and allow on-line cross-checks by SCRO 
against the registers of regulatory bodies such as GTC Scotland and the Scottish Social 
Services Council (SSSC).  Given their “licensing” function, regulatory bodies are thus uniquely 
placed to take matters forward where for example convictions are non-child related or just fall 
short of CBU removal from the proposed scheme.  This is regardless of the registrant’s current 
work status or whereabouts in the respective workforce.  

The Matter of Two Lists – Children and Vulnerable Adults 

The Council accepts that there may be an ECHR issue in relation to combining the two lists 
together.  GTC Scotland understands that as the Council’s workforce will only be working with 
children, disclosures would only give information about the children’s list.  It is unthinkable that 
GTC Scotland could in practice unknowingly register an individual who is listed as unsuitable to 
work vulnerable adults.  Notwithstanding that the Bill is concerned with regulated work and not 
contact, GTC Scotland would wish to press strongly that information is disclosed to the Council 
concerning both lists. 

Registration of Trainee Teachers 

The 1965 Act does not permit GTC Scotland to register any person unless and until he/she has 
been recommended for registration, that is to say that they have successfully completed a 4 
year undergraduate programme or a postgraduate programme in teacher education.  A trainee 
teacher undertaking a 4 year programme is required to spend at least 30 weeks in the 
classroom setting.  Trainee teacher registration could be encompassed within the notifiable 
occupation scheme discussed above and enable registration formalities with GTC Scotland to 
be concluded as part of the application process to the University concerned.  In addition to 
removing worry and uncertainty for the student concerned, such a change would bring GTC 
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4

Scotland in line with the SSSC and some of the thinking contained in the Foster and 
Donaldson reports in connection with the health professions.  

In the Council’s view the current Bill could offer the legislative vehicle to make some minor 
amendments to the1965 Act in this which would be very much in keeping with the spirit and 
purpose of this Bill. 

John Anderson 
Head of Professional Practice  
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SUBMISSION FROM NHS AYRSHIRE AND ARRAN 

Voluntary nature of the scheme / appropriate dissemination of 
information 

There are questions surrounding the voluntary nature of the scheme, unlike in 
England and Wales where it is compulsory. In order to ensure there are no 
loopholes in Scotland the scheme would be more effective if it were 
compulsory from its initiation. There are a number of private agencies now 
working in the social care arena e.g. providing respite care or social activities. 
Parents and carers would have more confidence if they know that these 
agencies are part of the scheme. A key area where membership should be 
mandatory is education departments.

The giving of inappropriate medical treatment to a child or vulnerable adults is 
a key issue. This could include, for example, sedating children or vulnerable 
adults in order to make caring for them easier or having fewer members of 
caring staff on duty. There may be employers who are not part of the scheme 
(as this is voluntary) and caring staff may be employed by more than one 
agency at a time.  Only those that are part of the scheme will get the relevant 
information. In addition, a member of staff may be a registered health 
professional but not require their registration as part of their current caring 
role.

Costs of disclosure 

The costs for disclosure are met by individuals although some employers bear 
the cost.  Costs associated with the new Central Barring Unit are likely to 
increase the costs to the individual. This could have implications for new 
employees and needs to be considered, particularly if employees are applying 
for relatively poorly paid employment. This could cause inequity and should 
be considered in conjunction with other government policy to move people out 
of poverty – could the costs make it more difficult to narrow the gap between 
rich and poor? The costs to local authorities are recognised in the 
memorandum, however costs are also likely to be high for the NHS due to the 
regulated nature of much of the work.  

Access to the system 

With more vulnerable adults now being cared for in the community, it is crucial 
that carers of vulnerable adults are made aware that they can access the 
system being put in place. The example included throughout the policy 
memorandum focuses on parents sending their child to a piano teacher. 
Carers of vulnerable adults may wish to ensure that their clients have as 
normal a life as possible and may consider the involvement of the vulnerable 
adult in social clubs – they need to ensure that this is a safe environment.

Training and guidance 
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The memorandum highlights the importance of training on the new Bill – this 
is to be welcomed.

On first reading the Bill looks straightforward, however reflection and detailed 
consideration highlights the complexity. Relevant staff therefore must have 
access to adequate training which enables them to give consideration in 
depth to some key issues. This will be resource and time intensive and will 
place further pressure on public bodies and others. This needs to be 
recognised by Ministers when scrutinising the performance of these agencies 
as there could be knock on effects in terms of service delivery.  In particular 
the human rights issues are complex and will require some scrutiny.

The code of practice to accompany the Bill, to be prepared by Scottish 
Ministers, needs to be in place and shared as soon as possible as staff may 
need support in understanding and interpreting the content.

Guidance needs to be provided in relation to responsibilities for people 
working in an establishment who are not employed by that establishment e.g. 
a member of staff from a voluntary organisation working in a school.

Public perception 

There is a clear need for NHS to have procedures which will satisfy public that 
measures in place to protect those receiving services.  Issues of how this is 
presented to the public could be double edged (e.g. contentious issue, 
therefore decisions to be made as to whether a position statement is made, - 
e.g. leaflet which states what we do to protect vulnerable groups), or if we 
simply ensure our policies and procedures are fit for public scrutiny (should 
they be requested). 

On a more general Patient Focus and Public Involvement front, this is not 
necessarily an issue upon which we would seek out the public view, due to 
the nature of it being a "given" that they expect to be protected when in our 
care, and that the specifics and processes on how we must do this are set out 
in a Parliamentary Bill and therefore not something we can necessarily alter. 

Joint working 

There will be an absolute need for "joined up" work with partners around such 
issues.  Processes for sharing data, etc., would reflect our commitment to 
ensuring that the seamless service provision sought after is as safe as it can 
possibly be.  There should be an emphasis again on how partners are 
communicating with each other, and an emphasis on tight procedures for joint 
working reflecting this issue at every turn (and again, back to how NHS and 
partners decide to present that to the public e.g. joint procedures for child 
protection).

A key aspect of the lists will be the need to continuously update these, on the 
basis of information provided from various sources. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE NURSING AND MIDWIFERY COUNCIL 

Introduction.
The Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) is the UK regulator for two 
professions, nursing and midwifery.  The primary purpose of the NMC is 
protection of the public.  It does this through maintaining a register of all 
nurses, midwives and specialist community public health nurses eligible to 
practise within the UK and by setting standards for their education, training 
and conduct.  Currently the number of registrants exceeds 682,000. The 
Nursing and Midwifery Order 2001 (The Order), sets out the NMC's role and 
responsibilities.

The NMC welcomes the introduction of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill as a mechanism for the protection of vulnerable groups. 

What is the NMC already doing to protect vulnerable groups? 
The NMC sets standards for pre-registration nursing, midwifery and specialist 
community public health nursing education. It also sets the standards for entry 
to the register and for maintenance and renewal and for removal from the 
register. The NMC always refers details of those removed from the register to 
relevant agencies with responsibility for the protection of vulnerable groups.   

Standards and guidance 
“The NMC Code of professional conduct: standards for conduct, performance 
and ethics” informs the nursing and midwifery professions of the standard of 
conduct required of them in the exercise of their professional accountability 
and practice. It also informs the public, other professions and employers of 
the standard of professional conduct they can expect of a registered nurse or 
midwife. It is the benchmark against which allegations of lack of competence 
and impaired fitness to practise against nurses and midwives are measured. 

Within the standards and associated guidance documents are a number of 
factors that strengthen public protection, in particular for vulnerable groups.  

These include the following: 
1. Standards of proficiency for pre-registration nursing, midwifery and 

specialist community public health nursing education. These standards 
require nurses, midwives and specialist community public health 
nurses to co-operate with others and to share information in order to 
safeguard vulnerable groups.  

2. “The NMC Code of professional conduct: standards of conduct, 
performance and ethics”. The Code requires nurses, midwives and 
specialist community public health nurses to act at all times in 
accordance with local and national policy where there is an issue of 
child protection. It also requires them to act quickly to protect patients 
and clients from risk if they have good reason to believe that someone 
may not be fit for practise for reasons of conduct, health or 
competence. 
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3. Guidance on good health and good character. This is being developed 
to provide further guidance to those applying for pre-registration 
programmes, students on such programmes, students applying for 
entry to the register and for registered nurses, midwives and specialist 
community public health nurses. It is anticipated that this work will be 
completed by Spring 2007. 

Fitness to practise 
The NMC ensures that those nurses and midwives on the register are fit to 
practise and investigates allegations of impaired Fitness to Practise. The 
NMC has a number of sanctions available to it in response to allegations of 
misconduct. These include: no action, caution for 1 – 5 years, suspension or 
removal from the register and imposition of conditions of practice order. In 
addition, the NMC has the power (under Article 31 of the Nursing and 
Midwifery Order 2001) to make an Interim Order if it is ‘satisfied that it is 
necessary for the protection of the public or is otherwise in the public interest 
or is in the interest of the person concerned’.  

If the allegation is so serious that it would be appropriate to consider issuing 
an Interim Order, the NMC is required under The Nursing and Midwifery 
Council (Fitness to Practise) Rules Order of Council 2004 (Statutory 
Instrument 2004 No. 1761) to serve notice on the registrant “in such time in 
advance of the hearing as may be reasonable in all the circumstances of the 
case”. Thus Interim Orders for a serious allegation could be issued quickly. 

Although the registered nurse or midwife is advised to inform their employer 
once the initial allegation is made, the NMC is only able to disclose 
information to employers once a hearing has taken place and the allegations 
have been upheld or if there is a police conviction. It would be helpful for the 
Bill to enable more open communication at an early stage in the interests of 
the protection of vulnerable groups.  

All decisions from Fitness to Practise hearings are reported to the Department 
of Health on a monthly basis. These are the forwarded to other bodies who 
may have a legitimate interest in the outcomes. The Council for Healthcare 
Regulatory Excellence (CHRE) also receives notification of all decisions and 
can require the regulatory body to reconsider their decision when the CHRE 
considers that the sanction has been too lenient. 

How effective is the bill likely to be in providing children and protected 
adults with additional protection from harm? 
At present, the Bill (section 42) states that: “an individual may apply to 
Ministers to join the scheme in relation to –  

a) regulated work with children 
b) regulated work with protected adults, or 
c) both types of regulated work. 

The NMC considers that this should be strengthened so that individuals 
wanting to work with these groups “must” apply to the scheme. 
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The NMC believes that the measures proposed in the Bill will provide 
additional protection for children and protected adults. It would, however, be 
helpful to have clarified the “prescribed services” provided by a health body 
under the NHS as this will enable health bodies to refer appropriately. 

As the regulator for nurses and midwives across the United Kingdom, the 
NMC is keen to see that the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 
articulates with the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill currently going 
through Westminster and that there is no confusion resulting from the different 
processes which may result in a failure to enhance the protection of children 
and protected adults. 

The NMC notes that none of the healthcare regulatory bodies is named in the 
Bill. The NMC considers that the role of all healthcare regulatory bodies needs 
to be made explicit in relation to the Bill. Indeed, the Bill should promote a 
proactive relationship with healthcare regulatory bodies so communication 
links are open to share information. Whilst it can reasonably be expected that 
the employing organisation will have informed Ministers at the point of referral 
to the regulatory body, Ministers will also need to be informed of the outcome 
of the investigation and hearing by that regulatory body. Furthermore, an 
allegation may be made outside the area of employment (for example in 
voluntary or independent work) and it must be absolutely clear that Ministers 
will inform the appropriate regulatory body if a registrant is listed. 

The NMC considers that it will be necessary to consider the issue of the 
protection of vulnerable groups more widely than just in relation to those 
individuals who work with either children or protected adults. For example, if 
an individual is considered to be unsuitable to work with children and is 
therefore on the children’s list, they may continue to work with an adult where 
there are children in a family and thus those children are at risk, although the 
individual is deemed to be working with the adult.  

If the NMC was investigating a registered nurse or midwife’s fitness to 
practise as a result of being placed on either the children’s or adult’s list, they 
would consider this within the context of their registration as a whole rather 
than specific to their field of practise.  This is because most nurses and 
midwives will have access to both children and adults, even though their 
primary role may be with one or the other.  It is therefore important for the 
NMC to receive all information held by the police and other agencies on an 
individual in order to determine their fitness to practise as a registered nurse 
or midwife.  

The NMC welcomes the requirement to share child protection information and 
to co-operate in order to protect children from harm. The NMC has been 
involved in the initial consultation leading towards the development of the 
code of practice for sharing child protection information and considers that this 
will provide additional clarity for nurses, midwives and specialist community 
public health nurses. The NMC considers the strengthening of the legal 
position in respect of a duty to share information is vital to the protection of 
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children. The duty will enable agencies to disclose information necessary to 
protect children even when the individual concerned does not give their 
consent. 

The NMC consider that the proposals could be strengthened by specifically 
requiring the sharing of information in the antenatal and perinatal periods 
where there is identified risk in order to act early to support families where 
children are at risk of harm. 

What are the likely impacts of the bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 
The NMC considers that the measures proposed in the bill will clarify for 
employers and employees their respective duties in relation to the protection 
of children and protected adults. Furthermore, we consider that the measures 
will enhance the motivation, effectiveness and reputation of the workforce. 

We observe that the requirements to apply for vetting and disclosure may 
deter some individuals from voluntary work and some organisations from 
providing services to children or protected adults if the cost is too high or if the 
process is cumbersome. 

Are there any other issues raised by the Bill’s provisions?
The NMC considers that it will be important for a representative from the 
health sector to sit on each of the adult’s and children’s Panels in order to 
complement the knowledge and experience of the other Panel members.  

The NMC further considers that the scheme must be dynamic, with live 
updating to enable any current or prospective employer to check that an 
individual is suitable for employment and that they remain so. 

How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial 
memorandum accompanying the Bill? 
The NMC considers the information accompanying the bill was 
comprehensive and readily available. 

Do you have any comments on the consultation the Scottish Executive 
carried out prior to the introduction of the bill? 
The NMC were pleased to respond to the consultation and have been 
informed of the outcome. We continue to be involved in the consultation to 
develop the code of practice regarding sharing child protection information. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE PRINCE’S TRUST SCOTLAND 

The Prince’s Trust is one of the UK’s leading voluntary organisations involved in 
the provision of training and personal development programmes to socially 
excluded young people aged 14 to 25. We help nearly 4,000 young people in 
Scotland every year to develop their motivation and to gain the confidence and 
personal skills necessary to make a change to their lives.  We achieve this 
through a portfolio of high quality programmes delivered in partnership with a 
range of public, voluntary and private sector partners and through working to 
influence public policy.  Our target group is young people who are educational 
underachievers, including young people with low basic skills and those truanting 
and excluded from school; the long-term unemployed, particularly those out of 
work for 6 months or more; those in or leaving care; and offenders and ex 
offenders including serving prisoners.   

The Prince’s Trust regards the welfare of the young people who make up our 
client group as of paramount importance and we support any changes in 
legislation which will help ensure the protection of this vulnerable group.  We 
support the intention of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill to 
extend the existing protection to groups of vulnerable adults.  From our 
experience the current system of disclosure is now working well: the time taken to 
process disclosures is now quite acceptable and the CRBS has provided helpful 
advice to us on developing policy and practice in relation to disclosure.   

The following are comments on the focus of the legislation, rather than the detail. 

1. With successive changes in legislation and a continuing strong focus on child 
protection, in particular ‘stranger danger’ there is increased potential for a 
‘climate of fear’ surrounding adult interaction with children and young people 
which might deter people from wanting to work or volunteer in this area.  
People may be reluctant to become involved if they fear that their actions may 
be misinterpreted, or that their background will be questioned.  This will apply 
particularly to volunteers on whom the voluntary sector relies.  Fear may also 
affect the relationship that exists between employees or volunteers and their 
client groups – for example, rendering them unable to offer comfort through 
touch or physical contact and generally making them more remote and having 
a negative impact on relationships.  

2. There is a continuing need to recognise that disclosure does not establish 
competence or suitability for working with children/vulnerable adults.  Reliance 
on the scheme may give rise to a problem of false security – that individuals 
not listed are verified as safe to work with children or vulnerable adults.   

3. From our experience the current system is working well and disclosure 
turnaround times are now expeditious.  We hope that further training and 
guidance will be resourced for the introduction of the new system.  

4. We all recognise that there have been failures to share information which has 
resulted in disastrous consequences (as with Ian Huntley at Soham) and look 
forward to contributing to the consultation on the code of practice for 
information sharing.   We would support safeguards to ensure that the child’s 
views are taken into account in any information sharing. Otherwise the trust 
and confidence necessary to confide in adults will be harmed.  The 
experience of Childline indicates that children want control and influence over 
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any action taken, even in the most harmful of situations.  The unintended 
consequence of this legislation could be that children will be deterred from 
seeking help and advice and will be even more reluctant to be open with 
adults.  

5. It is important that people are given the chance of rehabilitation, and this 
should be taken into account by those who are taking decisions on listing an 
individual.  A stringent regime of barring individuals who have previously 
broken the law works against the employment of ex-offenders or anyone who 
has been compromised in their past.  Whilst there are some offences, such as 
sex offences, which should automatically prevent someone from working with 
children, other offences, committed in childhood or early adulthood at a time in 
the past should be set in the context of subsequent behaviour.  Decisions on 
disclosed information, particularly for existing employees, are best made by 
the employer who will be able to add personal knowledge and references for 
the individual concerned and an awareness of the degree of involvement with 
the client. The Prince’s Trust actively promotes equality of opportunity for all 
with the right mix of talent, skills and potential and invites applications from a 
wide range of candidates, including those with criminal records.  The Trust 
ensures that all those involved in the recruitment process have been suitably 
trained to identify and assess the relevance and circumstances of offences.  
We also ensure that they have received appropriate guidance and training in 
the relevant legislation relating to the employment of ex-offenders such as the 
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974. 

6. Like others in the voluntary sector we have some concern about the level of 
resource required to administer the scheme which it has been estimated will 
involve disclosing the background of 1 in 4 of the Scottish workforce. The 
increasing costs of disclosure and of administering the Scheme will place an 
additional burden on all organisations working with children, young people and 
vulnerable adults diverting resources away from those who need help.  The 
cost of disclosure has already risen from £13.50 to £20 in one year and there 
is no commitment in the Bill to limit future rises.  It is unlikely that this cost will 
absorb the additional financial impact of administering the Scheme.  We 
welcome the Executive’s commitment to continuing the provision of free 
disclosure checks for volunteers.  
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SUBMISSION FROM QUARRIERS 

Thank you for giving Quarriers the opportunity to respond to this consultation. 
Quarriers is a Scottish charity providing practical care and support for children 
and adults with a disability, children and families, homeless young people, 
people with epilepsy, and carers. Through more than 85 projects in over 100 
different locations, we challenge inequality of opportunity and choice, to bring 
about positive change in people’s lives.  

Whilst we recognise and agree with much of the purpose behind the Bill, we 
do have concerns that there may be fundamental difficulties with the cost and 
logistics of its implementation in practice, and support the collective activity of 
SCVO and of CCPS in attempting to address these issues. We do not intend 
to duplicate this effort and our response, therefore, focuses on other issues in 
Parts 1 and 2, and on Part 3 of the Bill, relating to the sharing of information 
for child protection purposes.  

How effective is the bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults 
with additional protection from harm?  

We are broadly supportive of the aims of the Bill, and welcome the recognition 
that those working with protected adults should be subject to the same 
scrutiny as those working with children.  

We do, however, have a number of concerns about the practicalities of the bill 
as introduced.  

 • There is potential for confusion caused by the overlap between a child 
under 18 years old and a protected adult, aged 16 or over. For 
example, it is unclear to which list a worker should be referred if the 
person harmed, or at risk of harm, is 16 and or 17, and receiving 
services, ie they are both a child and a protected adult.  

 • In addition, there are circumstances where it is possible that agencies 
with responsibility for child protection will believe that those with 
responsibility for adult protection will act, and vice versa. A more clearly 
defined line between an adult and a child would be useful.  

 • A person who is barred from working with children could still be 
employed to work with protected adults (and vice versa), and the 
barring information a potential employer would receive would relate 
only to one regulated workforce. In our opinion, scheme record 
disclosures should indicate whether a person is on EITHER list, 
regardless of which regulated workforce the person has applied to join. 
It is clear that the onus, quite rightly, is on the employer to assess and 
make reasoned decisions about recruitment, but to disadvantage them 
by providing only partial information on which to base these decisions, 
is unreasonable. We can see additional potential difficulties with, for 
example, redundancy and redeployment, staff development and 
workforce planning.  
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 • We would not be comfortable with having someone working for 
Quarriers whilst they are being considered for listing. If a person has 
committed an act so serious that they were referred for listing, it is 
likely that we would normally suspend or dismiss, however under the 
proposals, a person being considered for listing may continue to 
undertake regulated work. There is also the possibility that if the CBU 
fails to list a person, there may be a legal challenge on the employer. 
Whilst mention is made of guidance being issued, we believe that there 
is significant potential for confusion and conflict with employment law.  

What are the likely impacts of the bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers?  

It is highly unlikely that a short scheme record would satisfy our robust 
recruitment processes and we would always want to see the full Disclosure 
information. The increased costs associated with this will place an enormous 
financial burden on Quarriers, at a time when the cost of Enhanced 
Disclosures has just increased, when care providers are already experiencing 
significant difficulties due to the failure of many local authorities to adopt a Full 
Cost Recovery position when funding care packages, and when insurance 
companies are putting increasingly onerous demands on employers.  

The provisions contained in the bill will also necessitate multi-agency training 
and awareness-raising across organisations and sectors, and resources must 
be made available to ensure that all staff across all sectors understand. It is 
unclear how it is proposed to provide the required resources.  

It might also be useful to consider actively involving staff who work in frontline 
recruitment to ensure that all aspects are included and that key issues are not 
omitted.  

Other issues  

Whilst we recognise the importance of information-sharing within child 
protection practice and acknowledge this has been identified as a contributory 
factor in a number of failures of child protection, we do feel that it would have 
been more appropriate to have included the duty to share child protection 
information in legislation arising from Getting It Right For Every Child 
(GIRFEC), which we understand has been delayed. There are likely to be 
significantly greater opportunities to engage and influence those who are not 
directly involved in child protection but whose interaction with children and 
families is, nevertheless, considerable, through GIRFEC than through 
Protecting Vulnerable Groups. It would appear that greater emphasis has 
been put on introducing legislation speedily rather than most effectively.  

In relation to sharing child protection information, the development of 
appropriate guidance will be key and could play a major part in progressing 
the cultural and attitudinal changes that will make a real difference. There are, 
however, numerous codes of practice that provide guidance for anyone 
working in the social care field, and there may be more arising from GIRFEC, 
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and it is unclear how these will be integrated in a way that provides a useful 
and cohesive tool.  

There also remains the issue that sharing information will not in itself make a 
child safer, but that the actions resulting from that information will be key. In 
this respect, greater emphasis needs to be put on implementation, including 
feedback for the person/organisation that has first put forward the information, 
to ensure that concerns are followed up systematically and cohesively.  

To ensure greater consistency, it might be useful for a form of matrix to be 
developed, to allow a uniform risk assessment of information and knowledge, 
which is understood and followed by all agencies across Scotland.  

In addition, in discussion with children and young people, it has been clearly 
identified that they are willing for information held by a trusted individual (eg a 
key worker) to be shared with others if necessary, provided that the child 
knew who was getting the information and why, and what would be done with 
the information. They were quite clear that they found the idea of 
professionals talking about them without their knowledge disturbing, so it is 
important that this is included as part of the code of practice.  

Policy memorandum and financial memorandum  

Both the policy memorandum and explanatory notes were a useful source of 
additional information and guidance.  

However we found the financial memorandum lacking in insight into the 
realities of the resource implications, both for providers (see above) and other 
agencies, including those currently involved in the Children’s Hearing System.  

I hope that this is useful, and we would be happy to discuss further the work 
of Quarriers and the people we support, if that were helpful.  
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTLAND’S COMMISSIONER FOR CHILDREN AND 

YOUNG PEOPLE  

What this is about…  

The Education Committee of the Scottish Parliament has called for evidence from interested parties 
on the general principles of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill.  

The Bill will set the framework for a new Vetting and Barring Scheme for people seeking work with 
children or ‘protected’ adults. The Bill takes forward recommendations made during the Bichard 
Inquiry and builds on existing arrangements in Scotland, such as the Disqualified from Working with 
Children List introduced by the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003.  

The Bill also makes provision for the sharing of child protection information.  
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1 The Commissioner’s Role  

The office of Commissioner was established by the Commissioner for Children and Young People 
(Scotland) Act 2003. The general function of the Commissioner is to “promote and safeguard the 
rights of children and young people”. In particular, the Commissioner must review law, policy and 
practice relating to the rights of children and young people with a view to assessing their adequacy 
and effectiveness. Specific regard must be had to any relevant provisions of the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, especially those requiring that the best interests of the child be 
a primary consideration in decision-making, and that due account be taken of the views of affected 
children and young people. 

The Commissioner must exercise this responsibility towards all children and young people in Scotland 
who are under 18 years of age, or under 21 if they have at any time been looked after by a local 
authority or in their care. 

2 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) was passed by the UN General 
Assembly in 1989 and ratified by the UK in 1991. Ratification commits the UK to bringing its law, 
policy and practice into line with the Convention. Whilst not directly enforceable in UK courts in the 
way that the European Convention on Human Rights now is, it should be noted that the European 
Court of Human Rights increasingly makes reference to the UNCRC in its judgments as a common 
standard amongst member states.1 Section 2 of the Human Rights Act obliges UK courts to take 
account of European jurisprudence in making their own decisions.  

The UNCRC sets out the fundamental human rights to which all children around the world, without 
discrimination, are entitled. It sets out minimum benchmarks in rights for children rather than ‘best 
practice’; countries are thus encouraged to exceed the standards laid out in the Convention, but 
should not fall short of its basic requirements.  

When the UK ratified the UNCRC, it made promises to the children and young people in this country 
that it would make life better for them by respecting and promoting the standards set out in the 
Convention. The promises relevant to the Bill include the four basic principles of the UNCRC: 

• non-discrimination – that is, the rights in the Convention should be respected, no matter 
what the race, colour, sex, ethnic origin, or status of the child or the child’s legal guardians 
(Article 2); 

• the best interests of the child should be at least a primary consideration in decisions made 
by legislative bodies or administrative authorities (Article 3(1));  

• the state should ensure, to the maximum extent possible, the survival and development of 
the child (Article 6); and 

• the views of the child concerned should be given due weight in all matters affecting the 
child (Article 12).  

The articles most closely connected with the Bill’s provisions are set out below under section 4 
(Vetting and Barring) and section 5 (Information Sharing).  

1 A v United Kingdom – 25599/94 (1998) ECHR 85 (23 September 1998), paragraph 22. 
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3 General Comment  

I welcome both the opportunity to comment on the Bill and the Executive’s continued efforts to 
ensure children in Scotland are protected. Both the vetting and barring and information sharing 
provisions of the Bill fall within the priority areas on which my office is focusing its work. These 
priorities – ‘Things To Do’ and ‘Promoting Proportionate Protection’ – were identified through 
consultation with 16,000 young people and almost 140 organisations working with and for them. With 
regard to all parts of the Bill, we must be sure that both the aim and consequence of the provisions is 
child protection, and not the protection of professionals and agencies.  

4 Vetting and Barring  

Several articles of the UNCRC are relevant to the vetting and barring provisions of the Bill, including:  

• Article 1 – a child is defined as all those under 18 years of age (relevant given crossover 
between children and protected adults (aged 16-18) in the Bill);  

• Article 3(1) – in all actions concerning children, the best interests of the child shall be a 
primary consideration; 

• Article 3(2) – the State must take all legislative and administrative measures as are 
necessary to protect children;   

• Article 3(3) – institutions, services and facilities for care or protection of children should 
conform to established standards, including in the area of suitability of staff; 

• Article 19 – States should take all appropriate measures to protect the child from all forms 
of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment; and   

• Article 31 – children have the right to engage in play and recreational activities.  

As we are all aware, there are many deficiencies in the current vetting system and I welcome efforts 
to address these. I am pleased to note that the Executive has taken on board many comments made 
during the consultation process earlier this year (for example, the need for two lists rather than one). 
Nonetheless, some issues remain outstanding.  

Proportionate Protection  
As stated above, one of the current priorities of my office is ‘Promoting Proportionate Protection’. This 
priority was identified by organisations working with and for children and young people during a 
formal consultation process earlier this year. This consultation revealed much concern among a range 
of organisations, including from the voluntary, statutory and private sectors, about vetting. In 
particular, respondents felt that vetting processes are often cumbersome, bureaucratic and put adults 
off from working with children. The emphasis placed on vetting checks at the expense of other safe 
recruitment methods was also a cause for concern. In addition, child protection systems generally 
were seen to be focused on protecting the adult and the organisation, rather than the child. 

“In the UK, it now seems to be normal to over-protect children. We deny many children the 
opportunities offered by outings, adventure play and outdoor activities.” (Voluntary sector 
organisation)  

“We are increasingly aware of the potential for well-meaning regulations to effectively work 
against the best interests of the child or young person.” (Local authority)  

I am concerned that the focus on the new vetting systems will give rise to defensive practices, 
whereby employers will be unwilling to take on those with any criminal record history, however 
irrelevant to the post applied for. Raising awareness of and providing guidance on the new scheme 
affords an opportunity to highlight the need for safer recruitment generally, emphasising the other 
aspects of safe recruitment such as taking up references. The Bill seems to be allowing for the 
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updating of checks periodically by employers and I am unsure why this is necessary – not only is it an 
added and arguably unnecessary expense, it implies that organisations may still feel the need to 
resort to formal records checks even where an organisation has employed an individual for a long 
time, is happy with their performance and has no cause for concern.   

Vetting and barring procedures should be as fair and transparent as possible – if adults do not have 
confidence that their rights will be respected or if they perceive it to be cumbersome, bureaucratic, 
expensive or intrusive, they will withdraw from work with children and young people. Children, young 
people and adults who wish to work with them have a shared interest in ensuring fair treatment in 
the vetting and barring process.  

Secondary Legislation  
At the consultation stage, I expressed concern that much of the detail of the new system was being 
left to a later date. While the publication of the Bill provides extra detail, there are still some 
unknowns and some elements of the new system are being left to secondary legislation. This 
situation is not ideal – it can be difficult to accept some of the ‘principles’ of the new system without 
knowing how they will be applied in practice.  

Impact on Employers, Employees and Volunteers  
The impact of the Bill on those working with children and young people will be significant. 
Implementing the new system will require training, guidance and resources. In addition, the new fee 
structure must be carefully implemented: it is imperative that the cost of joining the new scheme is 
not set at a prohibitively high level for those seeking work with children.  

Sharing of Information by Police  
Under the new system, when making a decision as to what information to pass on to Disclosure 
Scotland, police forces will have regard to the sector as a whole, rather than the particular job applied 
for. It would be useful to know the extent to which this change will result in an increase in the 
amount of information passed on by the police. In future, will the police just pass on all information 
held on an individual? Will the police receive guidance and training in assessing what information 
should be passed on?  

Duration of Scheme Membership  
The Executive has suggested that scheme membership may last for a defined period, e.g. 10 years. 
The rationale for renewal of membership should be clarified – is it so scheme records can be ‘purged’ 
after 10 years of all those who are no longer engaged in regulated work (and, therefore, new 
information about them no longer has to be passed on) or is there some other reason?  

Notification  
The Bill requires scheme members (that is, those working with children or protected adults) to notify 
Ministers if they change name, address or gender (or if there is a change in other information as 
prescribed by Ministers). If they fail to do so within three months, they incur a fine not exceeding 
level 3 on the standard scale (currently £1,000). While I understand that the updating of a member’s 
details is designed to facilitate the continuous updating of their record, I am concerned that this may 
be perceived as yet another ‘hurdle’ to be jumped for those who wish to work with children and may 
act as a disincentive.  

It is also commonplace that people simply forget to update changes of name and address and so it 
must be made clear to people on entry to the scheme exactly what is required of them.  
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Similarly, a person who is barred from working either with children or protected adults must notify 
Ministers if they change name, address or gender, but must do so within a shorter timeframe (one 
month). A person who fails to notify Ministers will commit an offence and be liable to a fine not 
exceeding level 5 on the standard scale (currently £5,000) or imprisonment for up to six months, or 
both. Given the grave consequences of an individual being barred, including this long-standing and 
potentially onerous duty to notify, it is essential that when making decisions to bar, a knowledgeable 
and skilful assessment must be made of the evidence. Consideration should be given to the 
implications for, for example, a person who has never sought work with children and has no intention 
to do so, or for someone who is barred on the basis of non-conviction information, and who is then 
subject to this notification requirement for an indefinite period of time (potentially for their lifetime).  

5 Information Sharing  

Law and policy which facilitate appropriate information sharing are positive child protection measures 
and should encourage those working with children and families to share information if the child is at 
risk of harm and where to do so would be in the child’s best interests. There is obviously no doubt 
that the purpose of Part 3 of the Bill – to ensure effective protection for children – is commendable 
and justified. However, what is in question is whether the Bill’s provisions are the most appropriate 
means of achieving that purpose.  

In assessing the information sharing provisions, regard should be had to the UNCRC and, in 
particular, to the following:   

• Article 3(1) – in all actions concerning children, the best interests of the child shall be a 
primary consideration; 

• Article 12 – in all matters affecting the child, the child shall have the right to express his or 
her views freely. Those views should be given due weight in accordance with the age and 
maturity of the child;  

• Article 16 – no child shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his or her 
privacy; and 

• Article 19 – States should take all appropriate measures to protect the child from all forms 
of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment. Such 
measures should include effective procedures for prevention, identification, reporting, 
referral and investigation of instances of abuse.  

Consultation  
While vetting and barring was the subject of a consultation process earlier this year including 
opportunities to participate in several seminars and submit written responses, the information sharing 
provisions of the Bill have not been formally consulted upon. Any consultation has been limited to 
seminars to which my office has received invitations, but often at very short notice. It is also my 
understanding that no children and young people have been consulted about the proposals. I would 
like to note my concern at the lack of consultation, particularly given the serious implications of the 
provisions, for children and young people themselves but also for their families and those 
professionals working with them. 

The Views of Children and Young People  
In October 2006, our Reference Group, made up of twelve 14 to 21-year-olds, carried out a children’s 
rights impact assessment of the information sharing proposals. Their views on information sharing 
have informed this response and a summary of their assessment of the provisions is attached at 
Appendix 1.  
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Although not consulted specifically on the information sharing provisions of the Bill by the Executive, 
children and young people have been asked in the past for their views on the sharing of information. 
For example, children and young people were involved in the development of the ‘Children’s Charter’ 
as part of the Executive’s child protection reform programme. The Charter reflects what children have 
a right to expect and consists of key messages for those who deliver services to them. The key 
messages include: 

• “listen to us”;  

• “respect our privacy”;  

• “think about our lives as a whole”; 

• “think carefully about how you use information about us”; and  

• “help us to be safe”.  

As part of the Executive’s Getting it Right for Every Child agenda, children and young people were 
asked some questions about information sharing2. The results of this consultation showed them to 
have significant concerns about the breach of privacy that might be involved in information sharing 
and their desire to be able to retain some control over the information held about them.  

Impact Assessment  
As well as the impact assessment carried out by the young people on SCCYP’s Reference Group, my 
office has also carried out an initial screening assessment of the information sharing provisions. This 
assessment has informed my comments on the Bill and is available at Appendix 2.  

Right to Privacy 
It should be noted that both Article 16 of the UNCRC and Article 8 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights (ECHR) state that children and young people have a right to privacy. Under the ECHR, 
any interference with that right must not only be for one of the stated purposes (for example, the 
prevention of disorder or crime), but must also be necessary. In determining whether an interference 
is necessary, consideration should be had to whether the reasons for interference are relevant and 
sufficient, as well as an assessment of proportionality – does the aim justify the interference?   

Confidentiality and Consent 
Where a child or young person is at risk of immediate or significant harm, it is accepted that a 
professional may share information supplied by the child where to do so would protect the child, even 
where sharing the information would represent a breach of confidence. However, placing a duty on 
professionals to share such information where there is any risk of harm, thereby breaching a child’s 
confidence, is cause for concern.  

In deciding whether to disclose information about the child or young person, a professional should 
not only have regard to the child’s best interests, but should ask the child for their views and seek 
consent to pass the information on. While it may be necessary, in some cases, to share the 
information even where the child refuses to consent, it is still important to tell the child this is being 
done and to explain the reasons for doing so.  

Young people have reported concerns about losing ‘control’ of information about them, and about it 
being passed on without their knowledge. When asked for permission to pass on information and 
given further details such as the person it is being passed to and what can be expected to happen 
next, young people feel a sense of empowerment.  

2 Getting it Right for Every Child – Proposals for Action – Consultation with Children and Young People (Scottish Executive, 
2006), available at http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/96074/0023275.pdf.
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While some information does have to be shared to protect children, it is possible that sharing will 
result in unintended consequences. If children and young people fear that any disclosures they make 
will be reported, they will lose faith in professionals who work with them and may stop accessing 
essential services. This is particularly true, and particularly worrying, in the context of sexual health 
services.

In assessing the information sharing proposals, the members of SCCYP’s Young People’s Reference 
Group expressed considerable concern regarding issues of confidentiality and consent. In particular, 
they were concerned that young people would feel less comfortable talking to adults and would 
become isolated if they did not talk to someone because they are worried something they say would 
be passed on. The Reference Group was also concerned that information might be passed on that is 
not really that serious and that, without a duty to ask the young person for consent to share the 
information, or at least to tell them that information is being passed on, professionals could wrongly 
interpret the information and the young person’s situation.  

Threshold for Information Sharing  
The Financial Memorandum claims that the Bill merely “formalises activities that organisations and 
agencies should be performing … as part of their existing responsibilities.” As such, relevant persons 
would generally not be expected to incur any additional costs through this duty due to their existing 
responsibilities. This claim seems to fail to take account of a fundamental difference between current 
practice and that which would be required to comply with the new duties. Currently, there are a 
number of threshold triggers for different kinds of child protection activity: categories of abuse and 
neglect that might lead to a child being placed on the child protection register; grounds for referral to 
a children’s hearing that trigger duties to report on the part of local authorities and police, and 
powers to report on the part of anyone else; and more immediate child protection measures, 
triggered by belief or suspicion of a risk of ‘significant harm’. Under the new duty, information would 
be shared when a child is at risk of ‘harm’. This lower, and very vague, threshold for information 
sharing – and subsequent action by authorities – could result in a far greater amount of information 
being shared and referrals made than at present. This would have serious resource and practice 
implications.  

Mandatory Reporting 
Several jurisdictions, including states in the US and Australia, have so-called ‘mandatory reporting’ 
laws. Such laws commonly involve a description of situations which require reporting, the persons 
required to report and sanctions for failure to report among other things. While the proposals in the 
Bill do not – at present – include explicit sanctions, it is still the case that professionals are being put 
under a duty to share information and possibly face disciplinary action by their employer should they 
fail to do so. There is considerable research on the effects of mandatory reporting laws, one of which 
is that, particularly in the initial stages of the law coming into force, the system is ‘flooded’ with 
referrals as professionals learn of their new duties and become concerned that they face sanctions if 
they fail to report. There is some research that suggests that the number of reports may exceed the 
child protection systems capacity to respond. Furthermore, it has been suggested that where more 
cases are reported than the system can cope with, cases where children are at real risk are lost. The 
possibility of ‘over-reporting’ is of great concern given what we already know about the burdens and 
lack of resources faced by social work departments across Scotland and the children’s hearing 
system.
The stated intention of the Executive’s proposals is to encourage those professionals who do not 
currently share information to do so – some research on mandatory reporting has concluded that the 
introduction of mandatory report is unlikely to eradicate problems of under-reporting and that there 
will always be professionals who fail to report. The research stresses the need for mandatory 
reporting laws to be supported by training, guidance and awareness raising among professionals.  

Best Interests of the Child 
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While I welcome the inclusion of a best interests test in the Bill (at s.79), I question the low profile 
given to it, and the rather complicated way in which it is expressed. It would be better were it 
phrased in simpler terms and placed nearer the beginning of Part 3. 

Code of Practice  
I welcome the introduction of a Code of Practice providing clear guidance to professionals regarding 
the law on information sharing and their responsibilities. The Code is an opportunity to clarify what is 
meant by ‘harm’ and how serious the risk of harm needs to be before confidentiality is breached and 
consent overridden. Clear and accessible guidance on what information should be shared, when, who 
with and what action should then be taken is essential. The mere fact of information being shared is 
not sufficient to protect children. Indeed, in several high profile and tragic child protection inquiries in 
recent years, the failures lay not in the sharing of information, but in professionals and agencies 
failing to take action based on the information already available.   

The sheer range of agencies, professionals, situations and types of information to be shared will make 
the production of the Code a difficult task. Thus, I welcome the fact that the Code would be 
consulted on, but would also urge the Executive to consult with stakeholders as the Code is drafted, 
particularly as consultation has so far been minimal.  

16 to 18-year-olds  
It is interesting to note that while most child protection measures (aside from those relating to 
vetting) apply in respect of those aged up to 16, the information sharing provisions apply in respect 
of children up to 18. While this reflects Article 1 of the UNCRC, which defines ‘child’ as all those under 
18, it does call into question how these provisions relate to existing child protection measures and the 
Children (Scotland) Act 1995.

Sanctions  
At present, no formal sanctions are attached to the information sharing duties within Part 3 of the Bill. 
However, s.81 of the Bill grants Ministers an order-making power to make further provision to ensure 
that relevant persons comply with the duties. The possibility of criminal sanctions attaching to a 
failure to comply with the duty to share information in itself is cause for concern and these powers 
should not be used lightly or introduced without a thorough assessment of, and consultation on, the 
need for them. I would therefore question allowing such provisions to be made through secondary 
legislation.

Links with Vetting and Barring  
In assessing the information sharing proposals, our Young People’s Reference Group expressed 
concern that information shared about them would be passed to the police or would otherwise 
eventually end up on their disclosure records. Young people (and adults) will not disclose sensitive 
information and seek help if they fear that, at some point in the future, it will compromise their 
employment opportunities.  

Conclusion  
Given the concerns outlined above and the lack of consultation on these information sharing 
provisions, the Committee may wish to consider asking the Executive to withdraw Part 3 of the Bill. 
Revised information sharing provisions could be included (as originally intended) in the Bill that will 
come out of the Getting it Right for Every Child process, which is expected next year. This will allow 
time for reflection, research and consultation. In particular, it would allow for a more careful 
integration in the Bill of respect for the views of children in line with Article 12 of the UNCRC. 

6 Appendix 1:  Impact Assessment by Children and Young People  
The SCCYP Reference Group, made up of twelve 14 to 21-year-olds, was given an overview of the 
information sharing provisions contained in the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. The 
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Group was then split into two smaller groups and asked to carry out a children’s rights impact 
assessment of the proposals using SCCYP’s initial screening form.  

Discussion in each of the groups was broadly similar, with both groups acknowledging the good 
intention behind the proposal and agreeing that the Government is right to take action to protect 
children and young people from harm. However, the groups were concerned about the way in which 
the Government was taking action and thought that the information sharing proposals would have 
unintended consequences which would be detrimental to young people.  

Relevant articles of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC)  
Each group listed the articles of the UNCRC they thought were relevant to the information sharing 
proposals. These included:  

• Article 3 – best interests of the child;  
• Article 16 – right to privacy;  
• Article 19 – protection of children from harm;  
• Article 12 – child’s opinion; 
• Article 24 – right to highest standard of health and to health care;  
• Article 17 – access to information; and 
• Articles 34 and 36 – the right to be protected from sexual exploitation and any other kind of 

exploitation.  

One group noted that while the information sharing provisions were an attempt to fulfil some articles 
of the Convention (e.g. Article 19), information sharing also breached other articles, particularly 
Articles 16 and 12.  

There was also concern that information sharing might breach other laws such as the European 
Convention on Human Rights. 

Consultation with children and young people  
Both groups were concerned that there appeared to have been no consultation with children and 
young people on the information sharing proposals. They recommended that this should be done.  

Positive impact  
Both groups said information sharing could have a positive impact. It could: 

• protect and help children and young people 
• it could prevent harm; and  
• it would mean less cases of harm to children being ‘overlooked’.  

Negative impact  
Each group was concerned about the negative impact that information sharing could have. The 
groups thought that information sharing would have the following consequences:  

• it would erode trust between young people and those who are supposed to help them;  
• young people would feel less empowered;  
• young people could become isolated if they did not talk to someone because they were 

worried what they said would be passed on;  
• young people would feel less comfortable talking to adults; 
• young people would have no privacy;  
• young people living in small communities would be particularly affected if information was 

passed on about them;  
• information would be shared that might not be that serious; and 
• the authorities could wrongly interpret the information and the young person’s situation. It is 

therefore important to speak to the young person!  
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Conclusions  
One group suggested that while problems might exist at the moment with information sharing 
between professionals, the proposals contained in the Bill are not proportionate and perhaps ‘over the 
top’ and ‘extreme’.

The same group wanted to know about when information would be shared – how much risk of harm 
must there be? The group was worried that information would be shared even in cases that were not 
that serious.  

The second group suggested that, because the Government has decided to go ahead with 
information sharing, they have overlooked the potential problems.  

This group also thought that while it is right to protect young people, the information sharing 
proposals have not been written with them in mind.  

Recommendations  
The Reference Group recommended that:  

• the proposals should be more specific about the level of harm needed to exist before 
information is shared;  

• the Government and those who will be required to share information should have regard to 
Article 12 – not only should children and young people be consulted about the proposal 
generally, but when information is being shared about a young person, they should be asked 
for their consent and for their views; and 

• more information is needed about: 
o the effect on children of information sharing. For example, will young people no 

longer talk to adults when they should?;  
o how long the information will be held for;  
o who the information will be passed to – is there one person or will it be passed 

around? If lots of information exists about a young person, will every professional 
connected to the young person know about it? One group was very keen that their 
teachers should not find things out about them from other sources; 

o whether the information shared will affect employment; and 
o whether information sharing breaches the right to privacy found in the European 

Convention on Human Rights.  

7 Appendix 2:  Impact Assessments by SCCYP  

My office is carrying out a full impact assessment of the vetting and barring provisions of the Bill. This 
assessment is subject to on-going review. The latest version can be found on our website at 
www.sccyp.org.uk.

Appended to this evidence is an initial screening assessment carried out by my office in relation to the 
information sharing provisions of the Bill.  
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Policy
Legislation 
Other 

1. What is being proposed? 
(Name/description of the policy, legislation) 
Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill – Part 3: Sharing Child Protection 
Information (the remainder of the Bill relates to vetting and barring of those seeking to 
work with children and vulnerable adults and has been assessed separately).  
The Bill:  
* defines ‘child protection information’ 
* imposes a duty to share information on ‘relevant persons’ (see section 4 below) with the 
local council;  
* imposes a duty on relevant persons to co-operate with councils and each other for the 
purposes of child protection; 
* requires Ministers to publish a Code of Practice on child protection information, what it is 
and how it should be shared; 
* requires Ministers to consult relevant persons and others in drafting the Code;  
* requires relevant persons to have regard to the Code;  
* imposes a duty on relevant persons to enable, encourage and help workers to share child 
protection information;  
* lifts restrictions on any person who does not have the power to share information;  
* states that a relevant person need not share information or co-operate with others where 
to do so would be contrary to another child’s best interests; and 
* permits Ministers to make by order any provisions to ensure that relevant persons 
comply with the duties imposed by Part 3 of the Bill.  

Existing 
New 

2. What is the aim, objective or purpose of the proposal? 
(How does it relate to other initiatives; Does it seek to fulfil national targets…) 
Although information sharing is possible, it doesn’t always happen. Poor information sharing has been identified as 
a contributory factor in several tragic and high-profile child protection failures. Information sharing is also intended 
to support multi-agency working. The Bill is designed to encourage and promote information sharing for the 
protection of children. Although introduced as part of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, the 
information sharing clauses originated within the Executive’s Getting it Right for Ever Child (GIRFEC) agenda (the 
review of the children’s hearing system). Scottish Ministers are keen to progress the information sharing proposals 
and do not want to wait for the GIRFEC Bill as it will not be introduced until after the election in May 2007, hence 
the inclusion of information sharing in the present Bill. Information sharing is also linked to the Executive’s general 
child protection reform programme.  

3. Who initiated 
the proposal? 
(e.g. Scottish 
Executive, Scottish 
Parliament…) 

Scottish Executive  

4. Who is to implement the proposal? 
(e.g. Local Authorities, Police, Health Boards…) 
The Bill refers to ‘relevant persons’: councils, Chief Constables, Scottish Crime & Drug 
Enforcement Agency, Common Services Agency for the Scottish Health Service, Health 
Boards and Special Health Boards, Mental Welfare Commission for Scotland, Principal 
Reporter, Scottish Commission for the Regulation of Care, Scottish Social Services 
Council, General Teaching Council for Scotland, care service providers, managers of 
educational establishments, registered social landlords and any others persons as 
specified by order by Ministers. Expected that private and voluntary sector providers 
with service level agreements with statutory agencies will also be subject to the duties. 
The Code of Practice will be drafted by Ministers.  

5. Does the policy fall within a SCCYP priority area? 
(Please provide further detail) 
Yes. The goal of information sharing is child protection and, as such, it falls within 
SCCYP’s ‘Promoting Proportionate Protection’ priority area. In particular, the question of 
whether information sharing is the proportionate and appropriate response to the issues 
which it is trying to address is relevant to SCCYP’s on-going work.  

Proportionate 
Protection 
Things to Do 
UN
Con.Obser1

Other 

6. Which articles of the UNCRC are relevant?2

Several articles are relevant, but primarily: Art 1 – definition of child given that information sharing provisions 
apply to CYP up to 18 whereas other child protection measures generally apply to 16; Art 3 – best interests, 
obligation to ensure child has such protection and care as is necessary for well-being, compliance with child 
protection standards; Art 12 – child’s views; Art 16 – no arbitrary or unlawful interference with child’s privacy; Art 
19 – protection of child from abuse, violence, neglect, exploitation etc.  

Information Sharing: Children’s Rights Impact Assessment – Initial Screening 
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7. Does the proposal contravene the UNCRC or any other laws? 
(e.g. ECHR3, Children (Scotland) Act 1995…) 
The requirement that decisions be taken in the child’s best interests indicates that other possible infringements 
(e.g. breach of the child’s privacy under Art 16 UNCRC) are justified. While it is assumed that this best interests 
determination will include having regard to the child’s views, this is not explicitly stated on the face of the Bill. 
Sharing information about the child without consent could also be an interference with the child’s right to private 
and family life under Art 8 ECHR. Such interference would be justified in certain circumstances if in the interests of 
public safety or if deemed necessary for the protection of health or morals or the rights and freedoms of others. 
‘Necessary’ is interpreted as including a test of proportionality (is the infringement a proportionate response to the 
desired aim?). Not only would there be a possible breach of Art 8 where information about the child was shared 
without his or her consent, the rights of others in the child’s family might be breached if it is information about the 
family as a whole or individual family members that is shared. Information might also be shared about an 
individual who is not a member of the child’s family but who poses a risk to the child.  
8. Which groups of children will be affected by the proposal? 
The provisions will apply to all children, particularly those who access services, or whose families access services, 
provided by the list of ‘relevant persons’.   

9. Positive Impacts 
(Note the groups affected) 
The information sharing 
provisions are positive child 
protection measures and will 
encourage those working with 
children and their families to 
share information where the 
child is at risk of harm and 
where to do so would be in 
the child’s best interests. 
Sharing information about the 
risk of harm to children would 
increase protection and may 
have resulted in different 
outcomes in several cases in 
which child protection failures 
were highlighted. There is no 
doubt that the aims of the 
information sharing proposals 
are worthwhile.    

10. Negative Impacts 
(Note the groups affected, gaps or inconsistencies in the proposal) 
It is accepted that the aims of the provisions are worthy, however, we may 
question whether the means by which they will be achieved are appropriate, 
necessary, proportionate, have unintended consequences, or whether alternative 
means of achieving the same aims should be considered. There are several 
possible unintended consequences, e.g:  
1) From previous consultations with CYP, we know that they are concerned about 
privacy issues and about the confidentiality of services they use. If this 
confidentiality was to be threatened (by a lower ‘threshold’ for passing on 
information about CYP), then they may no longer access those services. This is 
particularly true, and particularly worrying, in the context of sexual health 
services.  
2) Once the new duty comes into force, professionals may ‘flood’ the system with 
referrals, putting a huge strain on other professionals, services and resources. 
This also risks masking those cases where CYP are most at risk of harm. 
In addition, there is some concern that not enough has been made of a child’s 
right to privacy and the need for children’s views to be taken into account when 
decisions are being made in their best interests.   
Clear guidance on what information should be shared, when, who with and what 
action should then be taken is essential. The mere fact of information being 
shared is not sufficient to protect children.  

11. Has there been any consultation in the development of the 
proposal? (Please provide further details of groups consulted) 
Consultation has been very limited – the Executive organised a few seminars in June and 
September with key stakeholders. Compared to information sharing provisions, the rest 
of the proposals in the Protecting Vulnerable Groups Bill (relating to vetting and barring) 
have been extensively consulted on. However, as part of the Executive’s Getting it Right 
for Every Child agenda, CYP were asked some questions about information sharing 
(http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/96074/0023275.pdf). CYP have not been 
consulted on the specific provisions contained within the Bill. Previously, children were 
involved in the development of a ‘Children’s Charter’ as part of the Executive’s child 
protection reform programme. The following messages from part of the Charter: ‘listen 
to us’; ‘respect our privacy’; ‘think about our lives as a whole’; ‘think care fully about 
how you use information about us’; and ‘help us be safe’. 

CYP4

Stakeholders 

12. Have CYP and other stakeholders highlighted this as an area for SCCYP to work on? 
Those working with and for children have raised concerns informally with SCCYP about the information sharing 
provisions and issues around proportionality and unintended consequences.  
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1 UN Committee on the Rights of the Child Concluding Observations 
2 Regard should always be had to the four general principles of the UNCRC (United Nations Convention on the Rights of the 
Child), articles 2, 3, 6 and 12 
3 European Convention on Human Rights 
4 Children and Young People

13. What conclusions have been reached by SCCYP? 
(Is the proposal the best way of achieving its aims, taking into account children’s rights?) 
Many of the information sharing provisions need to be considered further before we can decide whether they are 
the best means of achieving the aims. In particular, assurances should be sought about the importance and 
centrality of the child’s views and obtaining the child’s consent wherever possible before information is shared. 
Allowing the child to retain ‘ownership’ wherever possible of their information is key.  
The definition of ‘harm’ in the Bill is very general and could prove tricky in practice – this needs to be thought 
through and clarified in the Code of Practice. Thought needs to be given to the different thresholds of harm – 
‘harm’ for the purpose of information sharing, and ‘significant harm’ for other child protection measures to come 
into play. The interface between the information sharing provisions and the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 needs to 
be thought through.  
Further information is required on the effects of mandatory reporting – while mandatory reporting is not a feature 
of the Bill at present, the Bill does include an order-making power for Ministers to impose sanctions on relevant 
persons who fail to comply with their duties. The implications of sanctions being imposed should be researched 
and, given that they are potentially serious, is an order-making power appropriate?  
The Bill applies to children up to the age of 18 – the implications for 16 to 18-year-olds are different for those 
under 16. Child protection systems (e.g. children’s hearing system) do not generally cover 16 to 18-year-olds. 
Thus, when information is shared about them, we need to be sure it is also acted upon. Concerns have been 
expressed that professionals might be unsure what steps to take to protect a 17-year-old from harm.   

14. What recommendations should be made and who should be informed of them? 
(e.g. Should relevant groups be consulted) 
SCCYP should respond to the Scottish Parliament’s Education Committee’s call for evidence on the Bill and then 
monitor the Bill’s progress through Parliament. Depending on that progress, further action may be required. SCCYP 
should also engage with the Executive and share our thoughts on the provisions. SCCYP has already shared some 
of our concerns about the information sharing provisions with some MSPs and key stakeholders at a joint meeting 
of the Cross Party Groups on Sexual Health and Children and Young People (at Scottish Parliament, 05/10/06). 

15. Is a full impact assessment required? 
(Please elaborate) 
There are several issues that need to be explored further and in consultation with CYP and 
stakeholders. Carrying out a full impact assessment can facilitate this process.  

Yes
No

Preliminary Screening by: Laura Paton  Date: 06/10/06
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SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH CHILD LAW CENTRE 

1.   GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The Scottish Child Law Centre (“SCLC”) is an independent charitable 
organisation, based in Edinburgh, that provides services to the whole of 
Scotland.  The aim of the centre is to promote knowledge and use of Scots law 
and children's rights for the benefit of children and young people in Scotland.  
SCLC provides free telephone, e-mail and text advice services on all aspects of 
Scots law relating to children and young people.  In addition, SCLC produces 
up-to-date publications on a range of issues, as well as providing training and 
organising conferences and seminars. SCLC also has a consultative and 
advisory function for local and central government and, through this, constantly 
seeks to improve the content and practice of child law.  SCLC employs qualified 
solicitors and an advocate to carry out its legal work. 

2.   OVERALL AIMS AND LIKELY IMPACT OF THE BILL

1.  The expressed aims of the new Scheme are to ensure that unsuitable 
people do not gain access, through work, to children and vulnerable adults, 
and that those who become unsuitable are detected and prevented from 
continuing to work or seeking to work with children and adults.  We support 
these aims.  We also continue strongly to support the statement which 
appeared within the consultation paper, “that strong child protection systems 
do not need to be at the expense of children’s engagement in learning, sport 
and leisure activities, for example, which are so important in their 
development”.       

2.  With specific reference to Part 3, SCLC’s starting point is that children 
should learn to trust and confide in appropriate adults to obtain help and 
support.  Children should also expect a measure of confidentiality in line 
with current common law principles and good practice guidance. 

SCLC is of the overall view that the effect of Part 3 of the Bill will be to 
provide greater protection for adults (although they may potentially be more 
vulnerable to false allegations), but that children and young people will be 
discouraged from disclosing any information to an adult because the adult 
will not be able to offer confidentiality on any level, and, further, has a legal 
onus to pass on information to the council.   SCLC has listed below areas 
for concern, along with proposals for amendment.  

3.   Children’s Rights Impact Assessment
(See: “Children’s Rights Impact Assessment: The SCCYP Model” (2006) 
It is essential that all new and proposed legislation has been the subject of a 
Children’s Rights Impact Assessment to determine how and to what extent 
children’s rights are affected and to ensure that those rights are promoted 
and protected.   The Scottish Executive’s own Child Strategy Statement was 
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produced to ensure that the Scottish Executive “identified and took proper 
account of the interests of children when developing policy”.  It is especially 
important that the views of children and young people are sought regarding 
Part 3 of the Bill – Sharing Child Protection Information – as this part seeks 
to replace the common law right of children and young people to 
confidentiality and privacy. 

Further, in the Scottish Executive’s Children’s Charter, (developed in 
consultation with children and young people) it states, inter alia, that:  “The 
clear message from children and young people is: ….. think carefully about 
how you use information about us”. 

4.  Subordinate Legislation
As a matter of general approach, it is inappropriate that so much detail is left 
to Ministers to enact in subordinate legislation.  It follows that scrutiny of the 
Bill itself is compromised in many areas in which the primary proposed 
legislation remains imprecise.  Examples of this include section 8(2), section 
14(3), section 19(3), section 29(7), section 31(2), section 46(2), section 80, 
section 81 and section 97.  

3.   LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

1. The Scotland Act 1998 is in the following terms: 

• Section 29(1)  “An Act of the Scottish Parliament is not law so far as any 
provision of the Act is outside the legislative competence of the 
Parliament. 

        (2) A provision is outside that competence so far as… 
              … (d) it is incompatible with any of the Convention rights…” 

• Section 126 of the Scotland Act 1998 goes on to define “the Convention 
rights” as having the same meaning as in the Human Rights Act 1998. 

2.  Section 1 of the Human Rights Act 1998 defines “the Convention rights” as 
meaning, inter alia, “the rights and fundamental freedoms set out in Articles 
2 to 12 and 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights”. (EHCR) 

3.   Article 8 of ECHR is in the following terms: 
“Right to respect for private and family life 
(1) Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his 

home and correspondence. 
(2) There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise 

of this right except such as is in accordance with the law and is 
necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, 
public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the 
prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health and 
morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.”

4.  The Data Protection Act 1998 is in the following terms: 
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• Section 1 defines a “data subject” as “an individual who is the subject of 
personal data”.

• Section 7 relates to the rights of the data subject to access personal, 
section 7(1)(b) specifically relating to the right of the data subject to be 
informed by the data controller of “the recipients or classes of recipients 
to whom [the data] are or may be disclosed”.

• Section 66 states that, in Scotland, a child aged 12 and over is 
“presumed to be of sufficient age and maturity to have such 
understanding …. to exercise any right conferred by any provision of [the 
Data Protection Act 1998]”.

4.   PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS (S) BILL 
      – PART 1 AND PART 2

 1.  Introduction

English Recommendations

The proposed vetting and barring scheme builds on the recommendations 
of The Bichard Inquiry, held following the murders in Soham and, in 
particular, recommendation 19. Sir Michael Bichard’s Inquiry was directed at 
events which took place in England and was directed at circumstances 
which arose under the prevailing English legislation and schemes. 

As a matter of general approach, SCLC would urge caution in adopting any 
new scheme which has, effectively, come about by “cutting and pasting” 
from the English system.  Such a method of enacting legislation in Scotland 
risks giving rise to loopholes at the seams where the “cut and paste” has 
occurred and problems in adjusting a scheme initially brought about by a 
different prevailing system. There is a real risk, therefore, that the stated 
aims of the legislation that results, are not fully met and that the 
independence of the Scottish legal system from its English neighbour is 
further eroded. 

SCLC would prefer to see a strategic approach to the entire 
disclosure/vetting and barring regime in Scotland that does not simply add 
an extra layer to the existing scheme but, rather, looks at the prevailing 
Scottish system and improves it. 

Protection of Children and Personal Management of Risk

There needs to be a balance struck between protection of the child and 
nurturing skills in personal management of risk.  There is a real danger that, 
by making the child protection system over-protective, children do not 
develop the skills they need to mature into confident adults who are capable 
of managing risks.  Introduction of a complex vetting and barring scheme 
brings with it the danger of over-reliance on the system, giving rise to false 
confidence in a child protection mechanism.  Resources need to be directed 
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towards supporting parents and children in learning to assess risks and 
learning to protect themselves.  

Complexity

A complex and onerous system will inevitably discourage well-intentioned 
and well-qualified people from undertaking the “regulated work”.  Children 
will then be disadvantaged as the range of opportunities available to them 
diminish still further.  The current system of disclosure checks, coupled with 
the difficulties in interpreting the provisions of the Protection of Children 
(Scotland) Act 2003, particularly the schedule 2 definition of “childcare” 
already act as a disincentive to many such adults. The proposed vetting and 
barring system is, in SCLC’s submission, only likely to exacerbate the 
problem.  For this reason, SCLC would like to see the development of a 
simpler and more coherent system overall. 

2.   Definition of Harm and Risk of Harm (section 93)
Page 26 of the Policy Memorandum states that the definition of “harm” puts 
beyond doubt the inclusion of certain actions or behaviours that might 
otherwise be disputed. However: 

• The use of examples is confusing and in fact does not assist with clarity 
of the terms. 

• It appears that the test is subjective rather than objective. This is a 
concern as “B” or “D”, as used in the definitions, may feel or even be 
harmed by an action that a reasonable person may not think would cause 
harm. 

• Adults may be less inclined to carry out work with children as they are 
very vulnerable to unsubstantiated allegations.  

SCLC|Proposals

• Use, as the basis of the definition of “harm”, the definition contained 
within section 18 of Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 and 
incorporate into that the unlawful conduct that appropriates or 
adversely affects property, rights or interests.    

• Section 93 of the Bill could therefore read: ”Harm includes harm 
which is not physical harm and unlawful conduct which appropriates 
or adversely affects property, rights or interests which results in theft, 
fraud, embezzlement or extortion”. 

The effect of using the POC(S)A 2003 definition with the addition wording, 
as suggested, will be to clarify the meaning of “harm”, whilst retaining its 
wide-ranging nature.  (Specific examples can be included in the Code of 
Practice for further clarity.)   Tightening the definition in line with SCLC 
proposals will have no effect on the policy goals sought by the definition 
currently in the Bill. 

3.  Link between Children’s List and Adults’ List
Although intended to be clear, section 12 gives rise to some confusion 
about how, if necessary, to effect inclusion of a name on both the children’s 
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and adults’ lists.  It is not clear from the current wording in section 12, that a 
decision by Ministers to include a name on both lists can arise at any time, 
not just when initial consideration is being given to including a name on one 
or other list. 

SCLC Proposal 

• In sections12(1) and (2), insert the words “at any time” after, “Ministers 
must consider listing an individual in the child [adults’] list if they are 
satisfied that …”   

4.  Reference by Certain other Persons – section 8(2)
Consideration  should be  given to including  the following groups in section  
8 (2): 

• Local Authority, Principal Reporter and Children’s Hearings.  It may be 
the case that information comes to the attention of the local authority or to 
the reporter or children’s hearing that would not already be known to 
Ministers through other persons under section 8 or vetting information under 
section 44(2).  

• Other disciplinary bodies such as doctors, nurses and lawyers. 

• Clubs, associations and voluntary organisations as it may be that they 
are the first to notice a concern.   

5.  Fees for Obtaining Scheme Record

Section 67 allows Ministers to charge such fees as may be prescribed in 
relation to the administration of the scheme.  It is imperative that any fees 
charged are minimal especially in relation to voluntary organisations.  
Otherwise, there remains a risk that services will no longer be provided, 
ultimately to the detriment of the development of children. 

We welcome the reduction in bureaucracy and the beneficial effects in 
terms of overall costs that will result from an IT-based system developed to 
incorporate a memory feature that processes information on a cumulative 
basis. 

6. Terminology

SCLC Proposals 

• Amend section 18(1) and section 46(1)(c) by deleting the words “thinks 
might be relevant” and inserting “considers to be relevant”. 
• Amend section 15 by deleting the word “information” and replacing it with 
the word “evidence”. The term information suggests that it is 
unsubstantiated which we would submit is too wide. 

• Use a different term than “relevant person” in section 74 and section 75.  
“Relevant person” already has a specific definition both in Children 
(Scotland) Act 1995 and Antisocial Behaviour (Scotland) Act 2004. 

• Consider why “child” is defined as “under 18” given that the Protection of 
Children and Prevention of Sexual Offences (Scotland) 2005 defines a 
“child” as “under 16 years”. 
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5.   PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS (S) BILL 
      – PART 3  (sections 73 – 81) 

1. The common law of Scotland currently recognises that there are 
circumstances in which a person, including a child, has a right to expect 
confidentiality. Further, legislation and Convention (see Legislative 
Framework above) impose duties on the holder of personal data to seek 
consent from the data subject, before disclosure is made.  Apart from the 
legal duties to report certain information imposed on some professionals, a 
breach of confidentiality may be justified in some cases using the defence of 
public interest.  Confidence should only be breached where the child or 
young person is perceived to be in a dangerous or life threatening situation 
or is likely to be a serious danger to others.  Reference should be made to 
the following documents: 

- Open Scotland Guidance Notes on Gold Standard Information Sharing 
Protocol; 

- Sharing Information about Children at Risk: A guide to Good Practice 
2004 (www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/health/sicr.pdf); 

- Protecting Children and Young People: Framework for Standards, 
standard 4 (http://www.Scotland.gov.uk/library5/education/pcypfs.pdf); 

2.  It is extremely important in a child’s development to learn to seek advice 
and express concerns in the context of a confidential relationship with a 
professional, and this is particularly important in relation to sexual health.  If 
children feel that their confidentiality will not be respected and are reluctant 
to seek such advice, it is inevitable that, for example, there will be a 
corresponding rise in teenage pregnancies and STDs among children and 
young people.  That said, the duty to maintain confidentiality must be 
balanced by the need to share information in order to protect children.   
Failure to share information has been cited as a contributory factor into 
recent child deaths.  

It is the view of SCLC that removing the common law right of children to 
expect an appropriate degree of confidentiality and replacing it with a duty 
on professionals to disclose a wide range of information without first seeking 
consent at any level, is not a workable solution.   The long-term effect of 
Part 3 will be to discourage children from disclosing any information to 
adults for fear of the repercussions that may result.  

3.  In light of the developed common law in relation to confidentiality, the wide 
range of good practice guidance on the sharing of information, the 
provisions of Article 8 of ECHR and the provisions of sections 7 and 66 of 
Data Protection Act 1998, SCLC is of the view that Part 3 does not improve 
the current situation.  We would submit that inclusion of Part 3 shifts the 
balance too far away from respecting a child’s right to confidentiality.  This 
issue has to be a matter of judgement for the professional and needs to be 
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addressed through policy documents and guidance.  SCLC further submits 
that Part 3 is, therefore, not proportionate and so is not ECHR compliant. 

SCLC Proposal 

• Remove Part 3 of the Bill and produce a national, non-statutory guidance 
that consolidates current good practice relating to the sharing of “child 
protection information”.  The effect of this will be that there will be 
national standardised procedures that apply to all professionals dealing 
with children.  Further, children will continue to be active participants in 
issues directly affecting them.   

6.  WHERE PART 3 IS RETAINED

Should the decision be taken to retain Part 3, then the following comments 
should be considered. 

It is the view of SCLC that information relating to children should not be shared 
unless the child’s consent has been sought or where there is an overriding 
public interest to share.  Such a public interest arises in a child protection 
situation where the child, or someone else, is likely to be exposed to severe 
danger.  Even if the information is to be shared without consent, the child must 
be informed what information is to be shared and with whom. 

• Distinguish between information and confidential information.  
Confidential information is that which is sensitive and which is not in the 
public domain or available from a public source.  It is given in a situation 
where the person giving the information understands that it will not be 
shared with others.

• In relation to child protection confidential information, specification 
of situations where it would be appropriate to breach that 
confidentiality must take place. The exceptions would have to be very 
similar criteria to the common law situation such as “the child or young 
person is perceived to be in a dangerous or life threatening situation or is 
likely to be a serious danger to others”. 

• Refer to the 5 well-recognised categories of abuse in relation to 
confidential child protection information. Following a report by the 
Joint Steering Group on Child Protection in Scotland in March 2002, 
standard definitions of abuse and criteria for placing a child’s name on 
the Child Protection Register were adopted nationally.  These categories 
are well known and frequently referred to in child protection policies.  
The categories are: physical injury, sexual abuse, non-organic failure to 
thrive, emotional abuse, and physical neglect.  

• Consideration of the child’s views.  Article 12 of the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child states that the views of the child 
concerned should be given due weight in all matters affecting the child.  
As these provisions clearly affect the child, specific provision should be 
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included in a similar way to section 11(7)(b) of Children (Scotland) Act 
1995 which imposes a duty to consider a child’s views, taking into 
account the child’s age and maturity. 

• Code of Practice to be consulted on and published before 
enactment of the Bill.  The Code of Practice that will include substantial 
details as to how the Bill will work in practice has not been as yet 
published.  Absence of a Code of Practice makes it extremely difficult to 
comment on Part 3 of the Bill. More importantly, it is impossible to 
predict the potential effect that will result from enactment of the Bill 
unless and until more information is available about specific detail 
relating to its terms.  Further, even where the Bill includes a duty to 
make reference to the Code of Practice, the Code, itself, carries no 
legislative weight and is no more than a guidance. 

• Definition of harm in relation to part 3 should also include self-
harm.

• Name a person within the Council where such information is sent, 
such as the Chief Social Work Officer.  Under section 74 a relevant 
person who holds “child protection information” must report the 
information to the Council for the area in which it considers the relevant 
child to be. This information will be sensitive information and therefore it 
is imperative that it is handled as such. 

The Scottish Child Law Centre would like an opportunity to give oral evidence 
on the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. 
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH COUNCIL FOR VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS  

About SCVO 

SCVO is the umbrella body for the voluntary sector in Scotland.  Our 1300 members 
represent a large constituency covering the majority of charitable activity in Scotland. 
Many of these members are themselves intermediary bodies representing the 
interests of many thousands of voluntary organisations locally and with respect to 
specific types of work. Through them we maintain a further contact with the sector at 
large and the issues that affect it. 

The elected SCVO Policy Committee represents large and small, local, national and 
international organisations, covering many different fields of activity. The Committee’s 
experience and knowledge is instrumental in informing our policy positions. 

Background

The protection of vulnerable groups is a very important issue for the voluntary sector. 
Voluntary organisations typically work with a disproportionate number of vulnerable 
groups.  

We estimate that there are up to 106,000 paid staff, 850,000 volunteers and tens of 
thousands of voluntary organisations that will be within the scope of this legislation.  
Any legislation on the issue will therefore have a very large impact on the work we do 
as a sector.  

The proposed Vetting and Barring scheme will be the third major upheaval relating to 
working with vulnerable groups in recent times, following only a year after the 
implementation of the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (PoCSA). We 
therefore hope that this legislation will create a system that will work successfully for 
many years to come and we will work enthusiastically to make this happen.  

Voluntary Sector Coalition

SCVO would highlight our participation in a voluntary sector coalition formed in 
response to the Protection of Vulnerable Groups Bill (PVG). We strongly endorse the 
asks outlined in the coalition’s own written evidence to the Education Committee. On 
the basis of the explanatory notes and financial memorandum accompanying the bill 
as introduced, we, as a coalition, are far from convinced that sufficient consideration 
has been given to the realities of implementation. 

We are appreciative of the opportunity presented by the Education Committee to 
identify some serious omissions in the Bill and accompanying documents. 

SCVO’s position 

SCVO welcomes much of the PVG Bill, seeing it as potentially a vast improvement on 
the current PoCSA regime. We are delighted, for example, at proposals under the new 
scheme for the ‘constant updating’ of disclosure checks and the option of subsequent 
nominal checks, hopefully reducing multiple checks in the sector. In addition we 
commend the Executive for retaining free volunteer checks under the new scheme. 

However, we believe there are significant problems with the Bill and the Financial 
Memorandum that could risk efforts to protect vulnerable groups in Scotland. 
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Voluntary organisations are very often at the frontline of efforts to protect vulnerable 
groups, working to the benefit of children and adults across Scotland. If this legislation 
inhibits this voluntary activity, by diverting precious resources from frontline activity or 
by closing projects, groups or organisations, it will at the same time harm the 
vulnerable groups the Bill sets out to protect.  

We believe the best way forward would be to slow this process down to allow 
sufficient time to consider the implications of the proposed scheme and the 
fundamental principles underlining it. We believe legislative action is required to 
amend the current system particularly on those issues where consensus exists. The 
voluntary sector is desperate for changes to the current system. However, we believe 
a full debate must be had as to whether we are in the right direction of travel in 
regards to protecting vulnerable groups.  

A realistic approach to risk 

A vetting and barring scheme will form only a small part of a successful protection 
regime. Many in the voluntary sector are concerned that a disproportionate focus is 
being given to criminal checks in these proposals and that, a proper balance has yet 
to be found between protecting vulnerable groups from harm and allowing vulnerable 
groups to lead fulfilling lives.  

The sheer scale of what is being proposed should not be underestimated. On the 
Scottish Executive’s own figures, 1 in 4 adults in Scotland will be within the scope of 
this Scheme, experiencing the invasions of privacy stemming from the Scheme. We 
question whether a vetting and barring scheme of this scale is the correct and 
proportionate way to use finite resources to protect vulnerable groups in Scotland. 

It is possible to overprotect vulnerable groups if the efforts designed to protect them 
from harm actually end up causing greater harm than good or increase exposure to 
risk. If a protection regime is too intrusive and constraining, then many activities, 
projects and organisations, currently working for the benefit of vulnerable groups, will 
cease to exist. The Executive must find the correct balance between true protection 
and over zealous risk aversion when dealing with vulnerable groups. 

We have raised a number of our specific technical points directly with the Scottish 
Executive Bill Team since the introduction of the Bill. Engagement with the Executive 
has been positive and we will continue to work with them over the legislative process.  

Summary of key asks:  

1. Amendments, or public statements of policy intention, must be made regarding the 
key aspects of the Bill to put an end to current damaging uncertainty 

2. The current definition of a protected adult must be rethought. As drafted it will 
create an intolerable administrative treadmill for organisations delivering services 
in unregulated settings 
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3. The definition of work should be improved to exclude the most informal voluntary 
activity from the legislation’s scope 

4. Scheme members should not be under a legal duty to notify the Scheme, within 
three months, of changes to their address  

5. The voluntary sector cannot write a blank cheque for these proposals. Disclosure 
fees for paid staff in the voluntary sector must be capped at their current £20 level 

6. Whether an original certificate contained vetting information or not should be 
disclosed under a short scheme check 

7. The administrative burden stemming from these proposals as they stand must be 
reduced, particularly for the smallest voluntary organisations 

8. The voluntary sector must be allowed a 12 month lead-in prior to commencement 

9. Specific guidance for the voluntary sector must be produced 12 months in advance 
of commencement 

10. The new scheme will bring additional start-up costs of up to £3million for voluntary 
organisations. These costs must be funded or waived and acknowledged in the 
Financial Memorandum. 

11. The voluntary sector will require up to £1million for training over the lead up to, and 
phasing in of, the new Scheme. These costs must be funded and allocated in the 
Financial Memorandum. 

12. The administration costs across the sector from checking all paid staff and 
volunteers will amount to up to £20million. Allowance for these costs must be 
made in the legislative process and through a substantial phasing-in period. 
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Consultation Process 

We are disappointed that a number of the Executive’s proposals in the consultation 
document were less than fully worked up. For example, proposals for information 
sharing have not been consulted on at all. We believe that the consultation process 
occurred too late in the process to influence the principles of the proposed legislation 
and too early in the Executive’s thinking to comment on many of the specific proposals 
for action. Follow-up dialogue to the consultation, relating to implementation and 
resource issues, which we expected during summer 2006, did not materialise.  

Many in the sector have the impression that the general approach from the Executive 
to this piece of legislation has been to pass primary legislation at great speed and 
work out the details later in secondary legislation. We believe that it is crucial that 
implementation of this complex legislation must be considered at this stage, by both 
the Education and Finance Committees, together with an evaluation of whether 
sufficient time is available to consider a Scheme of the scale proposed.  

Uncertainty  

Amendments, or public statements of policy intention, must be made regarding the 
key aspects of the Bill to put an end to current damaging uncertainty 

Despite the Bill’s length we believe that inappropriate levels of detail have been left for 
secondary legislation. The Bill provides for many open-ended powers for Ministers 
that, depending on how they are used, could cause serious problems for the voluntary 
sector. This has led to a great deal of uncertainty as to how this legislation will look in 
practice, and makes it very difficult to quantify the likely impact for the voluntary 
sector.

We believe amendments to the primary legislation, or at least public statements of 
policy intention, must be made to reduce this damaging uncertainty and allow 
Parliamentarians to accurately consider the likely impact of the new system.  

Uncertainties include: 

• The phasing-in period of the Scheme 

• The fee for a Scheme disclosure check 

• The fee structure of the Scheme 

• The length of Scheme membership 

• The Code of Practice on Sharing Child Protection Information 

• The tracking of ‘current’ organisations on an individual’s Scheme record 

• The costs on organisations stemming from their ‘duty to refer’  

Definitions

The current definition of a protected adult must be rethought. As drafted it will create 
an intolerable administrative treadmill for organisations delivering services in 
unregulated settings 

SCVO is deeply concerned by the definition of a protected adult used in the Bill. 
Because a ‘protected adult’ is defined by the services used by an adult, rather than 
any intrinsic characteristic or identifiable vulnerability, a protected adult will be a very 
transient and fluid term. For many organisations delivering services to adults in  
unregulated settings, it will become an administrative treadmill to keep track of who is 
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and who is not currently a ‘protected adult’ and therefore which staff members can 
become scheme members and which cannot. We strongly urge the Executive to 
think again about the definition of a protected adult used in the Bill. Without 
amendment this could seriously damage voluntary organisations delivering 
services outside of regulated settings. 

Equally, for those organisations working with vulnerable adults, who may not currently 
be defined as a ‘protected adult’, there is no provision in the Bill to refer inappropriate 
staff behaviour directly to the Scheme, even when it may be very relevant to working 
with protected adults . By using a service-related definition as a proxy for an adult’s 
vulnerability, the Bill may exclude adults who require the level of protection offered by 
the scheme. 

We are also concerned that an overlap in the definitions of a child (under 18) and a 
‘protected adult’ (over 16) could cause confusion and uncertainty in the protection 
system. We note that the equivalent Westminster Bill defines ‘protected adults’ as 18 
or over.  

Finally, we are confused as to the justification for having a lower standard of protection 
for children and protected adults in employment. As drafted, the Bill would remove 
many of the responsibilities on organisations that employ children between the ages of 
16 and 18, and protected adults in a paid capacity. We are unsure of the logic behind 
this and would ask why children/protected adults in employment should be at less risk 
than children/protected adults in receipt of a service? 

Furthermore, if it is acceptable to lower the level of protection for vulnerable groups in 
paid employment we would query why it is not acceptable to do likewise for vulnerable 
groups working in an unpaid capacity. We believe volunteering, unpaid internships, 
and unpaid work experience should be treated as equivalent to paid employment to 
avoid discouraging these valuable opportunities.  

Definition of Work (Section 95) 

The definition of work should be improved to exclude the most informal voluntary 
activity from the legislation’s scope 

We are concerned that the proposed legislation, as with the current PoCSA system, 
will include within its scope activity at a very informal level. We believe the definition of 
work in Section 95 could be improved by excluding from the scope of the Act the most 
informal activity, often carried out by individuals in unconstituted voluntary groups. 
Many of these groups provide crucial activities for vulnerable groups, and by their very 
nature, do not have the capacity to cope with the administrative burden imposed on 
organisations by this legislation.  

Barriers to Volunteering 

As stated, we are very happy that the Executive has made clear its intention to 
continue to fund free checks for volunteers in the voluntary sector. However there is a 
growing body of evidence that the current Disclosure system is proving a barrier to 
volunteering. Without changes we believe the new Scheme may also fail to resolve 
this problem. The exact value (financial or otherwise) to organisations, individuals, and 
wider society is hard to quantify, yet undisputedly significant. The Executive’s National 
Volunteering Strategy and policy of promoting volunteering, which is widely supported 
in the sector and wider public, will be jeopardised by this legislation unless careful 
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consideration is given to primary and secondary legislation and its implementation is 
properly resourced. 

Requirement to notify address change 

Scheme members should not be under a legal duty to notify the Scheme, within three 
months, of changes to their address  

We are very worried about the requirement in the Bill that members of the Scheme 
must update their address within 3 months of it changing. We believe that this is an 
unnecessary burden on the over one million individuals within the scope of this 
system, especially volunteers. We believe it could mark a substantial change in the 
relationship between volunteer and voluntary organisation. Furthermore we question 
whether those that are actually likely to generate vetting information are likely to 
update their personal details. This could therefore paradoxically place the heaviest 
burden on those least likely to be a risk.   

We are unsure as to the purpose of harvesting this information from Scheme 
members, and as to whether the benefits outweigh the costs of doing so. However, if 
required, we would suggest one solution could be to ask, and compel, scheme 
members to update their address each time they request a scheme check, rather than, 
as currently drafted, within three months of a change. This would be an easy way to 
reduce the red tape stemming from this legislation without harming the Bill’s 
intentions. 

Cap Disclosure Costs 

The voluntary sector cannot write a blank cheque for these proposals. Disclosure fees 
for paid staff in the voluntary sector must be capped at their current £20 level 

It is unrealistic to expect the vetting and barring scheme to be self-financing. The 
voluntary sector does not have the finances to fund a new disclosure system, through 
disclosure fees, without damaging frontline services or even risking the closure of 
groups, projects and organisations working to the benefit of vulnerable groups. If the 
Executive are serious about protecting vulnerable groups then substantial additional 
resources will be required.  

Due to inaccurate estimates of what the current system requires to be ‘self-financing’ 
disclosure fees for paid staff have already increased from £13.60 to £20 (an increase 
of 47%), only a year after commencement of PoCSA. According to Executive 
estimates, the proposed legislation is likely to see an initial rise in the cost of a paid 
disclosure check, from their current £20 to £26 (a further increase of 30%). An upfront 
cost increase of 30% could have a very negative impact across the sector.  

Furthermore, we are very concerned that Executive estimates for the income to the 
Scheme from fees may, again, be incorrect. If so, there will be scope for disclosure 
fees to increase substantially, even from their £26 level. The voluntary sector cannot 
write a blank cheque for these proposals. We believe the Executive must ensure 
disclosure fees from paid checks in the voluntary sector are capped at their current 
£20 level to avoid a damaging increase in disclosure costs, and damaging uncertainty 
regarding future rises. We must avoid inhibiting frontline activity benefiting vulnerable 
groups. 
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Nominal checks – Reliance on original certificate 

Whether an original certificate contained vetting information or not should be disclosed 
under a short scheme check 

We have received concerned feedback from voluntary organisations regarding the 
Scheme’s reliance on prospective employees to provide their original full vetting and 
barring disclosure certificate. Many organisations that deem it necessary to access 
vetting information (in addition to barred status) have stated that they could not trust 
the integrity of a further check that relied on the original certificate, seeing potential for 
fraud. If the system creates a weak link, because organisations feel they cannot ‘trust’ 
the nominal checks, then a greater number of full checks will be accessed by 
organisations. This will increase costs from the estimates set out in the Financial 
Memorandum.  

We would suggest a solution could be to provide limited information from the original 
certificate through a short scheme record. The current proposals are that a short 
scheme record would reveal: the date on which the scheme record was last disclosed, 
whether any new vetting information exists, and whether the individual is under 
consideration for listing. We would suggest that the short scheme record should also 
reveal whether the last full scheme record had or did not have vetting information on it. 
With 90% of disclosures containing no vetting information, this would provide a further 
safeguard against potential fraud and could increase ‘trust’ in the option of a nominal 
check. At the same time it would avoid the risk of sensitive disclosure information 
being accessed illegally through a website or other source.  

Delegation of Council responsibilities  

We have fears that obligations placed upon councils could, in turn, be placed on 
voluntary organisations carrying out services by grant, service level agreement or 
contract. Many voluntary organisations are not equipped to exercise the many 
responsibilities placed on councils in the Bill. We believe that a strict division of 
responsibility must be clearly marked to avoid unintended consequences for voluntary 
organisations. 

Information sharing 

We are concerned that this aspect of the Bill has not been given the attention it 
deserves through being included in a Bill with a vetting and barring scheme. There has 
been minimal consultation on this part of the Bill and we are very concerned that this 
leaves a great risk of unintended consequences. The code of practice on information 
sharing proposed by the Bill, together with the definition of child protection information 
and the duties and powers placed on employers and employees, will be outlined in 
secondary legislation. At this stage, it is difficult to determine the impact this could 
have on the voluntary sector. This part of the legislation must not be rushed through. 
We look forward to a genuine and extensive consultation with the voluntary sector 
when it comes to outlining the code.  

Proportionality – smaller voluntary organisations 

The administrative burden stemming from these proposals as they stand must be 
reduced, particularly for the smallest voluntary organisations 
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SCVO has concerns that the compliance requirements of some of the proposals, as 
they stand, will be beyond the capacity, in terms of money, time and administrative 
support, of some of the smallest voluntary groups and associations in Scotland. We 
believe that the Bill must be amended to be responsive to, and realistic about, the 
information needs and capacity of voluntary organisations, by reducing administrative 
burdens from the proposed level.  

One solution could be to promote the option of a ‘statement of barred status’ check for 
the smallest voluntary groups, allowing them to access this as an alternative option to 
a full or short scheme check. The legal obligation in the Bill not to employ barred 
individuals would be met, but smaller organisations would be able to choose from the 
full range of checks offered by the Bill in accordance with their capacity. This would 
ensure the same level of protection across all employers, with the Central Barring Unit 
interpreting the vetting information, but would help to ensure that the administrative 
burden on the smallest voluntary organisations was in proportion to their capacity.  

Phasing-in period 

The scale of the Scheme proposed cannot be underestimated. If retrospection is to 
happen, it is crucial that the phasing-in period of the new Scheme is long enough to 
avoid irreparable damage to voluntary groups and organisations working to the benefit 
of vulnerable groups in Scotland. If the phasing-in period is too short it will be 
impossible for voluntary organisations to absorb the additional administrative costs 
outlined above. In addition, costs in general will be front-loaded in the system creating 
a spike in costs again at the expiration of scheme membership.  

Furthermore, it is crucial that the phasing-in of this legislation is synchronised with 
voluntary sector regulators. A mismanaged phasing-in process could in fact 
accentuate the administrative burden on the voluntary sector. 

Lead-in to commencement 

The voluntary sector must be allowed a 12 month lead-in prior to commencement 

The voluntary sector will require a great deal of preparation for the new scheme. Once 
the secondary legislation has been drafted and passed we believe there should be a 
12 month period before commencement. It is essential that awareness-raising and 
training takes place in the sector, many months before the legislation comes into 
force, to prepare trustees, managers, staff and the general public for the changes. 
stemming from the Bill.  

Guidance  

Specific guidance for the voluntary sector must be produced 12 months in advance of 
commencement 

The Executive must produce early and accessible guidance, specifically written for the 
voluntary sector, 12 months before the commencement of the legislation. To ensure a 
high level of compliance the voluntary sector must be given ample time between the 
publication of guidance and commencement, in order that training and awareness-
raising can take place.  

Guidance will also be important for those other bodies with which the voluntary sector 
works. SCVO has received numerous reports from voluntary organisations that local 
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authorities, funders and regulators across Scotland have interpreted the current 
protection legislation in varying ways, adding to voluntary organisation’s administration 
costs. We have been deeply concerned that some third parties have behaved in an 
over-zealous manner with regard to current protection legislation and fear that without 
early and extensive guidance the new proposals will still leave significant scope for 
inconsistency and misinterpretation by third parties.  

Start up costs of the scheme 

The new scheme will bring additional start-up costs of up to £3million for voluntary 
organisations. These costs must be funded or waived and acknowledged in the 
Financial Memorandum. 

Under the current PoCSA legislation only new staff, or staff moving positions, have 
been compelled to be disclosure checked. However, under the Bill as introduced all 
staff (existing and new) will need to join the scheme within a prescribed period. This 
will be a very significant additional start-up cost to the sector, currently not 
acknowledged in the Bill or accompanying documents.  

Under PoCSA, the voluntary sector has accessed a total of around 60,000 disclosure 
checks annually. Of these, around 7500 per year have been for paid positions, 
incurring a charge of £150,000 per year for voluntary organisations (in practice 
organisations pay for checks even if technically the cost falls on individuals). However 
at the proposed fee level of £26, with up to 106,000 paid staff in the sector within the 
scope of this legislation, the new system will see a cost of around £3million to the 
sector over the phasing-in period.  

We believe that unless the Executive finds funds to cover, or more practically, waive 
this start-up cost, over the phasing-in period, a significant number of voluntary 
organisations will see a real reduction in frontline activity benefiting vulnerable groups 
or could even risk closure. There simply is not the financial slack in the voluntary 
sector to absorb an additional cost of this size and type. 

Training costs 

The voluntary sector will require up to £1million for training over the lead up to, and 
phasing in of, the new Scheme. These costs must be funded and allocated in the 
Financial Memorandum. 

The Financial Memorandum accompanying the Bill allocates £600,000 for training to 
the ‘care/children workforce’ in relation to the new scheme. This figure is insufficient. 
In implementing the current PoCSA regime, the Executive made £360,000 available to 
the sector for training for one year. With the inclusion of protected adults in the new 
system for the first time, and significant changes to the children’s protection system, 
we believe that the voluntary sector alone will need at least £1million in training prior 
to and over the phasing-in period. Faith groups, public and private organisations will 
need equivalent funding for training. 

Administration costs 

The administration costs across the sector from checking all paid staff and volunteers 
will amount to up to £20million. Allowance for these costs must be made in the 
legislative process and through a substantial phasing-in period.
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The additional administrative burden faced by voluntary groups could be very large 
indeed. We estimate that the total administrative cost faced by voluntary organisations 
over the phasing-in period of the new scheme will be up to a value of £20million. This 
is on top of the £3million start-up costs and £1million required for training in the sector. 

This scale of additional bureaucratic burden - cost of staff and management 
committee time, paperwork and postage etc. - could be catastrophic for voluntary 
organisations. We believe that more must be done to reduce the potential red tape 
stemming from the proposed legislation. An extended phasing-in period for the new 
Scheme may contribute to the sector’s ability to absorb these costs, as should the 
proper implementation of full cost recovery in grants and contracts, at least to those 
delivering formal public services.  

Financial Memorandum 

We do not believe that the true costs to voluntary organisations have been accurately 
reflected in the Financial Memorandum and some of the figures do not appear to 
based on hard evidence. More worryingly, those with the necessary expertise or 
knowledge were not consulted on their derivation or basis. 

The Financial Memorandum is inadequate and inaccurate in a number of ways: 

• The proposed Scheme will bring start up costs of up to £3million for the 
voluntary sector,over the phasing-in period alone. The Financial Memorandum 
makes no reference to these. Funding must be found, or more practically these 
costs must be waived, to avoid seriously inhibiting frontline activity in the 
voluntary sector. 

• It allocates only £600,000 to train the whole of the care/childcare workforce. As 
stated above we believe £1million will be required for the voluntary sector 
alone. Faith groups, public and private sector bodies will need equivalent 
financial commitments.  

• The proposed Scheme will bring £20million of administration costs for voluntary 
organisations over the phasing-in period. This is not acknowledged in the 
Financial Memorandum. The phasing-in period to the new Scheme must be 
sufficient to allow organisations to absorb costs without harming frontline 
activity.  

• As far as we are aware the Executive has not made contact with the key 
voluntary sector bodies regarding the costs of the proposed legislation. We 
would be very interested to see the Executive calculations on which the 
Financial Memorandum is based. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH COUNCIL OF THE SCOUT ASSOCIATION  

The Scout Association (Scottish Council) is pleased to have the opportunity to present a 
briefing paper to the Education Committee with respect to the above proposed legislation. 
We are committed to protecting our young people from physical, sexual and emotional harm 
and are happy to endorse proportionate measures that support that objective.  

1 Background Information - The Scout Association

1.1 The Scout Association is the largest co-educational voluntary sector uniformed youth 
organisation in Scotland. It is positioned as a key provider of non-formal education. It 
aims to promote the development of young people in achieving their full physical, 
intellectual, social and spiritual potentials, as individuals, as responsible citizens, and as 
members of their local, national, and international communities. The method of achieving 
the aim is by providing an enjoyable and attractive scheme of progressive training, based 
on the Scout Promise and Law and guided by adult leadership.  

1.2 Our current membership of 35,000 in Scotland is supported through c.600 local Scout 
Groups, 94 Districts and 31 Areas, covering all 32 local authority areas, albeit not 
administratively co-terminus with local authority boundaries. Our 2006 census of 
membership recorded 6,248 adult volunteer members providing regular voluntary service 
in support of the delivery and administration of Scouting in Scotland.  

1.3 Not recorded are the thousands of additional volunteers – chiefly parents – whose 
support and assistance is vital to sustaining Scouting in local communities throughout the 
country. They provide occasional support for programme delivery, operating in roles that 
engage them in supervision, instruction and tuition, at weekly meetings and in residential 
settings, in addition to providing logistical and administrative support. Many may serve on 
Executive Committees of local Scout Groups, thus becoming Trustees of a children’s 
charity. As a consequence a large proportion of such helpers fall within the scope of 
requirement for checking current DWCL status.  

1.4 During the period December 2002, when it commenced Disclosure Scotland checks, to 
September 2006, The Scout Association processed almost 9,000 Enhanced Disclosures. 
The volume of Disclosure checks doubled from 2003 to 2004 following the introduction of 
the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act, reflecting the broad scope of volunteering 
activity covered by the Act. The proposed legislation to protect vulnerable groups is 
unlikely to diminish the demand for such checks in the future. 

2 Key Concerns 

2.1 From the outset The Scout Association has been supportive of the general thrust of 
proposals to establish a Scottish Vetting and Barring Scheme. Initial information held out 
the prospect of a more efficient system to that currently in place in connection with 
PoCSA, with the added benefits of on-line application, a reduction in requirement for 
individuals to secure multiple Disclosures,  automatic updating of vetting information, and 
an environment that would legislate for improved information sharing. Subsequent 
information contained in the various Memoranda accompanying the Bill gives cause to 
temper our expectations. 
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2.2 We have noted the submission to the Education Committee from SCVO on this Bill and 
are generally supportive of its contents. As an organisation that is so totally dependent on 
volunteers for the delivery of our service to young people we feel, however, that some 
points require further highlighting.  

2.3 The Scout Movement celebrates its Centenary in 2007. As with other national youth work 
organisations, we have depended throughout on the generosity of local volunteers. For 
most of our first century the willing involvement of volunteers has been assumed – and 
indeed increasingly taken for granted! There is, however, growing evidence that an 
increasing culture of litigation and blame seeking, compounded by an ever-growing 
compliance agenda, is beginning to deter adult voluntary involvement. Most pertinently 
here, the step change in administrative requirements and responsibilities arising from 
PoCSA has placed enormous strains on local volunteer resources and has additionally 
stretched the financial resources of national organisations. It is giving rise to calls for a 
level of paid administrative support for volunteers that voluntary youth organisations are 
in general unable to respond to.  

2.4 It should be noted that the 2003 Mapping of the Youth Work Sector in Scotland revealed 
that 83% of the sector workforce are volunteers. The seven largest volunteer-led youth 
organisations between them provide more than 50% of youth work opportunities for 
young people in Scotland. We believe we are supported by sector colleagues in 
suggesting that the Bill Memoranda fail to reflect, or in any realistic way quantify, the 
resource impact on and capacity of our organisations to meet the requirements of the 
proposed legislation, both in manpower and financial terms.  

2.5 It is essential that lessons from the introduction of PoCSA are reflected in the approach 
adopted for this legislation. To be effective regulations and proposals for their 
implementation must demonstrate an understanding of volunteering and voluntary 
organisations that is not readily in evidence at present. As examples we highlight the 
following: 

3 Scheme Membership – new legal duties on volunteers 

3.1 The current PoCSA arrangements place a legal duty on ‘employers’ to ensure that their 
workforce excludes / removes individuals who are on the DWCL. The individual 
membership scheme proposed by the Vulnerable Groups Bill imposes a new set of legal 
duties and responsibilities directly on volunteers (and paid employees) over and above 
those already applying to employers. Most particularly, we are concerned at the potential 
impact on volunteering of the Duty to Notify a change of address within 3 months (47 (1) 
a). Although listed as a minor offence (139 – Policy Memorandum) carrying a level 3 fine, 
this Fine scale tops at £1,000.  

3.2 Desirable as it is to require address update information, this proposal is not grounded in 
volunteer behaviour reality. We are concerned that current proposals may lead to 
unwitting criminalisation of volunteers and act as yet another deterrence to volunteering. 
In the absence of any impact assessment that substantiates the practicality of this 
proposal we suggest that address change be required at short scheme / barring record 
application. 
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4 Vetting Information – increasing risks for employers 

4.1 There are seriously flawed assumptions in the Financial Memorandum. Firstly there 
appears to be an assumption (201(g)) that employers will be satisfied with a level of 
vetting information that is less informative than that currently available under PoCSA.  

4.2 It is our understanding that the first level of information is a Full Scheme Record. An 
individual applying to join the Scheme for the first time will generate a full vetting record 
(akin to an Enhanced Disclosure) that will be supplied to their employer. The individual 
applicant will receive a statement of barred status, but will not themselves receive vetting 
information. Thus they will have no vetting record (as per current Disclosure certificate) 
that can be presented to a subsequent employer. 

4.3 The Financial memorandum assumes that such subsequent employers will be satisfied 
with a nominal check. At best a Short Scheme Record will confirm barred status and will 
identify if any new vetting information has been recorded since the previous check. It will 
not reveal the vetting information. Thus it is expected that such employers will be happy 
to base appointment decisions on a level of information that is less detailed than that 
currently available.  

5 ‘Unnecessary Checks’ – false assumptions 

5.1 Within the children and youth sector at present there is an acceptance of Enhanced 
Disclosure checking as a standard element of an adult recruitment and vetting process. 
The successful ‘marketing’ of PoCSA has created an expectation by, and provided a 
reassurance to, parents that such checks are undertaken. It seems incongruous that a 
Bill designed to enhance safeguards to children and vulnerable adults should assume 
acceptance of a higher level of risk of an inappropriate appointment decision arising than 
at present. 

5.2 The reality is that most employers will seek a Full Scheme Record. Youth organisations 
are committed to safeguarding young people from harm. Full vetting information helps to 
inform assessment of risk across a range of tasks that impact of the safety of young 
people.  

5.3 201g, in the absence of any clarification, assumes that subsequent full checks are 
’unnecessary’. We do not accept this assumption. It also notes that such checks would 
be cost neutral. We question this conclusion, as multiple checking under the current 
Disclosure system is most prevalent in the voluntary sector. It would thus be expected 
that such costs would fall on the Executive.   

5.4 Whilst we are pleased that Ministers are committing to paying fees for volunteers, we 
would wish reassurance that this applies to all scheme record checks that ‘employers’ 
deem essential to their sound recruitment and risk management policies.  

5.5 We suggest that cost savings and efficiencies could arise through secure on-line access 
to full vetting information for registered employers. We further question the value of the 
proposed Short Scheme Record, which, we note, is not intended to be available 
elsewhere in the UK. 
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6.1 Many of the concerns around the scope of PoCSA remain within the proposed Bill. 
Appropriate guidance must be available, with consistency in application.  

6.2 In particular we suggest that the requirement to check ‘Trustees of a children’s Charity’ 
(Schedule 2, Part 4, 25) should be revisited and more clearly defined in relation to an 
assessment of risk in relation to their role. Many such Trustees do not have involvement 
with children and are not in a position to influence appointment decisions. 

7 Retrospective Checking / Transition 

7.1 The Scout Association is committed to phased retrospective checking. From experience, 
however, we would strongly argue for at least a 5-year period to be allowed to achieve 
such a goal.  

7.2 What is not clear is the status of Disclosures carried out prior to the launch of a new 
Vetting and Barring Disclosure. Will there be some form of updating possible without 
requiring individuals to complete a new Disclosure? If ‘no’, then it will be a hard message 
to deliver to our thousands of already Disclosed volunteers that we must start the process 
again from scratch. We suspect that there would be considerable annoyance and 
disillusionment if this were to be the case. It would certainly have a significant impact on 
determination of a realistic time limit. 

7.3 There are considerable resource and capacity issues that need to be addressed when 
agreeing a sensible time scale. It is not simply a matter of generic training and 
information. Vetting is part of a more extensive recruitment and review process. Changes 
in legislative and processing requirements necessitate a rewrite of all organisation 
specific appointment system documentation and information, withdrawal of old materials, 
informing all members, and training those specifically charged with operating the 
appointment / review process.  

7.4 The financial support of the Executive that contributed to meeting costs of national 
voluntary youth organisations in implementing PoCSA was hugely valued. Monies 
channelled directly through such organisations enabled them to respond quickly and 
efficiently across the country. We would hope that similar support would be available for 
new legislation. In this case consideration must be given to the costs on such 
organisations of creating an appropriate IT interface in order to maximise efficiencies in 
Scheme operation.  

8 Conclusion 

8.1 The volunteer led nature of our organisation is a key strength, providing significant 
capacity across Scotland and embedding operations within the communities from where 
the volunteers are drawn. It is also a challenge for our HQ operation (to include senior 
volunteers and staff) which has a key role in supporting the volunteer managers at 
national and more local levels.  

8.2 The opportunity given by the Education Committee to discuss our concerns with respect 
to this proposed legislation is to be welcomed. We are committed to the same goal as the 
Executive to protect vulnerable groups. We wish to work for measures that can be readily 
applied without detriment to the recruitment and retention of volunteers, without whom 
our capacity to engage constructively with young people in local communities will be 
diminished. 

6 Scope 
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8.3 The requirements of the scheme must take account of the capacity of the voluntary 
(particularly volunteer-led) sector to respond and implement it effectively without 
detriment to the quality and volume of support services available to young people and 
vulnerable adults. Lessons from PoCSA must be learned. There is a need for 
consultation and listening! 
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH PARENT TEACHER COUNCIL 

We welcome this opportunity to comment on the principle of the legislation as the 
consultation made it clear that the intention was for English and Scottish legislation to 
be identical.   As the English legislation has now been passed, we were concerned 
that there would be no scope for change in Scotland.  We hope our fears prove 
groundless. 

Proportionality
This Bill builds on and takes further the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act, but our 
experience of that legislation is that it is disproportionate, takes no account of actual 
risk and applies to both low and high risk activities without discrimination.    We 
accept that there is a need to be very vigilant when people are appointed to work in 
children’s homes and in situations where adults have a close, regular one-to-one 
relationship with children, particularly when the child is dependent on that adult for 
care.   However, the same does not apply to the school based Mums who turn up to 
help several other parents run a disco for the pupils.   We even know of a case where 
villagers responsible for managing the use of their village hall were required by the 
local authority to have enhanced disclosure checks.  We are unaware of any case of 
abuse that has arisen out of such activities. 

Moreover, the numbers speak for themselves in terms of proportionality.  The 
consultation refers to 500,000 disclosure checks in one year, whilst the current 
estimate is that, once the new legislation is operational, some 1,000,000 people will 
fall within its scope.   That is 25% of the total adult population in Scotland. 

The legislation fails to define important terms so that it has no limits  
One of the reasons for the excessive level of checking is that the legislation fails to 
define terms like “child care”, “normal” or “for the benefit of the child”, so many people 
are brought within the scope of the legislation as people play it safe.   We know of 
some local authorities where no one is able to enter a school unless they have 
undergone a disclosure check.   This applies equally to parent volunteers and 
plumbers there to mend the radiator.   Moreover, some authorities, just to err on the 
safe side, exclude anyone with any kind of police record, not just those records that 
are relevant to child abuse.   

Introduces a “back-watching” system that does not help children 
It is quite clear from the many seminars and conferences that we have attended on 
this subject, that many organisations are using the legislation to protect their own 
backs rather than to protect children.  They are concerned that they will be able to 
provide an audit of diligence should anything go wrong.     Moreover, it is also clear 
that many organisations are not using the checking process simply to determine 
whether someone is barred from working with children; they are using the information 
disclosed to them to pass judgement on people in terms of their whole police record.    
We know that many parents are unwilling to volunteer because they have some 
youthful indiscretion in their past which resulted in a conviction and they are worried 
that this will be rediscovered and, in the small community of a school, label them as 
“dodgy”.    As we have said before, we have written evidence that some authorities 
have a zero tolerance policy on anyone being involved in their schools if they have 
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any criminal conviction.   However, this runs totally counter to the Parental 
Involvement legislation which the Education Committee recently approved.   This 
latter legislation aims, in particular, to involve hard-to-reach parents – the very folk 
who are most easily excluded under this vetting and barring process. 

Destroys social trust 
The legislation, which assumes adults are potentially paedophiles until proven 
otherwise, is building up a climate of social distrust and destroying the natural and 
healthy relationship between adults and children.    Men in particular are very wary of 
having anything to do with children or offering help to a child who is in trouble.    A 
recent report by the Institute for Public Policy Research found that “Britain is in 
danger of becoming a nation fearful of its young people” and that “British adults are 
less likely than those of other European countries to intervene to stop teenagers 
committing anti-social behaviour”.   It identified “paedophobia” as a significant 
contributory cause. 

The converse of this situation is that children are being taught to fear all adults.    
They are taught that all – not some – adults are a danger to them.   This can pose 
serious problems when for example a child is lost and does not know to whom they 
can turn.   

Builds a false sense of security 
Despite the intention of the legislation, people are starting to treat a disclosure as a 
qualification, as proof that an adult is “safe”.     However, even though the evidence 
used to provide a disclosure is not just conviction evidence, but also soft evidence, it 
is still possible for the paedophile with a clean record to get a clean disclosure and 
the much valued “qualification”.   Disclosure offers no guarantee. 

It is generating paranoia about the risks of paedophilia 
Recently official figures were published for the reasons for children being referred.   
The headline story was that cases of child abuse had increased by 33%.     However, 
a closer look at the figures painted a rather different figure.    Child abuse cases had 
indeed risen, but this followed a drop last year and in fact there were fewer cases 
than in 2003.   Over all, child abuse accounted for only 11% of the cases.   The main 
reason for referral was child neglect which accounted for 45% of the referrals and is a 
steadily growing problem.    We understand that drug dependency by parents often 
lies behind such cases but there is nothing like the same focus of energy and spend 
on this problem.     Moreover, in 79% of cases where the main abuser was known, it 
was the biological parent, with the mother being cited twice as often as the father. 
(see Appendix 1) 

Drives adults  out of volunteering 
When this legislation was first introduced it was claimed that it had no effect on 
volunteering.   We now know otherwise.    There is the well documented shortage of 
volunteers to help with Scout Groups.   In our own area, we are often told of the 
problems PTAs have in getting anyone to help in the first place; if you then require 
the volunteer to undergo an enhanced disclosure check for the doubtful pleasure of 
policing a teenage disco, the average parent will say “no thank you”.   I know of 
people who have decided not to take part in a walking bus because they couldn’t be 
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bothered with the hassle.    Similarly, the requirement for checks is stopping school 
exchange visits.   For many parents having a foreign child to stay for 10 days is a 
duty rather than a pleasure; the need to undergo a disclosure check is enough to 
stop many from bothering.  We have even had parents phone us concerned to know 
whether parents who have not been disclosed should be allowed in to watch their 
children perform in an end-of-term school play. 

Problems with accuracy of database  
Anyone who works with a database is aware of how easy it is for errors to creep in.    
Data is entered by people and people make mistakes.   This problem is compounded 
because many old records are not precise enough to bear this level of scrutiny.    We 
are aware of a retired vet who volunteered to give talks to children on animal 
management and care.    He was asked to undergo an enhanced disclosure check.   
Five weeks later he was shocked to be told his check showed that he had spend time 
in Barlinnie in the Sixties.    It transpired that his record had been confused with that 
of another man with the same name and date of birth who came from the same part 
of Scotland.  Moreover, when the record is based not just on conviction evidence, but 
on “soft” evidence, the opportunities for error are compounded.    In May, it was 
reported that in England some 3,000 innocent people had been falsely labelled as 
having a criminal record.    It has to be assumed that errors work both ways and that 
there were also those with criminal records who were falsely deemed not to have 
them.   These problems are compounded by malicious allegations.     Given that the 
system requires checks to be made on the slightest suspicion, and evidence of being 
charged is treated the same as a conviction, it does not take much before such 
allegations become significant and damaging facts. 

It is worrying that under the new legislation, if someone is listed as a result of a 
conviction, then even a successful appeal against conviction will not mean that the 
person is automatically removed from the list.    As with the death penalty in America, 
innocence is not a sufficient reason to have the penalty removed. 

Information sharing 
Use of “soft information” based on suspicion or concern, means that proposals to 
share information could result in considerable files of circumstantial evidence being 
generated about some people without their knowledge.   The limits and terms of 
knowledge-sharing are again not well defined and will result in everyone sharing 
everything, just to be on the safe side.   As has been pointed out, in the recent 
Western Isles case there was plenty of shared knowledge; it was use or non-use of 
that knowledge that was the problem. 

Value for Money 
The consultation document (3.2.9) did briefly suggest that opportunity costs of the 
legislation should be considered, but that suggestion does not seem to have carried 
much weight.    The Scottish Executive’s own figures (which, if true to experience, will 
be an underestimate) put the cost of implementing the legislation at £23 million, but 
this does not take account of the costs incurred by the various groups and 
organisations required to have their appointees checked.   Many organisations are 
having to set up special administrative arrangements/ departments, at considerable 
cost, to manage the checking procedure.   
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Age confusion 
We note that the age of the child is taken as being up to the age of 18, whilst a 
vulnerable adult is deemed to be aged 16 or over.   In Scotland, youngsters move 
into adult decision-making at the age of 16, and it would make sense to use this as 
the dividing date between adult and child and not increase the confusion that exists 
for 16-18 year-olds as to their legal status.    Moreover, when youngsters put 
themselves into the adult world of work, perhaps even to work one-to-one as the 
apprentice of a master tradesman, none of the adults responsible for their 
supervision needs to be checked.   However, when youngsters put themselves into 
the adult world of further or higher education and generally sit in a public 
environment, whether that is the lecture or tutorial, then all lecturers and tutors have 
to be checked.    We support the exclusion of the work situation but challenge the 
anomaly as regards HE and FE and would urge that the adult/child division be placed 
at the age of 16 years for all situations. 

Conclusion
There are those who would argue that it doesn’t matter about the cost, the 
bureaucracy, how many people are caught up in the process, how much it reduces 
volunteering – as long as it saves one child, it would all have been worth it.    We 
strongly disagree.  We think the opportunity costs are considerable.     

• We think the destruction of social trust is very damaging to society; we think 
the divisions that are growing between adults and children are damaging to 
children’s well-being; we think the loss of volunteering, particularly for children’s 
activities, is similarly damaging to children; we think the limiting of children’s trust in 
the society in which they live is damaging to children.     

• We think the costs and bureaucracy are facing in entirely the wrong direction.  
They are focused on the lowest areas of risk leaving children exposed in areas of 
much higher risk.    The figures for child referrals would suggest that there is a need 
to spend more and take more action to address the problem of physical neglect.   
Children suffer most at the hands of their own families or from friends of their families 
(facts born out by figures on child murders where more than 50% are committed by 
parents).   There is clearly a need to spend more money on front line social workers.      

• There have recently been a number of tragic cases where children have been 
killed or abused by known paedophiles who are no longer in protective custody.   
There is a serious need to develop a better system of monitoring such people.    

If we could free ourselves from this over-burdensome, costly and bureaucratic 
checking system which is more effective in creating jobs than in protecting children, 
then we could start to address better the risks that children actually face. 

Finally, it is worth pointing out that this system of vetting and barring might have 
stopped Ian Huntley from becoming a janitor at the Soham Village College; it would 
not necessarily have stopped him killing children, although he might have done it in a 
different place and at a different time.   As far as we know the girls went to his house 
to visit Maxine Carr.   She was out and they met her partner.   The circumstances 
would have been the same if he had worked in a local supermarket.   It was a chance 
and tragic encounter.   He was not in a child care post in respect of the girls.    Their 
tragic encounter with Ian Huntley was similar to Rory Blackhall’s tragic encounter with 
Simon Harris.   Proper care of children needs proper analysis of the situations.  
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Appendix 1 

CHILDREN REGISTERED FOLLOWING A CASE CONFERENCE: 1999/00-2005/06
BY CATEGORY 

         % of 
total 

%
change

Category 
of
abuse/risk 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2006 2000-
06

Physical 
injury 

713 688 644 766 741 628 779 28% 24%

Sexual 
abuse 

286 256 249 310 234 226 301 11% 33%

Emotional 
abuse 

235 270 264 438 434 376 442 16% 18%

Physical 
neglect 

639 558 809 969 1,015 1,035 1,243 45% 20%

Failure to 
thrive 

18 11 13 33 16 11 6 0% -45%

Unknown - - - - - 18 20 1% 11%

Total 1,890 1,783 1,979 2,517 2,440 2,294 2,791 100% 22%
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH SOCIAL SERVICES COUNCIL

1. The Scottish Social Services Council (SSSC) welcomes the opportunity to make 
this submission to the Education Committee.   

2. It is important to set out the role and context of the SSSC. 

2.1 The SSSC was established in October 2001 as part of the UK-wide drive to raise 
standards in social services.   

2.2 The SSSC is responsible for establishing a Register of social workers, students and 
other social service workers in Scotland and for making sure that the education and 
training of the social service workforce meet the needs of the sector now and for the 
future.   

2.3 In terms of section 59 of the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 we are 
required to undertake our functions in accordance with the principle that the safety 
and welfare of all persons who use, or are eligible to use care services are to be 
protected and enhanced. 

2.4 It is with this principle in mind that we comment on the Bill. 

2.5 The Bill represents some progress in the vital area of public protection notably the 
creation of the adults’ list, the updating provisions on listing and removal from the 
Scheme and the duty to share child protection information, but we have the 
following concerns: - 

3. Part 1 – The Lists 

3.1 Clause 1 - We have no difficulty with there being two lists and with individuals only 
being on one list.  Our view is, however, that an individual listed on either list is not 
suitable for registration with the SSSC because they have been assessed as 
presenting a current risk to children and protected adults.   

3.2 It is vital that the SSSC is informed of listing on either list even if the individual is 
registered with the SSSC as a worker whose functions relate to the other group.  
When a Scheme Record is sought for registration with the SSSC, both lists must be 
checked, notwithstanding the category for which registration is sought.  The nature 
of social service work is that it is undertaken with individuals within their family and 
social context.  Therefore, for example, an adult psychiatric worker will work with 
children of service users who suffer from mental ill health and a child care social 
worker will work with the adult members of the child’s family.   

3.3 If regulatory bodies and employers are not given the full information in order to 
make an informed decision regarding the suitability of an individual for registration 
or employment and that individual goes on to do harm to a child or adult then the 
failure to share relevant information will be seen to be the responsibility of the listing 
body. 
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3.4 We would wish to see statutory provision for the SSSC similar to that to be made 
available to the GTC Scotland – at Schedule 4, the Bill provides that an individual 
on the children’s list may not be registered with the General Teaching Council 
Scotland.   

3.5 It should be a statutory requirement that individuals provisionally listed should be 
suspended from the SSSC’s Register.  If an individual is barred he/she should 
automatically be removed from the Register.  Any alternative will produce the risk of 
competing determinations, which could result in loss of public confidence.  An 
individual may appeal to the Sheriff against the decision of the SSSC not to register 
or remove from the Register.  The appeal to the Sheriff will be heard in public and 
the listing decision and the reasons for it will be open to public scrutiny.  The Sheriff 
may grant the appeal notwithstanding that the individual is listed.  There is likely to 
be huge public concern if an individual is listed, but allowed to be on the SSSC’s 
Register.   

3.6 Clause 2 – It is a matter of concern that the “referral ground” is restricted to an act 
or omission by an individual who is or has been doing or has been offered or 
supplied for regulated work (except in the case of referral by a Court).  This is 
illustrated by the example of an individual who has never done regulated work and 
who decides in middle age to become a social service worker in residential child 
care.  The individual decides on a career change because he has been dismissed 
by his former employer.  The dismissal was for harming a child.  Nobody informed 
the police.  (There is no requirement that the police be informed.)  The matter is not 
referred to Scottish Ministers – there is no “referral ground” within the terms of the 
Bill.  If there had been a “referral ground”, failure by the employer to refer would 
have been an offence (Clause 9).  When a Scheme Record is sought for 
registration with the SSSC there is no “vetting information”.  The likelihood is that 
the SSSC will remain in ignorance of the harm to the child, despite undertaking the 
check.

3.7 Clause 2 and Clause 91 - We are concerned that the definition of “regulated work” 
is not appropriate in that it does not cover some positions/employment in respect of 
which an Enhanced Disclosure Scotland Certificate can lawfully be sought at 
present.  It is not clear at all that everyone who is entitled to be on the SSSC’s 
Register can be a Scheme Member, or is eligible to be listed.   

3.8 In addition, the positions covered should be extended to include people holding an 
office or employment with certain specified regulatory bodies, such as the SSSC.  
This is in the spirit of the proposals; in particular the principle that those with indirect 
contact with children and protected adults should be included.  The definition of 
“regulated work” should reflect the exceptions which have already been made under 
the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974. 

3.9 Clauses 3-8 – Referral may be made only by certain persons as set out in Clauses 
3-8.  Any person should be entitled to make a referral.  We recognise that this is 
likely to increase the workload of the Central Barring Unit (CBU), but to restrict 
those who can make a referral is to create an artificial barrier leaving a gap in the 
protection of vulnerable people.   

3.10 Clause 29 – We would hope that the SSSC will be notified of listing/consideration of 
listing/decisions not to list under Clause 29 although notification will only be to such 
relevant regulatory bodies as Ministers think appropriate.  The SSSC should be 
notified of a listing decision about a social service worker on either list.     
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3.11 We note that we will not be given reasons for listing/consideration of listing.  If 
suspension/removal from the SSSC Register is not to be made automatic where an 
individual is listed, this will present the SSSC with a major difficulty as we will not 
have full information on which to act.  The Bill should provide for the reasons to be 
given to relevant regulatory bodies.  That said, being notified on an ongoing basis of 
a change to an individual’s listing status is an enormous step in the right direction.   

3.12 Clause 37 – the Police are to be given access to prescribed information contained 
in each list.  It would represent an immense advance in public protection if the 
SSSC were to be given direct access to the lists in relation to Scheme Members 
(Clause 42) who are registered with the SSSC.  Access could be given 
electronically with PIN safeguards.  We had envisaged at the consultation stage 
that this provision would be included in the Bill and are disappointed that it has not 
been.  

4. Part 2 – Vetting and Disclosure 

4.1 Part 2 requires the CBU to make enquiries to see whether vetting information exists 
and to consider any vetting information in relation to anyone who has applied to join 
the Scheme.  A substantive decision on whether to begin a formal consideration for 
listing will therefore be required in every relevant case.  This has the potential to 
build delays into the current system and it is important that this is addressed by 
making sufficient resources available.   

4.2 Clause 46(1)(d) – We would like information held by relevant regulatory bodies to 
be prescribed as “vetting information” so that Ministers can seek such information 
under Clause 44 when making enquiries about Scheme Members. 

4.3 Clause 49 – We would suggest the amendment of Clause 49(2) so that it reads: - 
“Ministers must send a copy of a record disclosed under subsection (1) to the 
scheme member, the employer and any relevant regulatory body.”  We would 
request a similar amendment at Clause 50.  This is because we have sometimes 
received “soft information” through the Disclosure Scotland system, which in our 
view is relevant for the protection of the public, but which we cannot disclose to a 
social service worker’s employer without the consent of the relevant individual.  On 
occasion such consent has been refused.   

4.4 Clauses 49 and 50 – We had anticipated that the Bill would significantly improve the 
existing system; currently Disclosure Scotland Certificates are only a snapshot in 
time.  However, the Bill disappoints on this.  The Scheme Record will be a snapshot 
in time, obtained with the consent of the individual.   A Short Scheme Record can 
be obtained also with the consent of the individual, where a Scheme Record has 
already been disclosed.   

4.5 The Short Scheme Record will disclose if an individual’s barred status has changed, 
but it will not include vetting information, but only, if relevant, state the fact that 
some new vetting information has been included in the Scheme Record since the 
Scheme Record was disclosed.  It will not show new convictions.   

4.6 All convictions are of interest to the SSSC even, depending on the circumstances, 
driving convictions.  There is little point in knowing that there is new vetting 
information, if there is no mechanism for being told the content of the new 
information.  This will mean for the purpose of registration with the SSSC, a Short 
Scheme Record would not be sufficient.  In these circumstances the individual 
would require a Scheme Record.   
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4.7 The Bill therefore does not address the current unsatisfactory situation where 
duplicate Disclosure Scotland checks can be required within a short period. 

4.8 Clause 52 – Condition C requires that disclosure is made for a particular type of 
regulated work.  Somebody may be registered with the SSSC as a residential child 
care worker, but we would want to know if they are on the adults’ list, for the 
reasons set out at paragraph 3.2 above.  

4.9 Enhanced Disclosure Scotland checks will no longer be available for people doing 
“regulated work” – see Explanatory Notes, paragraph 83.  “Soft information” will go 
instead to Ministers, but will not be shared with relevant regulatory bodies (see 
comments on Clause 29); this is a step backwards and is of great concern. 

4.10 The systems must be aligned across the UK and the issue of checks on workers 
outwith the UK must be addressed, given the demography of the workforce.    

5. Part 3 – Sharing Child Protection Information 

5.1 Clause 73 – As a regulatory body, we sometimes receive information about 
“historic” abuse, harm done to children who do not disclose the information until 
they have grown up.  Where the alleged perpetrator is currently a member of the 
social service workforce, working with children, the SSSC would like express 
statutory power to disclose this information to the child protection authorities.  
However, it is arguable from the terms of Clauses 73 and 74 that the “harm” must 
relate to an existing child.  An amendment of the wording may be required.   

5.2 We would want assurance that parallel provision is to be made for sharing 
information on protected adults.  It would seem logical to include such provision in 
this Bill. 

5.3 It is very important to be sure that Part 3 when enacted, will provide a statutory 
“gateway” which will mean that the personal data may be disclosed in terms of the 
Data Protection Act 1998.   

6. Conclusion 

6.1 It is important that the human rights of individuals are respected, but we must 
ensure that these rights are balanced with the safety of children and protected 
adults, which was understood to be the principal aim of the Bill.  As the regulatory 
body for the social service workforce in Scotland, we need full access to the 
information held as a consequence of the listing process and the Scheme in terms 
of Part 2, and the power to share information which we hold for the purposes of the 
protection of the public.  We think the Bill could be improved as set out above to 
ensure this aim is met.   

6.2 We have appreciated our opportunities to be involved in the consultation process to 
date and we look forward to attending the meeting of the Committee on 15 
November.   
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH WOMEN’S AID 

Summary of Main Points 

Scottish Women’s Aid (“SWA”) welcomes all attempts to improve the safety and well-being of 

children and protected adults. Women, children and young people experiencing domestic 

abuse will make up a significant proportion of this group and therefore any legislative change 

that will improve outcomes for this group is to be welcomed. SWA does however, have a 

number of concerns around the proposed legislative framework for a new vetting and barring 

scheme and believes that further work will be needed to ensure that these changes are not to 

be counterproductive. These views are reflected in the submission from SCVO on behalf of a 

number of voluntary sector groups.  

Our main concerns centre around Part 3 of the Bill in relation to information sharing for child 

protection purposes. We believe that this part in particular has the potential to increase the 

vulnerability of women, children and young people experiencing domestic abuse rather than 

improve matters. We are not convinced that the balance has been met which will ensure the 

safety and well-being of children as a result of improved information sharing while at the same 

time achieving a timely and proportionate response.  

In light of these concerns, we strongly encourage the Committee to remove this section of the 

Bill and, after a proper and thorough consultation period, deal with these issues in the 

forthcoming Children’s Services Bill (or the GIRFEC Bill, from the ”Getting It Right for Every 

Child” consultation,  as it has been referred to.)  

Duty to share child protection information 

SWA agree that appropriate information sharing can lead to increased protection for children 

and should already be happening between public bodies and other organisations providing 

services to children and families. We take very seriously child protection procedures where 

we believe a child may be in need of protection and currently work closely with child 

protection agencies to achieve this end. We do not however, believe it is helpful to impose a 

legal duty which is based, as far as we can see, on an unclear definition of ‘harm’.  
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We cannot stress enough that we believe that where a child is at risk then information should 

be shared. Our concerns are that new duties will lead to greater information sharing which will 

have the unintended consequences of undermining the safety of women, children and young 

people experiencing domestic abuse and leaving them with nowhere else to go because of 

their fears that information will be shared routinely and without their consent by virtue of the 

fact that they are experiencing domestic abuse. Effectively, Women’s Aid would no longer be 

able to reassure women and children using their services that this is a confidential service as 

the new duties would mean we would be obliged to shared information even where there are 

no concrete concerns and, in response from requests for councils should they deem it 

necessary to have information about families using our services.  

Currently, there are already problems, particularly where domestic abuse is an issue in 

determining when a child is likely to be at risk. Recent reviews of child protection in Scotland 

have already demonstrated that there is a lack of clarity around the effects of domestic abuse 

and whether and to what extent children experiencing this are in need of child protection. This 

has been particularly noted in the number of referrals to the Children’s Reporter made by the 

police in relation to domestic abuse.  The recent launch of the “Getting it Right for Every 

Child” domestic abuse pathfinder is an attempt to address this and to avoid ‘swamping’ an 

already overloaded system.  

In addition to these concerns, attempts to share information inappropriately can lead to a 

response that is dangerous, insensitive and can ultimately put women and their children at 

further risk. Often women’s protective action and help-seeking is ignored, women protection is 

not seen as child protection and women feel undermined and held responsible for protecting 

their child from their partner or ex-partner’s abuse. Refusal by some agencies to recognise 

the gender specific nature of domestic abuse1 and referring to it as ‘family violence’ or holding 

the woman accountable for ‘failing to protect’ while neglecting to hold perpetrator accountable 

are ongoing problems.  

1
 See the Scottish Executive definition of domestic abuse as set out in The National Strategy to Address Domestic Abuse

(2000) 
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The new contact sections in the Family Law (Scotland) Act 2006 recognise that the welfare of 

the child can, in turn, be determined by, and revolve around, the welfare of their parent or 

carer. Consequently, since the sections of that Act seek to protect third parties in this way, 

this Bill should also have some provision for recognising that the safety and welfare of the 

non-abusing person having Parental Rights and Responsibilities, or caring for the child, is 

relevant to the child’s welfare and safety from harm and that this must be considered when 

sharing information which involves that person. 

There is no reassurance on the face of the Bill that while placing a duty on organisations to 

share based on lower ‘thresholds’ that this information will be shared appropriately and safely 

and will respect where possible, the confidentiality and privacy of families looking for support.  

Maintaining the confidence of women and children accessing our services is crucial. Some of 

the recent excellent work by the Executive to encourage women who are experiencing 

domestic abuse to seek help via advertising campaigns and awareness raising work could be 

greatly undermined if women feel unable to access a confidential service.  

SWA is extremely concerned that by lowering the ‘thresholds’ for passing on information 

women and children experiencing domestic abuse may feel unable to access Women’s Aid 

services and may only do so when the risk has become so great that this outweighs their fear 

of inappropriate intervention.  

Duty to Cooperate 

This section defines child protection information in relation to the holder of information but no 

mention is made of for example Local Authorities requesting information as stated in section 

75. Who decides how information is defined under section 73? While we agree that early 

access to information can be vital to build up an accurate picture of a child’s needs and lead 

to timely and helpful intervention we are extremely concerned at what is a hugely significant 

shift in the powers that will be made available to councils, particularly in light of some of the 

concerns already outlined above.  

While the duty to share information at least allows for relevant persons to decide when it is 

appropriate to do so, the introduction of a duty to co-operate leaves this decisions with 
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councils. There are significant training issues that need to be addressed before imposing 

such duties if we are to avoid the current lack of consistency of approach towards child 

protection.  

Code of Practice about child protection information 

SWA believe that further information and guidance complementing legislative change is 

absolutely crucial, particularly in an area where there is already uncertainty and a lack of 

clarity around thresholds. Again, however, we are disappointed that this will be introduced 

after the legislation has been passed and there is no opportunity to comment on how this 

might look. This highlights again the importance of consulting further on this area and 

developing the proposed Code of Practice simultaneously alongside the legislation. This 

should be developed in accordance with existing policy including the Children’s Charter, 

recent guidance for Children’s Services Planners on domestic abuse and the GIRFEC 

framework.  

In light of some of the problems already outlined, it will be absolutely crucial to have a 

comprehensive section in any Code of Practice that reflects the distinct nature of domestic 

abuse, the risk factors encountered when information is shared between agencies and how 

best to keep women and children safe within this context.  

Relevant persons 

As stated above, SWA have grave concerns about their status as a voluntary organisation 

committed to supporting some of the most vulnerable women and children. We believe the 

unique relationship we have with families fleeing domestic abuse will be seriously undermined 

as a result of imposing these new duties and would welcome a definition of ‘relevant persons’ 

that would not include Women’s Aid.   

Further Comments 

SWA found the Policy Memorandum, Financial Memorandum and Explanatory Notes very 

helpful and relevant in interpreting the Bill’s provisions and providing complementary 

information on the background and policy.  
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SUBMISSION FROM SOUTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

Introduction

South Lanarkshire Council welcomes the opportunity to present oral evidence to the 
Education Committee. The Council supports the principles of the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill to improve current provisions to safeguard children 
and protected adults from harm and to improve the consistency of recruitment practice 
for people working with children and adults in Scotland.  The implementation of the 
provisions of the Bill will require further consideration regarding a range of issues to 
ensure both its effectiveness and public confidence in the new arrangements. 

How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults 
with additional protection from harm? 

The Bill will provide additional protection for both groups.  For adults the maintenance 
of a list of barred persons provides protection which currently does not exist. For 
children the duty to share information is a significant addition to the legislation.  Sharing 
information is already a matter of good practice in child protection procedures.  
However, the inclusion of this provision in the Bill will remove doubt for agencies who 
have hesitated because of concerns over confidentiality, and will improve the area of 
practice which has most consistently been an issue in child protection inquiries.   

We welcome the duty to share information about children and would wish to see the 
duty extended to protected adults.  We also welcome the duty on Ministers to prepare 
and publish a code of practice on sharing child protection information and the 
requirements to consult on this. Consideration of the issues should include a focus on 
the provision and use of “soft information” since this is an area where many public 
concerns arise, for example in relation to children’s rights and the rights of employees, 
in relation to who might have access to information about them.  We welcome the 
provision that referrals can now be made on the basis of inappropriate conduct as well 
as harm. The provisions in section 63 relating to the disclosure of information to any 
employees should be restricted to relevant employees. 

The new provisions should improve the effectiveness of present arrangements by 
introducing additional consistency into the decision-making process.  However, the 
effectiveness of the Bill will depend on the capacity of the system to adjust to change 
and to the robustness of the information provided through the vetting and barring 
process.   

Preparation of all parties through clear expectations and appropriate, timeous guidance 
will be essential to ensure that organisation and individuals are aware of the new 
duties.  A useful example to consider in this context is the requirement for councillors to 
be vetted:  will there be timeous information for candidates, for next year’s elections? 

The implementation of the Bill will only be effective where information is known 
because of a conviction or there is sufficient information available to justify including a 
person on the list.  Although we are now better at recognising abuse and have more 
successful convictions, those who engage in abusive behaviour can be sophisticated in 
covering their tracks.  Therefore this can only ever be a partial protection and it is 
important that publicity emphasises this to ensure that people remain vigilant. 
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What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and volunteers 
who work with children and protected adults. 

For employers/employees there is a concern that new arrangements might lengthen the 
process for disclosure checks leading to a longer period for filling posts.   

In particular, the possibility that Disclosure Scotland might face the same capacity 
issues as previously experienced with the introduction of new arrangements must be 
avoided.  Particular consideration needs to be given to the phasing of individuals into 
the new scheme over 3 years as proposed.  Peak periods in ordinary recruitment 
practice should be taken into account.  There should be consultation over the criteria 
for inclusion in each of the 3 years of phasing.  Consideration should also be given to 
streamlining the need for employers, colleges and HEIs, profession associations and 
registration bodies in using the new scheme. Further, account needs to be taken of the 
continuing requirement of employers in many instances for full disclosure information, 
rather than just information on barred status.  This will remain part of the robust 
recruitment procedures employers require. We query the need for renewal of 
membership in the Scheme after 10 years, since the process of continual updating  
together with the access to full disclosure when the employer requires it should remove 
the need for this. 

The provisions for vulnerable adults might result in increased appeals regarding 
decisions not to appoint. 

There will be a positive benefit to employees resulting from increased consistency of 
decision-making. 

For volunteers, there has been a concern that vetting and barring results in a decrease 
in numbers wishing to go through the process with a consequent decline in the number 
of people volunteering..  In many instances, it may not be the disclosure process itself 
that results in individuals declining to volunteer:  it may be associated factors such as 
different working patterns and economic status, or the more general climate which 
results in people fearing their motives might be a focus for suspicion. The process 
should nevertheless be as straightforward as possible for volunteers and voluntary 
organisations to access. 

On the positive side, volunteering is still a valuable community development 
mechanism to enable people to move into employment and to enrich the quality of their 
lives.  The value of volunteering must continue to be promoted to offset potential 
changes of public perception. 

The issue of proportionality has also recently been raised, with the suggestion that 
1,000,000 people might be covered by the Bill.  The risk is to set this estimate against 
only the potential incidence of serious incidents of harm to children and vulnerable 
adults.  A more appropriate comparison would be against the risk of incidence of 
trauma to children or vulnerable adults exposed unnecessarily to unsuitable adult 
behaviour.  The effect of reassurance to employees themselves, for example in 
incidents where they might legitimately need to restrain a challenging child, should also 
be taken into account when considering proportionality.  Similarly, reassurance is 
provided to parents and relatives of vulnerable adults that all possible steps to 
safeguard vulnerable groups are being taken. 
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The implications of the global economy for workers needs to be given further 
consideration, in relation to the vetting of migrant workers, refugees and individuals 
taking gap years or special leave. 

The guidance that supports the Bill will be important – for example, we are aware that 
there can be inconsistency in decision-making because different employers consider 
potential issues arising from disclosure in different ways.  Guidance on the 
interpretation of disclosure would be helpful, and might take the form of a code of 
practice on the use of disclosure information to eliminate inappropriate use and to 
improve consistency of decision making across organisations. There is the potential for 
confusion regarding who the Act will cover.  This also requires to be clarified in 
guidance. 

Are there any other issues raised by the Bill’s provisions? 

There is no recognition in the financial memorandum of the additional costs to public 
bodies which will impact on other services. For all groups covered, the issue of cost 
remains to be clarified, particularly with respect to retrospective checking and 
membership of the scheme.  This will potentially impact on local authorities because of 
the scale and timing of retrospective checking, and on small voluntary organisations 
regarding their employees.   
The recommendation is that volunteers should be able to access the information free of 
charge. We agree with this. Volunteers should have free access to the arrangements 
regardless of their volunteering situation : at present, vetting of volunteers in local 
authority locations is not free. 

Although we welcome the introduction of a framework to ensure unsuitable people do 
not gain access to children or protected adults through work, we have some concerns 
that no review process is automatically built in and that review depends on individuals 
making application for review.  We recognise to introduce this would have significant 
resource implications.  The policy memorandum does recognise that risk may reduce 
for some people with maturity depending on the type of behaviour that is of concern.  
This may disadvantage certain groups in our community who are less aware of their 
rights or the implications of being included on a list. 

How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial memorandum 
accompanying the Bill?  
We do not find either helpful in understanding the full implications of the Bill on current 
practice.  As mentioned above we need good clear guidance to support the 
implementation of legislation. 

Do you have any comments on the consultation the SEE carried out prior to the 
introduction of the Bill?
We welcomed the opportunity to be involved in the consultation. Many of the issues 
arising during the earlier consultation related to implementation rather than to the 
legislation itself and we would hope that earlier comments will continue to be taken into 
account as implementation proceeds. 
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SUBMISSION FROM UNISON SCOTLAND 

Introduction

UNISON Scotland welcomes the opportunity to respond to the call for 
evidence from the Scottish Parliament’s Education Committee regarding the 
above Bill.    

UNISON Scotland represents over 160,000 members working in the public 
sector including staff from the NHS and social services throughout Scotland, 
many of whom work with children and vulnerable adults. 

UNISON Scotland Response 

Overview 

UNISON Scotland generally welcomes the Bill (particularly Parts 1 and 2) as a 
further step towards protecting the community and raising confidence in the 
staff who work with these vulnerable groups.  Experience has shown that 
people within this sector who have been dismissed from one employer can 
secure employment with another.  The creation of the lists and the 
requirement of employers, agencies, etc to inform the Minister of their 
concerns will help to prevent this happening in future. 

We understand the purpose of the provisions that create a duty to share child 
protection information. In a number of inquiries where information was held by 
other agencies but not shared with social work departments this has been a 
key recommendation. However, we have a number of concerns  over this part 
of the bill as set out below. 

Part 1 

UNISON Scotland welcomes this part of the Bill. It sits well with improved 
regulation of the care workforce and the importance of protecting vulnerable 
persons. 

We have some concern that the protections from actions for damages (s38) 
exemption where an information provider “knowingly or recklessly” provide 
misleading information may be an inadequate test. Whilst we recognise the 
public policy objective of not discouraging the provision of information we 
have some experience of employers, particularly in the private care sector, 
making untrue or misleading complaints to regulatory bodies when an 
employee leaves their employment. By the time the appeals process is 
completed the employee has lost their new job and potentially damaged their 
future employment prospects. 
The reference requirements (s3) only to apply to ‘organisations’ (s96) and 
certain specified businesses. A significant number of carers are employed by 
individuals not organisations and this appears to be an important loophole in 
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the provisions. The development of direct payments could be relevant in this 
regard. 

Part 2 

UNISON Scotland generally welcomes the creation of “The Scheme” for 
people who wish to work in this field and believe that the guidance on vetting, 
notification and disclosure is broadly acceptable.   

However, section 63 is too open when it states that a person is not committing 
an offence…’by disclosing information (a) to any of the person’s employees 
etc’.  We believe that this is too open.  An employer who receives information 
on a prospective employee should only be allowed to share this information 
with relevant staff, not any staff.  This would be consistent with good data 
protection arrangements. 

UNISON Scotland has some concerns over the issue of fees to join the 
scheme.  It is our view that fees are a disincentive to individuals to join the 
scheme, particularly low paid workers, and therefore these should be waived 
or a salary limit set below which the fee would be waived.  It is worth noting 
that social care staff are or will be required to pay a fee for registration and for 
a disclosure check at this point.  Adding yet another fee to pay for the 
administration of this scheme is an unfair tax on people working in this field.  
There is an additional concern that while volunteers may have their fees 
waived (or effectively paid by the Scottish Executive) many small voluntary 
and community organisations will be facing substantial bills for checking 
employees’ suitability to work with either children or protected adults.   

We are unclear as to how the system will deal with workers from outside the 
UK other than the vague references in the policy memorandum. The free 
movement of labour within the EU and the extensive use of non-EU overseas 
workers in the care sector need to be addressed. Equally such provisions 
should not discriminate against refugees who often have difficulty in 
establishing past employment records when they have fled from persecution 
in their home nation state. They can also be the subject of malicious 
accusations from their home nation state particularly when fleeing from 
political persecution.  

This section does not appear to have any appeal mechanisms. This should 
cover the relevance and accuracy of the information on which a statement of 
barred status is based and the failure to correct an inaccurate scheme record. 
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UNISON Scotland recognises the importance of sharing child protection 
information. There are at present both statutory provisions covering this area 
as well as many examples of good practice.  

The definition of relevant persons in s80 requires further clarification. For 
example are all independent or private contractors covered by the provisions? 
Salaried GPs would be covered by Health Boards but are contracted GPs? 
The voluntary sector is covered when it is providing a ‘public function’ but 
there are voluntary organisations that provide similar services without a direct 
relationship with a public authority. 

The definition of ‘Child Protection Information’ (s73) is also very widely drawn.  
When taken with the statutory duty to share could lead to a very large amount 
of information being transmitted and having to be managed by the council for 
the area. We have serious doubts over the capacity of councils and other 
agencies to manage the potential scale of information, particularly in terms of 
staffing resources and common ICT systems. 

There are related issues with regards the threshold of information to be 
shared and consultation or consent of the child to certain information being 
shared. This also impacts on other statutory requirements such as the Human 
Rights Act that don’t appear to be fully addressed in the policy memorandum.  

There will be concerns that this approach will encourage overly defensive 
professional practice. Whilst the balance, one way or the other, sometimes 
needs correction, the Bill may have unintended consequences in this regard. 

Equally the duty to cooperate (s75) is very widely drawn and there are 
concerns over how wide the information requirements made might be, 
particularly when they impact on other vulnerable clients.  

Section 79 of the Bill states that a relevant person need not share child 
protection information if they consider that to do so would be contrary to the 
interests of another child.  UNISON Scotland is uncomfortable with this and 
believes that the relevant person should report but part of that report should 
include concerns regarding another child. The relevant authority, not 
individual members of staff, would then be able to decide what would be the 
appropriate action. 

UNISON Scotland would also like further information on who within an 
organisation would be held responsible for any failure to refer relevant 
information. 

From the above it can be seen that whilst the Bill’s objective may be desirable 
the provisions could be difficult to apply and have other unintended 
consequences. There is already much good practice in this field developed in 
partnership with the different agencies that reflect appropriate differences in 
profession practice and the capabilities of the organisations concerned. A 
better approach may well be to have a lighter statutory touch in terms of 
duties and place greater emphasis on development of good practice. This 
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might include a statutory duty on local authorities to develop and maintain 
such good practice, influenced by the code of practice provisions in the Bill. 

Other provisions 

UNISON Scotland believes that the meaning of “protected adult” within this 
Bill is generally acceptable.  However, it does raise questions as to whether 
adults in receipt of services for care and/or support are necessarily vulnerable 
and therefore need protection.  If they have a full intellectual capability, they 
would be able to assess risk even if they are physically in need of support.  
However, we would view people who can be at risk of harm from another 
person due to their physical disability to be vulnerable within the context of 
this bill.  Therefore, we believe that it is appropriate for the people wishing to 
work with/for such a person to be subject to the membership of the Scheme.  

Conclusion
UNISON Scotland generally welcomes Parts 1 and 2 of the Bill as a further 
step towards protecting the community and raising confidence in the staff who 
work with these vulnerable groups.   There are some modest changes 
required to protect individuals from breach of confidence and from malicious 
claims as set out above.  

With regards Part 3 of the bill the Committee may wish to consider the 
consequences the bill might have and whether further prescriptive legislation 
is the right approach. 
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SUBMISSION FROM VOLUNTEER DEVELOPMENT SCOTLAND AND THE 
CENTRAL REGISTERED BODY IN SCOTLAND  

1  Introduction 

Volunteer Development Scotland (VDS) appreciates the opportunity to provide 
oral evidence to the Education Committee Stage 1 scrutiny of the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill because of its importance to volunteering and 
the protection of vulnerable groups, and also in our role in providing for Ministers 
the Central Registered Body in Scotland (CRBS) service. 

This paper provides a summary of the key points for oral evidence regarding our 
background, evidence from our experience, anticipated impacts of the legislation, 
key issues and recommendations. 

VDS supports the need for new legislation and the objectives of achieving the 
protection of vulnerable groups. 

2.  Background 

VDS is Scotland’s centre for excellence in volunteer development. VDS 
advances the boundaries of volunteering, increasing accessibility, scope, 
understanding and value to all involved. We play a key role in informing and 
connecting people. With extensive networks and evidence based approach we 
influence policy and strategy and advocate quality standards and best practice in 
all aspects of volunteering including the provision of disclosure services and 
expertise. VDS provides the essential service of free disclosures to volunteers in 
the voluntary sector through the CRBS. 

Services available from the Central Registered Body include registration of 
organisations, processing of disclosures, together with a full service of advice, 
guidance, reference materials, support and training. The CRBS enables the 
access of free disclosures of volunteers in the voluntary sector. 

VDS and its CRBS service work in partnership with the national network of 
Volunteer Centres and other partners to implement the Scottish Executive’s 
Volunteering Strategy. The strategy aims to increase the numbers of people who 
positively experience volunteering. 

George Thomson has been CEO of VDS for 5 years and has experience in 
developing services for children, young people and adults particularly in 
community settings. 

John Harris is Head of Legislative and Regulatory Services in VDS and is lead 
officer in the CRBS service, a role he has had for 4 years. He has a specialist 
understanding about protection issues and the operation of legislation in this field 
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in Scotland. 

3  Evidence from our own knowledge and experience 

There are approximately 1.56 million adult volunteers and 119,000 (73,000 FTE) 
dedicated paid staff who make up around 50,000 diverse organisations who may 
be affected by the legislation. 

The Scottish Executive has stated that it anticipates 1 in 4 of the workforce to be 
covered by the Bill, and there may also be a major impact on the number of 
volunteers requiring disclosures. 

VDS research has found that 84% of people would not be put off from 
volunteering if their volunteer position required a disclosure. However, there is 
also anecdotal evidence to show that where there is a demand for disclosures 
that are not seen as justifiable that the system comes into disrepute. 

There is an unprecedented interest in Scotland’s population at large (and 
estimated 85% of the population expressing an interest in volunteering), and 
contact with children, young people and adults will, of course, be essential. The 
nature of volunteering is changing as lifestyles and changes in society affect 
people. One of the greatest challenges is the need for flexible and responsive 
volunteering opportunities and different ways in which volunteers express 
themselves and experience volunteering. This creates a tension in designing 
protection legislation which minimise risk without creating barriers to volunteering 
and the importance of engaging the population in the giving of their time for 
others.

Currently, the Central Registered Body processes disclosure applications for 
nearly 11,000 organisations. It is estimated, that during the financial year 2006 – 
2007, that 70,000 disclosures of individuals will be processed.

The process is demand driven - influenced by a variety of factors amongst which 
are to be found: - 

High “turnover rates” amongst volunteers; 
Requirements imposed on not for profit groups by funders & provider’s of 
accommodation;
Policies of local authorities, NHS Scotland and the care sector regulator. 

The healthy growth trend in registered organizations shows that, although one 
could argue that many more organization should currently be registered that 
there is a developmental approach in raising awareness, training and guiding 
organizations to operate good practice and meet their legal obligations. 

Utilising figures derived from the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations 
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(SCVO) database reveals that there may be up to 50,000 voluntary organisations 
requiring to participate in the new scheme. Three key points need to be 
mentioned: - 

SCVO’s definition of a voluntary organisation is any group with a constitution or 
set of rules (there are a variety of legal personalities available) that has the 
characteristics of having unpaid leadership; independence from government and 
are not for profit. 

The sector is highly diverse in respect of organisation’s aims and aspirations, 
scale, remit methodology and resourcing. There is a question about the point at 
which a body is sufficiently formed to have legal responsibilities, and the basic 
requirements for registration with the Central Registered Body are as set out in 
legislation and the Ministerial Code of Practice issued by Scottish Ministers under 
section 122 (1) of the Police Act 1997 Part V. These requirements include 
amongst other things, the ability to demonstrate a need to- 

ask the “exempt question” set out in the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 
1974 (Exclusions & Exemptions)(Scotland) Order 2003; 
demonstrate that positions requiring to be disclosed conform with the 
definition of “childcare” position, as defined by the Protection of Children 
(Scotland) Act 2003, and “adult at risk” position as defined by the Police Act 
1997 (Criminal Records) (Scotland) Regulations 2006; 
confirm the existence and operation of procedures in relation to child 
protection, rehabilitation of offenders and data protection; and 
exhibit an entitlement to access “free” disclosures because of their not for 
profit status. 

The voluntary sector’s turnover of members and leaders, management 
committees and paid and unpaid staff, is in our experience, an important factor in 
the design of the legislation to ensure that its objectives are met. 

Considerable weaknesses have emerged at all levels in organisations abilities to 
respond appropriately to the Police Act 1997, Part V and subsequently the 
Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003. 

4  The anticipated impact on voluntary organisations 

4.1  Organisations will benefit from certain reductions in beaurocracy, from the 
portability of disclosures, from the updating and reassessment of individual 
barred status and new information services that will be provided to them. 
This will improve risk management. 

These advantages need balancing against the additional responsibilities 
placed on organisations by the new legislation. At a basic level, 
organisations will need to ensure that they have adequate record systems 
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to deal with the flow of information. This will be especially the case where 
organisations are acting on behalf of others. In addition, confidential 
information will be communicated this will need to be handled 
appropriately especially if an individuals barred status changes
Furthermore, the existence and imposition of criminal penalties m
a profound effect on the perception of volunteering by volunteers and 
managers of voluntary organisations. 

.
ay have 

.2  The massive variations in the governance, size, scope and capability of 

4.3  he direction of policy in protecting the vulnerable is towards proactive 

 the 

his element of the Bill poses significant challenges for the voluntary 
re

4.4  here will be an additional demand for mediated services which ensure 

.5  There will be an increased demand for services for voluntary organizations 

.6  Specific consideration needs to be given to structures to support all groups 

out

(The Financial memorandum to the Bill commits additional funding of 

.7  The Ministerial Code of Practice on information sharing will be pivotal in 
improving practice. A key consideration will be the impact of the 

4
voluntary organisations will result in a complex range of demands for 
services to meet their different needs in compliance. 

T
protection, joint working and cooperation as evidenced by the integrated
planning agenda and joint inspections of children’s services.  The reforms
contained in the PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS 
(SCOTLAND) BILL 2006 are designed to promote and support
development of information sharing and cooperation at all levels.  

T
sector as many simply do not have in place the necessary infrastructu
and understanding to support this policy objective. 

T
that disclosure information is properly handled and understood, and that 
organisations do not breach legislation which protects individuals. 

4
to ensure that they understand and comply with new legal requirements 
and do not commit new criminal offences. 

4
and particular attention requires to be given to small to medium sized 
bodies and how they comply with the new framework. Proposals being
developed by the Central Registered Body would provide a coherent 
national framework of support to organisations in communities through
the country to enable and facilitate organisations ability to come alongside 
and meet the objectives of the legislation. 

£320,000 to the CRBS, however, it is not specified what this is for). 

4

4
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information sharing provisions on the voluntary sector.  It is believed that
where a voluntary organisation is undertaking a public function (f
example, a local authority taking residential places in a care home run by 
a voluntary organisation), it is expected that the local authority would
ensure that appropriate arrangements or measures are in place. This 
would include sharing information where there is a concern that a child
protected adult is, or may be, “at risk of harm”.

P

or

 or 

4.8 reparatory work will require to be undertaken well in advance of 
commencement of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill to 

ns of all 

5  pated impact on individual volunteers 

sferable will meet a major 
weakness of the current scheme. 

5.2 f change of address may be 
practicable.

rties and human rights concerns may emerge if a clearly 
delineated arrangement for two way communication of sensitive material is 

nd the 

uires to 

 policy and 
rocedural issues the scope for random, indeed prejudicial decision-

6.

essment study into the impact of the legislation 
n volunteering 

 about the lack of research and evidence on the potential 
pact on volunteering of the new legislation. The Education Committee is 

ease the process of transition to the new framework for organisatio
sizes

Antici

5.1 The introduction of one application which is tran

The legal; requirements to inform o
im

5.3  Civil libe

not put in place between the Central Vetting and Barring agency a
multiplicity of not for profit organisations. To reduce the scope for 
inappropriate or potentially dangerous use of sensitive material, is the view
of the Central Registered Body that access to such information req
be mediated for those organisations registered with it.

Without dedicated advice, support and training on legal,
p
making, is greatly enhanced amongst voluntary groups. 

 Recommendations 

6.1  Commission an impact ass
o

(There is concern
im
urged to initiate research on an impact assessment, either from VDS or 
from an independent organisation, to determine the impact on volunteering 
of the introduction of this legislation). 
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6.2 Recognize the diversity of voluntary organizations in size, scope, capacity 

ractice.

.3 Give due regard to the need for balance and proportionality regarding the 

required to 

.4 Give due regard to the need for balance and proportionality, and 
 the 

.5 Give due regard to the need to protect individuals from inappropriate 

.6 Definitions within the legislation need careful consideration. This is 
dult.”

6.7 here there is a duty on scheme members (Disclosure applicants) to 
ns

.8 A key benefit of the new scheme is the provision of updated information. 

and awareness, and that a developmental approach is required to 
establish good practice in protection and risk reduction policy and p

6
“capture” of loosely formed and informal associations groups 
(unincorporated), and in the numbers of individual volunteers 
go through a disclosure process. 

6
practicality in the threat of criminal actions particularly in regard to
requirements on individual volunteers. 

6
requests for disclosures and in the use of highly sensitive information 
contained in disclosures (VDS believes that mediated services may be
required to be designed and developed in this area). 

6
especially so in the case of that definition pertaining to “vulnerable a
This may provide difficulties for organisations to determine whether their 
paid or unpaid staff require to be checked. In addition, the definition of 
work must be refined to ensure that it does not capture informal 
arrangements.

W
notify changes of address, that duty should be imposed on organisatio
rather than scheme members. This is a matter of practicality. 

6
The Scottish Executive should ensure that information supplied in Short 
Scheme checks is sufficiently comprehensive to enable employers to 
make sound decisions with respect to suitability 

6
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SUBMISSION FROM WEST DUNBARTONSHIRE COUNCIL 

General Points

West Dunbartonshire Council generally welcomes the Bill and considers that it 
goes some considerable way to providing more effective protection for 
children and vulnerable adults.  Although complex the Bill does address many 
of the issues raised via the consultation and has the potential to provide the 
Council and other employers with a reasonable framework within which to 
operate safer recruitment practices and ensure robust Child Protection 
procedures.  The automatic referral system cross-checking and triggering of 
searches in various databases, including court proceedings, is most welcome.  
The arrangements also appear to have successfully addressed the issue of 
personal employers by introducing a disclosure in relation to barred status. 

Some outstanding areas of concern remain however which it is hoped can be 
addressed during the committee stage.  The Bill does not include 
arrangements for provisional listing of individuals while consideration is given 
to a listing decision.    Although a pending determination will appear on any 
subsequent disclosure records, and organisational employers will be notified, 
the individual could be working for other employers on a part-time or casual 
basis, a personal employer or be involved in unpaid work for organisations 
engaging with children or vulnerable adults.  These other employers or 
agencies may be unaware of the individuals’ conduct which has led to a 
referral for listing.  While there may be concerns about unfairly pre-judging 
individuals, there must also be concern regarding a potentially unsuitable 
person working with vulnerable groups for a considerable period while a 
determination is made. 

Over recent months concern has been raised via COSLA, regarding the 
legitimacy of Councils using disclosure information to check employees in 
contracted out services.  This has been a particular issue for example in 
relation to school transport where bus drivers and supervisors are likely to be 
employed by bus companies, but decisions on suitability rest with the local 
authority whose children are being transported.  As officers within the local 
authority would seek to retain the responsibility for safeguarding children in 
these circumstances, the Bill should make provision to allow for the sharing of 
this disclosure information. 

One other significant area of concern remains in relation to applicants who 
originate from another country, or have lived abroad for significant periods of 
time.  While it is appreciated that access to appropriate and quality assured 
information from a wide range of other nations is difficult, lack of progress in 
this area does represent a ‘gap’ in safe recruitment procedures.  There is also 
an argument that it may lead to discrimination. 

The Bill is likely to have significant impact on employers, particularly large 
employers like Councils.  At this stage without details of how the scheme will 
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operate in practice it is difficult to fully appreciate how the Bill will affect both 
personnel functions and Child Protection procedures.  The introduction of two 
separate lists makes the legislation complex, and coupled with the 
introduction of the new idea of a “scheme” will clearly raise the need for 
considerable awareness raising and training of staff at various levels across a 
range of services.  The more joined up approach to bringing together 
information on individuals and formalising the links between organisations, 
including governing bodies, should be of assistance to employers.  There are 
however new responsibilities placed on employers in terms of providing 
information to the Vetting and Barring unit which require further clarification. 

Alongside the duty on employers to refer particular individuals for 
consideration of listing, there requires to be clear guidance given on how 
information will be considered and weighted so that employers can make 
referrals in an effective manner.  As noted in relation to Sections 21 to 24 it 
would be important for there to be an interactive element to the referral 
process so that employers gain an understanding of appropriate referrals and 
have the opportunity to challenge decisions not to list individuals for whom 
there are local concerns.  Reference in the Policy Memorandum to further 
consultation regarding the decision making process for listing, is welcomed, 
but the right of appeal for employers does not appear on the face of the Bill. 

The impact on employees will be variable depending on whether they have 
already been subject to the Disclosure Scotland check or are part of the 
workforce for whom retrospective checking will be relevant.  For employees 
familiar with the Disclosure Scotland process the new proposals regarding the 
“short scheme record” will be helpful.  (This is also a welcome development 
for employers).  Considerable awareness raising and support may be required 
however in relation to the introduction of the new idea of the scheme.  While 
the Bill and the Policy Memorandum both refer to the fact that the scheme is 
not compulsory, on closer reading it does not appear possible for an individual 
wishing to undertake “regulated work” to do so without becoming a member of 
the scheme.  It may be more helpful to employees for this to be stated more 
explicitly in the Bill and the accompanying guidance. 

The phasing in of the retrospective checking aspect of the Bill over a period of 
years, possibly 3 years, should allow employers and employees to gain a 
shared understanding of the processes and to develop agreed protocols 
around the possible listing of existing employees.  Guidance on this matter at 
a national level would be helpful.  It will be vital for consultation on the phasing 
issue planned for 2007 to give detailed consideration to both the personnel 
and financial implication of retrospective checking. 

The Bill involves two separate lists, one relating to children and one to 
vulnerable adults.  There has been considerable discussion regarding whether 
this is necessary and/or desirable.  While having two lists certainly 
complicates the legislation, on balance it does appear to be necessary as 
there may be cases where an individual poses a risk to a specific group within 
the population rather than to the wider grouping of children and all vulnerable 
adults.  The Bill relates to the assessment of risk which an individual may 
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pose to the two separate groupings and this is in line with the approach taken 
in other areas for example criminal justice when assessing risk.  It is therefore 
accepted that one single list would unduly restrict the employment 
opportunities of individuals whose offences or activities indicate that they may 
be a risk to either children or vulnerable adults, but not both.  

Specific Issues with the Bill 

Section 1. Duty of the Scottish Ministers to keep lists 

The wording of this section implies that an individual can only be 
listed on one list.  It should be clear that an individual can be 
listed in the children’s list and in the adults’ list. 

Section 2. Referral Ground 

The language used in 2a and b is general and lacking in clear 
definition.  For example there should be further clarification of 
“inappropriate” in relation to conduct and medical treatment.  It 
may not be reasonable to consider pornography as a general 
term but more appropriate to specify pornography involving 
images of children or vulnerable adults. 

Section 3. Reference following Disciplinary Action 

The duty on organisations to provide Ministers with information 
should be limited to “any relevant prescribed information”.  

In 3b the term ‘might’ is problematic.  It will be difficult for 
employers to ascertain if an individual might have been 
dismissed.  This is vague and open to misinterpretation. 

Section 8. Reference by certain other persons 

In 8 (1) (b) the form “evidence” appears for the first time, in all 
other sections of the Bill the word information is used.  
Information is a preferable term as evidence carries legal 
connotations. 

Section 
11. & 12. Consideration whether to list:   

In 11 (2) (b) and (3) (b) it is unclear how Ministers will be able to 
make a judgement as to whether an individual “is likely to do 
regulated work”.  There should be a safeguard however that 
where an individual is not engaged in regulated work with 
children or vulnerable adults at the point of consideration for 
listing, that the information is preserved so that if the person 
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subsequently attempts to engage in regulated work that 
information is readily available.  

Section14. Automatic listing 

In 14 (4) (b) the term “an order of a specified description …” 
requires definition. 

There remains concerns that the Bill does not address the issue 
of overseas convictions either in terms of UK nationals who 
commit offences overseas or foreign nationals coming to work in 
this country.  As the number of foreign nationals coming to work 
in Britain is increasing this is a growing problem which requires a 
national/international solution.  It would be unfortunate if foreign 
nationals were discriminated against by employing bodies due to 
the uncertainty or difficulty in obtaining disclosure information.  
Equally it would be inappropriate for individuals covered within 
the terms of this legislation to be discriminated against on the 
basis that they are subject to more rigorous disclosure checks 
than workers coming from abroad. 

Section 17. Information relevant to listing decisions 

In 17 (3) it would be helpful to have a clearer description of what 
“to make representations” actually means.  It is not clear 
whether there an expectation that representations would be 
written or oral.  Reference to where such guidance will be set 
out would also be helpful. 

Section 18. Police information etc 

This section appears to imply that a Chief Constable will have 
discretion in terms of disclosing information to Ministers to assist 
in decision making regarding whether to list an individual.  While 
this may be appropriate in some circumstances there requires to 
be further clarification that the welfare of the child is always 
paramount and that other considerations, for example 
prevention or detection of crime would normally be secondary. 

Section 19. Information held by public bodies etc 

The Bill does not appear to take account of circumstances in 
which the release of Social Work information could compromise 
a Police investigation.  There is also an argument to consider 
whether Council Social Work Services should have the right to 
withhold information if the release of that information to Ministers 
would compromise a child’s safety. 

Section 20. Information held by regulated work providers 
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20 (2) (b) This section places a duty on Councils and other work 
providers to give information to Ministers regarding individuals 
who may have done regulated work in the past.  There may be a 
conflict here with existing information and advice which requires 
employers to hold information on unsuccessful applicants for 
posts for a maximum of 6 months.  The advice indicates that 
best practice is to destroy all such disclosure information at the 
earliest opportunity following a recruitment decision having been 
made.  The disclosure information is provided to employers for 
the sole purpose of making decisions regarding recruitment.  
The Bill therefore requires to reconcile existing advice with the 
duty within the Bill to hold information in order to be able to 
provide it to Ministers in the future for the purposes of making 
decisions regarding listing. 

Section 21. – 
24.  Appeals against the listing 

While it is important that individuals have a right of appeal in 
relation to a decision to include them in a list, there should be 
similar provision for an organisation/employer making a referral, 
to appeal if the individual is not deemed to be appropriated for 
listing.  Any decision on the part of an organisation/employer to 
refer for consideration of listing will take place after a process of 
consideration.  It would therefore be important that the referring 
agency received feedback about the decision both for the 
purposes of organisational development and also where 
necessary in order to clarify information/interpretations or to 
challenge the decision.  The organisation/employer may 
consider that there are significant child protection issues 
involved and that the interests of children would be served by 
there being an additional stage in the appeal process. 

Section 25. Application for removal from list 

25 (3) The inclusion of historic court referrals in this section 
would appear to have implications in terms of natural justice.  
Although individuals would have the right of appeal where there 
have been changes in circumstances since the introduction of 
the new legislation or since the original listing took place, there 
is no right of appeal in relation to automatic listings which result 
from convictions which happened some time in the past.  For 
example, an individual who was convicted of a crime 25 or 30 
years in the past and has since demonstrated good character, 
appropriate engagement in society and has not offended again, 
could be automatically listed and barred from any work related to 
children or vulnerable adults.  In some circumstances these 
individuals may have secured work which would now be 
regarded as “regulated work” and would require to give up that 
work if automatically listed.  There would therefore appear to be 
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an argument for the Bill to include grounds for removal from the 
list related to the period between the conviction and the 
automatic listing, with all other factors taken into consideration. 

Section 31. This section is unclear.  It would be clearer if the word “and” was 
added to 31 (3) (b) after “an offence against a protected adult”. 

Section 37. Police Access to Lists 

This section appears to give very wide licence to the Police in 
terms of accessing prescribed information.  37 (a) should include 
a reference to an ongoing or current investigation and 37 (b) 
should be restricted to the apprehension or prosecution of 
offenders where this is relevant to the protection of children or 
vulnerable adults. 

Section 43. Statement of Barred Status 

Where an individual has been listed and subsequently removed 
from the list it would be helpful if this section made reference to 
retaining a record of their initial listing. 

Section 46. Vetting Information 

This section raises significant concerns as it appears to place 
considerable responsibility on Councils to provide a wide range 
of information to Ministers in relation to scheme members.  The 
lack of specificity and guidance as to what information would be 
considered as relevant to provide to the Vetting and Barring unit 
may lead to the unit being overwhelmed with information which 
is irrelevant or cannot be processed.  There is also no indication 
of how information will be sent or sought.  This duty on local 
authorities could potentially have significant implications in terms 
of workload for staff and resources in terms of IT systems etc. 

Section 52. Disclosure Conditions 

This section contains helpful descriptions of the disclosure 
conditions initially referred to in section 49 and therefore it would 
be better if the information outlined in section 52 featured earlier 
in the Bill, ie before section 49. 

The bracketed section in Condition C appears to allow too much 
latitude.  While delegation of responsibility will be necessary, the 
term “any other person” is too broad.  It would be reasonable to 
restrict this to “any other nominated person” with some guidance 
to ensure that the nominated individual would be a relevant 
officer of sufficient status/level of responsibility. 
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Section 60. Power to use fingerprints to check applicant’s identity 

While it may be important that this provision is included, it is 
unreasonable to expect Councils and other employers to 
fingerprint applicants for posts.  This raises a number of difficult 
issues particularly in relation to the training, skills and authority 
of staff and the need for additional resources. 

Section 63. Unlawful Disclosure of Scheme Records 

As in Section 52  disclosure to “any of the person’s employees” 
is too broad and should be more clearly defined to “nominated 
employees”. 

Within this section consideration should be given to an 
amendment which would enable Councils and other public 
bodies to undertake vetting of individuals working in contracted 
out services such as school transport. 

Section 64. Unlawful Requests for Scheme Records  

Coupled with Section 33 there is an implication that disclosure 
information may only be released for employment purposes.  
While generally that may be reasonable there may be 
circumstances where the release of such information for the 
purposes of conducting a Child Protection investigation would be 
desirable.  To make such a release of information unlawful may 
not be in the interests of the welfare of children. 

Section 65. Unlawful Disclosure etc: supplementary 

As with Sections 52 and 63 the range of staff potentially 
covered, ie any civil servant or employee of the Scottish 
Parliament, appears too broad.  There should be limitations on 
disclosure and some reference to the level of competency 
expected of those making decisions. 

Section 72. Statements of barred status: 

In relation to the “relevant period” it is not clear whether the 
referral for listing will automatically fall if is not completed within 
the 12 month period.  It would be important to ensure that any 
procedural delay did not result in a dangerous individual taking 
up regulated work. 

Part 3 

 Sharing Child Protection Information 
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Section 73. Further clarification is required as to what constitutes Child 
Protection information to ensure consistency of application. 

Section 79. Child’s welfare to be paramount consideration 

This section does not sit well in relation to existing Child 
Protection procedures and ethos.  While it is important to 
emphasise that the implications of passing on information or 
taking particular decisions should be carefully considered in 
relation their possible impact on other children, this is an issue 
which is dealt with as a matter of course by childcare 
professionals.  It would not be acceptable for one child to be at 
risk or left in an unsatisfactory situation simply because 
disclosure of information may have implications for the safety of 
another child.  In these circumstances it would be a matter for 
the agencies involved to ensure that the needs of all the children 
implicated are considered and met. 

Part 7 

Interpretation 

Section 93. Meaning of “harm” 

There should be reference to physical neglect and failure to 
thrive as part of the definition of harm included in this section. 

Section 94. Meaning of “protected adult”  

The definition of protected adult in this section appears to be 
restricted to someone who has services provided for them.  This 
runs the risk of missing vulnerable adults who are not in receipt 
of such services and of including individuals who may not 
consider themselves to be vulnerable but who are nevertheless 
in receipt of similar services for example, successful young care 
leavers.  The definition should not be resource dependent and 
therefore likely to change depending on a range of other 
circumstances including budgetary considerations. 

Part 8 

Final Provisions 

Section 100. Commencement 

It would be important that the new Vetting and Barring 
arrangements should be implemented on a phased basis.  If 
retrospective checking of the workforce undertaking regulated 
work is to be implemented within a 3 year period then guidance 
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requires to be given as to how this should be phased to avoid 
individuals moving area or changing professional groupings in 
order to avoid checking.  It is suggested that retrospective 
checking should begin with those with the longest service and 
move forward to the most recently appointed, many of whom will 
already have been subjected to the Disclosure Scotland Vetting 
system. There remain concerns regarding the practicalities 
related to retrospective checking of the workforce and it may be 
helpful for guidelines to be paired at a national level involving 
discussion with Councils, trades unions and other appropriate 
stakeholders. 

Policy Memorandum

The Policy Memorandum was generally helpful in fleshing out and explaining 
most aspects of the Bill.  Some sections clearly require further clarification and 
these are outlined above.  As several key aspects of the Bill will be the subject 
of further consultation, it is hoped that further clarity and guidance will be 
available in due course. 

Financial Memorandum

As much of the detail relating to the operation of the proposals within the Bill is 
lacking at this stage, it is difficult for local authorities to express firm views on 
the issues raised in the financial memorandum.  The following points do raise 
concern however: 

• it would appear premature to suggest that overall costs for the new 
Vetting and Barring proposals will decrease over time and that there 
will be no ongoing additional costs for local authorities; 

• to avoid any undue negative impact on volunteers working within 
the statutory sector making a contribution to the community at large, 
the Scottish Executive should extend its proposals to meet costs of 
the vetting of these groups of volunteers.  A simplified approach 
would be to provide free checks to all volunteers working with 
children and vulnerable adults; 

• the situation regarding the vetting of carers employed under the 
Direct Payments scheme, an area of potential growth, seems 
unclear; 

• the increase in vetting has the potential to represent a considerable 
burden on local authorities if they have responsibility in this area.  
Local authorities are responsible for the majority of disclosures 
currently processed through Disclosure Scotland and therefore an 
increase in the fee levels and a projected increase in volume as 
retrospective checking is taken forward will undoubtedly place 
additional financial burdens on existing over-stretched mainstream 
budgets.  Consideration should be given to transitional funding to at 
least cover the period of phasing to ensure that budgetary 
considerations do not jeopardise the checking of the childcare and 
social care workforce; 
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• as noted elsewhere the duty on local authorities to provide 
information to the Vetting and Barring unit may have implications in 
terms of staffing and ICT facilities.  This should be a matter for 
further consultation before conclusions are drawn on the financial 
implications; 

• there seems some confusion and potential contradiction in the 
financial memorandum in terms of the expectations of employers 
and employees regarding who will pay for the majority of the 
disclosure checks.  As part of good recruitment practice most local 
authorities pay for disclosures in respect of their employees in 
childcare and other designated posts.  It does not therefore seem 
reasonable to argue that neither employers nor employees will face 
any additional burdens; 

• the Policy Memorandum acknowledges that awareness raising and 
training will be vital for successful additional implementation.  This 
will incur costs for large organisations.  It is not reasonable to 
assume this can be simply incorporated within the existing 
communication and CPD procedures.  Some additional funding will 
be required. 
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SUBMISSION FROM YOUTH SCOTLAND 

Introduction
Youth Scotland welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence as part of the Scottish 
Executive’s Education Committee Stage 1 scrutiny of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill.   

In this paper, we demonstrate the progress of our current child protection strategy, outline 
the key issues for youth groups in relation to the proposed legislation, address the potential 
impact to the voluntary sector as a whole and look at what action is required to ensure the 
effective implementation of the bill.      

Background to Youth Scotland  
Youth Scotland is the largest non-uniformed voluntary youth organisation in Scotland with a 
membership of 608 youth groups with over 44,000 young people and 5,601 full-time, 
part-time and voluntary workers - 3,400 are volunteers. 365 of these groups are 
volunteer led and volunteer run.  The Youth Scotland membership is diverse, ranging from 
small rural youth groups to large urban projects – the common goal that they all share is a 
commitment to young people and their development through social and educational 
opportunities.   

Child protection strategy 
Over the past three years, Youth Scotland has invested a substantial amount of its own 
resources (just over £100,000) to achieve an effective and efficient child protection strategy 
that ensures the safety of all young people within the Youth Scotland network.  A significant 
change management programme that supports youth groups to meet external legislative 
requirements has been successfully implemented, through training, support and information. 
These include: 

Training

• Three training modules developed – “Quality standards”, “POCSA” and “Safe & Sound 
Awareness” 

• Training programme implemented throughout the national network 

• 15 area based staff given training to ensure message could be taken to local areas  

• 82 training courses delivered 

• 1100 volunteers trained across Scotland. 

• Estimated cascaded training audience reach of over 4000 volunteers

Support and Guidance 

• Telephone support 

• Partnership working – links made to child protection co-ordinators, voluntary 
organisations, local authorities and area associations 

• 1141 disclosure checks undertaken 

Resources 

• *Safe and Sound” Toolkit – in the last three years, over 4000 toolkits have been issued 
free to affiliated groups and sold to external organisations 

• POCSA supplement – 2400 copies of a 12 page supplement and good practice guide 
were circulated to affiliated youth groups and used at training sessions 
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Communication

• Magnet – Youth Scotland’s magazine, push e-mails and newsflash articles – informing 
youth groups of legislative changes. 

• Website – links made to key child protection organisations 

Issues for Youth Groups    
Youth groups in Scotland depend on volunteers for their survival. However, there is 
anecdotal and factual evidence that increasing legislative requirements are affecting the 
number of people that volunteer. 

A Youth Scotland survey carried out at the end of 2004 asked youth workers (both paid and 
voluntary) how they would describe the level of responsibility being placed on workers.  9% 
said that it had remained the same, 31% said that it had slightly increased; 51% said that it 
had dramatically increased and 6% said that it was becoming intolerable. 

The survey also revealed that: 

• 71% of workers/volunteers agreed that they needed more support particularly relating to 
child protection and legislation 

• 83% of workers/volunteers agreed that they needed more training 

The number of groups within the membership of Youth Scotland has declined significantly 
during this time following a steady growth over the previous decade.   

Youth Scotland Membership    

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

Youth Groups 669 685 686 627 582 

Young People 43250 46120 46115 41965 44003 

      

Youth Scotland’s consultation with volunteers during the recent National Youth Work strategy 
also raised considerable issues around training.  In particular, access routes to training for 
volunteers and knowledge of legislative change were seen as key issues.  Youth groups also 
stated that: 

• Child protection procedures were a major barrier to volunteer recruitment   

• The most important training need for volunteers/workers was disclosures and child 
protection 

Although not shared by all voluntary youth groups, the view was being expressed that 
volunteers in youth work should be given a financial reward, or full pay or that there should 
be at least one paid, qualified worker in each youth group to support the voluntary workers.  
Many of the respondents saw the paid worker as a ‘buffer’ between them and the growing 
number of administrative duties.   
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Impact on Voluntary run Youth Groups  
There are a number of points within the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill which 
Youth Scotland would support, for example, the proposals under the new scheme for the 
‘constant updating’ of disclosure checks and the option of subsequent nominal checks, 
hopefully reducing multiple checks in the sector.  In addition, we commend the Executive for 
retaining free volunteer checks under the new scheme. 

However, we are concerned that the key elements of the Bill will: 

• Reduce volunteering activity generally – there is growing evidence that this is already 
happening – thereby reducing the opportunities for young people to participate in 
activities within a safe environment; 

• Increase the administrative burden on small voluntary youth groups who are 
already saying that the administrative burden is significant; 

• Increase the number of youth groups operating on an independent basis with little 
or no regulation from a parent body; 

• Place a disproportionate focus on criminal records checks which should only be one 
part of the recruitment and selection process;    

• Significantly increase the already substantial costs, currently being underwritten by 
organisations such as Youth Scotland, through further information, support, guidance and 
training for what is the third major upheaval in six years. 

Youth Scotland believes that there needs to be: 

• A balance between protecting vulnerable groups from harm and creating a 
bureaucratic system which actively works against safeguarding children and young 
people; 

• A reduction in the administration burden being placed on small voluntary youth 
groups.  The new system needs to be proportionate and fit for purpose;

• Financial support to those volunteering involving organisations (in line with the 
Scottish Executive’s Volunteering Strategy) that are currently underwriting existing 
legislation through the application of their own limited resources to inform, guide, support 
and train a significant number of volunteers.  Volunteering organisations such as Youth 
Scotland, Guides and Scouts can easily demonstrate that this is good value for money. 

• Funding for administration costs associated with the proposals. 

• A significant lead-in time to commencement (or a phased lead-in which could be sector 
based) to enable organisations and groups to prepare for the new scheme, raise 
awareness and put training in place. 

• Clear guidance, well before the commencement of the legislation, for voluntary 
organisations but also for local authorities to ensure that the new legislation is not 
interpreted in different ways adding significantly to the barriers. 

• Capping of the cost of disclosure checks for paid voluntary sector staff at no more 
than £25.  
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SUBMISSION FROM THE AIR CADETS – ABERDEEN AND NORTH EAST 
SCOTLAND WING 

Yours sincerely, 

A J Reid 
Squadron Leader Rtd 
Wing Chairman 
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SUBMISSION FROM ANGUS COUNCIL 

I refer to the request for evidence on the above Bill and would ask you to note the 
following comments on behalf of Angus Council. 

How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults with 
additional protection from harm? 

Overall it is considered that this Bill is a positive piece of proposed legislation.  The 
operation of the two lists, one for those barred from working with protected adults 
and the other for those barred from working with children, with referrals being 
considered for inappropriate conduct as well as risk of harm and actual harm will 
significantly contribute to the protection of vulnerable children and adults in Scotland. 
The legislative duty on ‘relevant persons’ to share information for child protection 
purposes is also welcomed however it is questioned why the duty to share 
information is limited to children and has not been extended to cover protected 
adults as well. The changes to the Disclosure checks are also welcomed, specifically 
the application for ‘a statement of barred status’ on those who work privately with 
children.   

What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and volunteers who 
work with children and protected adults? 

The proposals for retrospective checking for existing staff over a 3-5 year period will 
have significant resource implications for employers. However the fact that scheme 
membership will last for 10 years with updates being requested, for example, if an 
individual moves jobs, will reduce the need for repeated checks which exists under 
the current system. 

The proposals within the Bill also have significant training implications for all 
agencies. 

The application for ‘a statement of barred status’ should close any potential 
loopholes created where employees barred from working with children/protected 
adults nevertheless continue to do so privately. 

Are there any other issues raised by the Bill’s provisions? 

While the idea of establishing ‘a scheme’ is broadly welcomed, the concept of the 
scheme needs to be more clearly delineated and communicated.  Further, the non-
mandatory nature of the scheme for those who wish to undertake ‘regulated work’ is, 
on balance, surprising.  In any event, however, this argument is perhaps largely 
artificial given that scheme participation is the only mechanism for employers to 
ensure that they are not employing a barred individual (which is an offence for 
organisational employers).  Automatic inclusion on the children’s list following a court 
referral in relation to specific serious offences is understood.  It is felt that there is 
potentially similarly serious offences – for example in relation to serious physical or 
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sexual assault (of adults) – which should lead to automatic inclusion on the adults’ 
list.

The rationale for extending/amending the definition of ‘school care accommodation’ 
is understood and the proposed amendments are endorsed. 

As noted previously it is questioned why the duty on ‘relevant persons’ to share 
information is limited for child protection purposes only and has not been extended to 
cover protected adults. The clarity that this duty provides to professionals in respect 
of child protection is also required for vulnerable adults to help avoid conflicts 
between responsibilities to other persons by placing the vulnerable adult at the 
forefront of service provision/decisions.  The provision of a power for persons other 
than ‘relevant persons’ to disclose child protection information is prudent and 
welcomed as is the Code of Practice. 

The proposals for the ‘barring’ and ‘vetting’ functions to be located in a single 
Executive agency acting on behalf of Scottish Ministers are welcomed.  However, 
the provision of a power for Scottish Ministers to delegate functions in respect of 
vetting and disclosure is seriously at odds with the rationale for the Central Barring 
Unit and Disclosure Scotland to be brought into one executive agency which ‘inter 
alia’ would ‘provide a seamless service to the public and with a recognised public 
identity’. 

Given the extensive coverage of the intended scheme, the provision of clear 
unambiguous guidance for organisations and individuals will be imperative and the 
need for related high quality training is also indicated. 

The provisions at sections 18 – 20 of the Bill in relation to seeking relevant 
information from police and other public bodies is welcomed to ensure thorough 
consultation with appropriate organisations.  This will also ensure that Scottish 
Ministers are provided with a comprehensive multi-agency and up to date report of 
the position. 

Clarification is sought on the position concerning those individuals who are 
suspended from regulated work.  Section 3(2) of the Bill provides that suspension of 
an individual is not to be treated as having stopped that individual from doing that 
work and therefore is not a ground for referral.  There is concern that an individual 
may be suspended from one organisation but continue to work/or seek work with 
another organisation/personal employer that involves contact with protected adults 
and/or children.   

Guidance from the Scottish Ministers about what actions an organisation should 
consider taking as a result of a scheme member being under consideration for listing 
whilst being able to continue undertaking regulated work is greatly welcomed. 

We note the sections within the Bill in relation to appeals against inclusion in the 
lists.  We would welcome some mechanism whereby the organisation, which is 
under the duty to make a referral, may make further representations to the Scottish 
Ministers where the Scottish Ministers determine that the individual referred is not to 
be placed on the list(s).  This would be particularly pertinent where new information 
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comes to light within the organisation that perhaps was not available at the time of 
the referral/determination.   

How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial memorandum 
accompanying the Bill? 

It is felt that although the above documents are by necessity very detailed they are 
generally accessible and are helpful in explaining the legislative context and 
parameters within which the Bill has been developed and will operate. 

With regards to the Financial Memorandum it is considered that the additional £0.9m 
for additional guidance and training across the whole of Scotland is inadequate given 
the large numbers of employers and employees that will be affected by the proposed 
legislation. 

Do you have any comments on the consultation the Scottish Executive carried out 
prior to the introduction of the Bill? 

The limited nature of the comments Angus Council has to make on the Bill at this 
time reflects the adequacy of consultation by the Scottish Executive up to this point. 

I trust the above comments are helpful. If you require any further information or 
clarification please do not hesitate to contact me. 
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SUBMISSION FROM BARNARDO’S SCOTLAND 

Introduction: 

Barnardo's helps the UK's most vulnerable children have a better start in life, and 
therefore the chance of a better future. In Scotland our 62 services work directly with 
over 13,000 children, young people and their families every year. The services 
provided cover all age groups, in some cases into the early twenties. Services 
relating to youth work include providing support to young parents, assisting families 
affected by disabilities, youth offending and homelessness and working with young 
people leaving care.  Each Barnardo’s project is different although they all have the 
same goal of protecting, nurturing and providing opportunities for the most 
vulnerable children and young people, over the long term, enabling them to 
transform their lives and fulfil their potential. 

Barnardo’s Scotland welcomes the opportunity to provide comment on the Protection 
of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill as the Committee considers it at Stage 1. As 
with most organisations in the voluntary sector we support initiatives to enhance the 
protection of children and welcome improvements to incorporate lessons learned 
from the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (PoCSA). However we also 
share a common concern that the current legislation represents the third major 
review of systems protecting children and vulnerable adults in the last six years. The 
sector has already experienced difficulties and absorbed costs in implementing 
previous changes. We are wary therefore that further upheaval and bureaucracy, 
and an over emphasis on avoiding risk, could act against the interests of children 
through minimising opportunities in their lives. Scrutiny of the Bill must focus on 
avoiding this scenario. 

We support the general principles of the Bill but conclude that the success or 
otherwise of the proposals will be dependent on secondary legislation and the action 
the Executive takes around the Bill, such as the provision of funding support and 
clear and timely guidance. 

Vetting and Barring Scheme: 

Barnardo’s Scotland welcomes the various improvements on the existing systems, 
such as to ensure continuous updating of information and the inclusion of self-
employed workers. 

Our experience in implementing PoCSA also highlights the importance of clear and 
timely guidance. Without sufficient notice and clear information it will be difficult for 
the voluntary sector to implement complex legislation where important decisions 
(such as whether to employ an individual while a decision on their status is pending 
or who appears on one list but not the other) will be left in the hands of employers. 

The suggestion that, once the system is bedded in, the ongoing costs of carrying out 
checks will be reduced is also welcome. Nevertheless there will be significant costs 
involved, particularly in carrying out retrospective checks. Our experience from the 
introduction of PoCSA is that there is a need for comprehensive training of the 
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workforce to ensure that all relevant agencies understand the new framework.   The 
inclusion of parents and personal employers places an additional requirement to 
ensure that there is a common understanding of the legislation. With no additional 
funds being made available the money will have to be diverted from front-line 
services, which is not the way to improve standards of protection. 

Barnardo’s Scotland believes that ongoing funding support must also be provided to 
assist voluntary organisations in meeting their duties under the proposals. In the 
short lifetime of disclosure checks we have already seen an increase from £20 to 
£25 and we believe that a cap should be placed at this limit. Furthermore there have 
been delays in obtaining disclosure checks under the existing system. We believe 
that these act as a disincentive for volunteers in particular and sufficient funding 
must be provided to ensure the smooth operation of the new system.  

There have been reports of adults being reluctant to engage in volunteering activities 
because of the new framework of checks involved.  This has yet to be quantified but 
we believe the danger to be real and the Executive must ensure that the protection 
threshold is high enough in order to protect vulnerable groups but the threshold is 
not set so that small groups are closed down or wiped out. The real test of this 
legislation will rest upon whether an appropriate balance can be found between risk 
and opportunity, which once again highlights the crucial role of guidance in the 
successful implementation of the Bill. If we do not get the balance of proportionate 
protection right, we could be in danger of dissuading an unknown number of people 
away from productive engagement with children and vulnerable adults. A 
promotional effort will also be needed to present the new system in a positive light, 
as an appropriate means of protecting children, rather than as a bureaucratic drag 
on legitimate activity. 

Information Sharing: 

Barnardo’s supports the general principle of placing a duty on relevant public bodies 
and organisations to disclose information when a child is at risk of harm and to 
cooperate with such requests. We also agree with the general power for any 
individual to disclose child protection information and placing Scottish Ministers 
under a duty to produce a code of practice to support information sharing for child 
protection purposes. Nevertheless we are aware that various concerns have been 
raised and it is the handling of these concerns that will determine how effective the 
information sharing measures prove to be.  

In our experience much sharing of information already takes place, but often in an 
informal or even haphazard way. Nevertheless children are acutely aware of this and 
may even already assume that information they provide will be passed on. This can 
have real implications for children’s willingness to come forward with information and 
it may be the case that increasing information sharing will lead some children to be 
reluctant to provide it in the first place. Information sharing systems will only be as 
good as the values, principles and experience of the professionals who operate 
them, once again illustrating the importance of taking time over guidance and 
training to get it right. 
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Increased sharing of relevant information will lead to the sharing of ‘soft information’ 
on individuals.  It is crucial that we have early view of clear guidance about what 
should be shared and with whom. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE BISHOPS’ CONFERENCE OF SCOTLAND 

The Bishops’ Conference of Scotland is represented on the Scottish Churches 
Committee, SCC and we endorse the work of this group and support the broad 
thrust of the submission it has made at Stage 1 of the bill. 

The Church has a long tradition of working with vulnerable groups through many 
areas of social support and outreach. There have been, of course, well known 
failures in ensuring the full protection of all individuals who have been in receipt 
of such services. We do not wish to undermine the gravity of such failures in 
recognising that in the vast majority of cases people carry out their work with 
impeccable conduct. Lessons do need to be learned from these cases and the 
Church is very willing to offer its experience and expertise during the 
consideration of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) bill. 

The Catholic Church is also aware of its role in relation to policy decisions by 
government, in that we believe these decisions belong to the area of political 
judgement and therefore several options may be equally in conformity to ethical 
principles. 
In dealing with the bill the principle of ensuring the safety of those in a vulnerable 
position needs to be balanced with an awareness of the proportionality of the 
measures aimed at identifying the isolated cases where individuals are 
unsuitable to work with vulnerable groups. 

It needs to be borne in mind that the vast majority of people do not pose a 
problem and that burdensome bureaucratic systems can threaten to absorb 
resources which could be more effectively used in service delivery and in more 
targeted protection measures. There are in addition unintended consequences 
which such a system may produce. Most notably there is the potential of 
dissuading those who volunteer in many areas of work not to continue doing so.   

There is a danger that such a system could develop should the scope of the 
legislation under consideration be cast too wide. There is a prudential judgement 
to be made, which falls under the responsibility of politicians, to ensure that 
vulnerable groups are given adequate protection without resorting to 
implementing legislation which is disproportionate to the problem being 
addressed. 

In relation to vulnerable groups we take this opportunity to highlight the specific 
need of the sick and frail elderly to be protected to the point of natural death. The 
ethos established in dealing with the most vulnerable will undoubtedly be the 
measure by which any system of protection is measured. 
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SUBMISSION FROM BMA SCOTLAND 

Introduction
The BMA is grateful for the opportunity to provide written evidence to the Education 
Committee regarding the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill.   

The BMA welcomes the publication of this Bill and supports the application of the 
recommendations of the Bichard Inquiry in Scotland, recognising that there is room 
for improvement in the protection of vulnerable groups. 

BMA Scotland has contributed to early consultations on the introduction of a new 
vetting and disclosure scheme in Scotland and our previous position is reflected in 
this paper. 

However, BMA Scotland has not, at any time, been involved in discussions about 
Part 3 of this Bill which considers requirements for information sharing for child 
protection purposes.  While we acknowledge that the aims are to convert current 
good practice for the disclosure of information for child protection cases into law, the 
BMA is concerned about the lack of detail and clarity in the primary legislation and 
the lack of information on the proposed Code of Practice which will provide the detail 
of this Bill.  The BMA considers any primary legislation which diminishes patient 
confidentiality to be of vital importance and we would want to be clear not just about 
the primary legislation at this stage but also the supporting Code of Practice.   The 
BMA would therefore suggest that the Committee and relevant stakeholder 
organisations, such as ourselves, be consulted on the content of this Code of 
Practice, ideally prior to the conclusion of the Committee’s considerations of the Bill. 

Part 1:  The Lists 
Information held by public bodies
Part 1, Section 19 gives ministers power to obtain information from other public 
bodies when deciding to list an individual.  The BMA notes that organisations such 
as the General Teaching Council are included, to ensure that when a referral about a 
teacher from an educational authority is received, Ministers could access further 
information about the individual’s performance. 

The BMA accepts the reasons for the openness between Ministers and these 
organisations in cases where vulnerable groups are at risk.  Throughout this Bill, 
however, there is no mention of the requirement of Ministers to work with and co-
operate with professional regulatory bodies, such as the General Medical Council, 
which have robust procedures and detailed information available to them about 
medical professionals working in Scotland (and the UK).  It would seem to us that 
this reflects a missed opportunity to encourage greater partnership working and to 
learn from established systems which could lead to unnecessary duplication of effort. 

Part 2:  Vetting and Barring Disclosure
General 
It is important that the public has trust in the various professionals and individuals 
who have access to children and other vulnerable individuals through the course of 
their work.  Although rare, there are occasions when individuals abuse their positions 
and the proposed new system of disclosure should offer some peace of mind to 
those people responsible for caring for children or vulnerable groups of society. 
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During the Scottish Executive’s consultation on the Vetting and Barring Scheme 
earlier this year, the BMA commented that the proposed scheme covered a wider 
range of positions than those for which disclosure is currently required.  The 
inclusion of those “who have substantial access to personal and sensitive 
information about vulnerable groups (e.g. database operators)” could increase 
considerably the number of staff affected, placing an increased workload and 
financial burden on the NHS and other public sector employers, particularly small 
employers such as GP practices.  

In our view, the scope of the definition of ‘regulated work’ is not clear in the Bill.  For 
example, it is unclear whether a medical receptionist or secretary, who would have 
access to confidential patient information for both children and vulnerable individuals, 
would have to take part in the vetting and disclosure process.  Since employers will 
be committing an offence if they do not check the relevant list when employing an 
individual, it is vital that the scope of the Bill is clear. 

The BMA also proposed that fees for disclosure be set as low as possible, with 
subsequent checks of barred status being free of charge.  We are therefore 
disappointed that the cost of the initial fee for disclosure will be increased. 

NHS Scotland as ‘registered organisation’ 
The NHS employs more than 130,000 staff across Scotland.  It is current policy to 
promote for greater regional planning between NHS Board areas and, with the 
development of Managed Clinical Networks and to ensure services are available in 
local communities (particularly in rural Scotland), it is now commonplace for medical 
staff (and other groups of health professionals) to work in more than one NHS Board 
area.  Under the requirements of this Bill, individuals would be required to undergo 
and pay for more than one disclosure fee, while NHS Boards would have to 
undertake the necessary checks, despite the fact that they are, technically, working 
for a single organisation.   

General Practitioners are independent contractors providing services to the NHS, 
employing a range of health professionals and administrators in their practices.  GPs 
may also work for out of hours services and may provide locum services in 
neighbouring NHS Board areas.  One could argue that a doctor, guilty of causing 
harm to vulnerable groups, would find it easy to slip through the net by working as a 
locum in various health board areas.  In our view a single procedure for all NHS 
employees (who undertake regulated work) would be more appropriate.  The BMA 
therefore proposes an alternative approach.    

The Bill creates a possibility for an ‘annual fee’ to be applied (section 67(2)a) for an 
organisations that undertake regulated work.  The BMA would suggest that it may be 
appropriate for NHS Scotland to be considered as the registered organisation.  The 
BMA believes that this approach would link in with the policy objective of the Bill to 
minimise bureaucracy within the NHS and of the developing roles of health 
professionals in primary care as well as create a single point of access to the 
disclosure process. 

Information from regulatory bodies
In Part 2, section 46(1)d gives Ministers powers to obtain certain information as 
vetting information held by regulatory bodies and local authorities.  As stated 
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previously, the BMA would welcome clarification as to the role of regulatory bodies 
such as the General Medical Council in this procedure. 

Part 3:  Sharing child protection information
As stated earlier in this report, the BMA has not been consulted on the proposals 
outlined in part 3 of the Bill and is concerned that very little detail is provided in 
primary legislation, given the sensitivity of the issue. 

The BMA is concerned that the determination of a child at risk in the Bill does not 
allow for doctors to exercise their judgement when there is a low level of harm, or if 
they believe that when considering the potential harms and benefits, that it would not 
be in the child’s interests to share information.  We are concerned about the 
diminution of the threshold of seriousness as it would mean that even very slight 
‘harms’ could constitute a justification for disclosure of information.  In the BMA’s 
view (and in line with GMC guidance), confidentiality has a high value and should not 
be overridden lightly. 

To that end, we would propose an amendment that the use of the word ‘must’ in 
section 74 be softened.   

Furthermore, the word ‘serious’ should be inserted in section 73 to read: 

“Child protection information” is information relating to a child which the holder of 
information considers, or should reasonably consider, to be relevant for the purposes 
of protecting the child, or any other child from serious harm. 

We would also propose that this amendment (i.e. the insertion of the word ‘serious’ 
before ‘harm’) be repeated in section 75a, 77(1)a and 79(1)b. 

By making this amendment, the statutory requirement to share information would be 
much clearer to professionals and would link in with their professional duties, as 
outlined in the General Medical Council’s guidance on “Confidentiality:  Protecting 
and Providing Information (2004)”.  

Section 74(1) of the Bill proposes that doctors would be required to share information 
to a ‘council’ as defined by the Local Government etc (Scotland) Act 1994.  This 
would require doctors to report child protection information to a committee of 
councillors and a convenor.  It could be assumed that the responsibility would be 
delegated to an appropriate person or group in the Council, but the BMA would 
prefer that this be included in the Bill and propose the following amendment: 

Section 74(1):  “… report the information to the person responsible for child 
protection issues in the council for the area…” 

The BMA also believes that in this section (s74) there should be a clear requirement 
in primary legislation on the need to try to obtain consent to share information, where 
appropriate.  If not included in the Bill it is a matter that must be clearly defined in the 
Code of Practice.  The BMA would also propose that clarification on the need for 
only relevant information to be shared for the purposes of protecting children from 
harm. 
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Section 76 considers the content of the Code of Practice about child protection 
information.  Given the detailed guidance on particular issues that will be included in 
this Code of Practice, the wording should be made stronger.  The BMA proposes 
that the use of the word “may” should be replaced with the word “will” (s.76(2)). 

The items listed in section 76 are the minimum that should be covered by the Code 
of Practice.  The BMA would suggest that this be extended to include: 

• a process for informing (or not) the child/person with parental responsibility 
about the disclosure that is due to take place 

• training of staff 

• appeals and complaints 

In section 81, which deals with enforcement, the BMA would recommend that any 
ministerial changes be carried out in consultation with relevant stakeholders. 

Confidentiality and young people 
The BMA is aware that this legislation could potentially raise debate on the 
requirement to report sexual activity of young people.  It is clear that there is no 
requirement for mandatory reporting to the police of sexually active young people, 
irrespective of their age contained in this Bill.  Any guidance should confirm best 
practice that decisions about sharing confidential information about sexually active 
young people must be made on the basis of an assessment of their best interests. 

Under the Sexual Offences Act 2003, young people under the age of 13 are not 
capable of giving consent to sexual intercourse, and such sexual activity is therefore 
rape.  Although sexual activity in someone under the age of 13 will always be cause 
for concern, the need to share information without consent to protect the young 
person must be balanced against the need to provide a service that encourages 
young people to seek help when they need it.  It is clear that young people place a 
very high value on a confidential sexual health service.  Without an underlying 
presumption of confidentiality, young people will refuse to access such services and 
their interests could therefore be seriously harmed. 

Decisions in this area, which can often be challenging, must always be made on a 
case by case basis, taking into consideration all relevant information.  Where health 
professionals believe that children may be subject to coercion or exploitation, 
existing child protection guidelines must be followed.  Health professionals with 
concerns should seek advice and help, anonymously if necessary, from colleagues 
with expertise in child protection, such as named and designated professionals. 

Health professionals working with very young people who are sexually active should 
be appropriately trained and should have ready access to expert child protection 
advice, such as from named or designated health professionals.  Cases involving 
very young people are complex and should usually be discussed with colleagues, 
anonymously if necessary.  In all decisions in this area, the focus of attention must 
be on promoting the best interests of the child or young person. 

Conclusion
The BMA supports the principles of this Bill and welcomes moves to introduce 
legislation that takes into account the recommendations of the Bichard Inquiry in 
England. 
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The BMA recognises the need to improve the current disclosure process but 
believes that it also provides an opportunity for NHS Scotland to become the 
registered organisation rather than a more local process as this would take into 
account the changes to the ways that services are delivered in Scotland. 

The BMA is concerned over the lack of consultation regarding Part 3 of this Bill.  The 
requirement to share information for child protection is an important duty of a doctor 
however it is not always a clear cut process and there may be cases whereby 
disclosing an individual’s information could be contrary to the best interests of the 
child. 

The BMA is concerned that much of the detail of this Bill will be contained in an 
accompanying Code of Practice and believes that the Committee should be allowed 
to consider this as part of its wider considerations of the Bill. 
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SUBMISSION FROM BROOK 

Brook is the country's leading sexual health organisation for young people, 
offering young women and men under 25 free and confidential sexual health 
services and advice from a network consisting of 17 Centres in England, 
Jersey, Northern Ireland and Scotland and the Brook central office based in 
London.    Brook has over 40 years' experience of providing services through 
specially trained doctors, nurses, counsellors, and outreach and education 
workers to almost 200,000 young people each year. 

Safeguarding the well-being of young people is fundamental to Brook’s aim to 
protect, promote and preserve young people’s sexual health.    But we also 
recognise that confidentiality is of paramount importance to young people 
using sexual health services.   Brook believes that the best way to protect 
young people who are sexually active is to reaffirm their right to access 
confidential sexual health services whilst empowering and supporting 
professionals to make an effective assessment as to whether they are at risk 
of harm or exploitation. 

We welcome this opportunity to give evidence on the Protection of Vulnerable 
Groups (Scotland) Bill, in particular Part 3 which addresses the sharing of 
information relating to child protection.    We broadly welcome the proposals 
to improve information sharing in order to protect and support children and 
young people but have some specific concerns and comments about their 
applications which we set out below.  

Section 73      Child Protection Information

Section 73 defines ‘child protection information’ as information relevant to the 
protection of the child or any other child from harm.    We would suggest that it 
should actually refer to protecting children from ‘significant harm’ which is the 
terminology used by the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 and is generally 
recognised as the threshold for intervention.    

Section 76      Code or Practice about child protection information

We welcome the Bill’s requirement that Ministers prepare and publish a code 
of practice containing guidance about child protection information as this 
could foster a common understanding of the circumstances in which 
information should be shared.    However it is crucial that the code of practice 
does not take a prescriptive approach about what constitutes child protection 
information which would remove professional discretion and could lead to 
disproportionate and unjustified breaches in young people’s confidentiality.   

The main consideration in whether to share information about a young person 
must be the degree of risk to the welfare of the young person or other young 
people.     We have been concerned how the Bichard Inquiry recommendation 
that the police should be notified when a criminal offence has been committed 
against a child unless there are exceptional circumstances has been 
interpreted in practice.   In some areas of England and in Northern Ireland it 
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led to the development of local protocols which required professionals to 
share information about any young person who was sexually active under the 
age of 13 on the basis that the law indicted that they were unable to consent 
to sexual activity rather than on an assessment of the degree of current or 
potential harm.    Any suggestion that underage sexual activity automatically 
constitutes ‘child protection information’ would be likely to act as a serious 
disincentive to young people’s use of services, with potentially disastrous 
consequences for teenage sexual health.    What is more, abusive or coercive 
relationships would be more likely to remain hidden if young people felt there 
were no one they could trust to listen to them and work in partnership with 
them to protect their safety. 

The code of practice must therefore maintain the ability of professionals 
working with children and young people to make an assessment of the risk of 
harm based on the individual circumstances of the case and the overall best 
interests of the young person. 

Section 79        Child’s welfare to be paramount consideration

We are particularly pleased to see that section 79 (2) emphasises that 
consideration must be given to how disclosing information may affect the 
interests of the child, or any other child likely to be affected by disclosure.   On 
occasions it may also be necessary to take account of the public interest in 
maintaining confidential services as research indicates that any general belief 
that confidentiality would not be respected would have disastrous 
consequences for the sexual health of individual young people and public 
health generally. 

Stephanie Whitehead  
Policy & Development Manager  
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SUBMISSION FROM CHILDLINE SCOTLAND 

ChildLine Scotland 
ChildLine Scotland is the free HelpLine for any child or young person with any problem. Last year 
we provided over 30,000 children and young people with a counselling service for a wide range of 
problems including bullying, physical and sexual abuse, family problems, sexual health and 
bereavement.  

Currently ChildLine Scotland answers calls from children and young people via two bases – in 
Aberdeen and in Glasgow.  This service is delivered due to the commitment of over 220 volunteers 
as well as staff.  Funding is obtained from the Scottish Executive, local authorities as well as Trusts 
and significant voluntary contributions. 

Specific work is undertaken in response to calls which has led to a variety of projects including: 

Boys Aloud  This work is dedicated to encouraging and enabling more boys and young men to 
contact ChildLine.   Counsellors talk to over 8,000 boys annually and although more speak about 
their problems than to any other organisation, they still represent around a quarter of the total 
callers.  They also show quite a different pattern of service use e.g. are more likely to call when their 
problems are ‘out of control’. 

Research In conjunction with the Centre for Research on Families and Relationships at 
Edinburgh University, ChildLine Scotland has produced a briefing which details children’s concerns 
about the health and well-being of their parents and significant others.  

We are also keen to work in partnership with agencies to progress issues of mutual concern 
including securing legal reform to ensure the dignity of child witnesses and to give children the 
same legal protection from assault as adults.  This is relevant given the term ‘harm’ used in the Bill. 

In June 2006, it was announced that CHILDREN 1ST is to run the ChildLine HelpLine for children 
and young people in Scotland on behalf of the NSPCC. ChildLine, as a UK-wide organisation, joined 
the NSPCC in February 2006. 

ChildLine Scotland welcomes the opportunity to comment on the general principles of the Protection 
of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill.  Our comments are confined to the provisions relating to 
children.   In drafting this submission we have analysed the calls to ChildLine, sought the views of 
counselling supervisors and staff.  We have also drawn on the experience of the organisation which 
is 20 years old nationally in 2006 and 16 years old in Scotland.   A key feature of our successful 
engagement with children and young people is our commitment to respecting confidentiality. 

Calls to ChildLine 
An analysis of calls to ChildLine from adults showed that we received no calls from adults who were 
worried about the suitability of other adults in the workplace. There were calls from adults 
concerned for abused children however this was mainly taking place in the home.   An analysis of 
calls from 2003-2006 calls to ChildLine Scotland shows:  

• Sexual abuse calls:   By a Teacher 326  By an Authority Figure 20  

• Physical abuse calls: By a Teacher 129  By an Authority Figure 8 

Girl (14): 'Abused by my teacher. He came in the changing rooms and started touching me. He 
threatened me. Feel like it's my fault.' 

Boy (11): 'Hit by my teacher at school. He got angry and threw a ruler at me and it hit me on the 
head.'  
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Girl: 'Living in a care home and they have locked me in. I'm really hungry, they won't let me eat 
anything.'  
Overview 
ChildLine Scotland believes that reform of the current system must provide strong safeguards for 
children.    We believe that safeguarding children in a range of settings including schools, sporting 
and leisure activities requires broader action than just an improved process for vetting and barring 
however important in itself. It requires safe recruitment, including pre-appointment checks, a culture 
of vigilance about risks to children, and a clear understanding about roles and expectations.  

There will always be those who have very occasional contact with children. There are also over-
seas workers coming from abroad who cannot be checked to the same level, who will have contact 
with children in regulated or other settings. This emphasises the need for other measures beyond 
simply vetting and barring in all settings with unsupervised access to children. 

There is still much work to be done in order to help adults keep children safe including what to do if 
a child makes a disclosure and establishing a system for adults registering their concerns.   In the 
three year child protection reform programme published in November 2002, the Scottish Executive 
articulated that it is everyone’s job to make sure that children are alright.    

This Bill is based on the Bichard Inquiry Report (June 2004) which identified systemic failures in 
current vetting and barring systems in England and Wales including that the current barring system 
is reactive to harmful behaviour rather than preventative.  That remains a danger with the emphasis 
of this Bill.  There were also inconsistencies in the sharing of information which has been a 
systematic problem in Scotland too. Sharing relevant child protection information is important as is 
using it to make good decisions about a child’s welfare.  ChildLine Scotland notes that while the 
‘vetting and barring’ provisions have already been the subject of consultation, a similar exercise has 
not happened with the ‘sharing of information’.  Yet these provisions are of huge significance and 
should be subject to detailed consideration.   

ChildLine believes the Committee should delay further consideration of the Bill and instigate an 
inquiry into the sharing of information provisions including the consequences intended or otherwise.   
It is not in the best interests of children to create bad law especially since the Parliament has so 
recently visited the same issue in the Protection of Children (Scotland) act 2003. 

Much of the detail of how the system will work is not on the face of the Bill making it difficult to 
deliver a considered response on the general principles of the Bill. 

Confidentiality 
Although Part 3 does not change legal guidelines around confidentiality, it may change people’s 
perceptions of how the duty of confidentiality will be delivered. 

ChildLine Scotland welcomes clause 79 of the Bill that in sharing child protection information, the 
child’s welfare has to be the paramount consideration.  We firmly believe that we must maintain our 
confidential services to children and young people.  ChildLine is concerned that Part 3 ‘Sharing 
Child protection Information’ has been drafted and may be implemented without a proper 
understanding of children’s and young people’s concerns about confidentiality. Understanding what 
confidentiality means to them is necessary to delivering services they can trust.

ChildLine listens to thousands of children and young people every year who have a range of 
problems and many have concerns about confidentiality.  If young people do not have services they 
can trust, they will be less likely to engage with them and we will be less able to protect them. 
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ChildLine is a confidential service and does not pass on any information given by a child, unless 
requested to do so by that child. The exceptions to this are: 

(i) When a child or young person is in extreme physical danger or has attempted suicide.  
In this case, usually with the child’s agreement, a referral is made to the ambulance 
service.   

(ii) When other children are at risk of abuse or are in danger.  The caller is informed as soon 
as it becomes clear that ChildLine cannot maintain confidentiality and given the option to 
proceed without providing identifying information.   

Young people report that they are worried that statutory services will not listen to them or take them 
seriously if they disclose information.  Moreover, they worry that what they say will not remain 
confidential and may result in a series of unwanted consequences that are out with their control.    
Uncertainty regarding the confidentially of statutory services can, in some cases, lead to a delay in a 
young people seeking assistance.  In other cases, this may deter them from accessing the service 
altogether.   In both instances this may have severe consequences for the young person.   See 
Appendix 1 for further information. 

From practice it is clear that young people require more explicit information on the confidentiality 
polices of various services if they are to feel comfortable and confident trusting and engaging with 
them.  However there is a danger that Part 3 will make the situation worse and that is not in their 
best interests. 

Organisational Issues 
ChildLine recognises that it is not alone in having to prepare for funding the scheme and 
implementing it.  While we are pleased that checks for volunteers will continue to be free, as the 
service depends on a large number of volunteers, we will still incur costs so that we comply with 
obligations.   In addition we also employ staff which has cost implications e.g. clause 9 on failure to 
refer.   Unless additional monies are provided, the cost will be met by monies which could have 
been spent on frontline services for children and young people.   Generally, the new thorough and 
joined up regime will be more expensive with implications for all especially small organisations. 

Operational Issues 

• The definition of harm needs to be more precise so that the system is not overwhelmed with 
referrals – e.g. clauses 73 and 93 require to be tightened. 

• the Bill requires to be more specific on the vetting information which leads to barring e.g. 
clause 11 (2) (a). 

• there is a need for a commitment to different treatment of those under 18 

• new scheme is complex and maybe difficult for employers, employees and volunteers to 
understand. 

• as the new scheme holds greater penalties, e.g. clause 41 requires a scheme member to 
notify certain changes of details within 3 months, so there needs to be widespread publicity 
on the detail as well as on individual rights and obligations.   

• we have reservations about how the vetting and barring scheme will work in practice – the 
real risk is that initially the system will be swamped with information, whether there is a 
computer system able to undertake the complex monitoring of information on people and if 
there will be sufficient staff to ensure the information is constantly updated. 

Rights of Children 
Of course children have the right to be safe from adults as well as from other children.  However we 
would like to see a commitment to different treatment in cases of those under 18.   For children who 
sexually harm, it is important to remember that these young people are not usually ‘young sex 
offenders’ and that they can greatly benefit from therapeutic services because of their age. While 
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we need to acknowledge the risk that these children pose to others we must also acknowledge that 
these are children with severe needs who are very much in need of the help of specialised services. 

Definitions used in the Bill 
We are concerned that no commitments have been made on the face of the legislation about the 
evaluation of the risks that people pose. There needs to be detailed scrutiny over the criteria for who 
will and will not be barred and monitoring of consistency e.g. interpreting Clauses 12 (1) & 15.  In 
making a determination about a person’s suitability factors to be included could be: 
• The time that has passed since the offence 
• The circumstances of the offence or incident 
• The number of offences committed or previous history 

It is also necessary to identify factors falling short of offending which may also disqualify a person, 
and whilst the Bill recognises this, it does not state fully what these will be. We also have concerns 
that the ‘non conviction is open to varying interpretation and inconsistency between forces. It is 
important that this is clearly spelt out in guidance for police forces – see Clause 18. 

There is also a concern that there is no capacity to review a decision by Central Barring Unit when it 
conflicts with that of a referring agent such as the police or social services.  

SCCYP 
ChildLine Scotland is pleased to note that Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and Young People 
has sought the views of her office’s ‘Young people’s reference group’ on the information sharing 
proposals. We were very interested to read their views on human rights including the right to 
privacy, information sharing and the duty of confidentiality.   Her staff have also usefully undertaken 
child impact assessments: 
Information Sharing Screening Assessment  
http://www.sccyp.org.uk/admin/04policy/files/spo_173500Initial%20Screening%20Form%20Information%20Sh
aring%20Final%20161006.doc

Vetting and Barring Full Assessment  
http://www.sccyp.org.uk/admin/04policy/files/spo_310702Full%20Impact%20Assessment%20Form%20261006
.pdf

Specific Questions 
1. How effective is the bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults with additional 
protection from harm? 
More investigation is required into the sharing of information before an informed view is offered. 
2. What are the likely impacts of the bill on employers, employees and volunteers who work with 
children and protected adults? 
There needs to be a public information campaign to address misunderstandings as well as promote 
the positive duty that ‘it is everyone’s job to make sure children are alright’.  There will be staffing 
and financial implications of the Bill. 
3. Are there any other issues that are raised by the bill’s provisions? 
The lack of important detail on the face of the Bill e.g. Clause 81 on enforcement. 

Conclusion 
ChildLine Scotland recognises that matters raised at the earlier consultation have been taken on 
board such as protecting a person’s privacy if a check is sought by a personal employer and 
establishing separate lists for those unsuitable to work with children and of individuals unsuitable to 
work with protected adults.   However we believe that more work is required on understanding the 
huge area of information sharing prior to passing this legislation.  We therefore urge the Committee 
to focus on that aspect of the Bill before completing Stage 1 of the Bill.   
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ChildLine Scotland gives permission for this response to be made public. 

For further information please contact: Carole Ewart, ChildLine Scotland  0870 336 2910 

Appendix 1 - Issues around ChildLine’s Confidentiality 

ChildLine counsellors and switchboard operators are commonly asked at the start of the call for 
reassurance that conversations are private.  

• “You’re not going to tell anyone, are you?”1

• “My mum won’t know I’ve rung, will she?”2

• “Do you tape calls?”  I don’t want to speak to anyone if you tape it” 

This indicates that confidentially is vital to young people.  For a small number of callers, we 
never find out why confidentiality of ChildLine’s service is such a concern as they end the 
call before talking about their problem. One caller told us that her teacher was sexually 
abusing her.  When ChildLine’s confidentially policy was passed on she hung up.

In 1996 ChildLine published a report entitled “Talking to Children about Child Abuse.”  The 
Following extract from this report summarises the current experience and position of ChildLine 
Scotland, ten years on.   

“Callers to ChildLine want to be reassured that they can trust ChildLine.  Many young people, 
particularly those, who have been abused, fear that despite ChildLine’s promise of confidentiality, 
their tormentors will somehow know they have called.  Children’s anxieties can be almost palpable 
down the phone as they imagine that a counsellor will betray their trust and inform the authorities or 
a family member that they have called. 

We do not dismiss these anxieties, but instead acknowledge that it makes sense for them to be 
doubtful.  We then explain our procedures to them, letting know that unless their life is at risk or 
they are telling us about other children who are at risk, their call will remain confidential to ChildLine.   

Despite our explanation, there is no reason why-young people-particularly those who have been 
lied to before by adults they trusted-should believe us initially.  Many will hang up out of fear, but 
then call again when they discover that the call did not show up on anyone’s phone bill an that no 
one found out they called”3

It is apparent that young peoples’ perceptions of confidentiality remain.  From the calls, it is clear 
that ChildLine counsellors are often the first people children confide in, for a variety of reasons. 

Anonymity is a major concern to young people.   When young people call ChildLine, they do not 
have to identify themselves.  This helps to assure them that their call cannot be traced and what 
they say will remain confidential.  By remaining anonymous and having the option to end the call at 
any time, the caller remains in control of how much and how little they tell us without fearing the 
consequences. 

When confiding in someone, several callers revealed that they find it difficult to talk face to face 
about their problems and prefer talking on the telephone. Talking on the telephone is often the first 
step towards talking to someone face to face. 

Many callers report that they are not ready or do not want to talk anyone else.  Some callers are 
confused about what is happening to them and need support to understand. Others need time to 

1
 Talking to Children About Child Abuse: ChildLine’s First Ten Years (1996) London: ChildLine p16 

2
 Talking to Children About Child Abuse: ChildLine’s First Ten Years (1996) London: ChildLine. P16 

3
 Talking to Children About Child Abuse: ChildLine’s First Ten Years (1996) London: ChildLine P20-21 
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express themselves fully.  They want to tell someone what has happened but struggle to find the 
words.  For many, talking is like reliving the experience.   

From what young people tell ChildLine, it is vital that when young people do confide in someone; 
they are listened to, taken seriously and given responsible and realistic support to make the 
changes they want. 

Some callers have already confided in another person and feel they weren’t taken seriously or that 
those they told just didn’t care.  Others report that they had told someone of their circumstances but 
the advice they received had not helped. In some cases telling someone had resulted in the 
situation becoming worse.  Moreover, young people also expressed their concerns and frustration 
that their situation would never change. 

Young people often want to talk about problems faced by other people in their lives.  In these cases 
they report being scared of betraying the other person’s confidentiality.  Often they feel strongly 
about keeping the promises they have made and express concern about getting a friend or a loved 
one into trouble.  This may add to the pressure of the situation for the young person and deter them 
from telling others about their problems. 

Young people report that they are worried that statutory services will not listen to them or take them 
seriously if they disclose information.  Moreover, they worry that what they say will not remain 
confidential and may result in a series of unwanted consequences that are out with their control.    
Uncertainty regarding the confidentially of statutory services can, in some cases, lead to a delay in 
a young people seeking assistance.  In other cases, this may deter them from accessing the service 
altogether.   In both instances this may have severe consequences for the young person. 

The majority of professionals working with children- social workers in schools, doctors, therapists- 
are obliged to report abuse if they become aware of it and will often involve carers when something 
of concern is disclosed. However, it is apparent that this response may, at times, protect the service 
provider more than the young person.  Young people tell ChildLine that they fear the consequences 
that may follow a disclosure and will not engage in services that they fear are not confidential.  
Hence a young person may persevere in a situation were they are unhappy or at risk because they 
believe they have no one to talk to in confidence about what is happening to them or what they can 
do to help their situation. 

It is clear from what young people tell ChildLine that negative perceptions of statutory services are 
based on either negative experiences or a lack of knowledge of the processes services adhere to in 
order to protect young people.   Either way, it is clear that young people require more explicit 
information on the confidentiality polices of various services if they are to feel comfortable and 
confident trusting and engaging with services. 

This information was collated by Ms. Sharon McEwen, Volunteer Counsellor for ChildLine.   
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SUBMISSION FROM COMMUNITY CARE PROVIDERS SCOTLAND 

Community Care Providers Scotland (CCPS) is the association of voluntary 
sector organisations providing care and support services in Scottish 
communities. Its membership comprises all of the leading national non-profit 
and charitable providers in Scotland.   

CCPS members provide a variety of services for children and protected 
adults, both in registered residential settings and in their own homes.  The 
majority of these services are provided under contract on behalf of local 
authorities. 

CCPS, as a representative body for service providers, is only able to 
comment on issues arising from the Bill which will affect voluntary 
organisations in their role as service providers and employers; CCPS does 
not wish to comment on the effect that the Bill may have on people who use 
services.  Our response also raises issues on which we would like 
clarification.  Members of CCPS have been encouraged to make individual 
submissions to the Committee in relation to aspects of the Bill which have a 
wider impact on them or the people they support. 

CCPS supports the Bill’s intention to ensure that children and protected adults 
are kept as safe as possible.  CCPS members already have rigorous safer 
recruitment policies in place, and work hard to ensure that people they 
support are not at risk of abuse. 

Many of CCPS’ concerns relate to how the Bill will be implemented in 
practice.  We understand that much of this is to be a matter for secondary 
legislation and guidance, yet feel we must raise these concerns now to allow 
the Committee to have full possession of the facts when making decisions on 
the passage of the Bill and considering amendments.  CCPS supports the 
work of SCVO in pressing for funding for training and awareness-raising, to 
assist in the implementation of the Bill. 

What are the likely impacts of the bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers who work with children and protected adults?
The main effects of the Bill on voluntary sector service providers, as 
employers, will be in terms of financial and administrative resources.  

The financial memorandum accompanying the Bill states that employers will 
not face additional costs from changes to the disclosure system, as those 
likely to pay for employees’ checks already do so.  We would make two points 
in relation to this.   

• It is likely that the cost of a full scheme disclosure will be higher than 
for an enhanced disclosure.  Even supposing that this increased cost 
would be offset by cheaper subsequent checks on a persons barred 
status (which, as detailed below, we do not believe will work in 
practice), this will still result in an increased initial outlay, which many 
voluntary organisations will find it difficult to absorb.   
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• Plans to retrospectively check the entire workforce will also lead to 
considerable extra costs for voluntary organisations, both in terms of 
the actual fee paid for the disclosure and in terms of administrative time 
and costs.  There may also be costs attached to systems which will 
have to be put in place for dealing with existing staff whose disclosures 
either show them to be barred or reveal other significant information. It 
will be extremely difficult for voluntary organisations to absorb all of 
these costs within the period of three years suggested for the phasing 
in of retrospective checking.  We would encourage the Executive to 
undertake an impact assessment on the costs to all organisations, 
voluntary and statutory, of introducing retrospection, before 
implementation.   

We do appreciate that it is not actually an employer’s responsibility to pay for 
employees’ disclosure checks.  Again, two points are worth mentioning here.   

• Problems around recruitment and retention are widespread within the 
world of social care; asking employees to pay for disclosure checks 
may well make these problems more acute.   

• The Executive is at pains to point out that it is not actually compulsory 
for everyone to join the scheme; it is an offence, however, for a person 
to undertake regulated work if they are barred, or for an organisation to 
employ someone who is barred.  As the individual would presumably 
know their barred status without a disclosure, they would not need to 
join the scheme to find out whether or not it was an offence for them to 
undertake regulated work; if the only way for an employer to check an 
individual’s barred status is to see a scheme disclosure, then it is they 
who will need the employee to join the scheme, not the employee 
themselves, making it even more difficult for them to ask the employee 
to cover the cost. 

Voluntary sector providers will also incur costs in providing information to the 
CBU following a referral to Scottish Ministers, whether by them or by another 
organisation.  While we accept that this is not likely to affect voluntary 
organisations as often as it will affect, say, the police, there is a stark contrast 
in the Bill between the fact that the police are to be recompensed for 
resources used in providing information, while other organisations, including 
voluntary organisations, will be financially penalised for non-compliance.  
Voluntary organisations are happy to assist with work which will help to 
protect vulnerable people, and do not have a problem with providing any 
information requested; this should not, however, result in the organisation 
incurring significant extra costs. 

It may be useful for the Committee to consider that for voluntary 
organisations, compliance costs with the proposals in the Bill are just one of 
several financial obligations they have to regulators.  At a time when voluntary 
organisations rarely receive uplifts on their contract prices for inflation, and 
where short-term contracts are the norm, costs such as Care Commission 
fees, training staff to SSSC registration standard and disclosure checks are 
increasingly difficult for voluntary organisations to meet.  This is, of course, a 
wider issue about funding, and the lack of Full Cost Recovery, than the 
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Committee need consider, but it is useful to note that additional disclosure 
costs come against a backdrop of increasing financial difficulty for the sector. 

The Bill, and in particular the creation of new disclosure categories, is 
intended to simplify the disclosure process, and prevent individuals from 
having to apply for multiple Disclosures.  We are not sure that this will work in 
practice.   

• It is presumed in the explanatory notes, policy memorandum and 
financial memorandum that employers will be happy to accept a small 
scheme disclosure when employing someone who has had a scheme 
disclosure with a previous employer.  We contest this, as 1) good 
employers will also want to see the vetting information (which is only 
provided in a scheme disclosure) as part of their safer recruitment 
process and 2) the fact that employers who find out from a small 
scheme disclosure that other information has become available then 
have to pay for a scheme disclosure to find out what this information is, 
will discourage employers from asking for small scheme disclosures.  
This will increase the costs to employers and to the system estimated 
in the financial memorandum. 

• The Bill does not take account of the fact that not only employers 
require to see disclosure certificates; the SSSC, for example, also 
requires a disclosure to be issued as part of its registration process.  It 
would be useful if these systems could be streamlined in some way, 
and if clarification could be given as to what kind of disclosure these 
other regulatory bodies will wish to see. 

Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill's provisions?
CCPS has the following concerns about how the scheme will work, and would 
welcome clarification of these issues. 

• We are still concerned about there being two separate lists for those 
unsuitable to work with children, and for those unsuitable to work with 
adults at risk.  We find it hard to accept the Executive’s policy that there 
may be occasions in which someone unsuitable to work with one group 
would be suitable to work with the other, and would be interested to 
see examples of such cases to illustrate the Executive’s thinking.   

• Where two lists will run in tandem, there are very real concerns for 
employers around not knowing that someone applying to work with 
adults is barred from working with children and vice versa.  We believe 
that full scheme disclosures should tell employers whether someone is 
barred from working with either group; even where this information 
would not make it illegal for that organisation to employ them in the 
post for which they have applied, employers should have access to this 
information for use in their wider safer recruitment processes.  It is our 
understanding that this information will not be made available. 

• There is some confusion around the fact that children are defined in the 
Bill as those aged under 18 and adults are those over 16.  The notion 
that those having ‘incidental contact’ with adults do not have to register 
for the adult workforce is also puzzling, particularly as in the example 
given in the explanatory notes the contact a teacher has with 5th and 6th

year pupils does not seem to us to be incidental. 
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• We wonder why, if the system will automatically update scheme 
members’ records, and flag up potential areas of concern, there is a 
need to make the lifetime of scheme membership 10 years.   

• In considering court referrals and vetting information, Scottish Ministers 
will only list someone who ‘does, has done, or is likely to do regulated 
work with children or protected adults’ – we would question how 
someone’s likelihood to do this kind of work can be judged, and 
suggest that this may leave a potential gap in the system’s 
effectiveness. 

• We would welcome further information on what kind of information 
voluntary organisations providing children’s services under contract to 
local authorities will be obliged to share under Part 3 of the Bill.  

How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial 
memorandum accompanying the bill?
As much of the detail of the Bill is to be implemented through secondary 
legislation and/or guidance, the policy memorandum and explanatory notes 
were very useful in explaining the intent of some of the Bill.  However, this 
opens up some concerns about whether or not secondary legislation/guidance 
will be brought in as suggested – we support what we understand to be the 
intentions of the Bill, but without knowing the detail of how it will be 
implemented, we must express some reservations about the speed at which 
the Bill has been introduced, and the lack of detail it contains.  We very much 
welcome the Executive’s commitment to consult on all aspects of the 
secondary legislation, particularly with the voluntary sector, and look forward 
to the opportunity to work with the Executive on this. 

We do not believe that the financial memorandum presented with the Bill 
takes full account of the costs which the implementation of the Bill will bring 
about, either for employers or for the system as a whole.  In particular we 
believe that the anticipated willingness of employers to accept short scheme 
records is misjudged, but feel that overall the Executive would benefit from 
conducting a wider, more thorough, investigation of likely costs, together with 
employers and other stakeholders, before taking the Bill further forward.  

Do you have any comments on the consultation the Scottish Executive 
carried out prior to the introduction of the bill?  
CCPS has been involved in several consultations regarding the vetting and 
barring proposals, both as they were originally envisaged as part of what is 
now the Adult Support and Protection Bill and latterly as the Protecting 
Vulnerable Groups proposals.  We welcome both Bill teams’ engagement with 
us on the issues, and are grateful for clarification in the Bill and accompanying 
documents of many of the uncertainties we raised. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE FACULTY OF ADVOCATES 

INTRODUCTION 

The Faculty welcomes the opportunity to respond to this Bill, which legislates on 

an extremely important issue. The Faculty was not part of the consultation 

process for this Bill. We have had regard to the report of the consultation. The 

Faculty accepts that Scotland requires to extend the provisions for protection of 

children so that vulnerable adults are similarly protected. We have sought to 

comment only on matters relating to the quality of the legislation and the 

effectiveness of the proposed legislation. We have avoided comment on matters 

not falling within our area of expertise.  

Whilst the introduction of this Bill is intended to be a positive step towards the 

protection of children and adults, there are some fundamental omissions in the 

draft which will seriously undermine the effectiveness of the legislation. The Bill 

leaves significant provisions to be determined later by Ministers. Areas left to 

Ministers include those in sections 8(2), 8(3), the criteria for listing in 

14(3),sections 17(5), 19(3), 29(7), 30, 31(2), , 80, 85(2), 88, 97,  and Schedule 2 

Part 5. The delegation of powers to the Ministers to determine the listing criteria 

in terms of section 14(3) is a major concern. The absence of these criteria in the 

Bill itself seriously undermines its effectiveness and worth as a piece of 

legislation.  Sections 88 and 97 empower Ministers to make any general orders 

that they consider appropriate, even those which can modify an enactment. 

Schedule 2 Part 5 and Schedule 3 Part 5 enable Ministers to modify the 

Schedules as they wish.  The Bill relates to a matter of great importance. The 

Parliament is the appropriate body to take decisions about the way in which this 

legislation is to work. It is a matter of concern that such a wide range of matters 

are to be left to the Ministers to determine. 
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The Faculty has attempted to provide as full an analysis as possible of the 

potential legal and practice issues which the Bill presents. However, the number 

and range of matters left to Ministers means that it is difficult to provide any 

conclusive advice as to whether or not the Bill will be effective.  

The provisions of a Bill such as this require to be clear, comprehensible and 

capable of functioning without infringing human rights, particularly when there are 

criminal sanctions for non-compliance.  The Faculty is concerned that some of 

the provisions of the Bill could be found to be incompatible with the European 

Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) although comment on this is limited due to 

the number of matters to be determined by the Ministers. The particular 

provisions to which this concern applies are dealt with in detail. The Bill is not 

easy to follow; even the opening section provides no definition as to the scope 

and purpose of the Lists. The lack of coherence in the manner in which the Bill is 

drafted, and the lack of clarity in definitions, will be an issue for larger groups, 

who will have to utilise personnel and resources to help them understand and 

apply the Bill’s provisions. However, it is likely to represent a more significant 

challenge to smaller organisations, upon which the Bill imposes significant 

obligations, to understand and implement the Bill’s provisions. It is essential that 

the provisions of the Bill are clarified and a system of clear guidance instituted so 

that such organisations have available to them assistance with these matters. 

A key area affecting the effectiveness of the Bill is likely to be the issue of 

whether to have two lists, one for working with vulnerable adults and one for 

working with children. We note the discussion on this topic in the Consultation 

Paper and the analysis of the responses. We recognise that it may be necessary 

to have two separate lists but we do have a concern that this could reduce the 

effectiveness of the Bill. A single list might also be more efficient. 
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On the assumption that there are to be two lists, we are of the view that some 

consideration should to be given to including within the Bill a provision whereby 

the inclusion of an individual on one list is a ground for automatic listing on the 

other list. We find it hard to envisage a situation in which an individual would be 

deemed to pose a danger such as to merit inclusion on one list, without meriting 

inclusion on the other list. The appropriate place for such a provision would be 

after section 14 (1). 

 We have the following specific comments on the provisions of the Bill. 

PART 1 

1.  Referrals (sections 2 – 9) 

1.1 The definition of “harm” for the purposes of the Act (section 2, section 93)

In our view there requires to be some clarification of the definition of “harm”.  

Harm may not always be relevant for the purposes of the Act.  One reading of 

section 93 might suggest that if someone regularly smokes near a child they may 

have caused the child “harm”. Persons who have an obligation to refer matters 

require to have a clear understanding of the type of behaviour which merits 

referral.  The citation of examples of “psychological harm” in subsection 93(1) (b) 

are likely to pose problems of interpretation. It is important, in our view, that the 

definition in section 93 should give clear guidance as to the kinds of situations 

which would constitute “harm”. It might be considered whether the definition of 

“harm” in the Protection of Children Act 2003 should simply be inserted here. 

1.2 The definition of inappropriate conduct involving pornography (section 2 (a) 

(iii) and 2 (b) (iii))

It is not immediately clear how a link between “inappropriate conduct involving 

pornography” and risk to vulnerable groups is established.  An interest in child

pornography is clearly a pointer to an individual being a potential danger to 
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children. However, the current reference to “inappropriate conduct involving 

pornography” means that the “inappropriate conduct” is not specified. We are of 

the view that some further consideration should be given to restricting this 

reference to pornography in order to ensure that the specific concerns with which 

the Bill is concerned are covered. In the event that these subsections are 

designed to make it a referral ground where an individual has been involved in 

pornography involving either children or protected adults, then we consider that 

these matters are already covered by the wide definition of “inappropriate 

conduct of a sexual nature involving a child/protected adult” in subsections 2(a) 

(iv) and 2(b) (iv).  

1.3 Definition of   “child” and definition of “protected adult” (sections 2, 94 and 96)

A child is defined under section 96 as an individual under the age of 18. A 

protected adult is defined under section 94 as an individual over the age of 16. In 

Scotland, children become adults for most purposes at 16 (Age of Legal Capacity 

(Scotland) Act 1991, Children Scotland Act 1995.)  The definition of “protected 

adult” is therefore appropriate as it makes provision for 16 and 17 year olds who 

may require care provision in an adult facility. However, some interpretation 

issues may arise with the definition of a “child” extending to the age of 18, when, 

for the purposes of criminal law, a child would usually be a person under 16. This 

is particularly so in relation to the commission of offences against children as can 

be seen from most of the list of relevant offences in schedule 1. There is also the 

issue of inappropriate medical treatment administered to a child in 2 (a) (v).  

Does this apply in the case of a patient aged 16?  The law permits marriage at 

the age of 16 yet a married person would be deemed to be a child for the 

purposes of interpretation of this legislation. This interpretation question is most 

likely to arise in relation to the grounds for referral where organisations have 

taken decisions in relation to conduct by their employees. They may have some 
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difficulty addressing the question of whether or not a “child” had been harmed or 

is at risk of being harmed where the victim is between the ages of 16 and 18. 

1.4 When information requires to be passed to Ministers (section 3)

Subsection (3)(b) provides that the duty to give Ministers information in relation to 

a temporary transfer of an individual to another position only applies if the 

organisation subsequently makes a final decision not to permit the individual to 

resume the type of regulated work from which the individual is transferred.  There 

is a risk here that the obligation to refer could be avoided by the organisation 

never making a final decision. 

1.5 Reference to matters occurring before provisions come into force (section 6)

The provisions in section 6 remove the obligations under sections 3 to 5 where 

the individual stopped doing the regulated work, or the organisation formed a 

view regarding their behaviour before the provisions come in to force. In the 

event that there is no obligation to pass information from the past, we are 

concerned that this will reduce the effectiveness of the Bill once enacted. The 

Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 is to be repealed in its entirety when 

this Bill is enacted.  Section 40 provides for transfer of individuals on the 

children’s list kept under that Act. We are concerned that the Bill is not clear as to 

when the obligations to refer which existed under the old regime come to an end 

and when the new obligations come into existence. This must be done so as to 

ensure that the repeal of the 2003 Act does not result in the disappearance of the 

reporting obligations which existed at the time when it was in force. It requires to 

be made clear in the Bill that the obligation to report continues whether the 

subject matter of the obligation occurred under the old or the new legislative 

regime. This will ensure that potentially significant information is brought to light. 
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We are also concerned that an individual will avoid referral in circumstances 

where a view was formed about his or her suitability but action had not been 

taken prior to the introduction of the Act. In section 8 the obligation applies 

regardless of whether the conduct occurred before or after that provision came 

into force. 

1.6 Reference by court (section 7)

We are of the view that the provisions relating to the powers of the courts to refer 

information to the Ministers should be extended to cover other information which 

courts could provide which would have an important bearing on whether an 

individual should be included on a list. The Bill would be more effective if it 

enabled courts to refer individuals to be listed in additional circumstances other 

than solely upon conviction. The provisions should be extended to include 

reference from civil courts. Section 7 should include reference to relevant civil 

orders such as (a) harassment orders and (b) risk of sexual harm orders.  A court 

may well wish to have such a power in other cases involving children, such as in 

referrals from the children’s hearings. Such a case can result in statements of 

facts being found established where the court may conclude that the adults 

involved should not be allowed to work with children, albeit, the circumstances 

may never result in a criminal conviction. Similarly, after harassment proceedings 

the court may consider that the individual should not be permitted to work with 

vulnerable adults. A judge might well feel frustrated at not being able to make a 

referral in such cases. We agree that the referral should be a discretionary one. 

1.7 Reference by certain other persons (section 8)

This section provides for the Ministers to specify any other person in addition to 

those listed in subsection (2). It would increase the effectiveness of the Bill if 
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Children’s Hearings and Procurators Fiscal were to be included under section 2.  

We would suggest that it may be appropriate to include a section instituting a 

system which enables, but does not oblige, individuals/community 

groups/voluntary associations/victims themselves/any other groups to pass 

information to the Ministers. 

1.8 Failure to refer: offence (section 9)

In general, we are supportive of the creation of criminal sanctions for failure to 

provide relevant information under sections 3 to 5, but we have identified a 

serious lacuna. There is no provision clarifying when the offence is committed. 

There is no time limit applied as to when the duties in sections 3 to 5 are to be 

complied with.  An organisation, which has failed to refer, could simply provide 

the relevant information in response to receiving a criminal complaint in 

connection with the offence, thereby defeating the purpose of this section. The 

solution may be to have an obligation to report relevant information within 3 

months of an “event” giving rise to the obligation. In section 32, which deals with 

the obligation on the individual to notify changes (failure to do so resulting in the 

commission of an offence), a time period of one month has been specified in 

32(2). 

We also take the opportunity to make the general point that where there are 

criminal sanctions there must be clarity in respect of the action, or inaction, which 

may constitute a criminal offence. Our specific comments on the lack of clarity in 

a number of the sections should be taken into account when considering this 

section. There are issues regarding the definition of conduct which merits referral 

and consideration for listing, and issues regarding absence of the criteria for 

listing decisions. These matters are of potential significance in terms of Article 7 

of ECHR.  
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2. Consideration whether to list (sections 10 – 13) 

2.1 Organisational referrals, court referrals and vetting information (sections 10-

13)

 In each of these sections it is stated that the Ministers must consider listing 

where they are satisfied that the information indicates that it “may be appropriate” 

for the individual to be included in that list. There is no definition of what might 

make it “appropriate” for an individual to be listed. In our view, there should be a 

definition, in keeping with the aims of the legislation that the information should 

point towards there being a potential risk of causing some future harm to a child 

or adult. 

3. Inclusion in the list (sections 14 – 16) 

3.1 Automatic listing (section 14)

The criteria for automatic listing are left to be defined by the Ministers by further 

secondary legislation in terms of section 14(3). We do not agree that this is a 

matter which should be left to the Ministers. Subsection 14(3) really gives the 

Ministers the power to determine the entire scope and purpose of the listing 

system in part 1 of the legislation. If the Parliament is to enact this Bill, it must be 

clear as to what will trigger automatic listing, given the fact that listing will 

constitute a significant imposition on an individual’s liberty. The Parliament must 

be in a position to make it clear when a listing should be made. The Parliament 

must be in a position to define and restrict the powers of the Ministers with regard 

to listing an individual so that the system achieves the legislation’s aims. We are 

of the view that the section, as currently drafted, does not satisfy these 

desiderata. 

There appears to be no point in subsection 14(4), which merely suggests listing 

criteria. In reality the Ministers have the power to create the whole system in 
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terms of section 14(3).Where automatic inclusion in a list will arise, it is desirable 

to define the parameters as narrowly as possible, since the individual would, at 

the stage of the automatic listing, not have any right to make representations 

before being listed. 

Subsection 14(4) appears to suggest that an individual could be automatically 

listed where cautioned in respect of certain specified offences. We are concerned 

that a caution appears here to be treated as equivalent to a conviction. In the 

event that the reference to cautions is retained, some consideration should be 

given to whether the acceptance of a fiscal fine in connection with a relevant 

offence should be included. 

As stated in the introduction we consider that where a decision has been made to 

list an individual on the children’s list or the adults’ list then that should merit 

automatic listing on the other list.  This is distinct from the position in section 12 

where consideration to list on either the adults’ list or the children’s list only arises 

if information received during the listing enquiry indicates that it may be 

appropriate to have that individual included on the other list.   

3.2 Inclusions in children’s list/adults’ list after consideration (sections 15 and 16 

and 17)

 Ministers must list an individual if they are “satisfied” that the individual’s conduct 

is such that the individual is unsuitable to work with children/protected adults. 

There is no definition of “satisfied”. There is no reference to a standard of proof. 

There is no hearing at which the individual concerned has the chance to legal 

representation (though he has had the opportunity to make representations in 

terms of section 17(1)).  No primary evidence has been heard at this stage.  The 

purpose of this system is primarily prospective (preventing commission of further 

misdemeanours). In many cases the evidence available from “organisations” is 
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probably untested, second or third hand evidence leading to decisions made by 

unqualified individuals about a person’s suitability to work with certain protected 

persons. Some guidance as to the standard to be applied to this evidence seems 

essential.  Greater consideration of the compatibility of this section with article 6 

of the ECHR is needed. There appears to be no attempt here to define what is 

meant by “unsuitable to work with children/protected adults”. This is the crux of 

the whole listing system. The expression should be defined. 

4. Information relevant to listing decisions (sections 17 – 20) 

4.1 Information (section 17)

The individual under consideration has the right to make representations. It is not 

specified how these are to be made, whether there is to be a hearing offered to 

the individual and/or whether legal representation is envisaged. Is there a right to 

lead evidence? The individual has the right to make representations in relation to 

all of the information on which the Ministers intend to rely but there are 

exceptions listed in subsection (4) and (5).   The limitation of the opportunity to 

make representation raises serious concerns regarding ECHR compatibility. The 

provisions of subsection 17(4) prevent an individual from challenging certain 

findings of fact. It is arguable that a challenge could be made to this provision on 

the basis of its incompatibility with article 6 of the ECHR in respect of certain of 

definitions of “findings in fact” in subsection (5), particularly if the individual is not 

permitted to challenge findings against him and he or she has had no previous 

opportunity to make any representations when the inquiry was ongoing. The 

proposal that the findings of a “relevant inquiry report” cannot be challenged is of 

particular concern. This “relevant inquiry” is defined by section 30 and includes 

an inquiry made by the Ministers or the Parliament.  It also includes any other 

inquiry or hearing designated by the Ministers. These inquiries do not necessarily 

afford a right to make representations. They are investigative in nature. This 
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would be the equivalent of an accused person in a court being unable to 

challenge the evidence of the police inquiry against him. It appears to make 

evidence unchallengeable which the individual should have the right to 

challenge. It results in the possibility that the Ministers could play the role of (a) 

investigator (b) prosecutor and (c) judge. This does not appear to give the 

individual the right to a fair trial by an independent and impartial tribunal. The 

consequences of appearing on a list may be the loss of employment or the 

inability to earn a living at all.  Safeguards against wrongful inclusion are needed.  

We are concerned that, as currently drafted, the only opportunity to challenge the 

adequacy or accuracy of any information by leading evidence or otherwise will be 

at the stage of appeal to the Sheriff or (possibly) the Sheriff Principal. The appeal 

process would, no doubt, take some time to complete. The proposed system 

would appear to involve the possibility that an individual could be listed during the 

entire appeal process without really having had the opportunity to state his 

position or fully answer the allegations being made against him. No provision is 

made for interim suspension of listing. 

5. Appeals against listing (sections 21 – 24) 

5.1 Interim suspension of listing

There does not seem to be any suggestion that in appropriate circumstances an 

individual’s inclusion on the list might be suspended on an interim basis pending 

the determination of the appeal process. We think it desirable provision be made 

enabling the Court to pronounce interim suspension of the listing in limited 

circumstances. The appeal process could, no doubt, go on for some time. It 

appears clear that subsection 28(2) does not anticipate there being an interim 

lifting of the listing during the appeal procedure. 
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6.  Removal from list (sections 25 – 28) 

6.1 Application for removal (section 25)

The application for removal should not require to be made in the first instance to 

a sheriff. The application for removal is not, in any sense, an appeal and does 

not require a judicial decision. The application for removal can only succeed on 

very limited grounds,  i.e., that (a) the listing period is over or (b) the conviction 

upon which the listing was based has been quashed. These limited 

circumstances do not involve any reconsideration of the merits of the original 

listing decision. On this basis, we are of the view that an application for removal 

should simply be made to the Ministers. This would avoid the sheriff courts being 

clogged up with such applications which do not need to be there. If the 

application for removal were unsuccessful, an application for review of that 

decision could then be made to the sheriff. 

7. Listing: Supplementary 

7.1 Notice of listing etc (section 29)

This section deals with situations where the Ministers require to notify certain 

persons of certain facts relating to individuals and their ongoing ability to work 

with protected persons. In subsection (1) this duty arises, not only where the 

individual in question has been listed, but also where the Ministers have become 

aware that the individual has been barred from doing regulated work with 

children or adults (subsection 1(b)).  The rationale and ambit of the proposed 

subsection are unclear. The proposed obligation arises where a report of the 

relevant fact is made to the Ministers by an “organisation”. We have concerns 

that there appears to be no provision for an individual who claims to have been 

unjustly stigmatised to challenge the notification. The Ministers would be under 

an obligation to publish that information about the person without any attempt at 

all having been made to determine its veracity, or any consideration having been 
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given to the suitability of the person to work with protected individuals in 

accordance with the sections detailing the procedure to be followed prior to 

listing.  

7.2 We suggest that consideration might be given to adding the General Medical 

Council as a “relevant regulatory body” under subsection 29(7). 

8. General and Supplementary 

8.1. Protection from actions for damages (section 38)

The Ministers have a wide range of powers in terms of the Bill, including the right 

to investigate matters to which the Bill relates (section 30), to make apparently 

binding findings in fact in connection with the possible listing of an individual, and 

the right to take the listing decision. Whilst we agree that there should be a 

measure of protection from actions of damages we consider that the immunity 

proposed is too wide. It is far wider than the exemption from liability provided for 

by Section 9 of the Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 (which paragraph 78 of the 

Explanatory Notes to the Bill indicates that Section 38 “builds on”).  For example, 

as currently drafted Section 38 would prevent an award of damages being made 

in respect of an act or omission which was unlawful by virtue of Section 6 (1) of 

the Human Rights Act 1998. In the Faculty’s view, the balance struck by Section 

38 (between the claims of persons wrongly listed to obtain redress, and the 

desirability of protecting from legal action those who in good faith provide or act 

upon information) should correspond much more closely to that struck in Section 

9 of the 2003 Act than it does at present. 

PART 2 

9. The Scheme, Vetting and Disclosure 

9.1 The scheme (sections 41-42)
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As we understand this part of the Bill it allows a person to have a vetted status, 

as opposed to having to undergo a check for every separate employment or 

activity.  There is, however, a lack of clarity in the Bill as to how this relates to the 

provisions in the first part (which also deal with the collation of information) and 

more specifically, how this relates to the question of possible listing. It is not clear 

if it is intended that the vetting information referred to in sections 44 and 46 will 

include information which organisations and courts are under an obligation to 

provide in terms of the first Part. It is not clear how the veracity of information 

provided is to be checked in the absence of any contradictory information about 

an applicant having been provided by a court or some other organisation in terms 

of the first Part. Neither is it clear how information is to be updated, as is 

anticipated by subsection 44(2). 

9.2 Enquiries about scheme member (section 44)

The issue of separate lists arises here, as it is not clear that Ministers are obliged 

to advise that an individual is being considered for listing in relation to regulated 

work for children when the application is to join the scheme in relation to 

regulated work with protected adults only and vice versa.  In our view there 

should be such an obligation to advise that an individual is being considered for 

either list. 

13. Offences relating to vetting information 

13.1 Penalties for offences relating to vetting information (section 66)

Falsification of a disclosure record is, in our view, a very serious offence. The 

commission of such an offence could have grave consequences for members of 

the vulnerable groups. The proposed penalty is that a person is liable only on 

summary conviction and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months (or 
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fine). It is submitted that scope should be allowed for proceedings to be raised on 

indictment with the prospect of a higher sentence depending on the gravity of the 

offence.   

PART 3 

14.  Sharing Child Protection Information 

14.1 Child Protection Information (section 73)

The provisions in Part 3 of the Bill should improve the effectiveness of the Bill 

considerably.  We are concerned that the definition of “child protection 

information” in section 73 being information “relating to a child” may be overly 

restrictive. Child protection information may relate to the members of a 

household in which the child lives, be critical to the welfare of the child, but, on a 

narrow interpretation of the definition, not relate “to the child”.  Section 76 

provides for a code of practice, but a code cannot be used to expand a statutory 

definition.   We would suggest refining the definition in section 73 so as to include 

“information relating to a child or indicating that a child may be at risk of harm”.  

This is consistent with section 93(2) on the basis that the child may be at risk if 

the person about whom information is being disclosed is likely to cause the child 

to be harmed. 

PART 7  

15. Interpretation 

15.1 Regulated work (section 91)

In subsections (2) and (3) reference is made to Schedules 2 and 3 respectively. 

The use of the term “position” is used without definition. It is also used in the 

particular sense in Part 4 of each Schedule. There is room for some confusion as 

to whether or not individuals would be regarded as having a “position”.  
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PART 8  

16. Final Provisions 

16.1. Saving: disclosure of information (section 98)

 It is noted that the Bill does not, as yet, amend the Freedom of Information 

(Scotland) Act 2002 to reflect the arrangements to be put in place.  It may be that 

section 26 of the 2002 Act is sufficient taken in conjunction with the restrictions 

on disclosure of information contained in the Bill.  If FOI requests are acceded to 

in this area there is a danger of sensitive issues coming into the public domain. 
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SUBMISSION FROM FAIRBRIDGE IN SCOTLAND 

About Fairbridge in Scotland: 

Fairbridge has over 20 years of experience re-engaging with young people in 
Scottish cities that other organisations have found too challenging to work 
with.  Our work spans many social problems and attempts to help young 
people address numerous barriers to their development. As such we work on 
a daily basis towards Scottish Executive ‘Closing the opportunity gap’ targets 
A, B, D, E, F, G, and J.  

Each year we offer over 700 young Scots at the sharpest end of society a 
holistic package of support and skills development through a wide range of 
informal learning opportunities. Our highly skilled staff are at the centre of our 
success in engaging with harder-to-reach young people. The relationships 
they build with Fairbridge clients are both motivating and inspirational and 
may in many cases be the first positive relationship with an adult that a young 
person may have experienced. A staff client ratio of 1:4 helps to make this 
possible. 

We work with a client base aged between 13 and 25 and as such both 
aspects of the Protection of vulnerable groups Bill will effect us. As such we 
are submitting evidence before the Education committee for consideration. 

We work with many young adults who would be classed as ‘vulnerable’ 
against any benchmark. Presenting with a catalogue of problems ranging from 
homelessness, drug dependency, extreme poverty and exposure to violent 
and criminal behaviour the young people who access services provided by 
Fairbridge are very much at the Sharpest end of Society. 

Child protection in Scotland: 

The protection of vulnerable adults Bill represents the third attempt to 
enshrine comprehensive child protection in legislation in recent years. It 
substantially repeals the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act and represents 
yet another shift in policy and compliance that organisations such as our 
selves will have to adapt to. Whilst we welcome some aspects of this Bill 
including the simplified nature of disclosure, we are concerned that once 
again the tightening of child protection efforts whilst laudable may continue to 
have the unwanted effect of stifling childhood and the independence of youth. 

•  How effective is the bill likely to be in providing children and protected 
adults with additional protection from harm? 

It is regrettable but understandable that increasingly, government reacts to 
circumstances such as the tragic events in Soham (specifically referenced in 
the policy memorandum) by legislating in an effort to assuage public opinion. 
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The effect of which can sometimes lead to unnecessary bureaucracy and 
reluctance on the part of would be adult volunteers and workers to start 
working with young people and vulnerable adults. Whilst the Bichard enquiry 
has rightly forced the Executive to review existing child protection, the 
recommendations of his enquiry and the subsequent tenets of the bill would 
not actually have served to protect Holy Wells and Jessica Chapman if they 
had bee enacted south of the border at the time of the killings. The Soham 
murders were committed by a man whose access to young people through his 
position in a school was incidental to the circumstances of the murders. 

However, the Bill does have some strengths in terms of consolidating existing 
child protection and enhancing provision for vulnerable adults. 

We welcome the introduction of two separate lists for barring as this will allow 
focus on the differing needs of both groups whilst allowing consistency by 
virtue of the fact that both will be operated by one agency. This will allow 
flexibility and ensure that the system is not open to challenge on grounds of 
human rights. 

Information sharing: 

Our chief concern about the Bill is with certain elements of Section 3 
pertaining to the sharing of information relevant to child protection. We are 
dismayed that this part of the Bill shifts from the system disclosing the 
suitability of adults to adults disclosing information between themselves about 
young people. There is very little direction as to how this should occur and 
only slight reference to a code of practice that will only, it seems, serve to act 
as guidance. Our concern stems from the:  

Duty to enable, encourage and help workers to share child protection 
information. 

This clause makes it a duty for employers to ensure that staff can and are 
encouraged to share child protection information.  Without further clarification 
this could lead to misinterpretation, with employers feeling in extreme cases 
obliged to ensure staff members share information pertaining to a young 
person’s safety and home circumstances pertaining to child protection 
regardless of whether it is appropriate or not. Whilst this clause represents a 
duty, the bill promises only to create a code of practice to guide the sharing of 
this information. At such extremes, it is possible to imagine work places in 
which child protection information is shared, purely out of intrigue and under 
the belief that workers were just adhering to the law. Such a situation would 
only serve to further compromise a young person’s emotional safety. 

Most organisations that currently work with children and vulnerable adults do 
so with a very developed confidentiality and child protection policies. There is 
simply not enough detail or guidance within the bill or policy memorandum to 
see what impact these duties will have on existing policies. It is our belief 
therefore that amendments should be made to this section of the bill that 
clearly define the scope and parameters of information sharing duties 
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between staff which include, that which is unacceptable. This duty must be 
balanced with more than just a code of practice but a clear definition within 
primary legislation. 

What are the likely impacts of the bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 

As part of a UK wide organisation we welcome the compatibility of the system 
with the rest of the UK, this will enable us to build consistency into our own 
internal child protection policies. 

Additionally we feel that the idea of creating a ‘workforce passport’  is a clear 
improvement on the current system of disclosure which requires a new 
disclosure certificate every time someone moves job or takes up a new role 
with young people. The ability to move freely within the workforce once vetting 
has been completed will represent the removal of a tremendous bureaucratic 
burden to the voluntary sector in particular not to mention the workers within 
it. By simply applying for a short scheme record or statement of barred status, 
it will be easier for staff to recruit and retain staff, particularly volunteers. 

We welcome he provision within the Bill to phase in retrospective checking of 
existing staff over a period of years, but would welcome further consultation 
on how this should be rolled out. As it is, due to lack of sustainable funding, 
the youth work sector experiences a high degree of staff turnover and it is 
likely that by the end of the phase in period, many will e scheme members by 
virtue of having taken up new employment. 

Are there any other issues that are raised by the bill's provisions? 

We are concerned that many aspects of this legislation rely heavily on the 
creation of secondary legislation for their implementation. With regards to 
information sharing, the code of practice for the duties of information should 
be clearly delineated within the Bill itself to ensure that this duty is not 
misused. On those other aspects of the Bill that which will find their detail in 
secondary legislation we, like many of our colleagues in the sector believe 
that this process should receive further consultation.  
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SUBMISSION FROM THE FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND 

The Education Committee of the Scottish Parliament has requested written 
evidence on the proposed Protection of Vulnerable Groups Bill under the 
following headings:  

•  How effective is the bill likely to be in providing children and protected 
adults with additional protection from harm? 

Response: While we welcome this proposal to extend protection to 
vulnerable groups other than children, we have the following concerns: 

The definition of ‘protected adults’, being limited to those receiving certain 
specified services, will exclude a large number of adults who may be 
‘vulnerable’ or ‘at risk’ but are not receiving such services. We fear that this 
may limit the effectiveness of the Bill. The main benefit of this narrow 
definition is that it makes it easier to decide to which vulnerable group it refers 
and therefore easier to administer the scheme.  

However, the main drawback is that it will exclude the work of many voluntary 
agencies, such as faith communities, who at present provide services to 
vulnerable groups who may not be covered by the provisions of the Bill. This 
may make it easier for faith communities to operate, but it may leave them 
vulnerable, as well as the people they serve. Can they require their workers to 
join the scheme, even if the people they work with are not technically 
‘protected adults’?  

Another drawback is that this definition appears to be narrower than that in 
the equivalent Bill in England and Wales. Will this not lead to confusion in 
sharing information north and south of the Border?  

•  What are the likely impacts of the bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers who work with children and protected adults?  

Response: The fact that churches and other faith communities are virtually 
ignored in the Bill will make it difficult for such groups to decide if their 
employees, volunteers and services are covered by the Bill or not. Clearer 
guidance will have to be given to employers as to which employees they 
should require to enter the scheme. The ‘vetting and barring’ process should 
be as simple as possible.   

The replacement of POCSA with this Bill so soon after its introduction and 
implementation will lead to a further heavy administrative burden on churches 
and other voluntary agencies, which have just adjusted to the requirements of 
POCSA. A 5-10 year period should be allowed for implementation.  

The cost of implementation will also hit the churches and voluntary groups 
hard. This may prevent them from joining the scheme and thus from working 
with protected adults. Unless the new vetting and barring scheme is more 
efficient than the current disclosure scheme, it may well deter volunteers from 
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offering to work with vulnerable groups and joining the scheme. It would have 
been helpful to have done a full review of the current system before 
introducing a new system.  

•  Are there any other issues that are raised by the bill's provisions? 

 1. Definitions of various terms should be clearer. For instance someone’s 
‘barred status’ means that the person is not barred from working with 
vulnerable groups. This is not clear to the lay person and a better term should 
be provided.  

2. The proposal to keep records of scheme members up to date is, in theory, 
a good one. However, experience of schemes based on such computer based 
records makes one uneasy about both efficiency and confidentiality.  

3. With regard to Duty of Notification, this will have to be more clearly defined, 
as the proposed Bill seems to require much wider dissemination of 
information than may be desirable. This should be done on a ‘need to know’ 
basis.  

We recognise the importance of the Bill and thus would urge that its progress 
be not rushed and that every effort be made to iron out the problems that 
have been highlighted by the consultation. Also the Regulations that will 
accompany the Bill need to be very carefully drafted.  
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SUBMISSION FROM GENERAL DENTAL COUNCIL 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the principles of this Bill. 

The General Dental Council (GDC) exists to protect patients and maintain 
public confidence in the profession and has recently been given enhanced 
powers to fulfil its mission. The main ways in which the GDC works to protect 
the public are to set and enforce standards of education and fitness to 
practise and require registrants to provide evidence of continuing professional 
development to ensure their knowledge and skills are kept up to date. 

The Council has a UK-wide remit and does not work in isolation but in 
partnership with other regulators, government agencies and local NHS 
bodies. There is a regular inspection cycle of all UK dental schools to check 
compliance with the GDC's curricula recommendations and the Council 
receives reports about registrants' fitness to practise from a wide range of 
local, national and international agencies. 

The Council requires its registrants to comply with the six principles in its 
ethical guidance, the first of which is to put patients' interests first and act to 
protect them. Guidance of dealing with vulnerable is covered by the 
Standards, especially with regard to obtaining informed consent. 

The GDC, whilst having no comments on the detail of the Bill, fully supports 
the principles of protecting children and vulnerable adults from criminal and 
incompetent healthcare practitioners. We would seek to have efficient and 
effective communication links with relevant agencies in Scotland for the 
purposes of exchanging information and working together to deal with 
concerns raised about dental registrants. 

In addition to co-operative working with organisations, the Council would seek 
to ensure patients and the general public are clear about the roles and remits 
of the different agencies from whom they might seek help and that there is a 
straightforward means of referral between agencies when appropriate. 

I trust these comments are helpful and await with interest the progress of this 
Bill. 

Julian Carpenter 
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SUBMISSION FROM GENERAL REGISTER OFFICE FOR SCOTLAND 

Duncan Macniven 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE HEADTEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION OF SCOTLAND 

1. How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected 
adults with additional protection from harm? 
HAS strongly supports the purposes of the Bill. Much will depend on how it operates 
in practice. If sufficient systems and resources are put in place, then we feel that it 
will be effective. We strongly endorse the inclusion of ‘protected adults’ in the Bill.  

We agree that child protection information should be made explicit and that there 
should be specific duties to share information. 

We have concerns about the practicality of keeping track of people who may become 
unsuitable to work with children and hope that any new system is robust enough to 
perform this vital function well. 

We feel that participation in the scheme should be mandatory rather than the current 
proposal for voluntary participation.

2. What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 
HAS hopes that the impact would be beneficial, but, again, we shall need to see how 
it operates in practice. We hope that the Scottish Executive will continue to pay for 
checks for volunteers and that the new system will encourage people to come 
forward to assist in extra-curricular activities or voluntary organisations, both of which 
enhance children’s lives greatly and help to develop the four capacities embodied in 
the Curriculum for Excellence. We would urge that costs are kept to an absolute 
minimum.  

We agree with the intention of reducing the current burden on employees and 
employers to do multiple disclosure checks when someone changes jobs or takes on 
voluntary work. We support the ten years’ disclosure proposals. 

3. Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions? 
The Bill is far-reaching and seems to be very comprehensive. 

4. How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial 
memorandum accompanying the Bill 
HAS finds the policy memorandum to be very helpful indeed. We agree with the 
memorandum when it notes that ‘the Code of Practice’ will be pivotal in improving 
practice. We also agree that relevant organisations should promote awareness and 
understanding and ensure that workers have regard to this code of practice on 
sharing child protection information.
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SUBMISSION FROM THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS COUNCIL 

The Health Professions Council welcomes the opportunity to respond to this 
call for written evidence. 

The Health Professions Council is a UK wide healthcare regulator. We 
regulate the members of 13 healthcare professions. We maintain a register of 
health professionals, set standards for entry to our register, approve 
education courses for registration and deal with concerns where a health 
professional may not be fit to practise. Our main role is to protect the health 
and wellbeing of those who use or need to use our registrants’ services. 

We currently register members of the following professions: 

• arts therapists; 

• biomedical scientists; 

• chiropodists/podiatrists; 

• clinical scientists; 

• dietitians; 

• occupational therapists; 

• operating department practitioners; 

• orthoptists; 

• paramedics; 

• physiotherapists; 

• prosthetists & orthotists; 

• radiographers; and 

• speech and language therapists. 

Overall, the Health Professions Council is pleased to welcome the proposals 
for a Scottish vetting and barring system, in order to improve the protection of 
vulnerable groups. Obviously, as a statutory regulator, we will have 
responsibilities under the changes to legislation, and anticipate receiving and 
feeding in information to the new systems and the Central Barring Unit. We 
would also be happy to provide any further information on the processes we 
currently run, particularly fitness to practise, if this would be helpful in planning 
implementation. 

In particular, when we responded to the consultation in April this year, we 
welcomed proposals 20 and 21. Proposal 20 seemed to us a positive way of 
ensuring that the appropriate organisations are notified when an individual is 
charged with an offence, and should enhance sharing information and public 
protection. We also specifically expressed our support for proposal 21, which 
states that regulatory bodies should be notified of a change to an individual’s 
barred status, and that regulatory bodies have a duty to make a referral to the 
Central Barring Unit if they have concerns.  

As part of preparing for the implementation of the bill, we anticipate adding an 
additional stage to our fitness to practise process where a panel, having 
decided whether a health professional’s fitness to practise is impaired, and 
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having decided what sanction to impose, will then make a decision whether to 
refer this to either the Independent Barring Board, or the Central Barring Unit. 

One issue that we raised during the consultation, and which we still believe 
will need some work is around health professionals moving between the home 
countries: who we should notify when a health professional has a registered 
address is England, but a work address in Scotland, for example, or vice 
versa. For this reason, we also said that we  would be grateful to be kept 
informed of any information sharing agreements or protocols that are 
arranged between the barring organisations. 

Regarding the question about how the consultation was carried out, we would 
like to comment that we only received the consultation paper indirectly. 
Although the consultation had nearly finished by the time we were aware of it, 
we still wished to make a response as we felt that this was an important issue 
to our work. We do recognise the difficulties in establishing an up to date and 
complete consultation list, but we would like to be included on any future 
distribution lists, so that we can be sure of remaining up to date with the work 
in this area. 

If you wish to discuss any of the issues in this response in more detail, please 
don’t hesitate to contact us. 
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SUBMISSION FROM HUMAN RIGHTS SCOTLAND 

About Human Rights Scotland 

Human Rights Scotland is a Scottish Charity (SC012046) and a Company Limited by 
Guarantee (SC289222).  Founded in 1978 (as the Scottish Civil Liberties Trust and 
then the Scottish Human Rights Trust) we exist to promote a human rights culture in 
Scotland through education, training and the provision of information.  Human Rights 
Scotland believes that education is key to understanding human rights as a basic 
principle of citizenship and of service provision and delivery.  We provide training to 
people from a wide variety of voluntary and statutory organisations that serve and 
support the most vulnerable and marginalised groups in our society. It is our aim that 
every public and voluntary sector worker supporting vulnerable people has a basic 
understanding of human rights in relation to their work.  Human Rights Scotland 
disseminates information through our publications and website. We are currently 
seeking additional funding to increase our information service provision. 

Introduction

We welcome the opportunity to comment on the general principles of this Bill.  Given 
that the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act was passed only in 2003,  we are 
concerned that a new regime is being introduced so soon.  For example,  we note 
that Section 9 of the Bill creates the offence of failing to refer an individual for 
consideration for barring.  This replicates the offence of section 2 (2) of the 2003 Act, 
although it now extends to protected adults.   

We understand that there is a desire to align the Scottish system with the new one in 
the rest of the UK and protect vulnerable adults within the same system, but we 
remain to be convinced that the Bill as currently drafted is the best route.   

This Bill is introduced at a time when Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and 
Young People has identified two priorities over the next two years: 

• Promoting proportionate protection 

• ‘Things to do’ for children and young people 

Clearly, the Bill is a key tool to delivering these objectives.  We agree they are 
priorities.  They are also children’s rights e.g. Articles 15 and 23 under UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC).   

We have been disappointed at the legislative focus in Scotland so far on punishing 
children and young people, e.g. through anti-social behaviour legislation, without 
balancing it with the need to ensure that children have the facilities and the access to 
services to fill their social time and benefit from the experience.  We are relieved at 
the recent consultation on the youth work strategy and look forward to public 
investment so that there are sufficient facilities, staff and volunteers able and willing 
to provide children and young people with ‘things to do’.   

Raising awareness and training staff and volunteers on protecting children and 
vulnerable adults brings benefits to all of society.   For example, child protection 
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training is important for everyone as we all have a duty to keep children safe.  
Particularly, all adults should be aware of what they should do if a child, or vulnerable 
adult, makes a disclosure to them.  That is one of the advantages of training, as a 
more alert and trained volunteer and staff member will significantly help to create a 
more confident and safer society.  Human Rights Scotland believes that every person 
working with vulnerable groups should have a basic understanding of human rights 
within child protection training and has been working with some local authorities to 
provide this.  

General Principles 

This Bill is tasked with delivering the twin goals of delivering the right of children and 
protected adults to be safe as well as fulfilling the State obligation to keep them safe.  
For example articles 3 & 4 of the UNCRC.  However we are coming to the view that 
the proposed route to delivering these legitimate objectives may be disproportionate.  

Parliamentary Inquiry 

We believe there would have been much to learn from more and broader reflection 
on the current system.  There is also a need to examine alternatives.   

While there was consultation on the vetting and barring provisions, it is unfortunate 
that the sharing of information provisions was not the subject of prior consultation.  
There are many procedural factors and implications to consider.   

We have therefore concluded there is a need for a parliamentary inquiry hearing all 
evidence not in the context of the Bill but taking a step back and hearing all views on 
the detail of what is proposed.  The process of the inquiry, including generating wider 
and informed debate, will be just as important as the conclusions.  

Human Rights 

We note from the Policy Memorandum that the Scottish Executive has set out, rather 
inadequately, the human rights dimensions to the proposed legislation (paras 162 – 
169).  However we are very disappointed that there is no statement from the Scottish 
Parliament itself.  This is a procedural issue as Section 29 2 (d) of the Scotland Act 
enquires that legislation can only be competent if it is in compliance with the 
European Convention on Human Rights.  Given debate on the recent Scottish 
Commissioner for Human Rights Bill, when it was asserted that the Parliament is 
diligent in fulfilling its human rights obligations, this significant Bill would have 
benefited from a rigorous independent Parliamentary analysis of the implications for 
human rights.   

We call for the publication of the Parliament’s completed human rights analysis of the 
proposed legislation including reference to case law, guidance and models of best 
practice e.g. State parties fulfilling their obligations under Article 4 of the UNCRC. 
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The Bill requires amendments to orders made under the Rehabilitation of Offenders 
Act 1974, so that exempted questions may be asked in respect of regulated work. 
The Scottish Ministers intend to bring forward this, and other secondary legislation in 
support of the Bill, after enactment in 2007.   Overall the effect is to remove the 
principle of rehabilitation that was established in 1974.   This is a huge change and 
may be disproportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. 

Detail of the Proposals 

In a Bill of this type, the process of delivery is crucial to understanding the general 
principles.  We are very disappointed that the detail in key areas is missing and will 
be the subject of further debate and regulation. This is not acceptable.   

The Scottish Executive is quite explicit on this point “much of the operational detail 
will be the subject of secondary legislation”  (para. 45 of the Policy Memorandum).  

Examples include: 

• The fees for vetting and barring disclosure are to be set through secondary 
legislation  (para. 63 of Policy Memorandum). 

• Delay in considering what training and guidance can be given on issues 
around interpretation of disclosure information (para. 88 ibid). 

Managing Information 

Overall we are concerned about the massive bureaucracy created by this Bill.  We 
are also concerned about the balance of the Bill, as people have to establish that 
they are appropriate to work, rather than a pro-active task of the State to stop a small 
number of adults from working with children and protected adults. 

We are mindful of the Poll Tax legislation in the 1980s, which ultimately faltered due 
to the inability of the system to accurately process and update information timeoulsy 
so that the tax could be reliably collected.  That experience taught Scotland how 
often people’s personal circumstances change, such as young people and students 
moving regularly. 

Ordinary people were also very sensitive about personal information being stored on 
them when they have committed no crime.  Indeed in the case of volunteers, they will 
enter this bureaucracy because they are civic minded. 

This is a pertinent point, as we would not like any correlation to exist in the minds of 
potential volunteers that this bureaucracy is a prelude to the establishment of a 
national identity card register or system.  It is repeatedly stated that the bureaucracy 
will cover one quarter of Scotland’s population.  We accept concerns that the 
establishment of this bureaucracy could be used as the foundations for such a 
scheme.   Indeed the power to fingerprint (clause 60) and the power to use personal 
data to check identity (clause 61) demonstrates the breadth and depth of the 
information gathered.   Given the alignment with the rest of the UK,  it would be 
possible to establish a national identity card scheme. 

Rehabilitation of Offenders Act
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There is also a danger that people will face a fine because they have failed to adhere 
to new obligations.  For example, Section 47 makes it an offence for scheme 
members to fail to notify a change of name, gender or address within 3 months of the 
change. 

Public Information Campaign 

There is a need for a public information campaign on the new scheme as there is a 
danger it will be misunderstood.  For example in paragraphs 80 and 81 of the Policy 
Memorandum, it is repeated that “Scheme membership means the individual is not 
barred’.  We understand how ordinary people may easily misunderstand this concept 
either as a private employer or as a volunteer. 

People are generally not good with forms and we know tis through, for example, 
campaigns to encourage people to take up benefits, as well as existing systems 
acknowledging that people fail to complete forms properly.   Forms and the system 
should be simple to stop the bureaucracy discouraging volunteering. 

Offenders 

An analysis of offending behaviour confirms that young people can be in trouble and 
then go on to be responsible and productive adults. Ex-offenders may be particularly 
valuable in working with e.g. young people as they have ‘been there and done it’.  
We do not want to put people off entering the system in the first instance.   

Risk of Sexual Harm Orders can be granted for children, i.e. those under 18 years of 
age.  That makes their automatic inclusion under Part 4 of the Bill problematic – see 
also paragraph 75 of the Policy Memorandum. 

We believe that all civil orders relating to domestic abuse and violence should be 
disclosed by Chief Constables and that should be included in broader Guidance to 
Chief Constables. 

The legislation should set out the parameters for decisions on who will and will not be 
barred e.g. interpreting Clauses 12 (1) & 15.  This is important given the historic as 
well as the more recent prosecution policy.  For example someone could have been 
convicted of indecent exposure when they were a drunken teenager urinating in the 
street but that does not mean they should be barred from working with children.   
However under this system people, who have put the conviction behind them, may be 
too embarrassed to volunteer. 

Rights

We are pleased to note that Section 64 makes it an offence to unlawfully request 
scheme records.  However we also understand that we live in a risk averse society, 
particularly when organisations do not want to become liable for something, which 
they did not foresee.   So we understand that personal employers or organisational 
employers may become victim of this section through their perceived, but 
misinformed, diligence. 
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You cannot pursue rights until you know about them and although there is a right of 
appeal in the Bill, we remain concerned about people’s access to effective 
representation.  There is also an issue about the publicity generated by cases, for 
example proceeding to the Sheriff Court, and it may act as a disincentive to 
exercising the right of appeal. 

Conclusion

The big human rights concern is around what criteria Ministers will use to decide 
whether someone should be barred.  As this scheme is based on ‘soft information’ as 
well as convictions, there is great potential for soft information being used wrongly 
and there is a heavy reliance on fair decisions by Ministers and on the police only 
passing on relevant and fair information.  Barring someone could have huge 
consequences for their life without the evidence having been tested in court.  
Therefore, Ministers should have to abide by criteria set out in regulations when 
making the decision. 

Rights come with responsibilities.  Under this Bill, the responsibilities may be too 
onerous for the State, employers and individuals.   The aim is legitimate but we are 
seriously concerned that the process is fundamentally flawed due to lack of detail 
and that the duty to share information will flood the system so that attention is not 
focused on the small number of people who should be barred from working with 
children. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE INFORMATION COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE 

Introduction 

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) welcomes the opportunity to respond 
to the consultation being undertaken by the Scottish Parliament’s Education 
Committee on the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. The Information 
Commissioner regulates the Data Protection Act 1998 and was a key witness to the 
Bichard Inquiry where he was critical of the vetting processes in England. 
Consequently, he is following closely the developments in data sharing both north 
and south of the border which have arisen as a consequence of the 
recommendations of Bichard. 

The ICO previously responded to the consultation undertaken by the Scottish 
Executive on the vetting and barring elements of the Bill. We are therefore pleased 
to note that a number of changes suggested by us have been made to the proposals 
following that consultation. No written consultation was undertaken by the Executive 
on the proposed Duty to Share Information contained within Part 3 of the Bill 
although we have made some of our views known in briefing sessions held by the 
Executive. 

The ICO notes the provisions within the Bill relating to the correction of inaccurate 
records and to the wider disclosure of records. These reflect duties currently required 
under the Data Protection Act 1998 and we are pleased that these important 
principles are being underlined by the Executive in its proposals. 

Vetting and Barring 

General Comments  

In evidence presented to the Bichard Inquiry by the Information Commissioner, 
concerns were raised that disclosure reports failed to consider the relevance of a 
previous conviction to the post applied for. In most cases where an applicant has 
had a blemish-free record for many years, it is inappropriate and unnecessary to 
reveal details of earlier convictions. Nevertheless, it is appreciated that when 
considering the potential employment of persons to work with vulnerable groups, 
there may be a valid interest in such details and we welcome the aims of the Vetting 
and Barring sections of the Bill as a positive move to remedy the faults in the current 
systems as identified in by Bichard and which should reduce the likelihood of a 
vulnerable person being put at risk. However, it should be noted that any information 
that is provided to the proposed Central Barring Unit (CBU) and to Disclosure 
Scotland for the barring and vetting purposes contained within the Bill, must be 
relevant to, and not excessive for, these purposes. 

The  Information Commissioner welcomed Recommendation 19 of the report of the 
Bichard Inquiry and was in agreement with Bichard’s original proposal of registration.
Whilst that remains the preferred approach, we understand why it is appropriate for 
similar approaches to be taken by both the UK Government and by the Scottish 
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Part 1- Lists

The ICO notes the conditions proposed under which organisations may refer 
individual to the CBU. We have no comment to make regarding these conditions per 
se but are pleased to note that it is proposed that the term “provisional listing” 
currently adopted within the provisions of the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 
2003  (PoCSA) be discontinued given the particular implications such a 
categorisation may have for an individual. 

The Bill provides for a number of minor amendments to current practice under 
PoCSA with respect to the listing process. Importantly, individuals under 
consideration or making an appeal against a decision to list will be given access to 
all information made available in making the determination and this is to be 
welcomed. However, we note that it is for the individual to appeal against listing if an 
appeal against a conviction which led to listing is successful: whilst it is appreciated 
that a successful appeal against conviction should not automatically result in a 
removal from the list, it would be appropriate for the Court, and not the individual, to 
refer the case back to the CBU. At the very least, this should be a standard practice 
where an successful appeal has been heard against a relevant offence as defined in 
s31. In considering this point, it should be appreciated that all organisations have a 
duty under the provisions of the Data Protection Act to ensure that records are 
accurate, relevant, not excessive and kept up to date. 

The Bill proposes a duty on listed individuals to notify any change in their names, 
address or gender within one month of such a change occurring.  Whilst recognising 
the intention behind this duty, it should be noted that this, in itself, will not prevent 
those intent on re-entering the workforce under a new identity from so doing.  

Part 2 – Vetting and Disclosure

As mentioned previously, the ICO would prefer that a scheme of registration had 
been adopted, following the original Bichard recommendation. To have a barred list 
and a separate vetting and disclosure scheme seems unnecessarily cumbersome. 
Despite the explanatory notes to the Bill suggesting that participation in the scheme 
is not mandatory for those wishing to undertake regulated work (there is no offence 
of undertaking regulated work whilst not a scheme member), in practice it will be. 
The only means through which an employer can be satisfied that an individual is not 
barred is through the generation of a disclosure record obtained through 
membership of the scheme. 

The ICO wishes to raise its concern that the existing provisions for relevance as 
contained within PoCSA are being weakened in terms of privacy. Whereas currently 
relevance is tested against each post, the proposals in this Bill appear to be such 
that relevance is tested against the two types of work (working with children and 
working with vulnerable adults). It is therefore possible that employers seeking 
disclosures will be provided with information which is not relevant to the employment 
decision and is, therefore, a breach of privacy of the applicant. We urge that further 
consideration is given to this section of the Bill to ensure compliance with the 

Executive in order to ensure that cross-border anomalies and/or loopholes do not 
present themselves. 
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The Bill provides that personal employers can seek disclosure of barred status. We 
expressed our concerns regarding this in our response to the original consultation 
undertaken by the Executive and are pleased to note that the scheme member must 
authorise disclosure prior to it being undertaken and that appropriate forms of 
personal identity must be presented by the member at that time. These elements 
should be sufficient to prevent “fishing trips” by members of the public. We also note 
that fingerprints may be used under certain circumstances to check identity and are 
reassured that regulations to provide their destruction after identity has been 
confirmed will be introduced. 

The Bill proposes that a number of offences relating to the falsification of disclosure 
records, the further disclosure of records and to attempts to obtain such records 
unless for employment reasons relating to regulated work are to be created. The ICO 
is currently requesting that the UK Parliament amend the Data Protection Act to 
enable custodial sentences of up to 2 years imprisonment to be imposed for similar 
offences under that Act; we therefore ask that consideration should be given to 
increasing the proposed term of imprisonment contained in s66 from six months to 2 
years. 

Part 3 – Child Protection Information

The Information Commissioner has previously stated that the Data Protection Act 
should not be seen as a barrier to disclosure of relevant information pertaining to 
child protection. Nevertheless, it is understood that many professionals and 
practitioners  are unaware of the ability to share data in such situations and a duty to 
share such as is proposed within the Bill will provide them with appropriate 
reassurance that such sharing can take place. 

The Bill itself provides little guidance about the frameworks governing the proposed 
duty to share and the complementary duty to cooperate. The ICO does have 
concerns regarding the potential for excessive and irrelevant disclosure of personal 
and sensitive personal data which might take place without strict guidance being 
given to those to whom the duty applies. We are therefore pleased to note that the 
Executive has invited us to sit on the Working Group which is developing the code 
and we look forward to our concerns being addressed in that forum. 

requirements of the Data Protection Act that information should be relevant and not 
excessive and also to ensure compatibility with the provisions of Directive 95/46/EC. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE LAW SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND

INTRODUCTION

The Criminal Law Committee and the Family Law Sub-Committee of the Law Society of 

Scotland, (“the Society”) welcomes the opportunity of providing written evidence to the 

Education Committee of the Scottish Parliament with regard to the Protection of Vulnerable 

Groups (Scotland) Bill and has the following observations to make:- 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

The Society considers that this is an important Bill following the review of child protection 

procedures in England and Wales carried out by Sir Michael Bichard, published as the 

Bichard Inquiry Report on 22 June 2004.  The Society notes that since that report was 

published, Scottish Ministers and the UK Government have accepted all the 

recommendations and have been working to implement them.  The Society further notes that 

this Bill substantially implements the proposals set out in the Scottish Executive’s consultation 

paper, “Protecting Vulnerable Groups: Scottish Vetting and Barring Scheme”, published on 8 

February 2006 and that the Bill makes provisions for the following issues:- 

1. Establishment of the list of individuals unsuitable to work with children and 

consequently repealing the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 and the 

establishment of a separate list of individuals unsuitable to work with protected adults. 

2. Replacement of Enhanced Criminal Record Certificates with new disclosure records 

for those working with vulnerable groups, whether paid or unpaid. 

3. Establishment of a scheme for those working with vulnerable groups, membership of 

which enables the outgoing collection of vetting information and assessment for 

unsuitability to work in these groups. 

4. Sharing information for child protection purposes, placing duties on relevant public 
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bodies and organisations to disclose information when a child is at risk of harm, 

supported by a code of practice. 

5. Amendment to the Police Act 1997 to ensure consistency with the provisions in this Bill 

and to make a number of technical changes to facilitate the operation of Disclosure 

Scotland. 

6. Transfer of staff of Disclosure Scotland to the Scottish Administration, and  

7. Amendment of the definition of School Care Accommodation. 

The Society welcomes the general principles of the Bill and the objectives of the Vetting and 

Barring provisions: 

(i) To ensure that people who are unsuitable do not gain access to children or 

protected adults through work.  

(ii) To ensure that people who become unsuitable are detected early and prevented 

from continuing to work, or seeking to work, with children or protected adults, and  

(iii) To ensure, so far as practicable, the underlying processes to minimise 

bureaucracy.   

The Society fully supports all initiatives taken with regard to improving the safety of children 

and protected adults being the most vulnerable members of our communities and the most 

deserving of our care and protection. 

The Society, however, notes the complexity of the Bill which may make compliance difficult 

and, therefore, may impair its effectiveness.  The Bill’s complexity may not be a significant 

issue for professional bodies who have personnel and resources to assist with the application 

of provisions but it is likely to represent a significant challenge to small voluntary groups in the 

community and could potentially isolate protected adults by deterring community initiatives.  
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The Society is concerned that, standing the above objectives which are clearly laudable, 

voluntary and charitable organisations are being met with increased regulation.  The overall 

objective is, of course, to better protect children and protected adults but this taken together 

with all other aspects of voluntary and charitable work, can come to represent a significant 

burden upon these organisations.  With regard to the complexity of the Bill, the Society notes 

that it may well be difficult to provide categorical advice on the application of this Bill, but 

rather the application of its provisions will require constant vigilance with respect to the 

individual facts and circumstances of each case.   

SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

With reference to the questions set out in the Scottish Parliament Education Committee’s 

request for written evidence dated 29 September 2006, the Society has the following 

comments:- 

Question 1:  How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected 

adults with additional protection from harm? 

The Society notes the policy intention is that the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 

should be repealed and re-enacted with this Bill in order to cover not only children but also 

protected adults.   

The Society welcomes the inclusion of protected adults as defined in section 94 of the Bill.  

The Society’s main concern is, however, that the complexity of this Bill, in particular the 

separate children’s list and adults list in terms of section 1 of the Bill, whereby an individual 

may well be barred from working with children but not barred from working with protected 

adults or vice versa.  It is noted that the scheme participation is not mandatory but the only 

the mechanism for employers to be sure that they are not employing an individual who is 

included on either list and, accordingly, barred from undertaking that type of regulated work.  

In all difficulty may ensue with regard to the increase of information passed between the 

police, Disclosure Scotland and the Central Barring Unit which may result in the overall aims 

of the Bill being less effective and, accordingly, not providing children and protected adults 
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with additional protection from harm.   

The Society does, however, welcome the provisions of section 73 of the Bill whereby a 

relevant person, as defined in section 80 of the Bill, has a duty to report information relating to 

a child.  The Society is concerned that this definition is not sufficiently wide in that the police 

may well hold information regarding an individual’s propensity to violence but this information 

may not necessarily be relating to the child.  The Society would suggest that section 73 

should be extended to cover “information relating to a child or indicating that a child may be at 

risk of harm”.  This would comply with the meaning of “harm” under section 93 in Part 7, the 

interpretation part of the Bill where there is a likelihood to cause the child to be harmed.   

Question 2:  What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employees, employers and 

volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 

The Society is concerned that intense scrutiny of the provisions of the Bill with respect to 

individual facts and circumstances are required with regard to the definition of regulated work 

as defined in Schedule 2, the definition of “work” as defined in section 95 including unpaid 

work.  The Society is also of the view that the likely impact impacts on volunteers in particular 

in the range of voluntary organisations will in effect render participation in such organisations 

more problematic and risky than before and, accordingly, there may well be a 

disproportionate response to the risk of harm to children and protected adults.  The Society 

notes that the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations has highlighted a concern over a 

15% decrease in the number of clubs run by Youth Scotland and a 9% decrease in the 

number of people attending and the number of youth helpers since the introduction of the 

2003 Act, together with the increased financial implications for voluntary organisations with 

regard to this Bill in terms of their recent representation to the Scottish Parliament’s Finance 

Committee.  The complex provisions of the Bill may be difficult to comprehend and be 

problematic, not only for the voluntary sector but also for potential employers who may 

already have a broad experience of dealing with statutory issues and also for employees who 

are considering regulated work.   
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Question 3: Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions? 

The Society is concerned that with regard to the grounds of referral as set out in section 2 of 

the Bill, in particular, in sections 2(a), 3 and 2(b)(iii) where “engaged in inappropriate conduct 

involving pornography” is a referral ground.  It is noted that referral grounds do not require to 

be engaged in the course of the individual’s work.  While it is envisaged that a referral can be 

made where an individual has accessed child pornography, this is not clear from section 2 of 

the Bill.  The manner of reference, as outlined in sections 3 to 9 of the Bill, either following 

disciplinary action, by an employment agency, by an employment business, or by a court or a 

professional regulatory body.  The Society is concerned that an individual can be referred and 

consequently considered for listing without any recourse at that stage.  The Society notes 

that, in terms of section 10(1) of the Bill, Ministers have to satisfy themselves that the 

information given in the referral was not given for vexatious or frivolous purposes and further 

notes, in terms of section 17 of the Bill, that before Ministers make a decision to list an 

individual in either the children’s list in terms of section 15, or in the protected adults list in 

terms of section 16, the individual must be given an opportunity to make representations as to 

why he or she should not be listed, all in terms of section 17(1) of the Bill.  The Society is 

concerned, however, that the whole process may well be triggered by a referral that, while not 

being vexatious or frivolous, may well be based on incorrect information.  The provisions in 

section 17 relating to findings in fact, also cause difficulties as the individual is not entitled to 

make representations to any relevant finding in fact wrongly made.  While it is accepted that 

the individual should not be entitled to take issue with findings in fact which led to a 

conviction, all in terms of section 17(5)(a), the remaining findings in fact referred to in section 

17(5) such as a finding in fact made in a relevant inquiry report as outlined in section 17(5)(b) 

may well be regarded as findings but cannot be regarded as findings in fact equivalent to the 

findings of a court. 

It is unclear from the terms of the Bill as to whether the information contained in the referral is 

to be made known to the individual and whether he will, accordingly, be in a position to refute 

it or produce contrary evidence in terms of his representation. 
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In all the circumstances, even a consideration for listing on the basis of incorrect information 

may prevent an individual from obtaining regulated work and care must therefore be taken 

with regard to the possibility of unfairly prejudicing an applicant’s employment. 
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SUBMISSION FROM LGBT YOUTH SCOTLAND 

Introduction

LGBT Youth Scotland is a charity working towards a Scotland in which every lesbian, 
gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) young person is included in society, can grow 
up happy and healthy, enjoy a safe and supportive upbringing, and is able to reach 
their full potential.   

LGBT Youth Scotland provides a range of services and opportunities for young 
people, families and professionals, which aim to increase awareness and confidence, 
and reduce isolation and discrimination.  

LGBT Youth Scotland works towards this vision by mainstreaming LGBT equality into 
generic services, and through the provision of specialist services directly to young 
people. Direct youth work including youth groups, volunteering and outreach are key 
aspects of the organisation’s activity as are policy, research and training work. 

LGBT Youth Scotland welcomes the opportunity to help inform the Education 
Committee’s debate on the Protection for Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. The Bill 
touches on some of our core values in working directly with LGBT young people 
across Scotland. Our submission will therefore focus on Part 3 of the Bill that deals 
with the sharing of child protection information. 

We note that the recommendations of the Bichard Enquiry do not include any 
recommendations to the effect of legislating on the issues addressed in Part 3 of the 
Bill as introduced. This does of course not in itself preclude the Scottish Executive’s 
case for doing so. However, we would like to raise a number of concerns about the 
way this has been done in the present Bill. Most of our concerns relate to the broad 
and somewhat disproportionate approach that the Bill takes to children and young 
people’s rights to privacy, confidentiality, participation and protection, and as to how 
these rights are balanced by the provisions of the Bill. 

Central Tenets of the Bill 

The definition of child protection information in section 73 of the Bill is very broad and 
seems to be entirely dependent on the professional judgment of practitioners who 
encounter information about a child or young person. We have no intention to 
undermine the expertise and the capability to make responsible professional 
judgments on the part of practitioners working with children and young people. We 
are, however, very concerned about what damage this exceedingly broad provision 
might inflict on the rights of children and young people to privacy and confidentiality, 
and ultimately to their protection from harm. 
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Section 76 of the Bill establishes a duty on Scottish Ministers to issue a Code of 
Practice, which will provide practitioners with guidance as to what constitutes child 
protection information and in what circumstances their duty to share this information 
applies (section 76 (2) and (5)). The express intention of Part 3 of the Bill is (1) to 
‘make explicit (…) good practice [in child protection information sharing] and build on 
it’ and (2) to ensure that ‘anyone working with children can feel confident about 
reporting concerns’ (Policy Memorandum, p. 39).  

As for (1) it would be crucial for the Bill to clarify what information exactly this part of 
the Bill is actually about, rather than merely referring to a Code of Practice that 
practitioners ‘must have regard to’ (sec. 76 (5) (a)), which seems to weak a legal 
requirement at this point. As for the question of practitioners’ confidence to share child 
protection information (2), it would be useful if the Bill would also aim to raise 
practitioners’ confidence not to share certain information if the disclosure of this 
information may lead to adverse consequences for the child or young person. This 
would for instance be the case where a young person comes out as LGB or T to one 
of their workers. 

Section 79 provides a safeguard for children and young people’s rights to privacy and 
confidentiality to be maintained. Despite the use of the established phrase ‘the 
paramount consideration [of] the child’s welfare’ (sec. 79 (3)) this safeguard appears 
to be weak if weighted against the remainder of Part 3 of the Bill, at the end of which 
sec. 79 sits somewhat uncomfortably. For a bill that aims to improve the protection of 
children and young people it is also striking that this is the closest the Bill comes to 
mentioning the rights of children and young people under the UN Convention on the 
Rights of the Child (UNCRC). 

Provision, Protection, Participation and Privacy 

Children and young people are right-holders under the European Convention of 
Human Rights (ECHR) and are specifically covered under the UNCRC. Kathleen 
Marshall, Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and Young People (SCCYP) has 
repeatedly described the effect of the UNCRC in terms of participation, provision and 
protection. In line with article 8 ECHR article 16 UNCRC provides children and young 
people with a protection against ‘arbitrary or unlawful interference with his or her 
privacy’. In the context of the present Bill it has to be made clear that a lawful 
interference with a child or young person’s privacy may still be arbitrary.  

It is crucial to see the abovementioned four key elements of children and young 
people’s rights as interconnected, if not interdependent. Effective protection is only 
possible if services are able to reach children and young people through appropriate 
provision. Participation of children and young people in the design, planning and 
delivery of services is the most effective way to ensure the use of services by children 
and young people. Being protected is at the same time a condition for participation. As 
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for privacy, children and young people want to be able to trust practitioners with their 
information and need to know that it is save.  
In the Scottish Executive’s Children’s Charter children and young people made this 
latter point very clear: ‘Respect our privacy’ and ‘[t]hink carefully about how you use 
information about us’ were among their top priorities. In contrast, the current Bill 
seems to focus on the protection aspect alone, disregarding the interconnectedness of 
the four key elements of children and young people’s UNCRC rights. It is also 
remarkable for a Bill that aims to protect children and young people that there is no 
provision whatsoever for the participation, involvement or consultation with children 
and young people. This is not in keeping with the spirit of the UNCRC and runs the 
risk of disempowering children and young people. 

In terms of its compliance with the ECHR and article 8 in particular the Policy 
Memorandum’s section on ECHR compliance (p. 43) seems rushed and is not as 
thorough as would be desirable. The final legal test as to the necessity of the 
interference with article 8 in a democratic society includes the question of 
proportionality of the interference with the legitimate aim that is pursued by the 
Scottish Executive with the Bill. The Executive did not demonstrate that this is the 
case but merely assumed that the interference with children and young people’s 
human right to privacy is justified and proportionate to the very broadly termed and 
unspecified legitimate aim of the interference (public safety, prevention of crime, 
protection of health, etc.). 

Considering the very loose definition of child protection information in section 73 and 
the fact that the way in which this information is to be shared is not specified in the 
Bill, the potentially serious issues under article 8 ECHR would deserve more thorough 
attention. Moreover, issues arising from the new power vested in any person to 
disclose child protection information are not given appropriate consideration. The 
statement in the Policy Memorandum that ‘any power arising from the lifting of 
restrictions will be capable of exercise in a manner that is compatible with convention 
rights’ (p. 43) is not sufficient. Nothing in the Bill ensures the exercise of these powers 
within the confines of article 8. It would seem obscure to postpone the fulfilment of the 
Scottish Executive’s human rights obligations under section 29 (2) (d) of the Scotland 
Act 1998 until the forthcoming Code of Practice specified what constitutes child 
protection information and how this is to be shared.  

It is not acceptable to simply assume compliance with human rights obligations, even 
less so where the Executive itself admits that the provisions of the Bill necessitate a 
difficult balancing exercise.  

Implications for Children and Young People in Practice 

The Scottish Executive’s legislative aim is to ‘remove uncertainty about the ability to 
disclose information’. This is an important aim to pursue since misunderstanding 
confidentiality as unlimited would put children and young people at risk. However, the 
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Bill creates uncertainties in a child or young person about whether they are able to 
share private and perhaps intimate information with a youth worker or other 
practitioner. The duty on relevant persons and the power of any person to disclose 
private information with sanctions entirely removed is likely to pose real problems for 
certain children and young people and infringes on the rights to privacy of all.  

LGBT Youth Scotland is particularly concerned with the emotional, physical, mental 
and sexual wellbeing of LGBT young people. In our recent consultation with young 
people on the Scottish Executive’s proposals for a national youth work strategy, a 
number of young people made the point that using mainstream services is unsafe for 
them as their sexual orientation or gender identity is often misinterpreted as a health 
problem, and they would be subject to discrimination, bullying and harassment. 
Further, a number of young people mentioned confidentiality as a condition for their 
use of services.  

We would like to draw the Committee’s attention to the fact that for LGBT young 
people and presumably for other young people with stigmatised identities 
confidentiality and privacy are inextricably linked with their protection. Sharing 
information relating to an LGBT young person’s sexual orientation or gender identity 
with another service may put the young person at a greater risk than the sharing of the 
information tried to avert in the first place. We are deeply concerned that many 
mainstream services are not aware of this significant problem. Numerous enquiries 
from a range of services to our organisation confirm that there is often a perception 
within mainstream services that a young person’s LGBT identity in and by itself 
constitutes a child protection issue.  

The duty that the Bill places on services to share child protection information and the 
right vested in any person to do so may further exacerbate the precarious safety 
situation that many LGBT young people find themselves in when using services. As 
for all children and young people, this may lead to a deterioration of trust in 
services and ultimately to non-use of services, which may in turn put children 
and young people at great risk. This is a concern that is shared by many of our 
partner organisations that work directly with young people. 

It is worrying that the Bill removes safeguards for children and young people in favour 
of safeguards for adults who disclose information. It would be highly desirable if the 
Bill would instead provide  

• an unambiguous definition of what exactly constitutes child protection 
information within the Bill in common with current practice 

• a clearer and more detailed definition of harm within the Bill 

• clear procedures as to who should share information with whom and how this 
process should work, within the Bill 

• a measured and proportionate approach that includes the participation of 
children and young people 
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• an approach that focuses on the rights of children and young people to 
privacy and confidentiality and the role they play in the protection of children 
and young people. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE NATIONAL AUTISTIC SOCIETY SCOTLAND

1. The National Autistic Society Scotland is one of the leading charities for people with an 
autistic spectrum disorder (ASD).  It has a membership of almost 1,000 and a network 
of 9 branches across Scotland.  The National Autistic Society Scotland is part of a UK-
wide organisation, the National Autistic Society (NAS).  The NAS is in a unique position 
to comment on issues affecting people with autistic spectrum disorders because it 
operates in all four nations of the UK. The NAS has a membership of over 12,000, and 
a network of 60 branches. The NAS exists to champion the rights and interests of all 
people with autism and to ensure that they and their families receive quality services, 
appropriate to their needs. There are approximately 535,000 people with autistic 
spectrum disorders in the UK. 

2. The NAS welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Protection of Vulnerable 
Groups (Scotland) Bill. As outlined in responses to previous consultations on the issue, 
NAS Scotland believes that the provisions contained in the Bill can contribute to the 
protection of children and potentially vulnerable adults, such as some adults with 
autistic spectrum disorder.  However, the NAS does have concerns about the 
proposed scheme, particularly regarding the definition of ‘protected adult’ for the 
purposes of the List scheme and also the practical operation of the system and its 
effect on organisations. These concerns are outlined in more detail below. 

ASD and Vulnerability 

3. Individuals with ASD can be extremely vulnerable both within a service setting and also 
in everyday life.  Autistic spectrum disorders, including Asperger Syndrome, are a life-
long developmental disability which affects the way a person communicates and 
related to people around them. Individuals with ASD experience difficulties with social 
interaction, social communication and imagination – known as the ‘triad of 
impairments’1.

4. Due to their social and communicative difficulties, people with ASD can misinterpret 
others’ intentions and can struggle to understand metaphor and irony, taking written 
and spoken words literally. Individuals with ASD tend to learn by rote and copy the 
actions of others but this does not signify they truly understand what it means. The 
inability to, for example, distinguish between truth and lies; being unable to ascertain 
insincerity; and the willingness to do favours for people in order to try and make friends 
often leads to individuals with ASD being extremely vulnerable.  

5. Furthermore, vulnerability affects the whole autistic spectrum. Individuals with 
Asperger Syndrome, or high functioning autism, may be vulnerable as their average or 

1
 Wing, L and Gould, J (1979) Severe impairments of social interaction and associated abnormalities in children: 

epidemiology and classification, Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders, Vol 9(1), pp11-29 
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above average IQ and good language skills can mask the fact that they may not 
understand what others are really saying or doing. Due to the nature of ASD, people 
may be harmed or neglected without being able to inform anyone about it or without 
having the ability to verify the situation where someone else suspects harm or neglect. 

How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults with 
additional protection from harm? 

6. The NAS welcomes the new vetting and barring scheme and believes that the system 
outlined in the Bill does have the potential to provide children and protected adults with 
additional support from harm.  

7. The NAS responded to previous Scottish Executive consultations on the topic, 
Protecting vulnerable adults – Securing their safety (2004) and Protecting Vulnerable 
Groups: Scottish Vetting and Barring System (2006), in both of which we broadly 
welcomed proposals to create a new disclosure scheme.  However, in these previous 
responses the NAS highlighted concerns that we had about the scope of the 
proposals. Some of these concerns have been address in the final text of the Bill, yet 
others remain. These issues are outlined below. 

8. Firstly, concerns remain regarding the restricted definition of a ‘protected adult’. The 
NAS strongly believes that the definition contained in the Bill remains too narrow in 
being limited to adults in receipt of a care service and that, in order to secure the 
optimum protection for vulnerable groups, this definition must be expanded.  

9. In order to best protect adults, it is imperative to consider these adults in a variety of 
settings.  As a UK-wide service provider, the NAS manages residential settings but 
also employs staff in day service settings who would seem to be outwith the scope of 
the List. The NAS also employs staff who act as employment consultants and provides 
volunteers (‘befrienders’) to adults with ASD – all of whom have frequent direct contact 
with adults and yet would fall outside the scope of the List.  

10. The NAS believes that by restricting the scheme to those in a care setting, the system 
will create loopholes through which individuals could seek to work with vulnerable 
groups in settings which are not covered by the proposed scheme, and where the rules 
are perceived to be less narrow. 

11. We need to make sure we have the highest standard of care, safety and protection for 
vulnerable groups, such as adults with ASD. Therefore, the NAS would urge that the 
proposed definition of protected adults be amended to cover a wide range of settings – 
including voluntary sector services – in order to ensure that as many vulnerable adults 
as possible are protected.

12. The NAS would also like to make some observations regarding the type of regulated 
work covered by the provisions in the Bill.  
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13. The NAS appreciates provision to enable personal employers to apply for the 
disclosure of a statement of barred status. In this way, people who are directly 
employed by someone with an autistic spectrum disorder through Direct Payments will 
be required to be members of the new scheme and those employing individuals 
through direct payments can check the barred status of prospective employees. 

14. Direct Payments have real potential to improve the range of services open to people 
with autistic spectrum disorders and deliver tailor-made packages of care. However, 
while adults with ASD may be assessed to qualify for and manage direct payments or 
a representative is managing direct payments on their behalf, they may still be 
vulnerable and open to exploitation and harm. The NAS believes that an obligation for 
such prospective employees to seek a statement of barred status will help minimise 
the risk of such exploitation and harm. 

15. However, in order that this measure is effective, the NAS also believes that the 
Scottish Ministers should publish and disseminate guidance for protected adults and 
their representatives who use direct payments, to make them aware of the new 
scheme and its importance. Accessible information will ensure that individuals know 
what the legal requirements are, how to go about implementing them and where to get 
further advice. The NAS would hope that the process of applying for a statement of 
barred status for all personal employers is not overly onerous on the individual and that 
seeking this would not act as a barrier to accessing care.  

16. Other positions which the NAS believes should be subject to inclusion in the new 
scheme are those individuals charged with responsibilities under the Adults with 
Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000. This Act introduced various positions for 
representatives to make decisions and manage affairs on behalf of adults with 
incapacity (such as guardianship, continuing power of attorney, welfare power of 
attorney and intromitter with funds).  These positions carry great responsibility which 
could be open to exploitation. The NAS would urge that such representatives be 
included in the range of positions to which the new scheme applies and ensure that 
disclosure checks are compulsory in order to assume such an influential role. 

17. Lastly, the consultation which preceded the introduction of this Bill, Protecting 
Vulnerable Groups: Scottish Vetting and Barring Scheme outlined an intention to 
include those ‘who have substantial access to personal and sensitive information about 
vulnerable groups’ in the range of positions for which a Vetting and Barring disclosure 
should be obtained.2

18. In our response to this consultation, the NAS welcomed the inclusion of such positions 
in the scheme as this is an area which is currently lacking. The National Autistic 
Society has recently established an Advocacy for Education service which offers 
advice and guidance to parents of children with an ASD about education law. However, 
administrators and volunteers who provide this service cannot at present apply for 
disclosures as they do not offer guidance directly to children. The NAS believes that 

2
 Scottish Executive (2006) Consultation on Protecting Vulnerable Groups: Scottish Vetting and Barring Scheme 

Edinburgh: Scottish Executive, p14 
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such employees (paid and unpaid) should be subject to disclosures to ensure water-
tight protection for protected groups and sensitive information relating to them. 

19. However, it appears that no provision for this has been made on the face of the Bill. 
Individuals who have regular access to sensitive information about children on 
protected adults should compulsorily be members of the vetting and barring scheme. 
This would ensure that individuals who may intend to use such information to harm 
protected groups, or place them at risk of harm, are prevented from doing so. 

What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and volunteers who 
work with children and protected adults? 

20. As a voluntary organisation which relies heavily on the contribution made by 
volunteers, the NAS welcomes the intention stated in the financial memorandum 
accompanying the Bill, to maintain that disclosures for volunteers remain free of 
charge, in line with current policy. 

21. However, as a voluntary organisation with understandable limited resources, the NAS 
would be averse in accepting large fee increases in applying for a scheme disclosure 
for employees. The NAS would be keen to see as minimal a fee increase as possible. 

22. Additionally, the NAS welcomes the proposal that the barred status of individuals is 
continually reviewed and can be checked without the need to apply for a full disclosure. 
We believe that this will reduce the onerous cost, administration and delays involved in 
seeking multiple disclosures for individuals in different posts and activities.  However, 
to this end, the NAS would welcome free or low cost subsequent checks to the barred 
status of individuals following a full disclosure. 

23. Furthermore, the Bill makes no provision for ‘provisional listing’ which means that 
individuals who are being considered for listing are not barred and can continue to do 
regulated work until a final determination is made.  

24. Ultimately, the NAS believes that the continuation of work of a provisionally listed 
individual should be assessed on a case by case basis according to the facts and the 
anticipated risk posed by a particular individual. The NAS welcomes provision for 
guidance to be provided by Scottish Ministers to organisations as to what steps they 
should take to protect children and/or protected adults when informed that one of their 
employees is under consideration for listing. The NAS also considers it imperative that 
decisions regarding the listing of individuals should be made as quickly as possible so 
as to reduce instances where this uncertainty arises. 

25. A final point of consideration is the mention in the financial memorandum that the 
entire relevant workforce, including volunteers, will be brought into the scheme through 
a full check, and that this will be phased over the first three years of operation. The 
NAS appreciates that an immediate obligation for retrospective disclosures for the 
existing workforce would be overly burdensome on the Disclosure Scotland system. A 
phased scheme would be a sensible approach. However, the NAS believes that priority 
must be given to the most sensitive cases first (e.g. those with frequent, direct contact 
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with the vulnerable groups). A clearly defined implementation strategy must be outlined 
as to how and when this phased approach is to be carried out so as not to over-burden 
the fledgling system. 

Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions? 

26. The NAS appreciates provisions to enable employers, regulatory bodies and courts to 
make referrals to the Scottish Ministers in respect of those who may be unsuitable to 
work with children and/or protected adults. However, in line with our above comments 
relating to individuals with powers under the Adults with Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000 
becoming members of the scheme, the NAS believes that the Public Guardian, in 
supervising individuals who have been appointed under the Act to manage the 
financial or property affairs of an adult with incapacity, should have a role sharing 
information with the Central Barring Unit and in making referrals. 

27. The Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Bill, introduced to Parliament in March, 
provides for the possible revocation of power of attorney.3 In instances where a 
guardianship or continuing or welfare power of attorney is removed for such reasons 
as may indicate that the individual may pose a risk to protected adults, the Public 
Guardian should communicate this to the Central Barring Unit for its consideration.  

28. Another consideration is the proposed 10-year lifespan of membership of the Vetting 
and Barring scheme. The NAS would question the necessity of applying for full 
disclosures every ten years if the system of constant review of the barred status of an 
individual is sufficiently robust. However, the NAS appreciates that in attaching a finite 
lifetime to certifications and checks would serve to ensure that the barred status of an 
individual is correct and that no information regarding that individual has been 
overlooked. 

29. Furthermore, the NAS is unsure how the current disclosure system will function after 
the introduction of the new scheme. It is unclear whether a hierarchy of disclosures will 
be created, whether basic and enhanced disclosures will still be available and for what 
purposes these will be available, given that all regulated work with children and 
protected adults will fall under the new scheme. 

30. Above all, for the new scheme to be effective, there is a real need for accessible 
guidance to be prepared to ensure that all those who have responsibilities under the 
Bill can fully comply with their obligations and to ensure that children and protected 
adults are afforded the protection which this legislation seeks to provide. 

The NAS is prepared to follow this up in person. 

3
 Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Bill, paragraph 57(3) 
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SUBMISSION FROM NCH SCOTLAND 

NCH Scotland welcomes the opportunity to give evidence to the Education 
Committee’s Stage 1 consideration of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill (“the Bill”). Our evidence focuses on certain key issues around 
child protection, as well as on addressing some of the specific questions 
raised by the committee for its Stage 1 scrutiny of the legislation. NCH 
Scotland’s evidence draws upon our extensive experience of working with 
some of the most vulnerable young people in Scotland, and of campaigning to 
raise awareness about child protection issues, including promoting safe 
internet use by children and young people. NCH Scotland would be willing to 
provide oral evidence, or further written evidence, to the Education Committee 
upon request about our work in these areas. 

How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected 
adults with additional protection from harm? 

Legislative timetable 

NCH Scotland welcomes and supports the Scottish Executive’s commitment 
to introduce the additional safeguards to protect children and protected adults 
outlined in the Bill. We believe that the Bill’s proposals could help to 
strengthen the framework of external controls on unsuitable individuals who 
seek opportunities to abuse children and protected adults. Our concern, 
however, is whether or not sufficient time remains during this parliament to 
undertake the detailed scrutiny which this highly complex legislation requires 
and merits. After all, the legislation will largely repeal the Protection of 
Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (“POCSA”) the key provisions of which have 
been in force for less than two years, and introduce new vetting and barring 
procedures. In this respect, NCH Scotland believes that the Scottish 
Parliament’s Education Committee must be fully satisfied that sufficient time 
will be available for the Scottish Parliament to undertake the detailed scrutiny 
of the Bill, and the in-depth examination of all related issues. We believe this 
issue must be addressed as a matter of urgency if the implementation of the 
Bill’s new vetting and barring procedures, and information sharing provisions, 
are to be effective. 

Support for the voluntary sector 

NCH Scotland considers that the support, guidance and training which the 
Scottish Executive provided to the voluntary sector to ensure it had the 
capacity to meet its duties under POCSA was very helpful. We, therefore, 
welcome the Scottish Executive’s acknowledgment that similar support, 
guidance and training will be necessary to ensure the voluntary sector is able 
to implement its duties and responsibilities under the Bill. NCH Scotland 
believes such support will be invaluable, given that many of the key provisions 
of POCSA only recently came into force, and that the voluntary sector has 
already invested a lot of staff time and resources in bringing staff up to speed 
with the vetting and barring provisions in the Police Act 1997 and in POCSA.  
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Under the Bill the voluntary sector will now have to comply with a new system 
of vetting and barring and also, where voluntary organisations are delivering 
services on behalf of local authorities and a child is at risk of harm, with the 
Bill’s information sharing provisions. Training staff in the new procedures will 
require further investment by voluntary organisations in terms of staff time and 
resources, which will fall on top of the resources already expended by 
voluntary organisations in ensuring they are compliant with (the soon to be 
repealed) POCSA. Against this background, NCH Scotland takes the view it is 
vital that the Scottish Executive does make sufficient levels of support, 
guidance and training available to the voluntary sector. 

An important aspect of this process will be ensuring that small, unaffiliated 
community based organisations are engaged in the new vetting and barring 
framework. Significantly, it has already been a major challenge for the current 
system introduced by the Police Act 1997 and by POCSA to try and connect 
with such organisations, and to ensure they have the necessary support and 
capacity to meet their duties and responsibilities under POCSA. We consider 
that similar considerations will now apply for the new vetting and barring 
scheme being proposed under the Bill. This must be addressed as a matter of 
urgency if we are to avoid the creation of a two tier situation which could 
benefit those considered unsuitable to work with children and protected 
adults. In this context, the danger exists that, unless the small, unaffiliated 
community based organisations connect with the new vetting and barring 
scheme, paedophiles will gravitate towards such organisations to gain access 
to children.

Additional measures 

NCH Scotland takes the view that the Bill must also be accompanied by a
package of measures if it is to provide children and protected adults with 
effective additional protection from harm. We believe that a number of specific 
measures should be introduced to strengthen the safeguards for children 
outlined in the Bill. These include the need to improve the management and 
monitoring of sex offenders and paedophiles within the community upon 
release. Sentencing guidelines should also be introduced to ensure that 
Courts adopt a more consistent approach to the sentencing of paedophiles, 
and that sentences reflect the gravity of the sexual offences committed 
against children and the devastating long term impact this can have on 
children’s lives. Further consideration should also be given to improving 
support for the victims of child sex abuse, especially where the victims have 
been the subject of abuse which was historic and occurred many years 
previously.

What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 

NCH Scotland is aware that a large number of voluntary organisations 
working with children and young people have experienced significant delays 
in the processing of Disclosure certificates through CRBS and Disclosure 
Scotland. This has adversely impacted upon the ability of such organisations 
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to recruit paid staff and volunteers which, in turn, has hampered their service 
delivery. NCH Scotland vets staff through Disclosure Scotland, and constantly 
monitors the response times for processing Disclosure certificates. From our 
experience it is evident that, in general, response times from Disclosure 
Scotland have been shorter than those from CRBS. Against this background, 
NCH Scotland welcomes the Scottish Executive’s commitment that the 
proposed new vetting and barring framework will “reduce some of the burden 
of taking vetting decisions”, as well as “speeding up the checking process for 
those already in the workforce”. We believe that this could significantly help 
organisations working with children and young people, and with vulnerable 
adults, when recruiting paid staff and volunteers to work with their clients.  

NCH Scotland also takes the view, however, that, in order to ensure the new 
system does not reduce life opportunities for children and vulnerable adults, it 
is essential that voluntary sector organisations working with the children and 
vulnerable adults have the necessary support, guidance and training to 
ensure they can meet their duties and responsibilities under the Bill. We 
believe that the Scottish Executive should give further consideration to the 
type of support which will best assist voluntary organisations, and in particular 
the smaller, often unaffiliated, local organisations, to adapt to the new system. 

Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill's provisions? 

Section 1: Duty of Scottish Ministers to keep lists 

NCH Scotland supports the Bichard Inquiry Report recommendations, and 
welcomes the Scottish Executive’s commitment to introduce the Bill in order to 
provide additional safeguards to protect children and protected adults. NCH 
Scotland takes the view, however, that there should only be one list 
confirming which individuals are disqualified from working with children and 
protected adults, rather than two separate lists as currently proposed under 
the Bill.

In this respect, we note that the grounds for referring an individual to the 
proposed lists are where that individual has harmed a child/protected adult, or 
placed them at risk of harm. NCH Scotland considers that referrals in these 
circumstances constitute a significant breach of trust by the individual. We, 
therefore, believe that an individual’s breach of trust in relation to children 
should also prevent them working from protected adults and vice versa, and 
that these factors would be best accommodated, and reflected, within one list 
of individuals deemed unsuitable to work with children and protected adults. 

Moreover, NCH Scotland’s concern is that having two separate lists could 
lead to confusion, particularly in view of the age definitions of a ‘protected 
adult’, and of a ‘child’ included in the Bill. Reflecting this, under the Bill a 
“protected adult” is defined as an individual “aged 16 or over”, while a child 
“means an individual under the age of 18”. Against this background, we 
believe it is vital that the Scottish Executive must, if it will not agree to a single 
list, provide more information to agencies and organisations working with 
children and with protected adults to highlight the differences between the two 
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lists. Clarification of the likely interface between these two lists, and of the 
likely role which the victim’s age will play in determining which list the 
individual should be referred to, is also essential. NCH Scotland considers this 
could help to avoid any confusion about the purpose of each list, and about 
the circumstances in which a person should be referred to the respective lists. 

Section 6: Power to make retrospective referrals 

We note that under Section 6 of the Bill employers and employment 
organisations will have the power to make referrals to the lists of individuals 
considered to be unsuitable to work with children or protected adults based on 
events which took place prior to the legislation coming into force. NCH 
Scotland considers that this is an area where voluntary organisations, in 
particular, would welcome further guidance from the Scottish Executive, given 
the evidential difficulties which such organisations could face in preparing the 
case for referring an individual based on events that took place some years 
before the legislation came into force.  

Section 74: Duty to share child protection information 

Another area where NCH Scotland believes detailed guidance would be 
beneficial is the Bill’s information sharing provisions, and in particular the 
obligation on voluntary sector organisations to share child protection 
information where a child is at risk of harm. We consider it vital that the 
requirement on voluntary organisations, where appropriate, to share such 
information should be one of the key areas addressed in the proposed Code 
of Practice on Sharing Child Protection Information. 

Further information about any of the issues raised in NCH Scotland’s 
evidence can be obtained from Andrew Girvan, Director of Children’s 
Services, or from Liz Brabender, Deputy Director of Children’s Services, 
on 0141-550-9010. 
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SUBMISSION FROM NHS DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY 

Further to your call for evidence regarding the above Bill, may I make the following 
submission on behalf of NHS Dumfries and Galloway and its Chief Executive, John 
Burns.

My views on the three questions asked are given below (in bold): 

1. How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults 
with additional protection from harm?  

There appears to be a comprehensive range of provisions in the Bill, which 
should provide children and protected adults with additional protection 
from harm.  Of particular benefit will be: 

Capturing historic serious offences. 
No delays pending appeals through legal processes. 
Cross-references between adult and children’s lists. 
Joining the Central Barring Unit with Disclosure Scotland in the 
same Executive Agency. 
Aims to dovetail with system being developed for England and 
Wales.   

One area of potential weakness is the requirement of the listed person to 
notify changes of identity information (name, gender, address). 

2. What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and volunteers 
who work with children and protected adults? 

As an employer, NHS Dumfries and Galloway need to have 
appropriate Policies and Procedures in place.  These need to be 
shared with our Partnership Forum. 
Verifying sources of identification at recruitment, including a history 
of name, gender and address. 
We currently cover the cost of Disclosure Scotland checks for new 
relevant NHS staff and will need to factor in a 3-year programme of 
retrospective checks for the entire workforce undertaking regulated 
work on both children’s and protected adult services. 
We will need to ensure that private providers from whom we 
purchase services for protected adults comply with the new 
requirements. 
Ensuring all staff are aware of the requirements of the Act in relation 
to Child Protection Information Sharing. 
Requirement to undertake periodic checks by current employer. 
Ensuring training of managers to ensure they understand unlawful 
requests and unlawful disclosure of information. 
Understanding by employer of the grounds for referral to the Central 
Barring Unit and the arrangements for employment of the employee 
whilst the Central Body undertakes its deliberations. 

3. Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions? 
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With reference to the inappropriate use of sedation, the Bill’s drafters may 
wish to reflect on certain situations where sedation is given to young 
children to facilitate their cooperation, for example in lengthy diagnostic 
tests (such as MRI scans) and in certain dental treatments (both young 
children and protected adults). 

In addition, my comments on the additional two questions raised are as follows: 

How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial memorandum 
accompanying the Bill? 

Extremely useful.   

Due to the range of provision covered by the Bill, it would be helpful if a 
similar document to “Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003” were 
available as soon as possible after the Bill was enacted.

Do you have any comments on the consultation the Scottish Executive carried out 
prior to the introduction of the Bill? 

The Bill was well consulted on locally, led by the Chief Social Work Officer and 
the Child Protection Committee.  Consultation with staff and independent 
providers may prove to have been less adequate.

Yours sincerely 

Les Callaghan 
Secretary to the Board - NHS Dumfries and Galloway 
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SUBMISSION FROM NHS FORTH VALLEY 

In response to the above request our response is as follows – 

It is recognised that the Bill will increase the information that is available to 
employers and will therefore improve the protection of children and protected 
adults; 

The establishment of a list of individuals unsuitable to work with children and the 
establishment of a separate list of individuals unsuitable to work with protected 
adults will increase protection of these groups in regards to employment of 
suitable individuals; 

The onus will shift to the individual who wishes to work with children or protected 
adults to register on the scheme which will then allow ongoing collection of 
vetting information and assessment for unsuitability to work with these groups;   

The ability to check disclosure requests online will help benefit  the recruitment 
process and is viewed as a positive way forward; However there is concern 
about the administrative pressure and cost of retrospective checks for existing 
staff, and due to the lack of clarity on the preferred model concern about cost 
implications for employers.  

Overall it is important that the cost implication of NHS is reduced, bureaucracy 
minimised and efficiency increased whilst maximising safeguards for those for 
whom we care. The operational application of the legislative changes is key.  
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SUBMISSION FROM NHS GRAMPIAN 

QUESTIONS: 

How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults 
with additional protection from harm? 

 In general terms this is a very welcome piece of legislation and very supportive of 
vulnerable people. (Children and adults) Generally the Bill is viewed as a workable 
solution to a difficult problem. In principle the Bill will provide additional protection. 
However the implementation of the vetting process could be very difficult e.g. 
managing an appeal process, which could result in a delay in adding persons to the 
list.

 There is a clear accountability for organisations to refer personnel to the list and this 
is welcomed. 

What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and volunteers 
who work with children and protected adults? 

 Employers will have to ensure that recruitment processes seek appropriate 
disclosure checks. 

 All staff, working with groups that require protection, may not have had a disclosure 
check eg. staff who have been employed for a long period of time. There will be a 
duty for employers to seek disclosure checks for all their staff so there are cost 
implications associated with this. 

 HR departments will require putting in place a policy for referring to the List and 
communicating the legalisation implications to managers and staff. 

 Employees will require to be informed of the legislation, as there is a clear appeal 
process included within the Bill. 

 Important that volunteers working with children and protected adults are subject to 
the same processes as employed staff. 

 There may be a need to reconcile professional conduct reporting and 'list' reporting - 
if referral to the list is indicated then professional body must also be informed. The 
reverse would not necessarily be the case for example repeated drug errors might be 
reportable for professional purposes but not for list if it was not done with malice and 
against a child or protected adult. 

 Concerns were raised that those groups relying on true volunteers eg local kids 
football coaching, Brownies, volunteer drivers will have to work hard to convince 
people to participate or loose out and some organisation could face significant 
difficulties if not supported. 

Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions? 

 Assessing the level of risk an individual presents requires experienced skilled 
professionals. Within the vetting process the importance of ensuring who will 
undertake the assessment of the information, what qualifications these individuals 
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would have and how the processes will be monitored to ensure consistency was 
raised as a concern. 

 If a person referred to the List is subsequently not added, where will a record of the 
referral be stored, will it be destroyed? Patterns of behaviour may be missed if all 
information is lost. 

 What time scales would be in place from time of referral to decision of Ministers?   
 During the time awaiting a decision for inclusion to the list, would the person referred 

be identified as being an unsuitable person? 
 If an individual name is removed from the list what happens to this information can it 

be traced back or is it destroyed, does it continue to be flagged somewhere? 
 A concern was raised that this new Bill may be in conflict with Human Rights 

Legislation and Data Protection.  
 It is not clear how this might meet the needs of those in receipt of direct payments 

and employ their own staff - they may be just as likely to be at risk from those 'listed' 
but may not have access to the list.  As many of them are likely to be living in single 
tenancies their position is even more invidious. 

 Page 2 Sections 2 a) (v) and 2 b)(v) does 'inappropriate medical intervention' cover 
the range of health interventions including for example administration of IM 
medication 

 Page 3 Sections 4 & 5 - since disclosures often relate to events some time in the 
past we would have some reservations about organisations ability so say with 
certainty which agency nurse worked in an area on any particular shift. 

 Section 6 - The difference between the 2 previous sections and this one seems to be 
that if known before the Bill is enacted it doesn't apply but if it comes to light after that 
time but relates to an event before the enactment the outcome is different.  This 
section (for the time the Bill goes through parliament) paradoxically protects the 
worker rather than the person in the 'vulnerable group' 

 Section 7 1) (b) use of the phrase 'may be appropriate' infers that sometimes it may 
not be appropriate to list a convicted person - this should always happen since the 
burden of proof is greater in court than in internal disciplinary situations. 

 Page 4 Section 9 It is not clear who would pay the penalty for this. 
 Page 6 Section 14 If anyone previously convicted of a relevant crime against either a 

child or a protected adult would automatically be listed but referring to section 6 
above there may be a protection time frame for workers as stated above 

 Page 7 Section 17 If a worker is found guilty of an offence against a child or 
protected adult we can't think of any mitigating circumstance that should convince 
ministers not to list the individual. 

 Page 9 Section 21 – 23 Appeals against inclusion should only have relevance if the 
conviction is quashed. 

 Page 10 Section 25 Removal from the list should only be possible if the conviction is 
quashed. 

How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial memorandum 
accompanying the Bill? 

 Mixed views regarding how helpful these were and a comment was made that 
guidelines similar to AWI and MH Acts would be more helpful. 

Do you have any comments on the consultation the Scottish Executive carried 
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out prior to the introduction of the Bill? 

 Previous vulnerable adults’ consultation moved the Vulnerable Adult Protection Bill 
towards the more positive title Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Bill.  The shift 
away from labeling people as vulnerable was viewed as a positive one.  However 
just because an individual is within a particular category for example elderly, mentally 
ill or learning disabled does not necessarily mean he/she is vulnerable and 
consequently is not one within a vulnerable group.  In keeping with the positive 
development of the Adult Support and Protection (Scotland) Bill the title of this Bill 
(and subsequent Act) therefore should shift from Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill to a more positive one. 
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SUBMISSION FROM NHS GREATER GLASGOW AND CLYDE 

Response on behalf of Mental Health Partnership, NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde to 
call for evidence on the general principles of the Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 

Question Comments 

1. How effective is the Bill 
likely to be in providing 
children and protected 
adults with additional 
protection from harm? 

The provision of separate lists for people undertaking 
regulated work with children or protected adults vetted 
through the Central Barring Unit is particularly useful, given 
the turn-over of staff through locum or temporary bank or 
agency work and the resultant difficulties in identifying 
barred individuals in relation to the regulated job for which 
they are applying. Also, the separate lists may result in a 
more focused and proportionate response in determining 
referrals to CBU and the decision to bar individuals, given 
that it will relate to a specific category of work. This, in turn, 
will encourage all groups to make use of the scheme without 
diluting the protection of individuals.  

The approach taken will also increase protection of 
vulnerable groups as the self-inclusion status of the scheme 
will enable us to consider setting a standard of best practice 
where individuals applying to work with children and those 
protected adults who also have mental disorders, will feel 
encouraged to join the scheme to clarify their status to 
undertake regulated posts.  

There is a concern as to who would assess the validity of 
referral criteria in respect of “inappropriate medical 
treatment” as there are occasions where the direct benefit of 
treatment may not be apparent to non-clinicians. However, it 
is assumed that independent clinical advice would have 
been sought before the referral was made. Also, the 
stpulations of treatment under part 16 of the Mental health 
(Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003 and Part 5 of 
Adults with Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000 already provide 
safeguards to individuals who would fall into the child or 
protected adults categories, so this may prove a useful piece 
of additional support 
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2. What are the likely impacts 
of the Bill on employers, 
employees and volunteers 
who work with children and 
protected adults? 

In addition to the additional protection to vulnerable groups, 
it is encouraging that a benefit of the scheme described in 
the Bill will be to provide a streamlined process for 
establishing the status of both prospective and present 
employees. The provision of certification to scheme 
members also would ensure that there are no unnecessary 
delays in appointing individuals to regulated jobs.  
Equally, the clear establishment of circumstances on which 
referral of individuals to the Central Barring Unit seems to 
provide additional protection to vulnerable groups and 
reinforces other legislation, while lessening the risk to 
employees of inappropriate referrals. It is encouraging that 
the Scottish Ministers have considered the need to address 
the issue of providing sensitive or personal information to 
personal employers. The provision of a statement of 
membership and barred status without the need to apply for 
a scheme record disclosure may encourage more 
employees to join the scheme when seeking to work in 
regulated posts. 

3. Are there any other issues 
raised by the Bill’s 
provisions? 

There will be issues of workload in respect of referrals to and 
requests for status information from CBU, for the Board as 
an major employer of staff who may undertake regulated 
jobs. However, the phased roll-out of 3-5 years appears to 
be appropriate. 

4. How helpful do you find the 
policy memorandum and 
financial memorandum 
accompanying the Bill? 

The Policy and financial memorandums both provided useful 
additional information, well set out. 

5. Do you have any comments 
on the consultation the 
Scottish Executive carried 
out prior to the introduction 
of the Bill? 

Nothing not already reflected in previous comments about 
content.  
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SUBMISSION FROM NHS ORKNEY 

Thank you for your recent correspondence. 

NHS Orkney strongly supports the intention behind the Bill to give enhanced protection to 
children and vulnerable adults.  In commenting on the Bill, our concerns are dual - to 
extend effective protection and to ensure that the protective measures do not fortuitously 
affect our ability to find suitable employees - in short there is already a substantial gap 
between a vacancy arising and the end of the recruitment process by the replacement 
employee starting. 

It is current practice here, because of the size of NHS Orkney, to fail safe and carry out 
checks on all new employees; those specifically working with children and vulnerable 
adults go through enhanced disclosure; all other new employees go through standard 
disclosure because they have the potential to enter wards and surgeries or work there in a 
support role.  However, a balance needs to be struck because, if the process of employing 
someone is protracted, the prime ability to deliver care suffers and if temporary, supply or 
bank cover is needed, costs are incurred.  With the current structure of checks, it typically 
takes a minimum of 12 weeks from placing the vacancy advertisement to starting  a new 
employee - if they are required to give 3 months' notice, which is the case for many 
appointments, this period is extended by a further 8 weeks.  Clearly no employer can 
expect someone to offer a resignation until all pre-employment checks are completed so 
all offers of appointment can only be conditional and this in itself causes wastage of staff 
because of the length of time taken to offer a contract. 

The initial perspective is that no system can be entirely secure so the test is whether, as 
far as reasonably practicable, the Bill's provisions protect children and adults.  It seems 
clear that the arrangements for establishing the list by collecting and recording data on 
potential risks are thorough and should minimise the possibility of malicious and erroneous 
data being included.  The range of sources for gaining information seems comprehensive 
and should avoid anyone slipping through.  However, the doubt remains that should 
someone be determined to conceal their identity they can escape detection and although 
the use of fingerprints is welcomed, their use may be difficult in practice.  From an island 
perspective, with a good deal of employees having multiple jobs, a single list would have 
been preferable and particularly where there is an overlap in provision in the Bill for people 
aged between 16 and 18.  Nevertheless, we consider that the provisions will operate in the 
way intended. 

We are concerned that there is little apparent protection for employers against unfair 
dismissal claims where employment is terminated because of a listing but the decision is 
overturned on appeal; this seems to be potentially significant during the three year 
transition phase for all those eligible to 'join' the scheme.  If someone has been working 
satisfactorily and is dismissed because the rules have changed they will have a sense of 
grievance and although a case may be defensible costs are still probable in defending the 
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employer's position.  In this connection - the protection afforded to the Executive against 
claims for lost pay in contrast with the expense of employers is noted. 

The explanatory notes and the policy memorandum are both helpful in clarifying the 
intention behind the Bill and its provisions 

We do have a few detailed observations: 

• In the policy memorandum and the explanatory notes, reference is made to driving 
convictions as example of something that may be discounted but in a number of 
areas safe driving of service users is a critical component of care work and such 
convictions are relevant.  Indeed in the example in paragraph 92 of the policy 
memorandum, teachers are required to drive pupils and as such, it is important for 
an employer to know of a conviction for dangerous driving 

• If new information comes to light after employment is confirmed which means the 
employee is no longer eligible for scheme membership, presumably their dismissal 
is for some other substantial reason and there is a degree of protection against 
unfair dismissal? The statement in paragraph 41 of the policy memorandum to the 
effect that an employee under consideration for listing can continue to work albeit 
under closer supervision is of concern in our reading as it could open any employer 
up to potential legal action for knowingly employing someone under investigation - 
precautionary suspension would be a better option  

• The implication in paragraph 41 of the policy memorandum is that it will be in order 
to start someone working while waiting for conformation of scheme membership.  
This is not sensible - they can only be given a probationary contract subject to 
clearance and if there is a bar to their working, they will be dismissed.  What if they 
have given up a job? 

• It is noted that a phased period of 3 to 5 years from 2008 is in mind before all 
current employees are registered and retrospective checks are made including 
those long-serving employees who have not been through disclosure previously 

• It is strongly urged that the new application form is easier to complete without error 
than the present one 

• The process takes some understanding and it is hoped that due regard will be taken 
once the Bill is enacted to produce comprehensible guidance otherwise employers 
will need to give considerable assistance to job applicants 

I appreciate that my comments relate to the detailed application of the change as we see it 
here but my concern is to ensure that in a remote setting where recruitment is not easy at 
the best of times and provision of temporary cover when there are delays in making 
appointments is both difficult and costly, changes in process do not unnecessarily make 
recruitment more difficult because the vast majority of our appointments are at the sharp 
end of care delivery. 

Yours sincerely 

Iain Crozier 
Interim Chief Executive 
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SUBMISSION FROM QUAKERS IN SCOTLAND 

Quakers believe that "Children have much to teach us..they show  
trust and faith and love and joy and confidence in the future" .As a society we 
need to nurture  children and safeguard  their trust in adults.  We welcome 
this new bill which is concerned to improve the safety and well-being of 
children and vulnerable adults and those who work with them. 

We are glad that the bill's aim is to reduce the bureaucracy  
surrounding safeguarding children and vulnerable adults. We feel that having 
only one disclosure per person completed every 10 years will save time and 
money as well as encouraging people to volunteer for the care of children in 
different settings, without the concern that they will have to be Disclosure 
checked yet again. 

However under this new system the onus on organisations to report  
concerns about individuals becomes even greater, and we hope that the  
Scottish Executive will continue to make training for small voluntary and faith 
organisations available widely and free, to ensure that all the organisations 
understand their responsibilities not only in relation to disclosure, but also 
other ways in which organisations need to vet and support their workers to 
care safely for children. 

We hope that the management of the lists of prohibited people will  
be careful and sensitive. 

Society also needs to consider the well-being of those on the  
lists, who are  prohibited from working with children, to prevent them 
becoming more becoming more isolated and dangerous and because they too 
are children of God. 

We encourage the development of support for known sex-offenders  
such as Circles of Support and Accountability, to assist these, often  
damaged ,people not to  reoffend. 

We are concerned that as it stands the bill does not satisfactorily resolve the 
Disclosure issues for volunteer and faith groups who might wish to become 
disclosure checked to work with vulnerable adults, and hope that as the bill 
passes through Parliament the relevant clauses will be will be examined and 
changed to ensure that protection is provided both for the vulnerable adults 
and those who work with them. 
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SUBMISSION FROM RENFREWSHIRE COUNCIL 

1. How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and 
protected adults with additional protection from harm? 

The background to the Bill, informed by the Bichard Inquiry Report 
(June 2004) and subsequent implementation of all of the 
recommendations of the report by Scottish Ministers and the UK 
government, clearly provides children and protected adults from 
additional protection from harm. 

 The Bill clearly sets out the provision for key matters concerning the 
protection of vulnerable groups, principally: 

• Establishing a list of individuals unsuitable to work with children; 

• Replacing enhanced criminal record certificates with new 
disclosure records; 

• Establishing a scheme for those working with vulnerable groups;   

• Sharing information for child protection purposes. 

Linkage is also made to previous legislation and a commitment to 
introduce amendments and secondary legislation to ensure that the 
scheme provided by the Bill can operate effectively.  To ensure 
consistency of practice across the UK, Scottish Ministers will also bring 
forward amendments to the Bill to ensure articulation with a similar Bill 
which is being progressed through Parliament currently. 

Part 3 on the provision for sharing of information for child protection 
purposes is particularly welcomed.  The explicit reference to the duties 
of relevant public bodies and organisations to disclose information 
when a child is at risk of harm and the general power for any individual 
to disclose child protection information will be effective in providing 
children with additional protection from harm. 

The extension of the 2003 Act in relation to grounds for referral to 
include inappropriate conduct will also provide additional protection to 
children at risk of harm or protected adults.  This is reinforced by the 
additional power given to courts to refer an individual for consideration 
for being entered onto a central list where that individual commits an 
offence against a child or a protected adult.  Although the appeals 
procedure is acknowledged, the imperative is on Scottish Ministers to 
include the individual on the central list. 

2. What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees 
and volunteers who work with children and protected adults?
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Education and leisure services welcomes the role of professional 
regulatory bodies and their power to make a referral as set out in 
section 8 to further support the role of the authority (as the employer) to 
make a referral in respect of a registered professional. 

Sections 41,42 and 47 of the scheme and participation in it, however,  
raise issues which warrant further consideration: 

• An individual can be barred from one workforce and hold 
membership for a scheme for another workforce; 

• Participation in the scheme is not mandatory.  There are no 
offences for undertaking regulated work while not a scheme 
member which would result in the absence of a disclosure 
record; 

• However, the only way an employer can be sure that an 
individual is not barred from regulated work is by requesting a 
disclosure record; 

• Enhanced disclosure checks will no longer be available for those 
undertaking regulated work as they would not reveal barred 
status;  

• The responsibility is on the individual to notify any changes of 
name, address or gender within 3 months of the changes taking 
effect with ongoing updates as appropriate to enable the 
scheme to work effectively; 

 The need to consider changes to various policies and 
procedures including recruitment and selection, code of conduct 
and disciplinary procedures; 

 The need for clarification in relation to the process for phasing in 
all current employees to the scheme during the first 3 years of 
operation; 

 The potential cost implications dependent on the model 
implemented; and 

• On-line facility is welcomed by employers but this could be an 
issue for employees if they are not IT literate and/or do not have 
access to the technology. 

Sections 49-52 and 62-66 in relation to the disclosure of scheme 
records, short scheme records and barred status and personal 
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disclosure of records would appear to contribute to a sensible 
approach. 

3. Are there other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provision? 

It would be helpful for a code of practice/guidance notes to be drawn 
up to assist  employers with the implications involved in implementation 
of the Bill.

4. (a) How helpful do you find the policy memorandum accompanying 
the Bill? 

The policy memorandum is an extremely useful document for 
dissemination to a wider audience. The structure is easy to follow, the 
tone is user-friendly and the layout particularly helpful, in particular, the 
boxed sections throughout the document and sections 32-45. 

4. (b) How helpful do you find the financial memorandum 
accompanying the Bill? 

The detail included in the financial memorandum is generally helpful. 
The expectation that the new scheme will streamline the disclosure 
process through the provision of an online facility to cut administration 
costs is welcomed by the authority in relation to no additional costs 
being incurred. 

 Additional detail on the position of local authorities to provide 
information to Disclosure Scotland is important to clarify the actual 
protection level of additional costs.  The terminology of “significant 
additional costs” is not helpful. 

The general statement that responsibility for paying for disclosure 
checks rest with the individual and the expectation that many 
employers will continue to pay the costs of the fees does not support 
the principles of entitlement of the individual or consistency of practice. 

Further work by the Scottish Ministers with professional regulatory 
bodies to automate information sharing, for example, through the 
General Teaching Council for Scotland’s website and the 
acknowledgement of contributing costs to them is welcomed. 

5. Do you have any comments on the consultation the Scottish 
Executive carried out prior to the introduction of the Bill? 

 The report published on the consultation process and findings was 
extremely useful for awareness-raising of: 

• The disadvantages of the current system; 
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• The key advantages and disadvantages of the proposed 
scheme; 

• Suggested ways to overcome the disadvantages; and 

• How the findings will feed into the legislation and the 
development of the operation of the proposed scheme. 

The designated consultation period and the number of responses to 
the consultation process appears to have been successful.  It is worth 
noting, however, that some respondents would like to see a further 
scoping study and consultation exercise conducted before the new 
legislation is introduced. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF PAEDIATRICS AND 
CHILD HEALTH SCOTLAND 

RCPCH in Scotland thank the Education Committee for asking for comments 
on the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill (September 2006). 

RCPCH broadly welcomes this bill which should further improve the protection 
against abuse currently afforded children and vulnerable persons. 

RCPCH notes that in implementing the Bill, it may be that paediatricians and 
other health care workers caring for children in whatever setting will be 
defined as doing “regulated work with children”, and will therefore have to 
apply for vetting. This may have implications for educational establishments 
and services across Scotland. 

RCPCH is pleased that the issue of confidentiality and “duty of care” is 
addressed within the Bill. However, although Health Boards and Special 
Health Boards are included in the list of relevant bodies and organisations that 
have such a “duty of care” to provide information, General Practitioners (and 
General Dental Practitioners?) who in many instances regard themselves as 
independent practitioners are not specifically listed. Care may be needed to 
avoid this being used as a potential loophole to obstruct the appropriate 
sharing of information. Similarly some sections of the Bill are very complex 
(Section 78) and must not be used as an opt-out for those who do not wish to 
share information, on the basis of “confidentiality”. 

Section 76 defines the code of practice about child protection information and 
Ministers are charged with preparing and publishing a code of practice on 
sharing child protection information. Any such code of practice must include 
an explicit acknowledgement that when information is shared, there is an 
understanding between the parties on the expectations, decisions, actions 
and outcomes from this information sharing. Although this may seem obvious 
it is not stated in the guidance notes. 

RCPCH Scotland now sees the main challenge as being the introduction of 
the measures contained within the Bill in a way that is robust but manageable 
without being cumbersome or bureaucratic. 

We hope these comments are of help. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL 

HEALTH 
  
SAMH 
SAMH is the leading voluntary sector organisation in its field in Scotland 
providing accommodation, support, training, employment and structured day 
services for people with mental health and related problems including 
homelessness, addictions and other forms of social exclusion.  In addition, we 
operate an information service, offering general mental health information and 
specialist legal and benefits advice.  SAMH campaigns on a wide range of 
mental health issues, and works to challenge the stigma and discrimination 
experienced by people who live with mental health problems, influence policy 
and improve care services in Scotland. 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
 
We believe that the underpinning objectives of the Bill are laudable and we 
welcome the improvements that the new system will bring, such as 
continuous vetting. 
 
However, we are concerned that there is a lack of clarity at this stage over 
some important areas relating to implementation, including the timescale for 
retrospective checking, fee levels and fee structure.  This makes it extremely 
difficult for organisations like SAMH to assess the likely resource implications. 
 
Our general impression is that the Bill has been somewhat rushed in order to 
ensure that it completes its passage prior to the forthcoming elections, and 
that this may have been a factor in determining the areas which will be 
covered in regulations, rather than on the face of the Bill.   
 
There is clearly significant anxiety within the voluntary sector about the 
potential adverse impact of the Bill, both in terms of financial impact, and 
unintended consequences like people being deterred from volunteering. 
 
Clear guidance will be required for the voluntary sector, and substantial 
additional funds must be made available for training.   
 
SAMH is also concerned that some employers may become overly risk-
averse as a consequence of this legislation and the political climate within 
which it has been introduced.  We have heard anecdotally of organisations 
that have adopted a very strict approach in assessing disclosure information, 
to the point that they have effectively adopted blanket policies of not 
employing anyone unless their disclosure check is entirely clear, without due 
consideration being given to assessing the risk presented in individual cases.  
This is contrary to advice contained in Disclosure Scotland’s Explanatory 
Guide on the Code of Practice, which recognises that “the fact that a person 
has a conviction should not necessarily make him or her unsuitable to work 
with children or vulnerable adults”.  
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We believe that it is vital that there is ongoing monitoring and research into 
how the system is operating, and whether it is achieving its key aims.  
   
COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC PROVISIONS 
 
Organisational Referrals 
 
Employers will require clear guidance on when they should refer.  There is a 
requirement to refer not just where someone has been dismissed or 
transferred on the basis of the referral ground, but also where this action 
would or might have been taken had the individual not already left 
employment.  This could involve situations where it has not been possible to 
carry out a full investigation, or make a firm decision about the outcome prior 
to someone leaving.  Employers should be able to seek advice in situations 
where they are uncertain, particularly given that it is an offence not to comply 
with the referral duty.  We note that a telephone helpline service will offer best 
practice guidance to those using the system.  However, this will only operate 
for a three-year period.  We believe that advice and support should be 
available on an ongoing basis, albeit we accept that the need for it is likely to 
diminish over time, as people become more confident in operating the system. 
 
Consideration for Listing 
 
The Policy Memorandum states that the Central Barring Unit will normally 
make a determination within 6 months of the start of the period of 
consideration for listing.  These determinations should be made as soon as 
practicable, with no unnecessary delays, given that the uncertainty over the 
eventual outcome during this period will be stressful for the individuals 
concerned, and will also have implications for organisations.  We note that the 
Bill gives Ministers the power to publish guidance for organisations on what 
steps they should take when informed that one of their employees is under 
consideration for listing.  We believe that this should be a duty on Ministers, 
rather than a power.  
 
Information Relevant to Listing Decisions  
 
The threshold for barring is clearly an important area, particularly given the 
varying level and quality of information that may be available.  Police 
intelligence for example, could include information from a single source e.g. 
where there has been one witness statement which has not been 
corroborated by any other evidence.   
 
 
Participation in the Scheme 
 
The Policy Memorandum states that participation in the scheme is not 
mandatory.  We believe that this is a somewhat misleading statement given 
that participation will be necessary in practice in light of the offences in the 
Bill. 
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Offences Relating to Vetting Information 
 
We welcome the offences which relate to the unlawful disclosure of disclosure 
information.  It is vital that the use of personal and sensitive information is 
protected.  
 
Duration of Scheme Membership 
 
The explanatory notes state that scheme membership will expire after 10 
years, yet the Policy Memorandum states that this issue will be considered 
further during consultation on the relevant regulations in 2007. 
 
Given that the scheme involves continuous updating and that it is possible to 
apply for subsequent checks once someone is a scheme member, we would 
question the need for this expiry, and would welcome clarification as to why a 
10-year period has been chosen.  We therefore believe further consultation is 
necessary, particularly given the cost implications for individuals and 
employers. 
 
Definitions 
 
It is inevitable that there will be confusion around the definitions in practice, 
and that there will be uncertainty about whether particular positions or types of 
work will fall within the scheme.  There is therefore the potential for 
inconsistency in terms of interpretation.  The importance of clear guidance 
and the ongoing availability of advice and support on these issues cannot be 
overstated. 
 
Part 3 – Sharing Child Protection Information 
 
The sharing of child protection information is clearly a vitally important area, 
and we fully accept that it is an area which requires clarification due to 
confusion and uncertainties in practice.  However, it is disappointing that there 
has been so little consultation on this aspect of the Bill prior to its introduction.  
It is uncertain at this stage to what extent the legislation will impact on the 
voluntary sector.  We would expect much more extensive consultation on the 
Code of Practice, and a realistic timescale for implementation, in order that 
there is adequate time for training and awareness-raising.   
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SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH CHILDREN’S REPORTER ADMINISTRATION 

SCRA welcomes the opportunity to provide a submission to the Education Committee on the 
provisions of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill.  

The call for evidence contained a number of specific questions which will be dealt with in the 
order in which they were presented.  

How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults with 
additional protection from harm? 

SCRA feels that more detail and clarification is required on a number of points before any 
properly objective evaluation of the Bill can be made.  

What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and volunteers who 
work with children and protected adults? 

Vetting and barring 

Timescales 
SCRA would welcome further clarification on the anticipated lengths of time for disclosure 
checks as these are likely to impact on recruitment processes and any delays may have to 
be built in to existing recruitment practice if they are likely to be significantly different from the 
current system.  

Scheme fees and retrospective application 
SCRA believes that the fee structure should not be unnecessarily prohibitive. We consider 
£20 to be a reasonable amount, but in any case the cost should not exceed £25.   

SCRA notes the proposals for the scheme to be retrospectively applied to the entire 
workforce. Currently, all SCRA staff undergo enhanced disclosure and there is clearly a cost 
implication attached for employers in cases where all employees need to join the scheme. 
Although the cost is nominally born by the employee, in practice most employers will end up 
paying for scheme membership. At £20-25 per employee, this is a not inconsiderable sum. 
We note that the anticipated timescale for covering the entire workforce is around 3 years. 
Producing a clear timetable for scheme entry as soon as possible would enable more 
effective planning in terms of budgets and training provision.  

Information sharing 

General 
Currently, SCRA’s ability to share information is regulated by express statutory powers to do 
so. There is no general statutory power available to SCRA to share information and so we 
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welcome the new powers to share child protection information contained in the proposed 
legislation. 

Children’s rights 
However, it should be noted that some of the information which might be shared is extremely 
sensitive and we are aware of concerns over the impact of the legislation on the child’s right 
to privacy.  SCRA’s own Child Protection Policy clearly states: 

• “The child is a person, not an object of concern” 

• “Respect for a child’s rights (including participation, protection and privacy) promotes 
the child’s dignity and self worth.”   

There is clearly a balance to be struck between respecting the child’s rights and ensuring 
that information can be shared in situations where it is necessary. In this context, we would 
welcome further comment and guidance on this issue, either in the Bill itself or as part of the 
forthcoming Code of Practice.   

Definition
Related to this is the issue of how child protection information is defined. At present the 
definition is very broadly framed and it is largely left to the relevant authority to make a 
judgement. We recognise that framing the definition too tightly might result in situations 
where information which might contribute to child protection fell outside the scope of the 
legislation. However, we feel that more guidance on the subject would improve the efficiency 
and effectiveness of the legislation.  

In addition, we note that the Bill does not explicitly consider assessment alongside 
information sharing and consider that this may represent a gap in provision.  

Training
Many of SCRA’s frontline staff will require training and clear guidance on the new information 
sharing provisions. This will have to be planned in advance and built into existing training 
schedules. Consequently it would be beneficial for outstanding issues to be resolved and 
timescales to be agreed as soon as possible.  

Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions?  

Vetting and barring 

Definition of civil orders etc. 

According to the proposed legislation, information that will be used to “list” individuals under 
the Vetting and Barring scheme, will come from “vetting information”. That information will 
include:  

• criminal convictions (spent and unspent),  

• non-conviction information considered to be relevant by the police,  

• inclusion on the Sex Offenders Register,  
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• and an area of information which is still to be prescribed by regulation, covering 
relevant civil orders, relevant information held by local authorities and relevant 
information held by regulatory bodies. 

The last area of civil orders gives rise to some questions. While orders such as Risk of 
Sexual Harm Orders and Sexual Offences Prevention Orders seem obvious and appropriate 
for inclusion, the Policy Memorandum gives little further guidance on any other “relevant civil 
orders”.  
There are two particular issues which arise in terms of the Children’s Hearings System. 
Firstly, cases where there has been a civil finding that grounds for referral have been 
established during Children’s Hearing proceedings which are aimed at protecting a referred 
child. The case may relate to sexual offences by an adult against children (the referred child 
or others) and may be established on the civil standard of proof, but not be a situation where 
a criminal prosecution can proceed on the higher standard of proof.  

Example: 
A child is referred to a Children’s Hearing due to concerns that they are being abused by a 
parent. A Sheriff dealing with the contested grounds for referral to the Hearing finds the 
grounds established on the civil standard of proof, and the Children’s Hearing subsequently 
places the child under compulsory measures of supervision. However, the decision is taken 
that there is insufficient evidence to support a criminal prosecution against the parent due to 
the higher standard of proof necessary in the criminal courts.  

While the original information may well be known to the police and also the relevant social 
work department and therefore be accessible for the scheme in that way, there appears to be 
a legal finding (the decision of the Children’s Hearing) that may not be accessible. We feel 
that it is important that this issue be addressed.  

The second area that will require clarity is whether a Supervision Requirement, issued under 
Section 70 of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995, will be considered a relevant civil order? 
SCRA believes that it should not be so considered, as the actual Requirement itself does not 
provide the same level of information as an extract conviction, and indeed may be founded 
on a number of concerns about a child and young person, other than their behaviour. 

Any relevant information may be obtained through the Local Authority, which will have had 
responsibility for implementing a Supervision Requirement. The whole relationship of the 
Vetting and Barring scheme with information on children and young people’s own behaviour, 
needs clarity and balance, mindful of the Scottish system’s philosophy of approaching 
children’s needs and behaviour under one umbrella (except for the very few young people 
under 16 who appear in criminal courts).  

Information sharing 

Child protection information 
As stated above, SCRA would welcome a more detailed definition of what constitutes child 
protection information. Clearly the definition will impact on the workload of staff. The lower 
the threshold, the more information will potentially need to be shared.  
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There may be circumstances where the Vetting and Barring process, although focused on 
contact with children through the individual’s work, may reveal circumstances where a child 
is living with or has contact with the individual concerned. 

We note that the information sharing duties and powers may be invoked after vetting 
processes, where necessary, although we also note that the CBU is not named as a body 
which is expected to comply with this part of the legislation. We believe this is an area that 
will benefit from guidance and training along with other aspects of the Bill. 

Relationship with vetting and barring scheme
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH CHURCHES COMMITTEE 

The Scottish Churches Committee is grateful for the opportunity to comment on 
the general principles of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. 

The Committee supports the Scottish Executive’s aim to reduce risk to vulnerable 
groups by seeking to devise more advanced, flexible and efficient measures to 
prevent unsuitable people working with children and “protected” adults.  
However, it has some considerable concerns as to the implications of the 
definition of “protected” adults and as to a number of the practical consequences 
for voluntary organisations of the new legislation.  It is particularly worried about 
the financial and administrative burdens which introducing such a complex and 
potentially very bureaucratic system will bring.  It would also wish to flag up its 
fears that the new procedures are likely to compound the difficulties which 
voluntary organisations are already experiencing in recruiting sufficient 
volunteers to work with vulnerable groups. 

How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults with 
additional protection from harm? 

The Committee fears that the Bill may not in practice deliver the Scottish 
Executive’s aims as effectively as was hoped.  In particular, the Committee has 
grappled with a number of the provisions in the Bill which it anticipates may 
lessen the ability of voluntary organisations to access the information which they 
need to safeguard all those who are vulnerable and are cared for in some way by 
such organisations. 

The definition of ‘Protected Adults’ would appear to exclude the work of a large 
part of the voluntary sector, including the work of the Churches and other faith 
communities.  It appears that a Protected Adult will only be protected if they are 
actually in receipt of the type of services listed in the Bill and not if they merely 
are regarded as being in need of such services.  It seems that services provided 
by voluntary organisations will only come within the definition if these are being 
delivered contractually on behalf of a statutory agency. This is a much more 
limited definition than that which applied in regard to the obtaining of enhanced 
disclosures on vulnerable adults in terms of the Police Act 1997 (Enhanced 
Criminal Records Certificates) Protection of Vulnerable Adults (Scotland) 
Regulations 2002 and will limit the ability of Voluntary Organisations to check 
those working for them with vulnerable adults.  For example, it would appear to 
the Committee that although it will remain the case that ministers of religion and 
priests and lay people engaged in similar ministries (and those seeking to be 
ordained/employed as such) may become scheme members with respect to the 
“children’s workforce”, no similar checks will be possible with respect to the List 
of those unsuitable to work with adults. This seems a most regrettable loophole.  
The Committee does not wish the definition to be made too wide but considers 
that there should be some flexibility in recognition of the services provided by the 
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ministry of Churches.  The Committee intends to seek to discuss this issue as a 
matter of urgency with the Executive. 

The Committee is firmly of the opinion that it would be an important improvement 
to the Bill to allow checks on both lists for either work with children or protected 
adults.  Being barred on one list would seriously influence recruitment decisions 
regarding the suitability of working with the vulnerable of any age. 

The Committee also considers that the pathways of information sharing will have 
to be wider than the Bill currently permits if the legislation is to be effective in 
enabling organisations to make the best possible decisions in any particular 
situation. In particular, to reduce risks still further, it will be vital that information 
can be shared between organisations not just passed from an organisation to the 
local council  

What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and volunteers 
who work with children and protected adults? 

The Committee is very concerned that employers may be confused about who 
they can and who they cannot check. Instead of stating that ‘it may be quite 
complicated to determine whether the work is regulated or not’ (Explanatory Note 
73) why not make it more straightforward?  One of the main problems with the 
Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 has been the difficulty of determining 
whether any particular activity is or is not ‘childcare’. The Committee would urge 
that further thought is given as to how the new legislation can avoid such 
difficulties.   It would suggest that organisations, including churches, should be 
able to present a case to Disclosure Scotland as to why it may be appropriate for 
a particular post to come within the new Scheme. 

The Committee is also disappointed that the Bill retains the approach adopted in 
the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (“POCSA”) that there is merely an 
indirect requirement for an employer to request a scheme record (on the basis of 
it being an offence to employ someone to do regulated work if they are on either 
list, and the only way to find out whether they have been barred will be by 
obtaining a scheme or short scheme record).  This is confusing for employers. 
The situation is compounded by stating that ‘it is a defence for an organisation 
charged with an offence (of employing someone on either list to do regulated 
work) to prove that it did not know and could not reasonably be expected to have 
known, that the individual was barred from doing that regulated work’ when in 
practice such a defence could only be upheld in very limited circumstances. (Bill 
section 34(3)). 

The parallel Westminster Bill makes it an offence for an employer not to ask for a 
Disclosure when employing someone to do regulated work. The Committee feels 
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this is more straightforward and understandable for employers and would 
recommend that the Scottish legislation should adopt this approach. 
The Committee is concerned that unless the new procedures are delivered and 
explained in a sensitive way, they will deter people from offering their services as 
volunteers.  This would obviously affect the quality and quantity of care available 
to all vulnerable groups.  Whilst the need for criminal sanctions is understood, the 
information, for example, that once a scheme member, until removed from the 
scheme, a volunteer will have a statutory obligation to notify all address changes, 
will have to be explained and “sold”. 

Equally, it will be important to ensure that complacency is not allowed to creep in 
and that organisations appreciate the need for continuing vigilance.  Scheme 
membership ought to be viewed - not as a ‘be all and end all’ - but as part of a 
rigorous recruitment process to find a suitable person for the task. 

The Committee is concerned that the language of, and some definitions in the Bill 
are unclear and confusing. For example; 

• ‘person’, ‘individual’, and ‘scheme member’ are used interchangeably. The 
term ‘person’ is used to indicate an individual and an organisation, 
sometimes both within a single clause. 

• The term ‘Disclosure’ and ‘Scheme record’ are used, it would appear, 
interchangeably. 

• A ‘statement of barred status’ is likely to be understood by the general 
public as a statement that the holder is barred from undertaking regulated 
work. In actual fact the opposite applies. 

All of the above examples could result in employers, employees and volunteers 
being apprehensive and wary about entering ‘the Scheme’ and, employees and 
volunteers may fear being listed as a result of minor offences.  Very careful 
guidance about the new legislation will be needed if there is not to be a 
considerable reduction in current levels of volunteering. 

In addition, the Committee considers that one possible way to alleviate some of 
these fears would be a strong media based campaign such as the one recently 
conducted in connection with the no smoking legislation. 

The Committee acknowledges gratefully the Executive’s commitment that 
requesting a scheme record and a short scheme record for a volunteer working 
with a voluntary organisation will be free of charge although it would have 
preferred this commitment to have been made on the face of the Bill.  However, 
the cost of administering the new procedures and re-training all those involved 
will place an enormous financial burden on voluntary organisations.  Indeed it is 
likely to operate as a prohibitive factor for many small voluntary groups.  Some 
financial resources were made available by the Executive to provide training, 
training materials and a helpline to assist voluntary organisations to gear up for 
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the implementation of POCSA.  The Committee would make a plea for a similar 
initiative for this legislation. 

The Committee would also ask that urgent and serious consideration be given to 
providing free scheme record checks for the paid employees of voluntary 
organisations.  The cost of disclosures has already risen from £12 to £20 and, as 
the new system is to be self financing, the Committee is extremely apprehensive 
as to what the costs will be in future.  The Committee would also record that it 
has some doubts as to the accuracy of some of the financial estimates in the 
financial memorandum accompanying the Bill.  It considers that the cost of 
implementing the proposed legislation will be much higher. 

Employers will require a realistic and proportionate time scale to introduce the 
Scheme to the whole workforce. It would be totally unrealistic to expect this task 
to be achieved in all organisations in under a 10 year time frame. 

Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions? 

Section 47, (duty to notify certain changes) requires scheme members and 
people on either list to notify Ministers if they change their name, address or 
gender. However, employers are not required to notify Ministers whether or not 
they employ someone for whom they have requested a Scheme Record, nor 
when such an employee leaves their employment. As the CBU will notify all 
those who have previously requested a Short/Scheme Record/Statement of 
Barred Status if the individual is subsequently barred, some employers may 
receive sensitive and confidential information about people when they no longer 
require to know that information.   The Committee regards this as a breach of an 
individual’s right to privacy. 

The Committee notes in Section 63 of the Bill that there is no requirement that 
Disclosure information must only be shared on a need to know basis. The Bill 
permits extremely wide dissemination of disclosure information within the 
requested organisation. 

Lastly, the Committee would urge the Scottish Executive to recommend an 
additional duty on Ministers (Bill Part 1; 1) ‘to promote awareness and 
understanding of measures to protect vulnerable groups’. 

Note :- 

The Scottish Churches Committee represents the major Christian religious 
denominations in Scotland, namely the Church of Scotland, the Roman Catholic 
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Church in Scotland, the Scottish Episcopal Church, the Free Church of Scotland, 
the Baptist Union, the United Free Church, the Free Presbyterian Church, the 
Methodist Church, the United Reformed Church, the Associated Presbyterian 
Church and the Salvation Army in relation to temporal matters affecting the 
churches themselves.  The Committee also has links with the Scottish Council of 
Jewish Communities. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH COMMISSION FOR THE REGULATION OF CARE  

RESPONSE TO THE EDUCATION COMMITTEE CALLS FOR EVIDENCE ON THE 
PROTECTION OF VULNERABLE GROUPS (SCOTLAND) BILL 

Thank you for providing the Care Commission with the opportunity to submit our views on 
this Bill.  With regard to the specific questions asked by the Committee, our responses are 
set out below. 

How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults with 
additional protection from harm? 

We believe that the Bill represents a significant development in the protection of children 
and adults in Scotland and support the proposals it contains.  A Barring Scheme and listing 
can be more readily implemented than a scheme which lists all those deemed “fit” to work 
with vulnerable groups, it will be less cumbersome to administer and, as a result, should be 
less expensive to maintain.  (Further comments on the financial memorandum are detailed 
below.)  The Bill, however, is complex and would benefit from detailed guidance in a 
number of crucial areas such as referral to the lists and whether or not referral grounds 
have been established. 

The Bill sets out the circumstances under which Ministers will decide to place an individual 
on the list and safeguards for individuals referred to challenge any listing.  The 
effectiveness of the system, however, will depend upon the speed with which disclosure 
requests are addressed.  It will therefore need to be adequately resourced to ensure that 
requests are dealt with timeously. 

What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and volunteers who 
work with children and protected adults?

As noted above, the system will need to be sufficiently resourced to ensure that employers 
do not experience undue delays when applying to check the lists and costs of checks will 
need to be affordable.  Employers may also need to be reminded that the responsibility for 
employing individuals (other than those barred) remains with the employer.  Some  
organisations, for example, small voluntary groups or bodies, may need help in interpreting 
information provided under the scheme on individuals who are not barred or on the 
provisional list.  There may be particular implications for agency employers in placing staff 
who are under consideration for inclusion on a list.  There is a potential risk that volunteers 
might find the administrative burden of the scheme a disincentive.  While the primary 
consideration must be the protection of children and vulnerable adults, this will need to be 
carefully monitored. 

Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions?

Where Ministers are considering whether or not to place an individual on either the 
children’s or adults’ list, it would be helpful if section 29 (4) of the Bill could be more 
specific about what determines whether such individuals should be able to continue 
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working during the determination process.  These should be based upon balance of 
probability and management of risks in each situation.  We are unclear whether section 29 
conflicts with section 72 which suggests that a statement of barred status should not be 
disclosed.  In addition, Ministers will need to conclude their considerations as quickly as 
possible and the numbers of individuals being considered should be kept low. 

How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial memorandum 
accompanying the Bill? 

The Care Commission has previously commented positively on the Financial 
Memorandum and, in particular, that disclosures for volunteers will be free.  While there 
are no specific financial implications for the Care Commission in respect of vetting and 
disclosure, Part 5 of the Bill will have an impact which needs to be recognised.  The Bill, 
correctly in our view, amends the definition of a school care accommodation service to 
include school guardians who are currently classed as childminders.  Some, however, due 
to the nature of the service they provide, will continue to be registered as childminders and 
regulated separately from the school care accommodation service.  As with other 
childminders, fees incurred in this should continue to be subsidised by the Scottish 
Executive. 

Do you have comments on the consultation the Scottish Executive carried out prior 
to the introduction of the Bill?

The Care Commission believes that the consultation undertaken by the Scottish Executive 
was thorough and appropriate. 

I trust that this response is helpful to the Education Committee.  If you wish to discuss it 
with anyone, please contact Ronnie Hill or Bryan Livingstone at 0131 653 4100. 

Yours sincerely 

Jacquie Roberts 
Chief Executive 
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH COUNCIL OF JEWISH COMMUNITIES 

The Scottish Council of Jewish Communities welcomes the Bill’s intention to ‘[keep] Scotland’s 
children safe from those who pose a danger when working with them…. whilst reducing 
bureaucracy for those that provide services to children………and [to afford] Scotland’s adult 
population…. appropriate protection’ (Policy Memorandum 26-27).  

However, although we are strongly of the opinion that every effort must be made to ensure the 
safety of people in all vulnerable groups, this should not be at the expense of reducing their 
access to activities and services. If the requirement for Disclosure Checks is perceived as 
being too onerous many people will choose not to become a volunteer, as has been the case 
with the current Disclosure system. In addition, if the administrative burden is too great for 
small voluntary sector groups to bear, these will withdraw their activities to the detriment of the 
very people the Bill seeks to benefit. 

Q1. How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected adults with 
additional protection from harm?

We are concerned that, in some respects, the Bill will not be as effective as we and, we 
presume, the Scottish Executive would like. 

a) Requirement to request a Disclosure Record 

We are concerned that the Bill perpetuates the current situation in which the requirement for a 
Disclosure Check rests not on direct legislation, but is only indirectly mandated as: ‘the only 
way an employer can be sure that an individual is not barred from regulated work (and 
therefore be sure that he is not committing an offence in employing that individual) is by 
requesting a disclosure record’ (Explanatory Notes 83)   

This is compounded by clause 34(3) of the Bill: ‘It is a defence for an organisation charged with 
an offence under subsection (1)(a) [namely to ‘offer regulated work to an individual barred from 
that work’]  to prove that it did not know, and could not reasonably be expected to have known, 
that the individual was barred from doing that regulated work.’ We anticipate that unscrupulous 
– or overworked – organisations might rely on this to justify not requesting Disclosure Records.  

By contrast, the Westminster ‘Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill’ states that: 
11 (1) A regulated activity provider commits an offence if he permits an individual (B) to 

engage in regulated activity without making an appropriate check.  
and, in fairness to employers as well as in the interests of clarity, we strongly urge that a 
similar approach be taken by the Scottish Bill. 

b) Regulated work 

We agree that ‘in some situations…..it may be quite complicated to determine whether the 
work is regulated work or not’ (Explanatory Notes 73) but do not agree that the response to this 
should be ‘a new defence of not knowing that the work was regulated work’ (ibid).  
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The lack of clarity surrounding the PoC(S)A definition of ‘childcare’ has caused great difficulties 
to organisations and individuals alike, and we strongly urge that this confusion must not be 
carried forward into new legislation All definitions, of vulnerable groups and of regulated work, 
must be capable of being easily understood by everyone concerned. . It may be impossible to 
avoid creating some new technical terms, but these must be clearly defined and should never 
be ordinary English expressions that have a clear – and different – meaning. 

c) Definition of ‘Protected Adults’ 

We are concerned that the meaning of ‘Protected Adult’ (Bill 94) is not comprehensive and 
therefore leaves a large number of people at risk. The Policy Memorandum points out (54) that 
‘it is the fact that someone is in receipt of services that brings them into contact with “care 
workers” to justify using a service definition. However, the Bill definition relates exclusively to 
the professional care sector and takes no account of the very many services provided by the 
voluntary sector, in particular by faith communities, which also bring potentially vulnerable 
people into contact with care providers. The voluntary sector is more at risk of exploitation by 
unscrupulous and abusive individuals wishing to gain contact with vulnerable people than are 
professional care agencies, and the Bill must ensure that it cannot become a safe refuge for 
those whose intention is to abuse vulnerable people. 

However, voluntary sector organisations will not be able to request a Scheme Record as a 
matter of course for an employee or volunteer doing what would otherwise be regulated work. 
In order to know whether they are permitted to request a Scheme Record, voluntary sector 
organisations will be obliged to closely question service users to ascertain whether they are in 
receipt of the designated services. This may be distressing for the (as yet unprotected) adults 
who may not know whether services they already receive are provided under one of the 
prescribed Acts.  

This is also likely to result in many inconsistencies with voluntary sector organisations being 
permitted to request Scheme Records for some employees and volunteers but not for others, 
even though both groups are doing exactly the same work with the same type of clientele. 

We are also concerned that organisations may only make referrals to the list if an individual 
has ‘harmed a protected adult’, ‘placed a protected adult at risk of harm’, ‘given inappropriate 
medical treatment to a protected adult’ etc (2(a) and (b)). Providing that an individual confines 
him/herself to abusing vulnerable but un-protected adults s/he may be able to avoid being 
referred to the list and thus be free to continue working with and victimising vulnerable adults. 

Taken together, these points mean that someone with deliberate evil intentions would confine 
his or her activities to the voluntary sector – and could then not even be referred to the list if 
caught! 

d) Positions whose functions mean the holder will undertake regulated work (Schedules 
2 and 3, Part 4) 

We support the view stated by Elizabeth Sadler (Scottish Executive Justice Department) in her 
evidence to the Justice 1 Committee (19 April 2006, Official Report col 2858) when she 
highlighted ‘a deficiency in the previous regulatory regime that Sir Michael Bichard identified in 
his report. He argued that the distinction involving a test of regular contact was unclear and 
had produced an inconsistency of approach between the standard and enhanced disclosure. 
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He also felt that the distinction was wrong in principle because the true risk analysis was 
whether the person worked in a position where a child or an adult at risk was likely to trust that 
individual, not frequency of access.’

We therefore recommend an expansion of the list of positions in Part 4 of Scheduled 2 and 3 to 
include posts whose holders occupy a position of trust in relation to vulnerable groups, 
regardless of whether or not those people have regular contact with people in vulnerable 
groups. In particular, where an organisation's usual activities normally include regulated work 
with children and/or protected adults, we recommend that all members of its management 
committee should be required to have Disclosure. (This recommendation is in line with the 
requirement for Charity Trustees of children's charities and of charities whose workers normally 
include individuals doing regulated work with adults to have disclosure.) 

Q2. What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and volunteers who 
work with children and protected adults?

a) Streamlining administration 

The requirements and administration of PoC(S)A have caused considerable  confusion and 
frustration among employers, employees and volunteers working with children and protected 
adults and we welcome the provisions in this Bill which are designed to address these 
problems. In particular, we welcome the fact that employees and volunteers will no longer have 
to submit a new Disclosure application for every activity they undertake with children and 
protected adults. We are also pleased that the Bill makes provision for employers to access 
Scheme Records online, and we believe that this will contribute to reducing the administrative 
burden particularly for small voluntary sector organisations. 

b) Costs to organisations 

We are concerned that the costs involved in administering the Scheme may be prohibitive, 
especially for small voluntary sector organisations. Many of these organisations struggle to 
provide services on a very low budget, and, whilst we welcome the continuation of free 
Disclosures for volunteers we are concerned that any increase in the level of Disclosure fee 
may force them to dismiss paid staff, and consequently to withdraw services and facilities. 

We would wish to highlight the costs to organisations of administering the system and of 
providing information and training, and are concerned that these may result in further 
reductions of services and facilities in the voluntary sector.  

c) Costs to individuals

The Bill provides for Scheme Members to pay joining and annual fees to participate in the 
Scheme. We urge that these fees should not be charged to volunteers otherwise they will 
prove a deterrent to volunteering and will result in reduced services and facilities. 
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d) Transition to the Scheme 

i)  We are concerned that, unless the status of current Enhanced Disclosures and the 
requirement for retrospective checking are clarified, some employers may choose not  to 
request  a Disclosure for relevant new employees on the grounds that they will shortly have to 
request (and pay for) a Scheme Record for the same employee. 

This could result in a period during which there is a higher risk of inappropriate people entering 
the relevant workforce. We therefore suggest that provision should be made to enable 
individuals who request an Enhanced Disclosure during the 6 months prior to the Scheme 
coming into effect to give permission for their personal details and Disclosure information to be 
automatically moved into the Scheme on its commencement.   

ii)  In the interests of equity as well as of protecting vulnerable groups we believe it to be 
important that retrospective checking should be required at an early stage. However, many 
voluntary sector organisations will not be able to afford to employ additional staff to administer 
the transition and will require a realistic and proportionate timescale in which to introduce the 
Scheme to their whole workforce.  

e) Requirement for notification 

We note that listed individuals and Scheme members will be required to notify Ministers of any 
change in name, gender or address (Bill 32 and 47). However, despite the fact that the Bill 
‘allows for employers and regulatory bodies to be informed’’ when an individual is removed 
from the Scheme (Explanatory Notes 110) there is no equivalent requirement for an employer 
to notify Ministers whether or not they have employed an individual subsequent to requesting a 
Disclosure Record, or when an individual leaves their employ This will inevitably result in 
information about an individual’s barred status being passed to people and organisations for 
whom it is no longer relevant  

Q3. Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions?

a) Language and drafting 

Some of the language used in PoC(S)A has caused considerable confusion (for example the 
use of ‘childcare’ to include activities not commonly referred to as such) and we are anxious 
that this situation should not be repeated in the new legislation. In some cases form of words 
even changes what we presume to be the intention of the Bill. For example: 

i) a 'statement of barred status' is likely to be generally understood by the  public as 
a statement that the holder is barred from undertaking regulated work, but is actually the 
reverse. 

ii)  there is potential for misunderstanding and ambiguity due to the use of ‘person’ 
to refer to several different people and organisations in adjacent clauses (and on 
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occasion even within a single clause); and the use of ‘person’, ‘individual’ and ‘scheme 
member’ interchangeably, sometimes within a single clause. 

iii)  we presume it is intended that provision should be made for his/her own barred 
status to be disclosed to each scheme member - not, as is actually written, for his/her 
barred status to be disclosed to all scheme members (clause 43). 

Q4. How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial memorandum 
accompanying the Bill?

The policy memorandum, financial memorandum and explanatory notes are generally helpful 
in clarifying the Bill’s intention.  

Q5. Do you have any comments on the consultation the Scottish Executive carried out 
prior to the introduction of the Bill?

As a Registered Body and Intermediate Organisation registered with the CRBS we welcomed 
the opportunity to attend consultation events and to comment prior to the Bill being drafted.  

Note: The Scottish Council of Jewish Communities is the representative body of all the Jewish 
communities in Scotland comprising Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee as well as 
the more loosely linked groups of the Jewish Network of Argyll and the Highlands, and of 
students studying in Scottish Universities and Colleges.  

In preparing this response we have consulted widely among members of the Scottish Jewish 
community.
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SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH INDEPENDENT ADVOCACY 
ALLIANCE 

The Scottish Independent Advocacy Alliance is the national organisation for 
the supporting and promoting of Independent Advocacy in Scotland. Our 
response is on behalf of Advocacy Organisations in Scotland. 

Question 1: How effective is the bill likely to be in providing children 
and protected adults with additional protection from harm? 
The bill should be effective provided the Vetting and Barring Scheme is 
promoted widely. In order for advocacy organisations and their staff, both paid 
and voluntary, to carry out their roles within the bill they will require training 
and guidance. 

Question 2: What are the likely impacts of the bill on employers, employees 
and volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 
The biggest impact of the bill on advocacy organisations will be the additional 
costs in financial and human resource terms. If the employer is to pay for 
employees to be registered with the Scheme, advocacy organisations will 
require additional funding in order for this to take place. In terms of advocacy 
organisations that receive short-term funding for specific pieces of advocacy 
work, then monies will have to be built in to these grants in order to pay for the 
necessary checks to be carried out. 
If the employer is not required to pay for employees to be registered with the 
Scheme, then this will impact on individual independent advocates. Many 
independent advocates work part-time and are in relatively low paid positions. 
To pay a joining fee, then an annual fee on top of this, with the possibility of 
also paying an administrative fee when a disclosure is required could be off-
putting to many and therefore deprive advocacy organisations of their 
workforce. 

Question 3: Are there any other issues that are raised by the bill's 
provisions? 
In Part 7: 93 – Meaning of “harm” Point 2: (a), (b) and (c) are self explanatory 
and objective statements, but (d) “For the purposes of this Act, an individual 
(“C”) places another (“D”) at the risk of harm if C’s conduct otherwise causes, 
or is likely to cause, D to be harmed” appears to be subjective. For example, 
an independent advocate who speaks on behalf of someone who is refusing 
to take their prescribed medication and wants instead to take a Chinese 
herbal remedy, could be said to be placing that person “at risk of harm” if 
medical staff state categorically that the person’s health will break down as a 
result of them not taking the prescribed medication. As independent 
advocates do not do “best interest” work or have “a duty of care” towards the 
people they support, what safeguards will there be in place that enable 
independent advocates to do their jobs and prevent them being listed? 

In Part 7: 94 – Meaning of “protected adult” Point 1: “For the purposes of this 
Act, a “protected adult” is an individual aged 16 or over” and Part 7: 96 – 
General interpretation Point 1: “In this Act – “child” means an individual under 
the age of 18” contradict each other. There needs to be a clearer definition 
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regarding when someone aged 16 – 18 years of age is a child, and when s/he 
would be classed as an adult. As it is proposed that there are separate lists 
for children and adults, then for advocacy organisations that provide support 
to adults over the age of 16 years, there will be additional administration 
implications in terms of financial and human resources. There are also 
increased training costs to be considered in order to comply with Child 
Protection legislation and with the proposed bill.  

Potential employees, paid and volunteer who have lived outside the EU: What 
provision is there in the bill to check people who have come to live in the UK 
in the last five years and come from non-EU countries? For example, what 
impact will this have on advocacy organisations that provide peer advocacy 
support for asylum seekers and refugees? Peer advocacy is advocacy 
support from people who have been in a similar situation to the people the 
organisation is providing advocacy support to. 

Cost of Training: will this be covered by the Scottish Executive on an ongoing 
basis for advocacy organisations, as new organisations are set up. Or will the 
additional costs of training and financing the Scheme have to be part of 
funding negotiations? 
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH OUT OF SCHOOL CARE NETWORK 

About the Scottish Out of School Care Network 

The Scottish Out of School Care Network (SOSCN) is the national 
organisation for all those providing out of school hours play, care and learning 
services in Scotland. The majority of these services are in the voluntary 
sector, but we also work with private providers and local authorities.  

SOSCN is pleased to be able to submit evidence to the Education Committee 
of the Scottish Parliament on the Protection of Vulnerable Groups Bill. 

SOSCN also recently submitted evidence on the Code of Practice for the Joint 
Inspections of Child Protection and has developed training on the Framework 
for Standards in Child Protection for managers of registered daycare of 
children. We also devised information and training on the Protection of 
Children Scotland Act, tailored to the needs of our sector, which we now 
deliver as part of our training on recruitment. 

Introduction

The Bill introduces two separate new areas of legislation.  

1) Vetting and Barring Scheme

The Vetting and Barring provisions can be seen as 

• an improvement to an existing system
and

• an extension of this system to adults in care settings 

2) Child Protection Information Sharing

The Bill introduces duties to support the sharing of information in relation to 
the protection of children. 

SOSCN responded to the consultation conducted by the Executive on the 
Vetting and Barring proposals and to the consultation on “Getting it Right for 
Every Child” which included proposals in relation to the sharing of information.  

Our evidence to the Education Committee tries to separate out the issues 
related to the Vetting and Barring Scheme, from those related to Information 
Sharing. 

In relation to both the new Vetting and Barring Scheme and to the Child 
Protection Information Sharing provisions,  

• the effectiveness of the Bill in providing protection to children and 
protected adults,  

• and its impact on employees, volunteers and employers,  
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will depend crucially on the consultation which has still to take place on 
secondary legislation, guidance and codes of practice. 

In order to separate out the specific points we wish to make, our comments on 
the first two questions below relate to the Vetting and Barring provisions of the 
Bill only. The Child Protection Information Sharing section of the Bill is 
addressed separately under the final question about other issues in the Bill. 
We hope this is helpful to the Committee. 

How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and protected 
adults with additional protection from harm? 

Vetting and Barring Scheme

In relation to children: 

SOSCN supported the introduction of the Protection of Children Scotland Act 
(POCSA), and gave evidence to the Education Committee at that time. We 
were aware that there were gaps in the way the Disclosure system worked at 
that time, and that there was a need for legislation to ensure that individuals 
who were found to be unsuitable when working with children, were not able to 
find work with children again in another service. 

The POCSA served to fill this gap, but it has been blamed for being 
discouraging to volunteers as it requires a new Disclosure application form to 
be filled in for every new post. The Bill now being considered by the 
Committee introduces a new Vetting and Barring Scheme for all those 
working with children and vulnerable adults.  This is a welcome further 
improvement to the system for safer recruitment, as the new Scheme will 
avoid unnecessary duplication and form filling.  

For employers, the new Scheme also means that any relevant issues, about 
an employee or volunteer, which come to light subsequent to their 
involvement with an organisation, will be made known to employers who can 
then take any necessary steps to remove anyone unsuitable from working 
with children. 

The proposals that the Vetting and Barring Unit will provide an accessible 
system for simple checks against existing records, and will inform employers 
of any change in Barred status, represent a considerable commitment. 

The new Scheme is part of a collective commitment by those who work with 
children that we are doing our best to make sure that no-one unsuitable is 
coming into contact with children and young people when they are in our care. 
Any such checks are only part of the recruitment process that those working 
with children should undergo. 
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The creation of a list of those unsuitable to work with vulnerable adults brings 
more people under the scope of the legislation. Potentially this could also help 
to protect children as anyone who is found to be unsuitable for work with 
vulnerable adults, may then be considered for addition to the list of those 
unsuitable to work with children.  

The Bill also includes a system which covers self employed workers. 
Individuals who seek to employ people, for example tutors, should have 
access to a safer system. 

There will be greater clarity about the wide range of posts for which checks 
should be conducted. In the past there has been ambiguous advice given to 
those who operate some facilities. 

Ultimately children will be better protected from individuals who may seek to 
exploit loopholes in the current system. 

In relation to protected adults: 

Another gap in our current system of protection is that it only relates to 
children and not to adults who may in some circumstances be vulnerable.  

The POCSA helps to protect children by ensuring that those who are found to 
be unsuitable for work with children cannot move elsewhere and continue to 
work with children. It should be recalled that the POCSA makes it an offence 
for an individual who is on the Disqualified from Working with Children List to 
apply for work with children.  

The Bill will introduce such a provision for those working with adults in care 
and other service settings. It is important to be aware that the definition of 
“protected adult” in this Bill, is not the same as the wider definition of “adults at 
risk” which is used in the Adult Support and Protection Bill which has recently 
been considered by the Health Committee. 

Our organisation works with children but it seems clear that adults when they 
are in registered care settings also deserve protection from people who are 
found to be unsuitable in one situation, and then seek to move to other work 
with other vulnerable adults. 

What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 

Vetting and Barring Scheme

In relation to those who work with children: 

Volunteers and Employees 
For volunteers and employees working with children, the proposal that there 
will be one Disclosure form to fill in every ten years will be welcome.  The new 
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Scheme will dispense with the need for multiple Disclosures each time an 
individual moves to new employment or takes on a new volunteering role.  

The new Scheme should remove any discouragement to volunteering which 
has arisen due to the need for repeated Disclosure checks. Once someone is 
a member of the Scheme, simpler checks can be made against a 
continuously updated record which will include any changes since the last 
Disclosure.  

Therefore there should be fewer barriers to volunteering which will be helpful 
to volunteer using organisations working with children. 

However, there has been little attempt to explain to the wider public the 
reasons for conducting Disclosure checks, or to publicise good practice. This 
means that much information which reaches members of the public, and 
potential new volunteers through the press may be the result of 
misperceptions and comments based on a less than full understanding of both 
how the system works at present, and how the new proposals should improve 
it. One thing which is likely to discourage volunteers, and those organisations 
which use volunteers, is negative publicity.  

Employers 
The Bill introduces systems which mean that employers should, in many 
cases, have a simpler process to operate in respect of new volunteers and 
employees.  

In relation to those who work with protected adults: 

If, as is understood, Enhanced Disclosures are widely used by employers in 
this area of work, then the same considerations as above apply to volunteers, 
employees and employers in this field.  

Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill's provisions? 

Child Protection Information Sharing

With respect to the Child Protection Information Sharing section of the Bill, 
there is a need for further information and explanation in the way in which 
provisions of the Bill relate to other work being taken forward by the Executive 
following consultation on "Getting it Right for Every Child"

There is also a concern that the estimates of the resources needed to support 
training on the Child Protection Information Sharing section of the Bill, do not 
take into account the needs of the whole sector, and the varied needs of the 
different parts of it, in particular the many small independent and voluntary 
sector providers of Registered Daycare of Children.  

Good and effective information sharing is underpinned by good practice in the 
areas of confidentiality, seeking consent to share information, and clear 
information about the circumstances in which information can and will be 
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shared. There is existing good practice in relation to issues of confidentiality, 
consent and information sharing. If new duties lead to an increased 
awareness of, and training and support for, such good practice, then the 
legislation will be helpful.  

There is an argument that support for aspects of practice, such as recording 
and reporting, may be as important as legislation. None the less, legislation 
may be helpful in providing clarity. In the case of voluntary organisations, it 
will be important that voluntary management committees understand the 
responsibilities which lie with the practitioners.  

For workers in Registered Daycare of Children, the duty to work to the same 
Codes of Practice as others who work with children, will help to enhance their 
status, as professional colleagues, with other professionals. It is hoped that 
this will help to ensure appropriate two-way sharing of information which will 
help to protect children and support them better. 

Children, young people and their parents/carers have the right to know what 
practice is, in relation to information in any setting, and of any changes. Those 
who work with children have a duty to consider the implications of any 
proposed changes, and to ensure that they will be able to work effectively with 
children, young people and their parents/carers under any new system. 

It may be that some specific assurances and further information can be given 
in the course of the consideration of the Bill which will allay any concerns 
amongst children and young people, parents/carers, and those who work with 
them, about what the legislation will mean for them. Until there is more 
information about the Codes of Practice in particular, and any standard 
information for children and parents, it will be difficult to comment further. 

How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial 
memorandum accompanying the Bill? 

The Policy Memorandum is helpful, and the Financial Memorandum is useful 
as it breaks down the resources against headings. This serves to highlight 
that there may be a need to find additional resources to support the 
implementation of the Child Protection Information Sharing provisions of the 
Bill. 

Do you have any comments on the consultation the Scottish Executive 
carried out prior to the introduction of the Bill? 

The pre-legislative consultation on the Vetting and Barring aspects of the Bill 
was helpful. Events were held for a wide range of organisations. These events 
allowed stakeholders to hear presentations from Sir Michael Bichard, the 
Police and the DfES, as well as the Solicitor General for Scotland. There were 
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also group discussions amongst representatives of employers, social workers, 
health practitioners, police with child protection responsibilities and those with 
data management responsibilities.  

The formal consultation held on the Vetting and Barring Scheme allowed 
opportunities for practitioners and employers to attend meetings arranged by 
the Scottish Executive, and to raise questions. The consultation period was 
sufficiently long to allow responses to reflect discussions amongst the sector. 
The summary of consultation responses has been circulated and seems to 
have informed the Bill's provisions. 

There does seem to be pressure of time in the consideration of the Bill. Some 
aspects of the Bill, particularly the Child Protection Information Sharing seem 
to have been unanticipated. It might have been helpful to have the Education 
Committee consider the Bill, before it was considered by the Finance 
Committee. 

The Child Protection Information Sharing section of the Bill seems to arise 
from the proposals consulted on by the Executive in the document, "Getting it 
Right for Every Child." There was a long period of consultation on this 
document, which included consultation with young people. Responses to this 
consultation have been published and circulated.  

The views of children and young people, where they have been sought 
already in relation to Getting it Right of Every Child, should be taken into 
account. There will be a need to consult with children and young people 
further on the Information Sharing Codes of Practice and work will need to be 
done on supporting child friendly documentation. 

There was concern expressed, when the Executive's legislative proposals for 
this year were published, that the proposals in "Getting it Right for Every 
Child" seemed to have been put on the back burner.  There is now a need for 
reassurance that the Child Protection Information Sharing aspects of the Bill, 
are not too far ahead of consultation on appropriate systems for recording and 
reporting. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH POLICE FEDERATION 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above consultation on behalf 
of the Scottish Police Federation, which is the staff association that represents 
98% of police officers in Scotland. 

Our only comment is that we are generally supportive of the Bill and do 
believe that it will be effective in providing children and vulnerable adults with 
additional protection from harm. 

We hope this is helpful to you. 

Yours faithfully 

Joe Grant 
General Secretary 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION 
OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS (SCOTTISH SPCA) 

The Scottish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals welcomes the 
chance to submit written evidence to the Education Committee on the 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, hereinafter referred to as “the Bill”.  

The Scottish SPCA is Scotland's oldest and largest animal welfare 
organisation. The Society’s main objective is to prevent cruelty to animals and 
to promote kindness and humanity in their treatment.  The Scottish SPCA is a 
recognised reporting agency for animal welfare offences to the Crown Office. 
Inspectors are also authorised by Scottish Ministers to enforce the Animal 
Health and Welfare (Scotland) Act. All Inspectors are subject to standard 
Disclosure Scotland checks under Schedule 4 of the Rehabilitation of 
Offenders Act 1974 (Exclusions and Exceptions) (Scotland) Order 2003. 

The Scottish SPCA welcomes the Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, and 
considers that, due to the links that exist between animal abuse and child 
abuse, animal welfare agencies may have an important role to play in sharing 
information about vulnerable children under part 3 of the Bill. The Scottish 
SPCA therefore respectfully requests that the Committee consider extending 
the information sharing requirements under part 3 of the Bill to include animal 
welfare inspectors. This written submission explains why. 

The Links between Animal Cruelty and Human Violence 

Since it launched its “First Strike Scotland” campaign in 1997, the Scottish 
SPCA has actively sought to highlight the links between animal cruelty and 
human violence, and to promote systems of cross-reporting of animal abuse 
and interpersonal violence. In promoting these systems, the Scottish SPCA 
draws on the experience of many states in the United States, where cross 
reporting of animal abuse and child abuse/ domestic violence are formalised 
by law. Case histories from Scottish SPCA Inspectors and extensive 
academic research into these links, has demonstrated that where an animal is 
abused, people are at risk; and where people are abused, animals are at risk.  

Four key issues are of relevance to this Bill when looking at the links between 
animal cruelty and human violence.  

1) An abused animal may often be the first visible victim in an abusive 
household

The Scottish SPCA deals with several cases every year in which an Inspector 
called in to see an animal, witnesses or suspects abuse or neglect of a child 
or other vulnerable person. In such cases, the Society will endeavour to 
forward such reports on to the relevant social work department or the police. 

In 2004 a Scottish SPCA Inspector was called out to investigate an allegation 
of cat neglect. On arriving at the house, the Inspector found two cats in 
extremely poor condition. The owner would not let the Inspector into the 
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house, and appeared in a poor physical and mental state herself. The 
Inspector revisited the house, and eventually gained co-operation from the 
owner, who confessed to having agoraphobia which had meant that she never 
left the house.  

On the fifth visit to the house, the Inspector suspected that there was a child 
in the house. The Inspector eventually confirmed this suspicion when she saw 
a two-year old child, appearing to be severely neglected, thin and dirty, staring 
blankly from the window of the house, whilst his mother shouted and 
screamed at the Inspector. On informing the social work department, it 
became clear that the child was indeed seriously neglected and needed to be 
removed from the house, and that the mother was in crisis and required to be 
sectioned under the Mental Health Act. The child was eventually removed, 
and it later transpired that the mother had been known to social services in 
England, where she had also had children removed.  

This case study demonstrates the value of Scottish SPCA Inspectors 
reporting child protection concerns to their relevant social work department. 
Almost every Inspector has a similar story to tell. 

The Scottish SPCA’s experience is backed up by academic research, mainly 
carried out in the United States, where recognition of the “link” is integrated 
into compulsory cross-reporting schemes in several states.  

In the USA higher rates of animal abuse by parental figures have been found 
in substantiated cases of child physical abuse than in the general population. 

In a New Jersey study (Deviney, Dickert and Lockwood, 1983), abused 
animals were found in 88 per cent of the homes of 57 families where child 
physical abuse had been substantiated. 

In the UK, Hutton reported in 1981, that of 23 families investigated by the 
RSPCA for animal abuse or neglect, 82 per cent were also known to local 
social services departments as having “children at risk”. 

Much more research into this is available, and the Scottish SPCA can make it 
available to the committee if required. 

2) Animal abusers are more likely to “progress” to more serious forms 
of violence than non-animal abusers

A key theme behind the “First Strike Scotland” campaign is the idea that 
abusing an animal is sometimes “practice” for abusing people, or as a way of 
exerting power and control over vulnerable people, such as women and 
children. Again, this theory is backed up by case histories and by academic 
research. 

In one case dealt with by the Scottish SPCA, two women cleaning out an 
acquaintance’s house found the decomposed carcase of a six-year-old white 
Alsatian bitch in a cupboard. When Scottish SPCA Inspectors found the man 
and questioned him, he told them: “I took it out the back about seven months 
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ago and pulled its legs apart and burst its heart. I don’t know how it got into 
the cupboard.” 

His brutal act didn’t immediately kill the dog, but condemned it to a prolonged 
death in the under-stair cupboard. When he came to court, the dog’s owner 
was also fined for assaulting his ex-wife. This was a man who hit out, 
regardless of the species of his victim. 

In another case, a little puppy, only three months old, was brought into the 
Scottish SPCA’s Lothian Animal Welfare Centre one summer night. His owner 
had kicked him and thrown him repeatedly against a wall in a drunken attack. 
That same night he also assaulted his wife and children. 

In the 1970s, a groundbreaking study by Kellert and Felthous showed that 
aggressive adult criminals more commonly had a history of childhood cruelty 
to animals than did their non-aggressive counterparts.  

In 1985, 72 women in refuge from domestic violence responded to a survey 
by Quinlisk.  86 per cent of them had animals in the home – an unusually high 
percentage.  Of these, 80 per cent reported that their abuser had also been 
violent to pets. 

Animal abuse is also found in the background of many of society’s most brutal 
killers. The FBI routinely takes animal abuse into account when profiling 
offenders and views it as an important predictor of future behaviour. In the 
UK, it has been suggested that Thomas Hamilton, Luke Mitchell and the 
killers of Jamie Bulger had “rehearsed” their actions using animals.  

While the links to serial killers are worth some consideration, tragic cases of 
this nature are mercifully rare in the Scottish experience. It is the everyday 
violence on the streets and within households that Scottish SPCA Inspectors 
are more likely to encounter in the course of their animal welfare work. 

3) The nature of an animal welfare inspector’s work means that he/she 
may be exposed to child abuse or neglect that is hidden from social 
workers or child protection officers 

When a Scottish SPCA Inspector visits a domestic situation, the subject of 
his/her investigation is aware that the Inspector is “only” there to look at the 
animal. For this reason, Inspectors may see situations that a social worker or 
child protection officer may not see when specifically visiting to look at a child. 
Scottish SPCA Inspectors verify this statement with a number of case studies.  

In the 1990s a Scottish SPCA responded from a call from a concerned 
member of the public in Edinburgh regarding a dog urgently in need of 
veterinary treatment. When the Inspector visited the house to see the dog, he 
witnessed the owner’s boyfriend violently assaulting the young child in the 
household. The Inspector managed to step in and stop the violence, but was 
extremely concerned for the child’s welfare, and suspected that the child had 
been physically abused before. On leaving the situation, the Inspector 
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informed the local police of the situation, and the abuser was subsequently 
arrested for his behaviour.  

The Inspector witnessed blatant abuse in this case simply because he was 
“only” there to look at the dog. Again, Scottish SPCA Inspectors have cases 
like this on a regular basis, and feel that sharing their experience gained in 
penetrating abusive households could be of huge benefit to child and 
vulnerable people’s protection groups.  

4) There are proven parallels between Non Accidental Injuries (NAI) in 
children and in animals

In 1996, Helen Munro, Fellow of the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies 
in Edinburgh, pointed out the similarity between the physical abuse of children 
and of companion animals through a series of papers on the phenomenon of 
“battered pets syndrome”. Munro’s work showed that the four categories of 
child abuse now widely recognised by childcare professionals (physical 
abuse, sexual abuse, emotional abuse and neglect) might equally be applied 
to animal abuse.  

In 2001, Munro, along with her colleague Dr Michael Thrusfield, published 
four papers casting new light on the circumstances, the nature and the 
classification of animal abuse. This work was instrumental in new guidelines 
urging veterinary surgeons to report suspected animal and/ or child abuse to 
the relevant authorities.  

Munro and Thrusfield’s work, based on an extensive survey of veterinary 
surgeons in the UK documented features that aroused suspicion of non-
accidental injury in veterinary patients. Many of these features are also 
significant where child abuse is suspected, and are recognised by 
professionals with an interest in NAI in humans. Some of these features were: 

• The history given to account for the injury is inconsistent with the injury 
(usually the injury is too severe to “fit” with the history) 

• A discrepant history (i.e. changes in the telling, or from person to 
person) 

• Repetitive injury (has a high index of suspicion) 

• Previous injury/death in another animal in the same household, 
particularly when this animal’s death is unexplained 

• The existence of violence in the home is known or suspected 

Munro and Thrusfield’s work confirms the suspicion that parallels exist 
between animal abuse and child abuse, and helps explain the phenomenon 
described above that abusing an animal may be “practice” for abusing others.  

Information Sharing

The Scottish SPCA believes it has a moral obligation to share information 
about children and other vulnerable people at risk. It is clear, both from 
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practical experience and from academic study that there are proven – and 
overlooked – links between animal cruelty and human violence.  

Whilst the Society can – and does – report concerns regarding vulnerable 
people to the relevant authorities, there is no guarantee that their concerns 
will be taken seriously or acted upon. For this reason, the Scottish SPCA 
strongly welcomes the provisions in the Bill aimed at enshrining this practice, 
and considers that its own Inspectors could usefully feed into this process. 

In at least four states in America and in Washington DC “humane officers” 
(animal welfare inspectors) are either required or permitted to report 
suspected or known child abuse by state legislation. These states are 
California, Connecticut, Florida and Ohio.  In California and Colorado 
veterinarians are mandated to report suspected child abuse. In many other 
states, animal welfare workers are encouraged to report child abuse. Some 
states also require or encourage the reporting of animal abuse by child or 
family protection workers.  

The concept of cross-reporting or information sharing is not just confined to 
the United States. A recent study of a cross-reporting protocol between the 
Guelph Humane Society and the Family and Children’s Services in Wellington 
County in Ontario, Canada has demonstrated the value of information sharing 
and cross reporting. A copy of this information can be made available to the 
committee. Additionally, the Royal New Zealand SPCA and the New Zealand 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children are currently working on a 
formalised protocol for cross reporting.  

Conclusion

The Scottish SPCA believes that cross-reporting, or information sharing can 
help the various agencies involved in working with the victims of abuse – 
whether they be animals, children or other vulnerable groups. This written 
submission has aimed to highlight that Scottish SPCA Inspectors sometimes 
find that they are dealing with a household where the animal is not the only 
victim of abuse, and that their experience and roles in penetrating abusive 
households could be valuably utilised in the context of the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups Bill.  

Coupled with the growing body of academic evidence demonstrating a link 
between animal abuse and child abuse, the Scottish SPCA wishes the 
committee to consider the possibility of requiring animal welfare workers or 
inspectors to share information about children at risk under part 3 of the Bill.  
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH YOUTH PARLIAMENT 

About the Scottish Youth Parliament 

The Scottish Youth Parliament (SYP) was established in 1999, by a 
partnership of voluntary organisations in conjunction with a group of 
committed young people.  Since its inception, the organisation has been led 
by young people, with professional workers providing support only. 

The affairs of the organisation are managed by an Executive Committee 
elected by the full parliament and made up of 14 young people aged between 
16 and 25.  In addition, the SYP has a standing advisory committee made up 
of professionals from the sector.  This response has been prepared following 
discussion with other organisations in the sector and after a discussion with a 
group of Members of the Scottish Youth Parliament (MSYPs). 

The SYP involves young people between the ages of 14 and 25 and therefore 
will be affected by both aspects of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups Bill.  
Due to the diverse nature of the young people involved directly in the SYP, as 
well as those with whom we consult, we work with both young people and 
vulnerable adults, as defined by the Bill. 

Background to Child protection 

As the third piece of legislation in recent years, the Protection of Vulnerable 
Adults Bill represents a further attempt to adopt a comprehensive child 
protection system and yet another requirement to adapt for organisations in 
the youth sector.  As we work with those between 14 and 25, the Bill is 
broadly welcomed by the Scottish Youth Parliament given its consolidation of 
existing legislation, but it is hoped that the resulting legislation will provide the 
sector with a framework which can be successfully implemented to guide child 
protection for the foreseeable future. 

As an organisation we are keen that legislation does not lead to restricted 
involvement from young people in youth work and youth participation.  MSYPs 
believe that it is particularly important that child protection is proportionate to 
risk.  Young people should have the same rights to privacy, to be heard and to 
choice as their adult peers. 
Having said this, we are particularly pleased with the simplification of the 
disclosure process and the ongoing nature of checks, regularly updating the 
information we have available for protecting our young people.   

In addition to our specific responses, we endorse SCVO’s key asks in the 
implementation of the Bill 

1. Amendments, or public statements of policy intention, must be made 
regarding the key aspects of the Bill to put an end to the current 
damaging uncertainty 
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2. Disclosure fees for paid staff in the voluntary sector must be capped at 
their current £20 level 

3. The new scheme will bring additional start-up costs of up to £3million for 
voluntary organisations. These costs must be funded or waived. 

4. The voluntary sector will require up to £1million for training over the lead 
up to, and phasing in of, the new Scheme. This must be assigned in the 
Financial Memorandum. 

5. The administration costs across the sector from checking all paid staff 
and volunteers will amount to up to £20million. Allowance for these costs 
must be made in the legislative process. 

6. The phasing-in period of the new scheme must be sufficiently long to 
allow voluntary organisations to absorb additional administrative costs 
and to avoid ongoing cost spikes  

7. The voluntary sector must be allowed a 12 month lead-in prior to 
commencement 

8. Specific guidance for the voluntary sector must be produced 12 months 
in advance of commencement 

9. The administrative burden stemming from these proposals as they stand 
must be reduced, particularly for the smallest and most informal 
voluntary organisations 

10. Whether an original certificate contained vetting information or not should 
be disclosed under a short scheme check 

11. Scheme members should not be under a legal duty to notify the Scheme, 
within three months, of changes to their address  

12. The current definition of a protected adult must be rethought. As drafted 
it will create an intolerable administrative treadmill for organisations 
delivering services in an unregulated setting

How effective is the bill likely to be in providing children and protected 
adults with additional protection from harm? 

The Scottish Youth Parliament understands that government comes under 
pressure from the media and electorate to legislate in the face of high profile 
tragedy evidenced by events in Soham, but, nonetheless is wary of the 
potential creation of a further bureaucratic burden in order to assuage public 
concern. 

However, elements of the Bill have very positive outcomes in the protection of 
children and vulnerable adults, not least in its simplification and clarification of 
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previously complex requirements.  It must be recognised, though, that there 
will, necessarily, be significant impacts in terms of finance and resources for 
the sector in order to comply. 

Separate Lists 

Though we welcome the introduction of separate lists, we would also 
welcome further consideration of the particular needs of those organisations 
who work with both children and vulnerable adults, as defined by the Bill. 

Information Sharing 

There is little direction in the Bill about how the system of information sharing 
will work in practice, apparently leaving this to secondary legislation.  This is 
of major concern to the SYP. 

The duty placed on employers and workers to share child protection 
information has undoubted potential for misinterpretation.  Without strong 
regulation this duty could lead to inappropriate sharing of information 
pertaining to child protection in the rush to comply with statutory provision.  It 
is of vital importance that clear procedures are set out in primary legislation 
rather than in a code of practice providing ‘guidance’, to ensure the wellbeing 
of the child is not compromised by a system which sees their information 
being shared amongst workers out of little more than curiosity. 

Child Protection is already highly developed within organisations which work 
with young people, having policies and practices which are highly detailed and 
rigidly structured.  We are keen that this Bill is amended to recognise the 
practice of the sector by including clear definitions of appropriate information 
sharing. 

As an addendum to this, the young people of the Scottish Youth Parliament 
are keen that the young people affected by information sharing are kept 
informed of the process in relation to them.  If information is to be shared, they 
believe there should be an additional requirement, where possible, that the 
young person should be informed of the information shared and with whom. 

What are the likely impacts of the bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 

As an organisation which supports young people’s involvement at events 
across the UK, we welcome the legislation’s compatibility with the rest of the 
UK, allowing us to develop consistency within our own child protection 
guidelines.   

The transferable nature of disclosure under the new system would be warmly 
welcomed by the Scottish Youth Parliament, particularly as our young people 
are often supported by professionals working with other organisations and the 
large number of volunteers engaged in the work of the SYP.  The existing 
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requirement for a completely new disclosure certificate when moving jobs has 
led to an unnecessary weight on the already stretched resources of the sector 
which will be improved by the new scheme. 

Equally, retrospective checking of existing staff is also welcomed, however we 
would like to note our apprehension about how this is to be rolled out.  We 
would welcome involvement in consultation on this issue. 

Are there any other issues that are raised by the bill's provisions? 

Much of the Bill relies on secondary legislation for implementation, which is a 
concern for the SYP.  Sections of the Bill are vague and will be largely defined 
by this legislation, particularly with regard to information sharing.   In order to 
ensure that these provisions are used effectively and to prevent inappropriate 
use, this should be given more consideration in primary legislation.  
Regardless of these particular concerns, in common with much of the youth 
sector we firmly believe that the detail of secondary legislation requires further 
consultation.  
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SUBMISSION FROM STIRLING COUNCIL 

Stirling Council welcomes this opportunity to comment on the Bill.  Our 
comments are noted below under each of the specific questions posed.  We 
are still currently in the process of examining all the Bill’s detail, and at this 
stage our comments are focussed on the broader principles and provisions. 

• How effective is the Bill likely to be in providing children and 
protected adults with additional protection from harm? 

Generally the Bill is welcome in seeking to address the problems 
regarding the sharing of information and the vetting of people applying to 
work with all vulnerable groups.   We welcome the creation of a list which 
will bar certain people from working with vulnerable adults, and believe 
this should be a significant step forward in protecting adults.  

However, we have serious concerns at the Bill’s proposal of different lists 
for people barred from working with children or adults.  Employers require 
to be able to access both Social Services staff and increasingly Education 
and other support staff who work with families or individuals within a 
family setting.   We believe such a difference would be therefore 
unworkable. 

The proposed creation of two separate lists infers that a separate risk 
must be presented to both “groups” – adults and to children – before 
consideration of being barred from both.  Is there evidence that someone 
with the capacity to harm a child may restrict that to children only or vice 
versa?   We would suggest that robust risk management of services to 
vulnerable people of all ages, requires a holistic risk assessment of 
individuals who have substantial access to these individuals through their 
work. 

• What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 

Sections 44-46 in particular are likely to be helpful for voluntary and 
statutory agencies when recruiting staff with the intention of minimising 
staff being subject to repeated, unnecessary disclosure checks. 

Regarding information on Enhanced Disclosures i.e. Police information 
that has not resulted in a conviction - this cannot be shared across 
agencies without the individual's consent. 

If someone has a Disclosure check carried out by e.g. the Scottish Social 
Services Council and the person is registered, the actual details would not 
be available to an employer without the individual having retained their 
copy and giving consent.  The employer would therefore require to seek a 
duplicate Disclosure Check. 
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Whilst we appreciate the balance between civil liberties and sharing 
information, the bureaucratic elements of this and the need to streamline 
public services and thus processes do not seem to be being taken into 
account.

There are a range of regulators involved with staff who work in Local 
Authorities Social Work staff, Teachers, Occupational Therapists, Nurses 
etc etc.  Can these regulators access all of the relevant information as 
required? 

• Are there any issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions? 

Section 6 (2) leaves responsibility with the organisation should it choose to 
refer a person for matters that occurred before the duties came into force. 
This could suggest an inconsistent start to the new provisions if each 
organisation must then come to its own conclusion about what should be 
referred. 

There is a concern regarding section 79 as it gives individuals the option to 
opt out of sharing information about one child if another would be put at 
risk.  There are worries that this clause could be easily invoked by an 
individual who is reluctant to share the information. 

• How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial 
memorandum accompanying the Bill? 

The memoranda were of help in contextualising specific provisions within 
the Bill, and understanding of the Parliament’s intentions regarding these.  

• Do you have any comments on the consultation the Scottish 
Executive carried out prior to the introduction of the Bill? 

We have no comments on this aspect.   
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SUBMISSION FROM UNIVERSITIES SCOTLAND 

Universities Scotland welcomes the opportunity to respond to the consultation on 
the general principles of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. The 
submission is structured around those issues that the Committee seeks views 
on.  Universities Scotland has drawn the proposed legislation to the attention of 
member institutions, whose view helps to inform our submission. 

Please note that the Acts referred to in this written evidence are: 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill (the Bill)  
Protection of Children (Scotland Act 2003 (the 2003 Act) 
Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (the 1980 Act) 
The Further and Higher Education (Scotland) Act 2005 (the 2005 Act) 

Likely impacts of the bill on employers, employees and volunteers who 
work with children and protected adults 

Universities Scotland supports the policy intention to protect vulnerable groups 
through the introduction of a new framework that seeks to ensure that no 
unsuitable person works with vulnerable adults. However, the Bill must be 
proportional, effective and without ambiguity.  

Universities Scotland notes that the vetting and barring framework proposed 
replaces the current regime established by the 2003 Act. The 2003 Act applies 
inconsistently to universities and to those higher education colleges which are 
not universities.  This variation in application has been unfortunate and unhelpful.  
The varying application is as a result of the definition of ‘educational 
establishment’ within the 2003 Act which differentiated the application of the 
2003 Act to ‘universities’ which are not within the definition of ‘educational 
establishments’ and to those institutions which are within the definition of 
‘educational establishment’.  All universities and higher education colleges, 
(referred to subsequently as higher education institutions) (HEIs), currently 
check, as required by the 2003 Act, relevant staff and volunteers, students 
undertaking certain placements in the course of their studies and those students 
involved in community outreach and mentoring programmes.    

Universities Scotland welcomes the indication in the proposed Bill that its 
provisions appear to apply uniformly to all HEIs, with respect to the checking, 
vetting and barring requirements for those doing regulated work with children, 
detailed in Schedule 2 and for those doing regulated work with ‘protected adults’, 
detailed in Schedule 3.   
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Universities Scotland understands that the policy intention within the Bill’s 
provisions is that:  

• all HEIs will have the same obligations, unlike under the 2003 Act; 

• only staff, and their day to day supervisors or managers, in HEIs who do 
'regulated work with children', i.e. teach, instruct, train or supervise or 
carry out other ‘activities’, in relation to under 18s, are within the Bill’s 
provisions and require to be members of the Scheme;  

• all staff, and their day to day supervisors or managers in HEIs, who have 
contact with ‘protected adults’ and therefore do 'regulated work with 
protected adults', not exclusively those who teach, instruct, train or 
supervise or carry out other ‘activities’ in relation to ‘protected adults’, and, 
additionally, the manager and members of the governing body of HEIs are 
within the Bill’s provisions and will require to be members of the Scheme. 

There appears to be an anomaly in respect of the need for the manager and 
members of governing bodies to be members of the Scheme as they appear to 
be treated differently in Schedule 2 and Schedule 3, since HEIs do not come 
within the definition of ‘educational institution’ in Schedule 2 but do come within 
the definition of ‘educational institution’ in Schedule 3, relative to the definition 
derived from the 2005 Act. It seems counter-intuitive that members of HEIs’ 
governing bodies and therefore also charity trustees, who do not have regular 
contact with either individual students or ‘protected adults’ are, by this anomaly, 
included in the Bill’s checking and vetting requirements.   

The definition of ‘manager of an educational establishment’, based on a definition 
in the 1980 Act appears to perpetuate the inconsistency of the 2003 Act and will 
apply differently to HEIs.  This will impact on HEIs in respect of the Bill’s 
provisions on ‘Sharing child protection information’ where at clause 80, 
‘managers of educational establishments’ are ‘relevant persons’ with a duty in 
respect of sharing such information. 

Universities Scotland has already raised its concerns about the implications for 
HEIs of some of the Bill’s apparently anomalous and ambiguous provisions with 
the Higher Education and Learner Support Division (HELSD) of the Enterprise, 
Transport and Lifelong Learning Department (ETLLD).  It is understood that 
HELSD officers have raised these and some related points with the Bill team and 
have referred some of those concerns for internal legal advice available to 
HELSD.  Universities Scotland is grateful for the attention to the matter which 
HELSD officers have been able to give. 

Higher education institutions aim to comply fully with legislation and also use 
competing resources effectively. It is essential that measures introduced to 
provide adequate protection for vulnerable groups are balanced, proportionate 
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and operate efficiently.  Clearly it is important to define who is a ‘protected adult’ 
under this legislation. It would be helpful if the definition included in the Bill was 
clarified and free from ambiguity. For example it would helpful to have a clear 
definition of ‘prescribed services’ in clause 94 1b.  

Similarly, another potential problem for HEIs is the identification of a ‘protected 
adult’ for the purposes of identifying those staff that need to be checked. HEIs 
have serious concerns that they don’t have the appropriate personal information 
about students nor are they in a position to collate material that allows them to 
know if a student is a is a ‘protected adult’.  This will impact on their ability to 
identify which staff will carry out regulated work with ‘protected adults’ and 
therefore which staff should be members of the Scheme.  The extreme scenario 
is that HEIs will have to assume holders of all positions in the institution may 
come in contact with a ‘protected adult’ with the attendant need to check all staff.  
This is clearly not the intention of the Bill but it may be the unintended 
consequence for HEIs. 

Universities Scotland recognises that this ambiguity is highlighted in the Policy 
Memorandum at paragraph 51 where it is stated: “The situation in respect of 
protected adults is necessarily more complicated than for children because the 
definition of a child is unambiguous and children are usually fairly easy to 
identify. However, a protected adult is defined in relation to the services provided 
to an adult and, out of context, it might be impossible to identify a protected adult 
without prior knowledge of their situation.”   

It is not necessarily the case that staff who carry out the activities in Schedule 2 
with children can be specifically and easily identified.  Identification of relevant 
staff whose Scheme membership status needs to be checked in respect of 
‘regulated work’ with both children and ‘protected adults’ could lead to the 
inclusion of a greater number of individuals than necessary which could have 
implications for the efficient operation of the vetting process and efficient use of 
HEIs’ resources, financial and staff time, and may potentially impact negatively 
on recruitment.   

Similarly, the provisions that deem an adult to be over 16 and a child to be under 
18 does create an anomaly in the legislation that is unhelpful. It is necessary for 
HEIs dealing with the practical implications of implementing the legislation that it 
is clear who the protected groups are and what parts of the proposed legislation 
cover adults and children.  Checking obligations and services must be simple, 
streamlined and low cost if they are not to impact negatively on the services that 
HEIs provide.    

It is essential that there is clarity in the statutory obligations for HEIs under this 
proposed legislation to allow management, human resource departments and 
those dealing with students on work experience placements relative to their 
courses or on outreach and community projects to ensure that all relevant 
personnel are members of the Scheme and therefore not barred from either type 
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of ‘regulated work’.  The Bill as it stands does not appear to offer this clarity. It is 
recognised that it will be for those bodies which afford the placement and 
volunteer opportunities for students to ensure their obligations are met under the 
Bill.  

There is a possible argument for the removal of the requirement for HEIs to 
check staff in respect of regulated work with children and ‘protected adults’ on 
the basis of proportionality, other than in relation to specific roles where contact 
with children under 16 is a significant part of the employee's role, although it is 
recognised that such an argument is difficult to sustain.   

Other issues raised by the Bill’s provisions 

The proposal that there will be the need for personnel who are currently 
employed, to have their Scheme status checked within three years, albeit in a 
phased operation, will have also have implications for administration and human 
resource departments in HEIs.    

HEIs have also raised the implications of how the proposed legislation’s 
obligations on them as employers relates to students who spend part of their 
study time overseas and also the implications of the parallel UK legislation on 
their activities. It is noted in the Policy Memorandum that reference is made to 
staff from overseas and the measures planned to facilitate reciprocal sharing of 
information which would impact on an individual’s ability to be a member of the 
Scheme.   

How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial 
memorandum accompanying the bill? 

The Policy Memorandum is helpful in understanding the intentions of the 
proposed legislation and how it might impact on the current arrangements.  

Comments on the consultation the Scottish Executive carried out prior to 
the introduction of the bill?

Universities Scotland responded in September 2005 to the third consultation on 
‘Protecting Vulnerable Adults – Securing their Safety’ and indicated that ‘it would 
be helpful if the proposed Bill ensured that terminology is not inconsistent with 
other legislation and that no unintended or contradictory statutory obligations are 
placed on the higher education sector’.  Universities Scotland also responded to 
the ‘Vulnerable Adults Partial Regulatory Impact Assessment’ in January 2006, 
repeating the point made above so that ‘there is no dubiety as to which 
employment and voluntary posts or positions will be subject to the legislation’. 
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SUBMISSION FROM THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR COALITION 

The Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill represents the third major upheaval 
over the last 7 years to the system protecting children and adults in Scotland. While the 
legislation, as drafted, may improve the current system in many ways we do have 
concerns that there will be fundamental problems with its implementation in practice, not 
addressed by the Bill. The voluntary sector desperately wants the new system to work 
to the benefit of children and ‘protected adults’ in Scotland, and we will enthusiastically 
work to make this happen. We welcome commitments made by Scottish Executive 
officials since the publication of the Bill to further engagement with the sector on 
implementation matters. However we believe Parliament should also give a great deal 
of consideration to how this legislation will work in practice if it is to truly protect 
vulnerable groups in Scotland. We must avoid being here for a fourth time in another 
few years. 

We in the voluntary sector are concerned that without a greater focus on its 
implementation, this legislation could reduce voluntary activity, and lead to a closure of 
voluntary groups and organisations working to the benefit of vulnerable groups. This 
must be avoided if legislators are to genuinely protect vulnerable groups, minimise their 
potential harm, and reduce to a minimum any gaps in the protection system. 

We call on Parliament and the Executive to: 

1. Provide additional funding for ongoing training, support and awareness-raising
throughout the voluntary sector, as well as significant extra funding to offset the 
increased costs to the sector over the transitional period of the legislation. 

2. Produce detailed, accessible, advice and guidance, in cooperation with the sector, 
many months before the commencement of the legislation and give significant notice 
to the voluntary sector prior to the commencement of each section of the Act.  

3. Cap the cost of disclosure checks for paid voluntary sector staff under the new 
scheme at a cost of no more than £20. The new scheme must cope with its 
increased workload without increasing costs and without sacrificing speed or quality. 

4. Ensure the new system is proportionate for all voluntary organisations, ranging 
from the smallest to the largest. The compliance requirements stemming from this 
legislation must be in proportion to the size and capacity of voluntary organisations 
working with vulnerable groups. 

5. Simplify administration processes, including application forms, utilising 
technology wherever possible to reduce the administration burden on frontline 
services. 

6. Carry out a full review of the current system before drafting secondary legislation 
and place an obligation in the face of the Bill to carry out an ongoing evaluation of 
the new protection system to ensure that it works to the highest standard into the 
long term.  
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This document has the support of many organisations across the sector including: 

1. Training, support and transitional funding 

The Vetting and Barring Scheme will only form part of a successful protection system. 
However, for the Bill to be successfully implemented, the voluntary sector must be 
assigned significant ring-fenced funding, during the legislative process, for an ongoing 
provision of training, support, and awareness-raising around the legislation. Significant 
funding must also be found to reduce the short term costs of the scheme over the 
transitional period (extension of job roles within scope, retrospection etc.). Furthermore, 
the Scheme will include organisations working with vulnerable adults for the first time. 
The process of training the sector must be started many months prior to the 
commencement of the legislation and therefore considerable notice of commencement 
will be required. The Executive has stated that there will be no additional funds for these 
proposals and that costs will have to come from front line services. We believe that this 
is inappropriate and runs counter to protecting vulnerable groups.  

2. Advice and guidance 

In implementing PoCSA, attempts were made to commence sections of the Act before 
guidance was available for voluntary organisations. This is unacceptable and 
inappropriate for any piece of legislation, and acts to defeat the intentions of the Act in 
question. Ensuring that detailed and accessible guidance is available, written in 
cooperation with the sector and published many months prior to its commencement, will 
go some way to ensuring the Bill will work in practice. Guidance will be particularly 
important to determine the job roles within the scope of the Act and to ensure 
consistency of interpretation across the voluntary sector, local authorities, regulators 
and funders. Without sufficient notice and guidance, so that training can begin as early 
as possible, the voluntary sector will have a great deal of difficulty in complying with the 
legislation, potentially leading to gaps in the protection system.  

3. Cap disclosure costs and minimise delays 

The cost of a disclosure check (or ‘full check’) should be capped at £20 for paid 
voluntary sector staff. Any cost incurred by voluntary organisations for disclosure 
checks or for participation in the new Scheme will take precious resources from front 
line activities. The cost of disclosures has already increased by 47% only a year since 
the implementation of PoCSA. A further increase beyond £20, and indeed any 
additional Scheme-related costs, would risk inhibiting a great deal of frontline activity 
across the sector. Subsequent nominal checks should incur a minimal cost or be free.  
Equally, it is crucial that Disclosure Scotland, and related organisations, are funded 
sufficiently to cope with the new regime without sacrificing speed or accuracy. Delays 
for obtaining checks have been a major problem, in the past, under the PoCSA. 
Everything must be done to avoid similar delays within the new system to minimise the 
costs for voluntary organisations in relation to recruitment, staff turnover and 
administration. 
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The new protection system must be flexible to the differing needs of small and large 
voluntary organisations. Compliance requirements must neither impose too heavy a 
burden on small voluntary groups nor be set so low as to risk undermining public trust in 
large voluntary organisations, otherwise the system risks failing the vulnerable groups it 
has set out to protect.  

5. Simplify administration processes 

Administration processes for disclosures, and for the new Scheme in general, must be 
as simple as possible. The red tape associated with applying for disclosure has diverted 
precious resources from frontline activities and everything must be done to keep the 
bureaucracy of the new Scheme to a minimum. The Executive should consider making 
full use of information technology where appropriate.  

6. A full review and ongoing evaluation 

There has never been a full evaluation of the current protection regime. While some 
problems with the system are clear we believe a full review would ensure the best 
possible new system to protect vulnerable groups in Scotland. We would have preferred 
this before primary legislation but at the very least this must take place before regulation 
is passed. Equally, to make sure that the system can adapt and evolve to be successful 
for the long term, an obligation to undertake ongoing monitoring and evaluation must be 
put in place in the face of the Bill.  

The coalition includes some of the most experienced organisations working with 
children and vulnerable adults in Scotland, ranging from national membership 
organisations to local community organisations working at the frontline, protecting 
vulnerable groups.  

The 39 Voluntary Sector Coalition members are: 

Alzheimer Scotland 
Barnardo's Scotland 
Camphill Scotland 
Children 1st 
Community Care Providers Scotland 
CrossReach 
CVS Fife 
CYP Scotland 
Enable  
Fairbridge Scotland 
Girls Brigade Scotland 
Lead Scotland 
Leonard Cheshire 
Play Scotland 
Quarriers 
Salvation Army 
Scottish Association of Local Sports Clubs 
Scottish Churches Committee 
Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations 

4. Proportionate
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Scottish Council of Jewish Communities 
Scottish Disability Equality Forum  
Scottish Pre-school Play Association 
Scottish Society for Autism 
Scottish Sports Association 
Scottish Women's Aid 
Scottish Youth Football Association 
Sense Scotland 
The Richmond Fellowship 
Voluntary Health Scotland 
Volunteer Arts Scotland 
Volunteer Centre Argyll & Bute 
Volunteer Centre East Ayrshire 
Volunteer Centre Edinburgh 
Volunteer Centre Midlothian 
Volunteer Centre South Ayrshire 
Woodcraft Folk Scotland 
WRVS 
Youth Scotland 
YouthLink Scotland 
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SUBMISSION FROM WEST LOTHIAN COUNCIL 

1. How effective is the bill likely to be in providing children and 
protected adults with additional protection from harm? 

• Bill will provide some additional protection from harm to children 
and the scrutiny of people deemed to be barred from working 
with protected adults is a welcome addition. 

• However, in relation to the protection of children the benefits of 
the new legislation do not appear to be substantial e.g. the 
Scottish scheme is not compulsory, therefore predatory adults 
may still have access to children by becoming private music 
teachers or offering to care for children in an unpaid capacity; 
The majority of children are abused by family members and this 
bill will have no impact on that; not all agencies have a duty to 
refer child protection matters. 

• In relation to protected adults this Bill will provide additional 
protection, as there is currently no legislation in this area. The 
Bill will also raise the profile of adult protection. However, as 
with children, predatory adults could gain access to protected 
adults by becoming e.g. private carers, alternative therapists etc. 
The importance of information sharing where adults may be at 
risk seems to be omitted from the Bill. 

• Positive that referrals can be made in respect of incidents which 
happened prior to the Bill’s commencement. 

• Courts should have a duty rather than a power to refer those 
convicted of offences against children and/or protected adults to 
the Central Barring Unit. 

• Positive that the Central Barring Unit will consider the impact of 
someone working with protected adults if their inappropriate 
behaviour has been towards children and vice versa. 

2. What are the likely impacts of the Bill on employers, employees 
and volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 

• Councils will have to be very clear in service level agreements 
with external agencies which jobs are regulated work and when 
to refer to the Central Barring Unit.

• Unclear as to whether a Local Authority or the recipient of a 
direct payment is responsible for checking an employee. (If it is 
the recipient then the local authority will have to make the 
recipient aware.)

• All agencies may wish to spell out much more clearly in 
employees’ contracts what is and isn’t acceptable behaviour 
when working with children and protected adults. 

• Helpful that SE will be providing support with training materials, 
guidance etc. 
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• Impact on employers in relation to awareness raising and 
training. 

• Employers will have to consider incidents, which occurred prior 
to the Bill’s commencement and whether to refer. 

• Is it an employer’s responsibility to advise when an employee 
dies?  

• Impact on the process of Social Workers’ registration with 
SSSC. 

3. Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions? 

• Still issues requiring to be addressed e.g. migrant workers, 
parents of children whose names have been/are on the child 
protection register. 

• There is no mention of, for example, parent helpers who are 
currently disclosed by this council as a matter of policy. 
Presumably the legislation would also extend to them. 

• The financial projections set out in the Financial Memorandum 
are based on the ‘entire workforce , including volunteers’ ‘being 
brought into the scheme through a full check, and that this will 
be phased over the first three years of operation. It is suggested 
that no additional cost will be incurred by local authorities but  
presumably additional costs will be incurred where authorities  
have recently carried out an enhanced disclosure for the same 
staff to comply with the Protection of Children Act 2003. 

• The cheaper cost of nominal checks in the longer run is 
welcomed as is the online facility for requesting those checks.  

4. How helpful do you find the policy memorandum and financial 
memorandum accompanying the Bill? 

• The memoranda were useful in expanding more clearly the Bill’s 
content and intention.

5. Do you have any comments on the consultation the SE carried out 
prior to the introduction of the Bill? 

• Consultation appears to have been very comprehensive. 
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SUBMISSION FROM WRVS 

WRVS in SCOTLAND 

WRVS in Scotland helps older people get more out of life. Our 12,000 Scottish 
volunteers provide services to older people in their neighbourhood to help them stay 
safe and well at home, remain active and independent in their community, and have a 
better experience in hospital. In Scotland our 150 community-based schemes offer 
support to people who are facing loneliness or who have limited mobility at home.  Our
60 hospital projects provide key services, such as cafés and volunteer guides, for 
patients, visitors and NHS staff.  Our 230 emergency services teams are on call 24/7 to 
assist communities affected by crises or disasters.  Working with local councils, NHS 
Boards and other organisations, we deliver services right across the country. WRVS is 
one of the largest charities working in Scotland. 

Protection of vulnerable groups (Scotland) Bill 
WRVS written evidence to the Scottish Parliament Education Committee 

WRVS has welcomed the Scottish Executive’s commitment to improve the Disclosure 
system in Scotland to ensure the best possible protection for children and adults at risk 
of abuse.  We are supportive of many of the principles of these proposals, including the 
provision for adult barred lists, access to ongoing, “live” Disclosure records for 
employers and improvements to the vetting system.  However, we are deeply 
disappointed in the drafting of key elements of this Bill with regards to the protection of 
adults. 

After detailed discussion with the Scottish Executive and taking our own legal advice on 
the draft legislation, we have concluded that, at best, this Bill-as-introduced is unclear 
and ambiguous; at worst it does not meet the policy intentions of the Bill at all with 
regards to protecting vulnerable adults.  

Whilst we have concerns about the proposed operation of the Scheme, which we are 
more than happy to discuss with Members separately, this submission of written 
evidence will focus on the core definitions of “protected adults” and “regulated work with 
adults”.  In our opinion, if fundamental amendments are not made to these two sections 
of the Bill, then the Scheme will exclude WRVS services and fail to provide protection to 
many adults in Scotland who are at risk of harm because of disability, mental disorder, 
illness, infirmity or ageing. 

Last year WRVS’ community-based services alone delivered support to 38,000 
vulnerable adults in Scotland.    Most of these services involve individual volunteers 
supporting people, who are vulnerable by reason of disability, illness, or age, through 
one-to-one contact in the home and the community. Volunteers now offering themselves 
for this type of project work are subject to Enhanced Disclosure checks, and rightly so; 
they are in positions of great trust, given the close bonds they build with vulnerable 
service users, often behind closed doors over extended periods.  However, under the 
Bill as drafted, we believe all of these volunteers will be actively excluded from joining 
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the Vetting and Barring Scheme because WRVS does not provide “regulated work” to 
“protected adults” as defined in the Bill.   

WRVS appreciates that the inclusion of our workers in the Vetting and Barring Scheme 
will result in us facing significant additional administration and increased costs. As a 
result, we would ask for a phased entry to the Scheme to give us time to adapt our 
internal systems and prepare appropriately.  However, as a responsible employer and a 
charity campaigning for the independence and dignity of older people living in the 
community, we believe it is essential that the Bill is re-drafted to ensure all vulnerable 
adults, including those receiving WRVS services, can receive protection under these 
laws – as the Bill before Westminster does. 

Section 94 – the definition of a “protected adult” 

We are surprised that, between the consultation period for this Bill and the production of 
the draft legislation, the Executive has shifted its focus from “vulnerable” or “at risk” 
adults, to “protected adults”.  WRVS cannot emphasise enough to the Committee how 
this apparently small change in the relevant definition will have radical consequences 
for the operation of the Scheme.   

In order for WRVS volunteers and employees to be included in the Scheme – and our 
service users to gain full protection under this legislation – we need to be able to 
confirm that, first, the service user we are working with is a “protected adult”.  If they 
are, we then need to establish, in turn, whether we are providing them with “regulated 
work”.  If WRVS cannot confirm that a vulnerable service user is “protected” under the 
terms of Section 94, then we are immediately providing services outside of the Scheme.  
This is at the heart of our serious concern about the Bill as it stands.  Below, we outline 
the practical difficulties inherent in the Bill at present. 

Section 94 of the Bill appears to state that adults are only “protected” whilst in receipt of 
specific services from any individual or organisation providing one or more of the 
statutory services detailed in this section.  As such, adults are never “protected” per se 
by virtue of their condition.  Protection arises only as a result of the type of service being 
received – and the only services included are those provided under particular statutes. 
So, an elderly Mr Brown with mild dementia would be a “protected adult” whilst receiving 
a service at home from his local social worker (i.e. a service provided under the 2001 
Act).  However, he would not be a “protected adult” for the purposes of WRVS service 
provision, whatever his particular circumstances or condition; this is because WRVS 
does not generally provide any of the statutory services listed in section 94.  This alone 
would mean that no WRVS volunteer or employee working with Mr Brown would be 

WRVS calls on the Education Committee to: 
1. Amend the definition of “protected adult” to match the definition of “adult at risk” in the 

Adult Support and Protection Bill (ASP Bill) 
2. Subsequently amend the definition of “regulated work” to clarify relevant service delivery 

3. Provide for phased, but not retrospective, entry to the scheme on the face of the Bill
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permitted to join the Vetting and Barring Scheme and Mr Brown would not be assured of 
protection under this legislation whilst receiving our services.  This is a wholly 
unsatisfactory situation and one that we think the general public will find as difficult to 
understand as we do at WRVS. 

However, the Scottish Executive has advised WRVS that it intends this section to mean 
that any adult in receipt of any of the section 94 services is “protected” for the purposes 
of all provision of “regulated work”.  Unfortunately, even if this were a possible, literal 
interpretation of the draft - which in our view it is not - it is not a preferable reading of the 
Bill:  such an outcome would be, quite simply, operationally unworkable.  Under such an 
interpretation WRVS, when providing any service “regulated” under Schedule 3, would 
be expected to know the full and ongoing care package received by every service user 
in receipt of this service in order to ascertain whether or not the service user were a 
“protected adult” under the terms of Section 94.  Only then could WRVS know whether 
an individual is party to the protections afforded under this Bill and be sure of remaining 
within the law.  Whilst this interpretation might provide a very neat solution on paper, on 
the ground, for reasons of resources, confidentiality, communication and human 
fallibility, it would result in chaos.  The details of integrated care packages rarely exist in 
a clear, accessible, properly documented and up-to-date form – particularly in respect of 
low-level care services in the voluntary sector, where the provider is unlikely to be party 
to statutory-led care discussions.  Here are four all-too-possible cases where, under the 
Executive’s intented definition, WRVS would be – unjustifiably – at serious risk of 
breaking these new laws. 

1. Mr Brown self-refers to a WRVS good neighbours scheme and refuses to divulge 
details of other services received. WRVS would be unable to ascertain whether 
he is a “protected adult”.   

2. Mr Brown self-refers to a WRVS good neighbours scheme and, as a result of his 
mild dementia, he simply does not know what other services he receives.  WRVS 
would be unable to establish whether he is a “protected adult”. 

3. Mr Brown receives no statutory services when he self-refers, but then goes on to 
receive a statutory service under Section 94. WRVS would be unlikely to know 
that he has become a “protected adult”.   

4. WRVS knows that Mr Brown is receiving a listed statutory service that results in 
him being a “protected adult” at the start of our service provision.  However, we 
are not informed when this service ends. WRVS does not know that Mr Brown is 
no longer a “protected adult”.  

We question whether Mr Brown would even know whether the services he receives 
from other providers fall under the 1968 Social Work Act, or any other listed Act under 
Section 94 of this Bill.  

Neither of these two quite different interpretations of the “protected adult” definition in 
the Bill – the WRVS reading of the Bill and the Executive’s - provides WRVS with any 
clear access to the Scheme.  Any attempt to classify a “vulnerable group” by virtue of 
the receipt of a particularly defined service alone is not going to provide the answer to 
ensure that adults at risk can be assured of receiving the very best protection under the 
new Scheme.  Indeed, we would argue that it is often those not in receipt of any heavily-
regulated, statutory services at all who are the most vulnerable to abuse.  Adults are 
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vulnerable because of their condition, not because of a set of particular narrowly-
described services received. 

We simply do not understand the Executive’s reasoning in moving from a focus on 
protecting vulnerable (or at-risk) adults in the consultation process and the title of the 
Bill, to a focus on “protected adults” in the Bill’s definitions.   The Executive’s 
explanation for focusing on a service-based definition, rather than using the person-
centred definition of “adults at risk“ in the Adult Support and Protection Bill is twofold.  
First, it is to avoid friends and family providing informal support being caught by the 
provisions in this legislation; second it is because they claim the intentions of the ASP 
Bill differ from the intentions of the Bill in hand.  On the first point, we would ask the 
committee to note that the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill passed by Westminster, 
includes a vulnerability definition for adults and simply adds a clause to remove friends 
and family from the provisions of the Act (section 43). We believe that section 95 of the 
Scottish Bill already excludes family members and friends from the definition of “work”. 
On the second, we would challenge the emphasis on difference between the sister-Bills 
passing through parliament.  The ASP Bill is designed to give new powers to authorities 
to protect those adults at most risk of harm; the Protection of Vulnerable Groups Bill is 
designed to set up lists of barred workers and improved disclosure mechanisms to 
protect children and those adults most at risk of harm.  The most vulnerable adults are 
at the heart of both Bills.   

We believe that the Scottish Parliament could assist those of us implementing such 
legislation on the ground by ensuring consistency between the definitions of adults at 
risk.  Amending the definition accordingly in this Bill would also include WRVS services 
clearly within the remit of the Scheme.  We call on the Committee to amend the 
definition of “protected adults” in this Bill to match the definition of “adults at risk” in the 
ASP Bill. 

Schedule 3 – the definition of “regulated work with adults” 

We understand the Executive wishes to define the regulated work of “caring”  (schedule 
3, part 2 (3)) as widely as possible (though our discussions to date have not entirely 
clarified for WRVS the clear edges of this scope and this will cause difficulties in 
interpretation unless it is addressed in the passage of the Bill).  Whilst the definition of 
“protected adults” continues to exclude WRVS services however, the definition of 
“caring” is irrelevant as it refers only to caring for “protected adults”.  However, if the 
Committee amends the definition of the adult vulnerable group embraced by this Bill, we 
believe that this schedule relating to regulated work with adults will need to be reviewed 
to define more clearly the types of services delivered to “adults at risk”.  A key difference 
in definition from the Westminster Bill is that MPs have defined regulated work as being 
“carried out frequently by the same person”.  As a starting point, it would be helpful to 
include this in the Scottish Bill.  The drafting should also be amended to ensure 
consistency between the phrases “regulated work to protected adults” and “regulated 
work to adults”. 
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From our conversations with the Executive we are assured that it is not its intention that 
we should be excluded from the Scheme.  We are delighted to hear this and happy to 
work with all parties to resolve these key issues.  However, intentions aside, the 
wording of the current Bill results in WRVS’ services remaining outwith the remit of this 
Bill. As such we, and our service users, face a number of serious consequences: 

1. WRVS will be unable to ensure that all its relevant volunteers and employees, 
working with adults at risk, are subject to the rigorous checks and measures 
recommended in the Bichard Inquiry 

2. Although we will be able to continue to access the current Enhanced Disclosure 
system, if the Bill is passed as tabled, we do not believe it makes clear any 
possible link between Enhanced Disclosure and the CBU.  So, for example, Mr 
Smith is a retired plumber who approaches WRVS to volunteer in a good 
neighbours project.  He has never worked in the “regulated workforce” before.  
He is put forward for an Enhanced Disclosure check and information is disclosed 
that shows he has been convicted twice for defrauding adults with learning 
disabilities prior to the passing of this Bill.  We believe that, as he is not providing 
“regulated work” to “protected adults” Mr Smith could not be referred to the CBU 
to be considered for inclusion on the barred lists.   

3. We will not be party to ongoing Disclosure and will be forced to rely on the 
current, inefficient “snapshot” approach to protecting our service users from 
harm. 

4. Our volunteers will continue to face the barrier of completing new Disclosure 
forms each time they wish to take up a new volunteering opportunity – this is a 
major barrier to older volunteers.  

5. Unless we are clearly providing regulated work to the adult “vulnerable group” 
WRVS will have no duty and, more significantly, no powers to refer issues of 
serious concern regarding an employee or volunteer to the Central Barring Unit.  
This simply replicates the current, unsatisfactory, system with POVA in England 
and Wales, which has given us serious cause for concern for some time.  The 
Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Bill now addresses this situation south of the 
border.  We would not want to see this initial POVA difficulty recreated in 
Scotland. 

6. The Bill, as it stands, risks opening voluntary sector service users and 
organisations to a dangerous loophole, whereby those determined to abuse 
adults at risk may attempt to gain access to potential victims through services 
such as ours, which exist outwith the provisions of the new Vetting and Barring 
Scheme. 

7. As a charity providing services across Britain, we will be required to monitor and 
administer two very different schemes.  Under the Westminster Bill we will have 
the power to opt-in to the scheme in England and Wales, though as yet no duty 
to do so; in Scotland we believe that we shall have neither the power nor the duty 
to do so.  This inconsistency is not acceptable. 

8. Finally, we believe this Bill will have a negative impact on our relationship with 
the statutory sector.  Local authorities and NHS Boards commission many of our 
services and we, like the rest of the voluntary sector, are increasingly reliant on 
working together with statutory agencies to fund and deliver services. Currently 
we can assure our statutory partners of parity in the protection of service users 
through our access to Enhanced Disclosure checks – the same checks available 

The consequences of WRVS services being excluded from the Scheme
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to their own staff.  Under this Bill, as drafted, this parity disappears as the “gold 
standard” Vetting and Barring Scheme is unavailable to WRVS volunteers.  We 
believe that statutory commissioners will not look favourably on future working 
with us, and other third sector agencies in the same situation, if we cannot match 
the levels of protection expected by them in their own services.  This would have 
extremely serious consequences for the future of our services to older people 
across Scotland. 

Retrospective Vetting and Barring checks 

We do not have the space in this written evidence to detail all our concerns about the 
operation of the Scheme.  However, we are particularly concerned by the signalled 
intention in the financial and policy memoranda to require retrospective checking of the 
whole relevant workforce within three years of the passing of this Bill.  WRVS believes 
that this single intended action could result in the failure of the whole Scheme – thereby 
opening vulnerable groups to increased risk of harm.  First, we question the ability of the 
new Executive Agency to be set up, establish new procedures, communicate guidance, 
take delivery of the integrated ICT systems required to realise this Bill, and then vet 
every single relevant worker, within three years.  This is vastly ambitious given the 
difficulties that Disclosure Scotland has had in the past in delivering on the much 
simpler current system.   

Second, the cost to the voluntary sector is prohibitive.  WRVS estimates the 
administrative costs of checking all of our 12,000 volunteers in Scotland under the new 
Scheme, were we included, would be £250,000.  This does not include administration 
costs and fees for checking relevant paid staff, nor any outlay on internal training. With 
no additional revenue being offered to service providers by the Executive to cover such 
costs, we would be obliged to draw funds from frontline services or reserves. Neither is 
in the best interest of our services in Scotland.  We are not facing such a demand on 
our services in England and Wales. 

We call on the Committee to amend the Bill to include a provision that initial entry point 
to the Scheme for all should be either on changing positions with a current employer or 
on accepting a post with a new employer.  We would like to see regulations then issued, 
following the passing of the Bill, to define a stepped approach to the inclusion of each 
sector of the relevant workforce to comply with this entry point over a period of 3-5 
years. WRVS is under no illusions that to be included fully in this Scheme, as we are 
asking, we will need time and resources to adapt our own internal systems to respond.  
Such an amendment would allow us to participate fully and efficiently.   It would more 
naturally phase the roll-out of the Scheme over time and ensure capacity to deliver.  It 
would avoid a serious financial crisis in the voluntary sector.  And, importantly, it would 
ensure a level of proportionality that will help secure the efficient implementation of the 
Scheme by all involved.  

WRVS would be happy to speak to any MSP in person to clarify any of the issues 
arising in this written evidence. 
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SUBMISSION FROM YOUTHLINK SCOTLAND 

About YouthLink Scotland 

YouthLink Scotland is the National Youth Work Agency for Scotland. 

We exist to support the improvement and expansion of youth work services 
across Scotland. We work with a broad range of organisations to build quality, 
accessibility and diversity into the variety of youth work opportunities available to 
young people. Additionally we seek to enhance the recognition of the important 
role played by the youth work sector in contributing to the development and well 
being of young people both in our society and internationally. 

We continually strive to represent the needs and views of the sector, youth work 
practitioners and the young people that they help at all levels of government, 
influencing and affecting change across a broad spectrum of policy.  In addition 
to this we are a source of expertise and a conduit for information between youth 
work practitioners and policy makers. We also help to promote partnership 
working, the exchange of best practice and the conception of innovative ideas 
that will help to advance and evolve the sector. 

Above all, YouthLink Scotland seeks to assist youth work providers in enhancing 
the lives of young people across Scotland, by challenging the youth work sector 
to be the best it possibly can be and by giving it the support necessary to achieve 
this.

Child Protection in Scotland 

As Scotland’s national Youth Work agency, YouthLink Scotland is concerned that 
as the protection of Vulnerable Groups Bill represents the third attempt to 
enshrine child protection in legislation this will put yet another burden of 
compliance on those working with children, young people and vulnerable adults. 
We do however welcome the consolidation of existing child protection legislation 
in the architecture of the Bill. As we officially define youth as extending up to 25 
years of age we are also pleased to see provision for the protection of both 
vulnerable adults and young people established in one piece legislation.  

Child protection is rightly something that attracts a great deal of attention from all 
associated quarters and when designing a new and consolidated raft of 
legislation it is important to get it right. We must, as a society, ensure that our 
children and young people are protected from danger. However we must also 
ensure that this is balanced with the need to allow young people the opportunity 
to experience a full and active childhood that is not suffocated by over baring 
legislation that sanitises their environment and dilutes interaction and contact 
with adult role models.  
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Child protection should in all circumstances be proportionate to the perceived 
level of risk and should not act either directly or indirectly as a hindrance to the 
normal development of a young person. It is also important to recognise that 
young people are citizens of this country too and should accordingly enjoy the 
same rights, to privacy, to be heard, and to choice (where appropriate) that 
adults do. 

The Protection of Vulnerable groups (Scotland) Bill represents the third attempt 
in recent years to adequately provide for child protection in statute. As such, the 
Parliament and Executive must work with all relevant sectors to ensure that this 
legislation is practicable, proportionate and complementary to the attempts of 
those working with young people to give young people the best possible start in 
life, whilst ensuring that they are safe.  

We endorse SCVO’s key asks in the implementation of the Bill 

1. Amendments, or public statements of policy intention, must be made 
regarding the key aspects of the Bill to put an end to the current damaging 
uncertainty 

2. Disclosure fees for paid staff in the voluntary sector must be capped at their 
current £20 level 

3. The new scheme will bring additional start-up costs of up to £3million for 
voluntary organisations. These costs must be funded or waived. 

4. The voluntary sector will require up to £1million for training over the lead up 
to, and phasing in of, the new Scheme. This must be assigned in the 
Financial Memorandum. 

5. The administration costs across the sector from checking all paid staff and 
volunteers will amount to up to £20million. Allowance for these costs must be 
made in the legislative process. 

6. The phasing-in period of the new scheme must be sufficiently long to allow 
voluntary organisations to absorb additional administrative costs and to avoid 
ongoing cost spikes  

7. The voluntary sector must be allowed a 12 month lead-in prior to 
commencement 

8. Specific guidance for the voluntary sector must be produced 12 months in 
advance of commencement 
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9. The administrative burden stemming from these proposals as they stand must 
be reduced, particularly for the smallest and most informal voluntary 
organisations 

10. Whether an original certificate contained vetting information or not should be 
disclosed under a short scheme check 

11. Scheme members should not be under a legal duty to notify the Scheme, 
within three months, of changes to their address  

12. The current definition of a protected adult must be rethought. As drafted it will 
create an intolerable administrative treadmill for organisations delivering 
services in an unregulated setting

How effective is the bill likely to be in providing children and protected 
adults with additional protection from harm? 

It is important to recognise from the outset that child protection is sadly all too 
illusive in today’s society and in many cases government is under pressure from 
the media and the electorate to legislate as a salve to the grief created by 
something as tragic as the Soham murders. This Bill is born of the 
recommendations of the Bichard enquiry and it is a sad reality that the provisions 
in this Bill or its equivalent south of the border, had they been enacted, would 
have been unable to prevent the horrific murders of Holly Wells and Jessica 
Chapman. 

Nevertheless, this Bill represents an improvement on certain aspects of existing 
child protection legislation that exorcises some of the difficulties and 
complications inherent in its predecessors (the Protection of Children (Scotland) 
Act and the Children (Scotland) Act.). The Bill represents a simplification of 
existing procedures that will enable greater efficiency and enhanced protection of 
young people and vulnerable adults. We are however concerned that yet another 
reinvention of child protection legislation will cause difficulties for our members in 
terms of operational compliance and additional cost. 

Two separate lists  

YouthLink Scotland welcomes the creation of two separate lists to determine who 
is appropriate to work with young people and vulnerable adults respectively as 
this will ensure the necessary distinction of the protection needs of children and 
young people and those of vulnerable adults. It will also ensure that the system is 
not open to challenge on grounds of human rights. However we believe it is 
necessary to for the role out of the new structure to pay special consideration to 
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the needs of those organisaitons who work with young people on both sides of 
the age of majority defined in this Bill: 18. 

Information sharing 

The Bill creates, as part of the clauses pertaining to the sharing of information 
relevant to child protection, a duty for employers to enable, encourage and help 
workers to share child protection information. We are concerned that a ‘code of 
practice’ established in secondary legislation, will be insufficient to ensure that 
child protection information is shared on an appropriate basis. It would be 
possible to imagine circumstances, from the way this duty is currently articulated, 
where child protection information would be passed around staff in a wholly 
inappropriate manner. This kind of misinterpretation of the duty could in some 
cases serve to put a young person at further risk. Our membership organisations 
and other groups across the sector already employ stringent policies on 
confidentiality. As such we request further consultation on this issue and primary 
legislative guidance on its implementation. 

What are the likely impacts of the bill on employers, employees and 
volunteers who work with children and protected adults? 

After consideration of how the proposed legislation would impact on the work and 
procedures of Children and Young People’s organisations, YouthLink Scotland 
would like to make the following points with regard to the practical application of 
the new system: 

 As at 2006 the Central Registered Body in Scotland estimates that uptake of 
Disclosure Vetting has had its highest adherence within the governed or 
regulated youth/children's work sector.   The penetration within small local 
based unaffiliated organisations has been low. 

 The impending post Bichard changes are likely to increase pressure on 
signatory co-ordinators or accredited bodies.   The unregulated groups 
indicated above are likely to find the disclosure/vetting/barring processes 
more daunting due to their existing non participation and levels of experience 
in the existing system.  

 There are strong levels of concern that high requirements to reregister under 
the new system will lead to overload and a lack of volunteer support 
especially from organisations who have processed full disclosure enhanced 
checks under POCSA arrangements.  

 Careful media/advertising support will be required to launch the new 
regulatory changes and this will need to be measured to convey legal 
requirements and avoid frightening off smaller organisations not yet in the 
system.  
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 There is merit in encouraging the major stakeholders involved in provision of 
children/youth services to consider a localised support accredited service to 
facilitate registration accreditation.   CRBS are, if adequately funded, in a 
position to franchise arrangements to approved local partners which may be 
Volunteer Information Points, Local Authorities or Councils of Social Services.  

 The extension of vetting and barring arrangements for vulnerable adults is 
more problematic due to the range of potential organisations requiring 
registration and the low number of umbrella type groups at a national level for 
possible co-ordination.  

 It was noted that Disclosure Scotland were intending to revise the format of 
the vetting application form and that electronic scanning of applications would 
continue.   It is disappointing that a commitment has not been given to offer 
on line electronic completion of applications especially as the proposed post 
Bichard changes will increase IT based operations.  

 We would advise that requests for guidance over barring enquiries are likely 
to escalate under the proposed new arrangements and it is essential that 
sufficient resources are allocated to enable this service to operate within 
reasonable timescales.  

 Whilst welcoming the Executive's commitment to improve and offer 
comprehensive vetting/barring services, it is vital to emphasise that thorough 
and robust recruitment policies and care and protection training and policy 
guidelines are essential for the ongoing care and protection of vulnerable 
participants.    There is clear evidence that the strongest protection rests with 
preventative education and staff/volunteer vigilance.  

Repeat disclosure checks have represented a significant burden on youth work 
organisations, both in terms of bureaucracy and in subsequent difficulties in 
terms of recruiting and retaining volunteers. As such, YouthLink Scotland 
welcome the introduction of long term Scheme and Disclosure membership 
which entitles staff to move freely within the workforce without recourse to apply 
for an entirely new certificate every time a new position was taken up. We are 
however concerned that the retrospective checking of existing staff and 
volunteers could represent a tremendous burden on organisations within the 
sector. We welcome the provision to phase these retrospective checks in over a 
period of time but would crucially like to see a full organisational impact and 
financial assessment with further consultation of the sector on how this should 
proceed. 

We welcome the moves in the Bill to make Child protection legislation in Scotland 
compatible with that in England and Wales as this will help UK wide youth work 
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organisations establish consistent child protection policies throughout their 
organisations. 

Are there any other issues that are raised by the Bill’s provisions? 

It is essential that the Executive seek further consultation on those aspects it 
intends to define through secondary legislation. A number of aspects in this 
legislation must also be clarified before it is enacted and implemented. We would 
like to reiterate the need for clarification over information sharing and for an 
impact assessment regarding retrospective checking in addition to further 
consultation on secondary legislation provision. 
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FINANCE COMMITTEE

EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES

27th Meeting, 2006 (Session 2)

Tuesday 7 November 2006

Present:

Ms Wendy Alexander Mr Andrew Arbuckle

Mark Ballard Derek Brownlee

Jim Mather Mr Frank McAveety 

Des McNulty (Convener) Dr Elaine Murray 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill: The Committee took evidence 
on the Financial Memorandum from: 

Lucy McTernan, Director of Corporate Affairs and Russell Gunson, Policy and 
Communications Officer, Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations

And then from—

Andrew Mott, Bill Team Leader, Children and Families Division; Claire 
Monaghan, Head of Children and Families Division; Ian Storrie, Children 
Young People and Social Care Economics Team and Michael Proctor, 
Scottish Executive 

The witnesses agreed to provide supplementary information on a number of issues 
in relation to the financial implications of the Bill.
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4095  7 NOVEMBER 2006  4096 

11:00 

On resuming—

Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill: Financial 

Memorandum

The Convener:

From the Scottish Council for Voluntary 
Organisations, I welcome Lucy McTernan, the 

director of corporate affairs, and Russell Gunson, 

the policy and communications officer. I invite 

Lucy McTernan to make an opening statement. 

 The second item on our agenda 

concerns consideration of the financial 

memorandum to the Protection of Vulnerable 

Groups (Scotland) Bill. We agreed to undertake 

level 3 scrutiny of the bill, which means taking oral 
evidence from an organisation on which costs fall 

and from Executive officials. As the timetable for 

our report on this bill is tight, we have had to 

schedule both those sessions for today, although 

that is not what we would usually do. 

Lucy McTernan (Scottish Council for 
Voluntary Organisations): 

This bill presents the third major upheaval in the 

child protection and disclosure regime in the past 
seven years. Across the voluntary sector, there is 

a high level of concern that, this time, it must be 

got right. We in the SCVO, along with colleagues 

across the sector, have been alert to the agenda 

for some considerable time to ensure that that 
happens. 

Thank you for the 

opportunity to discuss with you our views and 

concerns relating to the Protection of Vulnerable 

Groups (Scotland) Bill, as introduced in Parliament 

at the end of September. 

The current regime, under the Protection of 

Children (Scotland) Act 2003, or POCSA, was 

extended to the voluntary sector with no 

preparation or consultation during the course of 

the act’s parliamentary passage, and 
commencement had to be delayed until proper 

consideration had been given to its impact on the 

sector. The memory of that period and the 

problems that we encountered is sharp. 

Having said that, it is important to say that much 

in the new set of proposals is welcomed by the 
sector as a way of improving or putting right the 

problems with the existing regime. However if the 

experience of the 2003 act and part V of the Police 

Act 1997 teaches us anything, it is that 

considering and planning the implementation of 
legislation in this area are just as important as the 

legislation itself. 

We recognise that the bill is exceptionally 

complex, technically and legally, but for most 

people in the voluntary sector, the reality of living 

with the practicalities of implementing it is of more 

concern. For many in the sector, a badly 

conceived scheme is perhaps worse than none at 

all. A question that is often asked is whether it is it 

ultimately in the interests of children—and, now, 
vulnerable adults—if the unintended consequence 

of the legislation is that people are deterred from 

voluntary action, and services or projects that 

people benefit from are cut or closed. We have 

evidence of the impact of the implementation of 

the 2003 act on volunteering levels and on 
projects for vulnerable groups. 

That is why the Finance Committee’s scrutiny of 

the financial memorandum to the bill is as 

important as the Education Committee’s line-by-

line scrutiny of the bill. The issues of 
implementation must be considered and questions 

answered in parallel with consideration of the bill, 

not sequentially. That is why we are concerned 

about the fact that the content of the financial 

memorandum is incomplete and inadequate.  

On the strength of earlier conversations with the 
Executive, we had expected to engage with 

officials over the summer months before the 

introduction of the bill on those financial and 

implementation issues and had done preparatory 

work in that regard. Unfortunately, however, that 

opportunity did not materialise and as a result we 
have a number of explicit concerns, which we 

have laid out in our written evidence. Since the 

introduction of the bill, we have met Executive 

officials and raised those concerns with them. 

In summary, the concerns relate to the sheer 
scale of what is proposed in the creation of a 

comprehensive and inclusive scheme. The start-

up phase will involve retrospectively checking all 

paid staff and volunteers, even if they have 

already been checked under the previous regime. 

In the voluntary sector alone, we estimate that that 
will affect nearly 1 million people. More than 

100,000 of those will be paid staff, for whom a fee 

for checking will be charged. If that fee is set at 

£26, which is one of the levels that is mooted in 

the financial memorandum, that would bring a new 

cost to the sector of £3 million. We are calling on 
the Executive to fund or waive those fees in the 

start-up period and to cap the fee thereafter. 

We are also calling on the Executive significantly 

to revise its estimates of the resources that will be 

required to raise awareness of the new legislation 

and to train people across the voluntary sector in 
order to reach those in the smallest and more 

informal organisations as well as the larger service 

providers. 

We also wish to draw to the committee’s 

attention the significant administrative burden that 
the disclosure regime brings with it, which the 

sector will have to absorb. Red tape is increasingly 

hampering voluntary action and every effort must 
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be made to make the system smart and effective. 

The principle of cost recovery must be 

implemented in grant and contract arrangements 

and account for the costs in full. 

Thank you for the opportunity to make those 
points. We are pleased to answer your questions. 

The Convener: The committee has agreed that 

John Swinney and Elaine Murray will take the lead 

in the questioning. 

Mr John Swinney (North Tayside) (SNP): I

thank Lucy McTernan for the written submission 
from the SCVO and the remarks that she made. I 

will start my questions by asking about the start-up 

costs of the scheme, to which she referred. The 

SCVO submission suggests that more than 

100,000 paid staff in the voluntary sector might be 
liable to pay the fee of £26. Under the current 

arrangements, are paid staff or the voluntary 

organisations responsible for paying the fee? 

Lucy McTernan: In the vast majority of cases, 

the voluntary organisation will pay for staff who are 

moving post or new staff; they will not require the 
individual to pay. The new proposals will apply to 

existing staff, who may have been in their jobs for 

five, 10, 20 or 30 years or even longer, and it is to 

be expected that the voluntary organisations will 

expect to pay those fees on their behalf. 

Mr Swinney: 

“All checks for volunteers working with children and 
protected adults in the voluntary sector will continue to be 
provided free, whether or not the individual also has paid 
employment in the sector.” 

Paragraph 228 of the financial 

memorandum to the bill states: 

I find that statement confusing because it leads 

me to believe that the Government is saying that a 

volunteer who also has a paid post within the 
voluntary sector will not have to pay the charge. 

Am I misunderstanding that paragraph? 

Lucy McTernan: I think that that relates to the 

passporting scheme, which is one of the new 

proposals that the voluntary sector welcomes. At 

the moment, under the POCSA regime, if 
somebody volunteers more than once or if they 

are a teacher or work in the voluntary sector and 

also volunteer, they have to have separate checks 

every time they engage with a new organisation. 

The fact that they will require only one check 

under the new proposals has been widely 
welcomed as a step in the right direction. 

However, it is not yet clear whether a check that is 

secured via the central registered body in Scotland 

for a volunteer will also be acceptable to an 

employer. 

Mr Swinney: Is it your understanding that the 

Executive will pay the fee for an employee of an 

SCVO-affiliated voluntary organisation who is also 

classified as a volunteer who works with children 

or protected adults, or will the voluntary 

organisation or the individual be liable for the fee? 

That is the point that I am driving at. 

Lucy McTernan: Our understanding is that, if 

they have accessed the check initially as a 
volunteer, it will be free. The question is whether 

that check will be acceptable to a new employer. 

Mr Swinney: The position is not terribly clear 

from paragraph 228 of the financial memorandum. 

Lucy McTernan: It is not. An awful lot of the 

detail of the regime’s practical operation remains 
extremely uncertain. That is one of our serious 

concerns. 

Mr Swinney: You make a general point that too 

much in the bill is left to secondary legislation. 

That is an issue that concerns the committee and 
has a bearing on our judgment of the financial 

costs. Will you identify the issues of delegated 

financial responsibility on which we might not have 

definitive answers that concern voluntary 

organisations at this stage? 

Lucy McTernan: 

Another of our concerns is about the phasing-in 

period. According to the financial memorandum, 
the indication is that the phasing-in period will be 

three years, but it is not yet clear whether it could 

be longer. We think that a slightly longer phasing-

in period would help the voluntary sector to absorb 

some of the administrative costs and to adapt its 

systems to the new regime more effectively, but 
that is not clear at the moment.  

We have a number of 

concerns about the future implications of the bill 

and about things that are not clear at this stage. 

One concern that is not strictly to do with 

secondary legislation is about the enabling power 

that the bill gives the Executive to change the fee 

structure. We are told quite explicitly that the idea 
is that the disclosure system should be self-

financing. We know that the POCSA regime is 

also supposed to be self-financing, but in the one 

year in which that regime has been operating 

there has already been a hike of 47 per cent in the 
fee for staff accessing checks. We are 

unconvinced at this stage, particularly on the basis 

of the estimates of the number of checks likely to 

be accessed through the disclosure system, as to 

whether the self-financing system will work at £20 

or £26 per check, or even at £62, which is one of 
the other figures mentioned in the financial 

memorandum. The real concern is clearly that, 

unless there is an explicit cap on fees, they could 

go through the roof. 

There is also a serious set of issues around the 

tracking of organisations that are in the system, in 

relation to the dimensions of the bill that deal with 

the sharing of child protection information. We are 
greatly concerned that there has not been 
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significant consultation about the implications in 

practice for that area.  

There are costs related to the duty to refer, and 

we have concerns about the point at which 

membership of the vetting and barring scheme 
expires. Russell Gunson may want to elaborate 

further on that. 

Russell Gunson (Scottish Council for 
Voluntary Organisations): The Executive has 

indicated that membership expiration would 

happen after 10 years, but that has been left to 
secondary legislation. The longer membership is, 

the lower the costs will be for the voluntary sector. 

Conversely, the shorter membership is, the higher 

the costs will be for the voluntary sector. We want 

policy statements and a degree of certainty from 
the Executive, so that we can plan ahead for the 

implementation of the bill’s provisions. 

Mr Swinney: You state in your submission that 

you believe that a cap on disclosure costs for the 

voluntary sector should be set out in the bill. Could 

you say a little more about what format you 
envisage such a cap would take?  

Lucy McTernan: I have already said that we are 

extremely concerned that the aim of making the 

scheme self-financing would be a justification for 

the Executive to raise costs—possibly in short 

order, as has happened with POCSA—to the point 
at which they are simply not absorbable by the 

voluntary sector, either in the phasing-in period or 

thereafter. We would like some reassurance, right 

up front, that the fee cannot go higher than a set 

point in proportion to the income of the voluntary 
sector. We consider that to be of primary 

importance; we also believe that the Finance 

Committee should consider the cap and that the 

Education Committee should also consider it in its 

line-by-line scrutiny of the bill. 

Mr Swinney: I have a question about the 

implications of the POCSA regime. You 

highlighted the fact that disclosure costs have 

increased by 47 per cent in the first year. Can you 

cite any examples of the impact of that on the 

operation of organisations? 

Lucy McTernan: Over the past few months, we 

have been collecting evidence in the form of case 

studies from voluntary organisations. Russell 

Gunson has a few to share with you.  

Russell Gunson: 

Our other case studies reveal other issues to do 
with the direct costs that the new scheme will bring 

to organisations. To give you an example, WRVS 

Scotland—another SCVO member—has 12,000 

volunteers working with vulnerable adults and old 

people across Scotland. It estimates that its 

administration costs in the phasing-in period alone 
will be £250,000. If you replicate that across the 

sector, you see the huge figure that we are talking 

about. 

The main example of an 

organisation that has been affected by the POCSA 

system is that of an SCVO member organisation 
called Youth Scotland, which is the biggest non-

uniformed youth organisation in Scotland. Over 

the POCSA implementation period, that 

organisation has seen a 15 per cent drop in the 

number of clubs, a 9 per cent drop in the number 
of young people attending the clubs, and a 9 per 

cent drop in the number of youth workers—both 

volunteers and paid staff—in the clubs. Youth 

Scotland has just about recovered to pre-POCSA 

levels, but now we have another piece of 

legislation to disrupt its work once again. 

11:15 

Another example is the Scottish Society for 
Autism, which works with a number of autistic 

children and adults and their families, providing 

training, education and support. It is an 

organisation with 600 members of staff and 300 

clients, and it estimates that its direct start-up 

costs will be £15,000. It is already on a tight 
budget and in general the sector’s funding 

environment is getting tighter and tighter. On top 

of that, organisations such as the SSA are being 

asked to find tens of thousands of pounds. We are 

very keen for the Executive to find funds to cover 

the start-up costs and mitigate the administration 
costs. 

The last example is Inspire, an organisation that 

works with children and adults with learning 

difficulties in Aberdeen and across a wide 

geographical area. It provides 51 services, 
including 41 residential services, and has about 

600 members of staff. For that body, the direct 

start-up costs will be about £15,000 in the 

phasing-in period. The administration costs on top 

of that will be huge given its geographical spread. 

Those are just some examples, and we could 
obviously come back with more. 

Dr Murray: 

Lucy McTernan: The examples that Russell 

Gunson mentioned are some of a range that we 

have collected from our member organisations. 

We have aggregated that evidence on the basis of 

our panel and database of the voluntary sector. It 

is fair to say that we are the leading authority on 

the size and shape of the voluntary sector in 
Scotland, which is why it is disappointing that, in 

the desk research that we understand the 

Executive officials did in preparing the financial 

memorandum, they did not ask us for information 

on the number of volunteers and staff members 
who will be affected to support their financial 

The SCVO’s submission states that 

the administrative costs to the voluntary sector will 

be £20 million in total. How did you arrive at that 

estimate? 
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estimates. As we have shown, we have collected 

real-life evidence on the impact of the 

administration and fee costs. 

There is no easy answer to dealing with 

administration costs. We recognise that setting up 
a fund to cover them will probably just add to the 

bureaucracy and transaction costs involved. The 

ultimate solution for those providing public 

services under grant or contract is for them to be 

dealt with by a full-cost recovery regime. Those of 

you who are familiar with the voluntary sector will 
know that that is not widely implemented at the 

moment, but it should be in this aspect as well as 

in others. 

We should consider a system that is smart and 

effective and which can be streamlined and 
implemented effectively. We know anecdotally that 

having to fill in the forms 14 times and getting 

them sent back, for example, is one of the most 

quoted reasons for no longer being a member of a 

management committee or volunteering in a child 

care position. The disclosure regime has had a 
major impact on volunteering, and bureaucracy is 

a large part of that. 

Dr Murray: 

Lucy McTernan: We would be happy to send 

that to you. 

Could you provide the committee 

with the calculation that you did? If it is a large 

piece of work, it could be difficult, but if you could 

give us even a summary of how the figure was 
arrived at, that would be helpful.  

Dr Murray: 

Lucy McTernan: We have some major 

concerns with the calculation as laid out in the 

financial memorandum. We understand the 

argument that the nominal fee process will be 

more effective in the longer term than full checks 

and non-passporting in the current regime. As I 

have said, that has been welcomed by the sector. 
However, to claim that the scheme will save 

money is stretching the point too far. If we take 

into account the cost in the phasing-in period—we 

will assume that it is three years—and calculate 

the savings made in the longer term when there is 

turnover of staff, we estimate that it would take 15 
years or longer for a break-even point to be 

reached. 

The Executive states in the financial 

memorandum that, although it accepts that there 
will be additional costs in the first three years of 

operation, there could be a slight saving over 10 

years. That is assuming that 50 per cent of 

volunteering posts are judged to be within the 

scheme. Is that a reasonable assumption? 

Dr Murray: If you were to suggest alternatives 

to the three-year period during which all staff are 

brought into the scheme and the 10-year 
expiration, if you like, of the scheme, what would 

be your suggestion for a more acceptable lead-in 

period and duration for the scheme? 

Lucy McTernan: Obviously, that is a matter for 

debate. It is fair to say that many voluntary 

organisations have been at the front end of calls 
for an effective regulatory system and disclosure 

system, because we ultimately want children and 

vulnerable adults to be protected. Stretching the 

scheme as far as 10 years might not achieve 

anything, whereas a phasing-in period of three 

years, unless it is properly resourced and 
supported, will be very hard on the voluntary 

sector. We are probably looking at somewhere in 

between—perhaps a four, five or even six-year 

phasing-in period would make the administrative 

costs more bearable. 

Dr Murray: I will ask you about your concerns. 

You expressed concern about the definition of 

“protected adult” because the range of individuals 

who could be considered to be protected adults 

seems to be fairly wide. How will that affect 

organisations? It could be argued that if an 
organisation deals with protected adults or 

vulnerable adults, it does not really matter whether 

a particular individual falls into that category at a 

particular time in their life; the organisation would 

have to go through this procedure anyway 

because it deals with adults in that category. Can 
you elaborate on your concerns? 

Russell Gunson: We have concerns about the 

definition of “protected adult” in the bill. It is a 

service-related definition, which means that it 

could be fairly transient and fluid for organisations 
that provide services outside the regulated setting. 

For regulated organisations, most of the time all 

their clients will be protected adults. They will 

therefore have certainty. However, an ever-

changing proportion of the clients of organisations 

that deliver services outside the regulated setting 
will be protected adults at certain points. We fear 

that it will be an administrative treadmill for those 

organisations to keep up with who is and who is 

not a protected adult at a particular point and 

therefore which of their staff can and cannot be a 

scheme member at a certain point in time. I 
suppose that we would need to work with the 

Executive on a solution to the problem. However, 

we can say categorically that the definition of 

“protected adult” that is used in the bill will cause 

huge problems and will increase administrative 

costs. 

Dr Murray: Can you give an example of the type 

of organisation that might have a problem? 

Russell Gunson: The WRVS, which works with 

vulnerable adults, would be a good example. The 

overwhelming majority of its client group will be 
vulnerable adults, but only a certain proportion of 

its client group will receive the services that the bill 

specifies as meaning that the recipient is a 
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protected adult. Therefore, only a proportion of the 

12,000 volunteers will be allowed to join the 

scheme. The others will either go through the 

existing enhanced disclosure or not be in any kind 

of protection scheme. At certain points, a certain 
proportion of the WRVS’s clients will be protected 

adults, but the proportion will be ever changing 

depending on what services those adults are in 

receipt of. 

Mark Ballard: 

“Parents, not knowing anything about his past and a little 
suspicious, check the guidance on the Disclosure Scotland 
web site about the validity of checks. The guidance is clear 
that” 

In Lucy McTernan’s opening 

statement, she mentioned the need to raise 
awareness of the new scheme. Page 30 of the 

policy memorandum describes the procedure to 

be followed. In the example given, Mr Smith, who 

has been barred from working with children, 

moves to a new town and tries to offer piano 
lessons in his own home. The policy memorandum 

suggests that 

the statement of barred status that Mr Smith is 

offering 

“is out of date. One parent requests that Mr Smith applies 
for a new statement of barred status.” 

That seems to require quite a high level of 

awareness among the public of how the scheme 

should operate and of the time sequence that is 

involved in an individual such as Mr Smith 

obtaining a statement and subsequently being 

barred. I do not see much in the financial 
memorandum to cover the awareness raising that 

will be required to achieve that level of knowledge 

among parents of potentially piano-playing 

children in the town to which Mr Smith has moved. 

Do you share my concern? 

Lucy McTernan:

You are right to take a wider view. Public 

awareness is muddled because of the change 

from the Police Act 1997 to the Protection of 
Children (Scotland) Act 2003 and because of 

stories in the press. What an ordinary parent can 

expect of a voluntary organisation in relation to its 

staff and volunteers is extremely opaque. That can 

only be confused further by the bill, unless a 

comprehensive communications campaign 
accompanies it. 

 We are concerned that the 

financial memorandum does not make sufficient 

allowance for the wide range of training and 

awareness raising that needs to happen. Our main 

focus is on training and awareness raising among 

voluntary organisations, which will need to comply 
with the bill and to work with the new scheme and 

all the changes that will be involved in moving 

from the current system to the new one. 

The financial memorandum allows £1.4 million 

for training and guidance on the vetting and 

barring scheme for the entire child care and 

vulnerable adults workforce. If we look into that in 

a little more detail, we see that £320,000 of it is to 

allow the central registered body in Scotland to 

change its system. That does not allow much for 
general awareness raising. In just the first year of 

POCSA implementation, we managed quickly and 

effectively to use £360,000 in three months to get 

messages and resources out to voluntary 

organisations. 

It is fair to say that we are concerned that the 
financial memorandum significantly 

underestimates what will be needed to ensure that 

people in positions of responsibility and service 

users know what the scheme is all about. 

Mark Ballard: I concur entirely, particularly 

given what I read on page 20 of the policy 

memorandum, which describes what a guide 

leader would have to go through to assess a 

potential new volunteer to be a guider. Do you 

have an estimate of a more realistic cost for 

providing detailed training? If so, is that based on 
the experience of voluntary sector groups of the 

cost of training for POCSA? 

Lucy McTernan:

Concern is felt throughout organisations in the 

sector—including voluntary organisations that the 

financial memorandum says will receive moneys, 

such as the CRBS—that the figures are not based 

on experience. Organisations have not been 

asked to estimate the likely costs of training or 

administration. 

I hesitate to give a categorical 

figure here and now. What we would love to do—

we had hoped to do it in the summer months—is 

sit down with Executive officials, work through the 

methodology of a campaign to raise awareness 

and to train people throughout the voluntary sector 
and put appropriate costings to that. The financial 

memorandum mentions a telephone helpline, yet 

best practice on the most effective telephone 

support exists in the voluntary sector. We could 

probably come up with a much better methodology 
and cost estimate if we were in direct negotiation 

on such issues. 

Jim Mather (Highlands and Islands) (SNP): 

11:30 

I

am interested in the cost of deterred volunteers. I 

have been reading Robert Putnam’s book 

“Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of 

American Community”, which talks about the 

collapse of involvement in volunteering in America. 

I am concerned that deterrence may be worthy of 
more consideration in the financial memorandum. 

Do you have any idea what the percentage of 

fallout of deterred volunteers might be under the 

bill? 

Lucy McTernan: It is difficult to put a number to 

that, because the reasons why people withdraw 
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from volunteering or do not volunteer are 

numerous. We can tell you that the disclosure 

system is now the most often cited reason for 

people to give up positions of responsibility on 

management committees and is one of the major 
barriers to people becoming involved in 

organisations that work with young people. 

The bill is wider and will affect the vast majority 

of voluntary organisations which, by definition, are 

set up to serve vulnerable people. One can 

imagine few positions in voluntary organisations 

that do not involve routine contact with a child, a 
young person or a vulnerable adult. Therefore, the 

full range of organisations will be affected, which is 

a serious concern. The Executive has a widely 

supported volunteering promotion strategy and 

there is a shared commitment—cross-party and 

cross-sector—to improve the level of voluntary 
action and citizen participation in the country. On 

the one hand, the Executive says and does the 

right things to encourage people to become 

involved in their communities but, on the other, it is 

putting practical barriers in their way. We need to 

try to join up those two aspects. 

Jim Mather: Are you aware of any research or 

surveys that have been carried out to get an 
indicative feel of how many deterred volunteers 

may be out there? 

Lucy McTernan: It is hard to predict such 

matters, but on the basis— 

Jim Mather: I was asking whether any research 

has been carried out to try to get a more accurate 

feel of the situation. 

Lucy McTernan: Our colleagues in Volunteer 

Development Scotland have been monitoring that. 

Jim Mather: Does that organisation have data 

on the past levels of volunteering, the current 

trends and the forecasts? 

Lucy McTernan: It has detailed statistics on the 

subject, which we can send to the committee, if 

that would be helpful. 

Jim Mather: Is it possible to put a value on 

volunteers and come up with a figure that would 

augment the financial memorandum? 

Lucy McTernan: Several formulae are used to 

cost or value volunteer time. We could apply some 

of those formulae to give you an idea of the 

possible economic cost of the volunteer flight. 

However, the issue is not purely economic—it is 

wider than that. 

Jim Mather: I accept that totally, but do you 

agree that quantifying that value would make the 

financial memorandum more complete and 

illuminating? 

Lucy McTernan: The fact that the cost to 

volunteering is not mentioned in the financial 
memorandum is a major omission. 

Ms Wendy Alexander (Paisley North) (Lab): I
have a question on the numbers and a general 

point that emerges from the SCVO’s submission. 

Forgive me if I have got this wrong, but the order 

of magnitude of the difference between your 
estimates and the Executive’s is such that it would 

be helpful to bottom out the matter. Your 

submission states that start-up costs will be £3 

million, training costs will be £1 million and 

administration costs will be £20 million. That £20 

million is associated with the figures of 850,000 
volunteers plus 106,000 paid staff. Is it the 

assumption that checking those 950,000-odd 

people once at £26 per head would cost about £20 

million? If so, that cost would be incurred in, say, 

years 1 to 3. Do you have any estimate of what 
the on-going costs would be as a result of people 

becoming volunteers or moving jobs and so on? I 

am trying to get information on what the net on-

going costs would be. The Executive’s assumption 

is that it would be less than £1 million from year 4 

on. Is the figure of £20 million best understood as 
a start-up cost or an on-going running cost? Is that 

the cost to get everybody on the system and, if so, 

what will happen thereafter? 

Lucy McTernan: 

We are still struggling in our work on the longer-

term estimates, because we have a bit of difficulty 

understanding the tables and other information 

that the Executive has provided on the estimates 

of turnover of staff. However, from conversations 
with officials, we know that their estimates of the 

entire workforce turnover vary remarkably from our 

experience of the turnover of staff in the voluntary 

sector under the POCSA regime. That leads us to 

suspect that a lot more work needs to be done to 

develop those estimates. 

Our major concerns are about 

the first three years—assuming that the phasing-in 

period is three years—and about what it will cost 
to get everybody into the scheme to start with. The 

problem is that if we do not get people into the 

scheme effectively in the first three years, many 

volunteers will be deterred and services will be cut 

or closed down. The major concern is the hill that 
we will have to get over in the first three years. 

As we said, we do not expect the initial sum of 

£20 million in red-tape costs to be funded from 

anywhere. However, the start-up costs of fees and 

awareness training are absent from the financial 

memorandum and resources to meet those costs 

will need to be found from somewhere. In fact, 
COSLA identified that in its written evidence. It 

said that the Executive was trying to have it “all 

ways”. At the end of the day, somebody—either 

the individual or the organisation—has to pay. 

That is not highlighted. 

Ms Alexander: For how long will a check have 

effect? 
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Lucy McTernan: Russell Gunson touched on 

the point earlier, when he spoke about the 

expiration of membership of the scheme. As we 

understand it, the current proposal is for 10 years. 

However, on the basis of the figures that we have 
in front of us, we have calculated that, for the 

voluntary sector, it will take 15 years for the 

scheme to break even. However, only two thirds of 

the way through that period, we will have a new 

spike because people will have to have a renewed 

check. 

Ms Alexander: Two issues are obviously at 

stake. I want to ensure that we understand the 

situation fully before we take evidence from the 

Executive officials. First, given that someone will 

not be checked again until year 11, the 
assumption—or hope—is that if they are not an 

offender in year 1, they will not be an offender in 

years 2 to 10. Is that correct? 

Russell Gunson: The scheme will give updates 

on the individual to the organisation if there is a 

change to their barred status or if any new vetting 
information comes through. The scheme will last 

for 10 years and the Executive will provide those 

updates for the full 10-year period. The scheme is 

less about hoping that nothing will happen and 

more about informing an organisation if something 

does happen. 

Ms Alexander: Secondly, by having a 10-year 

time horizon, it does not matter if someone 

changes job, as long as their status does not 

change. Someone can go from being a volunteer 

to being a full-time worker or vice versa, or move 
from the guides to the brownies. Is that correct? 

Russell Gunson: When someone moves job or 

takes on additional employment, they need to go 

through a nominal check. A full check is made at 

the outset for which the proposed cost is £26. The 

nominal check is made each time that the person 
takes on additional work or moves employment.  

Ms Alexander: Is that also true for volunteers? 

Russell Gunson: The bill does not state 

specifically whether the nominal check will apply to 

volunteers or whether it will be free. We assume 

that it will. 

Ms Alexander: So if, over the 10-year period, a 

volunteer moves from the guides to the brownies 

to the rangers, we do not know whether that 

additional check will require to be made each time. 

Russell Gunson: We do not know. That is one 

of the uncertainties that we hope to clarify. 

Ms Alexander: 

“We estimate that there are up to 106,000 paid staff” 

My last question is on your 

submission. You say: 

and 

“850,000 volunteers”, 

so the total number of people involved is 956,000, 

which is equivalent to one in four adults in 

Scotland. The assumption is that in order that 

adults may work with children, we need a vetting 

and barring scheme for one in four adults. You go 
on to say: 

“The proposed Vetting and Barring scheme will be the 
third major upheaval relating to working with vulnerable 
groups in recent times, following only a year after the (as 
yet incomplete) implementation of the Protection of 
Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (PoCSA) provisions. We 
therefore hope that this legislation will create a system that 
will work successfully for many years to come and we will 
work enthusiastically to make this happen.” 

Time precludes us from taking evidence from the 

vast range of voluntary organisations that we know 
have incredibly strong feelings on the subject. 

Your submission is the work of the SCVO policy 

committee. You indicate that a number of your 

member organisations that work with children are 

anxious to see the implementation of the bill. 

However, I cannot believe that many of your other 
member organisations do not consider that the bill 

is a totally unnecessary piece of legislation, which 

risks doing great damage to the spirit of 

volunteering, especially in terms of working with 

children. 

Without straying totally into the policy arena, I 
think that it would be helpful to have a few 

moments of exposition on your views of that area. 

It would help us in our questioning of Executive 

officials. What gaps have you highlighted? How 

many organisations in the sector support the bill? 
Did the SCVO ever consider opposing the bill on 

the ground that we do not need to check one in 

four adults every 10 years to see whether they 

should work with children? What are the potential 

downsides to the checks? I seek an indication of 

the degree of support in the sector for the bill, 
particularly among organisations that work with 

children. Has the bill attracted unanimous support 

among your member organisations and the one in 

four adults in Scotland whom they represent? Do 

they consider it to be a valuable piece of 

legislation? 

Lucy McTernan: 

Having said that, we have made points about 

the bureaucratic burden and the barriers to 
volunteering. The phrase “hammer to crack a nut” 

is one that we hear quite a lot. There is a great 

deal of concern, which is why I said at the 

beginning that we in the SCVO have been 

It is fair to say that many 

people in the voluntary sector, myself included, 

feel very passionately about this subject. However, 

we find ourselves working with an inadequate 

regime that does neither one thing nor the other. 

In the sense that this new piece of legislation will 
hopefully put right some of the problems in the 

current system, you will find that there is quite a lot 

of support for it in the voluntary sector. 
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extremely alert to this agenda ever since it 

became apparent that the Bichard 

recommendations were going to be followed 

through into new legislation as quickly as they 

have been. We are very concerned about it. 

It is not just the SCVO and its policy committee 

that are concerned about this. After only a short 

time, we are already working with 40 major 

networks and voluntary organisations across 

Scotland that have specifically joined a coalition to 

campaign on this issue because they want to 
make sure that the legislation is not rushed and 

that all aspects of its implementation are fully 

considered so that it will work effectively and will 

not have the unintended consequences that many 

fear. 

Ms Alexander: The new regime will bring one in 

four adults in Scotland into the net. The current 

regime is regarded as inadequate so we are going 

to extend the net even further, but there are 

alternative ways to examine the inadequacy of the 

current system without extending the net. How 
many individuals have been caught—I think that 

that is the right phrase—in the current, inadequate 

system? How much of an increase will it be to get 

to 950,000 adults? 

Russell Gunson: Let us be clear that the 

POCSA system affects only new staff or staff 
moving employment at the moment. Disclosure 

Scotland’s figures for the last full year placed the 

total number of checks in the voluntary sector at 

60,000, and the total number of paid checks in the 

voluntary sector at just under 7,500. 

Ms Alexander: That is what I wanted you to 

clarify. The current net captures 67,000— 

Russell Gunson: No, the figure is 60,000 in 

total. 

Ms Alexander: And the new scheme would 

capture 950,000 people. We are not talking about 
a tenfold but a 15-fold increase in the number of 

people caught in the scheme. Does the SCVO 

support that as a matter of policy? Does none of 

your member organisations have anxieties about 

that? It is an order of magnitude to move from 

checking 60,000 to 950,000 people; it sends a 
signal about the place of working with children and 

volunteering; and even the Executive estimates 

that we will spend £100 million on the scheme in 

the next 10 years. There must have been a policy 

discussion about whether the right way to protect 

children is to move from vetting 60,000 people to 
vetting 950,000 people. 

Lucy McTernan: 

Amongst voluntary organisations there is a live 

and passionate debate about whether this is the 

way to protect children and vulnerable adults. I am 

more than happy to share my personal views on 

the subject, but today we are talking about what 
the impact will be on voluntary organisations. 

To be clear, the SCVO 

represents the generic interests of voluntary 

organisations. We are here to say what the impact 

of the proposed legislation will be on voluntary 
organisations. 

It is true that there will be a massive increase in 

the number of people affected by expanding the 

legislation to cover vulnerable adults and bringing 

that in within three, four or five years. We have to 

have serious concerns about whether Disclosure 
Scotland, the CRBS, individual voluntary 

organisations and the networks will be able to 

cope. It is a massive undertaking and that is the 

major point that we have been making to the 

committee today. 

Ms Alexander: 

11:45 

I fear that I am at risk of straying 

into policy dimensions so I will end here by saying 

that we are talking about a minimum of £100 

million during the next 10 years for a scheme that 

will look at individuals only once every 10 years. I 

invite the SCVO to reflect on that before it gives 
policy evidence to the relevant committee. Will it 

continue to support this bill and the signal that it 

will send to the wider community? It will put a huge 

responsibility on the SCVO if it signals support for 

this sort of measure, which risks young people 

feeling that they are being criminalised for their 
desire to volunteer. The issue for this committee is 

whether spending £100 million, as a minimum, on 

a system that looks at an individual only once 

every 10 years represents good value for money 

for the public purse. 

The Convener: I want to pursue the argument 

about proportionality in a slightly different way. I do 

not know whether you will be able to answer the 

question or whether it would be better to pose it to 

the Executive officials. You said that 60,000 
people are checked under the existing system. 

How many individuals fail that check? 

Lucy McTernan: The easiest way to answer 

that is to refer to the number of people who are 

currently on the lists that are checked against. The 

Executive will be able to tell you about that better 
than I can, but the last I heard was that the 

number of people was still fewer than 100. 

Russell Gunson: I think that it is just over 100. 

Lucy McTernan: It goes back to the point about 

the hammer and the nut. We are checking a fifth 

or a quarter of the adult population of Scotland 
against a list of 100. 

The Convener:

Are some voluntary sector organisations more 

likely to come across people in that category than 

 A quarter of the population of 

Scotland is being checked, at £20 a person. 
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others for which the possibility is extremely 

remote? Let us take the example of the brownies. 

It is not impossible that somebody who wishes to 

be a brownie leader would fail the disclosure test, 

but I suspect that that is more unlikely to happen 
with the brownies than with other organisations, 

given the type of individual who might come 

forward and the client group. Is the checking 

particularly disproportionate for organisations such 

as the brownies or guides? Other organisations 

that deal with a different client group or which 
attract a different type of volunteer, might have a 

better hit rate—if you want to put it like that—in 

terms of preventing people taking up inappropriate 

jobs. 

Lucy McTernan: It is hard to generalise about 

what route one of the relatively small number of 

people who might want to abuse children or 

vulnerable adults will take. Presumably, they will 

take the route with the least risk of their being 

caught out. It is fair to say that the vast majority of 

voluntary organisations operate high levels of 
scrutiny, recruitment discipline and supervision of 

their staff and offer the highest levels of service to 

the children and vulnerable adults involved. I 

would have thought that the levels of risk in 

voluntary organisations are, arguably, lower than 

they are elsewhere in unregulated parts of the 
community that deal with kids and adults. 

The Convener: I want to focus on 

proportionality. Would it be common sense to have 

a phasing-in system that was geared towards the 

vulnerable groups or organisations for which an 
external disclosure process is particularly relevant, 

rather than towards organisations for which it 

might be less relevant, bearing it in mind that 

someone inappropriate could seek work with any 

voluntary organisation? Is there an issue with the 

one-size-fits-all approach, which is 
disproportionate in relation to different kinds of 

organisations? 

Lucy McTernan: Very much so. In response to 

the proposals in the original consultation on the 

bill, the SCVO made suggestions about how the 

system could be tailored, with different tiers for 
different types and sizes of organisation, to reduce 

the bureaucratic burden and account for the 

different levels of risk. However, we see no 

recognition of that in the bill. We would value the 

opportunity to talk about that further. 

The Convener: If I interpret correctly what you 

say, you believe that there is an argument for a 

hierarchy to be adopted for the introduction of the 

new system—assuming that it is introduced—

whereby an organisation’s need for the proposed 

procedure or the appropriateness of such a 
procedure to the type of activity in which the 

organisation is involved might be taken into 

account. For some organisations, the procedure 

will barely be appropriate. Is that a fair summary? 

Lucy McTernan: Again, it is hard to generalise 

because the type of organisation is of less 

relevance than the type of service that the 
individual is involved in providing or the type of 

post or role that they have, and how routinely they 

come into unsupervised contact with a vulnerable 

person. As you say, it is extremely difficult to 

create a one-size-fits-all scheme that will cover all 

the different ways in which voluntary organisations 
or other public or private sector services interact 

with vulnerable people. 

The Convener: I am anxious to find out whether 

the whole elaborate bureaucratic system is geared 

to covering backs—perhaps in government or 
perhaps elsewhere—when the problem that it is 

supposed to deal with could, as you have 

highlighted, be dealt with much more cost 

effectively in a different way. Is that the view of the 

SCVO and its partner organisations? 

Lucy McTernan: The SCVO’s current policy is 

that we want the existing POCSA regime to be 

reformed to put right some of the problems that 

are deterring volunteers and costing the voluntary 

sector a great deal of money. However, many 

people in the voluntary sector, including me, would 

say that if we looked at the issue again from the 
other side, we might arrive at a completely 

different conclusion. 

The Convener: Most of the different 

conclusions that would be arrived at would be less 

costly for the voluntary sector than the one that is 
proposed in the bill. 

Lucy McTernan: I would argue that they would 

be less costly not just for the voluntary sector, but 

for Scotland as a whole. The more we undermine 

voluntary action, the more we undermine our 

communities. 

Mr Andrew Arbuckle (Mid Scotland and Fife) 
(LD): What will the million people who go through 

the proposed procedure get for their fee, which will 

be £20-odd or perhaps more? Given that an hour’s 

checking will be done every 10 years, how 

thorough is the process? There are a million 
people to check. Surely the cursory nature of the 

checking means that it will be quite easy for 

people to slip through the net. 

Russell Gunson: The Executive’s proposals 

are that the full check—which will cost £26—will 

give the individual who goes through it 
membership of the vetting and barring scheme, 

which will mean that Disclosure Scotland’s central 

barring unit will be able to update the individual’s 

scheme record when their circumstances change 

and to pass on those updates to the organisations 
for which the individual works. Whether any 

system can handle a throughput of more than 
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956,000 people is an open question. I suggest that 

that is a question for the Executive. 

Mr Arbuckle: Will you expand on that? Surely 

the follow-up work and the completeness of an 

individual’s record are more important than the 
initial registration. 

Russell Gunson: That is right. The scheme will 

stand or fall on the updating of its records and the 

passing on of those updates to the organisations 

concerned. It remains to be seen how effective the 

scheme will be—or we can ask the Executive now. 

Lucy McTernan:

Another set of issues relates to the cross-border 

operation of the legislation and whether we can 

get information from elsewhere in the UK in the 
context of people’s movements and their taking up 

new jobs. Three of the staff in my after-school club 

are Polish and we have no information about them 

from their previous jobs when they were in 

Warsaw six months ago. The effectiveness of how 
people come to be on the list in the first place and 

the updating of the information that supports it is a 

big question that nobody has yet fully answered. 

 Many of the questions about 

the bill have been about whether the new system 

of checking against the combined list can work 

and where the information that puts someone on 

the list in the first place comes from. Some of that 

falls back on the voluntary sector. Under the 

current system and the proposed new system, 
there is an obligation on people in positions of 

responsibility in voluntary organisations to refer to 

the list if they have suspicions about individuals. 

Whether that duty is effective is as yet untested in 

the first year of operation of POCSA.  

Mr Arbuckle: My question is an extension of the 

convener’s. You indicated that the voluntary sector 

is worth £2.5 billion to the Scottish economy. You 

also said that you expect volunteers to melt away 

if the bill is enacted. How do you break up the £2.5 
billion? Is half of it sports clubs, or a quarter of it 

the elderly sector? Which sectors are most 

vulnerable to the bill’s provisions? 

The Convener: That sounds more like a policy 

than a financial question. 

Mr Arbuckle: I got the £2.5 billion into it as a 

starter. 

Lucy McTernan: Our concern is not so much 

about finances. There are around 50,000 voluntary 

organisations in Scotland and the vast majority of 
them are small and local and in the fields of sport, 

arts and leisure. The big service providers in social 

care for children and vulnerable adults are smaller 

in number but larger in scale. Now that the bill 

extends provision beyond children and young 
people to vulnerable adults, it will probably affect 

45,000 of the 50,000 voluntary organisations. 

Ms Alexander: I want to press you for even the 

roughest estimate of how many of the 850,000 

volunteers in Scotland—or one in four adults—will 

cross the line during any year and therefore 

require to be rechecked. We will also ask the 

Executive officials about that. As in the case of the 

council tax, I suspect that the number is much 
higher than the Government envisages. I will offer 

you a scenario in a moment, but for now, do you 

have any estimate of how many of those 850,000 

might move from year to year from the brownies to 

the guides to the rangers and then back to the 

brownies? On your current understanding, if an 
individual were to do that, would they need to be 

rechecked every year and therefore four times in 

10 years rather than once? 

Lucy McTernan: We could look at the 60,000 

people who are caught by the current regime and 
find out how many of them hold multiple checks. I 

am one such person—I have two checks because 

I volunteer in two different places that affect young 

people. The current record held by one person is 

37 checks, but that is just anecdotal and we could 

explore the subject more systematically if we 
wanted to. You are absolutely right to make the 

commonsense point that volunteers are likely to 

volunteer in a number of different ways with 

several organisations, which means that under the 

new proposals, they will have to get a new 

nominal check—the £15 or slightly cheaper 
version—on numerous occasions. The new 

system offers some advantages, but it is not as 

simple as it looks. 

Ms Alexander: You said that you have had two 

checks and somebody else has had 37. That is 
partly caused by the definition of what constitutes 

an organisation. Suppose I take my children to 

church on a Sunday morning and I help out at the 

crèche. Then the children get a bit older and I take 

them to the Sunday school for three to four-year-

olds. When I move from the crèche to the Sunday 
school, do I need a £15 redisclosure check, as you 

understand it under the current system? I offer a 

brownies to guides analogy. 

Russell Gunson: I am sorry, what was the 

first— 

Ms Alexander: The first example was helping 

out with the crèche for babies on Sunday morning 

at 11 o’clock and then taking my children to 

Sunday school when they turn three. On your best 

estimate, would I require the £15 check when 

moving the children from crèche to Sunday 

school? 

Russell Gunson: At your crèche you would 

take a full check at £26. Three or four years later 

when you went to the Sunday school, you would 

take a nominal check at £10. However, those fees 

are not set in stone by any means. 
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12:00 

Ms Alexander: 

How can the Finance Committee support a bill 
that is so open-ended in its potential financial 

impact over the next decade that we cannot begin 

to estimate what will happen in the Sunday 

morning example that I just gave? I do not want 

people to be breaking the law, and I do not want 
us to be running up bills of hundreds of pounds, 

when people are just trying to be decent human 

beings. 

You may perhaps not want to 

comment on this—we will also ask the officials—

but on a Sunday morning when I help out at the 

crèche, the Sunday school or the youth fellowship, 
somebody might not turn up and I might ask my 

husband to come and help. It seems to me that, 

with the way the system is currently structured, we 

could easily oscillate 37 times backwards and 

forwards through the system. 

Lucy McTernan:

Friends and colleagues in the faith communities 
have told the SCVO that churches and other faith 

groups are also caught by this problem. 

Technically, they are not voluntary organisations, 

but they will be affected because of the level of 

volunteering in their groups. Your example of a 
crèche, a youth fellowship or whatever is relevant. 

 We are already in the kind of 

situation that you describe, and have been since 

the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003. It 
may be only for roles that are connected to 

children rather than to vulnerable adults, but 

people are already having to decide whether they 

have one, two, three or more roles, or whether 

they help out on Sunday mornings or not. 

The impact of the present legislation is 

widespread. The impact of the new legislation will 

be spread even wider, because it will also affect 

posts related to vulnerable adults. Because the 

proposal is to bring everybody into the scheme in 
a relatively short period, there will be an enormous 

hill to climb if the legislation is to be effective. 

Ms Alexander: How has the figure risen from 

60,000 to 850,000 volunteers? Forgive our 

collective ignorance, but that increase cannot be 

entirely due to including roles related to vulnerable 
adults. Some of the increase must be due to roles 

related to children. 

Lucy McTernan:

Under the new proposals it seems that, over the 
three years of the phasing-in period, everybody 

who has already been checked will have to be 

rechecked, and everybody who has not been 

checked but who is in a post will have to be added 

to the scheme as well. That is how you get from 

the current 60,000 checks to the projected 
850,000 checks on volunteers. 

 Under the current system, you 

have to be checked when you take up a new job 

or when you move from one job to another. I have 

started two volunteering jobs that are new to me 
so I have had to have two checks. Other people 

who are teachers or social workers or workers in 

voluntary organisations, but who also volunteer, 

can find themselves having a whole raft of checks. 

The Convener: 

12:03 

I thank the witnesses for a very 

lively session. 

Meeting suspended.

12:07 

On resuming—

The Convener: I welcome officials from the 

Scottish Executive: Andrew Mott is the bill team 

leader; Claire Monaghan is head of the children 

and families division of the Scottish Executive 
Education Department; Ian Storrie is from the 

children, young people and social care economics 

team of the analytical services unit; and Michael 

Proctor is an additional witness. I do not know 

where he is from so perhaps he could tell us. 

Michael Proctor (Scottish Executive 
Education Department): I am from the children 

and families division of the Education Department 

and am taking the lead in setting up the new 

agency that is to be created. 

The Convener: Thank you. The panel may 

make a short opening statement, as the previous 
panel did, before we ask questions. 

Claire Monaghan (Scottish Executive 
Education Department):

Proportionality was a strong theme in the 

previous evidence-taking session. I do not want to 

tread on policy territory because the committee is 
focusing on the financial memorandum to the bill, 

but it is worth making a couple of factual points 

about how the new scheme will work.  

 Given the statement 

that was made and what was said in the earlier 

evidence-taking session, we welcome the 
opportunity to discuss the finer details of the 

financial memorandum to the Protection of 

Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. 

Currently, the disclosure regime checks around 

450,000 people. The figure of 67,000 relates to the 

number of volunteers rather than the number of 
overall checks. We are talking about multiplying 

checks by a factor of two rather than 15 by 

extending into the protected adults scheme. I 

accept that the latter would seem a ridiculous 

scaling. 

Another critical factor about how the new 
scheme will work is that there will not be a check 

once every 10 years; rather, scheme membership 
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will have a 10-year life cycle. When a person 

becomes a member of the scheme, they will go 

through a full disclosure check process that is 

similar to the current disclosure check process, in 

which information is drawn from the criminal 
history system and relevant local police force 

intelligence. The disadvantage of the current 

system is that a point-in-time check is made that is 

valid only on that day, which is why multiple 

checks must take place for people who move from 

the guides to the rainbows and through the 
system, for example, or for teachers who help with 

Sunday schools and swimming clubs. The new 

system’s move away from a system in which 

multiple checks must be made is one of its major 

strengths.  

From listening to the evidence that has been 

given and reading written submissions, I do not 

think that the reduction in bureaucracy that will 

result from the proposals has been recognised as 

a factor that sits alongside the costs that will be 

involved. One thing that frustrates organisations is 
the endless bureaucracy and form filling. People 

will become scheme members, and as they move 

around the system, a much swifter updated check 

will take place. For the vast majority of people, 

there will be no new information. Around 10 per 

cent of current checks identify information on 
conviction or intelligence, and there is no reason 

to suppose that that will vary significantly in the 

new system. There is information on only a 

relatively small number of people at the moment. 

The other major advantage of the new system 
relates to the disqualification system. Currently, 

the number of names on the list is relatively 

small—I think that there are about 117 names on 

it, which I recognise may make the scheme seem 

disproportionate, given that we are potentially 

vetting 1 million people—but the problem is that 
people can be put on the list only through a court 

referral after conviction, which is still a relatively 

new provision, or when an organisation makes a 

referral. Under the new system, when someone 

applies for scheme membership and a raft of 

conviction or intelligence information suggests that 
they are unsuitable to work with children, it will be 

possible for the first time to disqualify them at the 

point of application.  

The background to POCSA was the Dunblane 

massacre, and the background to the bill is in part 

the need to dovetail the provisions in Scotland with 
the Safeguarding of Vulnerable Groups Bill in 

Westminster, which is a response to the Bichard 

inquiry that followed the Soham tragedy. 

Intelligence existed in Soham but was not 

captured. 

When one considers the policy, it would be easy 

to make an initial judgment that the system feels 

disproportionate and that we are looking for a 

needle in a haystack. However, that needle in the 

haystack can do an incredible amount of harm. By 

bringing together the systems in the way that the 

bill will do, we will reduce the bureaucracy that 

frustrates many users of the current system. 

On the financial aspects, we acknowledge that 

the bill’s provisions are complex and interrelated 

and that, to a certain extent, that carries through to 

the financial memorandum. In generating the best 

estimates of how much the bill will cost, finessing 

the detail and producing the financial 
memorandum, we have benefited considerably 

from the operating experience of Disclosure 

Scotland since 2002 and the 20-plus months of 

the disqualification list. 

We readily acknowledge that the implementation 
of POCSA did not go terribly well and I am 

sympathetic to the SCVO’s concerns about that. 

However, we have learned a huge amount from 

the past four years of operating the systems and, 

as a consequence, the financial memorandum has 

a much stronger and more robust basis. 

It is also worth concurring with the SCVO on the 

fact that implementation is the key to getting the 

system right. Partly due to the difficulties that 

arose around POCSA, we have invested heavily in 

implementation. We have 10 work streams sitting 

behind the legislation, one of which is a voluntary 
sector work stream, so that we can work with the 

regulatory bodies, local authorities and the 

voluntary sector on details such as the 

determination thresholds and transitional 

arrangements.  

We accept that the legislation, of which the 

financial memorandum is one component, could 

be skewed if we do not get the implementation 

detail right. We are on message with the concerns 

of the SCVO. We do not necessarily share all of 

those concerns, because we have learned a huge 
amount and are working proactively with the whole 

sector, but I reassure the committee that the 

Executive has the issues at the centre of our radar 

and is working through them. 

We make it clear in the financial memorandum 

that the costings are based on a set of 
assumptions and estimates. Those have been 

made to generate a set of figures; they are not 

predetermined decisions, particularly those on 

fees, the programme of retrospective checking 

and the duration of scheme membership, all of 

which will be the subject of secondary legislation. 
The reason for taking that route is that we 

recognise the significant impact that those 

dimensions and issues can have on users, so we 

want to have the opportunity to get things 

absolutely right, so that implementation is not 
flawed. 
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12:15 

I would like to say something about retrospective 

checking, given that it has featured so 

significantly. There is nothing in the bill that 

requires a church or an employer to insist on 
everyone in their workforce or everyone who helps 

out at the Sunday school being a scheme 

member. That is one of the distinctions between 

the system that is proposed for Scotland and the 

system that is being developed down south. Down 

south, it will be an offence to have someone 
undertaking regulated work who is not a scheme 

member. We have not adopted that approach in 

Scotland, precisely to avoid the concern that was 

raised earlier about bringing a lot of people into 

the category of potential offenders.  

It will be an offence for someone who is 

disqualified from working with children or protected 

adults to undertake regulated work and for an 

employer to employ someone who is on the 

disqualification list to do such work. However, it 

will not be an offence to have someone who is not 
a scheme member doing such work. Therefore, 

the policy is positioned as a tool for employers to 

use as part of a safer recruitment policy, but not as 

an essential element.  

Therefore, in some ways the concerns about 

retrospective checking are artificial. The provisions 
are to do with managing the process, so that we 

do not end up taking Disclosure Scotland into 

meltdown because everyone decides on day one 

to push a million people through the process. It will 

not be necessary for every single person to 
become a scheme member. However, the finer 

detail of the policy is that with scheme 

membership will come the safeguard of 

continuous updating.  

There will be parallel databases and scheme 

membership criminal history systems, so if 
someone subsequently does something that 

suggests that they might become unsuitable to 

work with children, that will raise a flag and 

information will be sent to the central barring unit. 

Employers will have the reassurance not only that 

somebody has been through a system that has 
demonstrated that they are not unsuitable to work 

with children, but that if something that suggests 

that a person is becoming unsuitable is flagged 

the employer will be notified of that.  

I hope that that was a helpful contextualisation 

of the financial memorandum. We are happy to 

answer any questions.  

Mr Swinney: 

“SCVO was disappointed overall with the consultation 
process for the Bill.” 

You said that there had been a 

robust consultation process involving other 

organisations. I refer you to the consultation 

response that the committee received from the 

SCVO, which stated: 

It also said that the Executive proposals that were 

discussed with the SCVO  

“were less than fully worked up.” 

This morning, we have heard from the SCVO 

about the consultation process and about the fact 

that the promised consultation on the financial 

memorandum did not materialise until much later 

in the process. Can you shed some light on how 
the consultation process operated and also tell us 

what information has been fed to ministers about 

the concerns of organisations such as the SCVO 

about the financial implications of the bill? 

Claire Monaghan: Andrew Mott will outline the 

consultation process that was used in producing 
the bill. 

Andrew Mott (Scottish Executive Education 
Department): 

Therefore, we started off with quite a robust and 

successful series of consultation events in March 

and April, but it was only as we finalised the 

provisions in the bill that much of the fine detail fell 
into place. 

In March and April, we held a 

number of consultation events. At first we issued 

an open invitation, and then we tried to ensure that 

a representative sample of employers and users 
from all the different sectors was there. At that 

stage, the proposals were a lot broader and not as 

focused as they are in the bill, so we asked about 

what costs would be acceptable and got a range 

of figures back. Over the summer, we have 

worked up the detail of the policy from the 
consultation. It is only as one develops the detail 

of the policy that the costings come into sharper 

focus. As we were doing that, we had in our minds 

the feedback from the earlier events. The SCVO 

and others are also on the implementation group 
that we have, which meets every month to discuss 

relevant issues. 

Claire Monaghan: I am not sure about the 

background to your point about the financial 

memorandum and consultation. A commitment 

was not made to consult on the financial 

memorandum, although a commitment has been 
made to consult on all aspects of the secondary 

legislation, especially the fees, because we 

recognise the concern that exists in relation to 

those, particularly given the increase in Disclosure 

Scotland fees. Importantly, the bill provides for 
what we see as maximum flexibility around fees, 

although they will be subject to secondary 

legislation. They will not be “open-ended”, as was 

stated earlier. 

Mr Swinney: 

“The fee structure is still to be decided.” 

It is rather difficult for the Finance 

Committee to act as a guarantor of the public 
interest on an issue such as this when paragraph 

201 of the financial memorandum states: 
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Perhaps “maximum flexibility” is the new definition 

of open-ended; it sounds pretty open-ended to me. 

We have before us a financial memorandum that 

talks about one of the key determinants of the way 

in which the economics of the bill add up; yet, it 
states: 

“The fee structure is still to be decided.” 

Claire Monaghan: There is a distinction 

between the costs of the scheme, which are set 

out in the financial memorandum, and how those 

costs will be recovered, which is the fee structure. 

The financial memorandum sets out three possible 

options, but there are other options. For example, 

it might be decided that a subscription approach is 
the right way. That is the sort of thing that will be 

teased out in secondary legislation. 

Mr Swinney: 

We are being told that  

Paragraph 205 of the financial 

memorandum sets out the experience with 

POCSA. The fee was set but there was a lower 

than expected take-up rate, so it had to be 
increased by 47 per cent to balance the books. 

Given that recent experience, can you understand 

the nervousness of the Finance Committee about 

agreeing a similar proposition? The one that we 

have before us is styled on the same model—in 

effect, the fee will relate to the number of 
applications that are processed.  

“The fee structure is still to be decided”, 

and in the past few months, there has been a 47 

per cent increase in the fee for disclosure 

applications under POCSA. 

Claire Monaghan:

By way of illustration, the financial memorandum 
sets out three different fee models that could flow 

from those costs, to provide the reassurance that 

the committee seeks around the possible 

consequences for the sector. Overall, there will not 

be a significant increase in the fee to the average 
user of the system, as most people go through 

multiple checks within the existing system. If there 

are existing applicants and then nominal checks 

on that pattern, there will not be a significant 

increase. 

 It is worth recording the fact 

that the 47 per cent increase covers four years of 

operation; it is not a 47 per cent increase over a 
short period of time, although I am not saying that 

the increase is not large—47 per cent is 47 per 

cent. However, the key aspect of the financial 

memorandum is the overall costs of the scheme, 

rather than the fee that is set. 

Andrew, do you want to add to that? 

Andrew Mott:

The financial memorandum goes into a lot of 

detail and we have had to make a number of 

assumptions. For example, one of the underlying 
assumptions is that, broadly speaking, activity 

levels will not change. At the moment, a demand 

is placed on the disclosure system whenever 

someone changes post and an application is 

made. Our assumption is that that kind of 

employment activity will remain constant. Against 
that background, we consider how much more 

efficiently the new scheme will operate than the 

current system, in which someone has to apply for 

enhanced disclosure every time they change post. 

I do not know whether that is helpful. 

 It might be helpful to take a step 

back. The current system has no memory, so if 

someone reapplies for an enhanced disclosure, all 

the same checks have to be done again. The 

financial memorandum basically says that a 

certain amount of money needs to be spent on 

linking up information technology systems. Much 

boils down to ensuring that the police criminal 

history system, the Disclosure Scotland systems 
and the listing systems are all joined up. If there is 

that up-front investment in joining up the systems 

and the system has memory—if there is a scheme 

record that is, if you like, the corporate memory of 

an individual—the system can be run more 

efficiently and protection can be improved. We 
believe that the numbers make sense if you take a 

step back and look at it from that perspective. 

Mr Swinney: 

“The fee structure is still to be decided.” 

We still have in front of us a 

financial memorandum that tells us: 

I find that an obstacle to signing off the financial 
memorandum. 

Let us move on to another issue. Paragraph 224 

of the financial memorandum states:  

“no additional

However, the submission from COSLA describes 

that paragraph rather colourfully as “naive”. 

COSLA then makes the substantial point that, in 

the past six months, local authorities were 

responsible for 46,000 applications to Disclosure 

Scotland, representing a cost of £920,000, with 

 cost will be incurred by local authorities”. 

“very little retrospective checking of existing staff.” 

Given the fact that local authorities are responsible 

for three quarters of the disclosures that are 
processed by Disclosure Scotland, meaning that 

they employ a significant proportion of the people 

who would have to be checked under a year-zero 

scheme such as the one that is being proposed, 

how can you say that there will be no additional 

cost to local authorities? By and large, local 
authorities will pick up the tab for the disclosure 

requirements of their staff. 

Andrew Mott: There are two elements to that. 

The first is a bit of a sideline but it is worth 

mentioning that local authorities pay for the 

disclosure checks of some individuals as a matter 
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of practice, although there is no legal obligation on 

them to do so. Leaving that to one side, the 

important thing is to look at the 10-year time 

horizon. We believe that the cheaper and easier 

nominal checks—which, we hope, will be easier to 
administrate—should not incur an additional cost 

over that time period. That is our basic argument. 

For example, in social work, the current 

procedure, I think, is that checks are done every 

three years. With scheme membership, local 

authorities could move away from that necessity. 

Mr Swinney: 

“no 

Yes, but COSLA makes the fair 

point that there will be a substantial upsurge in the 

number of local authority staff who will require to 

be disclosure checked in the first three years in 

order to gain admission to the scheme. Off the top 
of my head, I cannot think how many local 

authority staff come into contact with children, but 

it will be a heck of a lot more than 46,000. If they 

all have to go through the system in the first three 

years, the financial memorandum is weak in 

saying that 

additional

Notwithstanding the fact that local authorities do 

not have a statutory duty to pay the fee for 

disclosure checks for their staff, most local 
authorities would think it reasonable to pay if an 

individual member of staff worked with children or 

protected adults in the course of their professional 

responsibilities. 

 cost will be incurred by local authorities.” 

12:30 

Andrew Mott: Your question takes us back to 

the point about the need to consider the 10-year 
horizon— 

Mr Swinney: I do not understand the point that 

you are making. There will be a three-year start-up 

period, will there not? 

Andrew Mott: Yes. 

Mr Swinney: I thought that everyone would 

have to be checked within those three years. 

Claire Monaghan: That is the assumption that 

was used to generate the costings in the financial 

memorandum, but it is not a legal obligation under 

the terms of the scheme. 

Mr Swinney: 

“no 

The beauty of a financial 

memorandum is that it contains—I hope—

definitive financial assumptions that can be tested. 

I am testing the assumption that local authority 
staff will be checked within three years and I want 

to get a feel for the financial implications of such 

an approach. In paragraph 224 of the financial 

memorandum, you say: 

additional

I am pretty sure that that would not be the case. 

 cost will be incurred by local authorities as 
a result of the introduction of the new vetting and barring 
scheme.” 

Claire Monaghan: I will invite our economist to 

answer you in detail. However, the key point about 

paragraph 224 is that it refers to a 10-year life 

cycle. We accept that costs will not be evenly 

distributed during that period. 

Mr Swinney: Members of the Finance 

Committee have a problem. COSLA tells us that in 

the three-year initial period—let us say from 2007 

to 2010—local authorities will be financially up 

against the buffers and will have to find an extra 

£X million because of the bill. We must come to a 
judgment on that. In theory, there could be no 

costs over a 10-year period—I could manage 

away all sorts of costs over 10 years. However, 

there will be costs in the first three years—unless I 

am getting something wrong. 

Claire Monaghan: The key point is the 

interaction between overall costing and the fee 

structure. For example, a decision could be taken 

to spread the cost evenly over 10 years by having 

an annual scheme membership that carried 

forward. The cost could be evenly distributed 
rather than front-loaded on to users of the system. 

I accept the difficulty that the committee— 

Mr Swinney: With the greatest of respect, that 

is not what is proposed, as I understand it. 

Claire Monaghan: In the financial 

memorandum, the overall costs are calculated and 
illustrations are produced about how costs might 

be distributed on the basis of three different fee 

models. 

The Convener: The Finance Committee 

operates with two budget time perspectives: next 
year’s budget and its implications; and the longer-

term spending review period, which is normally 

three years. Therefore, in a sense, an attempt to 

claim that future spending review periods might 

compensate for costs in the current spending 

review period is not relevant to the framework in 
which we operate. 

Ian Storrie (Scottish Executive Education 
Department): The costs are in the financial 

memorandum. We place the costs on individuals, 

because the legislative requirement for the 

payment of the disclosure fee falls on the 
individual. We have no robust evidence of how 

much employers pay. If employers choose to pay 

the costs themselves, which they might, that is a 

matter of employment practice. Indeed, I will put 

on my economist’s hat and say that whether 

employers are, ultimately, paying the cost is 
challengeable, given that they might simply pay 

£20 a year less in salaries or £20 a year more in 

council tax. We did not feel comfortable about 

making such assumptions so, in the financial 

memorandum, we made the assumption that 
because the legal burden falls on the individual, 
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the cost will fall on the individual and not on the 

local authority. 

Dr Murray: The SCVO said in evidence to the 

committee that it was not content with the 

consultation on the cost of the scheme. On the 
basis of evidence from its member organisations 

on the cost of POCSA, the SCVO calculated that 

the burden on the voluntary sector would be 

around £20 million. Will you comment on that? 

Andrew Mott: 

It is possible to overplay the administrative 
costs. [Interruption.] Did I say something wrong? 

We would be interested to know 

how the £20 million figure was assembled. The 
scheme will operate at different levels, the first of 

which is the disclosure costs that arise when a 

person is recruited—we talked a bit about the fee 

in that context. Next, there is the duty to refer. We 

argue that good employers and voluntary 
organisations are concerned about the welfare of 

vulnerable groups, and the trigger for referral is 

serious. The employer or voluntary organisation 

must have dismissed the person or transferred 

them to other work. Referral would not happen on 

a whim. The organisation will already be doing a 
lot of work to manage the issue in the setting. The 

duty to refer is part of a tool to ensure that, if an 

organisation thinks that someone is not suitable to 

work with vulnerable groups, that is confirmed by 

their being put on a list so that they cannot work 

with vulnerable groups in other settings. 

The Convener: No. We closed the blinds 

because we decided not to have the sun 

streaming into your face. 

Mr McAveety: This is the point at which the 

interrogation gets harder. 

Dr Murray: I take your point that the cost is 

theoretically borne by the individual and not by the 

employer, but you are widening the scope 

considerably by introducing the concept of a 
protected adult. If local authorities pay for checks 

on their employees, they will incur costs because 

they have large pools of people who work with 

protected adults. The SCVO said that it is difficult 

for those in the non-registered sector to know who 

needs to be registered and who does not. 
Because the definition of “protected adult” is rather 

loose, it is difficult to assess the cost of including 

that group of vulnerable people in the provisions. 

Andrew Mott: It is important to bear it in mind 

that local authorities and others already do 

enhanced disclosure checks on people who work 
with vulnerable adults. There might be a shift to 

focus on the vulnerable adults who are relevant in 

this context, but it is not as if there is no activity on 

that front at the moment. 

Ian Storrie: On the point about displacement, 

local authorities would still do all the checks if 

there was no disclosure system, but the disclosure 

system brings together the many checks into a 

one-stop shop. That is a useful tool for employers 

because, otherwise, they would have to go to lots 

of different people to gather the information that 
they need as part of safer recruitment practice. 

Smaller voluntary sector organisations and smaller 

employers are likely to lack the resources or the 

understanding of how to interpret the information 

and I suggest that Disclosure Scotland reduces 

the administrative burden. 

Dr Murray: Some of your calculations are based 

on the estimate that 50 per cent of volunteers will 

require to go through the process. Is that based on 

the current disclosure process? 

Ian Storrie: 

The information also stated that 74 per cent of 

volunteers participate in activities that will 
definitely involve their being subject to the 

provisions in the bill, so we had two outliers. 

Because 32 per cent definitely have contact and 

74 per cent was the other extreme, we used 50 

per cent as an arbitrary mid-point. We believe that 
between 32 and 74 per cent of volunteers will fall 

under the bill’s provisions. 

It is based on evidence from 

Volunteer Development Scotland, but it is an 

arbitrary assumption. Volunteer Development 

Scotland gave us a list of reasons why people 

volunteer and it is fair to say that not all volunteers 

will fall under the provisions of the bill. I am not 

particularly strong on the definitions, but the 
information stated that 68 per cent of volunteers 

raise money. We assume that the other 32 per 

cent have contact with children and will therefore 

fall under the provisions of the bill. 

Dr Murray: 

“the total volume of activity will change, as will the cost of 
subsidy to the Scottish Ministers”. 

Would it not therefore have been 

better to present a range of costs in the financial 

memorandum? Paragraph (i) of section 201 in the 

financial memorandum states that, if the 50 per 
cent assumption is wrong, 

If you have a range of estimates, for figures from 

32 to 67 per cent, would it not have been better to 

produce a range of costs based on that? 

Ian Storrie: The financial memorandum, with 

model 3, contains figures for the worst-case 

scenario, which is that 100 per cent of volunteers 

will fall under the scheme. 

Dr Murray: I do not want to stray too far into the 

policy, because the Education Committee will deal 

with that, but I am a bit puzzled by Claire 
Monaghan’s comment in her introductory remarks 

that people will not have to be in the scheme—that 

they will more or less be able to volunteer to be in 

it and will not be forced to be part of it. If people 
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are not forced to be part of the scheme, what on 

earth is the point of it in the first place? 

Claire Monaghan: 

The route that we have chosen will mean that 
such issues at the boundaries will not be 

problematic. We know that the vast majority of 

large employers already have everybody fully 

disclosure checked and that they will have their 

staff as scheme members in the new system. 

However, it will not be an offence for smaller 
organisations to have people who are not scheme 

members undertake regulated work. The 

measures are part of safer recruitment overall. 

The key point is that it will 

not be an offence for someone to undertake 

regulated work while they are not a scheme 
member. The only way in which an employer or a 

voluntary organisation will know that somebody is 

not disqualified from working with children will be 

by pursuing the scheme membership route. One 

of the reasons for not creating an offence, as has 

happened in England and Wales, is that we 
acknowledge that issues will arise at the 

boundaries. One issue concerns understanding 

whether work is regulated. Another is that, to use 

Wendy Alexander’s example, if we had such an 

offence and if a person did not turn up for Sunday 
school and somebody else was telephoned to 

help, that person would be committing an offence 

if they were not a scheme member. That would be 

an extremely unfortunate unintended 

consequence of the bill. 

Dr Murray: I understand the benefit in that 

approach for smaller organisations, but does that 
not illustrate a problem with the entire approach? It 

is either too prescriptive or, if we relax it, we 

remove the protection. There may be many small 

organisations that deal with children or protected 

adults and which may not be responsible in 

employing people in the way that larger voluntary 
organisations or local authorities will be. However, 

those organisations would not be committing an 

offence. 

Claire Monaghan: They would be committing 

an offence if they had someone who was 

disqualified undertaking regulated work. The only 
way in which they will know that will be by scheme 

membership. The assumption is that, for the 

majority of people who have contact with children 

or protected adults, employers or organisations 

will want the reassurance of scheme membership. 

We expect there not to be scheme membership 
only with those who have occasional access as a 

result of unforeseen circumstances. The bill will 

not mean that such people commit an offence, 

which is the right approach. 

Ms Alexander: 

I have a couple of precise questions. Claire 

Monaghan mentioned that there are 450,000 

scheme members at the moment. The new 
coverage will be 950,000 or 1 million. Is the 

increase related entirely to those who work with 

protected adults, or are we widening the net with 

respect to work with children too and, if so, how? 

Claire Monaghan helpfully 

clarified some of the details of the scheme, but I 

want to revisit that. She said that employers will 

want to reassure themselves about employees. Of 

course, that should have been the case in Soham. 

An estimated 106,000 employees in Scotland will 

be affected. We are creating a scheme that will 

affect 10 times as many people as would be 

affected if we included volunteers. Perhaps we 
should probe whether we need to bring into the 

net another 900,000 volunteers to deal with the 

106,000 employees. 

12:45 

Andrew Mott:

Some of the numbers can be a little confusing. It 

is important to distinguish between volunteer posts 

and individual volunteers. There might be a certain 
number of volunteer posts, but people who have it 

in their hearts to volunteer often do so in more 

than one capacity. There is another overlap there. 

 An important point to make, 

which might have been missed, is that on the 

basis of our modelling of the workforce we 

estimate that between 300,000 and 400,000 of the 

800,000 volunteers are also doing regulated work. 

A teacher in a school who volunteers as a scout 
leader would be doing regulated work in a school 

setting and in a voluntary setting. There is 

substantial overlap. 

A teacher in a school will be required to join the 

scheme by the local authority, so they will become 
a scheme member in that way. If they then want to 

help out with the scouts, a nominal check could be 

done, which we hope would address people’s 

concerns. There are three main concerns about 

the disclosure system— 

Ms Alexander: I am sorry to interrupt, but I am 

trying to get clarity on the numbers. At the 

moment, there are 450,000 in the scheme and 

there will be 1 million in the new scheme. Clearly, 

that is a difference of 550,000. Who are the 

550,000 who are being brought into the net by the 

bill? 

Ian Storrie: The 450,000 are not in the scheme 

at the moment. Approximately 450,000 go through 

the disclosure system every single year. Some of 

the 450,000 might have been checked the 

previous year. The only way in which someone 

can trigger a disclosure check at the moment is by 
moving post. If the people who are already in the 

net, from the children’s workforce, were to move 

post, they would trigger a disclosure check. 

Ms Alexander: We need clarity on the point 

about the 450,000 people being in the net, which 
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Claire Monaghan raised in the first place. I am 

trying to understand how the net is being widened 

to include 1 million under the new scheme. 

Claire Monaghan: There are two new 

categories, the first of which is people who will be 
working with protected adults. Secondly, for the 

first time it will be possible to get checks for 

personal employers—the simplified statement of 

barred status—such as piano teachers and dance 

teachers to whom people entrust their children on 

a Saturday morning. It is difficult to completely 
disentangle the figures, because a number of 

posts, such as general practitioners and others in 

the health sector, will cover both children and 

protected adults. Do we have a figure for the 

number of people who will fall within the scheme 
just in the protected adults workforce? Presumably 

that is the figure that Wendy Alexander is 

interested in. 

Ian Storrie: I am afraid that we do not. That is 

particularly problematic in the health service, 

where people would fall into the net for both 
reasons. 

Claire Monaghan: How did we reach the 

modelled figure of 1 million? 

Ms Alexander: The data that are given suggest 

that there are 850,000 volunteers and 106,000 

employees. I am interested not in the 106,000 
employees, but in the 850,000 volunteers. How 

many of them are in the system at the moment? 

What extension will bring 850,000 into the new 

scheme? 

Claire Monaghan: Some 67,000 are disclosure 

checked at the moment. 

Ian Storrie: A few things are getting confused 

here, so I will give you the breakdown of the 1 

million. The 106,000 is the number who are 

employed by the voluntary sector. I am not sure 

that we know how many are in the scheme at the 

moment. On the basis of there being 1 million 

volunteers, we modelled that 350,000 of them 
would also be employed in the sector. We believe 

that the workforce in the sector to be regulated in 

the future is 580,000 employees; an additional 

500,000 volunteers, who would not be captured 

under their employment status, would also come 

into the system. 

Ms Alexander: And they are not in the system 

at the moment. 

Ian Storrie: The system does not exist at the 

moment. 

Claire Monaghan: We do not have a scheme at 

the moment. That is the key thing. We have point-

in-time checks. 

Ms Alexander: That is what I am trying to get 

to. We do not have 450,000 in the system at the 

moment. 

Claire Monaghan: We have 450,000 checks 

done each year. We will then have 1 million 

scheme members. 

Mark Ballard: If somebody moved jobs several 

times in a year, they would be checked three 
times, so they would show up as three— 

Claire Monaghan: We have figures on multiple 

disclosures. 

Ms Alexander: I am trying to find out the width 

of the net that will be cast. I think that we have 

agreed that the legislation will cover one in four—
around 1 million—adults in Scotland. How many of 

those 1 million adults are covered by the current 

scheme—can you give me your best guess? 

Ian Storrie: A significant proportion would be 

covered if they were to move post under the 
current system. 

Ms Alexander: No. I asked how many of those 

1 million people, or 850,000 volunteers, are 

currently covered. 

Claire Monaghan: Well, 450,000 people are 

currently covered. 

Mark Ballard: But that figure of 450,000 might 

simply be one person moving 450,000 times. You 

cannot say with any certainty how many people 

are covered. 

Ms Alexander: Do you have any idea how 

many people are covered? 

Claire Monaghan: We have a handle on the 

figures for multiple checks, but we do not have any 

scheme against which we can calibrate such 

matters. Instead, we have a set of best 

guesstimates. I think that Michael Proctor probably 
has the best handle on figures for the present 

system. 

Michael Proctor: The problem is that, as Claire 

Monaghan said, no scheme exists at the moment. 

Certain jobs are covered by part V of the Police 

Act 1997, which allows prospective employers to 
check whether an applicant has a criminal record. 

As a result of that, Disclosure Scotland received 

somewhere in the region of 345,000 applications; 

however, fewer than 200,000 of those applications 

involved enhanced disclosures. 

Ms Alexander: As far as this matter is 

concerned, we are totally uninterested in 

employees. I want to know how many volunteers 

are caught in the current system. 

Ian Storrie: We know that, every year, 60,000 

volunteers apply to the disclosure system and that 

about a third of those applications are duplicates. 

Ms Alexander: So there might about 40,000 

such individuals in Scotland. Correct me if I am 

wrong, but will this bill not catch 20 times as many 

people? 
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Ian Storrie: That is not strictly right. The fact is 

that if people move post they will be captured by 

retrospective checks. 

Claire Monaghan: I should point out that the 

figure of 1 million also includes the employed 
sector. 

Ms Alexander: I was referring to the 

assumption that there are 850,000 volunteers. At 

the moment, 40,000 people might apply to the 

disclosure system, and the bill will catch 20 times 

as many people, which gives 800,000. 

Claire Monaghan: But we do not think that all 

those 850,000 volunteers will be eligible for 

scheme membership or will require to be checked 

under the scheme. 

Michael Proctor: At the moment, if those 

850,000 people were to apply for posts either in 

volunteering or in employment in those client 

groups, they would all come within the scope of 

the current legislation and would be required to 

have a disclosure check. However, an awful lot of 

people out there have never had any form of 
check, and some of them will be unsuitable. We 

know that, of the 200,000 or so enhanced 

disclosures a year, about 25,000 come up with 

some criminal information. The total figure is 

unknown. 

Ms Alexander: That was the second point that I 

wanted to pursue. In her opening remarks, Claire 

Monaghan said that 117 names were on the 

disclosure list at the moment. However, she 

suggested that there would be information of 

interest on 10 per cent of the overall figure, which 
means that perhaps 99,850 will need to be looked 

at. How was that 10 per cent estimate reached? 

What criteria would trigger another look at an 

application? I do not believe that 10 per cent of the 

population have a serious criminal conviction. 

Claire Monaghan: It is not an estimate. At the 

moment, 10 per cent of enhanced checks reveal 

any information. 

Ms Alexander: What information are we talking 

about? 

Claire Monaghan: It is wide-ranging. Michael 

Proctor will say a bit more about that. 

Michael Proctor: Each year, somewhere in the 

region of 25,000 enhanced disclosures throw up 

information about criminal activity. Probably 1 per 

cent of those raise such serious concerns—for 

example, the people might have convictions for 

violent or sexual offences—that you would 
probably want to bar them from the workforce in 

question. At least half of those 25,000 disclosures 

throw up totally irrelevant information on, for 

example, driving or theft and dishonesty 

convictions. Such convictions might not be serious 
enough to bar those people from the workforce, 

but an employer might question whether they 

should be employed in the post. 

Ms Alexander: Do 10 per cent of the Scottish 

population have a criminal conviction? That seems 

unlikely. 

Claire Monaghan: That is what the figures 

come up with. Ten per cent of enhanced 

disclosure checks return some sort of information. 

The Convener: In what proportion of those 

cases does the information relate to speeding, for 

example? 

Claire Monaghan: A large proportion of the 

convictions or intelligence does not suggest that 

the person is unsuitable. However, we can get at 

the Ian Huntleys of this world only by going 

through a process that identifies all the intelligence 
for individuals. 

Ms Alexander: What is the nature of that 

intelligence? Is it just criminal convictions? 

Michael Proctor: The information that comes 

up during an enhanced disclosure check is 

criminal convictions, spent or unspent, and any 
intelligence that the police hold about that 

individual. 

Claire Monaghan: The chief constable must 

deem that information to be relevant before it can 

be held; that is a key point. 

The Convener: What proportion of that 

information would consist of minor traffic offences, 

for example? 

Michael Proctor: 

What we have done so far seems to suggest 

that somewhere in the region of 1 per cent of 

crimes are really serious; the individuals in 
question would probably be barred from the 

workforce. At least one half, possibly 55 per cent, 

of the information would be irrelevant. The 

remaining 44 to 45 per cent would need to be 

considered in some way; there might be a 

combination of violent offences and drugs 
offences, or breach of the peace, which would not 

lead to the immediate conclusion that the 

individual was unsuitable, but would mean that 

their case required proper consideration. 

We are doing some more 

detailed analysis of what the certificates contain. 

At the moment, the disclosure system in effect 
produces the information, puts it on a certificate 

and lands it on the employer’s desk; the employer 

must then make a decision on it. 

Ms Alexander: Is all the information revealed to 

the potential employer? Let me draw an analogy. 
Let us suppose that I decide to volunteer at the 

creche at church. There I am, in my mid-40s with 

my two little children under the age of 1, and the 

church that I attend does not want to feel 

responsible if it has not disclosure checked people 
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because that would leave the church vulnerable. It 

therefore asks everyone who helps out at the 

creche and the Sunday school to be checked by 

Disclosure Scotland. I am checked and a letter 

goes to the minister and the kirk session that says 
that, when I was aged 18 in 1975, I had a 

speeding conviction. That is what the proposed 

scheme will mean for 800,000 volunteers in 

Scotland. 

Michael Proctor: That is what the scheme 

currently means. 

Ms Alexander: 

I have one more policy question to ask. Do you 

believe that bringing into the net everyone who 
has ever been a volunteer and continues to be a 

volunteer will have any impact on the level of 

voluntary activity in Scotland? 

We have just established that 

the current scheme covers only new volunteers, 

but we are bringing 800,000 people into the net. 

Claire Monagahan: 

We could, however, argue that the reverse will 

happen. The proposed system, which will involve 

multiple checks and a complex form—although the 

Disclosure Scotland form has been simplified in 

the past day or so—will be more straightforward 
for volunteers and voluntary sector organisations 

and it will give more assurance to those 

organisations that the people who are volunteering 

for them have been through a process that means 

that they are not deemed to be unsuitable. It is 
also about reassuring parents and those who have 

protected adults in their families that they can be 

confident that the people with whom they are 

coming into contact have been more thoroughly 

checked than they would be under the existing 

system. 

That is an incredibly 

important area. I acknowledge that there is a 

concern that the bill could mean a reduction in the 
number of people volunteering. 

Ms Alexander: 

13:00 

To avoid the scenario that I set 

out, which is plausible—although I should put on 

record the fact that I did not get a speeding 

conviction when I was 18—was any consideration 

given to providing only relevant information to the 

employer? To provide information on any 
conviction, of any kind, at any point in the past 60 

years, to every kirk session and guide group 

seems to me to be not only a profound invasion of 

privacy, but perhaps unnecessary, since our 

stated objective is not to have Ian Huntleys 

employed in our schools. You have talked about 
unintended consequences in managing down that 

risk. What consideration was given to whether an 

employer should be told of matters such as a 

speeding conviction, which patently have no 

relevance to child protection issues? 

Claire Monaghan: 

The key point in developing the bill has been to 

take the existing system and build positively on it. 

The existing system shares any convictions and, 

where relevant, intelligence information with 

employers. What we are doing is not new in that 
sense. The point that Wendy Alexander is making 

is that by widening the net, we are sweeping in 

more people; therefore, if you take the view that 

that is an invasion of privacy, you would be 

invading more people’s privacy. Somebody who 

has something in their past that they are 
concerned about may consider that to be a 

disincentive to applying to an organisation. 

Over the past couple of 

months, largely in response to the concerns that 

we are hearing about the bill, we have been 

exploring with employers and organisations what 
use they make of the information and how 

valuable they find it. Our experience suggests that 

people in organisations are very mature in dealing 

with the information. They are human beings too, 

and 10 per cent of them will have speeding 

convictions and so on. 

Unlike the existing system, in which someone 

must potentially be in a position to get a check, 

one of the key elements of the new system is that 

people can apply for scheme membership 
prospectively. 

Andrew Mott:

I have two further points. First, we have 

introduced the statement of barred status for 

personal employers because we did not want 
sensitive information going out to all and sundry. 

Secondly, to return to the point about what is 

relevant, the classic example is the school bus 

driver. There are two elements to employing such 

a person. First, you want to ensure that they are 

suitable to work with children; as part of that, the 
scheme will tell you that they are not unsuitable. 

Secondly, and quite separately, you want to 

ensure that they are a competent driver. In the 

latter situation, any driving convictions that come 

back are relevant. That applies equally to a 

voluntary organisation, for example to a scout 
leader who is required to drive the scout minibus. 

There is the child protection side of it and there is 

that other side to it. 

 An individual should know their 

own history, if you like, so what comes out of the 

system should not be a surprise to them. As Claire 

Monaghan said, an individual can unilaterally join 
the scheme—without a countersigning body, in 

other words—so, if they want to, they can get a 

measure of its effects. 

Mr Swinney: My experience is of the Boys 

Brigade rather than the scouts. If someone wants 
to drive a minibus full of children, they should go 

through a separate test or assessment that has 
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nothing to do with disclosure checking and 

everything to do with whether they know how to 

drive a minibus as opposed to a car—which is 

what I happen to have a driving licence for. 

Claire Monaghan: I think that the point was an 

illustration rather than a general application. 

Mr Swinney: I am not sure whether it was a 

good example. 

Claire Monaghan: A key component of the 

system is that it happens with the consent of the 

individual. When an individual becomes a scheme 
member, the organisations that are relevant to that 

individual are recognised, and no information—

unless it is an indication that the person is 

barred—flows around the system without the 

explicit consent of that individual. Nothing in the 
information that an employer is being made aware 

of should come as a surprise to the individual. 

Mark Ballard: My first question takes us back to 

earlier evidence from the SCVO that £360,000 of 

training money was used in three months to help 

with the implementation of the current regime. As I 
understand it, the figure of £360,000 was for the 

voluntary sector alone. The figure in the financial 

memorandum for training for the new regime is 

£600,000 for the entire care and children 

workforce. There seems to be a discrepancy 

between funding for training for the current regime 
and funding for training for the new regime. 

Andrew Mott: The figures in the financial 

memorandum were derived by looking at the 

extent of POCSA and uplifting the figures in line 

with the wider application of the scheme. 

Claire Monaghan: One of the key points is that 

this is not new. A large number of the 

organisations affected are now familiar with vetting 

and with POCSA. This is primarily about updating 

the system and covering the people who fall within 

the extended scope of the legislation. Ian Storrie 
might have some more detail on the figures. 

Ian Storrie: According to the figures that I have, 

POCSA appears to apply to 41 per cent and we 

have upscaled on that basis. Is the £360,000 that 

was mentioned not comparable to the £1.4 

million? 

Claire Monaghan: Yes. 

Mark Ballard: The £1.4 million covers the 

development of training materials and the 

operation of a telephone helpline and includes 

money for the CRBS to develop its systems. I am 

talking about training. I think that the £600,000 is 
for the delivery of training. That is what matters. 

The £1.4 million includes other things and I do not 

think that money for the CRBS to develop its 

systems necessarily counts as money for training 

for the voluntary sector. 

Ian Storrie: I am not sure whether the £360,000 

is not comparable to the total of the four figures 

cited in the financial memorandum. 

Mark Ballard: The evidence that we have from 

the SCVO is that the Executive made £360,000 
available to the voluntary sector for training for one 

year. That is what I am comparing the £600,000 

with. The £600,000 is not just for the voluntary 

sector—it is for faith groups and other public and 

private organisations. There seems to be a big 

discrepancy there. 

Andrew Mott: We will have to check the exact 

figure that was spent on POCSA. The thinking 

behind the figures in the financial memorandum is 

that the strategic people in the organisations will 

be trained as part of the roll-out of the scheme. 
There will not be a big bang on day one; there will 

be a phased implementation, so the operational 

training can be embedded in the annual training, 

biannual training or whatever it is that 

organisations give their staff. The thinking is that 

by putting the training in at the top, it filters down 
through the system. 

Mark Ballard: You think that the filtering down 

will be free and that there will not be an additional 

cost or a burden on voluntary sector organisations 

to do the additional task that you have identified. 

Andrew Mott: We hope that, as part of safer 

recruitment generally, all organisations have an 

on-going training programme into which training 

on this can be embedded. The operation of the 

disclosure scheme is in general a relatively small 

part of employers’ recruitment costs. 

Mark Ballard: 

“a pass code (e.g. 16 digit PIN number) for the online 
check” 

I was talking about volunteers, in 

the light of the SCVO evidence about volunteers. 

In an example given in the policy memorandum, 

there is lots of stuff about a volunteer going on to 

the Disclosure Scotland website and generating 

and thereby notifying Disclosure Scotland. In the 
example, the guide leader 

“performs an online check using the pass code” 

and discovers that the person in question 

“is not barred but there is new information since the last 
scheme record.” 

That is a complicated procedure. It will take a lot of 

training for guide leaders to deal with that process. 

Andrew Mott: I will talk you through that 

example. I agree that it sounds complicated— 

Mark Ballard: It is complicated. 

Andrew Mott: Okay. If I could talk you 

through— 
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Mark Ballard: It might have advantages, but it is 

complicated and training will be required. 

Claire Monaghan: Absolutely. 

Mark Ballard: And there is not enough funding. 

According to the evidence from the SCVO, there is 
not enough money in the pot to ensure that 

training is done properly in the voluntary sector, let 

alone in the wider organisations that will be 

covered by the legislation. 

Andrew Mott:

I ask you to bear with me as I return to the 

example of the person who just shows up and the 

online check. The big advantage would be that if 

the person was a scheme member already—for 
example, if they were a teacher—and they showed 

up at the scout troop and said, “Here is my 

scheme record. I want to help out with the scouts,” 

instead of having to fill out a great long form and 

apply again, the scout leader could get the 

scheme member to log on to a computer and 
generate the authorisation. The scout leader could 

then log on as well and access the scheme record. 

They would be able to know in 10 minutes whether 

they could employ that person. 

 We are happy to work with the 

SCVO and other organisations in developing the 
implementation plan and the details of the training. 

Mark Ballard: 

I would like to move on to the issue of 
awareness. Claire Monaghan talked about the 

new people who will be brought into the scheme, 

including piano teachers and dance teachers. On 

page 30 of the policy memorandum, we are given 

an example scenario involving a piano teacher. 

When a new piano teacher arrives in a town, the 
parents—because they do not know him—log on 

to the Disclosure Scotland website and learn that 

the statement that the piano teacher is offering is 

out of date. I am a new parent, and I do not know 

how Disclosure Scotland works in that respect. 

How much money will have to be spent on raising 
awareness among the general population so that, 

before they send their kiddies for piano lessons, 

they understand what they should do with the 

Disclosure Scotland website? 

But the scout leader would have 

to have fairly detailed knowledge about how the 
scheme worked to be able to log on and do that. 

Many people have problems even with online 

banking, and what we are talking about is a whole 

order above that. 

Andrew Mott: There is an issue to do with 

awareness raising on which I will give the 
committee some background. There are two 

different costs, the first of which is a compliance 

cost. For parents employing a piano teacher, the 

system is entirely optional—it is a facility for them. 

Mark Ballard: What is the point of it if it is 

optional? 

Andrew Mott: It is an offence for the piano 

teacher to undertake regulated work if he is listed. 

It is also an offence for an organisation to employ 

a listed person, but it is not an offence for a parent 

to do so. The check is simply an additional tool for 
parents. Whereas previously they had to rely on 

the reputation of the individual, they will now have 

an extra check that they can make. There is no 

compliance issue. 

Mark Ballard: How will parents know how that 

additional tool works? 

Andrew Mott: Obviously, we will have to 

disseminate that. 

Mark Ballard: How much will that cost? 

Ian Storrie: I do not think that there is any 

provision for such awareness raising in the 
financial memorandum. There is provision for 

awareness raising only among employers, not 

among parents. 

Ms Alexander:

13:15 

 Having looked at the evidence 

that is available, you have rightly stressed that 

about 1 per cent of people have committed a 
crime that would give an employer—or, indeed, a 

voluntary body—serious concern about their 

working with children. Could that information not 

be provided, at a much cheaper cost than £100 

million over 10 years, by simply creating a list of 

the 1 per cent of people who had those 
convictions against them and saying that it was an 

offence to employ them? The list could be made 

publicly available. If the problem is with only 1 per 

cent of 1 million people in Scotland—bear with me 

while I do the maths—we are talking about 10,000 
people. Such a list would save having to create a 

system to check the records of 1 million people. I 

wonder why that policy solution, which would have 

a much cheaper cost, did not present itself. 

Claire Monaghan: One of the key points is the 

fact that people can be listed not just for a 

conviction or intelligence, but because of things 

that they have done in the workplace. POCSA 

currently provides for organisational referrals when 

people have done things in the course of their 

work that have forced their employers to remove 
them from unsuitable positions. That is not 

information relating to a conviction or intelligence. 

Ms Alexander: Okay. So, how many 

organisational referrals were there in the first year 

under POCSA? 

Claire Monaghan: There were 67. 

Ms Alexander: Those 67 people could be 

added to the list and notified. That would still save 

us policing almost another 990,000 Scots. That is 
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not a frivolous point. It would save us a lot of 

money not to have to police 990,000 Scots. 

Michael Proctor:

Recognising the 1 per cent—those who have 

committed serious child sex offences or 
whatever—is the easy bit. The difficulty is with the 

10,000 or so people a year over whose criminal 

history there is serious concern that requires more 

considered evaluation in deciding whether they 

are unsuitable. Over the past few weeks, I have 

looked at a small sample of information that 
comes back from those disclosures. There are 

people with five or six convictions for violence, 

which may be drug related, and proper 

consideration needs to be given to the balance 

between the number of convictions, the nature of 

those convictions and the time that has passed 
since the last conviction in order to determine 

whether a person poses a risk. 

 The current disclosure regime 

provides all the information to employers. 

However, as we heard from the SCVO earlier, it is 
difficult for people who sit on the management 

committees of voluntary organisations to make 

decisions on the basis of their interpretation of that 

information. The new scheme will ensure that the 

information is considered properly and consistently 

so that, by the time they receive the information 
back, they will know that the person is not 

unsuitable for that type of work and they can take 

a decision on whether to employ them. 

Ms Alexander: You have given us three 

possible sources for the information that is going 

to be held in the system: first, a criminal 
conviction; secondly, information that a chief 

police officer says is relevant; or, thirdly, 

information on an individual that has been referred 

by an organisation. I have no difficulty whatsoever 

with that. We know that 1 per cent of people have 

a serious criminal conviction and you have rightly 
said that you would want to increase the number 

covered to somewhere between 1 and 10 per 

cent. Out of the potential 1 million people in the 

net in Scotland, that would add up to a list of 

between 10,000 and 100,000 people. Why have 

we chosen the route of inviting applications from 1 
million people when the only evidence that is held 

comes from official sources or referrals from 

organisations? 

Claire Monaghan: I presume that the point is 

that to find the needle in the haystack there is 

another route. 

Ms Alexander: And what is that route? 

Claire Monaghan: The point that you are 

making is that the sources of information could be 

used to say, “This is a needle; therefore, it will be 

on the list.” 

Ms Alexander: I am asking whether there is any 

mechanism in the scheme—under which 1 million 

people have to apply—for capturing more detail as 

a result of applications than is available through 

criminal convictions, the chief police officers and 

organisational referrals. You have told us that that 

is where the information that you send out to 
employers comes from. 

The Convener: I suppose the question is, if you 

want to find a needle in a haystack, do you do so 

by inviting every bit of hay to submit an 

application? 

Claire Monaghan: The key thing is that, with 

the bill, the answer to that is yes. We are exploring 

whether there is a different solution. 

Andrew Mott:

Leaving aside issues to do with child protection 

and vulnerable adults, we need a system of giving 

employers information. We are building on the 
systems that we have to create what we think is 

the most minimally bureaucratic natural 

progression from those systems. The workforce is 

dynamic—people are entering and leaving it all the 

time—so we need an on-going system. We could 

not just make a snap assessment of Scotland now 
and publish the data. We think that we have 

constructed a system that will make the best use 

of disparate bits of the current system and that we 

can provide a more efficient system by investing in 

information technology and bringing together 
those bits. 

 Whether you believe it or not, the 

financial memorandum says that the cost of 

running the proposed system would not be greater 
than the cost of running the current system. It is 

not fair to say that it would require an additional 

£10 million a year over the next 10 years. 

Ms Alexander: 

Training has been discussed. Rather than tying 

people up in knots in attempting to police 99 out of 

100 volunteers about whom there are no concerns 

whatsoever, I would much prefer every guide and 
brownie group and every Sunday school and 

youth fellowship to know that a self-referral 

You are asking one in four 

adults in Scotland to participate in a system whose 

outputs will consist of information that is held 

centrally. I am struggling with that. You are asking 

them to participate in a system whose outputs will 
be criminal conviction data that are already held, 

information from the chief police officers that is 

centrally held and information resulting from 

organisational referrals. What will be the gain of 

asking one in four adults to participate in such a 

system? You have not mentioned any outputs that 
would not be held centrally at the moment or that 

could be held centrally. How can it be minimally 

bureaucratic to ask one in four adults in Scotland 

to participate in such a system? There is a risk 

that if one in four adults participates in it, details 

relating to the 1 per cent of people in whom we are 
interested will be missed. 
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process exists and that the participation rate in 

that process should be higher than the current 

residual rate. What data will be captured as a 

result of the process that has been proposed? 

Claire Monaghan: Having a continuously 

updating mechanism is a key advantage of a 

system. Unfortunately, people who want to harm 

children have a perverse incentive to try to stay 

below the radar and keep off the system. The 

proposals will create a database of scheme 

members that will allow processes to be triggered 
when new information or intelligence about such 

individuals comes to light, particularly when they 

move across jurisdictions. I see the advantage of 

the approach that you have identified at one point 

in time, but it does not carry the benefits that arise 
from continuous updating of information. 

Ms Alexander: I am sorry, but are you saying 

that it is impossible for people continuously to 

update criminal convictions, information from the 

chief police officers or information from 

organisational referrals? Of course such 
information can be updated in real time. The issue 

is whether we need to have 1 million people 

participating in a scheme to capture information 

that is centrally held. 

Michael Proctor: Of course such information 

can be and is continuously updated, but there is a 
missing connection between lists and people who 

are in the workforce. The scheme that you have 

suggested would require every employer and 

voluntary organisation to check lists virtually on a 

daily basis to ensure that none of the people 
whom they employ is on them. We aim to have 

automated checking to alert people. We want to 

make things simpler and more efficient. 

The Convener: We are beginning to drive too 

far into policy matters. 

Mark Ballard: 

“Non-conviction information will include relevant police 
intelligence and inclusion on the Sex Offenders Register, 
inclusion of certain civil orders … and relevant information 
held by local authorities and regulatory bodies through 
regulations.” 

I want to bring the discussion 

back to costs, but I first want to ask Andrew Mott 

in particular a question about information. It was 

said that nothing in a disclosure should be a 

surprise. Paragraph 36 of the policy memorandum 

refers to conviction and non-conviction 

information. A footnote to that paragraph states: 

An individual will know whether they are on the 
sex offenders register, but I do not know how they 

would know what intelligence the police had about 

them. The police could have misleading 

intelligence about somebody else with a similar 

name or about somebody with similar problems. 

Surely it is possible for the information in the 
disclosure to be incorrect, as it could be based on 

police intelligence that the individual may not know 

about. That could mean that there will be 

difficulties if the disclosure goes to a person’s kirk 

elder. 

Andrew Mott:

The regulations will be specific about information 

from regulatory bodies and local authorities. I am 

speculating, but I think that information relating to 
a person having been struck off by a regulatory 

body—they might have been struck off from 

working as a social worker, for example—or to the 

imposition of practice conditions could be relevant. 

An example of relevant information—although I do 
not know how realistic it is—would be that of a 

social worker being told that they cannot work with 

children but can continue to practise geriatric 

social work or whatever. That is the kind of thing 

that an individual would know about. 

 You have raised several issues. 

First, there are mechanisms for correcting 

incorrect scheme records. Somebody who wanted 

to contest something could do so. 

The Convener: We have five minutes left. We 

have to focus on cost. 

Mark Ballard: Okay. Section 80 lists all the 

relevant persons for the purposes of the 

legislation, including councils, chief constables of 

police forces, the Scottish Crime and Drug 

Enforcement Agency, the Scottish Social Services 
Council, the General Teaching Council for 

Scotland, care service providers, managers of 

educational establishments and registered social 

landlords. Those are all listed as sources of 

information. Does the financial memorandum 
include any cost prediction for those 

organisations? I am thinking in particular of the 

first three years when they will, all of a sudden, 

have to supply large amounts of information. 

Surely a significant requirement for staff time will 

be placed on all those who are listed as relevant 
persons. 

Claire Monaghan: For the purposes of clarity, 

the persons named in section 80 are relevant for 

the purposes of part 3 of the bill. They are listed 

for the purpose of sharing child protection 

information rather than information on vetting and 
barring. The organisations deal primarily with 

vulnerable children or those who may be 

presenting for child protection. The ethos of part 3 

is to make explicit what is currently implicit. 

Financial provision is made in the financial 

memorandum for the costs that will flow from that, 
which are primarily to do with training and 

awareness raising. 

Mark Ballard: But I am talking about the staff 

costs that will fall to organisations such as those 

that I listed in supplying information on one quarter 
of the population of Scotland, as Wendy Alexander 

pointed out. Surely that will require significant staff 
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time for those organisations. That does not seem 

to have been factored into the bill. 

Claire Monaghan: For clarity, that is not what 

that section provides. The organisations— 

Mark Ballard: Okay. In a footnote on page 7 of 

the policy memorandum, I note a reference to the 

relevant organisations that are expected to supply 

conviction and non-conviction information—local 

authorities and relevant bodies are mentioned. 

Surely significant costs will fall on those 

organisations in terms of the non-conviction 
information that they will have to supply on a 

significant proportion of the population of Scotland. 

Claire Monaghan: The bodies that fall within 

the scope of providing additional information for 

the vetting and barring provisions are primarily the 
regulatory bodies. Andrew Mott might want to say 

something further on that. 

Mark Ballard: Is the General Teaching Council 

for Scotland included? 

Andrew Mott: Briefly, the General Teaching 

Council already has a number of automated 
systems. Anyone can go to its website and check 

whether someone is a registered teacher. The 

website has a hierarchy of secure levels. We 

would like to work with the GTC to integrate its 

information into the Disclosure Scotland system. 

No big bureaucratic burden is involved. At the 
moment, if the GTC strikes off a teacher, 

Disclosure Scotland is notified. We want to make 

the best of technology to minimise the burden. 

Mark Ballard: Integrating IT systems does not 

come cheap. 

The Convener: 

The one question that I absolutely need to ask is 

on the executive agency, as that is where most of 

the cost will arise. The permanent secretary gave 
us an understanding that no new executive 

agencies were being planned. However, we 

understand that this new executive agency will 

have 28 to 30 staff. Is there an explanation for 

that? 

We have to close down the 

session. We have only one minute left and we still 

have another item to consider.  

Claire Monaghan: The key point is that 

Disclosure Scotland exists, as does the team that 

works on the disqualification list. The executive 

agency will bring together those two parts in order 

to discharge the functions that are provided for in 

the bill. We are not creating a non-departmental 

public body; it is an executive agency under a 
framework document that specifies the distance 

that ministers will have from the decision making. I 

ask Michael Proctor to add to that. 

Michael Proctor: It is— 

The Convener: We are talking about a new 

executive agency. You will have to bring 

Disclosure Scotland staff on to Executive terms 

and conditions.  

Claire Monaghan: Yes. 

The Convener: It is an expensive way of 

dealing with things. 

Claire Monaghan: The key point is that the 

agency will offer users an end-to-end service. 

Instead of having to point people in one direction 

for disclosure information and another for barring 
information, the two functions are being brought 

together. Given that the agencies carrying out 

those functions exist, I am unclear as to how 

additional costs will arise from bringing them 

together. 

The Convener: 

I apologise to the members whom I was unable 

to call and ask them to send to the clerk any 

questions that they were unable to put. We will ask 

the Executive to deal with them by 

correspondence. I thank the witnesses for coming 

before the committee. 

There are a series of follow-up 

questions, which we will need to deal with by 

correspondence. I am sorry, but another 

committee is due to meet in this committee room 

at 1.30 pm and I will have to stop the meeting at 

that time. 
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Dear Iain 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill: Stage 1 Report

I am grateful to the Education Committee for their consideration of the Protection of Vulnerable 

Groups (Scotland) Bill and for their stage 1 report published on 21
st
 December 2006.

As you know, the stage 1 debate is scheduled for the afternoon of the 17
th

 January 2007.  I thought it 

would be useful if I wrote ahead of the debate to set out the Executive’s response to the Committee’s 

overall conclusion that: 

Subject to the production of and opportunity to comment on draft regulations, guidance and 
codes of practice on Parts 1 and 2 prior to stage 2 and to the withdrawal of Part 3, the 
Committee recommends to the Parliament that the general principles of the Bill be approved.

In relation to Part 3, the letter of 12
th

 December from the Deputy Minister for Education and Young 

People to the Education Committee explained that the provisions on the sharing of child protection 

information reflect the fact that poor information sharing has been a contributory factor in a number 

of tragic child deaths.  The policy intent was to make explicit what is currently implicit good practice 

by most professionals and put beyond doubt that when a child is at risk of harm, professionals must 

respond to that risk and share information appropriately to ensure that the necessary action is taken to 

protect the child.  This reflects the challenge that existing permissive powers have not been enough 

to overcome concerns about data protection and professional codes of conduct.  The duties provided 

for in Part 3 would bring that situation to an end.  Critically, the legal duties would be underpinned 

by a generic code of practice which would facilitate consistency of understanding and practice for 

professionals dealing with children and a commitment was made to share the draft code of practice 

with the Committee ahead of stage 2 of the Bill’s parliamentary passage.   

Whilst Part 3 was not the subject of a fully comprehensive consultation exercise the provisions were 

shaped by targeted engagement with stakeholders and,  as set out in paragraph 177 of the Policy 

Memorandum,  the critical importance of child protection prompted the Executive to seek to make 

early legislative provision where children are at risk of harm. 
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I note that the Committee is not necessarily unsupportive of Part 3 but is of the view that: 

 [It] has been brought forward without the degree of consultation and debate which is 
essential for legislation on sensitive and complex issues, and which has the potential for life-
changing impact on those affected.

My view still remains that it would have been better to address the issue of information sharing in 

this Bill.  I do however recognise the decision reached by the Committee and having carefully 

considered the Committee’s conclusion, I do not propose in this instance to pursue legislative 

provision in this Bill particularly when the Committee’s support for the remainder of the Bill is 

conditional upon its removal.  I therefore intend to withdraw Part 3 from the Protection of 

Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill by laying an amendment at stage 2.  However, I am firmly of the 

view that the criticality of this area necessitates early action and I therefore propose to continue with 

the development, in association with stakeholders, of a generic Code of Practice on sharing child 

protection information and to have this in use by relevant professionals in early course.   The 

withdrawal of Part 3 from the Bill will mean that this is a non-statutory Code of Practice but this 

does not preclude it being given a statutory underpinning and accompanied by legal duties to share 

child protection information at what I hope will be the earliest opportunity and following 

consultation on legislative provisions.

I warmly welcome the endorsement of the Committee that Parts 1 and 2 will result in an improved 

vetting and barring scheme.  Whilst we know that almost everyone working with the vulnerable do 

so with the welfare and best interests of children and protected adults at heart, we need to take all 

reasonable steps to ensure that the small number who would harm them cannot gain access to them 

through the workplace or that, worse still, our processes are not robust and that we make vulnerable 

people in Scotland a target.  The policy intention is to ensure that when we drop our children off at 

school in the mornings or when members of our family go into hospital or receive care services at 

home, we can have confidence that the people they come into contact with do not have a history of 

behaviour which means that they are not suitable to enjoy the trust we place in them.  

I have asked my officials to review urgently the various areas highlighted in the Stage 1 report which 

the Committee suggests merit further consideration in maximising the effectiveness of the future 

vetting and barring scheme.  If helpful, they would be happy to discuss details further with the clerks 

ahead of the commencement of stage 2.   

In relation to draft regulations and guidance on Parts 1 and 2, the Executive is committed to full and 

comprehensive consultation on the subordinate legislation.  Some components of the secondary 

legislation involve explicit policy choices; for example, there are a range of options on whether/how 

to phase the existing children and protected adults workforce into scheme membership (retrospective 

checking).  The production of regulations will therefore involve an initial consultation on policy 

choices and then consultation on the regulations which flow in consequence.  Producing draft 

regulations prior to the amending stage of the Bill would therefore entail a significant delay in 

progressing the primary legislation and the introduction of the new vetting and barring scheme which 

will offer robust protections to Scotland’s most vulnerable groups. 
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To assist the Committee with more details on the key areas of sub-ordinate legislation I propose to 

provide pre-consultation papers identifying issues and outline policy options ahead of the 

commencement of stage 2 on: 

fees set by regulations under section 67(1);

retrospective checking through the phased commencement of section 34(1)(b); and  

thresholds for listing – automatic listing made by order under section 14 and determination 

procedures set out in regulations made under section 39(1)(c).  

Discussion on these issues is already underway with stakeholders and, when providing pre-

consultation papers, I will delineate what input stakeholders have had to the material and the plans 

for further consultation on secondary legislation.

I hope this clarification on the Executive’s response to the Stage 1 report is helpful.  Along with the 

Deputy Minister, I am happy to provide any further clarification or additional information which is 

helpful to the Committee’s continued consideration of the Bill.

       

HUGH HENRY 

3
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EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS

Vol. 4, No. 47 Session 2

Meeting of the Parliament

Wednesday 17 January 2007

Note: (DT) signifies a decision taken at Decision Time.

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill – Stage 1: The Minister for 
Education and Young People (Hugh Henry) moved S2M-5338—That the Parliament 
agrees to the general principles of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) 
Bill.

After debate, the motion was agreed to (DT).

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill – Financial Resolution: The 
Deputy Minister for Education and Young People (Robert Brown) moved S2M-
5363—That the Parliament, for the purposes of any Act of the Scottish Parliament 
resulting from the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, agrees to any 
expenditure of a kind referred to in paragraph 3(b)(iii) and any charge or payment of 
a kind referred to in paragraph 4 of Rule 9.12 of the Parliament’s Standing Orders 
arising in consequence of the Act.

After debate, the motion was agreed to (DT).
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Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 1

The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid): 

14:03 

The 

next item of business is a debate on motion S2M-

5338, in the name of Hugh Henry, that the 

Parliament agrees to the general principles of the 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. 

The Minister for Education and Young People 
(Hugh Henry): 

The Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) 

Bill is about ensuring that, when we drop our 

children off at school in the mornings or when 

members of our family go into hospital or receive 
care services at home, we can be confident that 

the people with whom they come into contact do 

not have a history that indicates that they are not 

suitable to enjoy the trust that we place in them; 

confident that, if someone becomes unsuitable to 
work or volunteer with our loved ones, that 

information is passed on to and shared with the 

organisations with which they work or volunteer; 

and confident that those who are proven to be 

unsuitable to work with children and protected 

adults are prevented from doing so.  

I begin by reflecting on why vetting 

is undertaken. Every one of us would be appalled 

if children in Scotland were being taught by a sex 

offender or if care staff in homes for the elderly 

were serial violent offenders. No one in Scotland 
will forget the tragedy of Dunblane and the more 

recent horrific murders of the two little girls in 

Soham. In both those cases, the perpetrators had 

substantial access to children through work or 

regular volunteering activities. Both cases 

exposed critical deficiencies in employers’ 
knowledge about their workers. Vetting is the 

means of closing off that gap.  

The introduction of the bill does not imply that 

we do not trust or value the hundreds of 

thousands of committed individuals who work and 

volunteer with children and protected adults every 

day. On the contrary, we know that the vast 

majority have their best interests at heart and play 
a valuable role in their care and development. 

However, we also know that a small number of 

people would do them harm if they could and 

would use the workplace—or the opportunity to 

volunteer—as a means of gaining access to their 

prey. The Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill is about ensuring that all 

reasonable steps have been taken to keep such 

people out of the workplace, that our processes 

are robust and that we do not make Scotland’s 

vulnerable groups a target. 

I have not been deaf to the comments that there 

must be an easier way of finding a needle in a 

haystack than subjecting every piece of hay to 

microscopic analysis. A magnet would certainly do 

the trick if all that was required was to identify the 

needles, but there are three key dimensions to 

robust protection. First, it is necessary to identify 
the information—conviction and non-conviction—

that is indicative of unsuitability and/or may be 

relevant to a particular post that involves working 

with vulnerable groups. Secondly, there is a need 

to link individual members of the workforce to 

specific organisations, but we must recognise that 
people may have more than one role—for 

example, someone may be a teacher and a 

volunteer netball coach—and may move around 

the sector over time. Thirdly, there must be 

continuous updating to remove the bureaucracy of 
multiple disclosures and ensure that new 

information is reviewed. The vetting and barring 

scheme is designed to offer the most streamlined 

and efficient way of delivering on all those 

dimensions. 

We do not start with a blank sheet of paper. In 
the past decade, we have used part V of the 

Police Act 1997 to establish a system of vetting 

the workforce, which has been delivered through 

Disclosure Scotland since 2002, and the 

Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 to 

establish a disqualified from working with children 
list, which went live in January 2005 and now 

includes 131 names, with a further 39 people 

under consideration for listing. 

Fiona Hyslop (Lothians) (SNP): The Protection 

of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 was passed at the 
tail end of the previous session of Parliament, 

before dissolution in 2003. Does the minister 

share people’s concerns that if the Protection of 

Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill is rushed 

through at the tail end of this parliamentary 

session, it might not be as robust as it should be? 

Hugh Henry: 

The fact that we are at the end of a 

parliamentary session is not the key point. The 

issue is whether this is the right thing to do. I think 

that the bill builds sensibly and proportionately on 

the strong foundations of our existing vetting and 
barring processes. Last year, there were 310,000 

enhanced disclosure checks. The bill does not 

introduce vetting and barring; it strengthens the 

existing regimes and minimises bureaucracy, 

thereby providing more robust and more efficient 
safeguards and protections. We want parents and 

carers, as well as children and vulnerable adults, 

to be confident that the individuals who work with 

I dispute the implication that the 

Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 is 

anything other than robust. In the past three and a 

half years or more there have been no criticisms of 

it and no suggestions about how it might be 

improved. If Fiona Hyslop has any such 
suggestions, we would certainly listen to them. 
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them are safe. The bill should make it easier for 

everyone—employers, employees, voluntary 

organisations, volunteers, parents and children—

to ensure that that is the case. 

I recognise that there would have been some 
merit in auditing the existing disclosure regimes 

before proceeding, but the gaps in the existing 

system are well known and understood. The bill 

implements the key recommendation of the 

Bichard report, which is underpinned by a solid 

and comprehensive analysis of the contributory 
factors that led to the tragic event at Soham. 

There seems little advantage in postponing action 

to address those factors when the safety of 

Scotland’s children and protected adults is at 

stake and when we now have an opportunity to 
drive forward improvements in protection and cut 

bureaucracy. I am clear that we will keep the 

implementation and operation of the new vetting 

and barring scheme under close review and 

evaluate it at an appropriate point. 

We must also ensure that Scotland does not fall 
behind. Westminster recently passed the 

Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006, which 

makes similar provision for England and Wales 

and, eventually, Northern Ireland. We cannot allow 

cross-border loopholes to develop, thereby making 

Scotland a safe haven for those who would abuse 
vulnerable people. The bill will ensure cross-

border integration, while ensuring that Scottish 

ministers are accountable for the new system. We 

need to progress the bill now to ensure that 

Scottish stakeholders can help to shape cross-
border elements of the new system to meet our 

specific needs. 

The bottom line is that the bill will make a real 

difference. It will create, for the first time in 

Scotland, a list of individuals who are unsuitable to 

do care work with adults. Once implemented, the 
bill will bring an end to the excessive bureaucracy 

of multiple disclosure checks, which have been the 

subject of much criticism in the existing disclosure 

regime. Employees and volunteers will be able to 

move around the workforce and the voluntary 

sector with much greater ease and without the 
need for form filling at every turn. Employers and 

volunteering organisations will know that, once 

someone becomes a scheme member, the central 

barring unit has reviewed any relevant information 

and considers that the person is not unsuitable. 

They will also have the reassurance that, if new 
information comes to light that suggests that there 

is cause for concern about one of their workers, 

they will be notified and issued with guidance 

about what steps to take. The public, and parents 

in particular, will know that more robust 
procedures are in place for ensuring both that 

everyone who, through work, comes into contact 

with vulnerable friends and family does not have a 

history of behaviour that suggests that they are 

unsuitable and that the information is continually 

updated.  

Successful implementation is the key to realising 

those benefits. We have engaged extensively with 

the full spectrum of stakeholder interests thus far 
and will continue to do so until implementation is 

complete. I know that there have been particular 

concerns about the possible impact of the bill on 

the voluntary sector. During deliberations on the 

Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003, the 

voluntary sector called for a single high standard 
of checking and safety for everyone who works 

with vulnerable groups, whether they are paid or 

unpaid and whether they are working in the 

voluntary, private or statutory sectors. I concur that 

a two-tier system is undesirable and could leave 
the voluntary sector vulnerable to becoming a 

hiding place for those who might harm vulnerable 

groups. That is why I fully support not 

differentiating the protections offered. Having said 

that, I recognise that particular care is required in 

implementing the bill’s provisions in the voluntary 
sector, given the wide spectrum of voluntary 

organisations. The voluntary sector can be 

reassured that we have no interest in 

implementing a system that proves unworkable. 

That is why we will continue to engage closely with 

the sector to ensure that key concerns about 
implementation are addressed.  

The Presiding Officer: You have two minutes 

left, minister.  

Hugh Henry: 

In relation to scope, it is not the case that every 
person who volunteers will need to be checked. 

The scheme is for people whose normal duties 

involve access to children and protected adults. I 

am fully committed to ensuring that the right 

information, guidance and training are made 

available to support all sectors to implement the 
bill successfully.  

I understand that retrospective 

checking has caused concern in some quarters of 
the voluntary sector. I further understand that, at a 

meeting that was held by Robert Brown earlier this 

week, it was made clear that no decision had been 

reached on how retrospection might be 

progressed and that the issue will be subject to 

further comprehensive consultation in due course. 
It was also made clear again that a process would 

not be adopted that was unduly accelerated or 

would be likely to have an adverse impact, in 

financial and administrative terms, on any 

particular sector. 

I am grateful to the Education Committee for its 

endorsement of parts 1 and 2 of the bill. Although I 

recognise its concerns about part 3 of the bill, I 

was disappointed that the committee felt unable to 
support it. Given that the focus of the provisions 

was children at risk of harm, I strongly supported 

proceeding with provisions that make explicit what 
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is currently implicit good practice. However, I 

recognise the decision reached by the committee 

and intend to withdraw part 3 from the Protection 

of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill by lodging an 

amendment at stage 2. However, I am firmly of the 
view that the criticality of this area necessitates 

early action by a future Parliament and I hope that 

Parliament returns to the matter. 

With the removal of part 3 at the request of the 

committee, I firmly believe that it is our duty to say 

yes to the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill, yes to a robust vetting and barring 

system and yes to those who need our protection 

most. I commend the bill to Parliament. 

I move, 

That the Parliament agrees to the general principles of 
the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill.

The Presiding Officer: 

14:14 

I am sorry that I hustled 

the minister along. However, this debate and the 

subsequent debate are both very tight. If members 

could shave a minute off their remarks, that would 

be much appreciated. 

Fiona Hyslop (Lothians) (SNP): 

We have heard from the minister about the 

background to the bill. I add that I have some 

concerns that the English legislation, which is 

similar, was not subject to the same level of 
scrutiny as the Scottish legislation was. That 

probably reflects the fact that the Scottish system 

is more developed in its thinking, as recognised in 

the Bichard report. That means that we are 

perhaps more up front, critical and prepared to 

express doubt where it exists. 

This is the 

latest in a number of pieces of child protection 

legislation that have been put before Parliament. 

The Scottish National Party has consistently 

offered constructive support, in a non-partisan 

way, to the Government in this complex and 
sensitive area, and it is in that spirit that I make my 

remarks.  

The Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) 

Bill is a complex bill. As a member of the 

committee that examined the bill at stage 1, I was 

interested to note the spectrum of concern about 

this area of policy. Given that so many 
organisations that work to support and protect 

children are calling on the minister to delay or 

withdraw the bill, it is clear that there is a real 

problem. Even today, Scotland’s commissioner for 

children and young people is saying that the 

minister should withdraw the bill and do further 
work on it. Other organisations state that it should 

be delayed until the Protection of Children 

(Scotland) Act 2003 is reviewed. They make a 

strong case. The minister himself said that there 

are gaps in the POCSA legislation, and it is clear 

that it is not as robust as it should be. 

In the end, the decision on how to handle and 

manage the process of making law is a political 

decision. The minister would have our support if 
he decided to take the bold decision to withdraw 

the bill and make a fresh start, knowing that 

whoever is in charge of the Executive after the 

election in May will be in the same boat and will 

need to improve the law on the protection of 

vulnerable groups. Given that the commencement 
of much of the bill will have to be delayed while 

secondary legislation is drafted, withdrawing the 

bill would not make much difference to when the 

new law will take effect. 

However, the SNP agrees that the proposed 
scheme could be a better approach to vetting and 

barring than the problematic POCSA regime. 

Many voluntary organisations support the 

proposed scheme, which will streamline 

bureaucracy and reduce the number of requests 

for repeat and multiple disclosure checks from 
small organisations. We recognise that those 

aspects should be progressed now. 

We have a real problem in this country with the 

way in which we manage relationships between 

adults and children. We desperately need a public 

debate about the risks to children in our society. 
That debate should consider what the risks are; 

how we can minimise them, given that we can 

never eliminate them; how our society can live 

with risk and deal with it proportionately; and how 

we educate our children to assess risk. It should 
also consider how we make sure that everyone is 

equipped with common sense about how to be 

vigilant to risk and to take action when risk is likely 

to become a threat. The SNP is prepared to 

support such a debate, which should be held in 

the media and in our schools. It is also a prime 
candidate as a topic for our new parent forums. 

That debate is not about legislation but about 

policy and practice. Laws do not protect children—

adults do. 

I welcome the minister’s willingness to drop part 

3 of the bill and deal with the matter in future 
legislation on children’s hearings and related 

matters. Again, it is policy, culture, change and 

practice that are important. Part 3 might have 

been counterproductive because it might have 

driven vulnerable children away from seeking 

advice and support. Given that the vast majority of 
abuse is by family and friends, we have to judge 

risk proportionately. 

I trust that the minister has Mr McConnell’s 

support for dropping part 3. All parties are 

committed to improving the provisions on people’s 
duties and responsibilities, but the desire to create 

criminal offences in the area could be 

counterproductive because it might create a back-
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watching charter for professionals at the expense 

of children’s welfare. That would turn the bill into a 

protection of vulnerable organisations bill. A 

witness who is involved in child protection told the 

committee in evidence that that is an alternative 
interpretation of the bill. None of us wants that to 

become the case, so the minister’s approach and 

his willingness to drop part 3 are welcome. 

I support the committee’s strong view that the 

bill should not proceed to stage 2 until the 

committee is satisfied that information on the 
subordinate legislation has been provided. I thank 

the minister—and the deputy minister, in 

particular—for promising to provide that 

information. We look forward to seeing the 

substance of the promise. I hope that the minister 
appreciates that the committee must reserve 

judgment until we read the information. 

I have some specific areas to cover. We need 

training, and we most definitely need clear 

definitions. What about 16 and 17-year-olds? How 

should they be covered? Vulnerable adults are in 
danger of becoming a Cinderella group under the 

legislation because of the controversy about the 

other aspects. That must be addressed. I am also 

concerned about retrospection, which is a double-

edged sword. We do not want to penalise 

voluntary organisations, but if we do not have 
retrospection, we will take a risk in relation to 

people who are already in the system. That would 

call into question the system’s validity. 

There are questions about costs and information 

technology systems. The Finance Committee’s 
criticisms are well made, but I recognise that the 

new, simpler vetting and barring system should 

reduce the number of disclosures—and 

particularly the number of multiple disclosures—in 

the long term. We should bear that in mind. 

The bill is a small, technical part of child 
protection. It should not be treated as the key, 

fundamental part of child protection. It is 

necessary, but it is not an absolute guarantee of 

child safety. It provides the means to record 

whether somebody has a history of activity that 

makes it inappropriate to employ them to work 
with children and vulnerable adults, but it will not 

predict whether people with no such history who 

are members of the scheme will harm children in 

the future. 

The bill is about adults’ past. Our main child 

protection measures must be about children’s 
present and future, which means that we must be 

vigilant and use common sense and that there 

must be support. We want adults to work 

enthusiastically with children, and we want a 

society in which relationships between adults and 
children are healthy, honest and positive. In that 

spirit, the SNP will support the general principles 

of the bill. 

14:20 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Lothians) 
(Con):

The Parliament has already made progress in 

the area by passing the Joint Inspection of 
Children’s Services and Inspection of Social Work 

Services (Scotland) Act 2006 and the Protection of 

Children (Scotland) Act 2003. However, members 

have differed from the Executive on the issue of 

taking enough time to have sufficient consultation 
with all relevant and legitimate interests. We prefer 

legislation that is based on sure and certain 

foundations and that will not have to be amended 

a few years later, although it may take a little 

longer to deliver. Some provisions in the 

Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 will be 
superseded without evaluation or even 

implementation having occurred. Furthermore, 

much is being left to secondary legislation rather 

than provisions being included in the bill. We are 

concerned that the Executive is asking us to take 

a good deal on trust. 

Two good speeches have been made. All 

members accept that children and vulnerable 

adults are among the most fragile members of our 
communities. Therefore, we have a particular duty 

to go the extra mile to protect them from harm. In 

that context, I applaud the bill’s overall intentions, 

which are admirable. 

I welcome the decision by ministers not to 

proceed immediately with the provisions in part 3 

of the bill. Of course I recognise that the 

importance of the issue in question is a reason to 

act, but it is also a reason not to rush. All 
parliamentarians—what I say applies to me, too—

must be mindful of the example of the Gadarene 

swine in the Bible, whose frenzied activity was 

such that they made the mistake of running over a 

cliff. I am glad that parliamentarians and ministers 

may have taken note of that cautionary tale; if 
ministers have done so, they will not proceed in 

haste and repent at leisure. Ministers are right that 

action must be taken, but that action must be 

appropriate and must be taken after full 

professional consultation with interested parties. 

The information-sharing provisions will be better 
drafted and better received by the bodies that are 

charged with implementing them when those 

provisions are reintroduced in a later bill. A strong 

minister is a minister who can make necessary 

concessions; a weak minister cannot. The minister 

will not live to regret anything that he has said 
today. His speech will be much appreciated. 

The new vetting and barring scheme is the 

essence of the remainder of the bill. I want to deal 

with three issues in that context: the scope and 

proportionality of the scheme; the need to keep 
bureaucracy under control; and the protection of 

voluntary bodies and charities from excessive 

costs. 
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The proposed scheme will vet more than 1 

million people, or one in four of the population. 

The Executive thinks that around 40,000 

volunteers are currently checked each year. The 

Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations thinks 
that the new scheme will force 850,000 people to 

be background-checked during the phasing-in 

period. Recently, I was told about parents of 

children with special educational needs being 

subjected to enhanced disclosure checks simply to 

be allowed on to a bus to fasten their children’s 
seat belts. 

The people to be caught by the proposed 

scheme lie along a wide spectrum, from nurses 

and social workers right down to volunteers who 

have little unsupervised conduct with the 
vulnerable people with whom they work. The 

potential for risk differs from case to case, but the 

vetting and barring arrangements may end up 

being used identically. In order to avoid 

unnecessary vetting, considered improvements to 

the definition of “regulated work” would be 
welcomed. There should also be clear guidance 

from the Administration, and the Education 

Committee should be allowed to see and comment 

on that guidance before it is issued. 

A danger of widening the net, increased 

bureaucracy and retrospective checking is that 
people may be discouraged from volunteering. 

However, many children depend on adult 

volunteers. Jeopardising things for the many must 

be weighed against the prospect of serious harm 

to the few. The clerks summed up well, in one 
sentence in paragraph 3 of the report on the bill, 

what the Education Committee thought. That 

paragraph states: 

“Protection of children is, of course, vital, but it must not 
come at the expense of their welfare and their right to 
experience a rich and stimulating childhood.” 

What the Executive calls dynamic updating will 

allow a reduction in repeat disclosure checks while 

simultaneously diminishing the level of risk. I 

therefore accept that the bureaucratic burden 

should be lowered once the phasing-in is 
complete. 

I believe that the removal of part 3 is extremely 

important. When ministers do the right thing, they 

should be congratulated even if they may have 

needed a bit of enlightened persuasion along the 

way. The new vetting and barring scheme will 
provide more comprehensive protection, which we 

support. However, we hope that every effort will be 

made to ensure that voluntary organisations and 

charities are not disproportionately disadvantaged 

in the process. 

On the basis that ministers will act as 
parliamentarians of good will, paying heed to our 

concerns, we will support the bill. When we first 

met in this chamber, the First Minister said that he 

hoped that the opportunity for us to raise our game 

would be taken. I hope that that will be done in the 

next stage of the bill, as I believe that there is 

room for further improvements. What we want is 

not a victory, but a success. 

14:26 

Euan Robson (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) 
(LD):

As other members have said, the bill is primarily 

a response to Sir Michael Bichard’s report on the 

horrific murders in Soham. We should not, 

however, overlook the fact that it is also born of 

the experience of cases of the abuse of vulnerable 

adults, one of which infamously occurred in the 
area that I represent. A further motivation is a 

dissatisfaction with the system that has come 

about as a result of the Protection of Children 

(Scotland) Act 2003. To anyone who says that we 

do not need to proceed with the bill today because 

we have the so-called disclosure system in place, I 
say that we must signal our collective intent to 

replace it with a streamlined, less costly and less 

bureaucratic set of procedures that have the effect 

of improving child protection. Also, if we did not 

proceed with the bill today—if it was to fail at stage 
1—we would fail to begin to introduce the 

protection for vulnerable adults that is clearly 

necessary. 

It is one of the fundamental duties of society 

to protect its most vulnerable members; therefore, 

no one could object to a bill that genuinely sought 

to do that—a bill the principles of which were 
directed to such an end. I believe that this is such 

a bill. In its preamble, it talks about protecting 

children and certain adults from those who would 

harm them. It is for that fundamental reason that 

Liberal Democrats will support the bill today. 

That is not to say that the bill, as introduced, is 

all that it should be. I am afraid that we are some 

considerable distance from that being the case. 
Although I note what the minister said about the 

removal of part 3, I add a note of caution. Past 

experience of child protection and vulnerable adult 

cases has underlined the importance of 

appropriate information sharing among 

responsible agencies. In certain cases, information 
being in the hands of one agency and not finding 

its way to another agency has forestalled an 

appropriate intervention. Joint action is often 

required, and many tragedies have occurred when 

there has been a lack of co-operation between 

agencies. Parliament must return to the issue 
before too long and produce proper and 

appropriate guidelines for the sharing of 

information to ensure that we do everything to 

avoid a repeat of the experiences of past cases. 

The bill is complex and perhaps suffers from the 
interweaving of the often complementary but 

sometimes different requirements for the 
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protection of children and the protection of 

vulnerable adults. That derives from the decision 

not to incorporate vetting and barring into the Adult 

Support and Protection (Scotland) Bill. 

Nevertheless, even at this stage it might be 
worthwhile for ministers to consider separating the 

two sets of requirements into different parts and 

chapters of the bill. The purest method of the 

parliamentary draftsman might not necessarily 

produce the clearest of texts for the layman, so I 

offer that particular suggestion to ministers. 

In the few moments I have left, I want to touch 

briefly on retrospection. Provisions to require 

retrospective checking under the Protection of 

Children (Scotland) Act 2003 were not 

commenced, partly to ensure a phasing-in period, 
especially for voluntary organisations. It was also 

to allow time for risk analysis. If, as a result of this 

bill, retrospective checking is to be used, I strongly 

suggest that the Executive pays to undertake a 

trial with a range of willing organisations to find the 

scale of any potential risk that—intuitively—must 
reduce the longer the period of employment or 

engagement in any activity. We need evidence of 

risk before proceeding with retrospective checking. 

We should introduce the principle of retrospective 

checking into the legislation, but let us not 

commence it until we are clear that there is an 
identifiable risk. 

The principle of protection is of overriding 

importance. The bill is part of the Executive’s 

welcome child protection programme. That, and 

the added protection for vulnerable adults, means 
that we must make progress today. The new 

vetting and barring is a welcome objective, but we 

have much to do to get this legislation right and I 

am sure that the committee will lodge several 

amendments, as will ministers, to ensure that the 

legislation will be fit for purpose and will achieve 
its objectives. 

14:31 

Iain Smith (North East Fife) (LD): 

The committee grappled with the complex 
issues raised by the bill, and I believe that we 

produced a balanced report that addresses the 

range of concerns that were raised with us during 

our stage 1 inquiry. I take this opportunity to thank 

the many organisations that gave the committee 

written or oral evidence, the diligence of my 
committee colleagues in considering that 

evidence, and our excellent clerking team for its 

assistance in producing our stage 1 report. 

I welcome 

the opportunity to speak on behalf of the 

Education Committee in today’s debate. 

As we have heard this afternoon, this is not a 

party-political issue. That is reflected in the stage 1 
report, which was agreed unanimously and without 

a single division, although there were some robust 

debates on our recommendations. The committee 

was as one when we said:  

“The welfare and best interests of children and young 
people are the Education Committee’s paramount 
concern”.

That is reflected in the time that the committee 

has dedicated to child protection during this 

parliamentary session. 

The committee is also clear that child protection 
is only one part of safeguarding and promoting the 

welfare and best interests of children. As the 

children’s commissioner, Kathleen Marshall, put it: 

“Children have a right to protection, but they also have a 
right to develop, to access leisure and recreation and to 
form relationships … this is a question of risk management 
and proportionality.”—[Official Report, Education
Committee, 22 November 2006; c 3797.] 

We need to ensure that we are not setting up a 

system of child protection that sends the wrong 

messages about risk and, equally important, does 

not paralyse people who want to do good work 
with children. Let us not forget that the vast 

majority—more than 85 per cent—of children who 

are abused are abused in their own home by close 

relatives or close family friends. Very few are 

abused or are at risk of abuse by those who work 

with children, although there are no absolute 
guarantees. 

Of course, everyone agrees that those who 

present a real danger to children or vulnerable 

adults should be prevented from working with 

them. However, we must ensure that both the risk 
that the person represents and the situation in 

which the person is working are properly 

assessed. For example, a parent who, along with 

others, is helping to supervise the school disco—

an infamous case during the committee’s inquiry—

is clearly less in a position to present a risk to 
children than an adult who has frequent, 

prolonged or physical contact with children or 

vulnerable adults with no other adult present, such 

as a teacher, care worker or doctor. 

In addition to the seat belt case that Lord James 

mentioned, the committee heard evidence of a 
case where two senior pupils were denied a trip to 

the mainland because only a male worker was 

available to accompany them, and the council 

policy required that male staff could not be alone 

with the pupils, despite the fact that those staff had 

probably already gone through the checking 
system. 

We also heard that some sports and arts clubs 

restrict membership to over-18s to avoid being 

caught up in the system, that parents who want to 

help to supervise a school trip are sometimes 
asked to undergo a full disclosure check and that 

a 14-year-old who volunteered to be minute 
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secretary for a community council was refused 

because of a concern that the council would then 

fall within the ambit of the legislation. Clearly, 

many of those examples result from a wrong 

interpretation of the existing law, but they show 
what happens if public bodies and organisations 

take a risk-averse approach. As Fiona Hyslop 

mentioned, we do not want a protection of 

vulnerable organisations bill. 

On the committee’s specific concerns, we are 

pleased that the Executive has accepted our key 
recommendation that part 3 of the bill should be 

dropped to allow for full consultation with 

stakeholders. No one disputes the importance of 

appropriate information sharing between 

professions, where that is necessary to protect a 
child’s welfare. However, an unspecified duty 

might result in inappropriate information sharing 

that might harm children’s welfare. For example, a 

child might choose not to seek advice on sex or 

drugs-related issues because of the fear that the 

information might be passed on to the police. 

I welcome the ministers’ commitment to provide, 

ahead of stage 2, pre-consultation papers on 

some of the key areas of concern. Whether that 

will be sufficient to meet the committee’s concerns 

will be for the committee to consider if the bill 

proceeds to that stage. I anticipate that we might 
wish to take further evidence before commencing 

our consideration of amendments. I also think that 

ministers should consider a number of issues of 

detail before we reach stage 2. 

Although the committee spent less time 
considering issues surrounding the protection of 

vulnerable adults than it perhaps should have, a 

key issue is the definition of what constitutes a 

protected adult. At present, the bill defines such 

adults in relation to the receipt of services rather 

than in relation to protected adults themselves. I 
hope that the definition in the bill is consistent with 

the definitions in the Adult Support and Protection 

(Scotland) Bill, which—I agree with Euan Robson 

on this—might have been a more appropriate 

place for those provisions. 

A related concern is how the bill defines what is 
a child and what is an adult. It seems inconsistent 

to have an overlap, as is currently the case. I am 

not convinced that there is not a case for defining 

a child as someone who is under 16 rather than 

under 18. I would welcome some clarification from 

the minister on the rationale for the current 
definition and on whether unforeseen 

consequences might result from changing the 

definition of “child” to mean someone who was 

under 16 rather than under 18. 

I have considerable concerns about the use of 
non-conviction information. I doubt that anyone 

would object to the use of such information where 

there was clear evidence of a pattern of behaviour 

that indicated that a person presented a real risk 

to children. However, in some cases, when people 

have been wrongly accused and charged with an 

offence on which proceedings were not taken, 

because they did not have the chance formally to 
clear their name in court, information about the 

charge has still appeared in vetting information on 

an enhanced disclosure certificate. There must be 

clear opportunities for individuals to challenge 

such information. In my view, such provision must 

be included on the face of the bill. 

Although there are several other definitional 

issues that I cannot go into because of lack of 

time, I will highlight the fact that we do not want 

the bill to deter volunteering. We must ensure that 

people do not avoid volunteering because they 
fear that a relatively minor incident in their past 

might be dragged up and become public 

knowledge. We must also ensure that those who 

administer voluntary schemes, such as 

management committee members, are not put off 

by the complexities of becoming involved in 
personal matters. 

I am pleased that ministers will look carefully at 

the costs involved in the retrospective checking for 

vulnerable groups. I also hope— 

The Presiding Officer: You must be brief. 

Iain Smith: 

I also hope that ministers give further 
consideration to whether the central registered 

body in Scotland can provide more assistance to 

voluntary organisations. 

Briefly, ministers need to look at 

what is meant by working with children and 

vulnerable adults. We need to ensure that we do 

not end up with the school disco situation that was 

mentioned earlier. 

Despite the committee’s concerns, I hope that 

the Parliament will approve the general principles 

of the bill at stage 1, although we may need to 
come back to the issue before stage 3. 

The Presiding Officer: 

14:38 

We move to open 

debate. If members can confine their remarks to 

five, rather than six, minutes, that would be helpful 

to the management of both this and the 

subsequent debate. 

Dr Elaine Murray (Dumfries) (Lab): 

The Finance Committee was concerned about 

the number of individuals who seem likely to be 

captured in the vetting and barring scheme once it 

As a 

member of both the Finance Committee and the 

Education Committee, I approached the bill with a 

number of significant reservations on the basis of 

the evidence that the Finance Committee had 
taken. 
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becomes fully operational. Although the minister 

compared the task to looking for a needle in a 

haystack, we were a bit concerned that the bill 

treated all the hay as needles. We also worried 

about the accuracy of the financial memorandum 
regarding the costs of implementation, the setting 

up of the scheme and the costs to the voluntary 

sector. We asked whether there was sufficient 

money available to ensure that the scheme could 

be operated effectively. In addition, we were 

concerned that individuals such as relatives could 
be put off helping out at events on a casual basis 

for fear that the organisation that was being 

helped would be breaking the law if the individuals 

were not covered by the scheme. We were also 

concerned that people would be put off 
volunteering. 

As other members have said, the evidence to 

the Education Committee was contradictory. The 

statutory sector was extremely enthusiastic about 

all sections of the bill and urged the committee to 

proceed with them all. The trade unions—the 
Educational Institute of Scotland and Unison—

were generally in favour, although Unison was a 

bit worried about provisions that meant that a 

malicious employer could make an allegation 

about the behaviour of an employee who had left 

that could end up being reported to the scheme. 

Voluntary organisations welcomed the 

passporting proposals, which would mean that 

they were no longer required to have multiple 

disclosures, as under the current system, but they 

were concerned about the cost and whether 
volunteers might be deterred. However, they saw 

the bill as an improvement on POCSA. We must 

acknowledge that some of the proposals will 

certainly be a significant improvement on the 

current situation. 

The commissioner for children and young 
people, Children in Scotland and Children 1

st

As has been said, the greatest concern was 

about part 3. That is not because there is not 
support for sharing information. I say that as 

somebody who is from Dumfries and Galloway, 

where a very young girl—three-year-old Kennedy 

MacFarlane—was able to be murdered by a step-

parent because the statutory agencies did not 
share information. Nobody is against sharing 

information, but some voluntary organisations are 

concerned that if they are obliged by law to share 

information, children and vulnerable adults who 

have been abused and who wish to disclose that 

in confidence to those organisations, could be 

deterred from doing so. That is why we have 

asked for that provision to be removed, so that we 
can consult on the issue. We hope that the 

provision might be reintroduced, possibly as part 

of the getting it right for every child proposals. My 

colleague Marilyn Livingstone might say more on 

that issue. 

asked us to have the bill withdrawn. They wanted 

a review of POCSA and believed that the bill was 

a disproportionate response that would contribute 

to a risk-averse culture. However, we must 

acknowledge that those organisations did not 
consider the situation of vulnerable adults, as 

Euan Robson said. If a review were undertaken, 

the vulnerable adults provisions would also be 

lost. 

We would have liked more time, but we are 
where we are in the parliamentary timetable. I 

acknowledge that it is important that the vetting 

and barring system in Scotland is coherent with 

that south of the border, so that nobody slips 

through any holes between the systems in the two 
countries. 

Guidance that is as strong as we can make it is 

needed on who should and should not be in the 

scheme, to prevent the risk-averse behaviour that 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton described, whereby 

a council refuses to allow somebody to fasten their 
child’s seat belt if they do not have enhanced 

disclosure. That is happening under current 

legislation, not because of the bill. We need to 

tighten the position to prevent silly, risk-averse 

behaviour by councils and other organisations. 

The voluntary sector is concerned about 
retrospective checks. Is it possible to introduce 

them in secondary legislation, to allow Parliament 

and the committees to have another look at the 

provisions before they are implemented? That 

would allow some consultation of the voluntary 
sector on how and whether that could be handled. 

I would like ministers to consider that. 

I agree with other members, including Fiona 

Hyslop, that we need to consider the risk-averse 

culture, which involves not just legislation but 

litigation. We cannot become a society in which 
children are not allowed to do anything just in case 

something happens. We will never be able to 

legislate to remove all risk, particularly as people 

who wish to harm children and vulnerable adults 

may use their children or their friends to access 

children. We cannot prevent everything awful that 
could ever happen to a child. We do not want to 

destroy children’s quality of life by being so 

frightened that something might happen to them 

that they do not have a normal childhood. I would 

like the Executive to lead on something to 

counteract that risk-averse culture. 

14:44 

Mr Kenny MacAskill (Lothians) (SNP): I echo 

James Douglas-Hamilton’s comments. Credit must 

be given where credit is due and that is not simply 

for the speeches that have been made. All 
parties—not simply the political representation, but 
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the Executive and the committee—have sought at 

today’s stage 1 debate and throughout 

proceedings to work towards a solution, 

notwithstanding the timetable and the juncture that 

we are at in the political calendar. It is accepted 
that the issue is too important to be made into a 

political football, so it brings credit to the 

Parliament and to all involved that we attempt and 

desire to work out the correct solution for the 

people of Scotland and not simply to score party-

political points. 

We have to consider not simply where we will be 

at stage 3, but the current context, and we find 

ourselves in a difficult situation. In introducing the 

bill, the Executive seeks to balance a multitude of 

things. In some, there is a synergy that involves 
protecting youngsters. However, there is also a 

dichotomy because, at some stage, we reach an 

impasse between seeking to protect by legislating 

and imposing restrictions while, at the same time, 

seeking to maintain our society and the important 

aspects of volunteering that other speakers have 
commented on.  

We are seeking to introduce laws at a time of 

cultural and societal change. Those changes have 

not only taken place over recent years, but are 

taking place under our feet, and they all have an 

impact on the legislation that we create. That is 
why it is important that we take time to analyse 

proposals that we introduce and ensure that they 

are appropriate and flexible. We must be prepared 

to take a broad view of matters. 

There are great difficulties in legislating, but it is 
obviously important that we protect youngsters. No 

political party and no Government in Scotland 

would ever seek to leave not simply youngsters 

but vulnerable adults open to being preyed upon 

or abused, so we need to legislate. It is also 

important that we acknowledge that the 
Parliament, other legislatures and our 

predecessors have introduced necessary 

legislation as a result of appalling incidents and to 

try to address obvious lacunae. To some extent, 

the bill seeks to bring such measures together, if 

not achieve some consolidation. That is 
appropriate, as various measures have been 

introduced and had an effect over five or 10 years, 

at the same time as significant social change. 

We all know about the effect of an aging society. 

We have debated it in the Parliament and the 

futures forum has reported on it. It has an effect on 
how we deal with youngsters and how the 

generations interact. Some of those matters come 

round perpetually; there will always be a 

generation coming through that questions matters 

and an older generation that is more sceptical.  

However, there is a danger that we will go too 

far, which is why we must ensure that we get the 

balance right. If we do not get it right and impose 

too much through legislation, we will run into 

difficulties. We have to take into account the other 

social and cultural changes. As Fiona Hyslop and 

others said, we will never be able to guarantee a 

risk-free society. Unfortunately, we are human and 
our society includes people who will transgress 

and commit horrendous acts, so we have to 

ensure that we have appropriate laws. However, 

as Fiona Hyslop said, laws are not the 

fundamental problem and will not offer 

fundamental protection, although we must have 
them; the fundamental issue is the relationship 

between adults and the youngsters or vulnerable 

adults upon whom they may prey or who they may 

seek to abuse. 

It is to the Executive’s credit that it is prepared to 
make substantial changes to the bill. The Scottish 

National Party welcomes the general principles of 

the bill. We recognise that it is necessary and we 

recognise the difficulties—life is much more 

complicated than it used to be. We must 

acknowledge the importance of volunteering to our 
society and the importance of maintaining the 

relationship between the older and younger 

generations. It is sad that that relationship has, to 

some extent, broken down. Lord James Douglas-

Hamilton mentioned the difficulties, about which 

we have all been e-mailed, with putting a seat belt 
on a youngster in a bus. To be frank, we did not 

legislate to bring that situation about, so it is clear 

that something is wrong. We can argue about 

whether that is a correct interpretation of the 

legislation but it reflects the society that we have 
created. 

Volunteering is important. The problem is not 

simply the legislation that we have introduced. 

There are other factors, such as the 24/7 society, 

the dislocation in families and Saturday fathers. 

Those all have an impact, but we must ensure that 
any legislation that we introduce to try to protect 

youngsters does not make matters worse, not only 

for volunteers but for the relationship between 

generations. That is why we welcome the 

commitment to withdraw part 3. We think that 

matters can be discussed and, as the general 
tenor of the debate shows, we can reach a 

solution together. 

14:49 

Robin Harper (Lothians) (Green): 

I and members of my party are as keen as 

anyone else in Parliament that vulnerable groups 

I

congratulate members of the Education 

Committee on the huge amount of work that they 
have already done on the bill, and I apologise for 

my impetuosity in lodging a motion to get rid of 

part 3 just before—rather than just after—the 

report was published. I hope that my apology is 

accepted.  
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receive all the protection that can properly be 

afforded to them, but we have been reading the 

evidence from across the board—particularly from 

organisations such as Children 1
st

Iain Smith has already admitted that the 

committee should have spent more time on the 

part of the bill that deals with protection of 
vulnerable adults—we have not spent as much 

time on that as we should. The children’s 

commissioner expressed the opinion that an audit 

of current legislation and practice must be 

instituted before the bill is progressed. She 

acknowledged that that would inevitably entail 
delay in the progress of the bill, but believes that 

such delay would be worth while in the long term 

in order that we can ensure that we devise a 

system that takes account of the risks that are 

posed to children and vulnerable adults, and which 

can respond appropriately and be implemented 
consistently and fairly. That is obviously what we 

want.

, Children in 

Scotland, Scotland’s commissioner for children 
and young people and the Law Society of 

Scotland. We are concerned that there is, between 

now and dissolution, not enough time to bring the 

bill to the finished state in which we would like it.  

The Minister for Education and Young People 

himself has said that the Executive has no interest 

in implementing a system that would prove to be 

unworkable, but the fear in many quarters is that 

there is simply no time to produce workable 
legislation. In his opening speech, the minister 

mentioned the position of the children’s 

commissioner, but stated quite clearly that he feels 

that an audit would delay progress. There is a 

clear difference of opinion—I am afraid that I side 

with the commissioner.  

I expect and hope that every party in Parliament 

wants the bill’s passage to be completed by 
Christmas. If we approve it at this stage, however, 

there will be tremendous continuous pressure to 

have it finished by Easter. Why cannot we wait 

until Christmas? It is not that long. There is no 

great urgency to pass the bill and I do not foresee 

anything dreadful happening between now and 
Christmas as a result of the delay. However, I can 

see that by passing a bill that is not fit for purpose 

we will deny ourselves the chance to do real good. 

The Deputy Minister for Education and 
Young People (Robert Brown): Does Robin 

Harper accept the view that was expressed to me 

by the voluntary sector, that it is the retrospective 
element of the bill that gives rise to most concern? 

The Executive has said that it will consult on 

whether, when and how the retrospective section 

will be implemented. Other than that, it is a matter 

of dealing with the same sort of numbers in an 

improved scheme. That is the essence of the bill. 

Robin Harper: 

Will parents understand the Disclosure Scotland 
website? What if they do not even use websites? 

Will having a statement put people off because 

they do not understand the system? I know that 

we need a proper system to ensure that those who 

wish ill on vulnerable individuals are barred from 

having contact with them; that will end up being 
quite a complicated system. 

I accept that that is one of the 

views that was expressed by the voluntary sector, 

but I repeat that the children’s commissioner 

would like to have an audit before things go 

further, but I simply do not think that there is time 

for a thorough audit before we get to that stage.  

I do not believe that the bill has been properly 

thought through. The Executive has abandoned 

part 3, but everybody expects its provisions to 

reappear in legislation that will follow another set 
of Executive consultations. 

The Green party is in a bind: we support the 

general principles of the bill but we do not want the 

bill to proceed further just now because we would 

prefer that much more time were spent on it. We 

will probably abstain in the vote later this 
afternoon. 

14:55 

Mr Andrew Arbuckle (Mid Scotland and Fife) 
(LD):

Politicians have a responsibility to ensure that 

legislation neither diminishes nor disadvantages 

the voluntary sector. As Kenny MacAskill rightly 
said, it is a question of getting the balance right. 

I fully support the recommendations that 

arose from the Bichard inquiry. They came at the 

right time and cannot be classified as a knee-jerk 
reaction. There has been time to ponder and 

consider. 

A few years ago in Fife Council, I heard a 

councillor comment on changes to support for 

voluntary organisations. The councillor said that 

volunteers 

“would just have to accept the changes.” 

The paradox that volunteers do not have to do 

anything did not seem to have crossed that 

councillor’s mind. 

We have to be conscious of the effects that the 
Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 

could have on people such as the people who turn 

up on cold winter nights to coach youngsters in 

myriad sports. Many of them started out as 

coaches or trainers because their own children 
were going along, so rather than simply stand on 

the touchlines or at the poolside, they offered to 

help. For many people, that offer of help has 

extended beyond the initial period when their own 

offspring were involved; I belong to an athletics 

club and some of the coaches are now training a 
second generation of youngsters, such is their 
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love for the sport. All that work is done with never 

a penny piece paid nor expected. 

However, all voluntary work is as vulnerable as 

anything to unnecessary bureaucracy. Faced with 

additional paperwork or costs, many of the unpaid 
army might well decide that it is much simpler and 

much less stressful just to walk away. 

I welcome the minister’s assurance that the 

Executive will work sympathetically alongside the 

voluntary sector to ensure that this fragile part of 

our society will not be damaged. Any damage 
could be disastrous to our country. We could not 

fill the gap with paid support and we would, for 

example, end up with less sports coaching—which 

would lead to more obesity—and less involvement 

in the arts. I appeal to the Executive to keep 
regulations simple to ensure that the many small 

voluntary groups that do so much good work bear 

the lightest of burdens. 

I welcome the proposed relaxation on 

retrospective checks, but I share Fiona Hyslop’s 

concern that that particular part of the haystack 
may—and I stress “may”—include some needles. 

However we want to describe them, I am referring 

to people we want to remove from the vicinity of 

vulnerable children. 

I support Euan Robson’s call for a pilot to 

establish the scale of risk arising from those who 
have worked for decades with the young, the aged 

and the less able. That would be a sensible 

solution to a major problem. 

Elaine Murray expressed some of her concerns. 

I am concerned about the lack of robust financial 
information on the bill. Inevitably, with major 

decisions still to be made through secondary 

legislation, it is difficult to be precise. The Finance 

Committee has made the point that it was being 

asked to 

“scrutinise the costs of legislation where significant financial 
information will be contained in secondary legislation.” 

The Finance Committee also recommended that 
the lead committee—the Education Committee—

further probe the bill’s financial consequences. I 

am interested to note that the Education 

Committee feels that sound financial information is 

still lacking, as are examples of how secondary 
legislation will impinge financially on voluntary 

organisations. Everybody here realises that many 

groups in the voluntary sector operate on a 

shoestring and that additional financial burdens 

that arise from the bill will not be welcome. 

The financial memorandum estimates a turnover 
of £30 million in Disclosure Scotland in the first 

three years. That figure is based on there being 

500,000 applications each year. The financial 

memorandum also mentions an additional cost of 

up to £5 million coming from various sports 

bodies, arts organisations and other parts of the 

voluntary sector. The aims of the bill are 

admirable, but I remain concerned about its 

implementation and about its cost to voluntary 

organisations. 

15:00 

David McLetchie (Edinburgh Pentlands) 
(Con):

The genesis of the bill lies in the horrific murders 

of Holly Wells and Jessica Chapman and the 

subsequent inquiry that Sir Michael Bichard held 

into the procedures for vetting and assessing the 
suitability of persons to work with children and 

vulnerable adults, whether on a professional or 

voluntary basis. 

There is a legal maxim that hard cases 

make bad laws. Essentially, we are being given a 

warning not to generalise from the particular and 

not to take one case, however appalling it might 
be, as the sole foundation for a whole new raft of 

laws and regulations that may not be just 

disproportionate to the real risk, but might also 

pose a threat to civil liberties, spawn injustices of 

their own and produce wholly unintended 
consequences. Good intentions do not always 

make for good laws. 

It is interesting to consider how divided opinion 

was in the both the written and oral evidence that 

was submitted to the Education Committee. 
Broadly speaking, public sector bodies—the local 

authorities, health boards, professional 

organisations of public sector employees and the 

police—are in favour of the proposed vetting and 

barring scheme. In fairness to them, by creating a 
more cohesive and consistent approach, the 

scheme may be an improvement on the system 

that was established under the Protection of 

Children (Scotland) Act 2003.  

In all this, one cannot escape the feeling that a 

substantial measure of covering one’s own back is 
involved. Process and procedures seem to have 

been given a status that they do not deserve—it 

seems that what matters is ticking of boxes. 

Couple that with the unfounded belief that all that 

has to be done wholly to eliminate any vestige of 

risk is to make the vetting and barring procedures 
even more elaborate and wide ranging and the 

question remains: what will happen if an 

unsuitable individual slips through the net of 

scrutiny? I fear that another attempt will be made, 

in vain, to regulate risk out of existence by way of 

the passage of still more laws, the establishment 
of further regulatory bodies and/or recruitment of 

additional staff. 

In contrast, those who are opposed to the bill 

either in principle or in detail are voluntary sector 

organisations, which rightly raised the issue of 
proportionality, and others—such as the Faculty of 
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Advocates—which questioned whether the 

measures will be effective. In part, that opposition 

came about because the Executive has left so 

much of the detail of the operation of the scheme 

to subordinate legislation that is yet to be 
introduced. 

A truly staggering number of people are to be 

vetted under the measures—more than 1 million 

employees and volunteers. We need to compare 

that figure with the number of individuals who are 

on the present list of those who are disqualified 
from working with children, who number a mere 

131. There are valid concerns that circulation of 

inaccurate so-called soft intelligence on individuals 

could effectively bar people, without justification, 

from working in a number of occupations or as 
volunteers. A pernicious combination of safety-first 

recruitment policies and no-smoke-without-fire 

attitudes could have that result. 

I will support the bill at stage 1. I do so on the 

recommendation of my friend James Douglas-

Hamilton and his colleagues on the Education 
Committee, whose consideration of the proposal 

was in greater detail than the consideration that I 

was able to bring to bear on the subject. I suspect 

that all of us would find it hard to forgive ourselves 

if we omitted to take action, or if we were to pass a 

law that, in hindsight, could have prevented a 
horrific case such as the Soham murders from 

taking place in the future. 

That said, a wider public debate on the issues is 

needed. We are in the grip of something-must-be-

done syndrome. Despite all the evidence that has 
been accumulated to the contrary since time 

began, we are becoming a society that has an 

irrational belief in the perfectibility of man and 

human institutions. 

Euan Robson rose—

The Deputy Presiding Officer (Trish 
Godman): One minute. 

David McLetchie: 

We have to think seriously about the road down 

which we are going so I am encouraged that the 

Education Committee highlighted that concern in 
its report. I am also encouraged by the speeches 

that we have heard today. I hope that the 

operation of the legislation will be kept under very 

close review by the Executive and Parliament. 

I am sorry, but I have to 

finish. 

15:05 

Ms Rosemary Byrne (South of Scotland) 
(Sol): 

Members will agree that all children and young 

people should be protected from individuals who 

might harm them in any way. However, we should 

note that child harm and abuse are committed 

overwhelmingly by adults whom the child knows 
personally and not by strangers or providers of 

children’s services. It is therefore pertinent to 

stress that, although the bill is important, we 

should guard against complacency and the 

creation of a false sense of security. One of my 

major concerns throughout the evidence-taking 
sessions in the committee has been that people 

will believe that we have tied up the loose ends 

and ensured that there can be no risk. We can 

never eliminate risk. 

I welcome the debate—in particular the 

minister’s agreement to withdraw part 3 of the bill. 

The Education Committee worked well and the 

minister listened. That is a good example and is 

an approach that we all welcome. 

It is therefore extremely important to put 
resources into education. We must ensure that 

appropriate funding is put in place to educate 

children, young people and adults on how best 

they and our communities can play their parts in 

protecting vulnerable people. Resourcing of 

services is key and will help organisations and 
individuals to take a lead in training in how to be 

alert to identifiable risk factors, and in how to deal 

with, and alert services to, such issues. Such 

training, in conjunction with exchange of 

information among bodies and organisations, is 

crucial. I hope that the minister will tell us about 
the resources that will be put in place. That is a far 

more important way of dealing with the issue. 

Scotland’s commissioner for children and young 

people has said, rightly, that we cannot create a 

regime in which children and young people are not 
allowed to do anything. We have to be able to give 

young people the space in which to develop as 

individuals, without wrapping them up too much. 

However, we must also take responsibility for their 

protection very seriously. The way forward is not 

just through good and sound legislation, but 
through strong education. 

I welcome the proposed changes to vetting and 

barring, which will create a system that will be less 

complicated than the current arrangements. The 

streamlining of the system, by moving from 

multiple disclosures to a single list, is welcome. 
Implications for organisations need to be 

addressed, such as the additional administrative 

costs to voluntary organisations and the possibility 

that potential volunteers will be less willing to 

volunteer if they find that an incident that 

happened a long time ago and which has no 
relevance to child protection will be disclosed to 

the community. We must give assurances in that 

regard. 

There is a need for clarity about the status and 

treatment of 16 to 18-year-olds in the vetting and 
barring system, which needs to be sorted out 

before stage 2. I would like to mention many other 

issues, but I do not have time. 
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It is important to acknowledge that the bill has 

been rushed. I sympathise with Robin Harper’s 

position: it is difficult for us to know what will 

happen next. We support the general principles of 

the bill, but I hope that consideration will be given 
to how best to proceed and that, by stage 2, the 

minister will have provided more clarity. In the long 

term, we might regret passing rushed legislation. 

15:09 

Marilyn Livingstone (Kirkcaldy) (Lab): 

It is important to draw a clear distinction 

between the bill’s provisions on vetting and barring 
in parts 1 and 2, and the provisions on child 

protection information sharing in part 3. The 

committee was clear that no single piece of 

legislation or guidance and no single change in 

wider social culture will guarantee the safety of our 

children and young people. However, we must do 
all we can do to ensure the safety of our children 

and young people—we are agreed on that—and 

the bill is one tool that is available to us to do that. 

We are all acutely aware that we must balance 

protection with the need to allow our children to 
develop and grow and to develop relationships to 

equip them for the future. 

I am 

pleased to have the opportunity to contribute to 
this important debate in my roles as a relatively 

new member of the Education Committee and as 

convener of the Scottish Parliament cross-party 

group on survivors of childhood sexual abuse. I 

thank fellow committee members, the committee 
clerks and everyone who gave evidence to the 

committee, without whose support and hard work 

we would not have been able to have this stage 1 

debate. 

Parts 1 and 2 of the bill are based on the 

recommendations for England and Wales that 

resulted from the Bichard inquiry. I agree with the 

minister that we must ensure that no cross-border 
loopholes exist in the UK that could be exploited in 

Scotland. 

It is important that we support the bill at stage 1. 

I ask Robin Harper and the Greens to reconsider 

their position, because we must do everything in 

our power to ensure that people who prove to be 
unsuitable to enjoy our trust are prevented from 

continuing to work with our most vulnerable 

people. The bill will ensure that the correct 

balance is struck and, importantly, will strengthen 

the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 by 

providing more efficient safeguards and 
protections. 

I have been the convener of the cross-party 

group on survivors of childhood sexual abuse for 

six years and have worked with young children, 

parents and adult survivors of sexual abuse. We 
believe that greater public awareness and 

understanding are essential if we are to combat 

the many myths that surround the issue, which 

Rosemary Byrne explained well, and its impact on 

society. All too often, we see the long-term effects 

and the links with mental health problems, alcohol 
and drug abuse, domestic violence and 

homelessness. Our generation has acknowledged 

that abuse happens, so our generation must find a 

solution. 

I am pleased that the minister has agreed to 

remove part 3 of the bill to allow further debate. I 
agree that we need to ensure consistency of 

understanding and practice, but we must also 

ensure that there is a safe space in which children 

or very vulnerable adults can disclose information. 

Many people within the voluntary sector fear that, 
without such a safe space, some victims may not 

seek much-needed help and support. Sometimes, 

information is hidden away for days, months or 

years because of fear, intimidation or self-blame. 

We must understand and reflect on the fact that 

poor information sharing has been a contributory 
factor in several tragic child deaths. We must 

ensure that there is a code of practice that will 

help to generate consistency and understanding 

and which will encompass and address the 

concerns that relate to consent and confidentiality, 

to which the Education Committee convener and 
others have referred. We must pursue a non-

statutory code of conduct at the earliest 

opportunity. I agree with the minister and 

colleagues that we need to pursue legislation on 

the matter as soon as possible, but that must be 
done following consultation and when we have 

achieved an understanding of the correct balance. 

As I said in a debate on survivors of childhood 

sexual abuse, we are in the 21
st

15:14 

 century, in the 

first Scottish Parliament in more than 300 years, 

and have within our grasp the opportunity to 
contribute lasting legislation that will change 

people’s lives forever. We can give a clear 

message to perpetrators that they can no longer 

hide behind or rely on the silence that they impose 

on their victims. I asked Robin Harper to change 

his mind because the bill will allow us to throw light 
on the shadows that those people cast on the 

most vulnerable people in our society: our 

children. The bill will allow us to move in the right 

direction. Please support it. 

Donald Gorrie (Central Scotland) (LD): The 

ministers and the Education Committee deserve 

credit. We are in the situation of a long-distance 

runner who sets out far too fast in a race. If we 

could start again, we would deal with the issue in a 

more measured way. However, at least the 
ministers acknowledge that we are where we are 

and have made concessions. The committee 
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made some good comments on the bill. It is 

important that we drop part 3. 

I would find it helpful if the deputy minister, in 

winding up the debate, could elaborate a little on 

the comment that he made in an intervention to 
the effect that the retrospection element is up for 

grabs and that there might, in the end and after a 

lot of discussion, be no retrospection—or a variant 

of it. It is important to the voluntary sector that the 

issue is still genuinely up for discussion.  

I agree that we legislate too much and that we 
try to make people good by act of Parliament, 

which, notoriously, cannot be done. We should try 

to make the bill as simple as possible; at the 

moment it is too elaborate and there are problems 

related to the policy. The emphasis on disclosure 
means that not enough consideration is given to 

the wider issues of good child protection and to 

having organisational policies that encourage 

employees to look after children well and to look 

out for people who may wish not to look after them 

well. 

Concentrating on disclosure is also liable to lead 

to neglect of good appointment procedures. If we 

had a decent appointment system we would not 

appoint those unfortunate people in the first 

instance. We should not put too much emphasis 

on disclosure and we should resource adequately 
services that provide wider training and support for 

good youth work and for looking after adults.  

We should provide good advice and not start all 

over again with new, free-standing and expensive 

organisations, which is the usual Government 
response. We should support the existing 

organisations, often at regional and local levels, 

which already provide good advice. For example, 

there is a good scheme that gives advice to sports 

clubs, but it is in danger of grinding to a halt 

through lack of money. We must fund adequately 
our advice-giving system, especially for small 

organisations, which need the most help. The 

public sector must try to understand the voluntary 

sector. It is no use having consultative meetings 

during the working day and being surprised that no 

volunteers come to them. There has to be a bit of 
intelligence shown on the part of the public 

sector—it exists, but it is a question of digging it 

out.

We need to audit the present and future systems 

to see how well they are working and to consider 

their defects. For example, the minister mentioned 
multiple disclosures. We must ensure that we do 

not make similar mistakes. On compliance, I am 

advised that only three people in Scotland are 

responsible for achieving compliance with the 

existing system. That needs to be considered, too. 
Although we have left too much to secondary 

legislation and guidance and so on, at least we will 

have to introduce it as quickly as possible so that 

people know the guidance before the legislation 

takes effect. That was not the case with the 

previous system. Furthermore, all the stakeholders 

must get a real opportunity to influence the 

guidance.  

Members have raised many points about 16 to 

18-year-olds and protected adults. The idea that a 

protected adult can be identified by the services 

that he or she receives is bizarre, foolish and 

bureaucratic. It is a question of defining terms, 

such as “psychological harm” and “risk”. 

There is also the question of workers from 

overseas. Section 47 tells us that we can be 

severely punished if we fail to tell the minister that 

we have changed our address. There are a lot of 

small issues like that. The position that we are in is 
not ideal, but we should go ahead and make the 

bill as good as possible. We should keep a careful 

eye on the bill and make it proportionate, so that 

high-risk and low-risk individuals are not all treated 

in the same way, which will result in foolish 

situations such as have already been described. It 
is with some reluctance that I say that we should 

support the bill and try to make it as good as 

possible.  

15:19 

Mr Kenneth Macintosh (Eastwood) (Lab): 

I hope that there is no doubt about where I stand 

on the subject of overly risk-averse behaviour. I 

have taken every opportunity over several years to 

voice my frustrations at the obstacles that seem to 
be designed to prevent everyday, normal activity. I 

have four young children, and I wonder whether 

members are aware of how difficult it can be for 

my wife Claire and me to take them swimming, for 

example. Rules that have been introduced by 

swimming pools—they are rules or guidance, not 
laws, as they might sometimes be regarded—can 

insist on a ratio of one adult to one child under 

two, or sometimes one adult to one child under 

four, and one adult to two children under eight. I 

will let members do the maths, but the bottom line 
is that, unless there is a stand-alone baby pool, we 

often cannot get in.  

I

am pleased to contribute to this afternoon’s 
debate, not just because of the importance of the 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, 

but because it allows us to touch on wider areas of 

interest and concern. Several, if not all, speakers, 

starting with the Minister for Communities and 
Fiona Hyslop, and including Elaine Murray and 

David McLetchie, have mentioned the dangers of 

living in a risk-averse society and the damage that 

we can do to our children in overprotecting them 

from the experiences of life. I echo Elaine Murray’s 

point that risk is an important part of life. We must 
learn to live with it and to make judgments for 

ourselves. 
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As for the inappropriate use of or references to 

disclosure legislation, members on the Education 

Committee have threatened to throttle me if I 

mention yet again how I was almost prevented 

from escorting my own children safely to school 
because of the need for a disclosure check in 

order to participate in a walking bus. Our school 

nursery almost had no Santa this year, because 

we could not find someone who was disclosure 

checked. Of course, I was disclosure checked, but 

I do not have the figure for it.  

Hugh Henry: Yet. 

Mr Macintosh: 

Can we really lay all those problems and 

frustrations at the door of the bill? I think not. 

There are many factors at work in creating risk-
averse behaviour. I include changes to how we 

approach outdoor pursuits and other activities; 

health and safety legislation and guidance; our 

increasing tendency as a society to sue for 

damages whenever anything goes wrong; and the 

blame culture. Kenny MacAskill spoke about 
significant changes in our society, our aging 

society, the interrelationship between old and 

young people and the role of men. All those 

factors are at work. 

Thank you, minister.  

When the bill was introduced, as a couple of 

members mentioned earlier, it was joked that it 
should be renamed the protection of vulnerable 

organisations (Scotland) bill. The cynical view is 

that the rules will be used to cover people’s backs 

rather than protect individuals. I warmly welcome 

the debate on the bill, and I have every sympathy 
with that fundamental concern. I am the first to 

decry the overzealous application of guidance as if 

it were law, and I do not want to overwrap our 

children in cotton wool. The crucial factor, which 

we should not miss in discussing the principles of 

the bill, is that it will hugely improve the current 
situation. It is an improvement on the law and the 

rules that are already in place.  

Robin Harper: Given the member’s sensible 

remarks on our risk-averse society, and given that 

the bill will just make it even less likely that 

something bad could happen to a vulnerable 
person, what extra risk would there be in delaying 

the bill so that we could have a really good look at 

it before passing it at Christmas? 

Mr Macintosh: 

With or without the bill, everyone who currently 

works with children or who applies to do so will still 
have to get a disclosure check. Half the frustration 

with the current system is not about being 

checked; it is about the need for a new check for 

every activity that a person engages in. A person 

will require a disclosure check to teach in a school. 

They might then go to another school in a different 

local authority area, for which they need another 
check. If they volunteer with the scouts, they have 

to get another check. If they take members of a 

youth organisation out on a fishing trip, they have 

to get another check. The bill addresses the 

problem of too much bureaucracy by introducing a 

far more portable disclosure system. Euan Robson 
commented that we are replacing the Protection of 

Children (Scotland) Act 2003 with a 

The bill offers a real 

improvement on the current situation. It takes us 

forward. We are better off with the bill, as opposed 
to continuing in the current situation. The bill will 

not add to risk-averse behaviour; it will improve on 

the current disclosure regime. 

“streamlined, less costly and less bureaucratic” 

protection system—a passported disclosure 

system.  

There has been a lot of concern about the 

number of people who will be included in the 

scheme. I point out that they are already part of 

the system. Retrospective checking is to be 
introduced under the existing child protection 

legislation, and that is a far more onerous and 

burdensome system than the one that is to be 

introduced under the Protection of Vulnerable 

Groups (Scotland) Bill.  

There is a strong argument for flexibility over the 
timescale for retrospective checking, and I believe 

that that is exactly what the minister has signalled 

the Executive’s approach to be—flexible. 

Volunteers and people working with children 

change jobs and activities—as we all do—and 
there is every reason to believe that many, if not 

most, people who work with children will have 

applied for their vetting and barring status within a 

couple of years. That will greatly reduce the need 

for and the burden imposed by retrospective 

checking. 

My final point was touched on by both Iain Smith 

and Euan Robson. Crucially, the bill extends to 

vulnerable adults the protection that we already 

afford our children. We have done much in the 

Parliament to address issues of elder abuse. Much 

has been done through the work of the Scottish 
Commission for the Regulation of Care and others 

to improve what goes on in our care homes, but 

the bill is another vital measure as it extends to 

our vulnerable older citizens the care and 

protection that we expect and give to our young. 

Many of the issues that have been aired this 

afternoon are worthy of serious attention, but they 

were not invented by the bill. During the committee 

stage, a lot of witnesses—particularly those from 

the voluntary sector—talked about the direction of 

travel. Marilyn Livingstone pointed out earlier in 
the debate that we are the generation that has 

recognised that abuse happens. It has always 

happened, but we are the generation that has 

recognised it and has created the legislative 
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framework to enable the abuse to be tackled. 

Those abuse issues were not invented by the bill, 

they were not created by the bill and they will not 

be added to by the bill. Far from it: the bill 

represents a huge improvement on the protection 
regime that we currently enjoy. For that reason, I 

have no hesitation in recommending that we all 

endorse the general principles of the bill. 

15:26 

Dave Petrie (Highlands and Islands) (Con): 

Although, like other members, I welcome the bill, 

I fear that pre-election haste is in danger of 

undermining its honourable aims and objectives. 

Sadly, the circumstances leading to the 
introduction of the bill are not wholly dissimilar to 

Dunblane—legislation is often driven by tragic 

events. The aim of the bill is to create a balance 

between protecting the vulnerable and providing a 

well-run service. 

I

hasten to add that I was not invited to be Santa 
Claus either. 

I agree with Elaine Murray that common sense 
must prevail. In my experience, many adults are 

reluctant to volunteer because of the intrusion 

brought about by multiple disclosures. 

Accordingly, I welcome the introduction of 

universal disclosure that will cover a group of 

organisations. However, it is imperative that we do 
not let others like Ian Huntley slip through the net. 

As Iain Smith said, the welfare of our children is 

paramount. 

The bill omits a lot of fine detail and leaves much 

to be decided by ministers in secondary 
legislation, such as timescales and legal 

definitions of terms such as “enhanced 

disclosure”. There is an accountability issue. The 

place to decide those matters is a meeting of 

Parliament rather than ministerial offices. 

As David McLetchie said, estimates from SCVO 
indicate that up to half a million new checks—

double the current number—will need to be carried 

out each year by Disclosure Scotland, as a greater 

number of people will fall under its remit. It is 

important that sufficient resources are made 

available. I suggest that the £2 million that is 
allocated hardly seems adequate. 

Nevertheless, as Euan Robson said, there is an 

obvious reason for change. Let us consider the 

record to date. In November 2006, Borders 

education chiefs admitted that a significant 

number of teachers had not undergone mandatory 
disclosure checks, because legislation was not in 

place when they took up their posts. 

Fiona Hyslop: Does the member acknowledge 

that computer systems are only as good as the 

information that goes into them? Obviously, John 

Reid’s experience at the Home Office and the 

concerns about people who have committed 

offences coming into the country also have 

implications. We need robust computer systems, 

but it can be the actions of individuals that make 
the difference rather than whether the system is in 

place. 

Dave Petrie: 

In July 2004, the Education Committee found 

Disclosure Scotland application delays of up to 12 

weeks. In September 2002, a backlog crisis in 
England and Wales caused thousands of children 

to be sent home from school as staff were unable 

to work. Unvetted staff were then ordered to start 

work immediately while the backlog was cleared. 

I agree. 

The system is clearly under strain. It is vital that 
sufficient resources and investment are introduced 

to prevent system meltdown. 

Let us examine some of the current opinions on 

the measures. I refer first to the ones in favour. 

Local health boards are in favour of the proposals. 

Directors of social work are also in favour. They 
said: 

“Improved vetting will make the scheme more cohesive”. 

Unison stated: 

“The new system will protect the wider community and 
increase public confidence in the workforce.” 

However, others are opposed. For example, the 

commissioner for children and young people said 

that there was a lack of consultation and scrutiny. 

Some in the voluntary sector are critical and feel 

that the bill was too influenced by a heightened 

fear of child abuse in the community, whereas 
most cases of child abuse involve close family 

members, as was mentioned earlier. The EIS was 

scathing about the lack of detail, which leaves 

issues to be decided by ministers in secondary 

legislation.  

Many definitions need to be enhanced. The 

definition of inappropriate medical treatment needs 

to be clarified to avoid the threat of prosecution in 

emergency medical situations. There needs to be 

greater clarity about whether 16 to 18-year-olds 

are classified as children or vulnerable adults.  

Accordingly, we have the following reservations. 

There is a general fear that a tightened system will 

lead to unwarranted confidence in its reliability and 

less scrutiny during the referencing process and 

by the normal channels. People who work abroad 

outwith the European Union will not be effectively 
scrutinised, and even within the EU there will be 

problems, as has been highlighted recently. 

Further intrusion could discourage volunteers and 

financially hinder social community projects. I 

agree with Andrew Arbuckle that there could be a 

major impact on sports clubs. 
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There is a general concern that the bill could be 

being pushed through in a hurry to ensure that it 

reaches the statute book before Parliament is 

dissolved. It is important that we do not allow 

unscrutinised and bad legislation to pass due to 
parliamentary time restrictions. However, any 

legislation that improves the safety of Scotland’s 

children is a good step forward. We must never 

allow a repetition of Soham. Accordingly, we 

support the bill, despite the omissions, and hope 

that ministers will have the foresight to make the 
necessary amendments at stage 2. 

15:31 

Mr Adam Ingram (South of Scotland) (SNP): 

To his credit, the minister has allayed some of 

the fears by responding with proposals for a longer 

timescale to phase in retrospective checking for 

the existing workforce. That should ease some of 
the burden. Incidentally, I hope that Euan 

Robson’s interesting suggestions on how to take 

retrospection forward are taken on board.  

No one takes issue with the bill’s overall objective, 

which is to better protect children and vulnerable 
adults from abuse by people who are working with 

them on either a paid or a voluntary basis. 

Similarly, there is no significant opposition to the 

notion that a registration scheme of the type that is 

recommended by the Bichard report should be 

established. However, the debate today and the 
Education Committee’s consideration of the bill 

have raised serious concerns about the nature 

and shape of this Executive bill. Specifically, 

doubts have been raised about whether the bill is 

a proportionate response to the problem that it 

seeks to address and whether its implementation 
might have adverse—albeit unintended—

consequences. The biggest potential downside to 

the bill is that it might reduce the capacity of the 

voluntary sector to deliver services to children and 

vulnerable adults by diverting resources to 
administering the protection system or by deterring 

volunteers.  

Similarly, on information sharing, we believe that 

the minister has made the correct decision to drop 

part 3. Ensuring that relevant information is shared 
among agencies is vital if we are to avoid a 

repetition of some of the tragic cases that we have 

witnessed in recent years, when failure to share 

information resulted in horrific abuse and the 

deaths of youngsters who could and should have 

been afforded the protection of the relevant 
authorities. However, it is clear that consultation 

on that part of the bill has not been sufficient and 

that, if it were enacted in its current form, it might 

have a damaging effect on the welfare needs and 

human rights of those whom it was designed to 
protect. Iain Smith and Elaine Murray explained 

that particularly well. 

Dropping part 3 and addressing the timetable for 

retrospective checks for the existing workforce are 

significant concessions. However, a question 

remains about whether the benefits that the 

proposed vetting and barring scheme that is 
outlined in parts 1 and 2 will bring will significantly 

outweigh adverse impacts. Certainly, the proposed 

improvements—the continuous updating of 

disclosure checks and an end to multiple 

applications—are desirable and worth having. On 

that basis, the SNP supports the general principles 
of the bill. However, we share the Education 

Committee’s reservations, particularly its concern 

that so much of the guts of the bill will be left for 

ministers to determine in secondary legislation and 

codes of guidance. We agree with the committee 
that the bill should not proceed to stage 2 until 

draft regulations, guidance and codes of practice 

have been produced for scrutiny. I am interested 

to hear what the minister says on that when he 

sums up. 

We should not rush through any legislation 
without adequate scrutiny just because we are 

coming to the end of a parliamentary session, 

least of all legislation on a sensitive matter. 

Although legislation might be important for child 

protection, it is not the be-all and end-all. David 

McLetchie spoke well about the something-must-
be-done tendency that dominates the agenda. 

New laws will certainly do something, but will they 

be effective? That is the real question. To 

paraphrase Fiona Hyslop, bureaucratic systems 

do not necessarily protect children and vulnerable 
adults; it is people who protect other people. 

Even if the bill is passed, we cannot afford to be 

lulled into a false sense of security. After all, even 

if the vetting and barring scheme works perfectly 

to exclude those with a history of harming 

vulnerable people, there will still be potential 
offenders who need to be detected and prevented 

from causing harm. I hope that the Executive and 

its successor will recognise that reality and ensure 

that policy development is not confined to 

legislation such as the bill but is extended to the 

inculcation of best practice in recruitment and 
workforce training to enhance the protection of 

vulnerable groups. 

The Deputy Presiding Officer: 

15:37 

I call on Robert 

Brown to wind up. Minister, you have about 10 

minutes. 

The Deputy Minister for Education and 
Young People (Robert Brown): I am obliged, 

Presiding Officer, although I am slightly confused 

by the timescale. I thought that the debate went on 

until 4 o’clock. 
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I begin by thanking the Education Committee for 

its careful and anxious consideration of the bill and 

its generous comments about the way in which the 

bill was approached. It has rightly been said—

Fiona Hyslop touched on this at the beginning of 
the debate—that the bill is not party political. We 

are all anxious to get the bill right and to take it 

forward in a way that is workable and which goes 

with the grain of what people require. 

I hope that our agreement to withdraw part 3—

details of which were set out in Hugh Henry’s letter 
to Iain Smith, convener of the Education 

Committee, on Thursday or Friday last week—and 

our undertaking to provide the policy information 

on which the subordinate legislation will be based 

will go a long way to satisfy the committee and the 
Parliament about the details of what we are trying 

to do. 

Before I leave the issue of information sharing, it 

is important to emphasise that, as a number of 

members have said, it is an important issue. It is 

important to take the time to get it right, given that 
it has not been consulted on in the same way as 

the other parts of the bill. From that point of view, it 

is extremely important to go ahead with the code 

of guidance and the practical things that Adam 

Ingram mentioned in a different context at the end 

of his speech. 

We should acknowledge—as a number of 

speakers have—the context in which the bill has 

been debated and discussed. Entirely valid issues 

have been raised, most of which are relevant to 

the bill but do not arise directly from it. Ken 
Macintosh made some quite good points about 

that and the way in which it should be approached. 

There are two important principles. There is the 

idea of risk. We want to let children have their 

childhood. The idea lurks at the back of people’s 

minds that the streets outside the home are 
infested with dangers and with people who are 

ready to harm children. There is also a linked 

concern that too officious interference, particularly 

with voluntary sector bodies that provide exciting 

opportunities and experiences to widen minds and 

enhance lives, may deter volunteers from coming 
forward and providing such opportunities. 

The Executive wants young people to have the 

greatest opportunities to live their lives to the full. 

They should be able to go white-water rafting or 

camping or to tramp around Scotland. The work of 

uniformed organisations, youth clubs, 
organisations that work with disadvantaged young 

people, care organisations and pre-school 

organisations, for example, is vital in providing 

opportunities to play, develop, grow up, innovate, 

lead and care, and in providing opportunities in 
many other areas that we also want the formal 

education system to cover. Our forthcoming youth 

work strategy, which is due to be issued in the 

spring following the recent consultation—to which 

around 3,500 responses were received—will 

consider the recruitment, training and retention of 

volunteers. It is appropriate to consider whether 

there are ways in which we can change the tenor 
of the debate and the things that stand in the way 

of youth organisations and others providing 

controlled risks and life experiences to young 

people, and whether we can turn around the 

circumstances that sometimes cloud the debate. 

On behalf of the Executive, I make it absolutely 
clear that the health of the voluntary sector is 

central to our vision for Scotland. We want the 

voluntary sector to do more and to encourage 

many more people to volunteer, not least to work 

in the youth work sector. A key part of the role of 
many groups and professional stakeholders is to 

provide important life-enhancing activities to young 

people. It is also important that parents and carers 

can entrust their children or dependants to public, 

private or voluntary organisations, confident that 

unsuitable people who would harm them do not 
have access to positions of trust and care in the 

workforce. As Hugh Henry said in his opening 

speech, the bill is about protecting our children, 

but it is also about protecting parents, family 

members, friends and ourselves when adult care 

services are needed. It is about ensuring that 
people who have been proven to be unsuitable to 

enjoy the trust that we place in them are prevented 

from continuing to work in that sector. 

I do not deny that a substantial part of the child 

abuse that takes place occurs in the home or that 
it is done by people whom the individuals know. 

Several members have mentioned that reality. 

However, that is not the same as saying that we 

should not do anything about protections in the 

workplace, which is what the bill is primarily about. 

That is the fundamental reason for progressing the 
bill and the proposed vetting and barring scheme. 

Issues relating to proportionality, which are 

central to the debate, have been raised. We must 

get things in perspective. The proposals in the bill 

will build on and streamline the existing system, 

with which there have been issues. For example, I 
think that Dave Petrie talked about Disclosure 

Scotland delays. I hope that such matters will be 

of historical interest. The information that I have 

received is that the disclosure system now works 

reasonably smoothly, the timescales are quite 

reasonable and the difficulties that we had a year 
or two ago are now not prominent in the system. 

The issues have been tackled and, I hope, 

overcome. We know the costs of the current 

system, the updating problems and our 

assessment challenges, particularly with respect 
to non-conviction information. The bill is designed 

to tackle those matters, remove bureaucracy and 

make things easier for users. I think that 
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everybody would admit that the changes are badly 

needed. 

I make it clear that there will be no substantial 

basic change in the numbers. Currently, there are 

around 490,000 disclosures of all kinds annually, 
only half of which—around 240,000—relate to 

children or vulnerable adult positions that are 

covered by the bill. Under the new arrangements, 

the 240,000 full or enhanced checks will be 

reduced to around 60,000 a year once the system 

is fully implemented. A simple online update check 
will be used for the rest. That approach represents 

a great simplification of the system. 

The voluntary sector has made it clear to me—

most recently at the meeting on Monday, to which 

I referred—that although it has lower-level issues 
to be dealt with at stage 2, which will obviously be 

raised with committee members and ministers, it 

does not substantially disagree with the scheme, 

aside from on the issue of retrospective checking, 

to which I turn. 

My colleagues and I have made it clear from the 
beginning that retrospective checks, along with the 

fees scheme and the approach to the level of bar 

by the central barring unit, will be fully consulted 

on after the bill is passed—no argument, no ifs, no 

buts. We have no interest in forcing 

implementation until the stakeholders—especially 
those in the diverse and dynamic voluntary 

sector—are comfortable with what we propose. It 

is true that the financial memorandum illustrates 

the cost and the numbers if we took, for the sake 

of argument, three years to implement 
retrospective checks. However, the financial 

memorandum states clearly that that is for 

illustrative purposes and is not a policy decision by 

the Executive. 

Suggestions such as that which Euan Robson 

made will be taken on board in implementing the 
legislation and, if we go ahead with retrospective 

checking, we will work closely with the voluntary 

sector for however long it takes to ensure that the 

checking is satisfactory and effective. That is 

central to our position on the issue. The 

implementation process will be measured and 
purposeful. If there is one thing that I have 

learned—as, I am sure, have other members—it is 

that passing a good bill is one thing, but 

implementing it effectively on the ground is 

another. We have all been stung by that in 

different ways in the past. 

I would like to touch on one or two of the good 

points that have been made in the debate. I 

apologise to members whose points I do not 

mention. We will study all the speeches that have 

been made in this excellent debate later. A 
number of examples have been given of the 

bizarre nature of the disclosure system—the 

difficulty in getting a Santa, the East Renfrewshire 

issue and so forth. I would not say that they do not 

raise substantial issues, because they do, but 

quite a lot of them are, according to any view, 

outwith what is required by the bill. That takes us 

back to the climate issue that I talked about at the 
beginning of the debate. 

As one or two members have stated—most 

recently Andrew Arbuckle—advice is important. So 

far, we have tended to direct people to all the 

documentation that we worked with the voluntary 

sector to produce for the previous arrangements, 
but we have told them that, at the end of the day, 

they must make their own decisions on the matter 

by looking at the legislation. That is probably not 

the best way to approach the matter when dealing 

with a small parent-teacher association or similar 
group. We need to reconsider the role of the 

central registered body and others to see whether 

we can improve the advice arrangements that are 

in place, the accessibility of advice and the way in 

which it is given, to ensure that it works and that 

people can clearly and easily get information that 
helps them to make decisions. We must also be 

careful not to mislead people about the legislation. 

Donald Gorrie made a key point about the need 

for good appointment procedures. Other members 

also talked about that, including Adam Ingram. We 

must be extremely careful that in implementing the 
bill—which deals with those who are unsuitable, 

not those who are suitable, to work with children 

and vulnerable adults—we make it clear that it is 

up to organisations to make the decisions about 

who they employ and how they employ them. We 
must make it clear that they should properly 

assess not just the information that is given in any 

disclosure arrangements, but good employment 

practices as well. At the end of the day, the people 

who make the decisions are responsible for the 

good health of their organisations. 

The Scottish ministers are fully committed to 

implementing the bill in a workable way. We are 

prepared to consider the suitability of appropriate 

amendments at stage 2—I do not doubt that many 

such amendments will be lodged. We are 

prepared to consider especially whether the 
commencement of retrospective checks, on which 

consultation will take place, can be reinforced in 

some way, perhaps by regulation. We are happy 

to consider that. We are fully committed to finding 

workable ways of embedding the scheme so that it 

becomes—as it is—a beneficial addition to normal 
recruitment and retention practice, and we will 

engage fully with all the stakeholders as we go 

along. 

I thank members for an excellent debate. I urge 

the Parliament to support the general principles of 
the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) 

Bill. 
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Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill: Financial 

Resolution

15:49 

The Deputy Presiding Officer (Trish 
Godman): 

Motion moved,

The next item of business is 

consideration of motion S2M-5363, in the name of 

Tom McCabe, on a financial resolution in respect 

of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) 

Bill. 

That the Parliament, for the purposes of any Act of the 
Scottish Parliament resulting from the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, agrees to any 
expenditure of a kind referred to in paragraph 3(b)(iii) and 
any charge or payment of a kind referred to in paragraph 4 
of Rule 9.12 of the Parliament’s Standing Orders arising in 
consequence of the Act.—[Robert Brown.]

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question on 

the motion will be put at decision time. 
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ED/S2/07/02/4 
Agenda item 3 

24 January 2007

EDUCATION COMMITTEE 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill: Stage 2 

Introduction

1. Following Parliament’s agreement to the general principles of the Protection of 
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill, it is anticipated that the Bureau will refer the Bill to 
the Committee for Stage 2 consideration. 

2. This paper sets out: 

i. a proposal to take additional oral evidence before the start of formal Stage 2 
proceedings; and 

ii. options for the timetabling of Stage 2 consideration of the Bill. 

3. Members are reminded that from the week commencing Monday 12 February 2007, 
Education Committee meetings will take place on Tuesday afternoon starting at 1400. 

Oral evidence prior to Stage 2 

4. The Minister for Education and Young People wrote to the Convener on 12 January 
20071 in response to the Committee’s Stage 1 report stating that he proposed: 

“…to provide pre-consultation papers identifying issues and outline policy options 
ahead of the commencement of stage 2 on:  

fees set by regulations under section 67(1);  
retrospective checking through the phased commencement of section 34(1)(b); 
and
thresholds for listing – automatic listing made by order under section 14 and 
determination procedures set out in regulations made under section 39(1)(c)”. 

5. The Committee may wish to consider taking oral evidence on these and other issues 
prior to start of formal Stage 2 proceedings. The Committee could, for example, take:  

i. oral evidence from the Minister on the pre-consultation papers and seek written 
input from stakeholders - this could precede the start of Stage 2 proceedings on 
7 February 

ii. oral evidence from the Minister and other stakeholders (eg Scottish Council for 
Voluntary Organisations and COSLA) on the pre-consultation papers – this 
would occupy the whole of the Committee’s meeting on 7 February and 
postpone the start of Stage 2 proceedings until 13 February 

1
 http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/committees/education/documents/LetterfromHHenry12.1.07.pdf 
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6. Taking additional oral evidence prior to stage 2 could potentially delay the start of the 
stage, or at least, in the case of option 2 below, restrict the amount of time available 
for stage 2 consideration on Day 1. However, the Committee may consider that this 
needs to be weighed against the possibility that, should the Minister give evidence 
that satisfies particular concerns of the Committee, the need for amendments on 
these issues, and therefore the overall time taken for stage 2, may be reduced.

7. The table below presents three possible options for Stage 2 consideration: 

Option 7 February 13 February 20 February 

1 Stage 2 (Day 1) Stage 2 (Day 2) Stage 2 (Day 3) 

2
Take oral evidencei

and Stage 2 (Day 1) 
Stage 2 (Day 2) Stage 2 (Day 3) 

3 Take oral evidenceii Stage 2 (Day 1) Stage 2 (Day 2) 

i take oral evidence from the Minister 
ii take oral evidence from the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations, COSLA 

and the Minister 

8. Option 1 represents the status quo where the Committee would proceed immediately 
to formal Stage 2 proceedings without taking any further oral evidence. This would 
provide three meetings for the consideration of Stage 2 amendments. 

9. Option 2 would enable the Committee to take oral evidence from the Minister on 7 
February about the issues that will be addressed in secondary legislation, codes of 
practice and guidance and then proceed to the formal Stage 2 proceedings which 
would be spread over two full meetings and one part meeting. 

10. Option 3 would enable the Committee to take oral evidence from stakeholders and 
the Minister on 7 February about the issues that will be addressed in secondary 
legislation, codes of practice and guidance and then proceed to the formal Stage 2 
proceedings the following week. This would mean that all Stage 2 amendments 
would have to be handled in two full meetings. These would likely be lengthy 
meetings on the afternoons of 13 February and 20 February. 

Action

11. The Committee is invited to AGREE its approach to Stage 2 consideration of the 
Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. 

Iain Smith 
Convener 

Education Committee  

2
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EDUCATION COMMITTEE

EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES

2nd Meeting, 2007 (Session 2)

Wednesday 24 January 2007

Present:

Ms Rosemary Byrne Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Deputy 
Convener)

Fiona Hyslop Marilyn Livingstone

Adam Ingram Frank McAveety

Mr Kenneth Macintosh Dr Elaine Murray

Iain Smith (Convener)

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill: The Committee agreed its 
approach to Stage 2 consideration.
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13:16 

On resuming—

Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill

The Convener: 

Before I discuss the options that are available, I 

should tell the committee that I had an informal 
discussion with the Deputy Minister for Education 

and Young People in which he apologised for the 

fact that the policy information that he had hoped 

to publish by now had been delayed slightly 

because of the illness of a key official, but he said 

that it should be with us within the next few days 
and that it would certainly be in the public domain 

by the end of the week, at the latest. 

We resume the meeting to 

consider a paper on our approach to stage 2 of the 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. It 

is slightly unusual to hold such a discussion, but in 

the light of the committee’s stage 1 report and our 
previous discussions on the matter, I felt that it 

would be useful to consider various options on 

how to handle stage 2, now that we have 

completed our stage 1 consideration. The general 

principles were agreed to at stage 1, but in our 
report we made it clear that before we began 

stage 2 we wished to take further evidence on 

some of the issues that would be covered in 

secondary legislation and in guidance. 

I propose three options for dealing with stage 2. 

Option 1 is the traditional route, whereby we 

simply consider amendments in the usual way. 
Option 2 is that we take oral evidence from the 

minister then, at the same meeting, move on to 

stage 2. Option 3 is that we take oral evidence 

from the minister and from other stakeholders 

before considering stage 2 amendments at the 

following meeting. Time limitations mean that we 
could probably hear from one panel comprising 

voluntary sector representatives and one panel 

comprising representatives of the statutory sector 

and the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities. 

My recommendation is that we choose option 3, 

because it gives the committee the best chance of 
addressing the issues that we are still concerned 

about, but members are free to make known their 

views. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: I strongly 

support what the convener has said. It is vital that 

we do everything we can to get the bill right, so we 
should be prepared to go the extra mile. Option 3 

represents the most comprehensive and 

professional way of going about matters. 

Fiona Hyslop: Option 3 is the only one that we 

can take, because the minister has given us 
nothing in writing. It is still up to the committee to 

decide whether the substance of what is proposed 
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satisfies the requirements that we laid down at 

stage 1. As we said in our report, if we are not 

satisfied, we may want to wait to see the 

subordinate legislation. Option 3 will allow us to 

delay our decision on whether we are satisfied. If 
we are not satisfied, we can still decide not to 

proceed to stage 2. Option 3 is the most sensible 

way to proceed. 

The Convener: 

Members indicated agreement.

Does the committee agree? 

Marilyn Livingstone: I have missed the fact 

that committee meetings will be moved to Tuesday 

afternoons. 

The Convener: From the middle of February— 

Marilyn Livingstone: For how long? 

The Convener: Until the end of the session. 

The Executive has indicated that the 

Parliamentary Bureau will recommend that 

Wednesdays should become full plenary days so 

that the absurd amount of legislation that the 

Parliament still has to deal with in the final six 

weeks of the session can be completed. 
Unfortunately, that means that the committee will 

meet on Tuesday afternoons from 13 February. 

Marilyn Livingstone: I have a problem with 

attending on 13 February. 

The Convener: 

I remind members that there will be no meeting 

next week, partly because we have no business 
and partly because, even if we had, we would not 

have been able to get into the committee rooms. 

The next meeting will be on 7 February. 

We will discuss that later. 

Meeting closed at 13:20.
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Dear Iain       

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 

I am writing with regard to the commitment I made in my letter of 12 January to provide the 

Committee with more details on the key areas of subordinate legislation relating to the Protection of 

Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill.   

In response to that commitment, I now attach a consolidated pre-consultation discussion paper which 

highlights the inherent issues and policy choices for: 

Retrospective checking 

Determination procedures (thresholds for barring) 

Fees

The purpose of this paper is to invite initial views on whether we have captured all the core issues 

and policy choices.  While not a formal consultation, this pre-consultation discussion paper will be 

used as the basis for discussion at a number of structured stakeholder events in the next few weeks.  

Copies will also be sent to all organisations who responded to our consultation on the vetting and 

barring scheme and it will be posted on the Executive’s website.  I will advise the Committee of the 

stakeholder response to this paper in early course, particularly any points which are relevant to the 

detail of primary legislation. 

As you know, we are absolutely committed to implementing a vetting and barring scheme which is 

robust, effective and workable.  An essential ingredient to achieving that is fully involving 

stakeholders in implementation considerations.  As well as their input to on-going implementation 

planning, there will be full consultation on secondary legislation which will provide further 

opportunity for stakeholders to comment and input.    

In the meantime, I hope this provides the Education Committee with the required information on 

secondary legislation as it moves into the amending stage of the Bill.     
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Along with the Deputy Minister, may I take this opportunity to thank you for your continued 

consideration of this Bill and I look forward to providing further information as helpful. 

HUGH HENRY 
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POLICY CONTEXT

1. Parts 1 and 2 of The Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill provide for a vetting 

and barring scheme which has the policy objectives of ensuring that:

those who come into significant contact with Scotland’s children and protected adults 

do not have a history of violent, sexual or abusive behaviour which indicates that they 

are not suitable to enjoy the trust we place in them; 

we can respond swiftly to new information suggesting a change in an individual’s 

suitability; 

those who are proven to be unsuitable are prevented from gaining ready access to 

vulnerable people through employment or volunteering activities; 

the underlying processes are streamlined, efficient and minimise bureaucracy thereby 

minimising costs; 

we dovetail with developments in the rest of the UK to ensure that cross-border 

loopholes do not develop which could be exploited by those who would harm children 

or protected adults and that we avoid any part of the UK becoming a safe haven for 

dangerous and damaging individuals;  

Scotland meets the principal recommendation of the Bichard Inquiry Report into the 

murder of the Soham schoolgirls that ‘new arrangements should be introduced 

requiring those who work with children or vulnerable adults to be registered.’

2. The Bill’s provisions build on the foundations laid by Part 5 of the Police Act 1997 which 

introduced a system of vetting the workforce.  This has been delivered through Disclosure 

Scotland since April 2002.  Its provisions also build on the Protection of Children 

(Scotland) Act 2003 which introduced the Disqualified from Working with Children List.  

The two systems provide a solid starting point but the existing vetting and disqualification 

arrangements are unconnected and do not offer the maximum scope for robust 

protections.  At a practical level, employers and individuals are frustrated by the current 

multiple disclosure situation.   

3. The new vetting and barring scheme provided for in the Bill strengthens the existing 

processes and provides more efficient safeguards and protections.  It achieves the three 

inter-connected core components of robust protection, namely:   

the information which is used to assess a person’s unsuitability to occupy a particular 

post working with a vulnerable group (conviction information and non-conviction 

information such as the police intelligence that was available on Ian Huntley but not 

taken into account in deciding his suitability to be a school janitor);  

continuously updating that information on the workforce, so that we can remove the 

current bureaucratic burden of multiple disclosures and so that new information is 

reviewed for its relevance;

3
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linking individuals to organisations, recognising that some people may play several 

roles (e.g. a supply teacher in several different local authorities and a scout leader in 

the evenings) and that people move and change jobs over time. 

4. Additionally, the Bill creates, for the first time in Scotland, a list of individuals unsuitable 

to do care work with adults.  It is hard to dispute the need for protection for our 

vulnerable individuals in Scotland whether children or adult.  As with children,  we 

expect only a small minority to be unfit to work with protected adults but it is important 

to take reasonable steps to identify such individuals and prevent them abusing their 

position to exploit those in need of greatest protection. 

4
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CONTEXT FOR A PRE-CONSULTATION DISCUSSION PAPER ON SECONDARY 

LEGISLATION

5. The Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill was introduced to the Scottish 

Parliament on 25
th

 September 2006.  Education is the lead committee for the Bill and 

received reports from the Finance and Subordinate Legislation Committees and took 

evidence from a wide range of stakeholders on the Bill’s provisions prior to producing its 

stage 1 report on 21
st
 December

1
.   The Stage 1 debate took place on the 17

th
 January 

2007
2
 and the general principles of the Bill were agreed by the Scottish Parliament 

without a division
3
.

6. The Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill sets out how the vetting and barring 

scheme will operate in general terms and secondary legislation will be used to provide the 

details of the scheme and ensure it operates effectively.  This is normal legislative 

practice particularly for complex, technical Bills.  It is a particular feature of this Bill 

given the intention to dovetail with the scheme being created for the rest of the UK.  The 

Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 which received Royal Assent on 8
th

 November 

is the legislative vehicle for the vetting and barring scheme in the rest of the UK.  The 

operational aspects of that scheme are heavily reliant on subordinate legislation and are 

therefore, still under development.  

7. The Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill makes provision for a range of 

secondary legislation.  Annex A summarises the regulations and powers provided for in 

Parts 1 and 2 (and ancillary parts and schedules) separating out:

those that are substantive and which are discussed in the body of this paper,

those which are necessary for the vetting and barring scheme to be effective,   

those which could augment the scheme but which are not essential for effective 

operation from the outset,  and   

those which are designed to future-proof the vetting and barring scheme.   

8. The extent of secondary legislation was raised by some stakeholders in stage 1 evidence 

and particular reference was made to the problematic implementation of the Protection of 

Children (Scotland) Act 2003. The Education Committee concluded in the Stage 1 report:   

The Committee considers that despite the limited time available, the Bill could have 
been presented with more sound financial information and at least some examples of 
the proposed draft guidance and codes of practice which are expected to be 
developed through secondary legislation. To allow the Parliament and key 
stakeholders to gain a clearer understanding of the operation of the Bill, the 
Committee asks that Ministers make drafts of guidance and regulations available for 
comment prior to commencement of its amending stages (paragraph 177). 

1
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/committees/education/reports-06/edr06-12-00.htm

2 http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/officialReports/meetingsParliament/or-07/sor0117-02.htm#Col31091
3 Part 3 of the Bill made provision for sharing child protection information and these provisions are unrelated to 

the vetting and barring scheme provided for in parts 1 and 2.  Following the Stage 1 report, the Scottish 

Executive agreed to lay an amendment to withdraw Part 3 of the Bill at Stage 2. 
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9. At the heart of the issue is the degree to which the Education Committee can be assured 

that the primary legislation provided for in the Bill will be translated into a streamlined, 

modern and effective vetting and barring scheme through secondary legislation.  The 

Executive fully recognises the legitimacy of this question and shares the view that 

detailed and careful consideration of implementation is as critical to a successful scheme 

as the legislative provision contained within the Bill.   

10. Successful implementation is underpinned by extensive and comprehensive engagement 

with the full spectrum of stakeholders and delivery partners. As well as openly 

committing to comprehensive consultation on secondary legislation,  we have been 

running implementation planning in parallel with legislative development.  Work is well 

advanced in defining the detailed requirements of the scheme and this work will continue 

to be developed through relevant workstreams and refined in the coming months to 

inform further consultation on secondary legislation.

11. In the case of this legislation,  there is a balance to be struck between fully developing the 

details of secondary legislation to support Parliamentary consideration of primary 

legislation and delaying robust protections for Scotland’s children and protected adults.  

The Minister for Education and Young People wrote to the Education Convenor on 12
th

January indicating: 

In relation to draft regulations and guidance on Parts 1 and 2, the Executive is 
committed to full and comprehensive consultation on the subordinate legislation.  
Some components of the secondary legislation involve explicit policy choices; for 
example, there are a range of options on whether/how to phase the existing children 
and protected adults workforce into scheme membership (retrospective checking).  
The production of regulations will therefore involve an initial consultation on policy 
choices and then consultation on the regulations which flow in consequence.  
Producing draft regulations prior to the amending stage of the Bill would therefore 
entail a significant delay in progressing the primary legislation and the introduction 
of the new vetting and barring scheme which will offer robust protections to 
Scotland’s most vulnerable groups. 

12. Recognising the merit in demonstrating that the Protection of Vulnerable Groups 

(Scotland) Bill is underpinned by on-going detailed consideration of implementation 

issues the Minister indicated in his letter:   

To assist the Committee with more details on the key areas of sub-ordinate legislation 
I propose to provide pre-consultation papers identifying issues and outline policy 
options ahead of the commencement of stage 2 on: 

fees set by regulations under section 67(1);  
retrospective checking through the phased commencement of section 34(1)(b); 
and
thresholds for listing – automatic listing made by order under section 14 and 
determination procedures set out in regulations made under section 39(1)(c).  
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13. This discussion paper is the response to that commitment.  Rather than producing separate 

papers on retrospective checking, fees and determination procedures (thresholds for 

listing),  discussion of the inherent issues and policy choices for, each strand, have been 

consolidated into one document and comprise the remaining substantive sections of this 

paper.

14. It is important to emphasise that we are not consulting on the detail of these issues at 

this stage.  Full consultation will follow. Subject to the decisions of the next 

administration, it is anticipated that a policy consultation on the core elements of this 

discussion paper will take place between June and August 2007 providing a substantive 

opportunity for stakeholders to input on detail.  There will then be a further opportunity to 

comment when draft Scottish Statutory Instruments are published for consultation.  This 

is expected to be between October and December 2007.   

15. Whilst not a formal consultation,  this pre-consultation paper will be used as the basis for 

discussion at a number of structured stakeholder events during January and February to 

invite initial views on key issues and to assess whether we have captured all the core 

issues and identified all the policy choices.  Direct engagement will take place at:  

A major local authority/police event on 25
th

 January involving around 75 delegates.  

These include human resources managers and service leads from local authorities and 

police forces across Scotland; 

A specially convened meeting with regulatory bodies and representative bodies on 

30
th

 January; 

A meeting of the Voluntary Sector Issues Group on 31
st
 January on which a range of 

voluntary organisations and faith group are represented
4
;

A meeting of the Scottish Bichard Implementation Group on 1
st
 February which has 

representation from COSLA, Disclosure Scotland, ACPOS, SCVO and the NHS; 

A workshop convened to consider determination issues on 5
th

 February with people 

familiar with the existing disclosure process. 

16. To assist in moving into the stage 2 consideration of the Bill,  the Education Committee 

will be advised of the stakeholder response to the pre-consultation discussion paper in 

early course, particularly any points which are relevant to primary legislation.

17. In addition to direct engagement,  copies of this paper will be sent to all organisations that 

responded to the Executive’s consultation on the vetting and barring scheme and to the 

counter-signing bodies participating in on-going Disclosure Scotland roadshows. It will 

also be posted on the Executive’s website. 

4 Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations,  Central Registered Body in Scotland, Scottish Council of 

Jewish Communities, Community Care Providers Scotland, Voluntary Sector Social Services Workforce, 

Scottish Out of School Care Network, Apex Scotland, Church of Scotland, Youthlink Scotland, Scottish Sports 

Association, Voluntary Arts Scotland, Scottish Scouts Association, Woman’s Royal Voluntary Service, Scottish 

Personal Assistant Employees Network, Scottish Parent Teacher Council 
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18. Although not a formal consultation exercise any written comments are welcome and 

should be sent to pvg.enquiries@scotland.gsi.gov.uk or posted to:

Scott Wood  

Scottish Executive Education Department  

Children and Families Division  

2-B Dockside

Victoria Quay

Edinburgh

EH6 6QQ. 
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PRE-CONSULTATION CONSIDERATION OF RETROSPECTIVE CHECKING 

 Introduction

19. From the date of commencement of the new Act, anyone seeking work in the children’s 

or protected adults’ workforce will be required to join the vetting and barring scheme in 

order to obtain a disclosure. So anyone either joining the workforce for the first time or 

moving posts within the workforce will naturally become a scheme member.  

Retrospective checking is the phrase used to describe the phasing in of members of the 

existing workforce who are not brought into the scheme through natural turnover.   

20. Section 100 makes provision for the commencement of the Bill.  Section 34(1)(b) makes 

it an offence to fail to remove a barred individual from regulated work. The way in which 

this provision is commenced will determine how existing employees and volunteers are 

brought into the scheme.  If it is never commenced then retrospective checking will not be 

formally initiated.  Some organisations may nevertheless opt to bring existing employees 

into the new vetting and barring scheme but they will not be required to do so.  

Alternatively,  section 34(1)(b) may be commenced in a phased way.    

21. The consultation carried out between February and May 2006, Protecting Vulnerable 
Groups: Scottish Vetting and Barring Scheme, made it clear that registration of the 

existing workforce onto the vetting and barring scheme would not be an immediate 

requirement when the new scheme first becomes operational. Instead, the intention was 

that Scottish Ministers would have the power to set a time by which the entire relevant 

workforce should be scheme members.   

22. The initial consultation suggested that the existing workforce may be phased into the 

scheme by occupation or sector and further suggested that this take place between 3 and 5 

years from the new scheme becoming operational. Most consultees agreed with the 

proposal, although a limited number felt it was an unnecessary given that many staff had 

already completed the current disclosure system, in some cases very recently. There were 

also some concerns expressed,  primarily by the voluntary sector,  over the additional cost 

to employers in terms of an administrative burden as staff are brought onto the scheme. 

Some parts of the voluntary sector were also concerned that volunteers who had not 

previously been disclosed, might give up volunteering as they found the possibility of a 

disclosure check off-putting.  Additionally, there were some concerns over the capacity of 

the new scheme to be able to deal with the immediate and potentially large numbers of 

individuals needing to become scheme members.  These concerns were echoed during the 

stage 1 consideration of the Bill.

23. The modelling underpinning the Bill’s Financial Memorandum was based upon a 

phasing-in period of 3 years and that has led to an erroneous belief that retrospective 

checking will be undertaken over the initial 3 year period.  It is important to be clear that 

no decision has been taken yet on retrospective checking and that, as with all other 

aspects of implementation,  there will be full and comprehensive consultation with the 

full spectrum of stakeholders and delivery partners prior to decisions being reached.   The 

Scottish Executive has no interest in poor implementation which will dent the confidence 

of organisations, employers and the public in the reliability and efficiency of the new 

vetting and barring scheme and deny the benefits which will flow from the more 

streamlined, robust arrangements.   
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24. The two substantive issues at the core of consideration of retrospective checking are: 

whether to have retrospective checking or whether to rely on natural turnover of staff 

to bring people into the new vetting and barring scheme; and 

if there is to be retrospective checking, then how should this be managed and 

prioritised and over what period should the process be managed. 

 Whether Retrospective Checking? 

25. The case for retrospective checking turns on the extent to which organisations/society are 

prepared to carry the risk that there will be people in the workforce who have never been 

checked and people on whom continuous updating of information does not take place.  In 

the absence of retrospective checking, there would be three broad categories of people 

undertaking regulated work: 

Scheme members who had joined the workforce or changed post or taken on an 

additional regulated work role following commencement of the Act.  On joining the 

scheme,  any information would be assembled and an assessment made as to whether 

the person should be barred.  For the very small minority who would be barred,  they 

would be denied scheme membership and access to children and protected adults 

through regulated work.  For the vast majority of individuals,  they would be admitted 

to the scheme, and their information kept continuously updated.  Where new 

information came to light suggesting behaviour which may render them unsuitable, 

the individual and organisations associated with that individual would be notified that 

they were under consideration for listing and an assessment process would begin in 

which the individual would be fully involved.

Employees and volunteers who, at some point prior to the commencement of the Act, 

have undergone an enhanced disclosure check.  Conviction information and any non-

conviction information deemed by the Chief Constable relevant to the post applied for 

will have been included on the disclosure certificate which both the individual and the 

organisation will have seen.  Organisations will therefore have been able to determine 

whether there were convictions of sufficient seriousness, multitude and/or recency to 

indicate the person was unsuitable for working with children and/or protected adults.  

Notwithstanding the pressure on organisations to make such judgements,  the older 

the disclosure certificate, the less reliance can be placed on it since the probability of 

new information increases with time.  The safeguard and increased protection which 

comes from continuous updating and reviewing of new information for relevance to 

unsuitability cannot be associated with this category of people. 

Employees and volunteers who have not received any form of disclosure check.  

Since retrospective checking was not commenced under the Protection of Children 

(Scotland) Act 2003,  there are a significant minority of people who are undertaking 

regulated work with children and/or protected adults who have never been vetted.  At 

one level,  the fact that conviction and relevant intelligence has never been reviewed 

for this category of people suggests that this group could be a cause for concern.   On 

the other hand, it might be argued that people who have a long association with an 

organisation and where no cause for concern has emerged thus far, are likely to pose a 
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low risk of compromising the welfare of children and/or protected adults.  We do 

however see from time to time cases where someone with a long association with an 

organisation is sometimes found guilty of inappropriate behaviour, sometimes 

stretching back over many years. 

26. Over time,  natural turnover will lead some people in the final two categories to move 

into the scheme membership group. However, a key consideration will be how tolerable it 

will be for organisations, individuals and the public to indefinitely have three distinct 

categories of people within the workforces and in particular,  to have scheme members 

whose suitability is kept under continuous review, co-existing in the same organisations 

with people who have never been vetted.

27. The policy objectives of the vetting and barring scheme set out in paragraph 1 will only 

be realised if all those undertaking regulated work are within the scheme which, in 

essence, means once retrospective checking is complete.  In the absence of retrospective 

checking,  the new vetting and barring scheme will offer a much more streamlined and 

robust system of vetting for those who are participating in it but it will fall short of fully 

offering the robust protection and safeguards that it has been designed to deliver.

28. The ultimate risk posed by not undertaking retrospective checking is that an individual 

who knows he/she is a danger and would be barred if they applied for scheme 

membership stays within the same post to avoid detection.  It is even possible to construct 

a scenario where an individual is barred but the existing employer is unaware of his 

barred status.  For example, an individual who applies for a new post, triggering 

application for scheme membership, who is then barred due to past offences,  could stay 

within their existing employment having failed to secure the new post since only the 

prospective employer would automatically be notified the outcome of their scheme 

membership application.  By continuing to work whilst barred,  the individual would be 

committing a new and additional offence to those which led to him being barred.  

However, it is possible that their current employer may only become aware of the barred 

status if they undertake a retrospective check which in the absence of section 34(1)(b) 

being commenced,  they would not be under an obligation to do.

29. This risk has to be set alongside the fact that the majority of the workforce would become 

scheme members through natural turnover over time and that some of those who won’t, 

may be insulted at the prospect of being vetted.  This could particularly apply perhaps to 

someone who has undertaken the same voluntary activity for twenty years and has offered 

nothing but unstinting service without any cause for concern.

30. The extent of retrospective checking depends on the extent to which individuals are 

brought into the scheme through natural turnover.  The natural effect is highest in the 

early years of the scheme, as new entrants and those who are more mobile are brought 

within the ambit of the scheme. This will gradually decline until there are smaller and 

smaller numbers of individuals who have been in the same post or undertaken the same 

volunteering activity for a considerable time and whose organisations do not require 

periodic checks.
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31. The chart shows a graphical estimation of the proportion of individuals that can be 

anticipated to join the scheme through natural turnover and new entrants joining the 

workforce.  Complete precision on turnover is not possible because of the dynamic nature 

of the workforce and because we do not have detailed information on the extent of 

overlap between the employed workforce and the voluntary sector.  However,  it is 

possible to estimate the trajectory.  

Approximate Percentage of the Workforce Brought onto the Scheme through Natural Turnover
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32. The top line (circular data points) projects the estimated natural phasing-in using the 

assumptions adopted for the Financial Memorandum and the lower line (triangular data 

points) is based on a more cautious turnover assumption (20% rather than 30%). This 

profiling reveals that after 3 years between 48.8% and 65.7% of the workforce would be 

scheme members depending on the natural turnover rate.  The equivalent figures for years 

5, 10 and 20 are:

67.2% and 83.2%,  (year 5) 

89.3% and 97.2%   (year 10)   

98.8% and 99.9%.   (year 20) 

33. This means that at years 3, 5, 10 and 20,  the numbers of the workforce who are not 

scheme members could be up to approximately 330,000, 190,000, 50,000 and 4,000 

respectively.  These overall figures cannot of course take account of the perverse 

incentive that illicit individuals have not to move post and avoid detection through 

scheme membership.  Regardless of the rate of turnover,  both lines demonstrate that it is 

unlikely that full scheme membership will ever be achieved in the absence of 

retrospective checking. 
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34. Another factor which could influence the numbers flowing into scheme membership is 

that in the absence of a managed programme of retrospective checking, some 

organisations may determine their own arrangements for bringing their workers within 

the scheme.  Such organisations are responding to the inherent risk of having non-scheme 

members within their workforce and are therefore likely to favour early joining.  This 

could lead to significant front-end loading on the vetting and barring scheme which will 

already be coping with its peak in natural membership.  

35. An indication that retrospective checking will occur is likely to limit this effect.  In its 

absence,  the scheme membership form could ask applicants to indicate whether they had 

already been subject to enhanced disclosure. This information could be used to facilitate 

prioritisation of the existing workforce voluntarily joining the scheme. Alternatively, it 

could be left to registered bodies to negotiate individually with the vetting and barring 

scheme an appropriate slot for staff to be registered on the scheme.  In effect,  this would 

leave the retrospective checking of the workforce down to good practice amongst 

employers and voluntary bodies although there would be no penalty for those that chose 

not to participate. 

36. An alternative to determining how retrospective checking is to be undertaken from the 

point of commencement of the vetting and barring scheme  would be to allow the scheme 

to operate through natural turnover for a period of time, perhaps three to five years.  Then 

we would determine how the remainder of the workforce is to be brought on to the 

scheme and over what period and how they would be supported through this process, 

particularly the voluntary sector.  This has the benefit of signalling that retrospective 

checking will occur.  However, it allows for the management of that process to be 

informed by more detailed information than is available at the moment since we do not 

know the overlap between employment in regulated work with the statutory sector and 

volunteering.  The phasing period and the support offered to organisations and individuals 

would be usefully informed by experience of the initial natural turnover period.  

37. Discussion is therefore being undertaken at this pre-consultation stage to canvass 

early views from stakeholders as to whether to have retrospective checking or 

whether to rely on natural turnover of staff to bring people onto the new vetting and 

barring scheme.  Views are also invited on the sub-option of indicating that 

retrospective checking will occur but leaving the detailed consideration of how and 

over what period until the new vetting and barring scheme has been operational for 

a period of time perhaps three to five years.
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The Nature of Retrospective Checking  

38. Regardless of whether retrospective checking is undertaken from the outset or postponed 

until the new vetting and barring scheme has bedded down and the natural turnover effect 

has started to decline,  a key consideration is how the process should be managed. 

39. The spectrum of choice ranges from close management of this process, specifying 

perhaps a particular profession and/or local authority area and/or combined with recency 

of last disclosure as the means of managing workflow, through to simply specifying a 

date following which it would be an offence to employ a barred person.

40. At one end of the spectrum,  we could leave it to organisations and individuals to 

determine when and how to bring their existing workforce onto the scheme within a 

specified period.  This is only tenable if retrospective checking is not commenced from 

the outset because otherwise, there could be a deluge coinciding with the peak period of 

natural membership, risking the effective operation of the new scheme in its embryonic 

period.  However, it would be quite possible to say that from year four and by the end of 

year seven,  all members of the existing workforce should be brought into the scheme.   

41. An advantage of this approach is that it allows organisations to place vetting into the 

context of their wider recruitment and child protection practices and the nature of work 

undertaken by their staff.  For example,  an organisation will know which members of 

staff have unsupervised access to vulnerable children, whether they have previously been 

disclosure checked, whether they were subject to other rigorous recruitment determinants 

and therefore, where they should be placed in terms of priority for scheme membership.   

42. The administrative task of joining the new vetting and barring scheme will be similar to 

the existing enhanced disclosure scheme.  However, once the transition has been made to 

the new scheme, the administration burden will reduce because the need for cumbersome 

multiple disclosures will be replaced with streamlined updated checks and continuous 

updating of information for scheme members.  There are many types of organisations to 

be brought onto the scheme (for example, large, small, statutory, voluntary, those with 

considerable experience of the existing disclosure arrangements, those with very little 

exposure to vetting).  They will therefore vary in the resources at their disposal to manage 

retrospective checking and the ease with which they can accommodate this activity..  An 

open approach will allow organisations to spread the administrative activity associated 

with retrospective checking in a way which will minimise disruption on other business.  

43. The open option has the drawback that it offers the least predictability in the numbers 

joining the vetting and barring scheme, particularly since some organisations would leave 

it to the final moments before bringing on their workforce.  This unevenness with a peak 

at some future point could compromise the service provided by the scheme.  Rather than a 

steady accretion of robust protections as the workforce is progressively brought into 

scheme membership, the open option risks postponement of the full advantages of having 

a vetting and barring scheme until the very final point by which retrospective checking is 

to be achieved.  These concerns could be mitigated to some degree by voluntary 

arrangements for the timing of retrospective checks, as mentioned in paragraph 35,  

particularly for organisations with significant numbers of existing workers.   
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44. The alternative would be to opt for a managed approach that allows control of the 

workflow into the vetting and barring scheme and sets a clear framework for 

organisations and individuals to work within.  For example,  those who have never been 

subject to a disclosure check could be brought into the scheme in the first year of 

retrospective checking,  those whose disclosures were undertaken more than four years 

ago could be brought into the scheme in year two, and those with disclosure certificates 

under four years old could be brought on in year three.  The workflow in any particular 

year could be spread by perhaps specifying that local authorities A and B should submit 

applications in January, authorities C, D and E in February etc.

45. There are a range of parameters which could be used to spread retrospective checking and 

which could be used in combination to tightly control the workflow. Stakeholders are 

invited to suggest any additions to those identified below:   

Recency of disclosure check 

Local authority/geographic area 

Relevant workforce (children, protected adults or both) 

Statutory or voluntary sector 

Professional grouping (teachers, social workers, health professionals, care workers, 

voluntary work with children, voluntary work with protected adults, others) 

Registration with regulatory body or not 

Characteristics of individual members of workforce such as month of birthday. 

46. A key point is that these dimensions would be used to ensure that retrospective checking 

proceeds in an orderly way rather than to inherently manage risk.   There is no inference 

that a teacher with a June birthday living in geographic area A who had never been 

disclosure checked has been deemed to pose a greater risk than a volunteer born in 

October, working with protected adults in local authority K who underwent an enhanced 

check three years prior to commencement.   

47. Whilst there would be considerable advantage in being able to sequence retrospective 

checking to target individuals who pose most risk to vulnerable people,  the reality is that 

there are only a relatively small number of such people and we have no information on 

whether there is any pattern as to how such individuals are distributed across the country 

or the workforce.  Indeed, the purpose of the vetting and barring scheme is to manage 

unsuitable people out of the workforce.

48. A related point on which we invite views is ‘queue jumping.’  If there is not to be 

retrospective checking then the existing workforce can join the scheme as deemed 

appropriate by them and the organisations they are undertaking regulated work with.  If 

however, retrospective checking is to be subject to some form of managed process where 

particular portions of the workforce are expected to join the scheme at a particular point 

in time,  should they be allowed to join the scheme before this prescribed point?  If this 

happened in large numbers it could undermine the benefits of a managed process.   

49. If there is to be phasing in, discussion is being undertaken at this pre-consultation 

stage to canvass early views on whether a carefully managed or an open programme 

of retrospective checking is favoured by stakeholders.  If the former is preferred,  

what parameters could be used to control the phasing in and to what  extent can  

this be tightly managed? 
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Duration of the Phasing-in Period 

50. The purpose of retrospective checking is to realise the full benefits of the vetting and 

barring scheme.  If these benefits are deemed sufficient to merit retrospective checking 

being initiated, then a second-order consideration is over what period should retrospective 

checking be undertaken.  The Bill’s Financial Memorandum assumed a phasing period of 

three years running alongside the processing of new members but this was simply for 

illustrative purposes and to allow assumptions to be set to facilitate the generation of 

financial calculations. 

51. Maximising the numbers joining the scheme through natural turnover and minimising the 

burden on organisations of the administrative costs associated with bringing on existing 

workers point to a long period for retrospective checking.  Securing the robust protection 

for children and vulnerable groups associated with the vetting and barring scheme points 

to a shorter period.  Although workflow through the vetting and barring scheme is a 

consideration,  the predictability of the workflow and avoiding significant unevenness in 

caseload over time is the key workflow concern.  This is less affected by the duration of 

retrospective checking and more by the extent to which it is controlled and managed.  

52. It is apparent from evidence given during Stage 1 of the Bill’s Parliamentary 

consideration that some stakeholders feel that the scenario used in the Financial 

Memorandum of a three year phasing in programme from the commencement of the Act 

was too aggressive.  With the exception of the six year horizon suggested by SCVO we 

are less clear on what would be deemed a reasonable retrospective period.  We are also 

less clear on whether deferring retrospective checking until Year 4 might make phasing in 

over a three year period more acceptable to stakeholders and avoid an adverse impact on 

some sectors, particularly the voluntary sector. 

53. If there is to be retrospective checking,  discussion is being undertaken at this pre-

consultation stage to canvass early views from stakeholders on the duration of 

phasing-in.  ,  Effectively we are asking at what point is the right balance struck 

between securing robust protection and the full benefits of the vetting and barring 

scheme, and, managing the burden falling on organisations of bringing their existing 

workforce onto the new scheme.   
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PRE-CONSULTATION CONSIDERATION OF DETERMINATION PROCEDURES 

 Introduction 

54. Central components of the vetting and barring scheme are the lists of individuals 

unsuitable to undertake regulated work with children and protected adults provided for 

under sections 15 and 16 of the Bill.  It is through these lists that people who have been 

deemed unsuitable from undertaking regulated work with vulnerable groups are prevented 

from accessing children and protected adults through their employment or volunteering 

activity.

55. Under section 39(1) (c) of the Bill, Ministers may make regulations about determination 

procedures for inclusion on either or both lists.  Discussion of the key issues related to the 

determination procedures is separated into: 

the current situation; 

the effect of the Bill; 

the relevance of information to regulated work; 

where the bar for listing should be set;

the processes used for barring decision-making. 

 Current Situation 

56. In relation to vetting, under current arrangements, Disclosure Scotland compiles 

information from the criminal histories of applicants and discloses them to the applicant 

and prospective employer so that employers can form a judgment about the suitability of 

the individual.  Non-conviction information can be disclosed at the discretion of the Chief 

Constable.  For example,  although Ian Huntley did not have a conviction against his 

name, there was considerable police intelligence which indicated his unsuitability for a 

childcare position. 

57. Over the life of Disclosure Scotland, 85% of disclosure certificates have contained no 

conviction or non-conviction information.  Around 15% of enhanced disclosures have 

contained some information;  around 5% have disclosed only conviction information, 8% 

only non-conviction information, and 2% have contained both conviction and  

non-conviction information.     

58. During the Bill’s stage 1, there has been some discussion of the use of police intelligence 

in the disclosure process.  Information that is held on the Scottish Intelligence Database 

(SID) is subject to assessment by an intelligence officer using a matrix which contains 

evaluation of the source of the intelligence, the intelligence itself, and how it is to be 

handled (the 5x5x5 matrix).  Additionally, all information held on SID is subject to 

review and weeded from the database if it is no longer deemed to be relevant.

59. All intelligence which is contained with SID has therefore been graded using the 5x5x5 

matrix and is reviewed for continued relevance.  If information is included on SID,  then 

there is a separate and distinct filter which it has to pass through to be included on a 

Disclosure Certificate.  Before intelligence is released to Disclosure Scotland,  the Chief 

Constable has to consider it relevant to the post applied for.  For example,  police 

intelligence relating to stolen cars would not be considered relevant to a teaching post but 

intelligence relating to supplying drugs to children would be. 
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60. It is worth noting that between April 2002 and April 2006, 75,847 enhanced disclosures 

were issued which contained non-conviction information.  There were 293 appeals 

(0.39%) against this information of which 137 were upheld.

61. In relation to barring,  the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act created the Disqualified 

from Working with Children’s List and procedures have been established to support 

Determination Panels consider whether individuals referred by organisations should be 

included on the list.  In reaching a determination,  the Panel lists an individual if satisfied 

as to the matters set out in section 5(5) of PoCSA – that on the balance of probabilities, a 
child has been harmed or placed at risk of harm and that the individual is unsuitable to 
work with children.  The issues for consideration in reaching a determination are:  

what alleged misconduct occurred,  

the seriousness of harm or risk of harm,  

the impact on the child if known,  

the impact on any other children if known,

any action taken by the employers or supervisors,  and

the response of the individual.

62. The Panel must be satisfied on the legality of inclusion in the list, that it supports the 

legitimate aim of protecting children from harm,  and that it is a proportionate response.  

The Panel has listed around 60% of cases that have gone to it for a determination. 

63. The details of individual cases considered by the Panel are confidential but a few general 

statements can be made about the nature of harm or risk of harm that is related to an 

individual’s unsuitability to work with children:

Harm has included a range of misconduct and behaviours including sexual abuse, 

physical abuse, inappropriate relationships betraying a position of trust or 

inappropriate behaviour, accessing, downloading and distributing child pornography.   

Sexual abuse is extremely serious but other forms of potential harm should not be 

minimised since they can also have a very damaging effect on children; 

In cases of neglect, the degree of neglect has to be considered as well as the impact on 

the child and the intentions of the worker; 

Whether there is a pattern of inappropriate and harmful behaviour over time or if there 

is a one-off incident of misconduct and the nature and degree of seriousness of that 

misconduct.  
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The Effect of the Bill

64. A major development of the new scheme is that vetting and barring are no longer 

disjointed functions.  Under the new scheme being created within the Bill,  relevant 

information aggregated about an individual will be passed to a Central Barring Unit 

which will decide whether the vetting information indicates that they are unsuitable to 

undertake regulated work with children and/or protected adults.  Depending on the nature 

of the vetting information,  the Central Barring Unit’s decision will result in either 

automatic listing (for schedule 1 offences) or listing after consideration.  The individual 

will be added to a list of people barred from work with either children, protected adults or 

both groups.  If listing is not the outcome, the vetting information will be included in the 

individual’s scheme record and released to the employers so that they can make a 

decision about the individual’s suitability for the specific position applied for. 

65. This offers the major advantage of a consistent and fair approach to taking decisions 

about people who are unsuitable, while leaving it to employers to decide whether the 

individual is suitable for the particular post drawing on the range of recruitment material 

including Safer Recruitment guidance that will issue in the Spring.   

66. Under the new vetting and barring arrangements, inclusion on the lists arises through: 

Conviction for a schedule 1 offence (section 14);  

a determination to bar on consideration of: 

- court referrals following conviction for non-schedule 1 offences (section 11); 

- referrals from organisations, employment agencies,  and employment 

businesses (section 10),

- the naming of an individual in an inquiry report (section 13); 

- through a referral from a regulatory body (section 8),  

- through the assessment of vetting information on initial application to the 

scheme or when new information arises (sections 12).  

 Information of Relevance to Regulated Work 

67. As previously indicated,  around 85% of disclosures contain no conviction or non-

conviction information.  Where there is vetting information,  a distinction is to be drawn 

between whether it is relevant to work in the regulated workforce or not.  Information will 

fall into three categories as demonstrated in the diagram overleaf and discussed below: 

Directly relevant: There are provisions in the Bill for automatic listing for serious 

offences against children and protected adults without the need for consideration,.  

Under section 14 of the Bill, individuals are to be listed in the children’s list if they 

are convicted of any of the offences in schedule 1 of the Bill.  They are also to be 

listed in the children’s list if certain criteria are met, as specified by order.  They are 

to be listed in the adults’ list if certain criteria are met.  Any individual with any of 

these offences will be barred from regulated work.  Provisional estimates are that this 

will amount to less than 1% of relevant information. 
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Irrelevant: A significant proportion of vetting information (likely to be around 60%) 

will be irrelevant to regulated work and can be excluded, allowing the individual’s 

application for scheme membership to progress.  Irrelevant information would include 

driving offences or convictions under obviously unrelated legislation such as 

poaching offences under the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries (Consolidation) 

(Scotland) Act (2003).

Information requiring consideration: Around 40% of vetting information is expected 

to be deemed relevant for the purposes of determining unsuitability to undertake 

regulated work with children and/or protected adults.  It is around this information 

that the Central Barring Unit will need to focus its activity.  For example,  based on an 

anonymised disclosure, an individual has a number of different convictions for 

assault, possessing a Class A drug and three road traffic offences.  His case would 

need consideration because of the mix of serious and less serious offences committed 

over a number of years but with the more serious offences committed several years 

ago, he might not be listed 

68. Discussion is being undertaken at this pre-consultation stage to canvass any early 

views from stakeholders on the information issues relevant to consideration for 

determining an individual’s unsuitability to work with vulnerable groups  
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The Spectrum of Options for Thresholds for Barring 

69. Once relevant vetting information has been assembled,  the threshold for barring is the 

determinant as to whether an individual is included on the list or not.

70. At its most extreme,  the threshold could be very high with individuals only listed if they 

have been convicted of a schedule 1 offence.  This would encompass,  but only 

encompass,  those convicted of serious offences against children primarily offences of a 

serious sexual nature, cruelty, endangering life, child pornography, encouraging 

prostitution and offering or supplying controlled drugs to children. Whilst this would 

make the vetting and barring scheme very simple and cheap to operate it would not offer 

the robust protections that the scheme is designed to deliver and which is expected of 

stakeholders, delivery partners,  and parents and young people.  It would not utilise 

intelligence of the type which would have kept the Soham murderer out of the children’s 

workforce.  It would also negate the disqualified adults list which does not have the 

equivalent of schedule 1 offences. 

71. At the other extreme,  everybody on which there is relevant information could be 

included on the list.  Again,  whilst administratively simple,  it would represent an overly 

protectionist approach.  It would remove significant numbers of people from the 

workforce even though they may be doing a good job and have the necessary skills, 

experience and attributes to make a valuable contribution despite a previous conviction.  

A low threshold would limit the scope for employers to make employment decisions on 

anybody other than people with no relevant information.  A low threshold would run 

contrary to the principles of the rehabilitation of offenders and ignores the fact that people 

can make a one-off mistake which they should not be ‘punished’ for indefinitely.   

72. It is important to stress that the threshold would not be set at either of these two polar 

points.  They are delineated purely to set the extreme points that mark the continuum on 

which the actual threshold will lie.   

73. In essence, the policy choice is fundamentally the extent of risk aversion which is 

desirable in determining unsuitability.  As risk aversion increases, more people will be 

listed.  A very cautious approach might bar from the regulated workforce all those with 

schedule 1 offences, other serious convictions such as assault and drugs offences,  those 

who have a number of convictions for theft and dishonesty  and individuals on whom the 

police disclose relevant intelligence.  A less risk-averse approach would use this 

information to distinguish those who pose the greatest risk of harm to vulnerable groups 

but it may not identify all those who may go on to harm children or protected adults 

which might have been predicted from past behaviour.   

74. It is also worth observing that there is an interaction between the degree of caution in 

where the barring threshold is set and the scope for employers to take decisions.  For 

example,  someone with drugs offences may well be suitable to work as a drugs 

counsellor or advisor or youth worker and the employer can judge their conviction 

information alongside other recruitment criteria.
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75. The reality is that in determining whether an individual is listed, account will be taken of: 

the nature of the offence(s) with respect to seriousness and relevance to regulated 

work and the nature of the sentence

the nature of any intelligence deemed relevant by the Chief Constable, 

the pattern and recency of conviction and other behaviour suggesting possible 

unsuitability. 

76. Except for those small numbers of cases who will be barred automatically because of the 

seriousness of a single offence, it will be the totality of information that is relevant to 

reaching a decision.  For example,  an individual may have a number of convictions but 

not be barred, but a further conviction may be sufficient to lead them to being barred, 

when considered with existing history.

77. A further consideration is the extent to which individuals should automatically be 

included on both the children and adult lists.  We anticipate automatic cross-listing to be 

limited,  perhaps confined to cases of murder or serious assault.  However, the Bill does 

provide the flexibility for inclusion on both lists after determination or consideration.  If 

the cross-over listing bar is set low so that almost all individuals are listed on both lists, 

this is equivalent to double barring and defeats the purpose of having two lists.  It could 

have the effect of restricting the right of individuals to work without adding to the 

protection of vulnerable groups.  If the bar is set high, few people would be listed on both 

lists which may mean that the risk posed by an individual to vulnerable groups is not 

being appropriately managed.  As with the overall threshold,  the cross-listing threshold 

will be somewhere in the middle and reflect detailed criteria and consideration that are 

still being developed.

78. To help shed further light on where the threshold for barring might be set,  an exercise is 

underway to review anonymised disclosure information.  A workshop on 5
th

 February 

2007 will take this further by engaging people with experience of the disclosure system 

(including countersigning officers) in simulated decision making on the nature, 

concentration and currency of vetting information which would reasonably expect to lead 

to barring. All of this will then inform the development of a model to analyse the 

implications and relative merits of various different thresholds for the regulated 

workforce.  There will be further workshops to refine the model and a full consultation on 

thresholds taking account of the outcomes from the workshops 

79. Discussion is being undertaken at this pre-consultation stage to canvass early views 

from stakeholders on whether they favour a broadly higher or lower threshold for 

barring whilst recognising that actual decision will be underpinned by clear criteria 

to take into account in determining whether an individual should be barred.
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The Spectrum of Options on the Processes Used for Determining Listing Decisions  

80. Once vetting information is assembled and, using the threshold for barring,  individual 

cases will be considered to determine whether or not they should lead to inclusion on the 

list.   It is expected that the majority of decisions will be straightforward but that a 

significant minority will require detailed consideration.  A key issue is the extent to which 

decisions should be based on automatic processing or subject to detailed individual 

scrutiny.

81. At one end of the spectrum, there could be no automatic processing with a Determination 

Panel assessing the vetting information for each and every individual to determine 

whether they may be unsuitable for either or both workforces. This would be an 

extremely thorough approach but would be extremely labour intensive and costly with a 

direct impact on the cost of scheme membership.  The very high level of human 

intervention would slow down determinations on scheme membership.  Since more 

caseworkers and Determination Panels would be involved in listing decisions,  this could 

increase the risk of inconsistent decisions and as a result, the scope for appeals.

82. At the other end of the spectrum, decision-making could be based on full automatic 

processing.  A comprehensive rules-based system would be designed and used to make all 

the decisions about barring.  This would be speedy and low cost but would be 

unresponsive to anything but the most ordinary cases.  The reality is that the scope for 

different combinations of offences and intelligence would make tight rules impossible to 

define for every circumstance. 

83. The process likely to be adopted will lie somewhere in the middle with some level of 

automatic processing but with caseworker and Panel input for difficult cases which draws 

on guidance and judgement. In practice,  cases are likely to progress through the 

approaches below according to their complexity.. 

Rules-based - for example, a straightforward rule is that all people convicted of a 

schedule 1 offence are placed on the children’s list; 

Guidance-based - guidance can be developed on what decision should be taken in 

relation to a particular offence, piece of intelligence or other information.  The 

guidance could utilise scoring (for different offences and other variables) and 

weighting (to cover, for example, time since last offence);  

Judgment-based – neither rules nor guidance are relevant as the case is complicated 

and needs discussion and decision by a Panel. 

84. The dimensions to be taken into account in determining where the right balance is struck 

between automatic processing and individual determination of each case are likely to be: 

The robustness of decision-making in identifying unsuitable people; 

The consistency of decision-making; 

The speed of decision-making; 

The costs of vetting determinations. 
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85. Regardless of  the process of determination,  under section 17 of the Bill,  all individuals 

must be given the opportunity to make representation before a listing decision is made. 

86. This issue will be explored further at the workshop taking place on 5
th

 February and will 

inform the full consultation on the determination procedures under section 39(1)(c) and 

the subsequent regulations.   Following this workshop, there will be modelling to test the 

decisions taken and further workshops to build on what will have been learned.  There 

will also be liaison with the Department for Education and Skills and the Home Office to 

ensure the approaches north and south of the border are broadly in line. 

87. Discussion is being undertaken at this pre-consultation stage to canvass any early 

views from stakeholders on the extent of automatic processing as compared to 

detailed consideration of each and every case from the simple through to the 

complex.
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PRE-CONSULTATION CONSIDERATION OF FEES

 Introduction 

88. Section 67 of the Bill sets out provision for Scottish Ministers to set fees for scheme 

membership.  The policy intention set out in the Financial Memorandum is that the 

overall costs of operating the scheme should be covered in full by the payment of fees by 

individual scheme members (although it is acknowledged that some employers may 

choose to cover this cost on behalf of employees). The exception to this is fees associated 

with volunteering in the voluntary sector which will continue to be met by Scottish 

Ministers. This mirrors arrangements for covering the costs of the existing enhanced 

disclosures, which will be replaced by scheme membership for people in regulated work.  

89. It is important to stress that no decision has been reached on fee levels or structures nor 

can actual fee levels be set at this early stage.  The key issue for the pre-consultation 

phase is the broad fee options for scheme membership.  The purpose of developing the 

options is to expose the range of possible choices and invite early views on whether we 

have taken account of the right issues and whether there are other options which we have 

not yet identified. 

90. Prematurely setting fees on the basis of incomplete information may lead either to fee 

rises or to a surplus of fee income being generated. Indicative fee levels have been 

included to be helpful in drawing out the difference between the options.  The actual fees 

will be calibrated by decisions on other significant aspects of secondary legislation and by 

the cost of operating the scheme.  The latter costs comprise the costs of the Disclosure 

Scotland Service and the additional costs of the Central Barring Unit: 

Disclosure Scotland: The costs of Disclosure Scotland are now well established and 

understood. The new scheme will lead to an increase in these costs in the early years 

of implementation, dependent on decisions on retrospective registration of the 

existing workforce.  They will then reduce significantly once scheme membership is 

established since issuing subsequent disclosures of an existing scheme record will be 

much less labour intensive than undertaking fresh disclosures. As Disclosure Scotland 

is a Public Private Partnership with BT plc, the implications of this, along with the 

necessary developments in IT systems will be the subject of detailed contract 

negotiations before the cost can be finalised. These negotiations cannot commence 

until the Bill is enacted. The continuous vetting arrangements for scheme members 

will also place a cost on Police Forces and on other sources of information which will 

need to be quantified. Discussions on the means to deliver these functions and 

therefore the implications for both the scheme and the providers of information to it 

are underway.

Central Barring Unit: The Central Barring Unit’s costs can only be estimated at this 

time. The outcome of decisions around determination criteria will have a direct 

impact on the staffing and IT requirements of the unit and therefore the costs. These 

decisions can only be finalised when the legislation has been passed. 
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91. The remainder of this discussion is based upon existing assumptions in the Financial 

Memorandum that the new provisions of the Bill would cost approximately £1.5M per 

year on top of the existing costs of the Disclosure Scotland service. This remains the best 

estimate and has been further validated against assumptions independently made in the 

establishment of the Vetting and Barring Scheme for England, Wales and Northern 

Ireland.

Options for Fees 

92. In the consultation on the vetting and barring scheme,  the assumption that there should 

be a higher joining fee and a reduced fee for subsequent checks was supported and 

formed the basis for proposals set out in the Financial Memorandum. However 

subsequent discussions with stakeholders and evidence given to the Education Committee 

has suggested improvements and variations to the fee structure that could simplify the 

operation of the scheme and make it easier to use for both employers and scheme 

members. These are explored further below.  

93. Essentially, three options are explored.

Option 1 uses a higher joining fee followed by lower subsequent fees and explores a 

number of variations that address concerns expressed by stakeholders in evidence 

during Stage 1 of the Bill 

Option 2 is based on a single up front cost for scheme membership with no 

subsequent fee for checks of scheme records  

Option 3 is based on an annual subscription for scheme membership 

94. A number of objectives for fees has been identified.  All three options broadly deliver on 

these objectives but their relative merits can be assessed with reference to these 

objectives:    

cover the costs of the scheme (after subsidy for volunteers); 

be simple to understand; 

be equitable and generally considered to be fair; 

prevent unnecessary over-use of the scheme by employers; 

be consistent with encouraging volunteering; 

not place a barrier to work, especially for the low paid; and 

offer good value, especially for "frequent users". 
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 Option 1 

95. Option 1 is essentially as set out in the financial memorandum. A fee, estimated at £26,  

would be paid to join the scheme.  Assuming vetting information did not lead to the 

individual being barred,  a disclosure certificate would be released to both individual and 

employer. When changing jobs or for subsequent disclosures, an individual would be able 

to present his/her existing disclosure and a prospective employer would be able to request 

either a short scheme record at a cost estimated to be £10, or a full scheme record at the 

full cost of £26. The short scheme record, which would be available on-line, would 

identify whether any new information had been added since the last full scheme record 

was issued. It is worth noting that the full scheme record cannot be made available on line 

without significant and additional IT security measures which are likely to be 

prohibitively costly.

96. The benefits of this option are that anyone who had more than two disclosures during a 10 

year period would pay less than they do currently, meaning that the cost burden to the 

workforce would be significantly reduced.  It is also the case that on-line access to short 

scheme records significantly reduces bureaucracy and therefore, costs, for the 85% of 

people who have no information on their scheme record. There are however, some 

demerits associated with this option: 

Stakeholders have expressed concerns that short scheme records would not in 

themselves give details of any new information and that this will require further full 

disclosure at £26 on top of the £10 paid for a short scheme record if there is new 

information.  

Some stakeholders have expressed concern at the potential for scheme members to 

lose or fraudulently alter a scheme record. As this option relies on new staff members 

presenting their existing scheme record, it is vital that employers have confidence in 

the validity of the information presented. State of the art anti-fraud measures are 

already in place on current certificates, making fraud extremely unlikely.  

Some employers have insisted that they would always want a new full disclosure on 

prospective members of staff in order to be absolutely sure that they have seen all of 

the information.  Each issue of a scheme record would therefore cost £26 as compared 

to the current £20 making the new scheme more, rather than less, expensive to users 

albeit that continuous updating would be incorporated into the disclosure process.   It 

would also increase the vetting and barring scheme workload if short scheme records 

were not used as envisaged.

97. In order to respond to the potential problems identified by stakeholders two variations to 

option 1 could be considered. 
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 Option 1a 

98.  In this option, employers could request a full scheme record after having viewed a short 

scheme record that has some new information and only pay the difference. In effect 

they would pay around £10 to view a short scheme record and where new information 

was highlighted they could request a full record at an estimated cost of £16.  This 

ensures that employers make effective use of the much quicker and simpler short 

scheme record, while giving them the reassurance of being able to order a full scheme 

record later, without having to double pay.  It would give rise to an administrative 

burden in separating out the full disclosures which should be charged at £26 from those 

which should be charged at £16. 

  Option 1b 

99.  A further variant on the two-tier fee structure would be for all subsequent disclosures at 

the lower cost. In practice this would mean that an employer employing an existing 

scheme member would be able to do a short scheme record check on-line, then if 

anything caused them concern, send an electronic request for a full scheme record at no 

additional cost. The full scheme record would then be issued on paper within 24 hours. 

This gets around the problems of IT security associated with viewing the whole record 

on line, while avoiding making two payments to see the full scheme record. The cost 

effect of this would be to reduce slightly the initial membership and increase slightly 

the cost of subsequent checks. Indicative fees are £24 for membership and £12 for 

subsequent disclosures of the record.

100. This option would avoid employers asking for full scheme records for those scheme 

members where it isn’t necessary.  It also avoids double payment of short scheme 

record followed by a full scheme record and would be an administratively simple and 

quick process allowing for quicker decisions.  It could however, lead to unnecessary 

demand for full scheme records. This could be addressed by only allowing them to be 

ordered if the information had changed since the last printed scheme membership 

record.

  Option 2 

101. A completely different option briefly referred to in Financial Memorandum is a single 

one off fee for scheme membership, with all subsequent information provided at no 

cost. Based on current estimates, the likely fee would be £65. Membership would be 

renewed every 10 years as indicated in the original consultation paper and the 

assumption used in the Financial Memorandum. In costing this option it is assumed that 

free access to subsequent checks would result in more frequent checking of scheme 

records by employers. The indicative £65 fee assumes a doubling in the frequency of 

record checks. If there were more frequent checks, then the cost would rise 

proportionately (for example a five fold increase in checks would result in a fee of 

£120).
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102. A one off fee would make the whole system very easy to operate. Once a person was a 

scheme member, they and their employers, would be able to access subsequent 

information at no cost.  However, there would be winners and losers in this approach. 

The financial benefits are greatest for those who move around the workforce frequently.  

In contrast,  the high initial cost of scheme membership does not favour those who are 

static in workforce terms.  It could also put some people off working in the sector, 

particularly those who may only plan to work for a short time.  Where an organisation 

meets the cost of scheme membership for its workforce,  a one-off fee would prove 

burdensome in the early years and during any programme of retrospective checking.  

This could lead some employers to favour employing people who were already in the 

scheme. As noted previously, free subsequent checks may lead to unnecessary or 

inappropriate use of the system, creating extra demand for disclosures rather than 

reducing demand and ultimately  forcing up the fee level for future scheme members.  

A one-off payment would also mean that income to the vetting and barring scheme 

would be uneven, with significant surplus over the early years and then shortfalls for 

most of the remaining ten year cycle.  

 Option 3 

103. Scheme membership could be funded through an annual subscription, paid either by the 

individual or employer. As long as an individual is a subscribed member of the scheme, 

all subsequent checks of the scheme records would be provided at no cost. The fees for 

a subscription based approach are proportionately higher than other options. The reason 

for this is that the costs for operating the scheme are substantially front loaded, 

checking identity, establishing a scheme record and matching the individual against any 

relevant conviction or non conviction information. If an individual were to leave the 

scheme after less than three years, the full costs of this would not be recouped, hence a 

slightly higher cost is spread across the whole scheme membership. Based on current 

estimates, the subscription would be around £8 per year, based on an assumption that 

demand for record checks would double. As in option 2, the impact of higher numbers 

of scheme record disclosures would be to push the subscription higher (a five fold 

increase would result in a fee of £14).

104. The annual payments made would be relatively small, although the cost to people who 

do not move around the workforce would,  over a ten year period,  be significantly more 

than option 1. The annual fee may make the scheme more affordable particularly for 

smaller organisations and for low paid individuals.  It would not be necessary to re-

register as a scheme member every 10 years. An annual subscription would also mean 

that the income flow into the vetting and barring scheme would be constant and more 

predictable.

105. However, free subsequent checks may lead to unnecessary or inappropriate use of the 

system, creating extra demand for disclosures rather than reducing demand.  

Organisations are unlikely to make use of the short scheme record if they can request a 

full record at no cost. This may make the overall cost of the scheme and thus the 

subscription fee higher than it needs to be. A subscription model is however likely to 

require different administration arrangements than any of the other models and there 

may be an issue of who pays the subscription if a scheme members has more than one 

employer.  
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  Electronic scheme membership 

106. In addition to the fee options outlined, we are exploring the potential to manage the 

scheme electronically. Because of the sensitive nature of the information held about 

individuals, it would be necessary to apply extensive security measures, such as the use 

of smart cards for both scheme members and registered bodies and encrypted 

connections to a secure server. If successful, this approach would allow for both 

electronic applications and on line access to scheme records.  

107. An electronic approach would result in higher set up costs, to provide registered bodies 

with the necessary technology, but should drive down costs thereafter.   This approach 

would be quick, simple and easy to use. Scheme members privacy would be maintained 

as employers could not view their scheme record without their smart card. However,  it 

may be difficult for smaller organisations who don’t have internet access.  Smart cards 

would need to have anti-fraud measures to prevent identity theft although there is 

reassurance that the double smart card approach reduces this risk. 

108. It is unlikely that an electronic approach to scheme membership could be introduced 

during initial implementation of the scheme.  Nevertheless, views are sought on 

whether this should be explored as a longer term solution to streamlining the 

administration of scheme membership. 

109. Discussion is being undertaken at this pre-consultation stage to canvass early 

views from stakeholders on the relative merits of an initial fee for membership 

followed by additional charges for subsequent checks as compared with a one-off 

payment for scheme membership each ten years or an annual subscription.  We 

also seek views  from stakeholders on the merits of further exploring the feasibility 

and costs of electronic scheme membership. 
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SUMMARY

110. This discussion paper has been produced in response to the Education Committee’s 

stage 1 report on the Protection of Vulnerable (Groups) Bill.  The preference to see 

draft regulations prior to the amending stage in the Bill would have led to a significant 

delay in progressing the primary legislation and securing the robust safeguards and 

protections which will flow from the new vetting and barring scheme. 

111. To provide assurance that the primary legislation will yield an effective vetting and 

barring scheme,  this discussion paper sets out the issues and policy options on the three 

substantive secondary legislation areas namely, retrospective checking, determination 

criteria, and fees.  It is important to stress that we are not consulting on the detail of 

these issues at this stage.  Full and comprehensive consultation will follow. 

112. This is a pre-consultation phase which will inform the further development of the policy 

options on the three substantive areas which will be consulted on in the summer and 

then followed by consultation on the draft Scottish Statutory Instruments in the 

autumn..   

113. At this pre-consultation stage early views from stakeholders are being canvassed 

on:

 Retrospective Checking

 whether to have retrospective checking or whether to rely on natural turnover of 

staff to bring people onto the new vetting and barring scheme.  Views are also 

invited on the sub-option of indicating that retrospective checking will occur but 

leaving the detailed consideration of how and over what period until the new 

vetting and barring scheme has been operational for a period of time perhaps 

three to five years.

 whether a carefully managed or an open programme of retrospective checking is 

favoured by stakeholders.  If the former is preferred,  what parameters could be 

used to control the phasing in and to what  extent should this be tightly managed? 

 the duration of phasing-in. Effectively we are asking at what point is the right 

balance struck between securing robust protection and the full benefits of the 

vetting and barring scheme,  and,  managing the burden falling on organisations of 

bringing their existing workforce onto the new scheme.     

 Determination Criteria

 the information issues relevant to consideration for determining an individual’s 

unsuitability to work with vulnerable groups. 

whether they favour a broadly higher or lower threshold for barring whilst 

recognising that actual decision will be underpinned by clear criteria to take into 

account in determining whether an individual should be barred.

the extent of automatic processing as compared to detailed consideration of each 

and every case from the simple through to the complex.   
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 Fees

the relative merits of an initial fee for membership followed by additional charges 

for subsequent checks, as compared with a one-off payment for scheme 

membership each ten years or an annual subscription.

the merits of further exploring the feasibility and costs of electronic scheme 

membership. 
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ANNEX A: SECONDARY LEGISLATION PROVIDED FOR IN THE PROTECTION 

OF VULNERABLE GROUPS (SCOTLAND) BILL 

Substantive Secondary legislation 

These items of secondary legislation will critically determine the effectiveness and 

acceptability to stakeholders of the vetting and barring scheme. These are the areas where 

there has been most debate during the consultation on the Bill and during Stage 1. They are 

explored in this pre-consultation discussion document. All of the items in this section will be 

subject to a two stage formal consultation. The first stage will be a policy consultation and 

this will then be followed by a consultation on the draft Scottish Statutory Instruments (SSIs).  

Section 14 – Automatic Listing

This power relates to instances where automatic listing occurs as a result of an individual 

committing prescribed offences which do not appear in schedule 1.  The power provides 

Ministers with the ability to automatically list someone as a result of them having committed 

an offence or combination of offences not listed in Schedule 1.

Section 39(1)(c) – Power to regulate procedure

The power at Section 39(1)(c) provides Ministers with the ability to set determination 

procedures to be followed when considering whether an individual is to be listed.  This 

provision will be used to make regulations similar to the Protection of Children (Scotland) 

Act 2003 Determination Regulations 2004 (S.S.I. 2004/523). 

Section 67 – Fees

This power provides Ministers with the ability to set fees relating to the scheme.  

Section 100 – Commencement

This power allows Ministers to effectively manage the commencement of the legislation by 

setting out in secondary legislation the procedure for implementation. In particular, section 

100 allows for the setting of a timetable for retrospective checking.  

Secondary Legislation Necessary for Commencement 

These items of legislation will provide for the detailed operational guidance needed to 

underpin the scheme, as well as issues such as transferring staff of Disclosure Scotland into 

the new agency that will operate the scheme on behalf of Ministers. In policy terms they are 

not controversial, so consultation will focus around draft SSIs accompanied by a summary of 

the policy intent. 

Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 – Reference by organisations, agencies and businesses

This power gives Scottish Ministers the ability to identify the information that is required to 

be submitted for the purposes of considering an organisational referral.  Similar powers are 

used for the purposes of operating the existing Disqualified from Working with Children List 

with the information required in order to consider a referral prescribed in the Protection of 

Children (Scotland) Act 2003 Determination Regulations 2004 (S.S.I 2004/523).  We would 

envisage similar requirements being placed on organisations under the new arrangements. 
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Section 7 – Reference by Court

This power gives Ministers the ability to identify information that is required to be provided 

for the purposes of a court referral.  It is the intention that much of this information will be 

the same as that requested for the purposes of organisation referrals. 

Section 25 – Application for Removal From List

This power will be used to set the criteria which will have to be met prior to an application 

for removal from a list being considered.  This power may be used to prescribe different 

timeframes between listing and application for removal from the list for different individuals 

depending on their circumstances e.g. their age at the time of listing and the reason for the 

initial listing.  

Section 37 – Police access to lists

This power provides Ministers with the flexibility to provide the Police with information on 

listed individuals for the purposes of confirming identity. As well as providing police with 

names of people included on the list(s) for the purposes of preventing and detecting crime, 

the police need additional information to satisfy themselves of the identity of the person 

about whom they are enquiring. The information that will be prescribed is likely to be the full 

name, date and place of birth, and current full address of the person included on the lists(s).  

Section 39(1)(a) – Power to regulate procedure

The power at Section 39(1)(a) will be used to prescribe the information that will be stored on 

the list for the purposes of confirming the identity of listed individuals.  The power provides 

flexibility for the types of information held to be amended to respond to changes in 

information used to confirm identity. 

Section 39(1)(b) – Power to regulate procedure

The power at Section 39(1)(b) provides Ministers with the ability to set in place procedures 

for maintaining the information held about listed individuals. In particular, the power will be 

used so that listing is unambiguously connected with the right individual 

Section 46 – Vetting Information

This power provides Ministers with the ability to specify information that is to be considered 

vetting information for the purposes of this Bill.  The intention of this provision is to allow 

for certain information held by regulatory bodies and local authorities to be considered 

vetting information for the purposes of the new scheme. 

Section 54 – Disclosure restrictions

This power provides Ministers with the ability to, in certain instances, obtain and hold certain 

information about an individual that is relevant for the purposes of considering unsuitability 

but not include the information on the individual’s disclosure certificate.  The power would 

be used to specify the types of information to which this provision would be applicable. 

Section 65 – Unlawful Disclosure

This power provides Ministers with the ability to identify the conditions in which information 

contained on a disclosure certificate issued for the purposes of the scheme can be shared with 

persons other than the individual to whom the disclosure relates and the countersigning 

individual/organisation.
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Section 69 – Procedure

This power provides Ministers with the ability to specify arrangements and procedures for the 

administration of the scheme.  It is anticipated that the power will be used to set the length of 

scheme membership and to detail the procedure and governance arrangements associated 

with online disclosure applications for the purposes of the new scheme. 

Section 84 – Payment of fees for information from certain police forces

This power will be used to allow Ministers to pay bodies such as police forces from the 

Channel Islands, or potentially police forces outside the British Isles, for information required 

for the purposes of disclosure. Currently, a fee is paid to UK police forces. 

Section 87 – Transfer of Disclosure Scotland staff

This power allows Ministers to specify the date and other details surrounding the transfer of 

Disclosure Scotland staff from the Strathclyde Joint Police Board to take up employment in 

the new executive agency. This will enable Disclosure Scotland to become part of the new 

executive agency which will administer the scheme.  

Section 94 – Meaning of Protected Adult

This power provides Ministers with the ability to prescribe those services that an adult has to 

be in receipt of if they are to fall within the definition of a “protected adult”. Flexibility to 

amend the definition of protected adults to reflect changing circumstances in relation to the 

types and sources of care services in future years.   

Section 97 – Ancillary provisions

This power will provide Ministers with the ability to transfer the existing safeguards being 

operated under the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act to the new legislation.  In addition, 

this section offers a general power which provides Ministers with the ability to make minor 

amendments to any element of the legislation to ensure with the aim of ensuring that the Bill 

achieves its policy objectives without the need for further primary legislation. 

.

Secondary legislation which may be used to enhance operational effectiveness  

These items of legislation will enable further enhancements to the scheme that will improve 

its effectiveness. The powers will be used in part in establishing the scheme, (the measures 

intended for immediate use are set out below) but will also allow for future flexibility. They 

will be subject to consultation on draft SSIs as with legislation necessary for commencement.  

Section 60 – Power to use fingerprints to check applicant’s identity

This power will be used to identify the circumstances in which it will be suitable for 

fingerprints to be taken, used and destroyed, for the purposes of confirming identity. 

Fingerprints will be used only in those cases where the other information provided by the 

applicant and separately gathered by the Scottish Ministers is not sufficient to satisfy 

Ministers of the applicant’s identity, and where that doubt causes Ministers to believe that the 

applicant might have a criminal conviction.  It is intended that procedures similar to those in 

Part 5 of the Police Act 1997 will be developed.
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Section 82 – Information on criminal conviction and record certificates

This power which will be exercised under Part 5 of the Police Act 1997 provides Ministers 

with the ability to prescribe civil orders that should be included on standard and enhanced 

disclosure checks.  It is intended that this power be used to include Sexual Offences 

Prevention Orders and Risk of Sexual Harm Orders on certificates in the first instance.  The 

power provides the flexibility to include other civil orders that are deemed relevant at some 

point in the future. 

Section 85 – Regulations about registration

This power is designed to give Scottish Ministers a greater degree of control over the 

management of registered persons for the purposes of disclosure.  It is anticipated that the 

power will be used to set a lower limit to the number of countersignatures that a registered 

person can make each year.  Where this number is not met, the person will be de-registered.  

The power will provide Ministers with the flexibility to set the lower limit at a level that, 

whilst not overly restrictive, assists in managing the workload of Disclosure Scotland. 

Section 88 – Power to give effect to the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006

This power provides Ministers with the ability to amend any element of primary legislation to 

ensure that the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 can take full effect.  This provision 

may be necessary to ensure the scheme in England and Wales functions properly.  

Secondary Legislation Designed to Ensure Future Flexibility 

The purpose of these items of secondary legislation will be to ensure future flexibility of the 

scheme to respond to changing requirements without recourse to amending the primary 

legislation. It is not intended that any of these will be enacted immediately, unless they prove 

necessary to respond to changing circumstances or to make the scheme effectively connect to 

other UK schemes. 

Section 8 – Reference by Certain other Persons

The power identified in Section 8 gives Ministers the ability to identify additional regulatory 

bodies who will have a power to make a referral to the Central Barring Unit.  As the 

structures and operation of regulatory bodies change it will be necessary for Ministers to 

amend the list of organisations who are deemed relevant for the purposes of making a referral 

under this section.

Section 17 – Information Relevant to listing decisions

The legislation identifies a number of bodies who can provide information that is a “finding 

of fact” and so can not be disputed for the purposes of the determination process.  This power 

provides Ministers with the flexibility to extend the list of regulatory bodies that can provide 

information that is a “finding of fact”.   The power is intended to be used where new 

regulatory bodies come into being and information held by them is of relevance to the 

determination process. 
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Section 19 – Information held by Public Bodies etc.

This power is required to ensure that Ministers have the flexibility to widen the range of 

information that can be considered for the purposes of listing to match changing 

circumstances.  For example, were a new regulatory body to come into being at some point in 

the future, it may be necessary for Scottish Ministers to have the ability to consider the 

information held by that body for the purposes of a referral.  This power provides the 

flexibility to do this by allowing for the extension of information sources to cover public 

bodies not identified in the primary legislation. 

Section 29 – Notice of listing etc.

This power allows Ministers to extend the list of bodies that can be notified of instances 

where individuals have been listed.  This power is intended to be used where new regulatory 

bodies come into being and it is necessary for these bodies to be informed of relevant listing 

decisions.  Similarly, the power will allow for regulatory bodies not specified in the primary 

legislation but prescribed subsequently to be informed of instances where individuals 

undergo name changes. 

Section 30 – Relevant Inquiries

A power has been included in this section to provide Ministers with the flexibility to consider 

the findings of inquiries that are not prescribed in the primary legislation but may, in future, 

be relevant for the purposes of determining an individual’s unsuitability. This power provides 

flexibility to respond to future developments in means of confirming identity or location.  

Section 31 – Offences against children and protected adults

This power has been included to provide Ministers with the flexibility to amend the content 

of Schedule 1 (relevant offences) to take into account the creation of new offences.  The 

power may also be used to provide further on offences that can be deemed as an offence 

against a protected adult were such additional clarity required. 

Section 32 – Duty to notify certain changes

This power provides Ministers with the ability to place a duty on barred individuals to 

provide notification of any changes in personal details that are additional to those details 

specified on the face of the Bill. 

Section 47 – Duty to notify certain changes

This power provides Ministers with the ability to place a duty on scheme members to provide 

notification of any changes in personal details that are additional to those details specified on 

the face of the Bill. 

Section 61 – Power to use personal data to check applicant’s identity

This power provides Ministers with the flexibility to identify alternative methods of 

confirming identity that can be used for the purposes of the scheme.  For instance, if an 

identity card scheme were to be introduced by the UK Government, Ministers could identify 

this as a mechanism of confirming identity. 

Section 92 – Meaning of references to being barred from regulated work

This power provides Ministers with the ability to disqualify individuals from undertaking 

regulated work as a result of their placement on prescribed lists held in jurisdictions outwith 

the UK.   There is currently no intention to use this power. 
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Schedule 2, Part 3, paragraph 14 – further education institutions

This power provides Ministers with the flexibility to include or exclude institutions involved 

in the provision of higher or further education in line with the changing roles that these 

institutions may play.  The power also provides the flexibility to continue to cover institutions 

that may change name by recognising the institution’s new name in secondary legislation. 

Schedule 2, Part 5, paragraph 26 – power to amend schedule

This power allows the schedule to be amended in order that it continues to accurately reflect 

what constitutes regulated work with children. The power is required to allow flexibility to 

respond to changes in the way in which services are provided.

Schedule 3, Part 5, paragraph 15 – power to amend schedule

This power allows the schedule to be amended in order that it continues to accurately reflect 

what constitutes regulated work with protected adults. The power is required to allow for the 

flexibility to respond to changes in the way in which services are provided.
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Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill:
Written evidence to the Education Committee 

February 2007

About SCVO

SCVO is the umbrella body for the voluntary sector in Scotland.  Our 1300 members 
represent a large constituency covering the majority of charitable activity in Scotland. 
Many of these members are themselves intermediary bodies representing the 
interests of many thousands of voluntary organisations locally and with respect to 
specific types of work. Through them we maintain a further contact with the sector at 
large and the issues that affect it. 

The elected SCVO Policy Committee represents large and small, local, national and 
international organisations, covering many different fields of activity. The Committee’s 
experience and knowledge is instrumental in informing our policy positions. 

Background

The protection of vulnerable groups is a very important issue for voluntary 
organisations. The voluntary sector works with large numbers of vulnerable groups 
across Scotland.  

The Scottish Executive estimates that the Scheme will bring within its scope 1 in 4 of 
the adult population in Scotland. Any legislation on the issue will therefore have a very 
large impact on the work we do as a sector.  

The proposed Vetting and Barring Scheme will be the third piece of legislation relating 
to working with vulnerable groups in recent times, following only 20 months after the 
implementation of the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003 (PoCSA). We 
therefore hope that this legislation will create a system that will work successfully for 
many years to come and we will work hard to make this happen.  

We are appreciative of the opportunity presented by the Education Committee to 
identify our serious concerns regarding the Bill. 

SCVO’s position

We strongly agree with the intentions of the Scottish Executive to protect vulnerable 
groups in Scotland. However, we believe the Bill could be improved in terms of 
reducing uncertainty, amendments to the face of the Bill, and provisions for 
implementation.  

This Bill has potential for great improvements over PoCSA, which can be realised by 
minor amendment at stage 2. For example, proposals for passporting and 
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continuously updating checks, together with proposals for the application process, will 
be a welcome advance for many voluntary organisations. However, leaving much of 
the detail of the proposals to secondary legislation brings needless uncertainty. 
Furthermore, there are proposals in the Bill that may be clear and certain to their 
proponents, but that without amendment could risk a great deal of damage to 
voluntary activity in Scotland. We fear that there is insufficient time left in this 
Parliament to truly consider any unintended consequences of the required changes to 
aspects of the Bill.  

We therefore believe that a delay is required to give the Executive time to clarify its 
proposals, by publishing draft secondary legislation, and to give time to consider the 
changes required to parts of the Bill. However in the absence of a delay we will 
continue to work enthusiastically and constructively with the Executive, to ensure the 
Bill works in the best way possible for voluntary organisations and, moreover, 
vulnerable groups in Scotland.  

1. Uncertainty

Pre-consultation documents

We have read with great interest the pre-consultation documents published by the 
Scottish Executive on some of the key proposals in the Bill that are left to secondary 
legislation. While the documents provide a slightly greater insight into the options 
being considered by Ministers, and a handful of further good ideas, they do not 
provide any greater certainty as to how the Scheme will be implemented, and what the 
Scheme will eventually look like in practice.  

Retrospection

The issue of retrospective checks is crucial to the workability of the Scheme, 
especially for the voluntary sector. The retrospective element of the proposed Scheme 
is responsible for a great deal of the increase in scope, as compared to the current 
system. We fear that retrospection would bring a very substantial additional financial 
and administrative burden, diverting precious resources from frontline activity with 
vulnerable groups.  

Retrospection in itself may be beyond many voluntary organisations. However, 
retrospection implemented over an unrealistic timeframe will definitely be beyond the 
capacity of many voluntary organisations.  

The pre-consultation document does outline some good suggestions. For example, 
allowing the Scheme to function without retrospection initially before phasing 
retrospection over a number of years could be a very sensible way forward. Equally, 
we welcome the fact that whether retrospection takes place at all is up for debate.  

On the other hand there are other less helpful aspects of the document. For example, 
we would seriously question the 20% and 30% “natural turnover” rates used in the 
pre-consultation document. Our own figures put turnover in the voluntary sector at 
around 8% for paid staff.   

We believe that the Executive needs no further consultation in order to rule out the 
worst case scenarios for the voluntary sector as regards retrospective checks, such as 
a 3 or 4 year phasing in period. This would go some way to reassure the voluntary 
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sector that the Executive is genuinely responsive to the implementation needs of the 
voluntary sector. 

Finally, if retrospection is to take place, then substantial funding must be found for the 
voluntary sector. Retrospective checks will generate a great deal of administrative 
costs as well as costs in fees for paid staff. Unless these costs can be met for the 
sector we fear that retrospection could severely inhibit voluntary activity with 
vulnerable groups. We estimate administration costs could be up to £20million, with 
additional start up costs of £3million over the phasing-in period. 

Fees

We are very concerned indeed about the fee levels for the new Scheme. Many of the 
options available to the Executive would be intolerable for the voluntary sector. For 
example charging a fee of £65 for an initial check (with free ongoing checks) would be 
beyond the financial capacity of all but a few voluntary organisations. This could lead a 
great number of projects to close or to no longer offer services to vulnerable groups. 
Alternatively a fee at this level could lead to a great deal of non-compliance with the 
legislation. Both these possibilities would increase the exposure of vulnerable groups 
to increased risk.  

Another option outlined is an annual subscription for each scheme member, estimated 
to be £8 a head, or £80 for the lifetime of the Scheme (assuming scheme membership 
lasts for 10 years as proposed). This, again, would divert a large amount of resources 
from frontline activity working with vulnerable groups, and would be a much higher 
cost that the £26 fee outlined in the financial memorandum and pre-consultation 
document.  

The only option outlined in the pre-consultation document that would be tolerable for 
voluntary groups would be a fee level for initial checks as close to the current £20 as 
possible (estimated to be £26 or £24), and a lower fee for subsequent checks (£10 or 
£12). However, even under this option, a combination of a 30% increase in fee levels 
from their current level (to £26) and the retrospective element of the Scheme (if it goes 
ahead) could cause significant damage to voluntary organisations. As stated, our own 
estimates suggest that up to £3million could be diverted from frontline resources over 
the phasing-in period, potentially closing projects working with vulnerable groups. 

This assumes that the Executive financial estimates are correct. We are unclear of the 
basis of the calculations used in the financial memorandum and pre-consultation 
documents. If estimates are incorrect, and the Scheme remains self-financing, then 
fees could rise even more.  

We believe that the Executive can, at this stage, rule out the worst-case scenarios 
regarding fees faced by the voluntary sector. One way to do so could be to place a 
cap on fees for paid staff in the voluntary sector. Voluntary organisations cannot write 
a blank cheque for these proposals, especially given the questionable financial 
calculations outlined in the financial memorandum. The Executive must give more 
clarity at this stage of what the sector is likely to face in fees. 

Determination threshold

The determination threshold is one of the most important aspects of the new Scheme. 
We agree with the Scottish Executive position to leave this to secondary legislation in 
order to match up with the threshold in the rest of the UK. It is crucial, if we are to 
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equalise the barring threshold across the UK, that Scottish stakeholders are able to 
fully influence decisions taken in England.  

The pre-consultation documents therefore fall short of satisfying our concerns. We 
continue to fully back the Education Committee report recommendation that Stage 2 
consideration of the Bill should not take place until draft secondary legislation has 
been published by the Executive. Alternatively, in our view, the Executive should table 
the necessary Stage 2 amendments to provide the clarity we seek.  

2. The face of the Bill

There are proposals in the Bill that could be very damaging to the voluntary sector. 
We believe that amendments at Stage 2 could improve the situation, however we 
have fears that fundamental changes at this late stage could lead to unintended 
negative consequences.  

Our concerns include: 

 The definition of a Protected Adult 

 The informal activity within the scope of the Scheme 

 Lack of update of new vetting information 

 Passporting - improvements 

 Notification of scheme member address change 

 A better-utilised statement of barred status check 

 Schedule 2 and 3 – Regulated work 

Protected Adult

The definition of a ‘protected adult’ used in the Bill will be unworkable for many 
voluntary organisations. The Bill asks organisations to make a judgement based on 
fact (i.e. “is this person receiving a specific statutory service listed under s.94?”)  to 
determine whether a client is a protected adult. The problem many organisations will 
face is that these are facts that voluntary groups would frequently be in no position to 
ascertain. If the judgement over checking is to be ours, there must be provision for it to 
be made on the basis of knowledge.  

It is therefore crucial that the definition is amended to be workable. One solution could 
be to allow for the inclusion, within s94, of services delivered by virtue of some 
intrinsic characteristic (aging, infirmity etc.). Without an amendment of this kind it will 
be impossible for organisations working with adults to determine which of their clients 
are protected and which aren’t, and therefore which staff members can join the 
Scheme and which cannot.  

Age overlap

The overlap in age between a child and a protected adult is also a crucial issue. While 
there is varying opinion as to whether the age should be matched at 16 or 18, there is 
broad agreement that an overlap is unnecessary and potentially damaging to the 
Scheme, and to organisations working with vulnerable groups. Everything should be 
done to avoid confusion around the Scheme, so that we can be sure children and 
protected adults are protected to the highest degree.  
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Informal Activity

The Bill currently includes within its scope some of the most informal activity in 
society.  Much of this voluntary activity is carried out by parents, friends or groups of 
parents or friends. We believe it is inappropriate to apply the same legal 
responsibilities to groups or associations of people as to local authorities. Many of 
these associations do not have the capacity to cope with the legal requirements and 
administrative burden stemming from the Bill. Without amendment we fear the Bill 
could seriously damage and inhibit this informal activity. 

One solution could be to make amendment to the definition of an organisation (s96) or 
to the definition of regulated work (Sch 2 and 3), in order that the Bill does not act as a 
barrier to such informal activity. 

New vetting information

One of the good points of the Bill is the proposal to constantly update scheme records. 
It is intended that this constant updating will remove the need for organisations to 
carry out annual checks of staff, as they can be safe in the knowledge that, if an 
individual’s circumstances change, they will be informed. However, the Bill currently 
proposes only to provide updates to organisations on changes to the barred status of 
individuals. Organisations will not be notified of any new conviction or non-conviction 
information that falls short of barring an individual.  

However, many voluntary organisations take the view that they need to know vetting 
information in order to judge the suitability of individuals to work with vulnerable 
groups. We therefore believe the Bill as it stands will be insufficient to stop many 
organisations continuing to repeat check their employees and volunteers on a regular 
basis.  

One solution would be to propose an amendment (at s57) to ensure that when 
Ministers update new vetting information to a scheme record, organisations are 
informed of the existence of this new information. It will then be at the discretion of 
organisations as to whether a further full check is required or not.  

Passporting

Another good aspect of the Bill is the idea that checks can be passported to avoid the 
need for multiple disclosure checks. Multiple checks have been one of the worst 
aspects of the current system. However, a number of our members have concerns 
that the proposals will not be enough to prevent multiple checks.  

The proposed short update check will disclose the date on which the last full check 
was sent, the current barred status of the individual, and whether any new information 
has been updated to the record since the last full check. The update check would be 
used in conjunction with the prospective employee’s copy of the last full check. A 
number of voluntary organisations have concerns that focus on two areas. 

The potential for fraud

Many organisations state that they would be unwilling to trust the information on a 
certificate provided by a prospective employee. Some of the most dangerous people 
to vulnerable groups are also some of the most devious individuals, and many in the 
sector have fears around fraud. The Bill would make it an offence to doctor a 
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disclosure certificate, and no doubt disclosure certificates will have anti-fraud devices 
built in (holograms, lamination etc.), but if organisations feel they cannot trust the 
update check, we will be back in the current intolerable situation of multiple checks. 

The Bill should be amended (at s50) so that update checks disclose whether the 
original full check contained vetting information or not. This would act as an anti-fraud 
device, confirming to organisations that the ‘clean’ full check in front of them is indeed 
genuine.  

An information deficit

Other organisations are unhappy that the update check will only disclose the existence 
of new information, rather than the information itself. Many deem vetting information to 
be necessary in judging the suitability of applicants and they see little point in applying 
and paying for an update check only to have to re-apply and pay again for a full check 
if relevant information is found. Equally, they see no reason why, as a subsequent 
employer, they should be at an information deficit to the original employer (who 
received the full check).  

The Bill should be amended (at s50) so that if an update check discloses the 
existence of new vetting information, organisations can choose to receive a new full 
check at no extra cost and without having to go through a full application process. This 
would ensure that update checks do not fall into disrepute, and that they become the 
route chosen by all organisations, rather than resorting to multiple full checks.  

Notify address change

The Bill places a duty on all scheme members (1 in 4 of the population, according to 
Executive figures) to update their address details to the scheme within 3 months of it 
changing. Failure to do so will be a criminal offence. This administrative duty will be 
very cumbersome and intrusive, especially for volunteers, and we fear could lead to 
many volunteers choosing not to continue working with vulnerable groups. 
Furthermore, many volunteers engage in ad hoc or short term volunteering and may 
not be aware that they are in fact joining a scheme (potentially for 10 years) and that 
in doing so they have legal obligations for that period. If they are made aware of this 
they may think again about undertaking the voluntary activity. 

We believe that the Scheme should utilise its points of contact with scheme members 
to gather this type of information. An amendment (to s47) to put a duty on scheme 
members to update their address details when applying for a subsequent check 
(rather than within 3 months of a change) would reduce the administrative burden and 
intrusion on scheme members, and satisfy the need to keep address details up to 
date.  

Better-utilise statement of barred status checks

We welcome the introduction of a check that only discloses the barred status of an 
individual. Much of the administrative burden stemming from disclosure checks comes 
from handling, storing and destroying the sensitive vetting information disclosed on 
certificates. We believe that this check could be utilised as a reduced bureaucracy 
check for those organisations that deem vetting information unnecessary in appointing 
staff, now that the CBU will be in existence.  
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However, we believe that the statement of barred status check should be improved in 
order to maximise its potential. Currently, the statement of barred status can be used 
prior to gaining employment. In this sense the Scheme would not necessarily ‘link’ 
individuals to their employers, and as such, employers would not necessarily be 
updated on any change in an individual’s barred status. This loophole could lead 
organisations to inadvertently continue employing an individual who has become 
barred, breaking the legal obligation in the Bill. Equally, organisations may be 
presented with a statement of barred status check that is 6 months old. They would, 
therefore, have to make a decision as to whether that is too far out of date to be 
useful, potentially running the risk that the individual has become barred in the 
intervening period between receiving and presenting the statement. 

A simple update check could close the loophole. Allowing organisations to check, 
whether online or by phone, the current barred status of an individual would ensure 
the Scheme can link the individual to the current employer (and so update the 
employer of changes) and also ensure the information employers’ use when 
appointing an individual is the most up to date. This ‘update statement of barred status 
check’ would need to be distinct from the full scheme and short scheme records, 
currently proposed by the Bill, in order that organisations who choose not to, do not 
gain access to vetting information, nor be made aware of its possible existence.  

Schedule 2 and 3 – Regulated work

We welcome Schedule 2 and 3 as a qualified improvement over PoCSA. Even the 
change in terminology from ‘childcare position’ to ‘regulated work’ is a welcome step 
forward. However there are still ambiguities and gaps in the Schedules that we believe 
should be amended at Stage 2.  

Employment

Schedule 2 and 3 covers children and protected adults not only as service-users but 
also as employees. The Schedules limit the scope of the definition of regulated work 
for vulnerable groups in employment. In effect the Schedules remove certain barriers 
to giving paid employment to protected adults and children over 16. However, we 
question why barriers have been removed for paid employment only. We believe 
similar barriers should be avoided for voluntary work, unpaid placements/internships, 
and work experience. Therefore the Schedules should be amended to replace the 
word “employment” with the word “work”, defined by the Bill to include paid and unpaid 
work.  

Unsupervised contact

Furthermore, in Schedule 2 (regulated work with children), the Bill defines 
unsupervised contact with children. The definition, in summary, means that unless a 
parent or guardian, or a person caring for, teaching, or in sole charge of a child is 
present, then contact with children would be deemed as unsupervised. We believe 
that a parent should be able to make arrangements for a friend to be present to 
supervise any contact with a child that would ensure the contact was not deemed to 
be unsupervised. This would go some way to ensure the walking bus, school disco, or 
Santa Claus scenario is not within the scope of the Bill.  

Terminology
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Finally, the terms used in Schedule 2 and 3 need to be clarified. Terms such as 
“normal duties”, “caring”, “position” etc. are crucial in interpreting which posts are 
within the scope of the Scheme and which are not. We believe that guidance and 
advice has a key role to play in helping organisations to make these decisions. 
However there may also be scope for amendment to the face of the Bill to clarify the 
terms. For example, “normal duties” could be teased out a little by introducing a period 
clause (as in the SVG Bill) that would determine a period of time after which work 
would be deemed to be regulated (e.g. 2 days in a period of 30 in the SVG Bill). In 
addition, a frequency clause could determine that, regardless of the number of hours 
of work conducted, if an individual has frequent contact with a vulnerable person then 
that would also be deemed regulated work.  

3. Implementation

The implementation of this Bill will be as important as the primary and secondary 
legislation. In implementing PoCSA, the concerns of the voluntary sector were not 
taken into consideration. We fear that with the speed of the legislative process, the 
rush to keep up with legislation from Westminster, and the evidence so far of the 
financial memorandum and lack of draft secondary legislation, that primary legislation 
is once again taking precedence over implementation. 

A properly funded Scheme

The financial aspects of the proposed Scheme are absolutely crucial to its success. If 
it is underfunded, or estimates are wrong, then we could see a repeat of PoCSA with 
fee rises, delays and near meltdown of the system. The voluntary sector is already 
operating at its financial and administrative limit. Any initial disruption to the function of 
the Scheme could therefore bring severe consequences for voluntary activity in 
Scotland, and even more importantly, for vulnerable groups across Scotland.  

The financial memorandum published by the Executive does not reassure us that 
adequate provisions have been made to avoid this scenario. We believe that the 
Executive should ensure that if the financial estimates are incorrect, the Scheme will 
not recoup any shortfall through fees from voluntary organisations. A cap in fees for 
paid staff in the sector (as close to their current £20 level as possible) would go some 
way to ensure the Executive are confident in their calculations and that if not, 
voluntary organisations will not suffer.  

Equally, we believe that if retrospection goes ahead, then funding will need to be 
found for the £3 million additional costs of checking existing paid staff (assuming a fee 
level of £26) as well as time to absorb the up to £20 million administrative costs of 
carrying out disclosure checks over the phasing-in period.  

Training and awareness-raising

As well as funding for the Scheme, for administration costs and for retrospective fees, 
the Executive must be prepared to provide resources for an extensive training and 
awareness-raising programme. While training needs to be focussed on professionals 
working with vulnerable groups, across all sectors, it is crucial that awareness-raising 
takes place to inform the public, and vulnerable groups in particular, of what they can 
expect from the Scheme. The financial provision for this in the financial memorandum 
accompanying the Bill was wholly inadequate. 
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It will be of particular importance that any training and awareness-raising is 
substantially funded to reach the smallest voluntary groups and associations within the 
scope of the Scheme. Often these unaffiliated groups operate beyond the radar of the 
structures of the voluntary sector. New and innovative ways will need to be found to 
engage with these groups. This will require substantial funding.  

Advice and guidance

Guidance for this piece of legislation will be crucial. Four years ago PoCSA was close 
to being commenced prior to training and guidance being available for the voluntary 
sector. Only a last minute reprieve prevented this from happening. We believe lessons 
must be learned from this process and that strong advice and guidance must be made 
available well in advance of commencement.  

The Scottish Executive must produce early and accessible guidance, specifically 
written for the voluntary sector, 12 months before the commencement of the 
legislation. To ensure a high level of compliance the voluntary sector must be given 
ample time between the publication of guidance and commencement, in order that 
training and awareness-raising can take place.  

Guidance will also be important for those other bodies with which the voluntary sector 
works. SCVO has received numerous reports from voluntary organisations that local 
authorities, funders, insurers and regulators across Scotland have interpreted the 
current protection legislation in varying ways, adding to voluntary organisations’ 
administration costs. We have been deeply concerned that some third parties have 
behaved in an over-zealous manner with regard to current protection legislation. We 
fear that, without early and extensive guidance for these third parties, the new 
proposals will still leave significant scope for inconsistency and misinterpretation by 
third parties.  

We welcome indications from the Minister that the advice provision to organisations 
will be improved under the new Scheme. We hope that there will be an authoritative 
source for voluntary organisations that can provide definitive advice on all aspects of 
interpretation and implementation, and that the advice service is fully funded.  

Conclusion

We are unhappy with the way the Bill has been taken forward to date. We believe the 
Executive should have been in a position to publish draft secondary legislation at the 
same time as publishing the PVG Bill. Without this, it remains very difficult to 
determine the likely impact of the proposals on the Sector. The uncertainty in the 
voluntary sector caused by this should be minimised as much as possible, perhaps by 
amendment at Stage 2, at least to rule out the worst case scenarios facing the sector. 

We also have serious concerns over some of the concrete proposals contained in the 
Bill. We have a number of constructive suggestions that we think would improve the 
Bill for the voluntary sector, and more importantly for vulnerable groups in Scotland. 

However, we have concerns that fundamental changes at this late stage could lead to 
unintended consequences. 

Finally, our concerns around implementation remain. Substantial funding (not 
addressed by the financial memorandum) will be required for training, awareness-
raising, and advice provision. Furthermore, early and extensive guidance will be 
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required for both the voluntary sector and, crucially, for the third parties we work with. 
It is imperative that third parties know what they can and cannot ask of voluntary 
organisations, to avoid over-zealous checking and overly risk-averse interpretation of 
the legislation. 

We are genuinely willing to continue to constructively engage with the Scottish 
Executive, over the progress of the Bill and its implementation (whether in this 
Parliament or the next). We will enthusiastically work to ensure that the Scheme is the 
best it can be, and works in the best possible way to protect vulnerable groups in 
Scotland.  

For more information contact:

Russell Gunson 
Policy & Communications Officer 
SCVO 
0131 474 6179 
Russell.gunson@scvo.org.uk
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EDUCATION COMMITTEE

EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES

3rd Meeting, 2007 (Session 2)

Wednesday 7 February 2007

Present:

Ms Rosemary Byrne Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Deputy 
Convener)

Fiona Hyslop Adam Ingram

Frank McAveety Mr Kenneth Macintosh

Dr Elaine Murray Iain Smith (Convener)

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill: The Committee took evidence 
from—

Russell Gunson, Policy and Communications Officer, Alex Cole-Hamilton, 
Senior Parliamentary Officer, Youthlink and Policy Committee, and Kirsten
Gooday, Policy and Information Officer, Scottish Council for Voluntary 
Organisations

and then from—

Penny Curtis, Team Leader, Education, Children and Young People, 
Convention of Scottish Local Authorities, Lynn Townsend, Head of Service, 
West Dunbartonshire Council, Association of Directors of Education, and 
Michelle Miller, Fife Council, Convener, Children and Social Care, Association 
of Directors of Social Work;

and then from—

Robert Brown, Deputy Minister for Education and Young People, Claire 
Monaghan, Head of Children and Families Division, Andrew Mott, Protection 
of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill Manager, Moira Oliphant, Children and 
Families Division, Education Department, Scottish Executive, and Liz Sadler, 
Police Division, Justice Department, Scottish Executive.

Fiona Hyslop proposed that the Committee write to the Parliamentary Bureau 
suggesting that it did not set a deadline for conclusion of Stage 2 consideration of 
the Bill. This was disagreed to (by division)—

For 3, Against 4, Abstentions 0

The Convener proposed that the Committee write to the Parliamentary Bureau 
suggesting that the deadline for conclusion of Stage 2 consideration of the Bill be set 
not before 2 March 2007. This was agreed to (by division)—

For 4, Against 0, Abstentions 3
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Scottish Parliament

Education Committee

Wednesday 7 February 2007

[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 10:02]

Protection of Vulnerable Groups 
(Scotland) Bill

The Convener (Iain Smith): 

This morning, we will consider the Protection of 

Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. Following the 

Parliament’s approval of the bill’s general 

principles, the Parliamentary Bureau has referred 

it back to the committee for stage 2 consideration. 

In our stage 1 report, we recommended that stage 
2 should not begin until stakeholders had had an 

opportunity to comment on drafts of the latest 

subordinate legislation and guidance. The 

committee has now received further information 

from the minister on the subordinate legislation, 

which, along with comments from the Scottish 
Council for Voluntary Organisations, has been 

included in the meeting papers. 

Good morning. I 

welcome everyone to the third meeting in 2007 of 
the Education Committee. We have received 

apologies from Marilyn Livingstone, who is dealing 

with a family illness, and Frank McAveety, whose 

train has been delayed and who should be with us 

soon. 

The first of our three panels of witnesses 

represents the SCVO. I welcome to the meeting 

Russell Gunson, who is policy and 
communications officer at the SCVO; Alex Cole-

Hamilton, who is senior parliamentary officer for 

YouthLink Scotland and a member of the SCVO’s 

policy committee; and Kirsten Gooday, who is a 

late addition to the panel. I am afraid that I do not 

know what Ms Gooday does, but she is obviously 
representing the SCVO. 

I invite the panel to make some opening 

remarks, after which I will open it up to questions. 

Russell Gunson (Scottish Council for 
Voluntary Organisations):

At the outset, I reiterate the voluntary sector’s 

whole-hearted support for the bill’s intentions. 

Protecting the most vulnerable from harm while 

maximising their welfare should, after all, be a 

priority for everyone in society. As the services 
that are offered to vulnerable groups—often by the 

voluntary sector—are crucial in improving their 

quality of life, every attempt should be made to 

introduce a vetting and barring scheme that can 

protect children and adults without preventing 
them from leading happy and fulfilling lives. 

Thank you for this 

opportunity to give evidence. I am afraid that my 
colleague Lucy McTernan cannot attend the 

meeting because of a family bereavement. In her 

place, we have Alex Cole-Hamilton—who, as you 

say, is a parliamentary officer for YouthLink 

Scotland—and Kirsten Gooday, who is a policy 

and information officer for Community Care 
Providers Scotland. YouthLink Scotland is a well 

known leading national youth work charity and the 

membership of CCPS includes some of the 

foremost organisations working with vulnerable 

adults in Scotland. SCVO, YouthLink Scotland and 

CCPS are all members of the voluntary sector 

coalition that was formed in response to the 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 

and now includes 42 organisations from across 
the sector. 

We therefore welcome the positive aspects of 

the bill, which offers a potential improvement on 

the Protection of Children (Scotland) Act 2003. For 

example, having a more streamlined application 

process is a simple yet crucial step forward for 
organisations in the voluntary sector. Also, with 

amendment, the bill will be able to deliver 

disclosure checks that can be passported between 

organisations and constantly updated, thus 

reducing the need for the multiple checks that 

have drawn such criticism since POCSA was 
passed. 

We are delighted that some of our concerns 

have been addressed by Executive amendments 
that appeared in the Parliament’s Business 
Bulletin yesterday. We commend the minister for 

listening to and acting on some of the concerns 

that the voluntary sector expressed at stage 1. 

However, some aspects of the proposals could 

worsen the current system in a number of ways. 

The bill is uncertain: important issues have been 

left to secondary legislation, including fees and 
retrospection. We also have other concerns about 

the bill, to do with informal activity that is within the 

scope of the vetting and barring scheme and to do 

with definitions. Crucial implementation issues 

also arise. 

Careful consideration of all those issues will be 
required before the bill is passed. We therefore 

continue to back the Education Committee’s 

recommendation to delay stage 2 consideration. A 

delay until early in the next session of Parliament 

will be required so that draft secondary legislation 

can be published, changes to the bill can be 
properly considered and implementation issues 

can be fully resolved. In the absence of a delay, 

stage 2 amendments, at least, will be required to 

rule out the worst-case scenarios facing the 

voluntary sector. 

We are willing to continue to work hard with the 

Executive—in this parliamentary session or the 

next—to ensure that the proposed scheme will 
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genuinely protect vulnerable groups in Scotland. 

The goal of ensuring that vulnerable groups are 

protected from harm is shared by everyone who 

works with all kinds of children and adults. With 

sufficient consideration, a vetting and barring 
scheme that is proportionate, workable and 

successful in protecting vulnerable groups can be 

achieved. 

I thank the committee for inviting us today. We 

welcome your questions. 

The Convener: What are your views on the 

steps that the Executive has taken to consult on 

the secondary legislation proposals within the pre-

consultation documents, and what are your views 

on the timetable and on the stakeholder events 

that the Executive is holding? Do you have any 
general comments before we go into the details of 

what is in the documents? 

Russell Gunson:

We are disappointed that the pre-consultation 

process seems to have been tagged on to other 
meetings that were already planned. That is not 

the most appropriate way of dealing with these 

important issues. We acknowledge that the 

Executive has offered a two-stage consultation 

process, albeit for the secondary legislation, which 

is welcome, but before the primary legislation is 
passed we will need further certainty. 

 The consultation process 

began in February last year, before the bill was 

introduced, and covered some of the voluntary 

sector’s concerns, including concerns about 
retrospection and fees. The voluntary sector gave 

general responses on those issues, but when the 

bill was introduced we saw that there was still 

uncertainty. We therefore sought greater clarity. 

However, the pre-consultation documents do not 

give greater clarity; they do not give a steer to the 
Executive’s direction of travel. They give some 

additional ideas, but they do not offer us the 

certainty that we require. 

Alex Cole-Hamilton (YouthLink Scotland):

The SCVO has been made welcome, and it is 

good to be part of the voluntary issues group that 

is considering the stage 2 aspects of the bill. Part 

of the time problem has been that we have been 

fighting running battles over some of our key 
concerns, such as those on retrospection and 

fees, which has led to some confusion: sometimes 

assurances have been given but, after further 

analysis, they have been pulled back slightly. 

This all comes down to the issue of time. We have 

already stated our support for the Education 

Committee’s recommendation that further 

consideration of the bill should be delayed until 
some time early in the next session of Parliament. 

Our chief concern about retrospection is that the 
voluntary sector is in a time of great financial 

crisis, not least because we face the demise of 

European social funding, developments such as 

Glasgow cultural and leisure services department 

becoming a charitable trust and competition as a 

result of lottery grants being given to the Olympics. 

It is hard for us to compete against such big 
organisations. 

We are being asked to write a blank cheque. We 

do not know how much retrospective checking will 
cost, because there is no definitive—[Interruption.]

The Convener: We are trying to be kind by 

putting the blinds down. 

Alex Cole-Hamilton:

No one is entirely sure what the fees will be in 

the final analysis. We are concerned about such 

uncertainty when the voluntary sector already 
faces severe financial difficulties. 

 That is all right. I stopped 

being able to see some time ago. 

The Convener: We might be able to explore the 

fees issue further. 

Fiona Hyslop (Lothians) (SNP): I have a 

general question about timing. Ministers have 

expressed concern that if we delay stage 2 there 
is a danger that enactment will be delayed. If 

something were to happen during that period, we 

would all be held responsible. However, the 

legislation will be commenced only once the 

slowest ship in the convoy has arrived—in other 

words, when the secondary legislation has been 
produced. In your estimation, how much time 

would be lost if the committee stuck to the 

recommendation in its stage 1 report and waited 

until the subordinate legislation—which your 

organisations will have to implement—was 
available for examination? Have you thought 

through what a delay to stage 2 would mean? 

Russell Gunson: Under the Executive’s current 

proposals, implementation will not take place until 

the end of next year anyway, to ensure a tie-up 

with the implementation of the Safeguarding 
Vulnerable Groups Act 2006. 

Fiona Hyslop: So we are talking about the end 

of 2008. 

Russell Gunson: Yes; that is my understanding 

of the current proposals. We hear that there might 

be difficulties and delays with the implementation 
of the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006, 

which might give us a window of opportunity to 

consider the secondary legislation before we 

proceed with consideration of the bill, so that 

would not affect the simultaneous implementation 

of the legislation north and south of the border. 

The Convener: Do any members wish to ask 

about fees? 

Dr Elaine Murray (Dumfries) (Lab): The pre-

consultation documents contain three different 

options for a fee structure: an initial fee with 
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additional charges for subsequent checks, a fee 

every 10 years and an annual subscription. How 

do you feel about those options? 

Russell Gunson: The sector responded 

between February and May last year—before 
stage 1—gave verbal evidence at stage 1 and is 

now giving evidence again before stage 2. It is 

time for the worst-case fees scenarios for the 

voluntary sector to be ruled out. A £65 initial check 

would be too much for all but a few voluntary 

organisations. The same applies to an annual 
subscription. I think that the pre-consultation 

documents contain the notional figure of £8 a year, 

which over a 10-year period would amount to £80. 

That is obviously a lot more than the cost of an 

initial check—which, at the moment, is £26—
followed by one or two nominal checks. The only 

option that it would be realistic for the voluntary 

sector to cope with would be an initial check that 

cost roughly the same as it costs now—we hope 

that it would not cost much more—followed by a 

subsequent check at a lower level to reflect the 
administrative savings that we hope the scheme 

will bring. 

Dr Murray: I know that you are anxious about 

the fact that the fees for disclosure checks 

increased after POCSA came into force and that 

you are keen for the bill to be changed so that it 
incorporates powers that would enable ministers 

to cap fees, should that prove necessary. 

Russell Gunson:

The Criminal Records Bureau down south 

charges a fee of £36 for a disclosure check. If we 

reached such fee levels in Scotland, it would begin 

to call into question whether many organisations 
could work with vulnerable groups. The bill should 

set a cap, so that paid staff in the voluntary sector 

have certainty that the fee level will not rise soon 

after implementation, or perhaps into the future, 

over the scheme’s lifetime. 

 Absolutely. Following 

POCSA, the fee has risen from £13.60 to £20 in 

less than a year. That represents a 47 per cent 
rise in the cost of implementation for the voluntary 

sector. The financial memorandum to the bill 

proposes a further rise of 30 per cent to £26 for 

the initial check. If the fee rises any further, we will 

start to question the ability of organisations to 

continue with their present activities, and in some 
cases it might be argued that their existence is 

under threat.  

10:15 

Mr Kenneth Macintosh (Eastwood) (Lab): I

understand the difficulty that some voluntary 

organisations would face in relation to paid staff, 

but why should a paid salaried employee who is 

on a pension, in a voluntary organisation that 
provides the same statutory services as a local 

authority does, be treated differently from a local 

government employee when they have similar 

employment situations? 

Kirsten Gooday (Community Care Providers 
Scotland):

The bill is just another piece of regulation with 

which we will need to comply. We have no 

problem with complying with it in principle, but 

complying is difficult for us when we do not receive 

from local authorities the finances that are 
necessary to do so. The check would be another 

cost that voluntary organisations would incur on 

top of the cost of providing a service. 

 CCPS members provide most of their 

services under contract to local authorities. We 

would face difficulty simply because, in the main, 

we do not receive from local authorities the full 

cost of providing services. In general, the cost of 

checks would not be included in the money that 

we received from local authorities to provide a 
service, so it would be an additional layer of 

administration and an additional financial burden 

for us. It would come on top of Scottish 

Commission for the Regulation of Care fees and 

the cost of training staff up to Scottish Social 
Services Council registration standards. 

Mr Macintosh: Are you not concerned about 

creating a split? Either you provide a service that 

is on a par with that of local authorities, as at 
present, or you opt for special treatment. Does 

special treatment carry the danger that you will not 

be regarded in the same manner? 

Kirsten Gooday: I do not think that asking for 

the money that it costs to provide a service, which 
includes complying with regulations, is asking for 

special treatment. Local authorities cover the costs 

of such regulatory burdens in the settlements that 

they give their internal services, so if external 

service providers ask for such costs to be met, 

that is not necessarily asking for special treatment. 
We are asking to be treated in the same way as 

local authority services. 

Russell Gunson:

As Kirsten Gooday says, full cost recovery is the 

ideal. It has been agreed in principle with the 

 When we talk about paid staff 

in the voluntary sector, we are not just talking 

about the staff of large organisations that provide 

services on councils’ behalf by contract. Many 
small organisations, such as after-school care 

organisations, employ a handful of part-time staff. I 

know of organisations whose staff turnover is high, 

because they use students who are studying to be 

teachers or they use Polish immigrants, for 

example. An organisation with a high number of 
part-time workers and high staff turnover, even if 

we were talking about only 12 to 15 staff, would 

experience a large drain on limited resources. 

Such organisations would have no way to claim 

back that money, even in principle. 
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Convention of Scottish Local Authorities and the 

Scottish Executive that the voluntary sector can 

receive the full cost of the services that it provides. 

However, in practice, that relies on negotiation 

between local authorities and voluntary 
organisations, which sometimes puts voluntary 

organisations in the position of being unable to ask 

for the full cost. 

Fiona Hyslop:

You say that you want the Executive to rule out 

the worst-case scenarios. The Executive has listed 

in its pre-consultation discussion paper options 1, 

1a, 1b, 2 and 3. Which option are you most 

comfortable with? In your submission, you state 

that you want capping but, for local authorities and 
voluntary organisations that deal with large 

volumes of disclosure checks, bulk buying of 

checks at a reduced price might be preferable to 

paying one-off charges on an individual basis, 

which would be a costly way to administer the 

scheme. 

 We will have to give ministers 

some discretion on fees, because the bill must 

stand the test of time. You are concerned about 
the costs that larger service providers will incur if 

they perform multiple checks. One interesting 

point is that although we must give ministers 

discretion, we must also give you some comfort 

that you will not be hit with a huge bill. 

Russell Gunson: 

As I said earlier, a £65 initial cost would lead the 

vast majority of voluntary organisations to question 
their activities with voluntary groups and, in some 

cases, their existence. There are also issues 

about an annual subscription. For example, if 

someone was employed as a teacher but 

volunteered with two or three other projects, who 

would pay the annual subscription? If they were in 
paid employment but worked part time in two 

voluntary organisations, who would pay? 

There might be scope for a 

different fee arrangement for the statutory sector 

and large voluntary organisations. I take your point 

that statutory bodies might prefer the convenience 

of paying once for unlimited checks. However, for 
the vast majority of the voluntary sector, options 

1a and 1b, whereby there would be a higher fee 

for initial checks and a lower fee for subsequent 

checks, are the sensible ways forward. 

Our preferred options are 1a and 1b. Option 2 is 

ruled out for the vast majority of the voluntary 

sector. 

Mr Macintosh: Retrospection is a crucial issue. 

First, do you accept the principle of retrospective 

checks? 

Russell Gunson: 

If it were decided that retrospection was possible 

and proportionate, it would have to be 

implemented appropriately in the voluntary sector. 
We would need sufficient time to phase in 

retrospection and we would need funding and 

resources for the additional costs. We have not 

received an assurance about that, other than the 

comment that ministers are sympathetic to the 

voluntary sector. We need a cast-iron assurance 
to rule out the worst-case retrospection scenarios. 

The principle of 

retrospection—the idea that everyone should be in 

the scheme—is acceptable. However, the 
argument has always been about how it would be 

implemented. Would it be proportionate—and 

possible, given the legal issues—to implement the 

scheme for one in four of Scotland’s population? 

Mr Macintosh: The minister has offered some 

reassurances. I think that you will propose an 

amendment—one of us might lodge it for you—on 

the timescale. It is interesting that you want a 
timescale to be in subordinate legislation. We 

might have thought that you would want it to be in 

the bill. Will you explain your thinking on that? 

What statement would you welcome from the 

minister about the timescale, given that the 

Executive has signalled loudly and clearly that the 
timescale will be between three and five years? 

The alternative option is that you get three or four 

years and it is up to you when to implement it. 

Russell Gunson: 

On the timescale, the worst-case scenario for 

the voluntary sector is that retrospection happens 

within three or four years of the scheme’s 

introduction. If we can rule that out, that would be 
a good step forward. 

A strong statement from 

ministers on resources and funding would be 

welcomed throughout the sector and would be 
reassuring. 

Mr Macintosh: So you want retrospective 

checks to be made only after four years. 

Russell Gunson: 

You asked about the thinking behind our 

proposal for an amendment to take retrospection 

out of the bill and leave it entirely to secondary 

legislation. There are issues with the principle of 

retrospection that have not so far been teased out 

and we fear that, if the bill says that retrospection 
will happen and a commencement order will 

determine when, they will not be teased out in the 

parliamentary scrutiny of the commencement 

order. However, if we put all the retrospection 

measures into secondary legislation, there will be 
committee scrutiny, a full parliamentary debate 

and a vote on the statutory instrument. We hope 

There is a sensible 

suggestion in the pre-consultation documents 

whereby the scheme would tick over for three to 
five years without retrospection and retrospection 

would be phased in during the three to five years 

following that. That would be a sensible way 

forward for the voluntary sector, as long as 

resources and funding were provided to meet the 

additional costs that even that option would bring. 
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that that will enable us to tease out the legal 

issues with removing existing members of staff, for 

example. It will be possible to have a full 

discussion and we will be able to put our case, 

have our day, as it were, and see what comes out. 

Mr Macintosh: Indeed. Can I check your 

figures? The one worrying point in your 

submission is your estimate that the turnover of 

paid staff in the voluntary sector is 8 per cent. If 

that is correct, it undermines the idea of achieving 

full coverage by natural turnover, which is 
obviously the commonsense approach. 

Russell Gunson: 

Our 8 per cent figure comes from Disclosure 

Scotland figures on the number of disclosure 

checks for paid staff, which is currently just fewer 

than 8,000. We estimate that there are just fewer 

than 100,000 paid staff in the voluntary sector. 
POCSA is not retrospective, so we can assume 

that those checks are for new or transferring staff. 

Absolutely. The low turnover 

can be viewed two ways. On one hand, it means 

that, without retrospection, it will take much longer 

for the vast majority of potential scheme members 
to join the scheme. On the other hand, it points to 

the requirement for a longer phasing-in period. If 

retrospection is to happen and if funding is in 

place for it, it will be sensible to make it 

compulsory once natural turnover has ensured 

that a great number of staff members are in the 
scheme. 

The Convener: POCSA and the Police Act 

1997 have been in force for some time, but the bill 

will not come into force for perhaps two years. If 
we wait three to five years before retrospection 

starts, and another three to five years to 

implement it, it will be somewhere in the region of 

20 years from when the business started to when 

everyone has been retrospectively checked. Is 

that really a sensible way forward? 

Russell Gunson: For us, it is the least worst 

option. We are where we are, although we might 

not wish to be in this situation. We are starting with 

a bill that will be implemented at the end of 2008 

or the start of 2009. It will not allow any of the 

previous disclosure checks to feed into it, so we 
will be starting from scratch, but the vast majority 

of voluntary sector bodies will be unable to cope 

with a short phasing-in period for the scheme. I am 

afraid that the answer is that, although 

retrospection should go ahead in principle if the 

legal issues are addressed, it cannot go ahead 
without causing harm in less than the period of 

time that I suggest. 

The Convener: I will turn the question on its 

head. POCSA and the Police Act 1997 have been 

in place for a long time and you are talking about a 
long period before retrospection starts. Therefore, 

anyone who came into the scheme in the 10 or 15 

years before retrospection started would already 

have been checked by the previous regime or the 

new one, and we can presume that anyone who 

had been in longer than that had caused no 

concern, otherwise appropriate action would have 
been taken to deal with them. Would there be any 

need to retrospectively check people who had 

been working in the children’s sector for more than 

15 years and had caused no problems? 

Russell Gunson: I have some sympathy with 

that argument. The three or four years that I 
suggest we wait before retrospection is 

implemented—assuming that it is implemented—

could be a way forward by giving us time to pilot 

the new regime, investigate matters properly and 

conduct proper research into where the risk lay 
with staff members. Does the risk lie with 

somebody who has volunteered for the WRVS 

without incident for the past 25 years or with new 

members of staff? If we put the measures on 

retrospection into secondary legislation in their 

entirety, we could debate such issues with full 
parliamentary scrutiny rather than assuming that it 

will go ahead with the only questions being how 

and when. 

The Convener: 

10:30 

Before we move on—and 

before they all leave—I want to welcome to the 

meeting the delegation of five MPs and two staff 
from the National Assembly of Malawi who are 

visiting the Parliament as part of a Commonwealth 

Parliamentary Association-sponsored programme 

to examine corporate governance in the Scottish 

Parliament. I did not want to interrupt the 
evidence-taking session. I had hoped that they 

would be with us until the end of the meeting, but I 

see that they have to leave. I thank them for their 

attendance at committee this morning. 

Mr Adam Ingram (South of Scotland) (SNP): 
On retrospection, you mentioned the problem of 

uncertainty. The fact that the discussion document 

contains no preferred option seems to continue 

that uncertainty, which is a little puzzling. I seem to 

remember that you got some reassurances from 

the minister on the matter prior to the stage 1 
debate—indeed, I recollect the blaze of publicity in 

the newspapers about your having squared off the 

voluntary sector. Perhaps you will explain the 

situation. 

Russell Gunson: To be honest, it puzzles us, 

too. Members of the coalition met the minister and 
his officials two days before the stage 1 debate, 

when we received assurances that he would 

consider including retrospection in secondary 

legislation—which was, in fact, the idea that we 

had proposed. That would allow a full debate and, 
at the very least, provide some certainty that 

retrospection would not happen immediately. 
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During the stage 1 debate, the minister put on 

record those assurances and said again that the 

Executive would consider including retrospection 

in secondary legislation. 

The coalition followed up on those statements 
by sending an official letter to the minister, but we 

have yet to receive a response. We would 

welcome any certainty that the minister can bring 

today to his plans regarding retrospection at stage 

2. If he has none, he should say why the 

assurances were given in the first place. 

Mr Ingram: 

On another matter, and just for the record, I take 

it that your fundamental problem with retrospection 

is not the principle of the matter but the lack of 
administration capacity in the voluntary sector and 

the burden of costs that would be likely to accrue. 

Will you give us a flavour of that? 

Perhaps we can follow that up with 

the minister later this morning. 

Alex Cole-Hamilton:

We do not yet know the costs to the voluntary 

sector of disclosure or of the new vetting and 
barring system. As I said earlier, we are talking 

about having to write a blank cheque. Our 

estimates are that the voluntary sector will need as 

much as £20 million just to undertake 

retrospective checking. If this all happens at 
once—if there is a deadline and not a staggered 

process—we will also have the added burden of 

dealing with a glut. We know what happened in 

the early days of disclosure under the Protection 

of Children (Scotland) Act 2003. Our concern is 

that, if retrospective checking is not managed over 
a staggered or comfortable period, with 

commensurate financial and administrative 

support from the Scottish Executive, we may see 

the demise of a great many small voluntary 

organisations. 

 Yes. Not only would big 

voluntary organisations be affected by 

retrospective checking—myriad very small 
organisations, some of which rely heavily on 

volunteers, would also be affected. Volunteers 

may have been with the organisation for a long 

time or be new to it. 

Russell Gunson:

Equally, we may find that retrospection is a 

barrier to volunteering. A person who has 

volunteered without incident for 20 years may feel 

that the check is an invasion of their privacy and 
would ask why a police check on them is wanted. 

That would be another principal argument against 

retrospection. As Alex Cole-Hamilton said, the 

funding, costs and inhibition of activity that 

retrospection may bring would be damaging in 

practice to the voluntary sector. We have issues 

with it in that sense, too. 

 As a country or society, we 

have never assessed where risk lies for vulnerable 

groups. If retrospective checking was to be 

undertaken and such checks were found to be 

needless because risk does not lie with volunteers 

who have volunteered without incident for 20 

years, we would have a principal argument against 
retrospection. 

Alex Cole-Hamilton: Members should be under 

no illusion that the voluntary sector exists in quite 

a hostile climate at the moment; we are all living 

from hand to mouth. In their responses to the 

national youth work strategy, every organisation 

that YouthLink Scotland represents has cited the 
need for full cost recovery as a chief concern in 

staying afloat. As I mentioned earlier, that situation 

will only be compounded as successive 

organisations lose out on funding due to the 

demise or decline of the European social fund. In 
addition, people will face extra competition 

because of the burden that the Olympics will place 

on lottery funding. The need to apply retrospective 

checking would be an added burden at a time of 

real concern for the voluntary sector. 

Fiona Hyslop: 

If turnover in the voluntary sector is as limited as 

is suggested in the YouthLink Scotland 

submission—its suggested figure of around 8 per 

cent is quite different from the 20 per cent figure 
that the Executive suggested—we could be talking 

about applying retrospective checking to a huge 

number of people. People who have worked in the 

voluntary sector for 20 to 25 years, perhaps 

including an army of WRVS volunteers, will 
suddenly be asked to undergo checks. We need to 

consider the value of such a risk assessment 

scheme. 

I want to explore the issue of risk 

and the challenge of what constitutes a 

proportionate response. 

The scheme will provide information not on 

whether volunteers will commit offences but on 

whether they have committed offences that should 
bar them from working with vulnerable groups. 

Therefore, an issue that we need to consider is 

what constitutes a reasonable threshold for 

barring. If the criteria for barring are to include 

consideration of how long ago the incident took 

place, that will call into question whether, even if 
an organisation finds that a volunteer did 

something 20 or 25 years ago, such an issue 

would be dismissed anyway. We need to consider 

whether a person’s behaviour and performance 

over that period would also be criteria. 

Do we need to recognise that managing people 
properly—by ensuring that children can speak out 

about anything that makes them uncomfortable 

and that older people receive the proper 

services—is a better way of managing risk than 

requiring volunteers to undergo checks? We need 
a proportionate response. We need to work out 

whether to require retrospection on the scale that 

is being considered would constitute effective risk 
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management. We need to have a more principled 

discussion about that. Will you reflect on that? 

Russell Gunson: Absolutely. Throughout the 

process, the Scottish Executive has said that 

establishment of the vetting and barring scheme is 
but a small part of how we will protect vulnerable 

groups. An equally—arguably more—important 

aspect is what organisations do daily to protect 

children. The mechanisms that protect children 

during their use of a service are those that catch 

people who may not have done anything in the 
past but are about to do something. When the cost 

of retrospection is compared to the benefit that 

could be provided by investing that money in those 

other mechanisms, there is an open argument 

about whether retrospective checking would be 
the best use of money. 

Kirsten Gooday:

The voluntary sector issues group recently 

considered a number of examples in which local 

authorities had demanded that volunteers be 

blanket checked before, for example, a group 

could take a number of children swimming. That 
may be a peripheral example but such issues 

come up from time to time. On retrospective 

checking, it will be important that organisations 

outwith the voluntary sector, including local 

authorities, are given strong guidance on when 

demands should be placed on voluntary 
organisations regarding which staff should be 

checked and over what timescale. That is also 

important. 

On the perception of risk, it is 

important to realise that individual organisations 

often have relatively good risk assessment and 

risk management processes in place as part of 

their own safer recruitment processes. However, 
decisions on how many of an organisation’s staff 

should be checked—or, in this case, whether all of 

an organisation’s staff should be checked 

retrospectively—sometimes lie outwith the hands 

of the voluntary organisation because they come, 

for example, from the local authority. 

Dr Murray: Moving on, I want to ask about the 

occasional volunteer and the situation in which a 

school trip or another activity for young people or 
protected adults cannot go ahead because there 

are not enough parents or responsible adults until 

someone steps in at the last minute. I know that 

you have views on how such situations could be 

handled without potentially criminalising people 

who volunteer at the last minute. Will you explain 
how that concern could be handled? 

Russell Gunson:

To us, the question is about certainty: the 

primary legislation should tease out the terms a 

little more than it does. For example, to tease out 
“normal duties”, you could include a time 

provision, as was done down south in the 

Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006, under 

which a person has to work for two days in 30 

before their work must be regulated. Equally, 

under a frequency provision, someone has to work 
a number of times with someone in a certain 

period—regardless of the length of the work—for it 

to count as regulated work. Such provisions would 

mean that sporadic, last-minute volunteering was 

not within the ambit of the bill, and that volunteers 

did not face legal duties under it. 

 Yes, and the answer feeds 

into the ambiguity about the definition of regulated 

work. Terms such as “normal duties”, “caring” and 

“supervising” are not defined in the bill. As such—
this relates to Kirsten Gooday’s last comment—

they have been interpreted in a variety of ways by 

organisations, third parties, insurance companies 

and so on. 

We have other options that we hope members 
will propose in amendments before tomorrow, and 

we could go into further detail about them. 

However, there is a question about whether it is 

appropriate for sporadic, ad hoc and informal 

volunteering to be covered by the legislation. On 

an earlier point, is that where the risk lies, or is it 

with other individuals in the scope of the scheme? 

Alex Cole-Hamilton: There is also the deterrent 

aspect. Dr Murray mentioned someone who had 

not been disclosure checked stepping in for a 

parent who was sick. We do not want to deter 

such goodwill volunteering when there is no doubt 

that the person in question is appropriate and fully 
above board. What comes into the debate is the 

idea of a risk-averse society. It is right that we take 

every possible step to ensure that our children and 

vulnerable adults are safe, but we do not want to 

do that at the expense of deterring good-hearted 

citizens from stepping forward in times of crisis 

when their help is needed. 

Dr Murray: I know that you are also proposing 

amendments to provide that people could be 

exempted if parents give consent for them to work 

with their children. 

Russell Gunson: Yes. There is a definition of 

unsupervised contact in schedule 2, which 

determines regulated work with children. In 

summary, contact is currently defined as 

supervised only if a child’s parent or guardian or 
an adult who lives with the child is in attendance. 

We think that that infringes on the informal but 

fundamental right of a parent to say that they trust 

a neighbour or friend of the family to look after 

their child. If the bill could be amended to ensure 
that friends of the family and other people with 

personal relationships were covered by the 

definition of supervised contact, we would go 

some way towards excluding the famous 

examples of the walking bus, the school disco and 

other informal situations that are currently in the 

scope of the scheme. 
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Lord James Douglas-Hamilton (Lothians) 
(Con): I have two questions. First, will you sum up 

the main changes to the bill that you want? 

The Convener: Briefly.  

Russell Gunson:

Our three fundamental concerns revolve around 
retrospection or phasing in of the legislation, the 

fees in the scheme, and the informal activity that is 

currently covered by the scheme. As we have 

already discussed, retrospection is so crucial that 

it should not be left to secondary legislation. We 
need some certainty on that before the bill is 

passed. 

 I suppose that we should start 

by reiterating that—credit where it is due—the 

Executive has listened and addressed some of our 

concerns. However, three fundamental concerns 

remain, and we have a number of other important 

concerns. 

Likewise with fees: if the scheme is self-

financing as the Executive proposes, and the 

estimates are incorrect—for example, £2 million 

for an information technology system strikes us as 

being very optimistic—fee levels will rise, which 

will impact on paid staff in the voluntary sector. 
Equally, as regards the informal activities that we 

discussed, the most informal volunteering and 

associations come within the scope of the bill and 

we wonder whether that is inappropriate—a 

hammer being used to crack a nut, as it were. 

10:45 

Alex Cole-Hamilton: Just to reiterate, the 

voluntary sector is behind the bill. We are very 

much in favour of the idea that the disclosure 

system will be changed so that we do not have to 

go for disclosure check after disclosure check, 

within months in some cases, but we are 

concerned that we are being asked to write a 
blank cheque when we are in financial difficulty. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Thank you. 

You have already addressed costs, but to what 

extent should the Executive cover those costs? 

Russell Gunson:

As regards Executive funding elsewhere, 

retrospection would bring a great deal of 
administrative costs. If the retrospection were over 

50 years, that would not be the case, but if it were 

over three or four years, there would be a great 

deal of administrative and additional start-up costs 

in respect of fees for paid staff in the voluntary 

sector. 

 The Executive has a number 

of options. It has agreed to waive fees for 
volunteers as it has under the POCSA scheme 

and we welcome that. As we discussed up to a 

point, there is a big concern about the fee level for 

paid staff and increases beyond that initial level. 

We suggest that there should be a cap on fees for 

paid staff in the voluntary sector, or even that 
those fees should be waived. That scheme would 

need Executive funding to ensure that there was 

no shortfall. 

If the scheme is to be self-financing, it is from 
our perspective crucial that it be properly financed 

by the Executive, otherwise it will have an indirect 

effect on us. Further consideration of the financial 

aspects would give us great reassurance that any 

shortfall in the scheme would not be reclaimed 

from voluntary organisations. 

Fiona Hyslop: You talk in your submission 

about regulated work, which is referred to in 

schedules 2 and 3, in relation to the employment 

of vulnerable people and the discrepancy between 

the words “employment” and “work”. I suppose 
you are talking about the 17-year-old who, if 

employed, might not need to go through a 

disclosure check whereas a volunteer would. We 

have explored the question of what happens to the 

17-year-old volunteer who helps at a 

homelessness unit where they work with 
vulnerable adults who might have committed 

offences because of difficulties earlier in their 

lives. How do your proposals address that 

situation? 

Russell Gunson:

We are asking for parity between paid and 

unpaid employment. It seems nonsensical that an 

individual who is employed as an administrator in 

a charity, for example, would need fewer checks 

than would an individual who was deployed as a 

volunteer but with the same role. That is a barrier 
to volunteering, to work-experience placements 

and to internships. We propose to replace in the 

bill the word “employment” with “work” to include 

unpaid as well as paid employment. 

 At the moment, schedules 2 

and 3 cover vulnerable groups, whether they are 
service users or in paid or unpaid employment, but 

they propose different standards for each. As a 

service user, a child is protected to the hilt at work 

until the age of 18, and the situation is likewise for 

a protected adult. If a child or protected adult is in 
paid employment, the scheme would remove 

barriers to paid employment or, arguably, reduce 

the protection that is offered to vulnerable groups. 

The argument is that we should not discourage 

paid employment for children and protected adults; 

they need it as much as anyone else. 

The Convener: I have a final question on annex 

A to the Executive’s pre-consultation discussion 
paper on secondary legislation under the bill. Do 

you have any comments on the powers to make 

regulations? Is there any requirement for clearer 

definition in the proposed primary legislation? 

Russell Gunson: We have covered the issues 

of fees and retrospection, but it is worth reiterating 

how important they are. We are not sure how 
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appropriate the lack of detail is in that regard. We 

seek further clarity from the Executive on that.  

If we look through the list of the secondary 

legislation that is provided for under the bill, vetting 

information is obviously crucial, although there is a 
question about how appropriate a matter that is for 

secondary legislation. We conceded that the 

arguments in that area could be left for further 

debate and consultation. 

On the definition of “protected adult”, we 

welcome the amendment that the Executive 
proposed yesterday, although it will lead to a 

greater dependence on secondary legislation and 

therefore to greater uncertainty. However, it is an 

improvement on the current situation. 

The Convener:

10:51 

 That exhausts our questioning. I 

thank Russell Gunson, Alex Cole-Hamilton and 

Kirsten Gooday for coming along and giving us 

further input on the Protection of Vulnerable 

Groups (Scotland) Bill. 

Meeting suspended.

10:55 

On resuming—

The Convener: I welcome our second panel of 

witnesses, who are representatives of the 

Convention of Scottish Local Authorities. We have 

with us Penny Curtis, who is the team leader for 
education, children and young people at COSLA; 

Lynn Townsend, who is the head of service at 

West Dunbartonshire Council and is also with the 

Association of Directors of Education; and 

Michelle Miller, from Fife Council, who is the 
convener of the children and social care section of 

the Association of Directors of Social Work. Thank 

you all for coming along. I invite you to make brief 

opening remarks before members ask questions. 

Michelle Miller (Association of Directors of 
Social Work):

We heard the evidence from the previous panel. 

The Association of Directors of Social Work, the 
Convention of Scottish Local Authorities and the 

Association of Directors of Education think that we 

have to hold to the principle of protecting 

vulnerable people from harm. That sets the 

context in which we need to operate and in which 

we need to consider the bill—as opposed to 
considering it in an organisational context. 

 Thank you for the opportunity to 

give oral evidence. This is the second time that we 

have done so. There are two key issues for us. 

The first is retrospection and the second is fees 

and the financing of the bill generally. 

This morning, you got the voluntary and 

independent sector’s perspective, which was 

communicated using language such as “for us”, 

“we” and “the voluntary sector”. I do not want us to 

give evidence as the statutory sector or as the 

commissioner and provider of some services, 

using language such as “from our perspective” 
and “we” and describing the issues that affect us; 

rather, I want us to start from the beginning and 

consider the child-centred or vulnerable adult-

centred perspective. 

That context also applies in relation to some of 

the financial issues. Although I appreciate the 
independent sector’s expectation that any services 

that are provided should be fully funded by the 

commissioners, that argument applies to the same 

degree to the public sector, whether in relation to 

social care, education or health. There are serious 
issues about the full funding of local authority and 

health services and about the level of service 

needed to meet the demand in our communities, 

where there are high levels of need and high 

levels of protection are required. 

The committee will be aware of the detailed 
analysis of the funding arrangements, particularly 

for children’s services, in the report by Arthur 

Midwinter “Spending Review 2007: An 

Assessment of Expenditure Need by Scottish 

Local Authorities on Children’s Social Work 

Services from 2007-2011”. The issue is how we as 
a society fund our aspirations to protect people, 

rather than whether particular organisations need 

to pay more or have lower demands made of 

them, because of the financial context in which 

they operate. 

On retrospection, it is hard for us to conceive of 

an argument that a new employee could pose 

more risk to children or vulnerable adults than an 

employee of long standing, notwithstanding the 

convener’s point that, if they have not been 

identified as posing a risk during 20 years of 
employment, that is presumably because they 

have not done anything wrong. We know from a 

number of inquiries that have led to substantial 

damages claims from people who were abused as 

children that the individuals responsible have 

never been brought to book and no longer work in 
the organisation concerned because they have 

retired or died. Although the number of those 

people is relatively small, they can do an 

extremely large amount of damage. That is why 

the proposals in the bill have been brought before 

the committee for consideration. 

11:00 

The Convener: I was referring to situations in 

which a person had been working for an 

organisation for a number of years and had never 

given cause for concern. Presumably you are 
talking about situations in which there was no 

cause for concern about an individual in the 
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organisation for which they worked, so there would 

have been no vetting information suggesting that 

the person should be barred. How would 

retrospection solve the problem of an individual 

who is causing harm that is not being picked up by 
the processes in the organisation for which they 

work? That is what is happening in cases for 

which there is long retrospection. 

Michelle Miller: Indeed, although there may be 

a conviction that would have been picked up 

through the check. 

The Convener: There may be, but in most 

cases there probably is not. I am highlighting the 

fact that retrospection does not necessarily result 

in additional protection. It is a question of the 

balance of risk. 

Michelle Miller: Of course. We are clear about 

the fact that checking, retrospection and 

disclosure are one element in a much broader 

landscape that involves safe recruitment, 

supervision of staff and proper risk assessment. 

However, if the kind of checking that the bill will 
expect organisations to carry out is relevant for 

future employees, I struggle to understand how it 

is not relevant for existing ones. My colleagues 

and I appreciate the complexity of the process, 

which is difficult and expensive, but it is our 

responsibility to manage that complexity in order 
to achieve what we are ultimately aiming for—the 

protection of particularly vulnerable people. 

The Convener: That raises the issue of whether 

the bill is about protecting vulnerable groups or 

protecting vulnerable organisations. It seems to 
me that the organisations in the circumstances to 

which you refer have failed to deal with situations 

that they should have known about or that they 

knew about but did nothing about. The issue is not 

retrospection. I understand where you are coming 

from, but I am questioning to some extent the 
motives behind the bill. I am not sure that it is 

about protecting vulnerable groups. 

Lynn Townsend (Association of Directors of 
Education in Scotland): You are right to say that 

there is no easy or targeted answer to the 

problem. The fact that we are talking about a very 
small number of people who would like to do harm 

to our children and vulnerable adults, hidden 

among a very large group of employees or 

volunteers, makes things difficult for us. We all 

struggle with the issue of proportionality, and I 

understand why members are concerned about it. 
One assumes that there are currently 

organisations whose procedures are not as robust 

as they should be. If we do not have some of the 

measures that are proposed in the bill, we are 

relying on organisations to have robust procedures 
and not to cover up problems. The bill forces all of 

us to ensure that our measures are robust and 

that we report pieces of soft information that, when 

added together, may give us a pattern or an 

indication that all is not well. That is one lesson 

that we have learned from some of the historical 

investigations that have taken place. 

Dr Murray: If we introduce a system that 

includes more people, it is important that it should 

be workable and should not become 

overburdened. It should not give people a false 

sense of security because it is in place but is not 

working properly. One suggestion is that, instead 

of being included in the bill, with a commencement 
order, the section on retrospection should be 

removed completely and included in secondary 

legislation, to enable further discussion to take 

place on how workable it is and on the 

consequences of what is proposed. As members 
of the statutory sector, how do you react to the 

proposal that the provisions for retrospection merit 

further discussion and could be included in their 

entirety in secondary legislation? 

Michelle Miller:

How retrospection should be introduced requires 

some discussion so that we can achieve the end 

without the barriers that surround it at the moment. 
However, we need to think about how the timing 

will impact on the ultimate aim of having people 

retrospectively checked over a realistic timescale 

of, perhaps, three to five years. 

 The issue is not so much to do 

with how retrospection is introduced as it is to do 
with the timescale, which we have heard might be 

20 years. Accepting the issues of proportionality, 

we must wonder whether, if it is going to take 20 

years, we really need to be doing it. If the 

contention is that we need to be doing it, we need 

to have a timescale that is more reasonable and is 
based on the desire to protect not ourselves but 

the people whom we have been tasked to protect.  

Dr Murray: Do you agree that having the 

provision on retrospection in secondary legislation 
would facilitate those discussions and ensure that 

we have the best system possible? 

Michelle Miller: It would certainly allow more 

time in which to have the discussion. However, the 

question would be at what point retrospection 

would commence and whether having the 
discussion would make a difference. The balance 

would be to do with whether the timing is more or 

less important than having the discussion. I 

suggest that there is a compromise to be reached. 

The discussion is necessary, but 20 years is too 

long. Perhaps there is a shorter timescale that 
would still satisfy the requirements.  

Lynn Townsend: Perhaps there is also an 

issue to do with people’s understanding of what 

we are doing. On the one hand, we are saying that 

the reason why we need this complex bill, which 
will be expensive to implement, is that there is a 

genuine risk but, on the other hand, it might 
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appear that we are saying that we think that only 

new members of staff or members of staff who 

change jobs pose a risk and the huge numbers of 

people who do not change their job do not pose a 

risk. Those two things do not sit together logically. 
There is, at the very least, a presentational issue 

to deal with. I have some concerns about 

retrospection being something that we might 

consider but not necessarily go ahead with.  

Fiona Hyslop: You talked about sharing 

information with the vetting and barring scheme. 
What mechanism in parts 1 and 2 would enable 

you to do that? 

Lynn Townsend: My understanding is that 

there is a duty on organisations and employers to 

provide relevant information to the central barring 
unit and that there would be penalties for failure to 

do so. The details around that have yet to be 

made clear. We would like that to be clarified so 

that we were certain about what we should be 

providing.  

Fiona Hyslop: 

It has been suggested that a distinction be made 

between someone who has infrequent contact with 

children—perhaps two days out of 30—and 

someone who has frequent contact with children. 

If someone is likely to be predatory towards 

children, are they likely to do it in a one-off 
situation or are they more likely to do something 

premeditated that has been planned during the 

course of regular contact? 

Another issue relates to the 

question of proportionate response. We know that 

most children are harmed by people whom they 

know, rather than by people who work with them. 

You say that you have a duty to share information 

about people who work with children if is adverse 

but no duty to provide information about other 
people who might have harmed children—

obviously, there are far more of such people. 

Perhaps Michelle Miller could tell us whether 

people who have harmed their own children are 

likely to harm other children.  

Michelle Miller:

It will be difficult to work out the kind of 

information that we would want to present to the 

scheme about employees, and we have to multiply 

the complexity several times over when we are 

considering people who are not employed but who 
are, for example, the subject of a child protection 

investigation. 

That is a hugely complicated 

question and the answer is probably more 

complicated still. It is difficult to generalise and the 
answer depends on the type of harm that is 

inflicted and the nature of the circumstances 

around that. For example, a male sexual abuser of 

children might well carry out that abuse in the 

family, and will be very likely to have other 

relationships with other families, and might abuse 
such situations if he is in a position of trust. 

However, there are other types of harm—for 

example, neglect related to a very specific family 

issue, or a physical assault on a child that was the 

result of overchastisement—and in such cases we 
would not necessarily say that the person would 

automatically pose a lifelong threat to any other 

child they came into contact with. 

Fiona Hyslop: Children who are harmed are 

most often harmed by people whom they know. If 

there is soft information about people who have 

harmed children or are suspected of having 
harmed children, should that information not be 

passed to the vetting and barring scheme? 

Somebody who poses that threat should not be 

working with children—and they might go on to 

work outwith the local authority area. We are 
considering proportionate risk. Do such people not 

pose a greater risk? Is information about them not 

more important than information about 

employees? 

Michelle Miller:

It is very difficult. Some local authorities look for 

a full chronological history of both a person’s 

employment and their addresses. The local 

authorities then seek information from other local 

authorities as to whether the person will be 
suitable for employment. Not all local authorities 

will do that, and not all local authorities will 

respond, but that procedure exists within some 

organisations’ vetting procedures and safer 

recruitment procedures. It is hugely complex and 

takes a lot of time—we might be trying to employ 
somebody who has lived in a dozen or two dozen 

local authority areas, possibly across the border. 

Accessing information that might go back decades 

can be very complex. The question of 

proportionality and balance arises, but if we hold 

to one principle in one circumstance, how can we 
not apply it in other circumstances? It is a 

challenge. 

 That is right, and you raise a 

very serious issue. When we are dealing with 

people whom we know represent a risk, we have 

to consider their capacity—at any time in their 
life—to move on to other employment. We have to 

consider how to share information. 

The Convener: If an adult had been the subject 

of a child protection inquiry that involved the 

police, I presume that police information could be 

used as soft information for vetting. However, if 

the police had not been involved, soft information 

would not be available. 

Michelle Miller: Not currently, that is right. 

Fiona Hyslop: 

Do you foresee any major risks in delaying 

consideration of the primary legislation until the 

I have another more general 

question. Should the committee carry through the 
recommendation in its stage 1 report and delay 

stage 2 until we have seen the subordinate 

legislation, as opposed to just the policy direction? 
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same time as the subordinate legislation? Do you 

have an idea of when the vetting scheme is likely 

to start? We heard earlier that it would be at the 

end of 2008.  

Lynn Townsend: That is our general 

understanding. 

Fiona Hyslop: If two or three months were 

added to the date of the end of 2008, would that 

cause you major difficulties? 

Lynn Townsend: We feel that the bill will offer 

us additional protection for vulnerable groups, so 

any delay will heighten the risk. However, it is 
difficult to quantify whether it would be okay to live 

with that risk. The question is hard to answer. 

Michelle Miller:

11:15 

 I wondered earlier about 

whether a two-month delay really would be only a 

two-month delay or whether it would be greatly 

extended, perhaps because of debate over the 
decision to delay. I do not know. We should not be 

so rigid that we exclude proper debate to try to 

resolve the issues, but we need to be aware that a 

significant delay would not be helpful. 

Penny Curtis (Convention of Scottish Local 
Authorities): I am less certain about the need to 

have the discussion in the form that is mentioned 

in the pre-consultation document. It is having the 

discussion that is important. I do not know that we 

need the text of the secondary legislation. I do not 

think that that would make much difference. A 
delay of two or three months would mean that we 

had a new Parliament that might have different 

priorities. If that meant that there was a significant 

delay, we would be concerned about that. 

Mr Macintosh: 

Part 3 of the bill will be removed at stage 2, but if 

a social work department was concerned about an 

individual’s behaviour in the home and thought 

that they posed a risk to others outside the home, 

would they share that information with other 

professionals under the non-statutory code? 

I return to Fiona Hyslop’s 

questions about whether the bill could address 

domestic abuse and neglect and whether 

information about that could or should be shared 

under the vetting and barring scheme. Many cases 

will be referred to the police anyway, but what 

about other cases? 

Michelle Miller: The likelihood is that a social 

work department would share the information 

within its local authority boundary with its partners 

such as the police and the health and education 

services, but that would be done in relation to the 
contact that would be expected rather than the 

possibility that the person was going to be 

employed. That is the fundamental difference. 

Mr Macintosh: If you found that a person whose 

behaviour posed a risk to vulnerable adults or 

children was working as a carer in another area, 

would you contact their employer? In such 

circumstances, is there a professional duty on 
social workers to contact the person’s employer? 

Michelle Miller: Yes. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: I have two 

questions about definitions. The first is about the 

overlap in ages between children and protected 

adults. I understand that people who are aged 
between 16 and 18 are defined as protected 

adults. Is that the ideal situation or would you 

prefer them to be considered children until they 

are 18? 

Michelle Miller: It is not an ideal situation, but 

my concern is more about the complexity that 

arises from having two lists of barred people. 

Again, that relates to my view that the issue is 

about vulnerability and not about age per se. 

Children are vulnerable by virtue of their age. A 

small number of adults are vulnerable for a range 
of reasons. The issue is that those people—be 

they children or adults—are vulnerable. On that 

basis, we find it difficult to understand why there 

should be two lists. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: So you have a 

doubt about the definition. 

Michelle Miller: Yes. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: My second 

question is about the definition of regulated work. 

Could the definition be improved, for example by 

safeguarding informal activity? 

Lynn Townsend: Yes. The more clarity we 

have, the easier it will be for people to understand 

what is expected and to implement it. It is difficult 

to answer the question in the abstract because we 

are talking about the risk that individuals pose in 

particular circumstances to vulnerable groups. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Is that 

something that could usefully be covered in 

guidance at a later stage? 

Lynn Townsend: Yes. The last thing that we 

want to do is overregulate, but it is impossible to 

say— 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Am I correct in 

saying that at present there is a telephone helpline 

for anyone who is in doubt? 

Lynn Townsend: Yes, that is right.  

Dr Murray: What is your opinion about fees? 

The voluntary sector has expressed fairly strong 
views in favour of option 1 in the pre-consultation 

discussion paper. There is a feeling that the one-

off fee might prove too expensive for smaller 

organisations to afford. The sector is also 

concerned about having an annual fee. Do your 
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organisations have different views about fee 

structures? 

Lynn Townsend: From the local authority 

perspective, the annual subscription looks 

appealing when it comes to managing budgets. 

We think that that option would be worth exploring. 

Dr Murray: This question is probably more for 

the minister than for you, but do you think that 

there is any possibility of different sizes of 

organisation being able to opt for alternative ways 

of paying? 

Lynn Townsend: Flexibility is always great, but 

it is hard for us to comment on whether that would 

be administratively feasible. 

Dr Murray: Would that be better than having 

larger one-off fees? Would you prefer an annual 

subscription? 

Lynn Townsend: Having an annual 

subscription would make it easier for us to budget. 

There would need to be discussions on how to 

calculate the annual fee, so that organisations 

were paying realistically and proportionately for 

the size of their workforce and the checks that 

would be carried out. 

Michelle Miller:

We appreciate the point that voluntary sector 
colleagues have made, and we would reiterate the 

fact that a huge cost is involved here. Voluntary 

organisations are pared to the bone, as has been 

said, in trying to make the best use of the money 

that they have. It would be wrong to assume that 

local authorities and services are not in a similar 
position and are not struggling as they try to meet 

the demand for services. A question was asked 

earlier about whether the Executive should be 

providing the funding. That would be a welcome 

option. 

 I can give the example of Fife 

Council social work service. We took the view that 
we would retrospectively disclosure check all our 

employees working in relevant posts. That 

exercise began in June last year and we expect it 

to finish in June this year. It will have taken a year 

for a significant number of staff. The costs of that 
have been significant: about £100,000 for the 

disclosure fees, with staffing and administrative 

costs in addition. That comes to around £140,000 

to £150,000. Inevitably, that is £150,000 that does 

not get spent on care packages or other services.  

The Convener: It is interesting that Fife Council 

has undertaken that exercise. It would be useful 

for the committee to get an indication of the total 
number of staff involved. How many of them, if 

any, following the retrospective checking, were 

deemed to be unsuitable to continue to work with 

children? 

Michelle Miller: I do not have the detail about 

the decisions, but we could provide that 

information in writing.  

The Convener: That would be a useful 

illustration and would give us an indication of the 

importance, or otherwise, of retrospective 

checking. 

Michelle Miller: The total workforce is between 

4,500 and 5,000, depending on how part-time and 

temporary workers are counted. We will not have 

checked all of them, but we will have checked a 

significant number of them by the end of the year. 

As I say, I will be more than happy to provide the 

information.  

Dr Murray: We have heard a suggestion that 

ministers should have the power, through 

regulation, to cap fees for paid staff in the 

voluntary sector. Would that give your sector any 

concerns about being treated differently? Are you 
concerned that you might have to pick up the bill? 

Michelle Miller: Inevitably but—not to be 

sectoral about it—through their contracting, local 

authorities pay for the service that is provided. I 

appreciate that there are different perspectives on 

that. It is difficult to see why such differences 
would arise, however. Any support that comes 

from the centre to meet need would be very 

welcome. In my view, it should apply across all 

sectors.  

Lynn Townsend: On that point, I make a plea 

for volunteers in the statutory and voluntary 
sectors to be treated in the same way. 

Volunteering is becoming more common in the 

statutory sector and it is not appropriate to treat 

volunteers differently depending on where they 

work. 

Mr Macintosh: Michelle Miller might not know 

the answer to this question, but perhaps she could 

let us know when she sends the committee further 

information on other matters. When disclosure 

checks were introduced in Fife, how many people 

were checked before retrospective checking 
started? In other words, how many of the 4,500 to 

5,000 people were covered as a result of turnover 

during the first two or three years? How many 

people remained unchecked at the end of that 

period? 

Michelle Miller: I can get that information. 

Fiona Hyslop: I am looking at the financial 

memorandum. Is a funding uplift from the Scottish 

Executive expected, to help to deal with the new 

scheme and disclosures? 

Lynn Townsend: Yes. We will incur additional 

costs when we implement the new scheme, so we 
expect to receive support. 

Fiona Hyslop: I am trying to ascertain how 

much you can expect to be given. If you 

commission services from the voluntary sector, will 

you pass on funding to that sector, to increase its 
capacity to cope with the new system? 
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Lynn Townsend: Yes. There is no doubt that 

the statutory sector will want to support the 

voluntary sector in that regard. We regard the 

voluntary sector as our partner. 

Fiona Hyslop: Have preliminary discussions 

taken place between ministers, the statutory 

sector—in particular, COSLA—and the voluntary 

sector on how additional funding will be allocated 

and passed on? Of course, no detailed agreement 

can have been reached, because no information 

on fees has been published. If the statutory sector 
gets additional funding, the voluntary sector 

should also get extra money, but by what 

mechanism? Will the money come directly from 

the Executive or via you? 

Michelle Miller: 

We might well not be provided with 100 per cent 

of the cost of the new scheme, so it might not be 

realistic for us to pass on to other organisations 

100 per cent of their costs. If we are given 60 per 
cent or 20 per cent of the funding we need, it is 

likely that we will pass on 60 per cent or 20 per 

cent. That is the fiscal reality. 

We have had no detailed 

discussions on the matter, but the principle is that 

if we receive money for a particular purpose—in 

this case, to meet the cost of the new scheme—

and we commission and purchase a proportion of 

our services from other organisations, we need to 

take account of that proportion in the grant 
allocation. Our contracts require retrospective 

checking and disclosure checks. 

The Convener: Do the witnesses have 

comments on the proposals in the pre-consultation 
discussion paper on determination procedures and 

the thresholds for barring? In particular, how much 

discretion should the central barring unit have? At 

one extreme, there is a view that the unit should 

have limited discretion and certain activity should 

automatically lead to barring; at the other extreme 
is a view that the unit should have a lot of 

discretion to determine what is appropriate in 

individual cases. Where is the right point on the 

scale? 

Lynn Townsend: 

The complexity of the information that we 
currently receive on factors such as the pattern of 

behaviour or the age at which someone offended 

is such that it is difficult to have a rule-based 

approach. I think that a layered approach, 

involving a fair amount of discussion and 
judgment—especially initially—about where to put 

the bar, will be necessary. That is one of the 

trickiest areas to get right and there will need to be 

a great deal of good consultation with a range of 

professionals about how that will be implemented. 

It is difficult to be precise. We 

know from our experience of disclosure checking 
that the issues are complex and bound by the 

context of the individual case, so it is unrealistic to 

think that many decisions will be made through a 

rule-based approach. Judgment will have to play a 

big part.  

11:30 

Michelle Miller:

The other issue is false reassurance. We must 

guard against thinking that because someone is 
not barred, they must be okay. Once it has been 

established that someone is not barred, the 

attitude should be that one part of the process has 

been completed, but that consideration must be 

given to any other issues that may pose a risk and 

to how they should be dealt with. 

 It would be unfortunate if the 

bar were set so high that it automatically barred a 

large number of people who might have a great 

deal to offer, either through volunteering or 

through employment. One issue is how such 

judgments are made and the extent to which there 

can be confidence that organisations have robust 
and subtle enough risk assessment procedures to 

enable them to make sound decisions about 

people who are not automatically barred. 

The Convener: I have been concerned about 

the shift from the current position, whereby a chief 

constable provides soft information on someone’s 

suitability for a specific post, to soft information 

being provided on the workforce as a whole. Is 

there a danger that that will just result in a 
dropping of the threshold? The workforce covers a 

wide range of people, from those who, because of 

the nature of their job, might have unsupervised 

physical contact with a child to workers who are 

never alone with children. Is there a danger that 
because the provision on the disclosure of soft 

information will apply to the whole workforce, more 

information will be put into the system out of a 

concern that we do not want to miss anything, with 

the result that more people will be barred than 

might be necessary? 

Michelle Miller: The proposal might result in 

more people being barred, but if we apply the right 

risk assessment processes, the information could 

be held and considered appropriately and not 

result in a barring. We might achieve a better, 

more rounded picture of the whole. That is an 
idealistic aspiration—ultimately, we must rely on 

people making the right judgments. 

The Convener: I might not have phrased my 

question particularly eloquently. My concern is that 

the decision on whether someone would be an 

appropriate employee will end up being made by 
the central barring unit by default, rather than by 

the employer who can carry out a risk assessment 

of the person’s suitability for a specific post. Is 

there a danger that that will happen? 

Michelle Miller: I apologise; I realise what you 

were getting at. 
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The Convener: No, it was my fault. I did not 

express the question correctly. 

Michelle Miller: That is a danger and I do not 

know what the answer is. We will be able to review 

the impact of the change only after the event. 
There is a danger that we might set the threshold 

at a particular level in anticipation of what might 

happen, rather than give ourselves enough 

flexibility to look back and realise that we need to 

shift it because the evidence of our experience 

tells us that we did not set it at the right level. 

Lynn Townsend: We should keep it in mind 

that there are two aspects to the proposal. There 

will be the bar that will exclude someone from the 

whole of the workforce, but the fact that someone 

is not barred will not mean that they are suitable to 
work in any position. Employers need to know that 

they will continue to have responsibility for having 

robust risk assessment procedures for particular 

posts in particular contexts. As long as employers 

are clear about that, we should be able to balance 

the two aspects. 

The Convener: My final question is one that I 

asked the voluntary sector representatives. In 

relation to the annex to the Executive’s discussion 

paper on secondary legislation, do you feel that 

the powers that ministers will have to make 

secondary legislation should be set out more 
clearly in the primary legislation? 

Penny Curtis: I will try to answer that. I do not 

think that there are any specific aspects of those 

powers that we would want to be covered in more 

detail in the primary legislation. However, many of 
the issues with which the bill deals are extremely 

complex and a great deal of discussion and 

consultation will be necessary to achieve the right 

outcome. 

The Convener: 

11:35 

I think that that concludes the 

questioning, so I thank Lynn Townsend, Penny 
Curtis and Michelle Miller for coming along and 

giving us evidence prior to stage 2, which is a 

slightly unusual procedure. I will suspend the 

meeting briefly, while we wait for the minister’s 

team to arrive. 

Meeting suspended.

11:41 

On resuming—

The Convener:

I thank you all for coming this morning and ask 

the deputy minister to make some opening 

remarks. 

 We resume with our third and 

final panel this morning. If there were a regular 

users discount scheme, the team in front of us 
would certainly qualify for it. I welcome Robert 

Brown, the Deputy Minister for Education and 

Young People; Claire Monaghan, the head of the 

children and families division; Andrew Mott, the 

Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill 

manager; and Moira Oliphant of the children and 

families division. All are from the Scottish 

Executive Education Department. Liz Sadler is 
from the police division in the Justice Department. 

Presumably she is here to keep us all in order. 

The Deputy Minister for Education and 
Young People (Robert Brown): 

The protection of children and vulnerable adults 

is central to the bill, but there is also a need to 
work effectively with the stakeholders that make 

everything work and to give the voluntary sector 

the buzz to do all the things it is able to do in 

support of children, young people and vulnerable 

adults.  

I do not want to 

say very much, convener, because we have been 

going around this issue for quite a while.  

Throughout, the Executive has desired to work 
with stakeholders, particularly the voluntary sector, 

in a way they are comfortable with. That is why we 

have put into the form of a post-bill consultation 

the key issues that are before the committee 

today, not least of which is retrospection, which I 

know is of concern to some people. That is 
understandable. 

I hope that the paper that has been circulated to 

the committee and disseminated fairly widely 

beyond it has gone a considerable distance 

towards giving people an understanding of what 
some of the issues are and whether there are any 

policy by-blows that come back on the principal 

terms of the definitions in the bill. I simply say 

again that we want the bill to be workable. We 

have no interest in its not being workable. We 

want it to work not just for the statutory sector, but 
for voluntary organisations at all levels. 

The bill provides significant and substantial 

improvements to the existing framework on which 

it is built. We hope that the committee will take the 

view that the arrangements for dealing with the 

development of the detail of some aspects of the 
scheme, not least retrospection, are workable, 

practical and sensitive to the needs of the sector. 

The Convener: Thank you. What response 

have you had from stakeholders at the events you 

have held? 

Robert Brown: 

All the initial events have now taken place and 
we have a list of points that were raised at them. 

We held a series of stakeholder 

events that involved the statutory and voluntary 

sectors and the regulators who will have to work 

with the scheme. I attended the event for the 

voluntary sector, which I thought very fruitful. 
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The central point that has emerged from the 

representations that have been made to us at the 

events and in other ways is that people do not 

fundamentally disagree with the basic outline of 

the scheme—even if one examines the SCVO’s 
paper and the evidence it gave this morning. The 

issues are retrospection and funding, not the basic 

outline of the scheme. It is important to keep that 

in mind.

In general, the issues are points that we will 

consult on and then deal with after the bill is 
passed or the subject of the usual stage 2 

debate—minor issues of definition and changes 

that emerge from discussion and examination by 

the committee and others. 

By the end of the week, we will be in a position 
to let the committee have a letter with some of the 

details. That will probably help the committee’s 

consideration, but I do not think that it will contain 

big surprises or issues that have not been the 

subject of evidence. 

11:45 

Claire Monaghan (Scottish Executive 
Education Department):

In the workshop, we drew together employers 
and other people who are involved in considering 

vetting information and taking decisions on 

someone’s suitability for specific posts. They were 

confronted with vetting information and asked 

whether, on that basis, they would bar an 
individual from working with children and/or adults. 

In the early rounds of the exercise, they pushed 

towards immediate barring if there was any related 

information, but as they worked through the 

exercise a clear distinction was drawn—and they 

were keen to register this point—between 
decisions about barring and unsuitability for a 

whole workforce and decisions that are for 

employers to take. 

 There is one point worth 

adding—it is not covered in the pre-consultation 

paper—that came out of Monday’s determination 

workshop. 

In the determination criteria section of the pre-

consultation paper, reinforcement is required on 

the division between the decisions that are 
relevant for the central barring unit—those on 

unsuitability for the whole workforce—and those 

that should be taken by employers. As the minister 

says, we will write with the full details of all the 

events. In general, the paper has invited a lot of 

discussion but has been broadly welcomed. 

Mr Macintosh: Perhaps I could start off on 

retrospection. 

Robert Brown: Surprise. 

Mr Macintosh: 

Retrospection and fees are closely related 

issues, but I want to start on retrospection. You 

will have seen the written submissions from the 

voluntary sector about its concerns. It is looking for 

some certainty on the timescale. I accept that we 
are at the pre-consultation stage, but what 

certainty can you offer? Will you outline your 

thinking on the timescale? For example—to fill you 

in on what happened this morning—we heard from 

the SCVO that it would welcome a delay to allow 

people to be checked through the system through 
natural turnover, which would take between three 

and five years, and then a phasing in that would 

last another three to five years. That is its 

approach. What is your thinking? 

Yes, exactly.  

Robert Brown: 

As the committee knows, the suggestion of an 

initial period and then a follow-up period is one 

option in the pre-consultation paper. Guided by the 

flavour of the evidence that has been given to the 

committee today and by the stakeholder events 
that we have had, we will, with the people 

involved, develop the ideas in the following 

months to try to thrash the issue through.  

There is a dilemma. Voluntary 

sector organisations have said that they do not 

want the new system to be rushed on them. We 

have responded to that since the beginning of the 

bill’s development by saying that we want full 

consultation and that we are not closing off any 

options for the timescale. It is paradoxical to seek 
clarity on things that are yet to be consulted on. 

I do not know whether this is the right way to put 

it, but I have had in the back of my mind the idea 
that a number of voluntary organisations re-vet all 

their volunteers and leaders after a certain time—

every four or five years perhaps. For some of the 

big organisations, it would not be unreasonable to 

fit the period of retrospection in with that process, 

so that it works with the grain of what happens 
anyway. That is the sort of proposal that could 

come out in the discussions but, as I have said 

before, we are not closing off any options at stage 

1.

We want people to be comfortable with the new 

system. I am bound to say, though, that the 
suggestion of a process that takes more than 10 

years would mean a period rather longer than I 

had in mind. However, by the same token, I know 

that people have concerns that three years may 

be a bit on the short side. I hope that that gives an 

outward shell, so to speak, to the whole thing. 
Retrospection may be done that way but, as you 

know from the paper, there are a number of 

different ways of cutting it, some of which are 

voluntary to the extent that the axe will not be 

brought down at a certain point, and others of 
which have a phased implementation. There are a 

number of ways of looking at the issue. We want 

to have the full flavour of what is wanted by the 
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different organisations that will be affected by the 

provision. 

We should also bear in mind the issue that lies 

behind all this. When retrospection has not gone 

ahead, some people, who have been in the 
workforce for a while and have not been checked 

out, are never checked out. Issues may be lurking 

in that respect. The bill is about the protection of 

children. We have to keep that in mind. Some 

stakeholders and some parts of the sector are 

keen to see retrospection go ahead over a 
timescale that is rather smarter in pace than that 

which we have been discussing. 

Mr Macintosh: One of the submissions 

suggests, on the basis of figures from the central 

body that deals with applications for disclosure 
from the voluntary sector, that staff turnover is 

nearer 8 per cent than the 20 to 30 per cent on 

which the Executive has based its figures. Why 

does the Executive think the figure is nearer 20 

per cent? 

Robert Brown: 

We know, from the number of disclosures that 

come through the system, approximately how 
many people will be affected by the bill. We also 

know the system’s capacity. We also have 

information—again, it is probably not as robust as 

it might be—on the number of overlaps: people 

who are teachers, social workers or whatever who 

also volunteer as Sunday school teachers, scout 
leaders and so forth. Under the new arrangement, 

they will not require to be double checked, as is 

the case at the moment.  

There is always an element of 

speculation with these things. The figure will vary 

across different parts of the sector. We probably 

do not have totally robust information on either 

side of the debate. One of the purposes of the 

consultation arrangements is to allow us to 

engage with people who have information, so that 
we get a bit of a feel for it. Even so, there will 

always be an element of prediction, surmise and 

guesstimate. 

There is a fair degree of working through to be 

done, but our view is that the number is smaller 

than is sometimes suggested. We think that the 
throughput each year will be reasonably 

substantial and that the number who go through 

the system will have an implication for the speed 

of the process. The administrative burden is 

greater if fewer people come through routinely but, 

equally, the number of people who will be 
unchecked will be greater. There is a wee bit of a 

double-edged argument about the 8 per cent or 20 

per cent business. Suffice to say that the bill is not 

determined about that. The issue is up for grabs in 

every sense of the word when we go through the 
formal consultation process after the passage of 

the bill. 

Claire Monaghan:

We do not know the exact figures—that is 
correct—but on the basis of the Futureskills survey 

and patterns of repeat disclosures that are 

currently going through Disclosure Scotland, we 

would definitely say that the figure will not be 8 per 

cent of the overall workforce, but more in the order 

of 20 to 30 per cent. The difference may just come 
down to the different characteristics of the 

employed. There may be a much lower turnover 

rate in the voluntary sector. That does not call the 

credibility of the figures into question. 

 In view of the difference 

between 8 per cent and the 20 to 30 per cent 

parameter that is used in the discussion paper, it 

may be helpful to give the basis on which the 

economists identified the larger figure. They found 
it in the Futureskills Scotland’s “Skills in Scotland 

2004” survey of employers. Indeed, evidence on 

the subject was given to the Enterprise and 

Culture Committee in June last year. The survey 

shows turnover rates in a range of businesses. I 

think that the figures range from around 34 per 
cent for growing businesses to 54 per cent for very 

small growing businesses. The economists used 

those figures as the basis for their calculation of a 

mid point.  

Mr Macintosh:

Given the evidence that we heard at stage 1, is 

the minister sympathetic to amending the bill to 

reflect those concerns by using different definitions 
or by ensuring that measures for retrospection are 

more generous to the voluntary sector than they 

are to the statutory sector? A different argument 

applies to somebody who has volunteered for 20 

years. Different arguments apply to the state 

sector because of the service it requires and the 
standards that are expected. Is the minister 

sympathetic to any of those arguments? 

 We have heard evidence that 

the statutory sector is comfortable with the bill, 
sees the need for it and thinks it will reinforce that 

sector’s systems, but the impact on other groups, 

such as the voluntary sector and smaller voluntary 

organisations, will vary. I am conscious that we 

are joined this morning by the moderator of the 
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. It is 

interesting that the impact on the charitable 

sector—the voluntary sector—will be different. 

Robert Brown: The answer is yes and no, as it 

perhaps always is. You will recall that the genesis 

of the situation was that the voluntary sector was 

brought into the POCSA arrangements, broadly at 
its request, because it did not want a two-tier 

system to operate. Given the extent to which 

services for vulnerable groups and many others 

are provided by the voluntary sector and the 

statutory sector in similar ways, I return to the 
point that you made: we must be conscious of, 

and reflect in the arrangements, the voluntary 

sector’s variety. The big voluntary sector 
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organisations are not the same as parent-teacher 

associations or small groups that operate more 

locally. In some ways, the big voluntary sector 

organisations are more similar to the statutory 

sector. Some voluntary sector organisations have 
many volunteers and some have many 

employees.  

A range of situations applies. On the whole, our 

approach will be favourable to reflecting the 

differences rather than to setting up a two-tier 

system to divide the sectors. However, I have no 
final view about that. We have an open mind about 

how to deal with any issues that arise from the 

consultation arrangements. 

The Convener: I was about to welcome the 

moderator of the General Assembly of the Church 
of Scotland to the meeting. I did not want to make 

the same mistake as I made with the delegates 

from Malawi: I waited until they had got up to leave 

before I welcomed them. The moderator is 

welcome to the meeting and welcome to stay as 

long as he likes. 

Fiona Hyslop: 

The question is fundamental. It is acknowledged 

that the scheme as presented would work in the 

long term. Once it is up and running and 

everybody is through, that will be fine. The 

problem is how we get there. The scale of the task 

is important to us. How do we proceed to the next 
stage—we could take stage 2 next week—without 

knowing the scale of what we are dealing with? 

That is fairly fundamental. 

The minister will appreciate that 

one of our concerns is the scale and scope of the 

measure. I am shocked that you have no idea of 

the numbers involved in retrospection. It does not 

take a genius to realise that a growing business in 

Scotland, where staff turnover is unfortunately 
rapid, and which is not a continuing successful 

business yet, is different from a voluntary 

organisation that works in care and protection. The 

basis that has been used for scoping for 

retrospection is alarming. 

Have you examined the data on recruitment and 

retention in social work? You should be able to 

obtain them easily. Have you examined Fife 
Council’s example? We have heard that that 

council has undertaken retrospective disclosure 

for all its staff and I know that at least one 

college—there might be others—has done that. 

Another point that we must clarify is what such 

disclosure will throw up, which will also suggest 
how quickly we can assess the risk of introducing 

retrospection over a short or long period or not at 

all. What other information have you considered? 

Robert Brown: 

12:00 

Claire Monaghan will deal with 

that in a minute, but I will make a general point. 
We can overcomplicate the picture. Broadly 

speaking, about 490,000 disclosures go through 

the system each year—I have given such figures 

before and I think that that figure is right. Of those 

disclosures, about 240,000—about half—involve 

people who provide child care or deal with 

vulnerable adults and who will be affected by the 
new scheme. Most such people go through the 

current scheme. Disclosure Scotland already 

checks just short of a quarter of a million people 

across the board. Several overlaps exist, as I have 

said. 

If we are talking about somewhere between 

800,000 and 1 million positions—that is the kind of 

figure we mention in the financial memorandum 

and so on—the scale is not disproportionate to the 

number of disclosures that are handled under the 
current system. The management of the process 

under the current system, whereby across the 

board people already manage 240,000 disclosures 

in the area, is not disproportionate to the number 

we are talking about. If they came through at an 

even flow, everybody would be through the system 
reasonably quickly. I accept that problems emerge 

if we get the scaling wrong. We will obviously need 

to take on board any lessons from the information 

that we gather about detailed arrangements. 

The main issue that we must be aware of is the 

variety of organisations with which we are dealing. 
To deal with the teaching sector in one instance is 

one thing and to deal with a small PTA is a 

relatively modest administrative burden, but an 

advice issue arises in that situation. Greater 

numbers go through the bigger organisations and 
there are issues about the arrangement of the 

system itself and the capacity of Disclosure 

Scotland to have a predictable throughput of 

people. There are also effects on the organisation 

concerned. That is why it is extremely important 

that we get input, not only general input, but 
detailed input, from the uniformed organisations, 

Barnardo’s, the Church of Scotland and all the 

other bigger organisations that are involved and 

also from those who represent the smaller 

organisations. We must have a thorough 

understanding of the issue before we go ahead. 
That is very much what we intend to do. Perhaps 

Claire Monaghan can comment on the detail.  

Claire Monaghan:

The SCVO suggested a figure of 8 per cent for 

staff turnover rather than the figures of 20 per cent 

and 30 per cent mentioned in the pre-consultation 
discussion paper. A combination of factors led to 

the prediction in the paper; it was not based only 

on the employer skills survey. The information 

matched the information that we had on multiple 

disclosures going through Disclosure Scotland. A 
triangulation of the evidence led to our predicting 

somewhere between 20 and 30 per cent. I think 

 I will do my best. 
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that I am right in saying that the financial 

memorandum was modelled on a 30 per cent 

assumption, but as we know that there is a margin 

of error in working through the natural turnover 

scenarios, we brought the figure down to 20 per 
cent. We did not arrive at the figure just by looking 

at the growing business profile, but we had to go 

with what information we had. 

An awful lot has been made of the estimate that 

around 800,000 to a million people will fall within 

the scope of the scheme. The key point is that it is 
not the case that rafts of new people will come 

within the ambit of disclosure. All those people are 

within the ambit of the existing disclosure 

requirements. The only potential difference is in 

how retrospective checking is handled. Because 
we have never invoked retrospective checking 

under POCSA, there are groups of people who 

could be within the ambit of disclosure who are 

currently not within it. A key distinction is that it is 

not the bill in itself that places a million or 800,000 

people within a disclosure regime—that flows from 
the fact that that volume of people undertake 

either paid or voluntary work with children and/or 

protected adults. It is not the bill that is driving the 

numbers—they reflect the reality of the situation. 

The bill is about ensuring that those people have 

been checked for unsuitability for employment. 

We all agree that retrospective checking is a key 

factor in getting the implementation of the scheme 

right. I hope that the discussion paper makes it 

clear that all options are up for discussion at this 

stage to ensure that retrospective checking 
happens in a way that is sensitive to all the 

stakeholders and the different types of 

organisations that are involved. We do not have 

the detailed information that we require to map out 

the process at this stage. That information will 

inform the full policy consultation that is scheduled 
to take place in the summer, but without clarity on 

overlap we cannot do it at this stage. 

Dr Murray: Retrospection is crucial and there 

are many concerns about it, particularly from the 

voluntary sector. How do you react to the 

suggestion that retrospection should be introduced 
by secondary legislation, rather than by a 

commencement order? That would enable our 

successor committee to scrutinise the final 

scheme and to take evidence before the 

secondary legislation finally passed through 

Parliament. 

Robert Brown: 

However, I ask you to bear it in mind that 

subordinate legislation comes before the 
committee under a yes-no arrangement—the 

committee does not have the opportunity to 

amend it. The consultation that takes place before 

we reach that point is far more important. I would 

welcome the Education Committee’s full 
involvement in the consultation, because that is 

the point at which we draw out the issues, frame 

the subordinate legislation, deal with the various 

problems that emerge and, I hope, arrive at 

something with which people are comfortable and 

that can progress. The key point is to be involved 
in that consultation, not the later consideration of 

the subordinate legislation. However, if the 

committee has a pronounced view on that, I am 

more than happy to consider the matter with 

committee members and determine whether we 

can accommodate it in the way in which we 
progress the bill. 

It is certainly the intention that 

the Education Committee and the wider 

stakeholder community—if there is such a 

phrase—will be involved in the consultation on the 

commencement of retrospection. As I have said a 
number of times during the course of the 

discussion, we do not want to commence anything 

until the issue has been clarified. Hugh Henry and 

Peter Peacock have also said that to the 

committee, so there is no question about our 

desire or the undertakings that are repeated on 

the record at every opportunity that we have to 

make the point. If there are issues with the 
formulation of the commencement order or how it 

is considered, we are entirely open to examining 

them. As I think I said during the stage 1 debate, I 

do not have a closed mind on that. 

Dr Murray: I accept that we have to say yes or 

no to secondary legislation and that we cannot 

amend it, but an additional layer of reassurance 

would be provided by introducing retrospection 
through subordinate legislation. 

Robert Brown: Absolutely. Having given that 

ministerial assurance, I hope that my colleagues 

higher up the ministerial hierarchy will give a fair 

bit of reassurance about how the Executive 

intends to follow the matter through. To say the 
least, there would be a rather large political row if 

that did not happen as promised. Of course, there 

is no intention that that should be case. 

The Convener: I have no doubt about your 

personal motives, minister. You have shown your 

willingness to consider the matter, but we cannot 
guarantee who the minister will be in the next 

parliamentary session, nor whether they will abide 

by your assurances. We cannot bind future 

ministers. The only way in which we could do that 

would be by making it a statutory requirement for 

them to come back to the committee. Would it not 
be better for the committee to put a regulatory 

requirement into the bill, rather than leave it to a 

commencement order, so that we feel that we 

have introduced the right protection? 

Robert Brown: Well, commencement orders 

are how these things are usually done in similar 

legislation, but I do not have a strong view about 

that. The committee will shortly consider the bill at 
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stage 2 and my mind is fairly open to whatever the 

committee might suggest on secondary legislation 

on retrospection, if it is determined to put a 

requirement for it in the bill. My main concern is 

that we have an arrangement that allows a 
workable and effective consultation and involves 

the Education Committee and other stakeholders, 

which will give comfort to people beyond that. If 

the committee wants to double lock consideration 

of retrospection, that is a matter for the committee. 

Mr Ingram: The minister covered the question 

that I wanted to ask about retrospection, so I will 

go back to first principles. Where is the added 

value in introducing retrospective checking for 

people who have been working in the system for 

the past 20-odd years? The minister mentioned 
that the POCSA regulations have not been 

implemented. Given that experience, would it not 

be more sensible not to implement retrospection at 

all and move on? Would that not save the 

voluntary sector the burden of a tremendous 

administrative cost? 

Robert Brown: 

The fact that someone has held a position for a 

number of years does not necessarily mean that 

there is not an issue. Members will recall cases to 
do with institutional care, which emerged late in 

the day, after many years. To take an extreme 

approach and check someone 20 years down the 

line is one thing; but the issue is probably more 

the people who have been in the system for three, 

five or eight years and are not in such a strong 
position. It is all about proportionality. Can the 

exclusion of people from the workforce on the 

ground of unsuitability be effectively carried 

through? Are there significant risks attached to not 

excluding people? Those questions remain open. 

As I have tried to indicate, the 

burden is indirectly related to the timescale in 

which the retrospective checking is done. If it were 

done in a year, there would clearly be an 

enormous burden but, if it were done over 10 

years, the burden would be nominal. That is the 
context in which we must take retrospection, but 

the central issue is whether we introduce 

retrospection at all and what the basis is for doing 

it. The committee and others have heard different 

views about whether there should be retrospective 
checking, but on the whole people probably want 

retrospective checking to proceed, provided that 

the arrangements are manageable. 

As I said, we are happy to consider whether, 
when and how a retrospective approach should be 

taken. In the context of the consultation 

arrangements, I hope that we will be able to flush 

out themes and ascertain whether retrospective 

checking could be done proportionately and 
reasonably. We will consider the advantages and 

disadvantages of such an approach and we will 

consider what the range of people who work in the 

sector think that we should do. Our instinct is that 

people probably want to proceed with 

retrospection over some timescale, which will 

obviously be discussed. However, we do not have 

a closed mind on the issue. 

Fiona Hyslop: Have you considered how many 

of the known cases of institutional abuse would 

have been caught through retrospective checking? 

I understand that those cases would not have 

been caught unless the police had had soft 

information. 

Robert Brown: You should bear it in mind that 

the underlying arrangements under POCSA and 

the Police Act 1997 came into force only relatively 

recently. Therefore, the information that we have 

about what might have been remains considerably 
speculative. Of course, if people are not disclosed 

by the system, we do not know what the position 

is. It is difficult to make predictions— 

Fiona Hyslop: I am not talking about 

predictions. If the people who abused in 

institutions in the past were still employed and if 
the work on thresholds and decisions were done, 

you should find it easy to ascertain whether 

retrospective checking would enable you to catch 

those people and bar them. I suspect— 

Robert Brown: We have some information on 

that, but it is fair to say that it relates to a relatively 
small catchment of the total and does not give 

statistically significant results— 

Fiona Hyslop: That does not matter. It takes 

only one person to abuse, and in an institutional 

context the implications of abuse are huge. Those 
are exactly the people whom you are trying to 

catch by having retrospective checks. 

Claire Monaghan:

As Fiona Hyslop said, it is difficult to quantify the 

issue, because if we can weed the Ian Huntleys of 

this world out of the system, there will be a 

significant benefit. Of course, the vetting and 

barring system is not just about the people who 
are currently in the system; it is about ensuring 

that people who want to harm children do not gain 

access to them in future through their work. The 

benefit of the system is that unsuitable people who 

have a history of violent behaviour are taken out. 
There is an assumption that someone who has 

been in the workforce and has given no cause for 

We have not approached the 

exam question quite as you asked it. However, we 

have worked through a set of anonymised 

Disclosure Scotland enhanced disclosures, to 
ascertain the implications for the person who 

would be barred. We do not currently use vetting 

information in the barring system, but the people 

who take the day-to-day decisions think that on 

the basis of vetting information some people who 

apply for enhanced disclosures should be added 
to the list of barred persons. 
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alarm for 20 years is unlikely to be unsuitable, but 

we do not know that with certainty until we go 

through the system. The big benefit of scheme 

membership is the continuous updating function. 

Organisations can be reassured by the knowledge 
that if new information comes to light that suggests 

unsuitability, it will be flagged up. 

Fiona Hyslop: 

12:15 

However, retrospection is not 

about new information but about old information. 

Surely a pilot or scoping exercise could be done 

that used live case studies. 

Claire Monaghan: On the basis of the 

determination workshop that took place on 

Monday, I can say with complete certainty that 

some people who applied for enhanced 
disclosures would have ended up on the barred 

list. We do not know whether they subsequently 

found work on the basis of those enhanced 

disclosure certificates. Employers would look at 

the information on the certificate and, given that 

the information was significant enough for the 
people at Monday’s workshop to say, “I would not 

want this person in my workforce”, the chances 

are that the people concerned would not have 

been able to enter the workforce on the basis of 

those enhanced disclosures. 

Robert Brown: It is also valid to point out, as 

this committee has done quite a lot, that the 

vetting and barring system should not be viewed 

as a guarantee in its own right. A disclosure can 

provide an indication of a person’s unsuitability 

and might contain information pertaining to the 
person’s suitability, but the disclosure must be 

used in the context of robust recruitment and 

rechecking practices, which many organisations 

rightly have in place. That must be the emphasis 

of our work in this field. It is fair to say that 

disclosure checks are a tool rather than the last 
word. 

Andrew Mott (Scottish Executive Education 
Department): By retrospective checking, we 

simply mean bringing into the scheme people who 

are already in the workforce. There are two 

aspects to that. One, which the committee has 
hinted at, involves looking back to see whether the 

workforce contains unsuitable people who need to 

be weeded out. The other, which Claire Monaghan 

referred to, involves looking forward in that, by 

being included in the scheme, people will be 

connected into the system and appropriate action 
will be able to be taken if there are any 

developments in future. If an organisation is not a 

scheme member, Disclosure Scotland and the 

new agency will not have a connection with that 

employer. Although weeding out the few 
unsuitable people who are already in the 

workforce is an important aspect, the future 

connection is also important. If someone has been 

in the workforce for five years but has 35 years to 

go, it is arguably important that that person is 

integrated into the scheme. There is a backward-

looking element and a forward-looking element. 

The Convener: I have one technical question 

on employment legislation. If a retrospective check 

throws up the fact that a person is unsuitable for 

the workforce, but that person had no reason to 

give that information to the employer at the time of 

applying for the job and the person has done 
nothing wrong as an employee, what will happen if 

the person is then dismissed from work? 

Robert Brown: As your question implies, the 

matter would need to be dealt with in terms of 

employment legislation— 

The Convener: That is my question. What are 

the implications for employment legislation? Will 

the new requirements be in conflict with 

employment law, given that a person who has 

done nothing to justify dismissal could be 

dismissed because of a retrospective check? 

Robert Brown: I am saying that there are 

implications for employment law. The issue is to 

do with the person’s capacity to do the job. Claire 

Monaghan can perhaps go into the details of that. 

Claire Monaghan: 

Issues might arise primarily with the group of 

people in the third category. In all probability, there 
will be a number of cases in which information is 

identified that leads to such individuals being 

barred. Both the individual and the employer will 

need to address that issue. The key point is that, 

by virtue of being barred, the person is barred 

from undertaking regulated work and will commit 
an offence by continuing to undertake regulated 

work. However, the employer may have choices 

about moving the person to another role within the 

organisation that would not constitute regulated 

work. The issue would become an internal 

disciplinary matter. 

That scenario may well 

arise. Once the retrospective checking scheme 
starts, we will have three categories of people: 

those who are scheme members; those who will 

have undergone some sort of disclosure check as 

part of moving into the system; and those who 

have never been disclosure checked because they 
entered the workforce before any of the legislation 

existed. For the people in the second category, the 

presumption is that significant information will 

have been identified.  

The Convener: I accept that. I do not want to 

labour the point too much, but only large 

organisations such as local authorities might be 

able to move such people to non-regulated work. 

Incidentally, the issue might arise not just when 
people are barred but when vetting information 

comes to light that, although not sufficient to bar 
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the person, makes the authority think that the 

person is not suitable for the particular post that 

the person holds. However, a small organisation 

with only one or two employees might not have 

any other jobs in unregulated work. What would 
happen in those circumstances, given that people 

who may not technically have done anything 

wrong at any point during their employment could 

be put out of a job because of a retrospective 

check? 

Claire Monaghan: It would become an 

employment matter if they were put out of a job 

without being barred. It would be for the employer 

to defend their decision. However, I cannot see 

that your point negates the value of the vetting and 

barring procedures or the child and adult 
protection procedures. 

The Convener: It is another concern that needs 

to be considered. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: The 

legislation, in large measure, arose from the 

appalling murders and tragedy at Soham. Will your 
collaboration with Whitehall ensure that the 

various United Kingdom schemes will be 

compatible and will dovetail? 

Robert Brown: 

That is true of the implementation of the 

legislation as well. Given that people move, we 

must recognise that the approaches on either side 

of the border are closely linked. The system is 

based on our recognising Westminster’s decisions 
and vice versa. We do not want a double 

bureaucracy on the matter, so it is important to tie 

things together. Work on that is continuing. If you 

want more details, Claire Monaghan has 

knowledge of the area, but the objective is to 

make sure that the two schemes operate in 
tandem. They are not identical schemes, but we 

are working to ensure that we do not open up any 

loopholes. 

There has been close co-

operation between officials here and in Whitehall. 

As you know, the definitions in the equivalent 
English and Welsh legislation—the Safeguarding 

Vulnerable Groups Act 2006—were the subject of 

interchange as it developed at Westminster. It is 

important that the phraseology in that act and the 

phraseology in our bill are connected so that 
oddities do not creep in. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: My next 

question is a difficult and sensitive one. How can 

we be certain that every reasonable effort will be 
made to ensure that those who come to work here 

from other countries will be checked to ensure that 

it is safe for them to work with vulnerable groups? 

Is it difficult to do that in practice? 

Robert Brown: 

We and the UK Government have engaged with 

officials and ministers in many other European 

countries to try to work through the issues and get 

some clarity on them. The scheme that we are 
putting in place is better than the arrangements 

that we had in the past, but I accept that, if the 

recording arrangements abroad are less than what 

we would want them to be, there will be an 

element of uncertainty. 

That is difficult. It depends on 

where people come from. Some European 

countries have advanced arrangements in that 

regard but, even in the European Union, some 

countries’ arrangements are nominal. Further 

afield, there are countries whose recording 

arrangements are different or not very specific. 

That is undoubtedly an issue, particularly given the 
movement of people across borders and the 

opening up of the EU. 

The automatic updating in our arrangements will 

catch anything new that happens, and the longer 

people are in the system, the greater the security 

will be, but I accept that we cannot entirely close 

the door. We are trying to improve liaison with 

other countries to ensure that the system works as 
well as it can. 

Do you want to say anything else about that, 

Claire? 

Claire Monaghan: This is Liz Sadler’s area of 

expertise. 

Liz Sadler (Scottish Executive Justice 
Department): 

Secondly, some work is under way to recognise 

disqualifications from working with children across 

European Union member states. At the moment, 

the Criminal Records Bureau, which is the 

counterpart in England and Wales for Disclosure 
Scotland, has some information on its website 

about countries that allow their nationals to obtain 

information from the criminal record in the same 

way as we have a basic disclosure that anyone 

can ask for, for any purpose. So an employer can 
ask an individual coming from one of those 

countries to provide a criminal record check as 

Two measures are being negotiated 

in Europe. The first is to enhance the 

arrangements for sharing criminal conviction 

information throughout the EU. A European 

Council decision that came into effect in May last 
year allows better sharing of information for 

policing purposes. We hope that a framework 

decision that is under negotiation will extend the 

sharing of information to include employment 

vetting, where the member state allows that for its 

nationals. Under that decision, because the UK 
allows access to criminal records for employment 

vetting purposes, other member states could ask 

us for information, but if they do not allow such 

access for their nationals, we could not ask for it. 

The long-term intention is that records will be 

shared electronically throughout the United 
Kingdom. 
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part of the recruitment process and the Criminal 

Records Bureau has information on how to obtain 

that. That is available at the moment, but we need 

to see whether it can be further enhanced in 

future. 

Claire Monaghan: One of the difficulties with 

having a more elaborate arrangement and drawing 

down information from every overseas jurisdiction 

is the comparability of that information, and the 

extent to which different countries operate very 

different rules. Although we hope that we will be 
able to capture any relevant information on people 

coming from overseas, the ultimate safeguard in 

the bill is that once those people become scheme 

members, they are subject to the updating facility. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: When will the 

minister be able to give a final view on preferred 

policy options on the issues that are raised in the 

discussion paper? I ask because dissolution of 

Parliament is expected to be on 2 April and it is 

anticipated that all legislation will get through by 

the end of March. The timescale is therefore very 
constricted. A rough and ready estimate of the 

hoped-for timescale would be of great assistance. 

Robert Brown: 

That said, following the present paperwork that 

has been the subject of this informal discussion, 

we hope that a policy consultation on the core 

elements of the discussion paper will take place 
between June and August of this year. There will 

be a substantive opportunity for stakeholders and 

the committee to offer input at that point. There will 

be a further opportunity to comment when the draft 

Scottish statutory instruments are published for 

consultation. It is anticipated that that might be 
between October and December this year. As I 

say, those are not guarantees; they are simply an 

indication of the likely timescale if the process 

goes reasonably smoothly. 

As I have said, I do not want to 

pin down a definitive timescale in the sense that 

we have to have it done by a particular time. 

Above all else, I want the sector to be comfortable 
with the arrangements. That is the main thing. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Is it the case 

that comparable legislation has gone through for 
the rest of Britain? 

Robert Brown: The Safeguarding Vulnerable 

Groups Act 2006 has already been passed. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Are we some 

way behind the legislation south of the border? 

Claire Monaghan: The Safeguarding 

Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 was passed on 8 

November, I think. It relies heavily on secondary 

legislation for implementation and operational 

considerations. As well as making the schemes 

dovetail operationally, we are now dovetailing the 
timescales to make sure that there is not a falling 

behind that risks Scotland becoming a safe haven. 

On the presumption that the bill will become an act 

after stage 3 on 8 March, there will be no difficulty 

with operational dates. 

Fiona Hyslop: 

The issue is the timescale. We heard earlier that 

there were concerns that the English legislation 

had been somewhat delayed, probably because of 
the emphasis on subordinate legislation. There is 

an understanding that everything is expected to 

commence at the end of 2008. If we were to say at 

this point that stage 2 should not proceed in order 

to allow everything to be considered at one stage, 
that would not necessarily have a major impact on 

commencement.  

I am glad that you are confident 

that we will be having a stage 3 debate on 8 

March; however, the committee has not yet made 

a decision about the bill’s progress. 

Bearing it in mind that any law can travel only as 

fast as the slowest ship in the convoy—by which I 

mean the subordinate legislation—is your 

timescale for implementation still the end of 
August 2008? How does that tie in with the 

commencement date of the Safeguarding 

Vulnerable Groups Act 2006? Is there a delay in 

implementing that act in England? 

12:30 

Claire Monaghan: I am not aware of a delay in 

implementation of the English legislation. 

Consideration of the bill on 8 March is contingent 

on the committee’s having proceeded with stage 

2. Assuming that the bill’s passage proceeds 

according to that timescale, we are planning on 
the basis that implementation will take place 

around August or September 2008. The crucial 

next step is to ensure comparability in the details 

of the operation of the schemes. The scheme 

down south will cover Wales and Northern Ireland, 

too, although whether implementation in Northern 
Ireland is carried out by means of an order in 

council will depend on the political situation there. 

At any rate, it will be a full UK scheme. 

Fiona Hyslop: Do you know when it is expected 

that the 2006 act will be commenced? 

Claire Monaghan: I think that the end of 2008 is 

the expected date. There is very little difference 

between the expected implementation dates of the 

two schemes. 

Fiona Hyslop: If the expected implementation 

date of the English scheme is the end of 2008, 

according to your timescale we are ahead of 
England. 

Claire Monaghan: I was trying to resist saying 

that we think that we are slightly ahead of 

England. 
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Fiona Hyslop: In other words, were some 

slippage to occur at this stage, with the result that 

the primary legislation and the secondary 

legislation were considered together as new 

legislation in the new session of Parliament—
whether under a Scottish National Party, a Liberal 

Democrat or a Labour Administration—we would 

still be able to deliver everything by the end of 

2008, which is the timescale for the English 

system. 

Claire Monaghan: Unfortunately, that is not 

necessarily the case because, once the bill is 

passed, certain parts of the secondary legislation 

would require us to enter detailed negotiations 

about how the new system would be delivered. In 

particular, we would need to consider whether to 
continue to use the existing public-private 

partnership with Disclosure Scotland. That 

determination will have a critical impact on fees. If 

the passage of the bill were to be suspended, it 

would not be until after the election, when the bill 

had crossed the finishing line under a new 
Administration, that those negotiations could take 

place. At this stage, our best estimate is that that 

would introduce an operational delay of eight to 12 

months, although it could be longer, depending on 

what happens with some of the details. 

Fiona Hyslop: My next question is technical. Is 

it possible to consult on subordinate legislation 

and primary legislation at the same time? 

Claire Monaghan:

In addition, we have not discussed with 
Whitehall the extent to which we would be seen as 

an equal partner in negotiations on detailed 

operational matters, such as the determination 

criteria and the thresholds, if there was a 

suggestion that the bill’s passage was to be 

suspended. 

 We could do that but, 

crucially, it would not be possible to have the 

public-private partnership negotiations with 
Disclosure Scotland, which are necessary to 

inform the level of fee on which we would consult. 

Our view is that we could not have sufficient 

confidence to consult on a draft fee order until the 

bill has become an act. 

Robert Brown: 

It is much more difficult to have the clarity to 

move forward while many issues remain to be 

bottomed out satisfactorily, decisions remain to be 
taken and stage 2 amendments remain to be 

considered. Claire Monaghan has mentioned the 

likely operational delay with regard to the 

mechanical equipment for putting the measures 

into effect, but I think that the element of 

uncertainty that would surround the bill if its 
passage were suspended would add to the delay. 

That is speculation, but it is my view, for what it is 

worth. 

That point was made quite 

strongly in the submission from the Scottish 

Council for Voluntary Organisations, with which I 

disagree significantly in some respects. The 

SCVO said that it is important to continue liaison 

with the implementers of the English legislation if 
the bill is to be workable. Once the bill is passed—

leaving aside when that happens and how 

everything fits together—that will narrow down the 

areas that will continue to be argued about in 

relation to the subordinate legislation. The passing 
of the bill will give people the clarity that they seek, 

which will enable the subordinate legislation and 

issues such as retrospective checking to be 

approached with confidence and within a specific 

context. 

Mr Macintosh: During stage 1, much concern 

was expressed about what was described at the 
time as the direction of travel. In other words, 

there was anxiety that the bill might add to what is 

seen as an overly risk-averse culture that is 

developing in this country. As well as promoting 

the bill, which will improve the implementation of 

the current disclosure arrangements, the minister 
was keen to make a statement or a policy 

commitment or to implement some sort of parallel 

measure to reassure people that we not only value 

but fully support volunteering, and that we 

particularly want to encourage men to volunteer. 

Has the minister had any further thoughts on when 
that might happen? 

Robert Brown: 

Beyond that, there are two areas of concern, 

one of which relates particularly to the smaller 

organisations, which deal incidentally with the 

legislation—in other words, it is not routine. The 
school disco was given as an example. 

Organisations need a solid source of advice about 

what they should do in such situations. That 

discussion centres on the central registered body 

for Scotland and the services it provides and, I 

suppose, on the involvement of the SCVO and 
other such organisations. We are trying to work 

through what would be required to make the 

situation better. There is provision in the financial 

memorandum for issues related to training and so 

on. 

I recollect saying two or three 

things about that. I said that the scheme gave 

comfort to individual volunteers and encouraged 

them to come forward. It is in the interests of 
someone who wants to work with a swimming 

club, for example, and to work with small children 

in that context, that vetting arrangements be in 

place because that gives them security. As you 

rightly said, the structure will be improved to 

support such arrangements and to help the 
voluntary sector and others in recruitment and 

training. 

The risk-averse culture that Ken Macintosh 

mentioned is not an issue for the bill per se, but 

there has been a climate around the bill in which 
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people have felt that all sorts of awful things were 

going to happen, such as people falling in rivers 

when they are doing water activities and so on. 

Arrangements had to be in place to provide 

security on that. That would be resolved not by 
one event, but by a seminar or a series of 

seminars to explore those issues and to ask, “How 

can we firm up the expertise that is available to 

support teachers on school trips?” We need to 

work with the sector on the barriers to children 

having the life-enhancing experiences that we all 
want them to have without the risk that people will 

be sued, or whatever other concerns people have. 

Although that is a long-standing agenda to which 

I am committed, in practical terms it will have to 

await the passage of the bill, after passions have 
died down a little. More particularly, in the next 

session of Parliament there will perhaps be a new 

tone or a new mandate for the Executive. There 

may be the opportunity to take forward those 

themes—which I guess will be among the legacy 

issues that the Education Committee will 
consider—in a way that is effective in beginning to 

mould public opinion a wee bit in a more positive 

direction than has perhaps been the case. 

Dr Murray: The Executive’s consultation 

document considered different ways of levying 

fees—there are basically three options. We have 
heard this morning that the SCVO is very 

concerned about the possibility of an annual fee, 

which it thinks would be difficult in the longer term 

for smaller voluntary sector organisations to 

sustain, whereas local authorities feel that an 
annual subscription would be the easiest for them 

to budget for. Is it possible to have different 

methods of fee payment to make the scheme 

flexible enough to deal with the different sorts of 

organisations that would be paying fees? 

Robert Brown: 

As Dr Murray is aware, the scheme is intended 

to be self-funding. On balance, it should prove to 

be less expensive in total because of the follow-up 
check arrangements and expedited arrangements. 

However, we are open-minded about whether 

there should be one scheme or a combination of 

schemes. We want to bottom that out with the 

voluntary and statutory sectors to ensure that they 
are comfortable with the result. We included in the 

financial memorandum an example for illustrative 

purposes, but there are a number of other 

schemes to play around with. It is not a question of 

principle but a question of what is best for the 

different parts of the scheme. There might be an 

element of compromise to be made, because the 

voluntary sector in particular comprises a vast 
array of organisations with different priorities. We 

want a workable scheme that is broadly 

acceptable throughout the sector and does not do 

nasty things to organisations’ accounts—although 

I do not think that it will do that. 

That is entirely open for 

consultation. We know where we stand, broadly, 

with Disclosure Scotland. We have experienced 

the ups and downs of getting it established and 

achieving a level playing field. We know pretty 

much were we stand in terms of the costs of the 

scheme. It is not like introducing an entirely new 
scheme, in which we are starting from scratch with 

no information. Very broadly, we know the costs 

that we are dealing with in that connection.  

I ask for a degree of proportionality on the 
matter, given that the fees are relatively modest. 

Incidentally, they are also significantly lower than 

the fees in England. The Scottish Executive has 

paid, and will continue to pay, the charges for 

volunteers. We have done a good deal of work to 
make the situation manageable, but we want to 

work with the sector on the details of the new 

scheme to find out whether there are other 

approaches that would better suit their 

requirements. 

Claire Monaghan: We set out the objectives of 

the fees in the pre-consultation paper. Three of the 

objectives are to make the system easy to 

understand, to make it equitable, and to avoid 

discouraging volunteering. Differentiated systems 

can be complicated because some people in the 

regulated workforce will be in paid employment 
and be volunteers. The objectives are almost a 

benchmark against which all the options can be 

measured when they go out for full consultation. 

We welcome stakeholders’ views on the objectives 

for fees in paragraph 94. 

Dr Murray: My final question is on occasional 

volunteers; for example, people who step in at the 

last minute to help with a school disco or walking 

bus. I understand that the Safeguarding 

Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 exempts people who 

are not involved in voluntary work for more than 
two days out of 30. What is your reaction to that? 

Robert Brown: 

Under both the English legislation and ours, 

organisations have to make judgments according 
to their operative situations. As I have said before, 

the answer to any uncertainties in that regard—I 

accept that there are uncertainties—is to provide 

better and more accessible advice, particularly to 

the smaller organisations. I suspect that, in a 
number of the cases that have become almost 

anecdotal, disclosure checks would not be needed 

under the existing system and will not be needed 

We are unenthusiastic about 

that approach. We do not think that it resolves the 

problem. Ultimately, any such exemption is 

arbitrary. The question is whether the legislation 

meets the requirements. We are interested in the 
substantial merit of the situation, if you like—what 

people are physically involved in doing, whether 

their involvement is unsupervised, and its 

regularity. 
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under the new system. We need to reassure 

people that they do not need to carry out, just for 

the sake of it, checks that are not required by the 

legislation. 

Claire Monaghan: 

12:45 

Another critical difference is 

that the scheme down south is mandatory. People 

commit an offence if they undertake regulated 

work while they are not a scheme member. The 

frequency test was introduced, but a harmful 

individual can do an awful lot of harm in a single 

day. That is why the approach does not have an 
immediate attraction. 

Ms Rosemary Byrne (South of Scotland) 
(Sol): 

Obviously, one of the key issues is to ensure 

that people are aware of what they should and 

should not be doing. The process should be clear 

and well defined so that they know what they 

should do. Otherwise, all sorts of unintended 

consequences will flow from the legislation. We 
have seen with POCSA that people have not been 

sure what to do and that the advice is not all that 

clear. 

How will you ensure that people are well 

aware of the implications of going through the 
process or not going through the process? How 

will you get across to voluntary organisations 

which aspects they need to take heed of and 

which they do not? How much finance will be put 

in to address that matter? Has it been thought out 

and planned for? 

The response on occasional assistance being 

provided by parents in a school indicates that if it 
is a one-off and there is supervision that is fine 

and they should go ahead with it. However, if other 

parents discover, further down the line, that a 

particular parent had something hanging over 

them that the other parents are not happy with, 

who carries the can for that? How will we put that 
scenario across? How will the situation be 

described so that people are protected when they 

make such decisions? 

Robert Brown: 

The issue must be seen at several levels. You 
must bear it in mind that we have had close 

engagement with representatives of the sector and 

that they have been involved in the discussions, 

implementation groups and so on. Across the 

sector, there is a fairly good understanding among 
the big organisations of the issues that emerge. 

They will need to have in place arrangements to 

percolate that understanding down from their head 

offices to the local groups and so on. One can 

envisage reasonably easily the arrangements for 

how that might be done. It has been done before. I 
do not think that that is a challenge, although there 

is money in the financial memorandum for training, 

events and the provision of support for all that. It is 

a matter ultimately of doing it and ensuring that it 

is done thoroughly and effectively. We can learn 

some lessons from the past. 

As you rightly say, you and I 

and others have been there before in relation to 

the discussion of retrospection under the POCSA 
scheme. You may recall that at that time a lot of 

work went into producing a manual, leaflets and 

other information that went round and to getting 

involved with, in particular, the voluntary sector 

organisations. 

The situation is trickier in relation to 

organisations that are not part of national bodies 

and that exist in greater isolation. However, even 

in those circumstances there are often federations 

of local bodies that can channel advice. We must 
do what we can to enable such organisations to 

understand their position, so we should make 

leaflets available to them. We can use local 

authorities and others for that purpose. 

As with any other legislation, it is about getting 

the information out to the bodies and people that 
might be involved. In many cases they are fairly 

obvious groups such as parent-teacher 

associations, organisations that deal with children 

and organisations that are linked to schools. We 

know about a wide range of organisations that 

might be involved. However, such an approach 
does not meet satisfactorily the needs of some 

smaller bodies, which is why I say that the advice 

function of the central registered body or whatever 

is very important—I have thought for quite a while 

that we need to beef that up. There is work to be 
done to try to ensure that we have a facility that 

people can readily get to and from which they can 

get information on which they can rely. They 

should not be told, in effect, that they have to look 

up the act and see what it says before they make 

a decision. That is not a realistic way of dealing 
with those matters. 

Guidance and advice must be available to local 

organisations. We must put such provision in 

place to give reassurance beyond that which has 

existed in the past. The central registered body 

has had a role in that regard. I think that it has 
done useful work and has a lot of experience in 

doing such work. It was set up in the first place to 

fulfil that role, but we must consider how effective 

that role has been. We should investigate whether 

the guidance and advice have gone out to 

everybody that needs them and whether other 
arrangements need to be put in place to tighten 

the process up. I accept your point. 

Ms Byrne: I will raise a side issue, although it is 

an important one that I have raised before. What 

arrangements are being put in place to raise 
awareness across the board among children and 

young people, the people who work with them and 

communities? A degree of complacency could run 
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right through all this unless people are aware that 

the scheme is never going to be 100 per cent 

foolproof, that there are always going to be issues 

around the safety of vulnerable people—children 

in this case—and that one of the best ways of 
protecting vulnerable people is to raise awareness 

and to train and educate people accordingly. That 

is a massive undertaking, but it is highly 

necessary. I would hate to think that all this will 

sidetrack us from a key area. What plans do you 

have and what finance is available to do that? 

Robert Brown: 

The broader issue is nothing to do with the bill, 
but is a wider issue that relates to society more 

generally. There is an increased awareness 

among parents and others about some of the risks 

that there are out there. That is part of the issue 

that we have been dealing with. Also, against that 
wider dimension, how do children have their 

childhood? I do not think that there is any single 

answer to that. It is a matter of using, among other 

things, the Scottish Schools (Parental 

Involvement) Act 2006 for involving parents in 

information sessions about the problem. It is also 
a matter for organisations that deal with individual 

young people and parents. It is a matter for the 

publicity people from time to time. There will have 

to be a range of different measures and I do not 

suppose that there will ever be a totally 

satisfactory answer. 

I have said very clearly that we 

are trying to produce legislation that is about 

getting unsuitable people out of the workforce. Not 

allowing them in in the first place is a different, 

although related, issue. As we all know, abuse of 
children in its various forms takes place much 

more often in the home environment or is 

committed by people who are known to the young 

person. A whole series of issues arises out of that. 

Part of the solution is to put in place a reasonable 

degree of security to ensure that unsuitable people 
do not get into the workforce. Proper recruitment 

practices and consciousness that that is not a 

guarantee but just a little bit of the information that 

we can use is part of it, as well. Clearly, we have 

put money into training for that. 

The central point is also about the resilience of 

young people. They have to know or have an 

instinct about when they are in a situation that is 

not satisfactory and ought not to be happening, 

and to know to blow the whistle when it does 

happen. Again, there is a wider understanding of 
such things among young people, but undoubtedly 

a good deal more could be done. There is, 

however, no magic wand. 

Claire Monaghan: 

Ms Byrne asked about the provisions that have 

been made for the scheme. The financial 

memorandum contains several lines on that, 

particularly on the operation of a telephone 

helpline service for an initial three years to ensure 

that the transition is as smooth as possible in 
relation to the information for new organisations. 

That will, of course, be complemented by delivery 

on the residual elements of the child protection 

reform programme. 

The focus of the scheme is 

to ensure that when a person drops their children 
at school, they are not being taught by a serial sex 

offender. That would be absolutely unacceptable. 

However, a raft of other child protection issues sits 

behind the scheme. The Executive has been clear 

on several occasions that it is not an either/or 

situation: it is a combination measure that will 

safeguard children’s interests, which is very 

difficult to do. 

Robert Brown: It is also relevant to mention 

that, since I went on about the central registered 

body, the financial memorandum includes 

£320,000 to raise its ability to do the sort of things 

that I was talking about earlier. I hope that the right 

level of provision exists to enable a significant 

upgrading of what is possible. 

The Convener:

12:54 

 Thank you. That concludes the 

questions and I thank the minister and his team for 

coming along this morning—now this afternoon—

and giving further evidence on the Protection of 

Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Bill. 

Meeting suspended.

12:55 

On resuming—

The Convener: Okay, colleagues, we will 

resume to discuss our next steps. As you know, 
the bill has been referred back to the committee 

for stage 2 consideration, which we are due to 

commence next week. As members have heard, 

the ministers are working to a timetable from the 

office of the Minister for Parliamentary Business, 

whereby stage 3 is to be completed on 8 March. 
Although it might be possible to meet that 

timetable, there is no guarantee that we will be 

able to because we have a substantial number of 

amendments to consider at stage 2 and only two 

meetings in which to do so. 

Fiona Hyslop: 

“The Committee recommends that Stage 2 consideration 
of the Bill should not begin until stakeholders have had an 
opportunity to comment on drafts of the related subordinate 
legislation and guidance.” 

On the substantive point, we 

said in our report that we did not want to proceed 

to stage 2 until the subordinate legislation had 

been provided. We said: 

It is clear that that has not happened. The issue is 
whether the policy direction that the Executive 

provides is sufficient. 
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In the light of the evidence that we have taken 

and, in particular, the desire of the SCVO—which 

represents a large number of organisations—for 

the bill to progress at a pace and a time that would 

allow it to receive more scrutiny and examination, 
the wise thing to do would be for the committee to 

say to the Parliamentary Bureau that we are 

unhappy to proceed to stage 2 until we see the 

subordinate legislation. If that meant that an 

incoming Administration would have to introduce a 

revised bill, I think that that would be preferable, 
especially given that 150 amendments to the bill 

have already been lodged. The introduction of a 

new bill in June, in the new parliamentary session, 

would be beneficial in that the Executive 

amendments could be incorporated in the new bill, 
with the result that we would end up with a much 

tidier and simpler piece of legislation. 

Given that the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups 

Act 2006 will not commence until the end of 2008 

and that Scotland is ahead of England by several 

months, we should say to the bureau that that 
would be the wise course to take. It is within the 

bureau’s power not to ask us to proceed with 

consideration of the bill at this stage. The 

Parliament has agreed to the bill’s general 

principles, but the timetable for stage 2 has not 

been agreed. We should say that stage 2 should 
not start next week. 

Mr Macintosh: 

There are timetabling problems, but there are 

always timetabling problems. There were 

timetabling problems in the Parliament’s first few 
years. We should address any such problems as 

and when they arise, rather than revisit a decision 

that we have already taken. The Parliament took 

the decision to proceed with the bill’s 

consideration when it voted in favour of the bill’s 

general principles at stage 1. Frankly, I think that 
we should knuckle down and get on with it. We 

have put a great deal of work into the bill, which 

has involved extra evidence sessions such as 

today’s. We will definitely go several steps 

backwards if we do not complete the bill’s 

consideration before the end of the session. We 
should put our energy to best use and press 

ahead to stage 2. 

I fundamentally disagree. Given 

the amount of work and effort that the committee 

has put into considering the bill and the fact that, 

although we have struggled, we have now got to 
grips with the issues, which are difficult, we would 

be failing in our duty if we did not carry on and 

complete our work. 

Ms Byrne: I have deep concerns about pressing 

on with consideration of the bill. From day one, we 

have all felt that the bill is far too important to be 
rushed through. We completed our stage 1 

consideration and the general principles were 

endorsed, but there were certain issues that we 

wanted to be clarified, as Fiona Hyslop has 

outlined. We wanted to see the subordinate 

legislation, but that has not happened. Numerous 

amendments have been lodged and many issues 

remain to be clarified. The voluntary sector has 
expressed significant concerns about possible 

unintended consequences of rushing the bill 

through. I support Fiona Hyslop’s proposal. 

Dr Murray: 

13:00 

Like Kenneth Macintosh, I am 

reluctant to give up now, when we have done so 

much work on the bill. From conversations that I 
have had with the SCVO and Children in Scotland, 

I think that we might be able to reach a 

compromise position that allows an amended bill 

to proceed. If necessary, we will just have to have 

two long meetings over the next few weeks to get 
through the work. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: Do we have to 

make a decision now? I suppose we do. 

The Convener:

My view is that we should proceed with stage 2 

on the ground that there are some substantial 

amendments that will improve the bill. We might 

still be unhappy with the bill when we reach the 

end of the process, but that is what stage 3 is for. I 
understand that the bureau will timetable the bill 

next week. I am reluctant to have only two 

sessions because it might turn out that we need 

longer to deal with stage 2, so I recommend that 

the committee asks the bureau not to timetable 
stage 3 for 8 March but to give us at least another 

week. That will allow us at least three sessions to 

consider amendments. That will not remove the 

opportunity for us as a committee or as individuals 

to oppose the bill at stage 3 if it is unfit for purpose 

at that stage. 

 If the committee is to make 

recommendations to the bureau, we will have to 
agree today to do so. 

Lord James Douglas-Hamilton: 

At this stage, the lesser evil is to put in the extra 

work and go the extra mile, but I do not like the 

way it is being done one little bit. 

This is an 

extremely unsatisfactory position. I see both 

arguments clearly. We are all in favour of the 

protection of children, and comparable legislation 

has been enacted elsewhere in Britain. We do not 

want to be in a position where we could be seen 
as lukewarm on the principle of the protection of 

children. The matter is not being dealt with 

professionally by the Administration, which should 

have introduced the bill much earlier and with 

greater efficiency. However, that is a matter for 

debate. 

The Convener: The pre-consultation document 

usefully points to some of the areas that the 
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secondary legislation will cover. That gives us an 

opportunity. I intend to lodge one or two 

amendments to require the secondary legislation 

to do what the Executive says it will do. At the 

moment it is open-ended. For example, it is stated 
as a policy intent that fingerprint information is to 

be used only as a back-up when a person’s 

identity cannot be guaranteed in another way, but 

that is not in the bill. I would like to lodge an 

amendment about that. 

Do members agree that we should tell the 
bureau that we would prefer to have three 

sessions to deal with amendments but that— 

Fiona Hyslop: There are two options. Should 

we delay stage 2 until we receive the secondary 

legislation or should we ask for stage 2— 

The Convener: We can refer the bureau to our 

stage 1 report, which states that we would prefer 

to see the secondary legislation. 

Fiona Hyslop: I would like you, as convener of 

the committee, to go to the bureau and say that 

we would prefer to— 

The Convener: That is not possible because we 

will be in committee when the bureau meets next 

Tuesday. 

Fiona Hyslop: The matter is not about us. It is 

not about timetabling. It is about what we can do 

as a committee. We are perfectly within our rights 
to go to the bureau— 

The Convener: We are, but the bureau meets 

at the same time as we are scheduled to meet 

next week. 

Fiona Hyslop: What time does the bureau 

meet? 

The Convener: It meets at 2.30. 

Fiona Hyslop: Having previously served on the 

bureau as a business manager, I know that, if the 

bureau knew that the matter was to be referred to 

it, it would change the time of its meeting so that it 
met before we commence the stage 2 

proceedings. That is perfectly within the capability 

of the bureau, which is there to serve the 

Parliament. I hate to tell you that, but it is true. 

The Convener: We are still in public so I should 

be careful what I say. 

Mr Macintosh: What do you want the bureau to 

do, Fiona? 

Fiona Hyslop: It should not timetable stage 2 

until we assure it that we have received the 

subordinate legislation. 

Mr Macintosh: I thought that the committee had 

agreed to go ahead with stage 2. 

Fiona Hyslop: No. That is what we are 

discussing. 

The Convener: The Executive made it clear at 

stage 1 that it would not be able to provide the 

secondary legislation before stage 2 because— 

Fiona Hyslop: We have agreed to the general 

principles but we will not proceed with stage 2 until 
we have adequate information to do so. 

Mr Macintosh: But we are proceeding with 

stage 2. We recommended that the Executive 

should provide the subordinate legislation, but the 

Executive could not do that. Given the 

circumstances, it is preferable to press on. If we 
cannot get through it, we cannot get through it, but 

we should press on and take each stage as it 

comes. I thought that we had agreed to that. 

Fiona Hyslop: There is obviously a difference of 

opinion, convener. Perhaps we should take a vote 
on whether we should proceed with stage 2 or 

whether we should ask you to make 

representations to the bureau on our behalf and 

ask it not to timetable stage 2. 

The Convener:

Is there an alternative proposal? 

 I propose that we make 

representations to the bureau that we are given at 
least three sessions to deal with amendments at 

stage 2. The bureau plans to timetable stage 3 for 

8 March, but that will not allow us the third session 

that might be required. I recommend that we ask 

the bureau not to state in the timetable that stage 

2 should be completed by 23 February. 

Fiona Hyslop: I propose that we ask the bureau 

not to timetable stage 2 at this stage. 

The Convener: We will vote on Fiona Hyslop’s 

proposal. The question is, that the committee write 
to the Parliamentary Bureau suggesting that it 

does not set a deadline for conclusion of stage 2 

consideration of the bill. Is that agreed? 

Members: No. 

The Convener:

FOR

There will be a division. 

Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (Sol) 
Hyslop, Fiona (Lothians) (SNP) 
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP) 

AGAINST

Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con) 
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab) 
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab) 
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD) 

The Convener:

That proposal is disagreed to. We will now vote 

on my proposal.  

 The result of the division is: For 

3, Against 4, Abstentions 0. 

The question is, that the committee write to the 
Parliamentary Bureau suggesting that the deadline 

for conclusion of stage 2 consideration of the bill 

not be set before 2 March. Is that agreed? 
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Members: No. 

The Convener:

FOR

There will be a division. 

Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con) 
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab) 
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab) 
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD) 

ABSTENTIONS

Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (Sol) 
Hyslop, Fiona (Lothians) (SNP) 
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP) 

The Convener:

That proposal is agreed to. I will write to the 

bureau to ask that we not be timetabled to 

complete stage 2 by 23 February. I remind 

members that amendments for the first day of 
stage 2 are due in by 12 noon tomorrow. 

 The result of the division is: For 

4, Against 0, Abstentions 3. 

Meeting closed at 13:06.
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